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The Lord not in the Fire.

Tarrying in the suiuiuer near a woodland

oiintry, we find neighbors sometimes) passing in

fagons with bushels of blueberries which they

ave gathered in the " burnt woods." " It it

adn't been for that fire," say they, " which the

jcomotive or the cigar-smoker started a year or

o ago over miles of some folks' wood-lots, the

eople wouldn't have had this harvest of berries.

ris an ill wind that blows nobody any good,

laybe it's a good thing to have the woods fired

ow and then !" And so the sight of public

lueberries blinds our sense of the rights of

'ood-owners in their property, and of the forest

ouseholds in their homes.

Sometimes the public sees men also as trees

'alking, upright columns to be mown down by

re and shot, irrespective of their sacred right to

heir lives. And j)eople attempt to appease their

oascience of the national murders, by anticipa-

)DS of some ultimate good to spring up in the

rake of man's desolations. Of course good is to

ppear, for God is love, and overrules the wrath

f man to praise Him. But does He couuten-

nce the wrath which his gospel tells us to "lay

side?" Would not the love of man praise Him
jore than the wrath of man, if consequences

rere the measure of virtue ? The spirit of Mo-
aramedanism might have said for its prufL'Ssed

ospel, " Go ye into all the world and shoot my
ospel into every creature." But the true gospel

hows a more excellent way. For these many
enturies it has shown the way of love and of

he Spirit of Christ for the conquest of nations.

Jut the heart of man preferred the processes of

he lower kingdom.

Now, if Divine love afterwards plants good

ruits where men spread fire, the world blindly

ays :
" See how God blesses the means ! War

3 blessed with such good consequences that

allow !" Even as villagers might say, " Let us

keep up the supply of blueberries by burning

our neighbors' woodland ! Providence blesses

the means. Rights of private property to the

winds !"

Is Christianity thus to grow by a blunting of

the moral sense in professedly Christian nations ?

Spread the sway of the LTnited States by fire

and sword over the isles of the sea and nations

beyond, and we do worse than lose the republic

in the empire—we re-barbarize ourselves.

How can we be promoters of Christianity,

that reject it professedly to promote it?—that

tell to Turkey that the policy of Mohammedan-
ism is right, the carnal sword must prepare the

way for the spread of religion ? For many seem

now in their hearts to be pushing a war for im-

perialism under cover of a missionary intent, to

get more land for the gospel and a Christian

civilization.

Granting such gospel power follows in the

hearts of new peoples coming under our blood-

bought empire, it would be a result that has not

been conspicuously apparent in any new prov-

inces thus far added to our domain. Whiskey

and the lust of gain have asserted their first

claim over the nations, and our pro-consuls ai'e

still likely to be creatures of the corrupt rings.

But granting that the barbarism of natives,

or the semi-civilization of residents, should be-

come converted up to the level of our reduced

Christianity, the elevation will not be due to

war. Wars have but perpetuated the earth's

barbarism hitherto, and it is in spite of their

spirit that Christianity has thus far made all its

advance in men. And so it will be notwith-

standing the spirit of war, and overruling it,

that the good seed sown by Christ over the burnt

ground shall germinate to bear any fruits of the

Spirit. But oh that the wild ground had been

burned over by the " consuming fire " of love,

instead of the blasting from the pit

!

Not for the crimes of victors nor of vanquished,

but for the Father's love to the generations fol-

lowing, will He command his loving kindness to

bless and to prosper them. Not to stamp past

war as good will He repair the desolations of

war; not to endorse sin as righteous will He
save sinners. " It is of the Lord's mercies that

we," as nations, " are not consumed. They are

new every morning."

The verdict remains for a nation, " They that

take the sword shall perish with the sword."

This was said by Christ to one who drew the

sword in defence of Christ, the holiest of causes.

So it befell Rome, aspiring for a world-power

which lost to her the republic, and crumbled

her empire. The only coherent world power is

the Prince of Peace, of the increase of whose
" government and peace there shall be no end."

Who, now, will be in alliance with Him to whom
" is given all authority in heaven and in earth ?"

Him to whom is due the kingdom of the world

to " become the kingdom of our Lord, and of

hisChrist: and He shall reign forever and ever."

That kingdom is open to every disciple now :

—

"Ye shall receive power when the Holy Spirit

is come upon you."

After the fire, may the "still small voice"

come i;nore abundantly into dominion.

Selected for " The Friend."
A disposition is making its appearance in

divers places in this nation, and among Friends,
to think very little of the cross o£ Christ prac-
tically, and to plead for liberality, both of faith

and practice ; the perceptible influence of the

Holy Spirit is mournfully deprecated by many
members of our Society ; some of them in con-

spicuous standing, are now disiiosed to put the

Scriptures in the place of the Spirit, and seem
ready to hold them as the only rule of faith and
practice, or guidance of Christians. This dere-

liction from principle, and innovation upon the

always acknowledged doctrine of our Society,

must have originated in the insidious wiles of
the enemy—a want of experience and of the

true knowledge of God through our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ; and by having their

minds darkened through disobedience and un-
belief in the true shining of the everlasting

light and gospel of Christ ; thus becoming dis-

posed to throw off and reject the needful re-

straints of it ; and, notwithstanding they fully

acknowledge the propitiatory sacrifice, with its

blessed eti'ects for the remission of sins, and
place great dependence upon it, yet, at the same
time, Christ crucified is to them, as to the Jews
and Greeks formerly, to the one a stumbling-
block, and to the other, foolishness. And there

is much reason to fear that these wise and
learned professors under our name, who seem
disposed to look down rather contemptuously
upon the old sort of Friends, are designing to

bring about a change in some of (he prominent
and essential doctrines of our Society—such as

the ministry and worship, than which there can
hardly be. any two named, subordinate to that

of faith in God and in the Lord Jesus Christ,

which are more essential to the preservation

and support of our religious compact. It is

very evident that if we should come to believe

that the Scriptures, of themselves, are a sufficient

guide in all the walks of a Christian life, then
our silent, spiritual worship will ere long, sink

into disuse, and our faith in the immediate re-

newing of the Divine Spirit, on every occasion

of the ministry, will be exploded. 'I'his result

is a consequence that must unavoidably follow

such a faith concerning the Holy Scriptures,

however excellent they are, in subordination
to the Spirit which gave them forth.

—

John Wil-

bur.
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The Real Winner.

BY J. B. SUTTER.

A little story-poem tells of an eager throng of

youth setting out iu a race. One arnong theiu

excelled all others in courage, strength, and

grace. The way was long and hard, and the

goal fiir away, but still this favorite held his

place in the lead :

" But, ah ! what folly ! see, he stops

To raise a fallen child,

To place it out of danger's way.
With kiss and warning mild !

A fainling comrade claims his caie

—

Once more he turns aside;

Then stays his strong young steps to be

A feeble woman's guide.

And so, wherever duty calls,

Or sorrow or distress,

He leaves his chosen path to aid.

To cymfort, and to bless."

So, at last, when the race is over and the vic-

tors crowned—some with fame's laurels, some

with love's flowers, some with golden circlets

on their brows— all unknown, unheeded, with

empty hands and uncrowned head, stands this,

the real winner of the race. Earth has no crown

for him, but on his face shines heaven's serene

and holy light.

This tells the story of thousands of earths

failures. Those who might have wou the highest

honors among men, turn aside from their ambi-

tions to do God's work in the world. They stop

to bless others, to comfort sorrows, to cheer lone-

liness, to lift up the fallen oues, to help the weak.

In the race with the world's men they lose, but

in God's sight they are tlie real winners. Angels

applaud them and Christ will reward and crown

them.

The world has honor enough for those who
succeed. There are plenty of books about men
and women who become famous. There is glory

for those who began among the ranks of the

poor and climbed upward to the highest places.

There are poets enough to sing the story of those

who win in the battle. But the Bible wreathes

its laurel chaplets for the unsuccessful. It sings

the song of those who fail. Its hand of help is

under the fallen. Its brightest crowns are for

those whom earth passes by. When the end

comes and life's revelations are all made, then

it will appear that many who in this world have

been thrust aside or trampled down in the dust,

or even burned at the stake, or nailed on crosses,

have been exalted to highest honor in the life

beyond earth.

We had better, therefore, learu to measure

life by true standards. No one has really failed

who has lived for God, who has lived according

to God's law, who have wrought on the temple

of truth in the cause of righteousness.

'Reciprocal Indw'elling.—In the trans-

lucent depths of the southern seas, the voyager

is aware of the infinite variety of sponge growth,

waving to and fro with the gentle movement of

the tide ; and the ocean is in the sponge, whilst

the sponge is in the ocean, illustrating the reci-

procal indwelling of the believer in Christ, and

Christ in the believer.

—

F. B. Meyer in Christian

Living.

If there is anything clear iu scripture, it does

seem to me it is for a Christian to have nothing

to do with carnal weapons, and how it is that

the great mass of Christendom do not see this,

I cannot understand ; surely, it must be through

the blinding influences of society in which the

Christian church is cast.— Chas. H. Spurgeon.

Are the Children Safe?

There were some people living on the shore

of the bay near Boston. Just back of the gar-

den gate was a stake driven into the ground, to

which a boat was fiistened by a rope. When
the tide was out, the boat was on dry ground

;

but when the tide came iu.it would come up

around the boat, and the chihrlren would get in

and let the little wave teeter them this way and

that. One day they stayed out at their play

longer than usual. Their mother missed them

and began to look for them. She went to her

neighbor's house, and asked, " Have you seen

anything of my children ?" " Yes," said the

neighbor ;
" I saw them playing in the boat

after the tide came up around it." Then the

mother ran down to the garden walk and looked

for the boat, but it was gone. Then she knew
that the children playing in the boat, loosed the

rope from the stake, and when the tide went out

it had carried them out upon the bay. She

looked over the water but could see nothing of

them. Then she began to cry and wring her

hands, and all the neighbors came running to-

gether, and everybody was in great excitement

about those three little children that had been

carried out to sea by the tide. They telegraphed

to Boston, and men with row boats came and

pulled out upon the water as far as they could

go, and looked in every direction ; and the tug-

boats came steaming down, going out this way
and that, but nobody could find the children.

At last it began to grow dark, and the people

built a great fire upon the beach and staid there

all night. The mother was on her knees with

her hands clasped and her paleface lifted toward

the skies, while her heart prayed in agony that

God would take care of her little children in

that boat away out upon the lone, dark sea.

Early in the moruing the people were looking

off over the water, when an old sailor, whose eyes

were sharper than those of the other people, saw

a large ship coming in. He thought perhaps

the crew had seen the little boat in the night

and had picked it up, so he waited till the ship

came near. It was weather beaten, and looked

as if it had met storms in coming all the way
from India. He put his hands together and

made a speaking trumpet of them, so that his

voice would go farther, then he sung out to the

sailors on board the great ship, "Any-children-

on-board?" Every one was as still as death,

and he could almost hear his heart beat while

he waited for an answer. It came presently

over the water, faint, but clear, " Children-all-

safe."

Sure enough, in the night the great ship had

picked up the little boat, and the children were

all safe. You can hardly think how glad every-

body was when they were brought home after

their dangerous night out upon the sea. God
means the old ship, his church, to have all the

little children safe on board. And I think our

Saviour, as He sees the ship come in, will call

to us to know if we have the children on board,

and we should be able to say, "Yes, dear Lord,

the children are all safe."—/. F. Willing.

The house of never is built they say,—
Just over the hills of bye-and-bye ;

The house of never is filled with " waits
"

With "just-in-a-minute" and "pretty soon;

Over the hills of the " bye and bye "

Sorrow lives in the house of never !

Kind hearts are the gardens.

Kind thoughts are the roots.

Kind words are the blossoms,

Kind deeds are the fruits.

E.VETHLY VS.Heavenly Teeasuee.—Hirar

Powers, when a boy at play, made his mud horse

on the streets of Cincinnati. A retired merchan

saw there was a genius wrapped up in those ol

clothes. He educated him and sent him to Romi
where he became America's greatest scnlpto:

giving to the world many monuments that pei

petuate his memory. But when in 1873 he la

dying, what could these marble shafts do to ofTe

him consolation ? His " Greek Slave" could giv

him fame among men, but could not prepar

his soul for heaven or gain for it an entranc

there.

The man or woman who has gained a con

fortable home, a position in society, educate

their children, yet with no thought for thefutui

—what avails it all when death comes, and etei

nity opens before them ?

An humble Christian lay dying. No riche

of this world are there to give him even th

common cares of death. But few friends ai

there to attend his wants. No sculptured mom
ments to tell of his skill. Yet monuments i

the eternal city carved by his Mtnd in the gres

school of life, await his coming. Riches untol

are laid up for him in heaven. A friend is wit

him to hear his last adieu to earth, and wal

with him through the dark valley of deatl

And an innumerable company are there to gre<

him with their song of triumph. The brow ths

has borne thorns of trouble and anxiety is no

crowned with a crown of righteousness. Ti

name that has been unknown to the world

found written in the Lamb's Book of Life, (

live on when the world's greatest names hav

been forgotten. Why this diffeience ? The g
built for time; the Christian for eternity.— T'l

Paeific Christian.

Teue Use of Money.—When the foundi

of Methodism was one day preaching his gres

sermon on the use and abuse of money, an ol

farmer, who had come a long distance to het

him, became greatly wrought up. He was

man who cared little about religion
;
yet, on tl

other hand, he was not what we call a " bad

man. His attention was soon excited and rive

ed. The preacher said he would take up thn

topics of thought ; he was talking chiefly aboi

money.
His first head was, "Get all you can." Tl

farmer nudged his neighbor and said :
" This

strange preaching. I never heard the like b

fore ; this is very good. That man has got som

thing in him ; it is admirable preaching."

Wesley discoursed on industry, activity, Jii

ing to a purpose, and reached his secoud divisio

" Save all you cau." The farmer became qui

excited. " Was there ever anything like this'

he said.

The preacher denounced thriftlessness

waste ; he satirized the wilful wickedness whit

reveled in luxury, and the farmer rubbed h

hands as he thought, " All this have I be(

taught from my youth up." And what wil

getting and hoarding, it seemed to him thii

" salvation" had come to his house. But We
ley advanced to his third head which was, " Gh
all you can." "Oh, dear! oh, dear!" said tl

farmer, " he has gone and spoiled it all."

—

Ti

Kingdom.

Peayee is man at his best. A man is

at his best when he talks or sings or works, bi

when he prays. Prayer is obedience, conduc
character, aud every man may talk with tl

Almighty anywhere when his heart seeks tl

presence of God.— William Rader.
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A Word to the Girls.

Girls in the country sometimes grow tired of

he quiet routine of farm work and lotig for the

xcitements and attractions of city life. But

ife in the city is not the public holiday it seems

e girls on their occasional visits to town.

Jelieve me when I tell you that working girls

a the city have an infinitely more monotonous

xistence than the country girls ever dreamed

f. You get up early and work hard, it is true,

ut the picnics you attend summer and the sleigh

ides and parties that enliven your winter give

ou social recreation and change, while there is

Iways the keenest enjoyment for those who

now how to read mother nature's book.

Think of spending every working day in a

ingy office, writing and figuring constantly,

?ith but half a day's vacation in three years, as

girl I know of has done ! Think of speud-

ag all the hot, dusty summer days at a sewing-

aachine in a factory with the ceaseless clatter of

und reds of other machines all about you! Think

f walking two miles to work, standing behind

counter all day, forced to smile and smile,

hough you feel as a villain ought to feel, and

Talking home again at night. All these things

housands of girls in this city do.

One girl I know stands and irons ready-made

hirt waists all day, week in and week out. How
rould you like to exchange your duties with

hem? Do you not think it would be a wel-

ome relief to them to milk in the cool of the

lorning, churn, bake, and sweep before the

ottest part of the day, peel the potatoes for

linner out under the shade of a tree, and, after

linner is over, to sit out in the cool and shady

ard, or rest in the hammock, or take a canter

u the pony, or in the fall go to the woods in

earch of nuts, and at nights lie down and

ireathe in the sweet-scented air of the country

nstead of the sewer smells and efiJuvia of dirty

lleys?

How would you like to pay out of you scant

arnings for every specked apple or withered

leach you ate? Why, if you lived in the city,

ou would pay for fruit that you will not pick

ip from the ground now. How would you like

he ever present possibility of losing your "job"

|ind having your income cutofl^'for a time, with

jio money to pay the expenses that always ac-

braulate so fast? Think of all these things

|)efore you give up the quiet and peaceful life

ipf the country with the certainty of a corafor-

able home, even if you do not have ice cream

md fried chicken every day. To make the best

if what you have is better than to rush into

tvils that you know not of

—

Metropolitan and
Rural Home.

For "The Friend."

Matthew Hale's Testimony. — Matthew
3ale bears the following remarkable testimony

.0 the reality of the inward direction and as-

iistance of the Spirit of God both in spiritual

md temporal affairs. "Any man that sincerely

ind truly fears Almighty God, and calls and
•elies upon Him for his direction, has it as

•eally as a son has the counsel and direction of

lis father ; and though the voice be not audible

)r discernible 'oy sense, yet it is equally as real

is if a man heard a voice, saying, ' This is the

way, walk in it.'

Though this secret direction is principally

seen in matters relating to the good of the soul,

yet even in the concerns of this life, a good man
fearing God, and begging his direction, will

7ery often if not at all times find it."

Security in Obscurity.

Prominent men are exposed
;
prominent posi-

tions are not exempt from danger. Satan shoots

his arrows at standard-bearers, and his servants

do their worst to bring down those who occupy

exalted positions. Sometimes exaltation is cun-

gly devised by enemies who by it seek to

compass the ruin of those they hate. When
Jezebel sought to destroy Naboth, the first step

was to "set him on high," and then by perjury

loom liim to death. Often friendship, flattery,

and fame are more dangerous than malice and

hatred. Many a man is corrupted and ruined

by luxury; and more good men are injured by

gluttony than are destroyed by hunger or thirst,

Often the fame which attaches to talent and

goodness becomes the direct cause of ruin and

death. When persons have attained to high

position and have shown themselves able and

eloquent, have won the applause of the multi-

tude, their popularity becomes their destruction.

Everything is laid upon them. They are over-

ivhelmed and buried with work. They must be

here and there and everywhere. Men with

tching ears seek to be soothed by their elo-

quence (2 Tim. iv : 3) ; hero worshippers pur-

sue them with curious eyes and give them no

peace ; by and by they break under the strain

and die, die in their brown hair, die years and

years before their time, simply driven and run

and worried to death, not because they were

abler than others, but because they were more

famous. Much of the work which they did might

have been done quite as well by a score of others,

but no, nothing would answer the demand of

the public, and the public must be tickled and

gratified and pleased until by and by the weary,

worn-out worker sinks into the obscurity of the

grave, leaving the less famous and less prominent

ones to take up and carry forward, according

to their ability, the work which they might

easily have done before had they had oppor-

tunity, and thus have spared and saved the

lives of persons whose places cannot easily be

filled.

Obscurity has its uses. The purest water is

not found in the brawl and babble of the streams

that flow by the highway side, but in the quiet

trickling springs that gush in lonely dells and

trickle down the mountain side. So the best

work of the best workers is frequently done in

solitude, in seclusion, and in neglect ; and when

the lonely and faithful worker has finished his

course it sometimes happens that the people

learn that there has been a prophet among them,

the latchet of whose shoes they were not worthy

to stoop down and unloose ; and sometimes the

very men who have stoned the prophet will send

around the world to find marble white enough

to bear the name which has been buried in ob-

scurity or even east out as evil.

Take courage, ye who deem yourselves ne-

glected and cast in the shade. Those who are

set on high may, ere you are aware, sink down
in disgrace or go into the silence of the tomb.

Persons are in their graves today who a little

while ago were known and honored far and

wide, and who had they been as obscure as

you are, might have lived long and useful lives,

honoring and glorifying God. Be content with

a lowly lot. Fill the place where God has put

you, and when He shall call you to come up

higher then you will be ready for every good

word and work.— The Armory.

And I smiled to think God's greatness

Flowed around our incompleteness :

—

'Kound our restlessness—his rest.

The Waldenses of Western North Carolina.

JOSIAH W. I.EEns.

Since the arrival in Burke county. North

Carolina, five years ago, of the first coutiugent

(seventeen families) of Waldenses from Pied-

mont, Italy, brief reference to the colony has

been made, perhaps two or three times, in the

olumns of your paper. A second and larger

company of forty-seven families arrived in the

autumn of 1893. A visit of the writer and his

wife to Ashevillc, a few days ago, afforded the

opportunity, desired for some time, of making a

call at this interesting settlement.

The time table of the Southern Railway

iws no station in the eleven miles between

Connelly's Springs and Morganton. The map
issued by the company for the information of

travellers to what the former invitingly call

The Land of the Sky " reveals an intermediate

flag station bearing the not unfamiliar name of

Drexel, while direct inquiry will develop the

fact that between the last named point and the

Springs is a station at which one train daily

will stop, going east and going west, called Val-

dese.*

It happened, by quite a coincidence that just

at the hour of our arrival the children of the

school were gathered together in the building

which serves the triple purposes of school house,

railway station and post-office, to celebrate the

ending of the term, and so it was that the first

time the occasion had been thus marked, the only

strangers to be with them were two Friends from

the Quaker City. About one-third of the 45

scholars were the children of neighbors, not

Waldenses. The exercises were necessarily quite

simple and informal—some remarks by the

teachers, the pastor and one of the visitors, the

presentation of a photograph on a tray to the

principal teacher, Mary Knox, by hei- pupils
;

very short pieces, or single sentences only, re-

cited by each of the latter. Three hymns were

sung, in English, French and Italian respec-

tively. We dined at the teacher's house, called

on the pastor, Barth. Soulier, and inspected the

building of stone, with square tower atone end,

which is being erected for a place of religious

worship. Two masons, members of the colony,

with two helpers, have been engaged upon this

work fir a year. The exterior, with the ex-

ception of plastering the walls of native stone

and shingling the roof appears to be nearly

completed. The settlers have lately definitely

united in religious fellowship with the denomi-

nation of Presbyterians.

It was announced at the time of the opening

of the settlement that 12,000 acres of land had

been purchased on both sides of the railway,

extending from Morganton nearly to Connel-

ly's Springs. It had been the desire of king

Humbert that they should settle upon his African

dependency lying upon the Red Sea, but their

preference was for an inheritance of the civil and

religious liberty which they had heard was to

be obtained in the United States. It should be

mentioned that a few score of their people had

previously formed a settlement in Missouri,

while a much larger body, some 2000 in number,

had located upon the Uruguay River, in South

America, where they are pursuing the vocation

of agriculturists.

I was rather surprised to learn that, through

sales and relinquishments, the holdings of the

brethren at Valdese had been reduced to about

2000 acres, so that their present average pos-

* Pronounced Val-day-eee, with the accent on the

second syllable.
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per family must be under the 50 to 100
acres which I think was designed by the original

apportionment. One of their number had started

a knitting mill, about a furlong's distance from
the station, but, it proving not to be a success,

the originator and several companions had gone
to South Carolina. The present total population
is 275.

The 43 acre farm (one-third of it is cultivated)
of the postmaster, lpp<ilito Salvagiot, made so

good an appearance that the success of the
colony would appear to be a surety could it be
generally repeated. The seven acres of wheat
and six acres of corn were decidedly better ap-

pearing than the average of wheat I had seen
in North Carolina. The potatoes, onions and
cabbages showed the good effects of diligent and
well directed tillage, while the grape vines, tied

to stakes, gave promise of an abundant yield a

year hence. There are very few horses, perhaps
not ten, within the bounds of the settlement, so

that the soil's cultivation is mostly by hand.*
Barn yard manure not being generally availa-

ble, the Waldenses frugually save the scrapings
of the road, gather muck where it can be found,
and transfer to their land from the forests of
oak great quantities of the annual fall of leaves.

This, it will be conceded, does not enrich the
soil very rapidly. The land is of a friable stone,

better than a gravelly soil would be, yet the
hopes of the settlers that they should be vine
dressers and fruit culturists has not been dis-

tinctly realized.

Prudent advisers and judiciously directed
help may do much for them. It is probably
well that the experiment of expatriation has not
been undertaken in the beginning on a large
scale. In talking with Ippolito, whom I found
to be a man of intelligence, he handed me a
large history of the United States, which dealt
with our country's moral and industrial progress
rather than with military affairs and events.

Having made the remark that Italy, though
poor, nevertheless ambitiously built the most
formidable battle ships, at the same time that it

gave authorization to the impoverishing lotto

throughout the land, in order to fill its treasury,

the Italian replied, " It is so," and ejaculated :

"The war—it is a terrible thing! I do not see why
the nations settle not their differences in peace."
We noticed that a few of the shoes that were

worn had wooden soles, halfsabots. Soraefunnel
shaped splint or wicker baskets, such as are
common in Italy and Switzerland, borne on the
backs of the wotien, are shown, but seem not to

be practically used, perhaps being thought to

point to a former servile condition. Bread is baked
in outside ovens, 30 or 40 pounds of flour at a
baking. A piece, evidently many days old,

was handed me, of which it seemed no exagger-
ation to say it was " as hard as a brick." Soak-
ing in liquid is called for in order to help out
an otherwise impossible exercise of mastication.

Several of the older women who came to the
exercises at the school wore white, close fitting

hoods of a short pattern which just covered the
ears. A half mile back from the station, at

a clearing of a few acres in the woods, we left

the Waldensian children, so lately released from
school, merrily playing the field game of "The
Kussian Captive," the equivalent of the " Pris-

oners' base " of our own juveniles.—i^ro?)i " The
Public Ledger."

* Specific inquiry, since the above was written, rela-
tive to the number of farm animals in the colony,
elicited the information that there are 12 horses, 30
oxen, 40 cows, quite a number of heifers, and a dozen
sheep.

FoK " The Friend."

Principle and Personality.

"About things, not about persons," may be
almost styled a nursery maxim regarding the

proper subjects of civilized conversation. Of
course the rule resolved itself practically into a
simple question of order or precedence.

People, and things or principles are .so inti-

mately and almost inextricably intermingled in

all narrations and all questions of life and con-

duct, that it always requires a greater or less

equipment of experience, of sagacity aud of dis-

interestedness, justly to decide where the true

order is maintained, and where it is violated.

The " simple question " thus becomes a profound
question, involving, as it does, a contemplation
of the secret motives, or springs of thought and
action which are ever being more deeply hidden
with the progress of Christian culture beneath
the growing resources of mere moral and intel-

lectual attainment.

With the social advancement in inorals and
intelligence, the subtle snare of confederate re-

liance as opposed to the law of individual en-

lightenment (see Isaiah viii : 12, 13 aud 1 Peter
iii : 14, 15), becomes increasingly plausible to

the inexperienced soul. The inexperienced soul

is indeed the ward of surrounding society, alike

in its domestic, its political and its ecclesiastical

relations. But when it ceases to regard the

conventional as the merely educational in any
of these relationships, and glories therein as an
ultimate attainment, it forsakes the law of in-

dividual and social progress, and lapses into a
more or less refined idolatry. The controversies

between two or more such souls of different

shades of conventional bias are thus prone to

become painfully interesting to the unprejudiced
observer, through their almost inevitable though
unconscious descent from the discussion of prin-

ciples to the conflict of personalities. It may
be hoped that with a clearer apprehension and
definition of principles, and with the consequent
more rigid subordination of persons to things

as subjects of remark, this injurious tendency
will be happily outgrown among earnest Chris-

tians of every degree of spiritual attainment,

and their harmony and efficiency promoted by
the distinct realization of the fundamental doc-
trine and " unspeakable gift " of " Christ in you
(i. e. the saints), the hope of glory " (Col. i : 27)
within them collectively or socially as " the

sincere milk of the word " to foster the educa-
tional stage of soul experience ; but especially

within them severally or individually as the
" strong meat " for the advanced, or, so to speak,

edificational stage or state of Christian manhood.
For assuredly there is no social revelation or

refinement which has not begun with the mani-
festation of God in and through the individual.

(1 Peter ii: 2 Heb. v: 14).

Heroic Fidelity.—This is one of the wildest

and bleakest of light stations of that savage re-

gion, and, according to a story told there it was
once the scene of a reraarkal)ly plucky adher-
ence to duty on the part of a fifteen -year-old

boy. He was the son of the keeper, aud on this

occasion was left alone in the tower while his

father went ashore for provisions in their only
boat. Before the latter could return, a violent

storm arose, and for the next three weeks there

was no time in which the keeper's boat could
have lived for a moment in the wild seas that

raged about the lonely rock. Still the light was
kept burning by that fifleen-year-old boy, who
had little to eat, and but scant time to sleep.

Night after night, for three weeks, its steady

gleam shone through the blackness of the pit

less storm and gladdened the father's strainin

eyes. When the ordeal was ended the boy ws
so weak from exhaustion as to te barely able t

speak. At the same time there was no proude
father, nor happier young light-keeper on tb

Main coast, than those who met on the storr

swept Ledge of Saddleback that day.— Kit

Munroe, in Scribners.

Taking Father's Place.

There is many a happy-hearted, bright-eye

boy, free from care, and full of fun and glac

ness, who a little while- from this may be calle

to lake a father's place. He can hardly realiz

it now, and yet the time will come; the sudde
stroke may lay the father low, or the weary toi

of many years may bow his head in the dus
and some morning the bright sun will beam o

a sad world, and the boy, awaken from h
slumbers, will sigh to think he has no father!

There will be the funeral scene, the Strang

cares and preparations, the words of comfor
the last farewell, the sad parting, the open grav
and then the sorrowing ones will turn awa;
and somebody must take father's place. An
who can it be ? Who, but the boy, who fc

these years has been his father's pride and jo

and trust?

It will seem strange to a lad to take on hii

new cares and duties ; to stand at the head whei
once he had only to listen and obey; but yet

seems to be the only thing to do. The hon:

must be kept, the heart-broken mother must h

comforted, the children must be guided an
trained, and somebody must take father's placf

and so, many plans and schemes of pleasure an
enjoyment must be put away. The boy mu;
be a man before his time. Pie must think whi!

others are thoughtless ; he must save while othe'

are spending; he must be sober while others ai

light-hearted ; and while they are doing as the

please, he must have a thought of mother, an
brothers, and sisters.

The boy who takes father's place must lear

to take care of himself. He cannot do even
thing that father did, he must not try. He mu:
not lift or strain, and in an hour do himself moi
damage than can be remedied in a lifetime. H
must not lose his life trying to save somethin,

from loss or spoiling. He must not think th»

he is a man, nor undertake to do a man's worJ
He must not be rash nor too independent, bu
he must be patient, quiet and willing to learn

and if so, he will find many who will be gh
advise him and teach him and help him.

The boy who takes father's place must nd

forget father's friends. The wise man saysi
" Thine own friend, and thy father's friend, foii

sake not" (Prov. xxvii: 10). And if a so

shows himself worthy of their friendship he wi!

find that nothing which he has inherited frot

his father is more valuable than the life-Ion

friends that father left behind him. Let hii

go to them frequently, and if he goes to thei

for counsel in times of perplexity, he will fini

that he can also go to them for help in times ci

trouble and of need. His father's friends wi'

not forget him.

There are many things for the boy to thin

of who must take father's place. He must thin

of mother with her heavy heart and her cor

stant burden, and talk and counsel with her a

his truest and most faithful friend. He mus
think of brothers and sisters, and be tender, lout

suffering, and patient with them ; he must thin

of obligations that must be met, and father
honor that must be cared for: and he must tr
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to do in every way the things that are right in

the sight of God, that his father's God may be

bis God and guide for evermore.

There will be many a trial, many a sorrow,

many a disappointment for the boy that takes

his father's place ; and yet if he is faithful to his

trust he will have many a blessing at the hand
of God ; for He who is " a Father of the father-

less," will care for and watch over those who
trust in Him, and who have no earthly father.

The boy who takes his father's place needs to

know his father's God. He needs to read his

father's Bible, and to kneel as his father knelt

,t the throne of grace, and ask God's blessing on

the daily bread ; and he will find thus strength

and help which he can find nowhere else. And
the Lord who has said, " Leave thy fatherless

children, and let thy widows trust in me," will

never fail to help him in time of need, if he will

but put his trust and confidence in Him.
Let those who yet know a father's love, thuuk

|God for the mercy that is to continue to them, but

ilet every boy as he grows up beneath a father's

jcare, be watchful to learn, diligent to labor, and
[prompt to obey ; let him remember that some-

Itime he too may be called to take his father's

place ; and see to it that he prepare himself for

the duties that may lie before him, when God
in his providence shall lay new burdens upon
him, and call him to serious responsibilities.

Many a lad has been called upon to do this

;

and though at first the burden seemed heavy,

almost too heavy to be borne, yet by the bear-

ing of it he has gained wisdom and strength and
experience which in after years have made him
(stronger and abler and more manly than he

ever could have been had he not been called in

boyhood to take a father's place. Washington,
Jefferson, Madison, Jackson, Johnson, Garfield,

Hayes and Cleveland weie not the only sons of

widows who have risen to high estate in this

and other lands.

And the reward is coming by and by, when
the children shall remember him, and say, "He
was a father to me ;" when the mother, leaning

on his arm, shall go down to the end of life's

journey, and shall bless with her dying breath

her faithful boy ; and when at last he shall meet
father, and mother, and brothers, and sisters in

the brightness of the great Beyond, and shall

hear from the Saviour's lips the words, " AVell

done, good and faithful servant, enter thou into

the joy of thy Lord."

—

Little Christian.

For " THE Friend."

Where Ignorance is Blest.—It is blessed

ignorance not to know so much of evil that it

excludes the good to be enjoyed in that mind
that is dependent on Divine grace for wisdom,
which in all things is profitable to direct. The
intellect itself cannot comprehend the "all

things that are worthy of Divine bestowal and
which make rich in the sight of God, who
giveth liberally and upbraideth not, when the

dependence for knowledge is on Him. He
loveth the cheerful giver. It is the whole heart

He calls for. Is it too much, O pilgrim, to give,

when He made thee for a purpose of his own
glory—not thine own ? Think of the eternity of

ruin that ma)' overtake the soul that fails to

bow before the Majesty on High ! It is to babes

I

and sucklings that Jesus Christ reveals himself

" In his blest life we see the path.

Anil in his death the price
;

And in his ascent, proof supreme
1

Of immortality."

P. R. GiFFORD.
Providence, Sixth Month 22nd, 1898.

The Ministry and its Authority.

This touches closely the spring of and au-

thority for the ministration of spiritual lite

through that heavenly gift, bestowed by the

Almighty upon sons and daughters, testifying

in due season concerning the nature and will

of Him who is love incomprehensible and light

ineftable, as revealed in Christ Jesus.

To these " children of the day " " the Word "

is precious in all his varied expressions, offices

and characteristics, appearing at tiujes as " a

tongue of fire " or " voice of gentle stillness."

They wait for his coming * as they " who
wait for the morning," they obey his teaching

by delivering the whole counsel thereof, and
thereby grow in discernment of spiritual truth.

The sense or sight of this truth, however, is

not sufficient in itself to warrant its deliverance

to others, for " the commission " does not stand

in " the vision," but rather in the " therefore," f
—the renewal of baptising, power and command,
this is what does not, neither can, " return unto

Him void."

The " seasons " for this ministry are surely in

his hands, who only knoweth the needs of every

soul, and no man can discern these apart from
the prophetic Spirit, which is ever the freshly

inspired testimony of Jesus, and this is not to

be confounded with the testimony of our own
experience for Him, although that may be truly

from Him.
That " living and inworking " (R. V.) Word,

which can separate both pastand future thoughts

and imaginations from the eternal revelation of

God, " Dividing asunder " every human eflTort

from the true "anointing "—is a special gift,

not received by " ordination " or any preparation

of man by his own efforts, however exercised

—

the more effectually through the use of every
faculty reverently subordinated to its service.

The precious flowing of the Gospel stream of

Divine love into and through the soul may be

felt with equal power in solitude, and in the com-
pany of other souls, but whenever this current

of life takes its passage through the midst of our

consciousness, then should we watch its entrance

and departure, as the beginning and the end of

its expression, otherwise spiritual confusion at-

tends both those who speak and those who hear,

and that peace is lost, which surpasseth the un-

derstanding of the natural mind, and it is the

true spiritual reward and effect of that which
proceeds purely from the eternal source of in-

spiration. J. E.

Helping Children to Pray.—The parents

of little Willie were not Christians. They were
respectable. His mother taught him the Lord's

Prayer. She also taught him,
" Now I lay me down to sleep," etc.

Then the boy would repeat after his mother:
" God bless papa." " God bless mamma." " God
bless Willie, and make me a good little boy."

One evening as he was kissing his mother
good night, he looked up into her face, and said :

"Does you pray, mamma?" "No, darling."
" Does papa pray ?" " I never heard liim pray."
" Why does you make me pray ?" " That you
may be good." "Don't you want to be good,

mamma?" "Oh, yes; I want to be good."

"Then why don't you pray, and papa pray?"
" We've gotten out of the spirit, I gues.s." "Well,

[*The coming, here spoken of does not refer to an
outward appearance, hut to the inward manifestations

of the Son of God—the good shepherd who goeth
before the sheep.—J. E. S.]

t
" (to ye, therefore, nnto, etc., because of and after

the bestowal of his power."

mamma, maybe God will hear my prayer. But
don't you think you and papa are expeciing to

much of a little fellow like me. Do you believe

that God wants me to do all the praying for

this whole family ? Seems to me you and papa
might help me a little."

These words sank deep into the mother's heart,

and it was not long before that house was a house
of prayer unto the living God.

—

Selected.

Wanted—a Young Man.

Pick up almost any of our daily papers, and
we see a number of advertisements headed in

this way, and why? Is it because young men
are scarce and hard to find? From the number
to be seen on the street corners, or hanging
around the hotels, saloons, and railway depots,

it would seem not, as droves of them are to be

seen almost everywhere. Why, then, is not the

supply greatly in excess of the demand? It is

because of the quality, rather than the quantity.

For good, first-class articles of all kinds there

is always a demand.
There are splend id openings all the year around

for the kind of young men that will fit them,
but the trouble is that so large a percentage of

our young men are not fitted for these splendid

and desirable openings. You may ask. Why
not? There are many reasons for this, and yet

all these reasons may be gotten out of the way
without price or sacrifice.

Young man, why should you knowingly and
of your own free will, disqualify yourself for

getting the very thing you need and want? It

does seem strange that you should be so incon-

siderate and unwise, yet so many' of you are

doing so, day by day. Instead of getting nearer

and nearer the place and position you want, each

step you are taking is lengthening the distance

between you and your objective point.

What kind of a young man is wanted?—you
may ask. Just the kind you would want, had
you an iirportant position to fill.

Place yourself, for a moment, in the place of
those who have positions to offer, and ask your-
self what kind of a young man you would want.
You would want the one that has a good name,
—who has carefully utilized all his educational

advantages, is kind and shows filial respect to

his parents, spends his evenings at home, is

honest and courteous, and, above everything
else, is a Christian. A young man having these

qualifications, would fit and fill almost any hon-

orable position, and just such young men are

wanted.

Advertisements are placed in the papers, be-

cause such are hard to find. How would you
do? Do you have these qualifications? If you
have you are needed and you will be called.

It is really astonishing how few young men we
have that are up to the standard they could be
and should be, to meet the wants of the business

and religious world.

Not long since there was a young man needed
as a clerk in a bank. The position was a desira-

ble one but the importance of it called for special

fitness on the part of the one to be employed,
and—do you believe it?—in a town of over six

thousand inhabitants, there could not be found
more than two or three young men that could
have been accepted, even as candidates for the

position.

It would have been very interesting to young
men if they could have had a side position and
heard discussed the qualifications needed, and
the ones not needed. This one smoked cigars and
cigarettes,—and he was not needed. Another
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was known to attend clubs and do a little drink-

ing. Another spent all he earned on his clothes,

and was not punctual in meeting his engage-

ments. Another was not courteous, and spent

bis evenings in doubtful places. None of these

were needed,— indeed almost every defect in

character was considered and marked as objec-

tions to employing the different applicants.

Sowing wild oats, smoking, drinking, playing

cards, lounging, late hours at clubs and other

doubtful places, may seem innocent sport to be

winked at, and it may by equally foolish young

girls; but when it comes to people of better

judgment and business men who have important

positions to fill, they take a different view of the

matter. By them these fast young men are

placed on the list of " not wanted." And they

are right in doing so, because it is a common-
sense view, and the very thing that every sen-

sible man would be expected to do.

Then, what is the right thing to do on the

part of every young man, that he may be wanted ?

Go to work, prepare yourself for life's work and

make yourself worthy of the calling or position

that you may desire, to make life a success, and

you will get there. Thousands have done it,

and have not been disappointed ; so may you;

All you have to do is to will it so, and if you

have" attended to your first duty, God will help

you to do the balance.— Gospel Messenger.

Rhoads.*

Joseph Rhoads, eldest son of Joseph and Han-
nah Rlioads, of Marple, Delaware County, Penn-

sylvania, was born on the thirtieth of Eighth

Month, 1822.

Early in life he became the subject of relig-

ious impressious, and when at Westtown in his

fourteenth year, was noted among his school-

mates for attention to his conscientious couvic-

tions ; spending much time in reading the Bible

and in retirement.

This tenderness of conscience distinguished

him through life, and as he advanced to man-

hood resultant purity of heart and conduct were

conspicuous traits of character.

In accordance with its dictates, and a deep

sense of injustice toward the slaves, he refrained,

at an early age, from using the products of their

labor.

Yielding to the visitations of Heavenly Grace,

and evincing faith in the intimations of the Holy
Spirit, by submission to his directions, he was

led into much introversion of mind, in order to

know the Divine Will for himself in regard to

apprehended duty.

In relation to his settlement in life, he says,

" It has long been my impression that this farm

was to be my place of abode for life ; and I

have no desire to change if it is consistent with

the Divine Will."

"I fully believe that even our temporal en-

joyment is greatly increased by seeking after

and remaining in that situation which Divine

Providence designed we should fill."

" If we may but be instrumental in the Divine

Hand in supporting and advancing the cause of

Truth, in our own religious meeting and among
our neighbors, it will be far preferable to any-

thing we can acquire by grasping after the

honors or riches of this fleeting world, in any

other place or situation."

In the course of business he was strictly just:

sacrificing gain to unbending integrity in his

dealings. To those in his employ he was kind

*A Memorial from Chester Monthly Meeting, Penn-
sylvania, issued by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 1898.

and generous, careful for their comfort and in-

culcating religion as their highest interest.

The practice of benevolence toward those in

need was to him as much a pleasure as a duty

:

realizing the truth, " It is more blessed to give

than to receive."

He passed through much mental exercise that

he might become established in the doctrines,

principles and testimonies he adopted. Not be-

ing satisfied with anything short of a living ex-

perience of the Truth.

He felt it required of him, not only for the

reduction of self, but that it might give him
nearer access to those in the humbler walks of

life, to appear in much simplicity in dress and
address : and to conform to the Scripture in-

junction, "Let your moderation be known unto

all men."
His heart was cleansed by faith in, and obedi-

ence to the requisitions of his Saviour, and he

was thus prepared, through redeeming Grace,

for usefulness in the Church.
As an overseer he was truly pastoral in the

care of the flock.

His pleasing social qualities, though marked
by simplicity of manners, gave hira a place in

the esteem of many with whom he associated,

and made way for his services among persons

of various spiritual conditions.

His labors for the good of the neighborhood

where he lived nearly all his life, were indefati-

gable. He served nearly forty years as a director

of the public schools in his district. Taking an

active part in educational matters, he availed

himself of opportunities in the schools for suita-

ble reading and religious instruction.

He exerted an influence in the suppression of

vice, checking profane persons in the misuse of

the sacred name ; believing that " Because of

swearing the land mourneth."

He felt at times constrained to attend at

pigeon-shootings, horseraces, and places of like

character, that he might by his presence, and

by persuasion, induce those present to forsake

their vain pastimes, and follow pursuits worthy

of their manhood and eternal destiny. It is

believed his eff'orts were blessed in a marked
degree.

Twice he visited military encampments in

his county ; having on one occasion an officer

detailed for the day, to go with him from tent

to tent, to distribute tracts and impart his con-

cern for the welfare of its occupants.

As a remonstrant against the sale and use of

alcoholic liquors, he was earnest and fearless,

going directly to the keepers of taverns and
saloons to lay before them the evils of their

traffic, and distributing to them aud their pa-

trons, tracts teaching the danger of indulging

an appetite for strong drink. As he traversed

the streets of the city, or rode through the coun-

try this concern was upon him. In relation to

it he wrote: "I suppose I have entered saloons

and taverns hundreds of times in this service,

which was often much in the cross, causing me
much conflict of mind." He adds, ' But I shall

esteem it an unspeakable favor if my Heavenly

Father shall regard me as worthy to be em-

ployed, though it may be in a lowly way."
" If He condescends to give me his guidance,

and strengthens me to perform his blessed Will,

I trust I shall render to Hira all the praise and

glory which are his due."

In the year 1862 he was married to Elizabeth

Snowdon,daughterof Joseph and Hannah Snow-

don, of Haddonfield, New Jersey, a woman of

much amiability and discretion. She entered

heartily into the temporal and spiritual affairs

of her husband. But their union was of shori

duration, as it pleased unerring Wisdom to re-

move her from works to rewards in the autumn
of 1872.

As life progressed his love for the cause ol

truth and righteousness, and his zeal in its ad-

vancement knew no abatement ; and much ol

his time was freely given to its promotion.

As an elder he was judicious and sympathetic

towards those engaged in the ministry, and re-

peatedly gave his time, as a companion to these

in their journeys and visits on gospel embassies.

As he came often to have a message in oui

meetings, as well as in private interviews, it was

believed by his friends that a gift in the minis-

try had been conferred upon hira, and that it

could be more freely exercised if recognized by
the church. He was accordingly acknowledged
a minister in 1891. In company with different

ministers he labored within the limits of out

southern, and some of our western Yearly Meet-

ings. On one occasion he remarks, "At a meet-

ing in the West, I thought it best to allude to

the importance of keeping in the simplicity in

our manner of living : that I believed Friends

in some sections had lost ground by adopting

expensive habits, and, as their means enabled

them, they would be subjected to the same temp-

tation, as the country increased in wealth."

"These luxurious habits are attended with

evil results, in more than one direction. They
foster a spirit of pride and self importance ; and
often lead to the necessity of very close atten-

tion to business on the part of the head of the

family, thereby almost absorbing the energies

of his mind, and disqualifying him for engaging

in that service for the church to which he would
otherwise be called."

In reference to his appointment on several

committees of the Yearly Meeting, he says, " The
declining state of many of our meetings has been

a subject of anxious thought to me, and my
share of the labor seems to be the stirring up ol

our members to greater faithfulness, in the oc-

cupancy of their gifts. So that the desolated

walls of our Zion may be rebuilt." He was en-

gaged in religious service until within a few

weeks of his close.

After a visit to some of the ofiicials of New
York city, on a religious concern for them, he

remarked that " he felt much peace in the ac-

complishment of this duty."

Second Month, 1895, he records,

—

" I have of late been brought under mucbi

exercise of mind in relation to my own religious!

standing, and my prayers and cries have been

put up to the Father of mercies, that He would
not cast me off in my old age, nor forsake me
when my strength faileth."

" I feel that I have fallen short of that degree

of usefulness I should have attained, had I more
faithfully lived up to the discoveries of Divine

Light. I am still not without hope, that He
will yet pass by my transgressions and omissions,

for Christ's sake, and through mercy admit me
into his heavenly kingdom."
Having been " Diligent in business, ferventi

in Spirit, serving the Lord," he was favored,:

during a period of declining health, to bring

his worldly affairs to a comfortable conclusion.

Relying solely on the merits of his Saviour, he

peacefully departed this life the second of Ninth
Month, 1896.

" Reverence is the soul of religion. When
that is gone, there is little left with which God
can be pleased. Where nothing is sacred every-

thing becomes common."
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For "The Fbiend."

Protestant Catholicism.

It may be regretted that the term " protest

"

r " protestant " has by a seemingly perverted

isage acquired an antagonistic, aggressive and

legative meaning or application, in place of the

pologetic, attractive and positive one which

riginally or etymologically belongs to them,

s though their primary import were against

hat which is undesirable, rather than for which

3 undesirable. I love to think of them as sup-

lying the most condensed expression of social

luty. For we are assured by the same benign

ind Divine Personage who summarized the pur-

pose of his own mission into the world as the

• bearing witness unto (or for), the truth," that

;3e sends his followers into the world, even as

ie was sent into the world. He indeed in his

inerely human character underwent that educa-

ioual novitiate without which He could not

lave presented himself as our sufficient " Way,"

^nd in which by virtue of simple purity and

,;arnestness of purpose, He so " entered into

jther men's labors," sifting the good from the

aad and the true from the false, as to steadily

idvance from sinless ignorance to transcendant

wisdom. But even that was but a " bearing

witness," by deed and word to the truth of his

;hen present relationship to the world. From
the beginning to the end of his wondrous his-

toric career, there was doubtless a large sense

in which he could work and rest in the con-

sciousness that He had nothing to do in the

world than thus to "be about his Father's busi-

ness," so incidentally and none the less eflect-

ually because incidentally, stimulating all other

beings in mortal shape, whether of worldly high

degree or of worldly low degree, to find their

own part in that business in the then presented

and thenceforth growing light of" life and im-

mortality " (2 Tim. i: 10).

The catholic gospel is indeed a gospel of the

living present. It is that message of " the eter-

nal now," which the Hebrew prophet vaguely

but confidently heralded when he interceded

that " in the midst of the years" on that mo-

mentous and ever-advancing line of demarca-

tion between an etiete past and a pregnant fu-

ture, for which the more abstract term " the

present" has since been evolved— the Mo.st

High would manifest the plenitude of his gra-

cious attributes, and " in wrath remember
mercy." It is a gospel of emancipation through

all that is educational and traditional, out of

and beyond all that is educational and tradi-

tional. It is a gospel which repudiates, fur all

Christian manhood, the sufficiency of any merely

historic lore or fact as the foundation for a living

faith; which discredits such retrospective reli-

Sinceas the prolific source of sectarianism, schism

and a false conservatism ; and which boldly

propounds the underlying and enduring " mys-

tery of godliness," the doctrine of Christ within

the hope of glory," as that which is now " re-

vealed for the obedience of faith."

Without claiming to be a Swedenborgian, I

am used to think of it as claiming to be the

Gospel of that " New Jerusalem," which we are

scripturally encouraged to believe remains more

or less hiddenly established in the world, and

which accordingly ever awaits the apprehen-

sion of earnest seekers for their due deliverance

from ths Scylla and Charybdis of rant and cant

—of rationalistic presumption and of unreason

ing bigotry. May all such seekers and finders

have a single eye to their own calling to " turn

on the light " for the timely allurement and
behoof of inexperienced after-comers, in order

that the still growing " light of the glorious gos-

pel of Christ, " the word of prophecy thus made

more sure" (2 Cor. iv : 4, and 2 Peter i
: 19),

may shine unto them until the day shall dawn

and the Day-Star arise in their hearts."

Selected for "The Friend."

Bombardment of Copenhagen.

The ibliowing anecdote is related by an eye-

witness, a lieutenant in the navy. There is

reason to believe that the person of whom it

was related was not a member of the Society of

Friends, though he might be of the same prin-

ciple with them on the subject of war. This

does not detract from, but gives additional force

to the fact related of him :

" At the last siege of Copenhagen, being then

a young midshipman on board his Majesty's

ship Valiant, I was particularly impressed with

an object that I saw three or four days after

the terrific bombardment of that devoted place.

Fur several nights previous to the surrender of

Copenhagen, the darkness of the night was ush-

ered in with a tremendous roar of guns and

mortars, accompanied by the whizzing of those

destructive and burning engines of warfare,

' Bougrives Rockets.'
" The dreadful eflects of this destructive

warfare were made visible by the brilliant lights

in the city. Soon did the blazing houses and

the burning cottages of the laboring poor il-

luminate the heavens. The wide-spreading

flames reflected on the water showed a forest of

ships, all assembled around the city for its de-

struction. When the bombardment had com-

menced, and every woman and child fled from

the destructive shell, shot and rocket, and from

the burning and falling houses, a little child

was seen running acro.ss the street for shelter, it

w not where, when a rocket, flying throu

the street killed in its way the poor innocent.

Oh, Britain, Queen of nations! Mother of

such manly sons! Are these thy works? After

several of these horrific nights, the Danes gave

up their arsenal and all it contained to the

English."

Buzzard or Dove.—Some years ago, a well

known minister delivered a series of discourses

against Atheism, in a town in America, some of

the citizens of which were known to be skeptical.

A few days afterward he took passage in a

steamer ascending the Mississippi, and found

on board several of the citizens of that town,

among whom was a noted atheist. So soon as

he discovered the minister, he commenced his

blasphemies ; and when he perceived him read-

ing at one of the tables, he proposed to his com-

panions to go with him to the opposite side of

the table and listen to some stories that he had

to tell upon religion and religious men, which

he said would annoy the old preacher. Quite a

number, prompted by curiosity, gathered round

him to listen to his vulgar stories and anecdotes,

all of which were pointed against the Bible and

its ministers. The i)reacher did not raise his

eyes from the book which he was reading, nor

appear to be in the least disconcerted by the

presence of the rabble. At length the infidel

walked np to him, and, rudely slapping him on

the shuulder, said, "Old fellow, what do you

think of these things?" The minister calmly

pointed toward the land, and said, "Do you

see that beautiful landscape spread out in such

quiet loveliness before you ?" " Yes." " It has a

variety of flowers, plants, and shrubs that are

calculated to fill the beholder with delight."

" Yes." " Well, if you were to send out a dove,

he would pass over that scene and see in it

all that was beautiful and lovely, and delight

himself in gazing at and admiring it ; but if

you were to send out a buzzard over precisely

the same scene, he would see in it nothing to

fix his attention, unless he could find some rot-

ten carcass that would be loathsome to all other

animals. He would alight and gloat upon that

with exquisite pleasure." "Do you mean to

compare me to a buzzard, sir?" said the infidel,

coloring very deeply. "I made no allusion to

you, sir," said the njinister very quietly. The
infidel walked oHin coniusion, and went by the

name of " The Buzzard," during the remainder

of the passage.

—

Helecied.

Notes from Correspondents.

To me there are no meetings alike refreshing

and helpful to those of our mode and manner of

meeting for Divine worship. They are the one

great uniting link that binds me to our .Society.

Take them away, and all that is of worth is gone

for me. T.

I was pleased to read the article by " S.," on

"Whom Shiill we obey in War time?" and glad

that though we may believe God overrules these

things for good, and may even work in this way
for the chastisement of nations, nevertlieless those

who really love God whom they have never seen,

cannot be prevailed on to destroy or consent to the

taking vengeance on their fellow-men whom they

have seen. Keither is he limited to the necessity

of war to effect his purpose in the exercise of his

sole prerogative, to say " Vengeance is mine, and

I will repay, saith the Lord." W. M.

The enclosed cutting from this afternoon's paper

(Seventh Month 6th), describes probably the most

remarkable Friends' meeting ever held. It is most

interesting to picture the scene in the mind's eye.

That there should be a recognition of silent wor-

ship at such a time is truly remarkable.

On the return of Commodore Schley to the Texas

after the capture of Cervera and the destruction of

his fleet, " Captain Philip called all hands to the

quarter-deck, and, with bared head, tlianked God
for the almost bloodless victory.

" I want to make public acknowledgment here,"

he said, "That I believe in God the Father Al-

mighty. I want all you officers and men to lift

your hats, and from your hearts offer silent thanks

to the Almighty."
All hats were off. There was a moment or two

of absolute silence, and then the overwrought feel-

ings of the ship's company relieved themselves in

three hearty cheers for their beloved commander."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The exports of domestic merchan-

dise for the Sixth Month amounted to $92,9'.)4,401, an

increase over Sixth Month, 1897, of more than $21,-

000,000. There was a decrease in the dutiable mer-

chandise Imported for the month of more than 5>lo,-

000,000.

The business of the We.stern railroads for the first

six months of the present year was unusually heavy.

The deliveries of grain at Chicago amounted to lo4,-

176,000 bushels, an increase of 40,940,000 bushels over

the corresponding period of last year. The outward

movement reached 13.5,998,000 bushels, an increase of

60,9.5.5,000 bushels.

Corrected figures show that the total subscriptions to

the war loan of $200,000,000 amounted to $1,305,000,-

000. Subscriptions for more than $50U0 will be rejected.

During the last fiscal year goods valued at $5l),lS7,-

309 were exported from Philadelphia, an increase of

more than };9,000,000 as compared with exports of the

previous year.

Yellow fever made its appearance in General Shaf-

ter's army before Santiago. Fourteen cases, said to be

among the Quartermaster's Department employes and

refugees at Siboney, were reported on the 11th inst., and

a number of additional cases have occurred since then.

Official advices received in Washington from Santi-
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ago place the entire number of fever cases up to the
18th, at 300 or less.

Santiago de Cnba was on the 14th inst. surrendered
to the American forces under Major General Shafter,

General Toral agreeing to capitulate on the basis of

being returned to Spain. "' This proposition," General
Shafter cabled, " embraces all of Eastern Cuba, from
Asseraderos, on the south, to Sagua on the north, via
Palma, with practically the Fourth Army Corps."
The territory surrendered by General Toral makes

about .5000 square miles. The number of Spanish
soldiers to be sent back to .Spain is estimated at 2:i,789.

At noon on the 17th, the American troops took pos-

session of Santingo, tlie Spanish (big being hauled down
and the Stars and Stripes hoisted in its place. General
Toral formally surrendered the plaza and all tlie .stores.

The Spanish troops left their trenches and marched
into the American lines, where, one by one, the regi-

ments laid down their arms.

General Shafter says that upon entering Santiago he
discovered a perfect entanglement of defences, and that,

lighting as the Spaniards did the fii'st day, it would
have cost .JOOO lives to have taken the city.

A small gunboat and about two hundred seamen
left by Admiral C'ervera have surrendered to General
Shafter.

The siege of Santiago lasted two weeks. During
that time the Sjiauisli deet was destroyed and nearly a
tliousand Spanish sailors drowned or killed by shell

and flame, an unknown number of Spanish soldiere

Iiave died in the trenches. About two hundred and
lifty American soldiers have been killed and in round
numbers two thousand more have been sent to the hos-
pitals owing to wounds, fevers and other ailments.

Distress is very great in Santiago, but there is little

sickness, scarcely any yellow fever.

The mines in the harbor have been exploded or re-

moved by our maiiues. Four steamships in the harbor
are fine vessels, worth in the aggregate a million dollars.

In addition to these prizes half a dozen fisliing smacks
have been taken.

The fourth Mauila expedition sailed from San Fran-
cisco on the 1.5th inst. It will stop at Honolulu and
the troops will take part in the annexation ceremonies.

General iVIiles, witli some artillery and troops, on
the lyth inst. sailed from Siboney on the converted
'cruiser Yale for Porto Rico. He will be followed by
an army of 30,000 men. None of the troops that par-
ticipated in the actual fighting before Santiago will be
sent to Porto Eico.

The President has drawn up and .sent to Major Gen-
eral Shafter a statement of the general policy of our
Government as to the ;;overnment of the conquered
territory in Cuba. It is iu the nature of a proclama-
tion as well as an order, and declares our purpose to

he not to make war on the inhabitants of Cuba, or any
faction of them, but to protect them in their persona"l

and religious rights.

The President has signed the war tariff for Santiago,
and it takes etfijct at once. It adopts the general and
privileged rates now given Spain there, and makes that
tariff uniform for all countries, including the United
States.

The Treasury Department has notified the principal
collectors along the Atlantic coast that they may now
"clear American or neutral vessels with supplies of
provisions for Santiago de (Juba."

A fire which for twenty-six years smouldered in the
Penny-Iloyal mine, at Connellville, broke through at

a brattice wall on the morning of the 18th inst., and
sent out a column of smoke and flame fifty feet in
diameter and a mile high.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 193, which
is 227 less than the previous week and 3.5 less than the
correspiinding week of 18',I7. Of the foregoing, 259
were under five yea\-s of age ; 2(i() were males and 227
females

; y:i died of cholera infantum ; 13 of diseases of
the heart ; 31 of mariismus ; oO of inflammation of the
stomach and bowels

; 27 of consumption ; 25 of inani-
tion ; 21 of convulsions ; 19 of apoplexy ; IS of inflam-
mation of the brain; IBof pneumonia ; 14 of diphtheria;
13 of old age and 13 from casualties.

Marlcels, &C.—V. S. 2's, 95 a 100 ; I's, reg., 109'J a
110;; coupon, 110 a 111

;

HI a 112.1 ;cuni nil, 1121
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[Editorial.]

Blessing the Means.

iln continuation of last week's editorial we

.tempted to add, that in other fields besides

•ar the poor old logic which said " ]>od hoc,

go propter hoc" hardly needs the good logic

f Robert Barclay to explode it ; namely, that

because one event follows another, the second

. produced by the first."

In many relations of life success is too often

iterpreted as a ble-ssing on the means employed.

. family made comfortable by a father's ques-

onable operations in business would like to

link so ; and all disciples of expediency incline

) the view that "the end justifies the means."

In the religious field also strange tire is some-

mesoH'ered,and revival followings are reported,

'he poet Horace was brought to some condition

f repentance on hearing thunder from a clear

iy; another, we are told, through hearing a

rofane oath ; Paul after starting on an errand

f persecution, etc. It were a heavy contract

-J undertake to adopt everyone's outward an-

scedents of conversion as means of grace to

rescrihe to others,—whether incantations, or

journing-benchcs, or forms of utterance.

The fact is, it is human souk that our Father

inis to bless, means or no means, when we are

irone to say of our arrangements, " He blesses

he means." Souls are his objective point to

isit, whether immediately, or with apparent

oeans, or in spite of them. The Lover of souls

fill not be utterly hindered by our outward

xpedients or machinery from the work of his

nspeaking word, that it should " return to Him
foid."

AVe are far from saying He does not make

lae of means. He is not served with men's

lauds as if he needed any thing; but He is

ierved with them a,s if they need it, to grow

hereby, to come up into his image thereby.

Be has constituted us to develop in grace by

Jeing " workers together with God." In the

sense of loving our co-operation for our own

sakes. He may say of the lowliest agent, " The

Lord hath need of him." As He loves, so He
needs men to be "diligent in business, fervent

in spirit, serving the Liord." And He has left

much that way :—not only for us to " make up

that which is behind of his sutterings for the

body's sake, which is the church ;" but He has

left much in his work of the redemption of men

to be done by him through their fellow-beings,

that by watering they may themselves be watered,

as He shall divide their respective services unto

them as He will. Men may think, and at times

find, that they need such and such means ; but

they are means of men rather than means of

grace. Immediate Divine grace is independent

of men's crutches to walk on; and were there

more faith in it prayerfully exercised, there

would be fewer expedients leaned on.

The idolatry of means is continually encroach-

ing upon the church's life. " Why, as though

living in the world, are ye subject to ordinances ?

Touch not, taste not, handle not ; which all are

jto perish with the using."

We iear to discourage a right spirit of Chris-

tian giving, while we nevertheless would extend

a caution that along with the inculcation of so

lovely a grace, there seems to be sowed in the

church a spirit of leaning on pecuniary means.

The church's life must prosper, not by men's

might, not by money-power, " but by my Spirit,

saith the Lord." That Spirit must be looked

to as the right commander of the use of money-

power, and of every means of his service.

It was the deceiving spirit in Simon Magus

when, seeing spiritual power exercised by mem-

bers of the church, he offered money, saying

:

"Give me also this power, that on whomsoever

I lay hands he may receive the Holy Spirit."

But Peter said unto him, "Thy money perish

with thee, because thou hast thought that the

gift of God may be purchased with money.

Thou hast neither part nor lot in this matter."

The calls for money in order for church work

and efficiency are so universally flaunted in the

fore-front, as to provoke among worldlings the

impression that the church is first and foremost

a money-begging agency. The outcome or pu

pose of most public religious services might be

thought to be the collections ; and whether after

a sermon the contribution-box is pushed along

the cushioned pews, or on the street the drum-

head is offered as a receptacle for silver by Sal-

vationists who have just before been seeming

exercised for souls, this bidding for money is so

construed by many as the true inwardness of

the whole performance, that religious impres-

3 are largely neutralized, and the unselfish

concern of the meeting, which has seemed to

say, " I .seek not yours, but you," is stultified.

Side by side the money-power and the Spirit's

power are bidding for the church's reliance for

effectiveness, some may suppose as allies, while

yet in danger of finding them rivals. They

have neither spiritual part nor lot in the matter

who think that church-efficiency (which is the

Holy Spirit) can be purchased with money. If

the church's eye is single to Him, all right ways

11 be open, including purses. If a church

undertakes more than the Spirit requires at its

particular hands, it undertakes more than means

may be found forthcoming for. If it under-

takes less, what if "even that which it hath,

shall be taken away from it?"

But that which must be kept in the fore-front,

is the Spirit of the living Christ, the Head over

all things to his Church, the Captain of our sal-

vation to be the Captain of our finances; his

Spirit as the true coin of his kingdom ;—lest

that which " carries the bag" become the be-

trayer.

In short, we have no controversy witb,—we

commend rather,—means, as they are immediate-

ly dictated by the witness of the Spirit. But

when they are as substitutes for that, or deemed

its essential channels, because on other occasions

they have seemed forerunnersof a Divine success,

they belong to the oldness of the letter, and not

to the newness of the Spirit.

The Way Opened.

It was related by Eli Jones to a Friend now

living that at one time in the prime of their

ministry, when he and his wife Sybil Jones had

obtained the approval of their Monthly Meet-

ing for religious service in Nova Scotia, they

knew not of a dollar to start them on the jour-

ney. It was thus a trial of faith to them, even

to name their prospect. Yet Eli Jones went so

far as to inquire concerning the fare from their

home in Maine, and found it would be thirty-

three dollars.

About this time a woman called on Edward

Howlaml, in New Bedford, Mass., and asked

him, " Dost thou ever write to Eli Jones?" He
answered, " Yes, I am writing to him now."

" Well," she said, " my feelings are such that I

would feel most easy to ask thee to send him

these three dollars which I have here." He
took them, and added them to thirly dollars

which he had already placed in his letter, and

sent the enclosure on to Eli Jones. This was

found exactly to meet the required fare, and to

confirm their faith. It was remembered, in ex-
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pressing the sentiment above, as an illustration

of the truth, that where a church's or an indi-

vidual's eye is single to the Master, all right

ways will be open, including purses.

Whence is Wisdom?

The Literary Digest pahVishes several enlight-

ened sayings of Lao (born 604 b. c), " The old

philosopher, who divides with Confucius and

Buddha the honor of having dominated the

Chinese mind for lo these many centuries." He
preceded Buddha by one hundred years, and

was contemporary with Confucius. His writ-

ings make much use of the word " Tao," which

is " best expressed in the word ' reason.' " The

translator. Dr. Carus, finds in it a close analogy

to loffos, or the Word, in the first chapter of

John. But Lao defines two kinds of reason :

that which was in the beginning and that which

is individualized in living creatures, especially

in man ; or heaven's reason and man's reason.

Concerning the former Lao himself says :
" I

know not whose sou Tao can be."

Dr. Carus condenses the entire philosophy of

Lao-Tze in these words :
" Men, as a rule, attempt

for personal ends to change the Tao that is eter-

nal ; they endeavor to create or make a Tao of

their own. But when they make, they mar ; all

they should do is to let the eternal Tao have its

way, and otherwise be heedless of consequences,

for then all will be well. Christ expresses the

same sentiment :
' Seek ye first the kingdom ofGod

and his righteousness; and all these things (the

necessities of life), shall be added unto you.' "

" Lao mentions the word God but once in his

writings, and distinguishes God from Tao
;
yet his

disciples identify it with God, designating the latter

by a coinage of their own, the 'True Ruler. He
built his entire faith in the Tightness of reason.

He demanded the surrender of personal ambition

and of selfish strivings. Virtue he declared to be

but the imitation of reason. His idea of morality

consists in realizing the simplicity of the nameless

Tao. His constant insistence is that man shall

act according to nature. He urges the government

not to govern, but simply to administer, so that the

people scarcely shall know that they have rulers.

The less laws there are, the less crime there will be.

He believed in an original state of innocence and
an Eden of happiness; the trinity in unity; the

preservation of him who will not perish when he

dies; that men must become as little children:

that reason can be had for the seeking, and that

hatred should be requited with goodness."

The following are a few of the extracts from

the Tao-Teh-King.

" If your faith be insuificient, verily you will re-

ceive no faith."

" One who knows others is clever, but one who
knows himself is enlightened."

" One who conquers others is powerful, but one
who conquers himself is mighty."

" One who knows sufficiency is rich."

" One who pushes with vigor has will, one who
loses not his place endures. One who may die but
will not perish, has life everlasting."

"Superior benevolence acts but makes no pre-

tensions."

" When the world possesses reason, race-horses

are reserved for hauling dung. When the world is

without reason, war-horses are bred in the com-

"No greater sin than yielding to desire. No
greater misery than discontent. No greater ca-

lamity than acquisitiveness."

"The holy man is not sick. Because he is sick

of sickness, therefore he is not sick."

Whence had this man such glimpses of wis-

dom as here and there appear? A religious

periodical accounts for this, and much of the

wisdom of the ancients among the heathen in

this way : That as God talked with Adam, so

that " He attained to extensive knowledge and

wisdom in spiritual as well as material things,

it would seem natural that such knowledge and

wisdom should be inherited by Adam's descend-

ants, in proportion to their nearness to hiiu."

So we would " expect a comparatively high and

lofty grasp of moral truth among ancient and

heathen philosophers in proportion to their

nearness to Adam." The farther removed

men's descent from Adam comes, the less of

abstract power and loftiness, it is argued, is

found in the philosophers of their day, who

were without opportunity " to renew and in-

crease their knowledge by an acquaintance with

the written word."

Such explanation would confine men's spirit-

ual knowledge to succession through men by

inheritance and tradition and to information

from the Scriptures. The system to which it

belongs so diligently limits the administration

of grace to historical succession through men,

and to sacerdotal " means," that it might natu-;

rally forget the immediateness and directness of

the Divine light, word and grace to every man

that is born into the world ; which " hath ap-

peared unto all men teaching them," and that

as many in those ancient ages when " He was

in the world and the world knew Him not," as

received Him, " to them gave He power to be-

come sons of God." Hence Justyn Martyr,
" Stuck not to call Socrates a Christian,* saying

that ' all such as lived according to the Divine

word in them, which was in all men,' were

Christians, such as Socrates and Heraclitus,

and others among the Greeks, etc. That such

as live with the Word are Christians, without

fear or anxiety."

We feel no care at this time to enter into a

dissertation to account for enlightened wisdom

among the ancients who had no access to the

Bible, but would simply re-assert that they had

access to the same Spirit which moved holy

men of old as they wrote the Bible ; and that

the same spirit had at times access to them to

impart some Christian truths as they were able

to bear them. So that one so ancient as Elihu

could say to Job, " There is a spirit in man, and
the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them un-

derstanding."

If to Confucius the "golden rule" was im-

parted in a negative form, and other precepts

nearly identical with those of our Saviour were
given to others of other religions, it was no less

the word of Christ to them that afterwards the

' Barclay's Apology. Prop, v., vi. 27.

same Word, in the days of his flesh, should ha

imparted these truths to his disciples. It m
ters not how much of " Christianity beft

Christ," men discover in heathen philosophe

as if to discredit his originality, whereas th

really confirm it. So far as those ancients w(

of the Divine wisdom, Christ was their origin

not they his. And if the living Word cou

produce the written word in prophets, he cot

produce the written maxim in philosophers,

the felt illumination everywhere in histoi

time that it found the soul of a man open to

A measure and manifestation of the Spirit

God hath been given to every man to pre

withal.

Paul did not have to tell the Greeks that

was their nearness to Adam that gave th(

still a lingering groping after "the unkno\

God," but he referred them, as priestcraft wou

not, directly to the Lord, " to feel after Hi

and find Him, though He be not far from eve

one of you, for in Him we live and move ai

have our being."

Now Adam, who " talked with God," is fi

the Scriptures are sometimes far, but the Lo
is not. "The word is nigh thee, in thy heari

—" living and powerful." Abraham also talk'

with God as friend with friend. Shall we

of the same society of friends? "Friends

said Christ, " if ye do whatsoever I commai

you." Friends in that He is the Divine wo

unto us, communicating his meaning. "I ha

called you friends," said He to that Society

their day, " for all things that I have hea

from the Father, 1 have made known un

you."

Correction.—In last weeks editorial, c(

ume 2nd, line 26, for "nations" read natives.

Rest and Labor.—The rest of the Christis

is not the rest of idleness or indifference. It

a rest which is a preparation for work ; it is

rest from our own labors, and from the anxieti

which have disturbed us; a rest which enabl

us to stretch out our hands in helpful labor.

No one can truly and effectually labor ft

others until he has himself first entered in

rest. No one can faithfully work the work <

God until he has come to cease from his ow
works. And when the strife and the toil ft

rest and peace and pardon are ended, and whe
the sweet assurance of the Saviour's love hi

possessed the soul with an abiding peace; whe
the great question is settled, and the great del

is paid ; when at last, " being justified by faiti

we have peace with God through our Lord Jesi

Christ, by whom also we have access unto th

grace wherein we stand, and rejoice in hope i

the glory of God ;" then, having entered iul

this rest, we are enabled to lay aside ever

weight, and the sin which so easily besets u

and run with patience the race set before u

Then we are workers together with God. The
we can " be steadfast, immovable in the work (

the Lord, forasmuch as we know that our labc

is not in vain in the Lord."

—

The Christian.

Peace on earth can be known, only as tb.

earthly nature that thinks evil, and speaks evi

and doeth evil is cast out.— Correspondent.
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Addendum to " The Decline of Friends in

Barbadoes."

Since the article with the above- title which

)peaied in The Friend some weeks since was

ritten, a friend of the writer has visited Bar-

;s and collected such facts in relation to

fiends as were accessible. The information

scanty, but the little obtained possesses suffi-

ent interest to be preserved in an addendum.

There seems to be no reasonable doubt that

e records of Friends have perished, and it is

pposed that they were destroyed in the great

urricane of 1832.

The descendants of Friends seem to have en-

rely disappeared from the island. Only one

two could be heard of and they were of other

ersuasions.

The view heretofore expressed that the prop-

rty of Friends -was appropriated by others,

jiainly by those who were descendants, is fully

anfirmed.

The burial-ground and meeting-house site in

iridgetown is now in the hands of the Wesley-

'us. It was sold to them by the Gibson family,

rho were among the last descendants of Friends,

'he Wesleyans have some buildings on the site

sed as a mission. There is a stone wall and

fon railing around the lot, probably modern,

nd the interior seems to be taken care of A
arge tropical tree stands in it. A person is

iving in Barbadoes who remembers the ground

Q old times when grave-stones were to be seen

here. There is a small square house on one cor-

ler of the ground which it is supposed wasorigin-

dly a tomb. A member of the Gibson family

iltered it into a kind of a shop, for which pur-

)Ose it is now used. Pilgrim Burial Ground is

mmediately in front of the Government House

lear Bridgetown, but the site bears no marks

)f having ever been a cemetery.

The Burial Ground at Speightstown has been

icquired by the parish of St. Peter, and is now

Deluded in the enck)sure of the St. Peter's

jhurch-yard. There were formerly many tombs

md grave stones in it, but as enclosed it cannot

36 told which belonged to Friends. It appears

to have remained neglected for a long time, and

m\j in recent times passed into the care of the

Episcopalians, who removed the wall that sep-

arated it from the cemetery of this parish.

The ancient cemetery close to St. Philip's

churchyard, and which probably originated

nearly two centuries ago is still preserved in

good condition and known as the Quakers'

Burial Ground. It is surrounded by the humble

habitations of the negroes and seems to be kept

in a reasonably fair condition. It is not in

special charge of any one, but is looked after

by the Episcopalians. It is an enclosure about

twenty-four feet square surrounded by a stone

wall about seven feet high, with an iron gate af

the entrance. Entering this gate there is a de

scent by some five or six stone steps to a yard

excavated in the coral rock in the shape of the

letter X, which is several feet below the surface

of the outside ground. Around this yard and

opening from it there are nine tombs hewn in

the rock, the openings to which are arched and

closed with stone slabs. One of these immedi-

ately opposite the steps has over it the inscrip-

tion R.W., which undoubtedly represents Ralph

Weeks. Another tomb to the right of this has

inscribed over it the letter G. This may have

belonged to the Gibson family. The slabs closing

two of the tombs are partly broken away, leaving

openings through which leaden coffins can be

seen.

When the first Moravians arrived in the

island in 1687, their missionaries were enter-

tained by theJackman family, who were Friends.

They lived on a plantation still known as Jack-

mans', though the family is extinct. The first

Moravian meetings were held at the Jackman

house. The Moravians are now a numerous

body in the island. Geoege Vaux.
. Seventh Month IDth, 1S98.

Waiting Upon God.
" My soul waileth upon God," is the opening

declaration of the sixty-second Psalm. The

form of waiting here suggested needs emphasis

in your life and mine. This waiting, as sug-

gested by the Hebrew in the margin, means " to

be silent" before Him. More waiting in silence

before God is one of the needs of every soul

that would come into closer fellowship with Him.

Some of us have been so busy in the privilege

of asking, seeking, knocking—telling God what

we want, that we have forgotten that greater

privilege of waiting in submissive, silent confi-

dence before God for Him to speak to us. We
rush, as it were, into the presence of God and

talk, talk, talk to Him—telling Hira our need,

without giving Him a chance to reveal his will.

We are constantly crying, like selfish children,

"Lord, give! give!" instead of saying in silent

submission, " Lord, take, direct, use."

The true servant does not come into the pres-

ence of his master at the beginning of the day

to talk, to tell the master what he, the servant,

wants to do ; but to wait in submissive silence

in the master's presence until he gives his com-

mands for the day. When we, the servants of

the Lord Jesus, come into the secret chamber

of our master in the early morning and bow

down before Him, we need only to say :
" What

It thou have me to do to-day. Lord ?" and

then wait in submissive silence before Him until

He by his Spirit speaks his command.

This was the attitude of Paul, " What wilt

thou. Lord?" This was the spirit of Elijah,

" The Lord God—before whom I stand,"—stand

as a servant ; stand as a messenger ; stand as the

angels, in silence, waiting to do the King's bid-

ding. So waited David, as expressed in the

Psalm ; and so need we all to wait more upon

God. Wait, opening our whole lives before Him
and letting Him point out the things in our

hearts that He does not approve. Wait, in sub-

mission, that He may make plain to us the duty

that He has marked out for the day and hour.

Shall we not talk less to God and let Him talk

more to us ? If Paul needed the silence of Arabia

and Jesus needed the seclusion of the desert and

the mountains for waiting before God, surely

we need to wait—truly wait upon Him in secret,

silent meditation.— Geo. R. Woodjn The Stand-

ard.
*"*

SELECTED.

For "The Friend.''

Whither are Friends Drifting?

Back into the fashions and customs of a vain

world, into that our worthy forefathers in the

Truth were brought out of through great suf-

fering, but by being faithful, were delivered

by the mighty God of Jacob ; and as they kept

to that they became a peculiar people, zealous

over themselves. Although loyal subjects to

their country, they could not join in the so-

called national holidays or soldiers' reunions, or

birthday parties, remembering the nation is

never better exalted than when its subjects stay

at home and mind their own business. And
now, when our land is engaged in bloody war, is

it not a time, ih.Head of rejoicing, of mourning

over the soldiers' reunions now going on ; and

instead of the confused noise and garments rolled

in blood, that we may become humbled, and

the prayer of our hearts be in all sincerity,

" Thy kingdom come, thy will be done on earth

as it is in heaven ?" And when this great change

is brought about in us, parents will no more be

seen taking themselves or their little ones to

these things ; and birthday parties, instead of

being times of feasting, be times of deep search-

ing of lj,eart, with living desires to live each

year nearer to God ; and then instead of sol-

dier's reunions, representing killing and destroy-

ing one another, there will be a concern one

for another to be soldiers in another warfare,

that of the Prince of Peace, wherein the lan-

guage of our souls will be, " Come, let us go up

to the mountain of the Lord to the house of the

God of Jacob ; and He will teach of his ways

and we will walk in his paths. For out of

Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of

the Lord from Jerusalem. And He shall judge

among the nations, and shall rebuke many

people, and they shall beat their swords into

ploughshares and their spears into pruning-

hooks. Nation shall not lift up sword against

nation, neither shall they learn war any more"

(Isaiah ii : 3). May the Lord hasten this, is ray

prayer. ^- "•

Varck, Kansas, Seventh Month 4th, 1898.

Prayer.—The place of prayer is a precious

habitation ; for I now saw that the prayers of

the saints were precious incense ;
and a trumpet

was given me, that I might sound forth this

language, that the children might hear it, and

be invited to gather to this precious habitation,

where the prayers of the saints, as precious in-

cense, arise up before the throne of God and the

Lamb. I saw this habitation to be safe ; to be

inwardly quiet, when there were great stirrings

and commotions in the world.

Prayer at this day, in pure resignation, is a

precious place ; the trumpet is sounded, the call

goes forth to the church, that she gather to the

place of pure and inward prayer ;
and her habi-

tation is safe.

—

John Woolman.

The Fullne.ss of Christ.—About thirteen

years ago, a Russian Jew of great learning,

named Joseph Rabbinowitz, was sent to Pales-

tine by the Jews to buy land for them. He went

to Jerusalem. One day he went up on the Mount

of Olives to rest. Some one had told him to

take a New Testament as the best guide book

about Jerusalem. The only Christ he had known

was the Christ of the Greek and the Roman
churches, who were his persecutors. He looked

off toward Calvary and thought, " Why is it

that my people are persecuted and oast out?"

And his heart gave the answer, "It must be

because we have put to death our Messiah."

He lifted his eyes to that Messiah and said,

" My Lord and my God." He came down fron)

the mount a disciple of Jesus Christ. He went

home to Russia and erected a synagogue for the

Jews, over the door of which is written, " Let

all the house of Israel know assuredly that God

hath made that same Jesus, whom ye have

crucified, both Lord and Christ."

This converted rabbi, Joseph Rabbinowite,

was asked, " How many of the Psalms do you

think are Messianic ? " Every one of them," he

said ; " if you can find a psalm where Jesus

Christ is not referred to, I should like to see

it."

Again and again psalms were given him, but

everywhere he could see Jesus.

—

Student Volun-

teer Report
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The Fourth Mohonk Conference on Interna-

tioijal Arbitration,

The fourth IMohonk Conference on Interna-
tional arbitration was held, as heretofore, under
the hospitable roof of Albert K. Smiley at Lake
Mohonk, N. Y.,on the first, second and third of
Sixth Month, 1898.

Notwithstanding the fact, that many friends
of the cause thought that as our country was
engaged in war, this was an inopportune time
to hold a Conference on the subject, others
thought that now, while tlie minds of the people
are impressed with the cruelty and costliness of
war, they would more readily see the many ad-
vantages of arbitration.

The gathering was large, and, as usual, com-
posed of persons prominent in varied callings.

Our host requested that the discussion, during
the sittings of the conference, be confined to the
subject of International Arbitration, without
reference to the present war; in order that the
deliljerations be not misundei-stood or the cause
injured. Col. George E. Waring of New York
presided.

Benjamin F. Trueblood stated that the Presi-
dent of the United States and his advisers were
in hearty sympathy with the purposes of the
conference.

The encouraging thought was e.xpressed that
while wars were but transient and would cease,
the objects of the conference were enduring

—

The advance of international friendship and the
introduction of international law would go on
till wars became impossible.

No less than sixteen cases of dispute have
been under consideration by tribunals of Arbi-
tration during the past year, fourteen nations
being parties in these cases. It was stated that
since our last session three conferences on In-
ternational Arbitration had been held in Europe,
which were largely attended, showing an in-

creased interest in the subject.

Recommendations were strongly made that
every suitable means should be used to educate
public opinion on this subject. One speaker
stated that if we want to stop having war, we
must stop tldnking war, and stop teadiing war;
that our school books are much at foult in this
particular. They should tell of victories peace-
fully won, and should show " that peace hath
her victories, more renowned than war." The
fearful destructiveness of modern methods of
warfare may take away the " dare to fight,"
but they cannot take away the" want to fight,"
and toward this last object education should
tend.

Objection has been made to arbitration by
some, fearing the judgments of an International
Court could not be enforced. Judge Robert
Earle, late of the Court of Errors and Appeals
of New York, stated that decisions of arbitra-
tion courts had nearly always been acquiesced
in, that international public sentiment would
compel acquiescence; and if this should fail, a
united discontinuance of diplomatic intercourse
would soon force a nation to submit.

Potent influences working in favor of arbi-
tration were thought to be the closer mingling
of the nations through increased commercial re-

lations, and by the adoption of steam and elec-
tricity, by which the world is continually re-
duced in size— so to speak—so that its inhabit-
ants are brought much nearer to one another.
The general opinion Seemed to be that the

underlying principle of arbitration rested on a
religious conviction of right and justice between

nations as between individuals, and that alliances
with other nations were not desirable. Our aim
should rather be the establishment of an inter-
national court of arbitration, including as many
nations as would enter into it. And if none but
Great Britain and the United States were ready,
then let it be established between these two
powers, which would include one quarter of the
civilized people of the globe. And if the possP-
bility of war between themselves were removed
from this large proportion of the earth's inhab-
itants, what settlement and advance would it

not bring, and what an influence would it not
exert on the rest of mankind. And other na-
tions seeing the blessings attending it would
hasten to come under the jurisdiction of this
International Court.
Of all obstructions to be overcome, in regard

to this subject, one of the greatest seems to be
the entire indifference of many people; and to
reach and convince this apathetic class is one
of the important works to be done.
The following platform was adopted by the

conference and directed to be sent to President
McKinley, and to be printed with the report of
the proceedings:

" In a spirit of loyalty and devotion to our
country, and in the conviction that the duty of
good citizens requires them to devote their best
energies to the service of that country, the Con-
ference urges upon the government of the United
States that whatever is possible may be done to
mitigate the sufferings of war, and to render
their future occurrence improbable.

" "We rejoice at the progress which the cause
of arbitration has made during the past year.
In the following cases, several of which have
been for the first time submitted during the year,
controversies between nations have been under
consideration by tribunals of arbitration,namely:

" 1. Great Britain and the United States, in
the case of the Behring Sea damages claim.

" 2. Great Britain and Venezuela, over the
celebrated question of boundary.

" 3. Great Britain and France, over various
questions of boundary in Western Africa.

"4. Great Britain and Portugal, over the
Delagoa Railway dispute.

" 5. Great Britain and Portugal, over the
Manica frontier.

" 6. Great Britain and Belgium, over the ex-
pulsion of an English subject, Mr. Ben Tillett,
from Antwerp.

" 7. Great Britain and the United States of
Colombia, over a matter of a railway built by
British citizens in the territory of the latter.

"8. Great Britain and the United States,
over the Alaskan boundary.

"9. Great Britain and "Germany, over the
claims of the Denhardt Brothers in Southeast
Africa.

"10. France and Brazil, over the French-
Guiana-Brazil boundary.

"11. France and Germany, over a question
of boundary in the Hinterland of Toga, in West
Africa.

" 12. Bolivia and Peru, over a boundary dis-
pute.

" 13. Hayti and San Domingo over a ques-
tion of boundary.

" 14. Costa Rica and Colombia, over a terri-
torial dispute.

" 15. Japan and Hawaii over the question of
immigration.

"16. United States and Canada have just
agreed to submit to a commission all questions
m diflTerence between them.

" Experience of the suflerings that war must

cause, not only to those engaged in actual ho
tilities, but to their friends at home, and of tl

injuries cau.sed by war to many of the great ii

terests of life, emphasizes the importance of tl

negotiation of treaties between nation.?, by meai
of which wars may be averted, so that all poi
sible matters of diflTerence that can be made tl

subject of adjustment by tribunals of arbitri
tion may be adjusted in that way.

" The Conference renews its recommendatio
that an International Court be established, (

be always open for the settlement of diflferen'ct

between nations. To this end it urges that
treaty be made with Great Britain, providin
for the establishment of such a court, for th
settlement, primarily, of diflferences betwee
that country and the United States, but to whic
court any nations desiring so to do may resorl
"And it urges that, when the proper tim

shall come, the government of the United State
should ask for a conference with other nation
of the civilized world, for the purpose of cob
sidering the establishment of an Internationa
Court, and an agreement upon certain rules b'

which it should be governed."
The conference closed under a sense of en

couragement, with the hope that this movemen
toward the universal brotherhood of man ma-
spread rapidly and widely among the nations."

A. C. Wood.

For " The Friend."
Deborah B. Webb.—" Gather up the frag

ments that remain, that nothing be lost." Thii
language of our blessed Saviour to his disciple
on that memorable occasion when the multitudi
was miraculously fed by "five barley loaves anc
two small fishes," may teach us, not only tha'
we should not be wasteful of our outward food
but that we should gather up the spiritual exei*
cises, the words of counsel, warning, and encour
ageraent, left on record by the Lord's dedicatee
servants.

During a correspondence of more than twenty^
five years with our dear friend Deborah B. Webb,
the feeling has often presented to the mind of

the writer, that some of the sentiments contained
in her letters might benefit others. It is par-
ticularly desired that our dear young Friends,
on whose faithfulness so much of the future
welfare of our beloved Society depends, may be
shown that the principles and testimonies" up-
held by us as a people, are not mere tradition

;

that they are not "cunningly devised fables,"
but " the living and eternal Truth ;" that thought
the way is narrow, it is a good way, and though
the Christian is not exempt from the trials and
afilictions incident to our human nature, the
Everlasting Arms are underneath to comfort
and support, leading to a peaceful trust in this
life, and happiness in that which is to come.

It is with this feeling that these memoranda
have been gathered, and are submitted to the
reader.—Pre/ace to the " Diarij and Memoranda
of Deborah B. Webb," by Anna M. Townsend.

Selected for "The Fbiknd."
Spinoza's Text in the Scriptures of Hu-

manity.—" He who desires to assist other peo-
ple . . in common conversations will avoid
referring to the vices of men, and will take
care only sparingly to si)eak of human impo-
tence, while he will talk largely of human
virtue or power, and of the way by which it

may be made perfect, so that men being moved
not by fear or aversion, but by the eflfect ofjoy
may endeavor as much as they can to live under
the rule of reason."
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For "The Fkiknd."

Worship.

"It is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord

ly God, and Him only shalt thou serve." This

as God's command to Israel by his servant

i. Who then is Israel's God, and where is

[e to be found ? Abraham with his son jour-

yed to the mountains ot'Moriah, there to wor-

lip Him, and in Egypt did He make his name
I known, his power felt. God's people

lere believed and bowed their heads in worship,

roud Pharaoh cried, " Who is the Lord that I

lould obey his voice to let Israel go ?" By his

idgraents on himself, his land, his people and

is gods, the Lord did teach Pharaoh, " I am
[e by whom kings reign," for this purpose

have I raised thee up, for to show in thee my
ower," and because that Pharaoh would not

now, and refused to obey God's word, he was

estroyed, as all shall be who follow in his steps,

nd set at naught the Lord. For that He is,

is wondrous works declare; that He will be

;rved and worshipped He has made known to

)an, and whoever does it not, neglects his soul's

terual welfare, and challenges the wrath of

!od.

I
What is this worship then, He doth require

If me? Is it that in my own will I come at

tated times, and to Him utter well chosen

I'ords culled from the book of truth? or that I

lead therefrom or sing such words to Him ? Is

^isthe homage He doth desire? No. All this

i;ill not suffice ; for it is true God framed the

ps to utter words, but these must be the words

f truth, expressive of the heart's bast feelings

^or (iod saith, "My son, give me thine heart,

nd let thine eyes observe my ways " (Prov.

xiii : L'li), for " with the heart man believeth

uto righteousness," then, with the mouth, con-

jssion is made unto salvation. Is it then that

: of God from my own heart's desire a full-

of those good things dispensed by Him so

ivishly around? No, not these the renewed

eart doth chiefly seek, for with all these things,

lod's witness to himself, which He puts iu every

leart, doth still enquire, " Who hath required

his at your hand to tread my courts ?" (Isaiah

: 12.) It is of God's own goodness He pours

ut his rain and makes his sun to shine on all

like, full of blessings, full of love and pity,

owards his creature man, and his love and good

would draw all men to himself These, of

hemselves, neither are, nor can be, then, mark
if his special favor or acceptance ; else it would

ppear that the rich man who fared so sumptu-

lusly every day was much beloved of Him ; but

lot so; it was Lazarus, who like Job midst

ribulations in patience held the faith, who was

ruly blessed, for the Lord refined his soul by
rials in the furnace of affliction and jirepared

t for a holier mansion. Whoever, lacking

hese good things, that can forego them all, and

'et retain their faith and trust iu God, these

:an best serve and worship Him ; for naught

lave they to offer but what God himself first

loth give. The.se, as empty vessels, stand ready

be replenished of his fidlness with the wine

hat maketh glad the heart of man. It is true

leither riches nor poverty commend any to God,

or it is all of mercy. It is a coming into and

1 daily, hourly doing, an abiding in God's holy

a holy resignation that, denying all of self,

fields up to God the reins of our heart, and
!ries " Thy will, O Lord, not mine be done," and
inding this, doth diligently do it. Such as

,hese are taught of God, and learn and know
;ood doctrine. The Lord loves the poor and

needy, that of his bounty He may supply their

every need, and drinking of his fullness may be

satisfied ; but the rich He sends empty away,

for these, being full and asking not, do not re-

ceive. For as temporal- things nourish not the

soul, in the midst of such profusion, the soul

may be poor indeed, and by God's favor man is

made to know this, that he may more deeply

seek and find life's fountain, and drinking there

ay live beyond the grave. The Lord seeketh

such as seek his face to worship Him. His spirit

He bestows, as fire from thealtarof his will.thatit

may be an offering well pleasing to the Father

through the Son, for Him He hath ordained

as the one Mediator between God and man,

the man Christ Jesus, Iraraanuel, God with us.

Angels Him adore, and men, too, sanctified by

God's spirit, may with them join in holy adora-

tion, "for He is thy Lord, and worship thou

Him " (Ps. xlv : 1 1). In heaven too this worship

continues ever, to the Father and the Sou, God
and the Lamb.
To perform this holy worship, no eloquence

of man or cunning orator is neeiled ; for God's

command comes to all, " Worship me." Since

then this worship is not to our fellowman, but

unto God, God gives to us his language, that of

the spirit. Its gentlest sigh is heard on high, a

pure language, from hearts made pure, by God's

own presence; whilst lifeless organs' deepest

tones extend not far beyond the stony walls

they issue from, the Spirit's groans in us, the

burden of whose prayer no words could utter,

opens wide heaven's door ofmercy, and forthwith

the answer, full and free doth come in blessings

from on high such as the soul doth truly need,

and every soul according to his several wants,

for God's house is to be forever a house of prayer.

Where and when, then, is this worship to be

done? In God's own time and will, and where

He is, and God is everywhere. That power

Divine which upholds each distant star, and

guides it through the realms of space, that power

is seen conserving all things here below. For as

by the Word all things were made, the same

doth now uphold, and were He to withdraw his

power, all things created would return to prim-

eval nothingne.ss ; but most of all his power is

felt in man, for there his kingdom He establishes,

and rules and reigns in those who love and fear

his holy name. To such as these, the King, ex-

alted above all, bends low, and in his audience

chamber extends to them the sceptre of his

mercy, and invites each one to do obeisance at

his kingly throne. Not the least nor the mean-

est need defer, for He draws near in mercy and
proclaims, " All souls are mine" (Ez. xviii : 4),

asserting thus his sovereignty and his right to

the homage of each heart. " The Lord taketh

pleasure in them that fear Him, in those that

hope iu his mercy " (Psalra cxlvii : 11). " Let

thy saints be joyful in glory, let them sing aloud

upon their beds," " both young men and maid-

ens, old men and children, let them praise the

name of the Lord, for his name alone is excel-

lent, his glory is above the earth and heaven
"

(Psalm cxlviii : 12, 13). Worship the Lord, all

ye people, in the beauty of holiness, enter into

his tabernacle with praise, and let the incense of

prayer be offered to Him in an accepted time,

for God dwelleth amongst his people, in such as

love his name, fear Him and keep his com-

mandments." God's promise is, "The Gentiles

shall come to thy light, and kings to the bright-

ness of thy rising . . they shall come up with

acceptance on mine altar, and I will glorify the

house of my glory " (Is. Ix : 3. 7).

Where hearts subdued, washed and purified

are found in humble waiting, a fit receptacle

for Israel's Holy One, He wiio is faithful and
true forgetteth not his promise, and is there

found, and his name is Jehovah Shammah," the

Lord is there." He breathes on them of his spirit,

and they worship the Father in the spirit of his

Son.

Not on Samaria's mountain, nor yet on Zion'a

hill is He only found, but wherever flod's people

are gathered in the name ofJesus, true spiritual

worship doth ascend to God on high, himself a

Spirit. And this is oftisred through the Son, who
])resent there according to his i)romi3e is our

Mediator, Iliirh Priest and King, made of God
Head over all things to his churcli. " Be silent,

O, all Hesh, before the Lord." In this .silence,

God's voice is heard, and truest worship known ;

for He the Father of Spirits speaks and hearts

respond, and bowed in his presence his spirit

moves to utter praise or prayer, which as pure

incense rising from the golden bowl, ascending

in the name of God's well beloved Son, finds

access to the throne of grace. This is God's

appointed worship, in his one appointed place,

in spirit and in truth. These the Father seek-

eth, that they may worship Him. W. W. B.

A Parable for the Thoughtful.—Science
teaches us that while nothing seems more capri-

cious and accidental than the falling of a tree,

yet a fixed, unalterable law regulates the time

and the method of its fall. The direction of its

fall, for one thing, is mechanically determined

by its mode of growth. Few trees grow .sym-

metrically all round. Some circumstance or

other makes the development lop-sided. If you

examine the rings in the wood of a tree you will

rarely find them forming a series of perfect con-

centric circles. They aie irregular in their size

and shape. Normally a tree grows towards the

light, and develops most wood and foliage and
fruit in the direction where there is most light.

It is thus weighted for its fall by its inclinatioB

to the light. And the moral which this inter-

esting circumstance teaches us, and which we
may well take as our guiding leason for each

day, is, that what determines the direction of

the fall of our tree of life is that towards which

the bent of our being is inclined. Our fall, like

that of the tree, will be no mere thing of chance,

but will be foreordained by our mode of growth,

by the way in which we have lived. If the

bent of our being is towards the world, our na-

ture will be developed on the worldly side ; and

on that side it will be weighted for its fall, and

great will be the fall thereof. But if, on the

other hand, it is towards God and holiness, we
shall form on that side blessed and fruitful growth

that will make our fall—when it comes in due

season—to be across the threshold of heaven .

—

Huge Macmillan, in Tlie Ghrktian.

Moral CouRACiE.—The courage that springs

from the doing of a righteous duty was brought

home anew to me the other evening, by my own
son. I said to him, " Son, won't you go up into

the barn and throw the horse down some hay."

He is quite a timid little fellow in the dark,

and it was quite dark in the upper part of the

barn where we kept the hay. But he said,

" Yes, sir," and sprang forward and up the steps

into the gloom.

When he had done his task and returned to

my side, he said, "Papa, do you know why I

was not afraid ?" " No, David," I said, " why
was it?" Said he, "I thought if I did die I

would be doing ray duty for you, and I wasn't

a bit afraid."

—

R. H. McCready.
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The Bible and Literature.

Thought stimulates thought; aud great

thoughts are the seeds whence spring great

acts. Bat there are no thoughts so great, so

grand, so vital, so inspiring as the thoughts of

God ; and when his thouglits are received into

human minds they produce most marked re-

sults. Art, science, poetry, eloquence, invention,

progress, education and literature, all spring up
and flourish where the thoughts of God and the

words He has inspired are sown in human
minds.

Said an eminent French writer, Rosseau St.

Hilaire, " I have travelled much, both in north

and south, and there is one fact I have every-

where met with. Whenever the Bible is not

made the foundation stone of education, of so-

ciety and of every form of life, there is no litera-

ture for the children or for the people. Look at

Spain, Italy, aud even France—in a word at

every country in which the Bible is not read:

nowhere is there any reading for the child or

the laborer. In Germany and England, on
the contrary, there exists a Christian children's

and popular literature, in which, as a mirror,

the national spirit is clearly reflected."

All healthful human literature rests upon
Divine inspiration ; it is but a faint diflf'usion

and reflection of that intenser Divine light which
lighteneth every man that cometh into the

world. Without the literature of God we should

have little literature of man ; and the poor and
the children are indebted for their literature to

One who said, "Blessed are the poor in spirit,"

and who called to his arms the little children and
said, " Of such is the kingdom of heaven."

—

The
Armory.

Hungry For a Hand-Shake.—He was sit-

ting in a park. He looked downhearted and
despondent. His clothes were dusty, but not

ragged. There was a look of despair on his

boyish face—almost a look of desperation. Some
one noticing his despondent look, sat down by
him, saying:

"I judge you are a stranger in the city; I

want to shake hands with you."

A bright look came into the young man's face,

and he eagerly held out his hand.
" Oh," he said, " I am so hungry for a hand-

shake! I left my home about a week ago with

the prayers and best wishes ofmy friends. Times
were hard, and it seemed necessary for me to go

into the world to make a living for myself. I

supposed there was lots of work for me in this

city, but I don't think there is anything, and I

am discouraged."

He bit his lip hard as he said this, and his

mouth quivered.
" I will try again," he went on to say, " since

some one cares enough for me to shake hands
with me."
That hand-shake was the beginning of his

success. Downhearted and discouraged before,

feeling that there was no one who cared for him
in a great city, his heart was made glad by that

simple thing, a hand-shake, and he took courage
and soon found employment.

There are people on every side of us, perhaps
not in these exact circumstances, but who are

discouraged and depressed, who need a hand-
shake, a friendly word, a kindly interest. As
servauts of that Christ who went about doing
good, shall we give it?

—

Union Gospel Neivs.

Carroll D. Wright, United States Com-
missoner ofLabor, says the average ageofconvicts
in the United States is about twenty-six years

!

THE CHURCH WALKING WITH THE
WORLD.

The Church and the World walked far apart

On the changing shores of time
;

The World was singing a giddy song,

And the Church a liymn sublime.
" Come, give me you hand," cried the merry World,

"And walk with me this way."
But the good Church hid her snowy hand
And solemnly answered, " Nay,

I will not give you my hand at all,

And I will not walk with you

;

Your way is the way of endless death
;

Your words are all untrue."

'' Nay, walk with me but a little space,"

Said the World, with a kindly air
;

" The road I walk is a pleasant road,

And the sun shines always there
;

Your path is thorny and rough and rude,

And mine is broad and plain;

My road is paved with flowers and gems,

And yours with tears and pain.

The sky above me is always blue
;

No want, no toil I know

;

The sky above you is always dark
;

Your lot is a lot of woe.

Mj path, you see, is a broad, fair path.

And my gate is high and wide

—

There is room enough for you and for me
To travel side by side."

Half shyly the Church approached the World,
And gave him her hand of snow

;

The old World grasped it and walked along.

Saying in accents low,
" Your dress is too simple to please my taste,

I will give you pearls to wear,

Rich velvets and silks for your graceful form,

And diamonds to deck your hair."

The Church looked down at her plain white robes,

And then at the dazzling World
;

And blushed as she saw his handsome lip

With a smile contemptuous curled.
" I will change my dress for a costlier one,"

Said the Church with a smile of grace.

Then her pure white garments drifted away
;

And the World gave in their place

Beautiful satins and shining silks.

And roses and gems and pearls
;

And over her forehead her bright hair fell

Crisped in a thousand curls.

The angel of mercy flew over the Church,

And whispered, " I know thy sin
;"

The Church looked back with a sigh, and longed

To gather her children in.

But some were ofl'at the midnight ball,

And some were off at the play,

And some were drinking in gay saloons
;

So she quietly went her way.

" You give to much to the poor," said the World,
" 5'ar more than you ought to do

;

If the poor need shelter and food and clothes,

Why need it trouble you ?

Go, take your money and buy rich robes.

And horses and carriages fine,

And pearls and jewels and dainty food,

And the rarest and costliest wine.

My children they dote on all such things.

And if their love you would win.

You must do as they do, and walk in the ways
That they are walking in."

The Church held tightly the strings of her purse.

And gracefully lowered her head.

And simpered, " I've given too much away
;

I'll do, sir, as you have said."

So the poor were turned from her door in scorn.

And she heard not the orphan's cry
;

And she drew her beautiful robes aside,

As the widows went weeping by.

The sons of the World and the sons of the Church
Walked closely hand and heart.

And only the Master, who knoweth all.

Could tell the two apart.

Then the Church sat down at her ease and said,
" I am rich, and in goods increased

;

I have need of nothing, and naught to do
But to laugh and dance and feast."

The sly World heard her, and laughed in her sleeve.

And mockingly said aside,
" The Church is fallen—the beautiful Church—

And her shame is her boast and pride I

"

—St. Andrew's Church Record.

For "The Friend,'

Late Information Concerning the Doukhobort.

Two of their leading men with their famili

have come to England. Their situation in t

Trans-Caucasus has become so intolerable 1

reason of the increased rigor on the part of t

governing officials that they have resolved

leave the Russian territory at all hazards.

Their friends in England are negotiating !

arrangement for their removal to Cyprus wi

an English company which is offering land

that island for their settlement.

The two men above alluded to have gone

Cyprus with Prince Hilkofi", a Russian wl

speaks English, to view the land, where it

believed a ship-load at a time of the refuge

can be housed and cared for.

A committee of the Philadelphia Meeting f

Sufferings was appointed in the Sixth Mod
to devise means to aid in their emigration.

How Does it Work ?—Some years ago
infidel lecturer, for years as widely known a

as highly honored as any infidel leader in Gre
Britain, after concluding a lecture in a certa

hall, as was his custom, challenged those prese

to discussion. He was an expert disputant,

man whose voice has since been heard in leg

lative halls, and whose recognized ability raa(

him no contemptible antagonist ; and he

probably waiting the opportunity of renderii

and tearing some callow youth whose zeal mig
outrun his caution ; or some man who, not a

quainted with the skill of his adversary, mic

adventure himself into the arena. But no sui

person stepped forward. There was a momen
pause, and then a bent old woman in antiquat(

garments rose and said :

"Sir, I have a question to put to you."
" Well, my good woman, what is it?"
" Ten years ago," she said, " I was left a wide

with eight children utterly unprovided for, ar.

nothing to call my own but this Bible. By i

direction, and looking to God for strength,

have been enabled to feed myself aud famil

I am now tottering to the grave ; but I am pe

fectly happy, because I look forward to a life

immortality with Jesus. That's what my -

ligioD has done for me. What has your a

of thinking done for you ?"

" Well, my good woman," rejoined the le;

turer, "I don't want to disturb your comfor

but—"
" Oh ! that's not the question," said she ;

" ket

to the point sir. What has your way of thini

ing done for you ?"

The infidel endeavored to shirk the matt'

again ; the meeting gave vent to uproarious a

plause, and the champion had to go away di

comfited by an old woman.— Christian Safeguar

" The Bible is burglar proof against all u

sanctified learning. It repeatedly suffers violent

at the hands of scholars and the violent seek

take it by force. But the Holy Spirit aloi

holds the key to it. He only knows the cor

bination by which all its hid treasures can I

unlocked."

—

A. J. Gordon.

There is a story of an abbot who coveted

piece of ground. The owner consented to lea

it to the abbot for one crop only. The abb

.

sowed acorns, a crop which took three hundn
years to ripen. Satan begs for one crop onl

and then sows seeds whose harvest will fill a,

the life to the end. We do not know what v^

are doing when we start a wrong thing.

—

J. j \

Miller.
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For "Thk Friend."

A Day's Outing.

1 sometimes thiuk there is a large veiu of

erversity ruuniDg through us, for we take as a

latter of course all that bountiful nature has to

estow on us, scarcely prizing her many charms,

ntil those that we value most are no longer

ere.

Then, when " The woods are all crisped and

3re," and all the earth is draped and shrouded

1 her garments of white, one looks back on the

almier days and thinks of the flowers unpulled

nd the songs unnoticed. So my thoughts now

3vert to a quiet outing to what is known as

loltrain's Mill Pond. On first sight the pond

)oked small, but ou closer investigation we

)und a wide expanse of water divided by trees.

'he upper pond is much tilled up with decayed

)gs wliich have lain there for generations aud

re now covered with a thick carpet of moss

;

nd various shrubs have sprung up.

It was just the place to sit and dream ; but

ly companion was off exploring the winding

aths, so I recalled my wandering fancies and

jllowed.

I gathered some Monarda. It is not common
round our home, but here it grows rankly ;

be-

ides this I brought home some Loose Strife, the

rst we had seen. It is a graceful plant and

rows luxuriantly in the swampy places. Spen-

er says truly :

—

" So every sweet with sour is tempered still,

AVhich maketh it be covfeted the more.

For easy things that can be got at will.

Most sort of men do set but little store."

Lnd so I ran the risk of falling into the water

a the attempt to gather what looked finer than

hat close at hand.

Was ever king's paface more gorgeously deck-

d ? For here were the very daintiest of hang-

Qgs and pictures, that far excelled an artist's

fork, mirrored iu the shadowy water.

As we wandered through the quiet woods they

irought back old school days and the paths at

iVesttown.

Fresh surprises met us on every hand. Here

little streamlet from the mill pond, creeping

hrough shady dells under bending branches

nd tangled vines of almost every description,

ike a veritable fairy land, where the fabled

irowni&s might revel unmolested.

We crossed the flood-gates and found a quiet

pot, below the dam, to partake of our simple

unch. This place is usually covered with water,

lut the season had been exceptionally dry, and

his mill was the only one for miles around, able

grind. Shut in from the sun's rays the tem-

lerature was delightfully cool, but the day had

)een extremely warm.
The sparkling water of the mill race was ex-

eediugly refreshing to our hot faces.

It was no use looking with covetous eyes at

he canoe, for it was locked ; so we rested in

his quiet retreat, the water from the upper mill

)ond, as it forced its way through the flood-gates,

naking music in our ears.

The scarlet Lobelia grows here in all its na-

ive glory.

In the stream, formed by the overflow from

he dam, were quantities of an aquatic plant

(vhose glossy leaves are very attractive, but the

mellow flowers are more peculiar than pretty.

The exposed roots and cypress knees which

ire seen here in great quantities, served me as

stepping stones, to reach the foundation of the

lam, which was quite dry in places. Here I

discovered some mussel shells. Probably they

had been washed down from the pond above.

But my pen cannot half do justice to the many
charms we met on every hand ; and as the sun

sank low we turned our course homeward after

a very plesant day's outing. E. P. F.

North Carolina, Eighth Month, 1897.

Prompt People.—Don't live a single hour

of your life without doing exactly what is to be

done in it, and going straight through it from

beginning to end. Work, play, study—what-

ever it is, take hold at once, and finish it up

squarely ; then to the next thing, without letting

any moments drop between. It is wonderful to

see how many hours these prompt people con-

trive to make -if a day ; it is as if they picked

up the moments which the dawdlers lost. And
if ever you find yourself where you have so

many things pressing upon you that you hardly

know how to begin, let me tell you a secret:

Take hold of the very first one that comes to

hand, aud you will find the rest all fall into line,

and follow after, like a company of well-drilled

soldiers ; and though work may be hard to meet

when it charges iu a squad, it is easily vanished

if you can bring it into line. Yoa may have

often seen the anecdote of the man who was asked

how he had accomplished so much in his life.

' My father taught me," was the reply, " when

I had anything to do, to go and do it." There

is the secret—the magic word noiv ! Make sure,

however, that what is to be done ought to be

done. " Never put ofl' till to-morrow what you

can do to-day," is a good proverb, but don't do

what you may regret.

—

Merchant Sentinel.

Petition Denied, Prayer Heard.—Some
time ago a half-witted fellow came into my study

to make a request. He had an impediment in

his speech, and this, coupled with an indistinct

idea of what he wanted, made the interview

very difficult. The request he made aud what

he wanted were evidently diff'erent things. I

saw at once that I must apply myself to decipher

what his real desire was " I want you," he

said, " to give me a receipt for a plot in the

cemetery." I told him that I had no authority

to do that. Then it dawned upon me what in

all probability he wanted. I saw that he desired

to purchase a lot in the cemetery where he might

be buried, and wished me to keep the receipt so

that after his decease people would know that

he had paid for it himself.

Even so we often come to the throne of grace

with requests that God could not grant, and

that we by no means want. The tender heart

of the Father looks down into the petition, and

answers the prayer according to his own wis-

dom.

—

D. I. Morrison.

Religious Notes.

Modern rationalism tends to conceal itself by
using the language of orthodoxy, while it declaims

against hypocrisy and obscurantism. It speaks of

the divinity of Christ in the sense of the " Divine

Milton," of his atonement, meaning the influence

of his life and example in bringing men to a right

frame; but its chill is felt under all its coloring.

It is like an iceberg which puts on the green and
gold of spring and autumn under sunlight, but the

frost is in its heart, and it wrecks the ship that

touches it.

—

£>r. John Ker.

Again, not by any means for the first time in the

history of heresies, but with singular boldness, by

some men who bear ecclesiastical titles and are

under vows of church obedience, a philosophy has

uttered itself which, while Continuing to use Scrip-

tural phraseology, confounds God and man, the

Maker and the creature ; would put the

Creator out of a self-existent universe; which pre-

sumes that the whole system of supernatural grace

and power can be thrust out of the revelation

where it is interwoven, warp and woof, fibre and

relation, from end to end, with the substance of

what is written, as it is with the life of the Church,

and which would strip the orphaned human race of

its hope of glory in a personal immortality.—i>(.s7top

o/ Huntington.

Now, unless I am deceived by the testimony

ofresponsible men, civilians of all [jrofessions, edu-

cators, students, managers of corporations, heads

of families, speaking in deliberate hours and un-

prejudiced moods, tills great bond of human well-

being, obedience to law, is relaxed and weakened

more and more, up and down the entire social

scale. This is seen very commonly in the youngest

children, in the holders of high office, in schools

and colleges, in voluntary clubs and old institu-

tions. All sorts of serious people speak of the de-

terioration as an indisputable fact—a fact seen in

the manners of both sexes, in households, iu crim-

inal courts, in prisons, in riots, in legislatures.

The obstinate fallacy of weak minds and tough

consciences is repeated and is doing its worst. Has
the ministry of the Church of Christ any clearer

duty than to bear its downright, fearless witness

against this threatening degeneracy, in all its fash-

ions and degrees ?

—

Bishop of Huntington.

While so much is being said in English papers

of the living faith in Christianity exercised by the

late Mr. Gladstone, a confession of the Iron Chan-

cellor, made in the stormy times of 1871, appears.

Prince Bismarck said :
" If I were not a Christian,

I would not serve the State another hour. Why
should I worry and kill myself with this incessant

toil, anxiety, and drudgery, if it were not that I

have the feeling thai; in God's name I must do my
duty ? I don't know where I should get my sense

of duty if it were not from God. Orders and titles

have no attractions for me; it is a definite belief

in a life after death that makes me a loyalist, who
am by nature a Republican. Takeaway this faith

from me and you take away my fatherland!. If I

were not a thorough-going Christian believer, you

would never have seen me Chancellor. How wil-

lingly would I clear out of it all ! My real pleasure

is in a country life, in the woods and open air.

Were it not for my relation to God, I would pack

up to-morrow and be off to grow oats at Varzin !"

—Episcopal Recorder.

[We can rejoice in such evidently sincere ex-

pression of allegiance to the Divine Power; while

leaving to another judge the interpretation of duty

which the statesman followed out in practice. Con-

science can so be taught, that whosoever killeth

" will think that he doeth God service."]

SUMMARY 'of EVENTS.
United States.—A call, signed by over 1000 men,

representing every State in the Union, has been sent

out by the Civic Federation of Chicago for a national

conference at Saratoga Springs, New York, Eighth Mo.

19th and 20th, to discuss the future policy of the United

States as to the acquisition of territory as a result of

the war with Spain.

A call for the fifth annual meeting of the National

Hay Association, to be held at Buflalo, N. Y., Eighth

Month 9th, has been issued. Reports received from

the Eastern, Middle and Western States show the ton-

nage of hay this year to be greater than any during

the past ten years, and the condition of the harvest

crop above the average.

The British steamer Newfoundland, loaded with food

supplies, was captured on the 19th inst., by the May-

flower. She was trying to run the blockade into Cien-

fuegos.

The British steamer Reguius was captured by the

auxiliary gunboat Hawk on the 22nd inst., having

landed a cargo of supplies at Siigua la Grande. The

prize was brought to Key West.

The authoritative declaration is made in Washing-

ton that Porto Rico is to be held as a permanent pos-

session of the United States.

General Miles' expected departure from Siboney for

Porto Rico was twice deferred. He sailed on the 21st

and reached the Porto Rican coast near Ponce on the

2.5th inst.

The contract for transporting to Spain the Spanish
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prisoners at Santiago lias been awarded to J. M. Cebal-

los, New Yorlc, a^ent for tlie Spanisli Transatlantic

Company. The company's bid was $60 for otficers and

$30 for men.
The customs duties to be collected at Santiago de

Cuba are to apply whether goods are shipped from the

United States or other countries.

It haa been decided that the ships taken in Santiago

harbor by the surrender of that city become United

States property, not as prizes of either the army or navy.

This is in accordance with a former Supreme Court

decision.

General Shafter's refusal to permit the entrance of

armed Cubans into Santiago is an extremely wise meas-

ure, as in these excited days there might be trouble.

Unarmed persons, however, are free to enter at all times.

As soon as the Spanish soldiers have embarked,

Cubans will be allowed to enter the city freely.

Among the sick at Santiago there are 977 cases of

malarial fever and 200 cases of bowel complaints. There

were twenty-five cases of starvation on the 20th inst.

A comprehensive report made by the physicians shows

that the twenty lepers who were released during the

bombaidment are still at large. The 200 sick per-

sons who were put out from the hospitals durmg the

bombardment have not returned to the hospitals.

In the campaign against Santiago, each of the United

States soldiers was provided with a small package of

antiseptic dressings which he could apply himself. As
a result the wounds healed remarkably soon, and very

few amputations were necessary.

One county of Florida alone, Volusia, has an aver-

age annual output of 360,000 pounds of honey.

On the 19th iust., a terrible storm visited the upper

counties of New Jersey. Hunterdon County was swept

by a tornado of wind and hail
;
great damage was done

at Patterson. Many barns were burned and houses

struck ; at Boonton four men were killed.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 523, which

is 30 more than the previous week and 48 more than the

corresponding week of 1897. Of the foregoing, 214

were under five years of age ; 297 were males and 226

females ; 86 died of cholera infantum ; 45 of consump-

tion ; 36 of diseases of the heart ; 24 of inflammation of

the stomach and bowels ; 22 of pneumonia ; 21 of ma-
rasmus ; 19 of convulsions ; 18 of inflammation of the

brain ; 16 of diphtheria ; 15 of apoplexy ; 14 of cancer

;

13 of n^ephritis ; 11 of inanition and 10 from sun-

stroke.

Markets, &e.—V. S. 2's, 96 a 100 ; 4's, reg., 109:} a

110' ; coupon, 110 a 111; new 4's, reg., 124 a 125;

coupon, 125 a 126 ; 6'3,reg., 11 U a 112^ ;
coupon, 112J

a 1131 ; 3's, 104 a 104,} ; currency 6's, lOlJ a 103.

Cotton was steady on a basis of 6j\c. per pound for

middling uplands, but spinners bought sparingly.

Feed.—Spot bran, $14.00 a $14.50 per ton for winter

in bulk and $13.75 a $14.25 for spring in sacks.

Flour.—Winter super., $3.00 a $3.25 ; do., extras,

$3.25 a $3.40 ;
Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.85 a $4.00

;

do. do., straight, $4.10 a 4.25; Western winter, clear, old,

$3.85 a $4.00; do., straight, old, $4.20 a $4.40; do., pat.,

old, $4.40 a $4.60; spring, clear, $3.65 a $3.85; do., str't,

$4.40 a $4.60 ; do., patent, $4.60 a $4.90 ; do., favorite

brands, $4.95 a $5.15 ; city mills, extra, $3.25 a $3.40
;

do., clear, $4.00 a $4.10; do., straight, $4.10 a $4.40
;

do., patent, $4.60 a $5.10. Rye Flour.- $3.00 per

barrel for choiie Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 80 a SOJc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38 a 38] c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32c.

Beep Cattle.—Extra, 5ic
;
good, 5} a 5fc; medium,

6 a 5Jc. ; common, 4J a 4Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 5c.; good,4J a4^c.;

medium, 3i a 4c.; common, 2i a 3}c.; lambs, 4.1 a 6|c.

Hogs.—Si a 6c. for best Western and b\ a S^c. for

other grades.

Fobeion.— The British supplemental naval pro-

gramme was laid before the House of Commons on the

22nd inst. Jt calls for four more battleships, four

cruisei-s and twelve destroyers, making the total expen-

diture for new ships $75,000,000.

The amount of gold coin in actual circulation in the

world is estimated by the Bank of England officials to

be about 865 tons.

it is estimated that there are 240,000 women domestic

servants in Ixindon, ami that 10,000 of these are always

out of situations or changing their places.

Switzerland has demanded of the United States,

under the most favored nation clause, the same advan-

tages for Swiss goods accorded those from France.

.\dvices from Cavite says that the American trans-

ports have hoisted the American flag on Watts Island.

General Anderson has cabled the War Department

from Cavite, via Hong Kong, that Aguinaldo has de-

clared a dictatorship and martial law over all the

islands, and that the people expect independence.
Captain General Blanco has cabled Madrid that he

did not authorize the surrender of Santiago de Cuba,
and that the place was surrendered without his knowl-
edge. As a result, General Toral will be tried by
court-martial.

A despatch received in Madrid from Havana says

the insurgents attacked Gibara, and that the garrison,

after a severe light, evacuated the place.

Admiral Canavaro, Italian minister of Foreign Af-

fairs, and the Argentine Minister to Italy, Enrique
Mereno, have signed a general arbitration treaty be-

tweeu Italy and Argentina.
An earthquake lasting a minute visited Conception

province, in Chile, on the 23rd inst., and destroyed
many houses.

Almonte, Ontario, has a woollen factory which uses

compressed air as motive power.
The Earl of Minto has been appointed (iovernor

General of Canada in succession to the Earl of Aber-
deen.

A Toronto despatch says Evan McColl, the Scottish-

Canadian poet, is dead. He was the author of many
poems in English and in Gaelic, and was ninety years

old.

The town of Pugwash, Nova Scotia, was destroyed

by tire on the 25th inst. Two hundred dwellings, five

church buildings, twenty stores, three hotels and sev-

eral mills were burned. The inhabitants are now en-

camped in the fields and woods.

RECEIPTS.

Stephen M. Trimble, Pa., $14, for himself, Samuel
Trimble, M. D., Joseph Trimble, Susan H. Sharpless,

Esther T. Hawley, George A. Keely and Ann Ashton;

Sarah E. Haines and for Susan L. Haines, Pa.; Mary
Ann Wiggins, Pa.; Charles Stokes, Agent, N. J., $14,

for Joseph (3. Allen, Rachel L. Atkinson, Charles

Cooper, Joseph H. Haines, Anna H. Stokes, Joshua S.

Wills and Samuel J. Eves; Benjamin C. Reeve, N. J.;

Richard Ashbridge, Pa.; A. Engle Haines, N. J.;

Stephen H. Foster, 111.; Elizabeth Wright, N. J.;

Elizabeth A. Lippincott for Hilles Lippincott, N. J.

;

Hannah Mickle, N. J.; J. I. Southwick, Neb.; Joseph

B. Bettlefeand for William BetHes, 111.; Elisha Roberts,

N. J., $8.50, for himself, David Roberts, Joseph H.

Roberts, William H. Roberts and 50c. for extra papei-s;

Martha D. Allen, Phila., $10, for herself, Amos W.
House, Benjamin S. House, Lewis H. Walter and Mar-
shall J. Walter, Pa.; Susan J. Paxson, Pa.; Hugh
Foulke, Phila., and for Susan Y. Foulke, Pa.; William

C. Warren, Phila., $6, for himself, S. Eliza Warren
and Mary M. Applegate, N. J. ; Mary C. Satterth-

waile, Pa.; Josiah Wistar, N. J., $10, for himself,

Hannah H. Acton, Richard Wistar, Priscilla M. Lip-

pincott and William C. Reeve; Elizabeth B. Ash, Pa.;

Walter P. Stokes, N. J.; Elizabeth C. Dunn, N. J.

;

Talitha A. Briggs, O. ; B. V. Stanley, Agent, la., $18,

for himself, Wm. E. Bundy, Samuel Embree, Thomas
D. Yocum, Robert W. Hampton, Stephen Jackson,

Thomas E. Stanley, Zaccheus Test and Edwin Em-
mons; Samuel Haines, N. J, $8, for himself, Alfred

C. Haines, Dr. Samuel S. Haines and Julianna N.

Powell ; Anna V. Edge, Pa. ; Davis H. Forsythe for

Lewis Forsythe, Pa.; Rebecca A. Cox, N. J.; Hannah B.

Home, Ind. ; Sarah Huestis, Agent, O., $24, for Eliza-

heth Bowman, Lydla Jane Bye, Edna Dean, Mary L.

Crew, Jason Fawcett, Hannah P. Smith, Eliza Smith,

David Smith, Hannah A. Vanlaw, Susan Worstell and

Belinda H. Schofield, $4, 2 vols. ; Hannah P. Rudolph,

N. J.; Warner W. Cooper, N. J.; Sarah A. Long-
streth, Phila.; Hannah E. Kaighn, Gtn. ; Asa Ellis,

Agent, Ind., $10, for Ezra Barker, Abel H. Blackburn,

Ann Haworth, Ihivid Stalker and George Mendenhall;

George Jones, Phila., $6, for himself, Charles C. Haines,

N. J., and Margaretta W. Satterthwaite, Pa. ; James G.

McCoUin, Phila., $12, for himself, Frances B. McCoUin,
Thomas H. McCoUin, Benjamin Vail, Charles Potts

and Margaretta E. Reed; W. H. Gibbons, Pa., $4,

(2 copies); Mary B. Clement, N. J.; P. Ellis DcCou,
N. J. ; Joseph S. Middletou, N. J. ; Jonathan Chace,

R. I.; Hugh D. Vail, Cal.; Rebecca H. Savery, Gtn.

;

Richard S. Grifiith, Agent, Pa., $40, for Debbie E.

Cope, David Cope, Sibella S. Cope, Helena J. Connor,

Edward Brinton, Benjamin Hayes, J. B. Jacobs, Susan

Ilibberd, Thomas C. Hogue, Joseph Passmore, Rebecca

(}. Passmore, Mary Ann C. Scattergood, Abiah Cope,

Philena S. Yarnall, Lydia Embree, Sarah C. Glover,

Anna M. Thomas, George Forsythe, Thomas W. Fisher

and Mary E. Webb; Martha T. Cox, Phila.; Peter

Thomson, Gtn. ; Joshua Jefleris, Pa. ; Pliny Gregory,

Cal. ; Hannah P. Smedley, Pa. ; Pardon Tucker, R. I.

Sarah A. Gilbert, Pa., $10, for herself, EUza G. Cop.

Albert Cope, Ann Case and Dillon Gibbons ; Samuf
II. Headley, Pa. ; Henry B. Leeds, Agent, N. J., $li

for Ebenezer Roberts, John W. Buzby, Beulah S. Leedi

George A. Borton, Mary Anna Matlack and Davii

Comfort ; John Tatum, Phila. ; Barclay R. Leeds

Phila., $8, for himself, Daniel L. Leeds, Tenn., Ameli
Leeds, Va., and William H. Leeds, Oregon.

S^'Remittances received after Tkird-day noon will no

appear in the Receipts until the folloioing week.

NOTICES.
Friends' Library will be open on the first, fourth

eighth, eleventh and twenty-ninth of the Eighth Mo,
between 3 and 6 p. M.

Wanted —A young woman Friend suitable foi

household companion and capable of managing chil

dren. Address " F "

Oflice of The Fbibnd.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fo

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters h
regard to instruction and discipline should be ad
dressed to William F. Wickebsham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, an(

communications in regard to business should be for

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, Fifth Month 23rd, 1S9S, at the Sanitarium a

College View, Neb., Clark.son Hodgin, iu the forty

sixth year of his age ; a beloved member of Damorris
Monthly Meeting of Friends, Kansas. This dear Fri

was diligent in the attendance of all our religious meet-

ings, and was firmly attached to the doctrines and testi

monies of our ancient Friends, and increasingly con-

cerned that they might be maintained in their purity

Although he died far from friends and home, he ha«

left the comforting assurance that his end was peat

"Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord from
henceforth

;
yea, saith the Spirit, that they may

from their label's, and their works do follow them.'

, on the fourteeuth of Seventh Month, 1898, at

jher home in Bloomfield, Ontario, Canada, .Iane Cronk
an elder, the widow of Edward Cronk, at the age ol

ninety years, five months and fourteen days. He
maiden name was Jane Taylor, the daughter of I

Taylor, of Clonmel, Ireland, where she was born. Foi

some time she attended the Friends' School near Water
ford and came with the family in 1820, and settled it

Picton, in Prince Edward County, when Jane
placed with a Friend named Stickney to learn house

keeping, and in her nineteenth year was married
Edward Cronk, surviving him several years. This

dear Friend was zealous for the Truth, and continue{

faithful to the end. One year ago, when in her nit

tieth year, she attended the Yearly Meeting held

Pickering, evincing a lively interest in the spiritua

welfare of Friends. Her great concern seemed to bi

that Friends should diligently inculcate the doctrine

which we profess, in the minds of our children. Ai
extract from one of her letters will best manifest he
spirit. " When concerned Friends have, in the wisdom
and light given to them, left extracts from the Bible^

to show that the doctrines which they promulgatec

were in strict accord with the Bible and are the doc
trines of the New Testament, 1 can say, for my
part, I feel no hesitancy at all in endeavoring to pro
cure catechisms for use in Friends' families, wliethe:

or not they choose to introduce them into their First

day schools. I own I feel far more earnest to havi

books disseminated amongst us, which will open oui

principles before us, that we may know what are tin

ancient principles of this Society. What has takei

place in this century shows us the exceeding lack then
has been. Some of our lives have been lengthene.

beyond what we could have thought. May this lengtl

of days not be an unimproved gift, but may it be ti

love our Lord the more, and serve Him better, and ma:
it be our desire to encourage each other not to l
weary, as I almost fear some are ready to do, looking

too much outwardly at discouragements. I feel fo:

these." Suffice it to .say she found the Truth to be it

own reward, and its light shone clearly in her, through
out a long life devoted to the service of her bl
Master, whom she loved, honored and obeyed. .

like as was her life so was her end—peace.
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The Truce of God.

BY KATHBRINE HANSON.

With hearts more pure, with wills more strong.

We could have smitten ancient wrong,

Yet held our hands from brothers' blood.

Our righteousness, a mighty flood,

Had cleansed the heart of Spain.

O Lord of all the unquiet world.

When shall thy banner be unfurled—

The stainless banner of the Right?

We lift our eyes. Send out thy light

:

Make thou our pathway plain I

—Boston 'Transcript.

Not being parties to carnal war in principle,

ve assume not to be participants in the terras

in which it should be settled. It is enough for

IS that there cannot be a bad peace that is

leartfelt, nor a good war that is carnal. But

hough the breakers of the peace are the ones to

uend it, yet our own duty as peacemakers re-

gains constant. " Blessed," said the Prince of

Peace, are these. "They shall be called chil-

dren of God." We bid god-speed to the settlers

af terms of peace as war-stoppers ; but it requires

an added grace to be peacemakers.

Word from Washington comes, tiiat now is the

time for contributions to public opinion through

the ]>ress, letters to senators, public conventions,

and by every means, that the national policy

ly have a clearly prevailing sentiment to

which it may conform.

As regards this, we have a right to protest

against any beginning of the end of our re-

public. And one of these beginnings is that

earth-hunger which would blind us to our fun-

damental principle of government, so dearly

contended for once, which professed that " gov-

ernments derive their just powers from the con-

sent of the governed ;" as, for instance, putting

ation in the place of Spain over peoples

struggling for freedom from foreign domination.

Again, if con(iuest of territory be glory, it is

glory without honor when we break our na-

quisition. If we desire glory, let it have a

moral basis. Else history will mark our glory

our shame. We shall be disappointed if our

nation has not the moral strength to keep the

military parole under which it professed to go

forth.

We fear the consequences, also, of entering

with other powerful nations, into the Asiatic

grab-game. There is enough for all our coun-

try's strength in the Western Hemisphere. Biit

to jostle (under whatever conceded rights), with

competitors on the other side of the globe in the

scramble for territory, has within it some clear

ties of collisions, entanglements, and

war with Europe.

Now, to return to our country's early declara-

tion that " governments derive their just powers

from the consent of the governed." The scope

of this language was intentionally limited to

human authorities. But in the larger truth,

governments derive their just powers from God

only. " There is no power but of God ;
the

powers that be are ordained of God." Accord-

ingly, to use just power, a magistrate or ruler

must behave according to the Divine will. " Thou

couldst have no power at all against me, except

it were given thee from above," said Jesus to

the governor. So a ruler may use a divinely or-

dained power wrongly. Special actsof" powers

that be" may be wrong. When manifestly con-

trary to the Divine will they are not to be

obeyed. In other words, " all human authority

ceases at the point where obedience becomes

criminal." Early Christians thought thus when

they said, " We ought to obey God rather than

men." Our own government claimed to say this,

by resisting acts of Spain, one of the powers that

be ; or when it refuged to continue subject to

that of its mother-country. But for the indi-

vidual it requires the spirit of a martyr some-

times to testify by practical suffering, that powers

:that be may exceed their commission.

Settling terms of peace, we have intimated, is

not peace making; good though it may be for

war-stopping. War, though its fighting cease,

has not conquered the conditions of the human

heart which constitute war, it has rather in-

flamed them. It has elated the victors for new

wars, it has depressed the vanquished in a rank-

ling re.sentment, which is war continued in the

heart. Diplomacy and fears may stop fightings,

between fighters, but Peace must be made by

its Prince.

Peace is a condition of the heart. It is the

love of Christ flowing among men " as from

vessel to vessel. As they are obedient to put

forth of his peace to others, they are peace-

makers and so " blessed." " And of the increase

of his government and peace," we are promised,

" there shall be no end." It is by way of the

changed heart that " He maketh wars to cease

unto the ends of the earth." Herein Friends'

mission continues : to be more than peacekeep-

ers—to be peace-makers. To demonstrate that

"if any man hath not the Spirit of Christ, he is

none of his ; and that, if he hath this Spirit and

lets it exerci.se him, he hath " the peace of God

which passeth understanding " for himself, and

a ministration of it, as a positive grace, to others.

The " Truce of God"is the love of Christ con-

straining us.

For "The FrtiEND."

The following extract from a recent letter of

a young woman in one ofthe central States, who,

with her fa.nily moved into the neighborhood

of a Friends' meeting some years ago to be

among Friends, gives a sad description of the

effects of modern innovations.
" Little by little the fast movement or man-

worship got in, and my father and others died,

fully disheartened at the fall of_ the meeting,

and for some years there have been three meet-

ings, one at , one at and in the city,

and each have hired preachers It has

got to that with me that I would rather attend

any other kind of meeting than the Friends'

[meeting] here."

Surely a deceptive spirit has beguiled Friends

in many places and induced them to lay aside

their principles and adopt those which early

Friends were led out of and opposed, so that the

mournful language of Jeremiah is applicable:

" Death is come up into our windows, and is en-

tered into our places, to cut off the children

from without, and the young men from the

streets." May there be a strengthening of those

things that remain of our once goodly inherit-

ance that are ready to die!

can be made by belligerents. Nothing but a

truce can they make who still have the principle

of war beneath the surface, rea<ly for eruption

tional promise to fight for humanity and not for
|
again in other spots. Fighting may be stopped

SuccKSS OE Failure.—Ponder long and

carefully and prayerfully over these words:

"Seize an opportunity as it is presented. Chances

are offered once, and seldom recur. Success

depends on apparently trivial circumstances,

oftentimes bringing great results. Failure is

made up of speeches carelessly slipped from the

tongue, wise thoughts not spoken, good messages

and cessation of acts of hostility, but" no't peace, f>"t sent courteous words and consideTate greet-
•' '

ings not uttered, want of care tor others, too

little decision of character, or too great obstinacy,

angry denunciations hastily made, phantom

fears, unfounded jealousy, kind acts not done."

— Christian Standard.
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Porto Rico.

BY PROFESSOB WILSON.

Porlo Rico is the most eastern island of the
Greater Antilles in the West Indies. On the
east the Lesser Antilles sweep in a great bow
toward Trinidad, on the South American coast,

inclosing on the windward the Caribbean Sea.
Of these St. Thomas, a Danish island and coal-

ing station, is of greater strategical importance.
It is southwest from the capital of Porto Rico,
about ninety miles away. A strait of seventy
miles separates the island fi^m Hayti on the
west. The distance of San Juan from other
strategical points are twenty-one hundred miles

to Cape Verde Islands, ten hundred and fifty

to Key West and fourteen hundred and twenty
to Hampton Roads. There are smaller islands

which belong to the colony, especially on the

eastern coast, but they are of slight importance.
The main island is a parallelogram in general

outline, one hundred and eight miles from the

east to the west and from thirty-seven to forty-

three miles across, and it has an area computed
at thirty-five hundred and thirty square miles,

or not quite half that of New Jersey. The little

island of Viequez on the east, on which is the
town of Gabel Segunda, is a military penal
station.

The population in 1887 numbered seven hun-
dred and ninety-eight thousand five hundred and
sixty-five, of whom four hundred and seventy-
four thousand nine hundred and thirty-three

were white, two hundred and forty-six thous-

and six hundred and forty-seven mulattoes
and seventy-six thousand nine hundred and
five negroes. Slavery was abolished in 1873,
three years after the colony was declared to be
a representative province of Spain, and divided
into seven departments.

ALONG THE COAST.

Cape San Juan is the northeastern corner of
the island. Going thence southward along the

east coast the port of Fajardo is reached, which
is nothing but a channel sheltered by the small
islands of Obispo, Zancudo and Ramos. There
are other ports and anchorages on this coast
where the sea is generally calm, prevailing winds
being the easterly trades. Near the northeast
coast runs the Sierra de Loquillo, in which the
peak of El Yunquo reaches the highest eleva-

tion on the island (thirty-six hundred feet).

Here the coast is broken and forbidding. The
north shore is almost straight and presents no
shelter between Cape San Juan and the port of
the same name thirty miles west, which is de-
scribed further on. Here the sea is full of rocks,

over which the swell tumbles in heavy breakers.
Further west lie the town and port of Manati,
with five thousand inhabitants. It is the least

dangerous port between San Juan and Arecibo,
although it is an open roadstead, and in the
windy season vessels cannot reach the shore.
Rounding Punta de Bruquen, which is the north-
western corner of the island, Aguadilla or San
Carlos de Aguadilla, is reached on the west
coast. It is on the banks of a fine stream of
water. It is one of the busiest ports in the
island, and affords a fine anchorage in summer
close to shore, but in winter it is unsafe.

PUNTA ALGAKROBO.
Passing Punta San Francisco, the most western

point of the island, there comes into view Punta
Algarrobo, the shores of which form the north-
ern boundary of the Bay of Mayaguez. The
city of this name lies inland a few miles, near a
river, at the mouth of which its port is located.

It has twelve thousand inhabitants, military bar
racks, an iron bridge, a good trade, gas light,

and there are sixteen feet of water in its harbor,

but the entrance is difficult.

Punta Giianajibo forms the southern shore.

Pilots are needed alone this coast.

Cape Agulla is the southwestern extremity of
the island. Between this and the Morrillos of

Cape Rujo is the bay of Salnias, with from ten

to twenty feet of water, but not well protected.

Navigation along the southern coast requires

great care. Between Cape Rojo and Punta d(

la Brea is a long line of cliffs called De la Mar
garite, between which and the mainland are
inlets, like the coast thoroughfares of Maine or
New Jersey, affording many good anchorages,
but these cannot be reached without a pilot.

LARGEST ANCHORAGE GROUND.

The port of Guanico, the largest anchorage
ground on the southern coast of Porto Rico, lies

fifteen miles east of Cape Rojo, with fifteen feet

to thirty-three feet of water over a bottom of
sand and broken rock. The coast presents no
further interest until we come to Ponce, which
port is one of the most important on the island.

Still further east is Guayama, with the port of
Arroya near by on the south coast.

Porto Rico is traversed from east to west by
a mountain range, dividing the island into two
unequalled portions, by far the longest slope

being on the north, so that the rivers on that

coast are much the longer. From this chain
several branches diverge toward the north coast,

giving it a rugged appearance. Part of the
main range is called Sierra Grande or Barros

;

its northeast spur is known as the Sierra de Lo-
quillo, that on the northwest is the Sierra Laree.
The most of the population is located on the

lowlands at the seafront of the hill. For lack
of roads the interior is accessible only by mule
trails or saddle paths, and it is covered with
vast forests.

RIVERS AND BROOKS.

There are interesting caves in the mountains,
those of Aguas Buenas and Ciales being the
most notable. Rivers and brooks are numerous,
forty-seven very considerable rivers having been
enumerated. They are short and rapid, espec-
ially on the Caribbean slopes, which are steep
and abrupt. The mountains intercept the north-
east trade winds blowing from the Atlantic, and
wring their moisture from them, so that the rain-

fall of the north section is very copious. South
of the mountains severe droughts occur, and
agriculture demands irrigation, but such work
is unsystematically carried on.

The principal minerals found in Porto Rico
are gold, carbonates and sulphides of copper,
magnetic oxide of iron in large quantities. Lig-
nite is found at Utuado and Moca, and also yel-

low amber. A large variety of marbles, lime-
stones and other building stones are deposited
on the island, but these resources are very un-
developed. There are salt works at Guanica
and Salinas, on the south coast and at Cape
Rojo, on the west, and this constitutes the prin-
cipal mineral industry in Porto Rico. Hot
springs and mineral waters are found at Juan
Diaz, San Sebastian, San Lorenzo and Ponce,
but the most famous is at Coamo, near the town
of Santa Isabel.

THE CLIMATE.

The climate is hot, but much alleviated by
the prevailing northeast winds. A temperature

' "gh as one hundred and seventeen degrees
F. has been recorded, but it seldom exceeds

ninety-seven degrees F. in the shade during tb

hottest hours. At night it sinks to sixty-eigl

or sixty-nine degrees.

The rainy season lasts from August to Decen
ber, and the rainfall is at times so copious nort
of the mountains as to inundate cultivated fielc

and produce swamps. The rainfall for 1878 ws
eighty-one inches. lis mean annual average ;

sixty-four and a half inches.

PREVAILING

The prevailing diseases are yellow fever, eli

phantiasis, tetanus, marsh fever and dysenten
Porto Rico is unusually fertile, and its dom"

nant industries are agricultural and lumberinj
In elevated regions the vegetation of the ten
perate zone is not unknown. There are mor
than five hundred varieties of trees found in th

forests, and the plains are full of palm, orang
and other trees. The principal crops are sugai
coffee, tobacco, cotton and maize; but bananai
rice, pineapples and many other fruits are ia
portant.

The wild dog is the most predacious quad
ruped on the island, and he chiefly attacks pig,

and calves. Mice are a pest, but they are kep,

down by their natural enemy, the snakes, whid
reach a length of from six to nine feet. Num
erous species of ants and bees are found, as wel
as fire-flies or cucuves. They fly at times ii

great masses, producing weird and splendid ef

fects in the tropical nights. Poultry is abun
dant and the seas and rivers are full of tb
finest of fish.

RAILWAYS AND CART ROADS.

Railways are in their infancy, and cart road
are deficient. Telegraphic lines connect thi

principal towns, while submarine cables rut

from San Juan to St. Thomas and Janiaic
Porto Rico was sighted by Columbus on the

sixteenth of[Eleventh Month,] 1493. Three day:
later he anchored iu the bay, the description o
which corresponds to that of Mayaguez. In 151 (

and 1511 Ponce de Leon visited the islands anc
founded a settlement and gave it the name o:

San Juan Bautista. The island has had manj
vicissitudes, especially at the hands of the ene
raies of Spain in times of war, especially th(

Dutch and English. Buccaneers and piratei

harassed its coasts and plundered the people dur
ing a large part of the eighteenth century.

Landings were eflfected by the English in 1705
at Arecibo, in 1743 at Ponce and in 1797 at

the capital, but each time they were repulsed
by the Spaniards. An attempt of the people tc

obtain independence, after three years of turM

bulence, was frustrated in 1823. As to the

Spanish administration of the islands, it difl'ers

but little, if at all, from that imposed upon Cuba,

THE CAPITAL.

The capital of the province is San Juan Bau-
tista, founded by Ponce de Leon, as already
stated. It is located on the small island of Morro,
now connected with the mainland by the San
Antonio bridge. The district of its name contains
twenty-seven thousand inhabitants. On the west-

ern end of the island Ponce de Leon built the Gov-
ernor's palace, enclosed within the Santa Cata-
liua fortifications, where also are the cathedral,
town house and theatre. This portion of the
city is now called Pueblo Viejo. It is an Epis-
copal See, subordinate to the Archbishop of
Santiago de Cuba. There are two tramways
and also railways to Ponce and to other places.

Its principal exports are sugar, cofiee and to-

bacco.

The harbor of San Juan is enveloped on the
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it and south by swamps. On the west it is

sltered by the islands of Cabra and Cabrita,

ich a sand bank practically connects with

. mainland. This site of the city comprises

ir small bays and two rocks, of which the one

irest the coast is half a mile west of the Morro.

._ strongly fortified for the defence of the en-

ince to the outer harbor. The interior harbor

1 locked, capacious and safe, and is being

Bdged to a uniform depth from docks to au-

orage of twenty-nine feet.

Four wards are comprised in the old city.

are outside of the fortifications, and ex-

iding up the hillsides like an amphitheatre,

esent a picturesque panorama when seen from

harbor.

The houses are of stone, usually one story

gh, and have roof gardens, from which fine

arine views may be enjoyed. Almost every

has a garden in its patio or court.

—

Phila.

'Ager.

Seizing Opportunities.—A woman once,

"riting to a young man in the navy, who was

iraost a stranger, thought :
" Shall I close this

r anybody would ? or shall I say a word for

:y Master?" and lifting up her heart for a

:oment, she wrote telling him that his constant

lange of scene and place was an apt illustra-

on of the words, " Here have we no continuing

'ty," and asked if he could say, " I seek one to

)me." Tremblingly she folded it and sent it

T. Back came the answer: "Thank you so

luch for those kind words. I am an orphan,

ad no one has spoken to me like that since ray

lother died, long years ago." The word, like

;n arrow shot at venture, reached its mark, and

vie young man shortly after rejoiced in the ful-

ess of gospel peace. How often do we as Chris-

lians close a letter to those we know have no

|ope "as anybody would," when we might say

; word for Jesus

!

; How often in sending a letter we might be

oncerued to enclose some little missive, a tract,

, card, a text, and with it a gentle, loving word,

hat might be the means of saving a soul from

leath ! Shall we not weigh such opportunities

yherever they present themselves ?

—

Selected.

Sympathy Saving.—A word of sympathy

vill often do wonders. In point of fact, sym-

lathy saves. John B. Gough, as a young man,

vas a notorious drunkard. No man in drunken-

less was ever more the brute than he. At last

le was induced to sign the pledge, and he de-

.ermined that he would keep it. But later on

jvhile working at his bench, despair seized him.

No word of sympathy had yet been spoken to

dim. Throwing off his apron, he said: "I'll

^ive it up! I'll go down to the saloon for a

Jrink ! " In that moment a lawyer entered his

shop, and extending his hand in a cordial greet-

ing, said: "John, keep up a brave heart! God
bless you 1 Call atmy office and see me." These

words gave him new courage, and determined

him to fight the demon. He had a bitter fight,

but he fought, and with God's help, won. More

than that, he became the world's foremost lecturer

on the temperance platform, and did valiant

work until death.

—

Selected.

A man is better than a plan. Do men need

methods? Still more do methods need men.

He who rests upon a system, a method, or a plan,

for success, will never succeed. He is looking

for the spontaneous generation of life out of

dead matter. Nothing short of life will beget

life.—& S. Times.

An Army of Teachers.

Some time since The Friend quoted some

striking sentences from President Eliot of Har-

vard, in regard to co-operation as an educational

force. There could hardly be a better illustra-

tion of this principle of co-operation, than is

presented by the National Educational Associa-

tion. Its recent meeting in Washington brought

together about fifteen thousand members, repre-

senting every state in the Union. Including

the meetings of the Council of Education the

sessions lasted for about ten days. The official

programme scheduled fifty-five meetings and a

grand total of two hundred and fi)rty-eight

speakers, sixty-one in the meetings of the Gen-

eral Association and one hundred and eighty-

seven in the Departmental meetings. The ses-

sions of the General Association were held in

the morning and evening while the afternoon

was devoted to the meetings of the departments.

This great array of meetings, and of speakers

presented variety enough to supply the needs of

all. Speaking broadly the meetings of the gen-

eral association were for inspiration and lead-

ership, while those in the afternoon, dealing

with specialties, were for information and in-

struction. Possibly the greatest attractions of

the former were addresses by President Draper

of the University of Illinois, by Professor Jac-

ques Redway of New York and by Josiah Royce

of Harvard. President Draper gave an impres-

sive picture of the type of University prevailing

in the West—the State University—and showed

with convincing power that the destiny of the

nation, under Providence, is largely to be shaped

by such centres. Professor Redway sketched

the influence of topography and climate on the

United States and made it very clear that the

human element in geography is calculated to

give interest and power to the study. Josiah

Royce came very near proclaiming the doctrine

of the Inner Light, as held by Friends, in a

paper on the conscience, in which the responsi-

bility of teachers was impressively presented.

One meeting was presided over by a woman
and the whole programme was given over to

women. On many accounts this was one of the

most impressive sessions of the Association and

the sympathetic words of Sarah L. Arnold on

the duties and privileges of supervision were not

lost on a large and enthusiastic audience. Her
dignified presence and loving manner brought

the words of Longfellow to mind.

" Friendly the teacher stood like an Angel

of light there among them."

A mere mention of some of the departments

of the Association will suggest the value of these

meetings. Kindergarten, elementary, secondary

and higher education, each has its own com

plete organization. There is a department of

normal schools, of art education, of manual and

industrial education, of business education, of

child study and of physical education. The

deaf, dumb, blind, etc., have a department, the

library is not omitted and even the school journal

brings together in a separate body those devoted

to its interests. Probably one of the most valu-

able sessions of the whole series of meetings was

that devoted to school hygiene, school architec-

ture and school furniture, when such experts as

Doctor Burnham of Clark University, Superin-

tendent Marble of New York City, and F. Louis

Soldan of St. Louis, explained the most recent

discoveries and advances in these lines in this

country and abroad.

Not the least valuable feature of the meeting

this year was the fact that it was held in the

national capital. Congress was in session and

presented the usual sad picture of undignified

wrangling, but the sights of the city apart from

this, with lovely Mt. Vernon and Arlington

near at hand, received the attention that they

so well deserve. An easy trolley ride took

those who were interested to an encampment of

thirty thousand soldiers and in the city iUelf

these soldiers were sadly in evidence and were

sorely marked in many instances with the eflfect

of dissipation. Said a professor from a college

in Ohio as we passed groups of them on the

street, " How true it is that few of these fine

fellows escape with their manhood even if they

escape with their lives. This remark brought

to mind the good words of the president of the

Mothers' Congress, quoted at the time of their

utterance in The Friend, to the eflfect that it

devolves upon the teachers of the land in good

measure, to eradicate the war spirit by implant-

ing the principles of the " Prince of Peace."

J, H. B.

Only a Cup of Tea.

A group of bright-faced young women were

chatting together in the parlor over their after-

noon tea, when a distant knocking caught the

ear of the pretty girl hostess. "Excuse me a

minute, please," she exclaimed, springing to

her feet. "I mustn't leave that knock un-

answered, for I suspect it's mamma's washer-

woman bringing home our clean clothes."

The surmise was quite right. The washer-

woman, stood at the back door with a heavy

willow basket in her arms. She was a slight

little woman who always looked too frail for

the hard work she was obliged to do. This

afternoon her lips was almost colorless, and

there were blue rings under her eyes. She was

almost breathless; from her long walk with the

burden, and her chest|heaved spasmodically.

"Come in and sit down while I get the

money," said the girl sweetly.

She stepped into the adjoining room for her

purse, and as she came back the face of the

woman at the door stirred her sympathetic heart

to a sudden quick pity.

" How tired you look
!

" she cried. " Wait
and I will get you a cup of tea."

She had flashed out of sight in an instant,

and was back again before the woman had re-

covered from her surprise. On a dainty tray

she carried a cup of delicate china, from which

rose a tempting fragrance.

"Drink this," she said; "I'm sure you'll

feel better."

The woman's hardened hand trembled as

she took the cup and hastily drank its contents.

The warmth seemed to spread through her

chilled, exhausted body.

Yes, her heart, too, felt the comfortable glow.

A minute before she had been worn out, dis-

couraged, hopeless. Now a new courage stirred

within her. As she had climbed the steps she

had thought how sadly insufficient for her needs

the pay for her work would be. Now she

thought of the necessities it would purchase for

her children and her face grew bright. She

went out into the dusk and the late afternoon

with a step that was no longer hopeless.

Only a cup of tea ! Such a trifle to give,

and yet carrying such comfort! Surely there

must have gone with it the blessing of Him
who multiplied the loaves and the fishes accor-

ding to the needs of the multitude !

—

Selected,

" The path of the devoted Christian is one of

deep proving."

—

M. M. Sheppard.
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At a meeting of the Representatives of the religious

Society of Friends for Pennsylvania, New Jer-
sey and Delaware, held the twenty-ninth of
Seventh Month, 1898

:

The committee charged with considering the
condition of the Dukhobortsi, reported they had
given attention to the subject, and had corres-
ponded with Friends in England who are ex-
erting themselves for their relief They pro-
duced a draft of an appeal for aid iu the work,
which was approved. The care of circulating
the appeal, and the application of the funds
which may be received was entrusted to the
committee already under appointment.

Taken from the minutes,

George M. Comfort, Clerh.

An Appeal for the Relief of the Dukhobortsi

of Southern Russia.

In the course of the last two years there have
appeared in print from time to time notices of
a religious sect in Southern Russia called Duk-
hobortsi (or Spirit-wrestlers), who refuse to bear
arms or to contribute to the taking of human
life in any way. Their refusal to do military
service has brought them under the discipline of
the governmental authorities, who have treated
them with extreme severity in order to compel
them to relinquish their conscientious adher-
ence to the law of love, and their conviction
that non-resistance under oppression is obliga-
tory to those who " walk in the Spirit." While
submissive to all legal requirements consistent
with their religious principles, they have suf-
fered banishment, deprivation of property and
the meaus for gaining a livelihood , imprisonment
flogging and other violent abuse, until through
starvation, exposure and disease their numbers
have been much reduced.

There is now offered them, through the medi-
ation of the Empress-Dowager, liberty to leave
the country as their own expense. Their friends
in Russia and England are using exertions to
provide the means for their emigration ; and
the Dukhobortsi themselves have resolved to
escape, if possible, from their intense oppres
travelling as best they may to the nearest
port, whence they can be transported to a place
of refuge. This is being provided as rapidly as
circumstances would permit, and land is being
offered for their occupancy in the Island of
Cyprus, either by rental or by purchase on long

payments. Two of tlieir number, who had

William Evans, No. 252 South Front Street,
Philadelphia.

The following incident, taken from the Youth's
Companion, is an excellent illustration of the
way in which character is often wrecked : Five
years ago the merchant ship " Albatross " sailed
from an Atlantic port, bound for the coast of
Africa.

" And she will never reach it," said an old
sailor on the pier.

"Why?" asked a bystander. "She seei
to me to be a staunch, well-built vessel."

" She should have a copper bottom. Here
is what I found on her hull."
He held out his hand, on which lay a soft,

tiny mass, a lump of jelly within a wall of
shell.

" What harm could that do?" said the other,
laughing. " It is a harmless, half-dead crea-
ture."

"Harmless, half-dead creatures like that will
eat into the soundest hull that ever was laid,
and leave it a rotten hulk," was the reply.
At the end of a year the good ship " Alba-

tross " was reported to have sprung a leak and
sunk. The barnacles had eaten their way through
the sound oak timbers, and brought ruin and
death.

fled to England with their families, have gone
to Cyprus in company with Prince Hilkoff, a
Russian who speaks English, to examine the
lands, and help in landing the new-comers.
While they still were self-supporting, a fund

of about £4700 was laid aside .by the Dukho-
bortsi for the purpose of emigrating. Several
thousand pounds have beeu also collected by
Friends in England for their assistance, and
efforts are being made there to add to this sum.
But the cost of transportation and maintenance
of 3500 people for a brief period is likely to re-
quire all the funds that those who sympathize
with the peaceable principles of these sufferers
for conscience' sake can readily supply. We
therefore appeal to those having similar con-
victions concerning the righteousness of peace,
to contribute liberally to this cause.

It is believed that funds thus bestowed will be
judiciously and economically applied under the
supervision of a committee of Friends and others
Who are devoting much time and effort to the
relief of this long-suffering people. Money may
be remitted by check or draft to the order of

How many gallant boys and young men
leave school and college with high hopes for
the voyage of life before them ? They are well
born and well trained ; they have inherited
vigorous bodies and alert minds; they are honest,
self-respecting, ambitious; they are equipped
with some special craft or profession, which will,
in all probability, bring them success. The
ship is, to all appearance, sound and staunch

;

the sails are set, the wind is fair, the sun shines
;

every voice prophesies a fair voyage.
But has any miserable little barnacle fastened

on the sound timbers? This lad relishes un-
clean jokes, and only is happy in low company

;

this gay, brilliant youth, a favorite in society,
seeks only his own ease and comfort; another
" good fellow " is oddly regardless of money,
whether it be his own or his neighbor's.

It is the little neglected traits, like the harmless
worms, that eat and eat into the strongest
character, until they bring ruin. Remember,
boys, it is hard to clean them off in the middle
of the voyage. A great vice, which draws upon
us the scorn of the world, or its punishment,
we strive to drag out by force; but the little

habits, the routine of daily acts, acquired in

youth, usually stay with us.

End of the Rugby Colony.

Charles E. Mason, the last remaining me
ber of the original English colony which settl

at Rugby, Tenn., in the early part of 1881,
on his way to England, accompanied by 1

wife and child, and he said it was his inteuti(
to again take up his residence in his native Ian
says the Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.
The circumstances of the establishment of tl

English colony at Rugby, in the eastern pa
of Tennessee, will doubtless be remembered
a general way by the uewspaper reader. It w
an idea of Tom Hughes, the famous author
'_' Tom Brown at Rugby," who conceived th
It would be an excellent thing to found a color
in this country where the younger sons of wel
todo Englishmen could locate and build up
community, which would bear with it the cu
ture and refinements of the home life and at tl

same time afford an opportunity for develo|
meut and achievement greater than was possib:

"Watch and Pray."—If you would visit a
beehive at night, you would see that the entrance
is never left ungarded for a moment, and the
vigilant sentries are plainly seen running back
and forth, ready to give the alarm if anything
comes to disturb. Yet these brave little guards
do not challenge everything, but only such
ci-eatures as seem to be dangerous, as it is well
known that the moth, the most deadly foe to
the swarm, is allowed to pass without hindrance
nto the hive. The moth, a soft defencelesscrea-
ture, without mandibles or sting, deposits its

eggs, which, when hatched, bring ruin to the
colony. Thus the foes that we need fear are
not such fierce-looking ones, as drunkenness and
murder and blasphemy, but the little doubts,
little neglects, little thoughts of impurity, are
theeggs which will hatch into the most malignant
foes of our peace.

—

J. E. Foote.

England
A large tract of land was secured in the foo

hills of the Cumberland Mountains, and tt
name of Rugby was given to the near colon
town. The first summer over three hundre
young Englishmen settled in the place. Throug
careless sanitation, a well from which the tow
got its supply of water became contaminatec
and there was an epidemic of typhoid fever th
first summer of the colony's existence. Fiftee:
of the colonists died, and whatever might hav
been the merits and the future of the colonj
this disaster proved a deathblow to the origina
plan. A great many of the colonists left a
once, and, while many remained for variou
lengths of time, and the town of Rugby has beei
added to by other arrivals, so that the popula
tion still remains at about three hundred, tb.

original colonists have disappeared, until noni
now remain.

" Rugby is in a charming location us to scenerj
and climate," said C. E. Mason recently, "anc
I have nothing but kind words to say for it

There is a delightful atmosphere about the place
and the people are as kind and hospitable as

jjossible. The Boston publishers donated a very
hand.some library to the town, and there is an
air of refinement about Rugby that is felt by
all who come in contact with it. The colony
has at least done some permanent good in the
effects it has had on the character of the moun-
taineers. If Rugby were to be blotted out of
existence to-morrow, there would still remain!
the blessings of the refining influences it has
exerted on the people—and, I must add, the^

improvement which has been made in the breed
of liogs.

But the character of the soil there makes
successful agricultural operations impossible. It
is a great mineral region, and there is undoubt-
edly petroleum in the vicinity, and when the
Cumberland Railroad is built into Nashville,
giving a much-needed east and west direct line,

there ought to be considerable development of
the section. But there will be no more move-
ments of young Englishmen to that country.
There are too many inducements offered by the
African colonies. There is where the young
men of England will go for some time to come."

John Parker, a valuable Friend and minis-
ter belonging to Kennett Meeting, Pa., "gave
it as his opinion, that the want of true humility
and the pride of arrogance of the human heart,
had been the means of estranging many from
the path of peace."
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For "THE FKIKND."

Its History and Civilization.

I BY DAVID M. cnAMUEBS, Jit.

Egypt is beyond doubt the most ancient coun-

'•y, historically considered, on the face of the

lobe. Even Chaldea, with its ancient and pre-

iskiric records on stone and clay tablets, relat-

ig the mighty conquests of the early mitic

yliasties far back in the mi.st3 of time, which

'ave been recently brought to light by the

gency of pickaxe and shovel, cannot surpass

"igypt in antiquity. The obelisks, statues, tem-

les, and above all the vast and enduring pyra-

lids over which thousands of years have rolled

|way, aud still standing in majestic splendor,

lave told their tales of the past and early his-

[jry of the race, bearing testiiuouy that the

!nce proud race of Pharaohs, who cruelly held

|he Hebrews in bondage, but who have now
i;one forever to be seen of men alive no more,

!/ere a warlike people. Their bodies have

iieen carefially embalmed and put in sarcoph-

gi, or stone coffins, after first being enclosed

In cases of sycamore or some other hard wood,

l.nd after many ages they are excavated and

placed iu museums under cover of glass cases,

|o be the object of the curious gaze of visitors

Imd outsiders. Egypt was a mighty nation,

jind wonderfully developed just at the time when

!ome of the later kingdoms were springing into

lixistence. It has rightfully been called the

I'
Cradle of the Race." From the first the

Egyptians were a literary people, and the scribe

lield an honored place among them.

i The civilizatkjn of Egypt begins with its his-

tory. As far back as students can trace its

bistory, there can be found in Egypt a fully

developed people. The history of the Pharaohs

has been divided by all great Egyptologists

into three periods, which are known as the Old

[Empire, the Middle Empire, and the New Em-
tpire. The Old Empire comprises the first six

Hynasties, the Middle Empire from the sixth to

the seventeenth, inclusive, and the New Empire
from the beginning of the eighteenth to the close

of the thirty-first. Egypt had reached its acme
lin civilization during the eighteenth and nine-

iteenth dynasties, and it has l)een thought that

a greater period had elapsed from Menes, its

first king of United Egypt, to Piameses II (com-

monly called Sesostris), of the nineteenth dy-

nasty, than has elapsed from Rameses II. to

iour own time.

I

According to Josephus, and other ancient

historians on the subject, Mizraim, son of Ham,
I

the second son of Noah, mentioned in Genesis

[x: 13, was the founder of Egypt, though we
I
have nothing from the Bible to support the

statement beyond the fact that as Ham proba-

bly migrated to Egypt and settled there, it was

very naturally thought that this sou ofHam was

the founder of that kingdom, as Gush settled in

Arabia and became the father of the Gushites,

aud Cauaan the father of the Canaanites. These

! same writers on the subject assert that Mizraim
i was followed by a race of so-called " Priest

• Kings," whose period lasted for a few hundred
years. During that j)eriod Egypt was divided

into two kingdoms, and the two countries were

known as Upper and Lower Egypt, when an
official named Menes raised a revolt aud made
himself king. Plis first act was to unite the two

i
kingdoms into one, with Memphis for its capital,

I and he is considered by Egyptologists as the

I
first king of the first dynasty of Egyptian kings.

Recently his mummy was brought to light to-

gether with its sarcophaguD, bearing his name

iu very archaic characters, the date of which' is

about 4800 !'.,('., or between sis and seven thous-

and years ago. Menes was undoubtedly a great

monarch, and skilled the Egyptians in the

primitive arts. To whom the honor is due of

having had the sphiux carved out of the rock

of Gizeh, it is not known, but it is thought by

some to have been done by Menes himself.

According to others it was done by one of the

" Priest Kings," i. e. before Menes became king.

That it is older than the pyramids we have no

doubt. The greater portion of it is now proba-

bly covered up by the sands of the desert. We
do not know of a certainty the shape of the

whole sphinx, but it is probably like the one iu

Karnak, but is far more aucient by about three

thousand years or more, and several times

larger. It had a body probably like a lion in a

resting position. It's face which is all that is

now visible to the eyes of the traveller, has its

features almost obliterated by the sands of time.

It has a human face, however, and represents

the face of a woman. The cap of the head of

the sphinx has been recently found not far from

the statue-head itself, where it had probably lain

for many ages, having at one time been broken

off the crown of the sphinx.

To Menes's successor, Athoth, according to

the writings of Manetho the Egyptian historian,

is ascribed the art of writing, and it is probable

that it was by his orders that inscriptions were

placed on the sarcophagus of his predecessor,

when his body was embalmed, and put in its

last resting-place. He is also said to have been

the first who knew anything about medicines,

and he wrote a treatise on the subject ;
yet arch-

asologists have not as yet found any of the in-_

scriptions of the first dynasty beyond that of

Menes.
Monumental records begin with the second

dynasty. There has been found at Sakkara (or

Saqquarah), the ancient necropolis of Memphis,

the tomb of a priest of two monarchs of the

second dynasty, whose names are read as Senat

and Nepherciieres, respectively the fifth and

sixth monarchs of that dynasty. Part of this

tcmib is now in the Ashmolean Museum at Ox-

ford, while the Museum of Gairo claims the

honor of containing the other part. On the

rock of the Sinaitic Peninsula we have the

names of two kings of the third dynasty. The

pyramid of Medum, like the stepped pyramid of

Sakkara, belongs to the beginning of the pyra-

mid age, and they are considered the crowning

achievement of the third dynasty, the former of

which is the resting place of Senefru, the Pha-

raoh who about 3700 b. c. claims to have driven

away the Semites, who had a century before

under Sargon I. of Agades (3800 b. c), con-

quered both Upper and Lower Egypt and also

Sinai for possession of its mines. The pyramids

of Medum and Sakkara differ very much in their

shape, the former having but one massive step

as it were, while the one at Sakkara has four.

Around the pyramid of Medum, however, were

found the tombs of Ra-hotep, his wife Nefert,

and of Nefer-mat and his wife, and by their

richly painted walls they picture to us the life

of the Egyptians at the age of Senefru. The

arts, sculpture painting, pottery-making, etc.,

had already been developed.

With the fourth dynasty our full knowledge

of ancient Egyptian civilization really begins.

This was the dynasty of the pyramids, and was

the most renowned of the " Old Empire." No-

where iu Egyptian history do we find such im-

mense works of art, as these huge structures.

The largest of these is that built by Khufu

(Cheops), about 36-50 b. c. It is said of him

that he employed upwards of one hundred

thousand men twenty years to build it, taking

ten years to draw the huge blocks of stone for

the building. It is a three-sided pyramid, covers

twelve acres of ground, and comes to a point

about four hundred and eighty feet above the

base. It contains quite a number of large

rooms witliin its walls, where they used to bury

the deceased monarchs. There are about twenty

other minor pyramids in Eyppt, but only two more

which are worthy of mention. Those are the ones

built by his brother Khephren aud son Men-ka-

re (Myceriuus). These are built out of the same

kind of stone as the one built by their prede-

cessor. They are not as large as the great pyra-

mid, but the inside apartments are materially

the same. Professor Flinders Petrie, one of

the world's greatest Egyptologists, has shown

that some of the large blocks, that were used in

building the great pyramid at Gizeh, were cut

by means of large tubular drills fitted with

something similar to diamond points. It seems

most probable that such was the case, for how
else could they have cut such gigantic blocks?

The statue ofKhephren, the builder of the second

pyramid of Gizeh, is one of the best of existing

statues ever executed, and is cut out of diorite,

one of the hardest stone materials known. So

hard is it that it can blunt the sharpest of mod-

ern tools. It is well preserved, witli the excep-

tion of one of the feet, from which a large por-

tion had been broken off. It is as well preserved

as some of the later statues, and far more so

than a great many of later times. It is repre-

sented as the king sitting on his throne.

(To be continued.)

HUMILITY.
The lives that make the world so Bweet

Are shy, and hide like a humble flower
;

We pass them by with our careless feet,

Nor dream 'tis their fragrance that fills the bower

And cheers and comforts us hour by hour.
— Unknmmt

"AS A MUSTARD SEED. "

There is no little, and there Is no much :

We weigh and measure and define in vain.

A look, a word, a light responsive touch

Can be the ministers of joy to pain.

A man can die of hunger, walled in gold.

A crumb may quicken hope to stronger breath,

And every day we give or we withhold

Some little thing which tells for life or death.

—Susan Coolidge.

NOT SIZE BUT PERPECTON,
One small life in God's great plan,

How furtile it seems as the ages roll,

Do what it may, or strive hew it can,

To alter the sweep of the infinite whole !

A single stich in an endless web,

A drop in tlie ocean's flow and ebb
;

But the pattern is i-ent where the stitch is lost,

Or marred wln-ii- the tangled threads have cros.sed

;

And eacli life tliut tails of the true intent

Mars tlie perfect plan that its Master meant.—.Susan Coolidye.

REGENERATION.
No one knew how the springtime came

;

Somehow, suddenly, it was here.

Wind-flowers tossed round the elm tree roots.

Fresh green covered the tender shoots

Of blackberry vines in the pasture lot

;

A whir of wings, then a hundred notes,

A burst of song from throbbing throats,

Till the whole world seemed alive, aflame.

No one knew how the springtime came;

But somehow, suddenlv, it was here.

—Mixrtha Trimble Bennett.

"True peace must have its foundation in

righteousness."
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To Whom He Owed His Success.

" Have a paper, sir ? Something to read on
the train ? All the magazines !

"

But the people hurried past John's little stand
into the station, as they had done all the morning.
Only two papers sold, and here was noon

!

Profit, two cents. On sunny days his sales were
pretty brisk ; but it was drizzling. The thick
air was full of falling soot, and nobody cared to

stop to buy.
" No wonder they want to hurry out of this

horrible place! " muttered John, looking about
at the wet, dingy houses, the pool of black mud
through which the horses tramped, and the
clouds ofsmoke rolling through the streets. He
thought of the sunny farm on which he was
born, and felt that he never could grow used to

the place. Two cents profit! Not enough to

buy a loaf of bread.

John thought of his mother, and of the scanty
breakfast which they had eaten together in their

bare garret, with its window opening on the
sooty roofs. If he could but have had a good
trade, he might have carried a nice little treat
home to her. But the crowd hurried past, and
nobody stopped.

" Magazine, ma'am ? Something to read on
—

"

The lady stopped, started to take up a mag-
azine, but when she observed the soot, she drop-
ped it and passed on.

John's quick eye saw what was the matter,
and began to blow away the soot, as he had
been doing all the morning. It was four years
since his father died, and he and his mother
had come down to town ; and in that time he
had done nothing but fight weakly against soot
and starvation.

He opened one of the story books on his
little stand, and read several pages while waiting
for the next customer. There was a sea story
in it : a boy goes ofl^ in the first chapter as a
stow-a-way ; in the third, " the gallant lad leaped
upon the deck, and the commodore clasped him
in his arms! " On the next page was an account
of a boy going home from work, who arrived in
time to scale the walls of a burning house and
rescue a child, for which daring act he was the
next day taken into partnership by the child's
father, a millionaire.

" Some fellows have such splendid chances !"

said John, laying down the book with a sigh.
"Now I've been here for years, and nothing

grand or noble ever turns up for me to do. Buy
twenty-five papers daily ; sell them—if I can.
On Saturdays, buy the weeklies; once a month,
the magazines. That's the heft of it year in,
year out.

As these things were passing through John's
mind, an old gentleman who had missed the
train sauntered up, and began idly looking over
the boy's stock.

John watched him anxiously. If he should
buy a dollar book ! If he should, he could take
home a little treat to his mother, after all.

The boy's eyes fairly glistened. For, beside
being fond of his mother, he was hungry; and
the smell of fried meat and coffee from the stall
was almost more than he could bear.
The old gentleman took up one of the books.

John thought he was certainly going to buy
one. What should the treat be ? A bit of fresh
meat? He decided that steak would be the
best.

" Ah
!
here is a book which I have wanted

for a long time," said the gentleman. What's
the price of this my, boy ?

"

" Those are one dollar each, sir."

" I'll take this. No, you needn't wrap it up.
I'll read it in the train."

He laid down a bright, new dollar.

John could almost smell the delicious steak,

and he thought of his mother's thin, starved
face. They had not tasted meat for days. But
a glance at the book, as he was about to pass
it to the gentleman, discovered to John's keen
eye that the book was imperfect—the binder
had left out some of the pages.

" Beg your pardon sir! " said John, " I have
just discovered that this is an imperfect copy

—

there are four pages missing."
" Too bad !

" said the old gentleman.
" Can I not suit you with some other book ?"

faintly asked John.
"No. I have wanted this book for some

time."

" You can have it for half price," said John,
eagerly.

" I don't want a mutilated copy at all.

John handed him back the money ; and, the
man walked on a few steps, and stopped at a
store where he usually traded. He was a ruddy,
fat old man, with a kindly, shrewd, blue eye.
Having nothing to do, he thought the occurrence
over leisurely.

_" That's an honest lad," he said to the pro-
prietor. "He might have cheated me just now,
but he did not."

" Who ? John M'Tavish ? As honest as steel.

He's been under my eye now, for four years,
and I know him to be as truthful a lad as was
born of Scotch blood."

"Urn, um!" said the old gentleman. "How's
he for intelligence ?

"

'• I don't think he's very sharp in trade," was
the reply; "but he's a very handy boy. He
has made a good many convenient knick knacks
for the neighbors,—that book shelf, for in-
stance."

" Why that's the very thing I want in a boy I

Well, there's my train. Good-day, sir."
" He'll be back again. Odd old fellow ?

"

said the storekeeper, laughing.
The next day he was back, and he came at

the same hour.
" I like that boy's looks, sir. I've been watch-

ing him. But I suppose his parents wouldn't
think of letting him go into the country?"
He has only a mother ; and she is a decent,

God-fearing Scotchwoman,—a good seamstress,
John t«lls me, but can get no work. Times
are dull here just now. Pity the country folks
will pour into the cities. Mrs. M'Tavish has
nothing but what the boy earns at his stand
yonder."

The old gentleman made no reply. But the
next day he went up to the boy's stand. John
was looking pale and anxious. Some of his
regular customers had refused to take their
magazines, times being so hard. They would
be a dead loss on his hands.

" Paper ? Magazine, sir ? " he asked.
" No, a word with you, my lad. My name

is Bohnn. I am the owner of the Bordale
Nurseries, about thirty miles from here. I want
a young man to act as clerk and salesman on
the grounds, at a salary of thirty dollars a
month, and a woman who will be strict and
orderly, to oversee the girls who pack flower
seeds, at twenty dollars a month. I oflfer the
positions to you and your mother, and I give
you until to-morrow to think it over."

'But you—you—don't know me, sir!" gasped
John

I know you very well. I generally know
about. To morrow, be ready to

what I

give me your answer. I will take you fo

weeks on trial. If I am satisfied, the engageme
will be renewed for a year.

All the rest of the day, John felt like one
a dream. Everybody had heard of the Borda
Nurseries and of good old Isaac Bohnn, tht

owner. But what had he done, that this earth
paradise should be opened to him ?

" You'll come, eh ? " said Mr. Bohnn the ne
day. "Thought you would. When can yc

begin work?"
" At once, sir."

" Good ! By the way, there's a vacant hou
on the grouads which your mother can hav
rent free, if she remains with me. A mere bo
but big enough. There's my train now. Suppa
you go out with me, and look the place ovc
I'll pay your expenses both ways, and you ca
return on the evening train."

John locked up the stand, sent a message i

his mother, and went with Mr. Bohnn. E
had not yet told his mother of this change i

their afl^airs.

He was very silent when he came home thi

evening, but oddly tender with his mother; an
she noticed that he remained a long time on h
knees at prayer that night.

They had only a little bread and milk fi

breakfast the next morning, and John scarcel
tasted it.

" You look as if you could not bear this muc
longer, mother," he said, coming up to her, an
putting his hands on her shoulder. " You nee
good wholesome meals and the fresh air an
hills and trees instead of this !

"—looking ou
at the piled stacks of chimneys belching fort,

the black smoke of an iron-foundry.
" Don't talk of them, John, lad I

"

" Well, I won't." And he put on his ha;
and went out.

An hour later he came back.
" What is wrong? Why have you left th

stand ?
' asked his mother, in alarm.

" We are going to have an outing, mothei
Don't say a word."

She never had seen the boy so full of excite
ment. He hurried her to the station ; and the
were soon gliding among the beautiful rollinj

hills and across lovely meadows that were swee
with the odor of new-mown hay. At lengtl
they came to stretches of rising ground, coveret
with nurseries of young trees of delicate green
and with vineyards, and field after field o
roses, mignonette, and all kinds of sweet-smellinj
flowers.

" Why, John, this is fairyland ! What is thiii

place ?

'

" The Bordale Nurseries. We will get out
here mother. I want to show you a house
that—"
He trembled with agitation. His face was

pale as he led her down to the side of the broao
river, near which was nestled in the woods s

cozy little cottage, covered with a beautiful
creeper. There was a garden, a well, and s

paddock for a cow. Inside, the rooms were cleac
and ready for furnishing. The river rippled
drowsily against its pebbly shore. The birds
darted through the blue, sunny air. The scent
of roses came in upon the breeze.

" Mother," said John, ' this, I hope, will be
your home now." And with that he began to
laugh and caper about her like a boy, but the
tears rolled down his thin cheeks.
John M'Tavish is now foreman ofthe Bordale

Nurseries, and a man of high standing in the
country. Not long ago, he said to old Mr.
Bohnn :

—
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1)1 "I owe this all to the friend who said a good

eford for me that day in Pittsburg."

" No, John," said the old man ;
" you owe it

the book with the missing pages, which, when

•u discovered, were good enough to tell nie of

he imperfection. The chance came to you, as

ilt conies to every boy, to be honest. Honesty

nd industry, John, are what did it; and I am
tJaclined to think that they never fail to com-

oaand success in the enii."—Zion's Walchma7i.

For "The Fbiknd."

In a meeting for discipline my mind was op-

J)ressed under a sense of some present not siifli-

jiiently esteeming the sufferings of Christ, witli-

^ lUt the gates of Jerusalem, nor having fellowship

Ivith Him in them ; and of a dark libertine

pirit, that would trample upon those i)recious

estimoniesof the cross, delivered to George Fox

ind others, against hat honor, the heathenish

jvppellation of days and months, the unchristian

i

anguage of you to a single person, and the call-

ng of men master contrary to the express pro-

I

libition of our blessed Lord ;
" Be ye not called

)f men master, for one is your Master, even

Christ." Some well-disposed Friends may, per-

haps, have strengthened these libertines by lay-

,ing too great a stress on externals, " for in Christ

I

Jesus neither circumcision availeth nor uncir-

cumcision, but a new creature ; and if those

called Quakers walked according to this rule

they would neither wear gay clothing nor give

Battering titles to men. Much expense and ex-

actness in dress, sumptuous houses and costly

furniture, comport not with the seamless gar-

ment of a crucified Saviour, who was himself

the most perfect pattern of plainness " and had

not whereon to lay his head."

—

From the Diary

if Samuel Scott, Friends' Library, vol. IX.

Alone With God.—No great purpose has

ever been achieved by any individual until his

spirit has first gone out into some wilderness

solitude, and there discovered its native strength,

ts absolute invincibility when it relies upon no

lelp but that of God. This is the experience

of all the greatest among men. They go apart

from their fellows for a while, like Moses into

the land of Midian, or like our Lord himsel:

into the wilderness, or like St. Paul into the

Arabian desert, and there, in solitary communion
with God, they come to themselves. From that

communion with God, from that highest of all

companionships, they drink in strength to fit

Ihem for the work of their lives. Alone with

God they see visions which fill their souls;

visions which never fade afterward, even in the

light of the common day, but which serve as

beacon lights to guide them through storm and

darkness, till the purpose of their lives is ful-

filled.—£dMtn H. Eland.

An Oxford county sportsman, who is much
interested in the habits of wild game, reports

seeing three deer chased by a dog in the deep

snow. It was impossible for them to run fast,

and they adopted tactics that were at once novel

and practical. They were running single file.

The first thing that attracted attention as un-

usual was the action of the leader, which stopped

suddenly, jumped to one side, and let the other

two deer run by in the path he had made.

Very soon the new leader jumped out and let

his followers run ahead a long as the leader

could stand it to make the path in the deep

snow. This was kept up until they went out

of sight, and the sportsman had learned some-

thing new.

—

Kennebec (Me.) Journal.
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Thomas A. Wood, Mount Gilead, Morrow Co.

William Robinson, Winchester, Randolph Co.
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Benjamin V. Stanley, Springville, Linn Co.

Joseph Henderson, Gaza, O'Brien Co.
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" If our blessed Lord himself could hold him-

self in leash for thirty years, are we justified in

allowing men to pour themselves into our minis-

terial services without demanding of them the

anointing?"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.— The French AmbasHador, Jules

Carabou, on behalf of the Spanish Government, and by

direction of the Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs,

on the 2()th ult., presented to President McKinley a

message from the GovernmeDtof Spain looking to the

termination of the war and a settlement of terms of

peace. The interview with the President resulted in

a consideration of the terms upon which our Govern-

ment will consent to a settlement of the points at issue

between the two countries. These are said to be sub-

stantially as follows

:

First. The absolute relinquishment by Spain of

sovereignty in Cuba, the United States to hold and

control that island until the establishment of a form

of permanent government satisfactory to this country.

Second. Complete surrender and transfer of Porto

Rico and ail Spanish West India Islands to the United

States.

Third. The cession of coaling stations at Manila,

in the Ladrones, and, probably, in the Caroline Islands.

Fourth. No liability by the United States for

Spain's Cuban, Porto Rican or other colonial indebted-

ness.

Fifth. Spain to be exempt from any claims by the

United States for war indemnity.

Sixth. A Spanish-American commission to be ap-

pointed to consider and propose a settlement of the

Philippine affairs, the Cuban debt and other necessary

matters.

Cambon is said to have succeeiled in having some

point or points in the American demands modified by

President McKinley.
On the 1st instant a despatch was sent from Madrid

to Washington for " further explanation of some diffi-

cult points."

General Merritt arrived at Manila on Seventh Mo.

25th, and reports the health of his command good. He
called on Admiral Dewey, and then established head-

quarters at Cavite. General Merritt cabled the War
Department that he would need all the troops assigned

to him. The American troops occupy entrenched

positions about Manila.

A special despatch from Manila by way of Hong
Kong says that Manila is ready to surrender to the

American forces when called upon to do so.

On Seventh Month 26th General Miles's exjiedition

made a landing at Guanica, on the south coast of Porto

Rico. A boat's crew sent ashore hauled down the

Spanish flag and replaced it with the Stars and Stripes.

A detachment of Spaniards attacked the landing party,

but were repulsed with some loss. The landing of the

troops then proceeded without opposition.

The town of Yauco was captured and is of import-

ance, being a terminus of the railway leading to San

Juan.
On the 28th Cieneral Miles cabled to the Secretary of

war from the port of Ponce, Porto Rico, by way of

St. Thomas, that the American flag had been raised

over Ponce and its port, and that Spanish troops are

retreating from Southern Porto Rico. He said the

populace " received the troops and saluted the flag

.

with wild enthusiasm, and were enjoying a holiday in

honor of our arrival."

General Miles has issued a proclamation to the

people of Porto Rico, in which he says the forces of

the United States came to "bring you the fostering

arms of a free people, whose greatest power is justice

and humanity to all living within their fold."

Juan Diaz, about eight miles northeast of Ponce, on

the road to San Juan, has been occupied by General

Miles. There as elsewhere the American flag was

raised and greeted with great enthusiasm by the popu-

lace.

General Shaffer's official report of the American

losses in the battle of Santiago places the total number

of casualties at 1,584, as follows : killed, 21 officers and

205 men ;
wounded, 77 officers and 1,197 men ;

missing,

84 men. About one-sixth of Shafter's army is reported

on the sick list, more than 4,000 men.
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A Santiago despatch says a constant stream of native
residents are presenting" claims against the United
States Government for losses sustained at the hands of
Cuban troops, robbery and plunder during the last

three years. These claims are promptly returned with
an expression of regret. They are the fruits of war.

General Shafier in a report relative to the commer-
cial and fcod conditions at Santiago says that there i^

no money there to do business with, ani that the mer-
chants are timid about making food purchases, fearing
the effect of the distributions by the Red Cross, w"
really are feeding the town.

Lettere addressed to soldiers and sailors in Porto Rico,
Cuba or Manila, wUl be sent at the 2 cents rate. The
Postal Qnion rates apply to the general service between
the United States and Santiago.

A despatch from Seattle dated Seventlt Month 27th,
says: By the arrival of the steamer Bumboltit late
this P. M., Seattle receipts of Klondike gold for the
Seventh ilonth were increased to nearly twelve
lions. One million dollars is in possession of three
laboring men.
A despatcli from Fresno, C'al., says : The dry sea-

son has caused great loss to the stockmen on the iSierra

foothills. Some of the herders assert that, as there is

no grass and little water, at least 100,000 sheep must
perish.

One of the farms owned by the estate of Stephen
Girard, bounded by Twenty-first, Twenty-second, Por-
ter and Shunk Streets, in this city, is being fitted np
as a public park or square without expense to the
city.

Markets, dx. — V. S. 2's, 97 a 100; 4'8, reg., 110 a
111; coupon, 110^ a lll| ; new 4's, reg., 12(3 a 127

;

coupon, 127 al28
; 5's,reg., Ill* a 112.i ; coupon, 112|

a 113| ; new 3's, 104 a 104i ; currency 6's, 102 a 103.
Cotton was steady on a basis of 6/50; per pound for

middling uplands.
P'eed.—Spot bran, J14.00a$14..50 per ton for winter

in bulk and ;S13.75 a $14.25 for spring in sacks.
' Deaths in this city last week numbered 41)5, which
oS less than the previous week and 69 more than the

corresponding week of 1897. Of the foregoing, 204
were under five years of age ; 237 were males and 228
females; C8 died of cholera infantum; 61 of consump-
tiori

; 33 of diseases of the heart ; 25 of marasmus
; 22

of inanition
; 18 of inflammation of the stomach and

bowels
; 15 of convulsions

; 14 of apoplexy
; 13 of neph-

litis; 12 of inflammation of the brain; 11 of cancer;
11 of old age ; 11 of Bright's disease ; 10 of typhoid
fever; 10 of dysentery

; 10 of diphtheria, and 10 from
casualties.

Floor. — Winter super., new, $2.15 a $2.40; do.,
extr:i.j, iio-v so 7.-, a $3.00; Pennsylvania roller, clear,

";:' ~ - V - ": 'lo. do., straight, new, $3.60a$3.80;
*'" — ''ir, new, .$3.25 a $3.50; do., straight,
I" V > :. ', -.1; du., patent, new, $.3.85 a $4.10;
H"-'<'-- '

I'^i. r !
!•• a f I..-;-; ,lu.. stniight, $4.20 a $4.35;

do, iKUcMit, .--l.lH :, s) ,:., ,]„,, r:ivM,-ite brands, $4.70 a
•>!.>'

:
.-iiv null-,. eNii-a. 11, -w, -2^:r. ;, ,*;j.00

; do., clear,
new, ?:;.-., a i:;.--,ii: d,:, -tr-iiubt, new, $3.60 a $3.80

;

do., jjatent, new and old, $4.00 a ^-l.-r,. Rye Floor.— $3.00 per barrel for choir e Pennsylvania.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71^ a 7Uc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37.'. a 375c.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 34ic.

Foreign'.—The world renowned Es-Ghancellor of
< icrmany, Prince Eismark, died at Friedrichsruh on
the evening of Seven
The Bank of Eul.!

whereby it formerly
holes in them. ' As pi

good as legal tend'

graphic despatches between Moscow and St. Petersburg,
which are 400 miles apart, is about that of the railway,
ten or twelve hours being considered good time, the
new telephone will prove an inestimable boon to busi-
ness.men, who, in case of urgency, are now obliged to
pay three times the ordinary tariti' to get their des-
patches through as ' special ' messages. The line is not
likely to be actually in working order before October,
and it is said that the price for five minutes' conversa-
tion will probably be fixed at U rubles, or a little over
75 cents."

A despatch from Allahabad of Seventh Month 31st,
states: The monsoon prevails, and rains have fallen
throughout India. The crop situation is, therefore,
satisfactory, and all fears of a famine, have been aUayed.

Twenty-nine sheep introduced into the Australian
Colonies in 1888 are now represented by 120,000,000
of the finest wool sheep in the world.
The value of the mineral products of New South

Wales for 1897 has been returned by the Department
of Mines as £4,685,273.
A feature of the population statistics of AVestern

Australia is the large proportion of males to females.
The disparity is maintained in the arrivals by sea. At
present there are 45 females to every 100 males.

aged 84 years.

y revoked the rule
I silver coins with
'iv\f token money,
lling amount, and

g their face value in the
iltle mure or less silver
consequence. With gold

value depends on

aking no pretence to hav
metal composing them, a

• therein is a matter of small
coins the case is ditierent, for thei
tlic metal in them.
The British fiovernment is the owner of over 25,000

camels. Several" thousand are used in India to carry

Theyoiuig (;n,-en of iho Netherlands will formally
assume llic reins ,,( y.ivoriiment at (i.30 p. >r. on Eighth
Month 31st, that being the hour of her birth.

In fifteen years Kussia has sent 62-1,000 pei-sons to
Sdieria, fully 100,000 relatives of the prisoners having
accompanied the exiles of their own free will.

"

The New York Post says: "The long talked of tele-
phonic communication between the two Kus-sian capi-
tals—Moscow and St. Petersburg— is likely this year
to become an accom|)lished fact. The undertaking is
under the control of the imperial telegraph department,
and the stations will be at the chief telegraph office in
either city. As the average speed of ordinary tele-
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NOTICES.
Friends' Llbrary will be open on the first, fourl

eighth, eleventh and twenty-ninth of the Eighth M'
between 3 and 6 p. 11.

Wanted—A young woman Friend suitable f
household companion and capable of managing ch:

Address " F "

Office of The Friend.

dren.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications f
the admission of pupils to -the school, and letters
regard to instruction and discipline should be a
dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.
Payments on account of board and tuition, ai

communications in regard to business should be fo
warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Sarah J. Bedell will be in the city this summ.
and any Friends desiring house-furnishing^: or me
ohandise purchased will confer a favor by sending o
ders. Some Scotch shawls on hand, do "not know
any others obtainable. Please address,

2113 N. Seventh Street.

Died, in Philadelphia, on the fii-st of Seventh Mo
1898, at the residence of her brother-in-law, Williai
E. Tatum, Amelia R. Leeds, in the seventy-eight
year of her age; a member of Frankford Monthl
Meeting of Friends. This dear Friend in her sixteen!
year was left by tlie death of her mother the Only sL
ter of seven brothers, six of whom were younger "tha
hei-self. To her loving, devoted spirit the"re was adde
a degree of womanly ability which became the admirt
tion of those who were acquainted with her efficii

and aflectionate care of her brothers. Throughout th
vicissitudes of a checquered life, the same loving, ur
selfish spirit was ever manifest, and this, joined to
peculiarly sympathetic nature, caused her 'often to b
found ministering to others in times of aflliction ;

bereavement. She was a consistent member of our re
ligious Society, and firmly attached to its principle
and testimonies, maintaining them wherever situatec
Her health had long been frail, and her rema
strength sank rapidly under an acute attack of pneu
monia. Though ihere was little expression in her las
illness in regard to her future prospect, we believe sh.
had long been engaged to know the day's work keep
ing pace with the day, and was found with her lamj
trimmed and her light burning, and having, in

"

daily life, sought to acknowledge her Lord and Savi
has mercifully found acceptance with Him and beer
received into one of those mansions which He
before to prepare for those who love Him.

, at her home near Wilmington, Ohio, on the
fourteenth of Eleventh Month, 1897, Hannah C
Hawokth, wife of William Haworth, in the fifty

eighth year of her age; a member of Wilmingtor
Monthly Meeting.

-, on the fourth of Seventh Month, 1898, at hei
late residence in Germantown, Pa., Matilda Hodg-
son, daughter of the late William and Mary Hodgson

, Fifth Month 1st, 1898, at the residence of his
mother Deborah C. Smedley, in West (Jhester, Pa..
Edward Smedley, in the twenty-sixth year of his
age.

, at the residence of her daughter at Chatham.
Ontario, Canada, on the sixteenth of Seventh Monthj
1898, Lydia Miller, in her seventy-eighth year.
She was a member of West Lake Monthly Meeting oi
Friends. Her remains were brought to Bloomfield and
the meeting was held in the Friends' meeting-house at
the west end of the village (Conservative or Smaller
Body of Orthodox Friends) and afterwards interred
beside her husband in Pine Grove Cemetery in Bloom-
field.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Monthly Meeting Clerk.

In the coDductiug of the nioiuhly meetings

bich appear so proniineDtly iu the regulation

church affairs among Friends, the ouly officer

sible is the one who sits as clerk of the meeting.

nder the profession thfit " Christ is head over

1 things to his church," and accordingly the

nd of Christ is devoutly to be referred to and

lited for iu deciding Church affairs. Friends

ve presumed to name no other presidency than

3 over their monthly and other meetings for

3cipline; but they simply appoint a clerk to

cord the sense of the meeting when that is

certained. This "sense of the meeting," it is

listed, is the product of the judgment of truth,

witness of Christ's spirit, which individual

embers, when apprehending they have a sense

ereof on any question, announce as his or her

ewof the case. And the clerk, without taking

?ote, or any reference to majorities, is to gather

id record whatappearstheprevailingjudgment

truth as expressed by the members. The

ead of the Church is majority enough, though

1 find expression through but one voice.

This conduct of Christian church government

rowsgreat spiritual responsibility on them that

; in judgment, to whom Christ is promised to

1
" a spirit of judgment," and will largely be

Imitted to be consistent with the true theory

r a pure church.

But for a church, though not pure yet prevail-

gly sincere, this principle has been found,

bile helping to make it more pure to work at

ast as harmoniously, peaceably and satisfac-

rily as the more human modes of moderator-

ip elsewhere resorted to in deliberative bodies.

Retrograde Spirituality.

What is wrong in the conduct of the so-called

oly Spirit movement, as pushed by modern

•oclaimers among Friends, that a result of it,

the submission of some of the foremost of those

aders, to the carnal ordinances?

Could the newness of the Spirit, in its ever-

ascending development of experience, reach no

sublimer outcome in these, than to land them

in the oldness of the letter? Or has it been with

them altogether the letter, from start to finish ?

We cannot admit that having begun in the

Spirit they were finally made perfect by the

flesh. What is the matter with a spirituality

that finds the fleshly ordinances among the top-

most degrees of its ascent, and not at its begin-

ning? Does not the result belonging to the letter

confirm the view that the same literalism was in

dominion throughout? That the spirituality was

after all, rather a literality making inferences?

We do not question that by literal or imperfect

beginnings, some wills have consented to be

subject to the Divine, and so have been brought

forth into the life of the Spirit. And in their

experience and service John's prophecy has

been confirmed, that Christ must increase and

the water-baptist must decrease ; that the baptism

of the Spirit, so far from leading up to that of

water, should minimize and supersede it. But

how to account /or the reverse course and still

cull it spiritual, must puzzle some. It did Paul

when he questioned of some literalists:—But

now, after ye have known God, or rather are

known of God, how turn ye to the weak and

beggarly elements, whereunto ye desire again to

be in bondage?" The whole trend of Scripture

and of gospel-life is away from the natural into

the spiritual, from symbol to substance, from

form into spirit, from things that are seen to

the things that are not seen. In the order of

life. "That was not first which is spiritual, but

that which is natural ; afterward that which is

spiritual."

There are other items of conduct under the

recently professed Holy Spirit baptisms which

have seemed to some as a reversal of spirituality.

The ministry which in their former days seemed

to be in life and Divine authority, appears now

later on in the same mouths to be tinctured

with demagoguery and sometimes buffoonery;

and at other times delivered with studied and

manuscript preparation ; sometimes texts hunted

up in books while the meeting is professing an

engagement in prayer; and the general savor

of spirituality to wame in proportion to the

emphasis put upon having entered the dispen-

sation of its Author.

We have not examined the prescriptions, based

on Scripture, by which hearers are exhorted to

a belief in their second experience. And when

they are by the Holy Spirit's own witness itself

assured of having received Him, far be it from

us to discredit bis assurance. We are aware

of no way to so blessed a state but simple, per-

sistent obedience to his manifestations.

But if there be forms of words by which

seekers are instructed to reckon themselves as in

that state, we are not assured of their entire

soundness by such results as have been indicated.

If they end in literalism, the presumption is that

they so began and have been kept on that plane
;

—The Bible being used persistently as if it was

the foundation of Christianity ; whereas it is

Christianity, or the Spirit of Christ, the Living

word, that is the foundation of the Bible ; being

also that Rock of Divine Revelation on which

he would build his Church.

Patriotism.—Our benevolence, when direct-

ed to our countrymen at large, constitutes pa-

triotism. Few virtues are more universally pro-

fessed, few are more imperfectly apprehended,

and few are more rarely practised than patriot-

ism. "Our country, right or wrong" is rebel-

lion against the moral government of Jehovah
and treason to the cause of civil and religious

liberty, of justice and humanity. History and
daily observation compel the conviction that

patriotism is more frequently professed than

practised, and that much which assumes the

name and passes current with the world is ut-

terly spurious. Yet it is also true that the pa-

triotism which seeks the public good, in obedi-

ence to the Divine will, and in accordance with

the precepts of the gospel, far from being an
imaginary, is a real and active virtue. It is,

indeed, to be found in camps and senates, but

these are not its exclusive nor its favorite haunts.

This patriotism inspires many a prayer for the

peace, virtue and happiness of the nation, and
prompts innumerable efforts and costly sacrifices

of time and money for the temporal and spirit-

ual welfareof our fellow-countrymen. Patriot-

ism springing from obedience to God, guided

by his laws, and exercised in official station for

the national welfare, at the certain and willing

loss of popular favor and personal advantage is,

perhaps the highest perfection to which this

virtue can attain.— William Jay in 1849.

All men are our brothers ; and when we
injure them by lies, which cut like a sharp

razor, by sneers, by inuendoes, by intrigues,

by slander and calumny, by hatred, malice and
all uucharitableuess, by want of thought, or by
want of heart, by the lust of gain, by neglect, by
absorbing selfishness, we are inheritors of the

spirit of the first murderer.— Z^ean Farrar.

All true ministers can testify to a sense being

given them in the wisdom and love of God of a

call to the preaching of the gospel. It is only

as they are humbled and dedicated servants of

the Most High that they are carried through

the close, exercises and provings of faith and
patience, to the comfort of their own minds,

and the satisfaction of their friends."
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John Yeardley and his Travels.
(Continued from page 410, vol. Isxi.)

" In the Fifth Month of 1828 they attended
the Yearly Meeting; and John Yeardley was
present at the anniversary of the Peace Society.

"'Fifth Month 19th.—Attended a meeting
of the Peace Society, much to my own satisfac-

tion. It was truly gratifying to hear from those
not in profession with us, such strong and de-
cided sentiments against all war, as being not
only inconsistent with the spirit of Christianity,

but also contrary to sound policy. I am con-
vinced public meetings are necessary to keep
alive public feeling, as well as to excite indi-

vidual interest. As it regards myself, I can say,

before attending the meeting I felt but little

concern with respect to this great question.'

"Soon after their return home, they were
comforted by the intelligence that a few of those

persons at Neufchatel who had so joyfully re-

ceived their gospel message, had found strength

to establish a meeting for worship. This infor-

mation was contained in a letter from Auguste
Borel, from which the following is an extract:

"'It is my hope that the Grod of love, in the
analogy of the spiritual order of things, may
have kindled in our hearts his sacred fire, and
will condescend to maintain and increase it in

time and in eternity. Since that time we have
continued our meetings without interruption;
our number has not yet exceeded six or seven.
We do not force the work, but, recognizing that
it is the Lord alone who has begun it, I feel

daily more and more that He alone ought to

direct it.'
"

" In the summer of 1830, J. and M. Yeardley
attended the Half-year's Meeting at Swansea.'
A committee of the Yearly Meeting was present.
Elizabeth Dudley was also there, with a certifi-

cate for religious service ; and she and John
and Martha Yeardley, finding that the errand
on which they were come was the same, resolved
to join company and travel together through
South and North Wales. They were accom-
panied throughout the journey by Robert and
Jane Eaton of Bryn-y-Mor.

" As there are very few meetings of Friends
in Wales, the chief part of their service was
beyond the limits of the Society. They met
with great openness in many places from the
Methodists and other preachers and their con-
gregations. From the notes which John Yeard-
ley made of their religious labors in this journey,
we select several passages:

Ninth month 13th. Aberystwith.—Our first

object was to inquire for a place of meeting.
We found they were all engaged for that even-
ing, which detained us here a day longer than
we had expected; but this little detention ena-
bled us to make acquaintance with two of the
independent preachers, to whom we became
much attached in Gospel fellowship, A. Shad-
rach and his son. The father preaches in Welsh
and the son in English. It was comforting to

us to meet with two such pious, humble-minded
Christians, laboring diligently to forward the
cause of religion. They kindly ofiered us their
chapel for the evening, and after the meeting
they both expressed mueh satisfaction in having
been favored with such an opportunity.

"'Ninth Month 15th.—We arrived pretty
early at Machynlleth, which is a clean little

town. We did not know but that we might have
proceeded on our journey after having refreshed
ourselves and our horses; but E. D., feeling
much interested for the people of the town, it

seemed best to have a meeting with them. I
walked out, and seeing a good meeting-house.

inquired to what persuasion of people it be
longed, and found that it was an Independent
chapel, and that the minister lived about a mile
and a half in the country.

" ' The prospect of being unable to make the

people understand us was discouraging ; for

the streets there was nothing to be heard but
Welsh. However there was no time for reason-

ing, it being near twelve o'clock, and all must
be arranged by seven in the evening. After
some difficulty we found the preacher, a kind-
hearted pious man, who readily granted his

chapel, and undertook to act as interpreter,

should occasion require. This was the only place
where we adopted the vulgar mode of giving
notice by the town-crier, so common on all oc-

casions in this country ; but the time was short,

and many of the people were not able to read
our English notices, which we generally filled

up for the purpose.
" ' The meeting was pretty fully attended, and

the people were mostly quiet, considering there

were many who could not understand. When
E.D.satdown the minister repeated in substance
what she had said ; for, not being used to speak
through an interpreter, she declined his giving
sentence by sentence. When he had done, I

felt something press on my mind towards the
poorer classes present, who I was sure could not
understand English : so I stepped down from the
pulpit, and placing myself by the minister, re-

quested he would renderfor me a few sentences as

literally as he could. This he did kindly, and,
I believe, faithfully, to the relief of my mind.
He then addressed a few words on his own ac-

count to the assembly and dismissed them. We
regretted the want of the native language, as

we could not have the same command over the
meeting as would otherwise have been the case.'

"

" We have now seen John Yeardley for many
years in the devoted exercise of his calling of a
gospel niinister. It is instructive to follow him
into his chamber and see how, when alone witt
the gracious Giver, he was wont to regard the
precious gift; how he lamented that he had not
used the talent more diligently

; and how his

mind was enlarged to see the grace and power
which the Lord is ready to bestow on those who
seek and trust Him with their whole heart.

Sixth Month 8th.—The important duty of
a gospel minister has this day been brought
closely under my consideration. It is most as-

suredly the imperious duty of those who
called to feed the flock, to labor diligently for

the good of others. With respect to myself, I

feel greatly ashamed ; and it has occurred to me
that should I be cast on a bed of sickness or
otherwise be deprived of an opportunity of ex-
ercising this gift, it would be an awful consid-

eration, and cause of deep regret, that I had not
better improved the time. The hardness of
heart in others, as well as in one's self, is diffi-

cult to penetrate ; nothing but the power of Di-
vine grace can reach it, and this requires not
only waiting for, but also laboring to overcome
the wandering and unsettled thoughts to which
the poor mind is subject. Merciful Father, give
me more confidence in the gift which thou hast
bestowed on me, and favor me with a greater
portion of strength to minister thy word faith-

fully. " Who then is that faithful and wise
steward whom his Lord shall make ruler over
his household, to give them their portion of
meat in due season? Blessed is that servant
whom his Lord when He cometh shall find so
doing " (Luke xii : 42, 43).'

"

"In the Eleventh Month of 1832 they laid
before their friends the prospect of more exten-

sive travel in the work of the gospel than a
they had undertaken before. The time w
come for John Yeardley to pay that debt
Christian love to the benighted inhabitants
Greece which he had felt to press for years up
his mind ; and at the same time he and Mart
Yeardley believed it to be required of them
revisit some of the places of their former si

vice, and to take up their abode for a wh
with companies of persons whom they shou
find like-minded with themselves; and also
perform the unaccomplished duty of visiting t

fe

Piedmontese valleys. Considering the extent
country over which they travelled, the vari
nature of their labors, and the large number
serious minded and sympathizing persons wi

f]

whom they were brought into relation, this joi i

ney may perhaps be regarded as the most acti
and fruitful period of their lives. We are ab
as we have so often been before, to read th-

impressions of duty, and their feelings, thi

hopes, doubts, and aspirations in J. Y's simj
and faithful diary.

" A chief desideratum was to find a Grei
who should accompany them as guide into 1

native country. ' Ever since,' says M. Y., in

letter of the Twelfth Month, 1832, ' we have

;

signed ourselves to this arduous mission, r

dear husband has frequently said, " If we are
go into Greece, how I wish we might find soi

companion for the journey, some Greek to cc
duct us into his country, to us altogether stran
and unknown." ' A letter from Stephen Grel
to William Allen, which was sent down to

and M. Yeardley, was the opportune means
supplying this want. It spoke of a Greek g
then at the school at Locle, named Argi
Climi, who was exceedingly desirous of retui

ing to Greece, and whose simple and teachai
character recommended her at once to th«ir ;

tention. ' When,' continues M. Y., ' we came
this part of Stephen Grellet's letter, we we
both deeply moved, believing that thus the w
might be prepared before us."

(To be continued.)

The sting of a bee, this consists of three par
one smooth, the others having tiny barbs. T
three parts together form a sort of triang
through the centre of which flows the poise
As soon as the poison of the sting is thrust in

the flesh, the barbed prongs begin to work alti

nately; first one is thrust forward, th
other, and, as the barbs retain the hold in t

flesh, the sting soon works its way into the
This movement is kept up after the sting ai

the attendant poison sac has been torn from t

bee, and may continue for some time after t

sting had been removed from the flesh of t

victim. It will be readily seen now h'ow i

portant it is that the sting be removed as so<

as possible after it has been left in the flesh

the bee. The longer it remains the farther
it works, and the more poison is injected in

the wound. The sting should be removed wi
a scraping movement, such as may be perform
with a finger nail, for instance. To grasp t

sting and pull it out is to press into the won
the con tents of the poison sac. The least pressu
there is brought to bear upon the poison s

the better. If a sting is left in the wound, t

results are usually several times greater thi

when it is promptly removed in the prop
manner.

—

Ledger. •

Oh 1 the wrongs that we may righte
The hearts that we may lighten !

The skies that we may brighten.
By helping just a little!

Hi
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jmptatioD, God's Furnace for Trying Faith.

Cliri:~t Jesus suttered temptation that lie

ight overcome the tempter ; He died that He
ight overcome death, and He rose again to

e no more. They who are born again of his

irit receive power, that like their Lord they

ay endure temptation, overcoming it, that so

ey may die to sin and live in righteousness

id" true holiness to God. So does the Apostle

iul say, "If we be dead with Him we shall

so live with Him ; if we suffer, we shall also

ign with Him ; if we deny Him, He also will

my us ; if we believe not, yet He abideth faith-

1, He cannot deny himself" (11 Tim. ii : 13).

Whoever persecutes the believe? in Jesus, per-

cutes Jesus himself; whoever tempteth him,

rapteth the Lord Jesus. But as these abide

the faith of Jesus, who is the power of God
salvation from siu, these shall in that power

rercome the tempter in his power of tempta-

sn, for God's power is over all.

The Apostle James says: " Blessed is the man
lat endureth temptation ; for when he is tried

shall receive the crown of life, which the

ord hath promised to them that love him "

ames i : 12).

Beyond measure is God's love to his only be-

jtten Son Christ Jesus, yet did God permit

[im to be tempted in all points like as we

e, yet was He without sin (Heb. iv : 15). He
as tempted for our sake, that He might van-

uish satan and sin in the most powerful put-

ngs forth of temptation. And now, for Christ's

ike, the Father loveth those who believe and
ust in Jesus, and "will not suffer you to be

mpted above that which they are able to bear,

ut will with the temptation also make a way
escape, that ye njay be able to bear it " (I

or. X : 13). Remember how, when Israel came
jt of Egypt and they cried unto the Lord,

hen Pharoah and his hosts came in hot pur-

jit, how the Lord by the arm of his power
pened up a way through the waves, against

hich man's arm was powerless. So Christ is

ow, by the power of his spirit, the arm of God's

ower for our salvation from sin, the enemy of

ur souls and of God.
God tried Abraham's faith that he might
ren^then that faith, and being tried He re-

ewed his hope in God, carrying on his work
f faith with power and making him strong in

ae Lord and in the power of his might ; and

y this faith did Abraham obtain God's pro-

lises, believing God's word as true. And the

jord does the same now to those who are the

hildren of Abraham by faith, the true Israel

fGod.
If then the prayer of our soul be, "Lord in-

rease our faith," why should we murmur at the

ery means which our loving Heavenly Father

ses to fulfil and answer our petition ? Jesus

rho in the days of his flesh was tempted like as

are, is now present with those who are

Bmpted ; like as He was with the three faithful

hildren in Nebuchadnezzar's fiery furnace ; and
lis words to us by his Apostle James are, " My
irethren count it all joy when ye fall into divers

emptations, knowing that the trying of your
aith workelh patience. But let patience have
ler perfect work, that ye may be perfect and
Entire, wanting nothing " (Jas. i : 2-4).

' Since then all these hindering things that

:)eset our path as pilgrims on life's highway to

>lory, are mercifully designed to exercise and
Jtrengthen the powers of our inner man, to

overcome sin in the name of the Lord, let us

,rust the Lord who will hasten his work, and

cut it short in righteousness, and when, by his

work, we become fitted to be placed among
those who can keep rank in the army of the

Lord, as good soldiers of Christ in that warfare

wherein the Christian is called to engage against

the worlfl, the flesh, and the devil ; he will

clothe us with his invulnerable armor and put

into our hands the sharp sword of the spirit so

that all our enemies shall flee apace. Hear the

encouraging word of thy Great Captain : "Be
thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a

crown of life" (Rev. ii : 10 ; 1 Pet. v : 4). Thus
enlisted in the Lamb's army, thou wilt receive

thy daily rations, " the hidden manna," and He
will give thee " a white stone, and in the stone

a new name written which no man knoweth
saving he that receiveth it" (Rev. ii : 17). So
did Abraham, the friend of God, and the fa-

ther of the faithful, having obeyed God's word
in the offering up of his son Isaac, the child of

promise, receive his new name Abraham, signi-

fying "the father of a multitude."

And if through unwatchfulness thy steps have
strayed, be not unduly discouraged or cast down
nor let all hope go ; for God graciously opens

thine eyes to see thy mis-steppings. Follow Him
who makes these plain to thee : The way is open

to return through true repentance toward Him
who never yet didst turn, nor ever will, a deaf

ear to the wanderer's cry ; for the Good Shep-

herd who gave his life for his sheep, now comes
to seek and to save that which is lost. "A just

man falleth seven times and riseth up again
;

but the wicked shall fall into mischief" (Prov.

xxiv : 16), and why is this ? Because " The way
of the wicked is as darkness; they know not at

what they stumble" (Prov. iv : 19). But Christ

Jesus, the Good Shepherd, shows thee by his

Light, what that is on which thy feet stumbled

and He shows it thee, so that thou mayst avoid

it. His light is then proof to thee that He by

his love still follows thee, and that his kind

providence and care is still over thee.

O gracious Lord ! by thy good Remembran-
cer, ever keep it before the eye of our soul, even

under temptation's darkest cloud, that thy dear

Son, "the author and finisher of our faith," is,

as we trust in Him, both willing and " able to

keep us from falling, and to present us faultless

before the presence of thy glory with exceeding

joy." To the only wise God our Saviour be

glory and majesty, dominion and power, both

now and ever. Amen " (Jude 24-25).

W. W. B.

A Dogs Victory.—Spurgeon told a very

homely but very charming story about the

conduct of a dog that had the habit of coming
through his garden fence and scratching in the

flower-beds, to the manifest spoiling of the gard-

ener's toil and temper:
" Walking in my garden yesterday I saw this

four footed creature, rather a scurvy specimen

of his kind, and having a walking stick in my
hand, I threw it at him with all my might, at

the same time giving him some good advice

about going home. Now, what should my canine

friend do, but turn round, pick up the stick in

his mouth and bring it and lay it down at my
feet, wagging his tail all the while in expectation

of my thanks and kind words !

Of course you do not suppose that I kicked

him, or threw the stick at him any more. No
;

I felt quite ashamed of myself, and I told him
that he was welcome to come as often as he

pleased, and to stay as long as he liked. And
I mention the incident now as an instance of

the power of the non-resistance, submission,

patience and trust in overcoming even righteous

anger. 'Be it not overcome of evil, but over-

come evil with good.'"

Egypt; Its History and Civilization.
^

«Y DAVID M. CHAMBERS, JR.

(Continued from page 21).

The brilliant culture and civilization of the

fourth dynasty continued on through the fifth

and sixth dynasties, the most brilliant monarchs
of these last two being Una, Pepi I. and Pepi II.,

who reigned from about 3500 B. c. to about
3400 B. c. There has recently been discovered

in a tomb at Meir, a city lying on the edge of

the desert, northwest of As.siut, one of the most
interesting discoveries made of late in Egypt,
the tomb of an official of the reign of Pepi II.

In this tomb have been found many small ob-

jects representing the lives and customs of the

Egyptians of that time, besides that of a life-

size portrait of its occupant. The end of the

sixth dynasty brought the "Old Empire" to a
close.

Then came what is termed by students as the
" Middle Empire." Memphis had ceased to be

the capital, and the country was ruled by a sort

of feudal lords. From the sixth to the twelfth

dynasties (from 3400 b. c. to 2800 b. c), there

was a period of weakness in Egypt, and a period

of prosperity in Chaldea, in which the Chaldeans

by this time were again in possession of the

mines of Sinai. This period of six hundred
years contains very little of interest in Egypt,
the only king worth mentioning being king

Hannu, of the seventh dynasty, who probably

reigned about 3300 B.C. We know very little

of that monarch, but the little we do know of

him seems to be very favorable. There have
been found recently, engraved shells that were

prepared during his reign, showing that his was
probably a reign of peace.

The " Middle Empire" had however reached

its climax of power under the twelfth and thir-

teenth dynasties. The petty kingdoms were

again brought together, and Upper and Lower
Egypt were again united into one kingdom.

The northern capital was Thebes, where the

power was transferred at the beginning of the

twelfth dynasty. It was at about that period

that the pyramid of Hawara was built. On the

northeast frontier, fortifications were erected,

extending across the isthmus of Suez. Of this

dynasty much is known. Then obelisks in great

abundance were erected, and treasure-houses of

the king were first built in great numbers.

Heliopolis, also called On (" the city of the sun"),

stands near the point of the Delta, and though

not as large as either Thebes or even Memphis,

still it has the honor of containing the oldest

obelisk in all Egypt, that of Usertesen I. (some-

times rendered as Osirtasen), second king of the

twelfth dynasty. It dates about 2800 b. c. It

has the same curious inscription on each of the

four sides, which has been translated into Eng-

lish in many different ways. The following is

one of the translations

:

" The Hor of the Sun,
The life of those who are born.

The King of the upper and lower land,

Kheper-ka-ra (or Ra-kheper-ka)
;

The Lord of the Double Crown,
The life of those who are born,

The son of the sun-god, Ka,
Osirtasen (or Usertesen),

The friend of the spirits of On,
Ever living

:

The golden Hor,
The life of those who are born.

The good god
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Kheper-ka-ra (or Ra-kheper-ka),
Has executed this work
In the beginning of the thirty years' cycle,

He, the cUspenser of life, forever more."

This obelisk has been since standing for about
a period of four thousand seven hundred years.

There has also been found by M. de Morgan,
who lived in the village of Dahshur during the

year 1894, and who superintended the excava-
tions on that site, a vast necropolis of the twelfth

and thirteenth dynasties, which clustered about
the pyramid tomb of this dynasty. That greatly

renowned monarch was Usertesen III. A granite

sarcophagus belonging to this king has also been

reached, but the jewels and ornaments decorat-

ing the monarch, were robbed long ages ago.

This king— Usertesen III.—was the greatest

monarch of that name. A beautiful pectoral of

an earlier monarch of that name—Usertesen 11.

—representing the king striking down an Asi-

atic enemy, was also found among the ruins.

The work is done remarkably well, and the
scene represented in inlaid work with exquisite

taste. On another pectoral belonging to this

same king, we have a picture of the enemy being
trampled upon by hawk-headed lions represented

on each side. The work also, is well executed.
Even the modern goldsmith can hardly improve
on it. Then came the explorers also upon the

bodies of the Amen-em-hats who succeeded the

Usertesens, the greatest monarch of that name
being Anieu-em-hat III. Both these royal fami-
lies contributed much to the civilization ofEgypt.
During the thirteenth dynasty the " Hyksos "

or " Shepherd Kings," a race of Semites, con-
quered the whole of Egypt, which they had
been striving to do for so long, and governed
the country for about a period of five hundred
and fifty years (from about 2300 b. c. to 1750
B. c), or through the close of the thirteenth
dynasty to the close of the seventeenth, when
they were driven out by Ahmes I., who became
the first king of the eighteenth dynasty. Though
a foreign people the Hyksos did much good
towards the civilization of Egypt, they having
built Tanis, the " Zoan " of the"^Scriptures ; and
thence they removed the seat of the kingdom
from Thebes. It was during this period of Hyksos
rule that Abraham sojourned in Egypt, and also

long centuries afterwards when "Joseph was
made ruler of Egypt next to the king, at the time
of the famine, when one of the last of the " Shep-
herd kings " was on the throne. Of the last dy-
nasty of" Hyksos," the seventeenth, we have the
name of a queen, Ah-hopet, who was a woman
of very fine taste, for recently there have been
found beautifully engraved jewelry work, some-
what similar to those done during the reign of
the Usertesens. With the expulsion of the
" Shepherd Kings " the " Middle Empire " came
to a close.

Having expelled the foreigners Ahmes I. be-
came king of Egypt, and was the first king of
the eighteenth dynasty. The war which was
begun in Egypt against the Asiatic invaders,
whom the new king had just driven out, Was
carried into the homes of the Hyksos in Asia.
Ahmes I. was followed by a list of energetic, but
"stiff necked" monarchs, who, as far as the
banks of the Euphrates, made themselves mas-
ter of a great part of Asia. He waged war
against Canaan, which became an Egyptian
province. The empire at last embraced the
country between the gulf of Antioch and the
Soudan. But the most brilliant families of this
dynasty were the Amenophs and Thothmes. Of
Araenophia I., the third king of the eighteenth
dynasty, we know that it was during his reign

that the great chain of tombs was constructed on
the Western Theban hills. It is by means of

the sculptured walls of these tombs that the se-

cret practice of embalming the dead has been
brought to light. The mummy of Amenophis
I., together with that of his sister, Houttimhou,
has been recently discovered by Brugsch Bey,
and are now at the Boulak Musuem at Cairo,

and the name of the discoverer is placed along
with that of Mariette, who has also enriched the

museum with many valuable finds. The reign

of this king is about 1700 b. c.

The next great monarch worthy of mention
was Thothmes I. (1650 b. c), who enlarged the

great temple of Karnak, and to this day obe-

lisks are still standing in Egypt, which being
erected by him and his successors, are as well

preserved as many of later times, and the hiero-

glyphics are as clear and bright to-day as when
they were cut fresh on the stone. It was also

during his reign that the quarries in Syene, a

city of Upper Egypt, were worked, for gath-

ering stone for the erection of palaces and tem-
ples. The seat of the kingdom at this time,

which was again transferred to Thebes at the

beginning of the dynasty, was the greatest city

of Upper Egypt, and in the inscriptions is

known by the name T-ap (the word Ap signi-

fying " a head " or " capital," the letter T being
prefixed). Of Thothmes III. (1600 b. c), much
can be said. He was the crowning monarch of

the eighteenth dynasty, having conquered Cy-
prus and subdued the iEgean coasts from which
he received tribute. He also carried his arms
into Rutenu, i. e., Southern Syria, from which
he received tribute ; also from Kaft i. e., Phoe-

nicia, another of his tributary kingdoms. The
tribute consisted of vases covered over with geo-

metrical patterns. Edward Meyer says, "In
Egypt, in the New Kingdom, the geometrical
style is much used ; all objects on whieh it oc-

curs declare themselves at the first glance to

be imitations of a foreign style and not the

product of native art." This king Thothmes
III., in order to make his name immortal, left

a record of his brilliant exploits on the temple
of Karnak.

(To be continued.)

The Behring Sea Arbitration.

The final state of the Behring Sea arbitration

was reached, when Judge Day, Secretary of
State, delivered, in his office at Washington, to

Sir Julian Pauncefote, the British Ambassador,
a draft drawn on the treasurer of the United
States for the sum of $473,151.26, as payment
in full of the sum awarded Great Britain by
the joint commission appointed, under the pro-

visions of the treaty organizing the Behring Sea
tribunal, to determine the damages due to Cana-
dian sealers. Thus ends one of the most impor-
tant arbitrations ever undertaken between two
great nations. The history of the diplomatic
correspondence leading up to the agreement to

submit the question to arbitration, of the or-

ganization and work of the Paris tribunal, of
the subsequent efibrts to secure the protection
of the seals from destruction, and of the ap-
pointment and work of the damages commission,
is a long one, covering more than a decade. It

will be remembered that primarily the question
in dispute, while arising out of the matter of
the destruction of the seal herd, was whether
the United States had exclusive jurisdiction
over Behring Sea, a vast expanse of water about
one thousand miles in diameter. On this point,
the decision of the Paris tribunal was against
the claim of the United States, and rightly so,

as is now almost universally granted. The d
cision is likely to settle for all time the questic

of jurisdiction on the sea beyond the three-mi

limit. The fixing of the damages to be paid
the Canadian sealers was incidental to the ma
question. The whole matter has now pass(

into history.

The handing of the check by Judge Day
Sir Julian Pauncefote was in itself a very simp
affair. We hear of no ringing of bells, or firii

of guns, or parades in the capital on account
it. But the whole of our civilization was ther

summed up in that simple trausaction—reaso

justice, law, goodwill.

—

Advocate of Peace.

For "The Fkiknd.'

In the year 1813, Mary Dudley, then residic

in London, held a number of meetings appoints
among various classes, under an apprehensic
of religious duty. The following memoranda
has been preserved of some of these occasior

which shows the remarkable power which a
companied her ministry.

Mary Dudley had a meeting in Westminist
quarter, with the rich and noble. M. Dudley
concern extended to Windsor, and many of tl

most distinguished persons of the town and i

vicinity were present, several from the Cast!

and by all accounts a most memorable time
was; after a most powerfully convincing tesi

mony, she was favored in an extraordinary mai
ner in supplication, and was led to petition for tl

King in a way that tendered almost all presen
the solemnity was said to be marvellous; an
she has at times since acknowledged she hs
never experienced the like descendings of divin

ly empowering influence ; a person present, aftc

the supplication, penned it down from memor
and presented it to the Queen, who was greati

affected at its perusal to the shedding of man
tears, she dispatched a lord in waiting with
message to M. D. directing every comfort an
accommodation might be rendered her. A ele

gyman spoke to her at the end of the meeting,

tiiink saying he was convinced beyond all mannc
of doubt, that she was commissioned to preac
the everlasting gospel, and if she came to h
place he would give every information, and tal

the needful care—on her inquiry where he livei

and his naming the place, she said she had n(

been without thoughts of being there, and soo

after went, and a season of favor was thei

witnessed, she next went to Stains, and thei

was largely engaged, and with great powe
being much exhausted, she fainted as soon i

the meeting was closed, on recovering and lool

ing up, she saw the clergyman standing ove

her, and she exclaimed, "Art thou here?" h\

replied, " yes, and what is far better the Lori

is here also."

The First Offer.—Not long since, as

clergyman was visiting one of his parishionei

who was a man of business, the following convei
sation occurred :

" It is true," said the merchant. " I am nc

satisfied with my present condition ; I am nc
' of a settled mind in religion,' as you expre;
it. Still I am not utterly hopeless ; I may ye
enter the vineyard, even at the eleventh hour.
" Ah ! your allusion is to the Saviour's parabl
of the loitering laborers, who wrought one hou
at the end of the day. But you overlooked th

fact that these men accepted the first offer,

"Is that so?" "Certainly; they said to th

Lord of the vineyard, ' No man hath hired us
They welcomed the first offer immediately."-
Times of Refreshing.
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HIS BEAUTIFUL WAY.
• might have set the apple on tlie bough,

Without the rose white coronal of May
;

e corn in rows, the clusters on the vine,

ithout the season's alchemy divine,

But it was not his way.

! might have stood the cedars on the hills.

The strong night watchmen by the sounding sea,

^thout the tardy growth from slender spires,

: the crowned heads against the sunset tires.

But other plans had He.

jht have placed his children on a height,

Strong men for God, his mission to fulfill

;

ithout the upward climb, the baffled flight,

halting step slow mounting toward the light

—

it such was not his will.

pleased him that in nature, or in grace,

Seed germ, or soul, toward him should all things

grow,

laching, aspiring, from beginnings small,

11 the sweet day when Christ is all in all,

And we his will shall know

!

—Emma Herrick Weed.

MITES OF LOVE.
What will it matter in a little while

That for a day
We met and gave a word, a touch, a smile

Upon the way ?

What will it matter whether hearts were brave

And lives were true
;

That you gave me the sympathy I crave.

As I gave you ?

These trifles ! Can it be they make or mar
A human life ?

Are souls as lightly swayed as rushes are,

By love or strife ?

Yet, yea ! a look the fainting heart may break,

Or make it whole
;

And just one word, if said for love's sweet sake,

May save a soul.—3Iay Riley Smith.

The Christian's Authority.

What we want, then, is to find in religion

me authority which may become to us a source

assurance, like the authority in the coufideuce

which we live our daily lives. Where shall

5 find such an authority? Some say, in the

ible ; others, in the church. But these author!

;s are still questioned. Back we go, behind

e Bible and the church, to the Lord Jesus

(irist. There we find the supreme spiritual

aster, who shall teach us in religion as the

ientific masters teach us in science; yes, and

th far higher authority, far greater wisdom

Think of it. Consider Him at the least and

west. Here is One who lived almost nineteen

andred years ago, in an obscure Syrian pro-

nee, since whose time the world has gone on

ng through revolution after revolution, dis

issing its old teachers and inviting new ones

and over again, discarding discredited phil-

ophies, abandoning disproved conclusions, dis

larging its old guides, dethroning its former

ngs ; and yet no word of this Master has ever

len found to be mistaken ; but, on the con-

ary, the men who to-day are thinking the

iepest and the longest thoughts, and looking

lead with clearest vision into the coming cen-

iry, declare that the only solution of our im-

ediate and impending problems lies in the

:ceptance and the use of his teachings.

There is no scientific or philosophical authori-

to compare with this. Above all other teach-

s of the race stands this supreme spiritual

[aster. May we not take his word ? Is it not

reasonable act, worthy of a reasonable man?
/eare perplexed and distressed over some hard

roblem in religion, aud we get no answer to

our questions ; we are ready to give up our faith.

But the trouble is that we are attempting to

attain truth along a path which we are not strong

enough to climb ; the other is the way for us

—

the way of authority, the way of the words of

Jesus Christ. May we not take it and be satis-

fied ? May we not put aside all our tangled

and inconclusive disputations and say, " I do

not understand, but He said thus and thus about

it, and I am content with that ; I accept it aud

am sure of it on his blessed and satisfying au-

thority ?"

And this is true when we consider Jesus only

at the least and lowest. Think of Him then,

at the most and iiest—God manifest in man,

God with us, the Eternal speaking to us, that

He may dispel our doubts and tell us what we

want to know. Put it away
;
put the weary

sum away and take this answer.

Thus at last we come to Him with the Apostles,

taking his hand, and saying their words after

them: "Lord, to whom shall we go? Thou
hast the words of eternal life." In Him we find

the ground of Christian certainty and belief in

Heaven.— George Hodges, Dean of the Ephcopal

Theological School, Cambridge, Mass.

Anglo-American Alliance.—We should

have absolute sympathy with the agitation for

an Anglo-American Alliance, if there were not

behind it this idea which is associated with most

alliances—that of mere domination. What is

advocated under this sounding title and plausi-

ble plea is a supremacy of race. Let the Eng-

lish-speaking people be united, we are told, and

they could dictate to the world. Why should

they ? Would there be any guarantee that their

supreme will would be always just and right?

They would only, we are again told, have to say

to wrong in any part of the world ' Cease !' and

there would be an end of it ? Would there?

And would they always say the word, or be in

clined to say it ? If so, what of the others who

had to obey ? Freedom is as dear to one race

as another, and as much its birthright. And
what of the peace of the world so secured ? And
of the method of securing it? There is not only

the right end to be thought of, but the right

way of reaching it. We believe in permanent

and universal peace as we believe in to-morrow's

sunrise, but not as the result of an Anglo-Saxon

alliance. Let us clear our minds of cant. Peace

by war, peace by an alliance based on force, and

imposing its will by its superior, " irresistible"

force, is a contradiction, and so impracticable.

. . . The idea that peace is to be secured by an

alliance flaunted in the face of those against

whom it is directed, is about as wise and rational

as the principle of modern statesmanship that

peace is to be secured by preparing to fight. . .

Let the two great Christian nations join hand

and heart to apply their Christianity, and to

maintain righteousness by right-wise methods,

and we should have some hope of peace follow-

ing from their union ; for peace is the work of

righteousness. But to prate about a union that

is to command peace, and to dictate it to the

rest of the world is simply to provoke the taunt

of hypocrisy ; to propose it in the name of prac-

tical and responsible statesmanship is both fool-

ish and wicked.

—

Herald of Peace.

Growth in Grace.—The growth of grace is

like the polishing of metals. There is first an

opaque surface ; by aud by you see a spark

darting out, then a strong light, till Jit length it

sends back a perfect image of the sun that shines

upon it.— Congregational Words.

William U. Ditzler.=^=

William Uhrich Ditzler, son of Christian and
Christina Ditzler, was born near Lebanon, in

Penna., on the third of First Month, 1821, and

died at his residence near Downington, on the

second of First Month, 1897, aged nearly seventy-

six years.

His father, a tailor by regular occupation,

•ved also at times as a minister in meetings

of the Lutheran congregation of his birthplace,

which, under the name of the "Church of Mount
Zion," had been established under the ministry

of his ancestor, who was among the early German
immigrants into Pennsylvania. His father was

strictly observant of whatever seemed his re-

ligious duties, and sought carefully to imbue
his children's minds with the teachings of his

church. His mother was tenderly concerned

for the spiritual blessing of her son—the more
so when she saw, when he was three years of

age, that she must soon depart this life. It is

believed that her earnest travail of spirit before

her decease, for a blessing on her child, and her

strong supplications for his dedication to God
and the word of his grace, were signally answered

in all the way in which her son was afterwards

led.

As nearly as memory can recall a recital

sometimes repeated by him, it was in the time

of his early boyhood that there came a remark-

able deepening of spiritual interest in the con-

gregation of which his family was a part. Such

a Divine solemnity overspread the meeting, that

the singers in the choir could no longer proceed

with their stated music. For some four years,

as it is understood, the organ was closed, and

the worshippers sat often under so holy a cover-

ing of Divine power, and that praise which " is

silent for Hinl in Zion," that the intrusion of

artificial ofi'erings would be a violence to such

communion of the Spirit.

For a few years during his youth he was

much confined in or near his home by a lame-

ness which kept him from the usual diversions

of boyhood, and gave him much time for thought

and meditation. In the fifteenth year of his

age he was interested in the attendance of meet-

ings of a Methodist body, called Evangelical

Friends. In this period he was revisited with

a clear discovery of his state by nature and the

awfulness of sin, to such a degree that he told

his father he was " lost." His father called upon

the members of his congregation to pray for

his distressed boy. At length, in the fulness

of time, relief came. William was sitting alone,

as was his wont, upon the stones of an old quarry.
" This text of Scripture," he writes, " was power-

fully applied to my mind : 'The Son of Man
hath power on eartii to forgive sins ;' which was

accompanied with such a sweet heavenly sensa-

tion, that I did believe that the Lord had passed

by my former transgressions, and adopted me
amongst his children." Such heavenly light

and peace filled his heart that everything in-

wardly and outwardly, he said, seemed changed

as in a moment. So that when he went home
he could sav, " Now father, I know I am not

lost!"

His brief written account of this period con-

tinues thus :
" My father, by this time, heard of

my going to the Evangelical Friends, and he

began to oppose me and force me to go to the

Lutheran Church to be confirmed. I submitted

to it, but only attended three times afterwards,

and in six months after I joined in full member-
* A memorial issued by Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing, 1898, prepared by the Monthly Meeting of Friends

of Philadelphia, for "the Western District.
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ship with the Evangelical Methodists, which ex-

asperated ray father so much that he took me
away from school. . . . In consequence of this J

lost a large share of learning."

While sitting before the large open fire-place

one day, about this time, he saw a panorama,

as he expressed it, of his history for the coming

half centur}'. It seemed to start with laying

aside his crutches and leaving his father's house

to travel alone upon unknown roads to a great

city, which appeared clearly before him, with

its many streets, houses and steeples ; where he

would live, moving in and out as a minister of

the everlasting gospel. All this seemed more

than he could believe; so that he exclaimed (in

his native German), "Impossible! impossible!"

which his father overhearing, inquired the cause.

It had long been the cherished purpose of his

father and friends, to see William follow in the

footsteps of his ancestors for some generations,

as a minister of the gospel. This had been his

purpose in placing his son in such a line of

studies as was deemed preparatory to that ser-

vice. From time to time the spirituality of the

gospel dispensation was becoming unfolded to

the boy's mind, including the nature of Christ's

baptism as the true successor of that of John,

by water, under the old dispensation ; and the

new and spiritual communion as the true ad-

vance beyond the passover-form with bread and
wine. Other forms, like the saying of " grace

"

at meals, confirmation, and stated exercises as

worship were growing more and more question-

able to him, save when freshly proceeding in the

newness of the Spirit.

One day, while standing at a railroad station,

he observed at the window of a train of cars, as

it stopped, a man and two women in a peculiar

garb, which called forth his inquiry who they

were. He was told they were some Quakers
from Philadelphia: that they did not believe

in water baptism, paid ministry, war, etc. A
desire at once sprang up in his mind to know
more of such people, who held views of the

Christian religion of which he was already secret-

ly persuaded.

His radical difference from his father's views

concerning the so-called sacraments became in

due time manifest. Stringent measures were
taken to bring him into conformity with the

practice of his church, but without avail. Inter-

course with others was cut off, by solitary con-

finement for a whole week or more, to give him
an opportunity to come to what was deemed a

right mind on that question. No arguments,

fears, or persuasions, could change his adherence
to the purely spiritual aspect of Christ's doc-

trine.

At length he felt that his true home lay in

the direction where the drawingsofTruth seemed
to lead him. He found his way, with some in-

terruptions, to Philadelphia, when about nine-

teen years of age. There very soon he beheld
men and women in the garb in which Friends
were first presented to his view. He followed

them till he found himself sitting in their meet-
ing for worship. He was so impressed with the

reality of true worship in that silent waiting,

that he mentally exclaimed :
" This meeting is

my meeting, and this people is my people
!"

His own account of this meeting has lately

been found in the hand-writing of a valued
Friend, to whom its correct expression in our
language may be due: "Some time past I

went to a Friends' or Quakers' Meeting, where
I saw a number of people sitting together in

silence, with which I was very much struck.

Many of them appeared to be gathered into a

state of holy introversion from every earthly

object, and the countenances of many of them

evinced that they held communion with God.

My spirit was much refreshed (though there was

no word spoken), which made me desire to go

again. The next time I went, a man Friend

stood up, I may say, as some said of Christ for-

merly, ' as one having authority, and not as the

scribes.' This induced me to inquire more par-

ticularly into their doctrine and mode of wor-

ship. I afterwards understood that they made
it their business in meeting to gather into the

name of Christ, in order to feel his power and
blessed presence, to influence them in all their

religious services. This they consider a neces-

sary requisite for a gospel minister, in order to

enable him to speak in the demonstration of the

Spirit and with power, and to baptize the hearers

so that they may be strengthened and edified

together."

After this, in the middle of the week as well as

on First-days, he steadily attended the meetings

of Friends. He found employment at a tailoring-

shop kept by a party who had no sympathy
with his mid-week attendance of meetings. They
withheld his day's pay, one dollar, for every in-

stance of his attending the Fourth-day meeting.

This did not deter him from the regular prac-

tice, and he would return from his two-hours

absence and faithfully work the remaining hours

of the day. Interested fellow-boarders found

for him a better situation ; and he eventually,

under a guiding and overruling Providence,

became largely blessed in means.

A time came when, in one of these meetings,

he was drawn to kneel in the solemn exercise

of prayer, which was uttered in the German
tongue. A Friend who understood the words,

described them as of a very touching character.

Elders in the meeting began to manifest an in-

creased interest in his course, by counselling his

private use of the English Bible instead of his

Luther's version, and directing his reading in

the standard writings of Friends.

After coming of age, his exercise of mind in

view of applying to be received into membership
in our religious Society, was deep and anxious.

In earnest meditation concerning this step, he
would sometimes be walking in his room or in

the open air till the early hours of morning.
After he had left the question in the hands of

the meeting, his heart was peacefully lightened,

as if all the responsibility was lifted from him.

It was some three years before he was formally

received into membership. Time was thus taken
to witness the stability of his purpose, and the

sureness of his growth in the Truth.

His father, after some years, became recon-

ciled to his son's course and at length visited

him and the daughters, then residing in Phila-

delphia. The father's death soon afterwards

occurring, his remains were laid in his son's lot,

beside the spot reserved for William himself, in

Friends' Southwestern Burial Ground.
(To be concluded.)

Training the Childeen.—Children early

catch the tone of their surroundings, and be
come harsh or tender, indifferent or solicitous,

sympathetic or selfish, courteous or rude, as

those around them. By a loving example and
persuasive influence they can be accustomed
from the first to take pleasure in each other's

joy, and to be sorry for each other's pain—to

try to promote the one and assuage the other, to

be kind and courteous, generous and selfsacri-

ficing, until such feelings and conduct grow to

be the habit of their lives.— Great Thoughts.

His Joy Our Strength.

Of course, it is not right for the Christian

seek joy as an end; but, enthroning Christ

his heart, and making Him his all, joy is su

to be given him. During the transition peric

from a life of self service to a life wholly co.

secrated to God, there are many things to 1

eliminated from the ordinary character ; an'

during this period of " pruning," or melting <

the dross, one's joys may not be very constan

Yet, after this transition has passed, and oi

becomes settled in a life of union with Chris

the exhortation to " rejoice in the Lord always

(Phil, iv: 4) vvill be very easy to comply wit

It then becomes the Lord's joy welling up
the soul.

And yet how true it is that many of tl

sweetest joys of Christian hearts are songs whic

have been learned in the bitterness of tria

It is said of those who have the training of soi

birds, that they will never learn to sing tl

song their masters would train them to sin

the light. They learn snatches of every

they hear, but will not learn a full separa

melody of their own.
The master has to separate the birds, an

put each in a cage by himself, and cover tl

cage, and make it dark all about the bird, an

then he listens and learns the one song that

taught to him, until his heart is full of it. Thei

ever after, he sings that song in the ligh

With many of us it is as with the bird. Tt

Master has a song He wants to teach us, bi

we learn only a strain of it, a note here

there, while we catch up snatches of the world

song and sing them with it. Then He comi

and makes it dark about us till we learn tl

sweet melody He would teach us. Many of tl

loveliest songs of peace and trust sung by God
children in this world, they have been taugl

in the darkened chambers of sorrow.—Zii

Watchman.

The Noblest Living.—It is said that Nea:

der, the illustrious German scholar and lov(

of Bible truth, was engaged in writing his churc

history when his final sickness came upon hir

During that sickness he had to employ
amanuensis, to whom he dictated sentences wi(

frequent interruptions, and to whom he sa

sentence after sentence fell from his lips, " A;

you ready?" On the night on which he die

he inquired the time, and was told it was " hal

past nine." He then said to his amanuesii

"I am weary; I will go to sleep." Being stretche

on his bed with the help of friendly hands, 1

said to his helpers, " Good night !
" and tht

sank into a sleep from which he never woke i

this world. This was his last utterance. Th
great work, to which he had devoted his lif

was left unfinished by him. But a short tin

before his death he had said ; "The Christia

should ever remember that here all is fra|

mentary, nothing reaches completion ; that (

service in the cause of Christ on earth is bi

the beginning ofan activity destined for eterniti

that we must not, therefore, be so absorbed eve

in labors consecrated to God as to be unprepare

to obey at any moment the summons to tl

higher life and service of heaven."

The Hebrew Scriptures, if left alone in tl

world, would have been a fossil. With Chris

they become an organic whole, suffused with li

and power. This is one of the mightiest achiev

ments of Christianity—to hand down to natioi

and ages to come, the Old Testament with tl

power of an endless life.— W. E. Griffis.
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Livingstone's Honorary Degree.

Candidates for honorary degrees in the great

iversities of England aiid Scotland, as a rule,

pect a noisy and rather embarrassing welcome

•m the resident collegians who witness the

jsentation. Immemorial custom has made

3ry such ceremony an occasion of boyish fun

• the ' undergrads," including no little good-

tured guying of the fortunate candidates,

mes Kussell Lowell and Oliver Wendell

3lmes were obliged to undergo this droll disci-

ne as the price of their foreign honors. But

jre was one man who did not have to run

3 gauntlet of the students' horse play.

When Dr. David Livingstone returned to

btland, after sixteen years, absence in Africa,

i Alma Mater, the University of Glasgow,

«red to confer on him the degree of Doctor

iLaws. On the day of the ceremonial the

UEg collegians were out in full force, primed,

usual, with jovial mischief, and armed with

J customary pop guns and pea shooters.

When Doctor Livingstone appeared, gaunt

d wrinkled with incessant toil and hardship

d the tortureof twenty-seven fevers, blackened

years of African sun, and with one arm

ging useless from a lion's bite, the wags on

3 upper benches somehow forgot their ammu-
ion and kept remarkably still. One or two

dacious fellows cracked a feeble joke, but it

lashed in the pan." Poking fun at such a

in did not carry with the crowd. The students

ned in the applause, and let the doctor speak.

When he said he should soon go back to

rica, and that he had three objects in view in

ing so, " to open fresh fields for British com-

irce, to suppress the slave trade, and to propa-

te the Gospel of Christ," the last clause fell

the audience with thrilling emphasis. The
St irrepressible boy in the galleries appreciated

e superb climax, and caught the contagion of

manly missionary's earnestness. The pea-

ooting brigade had no use for their artillery.

The doctor referred proudly to the honorable

reers of many of his own classmates, and with

thetic sadness to the fate of some who had

ne the wrong way. Beseeching the young
to lead noble lives, and inviting volunteers

long them to share the sacrifices of his African

)rk, he asked, " Shall I tell you what sustained

3 in my exiled life, among strangers whose

Qguage I could not understand?"

In the moment's pause that followed the ques-

m the house was hushed. "It was this that

mforted me," continued the speaker: " Lo,

am with you alway, even unto the end of

B world."

The effect of that sublime text, unexpected,

idently, by every one, could hardly have been

rpassed on any occasion since its first utterance

Galilee. Every heart felt the power of a

and promise—the grandest of all time. Doc-

r Livingstone was both its witness and its

ample.

President and professors dropped their heads

reverence before the world's great Redeemer,

nquestionably among the awed students this

sling was largely mingled with reverence for

e Redeemer's great servant. Boys who held

a shooters in their hands slipped them into

eir pockets, ashamed.
Many who lived long to remember the scene

like Dr. Fergus Ferguson and the late Dr.

)hn Ker—could testify that the moral impulse

that crowning verse of St. Matthew's Gospel

d not soon pass away.
The instance just recorded proves for the

ousandth time that a Divine word in the lips

of a manly man will command civility und at-

tention ; that the supreme impression of a great

sentence is realized when the character of the

speaker fits the speech.

—

Ziom Watchvian.

Selected for "The Friend."

Testimony of Mary Fletcher, A Metho-
dist Preacher.—I prayed for direction, and

saw clearly that plainness of dress and behavior

best became a Christian, and proved it good for

a proud heart to wear the plain and modest

livery of God's children. For when I appeared

like the world, in Babylonish garments, I had

its esteem, and knew not how to part with it.

But when I showed by my appearance that I

considered myself as a stranger and a foreigner,

none can know, (but by experience), what an

influence it has on the whole conduct, and what

a fence it is to keep us from sinking into the

spirit of the world. But there is no medium,

—

they who are conformed to the maxims and cus-

toms and fashions of the world must embrace its

spirit also, and they shall find the esteem they

seek, for the world will love its own. But let

them remember, also, that its friendship is en

mity with God.

Life and Service Through Communion
Only.—It remains to be a solemn truth that

nothing can draw to God but what proceeds

from Him and whatever may be the eloquence

or oratory of man, if it be not the gift of God
and under his holy anointing, which always

has a tendency to humble the creature and exalt

the Creator, it will in the end only scatter and

decline. It has long appeared to me that true

vital religion is a very simple thing, although

from our fallen state, requiring continual war-

fare with evil to keep it alive. It surely con-

sists in communion, and at times a degree of

union, with our omnipotent Creator, through the

mediation of our Holy Redeemer. And seeing

these things cannot be produced by eloquent dis-

courses or beautiful illustrations of Scripture,

but by deep humiliation and frequent baptisms

of spirit, whereby the heart is purified and fitted

to receive a greater degree of Divine influence,

seeing it is produced by daily prayer, by giving

up our own will and seeking above all things

to do the will of our Heavenly Father, surely

there is cause to hope that those who are con-

vinced of this and who have tasted of spiritual

communion through this appointed means, will

never be satisfied with any thing however en-

ticing which, if not under the influence of the

Holy Spirit, many will be compared to " sound-

ing brass or a tinkling cymbal."

—

Letter of

Martha Yeardley to her sister, 1830.

Jane Bettle wrote :
" O, saith my spirit,

that the children of believing parents, who have

had much religious instruction, and have often

witnessed the tears of anxious solicitude to flow

on their behalf, would be persuaded to forsake

youthful vanities, and come and taste of the

sweet fruits of obedience; which some have

been partakers of, even to the latest period of

life."

" When the ministers of the Gospel of Christ

wait in their gifts for the immediate influences of

his Spirit, the word will not return void, whether

it be in few expressions, or greater enlargement,

so that all is kept in the pure gift. Uuder this

influence the holy unction will be felt by the

living memljers, and be made instrumental in

awakening those who are dead in the trepasses

and sins; and without it, whatever is spoken,

whether less or more, will be superficial; bur-

densome to the living members, and a hurt to

the assembly." Again, " I have fellowship also

with the Lord's anointed elders, who, as they

keep in their gii'ts, are made to feel deeply to-

gether, and to drink together as of the same

cup, that the precious cement which accom-

panies right exercise, may increase in all our

religious assemblies, is the fervent breathing of

my spirit."

Man Making.

What is all the world doing at once? My
answer is. Building. I admit that a large part

of them, probably the majority, do not know it

and have never thought of it. Yet building

they are, and have ever been and ever will be.

Aye! and not only are they builders, but they

are builders of that which they love the best,

and in which they have the nearest interest

;

they are builders of themselves. In this great

and universal trade there are no trade unions

and no strikes. There is no distinction of em-

ployer and laborer. Bankruptcies and failures,

I fear, there are many. Be that as it may, let

every man—high or low, rich or poor, young or

old, the loftiest genius and the veriest dunce,

the most careful husbandman of the gifts which

God has intrusted to him and the most profligate

and abandoned gambler—let them all know
that at all times and in all conditions and circum-

stances they are builders, and are builders of

themselves.

As trees make their largest growths in periods,

not, perhaps, of their infancy, but of their early

spring, so mental and moral -actions, over and

above what they are in the very process of

thought and deed, leave behind them, as portions

of the actual character of the agent, the largest

actual results. Every one, at the end of the

action, is in himself difl^erent from what he was

at the beginning; and if the act be done in

youth, the difference in him between what he war
and what he is, is then the widest. Do not

tell me in reply that the difference is small and

imperceptible; for thus it is from moment to

moment, in being well or ill, in its being light

or dark, in all the processes which in the mass

make up the experience of life, with the fruits

of that experience.— Gladstone.

Tongue Fire.s.—The wasp's sting is provided

with a barb, and when he feels particularly

vicious and drives the sting into the flesh, it

becomes so firmly imbedded that the only way

for him to escape is to leave the sting behind.

This, however, is sure to cause his death. He
receives himself such a wound that he cannot

recover. We sometimes forget that when we

hurt others by stinging words and treacherous

acts, we ourselves in the long run, are generally

the greatest sufferers.

—

Dr. Judson.

Knowledge cannot be truly ours till we

have appropriated it by some operation of our

own minds. The best writers on property in

land attribute that right to the first proprietor's

having blended his own labor with his soil.

—

Mackintosh.

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The reply of the Spanish govern-

ment accepting the terms of peace was received at

Washington on the Sth instant, and it is stated to be

an acceptance in general of the terms laid down by the

United States government, but leaves several questions

open not included in the terms submitted, which may
be subjects of further negotiations.

Thus far the figures show that 266 Americans were

killed in battle with 1400 wounded. The Spanish loss-

es were 2000 killed and 2630 wounded. Those who
have died since as the result of wounds or pestilence
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are not included. The cost of the war to the United
States is estimated at over $140,500,000, of which
$20,000,000 was expended to increase the navy. The
army has increased to 278,500 men, including 200,000

men in the volunteer regiments. Twenty-live Spanish

warships, valued at $26,400,000, have been destroyed

without the loss of an American ship.

The number of sick in Gen. Shaffer's army on the

7th inst. was 3445, of which 249S were fever cases.

As a result of a conference between Gen. Shafter

and the Spanish Gen. Toral, 1000 Spanish sick and
wounded were to be aboard the Spanish transport ship

Alicante on the 9th inst. and sent home to Spain.

A Washington despatch of the 4th says: Nothing
has so agitated the War Department and caused such
perturbation of mind, both at army headquarters and in

the White House, since the beginning of the war as

the despatches received to-day from Santiago, signed

by every brigade and division commander, appealing

for immediate transfer of the troops from Cuba to the

United States. In consequence of these appeals the

previous intention of leisurely removing the regiments

has given way to a feverish haste to utilize all availa-

ble transportation facilities in bringing the entire army
back to this country as rapidly as they can be loaded

upon the vessels and sent west.

An order to transport Gen. Wade's division of IS

regiments of volunteer troops to Porto Rico has been
countermanded, and the vessels designed for this expe-

dition have been directed to proceed to Santiago to take

Gen. Shafter's troops to Montauk Point, Long Island.

Immnne troops are being sent to take their place.

The troops stationed at Camp Alger have been
moved to Manassas, Va., about 40 miles from Wash-
ington, in consequence of the unhealthy character of

the former location.

A despatch of the 5th says: It is well known in Wash-
ington, as the results of reports from wounded officers

who have returned from the front, that the army in

Cuba will return to this country torn and shattered

and practically destitute of clothing and blankets ; a

large part of which was discarded by the soldiers in

that torrid climate.

The Government, it is announced, will soon return

to the International Navigation Company the steamers

S(. Paul and .St. Louis, which will promptly be restored

to their former condition and placed in the transatlan-

tic service.

The funeral of Dr. William Pepper, an eminent
physician of Philadelphia, who lately died in Califor-

nia, took place in this city on the 6th instant.

Porto Kico advices show that the Spanish volunteers

continue to desert to the Americans and that liitle re-

sistance can be made by the Spanish regulars.

A Madrid despatch says that the want of loyalty of

the volunteers in Porto Eico tends to diminish the re-

gret felt there at losing the island.

Towns in Porto Rico are hailing the advent of the

Americans as one of the greatest blessings which ever
befell Porto Eico.

A Washington despatch says : There is little differ-

ence of opinion that the United Stales will require,

for many years to come, an army of at least 100,000
men to garrison the posts and coast defences in this

country, and to maintain the supremacy of the flag in

Porto Eico, Cuba, Hawaii, the Ladrones and that por-

tion of the Phillipines which the Government may
decide to retain as our possession.

A despatch of the 8th from Chicago, says: Contracts

were let to-day which will result in supplying the

cities of Taooma and Seattle with electric light and
power similar, if not far in advance, of that now being
furnished at Niagara. The project is, perhaps, the
most wonderful development of hydraulic power yet
undertaken in this country. Snoqualamie Falls is

twenty-two miles from Seattle, and about the same dis-

tance from Tacoma in an air line, and has an unbro-
ken vertical fall of 270 feet, and is the only water fall

of commercial utility west of Spokane. The flow of

the river is equal to 30,000 horse-power at low water,

and the plan of installation is such that at a small ad-
ditional expense for dams and reservoirs, the entire

drainage from thesnow fieldsof theSnoqualamiewater-
shed of 1000 square miles will be available, making
over 100,000 horse-power, whenever business of the
adjacent cities may demand it.

On the 3rd inst. a terrific storm passed over Phila-
delphia about noon, in,which 5.48 inches of rain fell

in le-B than three hours. The loss caused by lightning
and flood is estimated at several hundred thousand dol-

lars. Lightning struck and set fire to two tanks con-
taining benzine at the .\tlantic Eefining Company's
plant near Gibson's Point. Many buildings in the
city were also struck by lightning; two deaths have

resulted from the storm. The storm was also very

severe at Camden, N. J., and some other places near

this city.

Many vessels are still being chartered to carry coal

from this country to Cape To^vn, South Africa, for the

use of the steamers of the Castle line, of England.

Large quantities of the coal are being sent out from
Norfolk by a Philadelphia firm.

Markets, &e. — U. S. 2's, 97 a 100 ; 4's, reg., 111} a

112|S ; coupon, IIU a 112J ; new 4's, reg., 127i a 128*
;

coupon, 127J a 128J ; 5's, reg., 112 a 113 ; coupon, 112

a 113 ; new 3's, 104| a 105J ; currency 6's, 102 a 103.

Cotton was steady on a basis of 6f'5C. per pound for

middling uplands.

Feed.—Spot bran, $14.00 a $14.50 per ton for winter
in bulk and $13.75 a $14.25 for spring in sacks.

Fi,0UB.— Winter super., new, $2.15 a $2.40 ; do.,

extras, new, $2.75 a $3.00 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear,

new, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do. do., straight, new, $3.60 a $3.80;

Western winter, clear, new, $3.25 a $3.50; do., straight,

new, $3.60 a $3.80; do., patent, new, $3.85 a $4.10;

spring, clear, $3.50 a $3.75; do., straight, $4.20 a $4.40;

do., patent, $4.50 a $4.70 ; do., favorite brands, $4.75 a

$4.90 ; city mills, extra, new, $2.75 a $3.00 ; do., clear,

new, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do., straight, new, $3.65 a $3.90
;

do., patent, new and old, $4.00 a $4.75. Eye Flour.
— $2.85 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.

Gkain.—No. 2 red wheat, 73 a 73Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 371 a 37 ^c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 33 a 34 c.

Foreign.—A despatch from Halifax of the 5th inst.,

says : The schooner Cambridge arrived here to-day and
brings a tale of terrible suffering on the Newfoundland
and Labrador coasts. The party was on a prospecting

expedition, and included Dr. Morris, whose services

were required at Lewis Inlet night and day to give re-

lief to persons sick and dying from starvation. Large
quantities of provisions were distributed from the ves-

sel. The same condition of affairs exists all along the

coast. There are 1600 persons similarly situated, and
immediate relief is necessary. The failure of the fish-

eries will tend to further increase the suflering.

The funeral services in memory of Prince Bismarck
in Berlin on the 4th inst., were of a very impressive

character, and were attended by the Emperor and Em-
press and many German Princes and Princesses and
other dignitaries, but not a single member of the Bis-

rcark family was present.

Bisraark's personal estate, it is said, amounted to

14,000,000 marks.
The Sultan of Turkey has informed the American

Minister that he was much impressed by our naval

operations and the terrible execution of American guns,

and had ordered the purchase of similar guns for

Turkey.
Turkey has repudiated all responsibility for the lo.^ses

sustained by American subjects during the Armenian

A despatch from Eome of the 8th inst., says : The
Pope has issued an enclyclical protesting against the

suppression of Roman Catholic journals during the

recent insurrection, which, it declares "illegal, con-

trary to Christianity, specially directed against the

Papacy, and calculated to embitter religious conflict,

so prejudicial to Italy, and to remove a conservative

force against Socialism and Anarchy."
" Nevertheless, the Catholics," the enclyclical con-

tinues, " though opposed to all rebellion, will not alter

their polic}', either for threats or violence. They will

submit to the existing state of things, though they will

never support it."

RECEIPTS.
Unless otherwise specified, two dollars have been re-

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 72.

Asa Ellis, Agent, Ind., for Hannah H. Jones ; Wil-
liam Smallwood, Pa. ; George S. Hutton, Phila.. $6,

for himself, Phebe Hutton and George Pandrich

;

Samuel Mason, Citn. ; Frances E. Jones, Gm., for

Margaret H. Jones; Jane E. Mason, Gtn., and for

Jonas Edge, Kans. ; Sallie A. Armor, Del.; Euth Ann
Stanton, Ind. ; Josiah W. Leeds, Pa., $8, for himself,

B. Frank Leeds, Austin C. Leeds and John B. Leeds
;

Susan J. Yerkes, Fkfd. ; George B. Allen, Pa.; Celina

T. Pratt, Pa., $4, 2 vols.; John Carey, Agent, O., $10,

for Jacob Barrett, Euth B. Mather, Catharine Ann
Stanton, William Haworth and Isaiah M. Haworth

;

Anna M. Ormsby, Phila; Woolston Comfort, Mich.;
Joseph G. Evans, N. J. ; Allen T. Leeds, Phila., and
for Susanna T. Clement, N. J.; Henry Newton, Eng-
land, 10s. ; Hannah W. Moore, Phila.; Israel Cope,
O.; 'Thomas A. Crawford, Agent, O., $16, for Hannah
Brantingham, Eobert Ellyson, David Ellyson, Edwin
Fogg, Eliza Ann Fogg, Abner Woolman, Lydia War-

rington and Edgar Warrington ; Seth Shaw, Ag
O., $18, for himself. Job Huestis, Jesse EdgertOD
Howard Edgerton, Hannah Blackburn, N. M. Bh
burn, Charles Blackburn, Phebe Ellyson and Tl
philus Morlan ; Sarah T. House, Pa., $6, for hen
E. D. Meredith and Lena H. Sharpless ; Israel Moi
Phila.; Margaret E. Ehoads, Pa.; E. S. Fowler, A
0., for B. J. Hobson ; J. W. Garwood, Agent, la.,

for William H. Cook and Almedia R. Wroe ; Will:

Stanton, Agent, O., $16. for Asenath Bailey, Marj
Taber, Ann Eliza Wilson, Samuel Walton, L.
Bailey, Marv P. Dawson, James Steer and Debo
H. B. Stan(8n, la. ; B. V. Stanley, Agent, la., $28,
Samuel Bedell, Thomas H. Binns, Micajah Emmi
Pearson Hall, John E. Hodgin, Abigail B. M.
Thomas E. Mott, Joseph Patterson, William T. Sp
cer, Morris Stanley, Lewis B. Stanley, Joseph L. Ho;
Thomas Thomasson and Branson D. Sidwell ; Edw
S. Lowry, Phila. ; R. J. Dutton, N. J. ; Joseph Eve
N. J. ; William H. Moon, Pa.; Eufus Churchill, N.
Scotia ; Sophia E. Pusey, Pa.; Clarkson Moore, Age

j

Pa., $36, for himself, Elizabeth C. Cooper, Horatio
Cooper, Priscilla H. Hughes, Thompson Frame, ^^

liam B. Harvey, S. Morris Jones, Truman C. Moo
J. Adrian Moore, Harvey Murray, William Wick
sham, Sarah L. Passmore, Thomas L. Passmore, Mj
A. Sharpless, Lewis P. Sharpless, Hannah J. Et
Zebedee Haines and Anna P. Neave, Mo.; Geo
Lippincott, N. J., for vol. 73

;
Sharpless Mercer, ]

$4 for Hannah N. Harry and Margaretta J. Merc
Ellen Bromley, Phila. ; James W. Oliver, Mass.

;

S. GriflBth, Agent, Pa., $8 for Edwin James, John
James, Edwin S. James and Jona. Eldridge ; M:
Paxson, Pa. ; Edmund Wood, N. J.; Geo. Wood, N.
Anna Spencer, Gtn. ; Samuel Woolman, N. J.

In the list sent by Eichard S. Griffiths, Agent, I
published last week, Hannah F. Webb should hi

been Hannah F. Fell.

i^'Remittances received after Third-day noon wiU
appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
Friends' Library will be open on the first, four

eighth, eleventh and twenty-ninth of the Eighth 'Ni

between 3 and 6 p. m.

Wanted —A young woman Friend suitable

household companion and capable of managing cl

dren. Address " F "

Office of The Friend

For Eent, two Pennsylvania Dairy Farms, 8

and 100 acres, ten miles from Philadelphia. ImE
diate possession will be given.

Address " L. M " office of The Friend.

Sarah J. Bedell will be in the city this si

and any Friends desiring house-furnishings or m
chandise purchased will confer a favor by sending

ders. Some Scotch shawls on hand, do not know
any others obtainable. Please address,

2113 N. Seventh Street.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be e

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, a

communications in regard to business should be fc

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukhoborti!

T. E., $150 ; E. S., $100 ; G. J. S., $50 ; Anonymoij
$5 ; "A Friend," $10; R. W., $5; C. R., $25 ; S. a!

R. H., $5 ; J. W. L., $5.

William Evans, Treasurer.
^

The Committee would be glad to be able to ren

$10,000, for the removal of the Dukhobortsi to t

island of Cyprus, all of which could be judiciously ei

pended, in addition to subscriptions made elsewhere.

;

Died at the residence of her son, Calvin Cope, Fij

Month 16th, 1898, Rachel Cope, in the eighty-fif'

year of her age, a member of Middleton Monthly Mei

ing, Ohio.
, at his residence in Philadelphia, Sixth Mon

3rd, 1898, Samuel L. Moore, in the sixty-eighthye

of his age, amember of the Monthly Meeting of Frien:

of Philadelphia, for the Northern District.
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A Friend's Share in Mercy.

The question is sometimes asked, in what way

an a Friend consistently help in alleviating the

liseries of war, and in the care of wounded sol-

iers, without seeming to be a party to war ?

Notwithstanding the proposed armistice, it is

kely that much misery will for a considerable

ime drag on in the trail of the war.

Whatever may be said of the propriety of be-

ming an aid of the army medical staff, as a

abordinate of the military department, it has

aemed to us that there is one organization

hrough which Friends may clearly relieve dis-

ress impartially, whether in friend or foe; a

ainistration which does not take sides, but will

elp a wounded or sick Spaniard equally with

ne of our own soldiers, and is determined to

now only that he is a suffering fellow-being,

his is according to the spirit of the Saviour of

aen, who commended similar conduct in the

|;ood Samaritan. This association is the Red
>oss Society, whose mercies are international,

lifot under military direction, and coming to

ave men's lives and not to destroy them. " But
or it," says the Ledger, "the suffering and

leath among the troops would be far greater

ban they are. The Red Cross receives no aid

*rom the Government, and has nothing to do

vith politics."

While others are making their sacrifices for

var, here seems to be an opportunity for Friends

,0 testify that they have something more than

;fords to spare for its opposite. We have noi

3een made aware of any of the workings of the

Red Cross Society which need prevent a Friend

Tom extending relief through its labors. We
nsert an account of the rise and development

)f the Red Cross movement in another column.

There is much that the government does not

3r not sufficiently, provide, articles of food out-

side the regulation rations, canned fruits, vege-

bables, general groceries, disinfectants, quinine

and other medicines, soaps, hospital comforts,

summer clothing for women and children, etc.

Money may be sent to William Hill, Treas-

urer, 308 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, and con-

tributions of stores to the associate Society of the

Red Cross, 1501 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Christian Martyrs of the Caucasus.

Another practical test of the degree to which

we are in earnest in the cause of Peace, now
reaches us from the sufferings of its martyrs in

Russia. A thousand of the Dukhobortsi have

already perished through persecution for their

conscience, and the remaining number, possibly

eight thousand in all, have obtained leave to

emigrate.

More detailed particulars are to be found in

another column, related perhaps more accu-

rately than we have yet conveyed them in this

periodical.

We are glad that Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing through its Meeting for Sufferings has taken

an interest, so consistent with our profession, on

behalf of this sorely tried people. The Appeal

to its Members, published week before last in

The Friend, we hope will receive a sympathiz-

ing response in offerings which we can make
"for those in bonds as bound with them."

Co-operative Shepherding.

The apostle Paul named it as one of the con-

ditions of a healthy church that " all the mem-
bers should have the same care one for an-

other."

The excuse given in some meetings for the

one-man care, or pastorate, is that the members

have not the time for what Paul recommended,

and therefore must let it out to an individual.

In political parties the same leaving of in-

terests to one man creates room for the disease

called " Bossism," which was lately defined to

be, " managing the government on behalf of

citizens too busy for that important duty."

Accordingly those who cling to the name of

Friends and yet invite a pastor, practically con-

fess their own neglect. If all the members did

have the same care one for another, " watching

over one another for good," that would be a

beautiful and no shirking pastorship, and of the

nature of " primitive Christianity revived."

On the other hand, a conservative meeting of

members neglecting this mutual care of love,

living as it were each for himself, his business

or family, is practically inviting the condition

of a pastorate, provided the meeting continue

long enough for a wearied posterity to conclude,

"Any change must be an improvement."

The best improvement would be, not to leave

an opportunity for this feeling to grow. When
all members are as fellovv-sheplierds under the

Chief Shepherd, each in his own gift, no cry for

at least one man for a shepherd will arise.

Even a few might obviate this danger, the ten

or the five save the city, whether the whole

flock should readily co-operate or not.

This means some sacrifice of worldiincis, some

less engrossing bondage to the exactions of

modern business made necessary to keep up

modern superfluities of living, if the Master's

business is to prosper. We doubt, however,

whether in the long run temporal business would

prosper less when we could say "Yes" to his

question: "Lovest thou me more than these ac-

cumulations ?" and should heed his reply :
" Feed

my sheep and my lambs."

These members overworked in business who

would do their shepherding by proxy and so miss

a shepherd's reward, sorely need the co-opera-

tion of their families by avoiding superfluities

of living, and by entering into that simplicity of

housekeeping and appearances which would re-

lease thbQ3 all much more from the exaction of

temporal business for the employments of a

higher life.

So we have thus far to notice, that the pas-

torate system is not a symptom of a healthy con-

dition in the church, but rather of abnormal

conditions, namely :

1. A dearth of united or mutual care,

2. Worldliness in the membership,

3. Bondage to social exactions and unchris-

tian expense,

4. A too easy, or too faithless assuming by

members that they have no gift; and au unwil-

lingness to eudure in themselves and others the

day of small things.

5. Distrustfulness of Christ's spiritual leader-

ship, so as to indulge a feeling of the need of a

human leader.

6. A disposition not only to shepherd by

proxy, but, as it were, to receive grace by the

intervention of a man; or to accept religious

ministrations only through "ordained" human

channels—in a word Sacerdotalism.

For there is a latent submission to the prin-

ciple of single priesthood, wherever a man is

employed by men to officiate in things belong-

ing to the province of the One Meiiiator, "the

Head over all things to his Cliurch ;" as, the

conducting of prayer, the ordering of processes

of praise, the handing forth of the Divine coun-

sel to an assembly's condition, the mediatorship

of the covenant of marriage, the solemnization

of burials, the conducting of baptism and of
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communion. The employment of a man as the

regulation-channel for any of these, means i

lapse to a belief in priestly functions—a belief

more or less latent but essentially there.

A physician in our city having joined the

Roman Catholic church, gave as his reason the

engrossing nature of his professional practice, so

that he " had not time for religious matters."

"I want," said he, " to belong to a church that

will do my religion for me." Is not the pas-

torate system in the line of bringing a " too-

busy " Frieuds's church towards a similar lean-

ing on a proxy? Think how very like undis-

criminating sheep, with independent percep-

tions surrendered, the flock must be that is led

by a human pastor, and what diflerent sheep are

those whose Good Shepherd says of them, "My
sheep hear my voice, and they follow me."
What strength, what individuality, what origin-

ality of Christian manhood, heroism, and mar-
tyrdom was in those sons of the morning and
giants of the noon-day of our religious Society

who were determined to know nothing among
men but Jesus Christ directly, and Him cruci-

fied! And this degeneracy of setting up the

man-conducted services, and agents to release

the churches and lead them, had its expressive

warning when, a few years ago, a prominent
member of an English delegation to Friends in

America characterized it as paving the way for

a condition of " Babyism."
This topic has been at this time suggested on

heading the following article on " Evangelists
and Pastors," written by one not in connection
with the Society of Friends.

are killing themselves with pastoral overwork,
work that should be done, but which they are
utterly powerless to accomplish; and church-
members are dying of utter stagnation for lack
of having just this work to do.

In every true church of Christ there are men
who are made overseers by the Holy Ghost, to

care for the flock, to visit the sick, to watch
over the needy, to warn the unruly, to guide
the perplexed

; and those persons thus appointed
and anointed by the Holy Ghost, are in many
instances displaced and hindered in the per-
formance of their proper functions by the system
which delegates to one hired pastor the duties
which should be performed gratuitously by a
dozen active, earnest Christian men and women.
Meanwhile multitudes sit in darkness and hear
no message of salvation. Churches which can
support a man to do their work for them think
themselves fortunate, while others fall into ne-
glect and die from lack of that personal labor,
the capacity for which should be developed
among themselves.— !Z%e Christian (Boston).

"A Quaker Experiment in Government,"

Isaac Sharpless—A Notice.

BY HENRY N. HOXIE.

The first impression that occurs to a Friel
on reading this book is the wonder that no o

has ever attempted the subject before.

It is over two hundred years since Willijl

Evangelists and Pastors.

The primitive method of doing things was
different from that of to-day. The "pastorate,"
as it is called was unknown. Apostles and evan-
gelists preached the word and gathered churches
of believers. These were "set in order " by the
ordaining of elders in every city, who while
they might have lacked learning and eloquence,
were made overseers by the Holy Spirit, and
fed the flock of God, not for filthy lucre but of
a ready mind. There was not contention be-
tween age and youth for places and salaries.
They that preached the gospel were to live of
the gospel, while the good, substantial, hospita-
ble, respectable men who were elders in the
church were to labor with their hands, and so
doing support the weak, and remember the
words of the Lord Jesus, how it is more blessed
to give than to receive.

The gospel was thus preached with an inde-
pendence which is too rare in these days of high
salaries, dependent preachers, and starvation
stipends, the payment of which depends upon
the will of some man rich in this world and
poor in faith.

Those whose lives were devoted to the minis-
try of the Word of God had reason to expect
that their temporal wants would be supplied

;

but if no other means were open to them, they
could go fishing as did Peter, or make tents as
did Paul, and then freely preach the gospel of
Christ.

The present artificial system may seem to
some an improvement upon the Divine plan,
but others will question whether the gain com-
pensates for the loss that is sustained. Ministers

A gentleman, who had a house surrounded by
beautiful grounds, was looking from his draw-
ing room one evening, when he saw a boy come
across the lawn, evidently bent on mischief.
He was trampling down the flowers, treading
over the beds, and pulling down the branches
from the trees.

The gentleman went down the steps, across
the lawn, and before the boy had seen his ap-
proach, he had placed his hand firmly on his
shoulder.

The boy struggled vehemently to escape, but
his attempts were useless; a strong hand had
secured him.

" Now, my boy," said the gentleman, " answer
me one question. Which is the best flower in
the garden ?"

The boy still struggled, but finding there was
no escape from the quiet eye and firm grasp of
the man he had injured, he looked around, and
after a few minutes' pause, he answered :

" That
rose is the best," pointing to a beautiful moss
rose just bursting into bloom. The gentleman,
still keeping one hand on the boy's shoulder^
reached out his other hand, and, plucking the
rose in all its beauty, gave it to the boy, and
releasing him as he did it, " There take it my
boy," he said.

The boy was amazed. Looking into the face
of his strange benefactor, he asked, "Ain't you
going to have me punished, sir?"

" No," was the reply. " I am giving you the
in my garden. You will never comebest :

in, willd trample down my
you?"

" Never, sir," as long as I live !" was the em-
phatic reply :

" but please, sir, ain't there some
little errand I could do for you ?"

_

From that hour he was the willing servant of
his friend. And many a time that boy would
be seen, cap in hand, standing at that gentle-
man's gate, with the loving petition on his lips.
" Please,^sir, is there any little job I could do
for you ?" You may be sure the request was not
refused.

Have we not, as sinners, trampled down God's
holy laws, and grieved Him many, many times'
And how has He treated us? He sent from the
Throne of Glory, Jesus, the only begotten Son
of God, "the rose of Sharon," and offers Him
to-day to a sinful world.— The Presbyterian.

"Experience is an able counsellor."

Penn established a government in Pennsylvan
initiated and conducted upon Friends' prim
pies distinctively, and here for the first time
believe, we have a record of the first sevenii

five years of it, done by one of our own mei
bers sympathetically and adequately. It w|
not, except perhaps in detail, soon have to i

done again.
i

Such an attempt as that of Penn's was th|

as now so significant in history, and this bookj
so important, that the Society of Friends

|

pecially, and the reading pubjiic generally, s\

under more than usual obligation to Preside
Sharpless for having presented to us an int(

pretation of a movement in human affairs

unique and of such special interest. It has be
a labor of love, as we happen to know, but no
the less a task positive and exacting, and o
out of all keeping with any reward beyo:
thoughtful appreciation.

We think Friends everywhere should
the book and read it carefully ;—it is a reco
of their own work ;—the first and largest exl

bition of Quakerism in a religious commo
wealth of their own yet made ;^a new vision
a democratic age of what we now call Christii

democracy ;—an attempt then so premature th

it failed partially only because men were u
worthy of it ;—a very vision even yet, we
say, and for a long time to come, we may i

sume, because the race in deed or creed shs

hardly realize it, or as an accomplished fa

commemorate it.

To Friends in New Jersey and Pennsylvan
the volume is of near and exceptional interei

Not a few in the former State yet recall tl

grace and power with which the late Hen:
Armitt Brown, in 1877, at the celebration
the two hundredth anniversary of the settlem-

of Burlington, depicted the influence of Frienc
in America in the colonization of the two Je
seys. Preliminary and premature as that ear
attempt also was, it here finds recognition,

for Pennsylvania as the actual place of the e:

periment described, and for most of the meetiuj

of the Society of Friends in it, then and sinn

established, the history is ample ; the past livi

again in it, and is luminous with light and colo

Here too the old-time pictures of colonial li

and customs are warm and vivid, and the abuni
ant extracts in the foot-notes from the recon
of the Monthly and Quarterly Meetings, of Co;
cord and Bucks, Chester, Middletown, Burlin,
ton and others, not only fortify the statemei
and opinions of the author, graphically illu

trating them as contemporary evidence, but the'

have also a quick and keen interest for tl

members of those meetings still, appealing I

memories and associations of all others mo
near and dear,—peopling and animating the;

with the life of a by-gone age.

Nor are these illustrations gathered from o
ficial documents alone. The letter of little Sail:

Brindley, pp. 84-7, dated the twenty-eighth (

Eleventh Month, 1685, the Manor, Bucks Cc
Pa., is a Flemish vignette, vivid with the coi

temporary life of its period, and as a bit of hii

torical evidence, remarkably apt. With inm

I

cent humor she describes to her English kii

I

dred the situation of their new log house on tfc
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|elaware,—the abundance of wood and chest-

ts, thespinning-wheel and their Dutch oven,

—

garden rows of caraomile, sage, comfrey

d rue,—the hunt for their cows in the wide

Dges of the woods ;—Wm. Penn, she adds, has

special mark on his own flocks, and the In-

ms are near ; the river abounds with shad,

e land with wild turkeys; sometime they hope

visit again their old home in England. The
8 beautiful.

Folio volumes of letters sent from Philadel-

ia and vicinity by representative Friends of

e colony to Europe, and imported here of later

ars by wealthy Friends,—valid evidence de-

•iptiveof the very historical events recorded ;

—

ents long under criticism and therefore the

jrt of partisan interpretation, are here sifted

d give us their treasure of statement and
inion, and fact. The references to the litera-

re of the subject, now really immense, are of

ry wide range, and are found constantly at

foot of the page ; they show as hardly aught

e can, the severe and accurate labor necessary

the preparation of the work.

The book thus appeals to all members inter-

ed in the history of the Society of Friends,

e may add that its public recognition has

en prompt and cordial, fairly adequate re-

(wa of it having appeared in the London
iend, the British Friend, and the Friends'

lencer, with thoughtful notices of it in

reral of our first-class periodicals in America.

Prominent individuals, among them Bishop

tter of New York City, have welcomed it as

valuable study in the history oF institutional

vernment in this country. We have thus

)ken of it because we have the impression,

;htly or wrongly, that it is not sufliciently

own and recognized among our own people.

Naturally, President Sharpless in his treat-

nt, groups his topics of narration and discus-

a philosophically. The Quaker common-
alth of Wm. Penn, from the very novelty of

conception in 1681, and since, has never been

equately treated by historians, or understood,

hat could be expected in the seventeenth cen-

ry ofa State founded on the principles of peace,

d whose members as a rule, rather than vio-

e a superfine conscience, take or alminister

oath, defend their homes, protect their own
Dtier, gave up the active political participa-

n and direction of their own affairs, the very

vernment they had established ? From lack

proper knowledge and sympathy, misappre-

isions of the gravest kind and errors of fact,

lin and intelligible enough to Friends, have

aost of necessity occurred in its history to

3ir constant prejudice, and praise and blame
liberal measure have been accorded them,

is to correct this historical inaccuracy ;—to

ice this holy experiment ofone of the noblest

jn in bold perspective from present-day stand-

ints,—and from a tangle of misconceptions and
tortious of fact, to give the Quaker version

a great fact in history, that this work has

en undertaken. Accordingly, two chapters in

ire given to " Friends in England and Araer-
" two others to a statement of Quaker prin-

)les or views of government and to democracy
d civil liberty as understood by Friends :

to the Quaker interpretation of religious

lertyasconnectedwith thesubject,(thelastfour

apters finding of course, their concrete appli-

tion in Pennsylvania ;) —one each to the In-

ins and to military matters, at once the cause

the partial failure and glory of the colony, and,

conclusion, one of the longest chapters on the

jaker control of the Provincial Assembly.

These chapters are written in clear, direct Eng-
lish, and cover the time from 1681, the date of

Penn's first arrival here, to 1776, the period of

the Revolution, a stretch of nearly one hundred
years. Not the least service rendered by the

author, we think, is in determining the exact

year, viz: 1756, when the responsibility of

Friends for the provincial legislation of the

colony ended, since heretofore that responsibility

has ceased in popular history only with the be
ginning of the Revolution. The account of

Penn in Friends' Library has always had it

right.

Within the scope of these topics or chapters

we have the history of a remarkable project ;
—

the story as Bishop Potter calls it of "a great

civic and spiritual movement to which civiliza-

tion in two hemispheres owes so much."
Of course, in this article, we can but briefly

discuss these topics or their treatment in this

book, our only object being to call attention to

the latter. We may say, however, that the prin-

ciples animating Penn's experiment in America
are still, in substance, those animating Friends
everywhere to-day,—diluted here and there geo-

graphically as they have been misapprehended,
and neutralized in tint and tone or fibre, as in

touch with the veneer of popular religion they
have been misinterpreted and rendered gro-

tesque, but in little communities not a few, and
in large meetings, however sparse over the

country, pristine and strong, because cherished

and beloved.

Germane to his subject in this connection.

President Sharpless states these Quaker charac-

teristics in his first chapter as positive and
special conceptions of war ; oaths, justice to

native races, with definite opinions and ideals

on democracy and religious liberty. The ques-

tion -ivas then cs now, can a State founded and
administered on such principles exist, and suc-

ceed ? Can it be aught but a Utopia, the ideal

republic of Plato, or the dream of doctrinaires ?

The second chapter briefly discusses the rise

and situation of Friends in contemporary Eng-
land. It is in these chapters, especially in the

third, although similar references are made
throughout the book, that the extracts from the

records of meetings occur ; they show the politi-

cal touch and contact of Friends in their solu-

tion of the problems of practical, civic life. This
same chapter also covers the organization of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, its geographical
limits with the relations, at that time, of the

Quaker Meetings to the State ;—the general

character of the life led by its members, and how
eventually the ecclesiastical Friend absorbed
the Friend in politics. It has a special value,

we think also, as showing how a Friendly train-

ing evolves an ideal type of citizenship.

The author has given his longest chapter by
some twenty pages to that on democracy and
civil liberty. Here there is open ground and
wide range afield. These are large and rever-

berating words as we now understand them in

America, and as they were understood by the

leaders and enthusiasts of political thought of

the seventeenth century in their struggle with

prelacy and despotic prerogative. President

Sharpless' observations are latent with the mod-
ern studies of Lecky, Sir Henry Maine, Dr.

Woolsey and James Bryce, publicists whose

works but illustrate to-day the prophetic states-

manship of the founders of the early common-
wealths of this country.

(To be eontinued.)

To save time is to lengthen life.

Joseph Cartland.

BY AUGUSTINE JONES.

The most important contribution which any
community makes to the world is the character

and influence of its eminent men. And the

same is true of religious denominations. Joseph
Cartland, one of the most distinguished members
of the Yearly Meeting of Friends for New Eng-
land, during nearly half a century, deceased at

Newburyport, Mass., Sixth Month 1st, 1898, in

his eighty-ninth year.

He was born at Lee, N. H., in the Second
Month 1810. It is believed that this town re-

ceived its name from Lee, in Scotland, on th..

banks of the river Cart, whence John Cartland,

the great-grandfatherofthe subject of thissketch,

emigrated early in the last century, settling at

Lee, N. H., and building the house, which is

still in possession of the family. New Hamp-
shire has been prolific in notable men, with ster-

ling character, as firm and rugged as her own
mountains, resting like them upon sure founda-

tions. These she has nurtured to noble man-
hood and excellent citizenship.

Joseph Cartland, like so many other Ameri-
can boys, received his early education in the com-
mon schools of his native state, and advanced
instruction in a private school at Lee, kept by
Dr. Timothy Hilliard, a noted teacher. He
became a student at Friends' School, Provi

R. I., in 1830, at the age of twenty, where he

continued two years. His brother, Moses A.
Cartland, who won distinction as an instructor,

became a member of the faculty, and remained
in the institution until 1835. Joseph returned

to Lee in 1833, his father being deceased, to

take care of affairs at the homestead, and con-

tinued this service until his brother Jonathan
was old enough to take his place. He then

gave his attention to teaching, assisting Moses
at one time in the Clinton Grove Boarding
School, at Weare, N. H., and later in a private

school at Lee. The educational influence of

these schools has been recognized throughout

New England. This result was not due so much
to new methods of instruction, to endowments
or educational appliances, as to the tact and
personal influence of the teachers themselves,

who were possessed with rare gifts for training

and guiding youth, and for character moulding.

The friendship and affection which bound
Whittier to his Cartland cousin often found ex-

pression, but perhaps nowhere with more pathos

than in his lines to the memory of Moses A.

Cartland at his decease :

" In love surpassing that of brothers,

We walked, O friend, from childhood's day
;

And looking back o'er fifty summers,
Our footprints track a common way."

Religion is always the enduring basis of genu-

ine character, and therefore claims the first con-

sideration in the study of a human career. The
Cartland homestead was blessed with a Friends'

Meeting-house all its own, where the family and

neighbors regularly met to worship God. The
service was simple with nothing to detract from

or interrupt personal communion with God him-

self, through Jesus Christ his Son. The influence

of these meetings could not fail to train the re-

ligious thought to deep meditation, and intros-

pection, to create an independence and individ-

uality which required little outward means for

religious growth, its reliance being solely upon

Him who is the Bread of Life.

Thither in 1825 came William Foster, the

philanthropist, travelling in the ministry, and

his visit was memorable in influencing the life
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of Joseph Cartland at about fifteen years of age.

Thither also came David Sands and other emi'

nent ministers, stimulating his religious aspira-

tions and awakening his attention to the prin-

ciples of the Society into which he had been
born, securing his loyalty evermore to these
simple interpretations of primitive Christianity,

He was engaged in mercantile business with
his relative, Isaac Wendell at La Grande, near
Philadeljjhia, when about thirty-five years of
age, where he continued a number of years, an

"

his intellectual and spiritual life took a strong
coloring from his environment here which it

exhibited ever afterwards.

In 1849 he was elected to the faculty of Haver-
fordiCoUege, Pa., where he continued until 1853.
discharging some of the duties of President, as

that office did not then exist in the institution,

He was very efficient, and created here as every-
where a multitude of lifelong friendships.

He was married in 1855 to Gertrude E.
Whittier, who was then Principal of the Girls'

Department of the Friends' School at Provi-
dence. This most congenial union continued
more than forty years, during which their names
were inseparable in public thought and speech,
while their lives seemed to blend into graceful
harmony.

Joseph and Gertrude W. Cartland became
the Principals of Friends' School in 1855, which
at once advanced to a higher grade under their

leadership. The quality of instruction was im-
proved, and the course of study and graduation
of classes established, which have continued
ever since. The new impulse in the direction
of higher education emanating from them was
felt throughout the Society in America. Other
men have since entered into their labors. This
prosperous work was destined after a brief period
of five years to be terminated by sickness. They
continued to reside in Providence for about twen-
ty years, and then after spending one winter
with their cousin, John G. Whittier, at his home
in Amesbury, they settled permanently near hira

in Newburyport. In the summer of 1881, Whit-
tier spent several weeks with them at Intervale,
N. H., and continued to be their summer com-
panion among the hills during the remaining
eleven years of his life.

This home at Newburyport will be forever
memorable to those who were familiar with it.

It had especial attraction for members of the
Society of Friends, who were possessed of cul-

ture, the world, over, because here was to be
found not only the most interesting literary as-

sociation, but instinct with essential Quakerism.
The writer himself passed a night here in 1887
in company with two eminent English Friends,
one of whom remarked that he had found here
more than almost anywhere else in America the
comfort, repose and simplicity of a true English
home.

Joseph Cartland, in advanced life, had wit-
nessed a great change in the Society of Friends
in two generations. He had early seized the
fundamental thought of Friends with love and
admiration, and found little to admire in a
movement which seemed, in his estimation, to
be retrograding.

Joseph Cartland retained to the end of life

his remarkable, upright, manly carriage and
intellectual vigor, with the same critical instinct
and thoughtfulness, examining new literature
which lay along the lines of his faith and dis-

chai-ging sacred trusts in its distribution for the
upbuilding of Ziou. During the anti-slavery
conflict in this country he was faithful in his
efforts to create a public opinion in favor of

Emancipation, and the cause of Peace and In-
ternational Arbitration always claimed his deep
and active interest. He regards age as '' oppor-
tunity, no less than youth itself, though in

another dress," and that, " as the evening twi-

light fades away, the sky is filled with stars in-

visible by day." He was in communion with
that Divine Spirit which sends the " Gulf Stream
of Youth into the Arctic region of our lives."

Surely, " the path of the Just is as the shining
light that shineth more and more unto the per-

fect day." His gentle, courtly manners, emanat-
ing from his real life within, attracted universal
attention. Whoever met hira was impressed
with his generous greeting and with that chiv-
alric spirit, which, by its genial warmth and

1, drew to him the loving notice of all.

" Even children followed, with endeavoring -n'ile

And plucked his gown, to share the good man's smile"

Joseph Cartland had a strong interest in

metaphysical studies, and dearly loved generali-

zations ample and rich, covering all subordinate
parts. He was an earnest student of the Holy
Scriptures and a firm believer in Christian doc-
trines of his own Society, but his reading in-

cluded the writings of the best minds of his age.

The significance of every human life is the
character which it has maintained, that part
which remains, and by its very completeness
and perfection leaves the deepest sense of loss

to the world when the man himself has passed
away. In conclusion, therefore, it may be said
that Joseph Cartland made through his long
life a strong impression by a very worthy, up-
right, noble Christian character, and society,

because of this, is busy to-day with the thought
that a great landmark has fallen, the public loss

of which cannot now be estimated.

—

American
Friend.

Why Wear This Uniform? — A young
Christian woman a while ago started to go to

Kansas. On the way the conductor of the train

sat down opposite her and politely asked, " Why
do you dress so plain?" She enquired what his

motive was in asking this question, so that she
might answer him accordingly. He replied that
his wife always talked about the necessity of
women dressing plainly, whilst he did not see
any reason for doing so. The young lady looked
at him and said :

" Why do you wear this special
uniform ?" He replied, " Because I serve the
Eock Island Company, and comply with its

orders in wearing it." " So do I," was her quick
reply, " I have joined the Church of Christ, and
am in the service of my Master, whose orders I

must obey also in my dress according to 1 Tim.
ii : 9, where he says verbally that women shall
adorn themselves in modest apparel."

Let Christian women put on this uniform and
save time, money, labor, strength, and even life

itself— Common People.

Inspiration and Experience.—The Bible
was written by inspired men, but it was also

written largely out of the personal experiences
of those men. This is a very instructive fact,

and it will require a little thought to see the
full force of it. The Bible is, in a very great
degree, the record of the experiences of men
under the influence of the spirit of God, and
this is one central reason why it is so profitable
for doctrine, and reproof and edification. That
which unites them is the intensely interesting
fact that God uses them, with all their individual
peculiarities, and yet with their common spiritual
needs, as his special messengers of warning and
mercy to the human race.— 2%e Commonwealth.

FoK "The Friend.'

Obedience to Manifest Duty.
I was much interested in an editorial of Te

Friend in regard to the danger of being sat
fied to work only in organized effort for got

and neglecting the immediate calls of the Ms
ter. Not only is this the case in philanthrop
work, but in depending upon being appoint!
on committees in our business meetings. N
long since a Friend said to me, "There is i

use of my going to Monthly Meeting, I a
never made of any use by being named on ai

of the committees."

The most valuable teaching of our religio

Society is the doctrine of " Immanuel—God
us." If we are faithful to this will of Immanu
I do not believe there will be a day but we w:

receive a call to some service of love, some
ingof a human soul. For, as some one has

"The best way to show our thankfulness to oi

Heavenly Father for his kindness to us, is 1

being kind to his other children." I belie
there have been Friends in even these latt

days who, through obedience to manifest dut
have been very helpful to their fellow-men.

In the vicinity of the residence of the la

Joseph Rhoads lives a plumber, a member of tl

Roman Catholic church. Death took his on
son. Joseph Rhoads felt it right to go and off

words of sympathy, and direct the sorrowii
parent to the true source of comfort. In tl

plumber's own words we find the result:

never shall forget the words of Joseph Rhoac
It made a changed man of me, I now try to 11

for something beyond self." On another oco
sion, Joseph felt called to visit a saloon in We
Philadelphia, and solemnly urged the propriet

to give up his soul-destroying business. The a

monition fell on good ground and the saloo
keeper is now in an honest business and i

humble Christian.

Sixteen years ago a young Friend, twent
four years of age and trying to lead a Christii

life, fell under great discouragement throuf
financial reverses. He finally made up his mil
to seek relief from trouble by following tl

pleasures of this world, and actually bought
ticket for a public ball. On the morning pi

vious to the evening of the ball he attended
public sale and there met Jacob Roberts, tiii

elder, who said to him, " Why so sorrowful
\

and then the young man told him all his pro L«

pects seemed blighted. Jacob then said, " I

'

not cast down. There are but few who make
'

success in this world, but there are many who 'i

the Master has owned and who have been 1

1

much use in their day and generation, and y «

could not make money." The listener toc'l

these words and pondered them carefully in Ii
]

heart, tore up the ball ticket and resolved «

follow the Master through evil as well as goes
report. Since then he has had to pass throng i«

many dark waters, yet he has been able to sa, ii

" My Redeemer liveth !" And he has realiz* ro

the truth of the words of Jacob Roberts thi lo

man can be useful and not have the gift •
ill

making money. ij

A young business man was so discourag<
p

over financial losses, that he was almost temptt ii

to take his own life. He called at a trust col lit

pany where he kept his bank account and fouB in

he had overdrawn. He then felt more dete m

mined to carry his intention into execution, bi m

as he turned from the window he heard tl I

cheery voice of our dear departed friend Rio! I(

ard Cadbury say, " Look to Him who says, ' W %
grace is sufficient for thee.' " The young mi a
took courage and that evening he was enabl( ipi
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make a collection that tided him oven his

iculties.

!^uuther JDStauce is that of a young woman
lend who felt drawn to write to a number of

ing men whom she saw frequenting a liquor

30U. Two of those young men in a religious

eting said they were awakened to a better

by those letters. Another woman Friend

1 three young men trying to entice another

enter a rum den. She laid her hand on the

ulder of the tempted oue and said, "Let not

ungodly entice thee." He said, " I will not!"

i turned away from his evil companions. He
erward stated that hour was the crisis of his

A.11 are not called to minister in the assembly
the people, but all are called to a service of

e. As the disciple is faithful and obedient,

time and place of such service will be made
nifest as stated in the editorial of Seventh
nth 16th. " It grieves the Holy Spirit if,

iause an opportunity is not itself a call, we
ip it of its call when they occur together,

hen instant action is required, the Divine im-

Ise accompanies the emergency."

[ fear the lack of faithfulness on the part of

has been a hindrance during the past few
inths to our testimony against war. Said an
icer in one of our Pennsylvania regiments to

I lived for four years in my evil life with

)lain Friend who weut regularly to meeting
ice a week. He was never known to do a dis-

norable action or an unselfish one. I believe he

served most of scripture injunctions, and kept
nself unspotted from the world ; but he neg-

ated the other part, that ot visiting the afflicted.

[the morning he would read a portion of scrip-

Ire. The rest of the day his one thought and
iiole conversation seemed to be, 'Money and
iw to make it.' This may be an exceptional

se, yet there is much need of more watchful-

Ss, that we may be consistent in our lives."

I S. Z. P.

ise and Development of the Red Cross

Movement.

iThe labors in Cuba of the devoted men and
)men enlisted under the Red Cross flag have
rned public attention in this country to an
ganization which, more than any other in the

story of civilization, has alleviated the horrors

warfare.

Thirty-nine years ago Henri Dunant, a Swiss

means and leisure, witnessed the defeat of the

ustrian army by the French at Solferino, and
•ote a pamphlet describing the awful scenes

the battlefield, where wounded and dying men
y for days without attention. He pleaded

r the formation of societies for supplying

sdical aid in time of war—societies which
nuld be so strictly neutral in their services

at they could be guaranteed immunity and
otection by all civilized nations. The little

ok, which was entitled " Un Souvenir de

Iferino," was reprinted in several languages

d widely circulated, and the subject was taken
I by other writers, who heartily seconded Bu-
nt's appeal. The Societe Genevoise d'Utilite

terested itself in the cause, and presently se-

red the co-operation of the Swiss Federal
)uncil, which called an international con-

rence.

Delegates from sixteen countries assembled

Geneva in 1863, and during a four days'

Bsion arranged for a convention the following

ar, to which all nations were invited to send
presentatives. This convention met in the

Swiss capital, twenty-five delegates, representing I

sixteen governments, being in attendance. Nine
"articles of the convention for the amelioration

of the condition of the wounded in armies in

the field " were drawn up and at once signed by

twelve governments. Other nations followed

quickly, and still others fell into line later, until

at the present time the signatory powers number
forty. The latest to join was Japan, which be-

came a parly to the treaty about a dozen years

ago, and during tlie recent war with China
faithfully observed, except in a single instance,

the merciful rule that protects a disabled soldier

without reference to his allegiance.

The Geneva conference stipulates that each

treaty nation shall have one national committee

or society, purely civil in character and functions,

which shall be the medium of communication
with its government, and shall alone possess

the right to use, or to authorize the use of the

Red Cross. Under the treaty soldiers disabled

by wounds or disease, who may have fallen into

the hands of an enemy, may be sent through

the lines; and, if healed in an enemy's hands

and incapable of bearing arms, they may be

sent to their homes on condition of not entering

the service of their nation during the war. The
treaty practically makes a wounded or sick

soldier a neutral or non combatant.

For a flag and badge the Swiss flag was

adopted, with the colors exchanged—the Swiss

ensign bearing a white cross on a red field, and
the society's a red cross on a white field. This

emblem, by the provisions of the treaty, is used

to designate all hospitals, field or permanent,

ambulances, persons, material and appliances

employed in relief service, and whenever it is

displayed, accompanied by the flag of the nation

to which the hospital, etc., belongs, it is treated,

respected and protected as neutral.

Similiar articles to apply to naval warfare

were formulated at Paris in 1868, but have not

been generally adopted and ratified, though

the Red Cross is universally respected on the

sea as well as on land.

The United States, being in the midst of the

civil war, did not send a delegate to Geneva in

1864, and hence were not among the original

signers of the convention ; but were, by act of

Congress, made a party during President Ar-

thur's administration. The sanitary and Chris-

tian commissions performed, in the civil war,

the work which is now in the hands of the Rea
Cross Society.

The leader in the movement in this country

is Clara Barton, who was chosen President of the

American National Red Cross at its formation,

and who has broadened the scope of the work
by applying it to the relief of great national

calamities other than war, such as famine, pes-

tilence, fires or cyclones. The provision for

this extension, incorporated into the charter of

the association which Clara Barton formed, has

received the hearty sanction of the international

and other national committees, and is known
as the " American Amendment." Money, food,

clothing, buildings, agricultural implements,

seeds and other means, aggregating in value

upwards of $1,500,000, have been distributed

in nearly a score of fields of relief by the Ameri-

can National Red Cross.

—

Boston Hei-ald.

It is well known that some seeds will not only

multiply themselves many fold, but will also

enrich the soil in which they grow. So the be-

liever in doing good to others multiplies seed

and enriches the soil of his own spiritual nature.

— W. F. Allan.

Its History and Civilization.

BY DAVID M. CHAMr,f;RS, JR.

(Continued from page 28).

This famous temi)le of Karnak is worthy of

description, but no pen can portray its grandeur
and gigantic build, of which the very ruins are

immense. As one passes through the portico

into the great court he sees before him on the

west side of the court the temple of Karnak,
which was originally dedicated lo Baal. It

measured two hundred and ninety feet long,

and one hundred and sixty feet wide, has nine-

teen large columns on each side, which still

stand after so man}' ages, and ten on each end,

making in all fifty-eight. The columns are

twenty-three feet and two inches in circumfer-

ence at the base, and twenty feet at the top.

Their total neight, including base and capital,

is seventy-five feet, and the entablature over

this was about fourleen feet more. Some of the

stones for the construction of the walls are

ninety feet in length, from about thirteen to

eighteen feet wide, and often in thickness they

exceed thirteen feet. It has been thought by
many students of Egyptology that the founda-

tion stones marked the extent of part of an older

temple, but that the present temple was erected

on the ruins of the older one. The columns
were erected, however, at a later period than

the temple, being built by Seti I., second king

of the nineteenth dynasty, about the year 1540
B. c.

The famous temple of Luxor also belongs to

this same period, or perhaps a little later. Im-
mense colossal statues are seated on each side of

the gate, and to one's fancy they seem to ap-

pear to guard the entrance to what they called

holy ground. Columns with beautiful figures

adorned all round with beautifully carved hiero-

glyphics and various ornaments from top to

bottom form the gateway to the temple. At
the beginning of this colonnade travellers enter,

and so pass on through to the door of the temple.

Thothmes III. was succeeded by the last of

that name, Thothmes IV. He was not as war-

like as his predecessor, but he continued to hold

together what the kings before him had con-

quered by force of arms. After him came the

great and warlike monarch, Amenophis III.,

who made the brilliant campaigns against for-

eign foes, in which he came ofi" victorious. So
beloved was he by his subjects that they erected

two large Colossi at Thebes representing him
seated on his throne. Ttie statues are about
sixty-five feet high, and have been wonderfully

preserved, though part of the feet are broken
ofl". One of these statues is the subject of many
wonderful stories told about it by the Greeks,

which show the superstitions of the age. Oue
was that they had often heard the statue talk.

Some of the less credulous of them declared that

they had heard a musical sound, but concluded

that some teolian harper was hidden inside, plaj'-

ing on his lyre or harp, giving the statue the

appearance of speaking. Some modern trav-

ellers, who have visited Egypt, declare that

they have heard a peculiar musical sound, a
joyful one at sunrise, and a mournful one at

sunset. These same travellers on investigating

the matter, concluded that the reason of this

was that at sunrise the rays of the sun striking

with full force upon the cold statue, heat it sud-

denly, making a tremendous ring, which can be

heard at a great distance. By the middle of

the day, the heat of the sun makes the statue

pretty hot. When the sun is setting the heated

statue begins to cool off so suddenly as to create
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another tremendous ring, as loud as at sunrise,

but of a mournful tone. The statue had been
called by Greeks " vocal Memnon," and the

name has been applied to it to this very day.

With Amenophis IV. (circa 1550 B. c), came
a great change over the political and religious

affairs of Egypt. The foreigners had gotten the

upper hand, and the king, who seems to be
greatly in favor of their religion, changed his

name to Khu-n-aten (" the glory of the solar

disk"), and his religion to that of the Baby-
lonians. This caused war between the king,

together with his followers, against the adher-
ents of the old Egyptian religion. The king
was defeated, and retreating to the north, he
turned his attention towards building for him-
self a city, of which he was always proud. The
ruins now remain, and are known to the modern
traveller as Tel-el-Amarna. One of the great at-

tractions of this place was that the temple of
the solar disk was placed in the very centre of
the city. In 1887 there were found in the ruins
of the city some clay tablets with cuneiform in-

scriptions showing that he was an enthusiast in

Babylonian literature, more so than in Egyp-
tian. In the ruins of the temple of Harshefi,
another of his cities, was found a death-mask
of Khu-n-aten. Its features were fine, had a
very prominent nose, and the back of his head
was symbolic of great ambition. A curious and
humorous smile was represented on the mask,
which seems indicative of his natural disposition.

Fragments of dictionaries have been found by
Professor Flinders Petrie in the " Foreign Of-
fice " of this king. They were used by the
scribes, and were probably written mostly in the
cuneiform characters of the Babylonians, at
least all that have been discovered as yet were
written in that language. Some of the tablets
discovered contained many interesting Baby-
lonian stories, but most of them are now in

fragments. They had served as lessons to the
Egyptian student, and the discovery was an ex-
ceedingly interesting one.

We now come to the cruel and haughty
Pharaohs of the nineteenth dynasty which em
braced the reigns of Rameses I., Seti, Rameses
II., and Merneptha. These were the Pharaohs
who ruled over the Israelites, "God's chosen
people," and who cruelly held them in bondage,
forcing them to build their treasure-houses,
Pithora and Raamses, first with straw given
them, and afterwards with straw which they
were compelled to gather for themselves.
The first king of this dynasty was Rameses

I. He was the champion of the Egyptians, and
by his rule all Canaanites and other nations of
Asia were driven out. This war against Asia
of course included the Israelites, as they were
included among the other Asiatic nations. We
know now why it was that the Pharaohs of this
dynasty oppressed the Hebrews. They being op-
posed alike to all foreigners and things Asiatic
on account of their invasions (includiag Israel-
ites under that name, though they had nothing
to do with the foreign raids), spared none, but
treated the innocent indiscriminately with the
guilty. The Pharaoh who knew Joseph, as I
related before, was one of the Hyksos or a
"Shepherd King," an Asiatic, who, being classed
under the same term as the Hebrews, " foreign-
ers," of course showed favor to the youug He-
brew as being a foreigner like himself. Rameses
I., one of the Pharaohs " who knew not Joseph,"
not only forced the Israelites to build for the
kings of Egypt their treasure cities, Pithom and
Raamses, as related in Exodus i: 11, but ac-
cording to other writings he commanded them

also to build obelisks recording the conquests of
the kings during their reigns.

CTo be continued.)

The Emigration of the Doukhobortsi.

CHRISTIAN MARTYRS OF THE CAUCASUS.

There is a movement taking place in the world
to-day of far more importance than the war be-

tween America and Spain, or the encroachment
of European nations upon China, or any other
political event which, for the time being, occu-
pies the mind of civilized nations,—this is the
movement towards the realization of the true
Christian life, which, though without clamour
and show, is the more surely and persistently
developing in various corners of the earth, and
in which a foremost place belongs to the Douk-
hobortsi or Spirit-Wrestlers of the Caucasus.

It will already be known to some of those who
read

_
this, that these people have existed in

Russia for the last hundred years, and have
throughout that period been more or less perse-
cuted for their refusal to bear arms or to have
anything to do with the killing or injury of their
fellow men. This has been their one offence in
the eyes of the authorities, for in character and
habits they have been recognized as remark-
ably industrious, honest, intelligent, truthful and
kindly.

There are many in this Western world, where
the struggle for life and prosperity is so keen,
who to-day dream of and long for the ideal So-
ciety, where men shall not contend with one
another, but love one another; where service
shall be rendered for service in true brotherhood
and not for personal gain

; where there shall be
none who lack and none who grow rich at the
expense of their fellows ; where good order shall
be preserved by the power of love and intelli-

gence, and not by prison and police. This ideal
has actually been realized in our own time in
some of the villages of the Caucasus. And
during the terrible outburst of persecution which
such a manner of life has evoked, it has been
their reliance upon the Divine source whence
such life and conduct emanates, which has ena-
bled the Doukhobortsi to help one another in
the utmost extremity of need and to stand firm
in the hour of trial. The story of the faith and
practice, as well as the persecution of this peo-
ple, is told in a little book entitled, " Christian
Martyrdom in Russia."*
For the last few years the friends of the Douk

hobortsi have been laboring to spread informa
tion in Russia about them (if so be this might
lead to an abatement of their sufferings) and to
collect funds for the relief of those who were
cut off from their usual means of support, also
to obtain leave from the Government for their
emigration.

At length this leave has been given. The
authorities are now even eager to get rid of them,
and by increasing the pressure of the persecution,
are doing all they can to drive them out of the
country. These people who were formerly well-
to-do, are now almost completely ruined. A
part of them have beeen taken from their homes
and placed in such conditions that more than
one thousand of them have already died out.
Those who hold firm to their convictions must
die from exhaustion and starvation (as far as
we can see), if they remain in Russia another
winter.

The Doukhobortsi themselves feel and a
that they have reached the limit oftheir strengl
and ask their friends in other countries to he
them in this extremity. The latest news i

have from them is that those who were banisb
from their homes to other villages, and whoi
in the greatest need (amounting to about thirt
five hundred) have decided to leave Russia
once, cost what it may. They say that no 1

could be worse that what they are now endc
ing, and that if they cannot emigrate ail (

gether in an organized manner, they must sti

go in whatever way may be possible for thai
The remaining eight thousand or more also i

creasingly feel the pressure of persecution ai
would most likely eventually follow.

In the meantime their friends 11 ^__.
have been issuing appeals and collecting ftinfl

—as yet amounting only to about £2,000. Thi
together with the sum of £4,700 which was pt

aside a few years ago by the Doukhobortsi thei
selves for the same purpose, is only suflScient i

co7mnence the emigration. It will be seen tb
far larger sums are required, if the undertakir
is to be continued and carried out.

A representative Committee has been forrat
Ijy the Society of Friends in England for dea
ing with this matter, who have been gatherin
information about suitable localities for the em
gration in different places. The Doukhobort
themselves desire to go to America, and all ci

cumstances tend to show that this is the countt
most suitable for the purpose. The funds ho?
ever are not in hand at present for the cost
passage, etc., and there has not been time to seh
the locality or to make

'Christian Martyrdom in Russia," edited' by V.
Icheitkoff, with concluding chapter by Leo Tolstoy
and Preface by J. C. Kenwortliy, price one shillin.^,
net. May be obtained through the Editors of the
Social Gospel, Commonwealth, Georgia, U. S. A.

necessary preparationi
As there is no time to be lost in helping thei
to move out of Russia, it has been decided to con
mence their transportion to the nearest availabl
locality, where they may settle for a time an
which might serve as a intermediary station i

their hoped for further journey to Americi
The most suitable place for this purpose appeal
to be the island of Cyprus,—as being near th

\

Caucasus and under British rule. An Englis
friend of the Doukhobortsi is now on the islan

l

engaged in selecting land ; and two of their ow
people, who came to England a few weeks
as deputies from their brethren, have also startefc
for Cyprus, accompanied by a Russian frien
who understands English.
The present appeal is specially addressed

American sympathizers in this cause. Ver;
much depends upon wise and generous actio!

at this juncture, and we are encouraged in th ^
hope of finding true helpers in America,—th
land of those who have in their time sufferer'
and done so much for liberty and religiou
tolerance.

The ways in which help may be rendered ar
various:

(1) Recommendations as to suitable localitie
for the emigration. The Doukhobortsi are a«
customed to extensive agriculture, (jhiefly con

jj

growing, and a dry climate with cold winter!
Practising communism and understanding aj

needful handicrafts, their community when e8

tablished, would be entirely selfsupporting.

(2> The loan or hire and equipping of vessel
for transportation. :

(3) General help through subscriptions am
such true sympathy as may lead a number o

fji,

faithful men and women to give themselves ti

the work. These, by making sacrifices in thei:

own lives for it, would become sharers togethei
n a movement which directly tends to the com ','

ng and establishment of the kingdom of Go(
"

I amongst men.
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4) The spreading of information by distribu-

1 of leaflets, letters in newspapers, sale of

iks, etc., etc.

t is greatly to be desired that before winter

[able laud in America will have been decided

)n, and some of the emigrants already settled,

t they may prepare the ground for next year's

ps.

n sending out this appeal we have the sincere

)e that those who are sharers in the one com-

u cause will actively respond, according as

lity is given them.

Vladimir Tchertkoff.
Paul Biriukoff.
Eliza Pickard.

JLEIQH, Essex, England, Seventh Mo. 15th, 1898.

William U. Ditzler.
(Continued from page 29.)

rhe innocent, earnest, and devout character

the lad, early endeared him to such elders

1 concerned Friends as Jane Johnson, H.
;ina Shober, Marmaduke C. and Sarah W.
le, Thomas Wistar, and Mary Ann Lloyd,

) were warmly interested to watch over him
'good. One day he was sitting in the parlor

ihe latter, when Stephen Grellet came in, to

)m the young man was introduced. On be-

'soon left alone with him, Stephen Grellet's

bth was opened in a flow of prophetic min-

y, encouraging William to look neither to

! right nor to the left in following the high
iing which was before him in the ministry of

I

everlasting gospel.

Vhile a young man and in middle life, Wil-
li U. Ditzler's time, outside of business hours,

I largely occupied in visiting the poor and
Iressed in the slums of the city, and in teach-

Ithem, as he had opportunity and message,

|word and way of life. He became a familiar

I

re in these haunts of misery during the night

Ion, and way was always made for him even
Ithe most degraded ; who ofiered him no
euce, but viewed him with respect as a man
rod. He was especially faithful as a visitor

le prisoners in the Eastern Penitentiary, and
her instances could be recounted of the in-

nce of his labor there.

>ut to return to the earlier period, we note

after his admission into our religious So-

y, he yielded to occasional requirements for

il offering in meetings for worship. His
of the English language improved as he
p in faithfulness and in grace, and his utter-

;s became more and more marked by life,

;ht and solemnity. His gift in the ministry

acknowledged, and was at length recorded

lis Monthly and Quarterly Meetings in the
• 1867, when he was forty-six years of age.

vocal appearances in his own meeting never
ime frequent ; but, when offered, they were
ularly impressive, awakening and reaching
le witness for Truth in men's hearts, as a
el trumpet giving no uncertain sound. Dur-
;hese earnest engagements, and in the solemn
ice which followed, meetings would seem
;red as with the Wing of ancient goodness

;

many there were, who, in departing to their

es, would say; "Truly, God hath not for-

en his people
!

" Especially under his devout
cise in vocal prayer, was there a manifest
•shadowing of the Divine anointing. The
solemnity spread as from heart to heart,

e the savor of strong supplication in the
it ascended, bowing the congregation under
use of the majesty of the King of Heaven,
he life and power of his ministry and its

rgement was more especially witnessed dur-

ing the visits to neighborhoods away from the

city. His first travelling in the service of the

gospel was performed in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, mostly during the year 1868. Its progress

was a severe trial of his faith and of his dedication.

Besides being inexperienced in this mode of

service he had the disadvantage of being com-

paratively unknown, and subjected to misunder-

standings arising from a condition of anxiety

then subsisting in ourreligiousSociety. Through
all apparent obstacles a way was made, to his

own admiration and the satisfaction of the

visited. On one occasion when refused admission

to a house, a holy boldness empowered him to

claim entrance and lodging. Before he left it,

the hearts of the heads of the family were tend-

ered and contrited under the power of gospel

love and faithfulness. At one place, having

mounted a horse-block in front of a building,

while his companion, a minister, was engaged

within it, he preached with power to the as-

sembled outdoor company; and a remarkable

religious awakening in that neighborhood is

said to have followed this meeting. Various

visits, for which he obtained minutes from his

Monthly Meeting, included labor with mill-

hands and operatives, prisoners and inmates of

charitable institutions, westward as far as Col-

umbus, Ohio, and eastward to the sea-coast of

New Jersey.
(To be concluded.)

Religious Notes.

The sect of the Nazarenis in Hungary is increas-

ing so rapidly that its growth threatens the Austro-

Hungarian government with an additional burning
question. These people, whose tenets with regard

to military service and swearing allegiance closely

resemble those of the Englisli Friends and the

Russian Mennonites, refuse to perform the mili-

tary duties imposed on them.

—

Literary Digest.

Thehireling clergy of to-day is largely compelled
to compromise, fearing to " cry aloud and spare

not," lest they lose position or salary or fame.

They are bound to ignore great existing evils, wink
at abuses and errors, and pretend to close their eyes

to corruptions which are in outright variance with

and antagonistic to principles that are pure and
heavenly.

—

Evangelical Visitor.

The Daily Chronicle, of London, says :—" It was
stated in our columns about a month ago, on the

authority of an American dispatch, that ' the ex-

plosion of the Maine had made the war popular

even among the Quakers of Philadelphia.' This

has prompted Mr. John Bellows and Mr. Thomas
W. Marsh, of that estimable body, to write and as-

sure us that such is not the case. Our correspond-

ents—who have no doubt caused inquiries to be
made— [and who presented to the Editor the ad-

dress sent by Philadelphia Friends to the Presi-

dent and Congress]— think that the statement
' casts a very serious slur on the character of the

Friends of Philadelphia, by attributing to them
that they profess one thing and act the oposite.'

They think it possible that the statement 'may
have been based upon a report that some members
of the society have joined the United States army.'

But even if this is true of a very few of the body,

it will ' inevitably bring upon them the discipline

of the society, and lead, if persisted in, to their

disownment as Friends."

Says the Episcopal Recorder:—"Time was when
the professed people of God thought it incumbent
upon them to dress plainly. The writer remem-
bers that when he was young the wearing of a

feather in the bonnet or a flounce on the dress were

regarded as dangerous concessions by Protestant

Episcopalians to the spirit of the world, while

many Methodist ladies wore bonnets of almost

Quaker pattern as a matter of Christian consistency.

In that far back time it was thought wrong by
many evangelical Christians to build expensive

and highly ornamented places of worship, as a

waste of money, which was so much needed for

missionary operations.

It is unnecessary to say that, excepting iu the

Society of Friends, and a few sects in country
neighborhoods, such restrictive principles are now
unknown. Without entering into a discussion of

the possible connection between the lessened fervor

and power of evangelical religion, and such rigid

rules of living, it is evident that both richly dressed

worshippers and costly church structures are looked

upon as obstacles which hinder the attendance of

of workingmen upon the services of the Church."

SUMMARY *6f events.
United States.— The President decided on the

9th inst. that Spain's answer to his recent communica-
tion was an acceptance of the demands of the United
States, and on the 12th instant a protocol embodying
the terms of peace which have been mutually agreed

upon between the two countries was signed by Secretary

Day. The following is an official statement of the con-

tents of the protocol

:

First. That Spain will relinquish all claim of sov-

ereignty over and title to Cuba.
Second. That Porto Rico and other Spanish islands

in the West Indies and an island in the Ladrones, to

be selected by the United States, shall be ceded to the

latter.

Third. That the United States will occupy and hold

the city, bay and harbor of Manila, pending the con-

clusion of a treaty of peace, which shall determine the

control, disposition and government of the Philippines.

Fourth. That Cuba, Porto Kico and other Spanish

islands in the West Indies shall be immediately evac-

uated, and that commissioners, to be appointed within

ten days, shall, within thirty days ( f the signing of the

protocol, meet at Havana and San Juan respectively to

arrange and execute the details of the evacuation.

Fifth. That the United States and Spain will each

appoint not more than live commissioners to negotiate

and conclude a treaty of peace. The commissioners

are to meet at Paris not later than the first of October.

Sixth. On the signing of the protocol hostilities will

be suspended, and notice to that effect will be given as

soon as possible by each Government to the command-
ers of its military and naval forces.

In accordance with the provisions of the protocol,

the President issued on the 12th inst., a proclamation

declaring a suspension of hostilities on the part of the

United States, and sent orders to that effect to different

military commanders.
After the signing of the peace protocol. President

McKinley requested the hand of Ambassador Cambon,
and through him returned thanks to the sister republic

of France for the exercise of her good offices in bring-

ing about peace.

The war with Spain lasted three months and twenty-

two days.

The information that the peace protocol had been

agreed upon caused intense satisfaction throughout the

fleet otr Guantanamo. Italy has been the first European
power to express congratulations on the termination of

the war.

Manila was called upon to surrender on the 13th

inst. by Admiral Dewey, which was not complied with.

The fleet soon afterwards began a bombardment, and
made assaults upon the town, when it surrendered tm-

conditionally.

A Madrid despatch of the 12th inst. says : The papers

discuss the situation quietly, and great relief is felt in

government and court circles that President McKinley
has not demanded a convocation of the Cortes to ap-

prove the peace preliminaries. The Cortes will not be

summoned now imtil autumn, by which time it is ex-

pected that the agitation of the extremists will have
cooled down and the country have become more in-

clined to accept accomplished facts.

Sagasta has again assured the queen regent that he
does not fear Carlist trouble, and the Carlists them-

selves appear to recognize that the country is not in the

temper that would support a Carlist rising.

The merchant vessels of the world can now enter

and leave all Cuban and Porto Rican ports. The State

Department holds that no further proclamation is

needed raising the blockade of these islands. The or-

ders issued to the militai'y and naval commanders, and

the President's proclamation of peace, are said to be

sufficient in themselves to end the blockade and open

all ports to the shipping of the world.

Palma, head of the Cuban Junta, has accepted, in

the name of the Cuban Provisional Government, the

armistice proclaimed by the United States, and has
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asked President Masao
pend hostilities.

i order the Cuban army to sus-

The Spanish troops are now being returned to Spain

from Cuba at the rate of several thousand a week.

A despatch of the loth from Washington, says: By
the 17th or ISth inst. it is expected by War Depart-

ment officials, all of General Shafter's command will

have left Santiago for the United States.

A despatch to the Philadelphia Lerlger of the 12th

from Washington says: The phenomenal growth of

our manufacturing industries, both in supplying our

own markets and those of other parts of the world, is

illustrated by some figures just compiled by the Treas-

ury Bureau' of Statistics regarding the imports and

exports of manufactures of iron and steel. American

manufactures have, since 1880, taken possession of five-

sixths of that portion of the home market which was

held by foreign manufacturers of iron and steel and

have at the same lime increased their sales in foreign

markets 400 per cent.

It is said the largest freight train ever hauled over

any railroad in the world passed east from Altoona

to Columbia on the 9th over the Pennsylvania Rail-

road lines. The train was made up of 130 cars of Am-
boy coal, hauled by engine 872, the first of the big class

H-5 locomotives, and was nearly three-quarters of a

mile in length. It carried 3692 tons of coal.

By exercising the good offices of the United States

tactfully. Secretary Day probably has succeeded in

averting a severe crisis in the relations between Italy

and Columbia growing out of the Cerruti affair in which

the United States had lately acted as arbitrator. It is

believed that the Columbian Congress has authorized

the settlement of this claim.

President Dole is to continue to exercise the funct-

ions of Chief Executive of Hawaii until Congress re-

ceives the report of the commission appointed to devise

a form of gnvemment for the island and enacts a sta-

tute for its government.

The preliminary report of the Commissioner of In-

ternal Revenue shows that the receipts from all sources

during the fiscal year ended Sixth Month 30th, 1898,

amounted to 8170,869,519, an increase as compared with

the previous fiscal year of $24,249,92.5.

A despatch from Washington of the 10th instant

says: The West Indian Weather Service was prac-

tically inaugurated to-day when the Washington Of-

fice received reports from six of the ten observation

stations recently established there. Professor Willis

L. Moore stated to-night that the system is now in com-

plete working order, and the department will be en-

abled to forecast the terrible West Indian hurricanes

that for years have swept the Atlantic coast without

warning. The whole group of islands has been plotted

and meteorogical conditions are charted daily at the

recently established stations. The reports to-day reached

the AVashington office within one hour and a half after

the observations were made. The officials believe that

for the first time in history warning can be given of

the approach of these disastrous storms that are born

in the vicinity of the Windward Islands.

Says a Chicago special of the 8th. The Post to-day

says :
" According to reports received by railway^ com-

panies and business men, the largest wheat crop in the

history of the United States will be harvested within a

fortnight. The winter wheat yield, which aggregates

from 375,000,000 to 400,000,000 bushels, will be in-

creased to the extent of nearly 350,000,000 bushels from

the spring wheat region."

Deaths in this city last week numbered 443. Of the

foregoing, 164 were under five years of age
;
227 were

males and 216 females ; 57 died of cholera infantum ; 48

of consumption ; 29 of old age ; 24 of marasmus ; 22 of

new, $3.25 a $3.50 ;
do., straight, new, $3.65 a $3.90

;

do., patent, new and old, $4.00 a $4.75. Kye Flour.
- $2.85 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.

CtKain.—No. 2 red wheat, 73J a 73ijc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37 a 37ic.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 33 a 33^c.

Foreign.—A dispatch from London of the 15th

says: " A great heat wave has prevailed throughout

England and France during the last three days, the

thermometer in London registering 85 degrees Fahren-

heit in the shade and 127 degrees in the sun. In ad-

dition to the intense heat a dense fog in the English

Channel has caused much inconvenience. Many cases

of heat prostration have occurred.

In contrast is the weather in mountain districts of

Austria, where extreme cold prevails, the thermometer

falling within a few hours from 100 to 50 degrees.

Heavy falls of snow have occurred at Innsbruck Gratz

and elsewhere."

The Chinese Foreign Office has given formal assent

to the conditions demanded by Russia regarding the

contract for the Niu-Chwang railroad extension loan,

these conditions being in direct conflict with the con-

tract, and designed as a blow at British concessions,

have awakened much feeling against Russia in certain

circles in England.
Meanwhile the semi-official Journal de St. Petersburg

deprecates the tone of the British press, and says:
" Russia does not contemplate fresh acquisitions in the

far East. Her only object is to preserve the advant-

ages recently gained. The Russian Government does

not desire to injure the economic interests of Great

Britain any more than those of any other Power."

A dispatch of the 11th from Perth, AVest Australia,

reports that advices from Kalgoorlie say thousands of

people are rushing to the vicinity of Lake Gwynne,
close to Kanowna, where a nugget of gold weighing 95

pounds was recently discovered. The excitement in

the mining districts is reported to be intense.

Hundreds of lives have been destroyed by violent

storms and floods in Formosa.

flammation of the stomach and bowels ; 19 of

of the heart ; 17 from casualties ; 15 of apoplexy ; 14

of cancer ; 13 of typhoid fever ; 12 of inanition
;
12 of

inflammation of the brain ; S of convulsions ; 5 of

Bright's disease ; 4 of dysentery, and 2 of diphtheria.

3Iarkel3, &c. — U. S. 2's, 97 a 100 ; 4's, reg., IIU a

112i ; coupon, IIU a 112i ;
new 4's, reg., 127 J- a 128V ;

coupon, 127} a 128J ;
5'8, reg., 112 a 113 ; coupon, 112

a 113 ; new 3's, 105 a 105.1 ; currency 6's, 102 a 103.

Cotton was steady on a basis of 6ic. per pound for

middling uplands.

Feed.—Spot bran, $14.00 a $14.50 per ton for winter

in bulk and $13.50 a $14.00 for spring in sacks.

Flour.— Winter super., new, $2.15 a $2.40; do.,

extras, new, $2.75 a $3.00 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear,

new, $3.25 a $3..50 ; do. do., straight, new, $3.G0a $3.75;

Western winter, clear, new, S3.25 a $3.50; do., straight,

new, $.3.60 a $3.75; do., patent, new, $3.85 a $4.10;

spring, clear, $3.50 a $3.75; do., straight, $4.20 a $4.40;

do., patent, $4.40 a $4.65 ; do., favorite brands, $4.70 a
$4.90 ; city mills, extra, new, $2.75 a $3.00 ; do., clear,

RECEIPTS.

John K. Hulme, Phila.; Margaret Kite, O. ; Mary
P. Worth, Col., to No. 14, vol. 73 ; Caspar W. Thomp-
son, N. J.; Jacob R, Elfreth, Pa.; Townsend T. Sharp-

less, Pa., per Joseph Trimble; Lindley H. BedeU,

Phila.; Lydia S. Thomas, Pa.; Anna Pancoast, Pa.;

Joseph Henderson, Agent, Iowa, $22, for himself,

Archibald Henderson, Daniel J. Peckham, Hubert
Rockwell, Lorenzo Rockwell, Franklin EockweU,
Lewis L. Rockwell, Christian Thompson, Severt Tow,
Ole P. Tjossem and Hugh L. Knowles, N. Y. ; James
M. Price, Phila.; for Charles Ballinger and Mark
B. Wills, N. J.; Charles Bell, N. J., for Alice Bell

;

George Russell, N. J.; Anna M. Warrington and
for T. Francis Warrington, Penna. ; S. T. Haight,

Agent, Canada, $14, for Joseph H. Clayton, Anna B.

Cornwell, Anna H. Moore, Henry S. Moore, John
PoUard, George Pollard and Joshua Waring; Anna
P. Chambers, Pa.; Thomas D. Hoopes, Pa ; Beulah
Palmer and for T. Chalkley Palmer, Pa. ; Edith Col-

lins, N. J. ; John H. Ballinger and for Charles D. Bal-

linger, N. J. ; S. G. Hollingsworth, Kans.; R. P. Gib-
bons, Del.; Charles Darnell, N. J.; J. R. Haines,

Gtn.; M. H. Griscom for Walter Griscom, Phila., and
Ann Harmer, N. J.; Jesse W. Taylor, Phila.; Aaron
Mekeel, Agent. N. Y., $12, for Martha C. Wood, Chas.

Wood, Charles B. Owen, Edward Pyle, Elizabeth

Mekeel and Sarah E. Haight ; Henry B. Leeds, Agent,
N. J., $4, for Isaac L. Roberts and I. Powell Leeds

;

Annie J. Jones, Del., and for Miriam Spencer ; John
E. Tatum, Del., and for Mary T. Evans ; for George
Haines, N. J., and S. Howard Haines, M. D., Pa.

;

Henry H. Ellyson, la.; Rebecca S. Allen, Pa.; Sarah
L. North, Phila. ; Solomon E. Barker, Del. ; Rachel
S. Hulme, Phila.; John Letchworth, Gtn. ; James H.
Moon, Pa., and for Everett Moon, Minn., and Dr. W.
W. Moon, N. Y.; Finley Hutton, O., $8, for himself,

Jonathan Briggs, Miriam French and Rebecca S. Hod-
gin ; Abraham Cowgill, Cal., $10, for himself, Caroline
Cope, John W. Patterson and Eunice Thomasson, $4,

2 vols. ; Norris J. Scott, Agent, Pa., $14, for himself,

William Trimble, Elizabeth L. Thomas, Martha L.

Scott, John Benington, Ann Elfreth Phila., and Sam'l
Benington, la.; Lewis Hall, $40, for Parker Hall,

Agent, O., Nathan L. Hall, Mary T. Hall, Josiah
Hall, Lewis Hall, Jo.seph C. Hall, Jonathan Binus,
Joseph P. Binns, J. Hervey Binns, Richard S. Ashton,
Walter Edgerton, William Atkinson, Gilbert McGrew,
Hannah M. Matson, John W. Smith, Robert Smith,
Nathan R. Smith, Beulah Thomas, Elwood D. Whim-

ery and Louis Taber; Keece L. Thomas, Pa.; Andre'

Roberts, Ore.; Clarkson Moore, Agent, Pa., $6, fo

George R. Chambers. Elizabeth W. Moore and Sara

M. Walter; Samuel A. Bacon, N. J. ; John Woolmai
Pa. ; Richard S. Griffith, Agent, Pa., $12, for Jesse I

Garrett, Phebe J. Waller, E. W. Simms, N. J., Wi
liam F. Warner, Pa., Electa J. Warner, Mo., an

Joseph E. Meyers, la.; B. Nicholson for Sarah Nicl

olson and Henry Read, N. J.

S^^Remittances received after Third-day noon will ni

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukhobortsi

P. R. G., $5 ; E. W. P., $5 ; A. S. P., $5 ; C. R., $25

B. M. E., $25 ; R. N., $20 ; J. E. R., $50 ; A Friend, $5

W. H. G., $20 ; C. C, New York, $10 ; J. P., $5; M. 1

E., $10. AViLLiAM Evans, Treasurer.

Sarah J. Bedell will be in the city this summ«
and any Friends desiring house-furnishings or mei

chandise purchased will confer a favor by sending oi

ders. Some Scotch shawls on hand, do not know c

any others obtainable. Please address,

2113 N. Seventh Street.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications ft

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters i

regard to instruction and discipline should be ac

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, an

communications in regard to business should be foi

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.
'

Died, on the twenty-eighth of Fifth Month, 1891

Amy Middleton, a member of Crosswicks Partiouls

and Chesterfield Monthly Meeting of Friends, in tb

ninety-fifty year of her age. This dear Friend was ii

structed in youth in the truths of the Christian religio

as exemplified by the lives and writings of the Si-ciet

of Friends, and during her long life was firmly attache

to their doctrines and testimonies. Possessed of larg

sympathy and a loving heart, she took warm intere

in the ailairs of old and young, which did not diminii

with advancing years. She was regular in her attei^

ance of meetings when health would permit. Her h

illness extended through a period of several montl

which she bore with Christian patience and resignatid

retaining her faculties until near the end, when
was peacefully gathered, we humbly trust, into

lasting joy and rest.

, in West Chester, Pennsylvania, on the FouB
of Seventh Month, 1898, Martha Cresson RoBEBi
daughter of the late Chas. W. and Martha W. Robert

aged fifty-one years. A member of West Chester Pal'

ticular and Birmingham Monthly Meeting of Friend^

, at Varck, Kansas, Seventh Month 31st, 1S9I

in her fifty-seventh year, Mary E. Harvey, vnte (

Ephraim O. Harvey, a member of Spring River Monthl

Meeting, Kans. Deceased was a daughter of Mord*
and Elizabeth Elmore. Born in Vermillion Co., Ifl

and removed with her parents to Morgan County, I

when nine years old. She acquired a fair educat

and taught school in Cherokee County, Kansas, in

early settling of the State. Was married Fourth :

3rd, 1872, and settled with her husband in Grant (

Ind. During the autumn of 1880 she removed
her family to Cherokee Co., Kans., where she 1

until her death. She always lived an humble life

bore a faithful testimony to the principles of Erie

Always ready to help the needy and visit the afflic

yet with a feeling that she was doing nothing wo:

of praise or reward. Her life work and humblene
mind is clearly described in Matthew xxv : 35, 39,

it can truly be said of her, "Inasmuch as ye hi

it unto one of the least of these, my brethren, ye hi

done it unto me."
, at her residence in Philad'a, on the twei

second of Seventh Month, 1898, Martha C. Babi
in the eighty-fourth year of her age ; a membe
the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

twenty-five years she was engaged as a teacher in V(

town Boarding School. While in this position her 1

and loving attentions to many of the pupils contrib

much to their comfort and happiness. In this way
formed warm friendships which continued to theclo

life. She possessed the gift of manifesting symps
for those under affliction, and a service was often

dered by her in this way which was appreciated

acknowledged. " The memory of the just is ble
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The Christian Commissioii.

We have at times received iaforrnation from

wight L. Moody of East Northfield, Mass.,

neerning the extensive religious interest which

carried on through the Army and Navy Chris-

Commission for the encouragement of Chris-

m life among our soldiers everywhere. Many
ve devoutly given up their labors or portions

their means to this work for the furtherance

the gospel in camps and on shipboard, and

,ve been encouraged by the gratifying interest

ported.

For the information of Friends we quote por-

)DS of D. L. Moody's last letter :

" No Christian can read of what has already

len done in the army camps without being

leply moved. Thousands of men have been

ght under conviction and led to Christ, and

le work is going right on with unabated inter-

t and power. Now I don't believe we ought

give up a work like this until we are obliged

"The danger just now is that the impression

:11 get abroad among the Christian people

at because the war seems to be ended, the op-

)rtunity for reaching the men has passed away,

the prayers and contributions will stop

id the work must be given up.

Now the real facts in the case are these:

0-day at Chickaraauga, Fernandina, Montauk

oint, Newport News, Jacksonville, Key West,

uba, Porto Rico and the Philippines, about

?o hundred thousand young men are accessible

this gospel etFort. Besides these there are the

ilors on the war vessels. There is every pros-

;ct that these men will not be mustered out

id sent home for several months yet ; and es-

icially is this true of the troops in Cuba,

orto Rico and the Philippines.

"All the opportunity and need that has

oved the church for the past three months is

ill before us unchanged but for the fact that

now we are able to minister to the spiritual

needs of thousands of sick men in the hospitals,

and that now we must follow the armies to Cuba,

Porto Rico and the Philippines. The call is for

expansion, not contraction.

In view of these things we believe that the

Christian people of this country will expect the

Christian Commission to go right on with its

work, and we are making our arrangements ac-

cordingly.

Over twenty vessels of the navy have been

supplied with testaments and good books, and

arrangements are completed for reaching all the

rest. One of the sailors sent us a good contri-

bution the other day and said in his letter: " I

am thankful to God for the privilege of being

the first sailor to contribute for special Christian

work in the navy."

The great object which the Array and Navy
Christian Commission has at heart, is also at the

heart of every living member of our religious

Society. If individual Friends do not join the

ranks of this commission to work exactly under

its direction and raethodsf it is for no lack of

such an interest.

If called of the Holy Spirit to labor in his

cause among camps and soldiers— where no

doubt his cause deeply suflers, they must abide

and move under his call and direction through-

out, and could not surrender their leadings or

sendings to a commission of men. They might

avail themselves of men as coadjutors, but not as

directors, in spiritual labors of which Christ by

his Spirit is the Head. Even their own relig-

ious Society could not send them to a spiritual

service; but ought to be qualified to acknowl-

edge, when it is so, their being sent by Him who

said on a similar occasion: -"Separate me, Bar-

nabas and Saul for the work to which I have

called them."

While holding to this principle of religious

service for themselves, Friends would put no

blocks, many will doubtless place aids, iu the

way of those who feel they must come up to the

help of the Lord against the mighty, though

subject to inferior direction or stated modes.

May the Lover of souls reach souls through all

means likely or unlikely, conscientiously used

by those that go. We hail any moving of the

Leaven which is to Christianize war away, work-

ing within its ranks as well as without.

Testimony by Countenance.

The following selection, entitled "An Apt

Reply," together with the verses by way of com-

ment, has been forwarded by a correspondent

:

An exchange says that Dr. Andrew Bonar was

out in D. L. Moody's garden at Northfield at early

morn one day, talking with bis host. Along came

a band of happy students, who shouted out:

" We've been having an all-night prayer meet-

ing ; can't you see our faces shine ?"

Dr. Bonar turned to them and said, with a quiet

smile and shake of the head :

" Moses wist not that his face shone."

This suggests a truth that lies deeper than

most of the thought in our church life to-day.

True piety never pats itself on the back. It never,

like Jack Horner cries, " What a good boy am I
!"

Henry Varley, the well-known English evangelist,

exclaims with deep impressiveness, " We are living

in days of a noisy, superficial profession of Chris-

tianity." Alas, that is true !

"The concluding lines of Caroline Fry's

poem on Humility may be pertinently appended

to the above item.

" Humility ! the sweetest, loveliest flower

That bloom'd in Paradise, and the first that died,

Has rarely blossom'd since on mortal soil.

It is so frail, so delicate a thing,

'Tis gone if it but look upon itself
;

And she who ventures to esteem it her'a,

Proves by that single thought she has it not."

While in the above- quoted case the criticism

may be just—and its lesson is certainly wanted

—yet in other instances we have souietimes

been pained when an expression of rejoicing in

the Lord was imputed to lack of humility.

We who value so highly the principle of tes-

timony-bearing, -will hardly be in haste to dis-

own it for others when a testimony for the Sav-

iour's honor assumes the form of a bright coun-

tenance.

To disfigure one's face either with joy or with

fasting that is assumed, is rightly marked as

hypocrisy. But when a heart rightly joyous

" maketh a glad countenance," it may be one's

very humility, or absence of self-consciousness,

that lets it appear. Furthermore we have known

very retiring dispositions to be made so willing

to overcome self as to be emboldened to carry

about in their bodies the expression of love,

joy, and peace as " marks of the Lord Jesus."

As a general rule, when one has gone so far

as to believe his will given up to the Lord's, the

exhibition of his peace, however crude, may

more charitably be construed as springing from

a motive of testimony-bearing than of ostenta-

tion. At any rate it will do the critic more good

to prefer to impute the better motive.

Nevertheless it helps make shipwreck of a

new-born faith, to urge it to testify by any

mode of exhibit beyond the impelling Witness.

" Let your light so shine," as for the Master's

glory, without urgency to make it shine. And

let our inevitable shadows also have their effect

of men, as did Peter's (Acts v : 15), so only that
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the shadow we cast be that which come§ of mov-
ing in the light of the Sun of Eighteuusness.

The New York Journal of Commerce and
Commercial Bulletin in a recent issue, says edi-

torially :
" Most of the newspapers of the South

have taken strong ground against lynch law,

and have insisted upon the suppression of this

form of violence, and the enforcement of the

criminal laws of their States, and the execution

of men only after 'due process of law.' One
paper in Atlanta has made itself conspicuous

as a defender of mob violence, and it is a sign

of progress in the community that after a hard
struggle of five years this organ of barbarism

has gone out of existence."

Such, if true, really indicates a progress, for

•which there is cause for thankfulness. It were

indeed well if, too, it prove a step towards i

still more enlightened view in which the execu

tion of men even after " due process of law,'

will be questioned as a prerogative of States.

Interesting Letter Respecting the Dukhobortsi.

Upton Knoll, Gloucester, Eighth Month 11th, 1898.

Dear Friend, Jonathan E. Rhoads :—

I

thank thee for thy letter, and take this, the first

leisure moment I have had for many days to

let thee know what has been done in the matter
of the Dukhobortsi since my last, in which I

think I told thee of the steps taken by the emi-
grants themselves, to charter a steamer at once.
Pressed no doubt by the extreme painfulness of
their position, they fell back upon the fund
originally put aside by them with a view to

emigration, and arranged to have eleven hun-
dred of their number immediately conveyed to

Cyprus. This news reached our committee al-

most simultaneously with a letter from the col-

1

onial office (in London), with whose chief we
had been in correspondence, stating that the
governor of Cyprus had learned that this large
number of Russian immigrants might be ex
pected before proper preparation had been made
for their shelter and sustenance, etc., and urg-
ing the Colonial Secretary not to allow of this
landing without first obtaining a guarantee suf-
ficient to ensure no cost falling on the com-
munity of Cyprus by reason of pauperism of
the immigrants. This placed the committee in
a very difiicult position. At the moment they
could not be quite certain that the eleven hun-
dred persons had not actually leftBatoura

; and
if this proved really to be the case, the situation
would be one of great peril. On the one hand
the people might be refused permission to dis-

embark on reaching Larnaka, the port proposed
in Cyprus, and on the other if the steamer car-
ried them back to Batoura they would not be
allowed to re enter Russia. If put ashore in
Asia Minor they would be driven out by the
Turks. There was no time for much consulta-
tion

; and the committee decided to raise so
much, as a supplementary guarantee to add to
the sum they held in subscription.?, as would
bring the whole amount to eleven thousand
pounds. The members put down their own
names (as many of them as were present), for
as much as they could afford, and then wrote
two or three Friends, asking them to reply by
wire in the morning whether they would join in
the guarantee and if so, for how much. Next
morning was the Meeting for Sufl^erings, and
two of us went early to the Colonial Office in

the hope of being able to report to the meeting
the government's acquiescence in the security
we should be able to offer. When the Post
brought the replies we found we could make up
the eleven thousand pounds; about half in cash
and half in guarantee ; and this equalled ten
pounds a head for each man, woman and child of
the eleven hundred emigrants leaving Batoum.
But this was regarded as insufficient. Tjventy-
five pounds a head was mentioned; and this
meant the stopping the emigration for the pres-
ent, at any rate. Things were in this position
when we had to leave the Colonial Ofiice, a little

before twelve, to get to Meeting for Sufferings,
where on our reporting the position, Friends
entered into it with much feeling. The Secre-
tary of the Cyprus Department asked us to come
back again at four o'clock; when we found the
governor of Cyprus had telegraphed twenty
pounds a head as the minimum he considered
compatible with safety. After a long conver-
sation with the secretary, who quite admitted
the importance, in this question, of the charac-
ter of the proposed immigrants, it was agreed
that we might telegraph to Capt. St. John, who
was acting for us in Cyprus, to go at once and
see the governor " plead character of Dukho-
bortsi backed by Quakers,renders fifteen pounds
per man, woman and child amply sufficient."

Nothing could exceed the kindness and con-
sideration the officials of the colonial ofiice have
shown Friends all the way through this matter.
We asked the secretary what form of guar-

antee the government would require us to send
in. He said they had no form. We suggested
a sheet bearing the signatures of all the Friends
oining in the security, with the amounts they
respectively agreed to pay if called on. He said
that would not be necessary ; it would be enough
if the members of the committee themselves
wrote him a letter and signed it that they
would be responsible. We were much struck
with this ; for we were strangers to him, but he
knew that we were Friends, and that we should
not promise what we would not fulfil—and so
the English government was satisfied to take
our signatures as a security for over twenty
thousand pounds.

This was on Sixth-day night. We decided
to meet again in committee on Third-day morn-
ing and act upon such support as we could ob-
tain from individual Friends in the two clear
working days this would give us. One of us
went to Birmingham, one to Norfolk, one to
Bristol

; and Vladimir Tchertkofl;; who sits with
the committee and bears no small share of the
weight of the matter, went to Leeds to see
Friends in these respective places.
Early on Seventh-day morning St. John wired

from Cypress that High Commissioner "assents
fifteen pounds." This means that we must raise
our eleven thousand pounds of cash and guar-
antee to sixteen thousand five hundred. On
Third-day morning we again met at Devon-
shire House at half-past eleven, to deal with
the responses that had been made to the appeal
over the small area it had been possible to reach
in the two days.

All the letters were put in but one, which
made the option of our setting the writer down
" for any sum under five hundred pounds " rest
with the committee. When we reckoned up the
actual cash in Barclay's Bank, and added all
the guarantees definitely given, the total came
to sixteen thousand and eighty-eight pounds.
We added four hundred and twelve pounds for
the Friend who left us the open amount, and
thus found we had the exact sum the govern-

ment required us to show as security in order t

let the eleven hundred Dukhobortsi land i

Cyprus.

Wilson Sturge, of Birmingham, had ofiere

to go out to the island and superintend the in:

migration and settlement. He came up to thi

sitting of the committee, and his offer was gladi
accepted, as he lived long enough on the Blac'
Sea to speak Russian and to be acquainted wit
the ways of Russian peasants. He was Britia
consul of Piti when Joseph Neave and I vis

ited him there. He starts for Larnaka in
few days. The arranging for this and othe
matters kept the committee sitting for thre
hours, till half-past two; and by four o'cloc)

William A. Albright and I were again at th
colonial office, where we handed the secretary;
simple letter promising to provide funds toward
the settlement of the Dukhobortsi in Cvpriis, u)

to the amount of fifteen pounds per head durin|
the interval ending with the year 1900—or si

much of such amount as may be required ti

prevent them from becoming a burden on thi

resources of the island. It was signed by fou
of the committee. The secretary read i"t, an(
said it was perfectly satisfactory ; and that wi

were at liberty to proceed at once with tht

work. This was on Third-day evening. Oi
Fourth-day we telegraphed to Batoum that tht

eleven hundred might go on board and sail ; an(
I suppose they are doing this to-day. We havi
also arranged for sending tents out by steamei
loading tomorrow, and we have telegraphec
Captain St. John in Cyprus to prepare for thi

landing, etc.

Andrew Dunlap will arrive in Larnaka per
haps to morrow, and assist him ; and Wilsot
Sturge will reach the island quickly. We an
taking the estate of Athalassa, near Nicosia, the
capital, at twohundred pounds a year for a time
and with option of purchase on reasonable term^
Its area is some fifteen hundred and seventj
acres. We have further ofiers of land if needed!

I have said nothing of the remainder of the
thirty-five hundred Dukhobortsi who have pre-

pared to emigrate. The way has only opened
for the first division of eleven'hundred of them,,
and this after seeming as hopelessly blocked;
as if the Egyptians had been behind them and
the Red Sea before. The whole experience 'n\

a remarkable one, light being thrown upon only|
one step at a time in regard to it—yet that lighti

fully sufficient for the step. A friend a day on
two ago feelingly expressed the desire that it

may not only result in the material help to the
poor people whom we seek to serve, but in all..

the spiritual help it is intended to bring both to

them and to us. I am thy friend.

For the Dukhobortsi Committee.
John Bellows, Ckrh.

Sarah Cresson said :
" I can do nothing for

myself, or for any one else, however, dear and
beloved, unaided and unreplenished with heav-
enly virtue and grace." Again she said : "The
more we dwelt in the Spirit of the blessed Jesus,
the morewe should be enabled to stand before
our enemies ;" often expressing, that " meekness
is the Christian's armor." And again, "unlesa
I can preach Jesus Christ, and Him crucif
my lips must be forever sealed in silence."

John Pemberton an eminent minister said:
"It is infinitely better to keep silent before the
Lord, than to utter words that are not accom-
panied with the life-giving and baptising power
of the Spirit; which must needs enliven the
if they shall be truly profitable."
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The Summer Climate at Santa Barbara.

At this season, when our cities at the east are

) warm as to compel many of the residents to

!ek cooler quarters among the mountains or on

18 seashore, a brief account of the summer
imate of Santa Barbara may be not uninter-

iting to the readers of The Friend.
While it is well known that the winters here,

id generally along this coast, are very mild,

imost tropical in their character, it would seem

i if it were the prevailing opinion almost every-

:here east of the Rocky Mountains, that the

alifornia summers are correspondingly hot.

But this is very far from being the case ex-

pt in the interior valleys, where, though the

mperature may be high, the heat is rarely op-

•essive owing to the extreme dryness of the

But on or near the coast there is, pro-

ibly, a greater freedom from uncomfortably

5t days than at any summer resort elsewhere

this country.

Several years ago the writer was unexpected-

put in possession of a set of standard ther-

ometers and other meteorological instruments,

ad, as a consequence, became a regular observer

the weather at Santa Barbara; and for some

Velve years his reports of maxima and minima
nperatures for every day have been published

the local papers.

The results of these daily observations have

equently been compared with like observa-

ons made elsewhere, and the comparison has

lly justified the assertion made above as to the

lerit of Santa Barbara as a summer resort.

Many figures might be given to show this

;

t a few will suffice.

According to the U. S. official weather report

;

le mean temperatures of theSeventh and Eighth

:onths at Atlantic City are 72.6° and 71.6°

spectively. In Santa Barbara these are only

).6° and 66.8° ; nor is this low average made,

it might be, of very hot days and very cool

ights, as may be inferred from the fact that

record shows 81.5° to have been the highest

imperature in the Seventh Month since 1891,

d that only twice in that interval did it rise

Dove 80°.

That the temperature even at Santa Barbara

sometimes very high is indeed true. Occa
onally a strong northerly wind brings a hot

last from the Mohave Desert, that quickly

inds the mercury up to 90° or 100° or even

igher, and fills the air with extremely fine dust,

ut these sirocco-like winds are infrequent. A
srson might reside here a year without witness-

g a single one ; besides they are of short dura-

jn ; it is seldom that the temperature does not

11 to about 60°, on the same day on which they

;cur. They are of course extremely dry. Dur-

ig the hottest wind within the last eighteen

ears, when the ordinary dry bulb thermometer

,ood at 103°, the wet bulb one by the side of

was at 66°.

The mild and temperate character of the sum-

ler here is also indicated by the fruits grown,

ich as strawberries, raspberries and blackber-

es, all of which yield abundantly, though na-

ves of cool northern climates.

Ripe strawberries are gathered every month
I the year.

Fogs on the neighboring ocean, a few miles

•om shore, are not uncommon during the sum-

ler. These frequently drift in over the land

uring the night, but generally rising up above

;, form what are locally known as " high fogs,"

hese, lodging against the face of the adjacent

lountains project out over the valley like a

canopy until the sun is well up, when they en-

tirely disappear. In this form they are not con-

sidered disagreeable nor unhealthy. Real fogs,

on the surface of the ground, are not common.
While in most places the weather is an inde-

pendent variable and must be considered in

every out-door plan, here, throughout the sum-

mer, it is essentially a constant quantity, and

need not be considered, as it is needless to say
" if the weather permit" when the weather never

hinders. ___^ H. D. V.

For "The Friend."

JUST BEYOND.
Just beyond the crystal river,

Close beside tlie gate of gold,

Waiting for the portal's opening,

Stood a woman, shrunk and old.

Quite irresolute she entered.

Half bewildered by the throng
;

Pressing forward in the gloaming.

Joining in the ransomed song.

Overawed by all the wonders,

And the many offerings brought,

She alone seemed empty handed.

And with this o'erwhelming thought,

Bowed she at the throne supernal,
" Master, nought have I tti show.

For I stopped to help the fainting,

And my steps are weak and slow.

" Then a sick one needed comfort

Just when others reaped the grain
;

Little ones, too, claimed my pity.

And I paused to soothe their pain.

" So the days have passed unnoticed.

And the evening shadows fall

;

Low I bow before thy footstool,

Take my life, for that is all."

Then a glory ovei-spread her,

As the Master touched her hand,
" Rest forever, child beloved.

Welcome to this better land."

Christ's Cleansing Presence. — Christ

comes near no man to leave him the same. If

he knocks at the door of the heart, and it does

not open to Him, it is the harder and more hopeless

for the rejection of the caller. If it is opened

to Him, and He enters in, things which are

hostile to his influence must fly out of doors.

So Zaccheus found when he welcomed Jesus,

not only to his house, but to his heart. He
had been like all his class,—a greedy, selfish,

grasping lover of money. He had been the

slave of his money, living to do its will and to

increa.se its bulk, while he thought himself free.

But as Jesus, the enemy of covetousness, the

grandest of givers, becomes his guest, the hour

of his liberation strikes. He makes his money
his servant now, bidding it go his errands, to

help the poor and to recompense the wronged.

It was a wrench for such a man to pledge him-

self, before a street full of people, to deal thus

with his money. But the wrench was decisive.

That day and hour salvation came to his house

to stay, as truly as Jesus came to abide for a

night in his house. And so every real nearness

to Jesus in our experience will constrain us to

a farness from what does not suit our welcome

of Him.—& S. Times.

Friends of Philadelphia, in writing of John

Pemberton, say: "His ministry was sound,

instructive and edifying; being concerned to

inculcate the necessity of great circumspection

of life and purity of conversation, that thereby

our religious profession might be adorned through

humility and a reverent sense of the Lord's om-

nipotent care over us."

William D. Ditzler.
(Concluded from page 39.)

At a meeting appointed in a schoolhouse, a

man was present whose boast it was to break up

religious meetings. Hismockery of the speaker's

voice was subdued on this occasion, by a power

felt while under a solemn silence the speaker

stood in the midst of his sermon. Feeling this

man's state as a burden on his mind, William,

accompanied by the ministering Friend with

whom he was travelling, and by an elder, drove

early in the morning to the man's residence,

and overtaking him as he was proceeding to

his work, induced him to enter his dwelling,

and, together with his wife in the midst of her

laundry appliances, listen to the exercise for

their soul's welfare which burdened the Friends'

minds. Before these left the room, both the

man who had seemed so hardened, and his wife,

were on their knees withcontrited hearts begging

for Divine mercy.

While engaged in preaching to the assem-

bled prisoners at Reading, Pa., several men and
women from the town beins also present, he

made some attempts to use nis customary ex-

pression, "My brethren and sisters ;
" but felt

a stop in his mind before reaching the word
" sisters." In one instance near the end he

succeeded in saying, " My brethren and sis-

ter;" but was prevented by the same check

from uttering the last of the words in the plural

as " sisters." At the close of the meeting several

who knew, as he did not, that among the four

hundred in the audience, some of them women,

there was but one female prisoner, expressed

their admiration at his preservation in the

Truth. His only explanation could be, that it

was by simply minding his Guide.

This quickness of understanding in the fear

of the Lord to heed the constraints and re-

straints of inward instruction, served him better

than worldly wisdom in much of his daily walk

and conversation. On one occasion, having

dined with his sister in the southern part of the

city, notwithstanding her entreaties and the

appearance of rain, he felt he must walk instead

ot taking the street-car to his place of business.

On the way he was addressed by a young woman
who, observing his garb, asked if he was not a
" Quaker Friend." Assured that he was, she

proceeded to give an account of herself as the

daughter of a Florida general, and having come
north to study. As they were about parting

near his place of business, she said, " Perhaps

you will not approve of my object in studying.

I am taking lessons in elocution to qualify me
as an actress for the stage." His answer was,

" Oh ! I am sorry for that. My young friend,

if thou pursue this course, darkness will be thy

portion. But ' they that turn many to righteous-

ness shall shine as the stars forever and ever.'

"

Some two weeks afterward she entered his office,

and told him that those words had been ringing

in her ears ever since ; and she had found no

peace until she had resolved to give up her pros-

pect of the stage, and to devote her life, though

much against her parent's views, to the good of

benighted natives in a foreign land. At length

he received a letter from her written in Siam,

showing that she was there engaged in what she

believed was her mission.

During part of one summer season, while his

foreman would be gone out to dinner, he felt

drawn day after day to go to a desk at the rear

of his shop, and there at an open window to read

aloud passages from the Bible. This seemed a

singular proceeding for him. He had never

done this before, and never did so since that
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season. Several weeks afterward a well known
Episcopalian minister came into this room and

informed William that he had been the means

of saving one of his parishioners. William

could not see how or when. " Were you not in

the habit last summer," said the visitor, " of

reading aloud by your back window, passages

from the holy Scriptures?" "I was," he an-

swered. " Yes," replied the minister, " and there

was, in one of the rooms above, a young woman
in a state of decline, with whom all my labors

for the turning of her heart to God were with-

out efi'ect. She would have nothing to do with

religion or pious advice. At length she heard

your voice ringing out upon the air in passages

of Scripture. Day after day she listened intently

to your readings of the Bible. A deep im-

pression was made on her conscience, and she at

length gave up to repentance toward God, and
faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ; and she

died in the peace of redeeming love."

His firm confidence in the clear openings of

Truth on his mind, seemed one of his strongest

traits. He must see a truth for himself before

he would adopt it ; and that which the Witness

for truth in his heart had once shown him, was
invincible to argument or persuasions of men.

It is not to be supposed that the same tenacity

of mind would always escape a holding of

erroneous ideas or ways, for he was not exempt
from human error.

His daily vocation was not pursued entirely

for gain, but also for the employment of others,

and to give him a central stand in the city for

what he regarded as a daily-mission service.

Thither men of all persuasions loved to resort,

ministers of various denominations, concerned

Friends of his own fellowship, and young men
and women needing fatherly sympathy and
counsel, all held by the charm of his interest in

them, and even at times by the blessing of his

reproof Through all his conversation there was
an exaltation of the spirit above the letter, of

faith above discouragement, of generosity above
prejudice, of the heavens above the earth. Sev-
eral ministers of other denominations are be-

lieved to have had the spiritual quality of their

teaching improved, through the new light in

which, in these interviews, they saw the gospel

dispensation presented. And it is believed that

not a few young Friends learned to regard him
as a nursing father, and in the type of religion

which he represented, they recognized a living

argument for Quakerism.
In the year 1874, William U. Ditzler feeling

that his service in Western District Monthly
Meeting had ceased, and that a Divine call was
extended to him to trans.''er his membership to

Uwchlan Monthly Meeting, moved to a residence
which he purchased near Downingtowu, Pa.,

and thenceforward labored faithfully for the

spiritual welfare of the meeting and people of
that neighborhood, yet coming almost daily to

his usual occupation in Philadelphia. Seals to

his ministry were manifest in that place, and
the church was in a marked degree edified.

At length, aware that he had for twelve years
expended the most earnest labors of his life-

time in the meeting at Downingtown and that
he was now excused from further service therein,
he felt that the Lord had need of him in his

former meeting in Philadelphia. His certificate

of removal was granted in 1887, and he was
sincerely welcomed back to the meeting which
had been his first home in our religious Society.
Notwithstanding he continued his residence in

his Downingtown home, he came thirty miles
to his meetings for worship in the city on First-

day mornings, as regularly as to his secular busi-

ness on week-days. His service in the meeting

was largely in silence, but dignified with de-

votion and solemnity, bearing impressive testi-

mony to that worship and communion which is

in spirit and in truth. His vocal offerings in

supplication were notable in demonstrating the

genuineness and power of true public prayer.

Almost as an evening sacrifice, in the year

1889, he felt drawn in gospel love to revisit

those meetings in New Jersey which he had

earliest visited, and also many of the prisons

and charitable institutions within the borders

of this Yearly Meeting. This service was con-

tinued at times during four years, to evident

comfort, edifying, and awakening in many parts

of the field. On one day, besides the journey

to New York and return, he was exercised in

gospel labor in the Friends' meeting and in three

separate mission places of that city. During a

visit within the limits of Delaware County, Pa.,

he heard that a certain tavern was the head-

quarters of a fox-hunting association, in which

many men of the surrounding country had an

interest. A concern at once fell on him to hold

a meeting at that house for the good of that

class of people. Attempts were made from time

to time to arrange for such a meeting, but no

way seemed to open to bring about an oppor-

tunity. After some two years word was brought

to him that the proprietor of the hotel had died

and his funeral would be held on the morrow.
William Ditzler at once felt that this was his

long-deferred opportunity. He proceeded to the

place, and found that the priest who was ex-

pected to conduct the services, was prevented

from coming. Our friend occupied a period of

the delay in a tendering service with the widow
and family in their private room. Another
minister being obtained, he consented for Wil-
liam to occupy a short time after the close of

the stated service. When the opportunity ar-

rived, and the new voice began to be heard, all

that could crowd into the hall-way and rooms
from out-of-doors at once flocked in, and stood

as it were amazed at the demonstration of the

spirit and of power in which the gospel mes-

sage rang forth for their warning and turn-

ing from the power of Satan unto God, and unto
Him that taketh away the sin of the world.

When he ceased, the minister embraced him
with joy for the Divine visitation, the crowd
respectfully parted to let him go forth, and a

solemn impression is spoken of as abiding among
the people for days. Some who were present

came on the next First-day to his regular meet-
ing for worship in the city, and occasionally

men of the class have stopped him on the street

to acknowledge somewhat of the impression
made on their feelings upon that occasion.

In the interest of righteousness he obtained
interviews at times before two successive arch-
bishops of the Roman Catholic Church in Phila-
delphia, always insisting that he should testify

to his homage of God rather than of the crea-
ture, by appearing in their presence without re-

moving his hat.

He also paid a noteworthy visit to the present
mayor of the city soon after his entrance into
office. After some interchange of kindly words,
a silence came upon them, and at length our
dear friend opened his mouth in testimony for
the righteousness which exalteth a nation, and
against sin, its true reproach. And he set forth
the high future in store for his hearer, should
he maintain his integrity and be faithful to the
Divine witness in his heart. Under a solemn
and feeling intercession for a blessing upon the

Executive of so great a city, the few presen

were bowed as in the Divine presence. Thi

mayor has since taken occasion to acknowledgt

his appreciation of the grace of love shown ii

such a man ; and the present archbishop haiL

borne similar testimony.

During the period of these labors he wai

prostrated with a severe attack of pneumonia '

His physician, when he had seen the fever paaM
what was deemed the fatal mark, took an op

portunity to say to him, " If you have anythin|

to say, say it; or to sign, sign it." To his surlj

prise his patient began afterwards to recovers

The doctor declared to him, "This unexpecte([(

turn for the better is due to your simple am
temperate habits of life. You never took alco

holic drinks, you never chewed nor smoked to

bacco, you have never been indulgent of appe
tite. Had any of these been your practice, yot

could not have survived the violence of this at

tack. Your pure and clean life has saved you.'

But William U. Ditzler had seen in his sickneaji

a vision of a further-extended time before bin

which he must occupy for others' good. Whik
never free from much bodily infirmity after hi

li

illness, he was especially a sufferer during thi

last two years of his life in consequence of i

severe accident.

He bore his daily sufferings with great forti

tude, contiuuing when possible his regular jour

neys to his city store, constantly waiving his owi

sense of pain, and hiding his exercises on behal

of those near and dear to him, that in self for

getfuluess he might enter into the states ant

troubles of those who so much resor

society. At length a final attack of pneumonii
laid him low, and after a week passed mostly ii

apparent unconsciousness, he passed away fron

works, it is believed to the rewards enjoyed bj

those, who, having turned many to righteous

ness, shine as the stars forever and ever.

The foregoing incidents in the life of

valued Friend have been adduced to show, nol

the merit of the creature, but the sufficiency o
Divine grace for man, when heeded. " Not b]

might, nor by power, but my Spirit, saith th(

Lord of Hosts." It is not to intellectual abilitj

or culture, that his life and power in the min
istry can be ascribed, but it was his childlik(

trust in the immediate and perceptible directioi

of the Spirit of Christ. This gave him succea
in word or in work, only as it was permitted;',

to prevail. His eye was kept remarkably singk
[

to this guidance, in the love and patience oi

Christ, whose gentleness made him great. It

invested and imbued him with a rare sweetnest

of spirit and a tender sympathy of heart to sucl:

a degree that even the worldly minded tool

knowledge of him that he was with Jesus. Thai
single and steadfast adherence to the inwarc
and Holy Witness, which was the characteristi<t||

of his career, is essential, as he believed, to brin{

the church of his choice, as it did his own Ii"

out of the wilderness, and give it once more thai
j

shining place among men, of which his life wai

an instance.

Responsibility.—An ancient sageillustratec

the consequences of sin in this parable : A
vessel sailing from Joppa, carried a passei

who, beneath his berth, cut a hole through th«

ship's side. When the men of the watch ex
postulated with him, the offender calmly replied

"What matters it to you? The hole I hav<ji(

made lies under my own berth." No man per le

ishes alone in his iniquity : no man can guesi i

the full consequences of his transgression.

—

Spur j

ffeon.
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For "The Friend."

The Query of an Awakened Soul.

Lord what woiildst thou have me to do?"
This is oft the query of the soul when first

jkened from the sleep of unconcern, when it

omes sensible of the warming, life-giving

ims of the Sun of righteousness, and a flame

love is kindled thgrein that goes forth in

ititude to God for his sweet mercy, and to

fellow-man as recipients of the like grace.

Vouldst thou have me proclaim thy goodness

d extol thy name?" That may yet be, but

it his followers must know that all power is

God, and He alone is the giver of all good.

Vithout nie ye can do nothing," for " man at

St estate is altogether vanity." "Shall I

m seclude myself and live to thee alone ?
"

)t for this was man created, but in unison of

art and voice to praise the Lord, and by lov-

in to prove he loves his Maker. " My
ods, and all that I possess, shall these be sold,

d distribution made to feed the poor?" God
ds the ravens when they seek their food, " the

l-tle on a thousand hills are his," and so is man
lerever found, and God supplies his wants.

Nh&t then my Lord, askest thou of me ? for

soul doth love thee, and would seek to do

y will?" If then thou my servant wouldst

ly be, forsake the wil lings of thy own mind
these will but weary thee, and lead thee into

izes far from the path of peace. Deny this

Y forward will and humbly follow me, for I,

f Master, lead those who would learn of me.

lore the cross my Father gave me, and now I

e thee thine, that thou mayest have fellow-

p with me and abide in my love, as I dwell

my Father's love.
' I will then, my Lord, thou helping me,

tch the pointings of thy finger, and eschew

it which I know is displeasing to thee. But
! the weakness of the flesh ! My spirit hastes

do thy will, but self doth lag behind and

jans beneath the cross. Haste thou to help

Lord ! for in myself I find no power to do

f will, and do the things I would not. Bid

follow thee, and with thy mandate let thy

wer come. Self on the altar of thy will I lay,

id humbled in the dust, I will look to thee and

ee alone, and hope in thy mercy. Strengthen

bu me as I bend at thy footstool, as I approach

y mercy seat. Open thou the eyes of my un-

rstanding that I may see thee in the way
lich thou leadest, that I may follow hard after

lee and abide in thy will. Not great things

Juld I seek, but to do and to be what thou

)uldst, that thy favor may be toward me, and

y peace in my bosom. And when, O Lord!
the work and operation of thy hand, abiding

patience, thou hast formed me to be an in-

ument fit for thee to use, may that work and
3or of love which thou assigns as my lot to do,

. glory to thee alone, for it is not unto us,

t unto us, but thy name alone i,s worthy of

praise and honor." W. W. B.

Hannah, the wife of Jacob Lindley, said

:

W^hen I have gone only to pay formal visits,

returned empty and barren ; but when I

ve given attention to the small intimations

esented to my view, to visit the afiiicted, or

administer some relief to the necessitous, I

ve been favored to return with a calm and
aceful mind." Again she said, " Poor mortals

e dull scholars, not willing to learn : though
e Almighty administers dispensations like

dgments, yet it may be in great mercy, as He
aves nothing undone, in order to save the soul

his creature man."

Egypt; Its History and Civilization.
(Ctontlnued from page &S).

After the death of Rameses I., his son Seti

(circa 1540 b. c.) came to the throne. He par-

tially restored the Egyptian empire in Syria,

which had been lost since the death of Khu-u-
ateu. He also built the great hall adjoining the

palace of Karnak. Marching against the Ca-
naanites he utterly destroyed their trade. Soon
after the appearing of tfie Israelites, " God's
chosen people," into the land of Canaan had
come, when the " vials of wrath," were poured
out upon the Canaanites. The Egyptians,
Babylonians, Hittites and other nations had
been there before them.
Then came Rameses II., " the Great," as he

has been known in history. His reign was
the longest in the annals of Egyptian history,

reigning from about 1530 b. c. to about 1466
B. c, a period of sixty-six years, beginning
when he was only five years old. He was the

Pharaoh of the oppression, and though Arch-
bishop Ussher places the reign of the Phar-
aoh of the Exodus (Merneptha, successor of

Rameses II., in round numbers at about 1500
B. c, as .seen in the margin of the Bible, yet in

the light of recent research the dates as given

by that " worthy man of Ireland" (in the six-

teenth century), are incorrect, and in many in-

stances far from the truth, as the date of the

Exodus is now placed by some Egyptologists
as low as about 1460 b. c, and by others even
lower, instead of 1491 b. c, and the date of the

creation is now placed thousands of years farther

back, by Bible students, than that given by
Ussher. I believe the time is not far distant

when the chronological dates as given in the

margin of the Bible will be substituted for more
reliable ones. In the inscriptions Rameses II.

calls himself" king of kings" and is identified

with the Greek name Sesostris. He continued
the persecutions of the Israelites, begun by his

grandfather Rameses I. and father Seti. It

was Rameses II. who commanded his subjects

to throw all the male born of the Hebrews into

the river Nile, and it was his daughter that

brought Moses up as her own child, having
found him in an ark of bulrushes. The Rame-
sium, the great temple of Thebes, was built by
Ramesis II., this Pharaoh of the oppression, ac-

cording to some historians, but according to

others by III Rameses . of the twentieth dy-

nasty. In "Seward's Travels around the World,"
is given an elaborate description of this temple,

in which Rameses III. figures as the builder in-

stead of Rameses II. In the front of the temple
of Luxor six colossal statues of Rameses II. are

standing to this very day, and Egyptologists

have, in their recent excavations, discovered en-

graved on their bases the names of the countries

which his own army had vanquished. He also

caused the four large statues of himself, to be

seen to-day at Abu-Simbel, to be cut out of the

rock. One of the statues is now badly shattered,

the face and body being broken off, the base

only remaining. The other three statues are in

as good a state of preservation as when they

were first carved out of the rock. On the smooth
rock above their heads are hieroglyphics relat

ing the conquests of that king. The temples of

one of their idols Horus (" the Hor of the Sun"),

not far from Luxor, was also built by Rameses
II., or rather finished in his reign. The royal

sepulchres, also, aflbrded another place of inter-

est, and are contained in the Biban el-Melook
(" Gates of the Kings)", a secluded valley in the

mountains. According to some historians Ra-
meses II. or Sesostris committed suicide after

having been blind for many years, but accord-
ing to others he died a natural death. His
mummy can be seen this very day with hun-
dreds of others in the museum at Cairo.

It will be remembered that with Rameses II.

a new period of literature began to show itself

in Egypt. These were books of travel and ad-
venture, written on papyrus rolls. The rolls

before this period, though written on papyrus,
were chiefly confined to medical and philosophi-

cal treatises, and also historical. One of the
rolls of travel written during the reign of this

king, was recently discovered by W. Max Miil-

ler, and contains an account of the misadven-
tures of an Egyptian commander, which he met
with while travelling through Palestine, and the

book is generally known as " The Travels of the

Mohar." It is written in a sarcastic way, and
the scribe who wrote it jeers at the " Mohar "

for not having visited "Kirjathanab near Beth
Thupar;" also fur not having seen "Adullam
and Zidipusa " in the southern part of Judah
(or Judea).

It was during the reign of Merneptha that
the Exodus of the Israelites occurred. This was
about 1460 B. c. according to Nolan and several
others, and in Exodus xiv. is given a graphic
account of his destruction together with his

army in the Red Sea, which corresponds to that
given in the inscriptions on obelisks in Egypt.
His body was probably washed up on shore and
embalmed by his subjects, and according to some
historians, put in sarcophagi.

With the twentieth dynasty (the foreign

Phoenicians having just established themselves
on the throne of Egypt), a revival took place,

but it did not last long. The priests of Tanis
(Zoan) drove out the foreign Phrenicians, who
had just entered, and established themselves on
the throne of Egypt. Then the kingdom began
rapidly to decline. The greatest monarchs of
the twentieth dynasty were Rameses III. and
IV. It was probably during the reign of one
of the kings of this dynasty that Solomon was
reigning in Jerusalem, and it is thought by many
students on the subject that it was the daughter
of king Pionzer that was married to Solomon,
as one of his wives, as stated in 1 Kings xii.

Of the following dynasty we know very little,

and nothing done during that dynasty worthy
of mention. There has been found of this dynasty,
however, the coffin and mummy of scribe Neb-
seni, who lived about 1000 b. c.

It is with the twenty-second dynasty that

Egypt again emerges into the light of history.

This dynasty which is supposed by many to be
of foreign origin (perhaps Assyrian or Elamite)
was founded by Sheshong I. (the Shishak of 1

Kings xiv : 2 Chronicles xii. 2) who in the fifth

year of the reign of Rehoboam, king of Judah,
came and laid siege to Jerusalem " with twelve
hundred chariots, and three score thousand
horsemen ; and the people were without num-
ber that came with liim out of Egypt ; the Lu-
bims, the Sukkims, and the Ethiopians. And
he took the fenced cities which pertained to

Judah, and came to Jerusalem " (2 Chronicles
xii. 3-5). And again we read (2 Chronicles
xii. 9) that he " took away the treasures of the

house of the Lord, and the treasures of the

king's house; he took all; he carried away also

the shields of gold which Solomon had made."
This event took place about the year 940 b. c.

i. e., allowing four hundred and eighty years

from the Exodus to the building of Solomon's
temple, together with forty years for Solomon's
reign.

With the twenty-fourth dynasty the Ethio-
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pians took possession of Nubia, as well as Upper
Egypt, and Shabaq ( the So mentioned in 2 K.
xvii. 4j, the king of Egypt received tribute

from Hoshea, king of Israel —an alliance which

brought about the captivity of the Hebrews or

Israelites by the Assyrians. The Israelites asked

for help from the Egyptians, which would gladly

have been offered them, but for their inability

to do so. Sabatok, the new king of Egypt was

defeated by Sargon, "the later " king of Assyria,

at the battle of Raphia in 720 b. c. Later we

read in 2 Kings xix. that another king of

Egypt, Tirhakah, had gone to help Hezekiah,

king of Judah, when he was besieged by Sen-

nacherib, but was defeated by the Assyrians at

the battle of Eltakeh in 701 b. c. In the Scrip-

tures he is called " king of Ethiopia" only.

Tirhakah, though defeated by the Assyrians at

the encounter, retaliated by recapturing Mem-
phis from their hands. Later he turned his

troops again towards Assyria, but was defeated

by the troops of Asshurbanipal their king.

After Tirhakah, came his son, Rud-Amon,
who was also defeated by the Assyrians. Then
came Necho I., who reigned from about 670

B. c. to 626 B. c, who in turn was succeeded by

Psammeticus I., who led his army against the

Assyrians, who found it impossible to retain

possession of so large a country. In 611 B. C.

the king Psammeticus died, and was succeeded

by Necho II. (" the lame "), one of the greatest

of the Saite kings. Of his doings in the way of

conquest we read in 2 Kings, 2 Chronicles, and
Jeremiah, where he was coming to fight against

the king of Assyria (Saracus, being his name,

according to other writers on the subject), and
as Josephus asserts he intended to join the forces

of NabopoUaser, king of Babylon, and Cyaxa-
res I, king of Media, in their attempt to over-

throw the city of Nineveh, and thus put an end
to the Assyrian Empire. Though the kings of

Babylon and Media succeeded in their design,

still they had to do it without the help of the

king of Egypt; for as we read in 2 Kings
xxiii. he was confronted in the valley of

Megiddo, by king Josiah of Judah near Car-

chemish, by the river Euphrates. In the 2

Chronicles xxxv. we read that Necho sent

ambassadors to Josiah, telling him that he had
not come against him that day, but against
" the house wherewith I have war " (meaning
Assyria). Josiah did not heed however, and a

battle ensued, in which Josiah was killed. By
reading the passage where he says to Josiah,

king ofJudah, " I come not against thee this day,

but against the house wherewith I have war;
for God commanded me to make haste ; forbear

thee from meddling with God, who is with me,
that He destroy thee not," we know that this

king must have believed in God, and believed

in dreams as sent by Him. We know that he
did not worship the gods of the Egyptians, he
being of foreign descent, but it is thought that

his religion was in a great measure like the

Hebrews. This can easily be imagined when
we know that a century before, the Hebrews
and Egyptians were on friendly terras, and that

possibly some of the monotheistic doctrines of

the former slowly crept into Egypt. This was
certainly the case, more or less, in the days of

Necho II., and he is regarded as the greatest of
the Saitic kings. We next hear of him during
the reign of Jehoahaz, successor of Josiah as

king of Judah, where he came against him, and
capturing him put him in chains at Riblah (_in

the land of Hamath), so that he might not
reign in Jerusalem. It then says that he " put
the land to a tribute of an hundred talents of

silver, and a talent of gold, and that he made
his brother Eliakim, king of Judah in his place.

After making him ruler over Judah, he made
him change his name to Jehoiakim. The de-

posed king Jehoahaz was taken to Egypt where

he died, probably in prison.

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

EFFECTUAL ASPIRATION.

(Isaiah xxvlii : 16. Rom. 1 : 17. Col. ii : 23).

How shall the true Light lead each willing mind
Onward to aims embracing all mankind.

Without successive places

At which thought's upward course from problems past

Renews its rest on God's Foundation fast?

Devoted hearts and brains.

Mounting thence, ever in a loftier flight

Join, as the later leading of the Light
Each energy constrains

New problems cannot part them while the new
Knowledge so gained extends their uoion true

In Wisdom's wide domains.
Now therefore let no faithless fear prevent
Such souls from daring Truth's sublime ascent

!

" The Spirit glveth life."

Justly to rank the spiritual meat,

Nourishing the soul for every manly feat

O'er the infantile food

Handed diluted through our human speech,

Demands a skill beyond our human reach.

In its strong light construed.

Lessons of literal diversity

Loom out in large and heavenly harmony.
Intuitively viewed,

Now as of old, traditions outward rule

Guides to the truly spiritual school,

Howe'er its multitude
Avail to daze the intellect, until

Merged in the method of the Heavenly Will.

The Sermon I Like Best.—The Christian

Commonwealth of London has essayed to inform

the preacher what his hearers want by gathering

a large number of descriptions of "the sermon
Hike best." Thirty of these are printed. There
are certain essentials in which their writers

agree. First, all these laymen want in their

pulpit a man, not a mere instructor, essayist, or

orator, but some one with strong sympathies.

They want one who understands them, ap-

preciates their aspirations to nobler living, and
who has experienced in some measure what in

their best moments they strive after. They
want to feel in the sermon the strong, quiet

hand clasp as they step upward. "The sermon
I like best," says one, "comes from beyond the

region of the intellect, though not unassociated

with it, from the heart of a man to that of his

brother man." It comes let us say, from Christ

Jesus, who alone can speak to our condition.

One Talent.—The gift or talent which the
Lord puts into our hands to use is proportioned
to every man's " several ability." He does not
require service which we are unfitted to perform.
He does not exact day labor, light being denied

;

does not require us to cut without an axe, or
carve without a chisel ; does not load the child

with the burden of the man ; does not require
us to use five talents, having ability to use only
one. We may, indeed, in our unwisdom and
ambition, attempt many things for which we
are unqualified, and which are beyond our
strength, but we are not thereby serving the
Lord truly

;
it would be far better that we should

do that thing, however lowly, which the Lord
lays to our hand—and do it faithfully and well.—From '• The Greatness of Little Things," by
James Oulross.

In a testimony of Horsham Monthly Meetinj

concerning James Thornton, of Byberry, Pa
who died in 1794, in the sixty-seventh year (

»

his age, we read of his saying: "I have seef|i

that the honors and friendships of this worl

are a great hindrance to the progress of man|«

in religion ; but it is what I always shunned, c

I should not have been able to have dealt s

plainly, and spoken so impartially, in meeting

and out, as I have done, and stood through

all to this day." He was an able minister' (

the gospel, and well qualified for the disciplin

of the church ; in which he was fervently ei

gaged, that the good order thereof might b

maintained, and the camp cleansed and pr<

served; his disposition kind and afiable ; hi

company and conversation being instructiv

and edifying, etc.

Danger of Little Sins.—The slightest di

flection from duty, or God's truth, is extremel

dangerous. Small at first, it may at last mea
the difference between heaven and hell, i

Cunarder put out from England for New Yorl
It was well equipped, but in putting up a stov

in the pilot box, a nail was driven too nea

the compass. The ship's officer, deceived b

the distracted compass, put the ship two hundre
miles off her right course, and suddenly the ma
on the lookout cried, " Land, ho ! " and the shi

was halted within a few yards of her demolitio

on Nantucket shoals. A six-penny nail cam
hear wrecking a Cunarder.

—

Selected.

" The Day of Small Things."—A man i

Tolland, Conn., found a very small potato i

one of his pockets when he came in from hi

work.
" Here," said he laughingly, to a boy twelv

years old, who lived with him, " plant that, an
you shall have all you can raise from it till yo
are of age."

The bright little boy cut the potato into a

many pieces as there were " eyes " in it an

planted it. In the autumn he dug and laid b

the increase of it, and planted that in the fo:

lowing spring. Next year he planted the large

crop gathered the previous autumn. The pot8

toes grew healthily and did well, and his fourt

year's harvest amounted to four hundred busheli

The farmer asked to be released from his bargain

for he saw the boy's planting would cover ali

his land. And yet it is quite common to despis

"the day of small things."

—

Selected.

Great Sins.—The great danger in the Chrisi

tian life is the supposition that only great sin

aflPect the life. On the contrary, it is rare tha

the evil comes in like a flood. There is in th

embankment the little crack through which th

water trickles almost unobserved, and in sucl

quantity that it is not regarded as worthy c

effort to restrain. But each minute it works it

deadly work, removing particle after partich

until, under the stress of the storm, it opens th

way for the giving away of the embankment
and in a moment the flood with its ruin.-

Lutheran Observer.

Helping God.—A little girl, seeing the sei

vant throw crumbs into the fire, said, "Don'
you know that God takes care of the sparrows?
" If God cares for them," was the careless replj
" we need not trouble ourselves about the
" But," said the little girl, " I had rather be lik

God, and help Him take care of the little birdi

than to scatter or waste the food that He give

us."

—

Epworth Herald.
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Freedom from Sin.—Holiness is freedom

pm siu. In those once subject to sin, and

ffiled by sin, it implies the destruction of the

igniug power of sin, and the washing away of
" pollution. By so much as we conquer sin

become holy. Just so far as we strive against

we strive for holiness. Every word, act and
ought put forth in opposition to sin is an

Ivocacy of holiness. All moral reforms tend to

promotion of personal purity. Whatever
jakens the power of Satan on the soul, and
Is the struggling penitent toward the light of

jth, advances the work of Christian holiness.

lere can be no growth in grace, no advance
ivard the heavenly kingdom, without an in-

ease in holiness. Every victory over tempta-

m, every answer to prayer, every act of com-
union with God which confirms faith and
ablishes confidence toward the Lord Jesus

irist, raises the believer into higher experiences

Christian purity.— Christian Work.

For "The Fkiend."

A Declaration of Daniel Wheeler.—
one occasion, when the subject of Divine

rship was brought to view, Daniel Wheeler
ys: "I had to declare that if ever we suffered

righteous testimony to the teachings of that

vine grace which hath appeared to all men, to

1 to the ground, or be lowered by departure

)m a silent waiting upon God for the blessed

uence of the Holy Spirit to enable us to

rship Him aright—the glory would depart

)m our Israel and nothing be left us but an

ipty name."

The testimony of Haddonfield Monthly Meet-

^ concerning Richard Jordan, who died in

26, is as follows :
" Being devoted to the

vice of his heavenly Master, he was made
"

"e minister of the gospel ; and though at

les in the beginning of his communications,
might seem to the superficial observer, to

)ve on in weakness, yet to the truly gathered

rits he was felt to be exercised in watchful

re not to proceed faster or further, than as

great Shepherd of the sheep was pleased to

d along, in the openings of the Divine gift."

Trust.—Trust is applied faith. It is con-

ence in a person. The difference between
th and trust may be stated by a preposition,

is often so stated in the Scripture when the

sposition in or on is connected with believing,

ivils may believe that there is a God, but only

ciples of Jesus believe on Him unto ever-

ting life. We believe a doctrine; we trust a

"son. What we believe about Christ is one
ng, what we trust in Christ for is another.

—

ristian Intelligencer.

' It is an inward tranquillity, a well regulated

se of safety, a readiness for all changes, even

; last great change, a fitness for another state,

ich alone can warrant a true enjoyment of

3 life."

Religious Notes.

The Spanish prisoners, captured on prize ships

1 brought to New York, have been visited by
Spanish missionary of the New York Bible

;iety. Meetings for prayer have been held with
m. At the close of the service all would kneel
1 unite in the Lord's prayer. Then copies of
Spanish Testament and Bible were given to all

sent. This has been a personal work with the
sionaries of the New York Bible Society, who
7e gone in the camp from tent to tent, in the
ipital from cot to cot, and talked with each man
opportunity offered.

—

Id.

How Mastership Comes.

Everything right, in the issue or ultimate,

becomes a right act. But before a right act

goes inevitably a right thought, and right think-

ing is hence supremely important. By this is

not meant merely a correct method of thinking

or way of shaping one's thoughts. A good deal

depends on this sometimes, but something far

more primitive or original is here intended. A
man may be more or less familiar with all the

logical processes, may have at facile command
the usual and approved traps for catching fal-

lacies, subtle and other, and yet may not genuinely

know how to think. The vitally important part

of thought is not the process of it, but the source

of it ; not the ordering of its flow, but what it

is at the fountain. We do not act under the

spur of our logical processes ; we act in ac-

cordance with the authoritativeness of our pri-

mary perceptions, our intutive judgments or

moral instincts. How shall we think right, then,

means. How shall we attain to correct primary
thoughts? bow make sure of them? how get

such thoughts as rightly and unmistakably
have authority? are of the sort that, as they

come to us, we at once recognize their mastery,

feel their commanding force? There is only
one way to this; the secret is a simple one:
We must recognize them when they come, honor
them by responding to them, welcoming them
at once to the very inner chambers of the soul.

Let no one so dishonor them, or wrong himself
in the very heart of his heart, as to ask for their

credentials. There is only one thing to be done
with these credentials and that is alertly to

discern them.

Of some men it is sometimes said that they
have no judgment ; by which is meant that they
are not expert in judicial methods, are not
trained and apt in ratiocinative processes. But
a vastly worse fault is that some men have lost,

or never fairly possessed, the faculty of instinc-

tive determination. When truth comes to them,
as it ever comes, they are so out of affinity with
it that they do not easily form its acquaintance.
They are bound to make inquiries about it before

they are ready to trust it. They want to know
in whose name it comes or who vouches for it

—what important and respectable person, what
reputable class or clique, what community or

concourse. They want to know whether it has
the sanction of a majority vote. Now, this

attitude or spirit is at war with and destructive

ofeven any possibilityofatruehuman judgment.
If a man is going to think right he must be
sane in his primary instincts, in the inner realm
with him of thought inception. All questions

are moral in their root and all thoughts are
moral in the thought stuff out of which they
emerge. Real thought and truth are so akin
as not to bear separation. The man capable of
thinking aright is the man with tact to discern

truth tlie instant it comes his way. When it

speaks, no matter with what voice, he hears,

and no matter whence it comes, he welcomes
it, even though it come from the gutter

—

as likely it will—or from the anarchist or

from the Nazarene. He whom millions on
millions have professedly honored as the Truth,
as none else ever was or is, said :

" Every one
that is of the truth heareth my voice." That
fact abides. It is unchangeable.

Multitudes are not to be trusted to act aright
in any stress or emergency, because they can
not be trusted, and can not trust themselves, to

think aright. They are not true. Their instincts,

moral and intellectual,—at their source one
and the same, as said,—are not true. Their

primary conceptions are shadowy and uncertain,

and have no force. There is no master iu them
to be a proper master over them. Truth, as it

comes to tbem, must wear a label. " Have any
of the rulers believed ? " they inquire, as certain

very important ones of an older time inquired

in respect to Jesus of Nazareth—who was so

complete a nobody to them. They were ac-

customed to think always of what party any
one introduced to their notice belonged to, or

what set he went with. So there are men to-day

who never take to truth—any kind of truth—

•

simply. Their first thought is always, Is it worth
while? They want to know the consideration.

It may not be money consideration, but it is

some kind of a consideration that controls them.

Having eyes, hence, they can not see. The
light that is in them is darkness, and the dark-

ness is great. What the honorables, respectables,

men of property, standing, fine repute, have to

say they yield effusive deference to ; that they

alertly accept, and, as something worshipful and
divine, believe. They have no independent
judgment

;
yet a dependentjudgment has already

met its fate. It is in the hangman's hands. It is

throttled.

If we would know the truth, there is just one
way to know it, and only one—-we must know
it of ourselves. If we wait for some one—some
superior person—to discern it for us, we shall

never discern it. We can never know it in that

way—never know it imperatively or command-
ingly, as Truth really known is ever known.
And this applies to all truth, not merely to

religious, or spiritual and moral, but to political

as well, to economical and social truth—truth

of the day and hour, and of the eternities. And
if, in our perplexities, we turn to the respectables

and high reputables and mighty honorables to

know what the truth is, and how to find and
follow it, we shall inevitably be misled and
deceived. In either church or state, in the time

of crisis, emergency, or sore trial, the respectables

and their allies have not been on the side of

truth. Explain it as one may , they are inevitably

of the other party. Yet truth, no matter to what
it pertain, or the so-called sphere of it, is never

hard to discern. The earth is full of it, and no
one need mistake it. It has in it a master light

which those faithful to the light that is in them
are bound to perceive. There are no mightier

helps than the helps to what is right and good
and true in any cause to those waiting and eager

to be helped that way.

There is a philosophy the profoundest possible

in this brief word, as any may be sure, applicable

in the furtherance of any reform, in the correction

of every abuse, and in the establishment of every

right cause, in any sphere whatsoever, among
men and for men in the world. Let a man
simply be true to the truth in him and to the

truth which comes to him, follow it loyally for

its own sake alone and unflinchingly wherever
it leads, and he is a sure victor. The master-

ship of himself and of all worlds is his.— City

and State.

The Shadow-Cure.—You will notice that

while Peter, as the chief preacher and worker,

was exercised in preaching the gospel of the

risen Christ, his shadow—the direct reflection

of himself—was also busy healing such sick

people as it fell upon.

Y'our bodily shadow may be very worthless,

but your Christian shadow, which is your in-

fluence, may and should be of the utmost worth.

It is all the while falling upon some one, and
he is made better or worse by it. Y'^ou cannot
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help that. God has made it so, that, with the

sun upoD one side of you, and the ground upon
the other, there will be seen the faithful outline

of yourself, accordingto the eternallaws of light!

God has made it so, that with Jesus Christ living

within you, and the souls of men living around
you, upon them will fall the spiritual likeness

of yourself, and every one will be different from
what he otherwise would be.

—

N. J. S.

The wise men ask, " What language did Christ speak

'

They cavil, argue, search, and little prove.

O sages, leave your Syriac and your Greek !

Each heart contains the knowledge that you seek
;

Chi-ist spoke the universal language—love.

— Unknown.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—Orders were issued at the War De-
partment on the 16tli inst. for the mustering out of 35,-

000 volunteers, and it is expected that the immediate
reduction of the army will be continued until 100,000
men are discharged. The final placing of the army on
a peace basis will be postponed until the peace negotia-

tions are ratified by the United States and Spain.
Spain's Minister of War states that Captain General

Augustin was removed from the command at Manila
on Eighth Month 5th. His second in command, Gen-
eral Jaudenes, surrendered the city of Manila to

General Merritt on the 13th inst. General Augustin
took passage to Hong Kong in a German steamship,
after the surrender.

A despatch from General Merritt, giving the terms
of the capitulation of Manila, has been received in

AVashington. The surrender, it appears, was limited
to " the city and defences of Manila and its suburbs."
The troops surrendered with all honors, and one pro-
vision of the agreement was that the return of the arms
surrendered b}' the Spanish force " shall take place
when they evacuate the city or when the American
army evacuates."

Admiral Dewey's report of the surrender of Manila
says that about 7000 prisoners were taken. The
American squadron had no casualties, and none of the
vessels were injured. The forts and entrenchments at
Malate, on the south side of the city, were shelled,
driving back the enemy. The army advanced at the
same time, and the city surrendered at 5 o'clock.
A despatch from Manila, dated Eighth Month 18th,

says the total number of killed on the American side
during the attack upon and capture of Manila was
forty-six, and of the wounded about 100. The Spanish
losses were 200 killed and 400 wounded. The fire of
the Americans did practically no damage to the town
or to the non-combatants. The Americans had con-
siderable difficulty in keeping the insurgents out of the
city, only admitting those who were without weapons.

General Merritt and Aguinaldo have agreed that
the latter shall govern outside of Manila for the pre-
sent.

The United States troops have taken possession ot
the Spanish headquarters at Manila. The Spanish
troops are encamped in the Cathedral quarter. Gen-
eral .Jaudenes says their condition is bad.
The Manila cable lias been restored, and is now

working, notice to this eflect having been sent bv Gen-
eral Merritt on the 20th inst.

Major Miley returned to Santiago on the 17th inst.
after having received the surrender of 1500 Spanish
soldiers and officers at Baracoa and Sagua de Tanamo

;

2270 rifles and 400,000 cartridges were surrendered.
The Spaniards at both places were in total ignorance
of the progress of the war, and had not heard of
Cervera's defeat nor of the fall of Santiago.

According to the Medicfjl Record Dr. Emma Wake-
field, a colored woman, has received a license to prac-
tice medicine, from the Louisiana State Board of Med-
ical Examiners. She is the first woman of her race to

Four persons were killed and twelve to fifteen seri-
ously injured in a railroad wreck at Sharon, Massachu-
.setts, on the night of the 21st.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 446, which is
3 more than the previous week and 40 more than the
corresponding week of last year. Of the foregoing, 107
were under one years of age

; 243 were males and 203
females

;
oO died of consumption ; 40 of cholera infan-

tum
; 40 of diseases of the heart ; 23 of measles

; 20 of
cancer

;
20 of pneumonia

; 1 9 of old age ; 16 of inflam-

mation of the stomach and bowels ; 16 of diphtheria ; 16

of nephritis ; 12 from casualties ; 11 of convulsions
; 9

of apoplexy, and 8 of typhoid fever.

Markeli, etc. — U. S. 2's, 97 a 100
; 4's, IIU a 112J

;

new 4's, 127 a 128 ; 5's, 112 a 113 ; 3's, 105 a 105.^
; cur-

rency 6's, 102 a 103.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners on a basis of

6Jc. per pound for middling uplands.

Feed.—Spot bran, $13.50 a $14.00 per ton for winter
in bulk and $13.00 a $13..50 for spring in sacks.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.15 a $2.40 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a $3.00; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.25 a $3.40
;

do. do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70; Western winter, clear,

S2.25 a $2.40; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70; do., patent,

$3.75 a $4.00; spring, clear, $3.40 a $3.60; do., straight,

$4.15 a $4.35 ; do., patent, $4.40 a $4.60; do., favorite
brands, $4.65 a $4.80 ; city mills, extra, $2.75 a $3.00;
do., clear, $3.25 a $3.50; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.75

;

do., patent, $3.85 a $4.50. Rye Flodk.— $2.80 per
barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 73J a 733c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 35j a 35Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 30 a 32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5| a 5|c.; good, 5J a 5Jc ; me-
dium, 5 a 5Jc.; common, 4f a 4|c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 5c.; good,4J a4Jc.;
medium, 3| a 4c.; common, 2j a 3Jc.; lambs, 4i a 7jc;
stock ewes, 4^ a 4^c.

Hogs.—6 a 6^c. for best Western and 5| a 6c. for
other grades.

Foreign.—Andrew Carnegie has oflTered the town
of Dumfries, Scotland, the sum of £10,000 to huild a
public library.

The production of soap in England is about 45,000
tons per week, of which between 3000 and 4000 tons
are made in London.
A despatch of the 18th inst., dated from Naples, says :

Vesuvius is again in a state of active eruption. Four
streams of lava are flowing down the mountain side at
the rate of 400 yards an hour. The chestnut trees on
Mount Somma have been burned. Constant explosions
are heard in the central crater, which is vomiting ashes
and flames.

A Copenhagen despatch dated the 16th, says : The
expedition to explore the east coast of Greenland, under
Lieutenant Amdrup, sailed this morning on board the
steamer Godt-Haab.

Russia ranks fourth among the gold-producing coun-
tries of the world, with an annual output of about
$33,000,000.

A great fire at Nijni_, Novgorod, Russia, has destroy-
ed a number of factories and eighty houses, the dam-
age being 1,500,000 roubles.

Another great fire at Nijni, Novgorod, Russia, occur-
red on the night of the 16th of the present month. The
city workhouse was burned and many lives lost.

General Tchernaiefl; the famous Russian conqueror
of Tashkind, died Eighth Month 17th.
The plague is again epidemic at Bombay.
The Corean Government has decided to construct its

own railways, and will therefore grant no concessions.
The most active volcano in the world is Mount San-

gay 17,190 feet high, situated on the eastern chain of
the Andes, South America. It has been in constant
eruption since 1728, and the sound of its explosions is

sometimes heard at Quito, a distance of 150 miles, 267
having been counted in an hour.
A Madrid despatch says the first use made by the

Cuban Autonomist Cabinet of the restored cable was to
ask the Spanish Government for a remittance of £800,-
000 sterlins.

United States Minister Hunter, at Guatemala, has
cabled the State Department of the death of General
Morales, the revolutionary leader, and the collapse of
the revolution.

RECEIPTS.
Unless otherwise specified, two dollars have been re-

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 72.

J. A. HoUoway, Agent, O., $20, for Asa Branson,
Joseph Bailey, Ellen Branson, Thomas Conrow, Mary
J. French, Edwin F. Holloway, Asa G. Holloway,
Sarah F. Holloway, Henry Stanton and Hannah Hoyle;
EUwood Cooper, Phila. ; Semira L. Comfort, Cal. •

Henry N. Hoxie, Pa.; Benjamin F. Starbuck, Agentj
O., $22, for himself, Israel Steer, Elisha B. Steer, Mar-
tha Binns, Lindley M. Brackin, Lindley Hall, Joseph
P. Lupton, Jacob Maule, Oliver S. Negus, Israel Sid-
well and Nathan Steer ; Margaret Maule, Pa. ; John
S. Fowler, O.; Laura A. Osborn, Conn. ; Jorgen Enge,
la.

;
Thomas E. Smith, Agent, la., $10, for R. Anna

Painter, John Q. Spencer, Edward G. Vail, Edward
Edgerton and Hannah W. Williams; for Clayton
Haines and Benjamin J. WUkins, N. J. ; Edward

Lippincott, Gtn. ; Joseph B. Matlack, Phila. ; Georg
J. Foster, 111. ; Ole T. Sawyer, la., $12, for himsel
John Knudson, Iver Olson, Sigbjorn T. Rosdale, Ma
linda Thompson and Anna T. Tostenson ; J. W. Gai
wood, Agent, la., for George Standing ; R. S. Griffitl:

Agent, Pa., for Joshua R. Howell ; John E. Darnel;
N. J. ; John W. Hilyard, N. J. ; Thomas W. Newbj
Ind., $6, for himself, Joseph Little and Nathan Little

Charles Jones and J. Barclay Jones, Gtn. ; Walter I
Vail, N. J. ; James M. Moon, Pa. ; John G. Haine
and Levi S. Thomas, Pa. ; Jesse Negus, Agent, la

$18, for William D. Branson, Tristram Coggeshall
Archibald Crosbie, Mary Edmondson, Lydia B. Oli
phant, Clarkson T. Penrose, Erick Knudson, Rezii

Thompson and Margaret C. Williams
; John S. Peai

son. Pa. ; Mark H. Buzby, N. J. ; K. L. Roberts, N. J,

Edwin A. Hoopes, Pa.; David Heston and for Charle.
B. Heston, Fkfd.; James C. Chappell, N. C. ; Jame
Lee, Jr., Pa. ; Edward Stratton, O. ; George Hainei
Jr., N. J.; Samuel L. Fox, Pa.; Robert R. Hubne
Gtn.

^^Remittances received after Third-day noon will nt
'•

appear in the Receipts until the following week. \

NOTICES.
W^esttown Boarding School.—The next teni

will commence on Third-day, Ninth Month 6th. Ap
plication for admisson of pupils should be made to

William F. Wickersham, Principal,

Westtown, Chester Co., Pa.

Select School will re-open_Ninth Monti
19th. The Superintendent will be in attendance at th

'

school during the two weeks preceding the openinj
from ten until one o'clock.

J. Henry Bartlett, Superintendent.

Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukbobortai
E. I., $5 ; S. W., $5 ; J. I. G., $20 ; A Friend, per Ji

S. E., $1 ; R. S., $5 ; G. A., $15 ; J. R. T., $10 ; G. M. G I

$50; R. P. G., $50; J. G. A., $10 ; E. S. C, Brooklyn
$1 ; W. E. v., $5 ; E. B., $1 ; J. B., $5 ; J. B., $1 ; i

draft for £150 has been forwarded to England.
William Evans,

~

Friends wishing to visit the New England coast
obtain board at George C. Herbert's new house, on h:

and shaded ground, a short walk from the beach
within a comfortable trolley ride of Marblehead, Sal(

Nahant, and other places of interest.

Address 10 Central Avenue, Lynn, '.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fo 1

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters ii''

regard to instruction and discipline should be ad I

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.
,

Payments on account of board and tuition, ani|j

communications in regard to business should befotjl

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at his residence near BarnesvUle, Ohio, on tli

fourteenth of Fifth Month, 1898, Jesse Bailey, in til

eighty-fifth year of his age ; was a member of Still

water Monthly Meeting. In the fore part of his sick-

ness, he frequently expressed a desire to be in readinea
at the Master's call, and his friends have the comfort
ing assurance that he has been safely gathered home.

, at his home in Malvern, Pennsylvania, on th
morning of the fourth of Seventh Month, 1898, Dave
Evans, in the eighty-first year of his age ; a membe
of Malvern Particular and Goshen Monthly Meetin
of Friends. " Be still and know that I am God." Thi
dear Friend during a prolonged sickness, often alludo
to the value of " silence :" On one occasion bein;

asked if he wovdd like to hear reading from some ii

teresting book he replied, " I enjoy the book of silence.

, Sixth Month 22d, 1898, Benjamin Hooph
in the seventy-ninth year of his age, a valued membe
and elder of New Garden Monthly Meeting of Friendi
He was of a quiet spirit and endowed with good abili

ties, which qualified him to fill with acceptance seven
important trusts in difierent Institutions. He was n(

exempt from trials and afflictions incident to this lifl

but under all, was a good example of Christian sul

mission to the dispensations of Providence, and it wt
his chief concern to keep his lamp trimmed and ligl

burning, ready to meet the Bridegroom of souls. Hi
end was peace.
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"Multum in ParYO."

We have observed in our last number an ex-

ict from a work entitled "The Greatness of

ttle Things." It is no wonder that in such

title a volume of meaning seems wrapped up.

QOther hook might he written on "The Little-

ss of Great Things." A few days before, the

llowiug extract from the Youth's Companion,

titled " Troubled by Little Things," had coma

our notice:

The Quaker spirit, at its best, is the spirit of

ith, righteousness and all-embracing charity, but

metimes Quakers, like other people, make too

jch of little things, thereby becoming, what they

ithe, formalists. The Church Standard tells two

ecdotes illustrating this tendency.
" In the days when Friends were accustomed to

iar cocked hats turned up at the sides, one good

•iend bought a hat of this description, without

iticing that it was looped up with a button. He
t one day in meeting, when he noticed some looks

curious displeasure. Taking off his hat he saw

e reason for the looks, and then rose and said,

'riends, if religion consists in a button, I wouldn't

ye a button for it.' His sermon was at least un-

rstood.

"A somewhat similar story is told of an intluen-

il Friend who, on his way to meeting was caught

a drenching rain, and borrowed a neighbor's

at. He seated himself opposite to Jacob Lind-

Y, who was so much disturbed by the glittering

ittons that ' his meeting did him no good.' When
e congregation rose to depart, he felt constrained

go up to the Friend who had so much troubled

m and inquire why he had so grievously departed

3m the simplicity enjoined upon the members of

eir Society.

"The good man looked down upon his garment

id quietly replied, ' I borrowed the coat because

y own was wet; and indeed, Jacob, I did not no-

3e what buttons were on it.' Jacob shook his

ind warmly, and said, ' Thou art a better Chris-

in than I am, and I will learn of thee.'

"Jacob was right. He had been paying too

uch attention to the 'mint, anise and cummin'
Quaker^tradition."

While we have a sympathy with those two

Friends whose spirit seemed to transcend the

letter, we are not in haste to judge that those

others who were disturbed by so obvious signs

of a giving way to vanity—as when " straws

show which way the wind blows"—were any

more enslaved by the jot or tittle of the letter,

or were less universal in their spirits, than the

two who were unconscious of the marks which

they bore. The evidence on the face of it, and

in its unexplained stage, was enough to occa-

sion the uneasiness—an uneasiness exercised

over the letter because of the spirit which it

might well be taken to express.

Probably the smallest, that is the shortest,

word in our language, is really the greatest

word in most men's hearts. It is a being "trou-

bled by a little thing," when one insists on the

word " I " in some matters, rather than " he,"

or " you," or "they." Is it any more a petty

concern when a small word or a button repre-

sents a]great principle—involves the gospel prin-

ciple of humility, and simplicity of show ? Was
a button a petty thing when a little girl touched

it and thereupon the foundations of the deep

were broken up, and an entrance to New York

harbor was cleared of its underlying obstructions

by the finger of a child exploding, through an

electric current, a mine beneath the rock-bed ?

So a button might easily be but the beginning

of a train of agencies to rend a church. A far-

seeing eye might be grieved at it as the seed of a

future disruption, while a short-sighted eye would

get no deeper than to scorn it as a trifle, and its

prophet as a pharisee of trifles.

Not that the buttons in themselves do any-

thing. Those who count beads and buttons and

elements as in themselves medicated with grace,

or inherently magical of ill-fate, are tinctured

with superstition, and are subjects of the letter

which killeth. But when little tokens spell a

principle, when they are testimonies of Truth,

it is large-hearted and broad-minded to cherish

them, not for themselves, but for the pure Truth's

sake alone ; and to grieve over other tokens as

entering-wedges of vanity, of worldliness, of dis-

memberment, of "corruption that is in the world

through lust."

The jot or the tittle which is accompanied in

one's mind by the enlightenment of the spirit

for which it stands, may rightly be invested with

all the magnitude of that spiritual principle. A
button is large in proportion as it is spiritually

transfigured. A pin is a pin ; but when in the

inner sanctuary of faithfulness eternity is seen

to hang upon it, is it smallness of mind—is it

not rather largeness of heart—that takes in the

eternal significance ? A pivot is a pivot. But
there are pivotical moments upon which, for a

single soul, the everlasting swings.

And so we little know what things are little,

except some things that are highly esteemed in

the sight of men. These worldly-great will in

the balance of the sanctuary be found exceed.-

ingly small. It is said to be vulgar to society

to estimate persons by their personal appearance.

Equally vulgar spiritually it is to estimate the

outwardly large or grand things as great in

comparison with a minute item representing an

imperishable spiritual principle. One of the

greatest lessons taught by the walls of Haver-

ford on our first sight of the study-room, was

this motto over the door, once placed there by

Dr. Paul Swift :
" Minimum minimum est, sed

fidelis esse in minimum magnum est."—"A very

little thing is very little, but to be faithful unto

a very little is a great thing."

The First Step.—" It is the first step that

costs" the rest is only a slipping, slipping, drift-

ing, drifting, until the awakening shock comes.

The first time you do something you feel best

to say nothing about at home—the first time

you accept a glass of punch flavored, no matter

how slightly, with spirits ; the first time you
allow yourself to be drawn into questionable

amusements, you have taken that expensive first

.step. Why is it expensive ?

Simply because you have "established a pre-

cedent." After once doing one of those things

you will have, besides the former temptation,

your own rejiutation in addition to combat.
" You did it the other evening" is the strongest

argument that can be used against your scruple.

The boys will say, "You drank punch last

week at John's camp, now you must have a

glass of beer with me. It is just as harmless."

Or a girl will plead, " You let your mother think

you were going to the church social with Ella

when she took you to the park. You can do it

again, and go to the theatre with me. The
tickets are bought, and we shall feel hurt if you
don't come with us now."
When once you have taken the step, you have

entangled yourself in a web. You struggle half-

heartedly, and its meshes close about you one

by one, until, tiny as they are, you realize that

escape from them would be very difficult.

The but one course is wise—break away al-

together. Some of the meshes that bind you
will still seem very delightful. You will wish

you could slip away from some without giving

up the others. It cannot be done. Right-about-

face and go the other way. Why? Look about
you.

—

Exchange.

Not long before his death, Richard Jordan
repeatedly said :

" My hope, my only hope for

salvation, is in the mercy of God, through the

merits of Jesus Christ."
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" A Quaker Experiment in Government," by

Isaac Sharpless—A Notice.

(Concluded from page 35 .

That statesmanship, we may say, in the re-

vival of interest now attending it, has received

during the last twenty years remarkable atten-

tion from scholars on both sides of the water.

Its inevitable issue was democratic govern-

ment, and as a result of it, and with emphasis,

there is now hardly a first-class State in the

world where, in government circles, there is not

open or tacit recognition of free movement in

the popular mind—recognition of this organic,

self-demonstrating doctrine of popular sover-

eignty, known here of all men, as opposed to the

system of reigning families, classes, minorities,

or on occasion, that of intervening States known
in Penn's day. The world can afford to smile,

as it does, at the anachronism of the present

German emperor, but France in form is repub-

lican, and England is "an aristocratic republic

with a permanent executive." It is in ihe light

of this immense growth of popular institutions

since the days of William Penu that we have to

regard this book of President Sharpless. It de-

scribes a segment of the circle of this great

movement. Back of and as part of it, we have
the colonization of Plymouth in 1620 ; the great

Suffolk Emmigration of 1630 ; these two, with

those of New Haven and Conn., making " the

New England Confederation of 1643 ;" that of

the Rhode Island Plantation in 1636, and, ani-

mated by the same spirit, that of the Calverts

in Maryland in 1634. A unity of purpose per-

vades them all. Their leaders were apostles of

civil and religious liberty, and, as emigrations

from Europe, they were exclusively religious;

they were godly men seeking a heavenly coun-
try, and strangers and pilgrims on the earth.

Back of them still further was the Protest-

ant Reformation. These several colonizations

represent a spirit or temper born of select peo-

ples,—sifted in Europe as wheat to achieve here

a new civilization ; a supreme and imperative

public life wide as our empire ;—a transcendent
nation best traced in pedigree through a long
series of legal enactments in England, Magna
Charta and the Petition of Right, and ending
here with the Declaration of Independence and
our Constitution of 1787 with its later amend-
ments. Their work here, and that of their suc-

cessors has been, we may say, the development
of a vast inheritance of equitable laws and lib-

erty ; an equality of civil rights among common-
ers which Hallam describes somewhere as the

most conspicuous character of the English con-

stitution, the source of its permanence, its im-
provement and its vigor. These things these

pioneers were to reaffirm and enrich here, having
learned them from luminous events and from
historic men. The founders of these colonies,

including the province of Pennsylvania espec-

ially, we are to associate in these respects and
in the same line with Hamp<len, Russell, John
Pym, Sidney and John Milton ; we are to trace

their work in a long genealogy back to the
most ancient muniments of English freedom.
Thus viewed, these infant colonies no longer ap-
pear as sporadic settlements feeble and infantile,

however small in numbers and poor in estate,

but as heralds of a new order in the world ; and
the movements themselves, not as independent
steps unrelated to each other, with no back-
ground of factorevent, but as theslow tendencies
of centuries reaching a consummation ; not as a
sudden break in the continuity of history, but
as an efflorescence of forces as old as the" hope

of man. Our portrait, therefore, of William
Penn, as described in President Sharpless' book,

must be held up with that of elder Brewster,

John Robinson, William Bradford and Roger
Williams, because suffering in the same cause,

with the same attachments and protest against

all forms of prelacy and prerogative, they left

their English homes, as did Penn, to found a

new nation in freedom of conscience, both in

church and state. That they differed in degree

in appreciation of these objects, and in thei

methods of foundation and establishment is

simply to say they were human. Their con-

ceptions were new conceptions, new interpreta-

tions of liberty, civil and religious, and that

they were so regarded in Europe, receives con-

firmation in the contemporary declaration touch-

ing them of the most gifted philosophic states-

man in English history.

Nothing more surely shows the marvellous

political genius of Edmund Burke than his in-

stant and complete judgment of the nexv order

introduced into the world in 1776 by the birth

of the American State, its strangeness and ab-

solute newness in human affairs. He then said,

"A great revolution has happened, a revolution

made, not by chopping and changing of power
in any of the existing States, but by the appear-

ance of a new State, of a new species, in a new
part of the globe. It has made as great a change
in all the relations and balances and gravitations

of power as the appearance of a nesv planet would
in the system of the solar world." We empha-
size not so much the announcement of a new
State as the character of that State ; the neiv

species of powers and forces liberated to the

world in the establishment of our republic, and
add, that as expressing the opinion of compe-
tent European authorities at the time, Burke's
view is at one with them.

The place of "A Quaker Experiment in Gov-
ernment," then, is to show the niche and work
of William Penn in the introduction of a iieiv

species of slate in the political order of the

world, and the same holds true so far as it goes,

of Brewster, Roger Williams and John Win-
throp. Each aided in it according to his own
light, but we place Penn highest of all ; in the

forefront of history, because the object of his

legislation was the creation of the purest Chris-

tian or spiritual type of national well-being yet

found in the ordinances, constitutions and cus-

toms, by the selection of which, as Lord Bacon
says, " those who found States may sow greatness
to their posterity and succession."

The discussion of these traits or characteris-

tics of national life, as conceived by Penn, make
up the substance of this book, and for this rea-

son alone may well be studied. Whether voic-

ing the views of his people or himself in 1681 or

1687, or again in 1676 in framing the Consti-
tution of New Jersey, he was an iconoclast in the
great company of Sir Henry Vane and others;
in advance of the political and ethical thought
of his time. We believe that students of his-

tory in Friends' schools and colleges should be
taken to see the Penn mss. in the library of the
Historical Society of Pennsylvania. Here are
Penn's fundamental Constitutions, or, as we
would say, the original constitution of his colony.
The author of this volume characterizes it as a
remarkable constitution for the year 1681, " an-
ticipating, as it does, by two centuries, in some
respects, the best ideas of the most advanced
republics, and denying with a single exception
nothing in our present American constitution
relating to individual liberty and the right of
popular assemblies." They are great historical

documents. And yet how little do Frien
ever hear of them in school or college or hom

They are like that old manuscript volume*
Wm. Bradford's formerly in the suburban pala

of the Bishop of Loudon at Fulham, giving in 1:

own hand the detailed story of the Pilgri

Fathers from their earliest gathering fro

Scrooby to the year 1647; or like the veuei

ble parchment originals of Magna Charta

1215, preserved to our own day in the Britii

Museum, precious incalculably as tracing tj

history of liberty. The early Constitution itst

in its divisions of legislative power and action

described in this chapter ; the popular Assembl
the more aristocratic or upper House and tl

Governor or his deputy. So too, we have he
their changes and modifications in almost

stant democratic development; so also, the p
litical parties of the period ; that of proprietai

interests and sympathies mostly in Philadelph
led by James Logan ; the party of counti

Friends and Germans headed by David Loyc
and a non-Quaker party with what seems a co

stant increase of numbers, advocates of a Sta
church and a colony of the Crown. The pk
of these factions or their storm-centre is arour.

the questions of proprietary rights, and the r

ligious tests of the civil life, yet to be noticei

After nearly thirty years of active fusion ti

j'oung colony is crystallized, and a succeedii:

thirty yearsof tranquillity follows; a tranquillii

so remarkable that its renown pervades Eurup
and elicits the signal notice of Voltaire.

~

passes away in 1718 in the early years of th

peaceful calm. The chapter is as clear as cry

tal itself, and is instructive to us as showin
how in that as in preceding generations the ne

spirit, old however, as the first Christian settl

ments in Asia, shook light and impulse ovt

Western Europe for another page in Christia

civilization, the tidal wave breaking on ou

shore in the emigrations from it we have a

ready mentioned.

It is interesting to notice, also, that durin

these years of calm, with the province in tb

hands of Friends for many decades, Presidei

Sharpless is of the opinion that the Quaker vol

was kept solid by good politics on their ow
part, perhaps by the adoption, as he suggests, (

the town-meeting system then in vogue in Ne'

England, and that "the State expressed th'

principles in which they, in common with man
German sects believed, and that they wer
loyal to the representatives of those principle

He notes that the growth of popular governmeni
was constant.

The chapter on religious liberty is largely oc

cupied with a description of the contest induce
in the Pennsylvania Province by the positioi

Friends have always held in regard to the ju

dicial oath—the confusion resulting therefroa

and the rest of the book, except the closin,

chapter, is but an expansion of the same sul

ject—the attitude of Friends touching war, an'

as a natural sequence, the relations of Friend
to the Indians. The whole history of the pre

cess by which the right to consider an affii

mation as valid in legal evidence as an oath, :

here given in detail, as also the controversy witl

reference to capital punishment consequent upoi

the views of Friends. The various politica

parties of the seventy-five years of Friends' con

* The original parchment folio of this volume, noi

in the Mass. State Library, was presented Fifth Mc
26th, 1897, to the Governor of Mass., by Ambassado
Thog. F. Bayard, of Dehiware, at the instance of th
Lord Bishop of London, and by decree of the Epii
pal Consistorial Court of London.
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ol are again developed and their connection

th the Friends in power brought out. Ex-

lediug confusion and criticism of Friends in

1 these aspects of the colony has always ob-_

ined from want of a clear understanding of

16 exact terras under which Penn himself held

s province under the Royal charter. That

s province was in no way his own in legisla-

)n, outright; that this legislation was at all

lies suljject to the apprtival of the English

jverument with the power of veto; that war,

oath, the affirmation, capital punishment

id other civil processes rested in a final choice

determination of the English crown, seems to

ive been the weakness of the experiment orig-

ally, and, at last, to have resulted from sheer

ressure of arbitrary force lodged in a foreign

ibinet in the voluntary retirement in 1756 of

riends from power.

The whole story is an instructive one, and

structive to Friends because it shows with

ying interest and emphasis the origin here

aaougst us of some of our own forms of disci-

linary church procedure, or their need and

38; the history here of our own corporate re-

jious lite. Our Queries from 1710 to 1756

ust have been of lively concern throughout

le Yearly Meeting, and throughout these years

; earlieralso. No young Friend can read these

iges without a better appreciation of our own
irm of denominational faith, as developed under

•ial and suffering, into the practices, traditions

d principles as we now have them.

From that time to this, we may say, the cor-

orate life of Friends, with a single exception,

been one of comparative ease in all particu-

irs, especially those mentioned. Some of these

Queries, notably the seventh, have been to the

oung and middle aged almost obsolete and
Old of meaning for many years.

But with the idea of political imperialism now
1 the air; with the expansion of the American
rmy and navy consequent upon the extension

four empire in foreign parts; with the policy

f a fictitious " manifest destiny " rampant
iroughout the country, with the sinister possi-

lities already larger than a man's hand of

ur developing democracy—these temporarily

bsolete forms and queries, our whole Discipline

fact and our religious order may awake to

errible reality. As a picture of Quaker life

nd contribution under the stress and strain of

lersonal suffering; suffering for conscience and

truth's sake unselfishly for generations yet to

lome, this book, as a host of others classic with

s, but neglected or utterly unknown, may then

ave living truth to tell, and the nature and

ulness and splendor of spiritual Quakerism be-

ome again fragrant with newness of life. The
eaven of it, as President Sharpless says, is still

forking, and the world will yet come back to it.

We think that maps, divisional and as a

fhole, of Penn's Province should accompany
he book, with more frequent illustrations of

louses, places and portraits contemporary with

.he events described, and that the book itself

hould have proper place in Friends' schools

md families, and be read and thoroughly (

plained. Henry N. Hoxie.

Hannah, the wife of Jonathan Evans, who
died in 1829, and was a valued minister of the

gospel of Christ, said to her immediate family,

not long before her death: "Keep low—keep

humble, what a precious thing true humility

is ! O, how I have prayed for myself, that I

might be kept little and humble ; and for you
also."

Company for the Aged.

I never would have believed myself capable

of such a contemptible thing as reading a letter

which I well knew was not intended for my eyes,

and yet the lesson thus brought home to me was

so wholesome that I can almost be thankful for

my momentary weakness.

It happened in this wise. I had gone to

mother Gniver's room to get her lamp for clean-

ing, and receiving no response to my knock had

opened the door and walked in, when to my
surprise, as it was early in the day, I found her

fast asleep upon the couch. As I carefully

lifted the lamp from the table my eye caught

my name upon a freshly written page, and be-

fore I realized what I was doing I had read as

follows from a letter addressed to her sister in

California :

" I do so miss the freedom of hospitality that

I once enjoyed. Anne is a good woman and

makes John a good wife, but, of course, her

friends are not my friends, and she dreads com-

pany at best, so that when I received a letter

yesterday from our girlhood friend, Eliza Foster,

telling me that she and her daughter were on

their way from Kansas to Philadelphia, and

would spend a day or so with me next week, I

couldn't summon the courage to tell Anne, and

was so worried and anxious that I slept scarce-

ly at all during the night.

"Of course I must tell her soon, however

much I dread it.

" I do long to see Eliza, but, oh ! how I wish

I might entertain her without troubling any

one else."

Hastily withdrawing I went to my room,

where between shame over my surreptitious act

aud this new revelation of myself, I passed a

wretched hour. My husband's mother was a

sweet old woman, who, in the "still contented-

uess of seventy years," seemed the personifica-

tion of patience and cheerfulness, and I had

come to love her dearly.

Five years before I had come as mistress to

the home over which she has presided so long,

and I flattered myself that during that time she

had received every attention which could have

been given her by an own daughter. The heat-

ing and lighting of her room, fresh linen and

frequent sweepings had received my careful at-

tention. I had always held myself ready to

assist in her sewing, and had taken pains to

prepare her favorite dishes, all of which had

been a real pleasure, so sweetly appreciative

was she; but it came to me now, with painful

clearness, that in studying her comfort I had

confined myself to her physical needs, and had

given no thought to her social longings.

"Anne dreads company," so her letter read.

Was that true? Quickly I ran over the five

years of my married life. It was a fact that

few of my friends from a distance had visited

me, but then I had few near relatives, and as to

John's friends—the freedom with which they

came to the old homestead the first year ap-

palled me. I tried not to complain, yet I en-

dured rather than enjoyed their presence, and

always gave a sigh of relief when they left. They

must have felt it, for seldom did any of the

relatives come now, and how mother must have

missed their visits ! Truly I had been remiss,

and must in some way make amends, with which

determination I resumed my work, promising

myself that I would make mother's coming an-

nouncement as easy as possible for her, and give

a hearty welcome to her guest.

That afternoon, as I sat sewing, she told me
with hesitation and evident reluctance of the

letter received and the projected visit. Con-

cealing my embarrassment as best I could, I

expressed the pleasure which, after the lesson

of the morning, I really felt, and gradually drew
her out in regard to this life-long friend who
was aiiout to visit her, and other companions of

her earlier days. As she easily fell into the

reminiscent mood I improved the opportunity,

hen she referred to the visits received in her

early married life, to inquire if she had much
company in those days, and if she enjoyed or

found it a burden.

Yes," she replied, " I had much company,
especially in summer when the Slocum relatives

Philadelphia used to come here for their

outings. The Cary branch of the family from

Pittsburg, too, used to come sometimes six and
eight at a time, and stay a week or more. How
well I remember those days! Sometimes, I con-

fess that I had some dread of their annual visits,

for of course their coming added greatly to my
work in the busiest season of the year, and I

seldom had good help, but I enjoyed their visits

after all, and as I look back I count them a real

blessing in many ways. They stirred up our

somewhat sluggish farm life, which was -niore

monotonous than you can imagine in these days

of wheels and near by villages. Their coming
brought new trains of thought which lingered

after they were gone, and aided, I am sure, in

keeping me in mental health. Their presence

gave me higher ambitions, too^'jind that wffrbout ^

making me discontented with my lot as a farm-

er's wife, either, for they brought with them a

sympathetic presence which enabled me to come
*

into their life with its joys and sorrows, even as

they came into mine, and I could readily see

that while they had larger advantages than I,

they also had their peculiar cares and tempta-

tions for which I was free."

In response to my question as to whether she

made very elaborate preparations for their com-

ing, she replied :

"No, I didn't. I knew that they came here

to get just what was wanting in their city home,

and I made little attempt to change my bill of

fare, or to assume, however remotely, the style

to which they were accustomed, and I believe

they enjoyed their visits the better for it.

" Yes," she dreamily continued, " I like to

think of those days, with the summer company
and the family gatherings. They brought much
work, it is true, but they brought pleasant as-

sociations which more than compensated for all

weariness of flesh."

The next day I asked mother if there were

any friends in the vicinity whom she would like

to invite in to meet her expected guests at tea,

and never will I forget the sudden brightness

which illumined her face as she named several

old people within visiting distance with whom
she and her friend were children together.

The following week was one of joyful antici-

pation to her, as, with the eagerness of a child,

she entered into the preparations for her " old

folks' party," as she called it, and when the day

arrived, and she, with her guest, welcomed the

bent forms and wrinkled faces, and when I saw

how delightfully they-«ommuned together of by-

gone days, I wondered at my blindness in not

having discovered sooner, and of my own ac-

cord, the social needs that accompany old age,

and I mentally resolved that mother's first " old

folks' party " beneath my roof should not be

her last. Already I am looking forward to her

birthday, three months distant, as an occasion

upon which to repeat my happy experiment.

—

Adelia Cobb, in Christian Work.
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XVII.

In the spring of last year, a bird house of
many round openings for the hoped-for ingress

of martins, was made, and set upon a post

twenty feet high at the top of the garden. In
the near-by chicken yard are two Downing
mulberry trees and several plum trees; and
when the conveniently-chambered habitation

appeared, so desirably placed, it was doubtless

welcomed with glad acclaim by all local spar-

rowdom as admirably adapted for their needs.

And so it happened that very soon all the a-

partments were seemingly in process of pre-

emption by tie saucy birds while as yet no mar-
tin had, so far as observed, come upon the

scene.

As this undesired procedure could not, of
course, be allowed to continue, and James (who
came from old England, the historic home of the

sparrows) affirmed that he knew just what need-

ed to be done, permission was given him after a
few days, to mount the long ladder placed
against the post, and, having removed the sever-

al nests that had been constructed by the in-

trusive birds, to throw over the partitioned box
an ample piece of burlap. After the lapse of
about two weeks, during which the barred-out
bundles of feathers, scolding the while, sought
in vain to gain entrance to the enveloped box,
came the first martins wheeling around. Then
was the cover thrown off,—and the protracted
contest for possession began. It is an exercise

that will probably continue as long as the bird-

box surmounts the post, but the martins—which
reappeared this year in greater force than last

—are now, and it is likely will continue to be,
the occupants of most of the coveted apart-
ments. *

It is a pleasing sight to see the dark-coated
birds ranged atop of their little house, or, sud-
denly dashing away together in bold rerial

flight, return to circle gracefully around the
household centre, then, diverging to the wind-
mill's top, hold noisy council upon its extended
blades. Now the home-bound sparrows know
little of this wide careering life and delightsome
liberty of the welkin, but, busied always near
at hand, mount merely up from chicken yard
or garden ground to the bird-box—seldom above
it—then drop down again, or wing a tiny flight
to mulberry tree or plum tree. Doubtless, how-
ever, they rejoice and are as satisfied in their
sphere as are the others.

Yet these blithesome birds have their human
enemies, as we know, and very many of them

:

" Pesky English sparrows, " says my Fann
Journal, in its current number, pilfering the
wheat right along, after stealing the garden
currants, and, as charged, the precious pie cher-
ries ! Appealing quite seriously to the Secretary
of Agriculture for relief, the complainant makes

*The following information in this connection is
given in Dr. B. H. Warren's Birds of Pennsylvania:
"Since the advent of the prolific English sparrow,
martins have abandoned many of their nesting-places
in towns and cities. Dr. Jehn R. Everhart, of West-
chester, Pa., appreciating that his flock of chattering
martins was rapidly diminishing before the advances
of the sparrows, some few years ago erected in his yard
a large pole with cross-pieces, from which were sus-
pended, by brass wire chains, each about eighteen
inches long, a number of boxes, in which the martins
also wrens and blue-birds, nest without any trouble
from their common feathered enemy. The swaying
motion of these pendent boxes appears to frighten the
sparrows, as not one has ever been observed to alight on
or enter them."

bold to inquire—" Are you going to let this

miserable business go on until we are all

voured, without becoming aroused to the danger
and loss that is being sustained by the country ?

Tell us the best way to clear our farms of

this predaceous bird, who, with all its faults, pos-

sesses not a single virtue. . . One hundred mil-

lion dollars a year would be far less than the

country annually loses by the fearful rapacity

of this naughty bird, to say nothing of the mis-

chief they do in driving away our beautiful na-

tive song birds, so useful and necessary to pro-

tect our farms, gardens and forests from insect

enemies. I speak with warmth, and I assure

you I have reason to feel hot on this subject."

The economic side of the question certainly

constitutes a grievous and fairly well-grounded
charge, and does seem to roll up a fearful bal-

ance as against the unconcerned feathered chat-

terer. Willing to throw out any proper foil

against so heavy a presentment, I noted with
interest in a paper sent me from New England
the other day, the following partial defence of
this questionably- beneficial importation from
the mother country. The item reads :

" The lit-

tle feathered gamin for whom nobody has hith-

erto seemed to have a good word, is now report-

ed as doing excellent service in some towns [i. e.

townships] of Maine by saving the pear trees

from a destructive green worm, while at the

same time keeping the peace with the native
birds." Inasmuch as it was but yesterday, I

think, I read the information that the present

year's wheat crop of this country, will, it is cal-

culated, greatly surpass the yield of any previous
year, the loss of that kind on account of the
sparrow may not really be so grievous as has
been represented.

There is another aspect of the sparrow subject
tending to his favor, which needs to be taken
into account, and it is based on the city and
not the country side of the argument, and on its

winter phase perhaps as much as that of the
summer. I refer to the fact that in all our
large cities are thousands of children (as well
as many older in years) who are rarely favored
with a glimpse of green fields and the bird life

therearound, and to whom the tame and very
domestic bird we are considering, so perfectly
at home even in extensive, closely built-up areas,

becomes a perennial diversion. Certainly it

affords ready opportunity to point for them the
beautiful parable of God's care of the sparrows,
as of all his creatures, and so, many a sash is

lifted, and little hands throw out the crumbs
upon the drifted snow.

Nevertheless, the plaint of the agricultural
writer quoted above, concerning the mischief
the sparrows do " in driving away our beautiful
native song birds, so useful and necessary to

protect our farms, gardens and forests from in-

sect enemies," is one not to be lightly passed
by. At the same time, it is not to be forgot-
ten that the sparrow, while responsible more
or less for the economic loss as hereinabove
stated, probably represents an agency very
subordinate to that which causes the wanton
destruction of beautiful song birds, and others
of fine plumage, at the behest of a heartless fash-
ion. Very singularly, and even alarmingly,
have the successive insect enemies of our fruits,

cereals, and vegetables, and even of our forests,

multiplied within a few years, so that sometimes
in witnessing or getting report of their blasting
and desolating work, the thought recurs to the
words—whether of rehearsal or of prophecy

—

of the prophet Joel (Chapter 1, verse iv): " That
which the palmer-worm hath lefb hath the locust

eaten ; and that which the locust hath left h
the canker-worm eaten ; and that which thee
ker-worm hath left hath the caterpillar eate

A report made in 1886 from carefully gs

ered statistics of ornithologists, went to st

that not less than five million song birds w
annually required to fill the demand for

ornamentation of the hats of American wom
It has been lately asserted that the slaugh
has been greater during the last two years tl

ever before. By the frequenters of the pi

house there has been a great outcry for so

years past against the " theatre hats" worn
the women. Portions of the plumage of bi

or their entire prepared bodies being larg

made use of for the hats' so-called ornamen
tion. Not against the barbarity and bad ta

of this fashion, but because the height of
head gear obstructs the view of the stage, 1

the outcry been made.
At the recent graduation exercises of the St

Normal School, at the neighboring town
Westchester, William P. Philips, son of
principal ofthe Institution, delivered a thoug
ful address on " American Idolatry," specify!

the worship of gold, political bossism, a

(among women) the senseless following of fa

ion, as being three of the most exacting idols

our people. Of the last it was correctly c(

eluded that, " undue attention thereto is a spec
of idolatry foolish in the extreme and ofl

sorely lamentable in result." Were a mark
historical warning upon this score asked for,

need but turn to the third chapter of the p
phet Isaiah to learn that by reason of the ido
try, by the daughters of Zion, of the vanities

fashion of that day (and they are given in mu
detail), "thy men shall fall by the sword,
thy mighty in the war. And her gates sh;

lament and mourn ; and she being desoh
shall sit upon the ground."

But how could national ruin and disgra

progress from such a cause—such a petty ai

logically unconnected one, as some may be reai

to say ? Naught likelier and easier. Mark t

steps! Forgetfulness of God—idolatry of fas

ion—no use for prayer—devotion to balls ai

the sports of the amphitheatre—vain show ai

extravagance of living—political decadence-
speculation, gambling, (fashionable extravagan
must be paid for, " by fair means or foul ")-

ordinate covetousness, including that of a hu
gering for a neighboring peoples' possessi

general venality— war— sickness, pestilenc

wounds, deaths, with consequent lamentatio
and mourning by reason of the prevalent <

lations. Is the sad picture reflected to our ow
day and even to our own nation ?

Well, though I seem to have wandered som
what away from the sparrows and martins wit

which these notes were started, yet, looking u

at the bird house and seeing on its roof-ridg

the form of a pretty, purple bird of the secon
named species, its head held a little sidewaj
but turned upward to the sun, its dark, irid

cent plumage shining as it were a burnished cos

of mail, the hope is felt that neither he nor

;

of his tribe may be wantonly slain or capturec

to subserve the ill purpose of shining resplenc

ent on the hat of a woman of fashion.

JosiAH W. Leeds.

" Ministers of the Gospel of Christ must h

absolutely clean in their lives. The Holy Ghos
is not going to put pure water into a dirty ja

"Every man must humbly!
Jesus Christ alone."

the glory c
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Egypt; Its History and Civilization.

BY DAVID M. CHAMBERS, JK.

(Concluded from page -IG.)

The new king of Judab gave to Necho II. the

ver aud gold belougiug to the kingdom, but

order to do so he taxed his country, and gave

much to Necho as the commandment required.

us we see how soon the two countries—Egypt

d Judah— came to be enemies, whereas a cen-

ry before they were fast friends. The king of

by Ion, Nebuchadnezzar, had taken all that

longed to Necho, from the Nile to the Euphra-

that the land of Judah was not troubled

y more by the king of Egypt. But the Jews

,d new foes, the Babylonians, in a war which

ded with the fall of Jerusalem, 588 B.C.

Necho II. died in 605 B. C, the year after

ebuchadnezzar ascended the throne of Baby-

id was succeeded by Psammeticus II. Of

s reign we hear but little; after reigning for

teen years he died, and was succeeded by Va-

ires (the Pharoah Hophra of Jeremiah xliv :

and Ezekiel xxix : 3; xxx ; xxxi; xxxii)

590 B. c. His fate is predicted in Jeremiah

v: 30, where the Lord would give him into

1 hand of his enemies, in the same manner

it Zedekiah, king of Judah, was delivered

to the hands of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Ba-

jrlon. An alliance was made by him with

3dekiah, king of Judah, and by his influence

sdekiah revolted against the king of Babylon,

^e came to his assistance when Jerusalem was

jsieged by Nebuchadnezzar for the third time,

at was utterly defeated by the Babylonians,

d thus the prediction told concerning him

ime to pass. After a reiga of about nineteen

ears, Vaphres (Hophra) died in the year 571

c. In the early part of his reign he had de-

lated the Cyprians and Tyrians, and also laid

to Sidon, capturing it in the end of the

After the second siege of Jerusalem, this

ing of Egypt opened the frontiers of his king-

om, and received the exiled Jews.

Vaphres was succeeded in 570 b. c, by Amasis

Amosis, as Manetho states). During his reign

lliances were made with the Greek tyrant,

'olycrates of Samos. Foreign nationalities came

ver, and settled in Egypt, and in 568 b. c. the

iabylonians made an invasion. In 526 B. c.

was succeeded by Psammeticus III., who

eigned only one year, having been captured

y the Persians under Cambyses, their king. It

i related by some historians that Cambyses com-

lelled Psammeticus III. to drink bull's blood,

?hich probably turned into poison, as it caused

lis death. He was the last of the Saite kings.

The Persians held Egypt for about a period

f two hundred years until the conquest of Alex-

nder, king of Macedou, in the year 332 B. c.

)nce during that period of two hundred years,

he Egyptians revolted, during the reign of

Xerxes, king of Persia, but were conquered

gain the next year, 484 b. c, the last of the

i'haraohs being Nectanebo. When Alexander

lonquered it, he removed the seat or capital

if the empire to Alexandria, a city built and

lamed after himself By thus doing it was made
I province of Greece. After his death (323 b.

:;.) the dominions of the Grecian Empire fell,

irst into the hands of thirty-two of his generals,

Dut afterwards only four retained the dominions,

be distributions of the empire being as fol-

ows; Cassander bad Macedon, Lysiraacbus had

Ihrace, Seleucus taking Syria while Ptolemy
beld Egypt.
Of the first of this name we hear much. That

was Ptolemy, son of Lagus, and surnamed "So-

ter "
i. e.

" Savior " of bis country. During his

reign of thirty-eight years from 323 b. c. to 285

B. c. he did many cruel acts. One was the

treacherous seizure of Jerusalem, whereby many

of the Jews were carried ofl" to Egypt. Of this

act Joseph us gives a graphic description in bis

"Antiquities of the Jews" book 12 ch. 1. Of

the next ruler, Ptolemy II., surnamed " Phila-

delphus" (i. e." brotherly lover"), we hear of

much good during his reign. He was a man of

great learning, and set free many captives. Ac-

cording to Josephus he dedicated many gifts to

God, and it was during his reign of forty years

that the Bible was translated into the Greek

language, and put into the great Alexandrian

Library. There were in all fifteen Ptolemies.

The crowning heroine of the " Ptolenaaic

Period " was Cleopatra " the beauty of the Nile."

She was the daughter of Ptolemy XI. surnamed

"Auletes," and together with her brother, Pto-

lemy XII., she ruled over Egypt. But they

had not been on the throne together very long

before civil war broke out between them, and

Ptolemy was forced to flee from Egypt. Julius

Cajsar, bearing of the war which existed be-

between her and her brother, did not hesitate to

take her side, thus becoming an enemy to Pto-

lemy. The war lasted some months, ending

with the defeat and drowning of her brother.

Another of her brothers, Ptolemy XIII., was de-

clared king to reign with Cleopatra. But after

a reign of about five years, she assassinated him

in the year 43 b. c. She was one of the most

cruel and wicked women we read of in the pages

of history. She, together with Marc Antony,

the Roman soldier and friend of Julius Casar,

committed some of the most barbarous of acts.

At last Octavius (afterwards Augustus Cffisar)

enraged because of bis separation from his wife,

Octavia, waged war with him. He, together

with her fled to the tombs where, not wishing

to survive capture, he committed suicide, at the

intelligence of which Casar fearing the death

of Cleopatra by her own hand, tried to keep

her from committing suicide. But she, not

caring to fall into his hands, though she pro-

baby knew she would be treated kindly, killed

herself by placing an asp (a small hooded snake)

on her bosom, which was concealed in a basket

of figs. Alexandria began to decline about the

year 30 B. c. (the year of Cleopatra's death)

but at the beginning of the present century

commerce returned once more, and the old for-

saken town revived, and this day a modern city

stands by the ruins of the old city of Alexandria.

In the first century of the Christian era the

Christian religion was established in Egypt, and

for about five hundred years and more, her peo-

ple were firm believers of that faith. Clement

of Alexandria was a noted Christian father of

the second and former part of the third century.

But in about the 640 A. d. the Saracens under

Omar, one of the successors of Mahomet (or

Mohammed) invaded Egypt and forced upon

them the new religion of the prophet. Sorne

they won over, but others still clung to the Chris-

tian faith, and no measures whatsoever, could

induce them to leave, no, not even by the sword

of the prophet himself. The Saracens believed

that Mahomet is the prophet of God, and that

there is none of the prophets from Moses to

Malacbi equal to him. The most prominent

feature of their religion was " predestination" i.

e. that all things are decreed in the heaven (for

they believe in seven heavens) beforehand just

what will happen in the future, and that if a

reap the benefits and profits of future happiness

in heaven, which would be far better than to

survive, sharing the spoils of the enemy.

The Arabs continued to be masters of Egypt
until the year 1517, when the Arabians became

subjects of the Turk.'', and the Arabian rule came

to an end after a period of nearly nine hundred

years. Since that time Egypt has been a tri-

butary to Turkey, except during the three years

that "Napoleon Bonaparte occupied it (1798-

1801). In 1832 and 1839 the country would

have been liberated by Mohammed Ali, the

viceroy, but for the interference of the "Eu-
ropean Powers." It was not, however, until

the rule of Ismail (khedive 1863-1870) that the

Suez Canal was constructed, and the nation was

plunged into debt, by a system of internal im-

provements, which the country could not meet.

In 1876 (the French and English citizens, being

the principal creditors), the governments of Eu-

rope appointed commissioners to take charge of

the Egyptian revenue.

Because the khedive objected to foreign con-

trol, England and France, had him deposed and

put Tewfik, his son, on the throne. But he fared

no better, in fact worse, for the Nationalists be-

ing disgusted with his rule, rebelled under Arabi

Bey, but the revolt being crushed by the Eng-

lish troops, they gained permission of the Turkish

government to occupy the country until the

carrying out of certain reforms. Tbe leader of

the rebellion, Arabi Bey was finally overthrown

and banished from Egypt. Everybody, of course,

has read of how General Gordon, the great Eng-

lish general had been appointed English gov-

ernor of the Soudan and had been offered a

large salary, but would accept only a small sum,

bow this position gave him an excellent oppor-

tunity of fighting tbe slave trade, bow he sailed

up the Nile to Khartoum, from thence to Africa's

centre, how it was his delight to minister to their

wants, how he resigned and went to England,

because the khedive would not support his meas-

ures, how in 1884 be was sent a second time to

take command, how he was at length driveii to

Khartoum, being forced to cut ofi" communica-

tion with other countries, and bow finally be

was killed by the rebels and tbe city taken be-

fore relief could come. This was in 1885. He
sincere man, carrying bis principles

into every day life, and bis name will always

be remembered by a grateful people. On tbe

seventh of First Month, 1892, Tewfik died and

was succeeded by bis son Abbas, who was only

a mere lad of eighteen when be ascended the

steps of khediveship, and the country is still

under the control of the English government.

We have now viewed the history of Egypt

both past and present, and as to civilization we
have found that they were the first to have any

record of national history. The ruined temples

which have stood for so long ages past will pro-

bably stand for many ages to come, and remind

us of the proverbial saying of King Solomon in

the book of Ecclesiastes, " There is no new thing

under the sun" for " it hath been already of old

time, which was before us." That is true, and

though the wonders of Egyptian art glare up

before tbe eyes of the traveller as something

apparently new to them, still we know that gen-

erations who have long ago gone to their graves

looked upon those very monuments, and statues

of which there seems to be no end in number.

Is it any wonder then that the famous general

and ex president, U. S. Grant, when on his trip

around the world having visited the grand works

of Egyptian art, should remark, in bis own quiet

person was to die bravely in battle, be would
|
way, "After Egypt there is nothing."
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For "THE Friknd.'

I'LL STEAL AWAY TO JESUS,
"ETening, and mornlns
noon will I pray. -Pi. h;

When dawns the early morning

;

When every sound is still

:

I'll steal away to Jesus
His royal law fulfill.

I'll tell him that I love Him

;

Get blessings for the day
;

I'll pray for friend and neighbor
For help along the way.

When comes the lull at noon-time

;

Amid the cares of day:

I'll steal away to Jesus
And not forget to pray.

I'll cast on him my burthens
He'll help me bear them all

;

He'll help me do my duty,

Till evening's shadows fall.

And when the day is ended

;

When in my blessed home

:

I'll steal away to Jesus

;

With no desire to roam.
I'll listen for his knocking

;

I'll bid him enter in :

He'll bring his peace and gladness
;

And I will sup with Him.

And when earth's scenes are fading

;

When comes the last farewell

:

I'U steal away with Jesus
;

For mansions in the sky
He'll lead me through the valley

;

His wounds and face I'll see

:

I'll sing his praise forever

;

For Jesus died for me.

R. J. Williams.

AT THE DOOR.
I thought myself indeed secure,

So fast the door, so firm the lock

;

But lo 1 he toddling comes to lure,

My parent ear with timorous knock.

My heart were stone could it withstand
The sweetness of my baby's plea

—

Tliat timorous baby knocking and
" Please let me in—it's only me."

I threw aside the unfinished book.
Regardless of its tempting charms,

And,~opening wide the door, I took
My laughing darling in my arms.

Who knows but in eternity,

I, like a truant child, shall wait
The glories of a life to be.

Beyond the heavenly Father's gate ?

And will that heavenly Father heed
The truant supplicating cry,

As at the outer door I plead,
" 'Tis I, O Father ! only I ?

"

—EnoENE Field.

P'or " The Friend.'

FRESH AIR.

Sarcasm woimds none but the morbid mind,
Quick to imagine in monition kind

Unreal ridicule.

In truth's clear mirror aspirations lame
Behold their shortness, and the mirror blame.

As bitted horse or mule.

—

Ps. xxxii, 9.

No soul can to true human fellowship
Draw nigh, till faith and hope and love outstrip

Self-bound suspicion's rule.

Enquiring souls, with self-forsaking zeal
Rally to each unflattering appeal

Made in the better school

Of Him, whose servants for his truth aspire
No less, though every man be shown a liar.

Atlantic City.

Fob " The Feiknd."

"The Junior Republic."

" The poor ye have always with you."

Near the little town of Freeville, in Tompkins
County, New York, surrounded by a purely ag-

ricultural coummunity, is a farm of forty-eiglit

acres, on which has been established a benevo-
lent enterprise of remarkable history, character
and success. In the year 1880 the family of
John F. George, consisting of himself, his wife,

Eleanor B. George, and their only child, Wm.
K. George, had removed from this county to

New York city, where the father went into busi-

ness. As their son grew up, he became much
interested in "Sunday-school" teaching. In
early manhood his mind became impressed by
the misery and irreligion to be observed among
tbe congested masses of the city population by
all " who have eyes to see " and hearts to feel

the sorrows, the sufferings, the vice and the
degradation of their fellow creatures, " the sub-
merged classes."

His feelings were especially enlisted in behalf
of the children, the poor boys and girls who
swarmed in the filthy streets, their playground,
and whose home was the slums, with their hori-
zon of hopelessness and crime, and he began lo

take part in such work as had already been be-

gun by others for their instruction and im-
provement. He "longed to give the confined
city boys a taste of what he had so much en-
joyed himself when young." With this thought
in mind, during the summer of 1890, he with a
few helpers, took twenty-two children to Free-
ville, where they stayed for " two weeks," among
his relatives and friends. Besides these, and
also with the aid of " The Tribune Fresh Air
Fund," he brought about thirty more, boys and
girls, to be distributed by twos and threes among
the farming community.

In 1891 he brought up two hundred and ten
boys and girls, in 1892, two hundred and si.xty-

five, in 1893, two hundred and fifty, begioniog
then his first attempt to set them at industrial
work, in 1894, two hundred and fifty, prolong-
ing the stay of some to one month and widening
by much tlie character of their work and study.
This year the first court was held, with many
trials, himself acting as judge. In 1895, he
brought up two hundred boys and girls and an
average of over one hundred and forty stayed
two months: all by the aid of the admirable
Fresh Air Fund of the Tribune. In this year
"The Junior Republic" was founded, upon the
conviction now distinctly felt, that a longer stay
for these boys and girls was a necessity for the
thorough transformation of character which was
the great object of desire. Step by step the work
had developed, and the call of God to mother
and son to enter upon it as their life mission
became more clear and imperative. The city
business was abandoned in response to this call.
For some time the summer influx of boys and
girls from the city was large, and their stay
comparatively brief. It was gradually seen that
the proportion of permanent residents should
be increased in order to attain a larger ratio of
ultimate success in the transformation of char-
acter.

" The Junior Republic " is in many respects a
miniature of the great Government upon the
justice of whose laws rest our peace, our security
and our business opportunities. A President,
a Senate and a House of Representatives, elected
by popular vote of the citizens; a judge, a police
justice, chiefof police, and a group of policemen,
a board of highways, contractors for various

municipal functions, a court house and a pris

suggest resemblances to the national and muni
pal governments. Every boy of twelve or mc
years is a citizen with a vote, and every girl

corresponding age is a " citizen " without vo
It is, however, hoped by the Founder that (

long the local legislature will afl!brd the frs

chise also to their fellow citizens, who are gir

The monetary system of" The Junior Repu bli

is founded upon a metallic basis, at present
tin— soon to be of aluminum—and stamp
" George Junior Republic," 1896, 1, .5, 10, 25,
and 100, respectively. These stand each for

many cents as their respective numbers ini

cate, and, while without value outside of t

republic, pass freely at par within it. No oth
money is seen or needed. In this currency i

work is paid for at so much an hour, the coi

pensation varying with the skill of the wor
man or the character of the labor. Food ai

clothing are not to be had for the simple askin
If any one will not work, neither shall he e
(if well enough to work, and sickness is qui
unusual).

For the boarding house keepers, themselv
"Junior Citizens" who work, have nosentime;
tality about feeding those who refuse to do the
part. If any one declines to work this mornii
liis supplies can wait ; the time will soon con
when he will be ready to do his share, even
that be the rudest form of labor. The minima
wage is fifty cents for a day of labor, of eigl

hours, and that will pay for the lowest grade i

food and attendance. For in this admiraW
system of ostensible selfgovernment, the rewarc
for better work are graded and numerous, froi

the rudeness and simplicity of each sex lodgiu
in companies in large rooms, up to the separal
occupancy of single rooms, to be furnished a.

cording to the taste and means of the inmat
There are no donatious of any sort to be hope
for by the citizen. If clothes or shoes be sent i

a gift to the Republic, and growing, workin
boys and girls need a great many of these as a;

aggregate in the year, the articles are for sal

to those who have been sufficiently provide!
and industrious to have the funds to pay fo

them.
If anyone behave badly or commit a wroa

to another citizen or the commonwealth, th

policeman will arrest him and the justice wil

hear the case, and, if proved, send the wrong-doe
to jail unless he find bail for the next term o

court. Another citizen or an adult ofiicer of thi

"Junior Republic Association " will frequent!
"go bail" in cases not too serious. In the jai

there is nothing humorous — but a sobering
reality. Iron bars to the windows, the guart
in charge and the simplest of diet are calculate!
to induce repentance and a change of course
In the open court, over which a judge of sixteei

was presiding with impressive seriousness am
dignity, we witnessed "A trial by jury ;" i

is open to the culprit, who was brought u]

from below by the guard, to demand that kim
of hearing, and six talesmen were summonet
out of the audience, each subject to objectioi
by the district attorney and the prisoner. Thi
general respect of that audience, composed nearli
equally of citizens of each sex and of outsidi

visitors, for the court, the dignity of all thi

proceedings and the awe of some of the witnesse
were very manifest ; as well as the readiness o
the Judge with his duties. Yet this whole sys
tem is founded not upon fear, but upon love
Christian love, that love which is so large an(
wide as constantly to receive new members o
this unique Commonwealth from the overflowing
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iks of the degraded aod the criminal classes,

h open arms. However vile or vicious " his

;t may have beau," this poor child is one of

se " for whom Christ died ;" let us open or

e the way for him to find his Saviour.

Religion is not obtruded upon you, and no

trt to make proselytes is apparent, but the

orge family and their adult associates are

dently Christian men and women, and the

ril of the Master is there as indicated by their

;s and their attitude towards the young peo-

. The affection of these young Citizens for

ir elders is marked and general ; and you
in see with surprise a courtliness toward one

ither as well as to the adults, and listen to a

'ity and choice of language not to have been

icipated from children of their antecedents.

jiitle Charley was seut from Syracuse

irly two years ago with the character from

police of that city of " an incorrigible,"

redestined to a life of crime." At the tender

of nine, he had been convicted three times of

on and twice of burglary, but the reform-

', uplifting influences of his present associates

1 surroundings have made of him "a good
'," beloved of all and active in the meetings

The Christian Endeavor Society of these

ing "Citizens," assembled from the haunts of

ad crime to be transformed into worthy
izens indeed, of that greater Republic whose
gotten and outcast children they might have
in supposed to be.

X has, indeed, been noted as a remarkable
inge in these young lives, that the very boys

in New York city have been accustomed
ind for cause—to be watching and dodging
police, are here to be observed in the Li-

iry pcjring over books likely to acquaint them
he better administration of municipal

r, so as properly to check evil doing and con-

1 those disposed to it. The process by which
arlie was reformed and his feet set, let us

36 permanently, upon that pathway "which
deth to eternal life," illustrates very forci-

the elevating methods and principles which
the foundation of " The Junior Republic's"

iking success in the transformation of bad
into good ones, in cases in which the resi-

ice of the subject is not very brief. For each
Id under twelve a guardian is appointed, and
arlie's first guardian was a boy of eighteen,

had served a term of two years in a State

son for horsestealing. His ideas of reform

!re based on the caution of Solomon, not to

pare the rod ;" and the rod failed in this case,

ien a new guardian was found for Charlie in

boy of thirteen who had declared to "Daddy
Sorge " his opinion that " the boys don't have
ything to love and care for," and had sug-

feted that each boy should have a cat as the

ius of his affections. To him Charley was
1st consigned instead of a cat, and he began the

bcess of his reformation by taking him to his

bm. " Charley," he said, " I love you. You
ve been a bad boy, but I want to make a

in of you. We will pray for help," and down
their knees they began their mutual obliga-

ns. To this story, as thus related by Professor

hn R. Commons, of Syracuse University, he
ds: •' He is to-day the best loved and hardest-

irking, chubby, red-headed urchin in the ' re-

blic'
"

The Professor further says :
" the most hnpe-

. cases " of transformation under these in-

ences and this system of democratic selfgov-
iment, " are the leaders of the gangs of toughs,

i despair of the city police. Their crimes are

>re often the natural expression in their en-

vironment of their love of adventure and ex-

citement. Given the avenues and ambitions of

the ' republic,' they become the ablest chiefs of

police, lawyers, students and workers. Such
boys have already taken high rank in schools

and business outside the ' republic,' and several

of them are preparing for college courses."

A committee of seven was sometime ago con-

stituted of Professor Blackman, of Yale Uni-
versity, Professors Jenks and Wheeler of Cor-

nell University, Professor Commons of Syra-

cuse University, Frederic Almy, Secretary of

the Charity Organization Society of Buffalo,

and of two business men of recognized ability,

F. W. Richardson and T. M. Osborne, of Au-
burn, N. Y., all persons until that lime uncon-
nected " in any way with the management of

the ' republic,' to examine carefully into the

working of the plan, weigh all criticisms, and
report at length to the board." The substance

of their report bears explicit testimony to the

remarkable success of Wm. R. George's work,
and the soundness of his plan. " The committee
found undoubted evidences, in spite of an ap-

parent crudeness and lack of system, of strong,

moral regeneration, of gradually inculcated re-

spect for law, of wonderfully stimulated mental
activity. To relate evidences of the first two
would require too much space. In regard to

the last, it is sufficient to say that at a regent's

examination this last winter at the Dryden High
School, the two highest scholars were two citi-

zens of the republic, with averages of eighty-five

and five-sixths and ninety-four and two-thirds,

respectively. The committee reported also to

the trustees a plan for a more business-like and
systematic management of the " republic " as a
permanent institution, for the work has been
carried on through the winter as well as the

summer for the past two years. This plan the

trustees adopted, and are now endeavoring to

carry out."

"The Junior Republic" is without debt and
without endowment, but it has no active con-

stituency of wealthy friends. It is now in a

situation in which modest contributions of a con-

siderable number of people would be of very

great importance to the continuation and the

broadening of this noble work. Shall we, dear
Friends, take part in it in the name of Him
who said, " Inasmuch as ye have done it unto
one of the least of these, my brethren, ye have
done it unto me?" Or shall we see with un-

concern the grievous " hurt of the daughter of

my people," and pass regardless by, "on the

other side," as did the priest and the Levite ?

Money is needed to aid in the annual support

of the Institution, which, in the nature of things,

cannot be self-supporting. It is also needed in

order to increase the accommodations for the

children and their officers ; the present buildings

for workshops, sleeping rooms and other pur-

poses being but small and meagre.

Five dollars ($5.00) a year is the contribution

which makes any one a member of the George
Junior Republic Association, to receive, " from
time to time, full reports of the condition of

affairs of the 'republic,' and of the many inter-

esting events that take place there," with the

right to participate in the annual election of

trustees.

Such sums as this, and much larger ones, will

be received thankfully by the management and
applied conscientiously for the elevation of these

poor outcasts. May we, whom the Lord hath

blessed " in basket and in store," whom He hath

endowed with happy surroundings and the tender

care of loving and virtuous parents, whom He

hath brought up afar from the haunts of sin and
crime, give heed to " The cry of the children,"

of these very children, as pure at birth as we were

ourselves, but now how stained and wretched

and unlovely ! and out of our abundance min-
ister " In his name " to their needs !

James M. Pkice.

Items Concerning the Society.

We find these among the " Sunday notices," of
the Indianapolis News :

Second Friends' Church.—West Indianapolis.

—

Sabbath-school at 9.30 a. m. Preaching at 10.30

a. m. No evening service. The Rev. Anna Mills,

pastor.

Third Friends' Church—Sabbath-school at 9.30

a. m. Preaching at 10.45 a. m. and 7.25 p. m.
The public cordially invited, especially those with-
out a church home. Seats free.

First Friends' Church—Services by the pastor,

the Rev. Albert J. Brown, at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath
school at 9.15 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E. at 6.30 p. m.
No other evening service. Public cordially in-

vited.

A letter from a subscriber in New Orleans,
Louisiana, states : "For some time I read in the

Journal, a paper published at Highlands, N. Y.,

of the doings of the Quakers in that vicinity. They
had a 'revival,' they had the 'church' painted,
they had ' prayer meeting, the ' singing,' was ap-
[iroved of, and I believe the minister's ' salary ' was
spoken of. I did not understand the new style

Quaker, and I determined to ask The Friebtd.
Thanks for the very full information given, much
more than was expected.

" I have always been inclined to the Society

;

its teachings are pure and simple, its governmenii
so well suited to all people ; its theology so easily

grasped and retained by the simplest mind, that it

really grieved me to read what I have here stated.
" I return sincere thanks for the kind attention

received, and will pray that The Friend and its

teaching may gain new life in the land."

Appreciation of the Country.—It is a

cheering sign to learn that there are evidences

that the tide of population is now drifting toward
the country. After the late war the tendency

was away from the farm to the city. Labor
gravitated toward the great centres of wealth.

As the result, there has been terrible competition

in trade and much overcrowding of populations

in our cities. Besides, the young have been

growing up with the idea that rural lite is tame,

hard, and unattractive, and that fame, enjoy-

ment and fortune awaited them in some en-

chanting metropolis, east or west. But it is

now stated that city experience is not what it

was fancied to be. Many are finding out their

mistake; that a better living, more comfort for

the laborer's family, better health and more re-

spectability and independence, with brighter

prospects of substantial gains, are possible in

the country. Ten years ago this idea would
have been scouted, but now it appears to be

gaining favor, and is having its effect upon
thousands. When it becomes more general, it

will be better both for the dwellers in the city

and in the country. — Setoed.

" Prayer is the soul of christian worship, as

it is the condition of all Christian life."

SU.MMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The commission to arrange terms

of peace with Spain has been appointed by the Presi-

dent. They are: Secretary of State Day, of Ohio;
Senator Davis, of Minnesota ; Senator Frye, of Maine;
Whitelaw Reid, of New York, and Associate Justice

White, of the United States Supreme Court.
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Both the Military Commissions to arrimge for the
evacuation of Cuba and Porto Eico, expected to sail

from New York this week.
The Board of Xaval Experts has recommended a

programme for naval construction that calls for fifteen

sea-going fighting ships and a number of troop ships.

This enlargement of the navy is made necessary by the
acquisition of foreign territory.

Since the customs house at Santiago has been in the
hands of the United States military authorities $102,-
093 has been collected. The expenses have been cut
down from |40,000 per annum to ?i28,000, and " that
in time can be materially reduced."
A regular steamship service to Cuba and Porto Kico

is to be established by the Government.
More names were added to the pension rolls last

year than at any time from 1869 to 18S0, and the total

now amounts to 1,040,356 names. No action has yet
been takeu on the applications filed on behalf of those
killed or wounded in the Spanish war.
Joshua L. Baily, of the National Eelief Commission,

who made a thorough investigation of conditions pre-
vailing at Camp Meade, says in his report that some
of those charged with the administration of army af-

fairs are beginning to see the-results of their own negli-
gence, "too late, however, to be of any service to the
hundreds whose lives have been sacrificed with prodi-
gality, not as casualties of war, but at the hands of offi-

cial incapacity and neglect."

Dr. M. S. French, Secretary of the National P.elief

Commission, who has just returned from Camp Wikofi',
at Montauk Point, describes the deplorable state of af-

fairs which exists there among the soldiers.

SimDar reports come from every other encampment
of our soldiers, excepting that at Jacksonville, Fla.,

where competent and faithful service appears to be
rendered.

At a conference at Manila on the 2-lth ult. between
the insurgents and the Americans the former declared
that they were willing to co-operate with the Ameri-
cans and surrendertheir arms if assured that the islands
would remain eilher an American or a British colony.
The natives assert that the religious orders are insti-

gating opposition to American supremacy.
The Captain General of the Philippines and Captain

General Blanco have been ordered to act in accord
with the Americans, but if the Americans should prove
unable to make the insurgents respect the armistice
then the instructions were to repel by arms any attack
upon the Spaniards.
At recent elections in Georgia the Counties of Sum-

ter, Randolph and Newton, have all gone dry for the
first time. No Prohibition County has been lost this
year, which is very encouraging.
A few cases of supposed yellow fever have appeared

at Fort Worth, Texas, and Franklin, Louisiana, on the
2.5th ult.

The Thingvalla Line steamer Norge, at New York,
from Stettin, ran down and sank the French fishing
schooner La Couquetie, on the 27th ult., off the New-
foundland Banks. The captain and eiaht men of the
schooner were saved, but sixteen were drowned.

During the year there were manufactured in this
country 4,.573_,263,487 cigars, 4,476,786,770 cigarettes
and 309,818,6.59 pounds of chewing and smoking tobac-
co. It is estimated by the Tobacco Jnurnal that the out-
put for the current fiscal year will be even larger than
this, keeping pace with the rapid increase in the culti-
vation of tobacco in this country.
Orange production of the Pacific Coast this season

h.'us been the greatest in California's history.
There were 429 deaths reported in this city last

week, which is 42 more than the previous week and 17
less than the corresponding week of 1897. Of the
whole number, 213 were males and 216 females; 94
died of cholera infantum ; 52 of consumption

; 36 of
marasmus

; 26 of heart disease
; 21 of pneumonia

; 17 of
inanition; 17 of apoplexy; 13 of old age; 13 of inflam-
mation of the brain

; 11 of inflammation of the stomach
and bowels; 11 from casualties ; 11 of convulsions

; 9
of typhoid fever ; 8 of cancer, and 8 of diphtheria.

Markets, &c.— \J. S. 2's, 98 a 100
; 4's reg.. Ill a

112
;
coupon, IIU a 112J ; new 4's, 127 a 128

; 5's, 112
a 113

;
3's, 105 a 105.} ; currency 6's, 102 a 103.

Cotton was in light request but steady on a basis of
6c. for middling uplands.
Feed.—Winter bran in bulk at $13.50 a $14.00, and

spring, in sacks, at ,513.00 a $13.50 per ton.
Flour.—Winter super., $2.15 a $2.40 ; do., extras

$2.7o a $3.00; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.25 a $3.40
•'

do. do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70; Western winter, clear',
$3.25 a $3.40; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70; do., patent
$3.75 a $4.00; spring, clear, $3.25 a $,3.60; do., straightl"'""^ '

$4.50 ; do., favorite

brands, .54.55 a ,?4.65 ; city mills, extra, $2.75 a $3.00;
do., clear, $3.25 a S3.50; do., straight, $3.50 a $3,

do., patent, $3.85 a $4.50. Rye Flour.— $2.80 per
barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 69f a 70c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 34^ a 34ic.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 3'Oc.

Beep Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 5hc.; good, 5 a 5Jc.; me-
dium, 4J a 4|c.; common, 4J a 4.5c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4| a 5c.; good,4J a4Jc.;
medium, 3J a 4c.; common, 2i a 3Jc.; lambs, 4i a bic;
stock ewes, 4J a 4}c.

Hogs.— Best Western, 6 a 6Jc. ; selections, 6Jc.

;

other grades, 5f a 6c.

Foreign.—Premier Sagasta is quoted in a Madrid
despatch as declaring that it was the Government's in-
tention to repress the discussion of war topics in the
Cortes.

Lieutenant General Correa, Spanish Minister of
War, has informed the Queen Eegent of the arrival of
the transports Isla de Luzon and Vigo and the Mont-
serrat at Corunna with troops returning from Cuba.
Forty-two deaths occurred on the steamers during their

$4.10 a $4.30 ; do., patent, $4.35

It is reported in Berlin that the Algemeine Deutch
Credit EtJeeter Versicherungs Bank has failed, with
liabilities of several millions and no assets.

There are_318 female students at the universities of
Germany this semester.

A severe thunder storm swept the whole Jutland
Peninsula on Eighth Month 23rd. Six persons were
killed and thirty-nine farm buildings and thirteen
houses burned.
The Copenhagen correspondent of the Doily Mail

asserts that he is in a position to confirm the statement
he recently made that a compromise has been arrived
at between England and Russia, in accordance with
which Russia gets her way on the railway questions
and England gets concessions in other directions.

" The relations between England and Russia," the
correspondent says, " are very satisfactory, the Russian
concessions fully meeting English wishes."
A profound sensation has been made all over Europe

by the Czar of Russia. He has sent a note to all the
foreign diplomats at St. Petersburg inviting the Powers
to take part in an international conference, looking to
a reduction of the excessive armaments now crushing'
all nations, as a means of thus ensuring real and last-
ing peace.

The prospects of a famine in Russia are said to be
most grave.

There were 2300 deaths from the plague in the Bom-
bay Presidency, India, last week.

Japanese newspapers received in Seattle, on the 26th
of last month, say Japan wants to buy the Ladrone Is-
lands for their fish resources. About eight years ago,
it is stated, the Spanish Government offered to sell the
islands to Japan, but their purchase was opposed by
Count Inouye.

From 1896 to 1897 the value of exports in silk (the
most important Japanese export article) has increased
almost 100 per cent. Cotton yarns, second in import-
ance, show an increase of 240 per cent., tea 20 per cent.,
coal over 25 per cent, matches 14 per cent., straw 40
per cent., habutai 22 per cent., and copper 6 per
cent.

Melbourne, which consisted of 13 huts, and was
known as Beargrass, at the time of Queen Victoria's
accession, is now classed as the seventh city of the Brit-
ish Empire, coming in after London, Liverpool Glas-
gow, Manchester, Birmingham and Calcutta.
The Haytien Government has refused to permit the

establishment of a United States Weather Bureau Sta-
tion there.

According to a cable despatch from Kingston, " Ja-
maica is preparing a plebiscite to the British Parlia-
ment requesting permission to endeavor to arrange for
annexation to the United States."
The World-at-large—The annual estimate of the

world's harvest made by the Minister of Agriculture,
Hungary, states that the shortage in corn will probably
be from 13,800,000 to 15,100,000 metrical centners. Im-
porting countries will need from 115,300,000 to 123,-
600,000 more than their own output. Export countries
will be able to send from 101,500,000 to 108,500,000
The stores from last year being 9,800,000 centners, the

-' deficit will be from 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 cent-
The exports are estimated: From the United

States, 50,000,000 centners ; from Russia, from 25 000 -

000 to 28,000,000
; from Argentina, 9,500,000 to lo!-

000,000; from Roumania, 7,000,000 to 9,000,000; from
Hungary, 7,000,000 to 8,000,000; from India, 6,000,000
to (,,500,000. England's shortage is 52,000,000 centners-
Austria's, 14,000,000, and Germany's, 13,000,000

Of the earth's surface, 1,500,000 acres are devotei
tobacco culture.

BEOEIPTS.
Unless otherwise speeifled, two dollars have been i

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 72.

Richard T. Osborn and for Edmund L. Post, N.
Elizabeth K. Hutchinson, Phila. ; Henry R. Wo
ward per H. B. Leeds, Agent ; Amy J. Brooks, N.
Albertus L. Hoyle, N. J. ; Parvin Masters, Phil
Anna Horst, Pa. ; Paschall Worth, Pa. ; Clinton
Hampton, Kans., per Alva J. Smith, Agent ; Ham
F. Smedley, Pa. ; Lloyd Balderston and for Geo
Balderston, Md.; L. O. Stanley, Agent, Ind., $10,
Joel W. Hodson, Mary M. Frazier, Mary A. Osbo
William C. Stanley and Minerva T. Stanley; Willi
P. Churchill, Nova Scotia; J. Albin Thorp, Pa.;
G. Ogden, Pa.; Elizabeth B.Alger, R. L; Sarah
Yarnall, Phila., and for Rachel W. Healy, Ore.; W
liam Stanton, Agent, O., $12, for William Hoyle, Jo
Bundy, Charles Livezey, Barclay Smith, Samuel
Smith and A. Plummer; Ellis Smedley and for Mj
S. Ward, Pa. ; George L. Smedley, Phila.

; Jan
Davis, Pa. ; John S. Kirk, Pa. ; Mary E. Ogden, P;
Joshua Brantingham, Agent, O., *8, for Cyrus Bri
tingham, Hannah P. Oliphant, William D. Oliphi
and Dillwyn Stratton ; Dr. William 0. Stokes
Mary E. Branson, Phila. ; George Blackburn, Age
O., for Annie Hutton; Dallas Reeve, N. J.; Abrj
Stratton, Phila.

S&'Bemittances received after T/iird-day noon will •

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
Wesitown Boarding School.—The next tei

will commence on Third-day, Ninth Month 6th. A
plication for admisson of pupils should be made

William F. Wickersham, Principal

Westtown, Chester Co., Pa.

Friends' Select School will re-open Ninth Mon
19th. The Superintendent will be in attendance at t

school during the two weeks preceding the openi
from ten until one o'clock.

J. Henry Bartlett, Superintendent.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications 1

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be a
dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.

P<iymeuts on account of board and tuition,

communications in regard to business should be foi

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.
Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

A correspondent concerned for means of inculcatii

Friends' views in a mixed community in Ramou
California (a new place), desires books and tracts su:

able for a circulating library for that purpose. Ai
who are concerned to send some of their spare boo
and literature of that nature to the care of Josef
Hall, Friends' Book Store, 304 Arch Street, Philadf
phia, may have confidence that they will be forward!
to their proper destination.

Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukhoborta
J. J. H., $5 ; W. T. O., $0 ; J. W. O., $5 ; G. )

and T. P., $.50 ;
" Y," $15 ; S. W. P., $5 ; A Frien.

Delhi, Ohio, $5 ; B. F. L., $5 ; W. P. T., $5 ; P. I

$5 ; A. V. E., $5 ; A. C, California, $10 ; W. A. I
per American Friend, $45 ; C. L. H., $25 ; E. B. G(

$10 ; M. H. G., $10 ; M. R. H., $5 ; S. B , $8 ; J. S. :

$2 ; H. P. R., $100 ; S. R. B., $100 ; S. T. H., $3
;

R. R., $25 ; L. C. H., N. York, $5 ; H. B. E., $5
;

H. G, $5 ; S. S. C., $5 ; H. F. C, $5 ; B. F. L., $f

D. C. L., $1.

A card from John Bellows to Jonathan E. Rhoad
dated sixteenth of Eighth Month, states that Wilso
Sturge was to leave England for Cyprus on the sevei

teenth. Also that eleven hundred of the Dukhobort
would sail from Batoum for Cyprus on the seventeentl

William Evans, Treasurer,

252 S. Front Street, Philad'a.

Died, at her home at Colora, Md., the tenth
Fifth Month, 1898, Elizabeth Canby, formerly
Philad'a, aged seventy-seven years and seven month
She was a valued member of New Garden Monthl
Meeting and of Colora Preparative and Particuli
Meeting of Friends.
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Smaller Bodies and Greater Principles.

In our last number mention was made of

ealness in principle where the outward object

presenting it is small. This week we are fe-

nded of the possible turning of a great prin-

3le on the faithfulness of a small people. In

former case it is the testimonies, in the latter

e testimony-bearers, that seem little to look

But the truth involved in either is great

d far-reaching. Like the small mustard seeds,

itimonies of Truth, planted by the few in weak-

ss, are raised in power ; and nations compar-

le to thefowlsof the air, are at length seen turn-

g their wings to lodge in the branches of it.

We note as a coincidence (po.'^sibly not with-

t a spiritual undercurrent of connection,—no

in knows) that just at the time when Russian

mdard-bearers of Peace are leaving their na-

country because of faithfulness to their tes-

nony, the Czar of Russia issues an appeal to

e Powers of Europe for a reduction of the ex-

i armaments now crushing the nations, as

means of thus ensuring real and lasting peace.

To put an end to these armaments," he says,

and to seek means of warding off the calami-

hich are threatening the whole world

—

ch is the supreme duty imposed upon all

ites."

There is no direct sign that the sufferings and

3timony of the Dukhobortsi for Christ's cause

Peace have reached the Czar's heart, or been

the least a determining factor in deciding

m at this time to invite the nations to a con-

rence looking towards peace on earth. Other

uses have been at work to evolve this aspi

jn, and chieHy there has been the working of

hrist's spirit among nations and princes.

But " line M|)()n line, precept upon precept

re a little and there a little," has to be per

atently applied by the faithful through the

nturies in the bringing forward of some (!h

an principles to final triumph in national

jinion. Sufferings and martyrdom will

force the most effective testimony in the public

conscience everywhere. And thus we must

believe that the Dukhobortsi have not lived

and have not died in vain, but have borne no

small part of hidden influence towards this end

as the small dust of the balance empowered

to turn the scale in testimony for a principle.

And just for lack of that particle of dust, though

be so small, the scale might not have turned.

Likewise the Society of Friends, though it be

reduced to one member abiding with Christ, can

never thus become too small to represent the

greatest principles, and to set moving the force

of their testimony through the conscience of the

age. Thus it did once when its membership

an with one, and it can, irrespective of num-

bers, do so again in combination with the true

Power, and the due time. But to-day the call

of that Power for any service or suffering is

cient evidence that its due time has come

for us to serve our generation, in those particu-

ars, according to the will of God. " Today, if

ye will hear his voice, harden not your heart."

It was promised as a part of the working of

the Christian dispensation, that "your young

1 shall see visions." The young emperor

has, to the extent of making this encouraging

proposition, not been disobedient to a heavenly

vision, which even some of the cynical have

been willing to call "a beautiful dreai^." His

words imply that aspirations for universal Peace

are to him of an inspiration, and he virtually

proclaims a sense of their accordance with the

Divine will. " This Conference," he says, " will

be, by the help of God, a happy presage for the

century which is about to open. It would con-

verge into one powerful focus the efforts of all

states sincerely seeking to make the great con-

ception of universal peace triumph over the ele-

ments of trouble and discord, and it would, at

the same time, cement their agreement by a cor-

porate consecration of the principles of equity

and right whereon rest the security of states and

the welfare of peoples."

These words seem not far aloof from that pro-

phetic spirit which said in Isaiah that the work

of Christianity should be such that " nations

shall learn war no more."

Whatever motives may be imputed to the

Russian government, this becomes a forward

step of Christianity upon the earth. Such im-

perial testimony against war and for the truth

must make a historic mark on publii; opinion

throughout the world. It hastens the day of

the beating of swords into plowshares, and of

" the Parliament of man the Federation of the

world."

The spectacle of our own war scarcely closed

is enough to have contributed a decisive impetus

towards a European moral abhorrence of war.

Certainly war has lost none of its native hideous-

qess in the ey,es of other lands by the conduct

and ghastly exposures, now creeping on, of ours

in Cuba. Our own people, at present flushed

with the pride of its prizes, may not yet have

eyes to inspect the horrors of which dire reports

are coming up. But history will be a calmer

judge, and European peoples regarding this con-

flict more disinterestedly than we can view it,

are in a position just now to be impressed with

a little of war's argument against war, would

that they were impressed with Christ's ! And

as for us as a nation, there is occasion for our

second thought to be sober.

Mother.—Ah ! that is the word of all words

!

Look at that kind, intelligent mother. See her

bright, sweet children nestled about her in the

home. With what thoughtfulness she antici-

pates their wants, and how she plans to in-

crease their joy. Are they taken sick ? Then

with what tender care and deep anxiety she

watches by their couch night and day, hoping,

fearing, praying that they may be speedily re-

stored to health. Nor is this the case only in the

homes of affluence. It is the same in the homes

of the poor. Then, too, the mother toils night

and day to minister to the wants of the children

whom God hath given her. How she spins and

weaves (or did fifty years ago), washes and

mends, scrubs and bakes, hoes in the garden,

milks and churns, all the time inspired in her

toil with the thought that she is ministering to

the comfort of her children. Who could do

and endure all this but mother? What is it

that cheers and sustains her in her ceaseless

routine of care and toil? That indefinable, heav-

en-born, mysterious something we call " mother's

love." Boys, girls, young, middle-aged, or old,

think of, meditate upon, and appreciate mother.

Reciprocate her love. Give her, in return for

her devotion to you, the only equivalent possi-

ble for you to bestow—namely, a full measure

of your own undjinglove.—Religious Teh-"-^'

Prof. W. W. Whitk tells in the Foreign

Mail of a converted Brahman in India who was

accosted by a fellow Brahman, who asked him,

" Well, what have you got since you tjecame a

Christian that you did not possess before?" The

happy reply was, " Well, one thing I have got

is humility." It would be well if all professing

Christians could truly make the same reply. It

is interesting to read the gospels through for the

purpose of noting how often, and by what means,

Christ taught his apostles this one lesson. We
think He directed their minds more to that one

subject thati to any other. No doubt this was

because they needed the lesson. It was taught

to them, and through them is taught to us be-

cause we need it now, and always will.— C/im-

iian Instnidnr.
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FoK "The Friend."

Edvard Burrough.

A SKETCH BY JESSE EDGERTON.

The seventeenth century was remarkable in
the history of the religious Society of Friends,
not only because of marking its origin, but for
the wonderful spread of Quakerism in England,
Scotland and Ireland, and to some extent on
the continent of Europe and in America. The
time was ripe for revolt from the ecclesiastical

tyranny, which seemed to dominate both Catho-
lics and Protestants.

About the time George Fox appeared as a
public minister of the gospel, numbers of seri-

ous and honest people in various parts of Eng-
land had withdrawn from the established forms
and places of worship, in some localities being
known to each other, and meeting together to
wait upon the Lord.

It is related that John Camm, John Audland,
Francis Howgill, Kichard Hubberthorn and
some others who afterward became eminent
ministers in the Society of Friends, ''frequently
met together at Firbank Chapel and other
places to seek the Lord, and the revelation of
the way of life which their souls thirsted after."
That there were many more, who, disgusted with
the formalism and ritualism of the church, and
with the bigotry and intolerance of the clergy,
had withdrawn from church fellowship, and
were seeking alone for something more spiritual
and satisfying, is evident from the writings of
our early Friends.

It is, perhaps, difficult for us, who have always
enjoyed religious liberty and the rights of con-
science, to properly estimate the value of the
possession we inherit from the hardy and un-
daunted pioneers of Quakerism.

Other dissenters, as the Puritans, sought re-
ligious liberty for themselves, but when occasion
offered, became bitter persecutors of others. It
remained for Friends to champion the cause of
universal religious liberty, and we believe his
tory will sustain the assertion, that to them

and conversation of the better class of broad
and mature minds. His parents being mem-
bers of the Episcopal church, Edward was edu-
cated in the forms and ceremonies prescribed by
its ritual ; but seems to have grown dissatisfied

with them when about twelve years of age, as

he says, " Something within me showed me that
there was a higher religion than that I was ex-
ercised in."

After attending the meeting of various re-

ligious denominations, he joined the Presby-
terians, and being a bright boy, and a great
Bible student, his company was much valued
by the clergy, which circumstance helped foster
the growth of pride, until as he says, "I grew
up into notions, to talk of high things, for it

was my delight to comprehend in my busy
miud. Thus, being ignorant of the cross, to keep
low in it, I ran before my guide, up into com-
prehension, and then was above many of the
priests and professors, and followed only to hear
the highest notionists that preached high things."
His Divine Master, however, did not permit him
to remain in this state of self exaltation so op-
posite to Christian meekness and humility. He
found little comfort in trusting to former ex-
periences, the cravings of his nature remaining
unsatisfied therewith. He grew weary of the
preaching even of the most learned of the clergy,
feeling the emptiness and lifelessness of a merely
intellectual religion.

While Edward Burrough was in this condi-
tion, in the year 1652 George Fox visited Un-
derbarrow in Westmoreland, the place of Ed-

to their zeal in advocating it, to their patient
endurance of persecution for it, in the meekness
of Christian love—is largely due the tolerance
that prevails throughout the English-spea:
world.

Perhaps no one of our early Friends was more
indefatigable in his labors toward this end, none
whose mfluence with those in power was more
marked, than the subject of this sketch. It is
not the purpose of the writer to give a detailed
orextended account of the life and labors of
this really remarkable man, whose short life of
twenty-eight years contained more of service
more of sufl'ering, and more of accomplishment
than often attends those who live to advanced
age; but rather to notice the most salient points
in his life and character, that stand out con-
spicuously through the vista of the years. Born
in 1634, and dying in prison at the ao-e of
twenty-eight, he could leave but little record to
be kept by the new Society of his life and la-
bors; and as he kept no journal or diary, but
little material is available from which to sketch
his early life. Later, in his various epistles, in
his controversial writings and in his biographies
of colemporary ministers more sources of suddIv
are open. i i j i

His parents are described as virtuous and
I

honorable, and possessed of sufBcieut means td
give him the best education the neighborhood
afforded. Ofr ' '

P ..

ward's nativity. Under the powerful preaching
of the "Drayton Cobbler," his judgment was
reached, although not without a strenuous effort
to reason away the Truth. Naturally strong-
minded and argumentative, and withal desiring
to avoid the acknowledgment of having been in
error, it is not wonderful that he withsfood con-
viction for a time; but his heart being touched
and softened, while his mind became enlight-
ened, he yielded to the influence of the Holy
Spirit, confessing the truths of the doctrines
enunciated by George Fox and around which
the new Society was being gathered. However
stn.ng had been his reluctance to adopt the
self denying reli-ion of Chrift, as it now ap-
peared to his enlightened understanding, yet
like him who was smitten to the earth by' Di-
vine power as he journeyed to Damascus, Eil-
ward Burrough, becoming aware of the Lord's
requiring, did not hesitate, and "was not dis-
obedient to the heavenly vision." Like Paul
also, he soon became an able minister of the
gospel of life and salvation, devoting as we have
reason to believe, almost his entire time thence-
forward to his Master's service.

Like many others of the early Friends he
found afliiction in no small measure awaiting
him. His parents believing, no doubt honestly,
that religion largely consisted in the observance
of the church ritual, were greatly incensed at
their son for the steps he had taken in join-
ing a small and despised body of " heretics,"
who rejected the "ordinances" which they
deemed essential in the church. They closed
their doors against him, not only as a son, but
his offer to remain with them as a servant was
refused.

About two months after his memorable meet-
ing with George Fox, having in very truth
given up all for Christ's sake and the gospel's,
"nd having endured the various necessary bap'

persecution as well as of faithful dedication
the Lord's service, a striking fact stands out
contrast with conditions of to-day. This is tl

considerable number of children and youi
people who, in those troublous days that tri

the souls of men, became able ministers of Chrii
Edward Burrough we are told was, while in 1

nineteenth year, "accounted an able and pow(
ful minister of the gospel, being zealous in h

Master's cause, and wise in spiritual thinj

earnest in manner, and fluent in the delivei

of those important doctrines which he was cor

to preach."
CTo be continued.)

The New Era in China.—At the great ce:

ters, such as Shanghai and Foo-Chow, "Chi
merchants who despised English education b
fore, pay eight dollars per month for theeduc;
tion of their sons in English, and the applic
tions are often hundreds more than can be i

The barrow gives way to the bicycle, and tl

sedan-chair to the carriage and pair, and tl

spinning-wheel fades away before the maze
innumerable spindles." The anti-foot-bindin
movement is making rapid progress. Man
sign a pledge not to bind their own daughter
feet nor to marry their sons to those who hav
small feet. A Chinese Ladies' School, wher
the pupils are to be taught Western learning
has been started by the native gentry at Shang
hai. New schools for Western learning ar
also established in Canton, Araoy, Hang Chovi
and far away in the interior in Kiangsi, Hue
an, Szechuen, and other places. An imperia
edict has just been issued putting, for the firs

time, Western learning on a par with Chines
literature as a condition of obtaining degrees
Missionaries all over China report that ther
never was such a spirit of inquiry as to Christ!
anity as is now manifested. The Goveruc
Hunan, hefnre the most hostile of provi]
has issued a remarkable proclamation in favo)
of Christianity, while another mandarin has :_

cently prepared a book of twenty chapters ii

defen.se of the Christian religion! Thesecretarj
of one of the leailing Viceroys in the Empirf
has also written the Christian Knowledge So
ciety to open fiesh depots for the sale of it!

publicati(jns in the North. R quest is mad<
that each great missionary society appoint al

least one of their most experienced literary men
to prepare Christian literature and cooperate
with them

; for funds to support a business agent
for printing and circulating the literature ; ;

for men at each of the two hundred exami
tion centers in China to get the right bonks iuto
the hands of the students.

—

London ChrUtian
World.

"f .... cw., .ge, he ,™gl,t „,e c«.p„i„„„,ip I ,. ,„„ki„ra"rti„«, d.,s of Wal and

I WANT them to be brought to conviction, and
to be told that they are not required to wear
plain clothes and to use plain speech, because
our Friends have done so, but because Chris-
tianity leads into simplicity, and the language
of Scripture is that of truthfulness; and to fol-

low the changing fashions of the world is too low
for the notice of the Christian whose heart is

placed on heavenly things and whose time
too precious to be spent on tri6es.-,TohnYeardley.

" We are not to neglect the beginnings of
evil. Let us endeavor to inculcate into our
farailes a just sense of the value of time, as a
talent which must be solemnly accounted for
hereafter, and teach them that as by squander-
ing pence they are soon deprived of shillings
and pounds, so by wasting minutes they will
lose not only hours but days, months, and years."
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A Reminiscence of Slavery.

Eliza Harris, whose reniarljable escape from

ivery f'onued the basis of one of the accounts

ten to the public in " Uncle Tom's Cabin,"

3 a real character. John W. Johnson, of

wport, Indiana, who bad met with her, thus

lies some interesting facts respecting her,

lich have lately been published in the New
)rk Voice:
• 1 remember her well. She was brought to

svi Coffin's by Jacob Graves, who lived just

itheast of here, across the Ohio line near New
ris, Ohio. In my iniagiuaiion I can see the

rriage that brought her and her little boy.

iza was a woiuau of 30 or 35 years, not very

rk, just a common mulatto. During her stay

Levi Coffin's she seemed quite afraid. She
uld be startled at every noise, and was afraid

every stranger. This was very characteristic

the escaping negroes. They were very fearful,

d would jump and start at the least sound, or

3 appearance of any stranger.

"Eliza was quite a bright mulatto woman.
most without exception the escaping slaves

re mulattoes. They were brighter and more
elligeut and more favored' by their masters.

lere were very few negroes of pure blood. My
inion is that four out of every five were mixed.

'Eliza had been a house servant in Kentucky,
d as a house servant had had better oppor-

nities than others. She remained at Levi
ffin's for about two weeks, resting from the

ligue and fright of her remarkable escape,

om Levi Coffin's home she and her child

nt on to Greenville, Ohio, where there was
colored settlement, and thence on to Sandusky,
lere a Lake Erie steamer carried her to Cana-
and freedom."

To the Coffin family Eliza said she belonged
master living in Kentucky a few miles from

ipley, Ohio. Pecuniary misfortune compelled
to separate herself and child, to whom she

is especially attached owing to the death of two
her children. She resolved to escape. Watch-

her opportunity, she slipt away at night,

\d, with her child, in her arms, set out to the

io. She supposed she could cross the river

the ice, but on reaching the banks, at early

iwn, saw that the river was too full of floating

likes of ice. During the day she found shelter

a house near by. Toward night-fall pursuers

tere heard approaching. Soon they reached the

buse. Picking up her child, Eliza ran through
'back door toward the river. Preferring death
' capture, with a courage born of despair, Eliza

ith her child in her arms jumped on to tlie first

ike of ice, from this to another, and on until

. last, soaked to the waist with ice water, half

lOzen and exhausted, she reached the Ohio side

^ the river. A man who had been a witness of

je remarkable escape helped her up the steep

knk and pointed out a house to which she

paid go. Here she was well cared for, and
iven food and dry clothing. During the day
le was taken to a station on the underground
lilroad, and on the second night following, be-

ig sent onward station by station, reached the

ome of Levi Coffin, at Newport. Here she re-

lained two weeks.

In 1854, Levi Coffin and his wife were in

iauada, where they met with Eliza Harris, and
isited her at her home in Chatham and found

er " comfortable and contented."

"Every thing in the Church of Christ must
onduce and converge to the glory of Jesus

The Storm in the Church of England.

The agitation which we have already reported

as raised in England by the Romanizing move-

ment in the Established Church grows more
stormy. Indeed, it has gone beyond the limits

of temperate discussion into public outbreaks

of disorder and even violence. Divine worship

has been interrupted by uproar, and a ritualis-

tic curate assaulted by a street mob. The cry

of " Nij Popery," so often raised at intervals since

Cromwell's time, is now heard again throughout
England in a vigor and intensity quite new to

our times. The remonstrants are particularly

vigorous in the north of England. In a vehem-
ent sermon at Liverpool, Archdeacon Taylor
lieclared that twelve thousand of the Anglican
clergy were in sympathy with the ritualistic

movement, and that its success meant the re-

versal of the Reformation. The Bishop of Liver-

pool (one of the five bishops who alone, if the

"Church Association" speaks truly, remain faith-

ful to Protestantism) declares that the bishops

have very little power, though Parliament has

much, to arrest the innovators. Lord Salisbury

confirms the statement saying, " It is quite true

that, whether in morals, efficiency, doctrine, or

ritual, there is no discipline in the Church of

England." In view of such utterances, a feel-

ing has arisen which is thus expressed in The
Record :

" There are many men, very many, not at all

factious or bigoted, who have no idle dream of

bringing every one to think exactly alike, men
who have a deep, cherishing, reverent esteem of

the Divine ordinances as well as of the Divine
Word, and who understood what it is to wor-

ship ; who yet are forced to ask, "Shall I be a

churchman much longer?"

Finally, Lord Grimthorpe, in a review of the

existing situation, deals with the Jesuitical dis-

regard of truth through which anti-Protestant

doctrines and practices have been diffijsed. He
writes

:

" It has become notorious, and I have had to

deal with it judicially, that curates constantly

get livings by promising to continue the usages

of a Protestant incumbent, and holding their

tongues about their own predilections until they

get into a saddle of their own, and break out

into flagrant sacerdotalism. I don't know why
I should not say that the deceitfuluess of that

party was the first thing that turned me against

it. In its early days I rather welcomed the re-

action against the old Calvinistic views, but

truth is the first requisite in a religious system,

and I soon found that it was deemed the last

by the new one, and I have found that more
and more ever since, and I am sorry to add,

rising higher and higher with the cowardice

that usually accompanies it. . . . Therefore I

think the present outlook not better, but much
vvorse than before our bishops had spoken. We
can only wait for the impending revolution, in

which there can be no doubt who will suffer

most.

So bitter a conflict betokens that the long

period of compromise in the Established Church
may be nearing its end in the disestablished

—

the separation of Church and State, so long and
vainly striven for by the Free Churches.— 27te

Outlook.

Religion is the stay of life and the

comfort of its close."

—

Samuel Foihergill.

Speak truly, and each word of thine

Shall be a fruitful seed
;

Live truly and thy life shall be

A great and noble creed.

John Yeardley and his Travels.

(Continued from page Ji).

"They communicated their thoughts on this

interesting subject to M. A. Calame, proposing

when they visited Lode to take A. Climi as

their companion into Greece. During their so-

journ in London they received a letter from A.
Climi, written in French, in which that amiable
young person signified the pleasure and grati-

tude with which she accepted their proposal."

"
' LocLE, 29th of April, 1833.

" ' Excuse the liberty which I take of writing

to testify my great gratitude fijr your kind in-

tention to take me with you and bring me back
to my country. How could I have ventured to

hope that I should have the happiness of being

with such kind and beloved friends. I cannot

express the joy I felt when Mademoiselle Calame
made your proposal known to me. How great

is the mercy of God ! How o.^ten might He have
turned away his face from nie and cast me off;

but instead of forsaking me He has looked upon
me in mercy, and shown me that He wills not

that sinners should perish, but that they should

have eternal life. Was it not He who saved me
from the hands of the Turks, and brought me
to Switzerland, and placed me with charitable

protectors, who are never weary of doing me
good ? And now He has crowned it all, by giv-

ing you to me as guides and protectors in my
long journey, and that I may settle again in

my own country.

Your grateful,

Argyei Climi.' " *

"'Fifth Month 21st, 1833.—John Yeardley
wrote in his diary, Yearly Meeting of Ministers

and Elders. Third day morning. Our visit to

the Grecian Islands, etc., claimed the attention

of the meeting. It was a very precious time ; a

sweet solemnity prevailed ; several Friends said

afterwards, they thought they had never known
quite so full an expression of unity and encour-

agement on any former occasion. What a favor

it is to have the sympathy and concurrence of

the church in such important concerns! My
heart's desire and prayers are that we may be

preserved humble and watchful, relying for help

and strength on nothing short of our Divine

Master, the holy Head of his own church.

Whatever may befal us on our intended journey,

I wish once more to record my firm conviction

that it is the Lord's requiring, and come life,

come death, I desire that my heart and soul

may be given up fully to follow Him who laid

down his own precious life for my sake,—a poor

unworthy sinner.'"

" John and Martha Yeardley left London on

the 21st of the Sixth Month, 1833.

"Travelling through France they found in

the places where they halted more of simplicity

and Christian life than they had expected. In

Paris, especially, they were quickly brought in-

to contact with a number of pious persons to

whom their society and their doctrines were wel-

come, and they visited many benevolent Insti-

tutions conducted on broad Christian principles.

This was in the early part of Louis Philippe's

reign, and under the administration of Guizot.

In reading their account of these Institutions,

we are painfully reminded how much the rising

tide of religious liberty has been checked and
driven back by the hands ofpriestcraft and arbi-

trary power."

* This young person, under the name of Amiinda, is

the subject of No. 7 of a series of small tracts published

by John Yeardley in the latter years of his life.
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"Here, and elsewhere during their journey,
tbey wrote letters to members of the Foreign
Committee of the Meeting for Suflerings, de-

scriptive of their religious labors, from which,
after their return, a selection was printed for

the use of Friends. Besides these letters, John
Yeardley kept his usual Diary, which often en-

ables us to add to the narrative, traits of char-
acter and reflections not to be found in their

joint epistles.

" Alter an interesting visit in Paris they pro-

ceeded to jSTancy."

'"Twenty-ninth of 7th Mo., evening.—The
white houses among the trees, and the vines on
the hill-sides, form a picturesque landscape.
The reapers were busy in the harvest fields;

and the ground that is cleared of its burdens
gives proof of the diligence of the French farm-
er; the plougber, if not the sower, literally over-
takes the reaper. In the forepart of the route
we saw much wood and water, hill and dale,

with cattle feeding in the peaceful pastures,
which is alovely sight. As we advanced towards
Chalons, it became less interesting, more flat,

with fewer trees and meadows. Everywhere
the harvest more forward than in England, but
the crops much more light and thin.'"

"They entered Nancy under a feeling of
gloom, and it was some time before they could
find relief to their minds ; but by patiently pur-
suing the paths of intercourse which opened be-
fore them, they were enabled to deposit with
some serious individuals their accustomed testi-

mony to the simple spiritual nature of the gos-
pel. In allusion to this trial of their patience
John Yeardley remarks :

—
'"I cannot, I dare not, complain, when I

think of the difficulties some of our Friends had
to encounter who travelled on the Continent
years ago, when darkness prevailed to a much
greater extent. The want of the language, etc.,

which some of them experienced, must have
been very trying. It is to me an unspeakable
comfort to be able to understand the language
of the country where we travel.'

"Travelling by the Diligence being too rapid
for Martha Yeardley's state of health, they hired
a carriage and horses to take them to Strasburg,
and found this mode of travelling less expensive,
as well as much leas fatiguing, than the public
conveyance.

_

"
'
Eighth Month 5th.—Left Nancy at six

o'clock in the morning, and had a delightful
journey. I feel particularly peaceful in spirit,
and a degree of resignation pervades my heart
to be given fully up to do the will of my Heav-
enly Father.

" ' Our mode of travelling afforded us an op-
portunity of calling at Phalsbourg, where we
found a handful of Protestants, about twenty-
six families, mostly German settlers. On in-
quiring for the mini.ster, we found he was en-
gaged with his class at the college. His wife
appeared surprised at seeing such strangers,
thinking from our dress and our speakino-
French, we were no doubt Roman Catholics'.
We soon perceived the family were Germans,'
anil I then addressed them in their native ton-
gue, which immediately opened the wav to their
hearts. Nothing would satisfy the good woman
but that we must call at the college to see her
husband. He was embarrassed on being so sud-
denly called out of the class, and appeared a lit-
tle fearful; but when he understood who we
were, and our mission, he became almost over-
joyed to see us. There has been a little awaken-
ing in this place, and a desire to obtain the

Scriptures. One of them said 'I have been ac-

customed to smoke tobacco, but have now left

it ofl^, and I will put the money into the box to

save for a Bible.' Another said, 'I have been
accustomed to take snuflT, but I will now save
the money for a Bible.' And another said, ' I

have drunk more wine than I need ; I will take
less, and subscribe for a Bible.' This little ac-
count in such a dark place was quite cheering;
for they are surrounded and oppressed by the
Roman Catholics, in whose presence they are
afraid to speak.

" ' On entering Alsace, the view of the coun-
try was enchanting. We dined at Sarrebourg,
which appeared at a distance like a town in the
midst of a wood.'

"

(To be continued.)

The Dukhobortsi : Critical Position.

To the Editor of The Friend (London).
Dear Friend,—On behalf of the Dukbo-

bortsi Committee 1 wish to lay before Friends
generally the extremely trying and critical posi-
tion of the proposed emigration to Cyprus. As
soon as the High Commissioner of Cyprus be-
came aware of the numerical magnitude of the
proposed removal, he, in concert with the Co-
lonial Oflice in London, decided to require from
the committee, previous to the landing being
permitted, a guarantee for the maintenance of
the Colonists for two years, and a further sum
wherewith they might be removed from the
island in the event of the settlement eventually
proving unsuccessful.

The Government have fixed the amount of
this guarantee at £20 per head; thus we are
suddenly confronted with the need for a guar-
antee of £22,000 for the first instalment of the
refugees.

Meanwhile we learn by wire that the Duk-
horbortsi have themselves chartered a steamer
in Batoum, and that eleven hundred of them
have arrived there to go on board.
Thus has the crisis become most acute, and

our hearts are very heavily burdened with anx-
iety on this account. If the refugees embark,
and they seem to be on the point of doing so^

they would not be allowed to land in Russia
again

;
and unless we can immediately satisfy

our Government, neither will they be allowed
to land in Cyprus. Thus they are in danger of
being left a starving, helpless mass of humanity,

with no landing place open to
afloat at sea

them
The committee at its last meeting, from among

their own number, received the guarantee o1'

four Friends for £1,000 each, and two others to
the same amount have since been added, with
a further addition of one for £2,000. We want
guarantee for at least £7,000 more. . . . Will
our wealthy Friends come to our aid ? That is

our earnest prayer; hut the answer must be
prompt to be efl^ective. No one so much as
those of our own Society is likely to enter closely
into sympathy with these afflicted people, who
are suflering the loss of all things for their faith-
fulness to Christ's commands, " Love your ene-
mies, do good to them that hate you, and pray
for them that despitefully use you and persecute
you. It is therefore the more incumbent on
us to do all that is in our power to rescue them
from the calamities which are well-nigh over-
.„k„i..,.•„_ them, I am, thine sincerely,

E. W. Brooks.

' T'is grace alone, we by experience find,
Imparts instruction to the attentive mind

;Convicts of error, and restrains from sin •

For what these are it manifests within."'

whelu

How Mica Is Obtained.
The mica trade is controlled practically 1

three or four large concerns in New York, CI
cago and Boston. These houses have an age
who buys for cash whatever mica is broug
by the miners. They control the market, ai
fix the prices to be paid to the miner as well
the prices for which it is sold in the markets.

Mica, it need hardly be said, is a very val
able, almost precious, mineral, as those who a
obliged to buy a small strip for their stove-doo
will testify. A package worth hundreds of dc
lars can be carried in a basket slung over tl

arm, or in a pair of saddle-bags on horsebac
When prepared for the market, the solid bloc,'

as taken from the mine, is split into sheet
These are cut into squares or rectangles of a
most every possible size, from two by two inch
up to eight by ten inches, and sometimes eve
larger. There are no less than one hundre
aud eighty-three regular sizes kept in stock h
dealers.

The mining of mica is the poetry of minin)'
It is impossible to conceive of a more excitin
and fascinating employment. The vein of raia
bearing quartz, lying between rocks of differei
formation, has been found. The cap rock 1

been blasted away. Little "nigger-heads'
small lumps of crumbling mica, mixed wit
slate and other rock—are growing plentifu
The rock is carefully examined by the exper
enced miner, and all indications are that mic
will soon be found. A blast is made. The roc
and debris are cleared away ; and there in th
bottom is a block of the precious stuflT, a ragga
corner showing itself black and glittering in'tbi

white quartz in which it is imbedded. Wit
the tips of the fingers the miner gently and a;

fectionately brushes away the dirt and sraaj
stones which partly cover it. Its thickness i

carefully noted, its position in the rock is L„.„
edly discussed, and many a speculation indulge*
in as to its size and quality. The hole is quickl'
drilled, the small blast is made, just lousenini
the rock, and all eagerly crowd around, as om
of the men with his pick pulls away the brokei
stone. There it lies, a black glittering i

nine or ten inches across its face, three or fou
inches thick, and irregular in shape, as all block
of mica are. A good-sized block, and, if solit
and of a perfect cleavage, it will be worth
eral hundred dollars. The excitement is no'i

allayed, however, and will not be until the bloct
is split open and we know how it looks on th«
inside. It is a very bad thing to split open i

block at the mine, and contrary to all rules, foi
there is danger that the fine, polished faces, ',. ...

be scratched, and a sheet—thin, indeed,' bul
valuable— will have to be taken off" and thrown
away.—John M. Van Dyke, in Godey's Magazine

Knowing the Author.—"I do not agre«
with you about the meaning of that poem," said
one friend to another, with finger upon a page
of Browning.

" But you must agree with me," said he, " be-
cause I knew Browning personally, and there-
fore am able to interpret him to you."
Only a little later this boastful friend of the

poet began to chaff' the woman upon what
called her superstitious belief in the Bible call-
ing it a pack of fables.

"Ah! now," said she gently, "you must givel*
way to me about this book. Remember, I know
the Author!"
And herein lies a startling truth ; only those

who know the voice of God in their souls can
recognize It in his yford.—NorthCarolina Friend.
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iVork and Needs of Blue Ridge Mission.

(The intliifiices t>f the Mission are widening

}ulh by month, yet there is stern need of eu-

rged capabilities that more and more of these

jor people, hidden away in forest solitudes,

[ing often in unspeakable degradation, with

new hope for tomorrow coming to break the

!ary monotony of to-day, may be rescued.

JThe work accomplished by J. Addison and

rma Griffiths in the past three years, by the

Ipiug of " the good Shepherd," cannot be

3asured in this world. By persistent friend-

less and Christian deportment they have, with

markably few exceptions, won the love and

nfidecce of the mountaineers.

But progress in many directions is continual-

embarrassed by the poverty of the Mission,

pecially in relation to the advancement of the

nool. Neither the building which it occupies,

ir the Mission house, is " filled in " underneath,

inter winds whistle through the crevices of

B floors, chilling the limbs of the halfclad

ildren ; the seats and desks are uncomfortable

the extreme, doing a cruel wrong every day

young backs and shoulders; window sashes

,wn. One can see outside in a half dozen

aces without the trouble of looking through

ndows.

The " aids in teaching " are represented by

ree torn, blurred, ancient maps, a broken

obe, and two quite good and modern reading

larts.

The eagerness of the children and youth to

arn anything— everything—relative to the

eat world beyond their mountains is pathetic,

ley come singing down the wood paths, through

in storms, smilingly accepting the drenchings

bich it must be admitted have apparently no

11 effects upon them.

They brave the wild winds that generally

How every storm, blowing often for twenty-

ui hours with a terrific force that brings down
wering pines in the forest, and would lift these

i,tle ones into the air did they not cling to-

jther, as they do, with shout and laughter,

umbers of them, many not more than five and
X years of age, walk six miles every day with-

it a murmur, coming in snow and cold with

roken shoes, frequently without hat or coat, an

id table cover or shawl wrapped carelessly

pout them. Their parents are miserably poor,

hey work early and late ; but even then five-

xths of them cannot " keep the wolf from the

3or," and the little children as well as the

irong men and women, have often scanty food.

There is no money to buy school books. Last
linter a i-eading class of twenty-one possessed

X readers among them ; and three boys at-

impted, quite successfully, to study the story

their country from one copy of Eggleston's

Fnited States History.

Perhaps there are encyclopedias that have
een for a few years relegated to a back shelf

I some library, and are standing there unre-

irred to from month to month because more
jproved books of reference have taken their

lace. Their value to the young mountaineers
ould be beyond human computing, and with

lem to refer to, the pitiful exclamation ex-

ressed in varied quaint local phrase, " If I only

ad some book that would tell me all about this

erson or subject!" would not so often smite

pon the ears of those who watch them.

Some of these children of the wild places mani-
ist a decided poetic tendency. How could it

8 otherwise when their mountains grow grand
nd solemn before every sun-rising, and at every
in-setting ? and when their log-cabin homes are

generally " within a stone's throw" of the mighty

woods,—near enough for them to hear forever

the pines "repeating their ancient legends to

the winds?" Whenever they travel they must

pass through the dim and silent forest, the nar-

row paths scarcely observed by the stranger,

lighted at night by flaming pine torches when

there is no moon.
A few inexpensive copies of Whittier, Long-

fellow, Lowell, Tennyson, Scott or Burns, even

if torn or defaced, or in pamphlet form, would

be prizes down in that lonely wilderness.

Anything addressed to J. Addison Griffiths,

Friends' Mission, Patrick Co., Virginia, would

go safely to its destination.

The children of the primary department sit

patiently, crowded together upon their forlorn

benches, without desks, without books, gazing

at the blank walls upon which hang no attrac-

tive pictures or mottoes to hint to the young

hearts of brighter and better things. A few

have slates, usually furnished by those who are

so willing to " spend and be spent " for the wel-

fare of their flock. Even babes will resort to

tobacco-chewing and "snuff-dipping" unl

closely watched ; and it has happened sadly often

that a little child, a new pupil, has come in with

cheeks flushed by a morning draught of whiskey.

Yet the distilleries in the vicinity of the Mis

sion are gradually disappearing before the stur-

dy and courageous effort always directed upon

them ; and there is a very satisfactory growth

in favor of the temperance cause.

These poor brothers and sisters of the Blue

Ridge are so cheery in their poverty, brave in

suffering, friendly, grateful, so "strong in the

right as God gives them to see the right," that

I would a thousand loving Christian hands were

stretched out " in his name" to help them.

Mercy E. Brown.

Bread.

It is a curious and interesting study to com-

pare the various materials which serve the dif-

ferent nations of the world as the basis of their

bread. In this country, where good bread, made
from spring and fall wheat flour, is within reach

of all, rarely a thought is given to the fact that,

after all, the inhabitants of only a small portion

of the earth's surface enjoy such food. In the re-

moter part of Sweden the poor make and bake

their rye bread twice a year and store the loaves

away, so that eventually they are as hard as

bricks. Further north still, bread is made from

barley and oats. In Lapland, oats, with the

inner bark of the pine, are used. The two to-

gether, well ground and mixed, are made into

large, flat cakes, cooked in a pan over a fire.

In dreary Kamtschatka pine or birch bark by

itself, well macerated, pounded and baked, fre-

quently constitutes the whole of the native bread

fooil. The Icelander scrapes the " Iceland moss"

off the rocks and grinds it into flour, which serves

both for bread and for puddings. In some parts

of Siberia, China and other Eastern countries,

a fairly palatable bread is made from buck-

wheat. In part of Italy, chestnuts are cooked,

ground into meal and useil for making bread.

Durra, a variety of the millet, is much used in

the countries of India, Egypt, Arabia and Asia

Minor for making bread. Rice bread is the

staple food of the Chinese, Japanese and a large

)ortion of the inhabitants of India. In

For Mothers.—To bring up a child in the

way it should go, travel that way yourself.

Stories first heard at a mother's knee are

never wholly forgotten — a little spring that

never dries up in our journey through scorch-

ing years.

The sooner you get a child to be " a law unto

himself," the sooner you will make a man of

him.

Children need models more than criticism.

We can never check what is evil in the young

unless we cherish what is good in them.

Line upon line, precept upon precept, we

must have in a home. But we must also have

serenity, peace, and the absence of petty fault-

finding if home is to be a nursery fit for heaven's

growing plants.

There are no men or women, however poor

they may be, but have it in power, by the grace

of God, to leave behind them the grandest thing

on earth—character ; and their children might

rise up after them and thank God that their

mother was a pious woman or their father a

pious man.

—

Dr. MeLeod.

por

There are statues enough in the quarries;

only the sculptor's chisel is needed to bring

them out. Masterpieces of painting are pulsat-

ing in the sunlight; only the artist's brush is

needed to catch them and fix them on canvas.

Matchless poems lie scattered through the dic-

tionary ; only the poet's pen is needed to pick

them out and put them together. Grand men

and women, saints of God, are in all of us ; only

the Holy Spirit is needed to find us and bring

us to perfection.—Pres6i/<erian Banner.

Persia,

the bread is made from rice, flour and milk ; it

is called " lawash." The Persian oven is built

in the ground, about the size of a barrel. The

sides are smooth mason work. The fire is built

at the bottom and kept burning until the walls

or sides of the oven are thoroughly heated.

Enough dough to form a sheet about one foot

wide and about two feet long is thrown on the

bench and rolled until about as thin as sole

leather, then it is taken up and tossed and rolled

from one arm to the other, and flung on the board

and slapped on the side of the oven. It takes

only a few moments to bake, and when baked

it is spread out to cool. This bread is cheap

(one cent a sheet); it is sweet and nourishing.

A specimen of the " hunger bread " from Ar-

menia is made of clover-seed, flax, or linseed

meal, mixed with edible grass. In the Molucca

Islands, the starchy pith of the sago palm fur-

nishes a white floury meal. This is made up

into flat, oblong loaves, which are baked in

curious little ovens, each being divided into ob-

long cells to receive the loaves. Bread is also

made of roots in some parts of Africa and South

America. Itis made from manioc tubers. These

roots are a deadly poison if eaten in the raw

state, but make a good food if properly prepared.

To prepare it for bread, the roots are soaked

for several days in water, thus washing out the

poison; the fibres are picked out, dried and

ground into flour. This is mixed with milk, if

obtainable; if not, water is used. The dough

is formed into little round loaves and baked in

hot ashes or dried in the sun.

—

Episcopal Re-

corder.

Of Elizabeth Drinker a valuable minister

belonging to Philadelphia Meeting, and when

on a religious visit to England, died in the

Eighth Month, 1794, we read, she said :
" Being

concerned to wait for, and move under the fresh

arising of Divine Life, her ministry was sound

and weight}', and her conduct and conversation

consistent therewith." At another time she said :

" The highest anthem that could be sung was,

' Thy will be done.'

"
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Grant's Religious Side.

"I am a profound believer," said General
Grant, "in a special and a general providence
that shapes the destinies of individuals and na-
tions

; but in such a way as not to destroy man's
free agency."

On another occasion, while conversing with
Dr. Cramer, his brother-in-law, about his ex-
periences, he said that he always carried out
what he had planned to do.

" Did you ever pray to God for aid and suc-
cess?" asked Dr. Cramer.

Often, mentally, but briefly," he answered.
" I asked for strength and wisdom to carry to

a successful termination my task. Like my
mother, I never talked much about my religion,
but I think much. It is the all important sub-
ject."

Grant, while President, spoke one day to his

brother-in-law of the tremendous responsibility
of the office. "I often," said he, "during the
session of Congress, after a day of hard work
and an evening spent in meeting social claims,
sit up till it is far beyond midnight to study the
various questions submitted for my action."

" Do you ever pray for wisdom and guidance?"
asked his relative.

"Yes; night and day I ask God in silent
prayer to aid in performing my duties," he an-
swered. " I believe in prayer, though I don't
talk about it."

Speaking of the impressions made by his visit
to Jerusalem, General Grant said: "I never
felt so solemn in ray life as I did while standing
before places made sacred by their associations
with Christ when He was here on earth,
YoutKs Companion.

For " The Friend."

TO THE MEMORY OF JOHN HAMPTON.
Oh, the harmony in Nature ! oh, the beauty in the
blending

Of the tints, the gorgeous paintings, hung on field and
wood and sky

!

How they cliange in light and shadow with new beau-
ties never-ending

!

How they fill the mind with rapture, while they more
than please the eye 1

I have watched a beauteous sunset, when most gor-
geously apparelled.

Was that grand old orb of heaven as he smiled a kind
adieu

;

The Castle Garden Aquarium.—One of
the most popular places in New York, although
it is rarely noticed in the newspapers, is the
Aquarium, which occupies the old Castle Gar-
den, in the Battery. Here, between 10 A. M.
and 4 p. m., there is a constant stream of men,
women and children, passing in procession be-
fore the countless specimens of the fish tribe
from almost every quarter of the globe. No
stranger to the city should fail to visit this at-
tractive place. There is no fish collection equal
to it in this country, except, perhaps, the one in
Washington. Whatever may be the evils of
the " paternalism" that provides these places of
entertainment for the people at the expense of
the city treasury, there is certainly no other in
vestment of public funds that yields so large
a dividend of public pleasure and instruction,
except, of course, the money that is spent on
the public schools. The Aquarium, the Art and
Natural History Museums, the parks, the play-
grounds for children, the free baths, the recrea-
tion piers, roofed over and open as breathing
places for the inhabitants of the crowded tene-
ment houses, the Botanical and Zoological Gar-
dens that are to be, and the great public library
which only awaits the official action of the Board
of Estimate, all free gifts of the people to them-
selves, serve to make life in the city broader,
happier and safer. The city money that is put
into them is as well spent as if put into aque-
ducts and docka.—PhUadelphia Ledger.

Sitting in a rdsy landscape ; of the brightest morn co-
herald,

Tinting with a royal purple, clouds of gray against the
blue.

And I think, how like the Christian, he whose light is

brightly shining,

Lighting up the dark horizon as he nears the close of
day

;

Over all the dear ones round him, his sweet influence
entwining

Till they each reflect the beauty of his exemplary way.

There was one whose Christian virtues through a long
fe unassuming,

Shed a kind and genial influence on the hearts of those
he knew.

Exemplary was his conduct, and old age was but the
blooming

Of the long-continued springtime, of a life both good
and true.

Brightly shone the evening lustre of his life-orb near
the setting

;

While the radiance of Heaven mellowed it to softer
light.

Though he'd oft acknowledged errors, yet no sighs, or
vain regretting

Kept his soul from true thanksgiving, as it neared its
heavenward flight.

Like as trustful little children in their parents dear,
confiding.

So he trusted in the mercy of the Father's love. Su-
preme.

Without claim to worth or merit, yet in faith serenely
gliding

Down the western slope of evening, toward the day-
light's parting gleam.

He is gone, but lingering round us in the beauteous
tints of even,

Is the influence of his virtue, love and purity and trust.
May we follow in his footsteps ; fix our hope and faith
on Heaven

;

Do the work that r

God is just."—M.
waiting, knowing this, " Our

"A GREATER deception could not be practised
upon mankind, than to persuade them that they
could be Christians without spiritual baptisms."—John Siin]}son.

"It is a great deal better to have Gideon's
three hundred men left than a motly crowd."

In regard to the influence wrought upon the
natives by the help sent from England and
America for famine relief, the report said :

" The
generous help which came from America and
England has had a very beneficent influence
upon our Christian community. They have
learned that in Christ and his Church there is
an unseen power of love and sympathy. They
have come to learn that the control of the world
is in the hands of Christian people, and that
many agencies are at work for good to those
who love Ghtmt."—Selected.

William Savery an eminent minister, died
in the Sixth Month, 1804. In the testimony of
the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia,
for the northern district concerning him, we
find the following: "He was remarkable for
punctuality and uprightness in his dealing; and
not long before his decease, said to a friend who
often visited him, 'It is necessary to look to our
outward concerns, there are so many reproach-
ful failures,' and appeared desirous once more
to get to meeting, that he might have an oppor-
tunity to warn such of the elderly part of So-
ciety who had got into the earth, and of the
youth who had got into the air."

ON HEARING JOSEPH HOAG PREACI
" His head was silvered o'er witli age,
And long experience made him sage."

It was the hour when Christians met for prayer
And praise to Him, whti spake and worlds were i__
And who the universe can hold within his holy pal
That he, whose youth, whose manhood, and whose prii
Was dedicated to his God, arose with words of love to e

And spake with faltering breath.
'T was then methought that in his aged form I saw
Some good old prophet, back retui-ned to earth.
He spake, the gathered throng was still.

Each heart seemed wrapped in holy awe.
While words, that like a healing balm
Poured on the wounded suul, fell from his aged lips
Telling to all that there is a prize,

'

Tlie boon of everlasting life and peace.
Preserved for those who clasp the Master's feet
In meekness, and in silent solemn prayer
Call truly on his holy name.
And seek to purge their souls from every earthly stai

He long had sought the narrow path of life.

And long 'gainst sin had waged eternal strife

:

Love of his God and love to all mankind
Had been his motto since his youthful mind
Received the holy word in sacred trust
From the eternal God, whose words are just.
Ordaining him to preach the righteous cause
Unto the world, which from its Maker draws
Life, light and truth, and its revolving laws.
Although we oft have turned our feet astray,
God sent his Son to point a better wav

:

Who came according to the high behest
To lead the way to everlasting rest.

And this old man, the preacher of such truth
As to the aged brings elastic youth,
Stood there alone, oppressed with years,
His aged cheeks bedewed with tears,
Such tears as those his Master shed
E'er He on Calvary's summit bled.
For sinful mau that he might live
And taste the joys that heaven can give.

[Author Unknown.

Dangerous Journalism.— A speaker ac
dressing the Philadelphia Women's Press Clul
said :

—

" Do thejournals of the United States preservi
a lofty aim and endeavor to attain it so far a
circumstances will permit?"

" We hope and believe that there are som^
who do,_ but many, we regret to say, fall fa
short of it. The curse of the press in the pres
ent day is sensationalism, a desire to pander ti

a depraved and vitiated taste in the public foj

something exciting. Something that will thril
the nerves and awake astonishment and horror
We all have a little of this desire within us ; m
all like to be aroused and stimulated by thi
recital of unusual and surprising occurences;
but is it well that this desire should be culti
vated, that it should increase by what it J

on, until it becomes a morbid appetite, craving
incessantly the revolting and terrible?
"An instance of the injurious eflfects of sue!

sensational writing has been witnessed lately ir*
the case of some of our journals, particularly ir

New York, which, if they could have their way
would have driven the government nolem voleni
into a war with Spain, without waiting to set
whether our difficulties with that country could
be peaceably adjusted. We do not hesitate tc
say that they are a disgrace to our country,
Seemingly unmindful of the horrible results oi
war, the demoralization of character, the load
of debt, the increase of the pension list, already
so large as to be a great burden upon our people
in addition to all the loss of life, the suffering
from wounds among many of those who survive, '

and the grief and anguish of the widows and *(

orphans deprived of their natural protectors—
egardless of all these, they persist in inflaming
the passions and encouraging a spirit of warlikefei
ferocity among the people, a spirit which it should *

be their endeavor to repress and keep in check
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For " The Fbiknd."

Kosmos.

^t is presumably by no uumeaning chauce
t the Greek word " Kosmos " has come to

lif'y equally " the world " or " the universe,"

1 " beauty " or "systemic order." It was fit

t in that ancient language which was pre-

ineutly the embodiment of searching inten-

1 and sound abstraction, this recognition

uld be found of thesublimeand Divine truth,

t the whole outward creation is abstractly

3ry good." The essentially wholesome quali-

and edifying virtue of man's surroundings
jld seem to have been thus intuitively dis-

minated from that inharmonious relation

ch they must necessarily bear to a fallen

ure, which faulty relationship was, and is,

proximate occasion of perpetuated sin, and
ich is accordingly forcibly denoted by the

ire of the " curse " (Gen. iii: 17) resting up-
the earth for the sake of hira who was its

tined and deputed lord. lu brief, the order
Qonslrably existing without us would appear
have been thus profoundly discriminated
tn and contrasted with the disorder originat-

within us.

Tor well do we know that even in the cultur-

jtreeian life there wasa largely prevailing ele-

Qt of discord, through which the rule of har-

nious order could have been conspicuous only
its absence, to the insight which could thus
s own experience isolate it as a definite ob-
of individual aspiration and of desirable

eral attainment. But even to such an in-

3t the possibility of such attainment was hid-

, owing to the utter want of any adequate
)reciation of the true nature and origin of
existing and persisting discordance. For
most disabling loss of a fallen nature must
the loss of selt-kiiowledge. In the miracu-
sadveot and beneficent historic career of that
aue Man in whom was steadily illustrated

healthy subordination of the merely physical
to the intellectual, and, through the intel-

uai, to that deep .spiritual realm which is,

ler all ai>pearances, the supplying source and
trolling seat of power, consciousness and

ly,—in ihat wondrous visitatiun of God to

people,— the else interposed or continuing
between Divine truth and human ignorance
indeed rent from above downward, and a

|fect mirror presented to benighted humanity
selfcontemplation and possible complete res-

ation, under the more unobstructed ministra-

(1 and enlarged outpouring of the Spirit of

fl and of Christ. In that perfect mirror, and
3er that Divine illumination, the desiderated
(•requisite of self knowledge becomes possible,

[he simplicity which is in Christ " can effect-

]y supplant our inherited self ignorance and
varsity of motive, as the individual discipline

ihe cross of Christ shall restore more or less

initely that subordinated comprehension and
dthy activity of our three-fold constitution,

ich are the evident indication, if not the very
istance, of Christ formed in us.

3ut even as of old the preaching of "Christ
cified " was to the literalistic Jew " a stumb-
y block," and to the wise Greek " foolishness,"

like manner, it would seem, must the same
aching, to the end of time, impress the uar-
I formalist who disparages true logic, and the

ptical rationalist who lacks a fixed basis for

logic. A fallen manhood is practically a
tilated manhood, through the necessary ignor-

of that original and originative spiritual na-
e, which comes into the individual conscious-

8 only with the individual experience of the

birth "from above." That birth from above is

ever virtually a fresh resurrection, ensuing up-

on that fresh crucifixion through which alone

the Lord Jesus Christ is individually known as
" the Way, the Truth and the Life." " This

have I experienced " wrote the illuminated

Peuington, " concerning the cross of our Lord
Jesus Christ, that it is " an inward and spiritual

thing, producing " inward and spiritual effects

in the mind, and crucifying to the world and
the affections thereof" In the thus reconstruct-

ed and enlarged intelligence wherein the very

thought of the creature is brought into harmony
with that of the Creator, the subordination of

the physical element to the intellectual, as well

as that of the intellectual to the spiritual, is

fairly comprehended and firmly established
;

and from our divinely vouchsafed stand-point

it becomes possible to contemplate the whole

phy.sical universe, so far as at all known to us,

from without, and even from above. We thus

become enabled to unite in that apostolic testi-

mony as to the experience of true men " from

the creation of the world" (Rom. i: 20), that

the power and government of God are made
clear to our intelligence "through the things

which are made " and done; * that is, these all-

pervading principles are revealed to a true vis-

ion in the facts of nature and in the course of

history. As no exception is made, this can mean
nothing less than that the symbolism of mean-
ing is as universal in the details of the creation,

as the continuity of purpose is in the events of

history.

But in that dislocated worldly mind which is

the heirloom of our nature previously to the

radical transformation which the religion of the

cross is designed to effect, man will stubbornly

cling, in some direction or other, to a mere
transitional and temporal provision or attain-

ment of nature, making that in some degree the

foundation of his hope and the limit of his as-

piration, to the greater or less neglect of "the
things which are not seen," and .so " are eternal."

In some direction or other the mere symbol will

be allowed to supersede the thing symbolized.

This is that abuse of the world against which
we are scripturally warned, as obstructing the

highest and truest use of the world, and through

which all who are in any degree implicated

therein, must in the same proportion find " that

which should have been for their welfare," to

" become a trap."

—

Fro7n a Manuscript Essay on
" The Use of the World."

Largest Bible in the World.—In 1857
Mindon-fnin, King of Burma, erected a monu-
ment near Mandalay, called the Kutho-daw.
There he built seven hundred temples, in each
of which there is a slab of white marble. Upon
these seven hundred slabs is engraved the whole
of the Buddhist Bible, a vast literature in itself,

equal to abcjut six copies of the Holy Scriptures.

This marble Bible is engraved in the Pali

language, thought to be that spoken by Buddha
himself 500 b. c. Photographs of some of these

inscriptions have reached England, and Profes-

sor Max Muller—perhaps the greatest linguist

in the world—has examined them. But, alas,

for all his human ingenuity and perseverence!
If Miudon-min thought to perpetuate the teach-

ing of the great Buddha by causing it to be
graven on the rock, he nourished a vain ambi-
tion.

The climate of Burma is moist, and its efl!^ects

have already wrought havoc on the surface of
the white marble, and the photographs show a
partial effaceraent of some of the Burmese char-
acters in which the Pali text is engraved.

This is certainly the largest known copy of
any portion of literature. Even the National
Encyclopaedia of China, in five thousand vol-

umes, occupies a comparatively small space. To
reach the other end of the limits of the printers'

and engravers' art we need only remember the
" Smallest Bible in the World," and the Diamond
editions of Catullus, Tibullus and Propertius.

To engrave the Bible of Buddha on the mar-
ble slabs in the temples of Kuthodaw must have
cost many thousands of dollars, but these ser-

mons in stone are easily outlasted by a copy of
the New Testament which, beautifully printed,

can be bought for twenty-five cents, and, if care-

fully cherished, will last many generations.

—

Boston. Traveller.

Potency of the Gospel.—The gospel is

more potential in that it has the Holy Ghost as

an accompanying, inseparable and co-operative

influence. He energizes it and makes it irre-

sistible. He is the applier of the benefits of

redemption. He comes in answer to Christ's

intercession to renovate the heart, to illumine

the understanding, to guide into all truth, to

sanctify the heart and to perfect the whole
nature for a heavenly residence.

—

The Presby-

terian.

What, then, is the kingdom of God? It is

the reign or rule of God ; and all in whom God
reigns—that is, all who obey, trust, and serve

Him— belong to his kingdom. It is the total

company of those in whom heavenly laws and
principles hold sway, and to il belong all who
are living in the spirit of this petition : "Thy
kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as

it is in heaven."

—

S. S. Times.

* The Greek terra in the original requires both of

these Englisli ones for its full renderhig.

An Island of Flowers —The Scilly Islands

may very justly be termed flower islands, for a
large part of their surface is given up to the

cultivation of flowers, and the great majority of
the people spend their lives in attending to the

plants, from which all the wealth of the islands

is drawn.
The inhabitants have had other occupations

before they settled down to flower growing. At
one time they were wreckers, and at a later

period they went into a more legitimate busi-

ness, and devoted themselves to the raising of

early potatoes. There was money to be made
out of (hem, and the islands prospered until

prosperity bore its usual fruit in the shape of

competition. The Channel islanders took to

growing potatoes, and the potato trade of the

Scilly Islands was killed. Thereupon the isl-

anders betook themselves to flower growing, giv-

ing the greater part of their attention to the

narcissi.

In St. Mary's alone nearly a quarter of the

cultivated area of the island is devoted to flowers.

In the Second Month, last year three hundred
and twenty-two tons of flowers were exported
from this one island. About two hundred boxes
go to the ton, and as each box contains from
three to twelve spikes of flowers, it is easy to see

that the number of flowers sent out from the

island was not trifling.

The inhabitants of these islands are a wise

people. They do not believe in wasting time.

As soon as the forcing of the narcissi is over the

houses are filled with tomato plants, and for

months there is a continuous supply of this

popular dainty.— Youth's Companion.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The United States Trejsury gold

on the 3d inst amounted to a total of $220,916,-
282, the highest in the history of the reserve fund.

B. F. De Costa, of New York, on First-Day last,

preached on the recent proclamation of the Czar in
favor of disarmament. "It may be said," said De
Costa, "that the Czar's plan is Utopian, that it is a
dream, but all great things begin in dreams. The
American people should be the tirst to accept the new
situation. The Christian men and women of this land
should now take up the idea with enthusiasm. It is ii

accordance with the best thought of the age, disarma
ment being unpalatable chiefly to the makers of pow
der, battle ships and guns. It is in accordance with
the best interests of mankind at large, all human in-
terests requiring peace for their development. It is in
accordance with our own national interests, because the
path of peace is the path of safety."

A Hong Kong deputation, representing the Southern
Philippines, and consisting of the best and richest na-
tives of Panay, Mindoro, Cebu and Mindanao, visited
United States Consul ^Villiams and urged that every
possible etJbrt be made for the annexation of the whole
of the Philippine Islands. The deputation declared
that all classes—the warlike mountaineers as well as
those engaged in mercantile pursuits—would welcome
the Stars and Stripes, and had resolved never to submit
to Spanish or Tagal rule. They also said that there
were 4,000 men, many of them armed with rifles, near
Iloilo, ready to support the Americans. They refuse
to join in the clamor for independence, which they con-
sider a mistake and impracticable. They only wish for
annexation to the United States.

The delegation proposes to interview General Otis,
the American commander, to appeal to President
McKinley, and to confer with Aguinaldo's followers,
with a view to arranging for a combined movement to
insist upon annexation. They will also ask that the
insurgent regiments be enrolled in the American army,
with American officers, and that the insurgent chiefs
be given American appointments under General Otis.

Acting Secretary Allen, of the Navy Department,
has ordered the release of Admiral Cervera and the
crews of the vessels made prisoners in the engagement
at Santiago de Cuba on Seventh Month 3d, and they
will be promptly transported to Spain at that Govern-
ment's expense.

The Spanish officials at Havana have required Clara
Barton to pay duties and fines upon the Ked Cross sup-
plies she took to that port.

General Miles sailed on the lat inst. from Ponce,
Porto Rico, on the Obdam, which, with the Cmcho,
Chester, Alamo, Mississippi and Manitoba carries nearly
4,000 returning troops, leaving 12,000 in Porto Rico.

Major General Brooke, his stafi'and escort have com-
pleted two-thirds of their journey across the island of
Porto Rico toward San Juan. There was no display
of ill feeling. Spanish and American soldiers exchang-
ed buttons as souvenirs.

On the 5th inst. orders were issued by the War De-
partment to have the regular army troops removed
from Montauk Point.
At the National Irrigation Congress on the 2d inst.

at Cheyenne, Wyoming, E. S. Nettleton, of Colorado,
read a paper on the subject of " The Successes and
1 allures m Canal Building." He said that in 1898
Colorado had one million and a half acres of land irri-
gated, a value of $22,000,000. The value of the lands
of Colorado before irrigation enterprises were begun
was $17,000,000. Their present value under irrigation
is $87,000,000, an increase of 612 per cent.
There was a hurricane in Southern Georgia, on

Eighth Month 30th, 100 buildings in Savannah were
unroofed. Many vessels in the harbor were blown
ashoreor sunk. No loss of life is reported.
Taking the losses in Savannah where a minor part

of the damage was done, and those sust;iined by the
rice planters, the growers of cotton, by farmers gener-
ally and by railroads and shipping, it will be found
that an estimate of $1,000,000 damage will be reason-
ably within bounds.
A trolley car in Cohoes, New Y'ork, was struck by a

Delaware and Hudson train at a grade crossing on Sec-
Ten persons were killed outright, eight

L'after, and the remainder of the passen-
gers, seventeen in number, were injured, some of them
It IS feared fatally.

There were thirty four deaths from the heat in New
lork city the same day.
There were 413 deaths reported in this city last

week, which IS 16 less than the previous week and 14
more than the corresponding week of 1897: 101 were
under one year of age ; 21 1 were males and 203 females •

40 died of consumption
; 30 of cholera infantum ; 25

of marasmus
; 24 of heart disease

; 19 of cancer ; 18 of
inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 17 of neph-
ritis

; 16 of old age ; 14 of convulsions
; 14 of ursemia

;

14 from casualties
; 13 of typhoid fever ; 13 of inani-

tion, and 12 of apoplexy.
Markets, <fcc.— U. S. 2's, 98 a 100 ; 4's reg., 109| a

llUi; coupon, 111 a 112; new 4'8, 126| a 127^; o's,
lllf a n-J.^

;
3's, 104| a 105J ; currency 6's, 102 a 103.

Cotton closed on a basis of 6c. per pound for mid-
dling uplands.

^EED.— Winter bran in bulk at |13.50 a $14.00, and
spring, m sacks, at $13.00 a $13.50 per ton.
Feour.—Winter super., $2.15 a $2.40 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a $3.00; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.20 a $3 40 •

do. do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60; Western winter, clear!
$3.20 a $3.40; do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60; do., patent,
$3.65 a $3.90; spring, clear, old, $3.20 a $3.60; do.
straight, old, $4.00 a $4.25 ; do., patent, old, $4.30 a
$4.4u

;
do., do., new $3.70 a $3.80; do., favorite brands,

old, $4.40 a $4.60; city mills, extra, $2.76 a $3.00-
do., clear, $3.26 a $3.60; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.65 •

do., patent, $3.75 a $4.25. Rye Flour.—$2.75 a $2.80
per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 68f a 68^c.

No. 2 mixed com, 34f a 34jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 29Jc.

Beep Cattle.—Extra, b\ a 5^c.; good, 5 a 5ic ; me-
dium, 4J a 4|c.; common, 4^ a 4^c.
Sheep aud Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 5c.; good,44 a4^c.;

medium, 3^ a 4c.; common, 2 a 3^a; lambs, ik a 6Ac.;
stock ewes, 4} a 4^ c.

'

Hogs.— Best Western, 6 a 6ic. ; others, 51 a 6c.
Foreign.—The will of the late William E. Glad-

stone has been probated in London. It was written
by himself in an ordinary memorandum book and
contains about 2,000 words. He directed that no
laudatory inscription should be placed over him.
A report was current in London last week that a

treaty of alliance between Great Britain and Germany
had been signed by Balfour and the German Amba.ssa-
dor at London, on the lines of Chamberlain's Bir-
mingham speech. Various statements as to the scope
of the alliance are made.

they are seizing everything
j

tiement of peace conditions.
ible prior to the

RECEIPTS.
Unless otherwise speclfled, two dollars have been r

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 72.

Kichard Mott, Agent, la., for Morris C. Smith; M
E. Windle, Ind.; Richard W. Hutton, Pa. ; Phebe
Hall, Agent, O., $8, for Elisha Doudna, Jesse D. H
Maria Hartley and Hannah A. Webster ; B. V St
ley. Agent, la., $10, for WiUiam G. Hoyle, Sarah
WillitB, George Young, Joseph J. Edgerton and V

'

son Hodgin; Frank M. Normart, Phila. ; Wes
Haldeman, Pa. ; S. Eliza Spencer, N. C, $1 to No
Benjamin F. Starbuck, Agent, O., SS, for Asenath
Bundy, Edmund Bundy, Wilson J. Steer and Jt
Starbuck; John Bishop, N. J.; James S. Newbc i

Pa.
;
David Wallace, 0. ; T. A. Wood, Agent, O

for himself and Jonathan Brown
; Seth Shaw, Agf

O., $10, for J. K. Blackburn, Linton Hall, W. M. H,
Guhelma Neill and Nathan Kirk; E. S. GriflE;
Agent, Pa., for James F. Reid ; Hannah E. Sheppj

|

Phila.
; William T. Cooper, N. J., $4, 2 vols. • Wham Robinson, Agent, Ind., $4, for himself and

sanna Cox
; Susan B. Smith, Pa., and for Susar

Brinton
; William Bishop, N. J., and for Ruth Ai

Harned
; E. B. Taylor, W. Phila. ; Marianna E

nell, N. J.; Joseph T. Whitson, Md. ; Hamill
Haines, Phila.

; George SchUl, Pa.
; Sydney Gai

gues, Pa.

t&'Remittances received after Third-day noon will
appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
_
Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth St.,

will be open on week-days between 3 and 6pm
Ninth Mcnth 1st.

ond-Day la.--

died siiun tl

General Sir Herbert Kitchener entered Omdurman,
on the Nile, on the afternoon of the "2nd instant, at the
head of the Anglo-Egyptian column, after a disastrous
rout of the dervishes, in which thousands were killed
and wounded. The Anglo-Egyptian loss is 200.
On the 5th inst., the British and Egyptian flags were

placed on the walls of the palace at Khartoum.
Lieutenant Colonel Henry, who was arrested in

Paris on the order of the Minister of War, committed
suicide on the night of the 31st ult. Henry had con-
fessed that he forged the letter that had virtually con-
victed Dreyfus of treason. Very important results are
hkely to follow.

General Boisdefii-e, chief of the general stafl^of the
French army, resigned "owing to his misplaced con-
fidence m Lieutenant Colonel Henry, which led him to
present as genuine what was forged evidence.''

The Cortes assembled in Madrid on the 5th mst.
Premier Sagasta read a decree authorizing the minis-
ters to renounce sovereignty over the colonies in con-
formity with the stipulations of the peace prelimin-
aries between Spain and the United States. The
matter was discussed in secret session.
The lower classes in Spain are greatly impressed

with the ghastly appearance of ihe soldiers returning
from Cuba, and are loudly protesting against a con-
tinuance of the special war taxes.
The enthronement of Queen Wilhelmina took place

on the 5th instant at the palace in Amsterdam.
The Burgomasterof Amsterdam has presented to the

Queen of Holland 300,000 florins for philanthropy
and the Queen has announced her intention of found-
ing a hospital for consumptives with a portion of the

The steam whaler Fridtjof having on board Walter
Wellnaan and the members of his expedition to Green-
land, has returned after landing an expedition at Cape

»ff?, °u','JP„"'''
«'^""ie'-n PMnt of Hall's Island.

While the Wellman party were returning they met the
expedition to Franz Joseph Land under Dr. A G
Nothorst at Koenigskar Island, and were informed
that all search for Professor Andree, the missing aero-
naut, had proved futile. Professor Northorst's expedi-
tion IS financed by King Oscar and a number of private
persons, and sailed early this year with the hope of
finding Professor Andree, the missing aeronaut, who
n';r ,SQ7 ""i''*'/''^"^

of Tromso on Seventh Month
nth, 1897, and whose fate is unknown.

.,,'^j'^i'""-''.''''?'''^''''^
"'•y^ "'^' insurgents have cap-

tured the islands of Roniblon and Palawan, and that

The Shelter for Colored Orphans, at For
fourth and Wallace Streets, West Phila., has seve
boys under its care of a suitable age for placing out
farms or elsewhere. Apply at the " Home," or to I
Pennock, 805 Franklin St., Phila.

Friends' Select School will re-open Ninth Moi
19th. The Superintendent will be in attendance at 1

school during the two weeks preceding the openi
from ten until one o'clock.

J. Henry Bartlett, Superintendent.

Westtowk Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the school, and letters
regard to instruction and discipline should be i

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.
Payments on account of board and tuition, a

communications in regard to business should be f(

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.
Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukhoborts
A. F. H., $25; H. K., 110.25; J. L. B., $20; G. C. F %

C. F. S., $10; J. E. C, $50; F. E. C, $150; P. H. B $1
J. B. T.. $5; S. B. L., $1; C. W. S., $10; J. E., $5; J. E. J
$5; J. W. $1; R. and S. H., $10; W. H. and P. E H I
$50; E. G. E., $5; G. M. and E. B. W., $10; B. W. B., $]
E. M. and M. C. W., $25; D. H. F., $5; J. E $
A. H. B., $4.70; C. T. T., $5 ; H. H., $1. Total
tributions to Ninth Month 6th, $1,663.45.
William Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St., Phili

Died, at her home near Earlham, Madison Co., I
on the 18th day of the Eighth Month, 1898, Rui
Newlin, in the seventy-third year of her age ; a l:

loved minister belonging to Bear Creek Monthly Mei
ing of Friends (Conservative). Herfaculties were cle'
at the last and her close was calm and peaceful. SI
realized that the faith she had en<leavored to live I

would do to die by.

, at his residence near Moorestown, N. J., tl

thirty-first of Fifth Month, 1898, Joshua L. Haeme
in the seventy-seventh year of his age. Through yiel
ing in early hfe to the tendering visitations of tl

Heavenly Teacher, and cherishing that tenderness
spirit he was preserved through an active business li

and found himself prepared for his change, re-.ting
Divine meny at its close.

,
) on Sixth Month 3rd, 1898, at the residence

her brother, Wm. P. Jones, Woodbury, N. J., Maf
E. Jones, in the fifty-third year of her age. She w
a member of Chester Monthly Meeting of Friends P

, the sixth of Eighth Month, 1898, at his res
dence near Barnesville, Belmont, Co., O., after a bri
illness of typhoid fever, Benjamin Stanton, a b
loved member of Stilwater Monthly Meeting of.Friend
in the fiftieth year of his age.
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Vacation Retrospects.

Thoughts would arise, as we approached the

mmer aud its usual change of scene for some,

" What shall the harvest be? What shall

3 spiritual effect on ourselves and others be,

our sojourn among men of other localities?"

And now the query is in season :
" The sum-

is past, the harvest has come, and what

St thou gathered ?" This may be set down as

rtain, that they that have sown to the flesh

hall of the flesh reap corruption," and they

at have sown to the Spirit " shall of the Spirit

ip life everlasting."

There will be more or less of a baptizing

'act, better or worse, of our passing among

lers. An injunction of our Lord to disciples,

IS that wherever they should go in all the

)rld they should make disciples, that is learn-

3, of others; and that they should do this by

ptizing, or introducing them into the Divine

ime. Baptizing authority must accompany

preaching of their lives or language, else it

Id be of DO discipling service to influence

en to be learners of Christ. Who himself as

at authority promised to be with true disciples

id disciplers to the end.

Some will doubtless return bearing their

eaves of peace with them. But the portion

many of us will be a sense of short-coming,

''ell for us if this sense incite our spirits in the

onths to come not lo be "slothful in business,

It fervent in spirit, serving the Lord." So

ay the savor of our spirits as well as our direct

)edience, avail to the baptizing of fellow-beings.

Some may recall little openings or opportuni-

es which they might have stepped into, and per-

psdid occupy, to the brightening of their pres-

et retrospect. One Friend for some five years as

summer visitor in the country had been aware

f an outlook in his mind towards a neighbor-

;
town, where Friends in the ministry had

ot for many years been heard. His elders had

:icouraged his attending to the concern. But

he wished to be clear of making any opening

for himself to obtain an audience. A few days

ago the pastor of a congregation there ap-

proached him with an invitation to occupy the

time of one of his "services." This seemed to

the Friend the opportunity which he had been

waiting for. He conferred with the pastor on

the ground of worship and exercise of ministry

which a Friend could rightly entertain, and why

we could not engage beforehand to speak in any

meeting, or be announced to preach ; but must

wait for the Master's own putting forth of his

messages. The presence of the Friend was wel-

comed on that basis.

In the course of the conversation the pastor

said he had long entertained a high respect for

Friends as he had judged of them by Whittier,

William Penn,and others. But whenever he had

met with any ministers of the Society in recent

years, the most that he could glean concerning

their attitude was a disposition to imitate the

ministers of other denominations. It was a re-

lief to him to find any who stood by their origi-

nal principles. He then confessed that he had

the previous First-day gone intfl his pulpit, pre-

pared, as he thought, but poorly. He under-

took to preach without notes, and with but little

in sight to begin with. Scarcely had he gone

through with this little, before it was enlarged to

his view, and fresh aspects of the Truth followed

with living power, so that he felt that his service

was owned in demonstration of the Spirit. And
members of the congregation afterwards came

to him acknowledging that they had seldcnn

been fed as on that day. In the afternoon he

went to preach in another village with a sermon

that had cost him much thought and study.

But it fell as dead as a clod upon the people.

So he was taught the difference in true ministry

between " enticing words of man's wisdom," and
" the demonstration of the Spirit and of power."

And he felt a craving for the sympathy of a

consistent Friend all the more for this. And
he was hearty in acknowledgment of this senti-

ment, that "they who preach to men, do not

preach at men, but from God."

When the opportunity which he arranged for

with the Friend had arrived, it was the Friend's

turn to feel that he also, in an outward view,

was poorly prepared, except in the faith of Him
who said :

" My grace is suflicient for thee."

Therein he could rise, determined to know noth-

ing among that people but Christ Jesus and

Him crucified, as "the wisdom of God and the

power of God." When he had concluded, the

pastor arose and said, that " the doctrine de-

livered, and the doctrine of the Society of

Friends as a whole, ought to be the doctrine

of the church of the future, including their doc-

trine of Peace." Much openness also appeared

in several of the members towards this truth.

Accompanying the Friend away from the

meeting, the young pastor said he feared his at-

tendance at a theological school had tended to

make him more critical than spiritual. On the

morning of that very day he had discoursed to

his people on the distinctions between the book

of Matthew and of Mark, viewing them from a

scholarly standpoint. And when he reached home

the thought impressed him :
" What purpose

did all this serve ? What spiritual gain could

my people get from all this literary presenta-

tion ?" He acknowledged he had fed them as

with husks; and that all such discoursing, and

preparations generally that are the product of

man's wisdom do not constitute preaching, but

they are only lecturing.

At the next mid-week meeting of Friends

held a few miles distant, he appeared, devoutly

engaging with them in Divine worship. He
expressed himself as affected by the silent part

of the opportunity. And often summer visitors

there who had not witnessed a Friends' meet-

ing before, have acknowledged it a " new dis-

covery in worship."

Friends are wanted for their own message

from the Truth to the world, and not as echoes

of the voices of the usual churches. And when

ministers under our name respond to invitations

to preach, or " conduct services " in their pul-

pits, and adopt for the occasion their order of

service appearing as praying, reading, hymning

and preaching just when the program calls for

those performances, they have to throw away

their Quakerism to do it. It vitiates their

principles for Friend's meetings, and advertises

to the public that they are not held as princi-

ples, but as tenets to be put on or off at con-

venience and subject to circumstances. Such

misrepresentations of our profession are rapidly

causing the Society at large not to be needed as

a distinct standard-bearer. Spectators want but

little of chameleon Friends, nor want that little

long. A valiant for the Truth upon the earth,

however original or peculiar, so that he adheres

to his supposed priuciples, men will respect, even

if sometimes they persecute.

In the early church the expelling of disciples

from the city by persecution, only spread the

seed of the gospel throughout the country. Now
our scatterings for the summer, not by persecu-

tion, but for more self-pleasing purposes, is

hardly found to be in the line of seed-sowing.

But were we more unitedly consistent with the

Truth, as the Head of the Church has assigned
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us our portion to bear aud testify, what a de-

cided difference in the spread of our Christian

views would one vacation spread as a light over

the land. What a difference might be intro-

duced as to the spirituality of worship, as to war

and peace, as to the expression of Truth, as to

acknowledgment of Christ in us, the hope of

glory.

We have received a copy of " Wayside

Ehymes/'byMahlonOliphant, of West Branch,

Iowa, who has gathered in this little book some

of the musings and breathings of the teuderest

emotions of a long life. Many an echo of life's

trials and bereavements, many notes ofsympathy

with the sad and those who have suffered for

freedom's or righteousness sake, find beautiful

expression throughout these verses. The savor

of love and of a heart alive to every good cause,

impresses the reader. About thirty poems ap-

pear, and some of the titles are " Home,"
" Moral Education," " To My Deceased Mother,"
" The Emigrant's Vision," " To Kansas," " Proc-

lamation of Freedom," "Immortality." Desires

are raised in sympathy with the vicissitudes of

the writer's life and its present chastened and

tender breathings, that his last days may be his

best days.

John Yeardley and his Travels.

(Continued from page 60).

"At Strasburg they were received in an in-

genuous manner by some enlightened Roman
Catholics, who did all in their power to forward
their object; but it was not until they fell in

with the Protestant Professor Cuvier, that tliey

found the proper channel for the work of the

gospel. In few places did they find brighter

tokens of inward spiritual religion.

"'Eighth Month 6th.—Called on Professor
Cuvier and delivered the letter which Mark
Wilks had kindly given us. We found the
professor an humble-minded Christian, kind aud
affectionate. He conducted us to Pastor Majors,
who was born in Prussia, and speaks German
and French well. We soon became united to

him in spirit. He is one of the inward school,

and a diligent laborer in the Lord's vineyard.
He has been here about three months as pastor
of a little handful of Christians. He is" fully

sensible of the necessity of a right preparation
of heart before acceptable worship can be per-

formed. He said when the people came to their

place of worship they were full of the world,
and the word preached did not profit, because
it did not sink into their hearts. I believe he
fully comprehends the nature of true silence

;

and he is acquainted with many interior persons
whom we wish to see in Switzerland, etc. This
dear man was nine months in Corfu, preparing
to be a missionary there; but he was taken ill,

and suffered much in body and mind. The way
in which he mentioned the wonderful dealings
of the Lord with him was to me very instructive.
He told me he had not been sufficiently careful
to seek Divine counsel before he undertook the
mission; and it had pleased the Almighty to
bring him into the deeps, and instruct him in

the school of affliction
; aud he can now most

fully acknowledge there is no safety but under
the guidance of the Holy Spirit. He and a few
others have united for the purpose of printing
and circulating small tracts, purely Scripture

extracts. They are now engaged in forming a

selection for every day in the year, from the

Old and New Testament. I accord much with

their work ; it is just what I have thought of

for a long time.'
"

"'8th.—The Pastor Majors called for us to

pay a few visits. He is so spiritual and interior

in his walk with God that it does me good to

be in his company. Passing along the street,

he said, We will just speak to a man who has

been in England ; he will be pleased to see you.

He was alone in his meal and flour shop, which

is apart from the house. He received us hearti-

ly ; and on our coming away he pressed us to

go up and speak to his daughters. After hesi-

tating a few moments we went to the room and
to our surprise found a little company of young
females met to work for the missionaries, and to

read. After sitting a while with them, one of

the girls in much simplicity handed the Bible

to our friend, and he read a chapter in the First

Epistle of Peter, which was followed by a

Friends' meeting with these dear young persons.

I felt great openness in addressing them, and
thankfulness filled my heart to the Father of

mercies for having given us this casual oppor-

tunity of preaching the gospel.
" ' In the evening we went to meeting with Pas-

tor M's flock. He has taken the first floor of

a good house, and appropriates three rooms
opening one into another for a meeting-house,

placing his pulpit, which is on wheels, in the

doorway, so that when the meeting hour is over

he can put the pulpit aside and make the rooms
his dwelling. The rooms are fitted with long

benches; the men and women sit separate and
enter by different doors. The worship is con-

ducted with much solemnity ; they have for the

present discontinued singing. They sat in silence

some time at the commencement, when Majors
offered a short prayer, and then read and
pounded a small portion of Scripture. When
he had finished he introduced us as English
Friends. He had told me previously that if I

felt anything to say, I had only to intimate it

to him. This liberty was acceptable to me, for

I had felt much exercise of mind for the people
;

and after we had rested some time in silence, I

was strengthened to speak with great freedom,
and the power of the Most High was over us.

Many thirsty souls were present, who, I believe,

knew the value of true silence. The two rooms
for the women were crowded, and the stillness

which pervaded was remarkable. A military

man addressed me after the meeting, in English,

expressing his great satisfaction and joy in be-

ing present; he is a regular attendant at this

place of worship. The pastor said he was com-
forted and thankful that the Spirit of the Lord
had been with us, and divided his word to the
state of the people.'

"

" After several halting-places they finally

reached Basle. This city, and the little canton
of which it is the capital, were then in a state

of civil war. The great political eruption of

1830, by which half Europe had been convulsed,
continued to agitate Switzerland long after it

had spent its force elsewhere. On the third of
the month, a little more that two weeks before
the date at which we are arrived, a large body
of the citizens, under arms, went out to reduce
the peasants to subjection : the latter g.ive them
battle amongst the hills and entirely defeated
them, killing two hundred of their number.
The ferment was gradually subsiding when J.
and M. Y. were in the city.

" They found the town pretty quiet, though
full of soldiers. A general sentiment seemed to

prevail amongst serious persons, that the ji

ments of the Lord were upon the country.
" ' Poor Switzerland, exclaims J. Y., wha

|

awful judgment is come upon thee! Is it

wondered at? within the last six months
have persecuted and banished twenty minis

from the Canton of Basle, simply because t

preached the gospel, and the unbelieving

habitants could not bear it.'
"

" From Basle, they took the Diligence di

to Lode, where they spent two days with M
Calame's large and interesting family. T
were introduced to Argyri Climi, whom t

describe as a girl of ' pensive character

genteel manners.' On the twenty-sixth t

descended the slope of the Jura to Neufcha;

"'About five o'clock, says John Yeard
we came in sight of the snow-capped Alps,

saw them for some time through the trees,

the sun shone so bright that I did not fo

moment imagine they were any other t.

clouds; but coming out from the wood I s

discovered my mistake; and a most majes

sublime sight, indeed it is.'
"

" ' Ninth Month 24th.—In the afternoon

a long walk with our dear friend Peta\

family, quite to the top of the mountains, fi

which we had the most delightful view possi

In the evening we took tea with them ; am
few others coming in, we had a religious opf
tunity before parting. It is extraordinary h

great is the desire to hear the word in its s

plicity ; they love the simplicity of the gosj

but probably are not prepared, as yet, to h

silent meetings alone. They all say it

markable we should be sent among them
this time of war in the land, with the mess;

of peace.'

"

"Amongst a number of new acquaintances

Neufchatel, one of the most interesting wa:

Polish Countess. She lodged near them, w
her husband and child, and sent to desire

liberty of calling on them. Martha Yeard
had often longed to become acquainted

her ; and she, as she told them afterwards, h

felt so strongly inclined towards them when
met them on the promenade that she could i

rest without seeking their acquaintance.

"'At the time fixed, say J. and M. Y., I

Countess came alone, her husband being unwi
and asked a few questions respecting our vie

in travelling. She is a Roman Catholic

profession, but has been brought up in gr(

ignorance of her religion, and quite iu 1

gayety of the world. She deeply lamented ti

state of her unhappy country, to which a fatal

seemed to attach, and spoke of her own partic

lar trials, having lost four of her children. Whi
we were endeavoring to make her sensible

the mercies which are often hid under the mi

painful dispensations, an English missionai,

who had been engaged in preaching to many
the Polish refugees in the country, came in wi

Professor Petavel. They became much int<j

ested for the Countess, and in reply to some i

her questions, the missionary explained t:

truths of the gospel in a clear and satisfacto

way. We rejoiced in the unexpected meetin;

several others came in, and it proved a mem
rable visit.

" ' When again alone with the Countess s

,

continued her history, opening her heart to I

Y. with the greatest confidence. In form
years, she said, she had been drawn to seek tl

Lord, but for awhile affliction seemed to hard(

her heart, and she lost the religious impressio
j

she had received ; but now she felt again a dj

sire to become acquainted with her Saviour, fi|
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h was miserable and felt the need of such a

uge.

22nd.—In the afternoon the Count and

liuntess j)aid us a visit. He is a man of strong

nd, weary of the disappointing pleasures of

) world, and happily turned to seek comfort

the substantial truths of religion. The Coun-

s was delighted to find that we were of the

ne Society as William Penu, whose name her

,her much revered. They desirecJ permission

attend our meeting; and a little before the

riur we called on them, and they accompanied
t to Professor Petavel's, where we had a room

ite filled and a good meeting. At the con-

ision M. Y. made some apology to the Coun-

s for the imperfect manner in which the com-

inication was made ; but she replied, ' It comes

m the heart, and it goes to the heart.' After

I meeting none seemed disposed to move, and

i Countess commenced asking questions di-

iting to passages of the Scriptures, apparently

iirous to confirm the practices of the Romish
urch, but sincerely seeking to have the con-

tion of her own heart confirmed that they

:re errors. It is not easy to describe the in-

est which this scene presented. An accom-

ished Roman Catholic lady proposing ques-

3 of the deepest moment, and the learned

pious and humble Professor Petavel answer-

them with the Bible in his hand, while a

jmful of attentive hearers were, we trust, reap-

j deep instruction.'
"

le Unity of the Secular and the Religious

in the Christian Life.

The Christian life is a daily walk with God, a

ily bearing of Christ's cross, a doing of tlie

ily duties not as unto men but heartily as to

Lord. With the children of the kingdom,
erefore, there is no separation of labor into

ular and religious, for in their eyes all right

bor is God's service, because the fruit of his

•irit working through them, and so in its es-

ace religious. Even the earning of the daily

ead, and the daily provision for the family,

long as they are performed with worshipful

arts, are in truth God's services, for is it not

)m Him that a man has his life and his ability

lerewith to gain a livelihood? It is not until

e work of the day assumes a place in the heart

ove the Lord, whose prerogative it is to order

e work, or until labor is directed to selfish

ds rather than with an eye single to the Di-

ne will, that a distinction between the secular

d the religious is set up— a distinction which
)f earth, earthy. Truly no such mixed con-

tion is contemplated in the Christianity of

isus Christ and his apostles. As our Heavenly
ather condescends to his creatures' needs,

)th inward and outward, by causing his sun

shine and his rain to fall upon the fruits of

e earth that are to nourish man's physical

)dy, as well as by dispensing that spiritual

anna without which the soul surely perishes,

the Christian disciple, whether he be engaged
the spiritual affairs of the church or with the

bmbler duties of ministering to the outward
•iquirements of the temple, the body, does all

Oder a sense of the love of God and in depend-
ice upon Him. His life is thus essentially re-

gions in all departments, and in such a one is

jalized the apostolic injunction. " Whether,
lerefore, ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do,

all to the glory of God." S.

" In the purest gospel stream there is little or

taint of the vessel through which it passes."

The Old Colored Man at Petersburg, Va.

In the winter of 1876, two Friends from the

North, in the course of a religious visit, were

taken to a miserable old shanty in Petersburg.

There was one small room, without a window,
but dimly lighted by numerous cracks in the

weather boarding and by an opening in the

ceiling, where some open steps led to a loft. The
floor was of earth, excepting a few boards loosely

laid in one corner. Altogether it was a forlorn

habitation for a human being. By the side of

an open fire place they found an old colored

man of ninety-four years silting, sawing a stick

of wood with a hand saw, to keep up his fire.

He responded to their greeting by saying that

his spiritual strength was what he had to de-

pend on, as his outward was almost gone. His
wife had died about ten months before, and since

then he had lived alone, and did not wish any-

one to reside with him. In summer he raises a

few vegetables in a little plot of ground by
his cabin, and with his rod and line obtains

many a mess of fish from the Appomattox. His

main dependence, however, is in the care of his

colored brethren, who supply bis necessities.

The porter of the hotel, a very respectable elder-

ly colored man, said he would rather talk with

that, old man than with half a dozen young
people, and that he was very heart thankful for

any little help given him.

Desolate as seemed the situation of this old

man, he appeared comfortable and happy, look-

ing forward with full confidence to the day in

which he must pass over Jordan, and enter the

promised land. His heart and liis mouth were

full of praises to the Lord. When told that

his visitors had come from so distant a point as

Philadelphia, he seemed overcome with thank-

fulness to the Lord, and his expressions of gra-

titude were very affecting. Laying his hand
over his heart, he spoke of the goodness of the

Lord in placing his Holy Spirit there ; and he

recognized as brethren in Christ all who had

the same blessed experience, for there was but

one Lord over all.

It was a most tender and refreshing season.

His unshaken faith in a happy eternity was very

striking. He spoke of it as a contract that was

not to be broken.

He said he had broken through the ice of re-

])entance some seventy-three years ago, and since

then had been scratching and struggling his

way through the world. He had been the slave

of a man in Petersburg, for whom he worked

till feebleness and old age rendered him un-

profitable, and then he was allowed to take care

of himself as best he could. He had never been

educated, but availing of such opportunities as

came in his way, had become able to spell out

a few verses in the Bible. For many years he

was a preacher among his people ; and one who
had listened to him said that his sermons were

remarkable. It was easy to believe this of one

who was so evidently under the teaching of Christ

himself, and of whom it could be said that, like

the Apostle Paul, his preaching was not with

enticing words of man's wisdom, but in demon-
stration of the Spirit.

—

iSelect Miscellany.

Do you see any diflTerence between these two

sentences?—"I am seeking power for service,"

and " Most gladly, therefore, will I rather glory

in my infirmities (weaknesses) that the power of

Christ may rest upon me." Study them awhile,

ye power seekers, and perhaps a new idea will

dawn on you. Another sentence may give a

little more light on this matter: " My strength

is made perfect in weakness."

—

Selected.

For "ThkFiuknd."

Jericho (Indiana), as It Was and as It Is.

I!y \Vm. Robinson, in the " Winchester Herald."

The meeting established here was not named
in honor of the former heathen city, but, to use

the phraseology of those early settlers, it was

named for " Uncle Jerre," meaning Jeremiah
Cox," one of the first settlers here ; who being

with a few others who were here then, of whom
it might have been said, as it has been said of

Abraham of old, that wherever he pitched his

tent there the Lord had an altar, hence the

little log meeting house in the forest.

The writer of this was there near sixty years

ago, and saw those venerable fathers collected

for the purpose of worshipping the God of their

fathers, like Jacob of old leaning upon the top

of their staff, several of them being old men
and women then.

The house was a solid log one, with an old

style fire place.

When the weather was cold the mothers and
daughters would sit near the fire. In the back
part of the house was placed a large square

box partially filled with earth, on which they

would burn charcoal to warm that part.

The seats were made of small logs split open
and one side of them hewed, supported at the

proper height by what were then called bench-

legs.

I cannot give the exact date of the building

of this house, but certain it is that many of the

first settlers -were here as early as 1818, the

writer of this not coming until the spring of

1822.

Now I suppose that many readers will be

ready to conclude that these people must have

had a cheerless, comfortless time. But not so,

my friends, honest labor is productive of a

peaceful mind and sound sleep, and they under-

stood the true philosophy of life, that nature's

real wants are few and easily supplied. True,

they had to toil for their bread, but it was sweet

when it was obtained. But what, says one,

could have induced them to leave their maul
and axe in the clearing, and their plow among
the stumps, and repair to this dreary and un-

comfortable log house twice in the week for

near ten years, without any of the modern at-

tractions or any expectation of hearing a learned

discourse—the bells on the cattle in the sur-

rounding woods, and the birds of the forest sup-

plying the music? The answer to such is easy

and ever at hand—their faith. This is the vic-

tory that overcomes the world, even your faith.

Their faith being in the God of love, and in our

Saviour, the fruit of his love worked in their

hearts love to each other.

Hence in summer's heat and winter's cold

they met to renew their allegiance to the fold

and to acknowledge their dependence upon the

Shepherd. Near the expiration of the time

above indicated they moved to and occupied

the more comfortable frame house where the

survivors of them and their children met for

thirty )'ears, bearing their testimony against

war, slavery, intemperance and all known sin,

supplying the necessities of their own poor and

helping others; in short, observing all the ar-

ticles of association adopted in the days of the

Reformation, when, more than two hundred

years previous, the Society was under the heavy

hand of persecution.

Now having passed over the above space of

time, and many of those pioneers having gone

from works to rewards, let us glance at the re-

sults.
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In all these years the appearance of an officer

in this vicinity authorized to enforce the law
was of very rare occurrence. But one of the
sons of those pioneers ever aspired to the honor
of a J. P., and he, to use his own confession,
could not make money enough out of his office

to support himself aud a small dog.
Near the expiration of the last named, time

brings us down to '62. In this year, great
unity and harmony prevailing among the mem-
bers, it was decided to build the more substan-
tial brick house which has stood the blasts for

twenty-five winters.

But not so with all the remnant of those
early settlers; but one of the adult members
who went to the Utile log house is left at this

writing. In pursuance of the above decision a
paper was passed around among the members
for the purpose of raising the necessary funds,
which finally was placed in the hands of the
writer, containing thirty-five names with ap-
propriate sums, amounting in the aggregate to

near one thousand dollars, said names being
entered iu a book which is before me.

In the list I see sixteen names of those who
had seen service in the wilderness. The house
went up to completion and was occupied in a
good degree of unity and harmony for more
than ten years, in which time many more of the
fathers and mothers passed away, as we trust, to

the house of many mansions made without
hands.

And to-day it would seem from the record
that the solid old brick had entirely changed
hands, not a name of the present occupants and
assumed rules there appearing on the book near
the expiration of the time above indicated—the
fathers and mothers being nearly all gone.
A class of persons, both foreigner and resi-

dent, came to the front, who introduced a teach-
ing and practice widely different from anything
taught or allowed in the Society of Friends o1'

any age.

Here let me say,, with all due regard for the
opinions of others, that those customs and few
texts ofScripture winked at byyour correspond-
ent, ever constituted very important factors in
the faith and practice of all sound and con-
sistent Friends. It soon became apparent that
those who could not subscribe to the new order
of things would have to get down and out,
there being a goodly number of this class, five
of whose names I find on the book.
The modern car being run at that time with

a double head of steam, the remaining fathers
and mothers who had not forgotten Joseph,
seeing the only alternative for them was to get
out of the way, consequently decided to meet at
a different time. But soon being forbidden the
use of any part of the house, they decided to
build the comfortable frame, which went up to
completion in a remarkably short time, material
aid unsolicited coming from the East and from
the West, on every remembrance of which our

who have never assented to the wholesale de-

partures that have been introduced in these
last days.

But the fathers are gone, succeeded by a class

of persons who, while clinging to their name,
force upon our minds the language of the
prophet: "In that day seven women shall take
hoW of one man, saying, we will eat our own
bread and wear our own apparel, only let us be
called by thy name to take away our reproach."
But all is quiet now.

Oh, blessed time! Whilst thou carriest away
many and much that is good and lovely, thou
also carriest away more that is unfriendly and
unjust than all other influences combined.

For "THE FRIEND.'
HEARTS AND HOME.

Home is where the heart is.

Ah ! how true these words,
'Tis the message whispered

^ E'en by little birds.

Nature whispers daily
Such sweet words as these.

Home is where the heart is

—

That's the place to please.

Plant your flowers there, loves,

Say your sweet words, too.

Then in home and loved ones,
Paradise you'll view.

Then as little birds will.

Hasten home at night.
So will be your pleasure
And your fond delight.

Happy smiles will greet you,
Fond embraces, too,

Loving, tender welcomes
From the hearts so true.

Voices of dear children,
Making music sweet.

Liken home to blessed
Paradise complete.

Joyous hearts together,
Make a happy home.

And from out its shelter
Hearts are loath to roam.

'Tis the heart and love, dear.
That make home so bright,

Aud the loving kindness
Making all things right.

Martha Shepard Lippincott.
moorestown, n. j.

hearts overflow with gratitude, the house havi_
often proved in these last days a Bethel to our
souls. Aud now let me say that as much as
the customs of these fathers and mothers of long
ago may be disregarded or lightly esteemed by
the children of this generation, certain it is that
their faith, patience and endurance overcame
the forest and sought out for them a first-class
religious and moral character.
And for the information of those who may be

ready to believe that this remnant there, is all
that IS left to the Society as it has been in former
days, I will say that there are many more than
seven thousand twice told in these United Slates

Edward Burrough.
(Continued from page 58.)

John Audland, who was much associated with
Edward Burrough, in gospel labor, especially
in and near London, was another young man
of great ablility, who, convinced through the
instrumentality of George Fox's ministry, be-
came a minister himself, in the twenty-third
year of his age.

Another of Edward Burrough's co-workers,
was James Parnell who became a minister short-
ly after he was fifteen years of age, and died in
prison at the age of eighteen ; while George
Fox was but twenty-three, when he began his
public ministry.

John Churchman in his Journal, tells us of
Peter Gardiner's visit to Scotland in 1694 and
of his remarkable meetings at Ury, the home
of Robert Barclay, and how five of the children
of the Apologist had appeared in the ministry,
aged respectively twenty-two, nineteen, sixteen,
fourteen and twelve years. The idea seems to
obtain, and to some extent, even iu the Society
of Friends, that Quakerism is a kind of religion,
suited, perhaps, to the old and the conservative,
but lacking in aggressiveness, in push and vigor,
for the young. Visionsof" Christian Endeavor''
and "Epworth League" activities, are cited, as
marking enlarged spheres of usefulness in re-

ligious labor. But were we able to paint a
picture of the aggressive and enthusiastic Qi
erism of the seventeenth century ; could we e;

^

again one of those meetings held by chile
under sixteen years of age, while all their o
Friends were shut up in prison ; listen to
gospel message from the lips of children f
eleven years old and upward; and remem
that only seven years from the time that Gee

j

Fox first opened hi.s mouth in the ministry, (

ing the Fourth and Fifth Months alone, of If

at least sixty ministers in England left il

homes on gospel errands, mainly to the midli
and southern counties of the kingdom, we co
scarce fail to realize that Quakerism was t

a vital and aggressive force in the world
thought and religion. While it is true t

conditions in the social and religious world
different from those that existed in the day:
our early Friends, and possibly not so favora
for the rapid spread and acceptance of sim
and spiritual gospel teaching, but believing t

the fields are even yet " white unto the harve
the writer's conviction is, that were we indi\
ually faithful to our principles, and as loy£
and devotedly concerned, as were our ea
Friends, to follow through evil report or g(
report, through humiliation or exaltation,
unerring guide, the indwelling Spirit of Chr
we would witness a revival of the earnest s

devoted type of religion, which characteri;
the first century of our Society.

George Fox and Edward Burrough were ra

closely associated in gospel fellowship and lab
and both were prompt in giving and accepti
challenges to discuss questions affecting the d
trines or standing of the Society.

Edward Burrough was also closely occupi
during the brief intervals between his religit

visits, in writing epistles to Friends in difien
parts of the kingdom, in controversial essays a
replies to various publications which appeai
in opposition to Friends. One of tiie latter cla

was in reply to John Bunyan, the author
Pilgrim's Progress, who although a pious ms
so far misunderstood the Quakers, as to conder
them without a hearing. The reply which 1

book provoked, doubtless, gave him an oppi
tunity better to understand them, as Edwa
Burrough was favored to explain their doctrir
views. Bunyan attempted to vindicate his ft

mer charges, but was again answered in a boi

f sixty-four pages, wherein Edward so plain
set forth the doctrines of the Christian religii

and so clearly demonstrated the scriptural souni
ness of himself and his friends as effectually
silence his opponent.

During the year 1655 Edward Burrough,
company with his friend Francis Howgill pa
a religious visit to Ireland, of seven or eig
months' duration, during which visit they we
arrested at Cork and conveyed by military guai
to Dublin, by leisurely stages, affording an o\

portunity for much religious labor among tl

soldiery. In Dubliu they were brought befo
Henry Cromwell and his council, and althoug
no misconduct could be established against thee
they were kept in prison for a time, and thf
by order of the council sent back to England.
As has been already mentioned the intole.

ance and persecution which had burst into sue
a flame throughout the British Islands, awakene
in Edward Burrough a deep interest, and calle
forth his earnest effljrts in behalf of liberty (

conscience. Personally acquainted with Olive
Cromwell, he took occassion to visit him ofei
and still more frequently to write to him, urgin
upon him the supreme importance ofjustice an
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hteousiiess in a ruler, and pleading earnestly,

behalf of the i)rosecuted. These appeals were

pointed, so cogent, and so reasonable that the

i)tector'sjudgment was convinced, but through

I ring more to offend the clergy, to wiiose in-

jation the persecution was largely due, than

13 Quakers who had no political influence,

llle amelioration was secured from the Crom-

11s.

Many of the letters of Edward Burrough to

iver Cromwell, were deeply prophetic, fore-

ling trouble and disaster to himself and fami-

unless they forsook the evil of their ways.

The following passage is an example, and is

{en from a letter sent during the Sixth Month

58, being the concluding paragraph. " Be

[)u faithful in what the Lord callelh thee to,

d tbdU shalt have thy reward. Seek his honor

d He will honor thee. Let thy mind be to

3 Lord in all things, and feel his word and

wer and presence in thee, to quench all that

contrary. Then thou wilt be blessed in this

e and in the life to come. But if thou con-

luest in oppression the Lord tvill suddenly smite

!e."

Soon after this, the protector was taken sick,

id notwithstanding the declaration of certain

iests, that he must recover, and their " prayers

,d remonstrances against his death," the great

uler of Nations called him from his reraarka-

e career on the third of Seventh Month. He
IS succeeded by his son Richard who had been

power hut a few days when he received a let-

r from Edward Burrough, placing before him

statement of the persecution raging so violently

jainst Friends.

In this, and subsequent epistles, he fearlessly

Ivocated liberty of conscience, as being not

ily in accord with the Divine law, but also

ith the best laws of the kingdom ; and that, it

as through a perversion of both, by magistrates

jd rulers, that " hundreds of just men, being

holly innocent, have been sent to prison, and

in many months, and some for years ; or

hipped and put into the stocks, and grievous-

• abused by cruel executioners of wicked men's

ivy and injustice." In another letter written

1 Ninth Month, 1659, and addressed "A Mes-

ige to the Present Rulers of England ;" after

aving urged upon the government the impor-

ince of greater lenity, Edward Burrough uses

le following prophetic language, " Your estates

lall not be spared from the spoiler, nor your

ecks from the axe; you enemies shall charge

•eason upon you, and if you seek to stop the

lOrd's work, you shall nut cumber the earth

ery long." This was followed in the spring

F 1660 by the " Restoration of the House of

tuart," with its train of impris.inments, bau-

hments, confiacations, and death," quickly ful-

Uing Edward Burrough's prophecy.

Although returning to England, and being

ccepted by acclamation by the people, in Fifth

lonth, 1660, Charles IL was not crowned until

irly the following year, when as an act of

race, he, by royal proclamation, discharged

rom prison all who were confined on account

f religious reasons. Within a few days, however,

n attempt was made in Parliament, to secure

3gislatiou designed to crush the Society of

^riends.

In the House of Commons, a committee was

Appointed " to prepare and bring in a bill to

•revent the ill-consequence to the government,
ly Quakers, Anabaptists and other schismatics,

efusing to take oaths ; and numerously and
inlawfuUy convening together; with such pen-

Ities as may be suitable to the nature of those

offences, and profitable to work upon the humors

of such fanatics." About six weeks after the

appointment of this committee, they reported a

bill, which being read was referred to com-

mittee. To this committee, Edward Burrough,

George Whitehead and Richard Hubberthorn
obtained access, and at different times remon-

strated against its provisions. At their last meet-

ing with the committee Edward Burrough in-

formed them, that if the bill being considered,

came to a law, it would not deter Friends from

meeting together for Divine worship, and that

"so far from yielding conformity thereto, he

should through the strength of Christ, meet

among the people of God, to worship Him ; and

not only so, but should make it his business to

exhort all God's people, everywhere, to meet to-

gether to worship Him, notwithstanding that

law and all its penalties;" and desired that this

might be reported to the House.
(To be concluded.)

The Teriiitorial Policy of the United
States, New and Old.—The one point in

which the foreign policy of the United States

has been, from the very beginning of the history

of the republic, steadily and uniformly consist-

ent, has been the avoidance of all enterprises,

of all responsibilities, all intervention of any

kind, beyond the limits of the two American

continents. The advice delivered by George

Washington in his memorable farewell address

of 1796—the fruit of an eminently calm, saga-

cious and dispassionate judgment—expressed in

terras of impressive weight and moderation, pro-

duced a profound effect on the nation, and has

been ever since regarded with the kind of ven-

eration which dutiful children attach to the last

words (jf a father. The views contained in Presi-

dent Monroe's famous message of 1823 express-

ly excluded the idea of American interference

in European complications, and though these

views have never been formally adopted by

Congress, the message has been practically rec

ognized as embodying the settled purpose of the

nation. Attempts repeatedly made to go be

yond the line indicated in these two documents

have been defeated. For instance. President

Grant's plan of annexing San Domingo (1870

1873) had to be dropped ; and when, a few

years ago, an American diplomatist had taken

part in the negotiations for the settlement of

the new Congo State in West Africa, the

United States Government withheld its signa-

ture from the final act, conceiving that any en-

gagements relating to Africa lay outside the

traditional sphere of American action. So when,

in and since 1895, questions affecting trade in

China have come up which might have been

very important to the United States, it was un-

derstood that the administration then in office

refused to take part in adjusting them, gladly

as one, at least, of the European Powers con-

cerned would have welcomed its intervention.

Nothing, in fact, has, till very recently, seemed

more certain than that the United States would

acquire no transmarine territory whatever. But
now, within the last few weeks, a prospect of

such acquisition has arisen in three quarters,

and has arisen under conditions which make it

seem more difficult to reject than to accept.

—

J.

Bryee, in Harper's Magazine.

Pride neversaves a man from sinning, though

it may prevent his embracing public vices.

Rather, by promoting secretiveness and by check-

ing confession, it preserves the sinful soul in its

For "The Frienb."

SECOND CHILDHOOD.
If some rude stroke should cross my way
With overwhehning blight,

Involve the evening of my day
In intellectual night,

May I have lived a holy life

So innocent and true,

Tliat habit's force on virtue's track

May bare me safely through.

But if ungoverned passions reign,

Uncurbed by reason's force.

May some kind hand in love restrain

Their wild, erratic course
;

Deal gently with declining years.

The mind that time has foiled,

< )'erlook my follies, fears and cares,

And soothe the aged child.

But as along time's awful verge,

With weary step I steer,

May something more than habit's force

Still light life's brief career.

Though all of early instincts wane
As reason leaves her throne.

May heavenly wisdom still remain
When all the rest are gone.

But Oh, thou just and holy One !

So nurse that feeble ray
That when its flickering light is done.

This fabric may decay.

C. S. Cope.
West Palm Beach, Eighth Month 23rd, 1898.

A Friends' Marriage.

The recurrence of this event in our meetings

will very rarely take the edge from the solem-

nity of the words used. Intending husband and
wife, in the presence of the Lord and before the

gathered assembly, pledge to take each other,

with the promise of loving and faithful com-
panionship so long as the Lord shall spare each

for the other.

Among those present, many who have al-

ready themselves taken the most solemn vow of

their life must recall vividly the occasion. The
mind will then quickly review the after years,

it may be with deep heart-searchings as to their

own faithfulness. And who hut will have to

mourn over some occasional failure '? Love has

turned to anger under some sudden strain. In

the stress of some great trial, like Peter, we
have been found faithless, and have laid up for

ourselves bitter memories. Our comrade has

lacked cheer and support when human aid and
sympathy most were needed ; with us lay the

privilege and the duty, and we were found

wanting. Yet we may well believe that there

fall to those married in our simple way, bles-

sings in their wedded life beyond the common
lot. How often do we see this evidenced !

Above all, as we are on such occasions so

often reminded, this is the relationship which

has given us the truest and most beautiful sim-

ilitude of the bond between the soul and its

Saviour.

According to the old saying, it is a poor tool

which does not cut both ways ; and at times

such a reversal affords a deeper insight into the

full import of a simile. The soul that has given

itself to Christ from henceforth liveth not unto

itself, but unto Him who died for it and rose

again. Its daily round of duties and toil may
be the same, but the thought that all are but a

service for Chritt leaves no place for selfishness.

And so with husband and wife. Little or no

change need come into their daily routine, yet

for both there may be a wondrous change. Joys

are doubled ; sorrows halved ; always two join

in council ; always a heart in sympathy.

The soul, seeking for closer and even closer

communion, finds itself humbled again and
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again because of lapses into sin, by which it

divides itself from the Lord. But it returns
repentant, striving to overcome its failings and
returns with the glorious surety that the Lord
stands waiting to forgive.

Above all is the infinite love, which we of this

frail earth fail so far in comprehending. But
how can we learn better than from the Divinely
inspired words of Paul? Where love is not, what
avails the intellect or any forms of religious

life ; what the utmost worldly success, or spend-
ing ourselves, even our life, fir our companion ?

How great the need to suffer much and long,

and be kind in deed and thought ! How can
love envy the other? It shares equally in all,

and therefore neither boasts nor grows proud if

to the world it seems the more successful. There
is nothing unseemly; selfseeking is out of the

question ; it bears with its fellow, remembering
its own shortcomings. Where motives have to

be judged it imputeth not evil ; and yet, with
all lovableness, it rejoices only with the truth.

It beareth all things, assured that the loved one
must quickly repent a transgression ; its belief

has too good foundation for any doubts to assail

it, and to such faith is united hope. Supported
by these twin graces, second only to itself, love
can endure and triumph over all the trials and
sorrows and temptations which mark the course
of every earthly life.

The above realises but feebly what the writer
would fain convey. But may " He that sticketh
closer than a brother," closer even than those
thus bound in the very nearest of all earthly
relationships, help each one who takes this

solemn vow to fulfil the same as nearly as it is

given man to do. — J. Edmund Clark in the

London Friend.

" It is very true that the roots of our theologi-
cal diflferences lie down deep in diversities of
our constitution and temper. We approach the
same subject from opposite points of view, we
differ in our terminology, and hence with the
same data come to opposite conclusions. But
Englishmen, as a rule, are seldom retrospective
enough to see that it is in themselves, not in the
subject-matter of theology itself, that the dif-

ference lies. We (Englishmen), dispute and
wrangle as if it were a question of texts and
their interpretation, forgetting that the Bible is

of all books the one* into which we first put
what we afterward think we takeout of it.f

" ' Hk liber eat in quis quosrit sua dogmata quisque ;
Invenit, el pariter dogmata quisque sua,'

"(This is the book where each his dogma seeks,
And this the book where each his dogma finds.)

"Germans, as a rule, have this advantage
over us, that they are more thorough-going in

their methods. They trace their diflferences

down to their roots in that prima philosophia
where all speculative questions take their rise.
' As a man thiukeih in his heart so is he.' This
is true in more senses than one. Hence the
greater toleration of the Germans to theological
differences, because they are conscious, as we
are not, of how much our theology is affected
by our philosophy."

—

British Quarterly Review.

_
CoNSLSTENCY in good is truly good ; but con-

sistency for its own sake would lead to the com-
mission of the second error because the first was
made.

*Becau9e of all books the one which we, or our
oracles feel constrained to pretend to understand before
we, or they, really do so.—

(

Transcriber.)

t " An infallible book as interpreted by fallible men."—[Rothe or his reviewer.)

IN HIS SHADOW^.
He that dwelleth i

ab
L-)

I am walking where the shadow
Of Jehovah falls around.

And the way I follow homeward
By his grace is holy ground

;

I can see afar the brightness
Where his glories kiss the lea,

And his wings above the valley
Temper everything to me.

O, the glory of abiding
Underneath the Living Word I

O, the blessedness of hiding
In the shadow of the Lord.

I am dwelling in the shadow
Of the Lord with great delight,

Where the fountains of his favor
Flow in fullness day and night

;

Where the mountains of his mercy
Safely shelter me from sin,

And the bulwarks of Omnipotence
Protect and wall me in.

O, the safety of abiding
Underneath the Living Word !

O, the blessedness of hiding
In the shadow of the Lord.

I am resting in his shadow
Though the burdens press me down

;

Peace in tumult, joy in sorrow,
Are my aftermath and crown

;

He ray refuge is and fortress,

And whatso to me doth come
Is an angel of redemption
To allure and lead me home.

O, the sweetness of abiding
Underneath the Living Word !

O, the blessedness of hiding
In the shadow of the Lord.—Zion's Watchm.an.

Publishing One's Book.

When the ordinary book is finished in manu-
script the troubles of the ordinary author are
about ready to begin. Indeed, I do not hesitate
to say that the mere writing of a book is the
smallest part of the business of publication.

There are so many persons without the neces-
sary equipment, but still with an ambition to
write, that book publishers do not find it pro-
fitable to read more than one manuscript in five.

Four out of five will be found upon casual
examination to be quite illiterate, and therefore
unfit for publication. These are sent back with-
out delay to the writers, with a very polite note
of thanks.

But even such works are most carefully re-
corded in a publisher's office. All manuscripts
received are so recorded, and the unworthy
oflTerings are as carefully kept track of as those
of great value. It is likely indeed that a re-
cord of these poor and illiterate scribblings is of
the greatest importance to the firm that receives
them through the mails or by express, for the
writers of these poor things usually place upon
them the most exaggerated value. To the pub-
lishing house that should lose one of these things;
defending a lawsuit would be the least of the
consequences. It has never, I believe, been
authoritatively decided by a court of last resort
how responsible a publisher can be held for
losing a manuscript submitted to him without
solicitation on his part.

In each publishing house there is a person
who takes a first look at these things. He
either sends the manuscripts back or passes them
on to other readers. Each disposition of a manu-
script is put in the record, to which later is

added the report of the reader. A work by a
new writer would surely be read by at least
three persons before a final decision in its favor

I

would be reached. It might be rejected after

one reading if the first critic decided that
work was uninteresting.

The corps of readers in a large publish
house is a most important and at the same ti

a most costly adjunct. The chief literary

visers are generally men who receive good sa

ries. The readers not so retained are not p
nearly so much, and frequently they are men a

women who do this work to supplement regu
salaries received for other service. Teach('
preachers and college professors are often re:

ers for publishing houses, and professioi

writers also sometimes do such work. But I

regularly retained literary advisers have mc
weight than those auxiliary counsellors. Yn
many of the literary advisers received th
early training on newspapers, and the litera

critic of a great journal usually has an eye
least fixed on some comfortable berth in a pi
lishing house.

When the book has been finally decided apt
it is necessary for the publisher to make a de
nite contract with the author. Naturally, t

publisher tries to limit his risk to the smalh
possible sum ; with a bad writer the risk t

publisher takes is next to nothing. The lei

favorable terms for the author is when he
required to pay for the plates, and then recei
a royalty on each copy of the book sold,
have said this was the least favorable— I mea
the least favorable when an author is dealii
with a reputable house. There was a case
the New York courts some years ago where t^

contract revealed the fact that the author pa
for the plates. She was not to receive any ro
alty until two thousand copies had been sol

This, of course, was mere swindling on the pa
of the publisher. It is pleasant to record tl

fact that there have been few, if any, other sue
contracts, and that the well known among tl

publishers are as high-minded and as liberal i

their dealings as business men can be. And i

for courtesy, they are the pink of courtesy, an
a correspondence with a first-class publishin
house is as elevated in tone as that betwee
high functionaries of state when discussing que
tions of the gravest importance.
The next most favorable contract is whei

the author receives ten per cent, royalty on tb

gross sale of the book ; that is, fifteen cents
copy on a dollar-and-a-half book. Better cor
tracts than these are never made save when th
author has made such a reputation that the sal
of his book is assured in advance. Some c

these men can get as high as twenty or twentj
five per cent, royalty, wliile others can sell thei
books outright for a handsome sum. This thin,|

of literary reputation and the value it gives ti

an author's work is rather interesting, and ai

the same time curious.

After the publisher has accepted a book h
has careful estimates made as to its manufacture
This cost in a large measure determines the re

tail price of the book, that price, as has beei
explained, determining the amount the author'
royalty will be on each copy sold. If a bool
the retail price of which is a dollar-and-a-hal
costs twenty-five cents to make, and the autho
gets fifteen cents royalty, then the publishe
will receive for nearly all that are sold eighty
four cents a copy, leaving for him forty-foui
cents a copy for profit, advertising, cost oJF sell
ing, interest on investment, and so on. Th(
very large sales are on the basis of forty anc
ten per cent. ofl'. We therefore know that wher
a department store sells a dollar-and-a-half bool
for eighty-nine cents the sale is eflfected at fiv<

cents a copy over the buying price. Smal
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alers cannot get any such discount, aud this is

e main reason that they cannot conapete with

a department stores.

The proportion of books which do not pay is,

any rate, very great, and each successful pub-

ation must |)ay for eight or nine failures or

mi-failures. It will be seen, therefore, that

publication of books is a rather hazardous

isiness, a kind of speculation, the risks of

lich the department stores do not lessen in

y way, but tend always to make greater. The
partment store is, to be sure, merely a step in

e development of the business methods of the

untry; it is surely not the final thing. In-

ed, it is difficult to say whether it is a soeial-

ic movement or anti-socialistic. One thing

jms certain, however, and that is that as the

partment store exists to-day it is not the last

d final device for ministering to the wants of

in. The publishers will therefore probably

wise to wait with what patience they can for

e ne.xt development.

Another difficult matter that book publishers

,ve to contend with is the insufficient copyright

w. In translations from foreign languages a

blisher now cannot copyright anything more

an his particular translation. He can have

French or German work set up in the original

guage and copyright that, but even such a

pyright is no protection if some one else

s to bring out another translation from

e original.

Great houses such as Harper's, Scribner's,Ap-

eton's, and half a dozen others would scorn to

such a thing. But there are many others

10 do it when ever there seems to be a profit

be made. To them, apparently, whatever the

p permits is right and fair and honest. Be-

een the great houses there is, I believe, entire

rdiality of feeling. Certainly their relations

e regulated by a most considerate courtesy.

The making of books when conducted in a

gh-niinded way is a nice business, with enough
citement and uncertainty in it always to make
interesting both to those engaged in it and

e who look on from the outside.— John Gil-

Speed in New York World.

Observations oa the Late North Carolina

Yearly Meeting.

A correspondent writes:
—

" I think it would

! in the interest of Truth to have the paper

nt up from Rich Square Monthly Meeting

rough the Quarterly Meeting printed in The
RIEND, that others may see the reasons which,

)on careful reflection, brought about the great

lange in the Yearly Meeting, whereby the re-

;f asked for was granted, and no compulsory

ipropriation passed the Meeting this year."

—

The Protest of Rich Square Monthly
Meeting to North Carolina Yearly

Meeting.

Notwithstanding this body appealed to you

st Yearly Meeting for liberty of conscience in

e matter of supporting that which is known
the evangelistic work of our Yearly Meet-

g and was denied it
;
yet we are growing more

leasy, and therefore feel it right to again ad-

you, that we may show to you some of the

'asons why we cannot conscientiously pay all of

'IT apportioned part of the Yearly Meeting Ex-

uses. First. We believe our Yearly Meeting
drifting away from that silent waiting worship

ito which our early Friends were called. By
lus waiting for and moving under Divine

jility, the gathered worshippers come to realize

lat everyone shall be salted with fire, and every

sacrifice shall be salted with salt, Mark ix : 49.

In therisen Christ we behold him whom God hath

given to be the head over all things to the church,

Eph i: 22. This drift, from waiting to know in

every act of worship the immediate revelation

of God by his Holy Spirit, into the spirit

of man, which revelation is the rock upon

which Jesus said He would build his Church,

(Matth. xvi : 18), has led into such departures,

as hired ministry, congregational singing, in-

strumental music, pre-arranged " prayer meet-

ings," testimony meetings, etc. Second. In view

of the unsettled condition of the Society of

Friends throughout its borders, and with the

knowledge that numbers rather than spiritual

weight, is likely to predominate in the proposed

Quinquennial Conferenceof Friends of America
we are persuaded that such a conference can only

tend to lead usfarther and fartherfrom the desired

unity of faith and practice, therefore, we feel

that it will not be right for us to aid in its sup-

port. In these matters " Whether it be right

in the sight of God to hearken unto you more

than unto God, judge ye" (Acts iv : 19). With
earnest desires that both you and we may in-

dividually and as a church so " walk in the light

as He is in the light," that we may have fellow-

ship one with another, and know that " the blood

of Jesus Christ his Son, cleanseth us from all sin
"

1 John i : 7. We remain,

Your brethren.

Signed by five members of the committee,

(this 12th day of Fourth Month, 1898), and

addressed by them to Eastern Quarterly Meet-

ing held at Piney Woods, N. C, Firth Month
28th, 1898, and agreed thereat to be forwarded

to the Yearly Meeting from Rich Square Month-
ly Meeting.

Friends and others in attendance of the late

Monthly Meeting held at High Point, N. C, will

recall the statements made more than once from

the gallery during its progress, of the speaker's

agreement with the thirty-nine articles of the

Church of England, and for their information

and for Truth's sake I will copy the last one of

these, viz: Article 39, of a Christian Man's

Oath. " As we confess that vain and rash swear-

ing is forbidden Christian Men by our Lord

Jesus Christ and James his apostle, so we judge

that Christian Religion doth not prohibit but

that a man may swear when the Magistrate re-

quireth, in a cause of faith and charity, so it be

done according to the prophet's teaching, in

justice, judgment and truth."

Oh! how cruelly and unrelentingly did that

church for years under King Charles the sec-

ond, persecute Friends for their non-conformity

and for their faithful stand against the numer-

ous errors in their creed and in this matter of

refusing to swear because Christ had forbidden

it; I believe that the Lord has not changed

since then, and that with Him there is no vari-

ableness, neither shadow of turning, and I also

believe that He still hears the cry of the poor

and needy and will furnish ability in the need-

ful time to stand in defence of his truth.

When Margaret Fell, the widow of Judge

Fell, was enquired of by the judge, "come
Mistress Fell, will you take the oath," she re-

plied, " I say this to the oath, as I have said in

this place before, Christ Jesus hath commanded
me not to swear at all and that is the only cause

why I cannot take your oath, as the righteous

Judge of Heaven and Earth knows. If I might

gain the whole world for swearing an oath I

could not, and whatever I have to lose this day

for not swearing I am willing to ofl'er it up."

And she did offer it up, and lost all her property

by premunire and her liberty for nearly five

years in filthy dungeons; and will anyone be so

hardy as to tell me that we can go back again

with impunity and trample on that which the

noble professor and martyrs of the cross con-

tended and suffered for, for Truth and against

error in that day ?

Again, as to Creeds, Article 8, Friends have

no creed but the Bible, believing in the truths

revealed therein and referring thereto in all

points of controversy believing it to be given

forth by inspiration and profitable for doctrine,

for reproof, for correction and instruction in

righteousness that the man of God may be per-

fect and thoroughly furnished for every good

work requiring the help of the Holy Spirit, by
which they were given forth.

There are other very striking points of differ-

ence between Friends and Episcopalians, in Arti-

cles 27 and 28 on Water Baptism and the sup-

per of Bread and Wine. Excrescencies which

have to be stripped ofl^to get at the kernel; and

the man who otters to sign these 39 articles is

far from being in harmony with the religion of

Fox, Penn and Barclay and with many of their

successors to the present day, and there must of

necessity be a wide gulf between such and true

Friends. The ground work is departed from

when, instead of patient waiting and travail of

soul before God, we attempt as a congregation

to offer a song attuned by music to please the

senses, and of which the High and Holy one may
well enquire, " who hath required this of your

hands?" Can you off'er it to Me in verity and

in truth ? Propounding queries from the gal-

lery aud asking for a show of hands, also re-

questing people to rise, to kneel, to come to the

front of the meeting called a mourners' bench,

with other exhibitions which appear such radi-

cal departures from Friends' principles that I

think we cannot go on much longer allowing

them without grievous loss.

A. Fisher.

Malvern, Pa., Ninth Month 1st, 1898.

" We are called to submit to the refining

baptisms of the Holy Spirit ; and these baptisms

are needful to qualify for usefulness in the

Church of Christ on earth."

Items Concerning the Society.

The first Meeting nf Burlington and Bucks Quar-

terly Meeting was held at Burlington, N. J., on

Third-dav, the thirtieth of Eighth Month, the

Select Quarterly Meeting having been held the

day previdus. It was attended by a large number

of "the members of the two meetings thus united,

and by several Friends from beyond its limits;

and was a comforting and strengthening occasion.

Jonathan E. Khoads and Ephraim Smith, in the

pursuance of a religious visit attended Hickory

Grove Quarterly Meeting, Iowa, a branch of Ohio

Yearly Meeting on the twenty-seventh of Eighth

Month, and have since been visiting meetings

and members composing it, with the prospect of

attending Iowa Yearly Meeting, to be held at

Earlham, la., on the thirteenth of Tenth Month,

and of having other religious service.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.— It is said that the hot spell which

began i.n Eighth Month 30th and continued nine days

is one of the most oppressive wliich has visited this

city. . .

At the session of the National Editorial Association

helJ at Denver, President Holtman referred lo the

growing sensationalism among newspapers, and said

while it was wholly impracticable in this country to

maintain a censorship of the press, yet some check was
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needed upon " the publication of grewsorae details of
the flagrant and appalling crimes which disgrace our
civilization."

A recent Xational Convention of Populists, meeting
in Cincinnati, nominated for President of the United
States, Wharton Barker, of Philadelphia. Jn an ad-
dress to the people they state " we insist that the best
currency this country ever possessed was the full legal
tender greenback of the Civil War." Much disorder
occurred in the convention.
The total production of crude petroleum in the Unit-

ed States in 1897 was 60,-5(58,081 barrels, as compared
with 60,960,361 barrels in 1896, showing a decrease of
only two thirds of one per cent. The production for

1896 was the largest ever recorded in the history of
the industry.

Since the inception of the industry in 1859, 831,150,-
595 barrels of crude petroleum have been taken out
of the rocks since Colonel Drake drove the first oil well
in 1859 near Titusville, Pa.
A dispatch from Chicago says :

" Joseph Lelter has
cleared up his famous wheat deal. Every creditor has
been paid, obligations to banks, whose assistance was
enlisted, have been cancelled, and 14,000,000 bushels
of wheat have been liquidated since the announcement
of the voluntary assignment, nearly three months ago.
This has been done only by great sacrifice, including
the giving of mortgages on property belonging to the
Leiter estate, aggregating nearly $5,500,000 in value."
The President has issued an order that upon the oc-

cupation of any ports in Cuba by the furces of the
United States, beef cattle and other food supplies for
the relief of the starving inhabitants are to be admitted
free of duty.

A statement from Washington of the 8th says :
" The

annual report of Fish Commissioner Bowers, says that
the operations of this branch of the Government during
the last fiscal year were in many respects more exten-
sive and important than ever before. The propagation
and distribution of food fishes was much more e.xten-
sive than in any previous year, exceeding about forty
per cent, the work accomplished in any other similar
period. The number of adult and yearling fishes, fry
and eggs distributed in public and private waters or
transferred to the State authorities was over 860,000,-
000, of which by far the largest number represented
important commercial species, like tlie saad, cod, white-
fish, salmon, llattish, lake trout, herring, pike, perch
and lobster. In the distribution of this enormous out-
put from the hatcheries to tlie waters to be stocked,
the cars and messengers of the commission travelled
over 220,000 miles, entering every State and Territory."
Two spans of a. bridge being constructed across the

St. Lawrence river, near Uogansville, by the New
York and Ottawa Railroad, fell without warning on
the 6th inst. precipitating sixty workmen into the riv-
er some sixty feet below. Thirty-three were picked up
and taken to Cornwall Hospital, where eighteen died
subsequently. Twenty-seven are missing.
A company intended to promote trade, etc., in Cuba

and Porto Rico has lately been organized. It is known
as the American Indies Company, and articles of in-
corporation were filed at Trenton, N. J. The capital
stock is $18,000,000, and the purpose of the company
isto develop the vast resources of Cuba and Porto
Rico.

It aims to cover all of the leading industries, from
railroad and steamship lines to manufacturing gas and
making public improvements. The corporators include
some of the strongest capitalists of New York and
Philadelphia.

A dispatch of the 9th inst. from Texarkana, Ark.,
says

:

' An unusual influx of negroes recently is due to
the operations of bands of white caps in Titus, Cass
Red River, Hopkins and other counties in the cotton
districts of North Texas, whence thousands of negroes
have fled on account of notices being posted, and in
some cases violence being used, to run them out. These
people, being run out of the cotton fields, have sought
refuge in the towns, and Texarkana has been the refuge
of a large number."
There is much distress among a large number of

people who have rushed to the Hawaiian Islands ex-
pecting to engage in business. They have gone with
but little money, and they find that there is nothing for
them to do. Numerous ai)plications are being received
lor free transportation back to the United States.

()n the VllK inst. about 1,700 Spanish prisoners em

There were 537 deaths reported in this city last

week, which is 124 more than the previous week and
1 48 more than the corresponding week of 1897: 1 31 were
under one year of age ; 303 were males and 234 females

;

•50 died of cholera infantum ; 48 of sunstroke ; 37 of
consumption

; 28 of typhoid fever ; 25 of old age ; 22
of inflammation of the stomach and bowels

; 21 of ma-
rasmus

; 20 of convulsions ; 18 of apoplexy ; 16 of can-
cer ; 15 of uraemia ; 11 of heart disease ; 6 of inanition,
and 5 from casualties.

Markets, <£c.—U. S. 2's, 98J a 99; 4's reg., 109J a
lUM

;
coupon, 111 a 112; new 4's, 127 a 128i ; 5's,

112} a 113]- ; 3's, 104| a 105} ; currency 6's, 102 a 103.
Cotton closed on a basis of Qj^c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.
Feed.—Winter bran in bulk at $12.25 a Sil3.25, and

spring, in sacks, at $12.50 a $13.00 per ton.
Flour.—Winter super., $2.15 a $2.40 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a $3.00; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.25
;

do. do., straight, $3.25 a $3.50; Western winter, clear,

$3.20 a $3.25; do., straight, $3.25 a $3.50; do., patent,
$3.65 a $3.90; spring, clear, old, $3.20 a $3.50; do.
straight, old, $4.10 a $4.25 ; do., patent, old, $3.75 a
$4.25

; do., do., new $3.70 a $3.80; do., favorite brands,
old, $4.40 a $4.55 ; city mills, extra, $2.50 a $2.75
do., clear, $3.15 a 13.40 ; do., straight, $3.40 a $3.55

;

do., patent, $3.75 a $4.25. Rye Flouk.—$2.75 per
barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 67} a 67Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 34} a 34 J c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 29.',c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5} a 5j-'|jc.
;
good, $4.95 a

$5.20 ; common, 4} a 4Jc.

Sheep and Uambs.—Extra, 6.40 a 6.60c.; good, 4J a
4|c. ; common, 3 a 3.Vc.; lambs, 6i!c.

Hogs.— Be^t Western, 4.10 a' 4.15.

Foreign.—The Empress Elizabeth of Austria was
assassinated in Geneva on the afternoon of the 10th
inst.,_by an Italian anarchist named Luccesi (or Luc-
cheni), who plunged a dagger into her heart.
The recent battle near Omdurman in Upper Egypt

is reported to have resulted in the death of about 1
1
,000

,
and 3,000 to 4,000 were taken prisoners by

„ . . ,
, -

U., on the Oil,/ of Rome, for
Spain.

_
Among them was Admiral Cervera who spoke

enthusiastically of the treatment which the Americans
Jiad accorded to the Spanish prisoners, to his staff; and
to himself. All of the Spanish prisoners were warmly
clothed m American uniforms.

the Anglo-Egyptian forces.

A rising of the Mussulmans against European con-
trol in the island of Crete has lately occurred, accom-
panied with much loss of life. A dispatch of the 9th
inst. from London says :

" It is estimated that no fewer
than 800 Christians have been massacred, and that
Candia has been pillaged by Bashi Bazouks and the
Turkish soldiers. Martial law has been proclaimed.
The foreign Admirals at Crete have recommended the
immediate expulsion fro'u Crete of the 15,000 Bashi-
Bazouks, the recall of the Turkish troops and officials,
and the appointment of a Governor General.
During the year ending Sixth Month 30th, 1898,

1792 vessels passed throuah the Suez Canal. Of these
1196 carried the British flag. There were 178 German
and 107 French vessels ; 99 belonged to the Nether-
lands and 49 to Austria, while only 4 American vessels
passed through the canal during the year.

Australian advices received at Vancouver, on the
steamer Miowera say an immense sensation has been
created all over Australia by the discovery near Lake
Wynne of a gold nugget weighing 115 pounds and
valued at $32,000.
The St. Petersburg correspondent of the Doily Tek-

grnph says
: "Almost all the European Powers have

sent favorable replies to the circular of Emperor Nicho-
las, and it is now regarded as certain that the disarma-
ment Congress will meet in St. Petersburg.
The Spanish Senate has ratified the Hispano-Ameri-

can peace protocol.

A Pekin despatch, of the 7th inst. says : Li Hung
Chang-has been dismissed from power, it is presumed
this was done in accordance with the demand which,
it was rumored, the British Minister was instructed
to make on account of the alleged general partiality of
the great C'hinaman to Russia.
A Washington despatch of the 9th inst. says : The

Turkish Legation issues the following statement :
" The

entrance into Palestine is formally prohibited to foreign
Israelites, and consequently the Imperial Ottoman an-
thorities have received orders to prevent the landing
of immigrant Jews in that province."
A despatch from Kingston, Jamaica, of the 9th inst.,

says
: fhe conference of West Indian representatives

at the island of Barbadoes passed a resolution formally
demanding aid from the British home Government, as
a matter of right, as being the only available remedy
for the industrial crisis, and also demanded the adop-
tion of measures either for the exclusion of bounty-fed
sugar from the English market or the enforcement of
countervailing duties,

I

A committee of the Anglo-American League i:

late address the United States Ambassador John s

expressed the following : The principle that there o 1

to be permanent friendship and cordial co-open
between the British Empire and the American Re
lie is one that all parties and all statesmen here a
in regarding as a fundamental principle of Br
foreign policy and by it the whole people desire
their Government should be guided. We rejoic

believe that in your country corresponding sentin:

are entertained, and that a corresponding 'princip
now largely accepted.

RECEIPTS.
Unless otherwise speclfled, two dollars have been

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 72.

S. S. Parvin, Pa.
; Milton Stanley, Agent, Ind.,

for Joel Newlin, Albert Maxwell and Rachel Ca
vol. 71 ; Rebecca E. Buzby, N. J. ; Mary Basket,
Mary Reynolds, Ind. ; Hannah W. South, Phila.
for herself, Edward L. South and Walter South; H
W. Satterthwaite, Pa. ; J. Snowdon Rhoads, Pa. to
16 vol. 73 : Susan Worrell, Pa., to No. 12 vol. 73 ; E
beth Rhoads, Pa. ; Joseph J. Coppock, Agent, la.,

for Joseph Armstrong, Sarah Ann Atkinson, '1 he
Leech, Wilson T. Sidwell, jM. A. Fritchman to Nc
vol. 73, William G. Hall, to No. 14 vol. 73, and Ed
T. Heald, to No. 27 vol. 72 ; James E. Melonev, Ph
T. S. Shearmen, Canada ; Elizabeth F. Darnell, N
Samuel Forsythe, Pa. ; Ira J . Parker, Pa. ; Milton M
la. ; Abigail C. Furman, Phila. ; Thomas Waring,
J.; Margaret J. Jones, Canada; AmeUa Bedell, (

to No. 9 vol. 73 ; William M. Parker, Pa. ; Edwarc
Jones, N. J. ; E. S. Smith, O. ; Henry B. Leeds, Ag
N. J., $6, for Miriam L. Roberts, Anne W. Leeds
Amos Ashead.

H^'Remittances received after Third-day noon wih
appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth St., Ph

will be open on week-days between 3 and 6 p. M., s

Ninth Mi>nth 1st.

The Shelter for Colored Orphans, at Fo
fourth and Wallace Streets, West Phila., has sevi

boys under its care of a suitable age for placing out
farms or elsewhere. Apply at the " Home," or to 1

Pennock 805 Franklin St., Phila.

Friends' Select School will re-open Ninth Mo
9tb. The Superintendent will be in attendance at
:;hool during the two weeks preceding the open

from ten until one o'clock.

J. Henry Bartlett, Superintenden

Reduced Rates to Ohio Yearly Meeting,
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. Friends desiring
attend Ohio Yearly Meeting can go and return
$15.50—that is, pay full fare, $11.60, to Barnesvi
and return for }i3.90. Tickets sold Ninth Month
to 23rd, inclusive, and will be good until Tenth Mo
4th, 1898, inclusive. For tickets call at 833 Chest
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. For further informat
call or address Thomas C. Hogue, West Chester, ]

or James Potter, 833 Chestnut St., Ph

Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukhobort
Mennonite Congregation, Yerkes, Pa., $6.75 ; C.

and A. C, $100; Mennonite Congregation, Line L
ington. Pa., $27.75 ; Mennonite Congregation, Soud
ton, Pa., $30; S. C. M., $10; A. C. Iowa, $20;
Friend," Canada, $12; I. J. P. and others, $5 ; Ch
terfield Monthly Meeting, N. J., $50 ; E. A. |5

;

P. M., $25 ; F. G., $5 ; H. B. G., $5 ; D. J. B.
T. P. C, $25; N. H., $1 ; E. H. $1 ; J. and B.

$1; W. J. D., $5; L. S. T. $5; E. R., $5; S.

$5 ; S. M., *45 ; "A Person of New Jersey," $1

;

A. 0. and sister-s, $5 ; A Philadelphia Friend, I

E. C, $50. Total subscriptions to IS'inth Month
$2,121.95. A draft for £225 was forwarded to 1

English Committee Ninth Month 7th.

Wm. Evans, Treas., 252 S. Front St., Phila

Wbsttown Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should
dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal
Payments on account of board and tuition, a

communications in regard to business shcjuld be f
warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.
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Keeping A Meeting Open Alone.

^ private letter from Euglaud contaius this

sage: " We went first to Poole, an ancient

lenient for Friends, with a fine old meeting-

in which George Fox preached. One

d Friend goes now, and keeps his meeting

n alone."

Word of this testimony is worth sending

OSS the Atlantic. We might send back a

ilar instance, that of Pottstown meeting-

in Pennsylvania, where for some years

lecca Potts faithfully attended to her privi-

3 of worship " alone." During one of her soli-

y sittings in the meeting-house, a stranger of

ther denomination came in and sat there

(. At length he opened his mouth in en-

ragement of her course, assuring her of the

iressive testimony it had borne to his own

id and among her townsmen. He exhorted

to continue faithful in this public Divine

pice to the end of her ability. At length one

r another joined her and the number has

reased at times to some twenty-five attenders,

ing usually without vocal ministry.

Another instance goes farther. Many of us

familiar with the recital sometimes given

the late Samuel Bettle whenever members

\ meeting would repine at its reduced state,

1 he would remark :
" But it has not come

vn to the dog yet." This he would explain

instancing a meeting which became so re-

;ed as to be attended by only one man ac-

npanied by his dog. At length the man died,

the dog continued his attendance at the

;ular times as before. Neighbors taking notice

this felt rebuked through the dog's apparent

thfulness ; so that one and another began to

end the meeting, with the result of re-estab-

ling the holding of that meeting with a goodly

mber.

Other instances of single faithfulness may
;ur to the minds of our readers, and a collec-

tion of them might form a basis of peculiarly

valuable instruction.

This keepingone'smeetingopen alone presents

to the surrounding public a far more pointed

testimony to the true nature of right worship

than a meeting observed to be in company with

others. Under other systems than ours " wor-

ship " is arranged to consist in performances of

others or with others;—who must be present,

else their worship cannot be held. Under our

view, worship consists in direct intercourse with

the Father of spirits alone. However many

fellow-beings may be sitting with us, it is the

individual's exercise or state before the Lord,

under the immediate operation of his Divine

Spirit, that constitutes his worship. The pres-

ence of others than Christ do^ not make the

season one of worship for the individual, the

absence of them all does not undo it.

To quote from a recent publication by .lames

Wood : "A meeting for worship is not primarily

the coming together of the congregation, as

many persons come together for other meetings,

but it is their meeting with the Lord. The con-

gregation is always the congregation of the Lord.

This explains why a Friends' meeting may be

held, and many times has been regularly held,

with but one human being present—a thing

quite impossible upon any other basis of public

worship."

While we lament that condition of a neigh-

borhood in which a meeting has to be held by

one—for even that is a meeting when held with

Christ;—yet when an individual thus occupies

the place in which he is left to serve alone, we

would encourage him to prize his opportunity as

extending a peculiarly telling testimony over

the hearts of neighbors, whether they show their

being touched by it or not. It is valuable public

instruction on the nature of Divine worship, its

independence of priestly intermediation, the im-

mediate communion of the soul with its God, its

freedom in theSpirit from man or forms or words,

and the truth that every one of us must give

account of himself singly to God.

Thus meeting alone as a practice, in one's

meeting-house, it is impossible not, in a deep

and spiritual sense, to be in a much larger meet-

ing ;—to be meeting with the hearts and con-

sciences of so much of the whole public as may
take knowledge of it. The more singly, the

more public, by the very uniqueness of the tes-

timony ;

—" a spectacle to angels, and to men."

How recreant, then, to duty and to public

good is that single Friend in the neighborhood

of any of our abandoned meeting-houses, who

does not say, " Let others do as they may, as

for me I will serve the Lord alone, if need be,

n this matter of public Divine worship." We
doubt if he or she would long sit there alone,

" Not alone, for the Father is with me," would

be the sweet assurance of the worshipping soul.

But it would be strange if also, in most such

places, others should not one by one add them-

selves to his company in this engagement.

A meeting-house stands as a reproach to any

members, hojvever few, in its neighborhood, who

fl"er it to be usually abandoned. There are

such in our knowledge, within practicable reach

of six or nine or more members. Nothing can

explain their non-holding of the meetings but

unworthy reasons; either the neglect of the

spirit of worship in them, or that wrong persua-

sion that it requires others to be present in order

to realize worship, or a forgetting that we owe

something to our Lord as a testimony for the

Truth among men in this respect, or too often

a remembering, " when thou briugest thy gift to

the altar, that thy neighbor hath aught against

thee." Oh this poisoned memory of unlovely

relations with neighbors, so that we cannot wor-

ship with them !
" Be reconciled with thy brother,

then come and offer thy gift ;" and encourage

him to come and offer his.

For we are members one of another, and

public worship cannot be regarded as in its fully

normal condition without the assembling of the

members together in this united communion.

A healthy body must have its members well as-

sembled, each in its own function, that the Divine

service may pass through them unto the edify-

ing of the body in love. And any break of love

and unity made by a member is a violence to

worship " in the unity of the Spirit and the bond

of peace." If one member suffer, whether in-

jured or injuring, all the members suffer with

it.

We repeat : wherever there is one Friend or

former attender within reach of a Friends' meet-

ing-house, may he or she be strengthened to

visit it regularly fur Divine worship ;
and where

there are the two or the three left, will they not

be persuaded to return to the public testimony

for spiritual worship, and witness that the Master

is there in the midst of them ?"

Those who are given to using anecdotes are

in danger of putting too many in a single dis-

course, and of making them too " long-winded."

When John Wilkes on one occasion hail to

listen to a man who erred in these respects, he

grew restless, and made afterward some severe

criticisms. The friend to whom he spoke ex-

cused the prolix story-teller by saying that he

had got to his dotage. " Dotage, sir !" exclaimed

Wilkes, " I tell you he is past dotage, he has

got to anecdotage."

—

J. J. Poole.
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Edward Burrough.
(Concluded from page 69.)

Despite the eflbrts of Friends against the bill,

and their seeming effect upon the committee, it

was finally reported to the House, whither the

three Friends, being joined by Edward Pyott,

followed it, and presenting themselves at the

bar of the House of Commons, requested permis-

sion to state their objections to the bill, which

was allowed. Edward Burrough as it seems,

was the chief speaker on this interesting occa-

sion, and forcibly presented the injustice of the

proposed measure, quoting from English law,

the maxim that " No human law ought to be

made contrary to the law of God," and showing

that in meeting together for Divine worship,

Friends were only endeavoring to fulfill his law.

After long debate, the Commons passed the

bill, but upon reaching the House of Lords, it

was again opposed by Edward Burrough and

his friends, and although they were unable to

prevent its becoming a law, its passage was de-

layed until the following year.

During the later years of the Cromwells and
the earlier years of Charles II., while religious

persecution was raging in England, and while

Friends were laboring with kings and parlia-

ments for its amelioration, the Puritans of New
England were outdoing the mother country in

the violence of their enactments against what
they denominated " the cursed sect of heretics

commonly called Quakers," and in the severity

with which these enactments were enforced.

Themselves having braved not only the dan-

gers of a long sea-voyage, but also the rigors of

a New England winter in the forests, for the

sake of religious liberty; in less than forty years,

we find them fining, imprisoning and whipping
the Friends, cutting off their ears, boring their

tongues with hot irons, and finally consummat-
ing their cruelty in the hanging of four Friends,

one of them a woman, in Boston, for the exer-

cise of that " freedom to worship God," which
the " Pilgrim Fathers " found in 1620, when
the Mayflower landed them at Plymouth Rock.

In the light of history, after making due al-

lowance for " poetic license," how inaccurate is

the concluding stanza of Hemans' " Landing of
the Pilgrim Fathers."
" Aye call it holy ground

The soil where first they trod
;

They have left unstained (?) what there they found-
Freedom to worship God."

Soon after the passage, by Parliament, of the
law against which Edward Burrough and his

friends had so nobly contended, word reached
England of the cases of martyrdom in Boston,
and again we find Edward seeking an audience
with Charles II., and so earnestly did he plead
the cause of his persecuted brethren in America,
that the monarch who, although indolent and
dissipated, was yet good natured, was touched,
and when told that "a vein of innocent blood
had been opened in his dominions which if not
stopped would overrun all," replied, "But I

will stop that vein."

Calling his Secretary, a mandamus was pre-
pared and duly executed by the attachment of
the royal signature, but when a day or two later
Edward Burrough called on the king, no steps
had been taken to forward the writ to America.

In excuse for his delay Charles said, " he had
no occasion then to send a ship to New En"--
land." He was asked if he would be willing to
depute one called a Quaker to convey the writ,
to which he assented. Edward then proposed
Samuel Shattock, a New England Friend, ban-
ished on pain of death, by the governor of Mas-

sachusetts colony, and the king promptly made
him a royal deputy. The Friends in England
at once arranged with one of their own mem-
bers, who was master of a good ship, " to sail in

ten days with or without freight," for which

they paid him three hundred pounds.

The voyage was a prosperous one, but it must
have been a mortifying experience, when Gov-
ernor Endicott and his coterie of persecutors,

were forced to recognize in one of the banished

Quakers the king's deputy, armed with a royal

mandamus, requiring the immediate liberation

of all the Friends there imprisoned.

But although successful in opening the prison

doors in New England, Edward Burrough and
his Friends did not attain the same measure of

success at home.

We learn through a letter written to king
Charles by George Fox and Richard Hubber-
thorn in 1662, that there were then many
Friends suffering imprisonment, throughout the

kingdom :
" That during the protectorate three

thousand one hundred and seventy-three Friends

had been imprisoned for conscience' sake, and
that during the two years since the Restora-

tion three thousand and sixty-eight had been

imprisoned on the same account."

In the latter part of Third Month, 1662,

under a sense of the near approach of death,

Edward Burrough went up to London, and
while attending.the "Bull and Mouth'' meet-

ing, was arrested while preaching, and com-
mitted to Newgate prison. Here he was con-

fined for about eight and one-half months, dur-

ing which time he seems to have been busy with

his pen.

From a letter written to some of his friends

we catch a glimpse of his prison life. " Here
are now near two hundred and fifty of us, pris-

oners, in Newgate, Bridewell, Southwark and
New Prison. In Newgate we are so extremely
thronged, that if the mercy of the Lord had
not preserved us, we could not have endured it.

There are near a hundred in one room, on the

common side among the felons, and their suf-

ferings are great. But the Lord supports.

For about six weeks the meetings were gener-

ally quiet in the city, but these last three weeks
they have fallen on them more violently than
ever, and imprisoned many Friends. But
through all this, truth is of good report, and
the nobility of it gains place in many hearts,

which are opened in pity and compassion to-

ward innocent sufferers, and truth is increased

through all trials. Our trust is in the Lord
and not in man ; and we desire the same spirit

may dwell and abide in you also, that ye may
be like-minded with us, and we all have the
mind of Christ, who seeks men's salvation and
not their destruction."

Information of the crowded condition of
Newgate prison, and of the failing health of
many of the prisoners, reaching king Charles,
he issued a special order for the release of Ed-
ward Burrough, for whom he seemed to have
great respect, but the alderman who committed
him, in collusion with other London magis-
trates, contrived to thwart the king's purpose,
until the confinement and pestilential air of the
prison had finished their deadly work.

He died in Newgate prison, Loudon, the
fourteenth of Twelfth Month, 1662.

William Hodgson in describing Edward
Burrough, says, " His ministry was powerful
and reaching, his doctrine sound, and his lan-
guage eloquent ; having learned in the best
school, that of Christ himself, and had been
prepared for the ministry by the immediate

teachings of the Spirit of Truth, gradually h
ing into the living experience of holiness,

clothing him with ardent desires for the sa

tion of mankind."
Francis Howgill, his companion and fell

traveller in the ministry of the gospel, in

timony concerning him, says: "He was c

manly spirit in the things of God. He eng
often upon the Lord's account, singly in gi

disputes, when there were many opposers.

hath stood in the door, and in the gap aga
all his enemies, for the worthy name of G
and took the whole weight of things upon
own shoulders, that others might be eai

though often to the weakening, and almost
destroying of the outward man, yet doing a]

love to the Lord, and for his people's sake.

He had the tongue of the learned, having
experience in the work of the Lord, and co

speak a word in season unto all who discio

their condition to him or otherwise.

In his public ministry he was elegant inspe
and had the tongue of a learned orator, to

clare himself to the understandings and c

sciences of all. God made his ministry very
fectual, to the conversion of many hundredt

the city of London, whereby they were brou
to know the Lord their teacher, which are

seals unto the word of life through Him u

this day. He made the work of the Lord
whole business, without taking so much libe

unto himself, or about any outward occasion

to spend one week to himself, to my knowlec
these ten years."

As we look backward to the earnest and
voted labors of such Friends as Edward B
rough, and place them in contrast with

own, how pitifully dwarfed and worldly do i

lives appear.

Oh, that our Society might know a retui

ing, not to the types and shadows, the formali

and ritualism out of which it was gathered

the beginning, but to the simple faith

purity of its own early days. Not to the hu,

of a barren intellectuality, but to the substai

of a deep and fruitful and living spirituality

How strikingly in contrast stand the tea(

ings of the " modern school of Quakerism " a

the declarations of Edward Burrough.

The former, in an ofiicial utterance of 1

Yearly Meeting of Ohio, known as the Bi

body, says in 1878 (see printed minutes), " A

repudiate the so-called doctrine of the

light,' or the gift of a portion of the Holy Spiii

in the soul of every man as dangerous, unsou

and unscriptural. The latter says, in a prefa;

to one of George Fox's published works :
" T'

Lord brought us to see that God had gi

every one of us a light from himself, shining

our hearts and consciences, with which li

Christ, the Saviour of the world, had light

every man. This light we found sufficient

reprove, and convince us of every evil deij

word and thought. By it we came to km'

good from evil, and whatsoever is of God, frc'

what is of the devil. "This light gave us

discern between truth and error, and betwe
every false and right way.

" We found this light to be a sufficient teachi

to lead us to Christ, from whom it came ; ai

it gave us to receive Christ, and to witness Hii

to dwell in us. " Through it, we came to enl

into the new covenant, to be made heirs off
and salvation. In all things we found t|

light which is Christ, which we and all mankiii

were enlightened with, to be sufficient to brii|

to life and eternal salvation ; and that all w
j

owned this light in them needed no man
i
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'ich them, but the Lord was their teacher, by

light in their consciences, and they received

holy anointing."

How in contrast with the modern meeting in

i "Friend's Church," with its pastor and its

i-arrauged service, stands Edward Burrough's

icription of a real Friends' meeting :
" Whilst

iting upon the Lord in silence, as we often

I for many hours together, with our hearts

vard Him, being stayed in the light of Christ

m all fleshly motions and desires, we often

leived the pouring down of his Spirit upon

and our hearts were made glad and our

igues loosed, and our mouths opened, and we

ike with new tongues as the Lord gave ut-

ance, and his Spirit led us, which was poured

on sons and daughters. Thereby things un-

erable were made manifest, and the glory of

! Father was revealed."

the light of this contrast may we not in

iclusion adojjt the language of the prophets,

hus saith the Lord, stand ye in the ways,

d see, and ask for the old paths, where is the

)d way, and walk therein." " Then shall the

sring of Judah and Jerusalem be pleasant

to the Lord as in the days of old, and as in

\. Pampered Young Man.—The Herald and

esbyter prints the following bitter cry from

jarapered young New York swell, who has

veiled and seen life :

' There's nothing new. There's nowhere to

No fights, no billiard matches, no anything,

drives me mad to make a call, the girls are

ih twittering idiots, and you can see an in-

iry for your intentions if you stay more than

minutes. I've travelled till it means noth-

r but captains and conductors and rows with

ggage-smashers and rage at cheating hotel

epers. What can a fellow do that's willing

do anything? It's the same here as it is in

ris and London—everything stale. When
jme to think of it, there's mighty few

ings one can do to amuse one's self. You've
body, and when you start to blow it in

u run up in a week against its limitations. A
m can't have any fun, really, without smash-

ght up against what he is. Yes, I guess

so—one ought to go in for study and phil-

throphy and all that, but it calls for a lot of

rpose and thinking, and that's work."

The wise man after uttering his wail, "All is

nity and vexation of spirit," said, " Let us

ar the conclusion of the whole matter: fear

)d and keep his commandments ; for this is

hole duty of man. For God shall bring

ery work into judgment, with every secret

ng, whether it be good, or whether it be evil"

iccl. xii: 13, Uj.
If pampered young men ever get wisdom they

11 reach the same " conclusion of the whole

atter," and turn away from these vanities to

rve the living God whose fear is the beginning

wisdom.— The Armory.

Hypocrlsy.—In the Boston public library

ere are alcoves filled with wooden blocks

aped like books, with a strip of imitation

ather labeled, "Nothing Within." As new
!)oks are purchased the shams are displaced,

[id the genuine ones fill the space. Are there

\)t many such members of our churches, mas-

[lerading piety, " having the form of godliness

lithout the power?" The scholar turns away
rom the block books, while " living epistles

"

re known and read of all men.

—

Selected.

ALL DAYS FOR THEE, MY GOD.
All days for Thee, ray ( iod !

Yea, all my times be thine
;

The feet with holy sandals shod,

The path of peace on Sabbaths trod,

On every day be mine.

The more my toil and care,

The more I need thy grace
;

The more I need to breathe the air

Of heavenly love in answer'd prayer
In every time and place.

From morn to eventide,

From eventide to inorn,

May faith and love in rae abide,

Thihe arm my strength, thy hand my guide,

Thy robe of service worn.

Upon my forehead set

The mark thy chosen bear,

And when the tempter spreads his net.

Lord Jesus ! let me not forget

The sacred sign I wear.

'Mid sorrow's wintry drifts

Take me beneath thy wings

;

If summer air from rocky rifts

The overweary head uplifts.

Thine be the praise, my King !

On every day do Thou
Thy willing servant bind

With cords of love—the way or how
I may not see, but trustful bow,

Content in soul and mind.

Spring wakens seed and root.

And buds and flowers appear
;

The autumn crowns the ripen'd shoot.

And yields to man both bread and fruit

—

So make my mission here.

While thine each passing day.

Not one lone day in seven.

Lord ! teach me so to work and pray
That all my steps along the way
May be to thee in heaven.—New York Observer.

Glorying in Tribulation.

Tribulation worketh patience; trials of faith

show its value and its power; and many of the

choicest blessings come through sorrow and pov-

erty and conflict and distress. The Sunday-

school Illustrator gives some examples:

"A Russian convert, for breaking his heathen

images, was sentenced to transportation to Si-

beria, to go on foot one thousand miles, in chains,

through the snow. A fellow convert went to

see him depart and cheer him as he left home
and friends. To his astonishment he found the

exiled man full of joy and praising God for the

privilege of preaching Christ to his fellow pris-

oners. We are indebted to saints in prison.

John's Revelation was given from the lonely

isle of Patmos (Rev. i : 9). Bunyan's immortal

work was written in Bedford Jail. Luther

translated his Bible into German in Wartburg
Castle. In Aberdeen Castle, Rutherford wrote

the letters that are a Christian classic. George
Wither, the Puritan poet, wrote many of his

best pieces in prison. Montgomery wrote some

of his poems in jail. William Tyndall, from

Vilvorde Jail, Annie Askew, from Smithfield,

and Judson from the Burmese prison, wrote com-

forting and inspiring messages, while Madam
Guyon's sweetest poems and deepest experiences

were the result of her long imprisonment in the

Bastile. Is yours a chained hand and a prisoned

life. There may be work for you even in a

prison."

Possession of spiritual gifts constitutes a

trust, and implies the honest exercise of them

not for the benefit of the possessor, but for the

glory of the Giver.

COURAGE, MY SOUL.
When on thy path to paradise

Thy feet with thorns are torn.

When rugged hills before thee rise.

To hide that longed-for bourne,

Then think of Him who long ago
This thorny pathway trod

;

Thy forerunner in toil and woe.

Thy Saviour and thy God.

Dread not to bear thy Saviour's cross
;

Like Him despise the shame;
And counting all beside as dross,

Find glory in bis Name.

F"or yet a little while, and He
Who once thy sorrows bore.

Shall reappear in majesty.

In glory, and in power.

Then shall thy sorrow end in joy,

Thou shall forget thy pain

;

His praise shall be thy sweet employ
;

With Him thou then shall reign.

Courage, my soul, thy bitter cross

Shall win for thee a crown ;

Count all things here but loss and dross,

And by his side sit down.— The Christian.

For "The Friend."

The Czar's Proposal.

The world has had a great surprise this week
in the Czar's proposal for a conference of Eu-
ropean statesmen, looking towards a reduction

of the armies and the establishment of a " uni-

versal peace." Truly a notable invitation, this,

from the power whose encroachments have in

an especial manner been an occasion of the

maintenance of a military force in excess of the

requirements of what is called a peace basis.

Certainly, however, if the proposal be sincere,

it is one that reflects more than ordinary credit

upon the sovereign who has had the moral cour-

age to make it, and is encouraging as indicating

that the kings of the earth are beginning to

realize that the policy of militarism is not one
that ministers to the public good. But I think

that more than an understanding among the

crowned heads will be needed to establish a

universal peace on any stable basis. The char-

acter of the people who are expected to observe

the peace must above all be considered. The
peaceable fruits of righteousness are not gathered

from the tree of man's first nature, and the only

peace that is worthy of the name must have its

root in the heart—in hearts wherein the lusts

of this world no longer war, but have been

brought into subjection by heavenly grace

—

hearts wherein that peace abides which is not

of the world's giving but Christ's. So, whatever

in a political way statesmen may do for the peo-

ple (and a rightly directed politics has a legiti-

mate place in the world's activities) the world

will still need the gospel of Jesus Christ. After

food and raiment have been provided for a man's

body, after the State has secured to him full

liberty to pursue unmolested his vocations in

life, after his intellectual needs have been min-

istered to by schools and colleges, where shall

the hungry soul turn that has found no peace

in all this world's business, that still finds itself

laboring and heavy laden ? It is the peace of

God that it craves, though it may not know
what it craves, and this is only to be experi-

enced by the children of God—by those who
have been born again, "not of corruptible seed

but of incorruptible, by the word of God, which
liveth and abideth forever." Such as they live

in the Spirit, walk in the Spirit, and their works

are the fruit of the Spirit—love, joy, peace.

C. F. S.
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John Yeardley and his Travels.
(Continued from page 67),

"After a fortnight in Geneva, they proceeded
on their trip. The journey to Aucona took
them seventeen days ; they crossed the Alps by
the Simijlon, and traversed Italy through Milan
and Bologna. Martha Yeardley touches upon
a few points of the journey in a letter to Eliza-

beth Dudley.
'"Ancona, Eleventh Month 4th, 1833.

"
' We had much to do before we could meet

with a suitable conveyance, and at length trusted

ourselves with our Italian coachman, who could
not speak French. For a certain sum he was
to give us three places in his coach, and provide
us with food and lodging by the way. The
other passenger inside was an Englishman, who
spoke very little French and no Italian, and
another Englishman outside was in the same
situation. We could not but feel ourselves a
very helpless company when arriving at the

inns, which were quite of an inferior class, and
little or no French spoken. We did pretty well,

however, till we got to Milan, where we rested
some days ; and our Englishmen were exchanged
for an Italian priest who spoke no French, and
a Swiss who was a little useful to us as far as
Bologna; after this place we travelled five days
alone. The inns on this side of Milan are much
worse, and from the detention of our passports
in the towns we passed through, we were often
prevented from reaching the place of destination,
and obliged to lodge at villages, where we suf
fered much in the way of food and lodging;
yet through all we were favored to bear the
journey much better than I expected. My J.
Y. was rather poorly for two days, and I was
extremely anxious about him

; but the sight of
the Gulf of Venice seemed to help to restore
him.

" 'At Sinigaglia, a town eighteen miles from
this, they told us that we should just meet the
vessel which was to sail on the thirtieth. Judge

. then what was our disappointment when, on ar-
riving at the inn here, we found that it was gone.'

"This disappointment was a severe trial of
their patience; but they consoled themselves with
reflecting that ' good in some shape might arise
out of the seeming evil.'

" 'Ancona,' says John Yeardley, ' is beautifully
situated on the side of a high hill, in appearance
at a distance a perfect model of Scarborough.
There are in the place a good many Greeks,
one of whom Argyri recognized as we inquired
at his shop the way to the Post-office. On re-

turning she made herself known to him, and he
shows us every attention ; he is a fine looking
man, with a countenance as strong as brass.
We are comfortably lodged, with a delightful
view of the harbor, but our hearts are in Corfu.

" ' Our young companion,' adds M. Y., ' is ami-
able and very quick, but not of much use to us
respecting her native tongue, which she retains
but very imperfectly, and is not at all fond of
speaking it.

" ' The houses are high, and many of the streets
narrow and offensive, for want of cleanliness and
from an immense population

; such numbers are
continually in the streets, that there is no quiet
or good air in the town. The darkness is ex-
treme, and the dissipation apparently very great

;

the oppression of our spirits at some periods is

almost insupportable; and yet I am at times
very sensible of the calming influence of Divine
love, with a sense that, having acted to the best
of our judgment, we must resign ourselves to
wait for the return of the steam-packet from
England.

"
' When on arriving here we found there

were no letters, and that probably they were
sent to Corfu, my heart sank within me. We
have, however, been since cheered by receiving

a very kind letter from dear Robert Forster;

nothing could have been more in season than
this token of remembrance.'
"Finding no suitable vessel for Corfu, with

the assistance of their Greek friend they hired a
lodging, and gave their time to the study of
Italian and the modern Greek. Religious labor
was hardly to be thought of; the government
of the town and every public office was under
the direction of the Roman Catholic priests,

of whom there were more than four hundred.
However, they were enabled to hold improving
intercourse with some individuals, mostly Greeks;
' for whom,' says Martha Yeardley,' we felt much
interest, and some, I believe, became attached
to us ; we gave them a few books.'

"

"On the twenty-first of the Eleventh Month,
1833, John and Martha Yeardley left Ancona,
for Greece, and had a safe but sufiering voyage
of two days to Corfu, the capital of the island
of that name.

" ' The attnosphere in this place,' writes J. Y.,
soon after they landed, ' is different from Ancona
in every respect. It has to us a feeling of home,
and our minds are clothed with peace and, 1

trust, gratitude to the Father of mercies. What
we may find to do is yet a secret to us, but He
who has brought us here will in his own time
open the way before us.

"
' Isaac Lowndes of the London Missionary

Society received us with much aflTection and
kindness, and his wife and daughter are very
desirous to promote our comfort. They took
us to see a furnished house in the town, a part
of which will suit us remarkably well. We
think it a providential thing to have such com-
fortable quarters to come to.'

" Some extracts from the Diary and the Jour-
nal letters will show in what kind of service
they were engaged during their three months'
residence in this island.

" 'Eleventh Month 24.—I went with J. L. to

the First day school in the village about a mile
from the town. A delightful morning, and a
delightful sight to see about sixty fine Greek
children reading the New Testament in the
modern language. Their countenances are love-
ly and interesting, and their anxiety to hear
and answer questions is great ; their aptitude in

comprehending the subjects oflTered to them ex-
ceeds all I have hitherto seen in any class of
children of similar standing. The little group
was composed of nearly all girls, clean and neat-
ly dressed in the costume of the country.

" ' 27th.—To-day we received a long visit from
Lord Nugent, President of the Ionian Govern-
ment, who had heard of our arrival on the isl-

and, and was anxious to see us. He is very
kind and extremly open with respect to his
plans for the improvement of the jail, and for
cottage cultivation. He desired me to go and
see some unoccupied land without the gate.

28th.—According to appointment we went
to the palace, and were received by Lady Nu-
gent with marked simplicity and kindness. We
were introduced to Lord L. and other persons
of influence, took tea, and spent a most agree-
able evening, and I hope a profitable ; for all our
conversation was on the subject of bettering the
condition of the poor and destitute children.

'"Twelfth Month 3rd.—This morning we re-
ceived a visit from a room-full of Greeks. We
are desirous to cultivate the acquaintance of the
Greeks as the object of our visit of gospel love.

Yesterday we were visited by several of
military officers and their wives, who will I h
co-operate with our plans of benevolence. L
Nugent's taking us by the hand opens the \

to all others of rank and standing.'"
" ' 13th. — To-day we have received letl

from England. Many of our beloved frie

have been called from this stale of being
another world. How much my heart ft

humbled
; how unworthy I am of the L

the mercies daily received at the hand o:'

bountiful Creator. Since we have been her
have been favored with a strong conviction t

we are here in the ordering ofDivine Providen
What may in time open before us in the wa)
g'ospel labor I know not. It requires time, c

'

tion, and much perseverance, to find a way
the hearts and best feelings of the Greeks,
greatly desire that we may be found in hum
watchfulness and prayer; and that, if fou
worthy to be the feeble instruments of declarij
the way of salvation to the natives of these :

ands, we may embrace every opportunity
preach repentance towards God and faith
our Lord Jesus Christ, for this is the great <

ject for which we have left our native land a
all that is dear to us in this world.'

"

" ' 1884. First Month 6th.—To-day \

ceived a visit from the young Count Fran9
Sardina. We had much conversation with h
on the subject of the intercession of saints.

could not admit that they practised the adoi
tion of saints, they only meant to hold them
as examples of piety and virtue, and to indu
others to follow them. We pointed out to him t

importance of taking Him for our example w:
spake as never man spake, and has left u

example that we should follow his steps. Tl
young man is very inquisitive and inclined
be sceptical, but under all has serious imprej
sions. Many of the Greeks who are not entire

built up in their supenstitions are inclined
doubt respecting the truths of Christianity. \\

were glad to put into his hand J. J. Gurney
Evidences.

" ' 23rd.—This evening we had another Ion

visit from the Count. We entered very full

into Church discipline, and left few points
faith and doctrine untouched, either in h
Church or ours. I do not remember ever (

have been more closely questioned ; but I thin
this young person sincere in his inquiries,

believe it is a precious time of visitation to
'.

soul ; he is very amiable and aflfectionate, and i

knowledges the evils and vanity of the world.'"

CTo be continued.)

The Micronesian Christians have strict idea:

on some points. They will not admit a man d
woman who uses tobacco to church membership
they argue that smoking and chewing are th
outward symbols of an inward degeneracy; ant
their one rule is that those who bear the narai
of Christ shall neither touch, taste nor handli
the unclean thing ; and from this rule there i;

no appeal.

It is the same with intoxicants. The Germai^
Komissar made a rule in the Marshall Islandi
that no trader shall sell liquor in any form to i

native. For the first offense he is reprimanded
for the second he is heavily fined, and for th(

third he is expelled from the islands. It is d(

voutly to be wished that the same rule prevaile
throughout the PaciBc—Missionary Review.

Words are things of little cost-
Quickly spoken, quickly lost

;

We forget them, but they stand
Witnesses at God's right hand 1
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A Natural Death.

A.n Illinois paper recently announced the

ith of Catherine Butler, who died of old age

her home in Indiauola, Third Month 30th,

d ninety-three years. She had never used

iane or a crutch, had never worn glasses, or

:en a drop of medicine.

Death from old age is not a very common
'.urrence nowadays. The majority of people

: violent deaths, killed either by accident or

their own misdeeds and violations of the

?s of health. The natural limit of human
! is estimated by naturalists to be somewhere

m one hundred to one hundred and twenty

irs, but there are plenty of examples of human
ngs who have lived to one hundred and

jnty-five and thirty years, and not a few in

ora the length of life has been prolonged to

3 hundred and fifty and even one hundred

d seventy five years. Examples of this sort

! not confined to Bible times, but are recorded

the history of the last two or three centuries,

ilf the human race die before the age of five

irs, and the average length of life in civilized

intries at the present time is barely forty-two

»rs, scarcely more than two-fifths the normal

gth of life. This enormous loss of human
: ought to give rise to serious consideration of

the influences which bear upon health and

igevitv. Unfortunately, however, too large

ire of the attention of physicians and scien-

is devoted to apologizing for popular prac-

BS which humau experience, assisted by com-

m-sense principles, easily shows to be in the

hest degree injurious to both the individual

d the race. Not a few apologists are to be

md for the pernicious habit of tobacco using,

n of cigarette-smoking, and there are any
mber of defenders of moderate drinking as a

litary practice. Tea and cofliee have been

ided to the skies as needed nerve comforters,

d there are numbers of men who are devoting

nost their entire time to the search for some

w form of nerve tickler.

What the world needs most of all just now is

Fohn the Baptist of health, who will raise his

ce like a trumpet in the wilderness of disease

d degeneracy, and call the people to repent-

ce from their evil ways.

The world is going down physically, mentally,

d morally, and deterioration and degeneracy

3 taking place much more rapidly than can

discovered by a cursory observation. The
»re this question is studied, the more apparent

will become that the only hope for the world

;o be found in the reformation of the habits

individuals, whereby a new and healthy race

human beings may be developed. We hear

jreat deal nowadays about the new woman,
le new man is just as much needed as the new

]. We need general reconstruction all

3und.— Good Health.

The First Railway in Central Africa.
The first railway completed in Central Africa

open iu the Congo Free State. The river

gins to be navigable ninety miles from its

3uth ; but above that point is a distance of

hundred and fifty miles, occupied at inter-

Is by thirty-two cataracts. To pass these, all

ods had to be carried on men's backs, a pro-

hich it required twenty-five days to per-

|rm. All has now been changed. The rail-

liy between Matadi and Leopoldville makes
e journey in a day.

—

Selected.

"The cross of Christ is offered to all, and
ose only are blessed who receive it."

Full Cenificates.

The following, extracted from a paper on

"Jeremiah Langhorne and his times, "lately

read before a local historical Society, I thought
would be of interest to readers of The Friend.
The extracts were taken from the records of

Middletown Monthly Meeting, Bucks County,
Pennsylvania. J. C. M.
Pennsylvania, Ninth Month 1st., 1898.

Removal Certificate for Thomas Lang-
horne.

" We recommend to you our dear friend and
brother, Thomas Langhorne, into whose heart

the Lord, we hope, hath put it to give himself

up with his family for your country, iu the

western part of the world. We are the more
satisfied with his integrity and regard to God
in the matter, because we can guardedly say

that the Lord has blessed him with the riches

and glory of his own life, in the enjoyment of

which God has made him an instrument in his

hand for the help and comfort of many. An
elder that has ruled well and is worthy of honor,

which in his own country he hath so large a share

thereof, that he need not count the enlargement
thereof elsewhere, and as to outward things, God
has given him that plenty thereof, and that full-

ness that Cometh from true content, the glory

and riches of the kingdoms of the earth he

need not covet after. You may lay your hands
upon him with a ready mind and a brotherly

respect, for you will find him worthy, and for

him you will never be ashamed. He is bone of

our bone, and the remembrance of him will be

precious to our souls. We are made willing to

give him up in your behalf for distance or place

cannot disunite from being one another's help,

and our bowels will be kept with you. You
may be assured that if it was not for our brother-

ly love and the gospel's sake (for the furtherance

thereof God has made him an able minister);

if it was not for this we could not have given

him up to the outwardly remote parts of the

world, whom, whether we shall ever see his face

again visibly, we know not. He has had great

power. We do not part with him as a thing of

light value, and if we did uot feel our loss would
be your eternal gain, our sorrow could scarcely

be expressed, but in your advantage does our
satisfaction stand without grudging."

An Acknowledgment in 1689.

" Whereas it happened in going to 's

mill with corn to be ground in the time called

Christmas, I and some others being in the mill-

house, brought us some liquor and de-

sired us to drink. It being liquor to which I

was not accustomed I drank till 1 was overtaken

so far that, the liquor offending my stomach, I

was forced to cast it up again to my great shame
and confusion, and to the dishonor of Truth
which I profess, and for which I have under-

gone great exercisement ever since, and I do
heartily ask of the Lord that He will strengthen

me in the future, that I may withdraw from

I

such temptation."

At a meeting of the National Prison Associa-

tion of Texas, the president. General Brinker-

hoif, said :
" I want to put it on record, with all

the emphasis I can command, that if we are to

make any large progress in the reformation of

prisoners, or in the prevention of crime, or in

the bettermentof mankind, we must utilize more
fully than we have hitherto, the religious ele-

ment which is inherent in the universal heart

of man. You may call it superstition if you
will, but the fact still remains that mau, though

he may be a mere animal, ' whose little life is

rounded by a sleep,' and ends with the grave,
is, nevertheless, the only animal whose life is

governed by what he believes, and who rises

and falls in accordance with his moral ideals."—Late Paper.

" We Played Cards and Drank Wine."

Sauntering leisurely along the street, a well-

dressed young woman passed me. She gave a
peculiar call. It was answered by a girl about
her own size and age. The two girls seated

themselves on the edge of a porch and at once
began an animated chit-chat, and so loud as to

be distinctly heard rods off. This is a part of
what I was almost compelled to hear:

" Yes, we played cards with the gentlemen,
and drank a good deal of wine, and perhaps
said and did things that we ought not to, but
the folks needn't make such an awful fuss about
it."

"Sh—!" warned her companion. " If my
mother were to hear what you say it would be
the last ofmy going out of this house after dark."

So long as men with rotten hearts are on the

lookout for victims, and such careless ones pre-

sent themselves as thes3 girls apparently were,

recruits will continue to swell the army of the

lost.

" We played cards and drank wine." When
did they begin this habit of wine-drinking, I

wonder? Once when my field of labor in this

gospel temperance work was in one of the in-

terior towns of the Middle States, I met on the

principal avenue a young woman, a former pupil

in the Sunday-school in a distant village. A
moment's conversation showed me how the cruel

vulture had done its ghoulish work. The spirit

of the good Samaritan moved me. I prayed
that I might be able to turn her wayward feet.

The purity of blessed childhood's days and
scenes, associations sweet and sacred, hallowed

memories, early playmates— all, all were pre-

sented in the brilliant color of hope and trust.

A mist filled her eyes.
" Come, I'll take you home. In less than a

day we'll be there. How glad you parents will

be to see you! Surely you do not forget the

love of father and mother, and you do want to

see them again, don't you, Mary ?"

Straightening herself up to her full height,

her face white, her form rigid and strained, in

a voice whose tone conveyed hate, mingled with

utter despair, she answered :

" Yes, I do remember them. They taught

me to drink wine at the family board. I was
told to drink it like a lady. Easily and quickly

enough I learned to like it. I tried to drink it

'like a lady.' Under its influence, the bottle

was drained; my brain reeled; the world was
torn from under ray feet; the sky became all

brass. To-day I am eating the ashes of the

apples of the Dead Sea. There is nothing left

worth living for. I can't fight against the odds

much longer. Every hand pushes me nearer

the bottom ; then comes the end. Some day I

must stand at the bar of God, and I tell you I

shall be a true witness against those who taught

me to 'drink wine like a lady.'"

—

Christian

Observer.

Each day and every day
Do what is right

!

Each day and every day
Speak what is true !

Men in their relation to God can never be
more than children, and as such they continual-

ly need discipline.
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A Hopeless Case.

A teacher in a mission school at the West
End of Boston had a boy in her class who seemed
to be proof against every good influence. It was
a wonder that she secured his attendance for

any length of time; but by her tact and kind-

ness she held her other pupils, and he came ap-

parently for company's sake, and for the fun

and mischief he could stir up among the other

scholars.

He gave no signs that her teachings had
touched his moral nature, or, in fact, that he

had any moral nature. He grew apparently more
unprincipled as he grew older, until all she had
done for him seemed wasted pains; but she con-

tinued tu treat him kindly, and never forgot

him in her prayers.

One day she heard of his arrest for complicity

in a recent burglary. She did what she could

to secure him legal counsel in his trial, and
through the two years' imprisonment that fol-

lowed occasionally visited him. He never gave
any indication of penitence. His sullen, defiant

temper greatly discouraged her; but her faith

and love were invincible.

He disappeared after his release. All who
knew him supposed he was dead or lost under
a feigned name somewhere in the criminal herd
of the cities.

Nearly thirty years passed. She went to Cali-

fornia. In the meantime she had married. Her
children were grown, and she, with her husband,
was visiting friends in the Pacific States. In t „ ,„ „ wt

i . . • ,i

one city where she stayed a question of political tZ\uf ? .1. fJ^
the more earnest

-'--
the people, pemiin- J heed

_
therefore to the things which we have

and qualit}^ of soul that is at once his highest

possession and the source of his highest power
for good among men.— The Watchman {Boaion).

For "The Fp.iend."

Don't Let Go of the Anchor.
I have felt much constrained of late to write

a message to some who may have questionings

arise in their minds ou some very cardinal

points of doctrine.

Beloved, it is so easy to drift if we once lose the

anchor, especially on two very important mat-
ters—the miraculous birth and the resurrection

from the tomb. If either of these be lightly es-

teemed, where are we ? What is our hope ? Our
Saviour becomes nothing to us divested of the
miraculous, and in an especial manner these

two. Were He the son of Joseph, prophecy re-

mains as yet unfulfilled, and the one needed
Divine character is as yet unborn. If we are
to discard Him in his truly Divine nature, the
fullness of the Godhead bodily, we lay aside our
door of hope, for only this could be of auy mo-
ment to us. Nothing but a Divine offering

could save us, and no human sacrifice will avail.

It must be the God-man and only the one who
was truly very God and very man can do this,

and to be very God and very man He must
have been the only begotten of the Father, full

of grace and truth, and not the son of Joseph,
but verily the Son of God.
The apostle says in the epistle to the Hebrews

after commenting on the Divine character of

reform was
change in the municipal government. Her
host and hostess were to entertain one of the

candidates for the mayoralty. " He is our man,
they said, " and we hope to elect him, for he is

an earnest Christian, and stands for high prin-

ciple in public and in private life."

"The man came, and was about to be intro-

duced to the visitor, when, to her surprise, he
spoke her name. She could not recognize him
in the handsome, bearded man before her, but
he was her bad boy of the Boston West End
Sunday school.

" I lived a reckless life for several years after

I left Boston," he told her, " but I was not able
to forget your great patience and kindness, nor
some of the things you said to me. Under God
I owe what I have to-day of true manhood to

you."

E.xaraples of apparently utter depravity are
met by every lover of his kind who gives him-
self to the uplifting of humanity, but it is an
unsolved problem whether there was ever a

really "hopeless case." We are told that
"genius loves difficulties," and it is equally
certain that supreme faith in Christ and in his

teachings loves the hopeless cases — let the
phrase mean what it may.— Youth's Companion.

True Vision.—True vision is greatly needed
in the ministry and in the laity of our churches.
If there be lack of vision with the leader, there
will probably be little extension of it on the
part of the people. On the other hand, a min-
ister with this highest of spiritual gifts, who
himself discerns the truth and how to bring it

to bear upon life, will be able to lead his people
to the mount of vision, and thus render the
holiest service which man can perform. True
vision will also hold him to the highest and best righteousness,
in character and pursuit, and will guard him .— -

heard, lest at any time we should let them slip'
(drift away from them). " Oh ! brother, sister,

is thy faith wavering? look away from thy
doubts and don't let go this anchor which by
reason of our blessed fore runner reaches within
the vail. See then Jesus, who was made a little

lower than the angels and who has tasted death
for every man, who has been crowned with glory
and honor, who was and is the captain of our
salvation and ever liveth at the right hand of
the Majesty on high, in whom we have redemp-
tion through his blood, and, mark it, that blood
could avail for none if He had not been more
than human.

Again, He being Divine, God raised Him
from the dead—or more than that. He raised
himself from the dead for He said concerning
his life, " I have power to lay it down and I

have power to take it again." Deny the resur-
rection and we deny our future existence and
hope of immortality, for as in Adam all die, so
in Christ all are made alive. Deny the resur-
rection and we overthrow our hope of eternal life

through translation from darkness into light,
our ability being brought into conformity to his
blessed life by subjection to his will.

"Even as Christ was raised up by the glory
of the Father, even so we also walk in newness
of life" in Him. If He rose not. then we are yet
in our sins and without hope. But He did rise
and became the "first fruits of them which slept."
If He rose not, then is our faith vain, for that
was a distinct proofof his Divine origin. So we
see these two connecting links depend the one
on the other—the miraculous birth and the
resurrection from the dead. If either one were
not true then we are without hope. If they are
true, and if one is true both must be, then our
hope is built on nothing less than Jesus and his

from losing that fine edge of moral integrity, I

that nice sense of propriety, thatexquisite temper !

On Christ the solid rock we stand,
her ground is sinking sand."

J. H. Y.

Military Glory.—Mirage of Life.

Military glory is an object of pursuit t
large number of our fellow creatures. Me
ardent minds seek the " bubble reputation'
the chief end of life, indifferent to the scenes
misery, with which it is so closely connect
Few illusions, however, are in general m^
speedily dissipated than this. The youth w
dazzled by a brilliant uniform, quits his nat
country in search of " glory," soon finds
visions dispersed by the stern realities of a can
and the hardships of a military life.

In the journal of a soldier, published at t

conclusion of the last general war in Euro
an instance of this occurs. The author of it h
been induced, in hopes of a life of pleasure,
enlist in the army, and to forsake his quiet a
respectable home, greatly to the grief of his pi

ents. A few years afterwards, he was, wh
serving in the peninsula, glad to be allowed
eat of the biscuits, which he was employed
break for the hounds of the eommander-in-chi
at a time when provisions were scarce. "Is
them with tears," he says, "and thought oft
Prodigal Son." Full of self-confidence, t

young soldiers who attended Napoleon in I

expedition to Moscow, shouted, as they left Par
" We shall be back in six months!" In a fe

months, the mighty host of Napoleon, except
small remnant, was buried in the snows of Ru
sia. In the life of Lord Nelson, it is strikic
to observe, that, nearly at the time when tl

various potentates of Europe were showerii
down upon him presents of diamond-hilU
swords, gold snufl!'-boxes, and crosses of hono
he was himself unable to enjoy his greatnes
having for months been deprived of sleep \

the injury done to a nerve, in the amputatic
of one of his arms.
One of the most remarkable instances, ho?

ever, of the inaoility of military glory, when ei

joyed to its full extent, to confer happiness o
its possessor, is to be found in the life of Lor
Clive, the founder of the British empire in Indii

Robert, afterwards Lord Clive, was born i

Shropshire, in the year 1729, of parents in n
way distinguished for opulence or rank.
At an early period of his life, he proceed©

as a mercantile clerk to India, having receive
an appointment in the East India Company'
service. This situation he soon resigned, am
obtained one in the army. His military caree
presents an almost unbroken series of victorie
and successes. He laid the foundation of th!

British empire in India, and displayed in tbl

art of war a genius equal to that of the mosi
experienced commanders. In efTecting his ob
jects, no scruple of conscience was allowed t
check him. " He no sooner," says the Edin
burgh Revlexv, "found himself matched agains
an Indian intriguer, than he became himsel
one, and descended to falsehood, to hypocritica
caresses, to the substitution of documents, an(
to the counterfeiting of signatures." He ha(
aimed, however, at worldly greatness, and h(

gained his end. Wealth was heaped upon hin
in piles. One Indian prince gave him a pensioi
of £30,000 a year ; another a present of £300,'
000. There was, indeed, no limit to his acqui-
sitions but his own moderation. " Had you
seen," said he, on one occasion, " the treasury
of the Nabob, and the piles of gold, silver, and
diamonds, amidst which I walked, you wouk
have thought rae moderate in taking the abov«
sum" He gained the highest honors, also
When a youth of twenty-seven, he received
from the East India Company a diamondhiltefl
sword

; and was thrice appointed to the higheal
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ces at their disposal. His sovereign elevated

) to the peerage ; and the great Earl of Cha-

m praised hiiu iu the British senate, as a dis-

ruished genius, and master of the art of war.

he whole kingdom," wrote his father, " is in

Dsports at the glory and success you have

ned. Come away, and let us rejoice together."

ien with honor:^, with wealth, and with glory,

ve returned to England in the prime of life,

sndiug to devote himself to the enjoyment of

immense fortune. Here, then, it may be

ught, was one, at least, whose acquisitions

re substantial, who had found the substance

I not the shadow. Alas! it was only a delu-

3. The years of enjoyment to which he had

ked forward were filled with melancholy and
satisfaction. An impeachment against him,

itemplated by the House of Commons, threat-

id to strip him of all his wealth. It was with

le difficulty quashed; but Clive's spirits never

overed the blow. Having sought prosperity

hout reference to ihe Divine favor, his mind,

the restrospect of life, found no point of satis-

tion on which it could repose. Wedded to

ry, and pluming himself on his vast achieve-

nts, his pride was wounded by the treatment

had received. He, who had conquered so

ny provinces, was unable to subdue his own
rit ; and poor amidst abundant wealth —
itched amidst a load of honors—he termina-

his life by his own hand ! Such was the end

a career, brilliant with success, but uncon-

lled by religious principle. He had pursued

lory " as his end in life, and he had found it

eitful as the mirage of the desert.

Foe "Thk Friend."

Interesting News from the Dukhobortsi.

Gloucester, Eng., third of Ninth Mo., 189S.

Dear Friend Jonathan E. Rhoads :

—

friend Wilson Sturge reached Cyprus on

ird-day last, the immigrant Dukhobortsi hav-

landed two days earlier. A telegram from

yesterday informs us that some two hun-

id and seventy of them are settled upon the

of Athalassa, not far from Nicosia, the capi-

an estate of fifteen hundred and seventy

res, for which we have just completed the

reement in London. The rest of the new-

uers are temporarily lodged in the public

rden of Larnaca, I suppose in tents, while

Ison Sturge is looking out other pieces of

id, etc., for them. They are all out of quar-

tine, and in good health.

3ur committee, which is exclusively composed

Friends, will have its hands full in attending

the Cyprus immigrants for the moment

—

3Ugh we do not forget the other twenty-three

udred or so, who are still needing help to re-

)ve from Russia. Meantime some other Eng-
h and Russian sympathizers have raised a

of about twelve hundred pounds, with

lich they are sending a small party of Duk-
bortsi to Canada, in the hope of others soon

ng enabled to follow them.

Our committee have written a letter to the

l^prus immigrants, which was read in the Meet-

's for Sufferings yesterday, and satisfaction

th it was expressed there ; though we were

ft at liberty to take this step without submit-

]g the document to the meeting. I enclose a

Ipy of it, and I am thy friend,

John Bellows.

[Isaac Sharp reported the receipt of the re-

ittance from Philadelphia yesterday.

A letter has been received from the emigrants

hich they sent from Constantinople while en

route for Cyprus. I intended to enclose it, but

it is getting somewhat out of date. It expresses

great thankfulness at the release of the writers

from their suffering state.

COPY of letter sent to the eleven hun-
dred AND twenty-nine DUKHOBORTSI WHO
HAVE LANDED IN CYPRUS.

12 BisHOPGATE, Without, London, E. C,
Ninth Month 2nd, 1898.

Dear Friends :—We are rejoiced to learn that

after many hindrances and difficulties, you have

safely reached Cyprus.

We earnestly desire that under the Divine

blessing you may be enabled to make homes

for yourselves and your children iu the island,

which we cannot doubt will be the case, as you

will there be able to reap the fruit of that pa-

tient endurance and industry which has distin-

guished you in the past, free from all attempt

on the part of the rulers, to force you to do

what your consciences forbid.

May you be enabled in your new homes to

keep a conscience void of offence toward God
and toward man.

It has been cause for satisfaction and thank-

fulness to us to be permitted to share in the

work of your deliverance, and to hold out to

you the hand of brotherly assistance.

Strangers as we are in language and race, we

are brought very near to you in the testimony

which we both bear against all war as contrary

to the teaching and example of the Prince of

Peace.

We have heard from those who are are ac-

quainted with your history in the past, of your

God-fearing lives, of your honest industry, and

your brotherly sympathy for one another, su

that we have felt we might safely give to the

government of the island the heavy pecuniary

guarantees they have not unreasonably de-

manded, before permitting your settlement in

Cyprus, lest you might become chargeable to,

and a burden upon the other inhabitants.

We feel we can depend upon your doing

your part in making the best of the circum-

stances, iu which, as we believe, by the will of

God, you are now placed.

We have desired in all the steps we have

taken on your behalf to be guided by the spirit

of Truth, the standard to which, we are assured,

you also desire to bring all your actions, we

may therefore, both you and we, trust that your

removal to Cyprus is iu the Divine ordering,

and will be blessed to you.

We greatly desire to see all your brethren

who remain in Russia enabled to leave it, and

with others of your friends we are laboring to

this end.

Your example and the encouragement which

you will be able to give by your endeavors to

make the best of your new surroundings, will

greatly help our efforts in this direction.

We send this letter by the hand of our friend

and brother, Wilson Sturge, who is now among
you, and for whom we ask brotherly considera-

tion and help.

With the salutation of Christian love, we are

your friends.

Work and Worry.—" Studying too hard,"

"overworked," are charged with many deaths,

but, in the majority of cases, most unjustly.

Trouble kills, but it is a very rare thing for a

man to think himself to death, unless his thoughts

are intimately connected with something painful

and distressing. Study is a boon to the student.

He would rather study than eat. The greatest

students have lived long and happily to fourscore

and beyond.
Thought is to the brain what exercise is to

the physical constitution ; it keeps the channels

of life clear, the blood vessels unobstructed, and
the vital fluid courses along them, distributing

newness of life and vigor of action to the latest

hours of existence, while the want of thought

brings starvation to the circulation and causes

man to drivel and sleep in old age— dead as to

every thing except eating and dozing and cower-

ing over the fire.

Men may study hard, and after fifty may
study with comfort and advantage for five, ten

or fifteen hours day after day ; and if the studies

are pleasurable, they promote the general well

being of the system, both physical and mental,

only if abundant sleep is had, with a regular

supply of simple and nourishing food, sitting

down to meals in pleasant moods and allowing

a good half-hour before study is resumed.

Many of our literary men die prematurely,

not from overstudy, but from depressing mental

states and irregular or excessive eating and

drinking. It is high pressure and constant ten-

sion, rather than steady, continuous labor of

body or mind, which hurries multitudes to their

graves years before their time. With all haste

there is impatience, solicitude, worry. In the

present age we fear that every thing is sacrificed

to " hurry."

—

Public Health Journal.

Correspondence.

An aged Friend desires to express his apprecia-

tion of the remark of a minister of anotlier denom-
ination quoted in the editorinl of last week, that
" whenever he had met with ministers bearing our

name in recent times the most that he could glean

concerning their attitude was a disposition to imi-

tate the ministers of other denominations." The
letter continues :

" Oh how the dignity of the Truth

is belittled by such departures from building on

the only true foundation, the inward pointings of

the Spirit of Truth. In a letter from John G.

Whittier, written only about one month before his

death, he thus alludes to this trying subject

:

" It is a painful sight to see whole Yearly Meet-

ings going back to the very things which our early

Friends departed from. I am comforted by the

belief that the best men of other denominations are

drawing nearer to the Truth as held by our ances-

tors, and I know that the falling back of many of

those who still bear our name is greatly regretted

by them.—J. G. W."
"The truth of this is obvious iu the recent re-

markable, and I think I may say startling proposi-

tion from the head of the largest standing army in

the world, the Emperor of Ru-^si^i, for a Peace Con-

ference at St. Petersburg of all the nations to con-

sider the propriety of stopping the increase of war-

like preparations. It seems like an approach to

the fulfilment of Cowper's lines :

" Such an assembly as Earth saw never.

Such as Heaven stoops down to see."

" With feelings of encouragement let us journey

on, trusting and believing that righteousness and

Truth 'shall cover the earth as the waters cover

the sea.' "

Items Concerning the Society.

John W. Foster, of Westerly, H. I., attended

Norristown Meeting, Pa., last First-day, being on

his way with a minute for religious service in the

Yearly Meetings of Ohio, Western, Iowa and Kan-

Attention is called by our North Carolina cor-

respondent, who gave in our last number an ac-

count of the late Yearly Meeting there to the fact

that it was in the Yearly, and not in a Monthly

Meeting, where the views of the speaker adverted

to were expressed.

The Boarding School at Westtown is now, thus
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early in its present term, in good working order,
with an encouraging feeling manifest among the
pupils, and an evidence of a firm but kindly liand
in the discipline and supervision. The tide has
turned hopefully towards an increase in numbers,
which are eleven in advance of last year's roll,

forty-eight new pupils having been admitted.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Peace Commissioners left

Washington for Kew York on the 1 6th inst. whence
they sailed the next day for Liverpool on the way to
Paris.

According to a special despatch from Washington,
the Cabinet decided to instruct the Peace Commission
to demand the cession of the entire Island of Luzon, in
the Philippines. In the meantime reinforcements are
to be sent to both Admii-al Dewey and General Otis at
Manila.
The battleships Oregon and Iowa will be accom-

panied to Manila by four colliers, a refrigerator and
supply ship and a distilling ship. It is said at the
Navy Department that no such perfectly equipped
naval expedition ever sailed under any flag. The
squadron will be able to remain at sea for an indefinite
time. With the addition to liis fleet of the two battle-
ships, Admiral Dewey will have a force only second to
that of Great Britain in Eastern waters, while on shore
General Otis will have a more numerous army than
any European Power save Russia.

It is said in well informed circles in Washington
that the real purpose of the President in sending addi-
tional troops and ships to Manila is to insure the
Peace Commissioners against any interference in their
work of disposing of the future of the Philippine Is-
lands according to their best judgment.
The Council of the Provisional Government of Cuba

has issued a manifesto stating that it has been decided
to call together an assembly, which will determine their
future course.

Admiral Schley has advised the Navy Department
that all the Spanish war vessels have left Porto Rico.
The output of the coal mines of Wyoming is double

this year what it was last.

Two earthquake shocks occurred in Deering, Maine
last Seventh-day. The firat was felt at 10.45 A. M., last-
ing seven seconds, followed after an interval of eleven
seconds by a second shock lasting five seconds.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 362, which is 175 less than the previous week and
one more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing Ttl were under one year of age ; 192 were
males and 170 females

; 54 died of consumption 25 of
cholera infantum

; 22 of heart disease ; 20 of old age
;

19 of marasmus
; 18 of inflammation of the stomach

and bowels
; 16 of diphtheria

; 15 of typhoid fever
(8 of these were soldiers); 13of cancer; 13of nephritis •

1 2 from casualties
; 11 of inanition ; 1 1 of pneumonia •

10 of apoplexy, and 9 of Bright's disease.
'

Markets, tfcc—U. S. 2's, 98; 4's reg 110} a IIU-
coupon, llli a 112} ; new 4's, 127} a 128} ; 5's, 112}
a 113} ; 3's, 105 a 106; currency 6's, 1899, 102J.Cotton was quiet and ^\c. lower, in sympathy with
I^ew \ork, closing on a basis of 5ic. for middling
uplands. *

Feed.—Offerings of spot bran were moderate, and
the market ruled firm, with a fair inquiry, especially
for the better grades. Winter, in bulk quoted at $12 50
a $\:i:2o, and spring, in sacks, at $12.50 a $13.00 per
ton.

a..,?-°'^?.;Tji"'«'' '^?P«''- ^-15 a $2.40
; do., extras,

^^.10 a J3.00; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3 25 •

do. do., straight, $3.25 a $3.50; Western winter, clear'

tiic
"
^'i'^Vn^°' '•"'^'S^'' ^•^^•^ a $3.50; do., patent

$3.60 a $3.80; spring, clear, old, $3.20 a $3.35; do.
straight old $3.90 a $4.15 ; do., patent, old, $4.20 a

*,¥^a?.'',°- ^°.\1^:" ^^-^^ ^ ^^^^' do-, favorite brands,
old, $4.4o a $4.5o ; city mills, extra, $2.50 a $2 75 •

do., clear, $3.15 a $3.40; do., straight, $3.40 a $3 55
•'

do., patent, $3.75 a $4.25. Rye Flouh.-150 barrels
Pennsylvania at $2.70 a $2.75 per barrel as to qualitvGrain.—No. 2 red wheat, 69J a 69^0.

'

No. 2 mixed corn, 34 a 34|c.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 28 a 29c.Beef CATTLE.-Extra, 5} a 5ic.

;
good, 5 a 5Jc.;

medium, 4J a 4;c.; common, 4| a 4§c.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4} a i

4Jc. ; medium, 3» a 4c. ; common, 2J a
;
good, 4} a

c.; lambs, 6}

Hogs.—Be>t Western, 6 a Gic. ; others, 5J a 6bouEiGN—The I'ekin correspondent of the London
Times says

:

" Despite Lord Salisbury's declaration that he would

brook no interference from any other Power in the
Niu Chwang Railway loan contract, he has now yield-
ed to all the conditions Russia imposed. As a result
the negotiations with the English syndicate are broken
ofl', and those with the Russo-Chinese Bank have been
resumed."
The Spanish Chamber of Deputies adopted the peace

protocol, and it has received the signature of the Queen
Regent.

_
A dispatch from Madrid says the Spanish Peace

Commissioners were appointed on the 17th inst. They
are Montero Rios, President of the Senate, who is
President of the Commission; General Correo and
Abarzuza, Villarrutia and Garnica.
Premier Sagasta on the 14th inst. obtained the Queen

Regent's signature to a decree proroguing the Cortes,
and with it ended a stormy session of the Senate.

_
A hurricane swept over Southern Spain on the 1 9th

inst. Six persons were killed and many injured and a
number of buildings were destroyed at Seville, and
eighty-five houses were demolished and many persons
njured at Guadix.
The people of Naples are apprehensive regarding

the eruption of Vesuvius. Streams of lava are spread-
ing m every direction. Seven new craters have formed
around the central one.
The Sultan, of Turkey, has ordered the Military

Commander in Crete to accede to the demands of the
British Admiral for disarmament. It is rumored that
a British force will occupy the town of Candia.

Reports received in Madrid state that one-third of
the prisoners of General Aguinaldo have died of bad
treatment.

The Japanese press is almost unanimous in express-
ing the hope that the United States will permanently
retain and govern the Philippine Islands.
The attempt on the part of Japan to extend her au-

thority over the savage tribes in the interior of For-
mosa has caused another rebellion in the island.

State Department advices show that the general
election in Japan for members of the Lower House of
the Diet, returns of which have just been made result-
ed in an overwhelming majority for the Constitutional
party jis the combination held by Counts Ocuna and
Itagaki is called.

A dispatch from Pekin, dated Ninth Month 19th
says: "A remarkable series of imperial edicts has been
published during the past few days. The edicts have
startled the officials, while making favorable impres-
sion upon the old foreign residents, who are usually
skeptical as to the practical value of such orders.

" The most radical edict establishes a postal service
throughout the empire. In it, the Emperor asks the
people to co-operate with him in making the newly es-
tablished system a success, assuring them that they will
thus aid in strengthening the resources of the empire.A fresh edict followed extending practically to
everybody the right to memorialize the throne, a privi-
lege heretofore restricted to certain classes.

" The latest edict commands that monthly accounts
be rendered to the Government of the receipts and ex-
penditures everywhere, and that these accounts be pub-
lished." '

'Y
'edible hurricane swept over the Lesser Antilles,

in the West Indies, on the 11th inst. and caused an ap-
palling loss of life.

'^

The hurricane at Saint ^'incent began at 8 in the
morning with a violence exceeduig the storm of 1831
and lasting seven hours. When the wind abated the
country presented the appe.irance of a burnt district.
Ihe loss of life is known to be seventy-five, and esti-
mated at 300. It IS impossible to estimate the destruc-
tion of property. No estates buildings are standing.
Three large ships are ashore at the windward. Thou-
sands are starving and fed at public expense. Immense
land slips took place at Soufriere, near Trois Rivieres
The storm began at Barbadoes at 7 at night, and

after lasting nine hours, passed northward. Immense
damage_ was done to life and property and crops. One

"' ''

'
' of the peo-

hnndred and fifty were killed. Two-th
pie are homeless.
The London /;a,7j/ Chronkle says it has received a

despatch from Sir William Martin Conway, the cele-
brated explorer, dated at La Paz, Bolivia, announcing
his successful attempt of Mount Illimani, one of the
oftiest mountains of the Bolivian Andes, East Cordil-
lera, about tweuty-five miles east of La Paz.

Sir William Conway says that the ascent' of 22,500
feet occupied five days. On the fourth day the Indians
aployed to carry the expedition's baggage bolted.
ilie party suSered great weakness during the lasthour they were on the summit, but no actual illness.

oir \\ Uiiam t.onway describes the view from the ton
astounding." ^

Queen Victoria is to arbitrate the boundary disp
between Chili and the Argentine Republic.

Minister Hunter telegraphs the State Depar
that the Presidential election in Guatemala was i

ed by peace, good order and an untrammeled exer.
of the franchise. Out of 316,500 votes cast Cabrera
ceived all but 564.

RECEIPTS.
Unless otherwise specified, two dollars have be(

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 7;

Emma Jones, N. J. ; Jane G. Smedley, Pa. ; Je
Negus, Agent, la., for Eliza A. Walker; William
Newbold, Pa.; Elizabeth A. Hodgin, la.; M. S. a
E. P. Allen, N. J. ; Jos. Warner Jones, Pa. ; Willi
Kite, Gtn.

; William Kite, Jr., Phila. ; Phebe A.
kinton, N. J.; Aruoldi Haight, Canada, $10, for h
self, Lydia Clayton, Lydia JNIoore, Francis Starr ;

Mordecai F. Starr; William Harvey, Agent, Ind.,
for Nancy T. Hadley, Ashley Johnson and Mahl
Johnson

; Elizabeth Hunt and for Priscilla Hunt (

Elhanan Zook, and for Charles Downing, Pa %
Samuel Williams, N. J.; Sarah D. Allen, Phila.-'

J

E. Maule, Phila. ; Mary ^V^ Bacon, N. J. ; Tlion
Woolman, Phila.

; Susanna W. Kester, Del. • John
Haines. N. J. ; Anna P. Sharpless, M. D., Phila. •

Herfurd Cooper, Pa., to No. 14, vol. 73 ; Thomas
Smith, Agent, la., for John Hoge

; Lydia H. Uoi
man la

; Samuel A. WilliLs, N. J. ; Albert L. Hill
I'kfd.

; William H. Haines, Gtn. ; Maria S. Reeve
J., and for Richardson S. Reeve, Phila.

t^'Remittances received after Third-day noon will i

appear m the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boakding School.—Applications f

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters
regard to instruction and discipline should be a
dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.
Payments on account of board and tuition, ai

communications in regard to business should be fo
warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Reduced Rates to Ohio Y'early Meeting, »
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. Friends desirino-
attend Ohio Y'early Meeting can go and return" ft

$15.50—that is, pay full fare, $11.60, to Barnesvill
and return for :f3.90. Tickets sold Ninth Month 19t^
to 23rd, inclusive, and will be good until Tenth Mont
4th, 1898, inclusive. For tickets call at 833 Chestm.
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. For further informatio
call or address Thomas C. Hogue, West Chester, Pa

or James Potter. 833 Chestnut St., Phili

Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukhobortsi
P. R. G., $5 ; J. & M., $1 ; Mennonite Congregatioi

Mount Joy, Pa., $12.75 ; Friends of Paullina, lowf
$20.50; J. J., $20; G. S. G., $5 ; P.M. L., SIO- S (
W., $2; N. M., $1 ; A. R., $1; Mennonite Cong
tion, Souderton, Pa., $25 ; Do. at Doylestown, Pa., *19
40 ;

Do. at Blooming Glen, Pa. ; $1:3.75 ; Do. at Plain
Pa., $12 ; Do. at Deep Run, Pa., $24 ; Do. at Kulm
ville, Pa^, $7. Total subscription to Ninth Month 20tll
$2,311.35.

Wm. Evans, Treas., 252 S. Front St., Philj

Married, at Friends' meeting-house, Chester, Pa.:
on the twenty-seventh of Fourth JMonth, 1898, Georqi
A. Keely to Beulah Elma Sharpless, daughter o
Townsend Sharpless, of Waterville.

, at Friends' meeting-house, Chester, Pa., on thf
eighteenth of Fifth Month, 1898, Ellis Barker
Elizabeth W. Jones, daughter of Joseph W. Joni
of Middletown, Pa.

Died, at his home near Harrisville, Ohio, on thi
eighth of Eighth Month, 1898, Parker Hall, in th.
seventieth year of his age

; a beloved member of Har
risville Particular and Short Creek Monthly Meetinj
of Friends. Having contracted measles he" was con
fined to bed the first time in his life. Just two week
later his lifeless form was borne to its last resting place
We have the consoling evidence that his purified spirii
^yas prepared for one of the many mansions. Owinj
to the difficulty of breathing, but "few of his last pre
cious words were understood, but all seemed " bright
and clear." " Blessed are the merciful

; for they shal;
obtain mercy."

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street
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?he jiroposed federation of the Anglo-Saxon

is good so far as it ia a step towards the

ration of tlie world in Christ, to be exer-

d in his Spirit and dominion.

5ut if, as a race peace, it means race-wars by

pting other races to mass themselves in

e-autagonisms and rivalries, the outlook is

more respectable and much more awful than

t of clan-feuds, with their mutual assassina-

Ve are glad to see patriotism enlarge her

ders to embrace the confines of kindred races,

movement towards the all-embracing pa-

tism of humanity. But we fear that this

it is not that which would dominate the

cern at present, but rather race-pride and

randizement. The prime movers are doubt-

sincere; but can peoples freshly flushed with

• be trusted to make this better than a race-

voking partnership?

jet us prove our worthiness to be trusted

h raue-feeling and race-dealing concerning

npgro inhabitants and the Indian race within

own borders, before we assume wider re-

Dsibilities abroad.

ven an eminent clergyman, who was lately

college festivity, dissuading graduates from

t unchristian spirit which would " Remember

Maine," when he espied on the wall a map of

rope, with the Mediterranean countries hap

ng t(j be covered by a curtain, suddenly ex

limed in his speech, "Is that meant to be a

• of I he future ofthe Latin races ?" Though

thought he regretted a moment afterward any-

ng that had savored of race-prejudices and

Itation, yet such an unguarded straw is

)Ugh to show the direction of the popular

iath,and that the popularspirit cannot at pre-

t be trusted even under forms of Christianity,

e signs of the times show that much more

vening of the Spirit of Christ is needed, before

tions are prepared to encourage on a right

iis the massing of the races. It is by the one

irit (whereof signs are at work) that nations

are rightly called into one body. Shall Friends

continue their apostleship to this end—the in-

dividual work of the Spirit of Christ till it shall

become national and thus international?

Though even a disastrous combination should,

in ,the Divine love, become overruled for ultimate

good, we have no right to tempt Providence,

especially when it is a much worse tempting of

fallen men.

Truth in Education.

If, as we have heard Stanley Hall, a leading

authority in education, declare, a school fulfils

the purpose of its being only so far as it be-

comes " a workshop of the Holy Spirit," it be-

hooves all that are engaged in the work of edu-

cation to be watchful, " as it is the Lord's work,

so to let it be done as in his sight."

There is one common ground of understand-

ing between the Spirit of Truth and the mem-

bers of a school according to their measure, and

that is the sense of truth itself. No mind or

heart ever yet widened the distance between

itself and the Spirit of Truth, by unswerviug

fidelity to the truth found in whatsoever things

are true. But one may become a stranger to

the Truth by being absorbed in the things that

are true, instead of the truth of the things. He
in whom all things consist or hold together in

all departments of his creation, is not to be dis-

owned from any one of the "all things," which

He " upholds by the Word of his power." A
study of the truth in any of these things is a

study of the Divine thoughts which they em-

body, and often becomes a sympathy with the

psalmist in saying: "How precious are thy

thoughts unto me, O God! How great is the

sum of them !"

As school-work is conducted in a truth-seek-

ing spirit, it is not without its leading towards

the habit of that higher gospel-state which " re-

joiceth in the Truth,"—not without the training

of " a schoolmaster leading unto Christ."

To be enamored of truth in nature, in princi-

ples, in history, in actions, in facts, is higher

than a state of the intellect, it is a state of the

heart and character, and not far from the king-

dom of God. Every school has thus a high

opportunity, that of training minds in truth, in

a habit of truth, and in a love of truth for its

own sake.

This is higher than a training for iuformati

or for dealings with the forces of nature, or for

maintenance among men. These things ought

indeed to be done, yet without leaving the edu-

cation in truth undone. It is when we inculcate

science, and not the love of truth in science,

that science may become an idol and the Truth

forgotten. It is when we teach business arith-

metic, and not with it the love of accuracy and

honest dealings with problems and men, that

we may be teaching worldliness and overreach-

ing. It is when we teach physiology as the scien-

tific working of our bodily organs, and not as

the " fearfully and wonderfully made " instru-

ment of a superior soul to be conformed in the

body to the image of Christ, that our teaching

is good only as far as infidel teaching goes ; that

it is vapid of its warning: " If any man defile

the temple of God, him shall God destroy."

And so on through the curriculum. There is

a place for each right study in the kingdom of

God, which if we seek first, all needed temporal

bearings of the study will find their useful

place.

The Society of Friends has not been oblivious

of the importance of training human nature in

the habitudes of truth. It has inculcated the

referring of all our practices and words to the

witness for Truth in the heart; ^nd in heeding

this has found that many heedless expressions

and maxims of the world have not their founda-

tion in truth. These were accordingly abolished

by Friends from their current speech among

men, because the witness for Truth made them

feel that these were not founded iu pure truth,

but in radical error; some of them moreover

corrupted with pride and vanity, and some ex-

pressive of idolatries. Therefore they chose to

conform to the Truth rather than to the world,

and because they were not of the world, but the

Truth had chosen them out of the world, there-

fore the world hated them.

Thus avoiding all forms of falseness whether

" white" or black, their substitutes for the un-

true became testimonies for truth, in which they

went on finding they had builded more wisely

than they knew. The simple forms of speech

to which they returned simply for Truth's sake,

turning unto them for a testimony, became to

the generations following, and to their own con-

sciences also, a series of lessons, reminders and

safeguards of a lively conscience in simple truth-

telling. Their tendency has ever been, as means

of the Spirit of Truth, to keep conscientiousness

alive along the whole line of thought and con-

duct in all departments; to keep Friends on the

alert for the secret witness for Truth in so many

doctrines, philanthropies, standards of right-

eousness, industries, reforms, and gospel labors,

that they have been, notwithstanding defections

of individuals, as a city set on a hill of Truth,

whose light could not be hid. The abandon-

ment of the Witness for Truth on any one testi-
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raony to surrender it, would doubtless have

gone far in weakening them and disqualifying

them as standard-bearers for all the others.

A single-eyed adherence to the vision of Truth

in our hearts would still hold us as a people to

" the highest and best in character and pursuit,"

and guard us from "losing that fine edge of

moral integrity, that nice sense of propriety,

that exquisite temper and quality of soul" that

is a high possession of the spiritually minded,

and would be a condition for our highest power

for good among men.

This preceding paragraph is an adaptation of

similar words from the Watchman on true vision

in a minister. We are pleased to note that two

heads of distinguished institutions of learning

near us have had their minds drawn into public

expression relating to truth in education, and

their words we will now proceed to produce.

In the following portion of the address delivered

last week by Provost Harrison of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, on the reassembling of

its students for this year's work, we will sug-

gest that our readers apply to the "Society of

Friends" that which he speaks for the " Uni-

versity."

If there be one quality over another which ought

to distinguish a University man, as a result of the

life which he leads and the studies which he fol-

lows, it should be the quality of truthfulness. The
work of science in this century of progress has

been not merely the ascertainment of truth, Imt in

an equal and parallel degree the destruction of

falsehoods. One of its first duties was to provide

itself with exactly correct weights and measures.

Its first demand is that these be exactly applied.

Its votaries must learn to apply them diligently,

at any cost or pains, exactly and honestly ; for all

the labor of investigation is thrown away if there

be a taint of dishonesty or untruthfulness in any
standard or any process.

It is this that gives a moral quality to Univer-
sity life in these days, so that the really successful

student has done more than to master his selected

course and to win a degree. He has developed a

personal fibre that will persist through life,-and

tell in every part of life, and be a ' character '—a
distinguishing mark of the man. So that, if you
will take a parting word from me, I would like this

great quality—the greatest of all in my judgment
—the quality of absolute telling of the truth, to be
a distinctive quality of the University of Pennsyl-
vania

;
so that no matter where anyone of us may

ever be, either here or elsewhere, or upon whatso-
ever shores the waves of the sea may beat—what-
ever we may say, to the best of our knowledge and
belief, may be taken by everyone and under all

circumstances as the truth, because it was spoken
by a University of Pennsylvania man.

In connection with this subject we would add
the following recent article by Isaac Sharpless,
President of Haverford College. We take satis-

faction in his view also, that the moral eye of
our religious Society "has seen so straight,
largely from its inherent honesty and plain
speech,"—a testimony for our testimonies.

Truthfulness in Educational Terms.

_
We have adopted a whole series of new defi-

nitions to our educational names in this coun-

try. "Graduated," which originally meant en-

riched by a degree, now is applied to any boy

or girl who finishes a course no matter how
elementary. " Professor," once a title belong-

ing to those only who were of higher rank of

the teachers of university grade, is now appro-

priated by every elementary cross-roads teacher.

" University," while of varying meanings in

European countries (the educational system as

a whole in France, specific institutions of high-

est rank elsewhere), is in this country selfap-

plied without much official or popular hindrance

to any school of a grade above the kindergarten,

and to some below.

Other illustrations of the tendency to change

the meaning of terms could readily be given.

If the necessity were upon us on account of

changed conditions to adapt our nomenclature to

the environment* there would be plenty ofexcuse

for it. But when we look at the real cause of

the changed use, we will not be pleased with the

motives which led to it. The whole series of

names mentioned above has been appropriated

by lower institutions in order to deceive the

public with the idea that they are doing the

work of the higher. I do not mean that every

one that uses these terms is guilty of this de-

ception, for most of them have become so incor-

porated in our language as to be used in many
cases perfectly innocently. I suppose we will

always speak of our children "graduating"
from their elementary and secondary schools,

but the origin of the changed use is in all these

cases the attempt to exalt a school or a person

by appropriating what originally belonged to a

higher rank. It sounded well to some schools

many years ago to have its boys " graduate " as

they did at Harvard or Yale, and the patrons

were fond of the title, so it grew into favor.

Some prosperous individual of but little real

worth, had his ear tickled by being called " pro-

fessor," and the vanity became contagious. A
cheap school, like the one described by Profes-

sor Bryce, whose " faculty consisted of Mrs.
Johnson and myself," deceived some patrons
and flattered its graduates by calling itself

" university," and rival institutions sought the

same easy way to greatness. The American
tendency to have the best of everything in name
if not in fact is responsible for this degradation
of titles.

Legislation has made some attempt to regu-
late the evil. New York does not allow the
title University to be used except by institutions

which fulfil certain specified conditions. Penn-
sylvania shelters the degree-giving power, though
too late to clear herself of certain rank abuses,

by a wholesome limitation on new charters. But
the most eflTective means of stopping the dis-

honest tendency is by public opinion acting
through educational conventions. The protest

has been most emphatic in the deliverances of
many meetings, and more so still in the private
utterances of our best men. The presidents
of not a few of our " universities" have apolo-
gized for the use of the term in their own schools,
and confessed with shamefacedness their inabil-

ity to rid themselves of their corporate but mis-
leading title.

" Graduate" has become pretty fully adopted,
and now deceives only foreigners. Inasmuch as
almost every one who teaches anything is a
" professor," the dignity of the old terra of
" teacher " is reasserting itself, and at Harvard
even the president is plain " Mr. Eliot." But
the " university " and the " college," especially

the former, ought not yet be given over to

tender mercies of the advertisers.

Of all others, we Friends ought to be trut.

the real meaning of terms. The Society, t

began its existence by a blow at Wednes
because it glorified a heathen god, whose m(
eye has seen so straight, largely, I believe fi

its inherent honesty and plain speech, ought

this generation to utter its clear protest agai

the dishonesty involved in this educational hi

of calling things by name which assume m
than they are.

Quaker education where it has a reputat

is built upon plainness, sincerity, honesty i

thoroughness. Without these qualities it is

worth keeping up. Without them it will

grade our church, and not benefit the pub
Every one of us interested in it should look at

its reputation in these respects above all otbi

Schools that are poor in purse or low in vi

should do their best; in their station, and tl

will have a mission. But as we value our
tegrity, let us ask to be preserved from hi

sounding titles which attempt to shield thf

selves, ostrich like, by pomposity and untru

ful verbiage from their own weakness and
efficiency.

—

American Friend.

A Change of Rulers in China.

The Dowager Empress Tuen is sixty yq
old; her son, the Emperor, is twenty-seven,

ruled as regent during her son's minority,

promptly delivered to him the reins of govi

ment a few years ago. His colorless cowan
and his manifest inefficiency* have roused t

brave woman to set him aside and assume
sovereignty herself This she may legally

under the Chinese law, but that she should rea

take such a step has occasioned considerai

surprise. This change of rulers is of far-reai

ing importance. In sagacity, wisdom, politii

shrewdness and experience, Tuen is fitly cc

pared with Catharine of Russia. She brii

Li Hung Chang, one of the greatest statesm

of this century, back to power again. R
England, Germany and France will find t

partition of China much more difficult

the influence and power of this sagacious E;

press and her thoroughly able prime ininist'

They are warm friends, and the Empress hi

implicit confidence in him. Tuen has had}

most remarkable career. She was once a slaV'

but even in China, though she was doubly haj

pered in being not only a slave , but a worn
she induced her master, a viceroy, to allow

to learn to read. Then her master's daugh
died, and Tuen was adopted by him. She
provided with the best of teachers, and su

quently sent to Pekin, where she became i

favorite wife of the Emperor. When the E
press Consort died, Tuen became Empress, i

has been for a generation the ruling spirit

the empire, and her coming to power at I

time is fraught with great consequences to

whole world.

—

Zion's Herald.

^So that it were adapted to Truth.—Ed.

Useful occupation is not only a tonic, i

sedative to the troubled spirit. Instead

loking upon our own griefs until we magn
them we should rather look at the sorrows:

others, in order to lighten and lessen them.-

Ouyler.

When we begin to lay down laws for tl

regulation of our own simplicity, we have ceaa(

to dwell in the spirit of simplicity.

^ " His progressive ideas," say the more recent papa
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John Yeardley and his Travels.
(Contimiea from page 76).

28th.—We have had a ride today witli I.

ndes and family across the ishuul, sixteen

s, to the sea on the other side. Our road

through a perfect wood of olive-trees,

tly planted and loaded with fruit. The hills

)ften variegated with the cypress, &c., and

to the sea are beautifully romantic. We
d in the fortress of Paleocastazza, on the top

high hill, on provisions we took with us,

—

,ir good, and the prospect delightful. This

e was formerly a convent; the church still

ins in use, and we visited two of the old

ik priests. One of them is ninety-five years

e was lying on a dirty hard couch in a

ble apartment; the other performs the

gy, I. L. gave him the book of Genesis,

h be could read but very indifferently. He
besides extremely cross, full of complaints

e soldiers who were stationed there. What
9of that to those who are in the gall of bit-

ss there is no peace, even in such a remote

Second Month 1st.— Another long and

sant visit from Count Sardina. He is mild

condescending, but close in argument. His

1 appears gradually to become impressed

the truths of the gospel; and I trust the

)ns he has received from skeptical writers

giving way to a hope of salvation through

St Jesus our Lord. Fearful of doing auy-

to make the members of his own Church
snemies, he comes to us by night,—not for

of the Jews, but for fear of the Greeks.

9th.—How often our hearts are ready to

within us in the midst of this dark and

rstitious people. We have now been here

ly three months, and have not had one op-

ity of publicly preaching the gospel. The
3r of prejudice in favor of their own super-

)us rites, and the overwhelming influence

oral evil, seem entirely to close our way in

line. We have had much conversation with

friend Isaac Lowndes, who has resided on

land thirteen years, on the subject of

icly preaching the gospel to the people ;
and

ays that such is their attachment to the

monies of their own church that they can-

be prevailed upon to attend the ministry of

other denomination. L Lowndes is a char-

r with whom we feel much Christian unity,

his family is like a little lamp shining in

midst of gross darkness.'
"

Ignorance of the language was a perpetual

Irance in their way. Although they devoted

ry large portion of time to acquiring it, the

culty was almost insurmountable. They
ned to read and translate; but to converse

5reek was for a long time almost entirely

)nd their power."

On the twenty-sixth of the Second Month,

4, they crossed the sea to Santa Maura, hav-

delightful passage of eight hours. Captain

?hail, the governor, a friend of William

en's met them himself with a boat, and con-

ted them to his house. He showed them

ry attention during their short sojourn, and

oduced them to those persons whom they

red to see. They made an interesting call

the bishop:

—

'A nice old man, who was many years priest

a village in the mountains, and, what is a

ider, he has been promoted on account of his

;uous life. He was a good example in his

1 village, and a great promoter of schools,

i old man is candid enough to confess that

was happier among his rustic peasants than

he is now in more refined society. We gave him

the book of Genesis in modern Greek ; and it

was highly gratifying to us to see the surprise

and pleasure of his countenance on being pre-

sented with an account of the creation and

works of the Almighty in his native tongue.

We thought the opportunity favorable for pro-

posing the Scriptures to be read by the clergy

in the modern instead of the ancient language.

He made no objection, and appeared to see the

great utility which might arise from it.'

"Something has been said about the semi-

barbarism of the Greeks. What our friends

learned respecting crime and violence, whilst in

this island, places the manners of the people in

a very strong light.

"'Nothing can show more strongly the de-

moralized state of these islands than the fright-

ful acts of cruelty done to the cattle out of pure

revenge. One shudders to think of the skinning

of beasts alive, cutting off the ears of asses, break-

ing the legs of horses; yet of these sorts of

cruelty not less than five hundred acts have

been committed in the last four years, and the

offenders have escaped being brought to con-

viction !'

"This dark picture is happily relieved by

some traits of moral beauty. The narrative of

a ride into the mountains of Santa Maura, which

J. Y. made under the escort of the governor,

proves to how great a degree virtuous and gen-

tle manners grew and flourished in the remoter

parts of this island.

"'Third Month 1st.—This morning we set

out for a ride about nine miles up the moun-
tains to a village called Caria, which contains

about 1200 inhabitants, and in the surrounding

hamlets there are about the same number.
"'About half-past nine o'clock we started;

captain McPhail and myself on his two sure-

footed horses, and another English gentleman

on a fine mule. After we had left the newly-

made road, we pursued a track perfectly un-

equalled in any part where I have travelled
;

rugged precipices, shelving rocks, and large

loose stones, which assailed the feet of the poor

beasts every step they took. However, for ray

part, I was well rewarded ; it gave rae an op-

portunity not only of seeing the interior of the

island, but also a specimen of the disposition of

the natives. Before we reached the village, I

observed, with some surprise, a tribe of people

assembled on the top of the cliffs to see us come
in, and on ascending a few more paces of rock,

we found the children of the boys' school ar-

ranged like a little army, with myrtle branches

in their hands to welcome us to their seques-

tered handet. After greeting us with great re-

spect, they followed us to the country house of

our English friend.

The mountain multitude waited with patience

until we had made our repast, when a few of

the leading villagers were introduced to our

room. And what was their request?—A school

for their daughters. They were asked what

they would give towards its support. They an-

swered. Whatever we can afford ; we that are

able will pay for the poor, and they shall go

free One peasant had been so anxious

for his daughter to learn to read, that he had

made interest to send her to the boys' school.

When we asked why he did so, he said. Because

I had no other means, and I wished to have her

read the New Testament to us; now I have the

advantage of hearing that precious book read

to me by my own daughter. It was delightful

to witness a feeling like this in a people so un-

cultivated ; surely the friends of education in

Greece have encouragement to go on and pros-

per.'
"

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

The Spirit of Teachableness.

"The invisible things of [God] since the

creation of the world are clearly seen, being

perceived through the things that are made,

even his everlasting power and divinity" (Rom.
i : 20). So in the daily walk through street or

field or by-way, in the intercourse with business

associates, in the life of the home, many a lesson

of spiritual import is laid bare, draped in the

garb or couched in the language of the world of

sense.

Happy are they that have eyes to see and

ears to hear the lessons that our Heavenly

Father offers through such mediums ; thrice

happy, if, seeing and hearing, they have hu-

mility to heed. The spirit of teachableness is

part of the nature of the child in Christ. Know-
ing well the utter unreliableness of his own
strength, he looks constantly unto the Lord for

the wisdom, which he knows he himself lacks,

ever grateful for the ministrations of the word

of God's grace, though it be through channels

the most insignificant, or in ways the most

humbling to his pride as man. It is unto babes,

asking in faith, and not unto the wise and un-

derstanding (thankful that they are not ignorant

as other men are), that the mysteries of the

kingdom are revealed. S.

Poor Girls.—The poorest girls are those

who cannot take care of themselves. Rich par-

ents have pampered and petted them and brought

them up in idleness, and they have learned to

look down upon labor and laborer, and count

work beneath their dignity. By and by ad-

versity comes, poverty follows, the wheel of for-

tune turns and bears them downwards; and

what can they do ? They have neither trade,

skill, nor knowledge; they are useless, helpless,

and forlorn.

Parents who love their daughters should guard

them against such ills. They should train their

girls to work, and should teach them to work

so deftly and so diligently and so skilfully that

their labor will be a delight to them. They

should train them, not merely in fancy work

and flumadiddles, but in needful, indispensable

work. Then if they can do something that

needs be done, the world will find work for them ;

and with their diligent hands they can earn their

daily bread and be independent and secure in

the midst of poverty and hard times. Says a

sensible writer:

"Good housekeeping has much to do with

domestic happiness. The most beautiful women's

work is performed inside their oivti doors. With-

out good housekeeping, the romance will soon

go out of marriage. Every girl should have

the very best education within her reach. But

no matter what are her accomplishments, her

education is incomplete if she has not some

knowledge of bake-ology, boil-ology, roast-ology,

stitch-ology and mend-ology. Even should she

never be obliged to do the work herself, it per-

tains to her part of the social and domestic

economy, and she should know how to supervise

it, and, if necessary, do it herself."

—

Common
People.

Every act of injustice towards a fellow-man

carries with it the liability of making him un-

just too. The natural man, when wronged, is

prone to do as he is done by.
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The Reason Why.
" Can anybody tell," says the Examiner, " why

biblical scholars of a certain type are so pain-

fully anxious that the Bible statements concern-

ing its human authorship shall not be accepted

as true? Did Moses write the Pentateuch?

Oh no, it was the work of J, E, P, Dt. R, et al.

Did David compose the psalms attributed to

him? Oh no, they were the product of some
later, unknown hand. Was Solomon the author

of tlie proverbs bearing his name? No indeed,

a wiser than Solomon, of whom the world has

never heard, cleverly foisted them upon a later

age as the outgivings of Solomonic wisdom. Did
Peter write the letters bearing his name ? The
letters themselves so say—but that counts for

nothing. The first was ' probably ' written by
Baruabas,—which would make the ' Son of Con-

solation ' a wicked forger,—the second by some
worthy apostolic father who falsely ascribed its

authorship to Peter—in a word, was guilty of

a pious fraud. Indeed, the mere fact that a

book or letter is attributed, in the text itself, to

some particular author seems to be regarded as

full warrant for ascribing it to some one else.

Again we ask. Why the perverse anxiety to

prove the statements of the Bible fiilse?"

The " why " is probably this: A number of

men who are puffed up by knowledge rather

than builded up by love (1 Cor. viii : 1), and
who have little [spiritual] acquaintance with

the Bible, and little experience of God's love,

in seeking "some new thing" have fallen into

the hands of some learned Germans, who have
been made [professed] Christians in infancy be-

fore they knew it, by application of water, and
then have been educated in religion and science,

and appointed as ministers and professors by the
government; and who, being secure in their po-
sitions and sure of their salaries, proceed to

teach truth, error, absurdity, infidelity, and the

like ; denying the truth of Christianity, of which
they know little, and placing it on a level with
the heathenisms of which they know less ; and
so concocting a faith and a religion of their own,
which is peddled out to unconverted divinity

students who are taught to deny inspiration, and
miracles, and the resurrection of the dead, and
so "overthrow the faith of some " (2 Tim. ii

:

18).

A course of this training fits a man who
knows not God and obeys not the gospel, to

pose as a learned agnostic, or an incipient higher
critic; while, if it is superimposed upon a foun-
dation of parental Christian instruction with
some knowledge of the Christian life, it may
turn out men who praise the Bible in one breath
and pick it to pieces in the next, and who hold
on to their faith at the expense of logic and
common sense; who blunder about the simple
statements of the English Bible, while they pro-

nounce with oracular omniscience concerning
the Hebrew and Greek, and a lot of other things
about which from year to year their ignorance
is exposed and their statements are contradicted
by the facts of history and the discoveries of
modern investigators.

The best remedy for a mild attack of this dis-

ease might be a sound and hearty conversion to
God, which would make its subject ready to re-
ceive the kingdom of heaven as a little child
(Prov. xxvii: 22).— Tlie Armory.

" When one has come to seek the honor that
comes from God only, he will take the with-
holding of the honor that comes from men
very quietly indeed."— Geor/ye MacDonald.

For "The Friend."

THE CHILDREN.

The following lines were .suggested and partly written
whilst standing on the corner of Church and Chestnut
Streets, West Chester, Pa., noticing the long lines ol

beautiful, orderly children, passing along from their
schools to their different homes.

Hail, ye bright and beauteous creatures,

Basking in life's early spring,

Virtue's bloom would give your features

More than youth and health can bring.

As I see you rising round me
Adoration swells my soul.

May the One whose hand has blessed yon
All your ways and works control.

May the precious pearl of promise,

lieaven's own pure imperial gem,
Ornament each soul immortal
As a royal diadem

;

Round the bounteous gifts of nature
Virtue's heavenly mantle throw.

It will give to every feature

Grace that folly can't bestow.

Have your lamps then trimmed and burning.
Step by step your light diffuse.

Time is given us by the moment,
And not one to waste or lose.

All the actions of our lives

Make their mark as they retreat.

As each puncture leaves a dot
On the telegraphic sheet.

I have passed by happy childhood.
Passed wild passion's youthful rage,

Crossed bold manhood's haughty summit
Down along the line of age.

I have watched the countless columns
Intertwining as they go.

Seen the humble hands exalted
And the haughty head laid low

;

Wept o'er pride and vain ambition.
Tossed on time's tempestuous wave.

When I thought how short the transit

From the cradle to the grave.
Still I number with my blessings

Sparks around life's' smoldering hearth,
A heart that throbs in fond affection

And still bows to sterling worth.

Still can feel that love abounding
Envy never can destroy

;

That is blessed in others' blessings.

Can rejoice in others' joy.
And my heart trips lighter paces
As I tread life's toilsome road.

When I feel these " honest " faces

"Are the noblest work of God."
C. S. Cope.

West Palm Beach, Ninth Month 2nd, IS9S.

WHY DO W^E WAIT?
Why do we wait till ears are deaf

Before we speak our kindly word,
And only utter loving praise
When not a whisper can be heard ?

Why do we wait till hands are laid
Close-folded, pulseless, ere we place

"Within them roses sweet and rare.
And lilies in their flawless grace ?

Why do we wait till eyes are sealed
To light and love in death's deep trance

—

Dear, wistful eyes—before we bend
Above them with imp.issioned glance ?

Why do we wait till hearts are still

To tell them all the love in ours.
And give them such late meed of pr.-use.
And lay above them fragrant flowers?

How oft we, careless, wait till life's

Sweet opjjortunities are past.
And break our "alabaster box
Of ointment " at the very last

!

Oh, let us heed the living friend
Who walks with us life's common ways.

Watching our eyes for look of love,
And hungering for a word of praise

!

—Our Young Folks.

DUTY OR LOVE—WHICH?
Duty points calmly at work to be done.

If blessings from heaven by us would be wi

With steps slow and measured we go to the task,

Why this ? our pale lips are ready to ask.

Love breathes out its fervor, most gladly will ru
^Va^med by its pure glow, to work to be done,-

To perform every act the Master has willed,
Nor can it be idle, till all is fulfilled.

Duty seldom is smiling, and often is sad,

Sometimes almost feels the task is too bad
;

But rather than miss the reward which is given,
Submits, that it may not be shut out of heavei

Love smiles as it labors, is thrilling with joy.
Is grateful that labor its powers may employ.

Sings sweetly its songs of praise to the Lord,
To do in his service ample reward.

Duty dreads labor, shuns burdens and care.
And walks with slow pace and disconsolate aii

Sees not the bright rays which flash o'er the skii

The cross, Oh the cross fills only its eyes.

Duty well done will lead to the crown,
But the way that it treads will sadness be founc

Hope points to the future for joys yet to come.
When once the poor pilgrim shall enter his hoi

But Love has a foretaste of glories to come.
Is thrilled with deep joy in view of that home

Where calmly serene in God's mighty love
He'll dwell through the ages in that world abo

^^______ —SeJected

God give us grace
Each in his place
To bear his lot

;

And murmuring not,

Endure, and wait, and labor

!

For "The Friend.

A Summer Trip Through Picturesque Cal

fornia.

If any one wishes to see that part of our Su
abounding in rich and varied scenery, let hi

take a trip over the picturesque route of the &
Francisco and North Pacific railway, throuj
the counties of Marin, Sonoma and Mendocin
having its terminus at Ukiah, traversing a di

tance of about one hundred and fifteen mile
a northerly direction.

Starting from the new and spacious fen
building at the foot of Market Street, Ss

Francisco, we step on board one of the rail

company's fine passenger steamers for Tiburo
It seems superfluous to advert to the magnifice:
bay and harbor of San Francisco guarded I

the Golden Gate, and encircled by hills, t\

islands passed, or the views seaward, all of grei
interest to the traveller.

As we land at the above named town, tl

railway cars are in waiting to convey us norti

ward. On the right San Pablo Bay stretchi
inland, flecked with craft of various description
carrying the products of the rich interior vallej
to the great bustling metropolis. On our le

Mt. Tamalpais stands as a grim sentinel ove
looking the waters of bay and ocean. Befoi
us lie the pasture lands that skirt the water-lin
of both bays.

The train stops for a few minutes at th

beautiful town of San Rafael, noted for its sah
brious climate and absence of fogs, where i

of San Francisco's business men and capitalisi

reside. Numerous villas adorn its woodclat
terraced heights. It is an ideal place for a hom»
The elegant Hotel Rafael has handsome ground
containing rare flowering plants, shrubs am
trees. The tall, graceful, aromatic eucalyptu
in many varieties flourishes here, but a familia
object to us.

" Nestled amid encircling hills,

A gem most rare thou art.

Thy beauty, yea thy loveliness
Hath charmed my eye and heart.
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Before me stretch the mountains—bay,

Marin's fair pastures lie,

Here tiowers and trees, their fragrance shed.

Beneath the sunniest sky."

few miles further on we make a short stop

etahima, a busy manufacturing town, whence
shipped large quantities of dairy produce,

i, poultry, hay, etc., by rail and boat ; a few

Her towns are passed in rapid succession,

en about midway on this line of railway,

ta Rosa (the city of Roses), is reached, a

dsome place situate in a broad valley, and

be midst of a fine orchard and vineyard dis-

t.

fter leaving this point and winding along

isian River, which we keep in sight of during

remainder of our journey, the scenery be-

es more grand and imposing. We are now on

up-grade, the pretty towns of Cloverdale and
pland (so named for its great hop fields), are

behind. From these and some other places

,he route stages leave for the springs, lakes

summer resorts, and at length we are at

terminus of our journey, the beautiful city

Jkiah ; and at the depot we are met by the

of the Grand Hotel, and alighting at this

telry, the polite, genial host makes us feel

e at home. We find it a most clean, com-
able stopping place, the table all that could

desired, the assistants and waiters attentive

assiduous in their duties; taken altogether,

have nothing but words of commendation to

tow on proprietor and management— in fact,

n beginning to end of our trip we found the

pie everywhere courteous and agreeable, and

y willing to extend any information required.

Lfter a comfortable night's rest, we started

in the early morning for Vichy Springs,

ate in a lovely canyon about three miles

,aDt. The drive lay through a fine farming
ntry, interspersed with hills and woodland,
rding n)any charming views on the way
,hcr. These springs are well worth a visit,

'ing become quite famous as a health resort,

I for the beneficial qualities of the waters and
is. We tested the latter fully, the effect be-

both exhilarating and refreshing. A strong,

tinuous flow of highly charged magnetic

ter, impregnated with borax, passes through
bath-tubs at a temperature of ninety degrees,

ssaid there is nothing like them in the world.

By are highly recommended for skin and
iod diseases. To us it was a delightful ex-

fience.

pn our return from the springs, and within

! and one-quarter miles of Ukiah, in the

d, romantic Gibson Canyon, shaded by noble

est trees, the S F. & N. P. Railway Co. main-
1 their own fish hatchery under the able di-

tion of manager LaMotte (a former Phila-

phian), a most efficient and experienced pis-

ulturist, who has made food fishes his special

jdy, and has held several important Govern-
nt positions, not the least his present one.

ire we saw several hundreds of thousands of

lost infinitesimal trout, propagated in small
ughs, through which passes a constant stream

pure spring water. Millions of these fish dur-

; the past few years have been distributed in

i adjacent lakes and streams, this company
ving undertaken to stock about six thousand

of water courses in the counties tributary

^eir road.

Jlop-growiug is a very extensive, important
d lucrative industry in the valleys contigu
8 to Ukiah. Hay, fruit, Indian corn and
ler cereals are raised in large quantities. The
id is productive and can be bought at very

moderate prices. It is also a fine grazing and
stock country.

There are many Indians in and about Ukiah,
some of whom can be seen in gaudy attire on

the arrival of trains, or lounging around the

street corners, occasionally offering their bead

d basket work for sale. The men and squaws
are generally large and stout, the latter con-

spicuously so. As this was ho])-picking time

we saw several wagon-loads of Indian families

passing through the streets on their way out to

the hop-fields, a motley group, with their camp
outfits, baskets, cooking utensils, etc , all piled

together in grotesque and promiscuous confusion.

We visited their huts on the outskirts of towu,

made of leafy boughs. A very small opening
in front revealed their mode of living inside.

They could be seen squatting on the hard

floor of mother earth, the squaws with their

papooses iu baskets slung on their backs. It

was a novel sight to view thera in all their sim-

plicity and originality. We conversed with a

few of these people, who spoke quite good Eng-
lish, although they use a vernacular of their

own. To us these Indians were an interesting

feature of our trip. We had not expected to

see so many of them in that part of the State.

We were told some of these aborigines lived in

comfortable houses, and that they own consid-

erable live stock. A few of the squaws do wash-

ing and housework, while the men help ranch-

ers, chop fire-wood, etc., so they are in a large

degree selfsupjjorting.

A visit to Ukiah would be incomplete with-

out a call at Dr. Hudson's, who has a large

collection of rare Indian baskets, ornamental
feather and bead work, curios, implements of

warlike nature, or for domestic use, made by

the Indians thereabouts. He has over three

hundred varieties of baskets of all shajies and
sizes, from the smallest ornamental kinds, to

those of practical utility for carrying food, fuel,

etc. Many are of exquisite style and coloring,

skilfully and elaborately wrought, evincing

much patience and ingenuity in their arrange

ment and finish. Besides this very valuable

collection, the doctor's wife, who is quite a tal-

ented artist, has a number of life-like portraits of

noted Indians, their squaws, papooses and camp
scenes well executed, and forming an interesting

addition of many years' study and toil in this

field of antiquarian research. As this race of

people are fast disappearing or being merged
into civilized life, these relics of a by-gone age

will prove of great value to the student of eth-

nology.

We thought the views of scenery already had
were very beautiful and fascinating, but were

not prepared for the rich treat in reserve. In-

deed, what I shall attempt to describe is all

that a true lover of nature could desire, and
seemed to satisfy us to repletion. At the
" Fashion" livery stables, one of the largest and

most reliable in Ukiah, we hired for the day, at

a very moderate rate, a good, roomy, two-

seated conveyance, pair of horses and driver,

and set out in the early morning for the Blue
Lakes, about twenty miles away. The weather

was lovely, the air fresh and invigorating ; the

sun just rising beyond the long outline of blue

hills, warmed and vivified the whole landscape
;

over hill and dale, through spicy forests of fir,

pine and lofty redwood, interspersed with man-
zanita, raadrone, laurel and many other hand-

some trees. But finest of them all, huge spread

ing oaks, monarchs of their kind, their branches

often covered with pendant moss, swaying to

and fro in the gentle summer winds, now and

then half concealing large bunches of the stor-

ied mistletoe. Fine specimens of the blue jay,

the beautiful crested mountain quail, wild ca-

naries.larks, linnets and other pretty birds flitted

across our pathway or carolled amid the dense
foliage. We saw jack rabbits, tree and bur-

rowing squirrels ; for game both large and small
is very abundant all around this vast region,

but we failed to get a glimpse of the timid deer
that roam over these hills and plains.

The mountain roads were good, in places

rather narrow and precipitous, yet we felt a sense

of perfect security, for any imaginary danger
was dissipated in the enjoyment and zest of our
surroundings. We iiiet campers with their

families in wagons, pleasure-seekers in carriages,

tourists in four and six-in-hand stages, and
teams loaded with produce from the fertile val-

leys of this section ; so that we were not without
variety or company even so far remote from
the more thickly settled parts of the State.

Toward the end of our trip the first sight of the

Blue Lakes burst upon us. As we neared thera

the hill-sides and trees were mirrored iu their

calm and pellucid depths. The three small
but deep lakes are veritable gems in a setting

of emerald hues, for round about them are clifl^s,

and forests and grassy slopes, blended in a sweet
harmony that nature only can impart.

A mile or so further on we rambled for a
short time among the grounds of Saratoga
Springs, a pretty spot, and drank of the pleas-

ant medicinal waters bubbling out of the moun-
tain side. Then we drove back to " Laurel
Dell " hotel, on the margin of one of these lakes.

A short distance therefrom we halted at Wil-
son's " Blue Lakes Resort," also on the lake

shore, for lunch, and a few hours' rest for selves

and horses. Here we were very agreeably en-

tertained by the proprietor, who gave us much
information as to his own and adjacent places.

He has a large open pavilion and boat house on
the water's edge, a very comfortable, commodi-
ous, home-like boarding house, with many other

attractions for those wishing a quiet, healthful

retreat. From this point, and on our home-
ward way, we had the finest view of the lakes.

We had not time to reach Clear Lake, fifteen

miles away, a magnificent sheet of water in the

midst of some of the grandest scenery in this

State, around which cluster some of the most
famous mineral springs and places of resort on

the coast, getting to be far better known and
patronized by people at hoiue and from abroad.

This lake country rivals or exceeds in every

respect the celebrated spas and watering places

of continental Europe, and because of its di-

versified, wild, romantic scenery and character-

istics, is justly termed "the Switzerland of

America."
On the higher eminences we had a most ex-

tensive view of the mountain chains trending to

the northward. Indeed, on every side, far and

near, peak after peak appeared, hundreds of

them, nay, it seemed thousands, of every con-

ceivable form. The effect produced was truly

inspiring and incomparably grand, lifting the

thoughts heavenward.

Sacred the place where nature dwells.

On mountain top, in woods and dells.

And where our wandering footsteps tend.

Blest thoughts of earth and heaven can blend.

This higher altitude, especially iu northern

California, is very conducive to health, in fact,

it luight be called nature's sanitarium. Our
long, rainless summers, coupled with a dry,
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bracing atmosphere, renders camping out a

source of real pleasure. It should be strongly

and clearly impressed on the American mind
that they need not go to foreign countries in

quest of health, recreation or sight-seeing, for

over our broad domain they have all these and
more. They ought to see and learn something

of their own favored land, where nature is so

prodigal of her gifts ; nowhere, I believe, on this

wide earth can be found more magnificent, di-

versified, majestic or sublinier scenery, than that

embraced within the area of the Pacific slope,

and this will apply more particularly to the

portion under review. To this Mecca of the

ardent lover of nature, in coming years, travel

must tend.

In the presence of this marvellous display of

Infinite love and wisdom, I dare not repress

the reverent thought that these vast mountain
ranges, robed in perennial green, snow-crowned
and rock-ribbed from the storms of centuries,

these placid lakes, winding streams and fruitful

valleys are stamped with the seal of Divinity,

and bear the ineffaceable impress of the Crea-

tor's power and handiwork. Neither can I bid

adieu to this most interesting and romantic sec-

tion of our wonderful State, without giving ex-

pression to the sentiment dear to me, and which
doubtless has found a warm response in many
appreciative, admiring minds.

O California, nature's child,

On thee a gracious lieaven has smiled.
Fair as a bride—we dare not part.

Thou idol of my eye and heart.

Of Eden's loveliness— a gleam,
Thy charms, a poet's fondest dream !

John Bell.
San Jose, Cal., Eighth Month, 1898.

The Blind Man's Prayer.

A recently published " Life of Dr. Moon,"
the blind doctor who did so much for blind

people, and died about 1895 at Brighton, Eng-
land—where he spent most of his life—gives

some very interesting experiences of answered
prayer. He says:

"In the summer of 1852, when the funds for

my work for the blind were very low, I had
contracted a debt of £22 for printing and stereo-

typing materials belonging to the work. We
had reached the night previous to the day on
which I had promised to pay the money, but
none had come wherewith to discharge the bill.

Still I continued to pray, and felt confident that
the Lord would send it in due time, although I

did not know in the least whence it would come.
I determined, however, that no one besides my
wife and the parties to whom I owed the debt
should know aught about it. I was fully con-
fident the Lord would send it, so I felt I had
nothing to fear.

" The nest morning a blind lady, Miss O
,

then living in Brighton, who had a short time
before learned to read my embossed books,
awoke about four o'clock, and, taking up a vol-
ume of the Psalms, she read the thirty-fourth
Psalm till she came to the sixth verse: 'This
poor man cried, and the Lord heard him, and
saved him out of all his troubles.' On reading
this verse, she became suddenly impressed that
I had some pecuniary difiiculties in my work.
She offered a short prayer asking the Lord to
show her if I had any such diflSculty, and also
whether she could help me. She then fell asleep.
At eight o'clock her servant came into her bed-
room with her breakfast. She awoke again with
the impression that I was in some pecuniary
difficulty, from which she ought to relieve me.

When dressed, she went to her cash-box and
took out a £5 note, which she felt was not suf-

ficient. She then took a second, a third, a fourth,

and feeling that these would suffice, she placed

them in her purse, where there were two sover-

eigns which she had received in change from a

bank-note she had paid away the day before.

Accompanied by her companion, she soon made
her way to my abode, and desired to see me a

few minutes alone. On being shown into my
study, she inquired if I were in any difficulties

about money matters connected with my work
for the blind. As I had determined to make
no one acquainted with the fact besides the Lord,

I asked her kindly to excuse my saying any-

thing which might lead her to suppose that I

had or had not any such difficulties; and al-

though she pressed me much respecting it, I

still declined to say anything that would lead

her in the least to think that I had. She then

asked me to reach out ray hand, and feeling for

it, she placed in it her purse, saying that I was
to take the contents, and put them to the use

that I thought best. When I had counted the

money, and was informed of the value of the

notes, I found there the exact sura I had to pay
away that evening. At the same time that she

placed the purse in my hand she had forgotten

that the two sovereigns were there. Without
these the amount required would not have been
complete.

"Such is the wonderful way by which the

Lord has led me from the commencement of the

work to the present time. Many other incidents

might be referred to, to show that it is the Lord's
work, and that He is a prayer-hearing God,
ever faithful in the fulfilment of his promises."— The Christian.

Trees.

Not many things in nature can be compared
with the tree. Upright, stable, vigorous, and
with great size above all other things that grow,
it is everywhere the impressive type of life and
endurance and beauty. We admire the great
tree as the most magnificent object that we see

in all the splendid world of vegetable life and
growth. Neither the height of a tall spire, nor
the altitude of a cloud-capped peak, nor the
stony antiquity of the great pyramid ever so

impresses us with wonder and admiration as
does a great tree.

The gigantic California trees are the pro-
tected wards of the nation. At the head waters
of the San Antonia River is the group of two
hundred, of which ninety are of the largest size,

thirty feet in diameter near the base, and tower-
ing far up into the skies four hundred feet.

What a hall of columns, in which each column
is the spire of a great cathedral, and has stood
and grown through the centuries, so long that
the duration of the largest oaks is but a small
fraction ! What splendid powers of resistance
to the storm and blast

!

" Moored in the rifted rock,
Proof to the tempest shock."

The Banyan-tree of the East, under which
fifty generations have found shelter from the
sun, becomes an object of veneration and hom-
age to the untaught people that rest under its

shadow. It speaks to them of Divine protec-
tion, and benevolence, and endurance. On the
Canary Islands grows a Fountain-tree, sorely
needed by the people. It is said that the leaves
constantly distil water enough to furnish drink
to many living creatures; nature providing this
remedy for the drought of the islands. In China

there is a remarkable tree called the Tallow-t e

which produces a substance like tallow, wl 1

serves much the same purposes. The Cao-h o

tree is among the marvels of the vegetable ki

;

dom. It has a life so vigorous and tenaci

that it is almost impossible to destroy it. A
it falls by the axe it is still said to grow i

length as it lies on the ground. Perhaps
tree gives as much of useful service as the Pa

;

tree, and is so graceful and like the paradise

God, with plumes waving far up in the air.

" I know not where God's island lift

Their fronted palms in air
;

I only know I cannot drift

Beyond his love and care."

The Yew-tree has this strange peculiar!

that it appears to renew itself out of its o
decay ; the decayed wood at the heart of i

yew becomes a rich vegetable mould, and fn
verdure springs from it. Spurgeon says this

like our inward corruptions which have e

velous vitality, so that one sin grows out oft
death of another. But it suggests also the bet
thing, that grace has this transforming pow
that from the heart of unbelief and all spiriti

decay it makes the rich green things of t

new life to grow, hiding the evil, using the ev
and rising out of the evil to a large and splenC

growth to the glory of God.
How rich and winning is the assurance giv

to a righteous man, " He shall be like a tree

In all the world of nature the Hebrew pc
could find nothing so fine an emblem of the

"

of a good man. Deeply rooted about the fir

foundations ; loftily reaching up into the air ai

light of heaven ; far spreading its deep shadow
waving a countless multitude of leaves of lif

giving shelter and food to all that come-
grand picture it is of the strength and endu
ance, the vitality and blessing of a human li

nurtured and kept by God's care and grac
" He shall be like a tree planted by the rivers

water."

" Green as the leaf, and ever fair.

Shall his profession shine

;

While fruits of holiness appear,
Like clusters on the vine."

Central Presbyterian.

A Tale of a Tract.

Blessed are they that sow by all waters, am'

often the tokens of blessing come in unexpectei
ways. One night as a sailor under the influent^

of strong drink was passing out of the Catharim
Mission, New York City, the missionary stanc
ing at the door, said to him, " Are you a Chriii

tian ?"

" I'll give you a straight tip on that, lady,

am not by a long slide. I am about three sheet

in the wind now, and I may get out anothe
and a jib before I get on board the vessel."

"You don't feel the need of a friend, then,

said the missionary ;
" but if you ever need ;

friend, read that," and she handed him a littl

tract, " My Friend," with a copy of the Ne^
Testament.

The drunken sailor went his way, and sh
saw him no more for a long time, but some tW'

years afterwards he came into her Bible clas

one Sunday afternoon, and with a radiant fao
came to the front seat as if he knew he was wel
come, and when the opportunity was afforded

told how he entered the Mission intoxicated, go
the little tract, went on board the vessel drunk
and started out to sea. After they had beei

out four or five weeks a terrible storm cami
upon them, and there seemed to be no chano
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1 r them to ever reach the shore. Then he

li ought he needed a friend, remembered the

kjactand book, read them and prayed, and found

Friend indeed.

From that hour his whole life was changed,

new life had entered into him. His coni-

,des wondered at the change, and asked him

jw it was. He gave them the little tract to

:ad, and three of bis shipmates read it and

und Christ ; and so he had come back to give

cry to God and tell what great things the

ord had done for him.

Is not such an instance an encouragement to

11 cast the bread upon the waters, and send

it the same little tract, which can go on land

id sea to bear the message of salvation to dying

en, proclaiming to them the unsearchable

ches of Christ, and the faithfulness of that

lavenly Friend, who has said, " I will never

ave thee nor forsake thee ;" who has promised

with US " alway, even unto the end of the

orld."— T/ie Chrislian.

For "The Friend."

)pies of L'itters Received in England from

Cyprus, Respecting tlie Dukhobortsi.

From Wilson Stuege.

Larnaca, Eighth Mouth 30th, 1898.

As I named when we arrived at Alexandria,

le question was whether to stick to our steamer

wait for a direct boat to Cyprus. We decided

» go on to Beyrout, that Birnkoff" might not

ise too much of his passage-money. There we

anshipped ourselves to a boat of the " Prince"

ne, which called at Tripoli and Messina, but

as anticipated by a couple of days the French

oat we were in. I have saved money, and

irnkoffhas lost little.

On arrival last evening I telegraphed to thee,

arrived Larnaca," and have this morning thy

;tters, books and a letter from E. W. Brooks,

hich I acknowledge. I have expressed to

!apt. St. John the warm thanks of the com-

littee, as directed. As the committee have

oubtless been advised, the Dukhobortsi have

een in quarantine, which only to-day expired,

3 their delight. To-night we proceed with a

arty to Athalassa. As thou sayest, too much
redit cannot be awarded to Captain St. John.

heDukhobortsi appear very comfortably lodged

1 tents close to the shore. 1 expressed myself

iiuch concerned that one poor fellow (ill before),

ad died on landing, but neither St. John or

he Dukhobors took it in that light. " £«o
fitehevo," and he was better off. [Nitchevo

—

t doesn't matter].

Larnaca is of course hot, but so close to the

sa the heat is tempered by the breeze, and for

he first time since leaving home, sleeping before

in open window I was not too hot.

People are all kind and willing to assist, and

)ve didn't find the jealousy of the Cypriotes to the

jiew-comers that 1 had feared. Capt. St. John
'ifiered to retire in my favor. Of course I request

lim to stay on, at any rate for the present.

iTe knows now much that I shall have to learn.

I The hotel is very clean and comfortable. As
our board and lodging, with all a moderate

iiian wants, is only four shillings sixpence per

man per day—by no means expensive.

i
After finishing tliis we go with the doctor to

[inspect a garden a mile oflP; where the Govern-
imeut allows the Dukhobors to camp ; and in the

cool of the evening proceed towards Nicosia.

The morning will find us at Athalassa; and
we shall then be able to report prospects.

Extract from a Letter from Andrew
DunLOP.

" Nicosia, Cyprus, Sept. 1st, 1898.

" 1 duly received your esteemed letter of the

nineteenth August, and desire to say that for the

past fortnight I have given a great deal of time

to advising Capt. St. John regarding the Duk-
hobors. These people have now arrived in the

island, and have very favorably impressed every

one by their orderly ways and cleanly habits.

Two hundred and seventy-two of them arrived

at Athalassa this morning, and express them-

selves as very pleased with the farm ; and they

look to me as if they would make very success-

ful settlers.''

Extracts from a Letter from Capt. St.

John.
"Nicosia, Ninth Month 1st, 1898.

" It is a mistake to suppose my task has been

a very difficult one ; for it has been rendered a

very light one by the kindness and goodwill

and helpfulness with which I have been met on

all sides. It is a great joy in life to see how good-

will manifests itself in men when occasion de-

mands. It is now also a great comfort when
the time has come for definite business trans-

actions to have a thorough business man like

Wilson Sturge to carry them out; not to men-
tion the personal satisfaction of being with him

and our dear Birnkoff, and being allowed to

work with and try to help them. . . . surely

now if people knew the state of affairs, and the

definite and practicable objects for which funds

are required, they would ttirow in their lot, and

not merely their superfluities, for the sake of

the kingdom of God, and we should soon get

the funds

!

. .
" I believe that a sound and permanent

settlement in Cyprus can now be started and

carried through comparatively cheaply, if only

plenty of funds can be judiciously applied now."

From Wilson Sturge.

Nicosia, Ninth Month 1st, 1898.

We are now in the thick of the business. The
quarantine being ended, about which the doctor

was very pleased, we arranged with the Sub-

commissioner that the Dukhobors should re-

move from the quarantine station to a public

garden, little frequented, outside Larnaca, and

then hired a vehicle for Athalassa, which for a

wonder was punctual at four A. m. St. John

and I, and a selected Dukhobor thus reached

Athalassa before the great heat, and were met

there by Dunlop, Van Nilligen and others. We
went through the list of stock, implements, etc.,

thus occupying the morning. St. John and

Nicolai Petrovitch went thence with an inter-

preter to visit farms offered. I came on with

Dunlop to this place, rejoined later by the

others. Meanwhile during the night, Birnkoff

came up from Larnaca with the first convoy of

two hundred and seventy-two. We left this

hotel again about four. I walked back

Athalassa. As far as I can ascertain they are

pleased with the place. It cannot be called

cheap, for much of it is (especially now), bare

and stony ; but it is well watered in part, and

the garden has great capabilities, overshadowed

with fine date palms, and containing many olive

and orange trees. Of the latter many have

been recently very successfully grafted — if

grafting it is called.

We got back on mule back to a late break-

fast, after which we arranged with Dunlop for

the purchase of stock and implements. The

Dukhobors did not care for the sheep, being

vegetarians ; but even striking these out, and
bargaining to the best of our ability, it leaves

four hundred and twenty pounds to pay theni.*

. . The ploughing wants taking in hand
;

the oxen are strong and good ; the Russians

want food at once, and we take the wheat at

spot price, dearer than in England, though our

government are loading a steamer with wheat

for London.
Birnkoff' has just left on a mule for Larnaca

to look after the people in the garden. We go
to-morrow to visit farms.

The people are generally very kind and polite.

The English paper speaks kindly of the Rus-
sians; but of the two Greek pa()ers one takes

the line that the Dukhobortsi are " mauvais
sujcts," who rebel against their own govern-

ment, and should not be permitted here; the

other, that they will cheapen labor and raise

the prices of food.

Tlie .lews have a pleasant looking colony be-

tween Larnaca and here, dotted over with

dwellings and well watered.

It simplifies our work that we shall only have
to deal with the Dukhobors as a community,
and not have to apportion anything. I hope
the plan will answer, but it will require them
to be heavenly-minded, like the early Christians.

From Paul BiRNKOFFf (who accompanied
Wilson Sturge.)

" Larnaca, August 30, 1898.

. . . "As yet they are meeting with general

sympathy. The doctor who examined them in

the quarantine said that he had travelled very

much, and had seen many different peoples, but

had never yet seen such men. He had not met
with such meekness, composure and reasonable-

ness. Another, his assistant, told us they were
' men of God.'

"This evening we start with a part of the

Dukhobors to settle at Athalassa.
"August 31.

" I have just despatched forty wagons with

Dukhobortsi to Athalassa to settle there defi-

nitely, two hundred and sixty having started.

The rest will as yet remain here, and will settle

down in parties as the land is found."

From John Bellows.

Gloucester, Eng., Ninth Month 15, 1898.

Telegram received yesterday from Wilson

Sturge, Larnaca. Bought Pergamo| farm,

£380. Dukhobors all left Larnaca. Visited

High Commissioner.

The Desert Railway.—The mighty push-

ing of the Anglo-Saxon race may or may not

be a fulfilment of Moses' jjrophecy (Deut. xxxiii

:

17), but as to the fact itself there can be no dis-

pute. Great Britain holds the two extremities

of Africa, Egypt and the Cape of Good Hope.

What are the British doing between? Says the

St. James' Gazette :

"Egypt has a reputation for miracles; but

the miracle of the desert railway is, perhaps, the

most extraordinary of all. For in the twenty

years since Ismail began his costly line, much
that is well nigh incredible has been performed

*He telegraphed ns that evening to pay this to the

oiBcers of the company in London, from whence we
take the farm. We paid it next day.

fA close friend of Tolstoi at Moscow, who has been

banished for openly pleading on behalf of the Dukho-
bortsi.

t Pergamo lies close to the road from Larnaca to

Famagasta, at about one-third of the way on from the

former.
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on the northern end of that Cairo to-Cape-Town
line which is becnming more and more a ]irac-

tical factor in the future of Africa. The news
is hardly old of the opening of the Bulawaj'o
Station, when it is announced that tickets will

soon be issued to Atbara, and in no long period
for Khartum itself. The railhead is constantly
vanishing into sandy space at the rate of over
a mile a day far towards the south. What this

has involved it is difficult to realize in England.
For two hundred miles at a time the pioneer
trains had to be sent to the front in a waterless

waste, carrying ten thousand gallons in the

engine-tank, and more in reservoirs, and all

this on a line where every ounce tells. At last

Lieutenants Stevenson and Pritchard found wells

of water in that thirsty land, and greater speed
and safety became possible. The engineering
difficulties surmounted remain an unintelligible

achievement; but the stragetic importance of
the line and its service to civilization at large
are things as obvious as they are invaluable."

" The Lord shall smite Egypt, He shall smite
and heal it." Egypt shall be " a blessing in the
midst of the land ; whom the Lord shall bless,

saying, Blessed be Egypt my people" (Isa. xi.x :

22-25. Is prophecy fulfilling before our eyes?
Are we to see princes " come out of Egypt,""and
Ethiopia "soon stretch out her hands unto God ?"

(Psalm Ixviii: 31). Are the nations making
"straight in the desert a highway for our God ?"

(Isa. xl : 3). Let us take heed to the sure word
of prophecy, "as unto a light that shineth in a
dark place until the day dawn and the day star
arise" (2 Peter i: 19).

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The total enrollment of children

attending public schools in the United States, is 14,-
465,371, according to the Chicago Times Herald, while
the average daily attendance is 9,747,015.

Tlie Directors of the American Peace Society met in
Boston, Ninth Month 2Gth, and adopted resolutions
approving the Czar's disarmament circular, and declar-
ing the time opportune for the opening of negotiations
for a permanent treaty of arbitration between the
United States and Great Britain.
The University of Pennsylvania expedition to North-

ern Alaska has returned to Seattle with 13,000 speci-
mens gathered in the vicinity of Point Barrow. Jt is
said the collection contains little that is new from a
scientific standpoint.

Perry O. Symonds, a Stanford University, California,
student, has been selected by the British Museum to
make a thorough zoological collection tour of South
America, from Ecuador to the Straits of Magellan, and
will at once begin his duties.
The Polynesian Steamship Company has been or-

ganiztd in New York, to establish a line of steamships
between San Francisco and the Society and Friendly
Islands. It is said three new vessels will be built for
the line by the Cramps, of this city.

About 05,000,000 pounds of beet sugar was raised in
California last year.
The steamer Camp-mia, with the United States Peace

Commissioners on board, arrived at (Jueenstown on the
twenty-third of Ninth Month.
The President has appointed nine commissioners to

investigate the War Department, who have chosen
General Grenville Dodge as chairman. The President
told the members that he ilesired the inquiry to be
thorough, and promised to do everything in his power
to aid them in their work.

Reports from the array in Porto Rico give the total
number of sick at 2,500, or 23 per cent of the whole,
txeneral Brooke advises against sending fresh regiments
to the scene, as they would be obliged to go through
the same experience.
General Brooke, Chairman of the Porto Rican Evacu-

ation Commission, has notified the War Department
that SOO Spanish troops embarked for home on the
22nd inst.

The city of Santiago is cleaner and healthier now
than ever before in its history. No cases of yellow
fever are recorded.
The American Evacuation Commissioners for Cuba

have been notified that there must be no unnecessary

delay in the relinquishment of Spanish sovereignty on
the island, and that the Spanish plea for delay must
not be given consideration.

In regard to the policy of the Roman Catholic Church
in Cuba, Porto Rico and the Phillippines, Archbishop
Ireland says it includes the approval of the administra-
tion plan of leaving church questions out of peace dis-
cussions, and that the church in the islands will con-
form to new conditions.

The wrecking company engaged under Lieutenant
Hobson, at Santiago, has succeeded in floating the
Spanish cruiser Infanta Maria Teresa. The cruiser was
towed to Guantanamo Bay, and will be put in condition
for her trip north by the repair ship Videan.
Asa result of the announcement of four cases of yel-

low fever in New Orleans, Texas has put on an abso-
lutely rigid quarantine against all freight from New
Orleans. Both Southern and Texas Pacific Roads are
thus tied up.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 376, which is 5 more than the previous week and
24 more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 209 were males and 167 females ; 42 died
of heart disease

; 40 of consumption ; 31 of marasmus
;

17 of diphtheria
; 15 of typhoid fever (4 of these were

soldiers)
; 14 of inflammation ofthe stomach and bowels

;

14 of apoplexy, 13of cancer; 13 from casualties
; 11 of

pneumonia
;

1 1 of old age ; 10 of nephritis ; 9 of Bright's
disease, and 9 of membranous croup.

Markets, &C.—XJ. S. 2's, 98J a 100 ; 4's, reg., IIOJ a
111; coupon, 111 J all2i; new 4's, 127 a 128; 5's, 112j
a 113] ; 3's, 105J a 105J ; currency 6's, 102.J a 103.
Cotton.—Middling uplands, 5j\c. per pound.
Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $12.75 a $13.25;

spring, in sacks, at $12.50 a 5>13.00 per ton.
Flouh.—AVinter super., $2.15 a $2.40 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a $3.00; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.10 a $3.35
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50; Western winter, clear,

$3.10 a $3.35 ; do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., patent,
$3.60 a $3.80 ; spring, clear, new, $3.00 a $3.25 ; do.
straight, new, $3.45 a $3.65 ; do., patent, old, $4.15 a
$4.30 ; do., do., new $3.65 a $3.85 ; do., favorite brands,
old, $4.35 a $4.50 ; city mills, extra, $2.50 a $2.75

;

do., clear, $3.25 a $3.50; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.65

;

do., patent, $3.75 a $4.25. Rye Flodk.—$2.70 a $2.75
per barrel as to quality. Buckwheat Fi^oun—$1.75
a $1.80 per 100 pounds as to quality.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71 J a 72c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 343; a 34bC.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 28-i a 28Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5] a 5ic.
;
good, 5'a 5Jc.;

medium, 4:j a 4Jc.; common, 4^ a 4jO.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4| a 5c.; good, 4} a

4Jc. ; medium, 3| a 4c. ; common, 2i a Sic; lambs, 4

J

a 6.]c.

Hogs.—Best Western, 6 a 6]c. ; others, 5| a 6c.

^
Foreign.—A cable message from Dr. Krentz, of the

European Union of Astronomers, announces the d
covery by Seraphin, of Pulkowa, of a starlike conde
sation in the centre of the nebula of Andromeda. If
this indicates a change in the condition of the well
known object, the discovery will be of importance.

Rios, President of the Spanish Peace Commission,
in speaking of Spain's disasters, says: "What Spain
wanted was a man ready to sacrifice himself, and who
recognized the impossibility of war with a powerful
nation, especially after years of u.-ieless conflicts with
insurgents."

Southern Spain has been visited by terrible floods.
At Herrera, near Cadiz, eighty persons have been
drowned. There have been many deaths in other
parts of the flooded country.
The Italian Government has sent to Russia a dip-

loraaticiilly worded acceptance of the Czar's invitation
to take part in an international peace conference. In
its note of acceptance the Government expresses sym-
pathy with and admiration for the objects of the Czar,
but says it fears that diflBculties will arise over the dis-
cussion of questions other than that of armament,
which " might accentuate in the very heart of the pro-
jected conference a conflict of opinions, the conse-
quences of which would not leave us without anxiety."
The Government suggests that the Czar eliminate this
possibility by formulating a definite programme limit-
ing the discussions to the central idea.
The Japanese Government has replied to the circu-

lar of Count Muraviefl", the Russian Foreign Minister,
suggesting international disarmament. The reply sup-
ports the Czar's proposals.

It is said a secret convention was signed at Pekin, on
Third Mouth 27th, by which China ceded Port Arthur
and Ta-Lieu-Wan to Russia, with a stipulation that
only Russian and Chinese warships enter or dock at Port
Arthur.

A despatch from Hong Kong says :
" Although t

is no positive confirmation, all the evidence tend
the conviction that the Emperor is dead. A pri
despatch says he died on Ninth Month 21st, di«
he issued the edict giving the dowager the regency

Diplomatic representatives of Russia, France,
gium, Spain and Holland, in Pekin, have called u
Li Hung Chang to condole with him upon his d
from the Chinese Foreign Office.

On the 26th ult., the remains of Christopher Col
bus, which were removed from their niche in the Ca
dral in Havana, preparatory to their shipment to Sp
had laid in their late resting place since First Mo
19th, 1796, when they were brought from Santo
mingo, that island having been ceded to France
Spain.

It is announced in Madrid that 10,000 Spaniard
PortoRico have refused to live in the island under
American flag.

An inspection of the wheat crop of Manitoba
the Northwest Territories, by Winnepeg millers, pb
the yield at 38,000,000 bushels, or 7,000,000 in ex.
of the Government estimate.

REOEIFTS.
Unless otherwise specitied, two dollars have been i

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 72.

Charles Grimshaw, Pa ; Rachael E. Bell, N.
Amelia Smith, O. ; Lai-s B. Wick, Agent Iowa, $7
Lars Tow, Andrew Tow, Ole G. Sevig, Ole Tc
cents to No. 14, vol. 72 and Anna Strand, 50 centi
No. 14, vol. 72 ; Ruth K. Smedley, Fkfd.; Anna Fi
man, Ind. ; Oliver Miller, O. ; Mary W. Trimble, F
for Mary Lownes Levis, Pa. ; Mary Ann Jones, $4,
Arthur Leeds Nicholson, N. Y., and Margaret Outla
N. C. ; for Edith Sharpless, Pa. ; M. A. Taylor, for ]

ward K. Taylor, Pa. $1 to No. 40, vol. 72 ; Guliel
Smith for James Smith, Pa. ; Anna H. Tierney, Gt
Owen Y. Webster, Pa.; Henry B. Leeds, Agent, N.
for Daniel G. Garwood.

S&^Bemittances received after Third-day noon
appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukhobort
Mennonite Congregation, Kulpsville, Pa., $7.00 ; A.

G., $3.00; E. T., California, $5.00; G. S. G., $.5.C
E. L. H., $5.00 ; A. P., $5.00; A Friend, $5.00; H. I

$5.00; Mennonite Congregation, Bowmansville. PI

$19.70.

Wm. Evans, Treas., 252 S. Front St., Phila.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be a

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.
Payments on account of board and tuition, ai

communications in regard to business should be fc

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.
Addre.ss, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenien
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met whu
requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen cen
on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To read
the school by telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 8

Edward G. Smedley, Sup'l.

The Corporation of Havbrford College. -

The Annual Meeting will be held in the Coaimitt(
Room of Arch Street Meeting-house, Phila., on Thin
day. Tenth Month 11th, 1898, at 3 o'clock, p. M.

George Vaux, Jr., Sec'y.

404 Girard Building, Phila.
Members are particularly requested to bear this a]

pointment in mind. The charter requires that tweni
shall be in attendance to make a quorum.

Pleaee notify the Secretary of any change in addres

Died, on the twenty-second of Sixth Month, 189:

at the residence of her father Nathan ^V. Bundy, i

Barnesville, Ohio, of pulmonary consumption, Ora ]

Emmons, wife of Lewis W. Kmmons, in the twentj
eighth year of her age : a beloved member of Coi
Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends, Keokuk Count;
Iowa. She was patient under aflliction, and her clos

was calm and peaceful.

, at Salem, New Jersey, on the twenty-second i

Sixth Month, 1898, Charlotte Wistar, wife of Ricl
ard Wistar, in the seventy-seventh year of her age ; a
esteemed member ofSalem Monthly Meeting ofFriend
New Jersey.
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" Learning by study must be won,

'Twas ne'er entailed from sire to son."

—

Oay.

So parents cannot give grace to their chil-

en. Neither can priests, nor ecclesiastical

irsons, to their own or other's children. It is

rect, personal, experimental, from the Father

spirits.

There is no Spirit-purchasing power in money,

oney buys only men. It buys no divine

Drk, but hires human labor only.

Ministry is always hireling, when it eaters to

iman patronage. This may be with an eye

applause, acceptance with men, secular or

lurch position, as well as of patronage in the

rra of money.

As preaching, rightly divided, may be ad-

ressed to various states of man's condition, it is

Dssible that there may be an authorized ser-

lon to the intellect. A sermon to the intellect

^at is a product of the Spirit is edifying. But

isermon to the intellect that is a product of

ie intellect is a dead lecture.

"Is the lamp brought to be put under the

fishel, or under the bed, and not to be put on

le stand?" The light of Christ is brought to

very man's heart, to search it as with a lighted

andle, not that it may be suppressed under an

^tinguisher of worldliness, or love of self and

be ; as he that doeth evil will incline to do.

le " hateth the light, and will not come to the

Ight lest his deeds should be reproved." But
' he that doeth truth cometh to the light, that

is deeds may be made manifest, that they are

wrought in God." If our heart is right towards

lim it is not «fraid of the Lamp of Truth to

earch it, and see if there be any evil way in it,

.nd lead us in the way everlasting. And if our

jeart is not right, the free shining of the light

if Truth will not hurt us. Let us examine

^hat form of the extinguishing bushel of world-

liness, or the smothering bed of slothfulness

most easily besets us, and lift them ott'from ob-

scuring the Witness for Truth in our hearts,

that we may see ourselves as we are, walk in the

light as He is in the light, and experience the

blood of Jesus Christ cleansing us from all sin.

Said an intelligent physician of New York

City to the editor, while travelling on a Sound

Steamer some three weeks ago :
" All eyes are

now gazing on the Czar on account of his won-

derful appeal for disarmament. The next those

eyes will be fastened on, will be the Society of

Friends. You are universally recognized as

the pioneers of this movement, your history for

two hundred and fifty years has been identified

with it. We look to you to rise to the occasion,

now at the dawning of your success, and to

carry forward your Peace mission to the day of

Christ."

It is well to know what large expectations

have been raised for us by the faithful here

and there throughout our history. It is well

also, in our insufficiency, to say, " By whom
shall Jacob arise ; for he is small?" But the

best way to acknowledge Christ's strength as

being made perfect in our weakness, and his

grace as sufficient for us, is individually to fulfil

the grace we have. Thus will the body be pre-

paring to know and to occupy its right place.

The great City Hall clock of Philadelphia is

intended to commence marking time with t

new year, or at midnight of next Twelfth Mo.

31st. Its dials, three hundred and seventy feet

above the pavement, are twenty-two feet in d

ameter. A man standing on IX of the dial

shows his head just above X. The dials are of

glass in order by electric light illumination with

one hundred and fifty lamps to show the time

by night, as well as by day. The minute hand

is ten feet eight inches long, the hour hand nine

feet. Both hands together weigh four hundred

pounds. Compressed air will be used to move

them. It is said that the great town clock in

Westminster Abbey, which is not quite so large

as the City Hall clock, requires the services of

two men four days to wind it. "That clock strikes

the hours, but this clock will not strike."

praise Him, but it is a horrible doctiine for those

who preach the Gospel of peace to look upon war,

with its horrors, as of Divine origin.

Also the following, from the Chrisliaii Reg-

ister :

Not in the Name of RELtGiON.—All attempts

to give this war a religious twist should be strongly

resisted. A war in the name of religion would in-

volve unspeakable degradation. Even a plea for

religious liberty ought not to be heeded when it

takes the form of a demand upon our Government
to seize foreign possessions in order thai Protestant

missionaries may follow the Hag.

This coming from a trade paper, the American

Grocer, of New York, is very significant

:

We cannot share the pronounced and emphatic

opinion of the pulpit that the hand of Providence

is in all the events that led up to and followed the

war with Spain: nor can we believe, as one dis-

tinguished divine expressed it, " that the last

places touched by the Holy Ghost were Manila

and Santiago." We recognize that Gnd can bring

good out of evil and cause the wrath of man to

The Giver and the Sift.

The writer of this article was in the habit

(during a period of time when his service re-

quired him to be often away from home) of

bringing with him, on his return, some little

gift to his little daughter. She soon learned to

expect these little remembrances, and was wont

as soon as her father came into the house, to

ask him with eagerness :
" Papa, what did you

bring me?" and with that query she would

make for his hand-bag, in which the little pres-

ent usually lay, on the very top of every thing.

After repeated presents of this kind, the child

became so eager for them that on one or two

occasions she did not even stop to greet him on

his return, but sprang for his bag, .seeking and

seemingly caring only for the gift ihat her father

had brought her. This slight to him deeply

wounded the father's heart, though he m.ade all

due allowances for a child's thoughtlessness.

Still he thought it was not wise for him to suffer

the loss of his child's affections by reason of

his gifts, so the next time he came home he did

not bring a gift. When he entered the house

the little girl was on the watch, and came bound-

ing down the stairs of the front hall and made

a rush for the bag ; and, as usual, the cry was

;

"Papa, what did you bring me?" She opened

the bag and finding no gift in the usual place,

she lifted her little surprised face up to her father

and said, in a grieved tone of voice: "Papa,

didn't you bring me anything?" The father

looked at his child and, with real sorrow in his

face, said softly :
" Yes dear: I brought you my-

self this time." The little girl looked puzzled

for a moment, and then it seemed to come to

her all at once that in her eagerness for her

father's gifts she had practically forgotten him,

for she had given him no kiss, no greeting of

any kind, save that which demanded the accus-

tomed gift. Then the tears sprang into her

eyes and, with a quivering voice, she said :
" Oh,

papa, I am so glad you have come home." Do
we often forget our Father and our dear Lord

in our eagerness for gifts? Do we not, with the

elder son in the parable, often complain : "Thou
never gavest me a kid" forgetting what his father

reminded him of: " Son, thou art ever with me,

and all that I have is thine." Surely the giver

is greater than the gift ; and if we receive Him
into our hearts and lives and love Him, we shall

find that in Him we have "all things."—JncZe-

pendent.
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Historical Notes on Lynn Meeting

FJiOM A COLLECTION MADE BY OEOKGE C. IIEKEEET.

The records of the Friends' Society of Lynn
show many interesting and some odd and en-
tertaining things to have taken place in the
past. The first Friends' meeting is supposed to

have been held two hundred and nineteen years
ago, in a house that stood as a dwelling on old
Boston Street. The first regular meeting-house
was raised on what was then known as Wolf's
hill. The first mentioned speaker was Micajah
Collins, followed by Mary Newhall, Abigail
Beede, Avis Keene, Samuel Boyce, Benjamin
H. Jones, and more recently Wm. O. Newhall,
and Annie K. Knight. It is a bit remarkable
that in all these years so many of the principal
speakers were women. Micajah Collins also
taught the Friends' School.

Whatever criticism the Friends sufl^ered,

justly or otherwise, whatever schism or change
may have entered their ranks, and these are
remarkably few, it is a grand fact of early New
England history that they were as a church
true to their convictions, and in many ways
were permitted to prove this by their patient
suffering under persecution of the most refined
sort that could be ofiered to people of high
breeding and sensitive spirits, and that in many
cases they sealed with their lives the testimony
of their mouths.
The following entry is significant; "At the

yearly meeting of Friends of R' Island held in
William Coddingtons house, eleventh of Fourth
Month, 1683, It is advised by this meeting that
every monthly meeting provide a book for the
recording of all business that offers at each
regular business meeting as also due care be
taken by Friends in their meetings to record
all their sufferings, and by whom they suff'ered
the time when, the names how, & cause whereby
they suffered & to bring them to the next
yearly meeting. This meeting desires likewise
that the 3d first day the general meeting may
be held at Salem & so continued."
The record of the first meeting held at Salem

begins as follows: "Att our men and womens
meeting in Salem held att y= house of Josiah
Southwick y' 4th of y' .5th. mo. 1677" etc. Later
on, the desirability of a permanent house of
meeting at Lynn became apparent and the next
important entry reads :—" 1688. Att our meet-
ing of friends held at the house of Thomas Maul
in Salem the 28th. day of y' 12th mo. 1688
Friends then present" (10 names) "Thomas
Maule proposed to this meeting that it might
be very convenient to have a meeting once a
month settled att Linn for the ease of those
friends that ware inhabettars there." This was
favorably acted upon and the meetings were
held at the house of Samuel Collins for some
time, the location being the present site of the
Ingalls School, on Essex Street.
They looked out for the support of travelling

mmisters, as the following extract shows: "It
was desired by Thomas Maule that care might
be taken about the hyer of a room, and the
pastering of friends horses, that travel in the
ministry, that they might make some contribu-
tion at next monthly meeting tofray thecha.^c^,
thereof."

° j e.

Geo. Herbert states that the regular Monthly
business meeting or " men's " meeting has been
held consecutively on the same date for over
two hundred years, a somewhat remarkable
lact.

The moral tone of a community in this sec-

tion of the country at the close of the seven-
teenth century was not high, and the fact that
the Quakers took note of and severely dealt
with every case of immorality of whatever sort
among their number, shows that the Quaker
conscience was sensitive and that the Society
was fully abreast of the times. The quaint form
of approval given by the church to one desirous
of contracting marriage was as follows, being
an extract from the records :

—

" 28th of the 5th mo. 1689. Inquiry being
made by Thomas Maule and Sarauell Collings of
Edward Sheppons being clear from all ingaidge-
ments or contracts of marriage in these parts,
they returned this answer that he is cleared
from all women in these partes, so that the
friends of this meeting see fit to gratifie his de-
sier and his this certificate as followeth."

Another interesting item is the " Memoran-
dum of friends names that have travelled in the
worke of the ministry and that have been
heard att Salem: William Robinson, Mar-
meduck Stephenson, William Leddrow, Mary
Dyer. These four suflTered death in Boston
for the testimony of Jesus. Wenlock Chris-
tiansen was also condemned to dye, but they
had not power to take away his life." The
Lynn Quakers "suffered" with the others of
their faith, as see the following :

"Thomas Haners sufferings, 1696. For re-
fusing to pay rate for Jeremiah Shepard. Priest.
Near a mounts imprisement in Salem." " An
account of William Bassetts suflTerings recorded
1697. Taken by Ezakel Rodgers for not train-
ing one day there demand being 2.6 by the
dark, John Newel took a cow valued £4. Re-
turned £2 07.00." and again, " An account of
George Oakes sufferings recorded, 1675. Taken
away by Nathan Curtland, constable for Priest
Samel Whiting One Cow valued at £3 " " 1683.
Taken from him upon the account of building
there meeting house by Danl. Jonson, Constable
£.100.00. " Among other things taken from'
different friends by distraint were One shoat
vallued £0.12.00. Two bushels Indian corn'
Three putter platters. Five pounds flax, 1
Bushel Malt, One Pair bellows and Fire tono-g
One pairs andirons & one milch cow, 425 feet
boards, one ox hide."

For original phraseology the Friends plainly
kept up to their orthodox brethren, for we read
in one entry that no one having volunteered
attend the Yearly Meeting at Piscataqua the
elders are instructed to "Pitch upon" such
persons as they think fit for the service. There
IS a record of proceedings against one member
not in good standing, for selling intoxicating
liquor vyithout a "licence" and " Intertainin^
a parcel of Illmen." The inquiry into and
punishment of several other forms of rebellion
from not removing the hat during prayer time
to more flagrant breaches of law, appear show-
ing that Quaker morality meant what it pro-

In 1776 John Bassett set a noble example by
freeing his slave Sampson, and throughout the
record there are numerous instances of volun-
tary action by individuals which show a sensi-
tive conscience which gave the owner no rest
until tie had made a complete and voluntarv
confession before the Society and craved for-
giveness for his shortcomings. There were er-
rors enough without doubt, in the very decis-
ions of the Society, but the general trend was
plainly for goo.l, and among the good names of
l^ynn none stand higher than many whose de-
scendant still profess and practice the faith ofGeorge Fox.~From Daily Evening Item, Lynn

Communion With God.

God is spirit. We are spirits. At pn
we are spirits living in bodies, but the spi
that which really constitutes us what we
That which is essential in us finite spirits
draw near to the infinite Spirit, and can ft

communion of nature. When we greet a fri

that which moves us is not the mere touc
the hand, it is not the mere sight of his face
is the soul that looks out of the eyes, the
that puts the meaning into the handshake.

There is a communion of soul with sou
which we are joyfully conscious. How n
friend may say to friend with a single glanc
the eye. Not the faintest' sound is heard.
was simply a glance, as swift and evanes
as the lightning that flashes out of the sum
cloud. But it said things that maybe it wi
take pages to record if they were put into wc
or it said unutterable things, too deep, too
der for speech. You cannot impress a mat(!
object in that way. But man is spirit, an
he can hold communion with his kindred sp
Much more, and much more easily, can

hold communion with God, who is abso
Spirit. In the case of our fellow-men there
the restrictions and limitations incident to
material bodies in which we live. The tent
its uses, but while it protects against the weat
it shuts out the view of the arching sky. W
our spirit would come near to God, then
nothing on his part to hinder us from free :

full communion. Our friend is not always
]

sent to our sight, however' near he may bi

our thought, and a letter cannot fully take
place of communion face to face. But Go(
Spirit, and so He is everywhere present. Y
spirit may always go out to meet Him—in
deepest seclusion or amidst the most bustl
and distracting throng, in the hour devoted
sacred and solemn worship or when cares 8

duties are pressing, when sad or when gl
when life seems joyful or when it darkens to
most sombre hues, when there is buoyant hea
or when the hour is reached that the step m
be taken from the confines of time into the
known future. God is not far from every <

of us. In Him we live and move and have <

being. He is Spirit. We are spirits, and so ,

finite can hold communion with the lufin:
He understandeth our thought afar ofl^— 0.
Kingsbury in New York Observer.

What a Boy Did in Spare Moments.
A thin, awkward boy came to the resider

of a celebrated school principal and asked i

see the master. The servant eyed his mei
clothes, and, thinking he looked more like'

beggar than anything else, told him to go arou
to the kitchen. He soon appeared at the ba
door and repeated his request.

" You want a breakfast, more like," said ti

servant girl, and set him down to some bre
and butter.

" Thank you," said the boy, " I should li

to see Mr.
, if he can see me."

" Some old clothes, maybe you want ; I gu«
he has none to spare—he gives away a sight
remarked the girl, eyeing his ragged clothes.

" Can I see Mr. ?" asked the boy, wi
the most emphatic emphasis on each word.
The girl fur the first time stopped her wor

" Well, he is in the library; if he must be di
turbed he must, I s'pose," and she whisked hi
off" to that room, remarking, as she opened tl

door; "Here's somebody terribly anxious
see you, sir ; so I let him in."
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The professor laid his book aside and talked

h the boy with increasing interest, and soon

k down some books and began to give hira

ruination which extended even to Greek,

i every question was answered correctly and

mptly. The professor was amazed at such

ithful erudition, and asked the boy how he

uaged, with his apparent poverty, to accu-

late such an amount of knowledge.

Oh, I studied in ray spare time," answered

boy, brightly, and with the utmost uncon-

)usness that he was an example to even the

n before him.

3ere was a boy, a hard-working orphan, al-

3t fitted for college in the spare moments that

companions were wasting. Truly are spare

ments the "gold dust of time."

—

Selected.

For "The Fribnd."

Not Lack of Patriotism.

^n interestiug paper in the possession of the

ter, found among the personal effects of a

cendant of that worthy elder, Robert Pleas-

s, of Curl's Neck, James River, Virginia,

the duplicate copy of "The Address and

morial of the subscribers, Citizens of Phila-

phia in Pennsylvania, now confined at Win-
ster, Virginia," and addressed " To the Gov-

or and Council of Virginia." The time-worn

)er, bearing date Tenth Month 1st, 1777, has

nty signatures appended, all of them being

names of Friends, I believe, but one. That
raabie trio of brothers, Israel, James and
in Pemberton, with John Hunt, a minister

ch beloved by his companions, appears first

the list. John Hunt and Thomas Gilpin, it

1 be remembered, died during their enforced

le, of the sufferings then encounterd. A year

quent to the release from banishment, John
aberton makes record in his diary :

' On the twenty second of this month [Fourth

liUth, 17/9], my dearly beloved brother, Israel

'nberton, departed this life, aged nearly sixty-

Ir years. He had been much broken in his

istitution for about three years. In his ban-

ment to Virginia, with others of us, in 1777,

!
which he remained a prisoner nearly eight

nths, separated from an aged and endeared

e, beloved children and grandchildren, and
rried in a violent manner from home, among
rits exasperated by misrepresentations, he

3 endued with constancy and a good share of

titude and patience. The -separation, how-

T, nearly affected him, being a man of tender

ling and sympathy. ... He was [a man]
•y weighty on all occasions that affected the

putation and testimony of Truth ; a true friend

the poor and needy in their distress, a great

?ocate of the negroes, and a promoter of vari-

i public institutions, particularly at the Penn-

vania Hospital, of which he was a manager
m the beginning. All ranks of people ap-

ired affected with his death, and a very great

icourse attended the funeral."

These exiles to Virginia, non-combatants (for

iscience' sake) of the Revolution, were faith-

i in their day and generation and bore the

iirk of the true Christian patriot. The worth

itheir testimony was not lost then, and its re-

i?al may be of value now. Recurring to pres-

it-day events : about the time of the outbreak
I the recent war with Spain, and during its

lief continuance, a number of our American
bple who honestly and outspokenly declared

feir belief that the war was unnecessary, a

Irbarous method of disposing of the contro-

llrsy and opposed to our civilization and re-

l|;ion, were subjected to much contumely, being

denounced as unpatriotic and in some cases

were spoken of as " traitors." In Oity and State

of Ninth Month 22nd, the writer has referred

to several instances of the kind. Whether the

inner spring of the testimony of these contem-

ners of the war was as religiously based as was

the case with the banished Friends of 1777, I

do not venture to judge. . It is to be hoped that

their testimony also will not have been thrown

away. The article above alluded to is as fol-

lows :

"There appeared in the local news columns

of the Public Ledger, not many days ago, a brief

obituary notice ot Julia Williams Rush Biddle,

a granddaughter of Dr. Benjamin Rush, the

latter one of the signers of the Declaration of

Independence; and, in juxtaposition with that

notice, an item stating that the Universal Peace

Union had contributed a sum of money, nearly

sixty dollars, to the fund of the Red Cross As-

sociation. My reason for thus mentioning these

two things in connection is that the eminent

publicist and essayist to whom I have referred

was seriously impressed with the belief that our

Government should make provision for a bureau

of peace quite as much as for a department of

war, and, in furtherance of that persuasion, he

issued a paper entitled, "A Plan for a Peace

Office for the United States." The late occu-

pants of the east side annex of Independence

Hall seem to have been, unofficially, engaged

in a work that was very much in line with the

initial propaganda of Dr. Rush. I hope it may
now be truthfully affirmed, making allowance

for those errors of judgment to which the human
species in general is liable, that they were no

more animated by sentiments treasonable or un-

patriotic than was Dr. Rush in furthering his

enlightened views upon peace after signing the

Declaration of Independence and having had a

good sight of the barbarism, waste, suffering, and

sinfulness that follow in the wake of war.*

"A grandson of Nathaniel Hawthorne, John

Hawthorne, writing to his mother just after the

battle of Santiago de Cuba, said :

"
' I write to let you know that I am still

alive and well, though I am rather surprised to

find myself so. I never knew what a cruel and

barbarous thing war was until I had been

through this battle. At least a dozen men were

killed and wounded right around me. Hereafter

I am in favor of international arbitration.'

" The same conclusion was doubtless reached

by that New York chaplain who, devoting him-

self unceasingly to the care of the sick and

wounded, told, upon his return, of the awful

horrors witnessed, and hoped that he might

never again be called on to confront the like.

General Sherman has described it all in three

forceful words, many times repeated of late, and

history tells us that Sir Charles Napier, in the

midst of his triumphs in India, uttered the

vehement ejaculation :
' Accursed war I may I

never see another shot fired I

'

"Senator Charles Sumner was a man posessed

of a decidedly combative spirit, yet his oration

on the ' True Grandeur of Nations ' is a notable

plea against engagement in war, and in behalf

of the cultivation of those things which brino

enduring national prosperity and righteous re

nown. These humane sentiments he desired to

* For his later views concerning engagement in

Dr. Rush was doubtless in part indebted to his friend

Anthony Benezet. Likewise, the latter, in 1774, issued

hb notable tract against " The Mistaken Use as well

as Abuse of Distilled Spirituous Liquors," as also of

other intoxicants, which was followed eleven years

later by the pamphlet- of Dr. Rush against indulgence

in ardent spirits.

perpetuate at Harvard College by his bequest

of a sum of money, the interest of which was to

be used, and has been so used, in the payment
f prizes to students upon themes connected with

the subject just stated. When Prof Charles

Eliot Norton, early in the war with Spain, 'en-

deavored ' (as stated in the Public Ledger's

pecial despatch) 'to impress upon the minds

of his class that the serving of one's country

upon the battlefield was not necessarily the high-

est form of patriotism, and begged them to re-

member that they could serve the nation fully

as effectively in peace as in battle,' we may
credit him with reiterating those sentiments of

nternational straightforwardness and amity

ivhich make for peace that were so eloquently

set forth by Sumner in his celebrated oration.*

Replying to a letter from the undersigned, Pro-

fessor Norton wrote:
"

' There has been no exact report of those

words, the tenor of which you surmised

At the present moment it seems to me to be the

duty of every citizen to assist in providing the

administration with whatever may be required

for bringing this iniquitous war to a speedy con-

clusion, in order that the evils which attend it

and which will follow from it may be reduced to

their lowest amount. I hold with Franklin that

there never was a good war. There have often

been necessary wars, but never one that did not

have an endless sequel of ill.'

"Similarly, Professor Owen, of Lafayette Col-

lege, several weeks after the war had been de-

clared said publicly to his students, many of

whom were (he believed, unwisely) seized with

the fever of enlisting:
" ' There is no urgency that justifies the break-

ing in upon a course of preparation for the work
of life. A decided taste for the camp and the

field may make, here and there, an exception
;

but for the most of us, our place is where we are.

We shall serve our country best by promoting

as best we can the arts and virtues of peace.'

" I have reason to know that Professor Owen,
more than a dozen years ago, was interested in

the maintenance of a course of Christian classics

at Lafayette College ; and herein again was he

in line with Dr. Rush, who in one of his essays

deprecated the so great attention given in col-

leges to the so-called ' pagan classics,' because of

the martial and sensuous tendencies of so many
of those old-time writers.f

" Well, the war being ended, I believe that

all of us may heartily welcome the present as-

sembling of the joint commission at Quebec, for

settling in a dignified and Christian manner the

pending matters of controversy between this

country and Great Britain, while we may also

earnestly hope that in the future every inter-

national difficulty may find adjustment by the

same or by other amicable procedure."

JosiAH W. Leed.s.

The United Slates contains to-day 4,564,000

farms of an average size of 137 acres each.

—

Ex.

* The religious press generally, followed the daily

papers in severe denunciation of Charles E. Norton.

He was spoken of as being in " a minority of one in a

million," an estimate which went very wide of the

truth indeed. As we get farther away from the late

period of strife, his position will doubtless be much
more fairly judged.

t -•^n article by tlie writer, upon this subject, entitled

" Christian Portrayals needed in Classical Text-Books,"

appeared in The ShKlent of Seventh Month, 1885, fol-

lowed by further remarks on the theme by Lloyd Bal-

derston in the next number. In Dymond's Essays, new

edition (1896), page 267, the subject is rather briefly

dwelt upon.
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Wire Nails.

The wire-nail strike should be of interest to

the people of Indiana, as in shutting down the
plant at Anderson, it closes the pioneer wire-

nail plant of the nation, and therefore brings to

light much of interest to all who pay attention

to advancement in mercantile and building meth-
ods. The plant at Anderson, which furnished
employment to eight hundred men, is the realiza-

tion of a dream of an old Catholic priest; it is

the result of a meager start which brought wire
nails into use in this nation. It was the first

wire-nail producing concern in the country.
The Anderson plant was removed to that city

from Covington, Ky., in 1888, the result of
finding natural gas in Indiana. It was in Covin^
ton, Ky., in 1875, that Father Goebel, pastor of
St. Augustine's, conceived the idea of manufac-
turing wire nails. He was a German, and before
he came to this country, a few years previous,
the Germans and the French people had begun
to hammer nails out of wire. They had con-
ceived the idea of cutting barbs in the sides and
found that they would hold better than cut
nails. Goebel was a freak in the priest line.

He had studied for the ministry and had then
retired and married. He had three children
when his wife died, and he was thrown out in
the world by himself. He re-entered the minis-
try and came to this country. He was always
speculating and scheming, and he had a burn-
ing desire to get rich. He was sent to Covington,
and while there he opened the first wire-nail
concern in this country. It was in an old out'
house or shed, standing in a brick-yard near
the corner of streets now kuown as Madison and
State. He adopted the methods he had seen in
vogue in his country, and had dies into which he
slipped the wire, which he cut in proper lengths,
and while the wire was resting in these dies he
hammered the head on the nail, and then re-
moving it, placed it on an anvil and straightened
and barbed it, and finally hammered the point.

This was the introduction of the now monster
wire-nail industry, which now represents $87,
000,000 of good American coin and furnishes
employment to 20,000 men. Later he got hold
of a raaehme, the first one brought to this country,
ihe French workers had invented a machine to
do the work, and he imported one of these to
this country. It was a queer-looking aflPair, but
the principle was all right, and the machines
to-day are all constructed on the same general
plan. It was operated by hand and had the
capacity of sixty nails a minute, and when later
geared up to steam power, it ran double that
number. The " single header " machines to-day
run as high as 41.5 a minute, and 517 on the
double headers," or machines which make two

nails at one stroke. While Goebel was a "ood
schemer he was not as succe.ssful ns he mh'ht
have been. He had a faculty, however "of
getting money from his congregation, and he
kept his hobby going, and even moved it into a
larger building and acquired five machines.
About the time he was well started the company
in this city, whose plants are now tied up, also
was started and another concern opened in the
early seventies in Cincinnati. Goebel was not
able to keep the thing going, however. The
Catholic Church for one thing, ruled against
him, and he finally was compelled to turn his
pioneer nail plant over to Michael Baackes and
James Miehelburg, two German nail-makers
ihey operated with indiflferent success, and final-
ly the plant fell into the hands of the Gedges
who owned it at the time it was taken into the

trust, and who are really the introducers of the
wire nail into the United States.

Up to the time when B. H. and L. H. Gedge
took charge of the plant, it, or the other two or
three, had not amounted to much. The manu-
facturers found the greatest difficulty in intro-

ducing the new nails. While it was" generally
agreed that they were probably all right, no
one seemed to take them up. The old cut nails

seemed to fill all requirements, and carpenters,
lathers and other extensive users of nails were
suspicious of the wire nails. It came to a point
where the wire nail salesmen had to take ham-
mers and blocks of wood with them in their

grips, and demonstrate the superiority of the
wire nail by driving both into blocks of wood,
and then splitting them open. An order for a
keg was not considered bad, even as late as 1885,
when the first large order was given by the
Chicago & Northwestern Railway Company.
It was 1,300 kegs, and it created more commo-
tion then than the booking of an order for 100-
000 kegs would now. It was a notable occasion
in Covington, along in 1883 or 1884, when, one
day, the company made a shipment, of fifty

kegs. They closed down the plant, so the men
could see the car pull out, and almost the entire
town turned out to give the day tone. Now
barges loaded with 10,000 kegs at a trip go
down the Ohio from Pittsburg, distributing to
the various points along the river. The many
contentions which the wire-nail men had to face
are very aptly shown in the canvassing of Louis-
ville in 1883. A drummer found two great to-

bacco shippers occupying buildings facing each
other across a narrow street. One of the to-

bacco shippers refused to buy wire-nails, claim-
ing that they would not hold his caddies together.
The man on the opposite side of the street would
not place an order, because he found he could
not get the tobacco out of the caddies without
tearing them all to pieces.

Among tho first to introduce the nails were
the soap manufacturers, who used the barbed-
wire nails to fasten their wooden signs to fences.
The nails were something new to the boys then,
and it was found that the advertisers lost be-
cause the boys would follow the men, and as
soon as they would disappear would pry oflf" the
signs to get the " new funny nails." It was a
great ad. for the nails, but hard on the men
inaking the outlay. Little by little, however,
the cut nail retired and the wire nail took its
place. The consumption of the nation now is

about 8,000,000 kegs per annum, and the pro-
ductive ability of the plants fully 10,000,000
kegs.

From the meager start at Covington, the big
plants at Anderson have grown, and when they
were absorbed by the trust they were turned in
at a valuation of $1,000,000. Old Father Goebel
died in a Cincinnati hospital in 1894. His old I

machine, the first one brought to this country,
is in the plant which is locked up by the trust
at Anderson. He little dreamed of the great
innovation he was introducing in building when
he hammered out the first wire nails. Wire
nails are necessary now in the construction of
the great buildings which have partially been
made possible by this innovation and departure
from the old cut nail. The wire nails which
now sell for 81.35 a keg then sold for $4.00.
Ihe cut nails, it was shown by the wire-nail
salesmen, ran a third less in number to the
pound, and that one-third more nails made up
lor the one-third more cost on a pound of wire
nails. There are now over 4,000 diflferent kinds
of wire nails to be had. The barbed nail has

given way to that novel creation of scieno
cement nail. The nail is smooth and is coa
over with a brown cement. When it is dri
into a board the friction causes the cement
melt. Later it becomes hard again and he
stronger than the barbed nail. It is a no
but successful idea, and the man who paten
the idea is a mi\l\onaife.—India7iapolis Nt

Scientific Incredibilities.

Skeptics never weary of talking of sciet
and telling how it contradicts the Bible. Tl
scoff at miracles, they believe nothing but w
they can see or understand ; and they take th

stand on science as a sure foundation. And
tliere is not a science known or taught that d
not have in it more marvels, miracles, and m^
impossibilities to an ordinary mind than (

be found in the whole Bible.
The basis of all physical science is the ato7r.

something which no mortal man ever saw,
smelled or tasted. Let us see what a re

writer has to say about the atom :

" The atom and its motions, as physicists n
understand them, are eloquently pictured
Dr. Heinrich Hensoldt. All substances

i

made up of tiny particles which cannot
further reduced in size without change of pr
erties and breaking up into component ator
These particles or groups of atoms are mo
cules, and all matter is trembling with th
billions of vibrations per second. In solids t

molecules are arranged in a certain fixed ord
and their vibration is in a limited space;
liquids they move about in all directions,

j
none can voluntarily separate themselves frc

the others ; while in gases they are in a i

of vibration so violent that they fly about
marvellous rapidity in all directions. Eve
cubic inch of air contains no less than twent
one trillions of molecules, and every point
our skin is bombarded by thousands of m
lions of them every second. Each is so sms
that three hundred would not extend across t

width of the smallest line the most powerf
microscope shows us. Magnify them one tr
lion diameters, and each atom is the size of oi

globe, and each molecule is a planetary systei
and each air bubble from the fringe a"roui
the water in a goblet is a wonderful galax
Magnified ten million trillion diameters, the a
bubble would have the dimensions of our enti
system, but would contain fifty million billic
of stars instead of the twenty millions our b(

telescopes can show us. If the atoms had ii

habitants with our sensations quickened an
shortened one thousand billion times to corr
spond to their own diminutiveness, each ate
would be a world, each molecule a solar systec
and the revolutions of the atoms would gu
days and years. The atom dweller would ai

no more of the air bubble than we see of
stellar universe; for, though the air bubbl
molecules average eighty million collisions evei
second, thousands and tens of thousands of gel
enitions of the living beings might exist befoj,
a perceptible alteration in their starry firm!
ment could be recorded. Is not our vvorld
atom, our solar system a molecule, in a Stella
bubble of an unknown mightier creation ?"

Talk about Jonah and the whale, and Joshu
and the sun standing still, " science " makt
heavier demands on our own credulity tha
anything contained between the lids of th
Bible

;
and it is much easier to believe " all ths

the prophets have spoken " than a tenth pai
of what scientific men assert and claim to prov(

The Armory.
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Mouth Germs.

k. few years ago a bacteriologist of considera-

note published a brochure of a hundred or

re pages, setting forth the startling discovery

t mouth germs are responsible for a long list

svils whose true origin had never before been

own. He held that the untold millions of

3robes propagated iu the mouth from the fer-

ntation and decay of particles of food, which

re not removed after eating, were the unsus-

;ted cause of a large number of physical dis-

ers, of morbid appetites, which craved alco-

aud other stimulants; and also of the lust

i inuDorality by which the nation is being

rupted. The easy and certain remedy for

St of this viper brood of ills lay in securing

ptic cleanliness for the mouth.

^Ithe time this book appeared, through false

ication and unfortunate environment, I was

jefogged with germ theories that my intellec-

,1 and spiritual vision was dreadfully asquint,

new "so many things that were not so " that

?as in a fever of fear and unhappiness, dis-

sting the food I ate, the water I drank, and
: air I breathed. Sterilization and asepsis

re the two most important words in my vo-

(ulary. I groaned with the burden of the

lUght that the world had been put together so

msily and managed with so little apparent

11. I had indeed heard that God is omnipo
t in goodness, love and wisdom ; and though I

jht in some faint degree be said to possess

I belief, the belief possessed me about as little

it does the great majority of struggling souls

iay.

S'ow, there are what may be aptly denora-

,ted " mouth germs," which might profitably

/e engaged the attention of the learned pro-

3or; and the first of these which I will men-

1, he could have discovered and classified

hout the aid of his microscope. It is the

aical thermometer in unprofessional hands,

llcohol and tobacco are two more " mouth
•ms" against which a crusade is properly

ged. The amount of disease and disorder

liich they breed is incalculable.

Indecent or profane language is a "germ"
m which every mouth should be cleansed,

e most effective asepsis is to establish the

(ughts of the heart in purity and truth,

[eep your heart on high."

Symptoms of disease are other " mouth germs"
a dangerous character. They not only befog

I atmosphere of the individual, and tend to

engthen and increase the morbidity already

?eloped, but they are contagious, often affect

5 a whole neighborhood. Reading medical
)k8 and patent medicine advertisements is an
3ellent "culture" for this species of germ,
glass bell will be required to protect them
•ing incubation.

Dwelling upon trials and afilictions, and
iir constant recital, are " germs " closely al-

i to the above. Mental depression, sighs and
rs form a miasma which is more deadly, and
ich should be more carefully avoided, than

it arising from any swamp or marsh. Clear

ay these mental plague spots, and let the sun-

ne of hope and joy dispel their fatal mists.
' I am afraid " is another " germ " which
ieds disease and disorder throughout the

ole system. Moreover, it is highly contag-

is, especially in families, where it often be-

nes chronic and hereditary. The only real

d efliective germicide in this case is faith, and
Bust be used every day.

In truth, it may be said, in conclusion, that

th in the love, wisdom, omnipotence and om-

nipresence of God, is the one germicide to be

relied upon for perfect asepsis, and is far more
potent in the mental realm than is bichloride

of mercury in the physical.

—

Helen L. Manning,
in Journal of Hygiene.

THE MASTER'S TOUCH.
" He touched lier hand, and the fever left her."

He touched her h.ind as He only can,

With the wondrous skill of the great Physician

—

With the tender touch of the Son of Man,
And the fever pain in the throbbing temples

Died out with the flush on brow and cheek
;

And the lips that had been so parched and burning,

Trembled with thanks that she could not speak
;

And the eyes, where the fever light had faded.

Looked up—by her grateful tears made dim
;

And she rose anh ministered to her household

—

She rose and ministered unto Him.

" He touched her hand, and the fever left her."

Oh, blessed touch of the Man Divine !

vSo beautiful then to arise and serve Him
When the fever is gone from your life and mine

;

It may be the fever of restless serving.

With heart all thirsty for love and praise.

And eyes all aching and strained with yearning
Toward self-set goals in the future days

;

Or it may be a fever of spirit anguish,

Some tempest of sorrow that dies not down
Till the cross at last is in meekness lifted

And the head stoops low for the thorny crown

;

Or it may be a fever of pain and anger,

When the wounded spirit is hard to bear,

And only the Lord can draw forth the arrows
Left carelessly, cruelly rankling there.

Whatever the fever, his touch can heal it

;

Whatever the tempest, his voice can still

;

There is only joy as we seek his pleasure

;

There is only a rest as we seek his will

—

And some day, after life's fitful fever,

I think we shall say, in the home on high,
" If the hands that He touched but did his bidding.

How little it matters what else went by !"

Ah, Lord ! Thou knowest us altogether

—

Each heart's sore sickness, whatever it be.

Touch Thou our hands I Let the fever leave us

—

And so shall we minister unto Thee

!

—London Christian.

The stubborn antagonism between the worldly

mind and Christianity is surely a subject which
we may all need to ponder. Character, after

all, is the greatest power in the world ; and I

do not know that we can prescribe any more
obvious promotive and preservative of true

character than the cultivation or cherishing of

the thought, that we are souls having bodies,

rather than bodies having souls. The miracu-

lous element of a Divine government even in

worldly affairs, and the reality of the life of

faith must then, I think, quickly dawn upon us.

And why ? I would say simply because such

cultivation and cherishing involves an accept-

ance of the Christian cross as our deciding rule

of conduct. If Christianity be not a " whole

cloth" fiction, we are all naturally prepense to

a reliance upon the wisdom which " cometh not

from above," but which is " earthly, sensual,

devilish," and in whole prevalence, under what-

soever mask of youthful grace, or selfish cul-

ture, we are radically " hateful and hating one

another." But the "bringing under" of the

bodv ; and keeping it in subjection " (1 Cor. ix :

27), implied iu the above rule of course involves

a repudiation of all policy which is solely and
avowedly based upon or derived from the con-

templation of mere physical interest. Let us

try to have faith in a God who is so much
nearer to us than we are to one another, that

we cannot come out of ourselves without realiz-

ing his presence, and the happy result that

"one with Him constitutes a majority."

.Selected for "The Friend."

A Letter from Tennyson's Mother.

In the charming memoir of Alfred Lord Ten-
nyson by his son, we find the following letter.

It will touch many a mother's heart, for

no matter how old our sons get to be, they are

always boys in the heart of the mother, and the

boyish names still cling to them. Lord Tenny-
son was fifty years old when his mother wrote

him this letter

:

" Rose Manor, Webb Walk,
"Monday, January 10, 1800.

" Dearest Ally :—I received a nice, kind

note from Allan Ker a short time since, which I

now enclose, thinking it would give thee pleas-

ure to know what he says about thy last beau-

tiful and interesting poems. It does indeed give

me the purest satisfaction to notice a spirit of

Christianity is perceptible through the whole
volume. It gladdens my heart also to perceive

that Allan seems to estimate it greatly on that

account. Oh, dearest Ally, how fervently I

have prayed for years, that our merciful Re-

deemer would intercede with our Heavenly
Father to grant thee his Holy Spirit, to urge

thee to employ the talents He has given thee,

by taking every opportunity of endeavoring to

impress the precepts of his Holy Word on the

minds of others.
" My beloved son, words are too feeble to

express the joy of ray heart in perceiving that

thou art earnestly endeavoring to do so.

" Dearest Ally, there is nothing for a moment
to be compared to the favor of God. I need

not ask thee if thou art of the same opinion.

Thy writings are a convincing proof that thou

art.

" My beloved child, when our Heavenly
Father summons us hence, may we meet, and
all that are dear to us, in that blessed state,

where sorrow is unknown, never more to be

separated.

"I hope Emmy and thyself continue well,

also the dear little boys. All join me in kindest

love to both. Ever dearest Ally, thy attached

and loving mother. E. Tennyson."

The Quiet Things of Nature.—There is

religion in everything around us—a calm and
holy religion in the unbreathing things of nature,

which man would do well to imitate. It is a

meek and blessed influence, stealing in, as it

were, unawares upon the heart ; it comes quietly,

and without excitement; it has no terror, no

gloom in its approaches; it does not rouse up
the passions; it is untrammeled by the creeds

and unshadowed by the superstitions of man;
it is fresh from the hands of its Author, glowing

from the immediate presence of the great Spirit

which pervades and quickens it ; it is written

on the arched sky ; it looks out from every star
;

it is on the sailing cloud and in the invisible

wind ; it is among the hills and valleys of the

earth where the shrub-less mountain-top pierces

the thin atmosphere of eternal winter, or where

the mighty forest fluctuates before the strong

wind, with its dark waves of green foliage ; it is

spread out, like a legible language, upon the

broad face of the unsleeping ocean ; it is the

poetry of nature. It is this which uplifts the

spirit within us until it is strong enough to over-

look the shadows of our place of probation,

which breaks, link after link, the chain that

binds us to materiality, and which opens to our

imagination a world of spiritual beauty and holi-

ness.

—

Ruskin.

A healthy fear should no more be destroyed

than a healthy nervous system.

—

S. S. Times.
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The Unity of the World.

[From an address by Amory H. Bradford.]

History is making so swiftly in these days
that it is difficult to understand or interpret the

meaning of events as they pass

For the first time there is no longer any new
continent to be explored. The heart of Africa
is ceasing to be dark. Asia, America, and all

the islands, are now almost as well known as

the regions about the Mediterranean, which once
comprised the known world. Only the conti-

nents of ice around the two poles still refuse to

open their secrets to man. Every part of the

globe is known to every other part. Thibet has

been visited, and Korea has ceased to be a her-

mit nation. There are no longer any preserves.

The discovery of all the lands of the globe has
been quickly followed by an amazing process of

tying together. Steamships, telegraphs, rail-

roads, have now literally abolished distances.

There is sober sense in the old jest which called

the passageof the Atlantic " crossing the ferry."

It is hardly more than a ferry which is annually
growing shorter. We go to Japan and China
in less time than fifty years ago our fathers
crossed to England. But railways and steamers
are slow beside the telegraph, which literally

belts the globe. . . .

The world is not only known, but intercom-
munication of various kinds is binding it so
closely together that a whisper in one nation
echoes among all the nations. As a natural
result, all the world practically thinks about the
same subjects. The same books are read in all

the lands. The same news finds a place in the
papers. Carlyle became famous in America
before he was appreciated in Scotland; and
Emerson's American appreciation followed his
warm reception in England. Heretofore, this

intercommunication of intellect has been chiefly
limited to so-called Christian nations, but now
the long-sleeping millions of China, Japan and
India, are being waked up by the thrills of a
common life. Indian and Chinese literature are
studied on these shores quite as thoroughly and
intelligently as in the Orient. A Harvard pro-
fessor does not hesitate to say that he knows
more about Buddhism than Dharmapala. Her-
bert Spencer is read in Japan and India almost
as much as in England. . . . The great
thoughts of the great thinkers are the common
property of the world

; and every uati(m is in-
fluencing the thinking of every other. There
is a growing unity in the world's thought. .

In other ways the unification of the world is

going on. Tides of emigration are moving back-
ward and forward. The English in all the lands
are pioneers of trade and industry. More Irish
are in America than in Ireland ; Germans and
Italians enough to found states are already resi-

dent in New York and Chicago. On the other
hand, Americans not a few prefer the older civili-
zations. . . . The moving to and fro of these
tides of life is making great changes even in
distant nations. The people are beginning to
live alike, act alike and speak alike. In short,
they are showing that there is a deep and true
meaning in the phrase, " citizen of the world."

While silent forces, almost unob.served, are
overturning world-old traditions and linking to-
gether the minds and hearts of men, eqiially
great chances are appearing on the map of the
world. The imperial idea in Great Britain is

now a mighty reality. The colonies are leading
in the movement for federation, and an empire
which includes India, Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, the British Possessions, South Africa'

well as the British Islands, and other less ing. Large bodies are difiicult of operatic
conspicioup provinces and colonies, is in itself Intrigue will still find places in which to woi

The size of the institution may make it clums
I have not read history to so little account as
think that a United States of the world wou
mean instant millennium. Unity will come loi

before human nature will be sanctified. Neve
theless, that unity is an essential step to tl

triumph of the kingdom of God, which will i

elude all nations and peoples, not only in la

but also in love. . . .

The bane of the world to-day is prejudic
Prejudice separates men more than oceans, ai

prejudice is always the child of ignorance ai

egotism. The American laughs at the Japane
who claims to be descended from the sun, bi

how many Americans, even if it were true, wou
have the courage to deliver the message whit
the Japanese Commission sent to their counti
when they had learned something of Euroj
and America :

" These people are not the ba
barians; we are the barbarians." There
division and strife in the world because of igm
rauce and egotism. We glorify our institulloi

as unique because we do not know that othe
nations, as France, Switzerland, and Englani
are quite as free as ourselves, while in thoi

countries liberty is even better protected tha
here. We boast of progress, and then fan th

fires of sectionalism. And we are like other
The worst hindrance to unity of the world i

prejudice. It is always blind. It will not se

that all men are made of one blood ; that colo
is only skin deep ; that racial difierences are du
to environment rather than to creation. Stud
and travel are slowly destroying insularity an
provincialism. The European who visits th

United States learns that we are not all calloi

and young ; and the American who goes abroaC'
if his eyes are in his head, quickly sees that w
have quite as much to learn from elder nation
as they from us.

History needs to be read from the point o!

view of its interior forces,—a point of view, b'!

the way, from which it has never been written'
Now the study of history is divisive. Each uev!

generation keeps alive the passions of those pre
ceding. There are two sides to the story of thil

American Revolution, yet we read but one. Tb
bloody shirt is still waved iii this country by
those who have not learned that men equallj'

honest and intelligent could fight for the integ!
rity of the individual state with as fine a partri^i

otism as others for the maintenance of the Union'
Before the unity of the world can be made «!

blessing, there will need to be something likfi

justice done by man to man in the interpretatioi'

of his motives and the measurement of his mai»!
hood.

I

Three points seem to me to require especial

emphasis. There should be a sympathetic study'
of the world. Emphasis in schools, colleges and
universities should no longer be placed on what
once separated nations, but on what now uuitejl

them
;
and that foolish form of patriotism which

thinks no nation has a higher mission than self
aggrandisement should be frowned upon, whethei'
it storms in senatorial halls, struts around the'

exchanges, or pours its noisome nonsense throughl
a corrupt and corrupting press. The war is over ;

'

sane men will no longer wave the bloody shirt;'

the Revolution ended a hundred years and more'
ago; brothers with common interests will notll

insist on being enemies simply because when"'
they were boys the big one tried to whip the''-

little one, and got beaten at the game. Wise'f
men laugh at the little brutalities of boyhood,'*:—if they do not bury them,—and nations should"

object-lesson in the possibility of unification

among the nations. Instead of a divided Ger-
many there is now one empire ; instead of many
petty states there is now a united Italy. The
Triple Alliance, and the combined operations
of the great powers, show that that English soci-

ologist was not far afield who in 1884 declared
that the child was already born who would see

a United States of Europe as there is now a
United States of America.
These facts of science, exploration, politics,

are all prophetic. They all proclaim the ap-

proaching unity of the world,—the sublimest
fact about which men are now thinking. There
is already more than competition among the
nations; there is co-operation, enforced, to be
sure, but none the less prophetic. No nation
to-day dares to act alone except in home policy.

The eflxirt of statesmen is to secure the strongest
alliances. Autocracies like Russia woo republics
like France, and do not find the maidens reluc-

tant. The movement is not swift, but it is evi-

dent. The tides, in spite of occasional eddies,

are all setting in one direction. There is dawn-
ing upon the consciousness of the most receptive
spirits a vision of the brotherhood of man ; a
time when all that now causes enmity and strife

shall go, and in its place be the recognition of
common interests and the impulse of a common
destiny. There may be one more great war in

civilization, but I doubt if there will be more.
That war may come soon. It may be needed
to show how silly, in view of the march of events,
are all the armaments of the nations

That unity will not mean the obliteration of
racial distinctions. Africans will still be dark,
and Anglo-Saxons fair; French will still be
mercurial, and Germans phlegmatic. The suns
of the tropics will continue to do their work on
the face and in the blood. The history of in-

dividual nations will not be forgotten, but the
heroic souls of the past will be no longer re-

garded as the exclusive possession of one little

laud, but as the pioneers of the world's unity.
Then France will honor Bismark; England,
Washington

; America claim as her very own
Cromwell, Wellington, and Nelson. Cromwell
did as much for America as Lincoln, and Wash-
ington as much for France as Napoleon. Some
day we shall understand that those great enough
to largely influence the world are the common
property and pride of the race. Now we make
laws for particular men and for favored locali-
ties

;
then laws will be made for man, and the

interests of no class be given precedence over
another. War will go of necessity. There will
be a United States of the world

; and Germany
will no more think of fighting England than
Massachusetts of fighting New York. A dream.
Of course,—but on this point I insist,—it is not
a baseless dream. It is rather a vision suggested
by cold facts which are evident to all. .

Only the outlines of the picture are visible as
yet; but year by year some new detail finds its

proper place in what will some day be a finished
and glorious realty.

The causes which will produce this result will
not all be spiritual. War itself will make war
impossible. Navies will be perfected until they
will be useless—indeed it is a question if they
are not so now. Nations will have to agree be-
cause they dare not diflfer. Selfishness will find
that her interests parallel those of selfish-forget-
fulness. But, whatever the causes, whether they
be good or bad, the result will be the same.
And the condition will not be an unmixed bless-
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the same; and the university aud the pulpit

ist take the lead in destroying prejudice. . . .

An ampler privilege also is ours. The pro-

ess of events, the increase of intelligence, and
clearer appreciation of the teachings of Jesus,

|ve brought into a prominence it can never

e, the greatest of political and the most prac-

|ai of spiritual doctrines,—the Brotherhood of

iin. Never before was that truth grasped with

same clearness or firmness. It is now lead-

the world. Machine politicians, owners of

Iways and factories, and jingo statesmen, are

g to ignore it, but the universities and the

Ipits are more prophetic. . . .

Jesus reached the sublimest heights of pro-

ecy when he prayed that his disciples might
one, and his prayer was prophetic of more
n a united church, because a church in which

the members are united in the love of the

ther for the Son is itself a prophecy of a

ted world. That is an ideal worthy of the

husiasm of the loftiest souls. No one can do

ch to hasten it, but each man can do some-

at least, so far as he has ability and op-

rtunity, he may seek to lessen prejudice and
rease knowledge ; he may live as a brother

11 with whom he has any relations; he may
er a little way into the splendor of the truth

ich teaches that God is in every flower that

ishes, every tree that bears fruit, every moun-
n that rises toward heaven ; in the bending

1 tender sky, in the burning stars ; but still

e, in every human being, pervading all, hal-

ng all—and infinitely transcending all.

—

iversiiy Record, Chicago.

ter to J. E. Rhoads Respecting Emgration

of Dukhobortsi to Canada.

Ninth Month 22nd, 1898.

Dear Fkiend:—In the pressure of corres-

idence at the time when A. Maude and the

) Dukhobortsi delegates went to Canada, I

mot distinctly remember whether I wrote to

or not, but know that I intended to do so.

ey have not gone under the auspices of the

iends' committee, but with money furnished

sympathizers here in Essex. We have heard
ter of their safe arrival, and by telegram

t they are making progress in their uegotia-

3S, and are ready for one hundred or two
adred to come out and prepare the way for

rest. The Dukhobortsi, however (in the

icasus), do not wish to separate, and send

ya few of their number at once. Moreover
transport for a few is proportionately much
re expensive. We hope therefore to arrange
two thousand to go at once. And for this

have an offer from a French steamship cora-

ly, one of whose ships has been inspected by
expert, whose ships are all good, to take
whole number for about four pounds ten

lings per head from Batoum to Quebec
ct.

["here is just enough money in hand to pay
the passage, but nothing as yet for railway

1 settlement in Canada. Can you in Phila-

phia help us iu this? Prompt action seems
ently necessary. The Dukhobortsi in the

us have sold everything in the expecta-

1 of emigrating very soon, and tell us that

y cannot wait through the winter ; whereas if

y go to Canada it must be at once or else

t till the Spring. To transport them some-
ere else first would only add to the expense
1 labor. The funds of " Friends " in Eng-
d are exhausted, or nearly so, at present in

ing for those who have gone to Cyprus.

We are expecting John Bellows here in a few

days to consult with V. Tchertkoff and two
more Dukhobortsi delegates who have come
here, as to the whole position, and as to what is

the wisest course to pursue.

If you in Philadelphia have any large sum
for this purpose it would help us much if you
would telegraph the amount either to V. Tchert-

kofl', Purleigh, Essex, or to John Bellows, Glou-
cester.

Prof Mavor, of the University Toronto,

Canada, is taking up the cause with the Cana-
dian Government and people, and would give

more information if required.

Thy sincere friend,

Eliza Pickard.

Purleigh, Essex, England.

Having, in connection with the Dukhobortsi
emigration plan, been in correspondence with

various persons in America who have expressed

sympathy with this cause and who desire to con-

tribute to its furtherance, I wish to inform them
that Aylmer Maude, a personal friend of Leo
Tolstoy's and of myself, has very kindly under-

taken to go to America with the special object

of trying to pave the way for such an immigra-
tion.

The success of his efforts will naturally be de-

pendent upon the help he receives, and I should

like those who have been in communication
upon the subject either with Leo Tolstoy or

myself, to know that we have placed the nego-

tiations in America entirely in his (A. Maude's)
hands, and request all who may co-operate in

this undertaking to regard him as possessing our
full and unlimited confidence.

He is accompanied by two delegates from the

Dukhobortsi themselves (John Ivin and Peter

Mahortoff), who are competent representatives

of their brethren in the Caucasus.

V. Tchertkoff.
August 31, 189S.

Aylmer Maude's address is Post Offi

nipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
Win-

"Our Coronation Times."—I think it is

Phillips Brooks who says that " the times that

make us weakest and that force our weakness
most upon us, and make us most know how
weak we are, those are our coronation times."

The days of sickness, days of temptation, days

of doubt, days of discouragement, days of be-

reavement and of the aching loneliness which
comes when the strong voice is silent and the

dear face is gone, these are the days when
Christ sees most clearly the crown of our need
upon our foreheads, and comes to serve us with

his love.

—

Exchange.

How Strength Comes.—Weakness fought

against may become strength for the fighter. If

one is a coward, he may gain thereby the finest

courage; if quick-tempered, a deeper self-con-

trol; if dictatorial and dogmatic, a rare gentle-

ness of spirit. " To him that overcometh " is

the promise given—not to him of great endow-
ments.— «S'. S. Times.

Items Concerning the Society.

Jonathan E. Rhoads and companion, Ephraim
Smith, have attended the meetings of Hickory
Grove Quarterly Meeting, Iowa, and visited many
of the families composing it. They were at Nor-
way, Iowa, a settlement of Norwegian Friends, on
the 2l3t ult., and at Stavanger on the following

day ; this is the largest meeting of Iowa Yearly
Meeting. Throughout the visit much kindness

has been shown them. Friends cheerfully render-
ing assistance in the prosecution of their service.

On the twenty-sixth of Ninth Month they lodged
at Iowa Falls and afterwards proceeded to Paul-
liua, O'Brien Co.
On the eighteenth of Ninth Month they visited

the pri.son at Anamossa, in Jones Co., in company
with Mary Test, who had a special concern for the
prisoners there, with other Friends, and had a re-

ligious opportunity with probably four hundred of
the inmates, to good satisfaction.

Haverford College opened last week with an at-
tendance of one hundred and seventeen pupils, the
largest in the history of the college.

A report to Deep River Quarterly Meeting, N. C,
states that "a regular ministry has been arranged
for several meetings." The American Friend men-
tions the definite location of eighteen pastors in
Western Yearly Meeting, and of thirty in Iowa
Yearly Meeting, for the coming year. In Ohio
Yearly Meeting, larger body, "there are thirty-
seven Particular Meetings, ninety-four ministers,
and no meeting without a minister. The proposi-
tion of last year for the abolition of birth-right
membership, was not adopted."

Friends' Publications on War and Peace—
We desire at the present time to call the attention
of the readers of The Friend to some of the pub-
lications which can be had at the Friends' Book
Store, in reference to the subject of War. Among
these are the following tracts: The Principles of
Peace Exemplified; The Rights of Self Defence,
by Jonathan Dymond; On Military Glory, by
Jonathan Dymond; Sufferings of Richard Seller
for his Testimony Against War; Example and
Testimony of the Early Christians on the Subject of
War, by Jonathan Dymond ; Thomns Lurting, or
the Fighting Sailor Transformed into the Peacea-
ble Christian

; Ralph Dixon, the Converted Sol-
dier ; Memoir of James Robinson, formerly a sol-

dier ; Thoughts for Decoration Day ; War on
Christian Principles. "

In addition to these are the following issued by
the Meeting for Sufferings : An Address of the
Representatives of the Religious Society of Friends
in Philadelphia, to their fellow citizens on the
subject of War, published in 1887 ; An Appeal to
professing Christians, respecting the attitude of
the Church in regard to war, issued in 1896. These,
as well as the tracts above mentioned, can be had
gratuitously for distribution. Dymond's Inquiry
into the Accordancy of War with the Principles of
Christianity, which is a remarkably clear exposi-
tion, can be had at a moderate price both iu En-
glish and German.

In the Daily Evening Item, of Lynn, Mass., ap-
pear the following headings: "It's First Pastor.
Friends' Society of Lynn to have a Settled Min-
ister. Been without one for over Two Centuries.
Miss Mary Miars, of Wilmington, Ohio, called."

Her " installation " took place in the meeting-
house on the evening of Ninth Month 28th. The
" pastoral charge " was delivered by Isom Wooton,
pastor of the Boston Meeting under the name of
Friends.

"For the first time," says the Item, " in the his-

tory of the Lynn Society of Friends a call has been
extended to an individual to beccmie a regular and
settled pastor. Throughout the two centuries, and
over, that the Lynn Society has existed, the ser-

vices have been conducted by the principle speak-
ers appointed by the meeting [" acknowledged by
the meeting," Friends would say], and the Society
has prospered ; but the time is now thought to

have come when a regular pastor is needed, and
the position has been offered and accepted by Miss
Mary Miars, of Wilmington, Ohio." Rate of sup-
port said to be $600 per annum.
Though the Item names this as the "first" in-

stance of the employment of a pastor by Lynn
members for the whole meeting, yet for a portion
of its territory the principle of engaging and sup-
porting a stated pastor was entered into by mem-
bers (under the name of Friends' East Lynn Mis-
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sion), not far from a quarter of a century ago;—

a

period covered by the pastorates of Adalbert Wood,
Micajah Binford, William G. Pinkham, Joseph
Peale, Edward Wood, and Charles Atkins,—these
standing also as ministers so far as the " mission "

engagements allowed, in the regular Lynn meet-
ing. This recent ultimate extension of the prin-

ciple over the whole meeting was, with the earliest

embracing of it in the mission form, expected by
many.

Religious Notes.

The students of the three upper classes of Lehigh
University having voted to request the re-establish-

ment of compulsory attendance at chapel on week-
days, the Faculty of the University has accordingly

made such a rule.

"Something Mistaken for Spiritual Worship,"
was the subject of an address before the Annual
Session of the Presbytery of New Jersey, on the

27th ult., by Dr. Brace, on the text: "They that

worship Him must worship Him in spirit." He
set forth that the first mistake is the substitution

of form and ceremony; the second, the substitu-

tion of the aesthetic, and the third, the substitution

of devotedness or a devout attitude.
" These things," have a value, but only a very

inferior one. The only worship that is acceptable
to God is that which goes from a heart that longs
for God, that thirsts after God."

We know no more ominous sign of approaching
old age than a habit of discouragement because of
evidences of social decay. The Christian who
would keep the spirit of youth in him must look
underneath the changing methods of Christian
thought and service and discern the same Divine
Spirit still guiding men. He must be slow to

criticise, quick to joiH with effort which his con-
science approves. Though prophecies fail, tongues
cease and knowledge vanisli away, faith, hope and
love abide. Those who have lost these have de-
stroyed themselves, whatever may be the judgment
of others. Those who keep these keep in touch
with God's world.— Congrcgationalisi.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The comparative statement of the

Government receipts and expenditures for the Ninth
Month shows the total receipts to have been |i30,778,-

070, and the expenditures 5)54,223,921. This statement
takes no account of the receipts from the war loan.
The monthly statement of the public debt shows that

at the close of business Ninth Month 30th, 1898, the
debt, less cash in the Treasury, amounted to $1,067,-
479,205, an increase for the month of $54,608,488.

It is stated that a deal has been concluded by Dela-
ware Indians for the purchase of 550,000 acres of land
in Mexico, and that as soon as they secure a settlement
with the United States and the Cherokees, they will
remove there.

The distinguished American Statesman, Thomas F.
Bayard, died on the 28th ult. at the summer residence
of his daughter, at Dedham, Massachusetts.
The Commission sent to Hawaii to examine into the

condition of affairs has concluded to recommend a terri-
torial form of government for the islands.

Captain Brady, of the Signal Service at Santiago, is

trying to arrange with the Cuba Submarine Cable Com-
pany for a courtesy similar to the one extended by the
British West Indies Cable Company—a daily bulletin
service of the world's news.

Reports are just coming into the PostoflSce Depart-
ment, showing the volume of postal business done at
Manila, in the Philippines, Ponce, in Porto Rico, and
Santiago, in Cuba. It is believed that the receipts will
fully meet the expenditures of the service.

First Assistant J'ostmaster General Heath has re-
ceived a statement showing the volume of postal
business transacted at Manila up to the lirst instant.
The United States Postage stamps sold amounted to
over $18,000. The amount of stamps issued to the
Manila postoffice, through the postoflice at San Fran-
cisco, aggregated $,^0,650.

Admiral Schley is of opinion that the evacuation of
Porto Kico by the Spaniards, and the official delivery
of the island to the American authorities, would be
completed by Tenth Month 6th. The American troops
now occupy fully two-thirds of the island. The Span-
ish line, running in a semi-circle south of San Juan,

is narrowing daily, the Spaniards receding towards the

capital.

It is said that of the American troops in PortoEico
25 per cent, are on the sick list, and that it is impossi-

ble for them to recuperate there.

President McKinley has ordered that all sick soldiers

shall be sent home from Porto Kico as soon as possi-

ble.

The reported intention of the United States to retain

the whole of the Philippine Islands is said to have cre-

ated almost a state of stupefaction in Madrid. It is

semi-officially announced that the Spanish Government
will vigorously combat such action.

Secretary Long, upon advices received at the State

Department, showing the existence of threatening con-
ditions in China, has orderel Admiral Dewey to send
two war ships immediately from Manila to a point as

near the Chinese capital as possible for a war ship to

approach. The vessels selected for this undertaking
are the Baltimore and the Petrel.

It is reported that coal has been found along the
Yukon River, 900 miles from its mouth. It is easily

mined, and is sold to river steamers for $25 a ton.

The preliminary survey of the route of the proposed
Nicaragua Canal has been completed, and the engineers
have returned to this country to make their report to

the commissioners. The engineers say the canal can be
quickly and cheaply made.
On the 27th of Ninth Month Colonel Theodore Roose-

velt was nominated for Governor of New York by the
Republican State Convention, the vote standing 753
for Roosevelt to 218 for Black. Lieutenant Governor
Woodruff was renominated. The platform, outside of
State issues, declares against the return of the Philip-
pines to Spain, commends the annexation of Hawaii
and renews allegiance to the St. Louis platform.

It is reported that Brunswick, Georgia, and its vicin-
ity is flooded. A thousand houses and stores in the city
have been damaged by a recent cyclone. The list of
dead, now small, is increasing.

Snow and rain have checked the progress of the for-

est fires on the main range in Colorado, and it is now
thought that further destruction of timber is prevented.
A despatch from Chippewa Falls, Wis , says hun-

dreds of farmers are working night and day fighting
the forest flres. Many persons have been seriously
burned.

Rain on last Seventh day checked the forest fires

in Ndrthwestern Wisconsin. It is believed that many
lives have been lost, and the losses will run up into the
millions.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 383, which is 7 more than the previous week and
41 more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 219 were males and 164 females ; 43 died
of heart disease

; 43 of consumption ; 30 of diphtheria;
24 of typhoid fever (19 of these were soldiers); 20 of
inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 19 of maras-
mus

; 19 of pneumonia
; 13 of apoplexy ; 12 of inflam- I

mation of the brain ; 10 of cholera infantum ; 9 of
cancer ; 9 of nephritis and 8 from casualties.

Markets, <fcc.—U. S. 2's, 98J a 100; 4's, reg., 110 a
llOi

;
coupon, lUJ a 112

; new 4's, 126Ja 127i ; 5's, 1121-
all3;3's,105al05J.
Cotton was dull and yV cents lower, in sympathy

with the decline in New York. We quoted middling
uplands, 5fc. per pound.
Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $13 a $13.50;

spring, in sacks, at $12.50 a $13 per ton.
Flour.-Winter super., $2.15 a $2.40 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a $3.00 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.10 a $3.30
;

do. do., straight, $3.30 a $3.50; Western winter, clear,
$3.10 a $3.30

; do., straight, $3.30 a $3.50 ; do., patent,
$3.50 a $3.75; spring, clear, new, $3 00 a $3.25; do.
straight, new, $3.45 a $3.65 ; do., patent, new, $3.70 a
$3.85 ;

do., favorite brands, $3.95 a $4.05 ; city mills,
extra, $2.50 a $2.75 ; do., clear, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do.,
straight, $3.50 a $3.65 ; do., patent, $3.70 a $4.15. Rye
Flour.— $2.85 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Buckwheat Flour—$1.65 a $1.80 per 100 pounds as
to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 68J a 69c.
No. 2 mixed corn, 33 1 a 33-ic.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 28 a 28<c.

Beef Cattle.-Extra, 5J a 5^c.
;
good, .5 a 5Jc.;

medium, 4;]- a 4ic.; common, 4i a 4gc.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra," 45c.; good, 4]- a 4ic.

;

medium, 33- a 4c.; common, 2i a 3ic.; lambs, 4i a 6Jc.'
Hogs.—Be^t Western, 6 a 63 c. ; others, 5| a 6c., but

at the close of the markets a weaker outloook was pre-
dicted for this week.
Foreign. — A despatch from Copenhagen dated

^inth Month 29th, says: "The Queen of Denmark
died at half-past five this morning. Her end was

peaceful. At her bedside were the King of Denraa
the Dowager Empress of Russia, the King and Qui
of Greece, the Princess of Wales, the Duke and Dutch
of Cumberland, the Crown Prince and Crown Princ
of Denmark and all the other members of the ra
family." She was born in 1817.
The ultimatum of the Powers regarding the Isla

of Crete has been presented to the Sultan.
Edhem Pasha, Turkish Governor of Crete, who'

blamed for the recent rioting at Candia, has been i

prived of the Governorship.
'

The British Foreign Office discredits the report

,

the death of the Emperor of China.
The recent reformatory edicts and orders in Chi

have been rescinded.

It is said that the immediate cause of the downfall
the Emperorof China was his appearance in Europe

i

clothes. This offence, it appears, was aggravated
|

the arrival in China of the ilarquis Ito, the Japan]
statesman, which alarmed the palace officials as fo

|

shadowing Japanese domination in the Empire's
cils.

It is stated that the Khalifa's treasure, £10,000,C
in value, which was hidden in the desert, has b«
found and forwarded to Cairo.
At Malolos, on the twenty-ninth of last month Agrt

aldo formally inaugurated the Republic of the Phil
pines by a great celebration.

At the election on Ninth Month 27th, the major
in favor of prohibition throughout the Dominion
Canada at last accounts, was said to be 27,000. AH t

Provinces gave decided majorities for prohibition, i

cepting that of Quebec. The priests in the last nam
Province, advised the people to vote against it, becai
they claimed it brought to the pockets of the peoi
$10,000,000 from the liquor traffic. The result is s*

ed to have been that the vote of Quebec Province
40,000 majority adverse to Prohibition.
A despatch from Ottawa says that judging from p

sent returnson the prohibition vote barely one-foiu
of those entitled to vote gave expression to their opi

ions at the polk. As a consequence, it is learned tl

the Government wiU ignore the whole proceeding.

NOTICES.
Wanted.—A young woman Friend wishes positi

to teach little children at their homes.
Address, " S " No. 47 Saunders Ave., West Phlla.

Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukhobort
H. A. B., $25 ; H. J. T., $10 ; A. M. T., $10 ; I. J.

$3; "In Memoriam," $10; G. R., $20; A. C $1
I. L. P., $5 ; A. L. P., $1 ; T. S., $100.

Wm. Evans, Treas., 252 S. Front St., Phila

The Philadelphia Auxiliary Bible
tick of Friends.—The Sixty-eighth Annual Me
of the Association will be held at Friends' Insti

No. 20 S. Twelfth Street, on Fourth-day, Tenth :

12th, 1898, at half-past four o'clock. All Friend
cordially invited to attend. ,

B. W. Beesley, Seerad

Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the school, and letters"

regard to instruction and discipline should be >

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principai',

Payments on account of board and tuition,

communications in regard to business should be
warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa,

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenien
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage fl

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.4B
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met wli

requested. Stage fare on regular trips, fifteen ceD

on special trips, twenty-five cents each way. To re«

the school by telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone
Edward G. Smedley, Sup't,

The Corporation of Haverford College.
The Annual Meeting will be held in the CommitI
Room of Arch Street Meeting-house, Phila., on Thil
day. Tenth Month 11th, 1898, at 3 o'clock, p. si.

George Vaux, Jr., Sec'y.h

404 Girard Building, Phila.

'^

Members are particularly requested to bear this

!

pointment in mind. The charter requires that twei
shall be in attendance to make a quorum.

Please notify the Secretary of any change in add?

WILLIAM
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Influencing Children to Love Work.

Vhether children are brought up to love work

-and work usually begins in the form

lelping or obeying parents,—will often de-

d on the kind of parental atmosphere which

dren find associated with their work, whether

sirit of attraction by love with firmness, or

epelling spirit of complaining and blaming,

orae children like to keep near their parents,

love to work with them, in order to enjoy

parents' spirit and disposition. Other chil-

, on account of a parent's disposition, try to

i as far out of the reach of it as possible.

Jhrist on the farm, Christ in housekeeping,

ist in the school, as He is lifted up in the

ts of the leaders in these occupations, will

V boys and girls unto Him, because they will

n to love the attraction of his Spirit pervad-

the employments of such life. Is it not for

[ of this drawing and gathering spirit taking

place of the spirit of self, in many parents,

; so many young men and maidens forsake

employments as drudgery and venture

n untried perils?

•Ve have inserted in our columns from time

ime counsels concerning a spirit of industry

outli. But such counsel seems largely thrown

y on those wiiose natural enthusiasm for do-

something, instead of being tenderly guided,

.eadily or fitfully tliscouraged by the breath-

of a spirit of dissatisfaction in those who

ke them work.

n vain shall we call any actions parental

;ipline which proceed from a lack ofdiscipline

rselves. But " we have had fathers of our

h who corrected us, and we did them rever-

e." Well will it be with those parents who

p the true ground of reverence unsullied by

ipers that tend to destroy it. Let " the nurture

I admonition of the Lord" be our daily food,

we would bring up our children in the same.

Honor to the Honorable.

The remarks immediately preceding will sug-

gest the familiar precept, " Honor thy father

and thy mother," and perhaps together with it

the maxim, " Honor to whom honor is due."

Sometimes it is thought that honoris not due

from children to some parents who have by

their conduct forfeited all claim to honor. A
correspondent inquires on this matter in a letter

describing an extreme case of degradation in a

parent:
—" If I did not know this father was so

bad, I could not believe anybody could be so.

One of his bad habits is to teach his boys how

to drink whiskey. If they ever refuse, he posi-

tively forces them to take it. And he professes

to be a minister! I cannot understand how to

teach such ignorant people to respect their par-

ents."

There seems, indeed, little left to honor in

such a parent but the mere fact of fatherhood

itself. The relation of fatherhood and mother-

hood is a very solemn and sacred relation de-

riveil from our Heavenly Father himself, and

should be reverenced as a principle, however

far from honor in other respects a parent's

character may be. No one is called on to honor

dishonorable qualities. Fatherhood itself is

powerless to make these honorable. It is Chris-

tian to love a sinner's soul, and hate his sins.

" Ye that love the Lord, hate evil."

In obeying his parents one obeys his Heaven-

ly Father, unless a parent should command

something contrary to Divine law. Then the

rule of obedience is the same as applies to all

human governments: " We ought to obey God

rather than men." In matters not wrong in

themselves the command of a parent or a gov-

ernment creates a duty. But no human au-

thorities can make it right to do wrong. A
parent's order to steal, or lie, or driuk whiskey

should be disobeyed, because obedience to the

Divine will when known is a previous and su-

perior engagement. " Obey your parents in the

Lord: for this is right." In all this preference

of the Heavenly Father to the earthly where

they conflict, there is still the relation of earthly

fatherhood and motherhood to be honored ; to be

obeyed in all matters good or indifferent, to be

cared for when the parent is in trouble, nursed

in sickness, helped in poverty ; and not to be

dishonored or retaliated on for the parents' mis-

takes or abuse. Though every vestige of father-

hood or, if that were possible, of motherhood be

lost from the parent's spirit, that does not cancel

sonship iu the son. Loyalty to the fact that

one's parent is his parent, through honor and dis-

honor, through evil report and good report, is a

filial duty and virtue, a beautiful service en-

riching the child's soul in heavenly grace.

Such faithfulness in an inexperienced boy or

iri is indeed naturally so rare as to seem almost

phenomenal, except in the regenerate. But such

hould be the standard set up before one for his

attitude towards any kind of parents ; and such

a standard will .the witness for good set up in

children as they are brought into a knowledge

of their Saviour.

In other social relations the precept " Honor

to whom honor is due " is pushed to the extent

of honoring persons to whom it is not due, of

honoring them irrespectively of their being hon-

orable, of reverencing them when not " holy and

reverend." Newspapers today, busy in their

charges of corruption and stealing against a

politician, in the same columns will call him
" honorable," as some time ago they reported a

murderer as " reverend." But they will say it

is his office they call so, not the man. Then

make it true, cease to misplace the epithet, at-

tach it to the office, and not flatter with 4t the

man who may or may not belie it. " But it

flatters no one," say they. Omit, then, the per-

sonal title iu addressing the man, and see as

early Friends did and steadfast Friends do,

" how it cuts proud flesh." But " Honor to

whom honor is due," they repeat, and so say

we ; honor to the Divine principle of law, of

government, of service as ordained of God, but

none to the creature man except as he is per-

sonally honorable. And where men are hon-

orable in character we rob ourselves if we do

not in our hearts render honor to them to whom

honor is due. But to render it, it is not always

necessary to render it to their ears. To express

it, except to others, and as a word in season to

encourage him that is weary, would help drive

his honor away.

There is a large vocabulary of untruths,

—

" social lies," as Tennyson says, " that warp us

from the living Truth,"—that have accumulated

in human language, which the Spirit of Truth

never gave birth to; but which some professors

of the Holy Spirit now cling to, and resent any-

testimony for their elimination. Doubtless the

Lord would still " turn to the people a pure

language." Doubtless He would " have truth

in the inward parts " untarnished in outward

expression. Pure English must be spiritually

pure. Corruption of language comes of sowing

words to the flesh,— to the lusts of the ear and

the pride of life. We presume not here to cata-

logue society's truth-warping and so, according

to Tennyson, soulwarping dialect. But these

are specimens of such epithets as are applied, in

their direct form, first and foremost to vain man
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instead of the station or office to which he is at-

tached ;— and as if to make sure that the most

sacred of these imputations siiall be ]iersona

the word " his " is diligently pretixed : His Holi

ness, Grace, Majesty, Honor, Excellency ; and
of the same root spring Reverend, Honorable,

Master, Sir. Pretend that these are meant for

the incumbents' offices as we niay, it is safe to

say, that were it not for the spirit of adulation

in man these flattering titles would not be given,

and were it not for the secret love of it they

would not be accepted.

Jesus who " left us an example that we should

walk in his steps," when accosted as " Good Mas-

ter," rejected a mode of address which ascribed

goodness to Him in the capacity of man. " Why
callest thou me good ?'' said He, " there is none

good but God." If the form of man should not

borrow Divine attributes or permit them to be

imputed, will a man rob God so far as to ap-

propriate the title of" holiness" or " reverend,"

especially the latter when he sees it named but

once in the Bible, and then confined to " the

name which is above every name :"—" Holy and
reverend is bis name" (Psalms iii : 9). " I re-

ceive not honor from men," said the same Jesus.

" How can ye believe who receive honor one
of another, and seek not the honor that eometh

from God only ?" Shall the vicars and followers

ofChrist on earth go ahead of their Exemplar, in

welcoming to their names such appellations as

He discouraged? "The disciple is not above
his Master, nor the servant above his Lord. It

is enough for the disciple that he be as his

Master."

If men were true to their argument of " honor
to whom honor is due," how like leaves in autumn
would false attributes drop from myriads of
names: and how, like its own color mantling
each flower and fruit of living branches, might
ascriptions of dignity embellish many faithful

drudges that are now "despised and rejected
of men."

Ohio Yearly Meeting.
Ohio Yearly Meeting convened near Barnes-

viUe on Seventh-day at ten a. m., the meeting
of ministers and elders having met on Sixth-
day previous at ten a. m , and the Meeting for
Sufferings at three the same afternoon.

After the opening minute was read, minutes
for John W. Foster, of New England, from his
Monthly and Quarterly Meetings were read,
liberating him to attend Ohio, Western, Iowa
and Kansas Yearly Meeting.^ and appoint some
meetings. Also one for Eli H. Harvey to attend
Ohio Yearly Meeting and its subordinate meet-
ings, and one for Thomas Elmore and his com-
panion. Benjamin Vail, from Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting, Henry Outlund and Abram
Fisher from North Carolina ami Sarah Halleck
from New York were also present, and satisfac-
tion was expressed by a number with the com-
pany of those with minutes and those without
minutes Epistles were then read from New
England, Canada, Western and Kansas Yearly
Meetings. A feeling of solemnity accompanied
the reading of them, and a committee was ap-
pointed to prepare replies as way opened A
committee appointed to examine an epistle ad- I

united in recommending its being read, which
was done. It was from our dear friend Thomas
H. Whitson, and much unity was expressed
with it, and desires we might all profit by it.

It_ was sent into the women's meeting. A com-
mittee was appointed on a reference from Hick-
ory Grove Quarterly Meeting. A committee to

settle with treasurer was appointed. The com-
mittee to distribute the approved writings of
Friends made a satisfactory report, and a com-
mittee to nominate a new committee was ap-
pointed.

First-day.—The meeting in the morning was
very quiet, considering it was so large. There
were six communications, all very much in har-
mony, on the marvellous love manifested by
God in sending his only begotten Son into the
world, that whosoever believeth on Him should
not i)erish, but have everlasting life. The lan-
guage was quoted, " Obedience is better than
sacrifice." In the afternoon meeting the lan-
guage was quoted :

" Except the Lord build the
house, they labor in vain who build it." The
life and work of our Saviour were spoken of,

and we urged to wage the Christian warfare
against sin, and prayer was offered for the con-
tinuance of our Father's care.

Second-day.—Barclay Smith and Nathan R.
Smith were reappointed clerks. The queries
and answers were read, and many lively re-
marks and concerns expressed for the removal
of the deficiencies manifest. The reports on
primary schools were read. It was cause for
sorrow that so many of our children attended
the district schools.

Third-day.—The boarding school report was
read, showing that the school had been about
selfsupporting, notwithstanding the loss by fire
of the laundry. The educational committee as
connected with primary schools reported that
the appropriation of two hundred and fifty dol-
lars last year had enabled them to sustain a
number of schools that without the help of that
fund would not have been supported. An ap-
propriation of two hundred and fifty dollars
was granted for the coming year. The trustees
of the Robert Miller fund reported two hun-
dred and eighty dollars ready for use in paying
tuition of students not able to pay their owm
The deaths of George W. Mott, a minister, and
Mary Miller, Joseph and Rebecca Cowgill and
Martha Baily, elders, were read.
The meeting for^vorship on Fourth-day was

an interesting meeting, in which there were
eight sermons and a prayer. The need of a
saving knowledge of Christ, that there might be
a growth as from the state of a babe to that of
a strong man, and finally of a pillar in the
church, was dwelt on. The language was
quoted, " Speak thou unto us, n.ot God," and a
fear was expressed that many at the 'present
day desired to hear man speak by the p.jwer of
his own intellect, rather than God.

Fifth-day.—The committee to bring forward
names for a new committee to distribute the ap-
proved writings of Friends reported, and the
names offtred were united with. The Indian
committee reported some improvement The
minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings stated
that the committee of that body to labor with
the general assembly of Ohio, to secure the
abolition of capital punishment, reported that
such a bill pnssed the lower house by a good
majority, but was lost in the Senate by only one

"" ''"* -bsequently a compromise bill

The epistles to other Yearly Meetings we;
read and approved. John W. Foster and Peti

Dyer paid a visit to the women, and Hanna
H. Stratton paid a very acceptable visit to tt

men. The concluding minute was read, au
after a solemn time of quiet the meeting coi

eluded.

I

The League for Social Service has complete
its organization by electing Josiah Strong pres
dent, and other officers.

The object of the League is to educate publi
opinion and the popular conscience through ti

enlightening and quickening of which mm
come every needed reform, whether moral, pi

litical, industrial or social.

The method of the League includes (1),
preparation and systematic distribution of
erature; (2), a bureau of information, and
a lecture bureau.

1. The literature, which will be unsectaria
and non-partisan, will discuss needed reforni
and deal with the many subjects related t

social betterment. It will be adapted to a
classes and translated into as many languagt
as may be necessary to reach our polyglot popu
lation.

2. The bureau of information will indicat
the latest sources of information regarding pres
ent-day problems, whether religious, mora
philanthropic, industrial, social or civic.

3. The lecture bureau will arrange lectur
courses and secure lecturers on social probieini
Annual membership, which is one dollar, wll

carry with it the receipt of one copy of ever;
leaflet issued during the year of raembershij
and the use of the information bureau.

Further information and sample leaflets ma;
be procured on application to the League fo'

Social Service, United CharitiesBuilding,F..iirtl
Avenue and Twenty-second Street, New York

ueeting, reported they were
|
penalty or life

Old Writing Recently Recovered ij

Egypt.—An early Christian fragment is on j

morsal of papyrus of the third or fourth century
It is a portion of a commentary on some
esting words in the " Shepherd of Herman
the spirit of prophecy. The " Shepherd of
mas" is a second-century romance or alli

of great importance, which used in very e.

fays to be read with much resjiect by Christii
n many parts of the world. It has often been
compared to the " Pilgrim's Progress," and the|
comparison will serve to indicate its geueral|
tone. The particular passage alluded to iu our,:

fragment is perhaps sufficiently interesting lo

quote
: " [ When the man who hath the divini,

spirit Cometh into an assembly of righteous men
who have faitli in a Divine spirit, and interc»
sion is made to God by the gathering of the

men, then the angel of the prophetic spirit, tvho
attached to hbn,jilleth the man,'] and the man.

'

ing filled imth the Holy Spirit, speaketh to

multitude according as the Lord willeth. In thii

way, then, the spirit of Deity shall be vianifeA
For the prophetic spirit is the essence of the
prophetic order, which is the body of the flesh

of Jesus Christ, which was mingled with human
nature through Mary." I have put in italics

the passage from Hennas, the words in brackets
,_

being not now legible in the manuscript; the,
words which follow in ordinary type form a,
commentary on Hermas by some author uotl|'

now extant, or, at all events (to speak morei
was passed, leaving it with the Tu;7t"o'Ipp;;io

'=?"*^°"?'>')' "»' ^^^ identified. The existence
'

whether the punirhment^houH^"b;^hetil It. f^^,?!^^^
^^^^ *°'

3

imprisonment.
the wide circulation of Hermas in the early!
church.—J. H. Bernard in S. S.

'"'

£
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John Yeardley and his Travels.
(Continued from pjige 83).

"'Third Mouth 2ik1.— After breakfost we
id a chapter and held our meetinji; with Cap-
n McPhail and his wife, aud felt a little com-
•t in holding up the standard of religious

•rship. Something was given us to utter, both
testimony and supplication.
'" The next evening we dined with the gov-

lor. It was a state dinner, given to the

Iges and persons of rank in the town ; about
enty of us sat down ; the repast was spleudid

d the dishes inuunierable. At the head of

: table was Captain McPhail in full uniform
;

his right our hostess in a rich Greek dress
;

his left a young lady in the full Italian style;

' M. Y. and myself were not the least singular

appearance. All was done in good order,

a a sweet feeling prevailed.

"4th.—We are like prisoners at large, not

ng able to leave the island till the steamer
urns. Captain McPhail has kiudly proposed

r paying a visit to the continent to see a little

ony of the natives who live in wigwams,
ese people like many others, suffered greatly

m the Turks, and took refuge in Santa Maura,
lich has excited in them a feeling of gratitude

the protection of their English neighbors.
' About nine o'clock we started in the Cap-

n's boat, a family party, not leaving even
3 baby at home. We had a pleasant sail of

s than an hour, and found seven ponies

iting for us at the landing-place. The ponies

re brought into the sea, and we mounted
pack saddles; some of our company being

•ried from the boat on men's backs. Thus
ranged we set out, one by one, along the nar-

goat-paths, accompanied by our retinue,

ne going before, and some following with the

;e. We winded our way among bushes
myrtle and mastic till we reached the willow-

It consists of about sixty perfect wigwams
one room each, with no other light but what

itled by the doorway, four feet high, and
th here aud there a glimpse that makes its

,y through the wattles.

'The people having received notice of our
lit had made a general holiday, and were all

lembled, with lively good humor in their

iintenances, to greet our arrival. This is the

^t year that they have been left to enjoy their

hds in peace since the destruction by the

^rks of their little town, which stood at about
llf an hour's distance. Some of them possess

ioperty in land and cattle, and all live on the

Induce of their own farms, and produce their

^n clothing. These simple-hearted people show
jeir good sense by avoiding all lawsuits, so

kuraon among the Greeks. They choose one
fright old man, with two assistants, to govern
em, to whose judgment they submit, and the

teatest punishment is to be shut up for two or

Iree days in a solitary room in the convent.
i" ' The wigwam where we alighted was soon

led with visitors. We were served with coffee

!' our hostess, an interesting woman, with
Ucli expression of mildness in her connte-

ince. After conversing a while with the vil-

gers, and satisfying their curiosity as well as

3 could, I thought it a suitable time to bring
)out the primary object of our visit, and in-

lired who among them could read. A young
an came forward who had been educated in

e school at Santa Maura ; we gave him a New
3Staraent, and he read the greater part of a
lapter in the gospels. Those who were in the
lom listened with surprise and attention, and
any without looked eagerly in at the doorway

to hear what was going on. This was probably
the first time they had heard the gospel in their

own language. We gave them a few copies of
the New Teslament and .some tracts, for which
they hardly knew how to express their grati-

tude ; and we requested the reader to continue
the practice he had commenced.
" ' When this scene of interest was over we took

a turn round the other huts. They are situated
on the side of the hill, among myrtles, and com-
mand a delightful view of the valley. We
passed by the common oven, and on looking in

saw our dinner preparing. The table was spread
in the hospitable wigwam which we first entered,
a clean" white tablecloth and napkins on a large
board, with cushions around on tioxes for chairs.

The repast consisted of a whole lamb, well
roasted, and two sorts of York.shire pudding,
one of which was particularly good.

"'This patriarchal repast being finished, we
again went forth, and visited the convent of
Plija, distant from the wigwams about ten min-
utes' walk. Many of our new friends accom-
panied us, the judge with great solidity of man-
ner leading the way. We passed a beautiful
fi)untain at the head of the glen, and entered
the monastic edifice, which is built of stone.

The abbot, a fine old man, met us at the door
with a pleasant countenance. He invited us
into his cell ; we had to stoop very low to save
our heads, and the door-case was rubbed bright
on all sides by the friction of this solitary in-

mate passing in and out. The hermitage con-
sists of one room with a bed in the corner,

screened by a slight partition ; a lattice-window
admitted a peep into the rich aud lovely vale
below, and the pure air of the mountain was
not obstructed by glass. I had often heard of
the Eastern custom of sitting cross-legged, but
never till now experienced it in reality. We
were desired to sit on cushions spread on the floor

for our reception, aud were served with the finest

walnuts and honey I ever tasted ; and while we
partook of this hermit-like repast, there was a
precious feeling of good, and I believe we had
the secret prayers of the good abbot, as he had
ours. When we presented him with the New
Testament, Genesis, and the Psalms, he kissed

the books and pressed them to his bosom, ex-

pressing his gratitude for the treasure.
" ' Our next visit was to the habitation of a

judge, which is of the same description as the

rest, where we were served again with coffee.

What pleased us was the sweet feeliug of quiet

which prevailed, of which I think some of them
were sensible; one woman, our first hostess, put
her hand to her heart and said very sweetly, " I

love you."
'

' They would not let us depart without show-
ing us their ancient custom of taking hold of
hands and dancing round, singing meanwhile
a sort of chant. Many of them came with us
to the water's edge, and prayers were raised in

our hearts for their good, and thanksgiving to

our Divine Master for the comfort and satisfac-

tion of the day.'
"

" Having after various interesting exj.eriences

visited the four principal islands of the Ionian
Archipelago, John and Martha Yeardley turned
their course towards the Morea.

" ' 30th.—At six o'clock in the morning we
put ourselves once more at the mercy of the

waves of the Mediterranean, and had a quick
passage of fourteen hours. The landing at

Patras was frightful ; a sudden squall threw us
off the shore, and caused us to lose part of the

rudder, so that we were obliged to get into a
very small boat, which threatened to upset

every moment. We were, however, favored to

land in safety on a projecting rock ; it was
nearly dark, and the whole had a terrific ap-
pearance.

" ' The plains near Patras, once beautifully
planted with currants, olives and vines, are
now perfectly desolate. The castle was in pos-

.session of the Turks eight years, who made con-
tinual sallies from it for provision and firewood,

while, in order to disappoint them, the Greeks
themselves assisted in the destruction of all

vegetation ; so that there is scarcely any green
thing to be seen. The old town is a scene of
ruins; the site of the new town is near the sea,

where temporar}' shops and houses have been
erected.

"'It was difficult to find a shelter for the
night; but a kind fellow-traveller assisted us,

and at length we were pressed into a miserable
dirty room, with only a board for a bedstead.

" ' At Patras we had abundance of consulta-

tion, whether to undertake the journey to Co-
rinth and Athens by land, or to encounter the
gulf. We concluded to venture on the latter,

and contracted with the captain of a little boat
to depart at five the next morning. He de-

ceived us by not sailing at the time proposed
;

but we made an agreement with other sailors

to go off in the evening, hoping to get to Corinth
the next morning; but, after tossing all night,

we found in the morning the ship had only
made twenty miles; and about midday the

captain declared he could not get to Corinth,
and must put into a small port on the opposite
side of the gulf, called Galaxidi, and wait for

better weather. We were so exhausted as to

feel thankful in the prospect of being once
more on land. Nothing can be more comfortless
than these small Greek vessels; in the cabin you
can nejther stand nor lie at full length.

" ' After some difficulty in getting on shore,

we were led to the khan, a very large room with
a fire in one corner for boiling water, and a
wine store ; and round the side were benches
which served for sitting by day, and on which
the traveller spreads his mattress for the night,

if he has one ; if not, he must go without. We
were desired to mount a ladder to a loft like

a corn-floor, badly tiled in, and divided into

four parts by boards about five feet high. The
one division of this place assigned to us had no
door, and when the windows were shut, which
were of wood, there was no light but what
shone through the tiling or was admitted be-

tween the boards. The place was soon fur-

nished, for the boy brought us a mat and spread

it on the floor, which was all we had a right to

expect ; but as we seemed to be visitors who
could pay pretty well, they brought also a

rough wooden table and three wooden stools.

(To be continued).

THE BOOK OP GOD (Rom i: 20.)

Clironicleil (Jeepiv in the cosmic frame
History liides l)eneath life's present game.

Ready to be revealed
In that last time when He who made the world
Shall all his pristine purpose have unfurled.

Then, o'er its ample field,

In one continuous web all eyes shall read,

As warp and woof, God's purpose and man's deed,

No more to be concealed.
Unitedly to weave that wondrous roll

Now be the craving of each earnest soul,

In thnt we so may wield
Our strength to slay the clipping of God's word,
Nor lend our aid to snare th' unconscious bird I—Jacquard.

Ijet joy and faith and love increase.

Let rea.son rule, and wrangling cease.
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History of a Ruined Life.

Some few weeks ago the celebrated actor

Joseph Jefferson, made an address to the eight

hundred convicts at the State prison in Boston.

It was an impressive scene when Joseph Jeffer-

son stood before his audience. The men were
silent and attentive, while the actor seemed visi-

bly affected. In his address, which was remark-
ably interesting, he told of a little experience

he had while travelling in Australia.

He said :
" I had left what I called my ' home

station,' and was making an excursion in the

'blue gum' forest. I had galloped about twenty
miles. Dismounting from the horse, I sat down
to take a lunch. A large flock of cockatoos,

those beautiful white parrots with yellow crests,

came circling around and alighted in the trees

overhead. I was watching the curious man-
03uvres of these birds as they were chattering

and hopping about among the limbs, when they
stopped suddenly, as if alarmed. Something
was evidently approaching of which they were
in dread. They set up an awful scream, and
with a tremendous flutter spread their wings
and flew away.

" Just at that moment a large black collie

dog came bounding out of the bushes and sud-
denly stopped in front of me. For a moment I

was startled. The dog passed, eyed me keenly;
then, coming slowly up, walked around me, and
at last approached and licked my hand, which
I held out to him. He then ran away.

" I had never seen a dog act in so singular a

manner, and was wondering what it could mean
when a sharp, joyful bark warned me that h«
was returning, and, sure enough, he had come
back, wagging his tail, and followed by the gaunt
figure of a man, thinly clad, barefooted, and
with a wide-brimmed, frayed straw hat on his
head. He was about fifty years of age, and as he
removed his hat and made me a well-mannered,
dignified bow, I could see that, though he was
undoubtedly a shepherd, he had once been a
gentleman.

"As he stood bareheaded before me, the wind
blew his long, thin, sandy hair about the brow,
and he regarded me with a strange, far-off look
in his eyes. I met several shepherds after this,
and noticed that same strained expression. They
live so much alone—sometimes even three or
four mouths without seeing a human being

—

that they form this habit of looking over the
plains, hoping that they may catch sight of some
one to relieve the awful monotony of their lives.
"The man sat down quietly beside me and

ate sparingly and rather mechanically of the
lunch, always sharing his morsel with Jack his
dog. I took out a flask of whiskey, and pour-
ing out some of it into a cup, oflfered my guest
a drink. His eye beamed with a longing look
as he saw the ]iquor,and, turning on me a strange,
frightened look, said :

' No ; none of that. Put
it away, please. I don't like the sight of it.'

" It now dawned upon me that my friend was
a reformed drunkard who had come out to this
lonely part of the world to avoid temptation.
I had heard that there are many such in Aus-
tralia, and that the shepherd's life was chosen
as being the most isolated one that could be
found.

" I rose to take my departure, when he said
'You won't go to-night, will you ? It's too late.
I wish you would stay in my hut to night. It's
so long since I have seen a human face—over
three months. A man only comes once in a
great while to bring provisions, and that is all
we see of humanity from one year's end to the
other. Do stay to-night, won't you ?'

" ' I'd like to oblige you,' I replied ;
' but they

will be uneasy about me at the home station.'

" ' But are you sure you know the way ? You
might get lost.'

" ' Oh, no,' I replied.

" The poor fellow hung his head and looked
the picture of despair.

"
' How far is it to the hut?' I asked.

"'Only a mile, I assure you.'
" I agreed to go to it, so he started off at a

good pace, fearing I might change my mind, I

suppose. The dog ran ahead, barking, and I

followed on horseback. We soon came upon
his hut. It was built of mud, sticks, and straw,

with the hard earth for a floor. The shepherd
prepared a cup of tea—the usual beverage of
the bush.

"The sun had gone down behind the low
horizon with the same eflfect that it does at sea.

As we sat outside, upon a couple of rude blocks
of wood, drinking our refreshing tea, the moon
rose up, shedding its soft light over this mysteri-
ous scene; there was no sound but the distant

tinkle of a sheep's bell and the crackling of the
little fire that was boiling the tea. The smoke
went up straight and silently into the still air.

The loneliness was bad enough with two men.
What must it have been with one!
"I felt that there was something more in my

profound acquaintance than I had asyet learned,
so I lighted my pipe and began to draw it out.

Here was a man who, to judge from his manner
and speech, must have been tenderly reared and
highly educated, and one, too, who had prac-
tised the busy calling of the law, yet, in a few
years of isolation, the bright mind had become
faded, and the human look of the face changed
almost to the blank expression of a sheep.

" I questioned him about his past life. It

seems he had been educated at Eton, then be-
came a fast youth in London, where he studied
for the law, and in a short time rose to be a
successful barrister. He married early, and
had one child, a daughter, born to him. After
two years of wedded life he lost his wife and
child. Despairingly, he took to drink, and, be-
ing weak and desperate, went down hill and
lost his position.

"That, once lost in London, is seldom re-

gained. Not so in America. Here, when a
man falls, if he has the strength to brace up
again, he goes to the West, and, rubbing up
against a new society, absorbs fresh magnetism
and recuperation at once. No one need despair
in this land of the free. But London is com-
pact. The Englishman hates to leave his home.
His failings are known, and if he remains they
are flung in his face. There is no escape for
him, and, as his friends shun him, he falls into
deeper disgrace.

"This was the trouble that had beset the
shepherd, who, having a sensitive and perhaps
weak mind, succumbed to the pressure that sur-
rounded him, and, after a time, with a broken
spirit, he left England and went to the colonies.
He practised law in Melbourne for some time
successfully, but the old habit came back on
him, and, as he could not resist temptation, he
buried himself in that sheep station.

" This was the story he told me, and there
was no doubt of its truth.

" It was now getting late, and the shepherd
insisted on my taking his couch—an old canvas
cot, with a plain gray blanket spread upon it.

So, as I was tired, I accepted the offer, and lay
down for a night's rest. My companion stretched
his tall figure on the grass outside. Jack lay
between us.

" The strangeness of the scene, together w!
the strong tea, seemed to banish sleep from n
and I must have been lying there for an hoi

with my eyes closed, but quite awake, wh
presently I heard something stirring. Openi
my eyes I saw the shepherd sitting up
doorway with his head resting on his hand. ]

seemed uneasy, and began restlessly to pass
and down in front of the hut. The dog
mained still, but I felt that he was awake a
watching his master as he walked nervous
backward and forward in the moonlight.

"Presently the shepherd stopped in front
the hut and came with a hesitating and irre
lute step toward the door. He entered slow
and stooping down upon his hands crawl
stealthily to the chair on which my coat
hanging. He put his hand into the brei

pocket and drew forth the flask of liquor. A;
now he seemed bewildered, as if some stran
emotion had seized upon him, and then fell up.

his knees as if in prayer.

"Suddenly he seemed to rise, and, instead
drinking the liquor, placed the flask untouch
back in the pocket of the coat. Then, stretc
ing himself on the floor with an apparent
comfort and satisfaction, he went ofl^to sleep.

"The whole proceeding so haunted me th

it was broad daylight before I closed my ey.

When I awoke the sun was high in the heavei
My host had pre|)ared breakfast. After
meal he spoke freely of the night's proceedin
to me. I told him I had seen all that hi

taken place.
'" I thought it might be so,' he said. ' Tl

old craving came upon me, so strong, too; b
if I ever prayed for strength it was then. We
at that moment there was a hand laid on n
head, a calmness came over me that I had n
felt for years, and when I returned the flask

your pocket I knew then, as I know now, thi

another drop of liquor will never pass my lip

As God is my judge, I believe it was the ang
hand of my dear wife that rested on my feverii

head. It is all over now, thank heaven, and
can leave this lonely place and return to tl

world again with safety.' "— iV^, T. Advocate.

Fob " The Friend.'

Inward Worship.

Dear Friend :—The editorial of to-day [c

Keeping One's Meeting Open Alone] brougl
to mind Caroline J. Westlake's Essay in tfc

Seventh Month number of Friends' Quartet
Examiner on "The Light Within," and in tbi

is produced Stephen Grellet's testimony s

lows: "whilst the fallow ground of my heat

was preparing, I attended a meeting for Divin
worship, appointed by two English women of tb

Society of Friends. The sight of them brougl
solemn feelings over me, but I soon forgot that

and all things around me; for in an inward silei

frame of mind, seeking for the Divine presenc
I was favored to find in me what I had so Ion;

and with so many tears, sought for without m
In the silence of the meeting I felt the Lord
power in such a manner, that my inner ma
was prostrated before my blessed Redeemer, i

secret joy filled me, in that I had found Hii
after whom my soul had longed."
An attender has recently told me her exper

ence. She said the first time she attended ou
meeting,. she thought it cold and stifle, but cor

eluding that the fault was in herself, she wei;i

again, resolved to attend to her own prope!
busine&s, and had a good meeting, and thinll
she knows now the secret of true worship.
Ninth Month 24th, 1898.
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Old and Young Preachers.

Ls for Go(i hi.s work is perfect, but huniau

jhiiiery always needs more or less repairing

altering, and this is especially true of the

aan arrangements which too often displace

Divine order in the church of God.
here is in many churches much of needless

tion, and in nothing is this more evident

n in the conflict between the claims of youth
age in the pastoral field. Says one writer

:

In almost all the churches the cry is, ' Give
yoting man,' and so the old men, the fathers

ixperience, are put in by-places or quietly

Ived, while the young men, fresh from the

3ols, with soft fibre, minus the lipeness of

erience, are pushed into the focal light of

inent places, and burdened and broken ofi-

with what hardened manhood must carry

fear and trembling. This is a double mis-

It dwarfs the young. It prematurely

is the fathers ' into the lean and slipjiered

taloou.' The young man ripens at once,

ivth is arrested, dwarfing is almost certain,

le the church loses from her chief places the

1 of years and e.^perience."

Jetween these two classes of ministers, the

d, struggling to retain position and support,

I the young, reaching forward to acquire the

the church feels impelled to make her

ice, and the complaint is that the choice

e frequently falls upon the younger men.
ly-haired editors and ministers write about
matter and bewail it, but what they can do
•emedy it, is difficult to tell. Perhaps a re-

struction of their methods, and a return to

lodes which are sanctioned by the jirecepts

examples of the Lord and his a[)oslles,

:ht relieve the embarrassment.

he pastoral office as it exists to day is utterly

mown to the New Testament. In that church
ch Christ founded, there were set first, apostles

t by Christ, who were the foundation stones

the great temple ; then there were prophets,

lersons who spake under Divine impulsion

the edification, exhortation, and comfort of

people of God, in which ministry also all

ristians were allowed to participate to some
ent, as the Spirit of God directed (1 Cor. xiv :

1). There were then evangelists, or preachers

the gospel, proclaimers of the " evangel " or

d tidings of the grace of God ; and these

not a few scattered laborers, a sort of ir-

ular corps of roving scouts, distinct from the

,ed order of ministers of the gospel ; but who-
r devoted his life to the preaching of the

7el was an evangelist, whether he preached
one place or in ten ; whether he preached
porarily or continuously ; or whether he held

er positions or offices in the church or not.

il and Peter were evangelists as well as apos-

Philip was an evangelist as well as a deacon
;

1 every preacher of the gospel of Christ is, in

New Testament sense, an evangelist.

n addition to evangelists there was another
8 of officers who are described by the words
istors and teachers." The pastors were not

i class, and the teachers another ; but the

tors were teachers, and the teachers were
tors. These persons may have been preach-

er even apostles, for two apostles, at least,

their later years filled these offices (1 Peter

1 ; 2 John 1 ; 3 John 1).

The Greek word rendered "pastor'' occurs

hteeu times in the New Testament; seventeen
les it is translated into English shepherd, once
is translated into Latin " pastor," which is

iply the Latin word for shepherd. The pastor
in was the shepherd; the shepherd was the

pastor. Christ was " the good pastor " or " good

shepherd," though he was neither hired, settled,

nor salaried ; though he did not confine his

labors to one place nor to ten places, but simply
" went about doing good," seeking " the lost

sheep of the house of Israel," and gathering them
into the fold of God. Whoever does this work,
does the work of a pastor.

In the New Testament we have an account
of the organization or working of not less than

a dozen primitive churches, and in every case

we find that a class of officers called " presbyters
"

or " elders" were appointed (Acts xi : 30 ; xv :

2,4, 6, 22, 23; xvi: 4; xx : 17; xxi : 18; 1

Tim. V : 1, 17, 19; Titus i : 5 ; James v : 14 ; 1

Peter v : 1 ; 2 John 1 ; 3 John 1). These were

to perform the shepherd's duty. " The elders

which are among you I exhort, who am also an

elder, feed (or shepherd) the flock of God which
is among you" (1 Peter v : 1, 2). From Miletus

Paul sent to Ephesus, and called the elders of the

church, and said to them :
" Take heed there-

fore unto yourselves, and to all the flock over the

which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers

(bishops), to feed the church of God which he

hath purchased with his own blood" (Acts xx:
28). To feed the floct was to do the shepherd's

or pastor's duty, and the original word express-

ing it is of similar derivation. Bishops, elders,

presbyters, shepherds, pastors, teachers, are words
which are applied to the same class of persons.

The directions which Paul gave to Titus read

as follows :
" For this cause left I thee in Crete,

that thou shouldest set in order the things that

are wanting, and ordain elders in every city, as

I had appointed thee : if any be blameless, the

husband of one wife, having faithful children

not accused of riot or unruly. For a bishop

must be blameless" (Titus i : 5-7). Thishidicates

that the elder was a bishop or overseer, which
accords with Paul's words to the elders at Pjphe-

sus, where he expressly calls them bishops or

"overseers,"' and teachers them to do the work
of shepherds or of pastors. At the beginning of

Paul's epistle to the Philippians, he salutes " the

saints in Christ Jesus which are at Philippi,

with the bkhops and deacons," showing that there

was more than one bishop in the little church

at Philippi. The direction given to Titus to

" ordain elders in every city," accords with the

practice of Paul and Barnabas who, having
preached the gospel at Salamis, at Paphos, at

Perga, at Antioch in Pisidia, at Iconium, at

Lystra, and at Derbe, returned again to Lystra

and Iconium and Antioch, "confirming the

souls of the disciples and exhorting them to

continue in the faith, and that we must through

much tribulation enter into the kingdom of

God. And when they had ordained them elders

in every church, and had prayed with fasting,

they commended them to the Lord on whom
they believed" (Acts xiv: 22,23).

The church at Jerusalem was established in

the same order, for when Paul and Barnabas
and certain other brethren came to Jerusalem

to consult about the calling of the Gentiles,

"they were received of the church and of the

apostles and elders;" and when the decision of

the church was rendered, " the apostles and
elders and brethren " sent greeting "unto the

brethren which are of the Gentiles in Antioch

and Syria and Silicia" (Acts xv: 4, 23).

The apostles then were the foundation stones

of the universal church ; they were the men who
had personal acquaintance with the Lord, and
whose testimony was concerning that which their

eyes had seen, their ears had heard, and their

hands had handled, of the Word of life (Eph. ii

:

20 ; Luke i : 2 ; 1 John i : ] -3). In addition to the

bearing of this testimony they went forth and
did the work of evangelists, preaching the gospel
among the nations ; and when through age or
infirmity they labored in less extensive spheres,

they filled the oflSce of elders or presbyters, Peter
saying, " The elders which are among you I

exhort, who am also an elder" (1 Peter v: 1);
and John addressing his letters, " From the

elder unto the elect lady and her chihiren ;"

and, "From the elder unto the well-beloved
Gains" (2 John 1 ; 3 John 1).

The apostles not only preached in public, but
they also taught from house to house, as all

ministers of Christ when [He calls] should do.
But they did not take upon themselves those

burdensome pastoral duties which consist in

visiting all the saints and sinners of the congre-
gation, sick or well, taking tea, and eating mince
pie and roast chicken with them, and so acquir-
ing with the good will of the people, a supply
of [information]. But they went about where
they might teach and benefit people, and hav-
ing done the work assigned them were ready to

depart into other fields.

The evangelists pursued a similar course, the

providence of God determining their sojourn in

a given locality. Sometimes it was for weeks,
sometimes for months, and again for a period of
years ; and thus they were enabled to bear the
message of salvation far and near, and publish
the gospel throughout all the region round
about.

For the protection and preservation of these

churches, elders, bishops, overseers, or pastors were
ordained or appointed. They were not salaried

men, for the apostle Peter expressly charged the

elders that they should " feed the flock of God,"
" not for filthy lucre, but of a ready mind" (1
Peter v : 2) ; and the apostle Paul, in speaking
to the elders of the church at Ephesus, reminded
them that his own hands had ministered to his

necessities and those that were with him, and
that notwithstanding he, devoting his life to the

preaching of the gospel, had a right to live of
the gospel which he preached, the elders of the

church had no such right; for he says, " I have
showed you all things, how that so laboring ye
ought to support the weak, and to remember the

words of the Lord Jesus, how he said. It is more
blessed to give than to receive" (Acts xx : 34,

35). That which he did willingly, though not

of necessity, he laid upon them as their duty.

They were men whom the Holy Ghost had made
overseers or bishops of the flock, men whose hearts

were touched with sympathy for the weak and
the weary, and who labored in the spirit of the

Master to upbuild his cause, and watch over his

church. They were not required to be men of

eloquence or education ; it was not needful that

they should be preachers ; they were to be blame-
less husbands and fathers ; they were to be men
devoid of covetousness, not wilful nor soon an-
gry, lovers of hospitality, sober, just, holy, tem-
perate, not novices, or persons newly come to

the faith and easily unbalanced by exaltation

to honorable position ; they must be men well-

reputed of in the community about them ; they

must be sound in the faith, and apt to teach

;

while their families must be well governed, and
their children not accused of riot or unruliness;

and the reason assigned for these qualities was,
" If a man know not how to rule his own house,

how shall he take care of the church of God?"
(1 Tim. iii: 1-7; Titus i : 5-9).

These men assisted by deacons and deacon-
esses, who were servants of the church for the

performances of these needftll duties in it, had
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the care and oversight of local flocks or churches

where they dwelt. They fed the flock of God
;

and feeding a flock in this case did not mean
shutting them up in a pen and dealing out dry
beans and cut feed once or twice a day, as men
do in this country, but in feeding their flocks

the Eastern shepherds went before them, and led

them forth into green pastures and by the side

of still waters. So these shepherds fed their

flocks, guidingthem in [theShepherd'sguidance]
teaching them the words of God, having a care

over the sick and weak and feeble and unwary,
and watching against grievous wolves that were
to enter in, not sparing the flock, and against

men that were to arise speaking perverse things,to

draw away disciples after them (Acts xx: 29, 30).
Hence the whole pastoral work rested, not

upon some green and callow student, just fresh

from the college or the seminary, inexperienced
in all matters pertaining to the world and the

church, ignorant of human nature, and utterly

unacquainted with the special wants of the in-

dividuals in his flock ; but rather upon men who,
dwelling among their flocks, knew them from
the oldest to the youngest ; knew how to guide
and counsel and comfort and sustain them, and
to help them on.

In such churches as these, where people met,
not merely to listen to empty harangues, or
elaborate essays prepared by ministers who must
say something, whether they had anything to

say or not, but rather to [worship and to] hear
the truth, with exhortations delivered by men
of sound speech, who were apt to teach, though
perhaps not always of eloquent lips; and also
to listen to those words which any Christian,
prompted by the Holy Ghost, might utter for
the edification and exhortation and comfort of
the people of God ;—in such churches, in upper
chambers, in catecombs and caves, was the [leav-
en] of the gospel preserved and perpetuated and
scattered abroad, by the personal contact of
Christians with their fellows and neighbors, un-
til it pervaded communities, subverted religions,
revolutionized empires, and changed the face of
the world.

To such churches as these, the messengers of
<Jod as they came were always welcome unless
some Diotrephes, loving to have the'pre-eminence,
resisted and excluded them (3 John 9,10). And
it was such churches as these which tried those
who said they were apostles and were not, and
found them liars and rejected them (Rev. ii : 2).
In these churches proj)hets, apostles, and evan-
gelists were always welcome, and those who went
forth for Christ's name's sake, taking nothing of
theGentiles,but carrying the message of salvation
to those who were perishing for lack of knowl-
edge, were helped forward on their journey after
a godly sort, and enabled thus to extend the
knowledge of God among the people to whom
the [outward] name of Christ was yet unknown
(3 John 6-8).

Such churches were not called upon to choose
between the aged as pastors, and the young, nor
were they called to decide whether Paul or
ApoUos or Cephas should preach to them the
gospel of Christ, for they were taught that they
had right and possession in all :

" Whether Paul,
or Apollos, or Cephas, ... all are yours,'
and ye are Christ's, and Christ is God's" (1 Cor
iii

: 22, 2S).—The Christian.

[We might make some few further verbal
changes in the above article, but its main pur-
port, it is thought, will be welcomed by Friends.—Ed.]

Be not weary irf well doing.

For "Thk Fribnd.'

TIME-KILLING.

At this moment, an tlie horror, distress and tumult
which oppress the nations, are due, among other secon-
dary causes through which Divine Providence is work-
ing out his purposes, to the simple one of their not hav-
iug enough to do.—Jiuskin.

War is tlie giant of the arts
;

And every art's an art of war.

Philanthropy makes glad our lieart:

But sentiment deals many a scar.

Are ott-sets from a noble root.

Both make the yearning evident
AVhicli turns beyond the earth for fruit.

But both may be diseased : and then
Their enmity originates.

For both are healtliy only when
They keep their spiritual traits.

Refinement and corruption wage
The elemental war of life

;

Tlie spirit holds the only gauge,
Which truly tests the surging strife.

The Spirit serves not time nor place

;

Refinement is the Spirit's speech :

The law of flesh knows no such grace :

Corruption only it can teach.

So art and war ofttimes support
A certain transitory sway.

The tyranny of time to thwart,
The fungous force of flesh to stay.

But where refinement eminent
In every branch of life is known,

Philanthropy and sentiment
In fruitful harmony are shown.

A PSALM.
O God, our help in ages past.

Our hope for years to come
Our shelter from the stormy blast,

And our eternal home :

Under the shadow of Thy throne
Thy saints have dwelt secure

;

Sufficient is Thine arm alone.

And our defence is sure.

Before the hills in order stood,
Or earth received her frame.

From everlasting Thou art God,
To endless years the same.

A thousand ages in Thy sight
Are like an evening gone;

Short as the watch that ends the night
Before the rising sun.

Time, like an ever-rolling stream,
Bears all its sons away

;

They fly forgotten, as a dream
Dies at the opening day.

O God, our help in ages past,

Our hope for years to come.
Be Thou our guard while life shall last.

And our eternal home.

A Beautiful Thought.—There was a great
pile of bricks on the pavement—more than a
wagon-load. The owner wanted them piled
back in the yard where he could use them when
he wanted them. Several boys were asked to
do the work, but they all refused. Finally a
little fellow, not yet ten, said he would do it for
a dollar.

"But you can't carry those heavy bricks,"
said one of the other boys.

" I can carry one at a time, and I want that
dollar."

So he went to work and carried those bricks
back, one or two at a time. He got the dollar,
and a neighbor who saw him at work gave him
a half a dollar more, "just because he was so
plucky." And so it is with all the hard work

;

we only need to do a little at a time, and by
and by it is all done.—Selected.

The Real Heathenism.

FROM AN ADDRESS 1 ISABELLA BIRD BISHOP.

^ into a sort of m
lism—not of Afri

I think that we are gettic

and-water view of heat

heathenism alone, but of Buddhism, Hindu
and Mohammedanism also, which prevail
Asia. Missionaries come home, and they
frain from shocking audiences by recitals of
awful sins of the heathen and Moslem wo
When travelling in Asia, it struck me very mi'

how little we heard, how little we know, as

how sin is enthroned and deified and worshipj
There is sin and shame everywhere. Mohj'
medanism is corrupt to the very core. T;

morals of Mohammedan countries, perhaps
Persia in particular, are corrupt, and the :

aginations very wicked. How corrupt Bu
hism is! How corrupt Buddhists are! Is

an astonishment to find that there is scarcel
single thing that makes for righteousness in

life of the unchristianized nations. There is

public opinion interpenetrated by Christian
which condemns sin or wrong. There is nc
ing except the conscience of some few who

:

seeking after God " lest haply they might i

after Him who is not far from every one of i

And over all this seething mass of sin and sha
and corruption hovers "the ruler of the da
ness of this world," rejoicing in the chains w
which he has bound two-thirds of the bun
race.

Just one or two remarks as to what these fi

faiths do. They degrade women with an
finite degradation. I have lived in zenanas s

harems, and have seen the daily life of the
eluded women, and I can speak from bitter-

perience of what their lives are—the intell

dwarfed, so that the woman of twenty or thi

years of age is more like a child of eight ini

lectually
; while all the worst passions of hum

nature are stimulated and developed in a fe

ful degree—jealousy, envy, murderous hate,

trigue, running to such an extent that in soi

countries I have hardly ever been in a woma
house or near a woman's tent without be!

asked for drugs with which to disfigure I

favorite wife, to take away her life, or to ts

away the life of the favorite wife's infant a
This request has been made of me nearly t

hundred times. This is only an indication:

the daily life of whose miseries we think so litti

and which is a natural product of the syste
that we ought to have subverted long ago.

It follows necessarily that there is also an
finite degradation of men. The whole contio
of Asia is corrupt. It is the scene of barbaritii

tortures, brutal punishments, oppression, oflic

corruption, which is worse under Mohammed
rule—of all things which are the natural pi

ducts of systems which are without God in Chri'

There are no sanctities of home, nothing to 1

of righteousness, temperance or judgment
come ; only a fearful looking for in the futu
of fiery indignation from some quarter, tb

know not what, a dread of everlasting rebirl

into forms of obnoxious reptiles or insects, or
tortures which are infinite, and which are (

picted in pictures of fiendish ingenuity.

SICKNESS WHERE CHRIST IS NOT.

And then one comes to what sickness is

them. If one speaks of the sins, one is bou
to speak of the sorrows which humanitarianis
as well as Christianity, would lead us to
away. Sickness means to us tenderness
about us, the hushed footfall in the house, eve)

I

thing sacrificed for the sick person, kindness
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hbors, who, maybe, have been strangers to

he skill of doctors ready to alleviate every

ptoiu— ail these are about our sick beds, to-

er with loving relations and skilled nurses;

if any of us are too poor to be nursed at

e, there are magnificent hosj)itals where

ything that skill and money can do is pro-

d for the poorest among us. And, besides,

e the ("liristian ministries of friends and

isters, all that can make a sick-bed a time

and blessing enters our own sick room,

even where the suflerer has been impenitent,
" who is able to save to the very uttermost

"

ds by the sick bed ready even in the dying

to cleanse and receive the parting soul. In

ise of the Christian the crossing of the river

time of triumph and of hope, and " O death,

thy sting? grave, where is thy vic-

uuuds over his dying bed.

ut what does sickness mean to millions of

How creatures in heathen lands? Through-

the East, sickness is believed to be the work
jmous. The sick person at once becomes

bjecl of loathing and terror, is put out of

bouse, is taken to an outhouse, is poorly fed

rarely visited, or the astrologers, or priests,

lediciue men, or wizards assemble, beating

Jrums and gongs, blowing horns, and raak-

,he most fearful noises. They light gigan-

res and dance round them with their un-

iucantations. They beat the sick person

clubs to drive out the demon. They lay

before a roasting fire till his skin is blistered,

then throw him into cold water. They stuff

aostrils of the dying with aromatic mixtures

nud, and in some regions they carry the

uic sufferer to a mountain top, placing bar-

balls and water beside him, and leave

to die alone. If there were time, I could

ou things that would make it scarcely pos-

for any one beginning life without a fixed

to avoid wishing to go into training as a

ical missionary. The woe and sickness in the

ristianized world are beyond telling, and I

ask my sisters here to remember that

woes press most heavily upon women, who,

e seclusion of their homes, are exposed to

barbarities in the hour of " the great

and peril of childbirth," and often perish

irably from barbarous maltreatment.

o not pretend to any commandment or

e revelation. But if at any time I form a

I, propose a journey or a course of conduct,

id, perha|)s, a silent obstacle in my mind
I cannot account for. Very well ; I let it

fehink it may pass away; if it does not pass

y, I yield to it, obey it. You ask me to de-

)e it. I cannot describe it. It is not an

\e, not an angel, not a dream, not a law ; it

simple to be described ; it is but a grain

austard seed. But such as it is, it is some-

g which the contradiction of all mankind
d not shake."

—

Emerson (from Woodbury s

Items Concerning the Society.

ie Heroic Quaker Part.—The London Sprcfafor

: "Only a man of heroic fortitude and su]ier-

ral insight will calmly calculate the chances,
then unload his revolver and unbuckle his

rd in a room full of dangerous men all armed
le teeth. Such action cannot be expected of
Emperor of Russia. Yet, dei)end upf)n it,

1 some Power is found brave enough and wise
igh to act the part of the heroic Quaker, the

cy of disarmament will find few sincere advo-

fhere is this difference, however : The " heroic

ker " does not " calculate chances." His prin-

ciple is uncalculating confonuity to the .^Spirit of

Christ, whatever may be the " chances " or conse-

quences.— Ei>.)

Attempt to Steal Perm's £ody.—i^n attempt was
made early on Fifth-day morning to steal the body
of William Penn, whose remains are lying in the

graveyard of the Quaker meeting-house at Jordan's,

Buckinghamshire. It has been suspected for some
time past that a surreptitious attempt to remove
the remains would be made, and the burial ground
was guarded, but the watch was recently with-

drawn. Ou Fifih-day the inmatesof a cottage near

by were awakened by the barking of a dog, and at

daylight they found that Penn's grave had been

partially opened. A couple of feet of the soil had
been removed, and a spade and some newspajiers

were lying near. It was evident that the body-
snatchers had been disturbed by the dog. The
police have been investigating the matter, but thus

far no further trace has been found of the ghouls.

The burial pUice lies secluded in a valley, and,

apart from American tourists, few people visit the

spot.

A well-dressed American, who was lately seen

wandering about Ihe district is suspected of being

the person who attempted to rifle the grave. He
is believed to be a " crank," and was seen near the

burial ground. On the morning following the dis-

turbance of the grave this man walked to the town
of Homel-Hempstead, where he told a woman that

money belonging to him was buried in Penn's

grave.

The caretaker of the graveyard says that several

years ago some Americans ottered him a large sum
of money to steal Penn's body.

—

Associated Press,

Tenth Month 8th.

Disownment of Joel Bean and Others.—The fol-

lowing information is contained in a letter from
James Bean to the British Friend

:

" We have just learned that thirteen members
of College Park Meeting [Calfornia], have been

disowned or dropped as members of ' Friends'

Church' by New Providence Monthly Meeting,

Iowa. Several weeks ago Alice Vail, a member,
wrote to New Providence Monthly Meeting asking

for a certificate of her membership, which she

could present to some meeting here. The clerk

replied that her name had been, with a number of

others, dropped as members by the Monthly Meet-
ing. As all our membership, for some reason

never explained to us, had been changed from

Honey Creek to New Providence, the remark, ' a

number of others,' led me to write, asking the

names of those disowned. The clerk answered,

simply giving the list of names taken from the

minutes, without note or comment. The list in-

cludes the names of Joel Bean, Hannah Bean, with

their children and grandchildren, except one daugh-
ter whose membership is in Philadelphia, James
Bean and wife and children, and Benjamin Jones
and his children and Alice Vail. So far as known,
no charges were made against them, no committee
appointed, and no notice given either before or

after the action of the meeting, and we would
probably never have been informed but for the

circumstance of Alice Vail's visiting.
" Benjamin H.Jones was more than eighty years

a member, and sixty years an honored minister of

the Society. He was one of the most loving of

men, with an exceptional gift in the ministry, and
travelled extensively in the United States. He
was universally esteemed out of the Society as well

as in. He removed from New England to Cali-

fornia in 1881, with clear certificate, to San Jose
Monthly Meeting. Almost immediately his mem-
bership was transferred with others to Honey
Creek Monthly Meeting, by order of the Quarterly

Meeting, and he was never again privileged to at-

tend a Meeting for Discipline, of which he was a
member. He was subsequently deposed from the

ministry by Iowa Yearly Meeting, and three months

after his death his name was struck from the records

as a member of the ' Friend's Church.'
" Joel and Hannah E^ Bean were many years

clerks of the Yearly Meeting, and were for forty

years ministers. None were more loyal or did

more to build up Iowa Yearly Meeting.

"The reason for laying down San Jose Monthly
Meeting, as appears by record, was the answer to

three doctrinal questions, sent by a committee,
with the charge that each must be answered with
an unqualified affirmative. I give them from mem-
ory, but believe correctly.

" Question.—Do you believe in theDeity of Jesus
Christ, who was born of the Virgin Mary ?

"Answer. — We believe that the Lord Jesus
Christ, who was born of the Virgin Mary, was true

God and perfect man, and that in Him dwelt all

the fulness of the Godhead bodily.
" Question.—Do you believe that the literal blood

of Jesus Christ shed on Calvary, was and is, an
atonement for sin?

"Answer.—We believe that the sacrifice of the
life and blood of Jesus Christ, who died on the
cross, was, and is, an atonement for sin.

" Question.—We ask \n particular—do you believe

that the Holy Spirit dwells only in the righteous?
"Answer.—That the Holy Spirit dwells in the

unrighteotts is an expression we have never heard
used by any teacher amongst us. That the light

and spirit of Christ is in all men, as God's witness,

is believed and taught.

"The Committee in their report say, "These
answers satisfy us that the governing part of San
Jose Monthly Meeting (who did not write them),
are not sound in the doctrines of the Christian re-

ligion. We recommend that the Monthly Meeting
be laid down and the members attached to Honey
Creek Monthly Meeting, Iowa.

" The real cause for laying down the Monthly
Meeting, as afterwards explained by one of the

committee in the Christian Worker, was : 'A doubt
of the " fealty " of the Monthly Meeting, becairse

they gave Joel Bean a minute to accompany Isaac
Sharp, which they had been told not to do.'

"The trouble in Iowa Yearly Meeting in recent
years, which has driven many to the 'Smaller
Body,' has not been because of methods, or opposi-
tion to revival work, as claimed, but the persistent

determination of a few leaders (not all in Iowa) to

force upon the Society their peculiar dogmas and
intolerance towards all who could not accept them.

" Although much of the bitterness has passed in

the long years of persecution, I believe my brother
feels this final rejection the more keenly from the
thought that under the rules of Discipline no
Yearly Meeting would now receive them even as

members, except those with which London does
not correspond, any one of which would welcome
them gladly. But this would mean rejection by
London. And yet their church, home
work has been in the Society of Friends."

Religious Notes.

We have often prayed for a ministry of power,
but we believe that the ministry of power cannot
come until we have a ministry of Truth. The Holy
Spirit who anoints with power is also the Spirit of
Truth who leads into all the Truth.

—

Am. Friend.

A call for a State Congress of religion, signed by
clergymen of different denonunations, has been
issued. The call is the outcome of the alleged

conditi(ms mentioned in a recent sermon by Dr.
DeCosta, who attributes a religious indifference to

denominationalism. The projiosed congress is in-

tended to bring ministers of different denomina-
tions together on fraternal lines to discuss measures
of religious and moral reform,— Ledger's JV. Y.

Letter.

We never think of Christianity as a thing of yes-
terday or of to-morrow only. It is the one eternal

force in the world. An American on the platform

of a railway in Southern India met a Brahman,
also waiting for the train. " You are an American,"
the Brahmin said, " and I am an Asiatic. You
belong to a conquering faith ; I belong to a dying
fiiith. Every ethnic faith save Christianity is on
the road to the graveyard. Not one has the power
of expansion. That means that the chill of death
is coming. The so-called ethnic faiths are dying
faiths, sorrowing sisters, clad in black, for whom
there is no to-morrow.

—

Bishop Burst.
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Belief and Duty.—If God has given us a revela

tion of his will, whether in the laws of nature or a
kingdom of grace, that revelation not only il-

luminates, but binds. Like the credentials of an
earthly ambassador, it is just and necessary that

the credentials of that revelation should be tested

But, if it be found genuine—if we have proofs of its

being genuine equal to those of which, in the or-

dinary concerns of life, reason acknowledges the ob-

ligatory character, then we find ourselves to be not
independent beings engaged in an optional enquiry,

but the servants of a Master,the pupilsofaTeacher,
the children of a Father, and each of us already
bound with the bonds which those relations imply.

The head and knee must bow before the Eternal,

and the Divine Will must be embraced and fol-

lowed by man with all his heart, with all his mind,
with all his soul, and with all his strength.' (1890).— W. E. Gladstone.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Four soldiers and one Indian po-

liceman were killed and nine wounded in a scrimmage
with Indians at Bog-Ah-Me-Ge, Shirk's Point, near
Bear Island, Minnesota, on the 5th inst. Liquor was
the cause of the whole trouble which the U. S. troops
have now ended. The attitude of the Indians is thus
plainly set forth :

" It has been difficult to make the
Indians comprehend why they should be punished for

selling whiskey to each other, when white men in the
villages around are allowed to do so freely and without
interruption. Their 'untutored minds' cannot catch
on to the logic of such discrimination, and the license

system adds to their perplexity. Eighteen or twenty
Indians have been punished for selling whiskey to

their neighbors, and the neighboi-s who bought it were
taken to Duluth and held as witnesses until the trials

were over, when they were released and told to go
home. They received their witness fees and their
mileage, and most of them proceeded to get roaring
drunk on the money. Nobody prevented them from
buying whiskey in Uuluth, and the men who sold it to

them were not interfered with, which they consider a
rank injustice on the part of the officers of the law."

During the Tenth Month there was an increase in
the collections of the internal revenue over the corre-
sponding month of l.S',17 of $11,006,235.
On the 7th inst. the Peace Commissioners in Paris

met in joint session and settled upon the points to be
taken under consideration. Propositions in writing
have been exchanged, and each Commission in recess
will separately deliberate upon them.

Admiral Sampson is sick in Havana; his wife has
been visited by several Cuban ladies and shown marked
attention. News of suflering from lack of food is being
received by the Cuban Junta in New York from Cuban
soldiers.

It is stated that the disposition of the troops in the
Philippine Islands, before General Merritt's departure
was so ordered as to warrant the view that a large or
complete holding of the Philippines by the United
States was contemplated.

President McKinley has cabled the Military Com-
mission in Porto Kico that the island must be evacu-
ated by the Spanish forces on or before Tenth Month
18th, and that the Spanish Commissioners be informed.
The Cuban Evacuation Commission have been notified
that the Spaniards will he expected to be out of the
island by Twelfth Month 1st.

Joseph Simon, of Portland, Oregon, was elected
United States Senator by the Oregon Legislature in
joint session, receiving the full Eepublican vote. He
favors the gold standard of value.
The majority for the Democratic candidate for Gov-

ernor in Georgia is 55,000. All the Congressional dis-
tricts are Democratic. Several counties have reversed
their Populist majorities of two years ago.
The number of cigarettes made in North Carolina

last year was 27,749,000 less than the year before.
Twenty thousand or more people, it is said, have

hurriedly left their homes in Mississippi and have gone
North to esc;tpe yellow fever. In Jackson, Miss., there
have been 44 cases .since Ninth Month 27tli.

Reports from various points of Georgia indicate that
the storm of the 2nd, 3rd and 4tli instants, was disas-
trous tf> the cotton crop and the damage sustained is

believed to have reached };6,000,000.
Fifty are reported drowned at Fernandina ; thirty-

seven colored people lost on Campbell's Island and
eighty persons on Butler's Island. The last named
place is mostly populated by colored people.

A. W. Q. says in the Public Ledger : Although the
first discoveries of asteroids (the little planets lying

between Mai-s and Jupiter) created great excitement,

the fact that their number has augmented until they
are reckoned by hundreds, causes little attention usually

to be paid to the heralding of another stranger. But
the last find is unique, in the distinction that its orbit

is so eccentric that a portion of it is nearer the earth
than that of Mars. At times it wUl be less than 15,-

000,000 miles distant from us.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 408, which is 26 more than the previous week and
63 more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 217 were males and 191 females ; 42 died
of consumption

;
31 of marasmus; 30 of heart disease

;

22 of diphtheria; 19 of old age; 18 of inanition ; 17 of
apoplexy; 17 of cancer; 14 of typhoid fever (4 being
soldiers); 13 of inflammation of the brain; 12 of
nephritis; 11 of pneumonia ; 10 from casualties ; 9 of
bronchitis ; 8 of Brights disease ; 8 of peritonitis ; 8 of
cholera infantum and 8 of convulsions.

Markets, &c.—V. S. 2's, 99 a 100; 4's, reg., IIOJ a

llOf ; new 4's, 126} a 127J ; 5's, 112.! a 113} ; 3's, 105J^
a 105| ; currency 6's, 102^ a 103.

Cotton ruled steady at 5^ J cents for middling up-
lands.

Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $13 a §13.50;
spring, in sacks, at |il2.50 a $13 per ton.

Flour.—M'inter super., $2.15 a $2.40 ; do., extras,

$2.50 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.25
;

do. do., straight, $3.30 a $3.45; Western winter, clear,

83.00 a $3.25 ; do., straight, $3.30 a $3.45 ; do., patent,

$3.50 a $3.65 ; spring, clear, new, $2.90 a $3.10 ; do.

straight, new, $3.35 a $3.55 ; do., patent, new, $3.60 a

$3.75; do., favorite brands, $3.80 a $4.00 ; city mills,

extra, $2.50 a $2.75 ; do., clear, $3.15 a $3.40 ; do.,

straight, $3.40 a $3.55 ; do., patent, $3.50 a $4.10. Eye
Flouk.— $2.85 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Buckwheat Flour—$1.60 a $1.70 per 100 pounds as

to quality, for new.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 68} a 69c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 34| a 34.^0.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 2'8| a 281c.
Beep Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 5}c.

;
good, 4| a 5c.;

medium, 4| a 43c.; common, A\ a A\c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4.5 a 4|c.; good, 4 a 4.] c;
medium, 3J a 3|c.; common, 2J a 3^0.; Iambs, 4i a 6^c.

Hogs.—Bet-t Western, 5| a 6c. ; and 5|- a 5|c. for
other grades.

Foreign.—The stand taken by the Marquis of Salis-
bury on the question of the occupation of Fashoda is

approved in England. It is thought the French Cabi-
net will find a way out of the difficulty in the report
asked from Major Marchand, who, it is expected, in

response to a hint from the French Foreign Office, will
declare his position at Fashoda untenable. The pub-
lication of such a report, it is held, would fully justify
the French Government in recalling him.
A joint note from the Powers to the Sultan delivered
the 5th inst., insists that the Turkish troops must

evacuate the island of Crete within a month.
On the 7th inst., Ismail Bey, Civil Governor of the
land of Crete, informed the mussulman notables that

the Sultan will withdraw the Turkish troops from
Crete in accordance with the demands of Great Britain
Russia, France and Italy, who presented to the Porte
a collective note calling for a withdrawal of the Otto-
man forces, and requiring an answer by a week from
that date.

'J he strike in Paris has extended to nearly all the
building trades and it is feared the railroad men will
join the movement. Work on the Exhibition build-
ings has ceased.

A despatch of the 7th inst., from Paris, says :
" A

large meeting of business men was held here to-day.
After a number of violent speeches had been made re-
garding the Governments conduct of afliiirs, the meet-
ing adopted a series of resolutions, aiming at the im-
provement of the economic situation, including the
ithdrawal of permission to the Bank of Spain to in-
case its note issues by 2,500,000,000 pesetas [half a

billion dollars], the payment of the interest to foreign
debt holders in pesetas, and not in francs ; large re-
ductions in the public expenditure, including pensions,
the closure of the military schools for the next ten
years, the reduction of the officers' pay, the highest

to exceed 15,000 pesetas, and a vote in aid of the
sufferers from the war."
A despatch from Madrid says the cost of the Cuban

and Philii)pine campaigns will exceed 3,000,000,000
pesetas ($600,000,000).

It is announced that Admiral Cervera will be ap-
pointed a life Senator.
The Chinese Legation in Paris officially denies the

reports of the death of the Emperor of China.
A ferry boat was capsized on the 4th instant while

crossing the Indus at Mittunkote, a town of the P
jaub, and one hundred passengers were drowned.

Troops returning from Khartoum are said to
" dying like flies from enteric disorders, supposed to

due to canned beef and indulgences in cheap spirits

The report that the treasure of the Khalifa, vali

at $50,000,000, had been found and was being i^

warded to Cairo, is without foundation.
According to a special from Shanghai, a fire on i

2nd inst. at Hankow destroyed over a square nnle;
the city, including the Government buildings and tf I

pie. It is feared that a thousand lives were lost. '

A telegram from Austin, Texas, dated "Tenth Moij
4th, says :

" The State Board of Health to-day recei'

inforrnation from Mexico stating that the yellow fe

situation there is growing worse instead of better, s

that the number of cases were increasing daily. 1
mortality is not reported very heavy, however. T
border guard has again been strengthened by m-
men to keep fever refugees from getting into
United States."

RECEIPTS.
From Henry Bell, Agent, Ireland, £6, being 10 si

lings each for Daniel Alesbury, Richard Allen, Jc
Douglas, James Green, Forster Green, James Hobs
T. M. Haughton, II. A. Uprichard, Susan Williai

Wm. White, Thomas R. White and John F. Dugu

NOTICES.
Wanted.—A young woman Kriend wishes posit

to teach little children at their homes.
Address, " S" No. 47 Saunders Ave., West Phila.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meet
of the General Committee is to be held in Philadelp!
on the 21st inst., at 11 A. M. A meeting of the Cc
mittee on Instruction the same day at 9 A. M.

Wm. Evans, Cteri

Westtown Boarding School.—Applicati(
the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should
dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principai

Payments on account of board and tuition, i

communications in regard to business should be 1

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent
Addre.ss, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

We-sttown Boarding School.—For convenieii

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage n

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met wl
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.
twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school
telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, SupH

Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukhobort
J. C, $50 ; E. G. E., $5 ; F. G. R., $5 ; S. W. M., J

E. L. R., $3.50; J. T N. (Miiss.), $5 ; E. C, $10 ; i

$10 ; B. C, $10 ; S. L. A., $20 ; W. C. W., $4 ; S. E. 1

$1 ; C. W., $50; R. C. M., $2; A. H., $1; S. B. S.,

)

M. H. S., $5 ; N. M. E., .{10. Total subscriptions
Tenth Mo. 11th, $2,764.55.

Friends in England having done all they can be <

pected to do, at present, a great opportunity
presented to Friends in America to provide me
the transportation to Canada of the remaining DuH
bortsi.

Wm. Evans, Treas., 252 S. Front St., Phila

Died, at the residence of his son-in-law, Willil

Nickels, near Cardington, Ohio, on the sixth of Nil
Month, 1898, Joseph Morris, in the ninety-fi

year of his age
; a member of Upper Springfii

Monthly Meeting, O. Although he lived remote fr

meeting, yet he took a deep interest in Society
ters, and was particularly concerned that no departi

be made from the principles and doctrines of anci
Friends, believing them to be in unity with the gosi

of Jesus Christ. He bore his sufferings with patiei

saying, ' The shackles of mortality are loosening a

I am entering into rest." His friends have the ci.

soling belief that with him "all is well."

—, at the home of his niece, Lucinda Saxon, ni

Salem, Ohio, on the twenty-sixth day of the Nil
Month, 1898, Harmon Rhodes, in the ninety-sevei
year of his age; a member of Chesterfield Monti
Meeting of Friends, Morgan Co., Ohio.
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The Flag and the Cross.

[n tliis day of nailing the flag above the cross

her than beneath it, we are pleased to see,

m a military paper, the Grand Army Record,

ne true doctrine on true patriotism.

[t serves also to explain in part Friends' dis-

or of formulating in the church any " out-

rd sign for an inward grace," in view of the

idency of such emblems to be made an out-

rd substitute for an inward grace. What we

II " testimonies for truth," however, though

3y may be used hypocritically, are of a dif-

•ent order and intent,—not shown fur signs of

r inward graces, but reminders under grace

man's duties and confessions of whose side we

i on f )r certain principles.

The Grand Army Record avers that if waving

lag, shouting for " Old Glory," " dressing up

uniforms for exhibition on dress parade or

y other such cheap performance is patriotism,

len, indeed, it is very easy to be a patriot."

So," the same article continues, " we could say

^out Christianity."

'If mere talk, if the waving of a cross, if attend-

fe church in a regulation suit of clothes, and the

kfing ofmoney to the church, if this is Christianity,

len, indeed, it is very easy to become a Christian,

tit if patriotism means the standing by and up-

Jlding the laws and free institutions of the United

;ates, equally and alike, for the poor as well as

.6 rich, it may involve a moral courage far rarer

an the bulldog courage of the battle field. This

oral courage to do right, to act hone.stly, and to

ve each one his due, is the great need and the

eat lack of the present day. Manhood, character,

en who are not sycophants, but think for them-

:lves—these are the factors which make American

tizens, and who will make patriots when patriots

:e needed to save the Republic.

Real and Constructive Calls.

When sixty young persons lately offered

bemselves for religious service in heathen

inds, fully one-half of them gave reasons like

leae :
" The Master calls," " Jesus wants me,"

" I have heard God," "To hasten the coming of

the King," " God calls me," " Obedience," " Re-

peated calls to an unwilling heart," "Called,

and never released," " My life motto is, ' What-
soever He saith unto you, do it.'

"

Most of these, being expressed as the inward

call of the Spirit, appear on the right founda-

tion. The reason of another was, " Because He
said go." If this was the immediate and present

voice of the Shepherd leading him forth per-

sonally, such obedience is blessed. But if it be

appropriated as a duty merely by a construc-

tion which one gathers for himself from a gen-

eral text, it is a call assumed from the letter

rather than witnessed from the Spirit. It is

such commissions, inferred as by reason and

not witnessed in a direct spiritual baptism and

anointing for the service, that Friends do not re-

gard as valid. Authority to baptize spiritually

into the Divine name is as inseparable from the

" great commission " as the word " go." Let

not man put them asunder, witnessing the in-

ward commission without going, or going on a

te.xt without the baptismal anointing.

The " therefore" for going (Matthew xxviii

:

19), appears not 'founded by our Lord on a

standing commission for any Christian to take

up, or a marching-order once for all future dis-

ciples, but on his authority promised to be with

them: "All authority is given unto me in

heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore, etc. Lo,

I am with you all the days, even unto the end

of the world." Elsewhere He said the same

:

" Without me ye can do nothing." And we do

not find that the journeys of any of the first

missionaries or apostles were based on that text,

but they were of the frtsh putting forth and

leading of the Spirit of Him who uttered it.

Nowithstandingtheword" missionary " has been

a much-abused word, so that Fiiends have had

reason to grow shy of it
;
yet they have, as hun-

dreds of credentials for ministers to travel or

sojourn abroad will testify, shown themselves

in sympathy with a true missionary spirit, when

they could have confidence that it was such.

But as regards this word " missionary," both

it and the word " apostle," while coming from

different languages, mean one that is sejii. While,

however, the word apostle is still understood in

its New Testament use, as one sent forth of God
;

the word missionary in common usage has re-

ferred very loosely to the Divine source of send-

ing, and very closely to the religious purpose

for which one goes. The reason given by a can-

didate mentioned above, " To hasten the coming

of the King," is typical of the " missionary
"

order of expression, while the others were in

form more apostolic. But the call for a Chris-

tian service is not derived from the object in

view, but from Christ's imrpediate and perceived

authority. Through viewing the end desired

the tender heart gets a lively interest and sym-

pathy, but it is from the Author of every good

word and work that the true missionary wit-

nesses his true commission.

Yet these tender sympathies with fellow-

beings needing help, because they may not at

first have reached the sanction of a call, are not

for that reason to be stifled, as visited upon us

for no purpose. To disregard them tends to

poverty and deadness. They are preparations

for something; and when a clear opening of

duty comes, their blessed shining, and their

sweetening of the service called for by Christ,

augments the praise with which all his own
works praise Him.

But the chief damage done to the word " mis-

sionary " is in the house of its friends. Boards

of foreign missions have so inconsiderately

spoken of themselves as sending a missionary

here or there, or have been asked so much to

send a mission to some field, that no wondei the

word missionary came to Friends' minds to

mean a man sent agent. Their loss of confi-

dence in the meaning put into the word by-

popular use, has seemed to place consistent

Friends in the filse light of being opposed

to the object which missions have in view.

They are in sympathy with that object, the

drawing of all men everywhere unto Christ

through as many as are called of Him to be his

instruments for that end ; but they desire that

these shall be true missionaries, experiencing

his sending and accompanying, and not merely

well-meaning delegates of an organization. They

deny men's authority to send, or to call. Even
an apostolic church must wait on the Lord to

recognize his call which an individual may have

apprehended ; as when the Spirit said to that

hearkening church :
" Separate [for] me Barna-

bas and Saul for the work whereunto I have

called thein." Thus endorsing their calling and

election they could help them on, but not pre-

sume to send them. If the word " send " is else-

where in Scripture used as of men in such mat-

ters, it is in this sense—of forwarding the Divine

sending. It is in this sense, also, we doubt not,

that the spiritually minded in all churches would

use it. But it is misleading for men to say

send, when they mean help. May the word

missionary, by apostolic leadings and movings,

be permitted to recover more and more its

apostolic meaning. In discovering our callings,

may the Spirit which maketh alive transcend
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the letter which, however logical, yet lifeless,

killeth. Or if the letter spell the Spirit's direct

message to us, may we uot be disobedient to

the heavenly vision.

And may no man's misuse of the term " mis-

sionary" close our ears to the hearing of the

Master's call in any direction, foreign or do-

mestic. No man's forwardness will excuse us

in the day of account, for backwardness. Noth-

ing is truly progressive that outruns our Guide,

no one slow that abides and moves with Him.
To fjUow Him la^gingjy and afar off, like

Peter, leads to denial; to follow Hira closely

brings into fellowship. And in his fellowship

must our gathering be, else it is a scattering.

If we decline to gather with Him because some
scatter, our decline is sure.

FoK "The Fi'.iEND."

The Heart's Conyincement.

The essential work of conversion to God is,

in its final resolution, not a matter of the intel-

lect at all, but of the heart. "Create in me a
clean heart, O God, renew a right spirit within
me," was the Psalmist's aspiration; and the
apostle has said, ' He is not a Jew, [i. e. one of
God's chosen people], which is one outwardly

;

neither is that circumcision, which is outward
in the flesh ; but he is a Jew, which is one in-

wardly
; and circumcision is that of the heart,

in the spirit and not in the letter."

It was to the renewingof the heart, which is the
seat of siu, that the labors of the first Christians
above all tended. The world still stands in
need of the same teaching, for in these latter
days of the waning nineteenth century, the
stronghold of the strong man of sin is still the
heart, just as it was in the first. As in that
early time when to Jews and Greeks, Christ's
apostle preached Christ, the power of God and
the wisdom of God, as the way of salvation, so
to-day his ministers should determine to know
nothing among men but Jesus Christ and Him
crucified. He alone is able to search the re-
cesses of the heart, to bind the strong man and
spoil his goods. That men's hearts as well as
their lips shall, out of the abundance of experi-
mental knowledge of Him and the power of his
resurrection, own Him as Lord and Saviour-
is not this the chief end of religious labor?

sug-

CHoasiNG A Calling.—The three most im-
portant choices for any young man to make are—a Saviour for his soul, a good wife for his
home and the right occupation for his life. On
this last point let me ofilir a few practical
gestions.

In selecting your occupation, endeavor first
to find out what the Creator made you for and
the secret pointing of his Spirit. Consult your
natural bent an<! talent. If you have mechanical
sk-ill, then employ it in some mechanical pur-
suit

;
if you have a talent for trade, you may

seek an opening for your energies in a countino-
room or a store. If you have a natural aptitude
tor medical science and a medical enthusiasm
you may strive to become a physician. A de-
cided mathematical capacity will sugcrest the
l)rofession ofan engineer. Study yourself; study
the leadings of Providence, and pray earnestly
lor Divine directi.m. A man seldom fails in
Jite who understands his forte, and few ever
succeed who do not understand n.— TIieodore
L. Vuyler in the Evangelist.

The Day of Small Things.

Leena was a dreamer. Her favorite books
were those that told of deeds of daring, or lives

devoted to high and ucjble purposes. Hours
that should have been spent in attending to the
duties that were really hers, pa,ssed in imagiu-
ing the good she would do if she had great
wealth. How she would found hospitals, and
build churches, and send relief to the distressed.

Or how she would love to go to heathen lands
as a missionary, and write home reports of the
great work she was accomplishing, to be read
aloud to crowded audiences. Or how, if she had
great talent, she would write books that should
become so famous that her name would be a
household word in every cultivated home.
Her Uncle Philip, who was spending some

time in his brother's household, learned to take
much interest in the imaginative child, and into
his sympathetic ears she poured the thoughts
and feelings that she carefully concealed from
others. Realizing the dangers that might be-
set the pathway of the little girl he loved, if

she spent her life in following shadows, instead
of grasping realities, he determined to give her
a lesson that might impress her, in the whimsi-
cal way that was peculiar to him.
The night, therefore, before he left, he called

her to him. " Leena," he said, " what time do
you get up in the morning?"

" At seven o'clock," she replied.
" And you go to bed at nine, I believe. Tell

me, now, how long your day is?"

"Fourteen hours," she answered, readily.
" How many minutes are there in those hours ?"

he asked.

Leena hesitated, then took her pencil and
worked out the sum. "Eight hundred and
forty," she answered ;

" but why do you ask me
that?"

" You will know to-morrow," he replied.
The next morning, as he bade her good by,

he said :
" You have been very kind to your old

uncle, my child, and he has left a present for
you in your room. It is a present from which
he hopes you may derive both pleasure and
profit."

When Leena went upstairs she found upon
her table a good-sized box, with a key in it, and
as she raised it she found it very heavy. " What
can it be ?" she said to herself, and waited for
some moments, in a state of pleasant suspense,
trying to guess what the box could possibly
contain. When she opened it, at last, her sur-
prise was unbounded, for it was filled to the
brim with little brown cents.

"Why, what could uncle mean by doino-
this?" she asked herself, again; "for that he
had a meaning in arranging his present in this
way, I am very sure."

As she spoke, she saw the corner of a note
|

sticking up through the pennies, and, taking i

out, she sat down to read it, and this is what sh
read ;

"You are, doubtless, ray dear Leena, puz-
zling your small brain over uncle's strange
gift, so I will explain in so many words the
lesson I wish to teach you. Last night you
told me that each day of your life contained
eight hundred and forty minutes, and so you
will find in the box eight hundred and forty
cents each penny representing a moment of
the day.
" I wish you to realize that the nroney amounts

to quite a large sum, for you, probably, have
never owned as much as eight dollars before to

possession of eight hundred and forty minu
of his time to use as you think best.

"Every minute has its duty or its pleasuj
and our dear Lord is watching to see wl|
use you will make of the wealth that He ij

trusts to you ; and if you will multiply eijj

hundred and forty minutes by the three hundij
and sixty-five days that go to make a year, y\
will find that that wealth is boundless'.

i

" Now, dear child, you have told me much ;

great plans for the future, but are you not rec
lessly squandering the present ? The Bible te
us of those who 'despised theday ofsmall thinji
You are a little girl, and this is the ' day

j

small things' for you. Attend to them fail]

fully and God will give you greater things
j

do by-and-by. Separately, perhaps, you m
despise the little brown cents I have left i

you, but altogether they make a sum you a
glad to be the possessor of Someti.me you in

find that the greatest lives, the lives that ha
really accomplished the most, are those th
have been most faithful to the smallest duti

" I trust, my dear niece, that the lesson I ha
tried to teach you may not he lost. Let yo
prayer each morning be, 'Dear Lord, wh
shall I do for thee to-day ?'

"

Leena read and re-read this note with :

thoughtful face, and kneeling down, she coven
her face with her hands and said a few earne
words to God. Then she got up and
quietly downstairs with a ne"w thought in h
heart.

As she entered the sitting-room, the fir

thing that met her eyes was her mother's worl
basket, filled to the brim with little worn stool
ings, for Leena was the eldest of several chi
dren. It had never ajipealed to her before, !

though she realized with shame that her ov
had often swelled the number it contained

; bi
now she quietly possessed herself of it, and ca
ried it to her room.

It was a long morning's work to empty i

and this was her holiday, too ; but when all'th
little stockings were neatly mended and fildet
it was with a light heart that Leena put it in
place again, thinking what a surprise it woul
be to mother to find that she could have th
holiday that afternoon.

Now that her eyes were opened, how man
ways she saw in which she could relieve tha
tired, overburdened mother, who never asked o
expected help, but went about her daily dutie
so uncomplainingly. Often her cheek'flushen
with mortification as she realized what Unci'
Philip must have thought of her whilst
lived an utterly selfish and useless life.

Now, however, all that was changed. Witl
the thought, "Despise not the day, of smal
things," in every direction she found oppor
tunities to make the world brighter and happien
to others, and in her home life, ami her sociaJ
life, her bright, sunny influence was felt am
valued, and all who looked into her happy fac<
realized that " The secret of the Lord is with
them that serve Rim."—Parish Visitor.

Sincerity.— Sincerity must always remaiB
the ingredient of all our actions, of our thoughts
and their expressions. Insincerity is the ci°r
of life, and cannot be smoothed over by any
efforL—Jewish Voice.

If the materials of the Great Pyramid were
torn down they would suffice to build around
the whole frontier of England a wall ten feet

s/r'S-ir-fpj^ - r: I
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John Yeardley and his Travels.
(Coutinued ft-om pasegoi.

'

' 5th.— Being,' t-ays John Yeardley, ' on the

itrary siile of the gulf, anil thus depriveJ of

ping ourselves by means of horses, we gave
all hope of reaching Athens, and thought we
St ol necessity return to Patras. We there-

B inquired for a vessel to take us thither
;

, never shall I forget my feelings of horror

ile trying to contract with a man for a boat,

lid in my heart, O that 1 migbt be permitted

try the fleece ouce more in turning our faces

ia.rdi Athens. The man was exorbitant in

demands, and it was too late to reach Patras

hoiit risking the night on the sea. To stay

ere we were was next to impossible without

ious injury, especially to my dear Martha,

oug indeed was our united prayer for direc-

1 and help in this time of distress, and ever

ised he the name of our adorable Lord who
rd anil answered our prayer. Out of the

)ths of distress a little light sprung up, and

thought if we could take a boat and cross

)r to Scala, a little port on the opposite side

he creek, we might then take mules to [Castri

ancient], Delphi and if not able to proceed

ther on our way, the change we hoped would

useful to M. Y. We did make the effort,

i were favored to get to Scala, where we
nd only a few scattered mud houses ; but on

ding, there was a change of feeling imniedi-

ly experienced. We were rescued from ship

Iders and sailors, the vilest of the vile, and

ced among a simple country people.

' The master of the custom-house, to whom
had a few lines of recommendation, invited

,0 his house and gave us coffee. He pro-

led us with lour mules; three for the inter-

iter and ourselves, and the fourth for the

age. It was about eight miles, or two and
^aif hour's ride, to Delphi.'

'The situation of Delphi is the most beauti-

that eyes can behold : mountains of rock,

;h as we never before saw, and in the back-

mud the far-famed Parnassus, covered with

The village consists of about one hun-

id cottages, some of them built in the rock,

e were conducted to one of the best of these

Stic dwellings, and met with a very friendly

leption from the inmates. The house con-

;ed of two rooms, and we were ofTered the use

one of them ; they furnished us with mat-

3ses laid upon a sort of dresser, where we slept

ch better than for many previous nights

;

!n the hen and her thirteen chickens under

r bed did not disturb us. The novelty of the

iters soon brought in several of the neigh-

's, who did not leave us, even while we took

•tea. As there was a good feeling, we thought

veil to improve the opportunity, and inquired

could read. The master of the house, a

laible man, said there were only about twenty

the village w ho know anything of letters, but

It he could both read and write, for his father

a priest.

"'After tea we produced a New Testanjent

d the book of Genesis, and our interpreter

id aloud the first two chapters of Genesis,

ir host had never seen the Scriptures in his

n language, and we think we never beheld a

untenance more full of delight and intelli-

nce than his was during the reading. After

short explanation of what had been read, and
word of exhortation, we thought to close, but

e company were so pleased with hearing the

count of the creation and fall of man [from the

icred record itself], that they requested us to

ad more. I desired them to ask any questions

on the subject they might wish ; and the first

which our host put was. What kind of tree was it

the fruit "f which Adam was forbidden to eat?

We answered that it was translated in our lan-

guage " apple." He said they thought it was a

fig. We told them it might be a fig or it might

be an apple, but that the object of the Almighty
was to try Adam's obedience. They at once

agreed to this; and the master of the house

wisely observed, Jesus Christ came to restore to

us what was lost by Adam's transgression. He
then said. It would have been better if Adam,
after his transgression, instead of hiding him-

self, had confessed his sin to God, and begged

his forgiveness. We all agreed that it was a

natural act for man, in his fallen state, to wish

to seek excuse, rather than to confess his sin

and repent. We then made some remarks on

the prophecy of the Saviour in the third chap-

ter of Genesis, and ability was given us to preach

the gospel of life and salvation. All hearts

seemed touched, and our own overflowed with

gratitude. We may in truth say. Our Heavenly
Father has plucked our feet out of a horrible

pit and out of the miry clay, and set them upon

a rock, and put a new song into our mouth, even

praise to his glorious name. On considering

afterwards our situation, we could not but be-

hold the hand of a gracious Providence which

has led us to this spot ; had we attempted to go

by Corinth to Athens, we should [as they after-

wards learned], have been stopped by the

waters, and have missed seeing this interesting

people; but from hence the way was passable,

and only four days' journey by land.
" 'After dinner we walked through the vil-

lage up to the rock. We came to a fountain

where several women were washing ; one of

them a young looking person, suddenly left her

companions, and with hasty step and entreating

air advanced towards us, as we supposed to ask

something ; but she bowed her head almost to

the ground, and then kissed our hands ; after

which she withdrew in a cheerful and diffident

manner. The reason of this salutation was, that

the young woman had lately been married, and

it was customary for the last bride of the village

to kiss the hands of strangers.

" ' The temjile of Apollo once occupied nearly

half an acre of ground; a great many of its

marble pillars are still to be seen, half buried

by the plough, and corn growing over them.

About a hundred yards from this temple is the

cave in the rock from whence the priestess pro-

nounced the oracle. Among the curiosities of

this wonderful place, the tombs in the rocks

are not the least remarkable. They are built

of the most beautiful white marble; the entrance

is by a large archway, and round the circle are

several recesses in the stone, one above another,

where the dead had evidently been deposited.'
"

' 9th.—This morning we procured four mules

and four men, and proceeded on our pilgrimage

to Livadi, thirty-three miles from Delphi. Our
kind host recommended us to the special care

of one of the muleteers, who put his hand to

his heart, and feelingly accepted the trust. We
were most of the day winding round Parnassas,

whose height above us was tremendous. The
road was frightful ; over rocks, waters, and

swampy ground ; we could hardly have be-

lieved it po.s.sible to pass through the places

where our mules penetrated. The muleteer per-

formed his trust faithfully, rendering us all the

assistance in his power. On parting we pre-

sented him with some tracts ; he could read, and

was much gratified with the gift.

"'At Livadia we were badly lodged, in a

smoky room, and suffered much from extreme
fatigue; but we found ourselves with an inter-

esting family, to whom we read the Scriptures,

seated with them on the floor ; and we could
not but feel grateful to our Divine Master, for

leading us among those who were thirsting to re-

ceive the Holy Scriptures in a language they
could understand.

"' 11th.—This day we had much mountain
country to pass through. We obtained shelter

in the cottage of an old woman, who seemed a
little startled at the appearance of strangers,

whose language she could not understand. Con-
cluding, however, that we had the common
wants of nature, and having no bread to offer

us, she quickly prepared a little meal, made a
cake, and baked it on the hearth under the

ashes. We made signs to be furnished with a
vessel in which we might prepare a little choco-

late, our frequent repast under such circum-
stances; and, at length, a very rough, homely
looking pitcher was produced ; but the greater

difficulty was to find something in which to

boil the milk and water. After waiting till

their own soup had been prepared, we obtained
the use of the saucepan. These difficulties

overcome, we enjoyed our meal; and offered

some to a Greek woman who had walked beside

our mules for the sake of company, on her
dreary journey to Athens ; but she refused,

with thanks, saying, I am not sick ; for the

Greeks seldom take beverage of this sort, except
when they are indisposed. As the inmates of
this homely cottage, as well as the neighbors,

who usually come in to see travellers of our
uncommon appearance, did not understand
Greek, we were deprived of the opportunity of

reading the Holy Scriptures to them, or of con-

versing with them on the subject of religion.

All that we could do was to prepare for rest, of

which we stood in great need, having had a

very fatiguing ride through the woods to this

place. The room in which we had taken shelter

was also to be our sleeping place, in common
with the old woman and her family and the

Greek traveller; in another part of the room
were also a sheep and several other animals.

We swept as clean as we could a space in the

neighborhood of the quiet sheep, and spread

what bedding we had upon the mud floor, sur-

rounding it with our baggage, except our car-

pet bags, which served us for pillows; and after

commending ourselves and the household to the

protecting care of the great Shephed of Israel,

we obtained some refreshing repose.'

"

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Soliloquy.

Am I soldier of the Prince of Peace ? If so,

I may ask myself these questions: How do I

know it ? By the peace of God in my heart

through Jesus Clhrist our Lord. How do I show
that I am a soldier of the cross to others ? Have
I the spirit of my captain ? Am I meek ? Do
I give the soft answer that turneth away wrath

— at home in public, everywhere ? Does my
tongue speak truly the thoughts of peace? Does
the law of kindness dwell upon my lips? When
smitten do I resent it in word or spirit? Do I

always show my colors, in all lowliness of mind,

giving a reason for the hope that is in me ? Do
I love my neighbor as myself, or do I prefer

my neighbor to myself? Can I learn anything

from the soldier whose weapons are carnal? Yet
they love not their lives unto the death. Am I

as faithful as they to One who laid down his

life for me?
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Being Selfishly Modest.

Modesty, in the sense of shrinking from for-

wardness, or from making one's self prominent
before others, is a commendable trait in its place.

By many, indeed, it is deemed foremost among
graces. By all it is reckoned a grace to be cul-

tivated, as one sure of general approval. The
maxim of La Bruyere, that " modesty is to merit
what shades are to the figures in a "picture,—it

gives them strength and heightening," represents
the popular idea of modesty in one's own or
another's nature. So much, however, has been
said and written of the importance of Ijeing and
seeming retiring at all times, of shrinking from
any special display to the public gaze of one's

worth, or ability, or power, that some have been
led to overestimate the importance of modesty
in comparison with other graces and qualities

in their time and sphere. There is such a thing
as being selfishly modest, and that surely is to

be avoided, even though one may endanger his

reputation for modesty by being the opposite.
When a question is asked of the pupils in a

class, the pupil who can answer it ought to do
so, even though he be the only one who has the
requisite knowledge, and he may thereby dis-

play his superiority, so far, over all his fellow-

pupils. It is his duty to answer his teacher's
question, whether he himself be the gainer or
the loser by it. If he were to remain silent

through a desire to seem modest, he would evi-
dently be thinking more of himself than of his
duty, and so be selfishly modest, for the sake of
his reputation, and thereby unmistakably blame-
worthy.

It would be much the same in many another
case. If a child were in the track of a' runaway
horse, and a young man had the opportunity
and ability to spring to his rescue and save him
from death, what would be thought of that man
if he were to hold back, and let the child be
killed, through a fear of being brought too
prominently before the public by such an act,
and perhaps having his name, with praises of
his bravery, in the newspapers of the vicinity?
It is clearly his duty to put himself forward at
that time, whatever be the effect on his reputa-
tion.

When duty calls, a man has no right to con
sider himself or his reputation. It may be as
clearly a man's duty at one time to put himself
forward and to take the consequences of well
doing, as to shrink at another time from pre-
sumption and officiousness, and from showino- a
lack of true modesty. A man's first duty may
at times require his keeping himself prominent
before others. This is certainly so when he is
set to signal an express train as it approaches
an open drawbridge, by a red flag or a flashing
light. So in other circumstances and conditions"
The danger of being selfishly modest is very
positive and very real in this world as it is.

It was actually the case, in one instance, that
a lady saw a young woman commit suicide by
throwing herself into the water, where she was
unable to help her. When the body was re-
covered, the question arose whether the death
was by suicide or homicide. A young man sus-
pected of her murder was tried for the crime
The case was on trial for weeks. Yet the one
witness of the suicide refused to come forward
or to speak out, while the suspected man's life
was in peril

;
and it was only after his final ac-

quittal that she told of her knowledge to a friend'
Her reason for her silence all that time was, as
she claimed, her unwillingness to come into
such prominence as the disclosure of her knowl-
edge would result in. She was just selfishly

modest enough to risk another's life by keeping
in the back-ground, when coming forward was
her foremost duty for the hour.

In every such instance the person puts self

above duty, his possible reputation above his

proper course. What if he were to seem promi-
nent through his well doing? What if he must
be suspected of unworthy motives because he
simply did what he ought to do. It were bet-

ter to suffer for well doing than to shirk it,

—

better to be wrongly suspected while doing right

than to be, or to seem to be, specially modest
through failing to perform a manifest duty.

—

S. S. Times.

Don't Complain.

What is the use? Nobody thanks you for

burdening them with your load of troubles,

large or small. And they are pretty sure to

seem small in other people's eyes, however large
in your own. The world has its share and does
not care to take any more. Besides, the trouble
gets larger the more you talk about it, or even
think about it in a complaining spirit. It is

amazing how a grievance grows if only it be
dwelt on with a suflScient persistence. He who
looks at it long enough will see in it plenty of
things that are not there at all.

It is easy to fall into the habit of grumbling
about every little thing that does not just suit,

but who, on calm reflection, thinks it really
pays ? We doubt if anybody ever did. It has
an ill effect on one's own spirits, sending them
down below zero on the smallest provocation.
It makes those around us constantly uncomfor-
table. And, most of all, it is a sin against God,
a most ungrateful return to bis abundant mer-
cies.

How much better to keep in the sunshine
and to lay hold of things by the smooth handle.
One can always find the bright side if he looks
for it. Things are never as bad as they might
be. Whatever God sends is meant for our
good, and has something about it that should
call forth praise.

So we say complaint is always out of order.
Christians should never cease to keep good-na-
tured. If anything troubles you, talk it over
quietly with the Lord first of all ; after that, if

further counsel be required, an intimate friend
may be called in. In cases that admit of
remedy, take hold of them in resolute earnest,
with a cheerful purpose to set things right. In
all other cases patiently endure as seeing Him
who is invisible, looking for the eternal weight
of glory. In any case, don't complain, doli't
fret, don't make yourself a nuisance. Look up
and not down, look forward and not back, and
lend a hand of help to every one in need.

—

Pennsylvania School Journal.

For " The Friend."
EMPHASIS.

The blow upon the swinging door
Returns it open as before.
Tli_e argument in anger sent
Brhigs back as fierce an argument.
He spends bis shot in smoke and peal
Who speaks with overcharge of zeal.
The loudest voice that strikes the ear
Is not the voice the soul can hear.
Words underscored with warm intent
But ill convey the message meant.
The best love ever can inspire
Is something less than love's desire

;While all the sweet and common thought
that grows between becomes as naught.

Take heed
; the heart that sends you tiiis

Knows well the waste of emphasis.

F. B.

Frets Over Nothing.
" Don't tell mother. She'll go ott" into a fiti

you do. There is not a particle of danger ; h
she frets over nothing."

The speaker was a boy about fourteen yes I

of age
; the audience, several companions anci

lady who happened to be passing.

"Frets over nothing .'"she repeated, as s

went her way. " How many mothers there a

of whom that has been said by their childr^
and with truth."

,

The mothers who fret unnecessarily are li

theones who have the greatest influence ovi
their children. By allowing themselves to fi

over matters of very little consequence, th
are apt to lose their power of influence in mi
ters where it is really needed.

|

There is a wise little mother in this city w
is almost continually at war with herself on s

count of her extreme nervousness. One day,
lady visitor found her so restless as to be qui
unable to attend to her regular duties about t

house.

" What is the matter,'

one sick?"
asked, " Is ai

cap yours

"No," replied the mother, half laughing, hs
crying, " and I presume I am very foolish. T
truth is, my boys have just erected a trapeze
the barn, and I am nearly wild with the fe:

that one of them may be killed !"

" Why don't you compel thera to take
down?" asked the visitor. "I should like
see myself worrying about a trouble that cou
be so easily removed. You are surprising
weak and foolish about those boys of yours."
Her voice was so full of scorn that it arousi

the mother's indignation, and taking her gue
to the window, she pointed to a group of bo'

whom she had just caught sight of.
" Isn't that boy in the brown

she asked.

"Yes."
" Who are the other boys?"
"I don't know ; why should I ?"

_

" I do ; they are —^ ." She raei

tioned the names of two boys who had a repi
tation of being young scamps. " It would hu
me," she continued, " to have my boys seen i

their company. I prefer to run the risk of the
falling from the trapeze ; the danger is i

greater."

The guest turned from the window with
very red face.

"You have taught me a lesson," she sait
" Yet, I do not see why, in our endeavor I

keep our boys at home, we should allow the*
to have amusements which are a source (

worry to ourselves."
" Very nervous women cannot stand any sol

of childish play," returned the mother, with
significant smile. " I know that I am natural]
nervous, and disposed to find danger in everj
thing. I also know that it is perfectly natun
for a healthy boy to enjoy play in which there
an element of danger, and that they will be ver
likely to engage in it sometime, with or withoi
consent. If my boys must perform on a trapezi
I would rather it should be at home, where
can give them immediate attention in case (

an accident; and as I have concluded to accef
it as'one of the lesser evils, I do not intend t

spoil their enjoyment by letting them see ho'
nervous it makes me."
"Your boys are wonderful stay-at-homes,

said the visitor, thoughtfully.
"And I know that I have their confidence,

replied the mother. " They call me a ' rigb
good fellow,' and say that I am as good as
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auy day ! They would be surprised could

know how much trepidation I have eu-

:d in niv efforts to enjoy with them what

call 'jolly good fun.'
"

his story needs no comment. There are

ly some mothers who need, and will make

of, the lesson it teaches.— T/ie Housekeeper.

What to Do With Our Suspicions.

avoid being suspicious, it is of the first

ortauce that we know what to do with our

licious, for the two words differ in more than

r grammatical construction. While to be

iicious leads to jealousy and envy and all

harilableness, breaking friendship, destroy-

affection, embittering all social relations,

rendering life itself an intolerable burden,

to have a suspicion is at times inseparable

ordinary intelligence.

. suspicion is only a doubt, a fear, a misgiv-

m unpleasant suggestion of the mind, which

or may not have reasonable grounds. So

r as human nature is imperfect, and our

wledge of it meager, suspicions of various

Js will occasionally flit across every active

d. It is the different methods of dealing

1 these apprehensions that constitute or pre-

t the suspicious character. One man broods

them, cherishes them, magnifies them. He
Is nourishment for them in a thousand tri-

They increase and multiply within his

d, till his life becomes a pain to himself and

rievance to others. There are very few peo-

so hard to deal with, and so difficult to live

], as the thoroughly suspicious man. He
9res the good points of his fellow-men, and

ces their faults uppermost. Out of their de-

s, real or fancied, his imagination weaves a

lie of evil, often as fiir from the truth as the

; from the west. His friends, after trying in

, by banter and ridicule, or by serious argu-

iat, to disarm his numerous suspicions, at

^gth give up the effort, and leave dim to his

unwholesome imaginings. By degrees, as

trait becomes increasingly manifest, he is

nned and dreaded ; some are indignant,

jers are wounded; some despise him, others

him ; all unite in forsaking him. This

in reacts upon him to enhance the evil, and

own happiness is poisoned with the noxious

(sphere, which he chooses to inhale.

any excellent people, seeing these baneful

Its, exhort us with zeal to stifle every sus-

ion in the bud, to allow it no entrance into

mind, or, having entered to drive it out with

trong hand. This is seldom possible, and still

re seldom satisfactory. As we have said, a

iple suspicion is only a suggestion of the

nd, unpleasing, indeed, but not necessarily

just. Yet, whether true or untrue, it should

only a transient state of mind, and never suf-

ed to become a permanent one. To allow it

dwell in the heart "as an established tenant is

take the road which leads to a grievous calami

On the other hand, to try to drive it out is

lerally futile. It will return again and again

th renewed force, and with fresh arguments

its favor.

A much simpler and surer way is to test its

uuracy. If it is a possible thing, let it be

oved to be either a truth or a delusion. In

her case, the suspicion itself will perish.

ither it will be changed into a certainty or it

i\\ vanish like any other phantom. For ex-

iiple, a man suspects that one whom he has

listed is unfaithful. There may be more or

round for such a fear to stand upon, but

to himself, and it may be cruelly unjust to an-

other. On the other hand, if he struggle to

banish it from his mind, and it should prove to

be true, he might deeply regret having neglect-

ed the warning. It is clearly the path of wisdom

to sift the matter to the bottom, thus either

blowing the suspicion to the winds, or turning

it into an assurance. Then he is no longer tor-

tured by doubt and fear, on the one hand, of

making false charges, and, on the other, of find-

ing them true. Either innocence is exonerated

or guilt is proved, and, although in the latter

case pain may still linger, yet the suspicion, as

such, has fled frcmi his mind. Bacon has well

put it thus: "There is nothing makes a man
suspect much, more than to know little; and,

therefore, men should remedy suspicion by pro-

curing to know more, and not keep their sus-

picions in smother. What would men have ?

Do they think those they employ and deal with

are saints? Do they not think they will have

their own ends, and be truer to themselves

than to them? . . . Certainly the be.st means

to clear the way in this same wood of suspicions

is frankly to communicate them with the party

that he suspects, for thereby he shall be sure to

know more of the truth of them than he did be

fore, and withal, shall make that party more

circumspect not to give further cause of suspic

Such discipline as this will not only be the best

solution for each suspicion as it arises; it will

have the further benefit of preventing a suspic-

ious habit of mind. For it is not the sudden

birth of these misgivings, but the secret nourish-

ment of them, that poisons the mind. Expose

them to the clear light of truth, and they vanish

like shad<nvs before the sun. But hide them,

and cherish them secretly, or breathe them in

whispers, and they will increase in strength and

in numbers, ruining life and happiness with

their corrosive influence.

—

Philadelphia

Selected for The Friend.

CUMBERED ABOUT MUCH SERVING
Christ never asks of us such busy labor

As leaves no time for resting at his feet.

The waiting attitude of expectation

He ofttimes counts a most complete.

He sometimes wants our ear—our rapt attention,

Tliat He some sweetest secret may impart

;

'Tis always in the time of deepest silence

That heart finds deepest fellowship with lieart.

We sometime wonder why our Lord doth place us

Within a sphere so narrow, so obscure,

That nothing we call work can find an entrance,

There's only room to suffer, to endure !

Well God loves patience ! souls that dwell in stilln

Doing the little things, or resting quite.

May just as perfectly fulfil their mission.

Be just as useful in the father's sight.

As they who grapple with some giant evil.

Clearing a path that every eye may see !

Our Saviour cares for cheerful acquiescence,

Rather than for a busy ministry.

And yet. He does love service where 'tis given

By grateful love that clothes itself in deeds :

But work that's done beneath the scourge of duty.

Be sure to such. He gives but little heed.

Then seek to please Him whatsoe're He bids thee.

Whether to do—to suffer—to lie still !

'Twill matter little by what path He led us,

If in it all we sought to do his will.

long as it remains in his mind it is distressing
i

Exchange.

There is no knowledge for which so great a

price is paid as a knowledge of the world ; and

no one ever became an adept in it except at the

expent^e of a hardened and wounded heart.

—

Margery's Mistalie.

Margery was a little girl who lived in Wash-
ington not long ago, and this is what happened

to her on the morning of her eighth birthday.

Margery was apt to be forgetful — absent

minded, her mother called it; but her father

said that her mind was not absent; it was just

lazy, and she would have to make it keep at

work. So her mother said to her that morning,

as she started out to do an errand :
" Now don't

forget, Margery—raisins, powdered sugar, and

soap ; and tell him to send them right up as soon

as he possibly can. And mail this letter as you

go by the corner, too," she added.
" Yes, I won't forget," answered Margery

;

and she ran down to the gate, and went skip-

ping down the street. She seemed as much a

part of the bright May morning as any bird or

butterfly, her mother thought, as she watched

her a moment before closing the door and re-

suming her work.

Margery had the money for her purchases in

a pretty little alligator-skin purse, which her

Uncle Arthur had just given her that morning as

a birthday present. She was glad of an opportu-

nity to use it so soon, and held it tightly clasped

in her hand, peeping at it occasionally as she

ran along. She felt quite like a woman going

shopping. Suddenly she thought, "I mustn't

forget," and began repeating to herself, " raisins,

powdered sugar, and snap; raisins, powdered

sugar, and soap." Before long she came to the

mail-box on the corner, and, still repeating her

list, stood on tiptoe to reach the cover. It was

a long stretch for a little girl just eight years

old ; but she reached it at last, and then skipped

along. But before she had gone ten steps she

stopped suddenly, and looked at her right hand
;

it still held the letter, and her left hand was

empty. In her anxiety to remember her com-

missions she had mailed her precious new purse.

Her lip quivered ; and she turned quickly

back to the tnail-box, with big tears rolling

down her cheeks. She gazed in despair at the

placid, round padlock which guarded Uncle

Sam's mail from the public. She could not

even climb up and look in through the slot

where her purse had di.=appeared. She sat down
on a horse-block, and gave way to tears. Soon a

big policeman approached, and Margery plucked

up sufficient courage to lay the case before him,

and implore his aid in recovering the lost prop-

erty. He pulled his mustache thoughtfully for

a moment, then, telling her she " would have to

wait for the collector," stalked majestically on.

Margery did not know who the collector was, or

what good it would do her to wait for him ; and

so she extracted but small comfort from his re-

ply, and her tears burst forth afresh.

The officer was hardly out of sight, however,

before a man drew near, walking rapidly down
the street. Margery would not have appealed

to him of her own accord, but at the sight of

her little tear-stained face he stopped and kindly

inquired the cause of her grief Margery told

him her troubles as well as she could between

her sobs. ' Well, well," he said, " that certainly

is a pity. Let's see how long we should have

to wait." He went to the box, and read from

a little card on the side which Margery had not

noticed, " Hours of collection, 9 A. m., 12 m., 2

and 4 P. M." He looked at his watch. " It is

ten o'clock," he said, " we should have to wait

two hours. You see," he explained, " every

once in a while a postman comes around and

opens the box, and takes out the letters people

put in. If we were here then, he would give

us the purse. Margery nodded, and her face
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brightened at che thought of regaining her prop-

erty, even after waiting so long.
" Perhaps you'd better run home now," he

continued, "and come back here in time to

catch him." Margery looked doubiful.

"There!" exclaimed her friend, "there's a
collector, now! I'll catch him; and he started

almost at a run towards a little blue cart which
had stopped at another mail-box a block away.
Margery saw him approach the postman and

speak to him. Then the postman touched his

cap, and both jumped into the little blue wagon
which came rapidly towards her. When they
came to where she stood, they both got out and
the postman produced a flat key on a brass

chain. Margery watched him eagerly, her eyes

dancing with delight. He opened the box.
Margaret stood on tiptoe to look in, but her
friend lifted her up, and there she saw her purse
lying on top of some letters and papers. She
reached in aud seized it, and held it as though
she never intended to let it go again.

The postman locked the box, aud, leaping
into his cart, drove off, touching his cap at the
courteous" Thank you" of Margery's benefactor.

Then he took her hand, aud they went along
toward the grocery. Margery felt as though'
she had known him all her life, and chatted
freely, as she rau along by his side.

" He knew you, didn't he ?" she said. " He
came right away when you asked him, didn't

he? I guess he wouldn't have come at ail if I'd

have asked him. Do you think he would ?"

She talked very fast in her excitement.

When they reached the store he parted with
her at the door. The grocer looked after him
as he went up the street; and, as he took her
order, he said

:

" Do you know that gentleman?''
"No," answered Margery.
" That was the President."

Margery opened her. blue eyes very wide, and
ran home quickly. She did not think the Presi
dent was just a man. Her mother met her at
the door, and, seeing ttie letter still in her hand,
exclaimed :

" There, Margery ! I was afraid you
would forget something. You haven't mailed
my letter!"

—

Christian Register.

- The President's Views.

Turning to one of the delegation (whose visit

is reported in the Friends Intelligencer), he
asked" How much of the Philippine Islands do
you think we should hold ?"

To this the reply was made that we had not
yet formed a definite conclusion on that subject,
but that it would seem right to retain a base of
supplies and insure good government to the in-

habitants.

"In order to do that," said the President, " a
large standing army will be required. It is

very much of a question with me how much of
' destiny' there is in the present situation, and
what is our duty and our responsibility toward
these peoples. My mind is open; no decision
has been reached Oy me ; and, fortunately, I
do not have to decide to day. To pacify Cuba,
which we are compelled to do, will require fifty

thousand men, and twelve thousand to fifteen
thousand will be needed for awhile in Porto
Rico, although in the latter case the problem is

simple, as the island has bseu ceded to us. You
will agree with me that the use of the army as a
police force is at present necessary in these is-

lands, aud will be required for some time. The
increase of the standing army, except for this
purpose, is to be deprecated.

" The message from the Emperor of Russia,

looking to the disarmament of nations, has met
with my warm approval, and I have officially

communicated with the Czar, and shall appoint
in due time a representative of the United
States to meet with those of other nations at the
Peace Conference proposed by the Czar.
"I am in sympathy with the Society of Friends

in the belief that peace is the proper condition
of nations. I was not in favor of the war with
Spain : did not want war ; but when once in it,

I thought it was best to push it vigorously to a
close and thus bring peace the sooner.

"At times I think that a strong naval arma-
ment conduces towards peace, as a nation so

armed is less likely to be attacked
; but on the

other hand a country so equipped is like a man
who walks about with a chip on his shoulder,
daring others to knock it off."

The Rich Twins.

"Mama, I wish we could have bicycles and
other things," and the twins managed to look
quite unhappy.

" So do I wish you could have bicycles and
other things that you would like," said mama;
" but papa and I can't seem to get them and get
you what you really need."
The twins looked more and more miserable,

and added :

" We can't have bicycles, and we can't have
nice clothes, like other children, and—and "

—

" Wouldn't you like to go and live with some
one who could get you everything you could
ask for ? " said mama.

Why, is there any one who could ? " asked
the twins in the same breath.

" You know that rich Mr. Porter on the hill ?

They have no children, and I have heard that
they would like to adopt one. Perhaps they
would take you both. At any rate, I don't see
how any one could help wanting both of you,"
said mama, with a little tremble in her voice.
"Let's go right up, and see if they wouldn't
like you."

" Oh, no ! not right up. Let's wait until
papa, comes, and see what he thinks," said
Jamie

; and Ruth said, " Let's see what he
thinks," because she always said just what
Jamie did.

" I think it would make papa feel very badly

" Why, I think that if they took you to t

home, they wouldn't want you to come bad
your old home."

" Oh, mama ! we couldn't live away f
you and home too !

"

" And," mama replied, " We can't do
as much for you as we want to. Papa s

last night, that God had given him such a t

home lie wished he coulddo more- for us. Fi
papa ! he works so hard, and "

—

i

" Didn't you tell him we had everything ft

wanted ? What did you say ?
"

I

"What did I say? Why, I didn't ki'

that you cared more for bicycles and clol

than for us, and I told him we were the happ
family in the world, and that if we could h
him, and "

—

,

'' mama ! we haven't got to go to Mr. I i

ter's,—have we? Can't we stay with you I

and Jamie fell sobbing on one shoulder, wll

Ruth, with real tears, wept on the other, :'

mama had shining drops in her beautiful e.'

The tears washed away every trace of "|

content, and when mama said, "Let's gat I

some of your lovely roses for the tea-table
please papa," the twins found contentment s

joy in every rose-petal."— 6'. S. Times.

Danger of Waiting for Children to "Grow D

BY MARGARET MEREDITH.
j

There used to be a feeling that children co
j

not, practically speaking, become Christians
I

know that this feeling really did exist, am
have clearly seen that with some people, d
gerous and ruinous as it is, it exists yet. Plei

of Sunday-school teachers openly say to inf
scholars, " This is the way to be saved,
learn all about it, so that after a little wh
when you are big enough, you can act up
it."

We look upon children, and so make th>

look upon themselves, as "going to be
some day," "gef.ing ready to be men,""p
paring for a place in the world's work," as

:hey were in an unsatisfactory, useless positi

now, the only incentive of which must be tl

some day that they will really begin to li

and will live better if they conscientiously
their nest during this waiting.

It is asking too much of a child enthusi

„
-- r-r- --J J tically to work and suffer for the benefit

.,'!,ff.i??"„?°'i,-'!''H'
'^araa,^^"and you need another state of existence, the state of bei

" grown up," which, it is trained to feel, wil
a state quite apart from anything that is pr

sible for it now, or that it can even be in sy
pathy with.

Is not the wee child's life, as soon as it ci

think at all and act upon its thinking, just i

first end of the same roll of stuff which tbi

soul is to go on weaving until death ?

Is not early childhood as capable of i

ness, actual soul-saving usefulness, as the prir

of life? What makes usefulness? An hour
intention, an honest desire to help people, ma
effectual by God's blessing. That is what sav
the world—^just true goodness. And is not
child as capable of true goodness as a man ?

It is not carpenter work that does good
the world, nor pleading in court, nor sew.in

nor surgery, nor digging trenches. Natio
have had all these things in abundance, ai

have been cursed with a curse. That whii
does good is the good spirit with which oi

works. That is what brings God's blessing-

God's blessing which alone " maketh ricfc

Ye are the salt of the earth ;
" ye—not yoi

muscle, nor your well-developed mind, nor yo'

to drink from

ot take one thing from home
" Why, we must have our best clothes ! yes

our very best."

" Oh, no ! they are not half fine enough for
rich children."

" Well, we should want our tin dippers that
you gave us I

"

" You would have silver

then !

"

" Well, I couldn't sleep in anything but ray
crib that papa sat up nights to make. You
know they are so much prettier than store cribs;
and, Ruth, we must lake the birthday rose-
bush papa brought us from the fair."

" And you never knew that papa went with-
out his dinner to buy it, for he had not money
for both," answered mama. "The roses are
just like those his mother had when he was a
boy. But they have a rose-garden at Mr.
Porter's, so the gardener would not care for
yours. Hadn't we better go right up and see
f they do not want you ?

"

"Couhln't we have you and papa and our
home too, just the same as we do now ?" and
Ruth chimed in, " Same as now ?

"
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business, hut ye yourselves, the qual-

of the fibre of your being.

)anni)t a child be truly good in working out

daily duties, exactly as a man can? What
lie is there iu holding out to it that secondary

ptive, "If you will do well now, you will some
• be very useful."

Vhy not say :
" Do right, for this poor, bad

•Id needs you so much. Try to do right

;

faithful, be diligeut, stand by your colors,

! for Jesus. God sees, God counts each

(ion, weighs the good purpose of each, and
;(l cause your life, day by day, to be the salt

jthe earth, to save souls, in proportion to the

of true goodness which is in you "?

his is the way you talk to a man—or ought
You could not promise him more? Dare

fd promise a child less ?

Jut no, we urge a child to be good for the

of being good—a very high motive to

i^ture upon with even the most mature of

istiaus—and we leave out these strong,

aiential inducements with which the Bible

lis. No wonder we need to use so many
ishnients to keep the child, at least out-

/dly, on the right track,

hildhood is not merely a time of prepara-

. Lifework begins with dawning intelli-

ce, and goes on to the last breath of three-

re and ten. Childhood, indeed, has more
ool liours usually thau manhood ; but that

pnly a matter of proportion. Life is one
lool—even quite aside from schooling

isoul. A supreme court judge is generally

I diligently learning; but does he think of

t as any lessening of his responsibility, any
/ikeuiug of his motive?

—

S. S. Times.

The Judge and the Boy.

here arose a judge in England, in the days
Queen Elizabeth, whose life stood for jus-

who towered above the jurists of his time

integrity of character, and whose works
I live. Queen Elizabeth, who admired sin-

ity, once said to this great and stainless man :

[r. Attorney, go on as thou hast begun, and
1 plead, not for the rights of the queen but
the rights of truth."

This "attorney," then young, did go on, and
ame a power in England that the throne
red, and he lived long enough to see throne

throne rise and fall. In all the changes
Ills troubled times, he pleaded for the domiu-
of truth.

)ne day this most eminent judge was busy
(ut his work in the town hall of London. It

the old hall of the Henrys, which was
'tly burned some years afterward, and was
altogether like the historic hall of to-day.

ildhall was the place of the courts of justice,

i the judge was engaged in his calling in one
ihese courts. He looked up. A boy met his

IS, and tliere was something in the lad's face

it held his attention—heart, soul, conscience,

I earnest purpose. It was a Welsh face,

idly but uncompromising, beautiful in its

cerity. What was the boy doing? He was
iting—taking notes in a case that au attorney
pleading.

The grave judge was interested in the boy's

:e, and there was something in his manner
It revealed to him a kinship of soul. It was

and earnest. All with an inspired purpose
ow kindred souls and desire to share their

Jtherhood. The judge saw his own heart's

sires that day in that face. Should he unbend
m his dignity and speak to the boy ? Some-
Dg within him answered " Yes."

" Are you interested iu this case ?
"

" I am taking notes."
" For instruction, my lad ?

"

" Yes, sir."

" May I look at your book ?

" Here are my notes. I am glad to have you
see them, sir."

"They are accurate, beautifully and closely

written. May I ask why you came here?"
"To study law by taking notes, sir."

" Are you an English boy ?
"

" No, sir ; I came to London from Wales. 1

was born iu Wales iu 1600."
" Your name? "

" Roger Williams, sir."

" Have you the means of education ?
"

"No, sir; but I am doing my best to secure

a legal education in this way. My parents are

people of small estate."

" Would you like to attend the schools, to go
to college, and to prepare for some profession ?"

" I have so prayed, sir ; I have the purpose,

but I do not see the way."
" My boy, prayer and purpose make the way.

A boy who takes counsel of heaven may become
what he desires to he. Have you that faith ?

"

" I know that the Word says, ' Commit thy

way unto the Lord ; trust also in Him, and He
shall bring it to pass.'"

" My boy, I have been reading your soul

while you have been writing so earnestly. I

am going to offer you education at my own
expense."

That judge was Sir Edward Coke, whom even
to this day every law student quotes. There
are meetings that are turning-points in life

;

meetings in which souls born for mutual help

find each other. Such was this interview. The
purpose of the great jurist's soul was to rise like

a star in the life of this Welsh boy. There are

men whose words are inspiration and life, who
build men, whom to meet is to grow. Such a

man was Sir Edward Coke. He had found a

pupil of life in Roger Williams, and through
him he who wrote the " English Bills of Rights"
was destined to touch and to influence for good,

the nations of the fioxXd.—Hezekiah Butterworth.

Importance of Drudgery.—Drudgery is

essential in all good work. Some drudgery
must precede high effort and attainment in any
and every sphere. Mi.xing colors is the drudgery
in the greatest artist's painting, as surely as in

that of the young beginner in his profession.

He who is not willing to do the needftd drud-
gery in the work he undertakes will never be a

success in any high realm of his aspiration. No
man who is not ready first to tread the lower

rounds of a ladder can ever hope to stand by
and by at the top.—iS. S. Times.

Seeking to Please.—Pleasing others may,
or may not, bean unworthy aim. He who seeks

to please everybody as a matter of policy is not

less selfish than he who decides that it is un
manly to seek to please anybody. But he who
seeks to please others without a thought of him-

self may safely please as many as he can reach

without turning aside from the path of duty. It

is unworthy of a Christian to seek to please

another from a selfish motive, but one who is

seeking to please God will find a worthy way
to please some of God's children.

—

S. S. times.

Items Concerning the Society.

During the week preceding this Joseph S. Elkin-

ton has presented the case of the suffering Dukho-

bortsi in Russia to bodies of Mennonites. The
subscriptions now amount to $2,885. If a large

sum is forthcoming at once, a second emigration

will be possible before the winter sets in.

" The ten talents of Quakerism" are tlius named
l>y Henrietta Brown in an article in the London
Friend.

1. God's spiritual Light that lighteth every man.
li. The indwelling of the Spirit with the disciple.

3. The Headship of Christ in his Church.
4. The priesthood of all believers.

5. The freedom of the Gospel ministry,

(i. The spiritual equality of the sexes.

7. Spiritual tiaptism, and spiritual communion.
8. The uulawl'ulness of war to the Christian.

'.I. 'flie unlawfulness of oaths.

10. The duty ot brotherly love ; and of simplicity

of life.'

The Second Annual Reunion of the WesUown Old
Scholars' Association, announced to be held at

I'riends' Meeting House, Fourth and Arch Streets,

Philadelphia, on Sixth-day evening the 21st inst.

from six o'clock to ten, (thus occurring since the

mailing of this paper) has raised wide-spread ex-

pectations in view of the variety of interesting

exercises arranged for. There are said to be lour

thousand old scholars within a radius of fifty miles

of this city. Next year the centennial anniversary

of the school is in prospect, and it is proposed to

raise a fund of $100,000 as a suitable memorial and
grateful support to be rendered to the Institution.

The sixty-fifth anniversary of the founding of

Haverford College, of which the late editor of The
Feiend, Joseph Walton, was one of the two who
composed the first graduating class, that of 1836,

was observed last Seventh-day the 15th inst. Over
one thousand visitors are said to have attended.

The stated address was by James Wood of New
York, on the identity of aim of scientific search

and the Christian spirit, especially as emi)hasized

by Friends, namely truth. The poem was by Fran-
cis B. Gummere, and its doctrine seemed to supple-

ment and crown tlie address which had been given.

A variety of representative speakers were heard

also, in the afternoon and evening sessions. Presi-

dent Sharpless set forth the need of erecting cer-

tain new buildings. Hereafter the .A.lumni reunions

are intended to be held every five years.

Religious Notes.

A Tool with Which Men TFor£—Christ is served

for gain—the church used as a means to an end

—

and self-gratification, rather than the promotion of

vital godliness, is made the chief among " religious

exercises "—and religion itself becomes a tool with

which men work to improve their worldly estate.—

Reform Church Messenger.

I was asking what are my needs as a minister?

And I thought the need of my entire ministry was

a vision of God. The minister must be a priestly

man. One of the results of the vision of God will

be reverence. We ministers, above all, need rever-

ence. Our constant contact with God's written

Word tcnd^! to make us formi'.l and perfunctory.

Then the vi-imi will lead to sensitiveness, sensitive-

ness t'l triitli. and to its demand—.sensitiveness to

duty. In this way we shall keep the vision fresh

and clear.

—

Dr. MacMullen.

Ministers are very anxious for success, but not

always sufficiently careful as to the means by whicii

success c.in be attained. This passage ("to be

strengthened with might by his Spirit in the inner

man; that Christ may dwell in vour hearts by
faith," Ei)h. iii : Ifi) teaches us that the true secret

ofsuiTcss istiilM' found in the indwelling of Christ.

The possihilitv .il't iod dwelling in man is illustrated

by some (if the recent discoveries of science. The
real power is witliin us and only awaits favorable

conditions for its manifestations. We must make
a complete surrender to God, and in this way we
shall realize his presence and achieve blessed re-

sults.— C. H. Richards to the Evangelical Alliance.

The Foolishness of Pleaching.—Vre&chmg is the
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message of one who lives in our era and has kindred
experiences to our owu ; of an expert who has lifted

life to a new importance by his learning of Christ,

quickened it by a new yearning, and given us new
power to attempt its realization. It is a message
on the sacrediiess of living, the blasphemy of be
littling or wasting life.

What the world asks of the Christian church to-

day is that it shall have a present day experience of
Christ as the Saviour of the world, and publish
in such simple, sincere and direct ways as busy
people can understand and be helped by. The
world' does not deny that Christianity is a great

institution, with noble buildings, a numerous min
istry and large statistical strength. It believes that

its ministers are often brilliant, its services elabo-

rate and its sanctuaries elegant. But these things

are not of first importance to the public or to God.
The main question is. Do they meet the needs of

the people and help them in the critical times of
life?— WiUardScolt

SUM.MARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The ceremony of delivering the

Island of Porto Rico to the United States took place
in San Juan on the 18th inst. The American flag was
raised upon the Capt tin General's Palace, EI Morro,
and the public buihiings.

It is announced from Washington that the American
Commissioners have notified the Spanish authorities in

Havana that the United States will assume entire con-
trol, military and governmental, of the Island of Cuba
on Twelfth Month 1st.

Bishop Hartzell, of the Methodist Episcopal Church
in Africa, who has been attending a Greek Letter So-
ciety meeting in Pittsburg, savs he is commissioned to
ask the protection of the United States for the negro
republic of Liberia.

Some of the terrible effects of our brief war with
Spain has been noted by the Burlington (Vt.) Free
Press, a Reiiublican newspaper, in some comments upon
the loss by disease of so many members of the Vermont
regiment which never got nearer Cuba than Chicka-
mauga, and the many otiier deaths of this character,
which "'seems so unnecessary." The Free Press thinks
that but for these dreadful developments there would
have been " danger that this nation might emerge
from the storm through which it had passel impressed
with the erroneous idea that war was a trifling thing,
to be entered into lightly;" whereas, " ihe sufferings of
the brave soldiers who have come liome to die among
us have served to open our eyes to the horrors of war
as have no other events of the confliit," and people
" now realize that even the briefest and most success-
ful war carries a long list of ills in its train." It is the
belief of this Republican tditor that " when in future
years our people may be tempted to substitute the ar-
bitrament of war for peaceful methods of arbitration,
the memory of the faces of the victims of the Spanish-
American war who died at home will do more than
many another inlhience to stay the hand of the na-
tion."

That the volunteer regiments still under arms are
dialing under inactivity is plain from the desperate
chances that so many of the soldiers take in order to
desert. Several cases are reported of fugitives being
shot by sentries, and at Lexingt^.n, Ky., a provost
guard narrowly escaped lynching for shooting and kill-
ing an alleged deserter. Instances of this character are
inseparable from times of war and serve to point the
moral that war is all that General Sherman so warmly
characterized it.

The arrival of imported negroes at Virdin, Illinois,
on the 12th inst., to take the places of the striking
miners, was followed by a battle between the Sheriff's
deputies and the strikers. Fifteen men were killed and
twenty-five wounded. (Governor Tanner sent troops to

instructing them to quell the riot and protect
' '

' lallow any imported labor to

the
life and property
be un"

mine i

Sev.

count I

lit. Til,-

il..- fn nUh
says the

:i'inir- I . ihuvl- liir a rL'ilurti( in in sleep-
ing car nae-. It .s prwiu.sed to have all of the roads
in the country u-iug Pullman cars to unite in an ap-
peal to this cdiiipany to make a reduction in the rates
charged for upper and lower berths in sleeping cars
and in the rates fur seats in chair cars.
On the 1-lth inst. an earthquake felt at Visalia, Cal-

ifornia, rocked houses on their foundations, broke
crockery and aroused many people.
The steamer Aztec, just arrived at San Francisco

landed 723 Japanese laborers at Honolulu, and reports

that 1200 more are expected there soon by other
steamers.

A blizzard prevailed in the southwestern and west-
ern parts of the country on the 17th. Heavy, wet snow
fell at Kansas City, which is practically cut off from
telegraphic communication with the West. Other
Missouri cities experienced similar weather conditions.
Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-

ber 331, which is 77 less than the previous week and
53 less than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 165 were males and 166 females ; 58 died
of consumption ; 29 of heart disease ; 21 of diphtheria;
18 of marasmus ; 15 of o!d age; 13 of pneumonia

; 13
of apople-xy; 12 of inanition; 11 of typhoid fever; 10
of inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 10 of
cancer ; 10 of nephritis and 8 from casualties.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 2's, 97 a 100; 4's, reg., IIO] a
llOJ; coupon, 111 a 112; new 4's, 127 a 127J ; 5's, 112J
a 113J ; 3's, 104f a 105^ ; coupon, 105| a 1051; cur-
rency 6's, 102.i a 103.

Cotton ruled steady on a basis of 5| cents for mid-
dling uplands.
Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $13.50 a §14;

spring, in sacks, spot, |13.25 a $13.75 per ton.
Flour.—Winter super., $2.15 a $2.40 ; do., extras,

S2.50 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.00 a $3.25
;

do. do., straight, $3.30 a $3.45; Western winter, clear,
S3.00 a $3.25

; do., straight, $3.30 a $3.50
; do., patent,

$3.55 a $3.70 ; spring, clear, new, $3 00 a $3.25 ; do.
straight, new, $3.45 a $3.70 ; do., patent, new, $3.75 a
$3.90; do., favorite brands, $4.00 a $4.10; city mills,
extra, $2.50 a $2.75; do., clear, $3.15 a $3.40; do.,
straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; do., patent, $3.60 a $4.15. Rye
Flo0k.— $2.85 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Buckwheat Flour—$1.65 a $1.75 per 100 pounds as
to quality, for new.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 72J a 72|c.

No. 2 mixed corn, Sh} a 36Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 29] a 29.!c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5} a 5ic.
;
good, 4|' a 5Jc.;

medium, 4| a 4|c.; common, 4^- a 4^c.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5 a 5|c.; good, 4} a 4!|c.;

medium, 4 a 4]c.; common, 2 J a 3i|c.; lambs, 5 a 6.ic.

Hogs.—Best Western, 6c.
;'
other grades, 5| a e'c.

Foreign.- It is believed that 108 persons were
drowned and only 50 saved from the wreck of the At-
lantic Transport Line steamer IfoAej/tm, off' the English

on the evening of the 14th instant,
is said Sagasta and his colleagues are greatly

concerned regarding the demands of the United States,
which they assert not only refuses to assume any of
Spain's colonial debts, but wants to take the heavy
artillery in Cuba and the floating dock recently sent to
Havana.
The Spanish civil courts within the Philippine ter

ritory have resumed the exercise of their jurisdiction,
subject to the supervision of the American Military
Government, which reserves the exclusive right to ex
ercise criminal jurisdiction.

The Spanish commander in the Visayas Islands says
that 4,000 insurgents, including thirty-eight chiefs,
-ave unconditionally submitted to Spanish authority!

^' -- stated that the committee of railroad men in

the island palace, which is strongly guarded. A
decrees are now issued by the Dowager Empress.

Insurgents at La Gaspi, Philippines, have prev
the American steamer Hertnanos from loading
loading, on the ground that there were Spania
board.

In 1874 the American ship Tuscirora discovered
the Kurile Island, in the north of Japan, wha
until recently been believed to be the deepest s

the ocean—8,515 metres. The English ship Pi
has, however, found a depth of 9,000 metres nea
Society Islands. The deepest spots are always
land not in mid-ocean.
Mexico touched the top notch of her foreign

last year, the total reaching a value <i $!72,57(
an increase of $19,025,652 over the previous year.
United States was her largest customer, the total r
ing $40,205,351.

Mexico continues to furnish the United States
more than half of its supply of mahogany.

Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukhobc
S. N., $20; S. J. P., $5 ; Mennonite Cougregi

Canton, Ohio, $14 35; J. G. McC. $25; W. O. B.
K., $5; J. M. P.,$5; A. T., $5 ; L. M., $2 ; Si
S3 ; T. W., $10 ; W. A., $1; J. T., $5 ; R. P. T., $f
B.G., ftlO.

Total receipts to Tenth Mo. 18th, 1898, $2,884;
Wm. Evans, Treas., 252 S. Front St., Phi

NOTICES.
A YOUNG woman Friend wishes a position

panion or helper in household duties.

Address " L," Office of The Friend.

It

Paris is equally divided for and against taking part in
the strike. This disagreement has dissatisHed the
strikers, many of whom are now disposed to resume
work.

It is stated that a military plot against the French
Government has been discovered. The plot, it is said,
was not in favor of one of the pretenders to the throne
of France, but was for the purpose of changing certain
officials of the Government, without touching the
President.

A despatch from St. Louis, Senegambia, confirms
the reported capture of Samory and his chiefs. This
victory conclu les the extensive French operations
against this chief.

The Powers have decided to reject the Porte's pro-
posed modilications in the ultimatum for the evacua-
tion of Crete. Every Turkish soldier must leave Crete
within the time specified.

,„ '^^? Sultan has ordered the withdrawal of all the
Turkish troops in Crete in compliance with the note
from the Powers.
A despatch from Alexandria says a plot against the

Kaiser is hourly proven more important, each arrest
disclosmg new ramifications. The documents found
disclose a plot to kill King Humbert already well ma-
tured.

'

The police in Alexandria have arrested nine Italian
anarchists, and it is said have thereby frustrated a
plot against Emperor William, now on his. way to the
Holy Land.
The Emperor of China is practically imprisoned in

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated mei
of the General Committee is to be held in Philadel
on the 21st inst., at 11 x. M. A meeting of the
mittee on Instruction the same day at 9 a. m.

\Vm. Evans, Cte

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the school, and lettei

regard to instruction and di.scipline should be
dressed to Willia.m F. Wickersham, Princip
Payments on account of board and tuil'

communications in regard to business should be
warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintends,

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveni
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and S.

'"

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met ¥
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents; after 7.30 P,

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the schoo!
telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup

Died, at her home near Green Hill, R. I., on
tenth of Third Month, 1898, Ruth A. Crane
daughter of Othniel and Eunice Foster, in the i

tietli year of her age ; an esteemed member and l

of South Kingstown Monthly Meeting. During her ;

and useful life she evinced a strong concern to v

acceptably before her Creator, and to labor for
bread of which it is written, ' A man may eat the
and not die," ever ready to deny herself, tli

might relieve others.
_
She dispensed liberally of

time and means in aiding the sick or needy, wlieri

brought to her notice. Thus, with a mind undou
by disease, and fully realizing her end was near,
settled her outward affairs, and gave full directions
her funeral, that it should be iu the plainness audi
plicity she loved, and which our Society enjoined
Truth required. During her last hours, she was
served humbly to petition the Throne of Grace

'

strength and assistance to attend, while the sentei
uttered gave evidence that the same calm and unfal
ing faith and trust in the Lord's goodness and me
which had been her strength and stay, were s

anchor to her soul.

, on the eighteenth day of Ninth Month, 11

at his residence in Barnesville, Ohio, John Busd-v
the eighty-sixth year of his age ; an esteemed mere
of Stillwater Monthly and Barnesville Particular M
ing of Friends. He was one who firmly maintai
the ancient doctrines and testimonies of Friends, s

we trust received the summons :
' Well done, good

faithful servant ; enter thou into the joy of thy Loj

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 'Walnut Street
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Ve show forth the Lord's death, whenever

show forth his life iu our lives;—the bread

an and the blood shed for the Life of the

Id.

t is the fellowship of the same communion

D we are assembled. True worship is but

manifestation of the Lord's death in his life

ts outcome.

)ur sufferings and works are for educating

I developing us, and not for compensating

our past sins. They could never be adequate

this.

)ne will not believe in Our Father's forgive-

of trespasses, until he believes in his own.

Taith, though it may be requisite where there

no sight, is not required without evidence,

the evidence of things not seen." It is a

; bound up in the secret witness of the Spirit,

i is a living acknowledging of that witness

things not seen as yet.

Memorial and Fellowship Communion.
In a controversy carried on in the Christian

uocate (Me.hodist), with Dr. Joseph PuU-

n conceruing the rite of" communion," some

isages occur touching our religious Society.

. Pullman had said :

"he facts and their interpretation are carefully

en, and there is not a hint of the fellowship of

ievers one with another, or of their union in one

iy. The ordinance is memorial of Christ, and

lusively of Christ, and the communicant has

t his way if in tlie ordinance he has for a mo-

ot gottc!) away from Jesus Christ to considera-

ns about the unity of believers.

The Advocate rejoins

:

[f Dr. Pullman's view is true, we see not the

jhtest reason why believers should take the

inion at the same time and in the same

or why it should be regarded as the peculiar

ovince of the clergy to administer it ; why, in-

ed, one should not administer it to himself.

And then the Advocate proceeds io argue its

claim that Paul teaches " the holy communion
to be communion of believers with the Lord and

with each other in the Lord."

In closing, Dr. Pullman speaks thus of the

editor of the Advocate :

A Methodist of Methodists, imbued with the

broad spiritualistic temper of the Gospel, knowing
that the kingdom of God is not " meat or drink,"

nor any rag of ceremony ; knowing that to honor

any external form or rite as of the essence of the

Gospel is ritualism and treason to the rational

spirit of Jesus Christ. . . knowing all this, yet

our editor comes forth again and again to force

upon the conscience of the church the obligation

of the so-called common cup, and to deprive us of
" the liberty which we have in Christ." It will

not do. We have read the Epistle to the Gala-

tians. " Non littera sed spirliii," cried Paul. " In

spirit and in truth," said Jesus Christ.

The Advocates reference to Friends is as fol-

lows :

Dr. Pullman's endorsement of our general liber-

ality is highly esteemed, but if his principles were

carried to the last they would justify the Friends

or Quakers iu their rejecting of botr\ baptism and

the Lord's Supper. Almost the very words that

he has applied to us are applied by Barclay in his

" Apology for the Quakers," the great standard

work, to justify them in setting aside both baptism

and the Lord's supper. They are " rags of cere-

mony," they are "against the spirit." . . We
thinif that a sincere Quaker may be saved without

the communion at all ; it being possible for him to

be so much under the dominion of the plausible

arguments employed by the great writers of Quak-

erism and the traditions which they have followed,

as to renounce both sacraments.

As consistent with this admission of jwssible

salvation for " a sincere Quaker," we refer to

the same editor's item given in the Advocate

last spring, as follows :

Joseph Walton, for a number of years clerk of

the Yearly Friends' meeting in Philadelphia, and

editor or The Feiend, is deceased, at the age of

eighty-one years. A more beautiful character than

Joseph Walton it would be impossible to find. In

his administration The Feiend came to us as a

dove of peace. We read it often, and it appeared

like a whisper in the midst of the rush and storm

of life. We met him accidentally on a train, and

found him a perfect illustration of the ancient pla-

cidity of the Society to which he belongs.

Where living epistles are thus in evidence of

the true communion by the new wine which

Jesus promised to drink with his disciples (and

no more of the fruit of the outward vine. Matt.

xxvi : 29), there could be no denial that such

are partakers of salvation " without the com-

munion of the old wine."

A few feasts of silent partakers together of

" the Bread which cometh down from heaven

and giveth lil'e to the world," and of the new

wine of his life, would quickly abandon to the

oldness of the letter all questions about cups

and vessels, whether " individual cups "or "one

in common," and whether such experiences are

those of " fellowship" or of " memorial."

We did not commence the above quotations for

comment on our own part, but we can but note

the holding onto the [jrinciple of sacerdotalism

by religious societies who adhere to the outward

rites of ordinances ; oy whom, as the Advocate

says, it is " regarded as the peculiar province of

the clergy to administer [them]."

It is as essential to our religious profession to

insist on the truth that Christ is the " one Me-
diator between God and men," as it is to other

professions — the offspring, however remote, of

the sacerdotal system—to pluralize that media-

torship, in the form of human interveners be-

tween man and God, to discharge or operate

their spiritual relations. All these relations live

and move and have their being between us and

Him through the (me Mediator, apostle and

high priest of our profession, through whom
alone the communion and the baptism of the

Spirit is ministered. His grace is sufficient for

An outward baptism or form of communion,

whether adopted in churches called Friends' or

other names, must adopt a clergy to administer

it. On the other hand a stated clergy or pas-

torate among Friends will not be long (as al-

ready in the case of administering marriage cov-

enants) in reaching out its jurisdiction over

other presumed spiritual functions. Accommo-

dation to the people who love to have it so in

mixed neighborhoods, partly because of a leaven

of sacerdotalism in them, was lately pronounced

among us by a wide observer to be responsible

for the general modern surrender of those under

the name of Friends.

Selected for "The Fkiend."

I wish that Christians would bring to the in-

terests and religion of Christ's kingdom the un-

tiring energy with which he devotes himself to

those of science. What science so noble as the

knowledge of Jesus Christ? What honors any-

where in the temple of fame like the honor that

cometh from God ? Great and famous as

was, my dear friend, you can do more good by

your prayers, shut up iu your house, and often

in your chamber, than he did or could do by

all his pursuits and discoveries; and that is

I

comfortable and cheering to you. Prayer moves

the hand that moves the world, and deals with

the affairs of a kingdom unlike any of those in

nature, which shall never pass away.

—

Thomas

Guthrie.
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Jolm Yeardley and his Travels.

(Continued from page 107.)

After arriving in Athens, John Yeardley

writes:" We introduced ourselves to the Ameri-

can missionaries, Hill and King, and met with

a hearty reception. The schools under their

care are the most gratifying sight we have seen.

J. Hill and his wife have nearly five hundred

children on their list. We were much pleased

with the arrangements of the -schools ; the clas-

sification is the best I have ever seen, and the

children exhibit intelligence and thirst for in-

struction. The effect of Scriptural instruction

on the minds of the Greek children is very

gratifying. A young girl whom the directors

trad taken into the school as an assistant teacher,

entered the family with a mind fortified in the

superstitions taught in her own church, observ-

ing scrupulously the feast and fast days, the

making the sign of the cross before eating, and
the kissing of pictures. The mistress wisely

avoided interfering with what the girl consid-

ered to be her religious duties; but after she

had attended the Scriptural reading and the

family worship for a short time, the light of

Truth broke in upon her heart; and as she em-
braced the substance of the religion of Jesus

Christ, her attachment to the superstitious forms

became gradually weakened, until at length she

left them altogether. The mistress one day
said to her, I observe you do not keep the fast

days, nor cross yourself before eating, nor kiss

the pictures. No, replied the child, I am con-

vinced that making the outward sign of the

cross cannot purify the heart from sin ; and as

to meat and drink, I read in the Scriptures,

that it is not that which goeth into the mouth
that defiles the man."

"'During our stay in this city we visited

many Greek families, and distributed among
them religious tracts and portions of the Holy
Scriptures, and exhorted them to the observ-

ance of their religious duties, often calling their

attention to those points in which their own
practices are at variance with the doctrine of
Holy Scripture.'

"

After some time in Athens, they left that

city, and after many delays and hardships
reached "Patras on the 22nd, but found that
the English steamer had sailed two days before.

They employed the interval before the sailing

of another packet in establishing a girl's school,

which was commenced soon after their depart-
ure. At Corfu they received information of the

opening of the school, conveyed in a letter from
the sister of the English consul in the following

encouraging terms:
" ' I am sure you will be gratified to hear

that the school which was established by your
benevolent exertions has been opened under
the most favorable auspices. The first day we
had twenty-two girls ; we have now forty-eight.

Nothing can exceed the eagerness shown by the
children to be admitted, and their parents seem
equally anxious to send them; with very few
exceptions they come clean, and on the whole
are attentive and well behaved. Of the forty-

eight there are only nine who cau read. The
little Corfuot you recommend is first monitor,
and of great use.'

"

"It will be recollected that their inability to

collect the inhabitants in a meeting for worship
was a source of discouragement to John and
Martha Yeardley in their former visit to Corfu.
Now, on revisiting this island, they had the
satisfaction of holding two meetings for worship
with Isaac Lowndes' Congregation.

"
' Sixth Month 1st.—Isaac Lowndes had now

obtained leave to hold his meeting for worship

in the large school-room, and I felt at liberty to

propose having an opportunity to address the

congregation. This he gladly accepted, and
gave notice of our intention. It was pretty well

attended, but not full; a good feeling prevailed.
" ' 15th.—We had another meeting with the

little company who meet in the school-room.

The room was better filled than on the former

occasion : it was a precious season of Divine
favor ; utterance was given to preach the word,

and I trust there were some into whose hearts it

found entrance.

A few days before we left the island, I. L.

took us to visit the Jewish rabbi, who, though
full of argument, appears extremely dark and
bewildered, dwelling on mysterious words, whose
interpretation is confined to the rabbinical of

fice. He said they looked for a temporal king,

who should give a temporal kingdom to Israel,

It was a truly painful visit, and we left him
with the desire that he might be instructed even
out of his own law, which, if properly under-

stood, would prove as a schoolmaster to bring

him to Christ.'

" After spending about five weeks at Corfu

on this second visit, they again crossed the Adri-

atic to Ancona.
"In a letter from William Allen, written the

thirty-first of the Third Month, 1834, occur the

following words of encouragement

:

" ' I have heard, through letters to your re-

lations and others, that you have been much
discouraged at not finding a more ready en-

nce for your gospel message; but, really

considering, the darkness, the sensuality, and
the superstition of the people in those parts, we
must not calculate upon much in the begin-

ning. If here and there one or two are awak-
ened and enlightened, they may be like seed

sown, and in ihe Divine liand become instru-

ments for the gathering of others. Should you
made the means of accomplishing this, in

only a very few instances, it will be worth all

your trials and sufferings. And again, you
must consider that, in the performance of your
duty, seed may be sown even unknown by you,

which may take root, and grow, and bring forth

fruit to the praise of the Great Husbandman,
though you may never hear of it. Be encour-

aged, therefore, dear friends, to go on from
day to day in simple reliance on your Divine
Master, without undue anxiety for consequences

;

for depend upon it, when He has no more work
for you to do, He will make you sensible of a

" The passage to Ancona was tedious."
" ' Seventh Month 6th.^—We left Ancona, and

took the route through Foligno and Arezzo to

Florence. That part of the Pope's dominions
through which we have passed is highly pictur-

esque, hill and dale continually, and the whole
country cultivated absolutely like a garden.
Most of the towns are on the hills, and nothing
can exceed the beauty of their situation. But
as to vital religion, the spirit of those who desire

the promotion of the Redeemer's kingdom, on
the broad and sound basis of common Christi-

anity, must be clothed with mourning in passing
through this superstitious and illiberal country.
What we have seen of Tuscany is not so fine,

but the appearance of the peasants is much su-

perior. The inns are much more agreeable than
we found them on the road from Geneva to

Ancona.
" ' We arrived at Florence on the 10th. The

persons to whom we had recommendations were
absent, on account of the heat of the season,

except the Abbot Valiani, a spiritually-mind
man, who showed us great kindness. He has
fused many advantageous offers of promoti(
choosing to be content with little, rather than
hampered with fetters which I believe he thin

unscriptural and not for the good of the churc
He is of the opinion that it would be betl

for the common people to have the Bible,

to be more acquainted with its contents. ]

conducted us to see the School for Mutual]
struction, founded under the patronage of
Grand Duke, about twelve years ago.

'

school-room is very large, airy and well lighte

it was formerly a convent. The system of.e'

cation diflfers a little from that practised
England

;
but the children, about two hundr

and forty in number, are apparently under
efficient course of instruction and disciplii

The younger boys have a string put round t

neck, which confines them to the place duri;

the lesson, but I observed it did not confi

their attention. We were much pleased
the countenance and manners of the direcb
the Abbot Luigi Brocciolini ; his heart appes
to be in his work, which is by no means easy,

"
' We had packed as many books and tra(

as we well could in our wardrobe trunks, whi
were not once opened at the different custoi

houses, but the surplus tracts, etc., we were o

liged to put into a spare box by themselv
and this box was not suffered to pass the front!

of Sardinia. The first officer was embarrasse
not knowing how to act, and sent a gendarr
with us to the bureau of Sarzana, the ne
town. The officer there was remarkably civ

but told us the law is such that books cann
enter except on conditions to which we ecu
not in our conscience submit. We therefo

left them in the bureau, desiring that th
might be made useful : a person in the off

said, in a half-whisper, these are the books
turn the people's heads. We were glad tb

loss did not prevent us from distributing otbe

out of our remaining store, at the inns, ai

pretty freely on the road.

(To be continued.)

Freedom of Choice.—God gives to eve:

man the privilege of choosing between good i

". To each and to all God says, "Behold,
set before you the way of life and the v

death," and it is for every man to choose li

een these two. God hath foreordained tl

freedom of every man's will. Apart from :

i influences of ancestry and surroundings,
as it is said in modern phrasing, " heredity" au
environment," the real self of the man has

choose whether he will go up or go down. Grc

is constantly inviting every man to choose tl

good and to refuse the evil. God also hol(

men back when they would rush to their d
struction, while he is thus inviting and urgit

them to be saved. " Why will ye die ?" is h

constant call to those going astray. Yet
the last, as at the first, God permits a man
make his persistent and final choice of his dc

tiny. If a man is lost, it is because he chocs
to be lost. Salvation will never be forced on 8

unwilling soul.

—

S. S. Times.

Unions and Units. — In union there
strength, but there is also strength in the un

that puts forth its best efforts while waiting f!

union. In an age of organization it is easy
stress over-much the value of associated effoi

It is well to remember that two may put t<

thousand to flight, but we ought not to forg

that one may chase a thousand.

—

S. S, Times.
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Living on Advice.

I From the seats of the successful there daily

Uter down on every newspaper, scraps of sug-

EStion as to how success is won, which are

^,eediiy laid hold of by thousands of young

mn and women who are ambitious, and who

Hieve that in this way comes wisdom and

access, and perhaps character. But character

cnnot be made by advice, and here is the

vrst part of the delusion. There is, of course,

stype of character trim, and prudential, which

iliy be organized upon the detached wisdoms

tat float about the world ; but final character

(unol be built upon maxims. Its chief method

i always inspiration. What man needs most

i not—as he so often thiuks—just to have a

(irtain list of questions answered, and a certain

limber of doubts dissolved, or the judgment of

f wiser man upon them—that is not it; it is

teper and more heavenly life that he wants
;

I: is starved for want of it. How rarely are

t conscious, when with the most vital people,

^getting their opinion about things! It is an

(change of life which we are effecting, and

teir very atmosphere solves more than their

lords. The glory of a great personality, or

i-en of a vital and wholesome one, is not that

J; answers all our questions so much as that in

Is presence we cease to have any. Our doubts

\e on our lips; the tangled world, through

;m, looks straight again, and we want to be

irgiven for ever having thought it otherwise.

idvice is secondary and detached, and withers

way ; inspiration is personal and perpetual

jid Divine. Advice may form habits, and a

liaracter formal, correct, and shrewd ; inspira-

bn alone can impart life.

There are people, also, to whom it is becom-

»g a very shadowy experience to think that

leir own opinion on their own life is worth

aything. A young man under the delusion

aat all his work needed in order to complete-

less was a great deal of advice and conference

ith others, submitted a piece of work to one

hose word on such matters was a coveted one.

'he critic took the work, read it, and gave the

ruthor this unexpected reply :
" If you can do

rork like that, what do you want of me ? No
ae can help you but yourself and God." J

(re thinking that they can get the whole secret

f living out of other men, and they cannot.

I'his is the main danger of advice-taking—that

'f,
leads many a fine soul into inward distrust

<i\\ all power is gone out of it.

'. The truth that is fundamental here is the

ruth so often repeated and little realized—that

iie Lord our God is a jealous God. If every

man's life is a " plan of God," one ought to feel

hat letting each unchartered passer-by come in

ind preach to it is a fundamental indelicacy.

The advice a man needs most is always the

jidvice of the Holy Spirit. There is nothing

his world needs more, if it is to keep its fresh-

aess and glory, than to protect and encourage

n all members of society the element of shade

ind mystery and solitary communion. There

ire times—and a man must learn to trust them

—when, all unconsciously, his life is working

DUt for him a better counsel than any one else

can give it. In painful and terrible privacy

ire wrought out the choice salvations of men.

—S. S. Times.

" Boys Will Be Boys."

True, " boys will be boys," but not necessarily

bad boys. Naturally, boys love fun; but only

bad boys delight in meanness.

It is as natural for the bright, healthy, vig-

orous boy to be mirthful, active, noisy, and en-

joy innocent pranks and tricks as it is for a

colt, a calf, or a lamb to skip and play; but

that is not badness. For them to run, jump,

wrestle, climb trees, ask questions, whoop, and

yell is not, as some pious people suppose, evi-

dence of total depravity. It is only the inevit-

able process by which nature transmutes sur-

plus boy-energy into healthy bone and muscle.

And right here is where some parents and

teachers make a grievous mistake. They think,

because it is difficult for a boy to keep quiet,

that therefore he is " possessed ; " because a boy

runs, romps, and yells, he is wicked; because

he loves innocent sport, that he is mischievous;

and because he will occasionally even stick a

pin into another boy, "just to see hira jump,"

therefore he is totally depraved.

Now, the fact is, that as a rule, all that ails

such boys is, they are surcharged with a surplus

of energy— with an abundance of that which,

if properly directed, will only the better qual-

ify them to be the very best of citizens.

What they need is not a severe course of re-

straining discipline, or a regular routine of

floggings and penances to exorcise the evil

spirits that are supposed to be in them, but a

course of kind, thoughtful, wise training, that

will direct their energies in the right channel,

and enable them to expend their activities on

things proper and useful. Give them plenty to

do in the shape of useful studies or profitable

labor, and give it to them in such a way as to

enlist their enthusiasm and command their in-

terest, and then the more active and energetic

they are the better.

The reason "boys will be boys" in a bad

sense is generally because they are not properly

trained. Most boys will develop right, socially

and morally, if they are carefully trained and

properly protected. If a large proportion be-

come lovers of a vicious or disreputable life, it

is probably because of defective- training or vi-

cious environments.

Give our bright, light-hearted, enthusiastic

boys the proper training, and then properly

protect them against the vicious influences of

the saloon, the cigar store, the dime novel, the

vile newspaper, and more of them will grow up

happy, sober, thrifty, useful citizens.

How does the writer know? Because he was

once a light-hearted, enthusiastic, fun-loving

boy himself, and has not forgotten the influence

of that hilarious period of his earth-life. Be-

cause, also, of nineteen years' experience as a

teacher in the public schools and the college.

As a teacher, he found that, to manage the

bright, lively boys, all he had to do was to give

them plenty of employment, and to inspire

them with interest in their work. He also found

I that by this method his most restless, energetic,

fun-loving boys became the most successful

prosecutors of their studies.

Yes, "boys will be boys;" they ought to be

—

they must be. But if they turu out to be mean

boys, in most cases the fault is in their training,

and not in their nature.

—

Religious Telescope.

Satan selects his disciples when they are idle,

ibut Christ chose his while they were busy with

itheir work, eithef mending, ttieir nets or casting

them into the sea.

—

Exchange.

With " Everlasting Arms " beneath.

What matters either life or death ?

If I should die, with Christ I'd be,

And if I live. He is with me.
—F. H. Jl/arr.

For "The Friend."

Alice Alexander and the Times of ihe " Beacon."

The removal of Alice Alexander of Chelten-

ham, at an advanced age, in the early part of

the present year, breaks one more of the links

which bind this generation with the past, and a

past order of things, so different in respect to

religious association as well as in other ways

from the present.

It was the privilege of the writer to know our

deceased friend for over thirty years, during the

whole of that time her health was feeble, and

during the latter part of it, she was rarely if

ever able to get out to meetings. In consequence

Alice Alexander was seen but little beyond a

very limited circle, and although an acknowl-

edged minister, there must have been few less

known as such. It was at her home in Leo-

minster in the time of her husband the late Samuel

Alexander that I first made the acquaintance of

The Friend ; after S. A's decease I believe his

widow continued a constant subscriber.

A character so bright and cheerful, in spite of

a weight of physical infirmities, I have rarely

known, and it was accompanied by a disposition

so alive to spiritual facts, and so much inclined

to encourage faithfulness in others, that one

could hardly leave her society, without feeling

the better for it.

It is now many years since I heard Alice

Alexander's ministry, but it may be said that

it was clear and baptizing and left its mark on

the meeting to which I belonged or rather I

should say on the mind of some individuals be-

longing to the meeting, which is not wholly ef-

faced to this day.

Women of brilliant parts frequently exercise

considerable influence both in social and philan-

thropic circles, whether it be by reason of their

executive powers, their strong mental calibre or

other qualities which call forth respectful ad-

miration.

Alice Alexander was not brilliant, yet she

had an influence which will embalm her mem-
ory in the minds of those who knew her well,

whether professing Friends or not, and when I

recollect her at Leominster, she was what she

was largely by the grace of God, while seeking

in humble unobtrusiveness to labor in her ap-

pointed corner in God's vineyard.

In pursuance of this labor A. A. many years

ago published "An appeal to Christian men on

the subject of female attire" which would well

bear reprinting ; in this appeal she says that

the folly and extravagance of outward adorn-

ing seem "an evil of unrivalled magnitude, ex-

cept by that of the abuse of alcoholic drinks,"

and that each religious denomination has de-

generated from the views it originally adopted

on this matter.

Our interest in Alice Alexander is not limited

to what she was as a minister and in a serene

old age, she could go back to some sixty-three

years ago and recall the time when as a young

woman she was seated in Manchester Meeting

and weeping on account of its sad and distress-

ful state when the Beacon party asserted its

independence of the long established faith of the

Society of Friends and secessions of influential

members took place in various parts of the

countrv.

This was a time in which John Wilkinson an

ex-clerk of the Yearly Meeting spoke of the

" ruinous fallacy of the paramount authority of

their [Friends'] own inward and immediate re-

velation," while Isaac Crewdson the Manchester

leader said, "there can be no higher rule than

the Holy Scriptures." As a sop to persons af-
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fected with these ideas, the Yearly Meeting of

1836 went out of it way to ignore the ground on
which the Society was gathered, and to intro-

duce a new and cunflicting principle by a para-

graph in the general Epistle which contained the

following, " there can be no appeal from them
[the Scriptures] to any other authority whatso-
ever . . . being the appointed means of making
known to us the blessed truths of Christianity

. . . they are the only divinely authorized re-

cord of the doctrines which we are bound as

Christians to believe."

Now the makers of this Epistle dared not go
so far as to say, "the Scriptures are the Word
of God, and his revealed will is only to be learned
from them," consequently their statement carries

the marks of a compromise in its ambiguity. If
it be really true that the issue of the London
Epistle of 1836 marks a new era in the history

of professing Friends it is at least worthy of ex-

amination, for we are obliged to admit that there
is a connection between sound doctrine and right
living as on the other hand between false doc-
trine and wrong living, we may meet with a
correct exterior profession and a faulty or spirit-

ually fruitless life, but the truth remains that
the profession of false doctrine is a bar to the
setting up of the kingdom of God on the earth
and tends to affect the life injuriously

; and con-
versely that as the kingdom manifests itself in

the heart and life it tends to bring into a correct
profession and form of sound words, correspond-
ing to its own nature, and such a form and pro-
fession may be regarded as that confession of
Christ with the mouth which along with the in-

ward belief of the heart is necessary to salvation,
Rom. X : 9, 10, it being always to be remem-
bered that according to what a man or Society
hath, it is required of them, and not according
to what they have not.

There can be no appeal from them, etc. ; does
this mean that when once we have made up our
minds as to the meaning or force of a passage,
we are to close them to any further light upon
it, or refuse to be instructed by any other au-
thority than our own reason? The Pharisees
who crucified Christ said in effect that there was
no appeal from their law, and by their law He
ought to die because they were resting in the
letter that kills. This sentence in the Epistle
sets at naught the true Quaker testimony to
Christ as the lawgiver and legitimates bastard

Being the appointed means of making known
the blessed truths of Christianity. Did George
Fox or William Penn or either of the founders
ot the Society ever say anything which could
be twisted, by even a fair semblance of reason
into anythinglike this statement ? Certainly not.

WhatdotheScripturesthemselvessay? "This
is life eternal, that they may know thee the only
true God and Jesus Christ whom thou has sent,"
there we see that the appointed means of know-
ing Him who is the Truth is in his own Life;
again " no man knoweth who the Father is, save
the Son and he to whomsoever the Son will re-
veal Him," there again is the appointed means
of knowing the Father of spirits by the revela-
tion of the Son (which revelation Wilkinson
sneered atji without any limitation to the Scrip-
tures.

^

_
Thirdly, " they are the only divinely author-

ized record of the doctrines, which, we are bound
as Christians to believe."

Does this mean that no fresh statement of
Christian doctrine has ever been put forth by
Divme authority since the book of Revelation
was finished ? Have no doctrinal testimonies

ever been inspired of late time? The passage

though apparently clear is too obscure in its

scope to analyze exactly, but its tendency is un-

doubtedly to substitute a building on a literal

knowledge of the Scriptures, for a building on
Christ, the living stone, the sure foundation.

Had the Epistle pointed to the necessity of all

doctrinal knowledge being grounded on the rev-

elation of the living Christ, and to the Scrip-

tures as being a sufficient outward testimony to

Him, and a secondary rule which needs to be
applied by the law of the Spirit of Life, it would
have done nothing inconsistent with the previous

profession of the Society ; as it was, it sanctioned

a radical departure, and placed a barrier on

faith in the true source of all light and knowl-
edge, so that the way of return is now, to many
individuals made very difficult, and to the So-

ciety as such, impossible.

It may be said that very few really believe

the statements of the Epistle of 1836 ; if that is

so is it honest for a religious denomination to

issue an authoritative statement in the shape of

the Book of Discipline which iis members gen-
erally do no not entirely believe?

Isaac Crewdson and Joseph John Gurney be-

come less and less names to conjure by, but their

part in history, is still very imperfectly under-
stood. It is when we see and admire the char-

acter of such a Friend as Alice Alexander,
brought up under the influence of the old school,

and when we know that the modern Quakerism
which received its impetus from Gurney, is un-

able to foster such a character, we feel obliged
to cross question it as to its genesis, and to call

upon it to substantiate its assumptions of being
the lineal representative of the movement which
was well described as the " breaking forth of

God's heavenly day," near two hundred and
fifty years ago.

Will the honest seeker after Truth be satisfied

by the best answers he can get from the best

representatives of modified Quakerism ? If not,

let him search and seek till he finds the path of
true judgment, and comes into the unity with
the faithful of this and former generations which
neither time nor change of circumstance can
affect.

May we each be earnestly concerned to so live

as to promote that unity ; we can only do so by
bearing a testimony, not only for the Truth, but
against error. John E. Southall.
Newport, Mon. England.

What Right Beginnings Do For Us.—It

is good to begin well. The boy who starts on
a new school year with close attention to the
earlier lessons of his course will find his diffi-

culties diminish with every week of the year.
The boy who thinks it does not matter so much
what he does in those first weeks will find his

difficulties grow and accumulate because he has
neglected to take the first steps right. So in

the beginnings of the Christian life. It is easier
to start well than to get into the right way after

starting wrong. He who sets out with a right
idea of the consecration, the loyalty, the self-

sacrifice, the helpfulness, which make up a Chris-
tian's life, and a purpose to live what he knows,
is starting well. He will escape many mistakes,
and avoid having to unlearn many wrong les-

sons. From the first, he will be following Him
who " pleased not himself, but went about doing
good." But even if one has not already made
the best start, " every day is a new beginning,"
and the fresh springs of help and inspiration are
as available to-day as when we made our first

start.—& S. Times.

Duties.

A well-known American writer, and a won-
an old and wise enough to understand the osi
and meaning of the past events of her life, r.
cently told a friend of an incident of her youth,

j

which may interest and help some of the girjj

who read The Household.
She resolved, on leaving school, to go on will i

the studies which she had begun. The daysho
divided systematically: so much time for Latin

j

so much for science, so much for the highei,

mathematics; music, painting, general literaj

ture—all had their hour. Besides these oew
j

pations she proposed to take exercise at- stated

f

and regular times. \

But when she sat down to her Latin, diction-;

aries and note-books open, Will, her brother;
was sure to rush in with a coat to mend oral
splinter to be taken out, or perhaps he onlj,

wanted to tell her a long story of the foot-ballt

match or something that occurred at recess.!

She always pushed the Latin aside while ahet

listened or sewed.
'

When she was busy with logarithms andg
problems, she would catch sight of her mothert
stooping over a basket of unmended stockinggs
or nursing the heavy baby. Books and slatej:

were put aside while she took the task on her-f

self and sent the tired mother to rest. 1

When she wished to go to the gymnasium,!
the parlor was to dust; when she intended to!

glance over some book, there was old Peggy
j

in the kitchen spelling out a verse in the Bible

|

with her dim eyes. i

Often when night came, the day, as she looked
back, appeared to be filled with nothing; a lit-;

tie sewing, a little housekeeping, a thousand lit-

J

tie trifles done for her mother, for the boys, fori

the old servant. >

She was irritable and rebellious. Her plans
j

had been for a higher work and a higher life!

than this.

At the age of sixty, she said, looking back:!
I have never found occasion for the use of the I

higher mathematics or Latin in my life. Bul|
the old negro in the kitchen died trusting in i

her Saviour, whom she had learned to know as!

I read to her every day
|"When my brother"Will at twenty fell into!

bad habits and ran away from home, I wasf
sent to bring him back. He had grown fond!
of me because I humored him, and he came. L

It was the turning point of his life.

"I know now, too, that if I had not taken,
some of my mother's hourly burden of littleii

duties upon myself, she would have sunk be- ii

neath them. As it was she lived to a happy,!
helpful old age. God knew better than I what

j,

work was best for me in life." j'

Many an ambitious girl who proposes to find
'

occupation for her intellect rebels when homely, i

obscure work is thrust upon her. She forgets*
that she is but one of a great army.— Tk
Household.

The Sultan of Turkey has built the largest
'

house in the world at Mecca. It is intended for '!

the accommodation of pilgrims and is capable ^

of sheltering 6,000 persons. The next biggeat

house in the world is in a suburb of Vienna. '

It accommodates 1,112 tenants. Next in order '[

are the three Rowton Houses in London, whicA li:

will accommodate 800, 677 and 500 tenants re-

f

spectively.

—

Selected. \

JtJST sixty-seven years after the birth of Christ li

a daily paper was started in Pekin and has been %

I

running ever since.

—

Sloddara's Lectures. <•:
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Life of the Doukhobortsi.

•ROM ACCOUNTS EDITED BY V. TCHERTKOFP.

such a luniinoiis manifestation of the true

istian life as is afforded by the Doukhobortsi,

important that those of us who symjjathize

them, and therefore, very naturally desire

all we can materially to help the suffer-

should, in the anxious effort to afford help

he body, not overlook the deeper spiritual

incr of that which is taking place before our

In our interest, however tender, for the

ig torch which is being consumed, we should

overlook the light which it was meant to

on all around.

Dr those who have the privilege of witnes-

the Divine work which is being wrought in

Doukhobortsi, this spiritual aspect, as we
)tless all feel, causes us to endeavor to pene-

i heart, mind, and soul into the motive

er directing their conduct, and awakens the

re to become oneself permeated by that pure

and those high aspirations which can alone

to such genuinely Christian results.

or this purpose it is desirable to have as

d a picture as we can of the inner spiritual

and of the consequent life testimony of these

)wers of the Truth.

^e will, therefore, in these pages endeavor

ombine information of both kinds, giving

ils not only of the outward progress of the

jration, but also of the spiritual develop-

t manifested by these people and in their

tion among themselves and toward those

surround them.

ust as " Christian Martyrdom " was going to

last autumn we received a long letter from

lend in St. Petersburg, (then an officer in

army, but now banished from the Caucasus),

ribing his visit to the Doukhobortsi in a

1 prison at Noukha, and says: "The sight

lese men behind the grating, next to mur-

jrs and thieves, was unbearably painful to

At times they enjoy comparative freedom,

they walk about within the limits of the

ion building and do some work. The ward-

watchmen, and superintendent treat them
] other prisons, well and with sympathy,

ters through the authorities reach them
ctually, and they suffer but little from sick-

3, and feel much better than those confined

ler incomparably worse conditions in the

ions of Tiflis, Eiisavetpol, and Kasak.
While making the rounds of the cells with

the official informed the Doukhobortsi of

order he expected soon to receive concern-

the removing of all the prisoners to Siberia

settlement. This news impressed them very

eh, and they looked forward with eagerness

he time when the document would be read

hem, expressing their joy at the thought of

edy deliverance from prison. ' It may be

SB—but different,' thus they feel with regard

t. Their first question after hearing this

fs was—would their families be allowed to

ow them into exile, but no one could say

thing definite about it." They heard after-

rds that this was not allowed.

Through Zakatali and Lagodezi I reached

! places of (Caucasian) exile. It was a long

rney, and I got into conversation with my
,ow-traveller, an orthodox Georgian priest,

going to Signak for a time. On the

y we passed a large trading village, with a

xed population of Tartars, Armenians, and

jssulmen brethren, whom the missionaries

(nt for that purpose) try hard to convert to
j

the fruits of their instruction, they do not dis-

dain the use of any means by which successfully

to convert the infidels. One of their duties |)re-

scribed from ' above ' is to ' organize private

conversations' with the Mussulmen, but as these

are not at all inclined to come to the 'conver-

sations,' they are driven, by police regulations,

to a certain place, at a time fixed by the mis-

sionary, where he appears, accompanied by

members of the local police. He addresses them

through an interpreter as long as he pleases,

and is listened to by sullen people with their

eyes downward, after which they disperse, with

his permission, to go through the same thing

another time.
" At present the missionaries have slackened

their zeal, because this kind of active instruc-

tion, far from evoking sympathy among the in-

habitants of the locality, created rumors and

gossip ' about wholesale compulsory conversion'

of all the Mussulmen to orthodoxy and military

service. . . .

" On these same subjects I conversed with my
fellow-traveller, who was a good-natured man,

openly disapproving such kind of missionary

activity. As to the spirit-wrestlers, he consid-

ered them good men and true Christians, and
thought it a great sin not only to persecute, but

even to blame them.
" At the station before Signak I turned off to

the mountains to the Georgian villages, where

the exiles are settled. My arrival evoked cu-

rious looks and gossip, the consequence of which

was that the Georgians assured the Doukho-
bortsi that a Government agent was after them.

But the Doukhobortsi are specially endowed
with a gift of discernment, and they can readily

distinguish a friend from an enemy, under what-

ever appearance he may be hidden. So it was

this time. Though not a single man of the exiles

at this place knew me, they welcomed me, were

delighted to see ' one of their own,' and imme-
diately initiated me into all their affairs.

"But the Georgians could not understand

how it was that an officer could remain in a hut

with common people, eat their porridge, stay

over night with them and for so long. So much
did they talk about it that they called out their

village administrator. He knew the strict or-

ders issued from headquarters to keep an eye

upon all that was going on among the exiled

Doukhobortsi, and most of all not to admit to

them anyone from the outside.

"So he appeared in company with his faith-

ful agents, inquiring who I was, stood there

awhile, and then went away, leaving orders ' in

case of emergency,' to set watchmen for the

night— reliable men—round the house where I

was staying. This, of course, did not disturb

me nor my hosts in the least, and we had a good

talk till past miilnight upon all that most deeply

concerned them."

Here follows a description of their need, which

has been given elsewhere, concluding thus:
" The great heat, and the unaccustomed climate

are doing their work. There is not a single

healthy looking face. As these people are, by

nature, of a strong constitution, this feverish

yellowness and paleness is the more striking.

Some of them are so exhausted by the fever as

to lose all strength and consciousness.* It is

clear to everyone that they are dying out. The
surest way for the Government to get rid of

them

!

"The inhabitants, among whom the Doukho
bortsi are settled, treat them (as in other places)

good humouredly, and sympathize with them
;

but, of course, they can offer no substantial help

or support. Moreover, by nature, manners, cus-

toms, and the whole routine of their life, they

differ so much from them, that the Doukhobortsi

cannot help considering themselves apart ; and

one must be endowed with their natural good

humor, culture, and capacity for accommoda-

ting oneself with different people, in order not to

get into trouble, to avoid undeserved insults and

all sorts of savage pranks from this truly prim-

itive people of Georgia.
" At one time, owing to their being decently

treated by the local authorities, the Doukhobort-

si did not feel so much the constant watch, but

after the last visit of SkvortsofT* they were much
pressed. The surveillance was increased and it

was forbidden to go out anywhere without a

passport. Visitors to the Doukhobortsi, and

their coreligionists coming to see them from

other places are watched with special zeal, be-

cause the authorities are afraid lest they should

have money given them. The authorities have

decided to conquer their obstinacy by bringing

them to despair through growing stress of need.

' You will fare worse later on, and we will keep

you in this condition till you submit,' such was

the conclusion of all the speeches addressed to

them by Skvortzoff. As to his conversations,

he conducted them in a tone somewhat ' softer
'

than on his first visit to the Caucasus ; he hardly

touched upon the religious side of the question,

and only endeavored to learn from everyone

what he thought of the Tzar, and how much he

honored him. He examined them one by one,

and some of them he ordered to the monastery

of St. Uniaf, where he resided with his wife

while making the tour of the Signak district.

" It is astonishing to what a degree such peo-

ple will stoop to use means to their ends! For

instance, this ofiicial appeared at the Tionet dis-

trict among the exiles under a different garb,

pretending to be their co-religionist and a friend

of I. Tregouboff, asking them to let him know
how much money the latter had transmitted to

them. Only after having noticed that the

Doukhobortsi understood the man they were

dealing with did he change his tactics, and spoke

to them as a servant of the Tzar and the father-

land !

" I wanted to note down much of what I heard

from these good people, and to visit as many
families of the exiles as I could, but it was im-

possible to do it for reasons not dependent on

me. Early in the morning came the local in-

spector, stopped at the yard next to ours, and

called me to come there. My poor friends were

very sad when they saw that was the end of

my visit. They knew what consequences might

await me, and grieved pathetically as they took

leave of me, saying:— ' If we only once and

again see a good man—our only joy— they don't

give us time to say a few words.' A woman ly-

ing sick with fever said with great effort :
' From

the time when people ran with staves after

Christ, they got into this' habit of persecuting

good people.'
" Though I kept the inspector waiting some

time (while I took leave of them) he met me with

O.hod oxy. As the latter wish to see quickly time, perislied in the various districts.— £,'(/.

*A kind of half missionary, half detective, who
travels all about Kussia on commissions friim the _Pro-

curor of the Synod Pobedonostsett; generally terminat-

ing in increased persecution.

f—The present abbess of this convent is a woman of

great ability and powerful connections, because of her

relationship with many of the grandees of Petersburg,

and is in great favor with Mr. Popedonostzetf: The

Under such circumstances about 1,000 have, by this nuns are also Russian and young, and very far from

ascetic, judging by the natives' opinion of them.
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an amiable smile on his face and launched into

all sorts of excuses for causing me ' trouble,' re-

ferring to 'the cursed duty of service which
causes a man to do what is unpleasant to peo-

ple,' and explained the unavoidable necessity

for me to drive to Signak for personal explana-
tions to the District Commander."

So to the District Commander our friend

went, who also made many excuses, but kept
him prisoner in a local hotel. This commander
expressed much sympathy with the Dijukho-
bortsi, and great regret that he was obliged to

be so strict with them.

Our friend then returned to Tiflis, and while

there met a large company of men, women, and
children, who had come to meet the 35 prison;

ersfrom Noukha on their way to Siberia, heavily
laden with parcels and provisions for them. He
says :

" The joy of meeting relatives cheered up
the prisoners, and but for the red eyes of the
women and the prison court yard, one would
hardly believe that this was a meeting with
exiled ones— so bright were their faces, so
peaceful and good humored their conversation,
and joyous their laughter."

(To be continued.)

Dignity Divine Mark in Man.

JOHN MILTON.

But there is yet a more ingenuous and noble
degree of honest sname, or call it if you will, an
esteem, whereby men bear an inward reverence
toward their own persons. And if the love of
God, as a fire sent from heaven to be ever kept
alive upon the altars of our hearts, be the very
first principle of all godly and virtuous actions
in men, this pious and just honoring of ourselves
is the second, and may be thought as the radi-
cal moisture and fountain-head, whence every
laudable and worthy enterprise issues forth. . .

Something I confess it is, to be ashamed of evil
doing inthe presence of any ; and to reverence
the opinion and the countenance of a good man
rather than a bad, fearing most in his sight to
offend, goes so far as almost to be virtuous; yet
this is but still the fear of infamy, and many
such, when they tind themselves alone, saving
their reputation, will compound with others'
scruples, and come to a close treaty with their
dearer vices in secret. But he that holds him-
self in reverence and due esteem, both for the
dignity of God's image upon him, and for the
price of his redemption, which he thinks is visi-

bly marked upon his forehead, accounts himself
both a fit person to do the noblest and godliest
deeds, and much better worth than to deject and
defile with such a debasement and such a pollu-
tion as sin is, himself so highly ransomed and
ennobled to a new friendship and filial relation
to God. Nor can he fear so much the offence
and reproach of others, as he dreads and would
blush at the reflection of his own severe and
modest eye upon himself, if it should see him
doing or imagining that which is sinful, thous^h
in the deepest secrecy.—From Milton's " Reas-
om of Church Government."

:OMB YE APART, AND REST A WHILE
BY THOMAS MACKELLAR.

In the covert of his presence,

'Neath his overshading hands.

We may find a sacred pleasance
In awaiting Christ's command.

Far awav the things that madden,
Far their vanity and noise.

May the Holy Spirit gladden
^Vaiting hours with heavenly joys.

In this time of holy resting

May our strength become renew'd,
Xot a care the heart molesting
In its gracious quietude.

Can the soul be sad or lonely
In thy company, O Christ

!

Looking to Thee, and Thee only.

Keeping with Thee constant tryst ?

Life amid serenest quiet
Like a brooklet flows along,

Undisturbed by tempest riot.

Singing hope's expectant song.

Though all roads lead to Rome the same
roads lead from Rome. It is of essential im-
portance to the traveller in which direction his
steps are turned. As one journeying on such a
road, with his back to the '"'

Eternal City," is he
who holds the Truth in his intellect, but in his
practice follows the law of mammon.

An indolent man draws his breath, but doth
not live.

—

Cicero.

are the green oases

Here and there for pilgrims stored.

As they follow in the traces

Of the footprints of the Lord !

—The Presbyterian.

For "The Friend."

The Peace Aspirations of Czar Alexander I.*

The plan of the Russian Emperor for the pro-

curement of an established peace among the

nations, has awakened a degree of interest

throughout the civilized world commensurate
with its exceeding importance, and the fact

—

almost astounding in its unexpectedness—that
a proposal of that character should have ema-
nated from a ruler generally looked upon as rep-

resenting the military idea after its most pro-
nounced type. While the language of this state

paper is such as to impress it with the stamp of
sincerity, there have not been wanting those
among its examiners who are ready to conclude
that the words, seemingly frank and philan-
thropic, disguise, nevertheless, a deep laid ul-

terior purpose of self-interest.

Hoping, however, that the thoughtful sen-
tences of Czar Nicholas the Second, or of his

Prime Minister, mean naught other than what
they say, I believe it both pertinent and timely
to refer to the fact that the Emperor Alexander
the First, he of the stirring epoch of Tilsit, Mos-
cow and Waterloo, was unmistakably and re-

ligiously impressed with the belief that, as a
" warring Christendom " was a contradiction of
terms, it became the duty of the crowned head
of the world to join in some definite scheme of
arbitration, such as would amicably settle all

differences between them. His views hereupon
were imparted under peculiarly interesting cir-

cumstances to two worthy men, in private life,

one of them a French-American, Stephen Grel-
let, and the other an Englishman, William
Allen.

*The above article was contributed to the Public
Ledger of this city. In submitting it to the editor, the
information was given that Stephen Grellet, when in
Philadelphia during the yellow fever epidemic of 1798,
was actively engaged visiting the sick and dying, and
assisting in burying the dead, but was himself stricken
down, and (as he sa.vs in his Journal) '• my extremities
having become cold, my cofiin was ordered, and I was
even returned among the daily deaths to the Board of
Health, as a ' French Quaker.' But my dear Master
had some further work for me to do, before I could
be_ prepared to enter into the Divine rest." Part of
this further work was the dedicated pilgrim's faithful
service in Russia, so that what he has made known to

of the enlightened peace aspirations of the Emperor,
!m to rise up at this dav, i

Grellet was the son of Gabriel Marc Antoi
de Grellet, who was Comptroller of the M
under Louis XVI., and whose large possessic

about the city of Limoges were confiscated at I

upheaval of the French Revolution. Steph.
escaping to this county, became a member oft
religious Society of Friends at the early age
twenty-two, and resided at Philadelphia,°a
afterwards at Burlington, N. J. Allen, a me
ber of the same denomination, was a phils
thropist and eminent chemist, of London, a f

low of the Royal Society, and (it may be woi
noting) one of the three trustees of the Duchc
of Kent, mother of Queen Victoria. Grel
and Allen being in Russia in 1819, on a rel;

ions visit f both were ministers), inspecting a)

the conditions of the prisons and reformatori(
were twice given audience to the Emperor Ale
ander. On the second of these occasions, havii
related with much freedom to the visitors ho
early in life, he had many struggles with t

sinfulness of his heart, but was greatly help
by the good influences of Prince Alexand
Galitzin, the account (from Grellet's Journa
proceeds

:

" He said much more on these subjects in

feeling manner. We entered pretty fully in

the nature of the peaceable kingdom of Chrii
and to what the spirit of the dear Redeem*
who is love, would lead all those who are obet
ent to His dictates; on which he stated, he
great his soul's travail had been that wars ai

bloodshed might cease forever from the eartl

that he had passed sleepless nights on accou
of it, deeply deploring the woes and miss:
brought on humanity by war, and that whil
his mind was bowed before the Lord in praye
the plan of all the crowned heads joining in tl

conclusion to submit to arbitration whatev
differences might arise among them, instead
resorting to the sword, had presented itself

his mind in such a manner that he rose fro

bed, and wrote what he then so sensibly fel

that his intentions had been misunderstood (

misrepresented by some, but that love to Gc
and to man was his only motive in the Divii
sight. He was in Paris at the time he forme
that plan. We had spent a considerable tin

conversing on these very important subjects
the tenderness of heart of the Emperor bein

manifested throughout. He made request thi

Grellet and Allen should write to him as to

Christian friend. It is more than likely thj

the Czar of to-day had knowledge of this n
markable interview. May the Governments (

the world to whom his plea has been direct!

addressed respond in a spirit of openness to th
proposal. JosiAH W. Leeds.

An Important Christian Duty.—Mediti
tion is one of most difficult Christian duties, bu
at the same time it is one of the most important
We can read or hear of a dozen books mor
easily than we can meditate properly on onei

but yet our inward thoughts are the only test

by which we can know the real state of OU'

minds. Whatever we turn to naturally whei
alone is the thing that engrosses most of ou
regard and therefore we should often look in

wards to ascertain if our thoughts are stow©
for eternity, and how far they are devoted t

the service of God. Religious meditations hav
been compared to the Ijlossoms on a tree i:

spring; many of them fall ofl; come to nothing
and end in vanity. And yet they are the firs

things in which spiritual mindeduess consists

and there can be no fruit, good or bad, but wha
proceeds from our thoughts.— The Churchman.
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For "THE FKIKND."

Western Yearly Meeting.

he Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders

held Tenth Month 1st. A lively interest

felt and expressed for the encouragement

preservation in the Truth of those who have

n delegated to watch over and feed the flock,

wait in the patience for the Master to bless,

handing forth, lest we be found offering

i(our own name.

here was a large attentive audience on First-

ly
at both morning and evening meetings,

'nisters present were led very much in

same line on the subject of the atonement,

offering that was made once for all for the

nee that brought death and separation from

d, and in the fulfilment of the promised Seed

le the universal gift of the Spirit to all man-

hich the early Friends declared to be

light of Christ within. Many thought it a

,y of special favor. The Friends present from

aer Yearly Meetings were John W. Foster,

f)m New England ; Henry Outland and Abram
)sher, from North Carolina; Jesse Edgerton,

]it.hrtn Blackburn, Elisha Steer and wife, from

(li'o; Enoch Carter and wife, from Kansas;

Srah Hallock and Martha Wood, from New
-jik, and Rachel G. Hall, from Philadelphia.

.ihn \V. Foster's minute liberates him also to

aeiiil Iiiwa and Kansas Yearly Meetings, Jesse

Igciidn's minute liberates him to attend all

If ni'Miiogs composing Western Yearly Meet-

ly The fact that the Master is sending his

.1 vaiitf^ among us for the encouraging of the

kt-warra and the confirming of the faithful,

an evidence that the mission of the Society of

ririids has not come to an end.

Tlif epistles from other Yearly Meetings were

nii«irlin:2; to the little flock here that are also

' (leavcjiing to hold up the precious testimonies

at in the beginning established the purpose

1(1 .luiracter of this people. It is to be desired

at ilu'se messages of love may not become

nual, Imt responsive to a fresh manifestation
' the spirit and of love one unto another. It

lo be desired that this union may not be

foken, and that others of the same name and

ijiief may be added, and we as a people may
13 one fold having one Shepnerd, that will put

irth bis own and go before them against the

|?er increasing tendencies of worldly show and
lill-worship. Nathan Pierson.
Danville, Ind.

j The Conquered Fisherman.—Away on

lie rocky coast of Cornwall, two fishermen sat

lending their nets. Suddenly one began to

urse and swear. Catching his neighbor's nets,

e took his knife and cut them until they were

learly ruined. The injured man looked kindly

iito the swearer's face and said :
" Do not

wear, it hurts me. That name is dearer to me
nan all the nets in the world. I love Him beL-

3r than life; don't take his name in vain."

i'he man swore harder still, and continued de-

troying his companion's nets, until he picked

ihera up and walked quietly away.
I Several days after, the man whose nets had

leen injured, saw his comrade's craft in danger,

.nd hurriedly brought it to a place of safety.

The drunken fellow came from the public house

!n time to see the rescue. " What did you put

ny boat right for?" he asked. "Because I

iould not help it."
—" Could not help it ? You

)ught to have been glad to see my boat de-

itroyed. What are you?"—"A Christian."—

i'l never saw one of that sort. What is a Chris-

pan?"—"One who loves his neighbor as him-

self."
—"Do you love me?"—"Yes, and would

do anything for you."—" Why, I cut your
net!"—"What of that?"—"Everything! and
lo think you love me—you have broken my
heart," and he laid his head on the kind man's

neck and wept bitterly. "And," says the writer

of this incident, " there's not a better man sails

from that harbor now than he who was the

drunken, swearing wretch of two years ago."
" Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil

with good."

—

Selected.

How the World is

The career of .John M. Forbes, who died in

Boston a few days ago, covered a stretch of

American history whose length can be appreci-

ated only by recalling that just before his birth

the schooner on which his mother was bound
for France was captured by a British man-of
war, though war between the United States and
Great Britain had not begun, and that while

he was an infant his parents brought him back
to this country after the vessel in which they

started had fought with a British privateer, been

taken by a British warship, and the family had
made a fresh start in a ship which eluded all

dangers and reached the United States. When
he died, steamships that could have carried on

their decks the little schooner on which his

mother sailed to join her husband in 1811, were
crossing the ocean in less than six days; the

population of the United States had increased

from seven to seventy-five millions; his country's

area had increased till its map which he studied

at school bore not the least resemblance to its

present map ; more than ten billions of dollars,

face value, had been invested in railroads, the

construction of which did not begin till he was
a good-sized boy ; and the United States, which
had not got Spain out of Florida when he was
born, was completing the forraalitiesof expelling

her from the Western H3misphere, and perhaps

from all her colonies at the time of his death.

One does not realize how rapidly the world is

moving until one considers the extraordinary

changes that passed under the eye of one man,

whose span of life, though unusual, was far from

being phenomenal.

—

New York Journal of Com-
merce & Commercial Bulletin.

Lives Out of Tune.—The secret of a serene,

strong, inspiring life is a life in perfect tune with

God's witness. Many a man has at least a sub-

consciousness of an imperfect adjustment of his

life. Somewhere, in some way, self is grating

against duty just enough to give a perhaps un-

defined impression of discord. And, just as one

tosses aimlessly on the bed when uncomfortable

in sleep, constantly seeking ease in new positions,

so the imperfectly adjusted life is characterized

by fitfulness, absent-mindedness, peevishness,

cynicism,—all symptoms of a craving for peace.

Such a one usually has a vague expectancy

that, some time or other, he too will possess such

experiences as he hears described by others.

Some day he too will reach his best estate, will

live a life calm, strong, elevated above petty

harassing. But that can be attained to now.

Adjustment of the life to God's revealed will is

the remedy.

—

S. S. Times.

No stronger proof can you give of your

growth in grace than watchfuluess against evil

speaking. That is a remarkable Scripture, " If

any man ofleud not in word, the same is a per-

fect man, and able also to bridle the whole

body." I am sure of two things respecting my-
self and my own experience—that I have such

a load of guilt on this account alone, that if

there was not the blood of Christ for my pro-

pitiation, I must perish forever, and that in

proportion as my unruly member, the tongue,

is tamed, I enjoy the heart-reviving presence

and peace of God. And no wonder it is so
;

since, by speaking evil though it is true, when
no good purpose is immediately to be answered,

the following hateful tempers are discovered to

rule in the heart. First, want of regard to the

high and loving authority of God, who has

positively forbidden it. Seconil, want of broth-

erly love and charity which would be grieved

for the ortences we know any one living in the

commission of. Third, want of humility in our

hearts, which wouUl teach us that we are vile,

too vile ciurselves, to complain of others and
dwell on their i'aults.

—

Henry Venn, 1760.

It is one great peril of ftimiliarity with what
s base, that it tends to make content witli low
deals.

Items Concerning the Society.

Two Monthly Meetiugs, that of Frankford and
of Western District, Pliiladelpbia, have now taken
up the work of collecting contributions among
their members in aid of the transportation of tlie

Dukhobortsi from Russia to Canada, or some suita-

ble place of colonization.

Our friends Jonathan E. Rhoads and Ephraim
Smith have performed the visit to the meetings of

Hickory Quarterly Meeting, Iowa, and of Iowa
Yearly Meeting, and such other service as way
might open for, for which they were liberated in

the i.ighth Month last. In the course of this jour-

ney they have visited most of the femilies compos-
ing Iowa Yearly Meeting, and also attended the

sittings of the Yearly Meeting which closed on the

17th instant. In many of the-<e opportunities

there was experienced a feeling of near sympathy
and Christian fellowship, and in the consideration

of subjects claiming the attention of the Yearly
Meeting, a weighty religious exercise prevailed,

under wliich earnest counsel was extended, and its

close was accompanied with a precious solemnity.

About one thousand members of the Westtown
Old Scholars' Association assembled on Sixth-day
evening, the 21st inst.. in Arch Street Meeting-
house, Philadelphia. The entertainment provided,

whether for physical, social, or moral requirements,

was of excellent quality throughout. After the

supper had been dispensed by the willing service

of numerous assistants from Westtown and Friends'

Select Schools, the assembly repaired to the meet-

ing room. The company was appropriately ad-

dressed by Samuel Allen, with opening remarks;
who was follDwed Viy the Treasurer and other offi-

cers reading their interesting reports.

Elizabetli C. Dunn favored the meeting with an
address through which a right feeling was caused

to pervade the listening company. William F.

Wickershani, the Principal of the School, set forth

the present condition and the educational and
higher standards and aims of the Institution, and
the hoped for outlook of its great possible future,

towards which a tide of increasing numbers of

pupils is now setting in.

Davis H. Foisylhe, princip.al of Friends' School

in Germantown, presented much interesting matter

concerning the origin and history of the School,

and laid out clearly its need of future support on

the part of its children. The attention of the meet-

ing now turned towards the suitable remembering
of the one-hundredth anniversary of the opening
of the School, by a proposed endowment gift of

one hundred thousand d.illars, to be presented on

the occasion of the Old .Scholars' reunion on the

School grounds next Sixth Month, 1899. Several

speakers ably presented their advocacy of this

measure, each urging some special aspect of its

importance. The effective presentations of James
Wood of New York, Elizabeth C. Sharpless of
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Haverford, Walter Stokes of Moorestown, and
Henry Comfort of Fallsingtou, seemed to leave no
doubt of the importance of the offering proposed,
and ihe body of the meeting gave its voice and
sanction to the movement. The company dis-
persed in a feeling of satisfaction and comfort with
the profitable and well-conducted occasion.

SU.M.MARY OF EVENTS.
_
United States.—On the 2-lth inst., there were in-

dications that the American Peace Commissioners
would make definite and final refusal to further discuss
or consider the question of the Cuban debt.

A telegram from General Wade, at Havana, recom-
mending extension of a month in the time limit for
the Spanish evacuation of Cuba, was acted upon favor-
ably at a meeting of members of the President's Cabinet
at U'ashington on the 24th inst. Spanish evacuation
will not now be required until First Month.
The cession of Guam, in the Ladrone Islands, to the

United States has been confirmed by the Spanish Peace
Commissioners. Details of minor importance alone re-

main to be decided upon in connection with the cession
of Porio Kico, the formal transfer of which is practi-
cally accomplished.
A unique procession passed through Fifth Avenue,

Xew York, on tlie 18th inst. It was composed of the
locked out and striking women's tailors, some of whom
have been out of worlE for twenty-two weeks, because
they refused to sign an agreement not to be a member
of any union. They carried banners stating their
grievances against the bosses and distributed hand bills

containing attacks on the employers. " We are the
tailoi-s," said one of the placards, " who have made the
coats and gowns for the richest ladies of the country
without being able to earn enough to keep ourselves
and families from starvation."

Colonel WaringestimatesthecostofcIeaningHavana,
including the dredging of the bav, drainage, sewerage
and paving, at $22,U0U,00O.

President Souchon, of the Louisiana State Board of
Health, in a letter to Governor Culberson, of Texas,
denies that the yellow fever in Mississippi and Louisi-
ana is of a violent and malignant nature. The mor-
tality, Dr. Souchon claims, is but 4.33 per cent. In-
formation received at Washington indicates that the
epidemic is nearing an end, frosts having occurred in
the lower Mississipi Valley.

Missouri sidd in 1897, 24,000,000 pounds of cotton,
48,330 pounds of popcorn, 2,478,000 pounds of woul,
6.5,215 pounds of honey and 2,00-5,791 gallons of wine.

Winston, N. C, claims the distinction of selling more
pounds of leaf tobacco direct from the hands of the
farmer than any other loose market in the world. The
present tobacco year the market will sell 2,000,000 more
pounds of tobacco than it has ever sold before, the sales
reaching to more than 18,000,000 pounds.
A letter by Bryant has been found in which the

writer says that he got first two dollars apiece for his
poems and later sixteen cents a line.

A despatch from Seattle says that the geological sur-
vey party that has just returned from Cooke's Inlet
reports the discovery of a previously unknown moun-
tain in Alaska, which, according to their measurements,
is more than 20,000 feet high, or higher than Mount
St. Elias, and the highest peak upon the North Ameri-
can continent.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 380, which is 58 more than the previous week and
13 more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 209 were males and 180 females ; 3G died
of consumption ; 35 of pneumonia ; 32 of heart disease

;

26 of diphtheria; 23 of cancer; 17 of typhoid fever,
(including 9 soldiers); 16of inflammation of thestomach
and bowels; 14 of marasmus ; 13 of convulsions ; 12
from casualties; 11 of old age; U of nephritis; 11 of
inflammation of the brain; 11 of apoplexy and 9 of
cholera infantum.

Markets, ic— U. S. 2's, 99 a 100; 4's, reg., 110| a

extra, $2.65 a S2.90 ; do., clear, $3.25 a $3.50; do.,

straight, $3.50 a $3.70 ; do., patent, $3.75 a $4.25. Eye
Flour.— $3.00 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Buckwheat Flouk—$1.60 a $1.70 per 100 pounds as
to quality, for new.
Gkain.—No. 2 red wheat, 76^ a 76Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37 a 372C.
No. 2 wljite oats, clipped, 30 a SOJc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5} a 5|c.
;
good, il a 5Jc.;

medium, 4| a 4ijc.; common, 4] a 4^c.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a .5c.; good, i\ a 4^c.;

medium, 3iJ a 4c.; common, 2} a 32C.; lambs, 4] a O^C
Hogs.—Be>t Western, 54' a 6c ; o'ther grades, 5} a 5^c.
Foreign—Some idea of the educational influence of

the British museum can be gathered from the fact that
over 1,000,000 pei-sons visited it last year.

Sir Michael' Hicks-Beach, Cliancellor of the Ex-
chequer, said in a speech at North Shields on the 19th
inst.: " It is impossible for France to maintain that she
had political rights at Fashoda. She has naturally and
properly asked for time to receive Major Marchand's
report ; but until the contrary is proved, I decline to
believe that France will refuse to withdraw. If she re-
fused the matter would assume an aspect as grave as it
is possible between two great nations. But there are
greater evils than war, and we shall not shrink from
anything that is coming, knowing that we are support-
ed by a united people.'

The forthcoming visit of the Russian Foreign M
1
said to be for the purpose of arrang-

Ij
; coupon, IIU a 112; new 4's reg., 120ial27};

coupon, VZli a 1284 ; 5's, reg., 1114 a 112.V;'
112^ a 1134

; 3's, reg., 104J a 105| ; coupon, 10o4 _
106 ; currency 6's, 102^ a 103.
Cotton ruled steady on a basis of 5J cents for mid-

dling uplands.
Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $13.75 a $14.50;

spring, in sacks, spot, $13.50 a $14 per ton.
Flour.—Winter super., $2.25 a $2.-50; do., extras,

$2.60 a $2.90 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.15 a $3.35
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,
feS.lo a $3.40 ; do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; do., patent,
$3.65 a $3.85; spring, clear, new, $3.10 a $3.35; do.
straight, new, $3.55 a $3.80 ; do., patent, new, $3.85 a
$4.00 ; do., favorite brands, $4.10 a $4.25 ; city miUs,

ister to France
as to the manner in which Russia can give her support
most effectively in the Fashoda aflair.

The National Zeitung says it learns that Count M
avieft; the Russian Foreign Minister, has recommended
to the French Government a peaceful settlement of the
Fashoda question, as Russia does not consider that war
will serve the interests of France,
The Novoe Vremya expresses a wish that the matter

be amicably settled on the basis of compensating France
by the concession of an outlet on the Nile, and the pa-
per adds that France should not demand more.
The .Austrian and German newspapers are closely

following the dispute between Great Britian and France,
and, while they express the hope that it will nut end
in war, the general feeling is that the French position
is untenable and that Great Britain is entitled to reap
the fruits of victory.
The early part of last week terrific weather prevailed

on the south and east coasts of Great Britain. A num-
ber of towns have suflered severely.
A Norwegian vessel was wrecked on Saltsear Rocks,

near Leith, and thirteen persons were drowned.
A French missionary and several Chinese Catholics

have been massacred or burned to death in a chapel at
Paklung by a mob. The French Minister, at Pekin,
has demanded reparation from the Chinese Govern-
ment, including pecuniary compensation.
\ Russian regiment has occupied the town of New

Chwaug, province of Liao-Tong, and the forts at the
mouth of the River Liaou. A British gunboat was in
the river at the time Its non-resistance is regarded as
the virtual British abandonment of the whole of Man-
churia to the Russians.

Floods in the Yellow River in China, have caused
2,000 to lose their lives. One hundred thousand more
are without homes, and famine is expected to follow, as
the crops have been totally destroyed.
A despatch from JlanDa, dated the 21st inst. says :

" The insurgents are enforcing an export duty of $35
a ton on hemp from Southern ports brought to Manila.

" They are also enforcing five per cent, tonnage upon
steamers and 20 per cent, upon freights.

''The American and British firms are compelled to
pay these charges, though they protest strenuously
against an arrangement all the more unjust because
goods are entering Manila by railway from the north,
which evade duty, and can undersell the legitimate
trade."

It is reported that a terrible state of anarchy exists
in the Southern Philippines. Spaniards are cooped up
in the principal towns.

A new scientific expedition to Central Asia is being
furnished by the Imperial Russian Geographical So-
ciety in Kasan. The conduct of the expedition is in-
structed to Professor Sorolin.
The aboriginal population of Australia is dying out

so rapidly that it has been proposed to establish reser-
vations where the remnants can be instructed in agricul-
tural labor and cared for.

The government of Columbia, South America, has
suspended diplomatic relations with Italy on account of
the action of the latter power in compelling, some
mouths ago, the payment of a claim which Columbia
contended had been already paid.

Wanted, by a Friend, a position as housekeeper
Address " P " office of The Friend.

A woman Friend is desirous of some employm
in or near the city during the fall and winter.

Address " A," Office of The Friend

Wanted, by a young woman Friend a position
Philadelphia as companion or to teach small childr

Address " G," care of The Friend

A YOUNG woman Friend wishes a position a
pauion or helper in household duties.

Address " L," Office of The Friend.

J. Addison (iRiPFiTTs, Superintendent of Frien
Mission, Virginia, desires to acknowledge, with thai
ful appreciation, the receipt of a box of books fr
Philadelphia.

ipts for Fund in aid of the DukhobortRec
M. A. J., $10 ; E. J. M., $5 ; S. E. $20; G. F J

M.S. W., $5; M. G. S., $5.
• .1

Wm. Evans, Treas., 252 S. Front St., Phila

Bible Association of Friends in America
The Annual Meeting of the Corporation will
Iield in the Lecture Room of Friends' Select Scho
140 N. Sixteenth St., on Fourth-day, Eleventh Moi
2nd, 1898, at 8 o'cl ck p. m. Friends generally are
vited to attend. Elton B. Gifford, Sec'y

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the school, and letters
regard to instruction and discipline should be 1

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.
Payments on account of board and tuition, a

communications in regard to business should be fi

warded to Edward G-. Smedley, Superintendent.
Aildre.ss, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenier
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stag(
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8,46
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met wh
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.
twenty-five cents each way. T.. reach the school
telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edwakd G. Smedley, SupH.

Died, at Salem, Ohio, on the ninth of Seventh
1898, Charles I. Hayes, aged seventy years; a I

loved member of Salem Monthly Meeting. During 1

failing health of several months he gave evidence
was under the preparing Hand, leaving his family a
friends the consolation that he is gathered to his ev(
lasting rest.

, at the same place on the thirtieth of Fifth M-
Maky H. Cooke, wife of Edwin Cooke and daught
of Charles I. Hayes, aged forty years. Thi

"

Friend ptissed through much affliction with a cheerf
resignation to the will of her Heavenly Father, a!

though the call was sudden, we trust He has taken h
to himself, where all pain and sickness are forev
healed.

-;— , on the eighteenth of Ninth Month, 1898,
their home near Whittier, Linn Co., Iowa, Ajjs
Emmons, wife of Edwin C. Emmons and daughter
William and Hannah .^haw, in the thirty-third year
her age

;
a member of Springville Monthly Meeting

Friends. Her orderly and consistent life, the calmne
and Christian patience with which she bore her suflerii

during the last hours of her life, when she bade her he
band an affectionate farewell, saying, "I am goii
home," and

_
her quiet and peaceful close, leave i

assurance with her relatives and friends that she e:

perienced the fulfilment of what the psalmist Dav
spake of: " Y'ea, though I walk through the valley of tl

shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for thou art wii

me, thy rod and thy staff they comfort me."
, in Ventnor, N. J., on the seventeenth of Teni

Month, 1898, Margaretta Elliott, a member
Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, in her eighty-thi;.

year ; at the close of a long invalid life, great was tl

loving kindness and tender mercy of Him " wl
knoweth our frame," granting remarkab'e serenity ai

patience whilst all present felt that " underneath" we
the Everlasting Arms," and full preparation throuf
the redemption of our Lord and Saviour for a blessi

and happy immortality.
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;No one can honestly receive the Divine for-

jveness, except to practice it.

iThe church or the man that tells an individ-

jl what devotional act to do, usurps the place

the Holy Spirit.

Quakerism can do no kinder service to salva-

j>nists of every name, than to fulfil its funda-

I3ntal principles in modes of working which

|e legitimate to those principles.

|ln the late William U. Ditzler's office a Dr.

ilams, introduced by a visitor said to be a

|-esbylerian minister from Princeton, declared

i an earnest manner: "The Christian church

i large is deeply indebted to the Society of

j-iends. You stood for the spirituality of the

bspel and the indwelling of Christ's Spirit

nen all churches looked down upon you. Now
;ur doctrine is preached in all the pulpits.

bu have been a noble people!"

It would be amusing, were not the occasion

Smelancholy, to see those who were determined

i have or to justify a war, now diligently charg-

^g to this man or that man, and not to war it-

slf, many of its own ghastly returns. Guilty

1 these officials may be, yet such woeful results

16 essential to war, an(l must be chargeable to

i very nature and being. Therefore whoever

i his heart or by act voted for war, to him the

iger of the ghostly procession points the ver-

ict, ''Thou art the man !

''

I Cyprus.

'In response to desires for information concern-

\g the island of Cyprus, where a portion of the

iukhobortsi exiles from Russia have been per-

mitted to form a colony, we would make a brief

I'lupilalion.

The island, about 140 miles long and fifty

;-oad at the widest, is situated in the north-

'.stern part of the Mediterranean sea in almost

:actly the same latitude as Crete. " Perhaps

'd country on the globe has changed masters so

many times, or holds within its bosom the relics

of so many civilizations." It has been held by

the Phenicians, the Assyrians, the Egyptians,

the Persians, the Ptolemies of Egypt, and next,

in 58 B. C, by the Romans.

In A. D. 44 we find the island visited by Bar-

nabas and Saul, who travelled through to its

western city Paphos, where Saul's name begins

to appear as called also Paul. Thus at the seat

of a Roman proconsul Sergius Paulus, Saul is

marked by a Roman name, as he was by citizen-

ship, a Roman. '• He was appealing direct for

the first [time to the Greaco-Roman world as

himself a member of that world ;"—" to them

that are without the law as without the law, . .

. . all for the gospel's sake." The profession

of Christianity, after its introduction through

Paul's ministry, rose to a flourishing condition;

and thirteen bishoprics were early established

in the island.

The Saracens (from A. D. 649) took and re-

took Cyprus several times. Taken from them

by Richard Coeur de Lion in 1191, it was gov-

erned by kings of its own till 1489, and then by

Venice till 1573, when it was conquered by the

Turks. In 1878 Cyprus was assigned by Turkey

to be occupied and administered by Great Brit-

ain, on certain considerations ; among which on

Turkey's part were promised reforms in Armen-

ia, which have never been made, but atrocities

instead. That arrangement between Great

Britain and Turkey was incidental to the close

of the war between Russia and Turkey, when

the Russian army seemed on the point of occu-

pying Constantinople. This, England would not

tolerate ; and in the excitement of the period

in London a song containing the expression " by

Jingo," often sung to inflame the war spirit

against Russia, fixed the name Jingoists on that

element of the people that is infatuated with a

desire for foreign warfare.

A range of mountains, the highest rising 7,-

000 feet above the sea, occupies the interior of

Cyprus. The soil is generally fertile. The lower

and marshy districts are malarial, the higher

parts of the country are healthful. Among the

productions are raisins, cocoons, wines, cotton,

fruits, tobacco, wheat and barley. Our word

copper (Latin cuprium) comes from that of the

island Cyprus. So also does that of the cypress

tree. And the name of the island itself is said

to be derived from the beautiful plant Gopher,

" which furnishes the al-henna, coveted through-

out the East for the yellow dye which it com-

municates to the nails." The sponge fisheries

yield sponges valued at between $100,000 and

$150,000 per annum.

The history of the people has been one of

many wars, enormous massacres at times, and

long oppression. The Greek " Christian.s," who
constitute three fourths of the population, are

an indolent and spiritless relic of Turkish dom-
ination; but under the British rule some signs

of encouragement appear. Nine newspapers are

published, six of them in the Greek language.

The population is stated as less than 200,000.

Thoughts will arise on the Divine providence

of the transfer of this island to British rule in

due season to be an asylum for a persecuted

peojjle; Cyprus will be pictured in our hopes

as affording a New Plymouth for new Pilgrim

Fathers as pioneers of a more spiritual operation

of Christianity for a blighted population. Our
religious Society will entertain hopes of a new

ally stationed both in the Levant and in Canada

for the spread of Christ's peace on earth. Yet
the allotment of the Divine purposes is the

Lord's, and while we await his developments

of them, let us hope to be found in our right

place as elements in his work.

Bunting's Casting Vote.—The late Jabez

Bunting, who died in 1858 after a ministry of

nearly sixty years, was famed for piety and

ability among the English Wesleyans, and was

four times elected president of their Conference.

When he was about to retire from the chair

the vote for his successor was so evenly divided

that there was a tie, and it became the duty of

Dr. Bunting to give the casting vote, and thus

name his own successor. Seeking to avoid

this delicate responsibility, Dr. Bunting appeal-

ed to the rival candidates to know if either of

them would give way and withdraw from the

contest. One of them, Slugg, promptly re-

plied that he would give way. The other was

silent, and Dr. Bunting said, "Then I give my
casting vote for —-- Slugg;" and he was

accordingly elected to the highest office known
among the English Wesleyans.

Possibly more than one minister learned that

day the meaning of the wise man's words, " Be-

fore honor is humility."— 37ie Chridiaa.

Pensioning with Appreciation.—It is said

that among the savage tribes, when the old

warrior was too feeble to follow the chase or to

bend the bow, he was carried away out into the

darkness and loneliness of the primeval forest

to die alone. And as we read the story we say

that is the cruelty of the savage heart. It is

the refinement of cruelty that civilization has

brought us when we abandon an old teacher,

(or aged man or woman worn out in past service

to fellow-beings,) and leave him, even in the

heart of a great city, in obscurity and neglect

to die alone. ... In a vein of humor Henry

Grady said once, "The world wants more taflPy

in life and less epitaphy after death."—Sow/Aern

Educational Journal.
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John Yeardley and his Travels.

(Continued from page 114.

"Their object in returning by Genoa was to

visit the valleys of Piedmont. They reached

Turin on the i9ih, and proceeded on the 22nd

to Pignerol. From this place they visited most

of the valleys, went into all the families where

Stephen Grellet had been, and had frequent re-

ligious conversation with the pastors and some

of the people.
" ' We spent,' says John Yeardley, ' five days

amongst them. The old pastor Best died soon

after the time that Stephen Greliet was there.

We met his son, lately appointed chaplain to

the Protestant congregation at Turin. He is a

young man of talent, lively and intelligent, and

desirous of being useful in his new sphere of

action. He came to us often at our little inn,

and made many inquiries as to the nature of

our religious principles ; our conversation mostly

turned on the necessity of the assistance of the

Holy Spirit in the exercise of Christian minis-

try. This he fully admitted, but was not pre-

pared to dispense with the necessity of an aca-

demical preparation. I fear that sending the

young men to Geneva for this purpose has not

always had a salutary efiect.'

" Passing over Mont Cenis, they directed their

course to Geneva, where they arrived on the

third of the Eighth Month, rejoiced to be once

more on the English side of the Alps. On their

outward journey their sojourn in this city bad

been short, but now they found it needful to

make a longer visit, and were thankful in being

permitted to mingle again in intimate commun-
ion with those who understood the language of

the Spirit. They paid and received many visits,

and held two religious meetings at their hotel,

at the latter of which about fifty persons were
present.

" From Geneva they went to Lausanne. Their
old friend. Professor Gaudin, took them to see

several pastors, and other pious persons, and on

First-day, the 17th, he and his family, with

some other serious-minded individuals, joined

them in their hour of worship at the inn.

"'It was,' says J. Y, 'a time of a little en-

couragement to our tried minds, for we had
been brought into doubt as to the utility of

resting here, although we have seen, as we be-

lieved, in the true light, that we ought to seek

out a few who could unite with us in our simple
way.

" On the 18th they went to Neufehatel, where
they were received as before with much affec-

tion, and where they propostd- to settle down
for the winter, after making a tour in some
neighboring parts of Switznrland.

"' Ninth Mnnth 7th.—We attended the wor-
ship of the National Church and heard the

pious Gessner. What he said was excellent,

but I never enter these places without fueling

regret that good Christians can be so bound by
book-worship

; it certainly damps the life of re-

ligion in the assemblies. How much we ought
to rejoice in being delivered from the forms.

" I was instructed yesterday evening by hear-
ing a reply of one of the first missionaries of the
Moravians [?]. He had labored diligently for

twenty-five years, and when asked how many
souls had been turned to the Lord by his means,
he modestly answered, Seven. The person ex-
pressing surprise at the smallne.ss of the number
in so many years, he replied, ' How happy shall

I be to stand in the Lord's presence at the last

day, and to say. Lord, here am I and the seven
children whom thou hast given me. We ought
to labor iu faith, and not expect to see

" Their intention of spending the winter at

Neufchatel, and their ulterior project of visit-

ing Germany in the spring, were frustrated by

the alarming illness of Adey Bellamy Savory,

Martha Yeardley 's only brother, the news of

which reached them on the twenty-ninth of the

Eleventh Month.
" The next day was First-day ; the parting

with their Neuchatel friends was very affecting.

" ' Eleventh Month 30th.—A precious meet-

ing this morning. The presence of Him who
died fur us was near, to help and comfort us

;

our hearts were much tendered by his Divine

love. The taking leave of our dear friends here

was almost heartrending. There is a precious

seed in this place, which I trust, is a little

deeper rooted since our last visit, and it is the

prayer of my heart, that the Saviour may water

and watch over it, and that it may produce

abundance of fruit to his praise.

They took their departure on the second of

the Twelfth Month, 1834, and arrived in Lon-

don on the thirteenth, travelling through the

north of France twelve days and six nights.

" In 1836 J. Yeardley and his wife attended

the Yearly Meeting at London, of which John
Yeardley thus speaks :

" 'The Yearly Meeting was. I think, on the

whole, satisfactory, much more so than many
Friends could look for, considering the discour-

aging circumstances under which we came to-

gether. The main bent in all the important

deliberations on subjects of great moment to

the well-being of our small section of the uni-

versal church, was to adhere to the long-known

principles of the Society, and to turn aside the

sentiments of opposing individuals in the spirit

of gentleness, forbearance and love.

"They visited many meetings in going from
and returning to Scarborough. The most in-

teresting of these visits was at Thame, in Ox-
fordshire, which John Yeardley thus describes :

" 'Sixth Month 14th.—Went in the evening
to Thame, and had a meeting with a few who
have met in the way of Friends for about five

years at Grove End. There are only seven or

eight who meet regularly, but they are often

joined by a few others. No notice had been
given to their neighbors of our coming, but on
seeing us go to the meeting many followed ; the

room was quite filled, and a precious meeting it

was. Their hearts are like ground prepared for

the good seed of the kingdom. The nature of

spiritual worship was pointed out, and testimony
borne to the teaching of the Holy Spirit.

"This little company reminded us of many
such which we met with in foreign countries,

particularly in Switzerland and Germany. We
had a good deal of conversation with William
Wheeler, who was one of the first to meet in si-

lence. He was a leader in the Wesleyan congre-
gation, and became uneasy with gi vingout hymns
to be sung with those whose states he knew did
not correspond with the words. He would then
sometimes select a hymn most suited by its gen-
eral character to the company : at other times
he would leave out a few verses, and select

others which he thought might be sung with
truth by the whole congregation ; but the thing
became so burdensome that he was obliged, for

conscience' sake, to leave it altogether, and sit

down with a few others in silence. At first they
met with opposition, and even persecution, from
persons who came to their meeting to disperse
them. On one of these occasions a few rude
young men had banded together to beset them
the next meeting day, and disperse them. W.
W. was strongly impressed that it was right for

him to proclaim an awful warning to some-

that the judgment of the Almighty a«aite

them, that eternity was nearer than they wei

aware, and he wished them to consider and pn

pare for it. One of the disturbers was take

suddenly ill, and died before the next mcetin

day; which produced such an effect on tli

others that they never more molested the littl

company in their worshi|).'
"

In 1842 John and Maitha Yeardley con

menced their fourth continental journey, aft(

securing the approbation of their Monthly Mee
ing for that service.

" The mission was performed in much weal

ness of body, and under frequent spiritui

poverty
;
yet it will be readily acknowledge

that theirs was a favored lot, to be able, wit

the clue of gospel love in their hand, to trac

the pathway of Christian truth, and the foo

steps of true spiritual worship, and of a faithfi

testimony for Christ, through the midst of a di

generate and benighted laud.
" They went to London on the second of ti

Eighth Month, and spent the time before the

sailed in gathering information and counsel ft

their approaching journey, and in social visit

Speaking of one of these visits, to their nephe

J. S., at Clapton, John Yeardley says :

"
' Before parting we had a religious oppo

tunity, in which a word of exhortation flowe

in gospel love, and ability was granted to aj

proach the throne of mercy iu solemn supplici

tion. I often wish we were more faithful I

raising our hearts to the Lord before separatin

from our friends when met on social occasions

a blessing might attend such simple offerings.'

(To be continued.)

"A Proposition Equally as Impoetak
TO THE World as the Czar's."—The burdei

inflicted upon the people of all the old-worl

nations by their costly armaments are terribl

heavy ; but they are not as heavy as those ii

flicted by the waste in productive power an

the expenses of criminal courts, insane asylumi

and almshouses caused by the drinking of alo

holic liquors.

The cost of our war with Spain, in dolla:

and cents, is estimated at $150,000,000; an

we had to raise an army of 350,000 men almo

de novo, and equip it, and buy a big parti

our navy, out of this sum. The war has lasU

over four months. In that time, the cost of tl

liquor trafiic in the United States (assumiii

that it averaged about the same as for the la:

few years) reached the sura of about $400,OOC

000, or two and three-fifths times as much i

the war.

—

New York Voice.

It is one of the curious features of temp

tation that it always appears to the soul in di

guise. The soul is never tempted to sin. TH

invitation comes clothed in all manner of sul

terfuges and pretences. The resources of laii

guage are taxed in order to hide the real natui

of evil as it appeals to us. We are invit

some deed of gallantry, to be " smart " to " enjc

ourselves," to " follow the crowd," to see " life.

to be and do everything except sin. This is

proof that sin is unnatural, and that we ai

meant for better things ; it explains the " blin(

ness" with which our Lord charged the Phai

sees, and the need of spiritual illumination froi

above, that we may be able to see things in the

true light, and recognize the evil that is in tl

world in its truly devastating and destructii

character. When we see life in the light of Goi

we must all hate evil, because we see it " as it is
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'ii6 Story of a Roman Catholic Missionary

Converted to Protestantism.

The following letter, says the London Friend,

hich has been translated for us from the

rench paper Le Signal by our friend Annie
A)lmilen, will hell) our readers to understand

imediing further of the movement towards Pro-

istantisin which has set in amongst the Catholic

.ergy in France, and in the French missions,

is especially interesting because the priest

am Harpoot, whose conversion is here record-

(l in his own words, was much helped by the

jithful testimony and advice of Edward Mil-

Ird, whose recent journey through Armenia
\i3 so full of blessing, both spiritual and raater-

j, to the distressed people.

" Maison Hospitaliere de I'CEuvre des Prfitres,

'• '2b, Rue Carle Hubert, Courbevoie."

The letter referred to was addressed by

^ageue Smets to the Provincial of his Order:

—

["Reverend Father,—I have the honour to

Jfurm you that from thi.s time I cease to be a

^ember of the Order of Capuchins and of the

tjurch of Rome. Let me refer first to the Or-

^r of Capuchins. There was a time in my life

fien
I, in common with other devotees, had the

nplicity to believe that convents were abodes

d sacred quiet, happiness, and peace, where

Iivileged persons, chosen from the rest of man-

ud, and set apart by a special calling, led a

le rather angelic than human. After ten years'

(perience of this life in all its various phases,

Jiving for myself seen all, tried all, examined

d, I affirm without prejudice, and from my own
jirsonal knowledge of the facts, that nothing

Juld be more remote from truth and reality

(an this exalted conception of the life of the

bister.

I" What, as a matter of fact, is this so-called

jligious life ? It is a life in which the man
pounces the two noblest prerogatives of his

iiture,—his reason and his will,—surrendering

lem into the hands of another man weak and

iring as himself, who, in return for this abdi-

ition of the highest dignity of manhood, prom-

ts him in the name ot God, eternal life. Now,
ksk you, when a man is deprived of the use of

Is will, of his reason, and hence of his liberty,

jhat remains to him ? He becomes a mere ma-

jiine, impelled by forces outside himself, an

responsible manikin, for ever repeating the

)me automatic gestures. This is, in truth, pre-

kely what monastic discipline tends to make
fthe Christian who in early youth, often when
larcely more than a child, is constrained to

snd his neck under the yoke of monastic rules,

hservances, and practices. It is because I have

l-oved by bitter experience the falsity, nay,

r.ther the impiety of such teachings, the empti-

iss and folly of such claims, that I fling my
ock to the dogs, in the hope that my example

ay inspire many other unhappy ones with

lurage and res dution to do the same.

"I also abandon the Church of Rome. Five

sars ago I was sent to the East as an apostolic

lissionary. There, for the first time in my life,

Iwas brought face to face with Protestantism.

I was my duty to combat it; of necessity, there-

ire, I must know what its teaching was; and

5 the result of an unbiassed study of the sub-

ct, I came to the conclusion that no one can

e complete as a Christian without ceasing to

3 a Catholic, and that it was impossible to form

art of the Church of Christ without turning

le back on the Roman Church and its super-

i.itious.

I

" The great question to be determined is,

Where is the teaching of Christand his apostles

really to be found, and where is it handed on
in its purity and integrity? This is a question

to which there are many answers. I am well

aware that the Church of Rome claims to be the

sole guardian and depository of the truth, and
bars the gate of Heaven with heavy anathemas
against all recalcitrants, dooming them, without
hesitation, to darkness and the deeps. This
summary fashion of overleaping all obstacles is

no doubt convenient, but it proves absolutely
nothing. For myself, I no longer stand halting

between Christ and the Pope, between the Gos-
pel and its counterfeit, between the teaching of

the apostles and the dogmas of man's invention,

between the liberty of the children of God and
the abuses of a hierachy which tyrannizes over
the consciences of men ; I stand here with my
choice made once and for ever. Reverend
father, you will speak of me as one of the ' un-

happy ones.' With the minions of the press

you will say that ' after proving false to the

duties of my calling,' I am 'endeavouring to

blind myself to the consequences of my fault
;

'

and, summing up in (jne word all your scorn,

you will scathe me with the epithet ' renegade.'

Such reproaches will not disturb the peace and
quietness of my conscience.

"In embracing Protestantism, I have found
Christ, not as once He seemed to me—a dim
and doubtful figure standing afar oft', dwarfed
and distorted by the mummeries which the

Church interposed between Him and me; but
the very Christ of the Gospel, the one Redeemer,
the one Mediator between God and man. I

have learnt to go to Him for myself without an
intermediary of any sort, like the throngs that

pressed around Him in the days of his earthly

lite. He sufiices for all my needs, for He is the

Way, the Truth, and the Life.

" Perhaps you may pity the man who has

made such a scandal in the Church
;
possibly

you may even go so far as to pray for his re-

pentance. Let me say then that I stand in no
need of pity,' and as for 'repentance,' the one
thing I shall always most deeply repent is that

I did not sooner come out from a Church in

which my soul was so long held in bondage.
" Accept, reverend fether, the assurance of

my respect.

" Eugene Smets."

In the same number of the London Friend
appears a letter from J. G. Alexander, referring

to the exodus of French Priests from the Rom-
ish Church, as follows :

—

" The next day I went to call upon M. Bour-
rier, the leader of the remarkable exodus of

French priests and monks from the Church of

Rome. . . The movement has steadily gone on,

almost every week bringing news of some fresh

escape. M. Bourrier has been enabled to open
a house at Sevres, a beautiful suburb of Paris,

for these evades, where they are temporarily

housed, till their aptitudes and character are

tested, and a position can be found for them.
" M. Bourrier, who is now Protestant pastor

at Sevres, is full of enthusiasm for the work to

which he is so manifestly called—that of aiding

the escape from the fetters of the Romish priest-

hood of men who, like himself, have been laid

hold of in early boyhood for the priestly pro-

fession, have been led on from stage to stage

under a carefully prepared system of tutelage

which gradually winds its coils more and more
closely around them until at last they find them-

selves bound for life, under vows which they

are taught to be of the most sacred inviolability,

as mere slaves of the Romish hierarchy. Then,
in the comparative freedom of the incumbencies
to which they are a|)pointed, comes not infre-

quently the revolt of the conscience against

one or another of the tenets of Rome, followed

often by terrible struggles, such as, in one very
recent case, terminated in suicide.

" M. Bourrier is in correspondence with many
priests whose consciences are heavily burdened ;

and he believes that if only there could be aa
assurance given to them of an honest livelihood,

hundreds would leave the Church of Rome at

once. Some would desire to enter civil life,

though the positions for which they are fitted,

with their total want of business knowledge, are

but few; he himself began by taking the post

of gatekeeper to a suburban villa—that is, a

number of houses with gardens in a single en-

closure. Many, however, believe themselves

called to the ministry of the Gospel, and desire

to continue to devote themselves to it—some
amongst their old parishioners, others as itiner-

ant evangelists or in fresh districts. As regards

the first class, in reply to my question whether
they would be encouraged to engage in evan-

gelistic work during their leisure hours, he

promptly replied in the afiirmative, and quoted

the remark of an ex-priest, now an advocate

(barrister), that he should be able to give

almost as much time to preaching the Gospel,

and with more effect, as no one could suspect

him of preaching for a livelihood."

Correlative Tliought in the Monkey and the

Elephant.

BY JAMES WEIR, JR., M. D.

It is true that the lower animals very fre-

quently, so it seems to us, find themselves in

difficulties which could be easily overcome by

a slight amount of logical ratiocination, which

effort of reason they seemingly fail to employ
;
yet

in this respect are we really superior to them?
Does our own ideation differ so very materially

when we are placed amid kindred or like en-

vironments? I think not.

Place man amid unknown and unfamiliar

surroundings, and he at once, to a certain ex-

tent, becomes lost. Many things appear to us

abstruse, occult, and beyond the powers of the

human mind ; many situations seem difficult,

inexplicable, unavoidable. And yet, when these

things are explained to us and we come to

understand them, we wonder at our own stu-

pidity, so simple do they become. It is a lack

iti' underst'indinff, and not an absence of ideation,

in animals which makes them appear to us to

be, on certain occasions, without ratiocinative

power.

Ideation, to some extent, is present in all of

the lower animals, and correlative, interdepen-

dent, commutual thought is unquestionably pres-

ent in the mental operations both of the monkey
and of the elephant, as I will now endeavor to

show.

Several years ago, a capuchin monkey at the

Fair Grounds in St. Louis, Mo., received an

injury to one of his forepaws and I was asked

to dress it. While convalescing, this little crea-

ture learned to know me intimately, and would

always cry out with pleasure whenever he saw

me. His attendant would let him out, where-

upon he would caress my face with his paws,

uttering meanwhile many low-voiced ejacula-

tions of endearment.

One day, in order to see what he would do,

the keeper refused to take him from the cage.

The monkey appeared completely nonplussed
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and sat down, seemingly in deep thought. Sud-

denly he uttered a loud shriek, as though in

great pain, aud began to pace up and down his

cage. He held the hand which had been in-

jured, but which had now been well for several

weeks, in his other hand, and appeared to be

esaojiuiug it with great solicitude. His object

was at once apparent both to the keeper and to

myself: he was feigning an injury in order to

be let out!

This monkey remembered that when he had

hurl his hand I was called and dressed the

wounded member. He thought that, if he made

it appear that he was again injured, he would

be placed in my hands at once. The cunning

little malingerer ceased to moan as soon as he

was placed in my arms, and at once began to

search my pockets fur the dainties which he

knew were there. Beyond question of doubt in

this instance there was true correlative ideation.

Thought followed thought in orderly and

logical Sequence until the full concept was for-

mulated.

In the same monkey house there lived an

ateles which also gave unmistakable evidences

of being able to think correlatively. This mon-

key became the proud and jealous owner of a

small, rouud, metal backed mirror, which she

kept securely grasped in one of her hands. She
seemed to regard it as a great treasure, and was

immensely atraid that the other monkeys would

steal it from her. Wishing to see how she would

dispose ot it duriug feeding time, I suggested to

the keeper that he prepare a basin of milk and
bread and place it in the cage. (The ateles

conveys its food to its mouth with its hands;

consequently, the monkey was handicapjjed by
having one hand already occupied.) She made
a dash for the basin, but immediately recognized

the fact that with unly one hand free slie was
no match for the other monkeys. She ran

about the cage for a moment or two, then, paus-

ing, seemed to think over the matter. Suddenly
she darted to the front of the cage, thrust her

hand through the bars, aud pressed the precious

mirror into one of the keeper's hands! Then,
free and untrammelled, she rushed to the bread
basin, and began to shovel food into her pouches
with both hands.

In a recent issue of La Nature M. Paul Meg-
nin has an interesting article on the intelligence

of monkeys. The following excerpt is taken
from a paraphraseof the above-mentiontd paper:

"At Ha-enbeck's establishment, in Hamburg,
where two hundred monkeys eijoy complete
liberty at play in the great rotunda, they are

given muliitudes of children's toys, balls, hoops,

wheelbarrows, joiner's benches, etc., and learn

to manage them all without anyone showing
them how. In the centre of the rotunda is an
immense grain-hopper, from which the seeds,

corn, walnuts, chestnuts, apple-quarters, etc.,

run into a trough when a wheel at the top is

turned. The management of this hopper did
not have to be explained to our friends the

monkeys. While one of them turns the wheel,
the others, sitting around the trough, enjoy the
delicacies as they come down, till the one at the
wheel, thinking his turn has come, stops, gives
the signal for some one to take his place, and
conies down to get his share."

Hereisan instanceof complex ideation. These
animals know that there food is procurable only
by turning a certain wheel, a mechanism wholly
unknown to their ancestors, hence completely
outside the realm of instinctive or inherited
knowledge. They know also that unless some
one is self-denying for the time being aud will

turn the wheel, they will get no food. Therefore,

that un.selfish individual always presents himself.

Furthermore, thisindividual,afterhehaslabored

some time for the good of the community, has

only to make known his wishes to be relieved,

when another will take his place. Here there

is a knowledge of cause and effect in which com-

plex correlative ideation is clearly evinced.

Moreover, the factor of unselfishness which is

present points to an ethical element as well.

An elephant's skin is exceedingly sensitive,

notwithstanding its great thickness. Flies.gnats,

mosquitoes, etc., cause it considerable annoyance,

especially when it is confined to a house and

cannot procure dust to sprinkle over its body

as a protection against their attacks.

In 1882, while standingin the carnivora house

at the St. Louis Fair Grounds, I saw an elephant

which was there stabled seize a mop broom with

its trunk and skilfully brush away some flies

which were biting its back at a place not to be

reached by its tail or proboscis. It used the

broom with as much dexterity as a man would

evince under like circumstances.

Romanes gives an account of an elephant

which was seen to break a bamboo picket from

a fence. Then, manipulating the bamboo with

its trunk, it splintered it beneath one of its fore

feet. Apparently not satisfied, it again broke

a bamboo picket from the fence and splintered

it as before. Then, holding the splinter in its

proboscis, it scraped with its point between one

of its forelegs and its belly. In a few moments
it dislodged a large elephant leech, which fell to

the ground and which was immediately crushed

into a shapeless mass beneath the horny toes of

the elephant! The animal deliberately manu-
factured an instrument through whose agency

it was enabled to rid itself of an annoying para-

site. Moreover, it was not satisfied with its first

scraper, but threw it away and made another,

thusshowing interdependent, correlative thought

as well as discriminating judgment.

Oue winter, at St. Louis, two elephants were

stabled in an outhouse near my rooms. O
warm, bright day early in the spring one of

these creatures was brought out into the alley

behind the stable, in order that it might be

given a bath. A horse attached to a loaded

coal cart became frightened and ran at full

speed down the alley toward the elephant. The
latter heard the noise and saw the horse rushing

toward him. He seemed to takein the situation

at once; for, dropping to his knees, he drew in

his trunk beneath his body, drew in his legs,

and bowed his head. The horse, in his mad
rush, ran completely over the elephant, drag
ging the heavy cart with him. Beyond a few

slight scratches and bruises, the elephant was
uninjured. Had it not been for his wise fore-

sight and his quick formulation and adoption of

his efficient method of self- protection, he might
have been severely injured, perhaps killed, by
impact of the maddened horse and heavy cart.

In this instance there was an undoubted man'
testation of correlative ideation. The immeoiate
adoption of the only efficient means of avoiding
injury clearly demonstrates the truthfulness of

this assertion, especially so since there was noth
ing instinctive in the action of the elephant. In

a state of nature, elephants are not confined in

narrow alleys, neither are they charged by run
away horses.

—

Scientific American.

If it is good to put upon the walls of ou
dwelling-places the petition, "God bless our
home ;" we should not forget that it says too,
" Home ! bless our God."

—

S. S. Times.

PLAYING MEETING.
'Twas a rainy morning. My children four-
Ernest and Belle, Louise and Way,
And tw little Diions over the way.

Had been noisy in play an hour or more.

When all at once such a quiet lay

On the room, that I guessed it was " meeting day.'

So I noiselessly drew to the door ajar.

And sat and listened ; they could not see

My form, but the group was plain to me:
Ernest, with face drawn gravely down,
His little head lost in his father's crown.

Had the highest seat in the gallery.

And Alice Dixon, wh' se p'acid face

In its sober moods was pictured rest.

With a kerchief folded on her breast.

Sat next to bim in the preacher's place;

.\nd the younger ones on stools below,

Louise and Belle, and May and Jce.

A solemn silence filled the room

;

I knew not then, I knnw not now
If it could be so, but it seemed somehow
That the Spirit of Goodness did descend.
The same that we feel in its holy sway
In the grown-up meetings not formed for play.

Then Alice, the preacher, rose to speak;
Belle giggled a little, but all the rest

Sat perfectly quiet as if possessed

—

.•\nd she said in a voice that was clear and sweet—
" Dear Friends, I know we are young and small,

But I think the good Lord loves us all."

.4nd then she went on further to show
How when they got cross at their work or play,

Or were naughty, He turned his face away.
And she prayed "to be good," and her prayer I know,,
Was very si i>ple in thought and word, ji

But a sweeter one I have never heard. t

Then the hands were shook and the meeting broke, '

And the children laughed to be free again
;

But I thought perhaps not all in vain

Was that meeting held or that sermon spoke,
For playing good may in luce the state.

And simple things confound the great.

(Author Unknown.)

For Mothers.—To bring up a child in the:

way it should go, travel that way yourself. i

Stories first heard at a mother's knee are'

never wholly forgotten— a little spring that'

never dries up in our journey through scorching

years.

The sooner you get a child to be " a law unto

;

himself," the sooner you will make a man of ,1

bim.
I

Children need models more than criticism. J

We can never check what is evil in the young
unless we cherish what is good in them.

j

Line upon line, precept upon precept, we

must have in a home. But we must also have
j

serenity, peace, and the absence of petty fault-

!

finding if home is to be a nursery fit for heaven's I

growing plants.

There are no men nor women, however poor|

they may be, but have it in power, by the grace
j

of God, to leave behind them the grandest thing'

on earth—character; and their children might

rise up after them and thank God that their

mother was a pious woman or their father all

pious man.

—

Dr. McLeod.
j

High Literature. — Mountain-climbing is-

as exhilarating and inspiring in the intellectual

as in the natural world. And the study of tbe

supreme passages of human literature is, in the

sphere of intellectual activity, exactly what the

ascent of Jungfrau or the Matterhorn is in the

sphere of physical exertion. It calls forth one's

energies; it leads on into higher altitudes; it

causes one to breathe purer air ; it expands one's

horizon ; it thrills with new life. Some one has

said that the books which it does us the most

good to read, are those which we have to " stand

on tip-toe " in order to read.

—

Dr. J. S. Keiffer.
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j

Life of the Doukhobortsi.

[!
(Continued from page 118.)

i Since the receipt of this letter we have further

i bnuation about this first party of 35 Siberian

piles, who were banished to a remote part of

l3 Province of Yakutsk. They are all young

fin who had refused the military service and

\d been confineri in a penal battalion—one of

,am was killed while there, four died on their

iiy to Yakutsk, one was left behind because

was in the last stage of consumption, 29

iched their destination, and one of these be-

me mad directly he arrived, and was sent

ck to Yakutsk. Of the journey behind

ikutsk we have information from sympathizers

'ing in that remote region.

We are told that owing to the particularly

•ict orders received by the Governor, he at

St treated this party with unusual harshness,

ccording to instructions from St. Petersburg

ey were to be settled in the most remote vil-

ges of the Province of Yakutsk, far away from

I other Russian villages; and the journey

ilher was made about as difficult for them as

could be. " They bad to walk the whole dis-

nee from Yakutsk to the village OusiMaisk,

I the river Aldak ! No other exiles have been

bjected to such cruelty since the times of the

)olition of hard labor in Okhtsk. More than

at—on the river Aldak, the Doukhobortsi

ere ordered to build timber rafts on which they,

]der the supervision of the official, were to

)at to the mouth of the Notora (more than

)0 versts—one verst equals 3,500 feet), and on

leir arrival there they had to commence at

ice constructing mud-huts for their dwell-

It was the third of September when they left

akutsk, this month is usually very rainy, and

hen they reached the river Lena the road was

ctremely muddy. " In addition to this" (says

le narrator) "owing to the negligence of the

stii -t official, no vehicles were prepared it

ru]KT time for the patients (men who had fal

II ill on the way) and the luggage. As a re

lit, after the march had been resumed, four

ew patients had to be added to the four whom
ley took from Yakutsk. However, those who
emained on their feet displayed extraordinary

nergy and patience. A march along such a

jad is no easy task to accomplish, and here, in

ddition to being up to their knees in mud, they

ad to continually pull out the baggage wagons

I'hich stuck fast in it." They often spent the

light in an extremely uncomfortable vehicle,

xposed to heavy rain, for even if they happen-

d to Let to a tent of the Yakulian nomads,

hey only found enough room for the patients.

Jut at the earliest dawn (about three in the

aoriiing) they were on their feet, and with an

imply stomach marched till midday, when
hey halted to partake of some bread and salt

,nd water. They marched on again till dark,

vhen, for the first time in the day, they enjoyed

i hot meal. As they had but a small quantity

rf potatoes (which they wanted to keep for the

vinter), their supper generally consisted of

' lapsha," a kind of vermicelli made of corn-

lour, and boiled in water with salt. They
talked about 35 versts a day, and were obliged

i.o hurry lest the winter should overtake them
jefore they had time on arriving to build their

luts.

During the night of September 17th it be-

came severely cold, and the first snow fell. The
iast day of the march was simply awful on ac-

30unt of the difficulty they had to overcome in

pulling the wagons out ofdeep mud— with melt-

ing snow^—and also in crossing the famous Aldak
clumps which are almost the height of a table.

Then came the arrival at the river Aldak
(already alluded to), and the village of Oust-

Maisk, where it was suggested that they should

buy agricultural implements and bread, as well

as seed. " Here also they were ordered to con-

struct rafts U) descend the river Aldak, but this

proved impracticable as there was no dry tim-

ber to be found. So they were obliged to hire

boats from the Skoptzi, who extorted 80 roubles

from them, and manifested excessive greediness

in selling bread." One of the officials, however,

who was a conscientious and good-natured man,
came to their rescue, and set off to two other

villages to procure bread for them. Even then

their daily allowance with the money they

brought with them, 900 roubles, proved utterly

insufficient for the demands upon them in pro-

viding for the winter, and he tried to prove the

impossibility of carrying out the orders given

him with such inadequate means. But all his

assurances were in vain. "Then he was obliged

to appeal for charity, and two wealthy merchanis

(one of them a Sectarian), sold all that was

bought by them at half the usual price. This

evidently impressed the Governor, and he al

lowed another 100 roubles to the party and two

horses, gave them some medicines and promised

to keep a watchful eye over the colony as well

as to help them to settle down. To the chief of

the district police he gave instructions to visit

the Colony every month, and to transmit letters

to them, and forward a report about them to

him."

They had great difficulty with their boats on

the river Aldak which was covered with small

pieces of ice. " This prevented them from see-

ing the right course, and they ran ashore several

times, and were even obliged to take off their

clothes and wade naked in the water to drag

the boats. During the night the boats became
frozen to the bank, and when only ten versts

away from the river Notora the ice had become
so strong that it was dangerous to continue the

journey in the boats. Fortunately, however,

the Tunguzi (a nomadic tribe who live at the

mouth of the Notora), proved more tender-

hearted than the Yakuts or the Skoptzi, and
not only removed all the luggage on their own
carts, but managed to repair one of their tents

and arrange it for the first settlement of the

strangers.

Immediately on arrival the Doukhobortsi set

to work with their building; one group began

to hew down and clear the forest trees, another

party carried the timber to its place, a third

erected an additional building to the tent, sur-

rounding the whole with earth which they cov-

ered with clay; a fourth group constructed the

oven. Meanwhile the officials, accompanieti by

witnesses from among the exiles and the natives,

examined the locality and measured out the

allotment for the new settlement. It was found

there could be settled in this place alone a

hundred more Doukhobortsi in addition to this

party without the least inconvenience to the

Tunguzi—to which the latter agreed. The
Tunguzi are an extremely peace-loving and

sympathetic people; and so much impressed

were they by the skilful work, and especially

by the self-controlled and peaceable life of the

new-comers that, at once, they presented them
with an ox for their work, and with the hay
necessary for feeding it through the winter.

" Before his departure the official left them

a small medicine chest, with needful instruct-

ions, also a list of the most indispensable Yaku-
tian words and phrases, for the Tunguzi, and
even the majority of the peasants there speak
the Yakiitian language better than their own.

" The Doukhobortsi chiefly complain of want
of seed and agricultural implements. They de-

sire so to arrange things as to be able to bring
over their families as quickly as possible, whose
absence is a cause of much grief to them. They
also complain of the extreme scarcity of books.

They have, however, hardly had time to look

about them, and have overlooked the most im-
portant thing, viz: that their stock of bread and
vegetables will only last till April. Even sup-

posing the first harvest was favorable, they could
only make use of it in August. Moreover, they

have no working cattle except the one ox given

them by the Tunguzi."
Happily the Government has proposed a

grant from the revenue for their assistance, and
in the meantime gave orders to allow each per-

son 4d. a day for the first quarter of the year;
and has given leave to a few of them to seek

work in the Skoptzi villages.

A little later another party of prisoners, num-
bering 49, were dispatched to the same district.

While on their way one of them writes from the

village of Alexandrovsk :

—

" We all rejoice and thank the Lord God for

all his mercies, which for the glory of Christ

men render unto each other. With joy have
we read your valued letter, and we hope that

there are on earth many good people who will

give all their well-being and even their life for

the Truth, in order that the Kingdom of God
on earth may manifest itself as in heaven . . .

" According to our strength we endeavor to

attain the love of our Heavenly Father and his

power, that we may in all things see the will of

Him who sent us into this world. For without

the will of God not a hair shall fall from your
heads—thus has said our Saviour Christ. We
pray the Lord God to grant us spiritual strength

and clear understanding to look upon all men
as brothers of the universal commonwealth, and
by our conduct not to harm the surrounding

world.
" What may be our essential needs we shall

not know till we reach the place of our settle-

ment. Letters and parcels from our relatives

we receive without hindrance."

The name of V. PotapoflT has become familiar

to those of us who have lately received tele-

grams from the Caucasus in connection with the

emigration. He has been the principal leader

of the party now gone to Cyprus. In a letter

from him, dated March 10th, we are told with

regard to the Siberian exiles:—
" From Siberia they write to us that the first

party has settled down well, and the other is

passing the winter in the village Alexandrovsk,
government of Irkutsk. They are altogether

51 persons. They all live in one ward, among
them is Ivan Koukin with his family."

We will quote further from the same letter:

—

" I inform you that I received your letter of

January 4th on March 9th, with which I and

all the brethren were so delighted that I cannot

even describe our joy.

" I inform you also that we have obtained

permission to emigrate to England or America.

Before leaving we are to sign an agreement

never to return within the borders of the Em-
pire; in case of non-compliance with this regu-

lation the offender will be exiled to remote parts.

We are now meeting in order to discuss our

emigration.

"On February 10th I went to Tiflis, and met
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there our brother, Arthur St. John. He caine

from England to pay us a visit. But the police

soon arrested me and put me in prison, and he

was sent out of Russia. I was in prison twelve

days; and then the Governor released me, and

I was sent back to Signak at my own expense.
" 1 fiiund comrades in the prison with whom

I shared all that was dear and sacred to me

—

three brethren, one of them from the province

of Kars. He had been to visit brethren exiled

to various villages in the governments of Bakou
and Elizavetpol, and was arrested at the station.

He says that the brethren are all vigorous in

spirit, but some are ill with fever and many of

them have died.

"The brethren in the province of Fars are

still as before, being fined and put into prison.

We also are not allowed to leave the Siguak

district, and here there is no work, so that the

want is felt the more keenly.
" However, all this is easy to bear, when one

feels in oneself faith and hope in the only God.

Let God's will be done ; let his Kingdom come !

" Your brother in Christ,
" V. POTAPOFF."

Again on Sixth Mo. 1st the same brother writes

to P. Biriukofl'vwho has since gone from England
to Cyprus to be with the emigrants there):

—

"I have just arrived from the Gori district,

where we received the second telegram from

Tchertkoff. We are in accord with him about

emigrating to Cyprus. You are the best judges

in this matter. We only feel about it that

God has put you as leaven, working for the

Kingdom of God. For your spiritual leaven

has been working in God's dough and contin-

ues to act.

" We are now constantly expecting news from
you, and as soon as we receive the smallest sign

from you, we shall start directly. Two of our

friends have already received passports, and
wish to go to you with their families.

' We salute you and all our brothers and sis-

ters from our soul, and wish you all blessings

from God.
" Vasili Potapoff."

CTo be continued).

For "The Fkiend."

Display of Religious Life.

Henry Varley, the English evangelist, has

criticised the Christianity of our day as " a noisy,

superficial profession." This is putting the mat-

ter rather strongly, but there is considerable

ground for his severe arraignment. There is

too much of the self-laudatory or complimentary
among workers in Christian and moral reforms.

What we do is too much Iparaded before the

public. Piety ought ever to speak for itself

Goodness carries with it its own commendation.
Noble work is its own advertiser. More modesty
and less display may well be studied in what
we say and do for the Lord.

—

Presbyterian.

Together with the above extract we may ap-

propriately produce another from a letter re-

ceived from the Pacific slope :

"I think this continual outward parade of

religious life is calculated to stifle the great

work of that true introversion of Spirit wherein
the Divine will is made known in the secret of

the heart, for our growth in grace which is the

Christian's strength and safeguard from the

world's activity and applause. I am sure I

feel the need daily of fleeing to the ark of safety

for that food—even the heavenly manna—which
falls richly and quietly for those who in true hu-

mility and abaseduess call on the name of the

Lord. I am not worthy even to receive it."

For " The Friend."

" Ye Are the Light of the World."

Among the incidents in the experience of

.Judson, in the cnurse of his labors, in Burmah,
is the turning point of one of the early converts

to the Christian faith. The gospel view of sal-

vation had been laid before him, and he was
nearly ready to embrace it, when he noticed

the change in character and conduct of sume
whose conversion preceded his. He knew there

was nothing in the religion of Buddha to change
the human heart, and the wonder-working power
of the religion of Jesus, in this iparticular, com-
pleted his convictions of its truth.

The picture given in a later number of The
Friend, by I. B. Bishop, of the corruptions of

the human heart, where the Gospel of Christ is

not recognized, brings to miud a reflection on
the blessings under which we live, notwithstand-

ing the shortcoming of so many of the people.

I have often thought that those among us who
seem to disdain religious guidance, are never-

theless governed in a measure by a sort of reflex

influence fmm those who constitute " the salt of

the earth." So that a country only so far under
the Messiah's government as ours, is a land of

mutual confidence, security and happiness while

a heathen land is one of mistrust, suspicion and
mutual dread.

It is related by C. Gordon Gumming of the

South Sea Islanders, that before the advent of

Christianity, among them the principle of hatred
reigned throughout all classes. Not only were
the tribes of one island at endless war with those

of other islands, but where mountain ridges di-

vided the clans of one of these sea girt spots of

earth no individual was safe, beyond these natu-

ral boundaries.

Even in single families, maternal affection

was made to yield to ease and convenience.
She heard a bevy of mothers telling how many
of their own infants they had put to death.

And this was done with as much coolness as

though the victims had been so many rats. The
stories of the war clubs of the men, their feroc-

ity, their cannabalism, have shocked the civil-

ized world, yet these people from every one of
their severed islands, when their hearts were
permeated by the spirit of Christ, became ex-

amples of all the virtues that adorn his religion.

It has been thus in all ages and in all lands.

While the Greenland mother was not destitute

of atiection for her infant when things went well,

if the child became sick she hated it, and left

neglect to hasten the end of its sufferings.

A pleasing contrast to this appears in the
records of Iceland, a country where the rigors

of the climate might be supposed to underrate
human aflections, but where the Christian faith

has been known for many generations. At the
millenial celebration of the settlement of that
island the king of Denmark was present with
some attendants. At the time, in a family some
thirty miles distant from Thingvalla (the place
of meeting), was a family with a child having
diphtheria. The parents supnosing there would
certainly be a doctorin the Kings' retinue, car-
ried the sick child to be cured. During the
days of the meeting all those about that child
were too much absorbed in their concern for its

welfare to attend to the festivities going on
around them.
The early Christian church, though composed

of all classes, was more especially gathered from
the poor or illiterate. It was the poor to whom
the Gospel was preached, and history goes to
show that it was among them that the principal
harvest was reaped.

It was cast up as a reproach upon the Cbri:

tians by Celsus, a heathen writer, that thei'

ranks were recruited from the lowest of th

people. This meant not simply that they wei

financially poor, but disreputable, people whot

the company of the refined Celsus would spur

from their society. Yet when their hearis ha^

been changed by regeneration what did the

become? They were not to be found at thi

brutalizing public shows, nor in the ranks c

the numerous sorcerers, who sprung up in thos

ages. While the artful magicians, giving ou

that they were " some great ones" captivatei

followers from all ranks of the gentile popula
tion, it is stated by Lueian that not one Chrie

tian was to be found among the followers o

Alexander of Abonithecus, who was one of th

most successful of these imposters. '

It is, however, their compassionate humanit;
that it was more especially intended to brin|

into notice. To be kindly aflfectionate one towar(i

another, as recommended by the apostle, eve

characterized the living followers of Christ.

In the day of the apostles, those who hat

to spare were freely helpful towards those wh(

were needy, and even in the time of Cyprian
they raised contributions to redeem such of thi

brethren as were held in captivity. They <

especially careful of the wants of the sick. Whei
death-plagues in some shape swept over thi

countries the gentile population fled for persona
safety, leaving members of their own farailiei

unattended by any of their own people. Ii

these times of trial the Christians remainei

their posts of duty. They not only nursed t

own families, but the sick and dying neighbon
who had been abandoned by their nearest kin^

dred.

We may think we are now living in degeU'

erate times. Our country is professedly Chr
tian ; but the great mass of the people seem con

tent with simply " having a name to live." It

is to be feared that in many the spirit of literarj

refinement is supplanting " grace in the heart.'

Unscrupulous means of acquiring wealth have

become fashionable. And with all our advances

in kindly offices, we continue to nurse the spirit

of war. Yet, as compared with the condition ol

mankind, one hundred years ago, there appears

some substantial progress in the dominion
Truth. At that time, according to all standard '

authors, even the profession of evangelical re-

ligion was unpopular. Under the panoply of

blatant infidelity in France, irreligion in Eng-
land assumed such force in society, that persona

of tender conscience were ashamed to avow
their convictions. Wilberforce became one of

the faithful few of that period, and in his search

for a settlement of mind was led to the acquaint-:

ance of the pious John Newton. This led him
to attend Newton's place of worship, but in doing

so he found himself going by round-about by-

ways, to avoid being seen by his former ac-

quaintance.

When, from a sense of duty he had written his

great work, "Practical Christianity," he was in

doubt whether a book on a theme so unpopular
would finfl readers. Withal he had such a

dread of having his name associated with it,

that he thought of deferring its publication, to

be done by his executors. He was, however,

borne above these servile fears, and his book
and name together did much in promoting the

Master's cause. This is here referred to for the

purpose of showing the withering approbrium
which then attached to the realities of religion in

what was deemed refined society. It is to be

hoped that the general tone of the churches in
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merica at the present day is much above that

andaif). Yet it is stated as an acknowledg-

ent from Dr. DaCosta (an eminent Episcopal-

'n), that the warfare of the Protestant church

jainst evil at the present day is on the whole

a losing game." It is said that immorality is

(Creasing, and the restraintsof religion are hav-

'ig less hold upon the miuds of people gener-

ly. The Catholics are spoken of as having at

)mmand appliances to promote social order

f&t the Protestants do not possess.

From this cursory view of the conditions of

lankind under diflerent systems of religion, we
lay see realized the promise to Abraham, " In

ay seed shall all the nations of the world be

lessed." This began to be fulfilled in the early

ihristiau church. What we see in history con-

irniug that church, consists much of contro-

ersy about shades of doctrine; but there was

n undercurrent of faithfulness among those in

|umble life. This great blessing was realized

i its fulness, among those who

j

" Lived unknown,
t'ill persecution dragged them into flame and chased

I

them up to heaven."

\ We may nut know by what means the tide

'f evil at the present day is to be checked, and
|ie good made to triumph, but if the followers

f Christ are but true to their high calling, they

lay yet bring forth fruit unto holiness, the end

hereof is everlasting life, and wherever scat-

ired 1)6 as lights in the world and as a city set

D a hill that cannot be hid.— L. B.\lderston.

Old-time Settled Pastorates.

Eight years after his settlement by the town

if Harvard, William Emerson was esception-

jlly coveted by the deceased John Cotton's

hurch in Bnston. The sum of eight hundred
oUars was oflered the town by the church as a

lalve for the estrangement of its affections, as

t'ell as for meeting the necessary expenses of

linding and ordaining another pastor. Utterly

Inconsolable was the town by that sum, but at

iQention of one thousand dollars it found con-

solation and delivered the ministerial goods.

. More samples are found in Bliss's " Side

Jlimpses from the Colonial Meeting-house."

Sver in arrears as to salary, John Robinson
erved the town church in Duxbury. Often

ippealing to the law, after preaching for thirty-

ix years and pleading for his salary, a com-

nittee was appointed to make up accounts with

uni " from the beginning of the world to the

present day," August 7, 1738. Two mouths
ater the town records say: "Voted that ther

netinghous shuld be shot up so that no parson

iihould open the same so that Mr. John Robr-

iun of Duxborrough may not get into said met-

nghous to preach anay more without orders

Tom the towne."
' After forty-one years' service Parson Russell,

,)f Bradford, became too infirm to appear on

Babbaths. The town hired as a school-teacher
' one who could be helpful in the ministry,"

jnd asked the invalid pastor to state how much
Blight be deducted from his salary—consisting

mainly of provisions and fuel—for "supplying
the pulpit."

In 1761, Joseph Sumner was ordained at

Shrewsbury, on a salary of two hundred and
forty dollars a year, and preached for sixty-three

years. Latterly this dole was cut down one-

half Being asked how he could live and
preach on so small a salary, he replied: "I
have learned that they who have much have
not enough'; but those who have little have no
lack."

In 1782, in what is now Franklin, Conn.,
Samuel Nott was "ordained in the ministry"
for life, on three hundred and thirty- three dol-

lars and thirty-three cents annually. In his

sixtieth anniversary sermon, " most affection-

ately addressed " to the children, grandchildren,
and great-grandchildren of those who invited

him " to settle with them in the Gospel minis-

try," he reviewed his sixty years, quaintly say-

ing: " I have not been kept from the house of

God during that long period but eleven Sab-
baths ; six of them by the lung fever in 1812,
and five by breaking a little piece of skin upon
the back of my right hand."
On this notable occasion the choir sang the

same hymns, in the same tunes of " Lenox " and
" Stockbridge," that were sung at his ordina-

tion. All the members of the ordination choir

were dead, save two old women, seated near the

ancient pulpit, who, insensible to the music
which they sang in the bloom of youth, were
now straining their dull ears to catch the words
of the old parson's story.

On into his fourth score years' service he
ministered, until he was so old that the church
desired him to " lay down the ministry in this

place ;

" or in other words they asked him to go.

He replied that he was settled for life ; and he
continued to live and preach every Sunday
until he was ninety five years old, when the

town induced him to enter into a compromise.
His salary was reduced one-half, and a col-

league hired for four hundred dollars a year,

which was to be made five hundred as soon as

the old parson died. He died in 1852, ninety-

eight years of age; and thus was terminated

the contract made with him seventy years

before. After bis death his executor found that

he had not received any of the half-pay to which
he was entitled. Its demand being refused,

suit was threatened, at which the town offered

to pay one-half of the one-half, and theoflfer was

accepted.— Christian Advocate.

One-Tenth or Ten-Tenths.—A cheap re-

ligion wins a cheap return. It is right for a

man to give a tenth of his income directly to

the Lord's work ; yet a man who thinks he has

thereby done his whole duty is but a tenth of a

man and a tenth of a Christian. Only the man
who dedicates himself and all that he has to the

service of his Master will get all that the Master

has to give.

—

S. S. Times.

Forgetfulness as a Virtue.—It is useless

to pray for a forgiving spirit while cultivating

a memory for injuries. God never quenches a

fire for a man who persists in feeding it with

oil. He that really desires tit keep malice out

of his heart will try to keep inflaming thoughts

out of his head.—& S. Times.

There is one secret of success and only one

:

obedience to God's will.

For "The Friend.'

Letter from the Blue Ridge Mission.

We, of tlie Blue Ridge Mission, wish to express

our sincere appreciation of the prompt and kind

response which our appeal for help has received.

As there are now at the Mission many hundreds
of school books, and between eight and nine hun-
dred volumes of Friends' Libraries, Epistles and
Memoirs, it is very abundantly supplied, every

bonk-shelf over-flowing and the store-room quite

full.

Nevertheless, having beeu requested to make
suggestions relative to books, I will mention that

we would be glad to possess a Bible Dictionary,

Cruden's Concordance, some Testaments small
eiiuUiih to be carried in pockets, a few Bibles, small
dictionaries of recent [)ubliciition for students'
desks. Likewise Miller's "Making the Most of
Life," F. R. Havergal's "Kept for the Master's
Use," any one of L. Alcott's books, &c. Old
Cljristmas card.s, illuminated Bible texts, floral

pictures—any thing to help brighten the sombre
logs of the cabin homes.

Picture books give great joy to the little chil-

dren ; and even old women who cannot read are
almost as eager to possess them ; they will ponder
over the gay pages by the hour. The happiness of
the wee ones upon receiving such a prize, by its

suggestiveness, gives one a dull heartache. One
little boy, probably three years old, alter gazing
in silent wonder upon the horses, cows, &c., rep-
resented, suddenly closed the book, clasped it

close in his chubby, brown arms, and laid the little

face
—

" browner still "—upon it with a look of such
unspeakable delight and lovingness that the eyes
of the onlookers were blurred by a swift rush of
tears.

Twenty-four dollars in money have been con-
tributed, and very gratefully received. But the
fund is still too small to replace the dilapidated
desks and benches, or to justify the " under pin-
ning " of the three buildings. H(jwever,

"The path that has once been traversed,

Is never so rough to the feet,"

and so, doubtless the bu.sy workers within will

shiver in brave cheerfulness through the mountain
storms of another winter. Last year when the
mercury fell to eight degrees above zero, feet were
frosted within the glow of fierce wood fires, icy

blasts sweeping into the vacant spaces underneath
and blowing through the crevices of the floors with
"a hard, dull bitterness of cold." This accom-
panied by the furious smoking of the wood stove
give a surprising variety of experiences. Still

such wintry weather is never long continued ; the
climate is generally delightful, and very healthful

also, days and weeks come and go when the sun
shine and " winds are still."

All letters should be addressed to J. Addison
Griffiths, Friends' Mission, Patrick County, Va.
The nearest railroad station is Mt. Airy, N. C, ten
miles distant. The latter is the freight address,

with care of J. A. G. " For Friends' Mission,"
added to it. No reduced rates have been secured.

M. E. Brown.

Items Concerning the Society.

London Yearly Meeting stands alone in the
British Isles as the only Church organization for

the transaction of business that has been held with-

out interruption for two hundred and twenty-five

years.

—

J. B. Braifhwaite in Meetingfor Sufferings. *

Mary A. Marriage Allen has obtained from Lon-
don and Middlesex Quarterly Meeting a minute of
liberation for religious service in the Island of

Cyprus. Her experience of the last two or three

years in Turkey and Armenia has been fitting her,

she believes, for this service in Cyprus.

The following book is announced as " ready im-
mediately :"

—

The Family of William Perm, Founder

of Pennsylvania: His Ancestors and Descendants.

8vo. Pp." 270. With numerous illustrations. S3.50

net. Postage additional. Howard M. Jenkins,

921 Arch Street, Philad'a.

The new meeting-house for Friends in the city

of Washington is in process of erection at south-

west corner of First and C Streets N. E. The
building is nearly euclosed, but money is lacking

to furnish the structure. The Friends hope to be
able to finish and occupy one room, but even this

is uncertain for the present.

Joseph Elkinton, of Media, and a companion
from Philadelphia, visited Friends at Pennsdale,

near Muncy, last Seventh and First-days, attend-

ing the regular Friends' meeting, and an appointed
meeting in the Hall on First-day evening. Seasons

of manifest favor were acknowledged.
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According to the London Daily Chronicle it ap-

pears that the grave in Friends' burial ground at

Jordan's, which was recently partlv opened, and
which was reported to be that of William Penn,

was really thatof John Penn. Not "an American"
but an alleged lunatic of York, Eng., is the man
who was arrested for the desecration.

Edward Grubb, in the London Friend writes:

—

" I confess I have little patience with the spirit of

grumbling at requests for money—especially in a

Friend. With all its charities, the Society of

Friends is still by far the cheapest body to live in.

We get all our ministry, such as it is, for nothing.

All we lay out on it is complaints that it is not

belter. If each one of the three hundred and
thirty-eight recorded ministers in London Yearly

Meeting received only £100 a year, it would cost

us £33,800—about treble the amount subscribed to

all our foreign missions. This, and far more than

this, which is saved to us by our free ministry, we
ought to be gladly willing to spend in charity."

SUM.MARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—On the 27th of last month the

Spanish Peace Commissioners became convinced that

the position of the United States with respect to Cuba
and the Cuban debt would not be changeii, and agreed

to relinquish sovereignty over and claim to Cuba with-

out either terms or conditions. All differences regard-

ing Porto Rico and the island of Guam were also ar-

ranged.

A written expression of the purpose of the United

States to take the entire group of Philippine Islands,

and to assume such proportion of the Philippine debt

as has been spent for the benefit of the islands or their

inhabitants, was on Tenth Month 31 st handed to the

Spanish Peace Commissi' ners by the American repre-

sentatives. The session was then adjourned until the

4th instant, in order to give the Spaniards time to.

prepare a reply. The demand of the Americans is

said to have caused the greatest surprise in Madrid,

and that a feeling prevails that the government should

protest against what is regarded as a violation of the
spirit of the proctocol.

A majority of the representatives of the Cuban army,
at the meeting at Santa Cruz del Sur, favored the dis-

solution of the insurgent Government, and the dis-

bandment of the army. Thev suggest the appointment
of a commission to go to Washington to thank the

American Government for its intervention, and put
themselves unconditionally at the disposition of the

Washington authorities.

The Civil Service Commission has ordered an in-

vestigation of the charges preferred by ex-Governor
Busiel, of New Hampshire, against the Republican
State Committee, of New Hampshire, for making
political assessments upon United States offi.ials.

Application has been made by a San Francisco
wrecking company for permission to undertake the

* task of raising the hulk of the battleship Maine. No
compensation is asked unless the work is successful.

Nikola Tesla has invented an apparatus by means
of which electrical power at high pressure can be con-
veyed thousands of miles through the air and utilized

commercially. The system is to convey the current
to a great elevation, where the rarefied atmosphere is

capable of conducting freely the particular current
produced. Then to maintain a second terminal, also

at a great elevation, where the current can be collected

and conveyed to the earth.

Wm. S. Caine, .\I. P., the English temperance re-

former, said in a speech delivered in New York city

recently: " It is now accepted as an established actua-
rial fact by every insurance company in England, that
the average life of the total abstainer is nine years
longer than that of the moderate drinker."
Three days last week were devoted to celebrating

the so-called " Peace Jubilee' in this city. The crowds
of people are believed to have been unprecedented.
Many so diers and othei-s were noticed on the streets

during the week, intoxicated.

On the 29th ult. nearly the entire business portion
of Tuskegee, Alabam.i, including thirteen business
houses, the Telephone Kxchange and opera house,
were destroyed by fire. Loss $60,000.
The general traffic manager of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, who is in a position to know a good deal
about it, estimates that the amount of money alnady
expended in seeking for Klondike gold is not'less than
$30,000,000. As this is probably five times as much
as has been brought out of that country, the fears that

the Klondike output might disturb the gold balance of

the world «ere premature, to say' the least.

The bottom of the Pacific between Hawaii and Cali-

fornia is said to be so level that a railroad could be

laid for 500 miles without grading anywhere. This
fact was discovered by the United States surveying

vessel engaged in making soundings with a view of

laying a cable.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 348, which is 41 less than the previous week and
28 less than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 168 were males and 180 females ; 38 died
of heart disease ; 34 of pneumonia ; 34 of consumption

;

2.5 of diphtheria ; 25 of old age ; 18 of marasmus ; 14
of bronchitis ; 13 of nephritis ; 12 of typhoid fever (7

of them soldiers) ; 11 of apoplexy; 11 from casualties,

and 9 of Bright's disea-e.

Markets, <£c.—U. S. 2's, 99 a 100; 4's, reg., IIOJ a

llli; coupon, 111^ a 112^; new 4's, reg., 12tii a 127*;
coupon, 127^ a 128} ; o's, reg., 111| a 112J ; coupon,
113 a 113i ; 3's, reg., 105 a 105} ; coupon, lOSi a 106

;

currency 6's, 1899, 102i a 103.

CoTTOtf was quiet, and declined y\c. per pound,
closing on a basis of 5^*^ cents for middling uplands.
Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $13.75 a 114.50

;

spring, in sacks, spot, $13.50 a $14 per ton.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.65 a $2.90 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.1 5 a $3.35
;

do. do., straiglit, $3.35 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.15 a $3.40 ; do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; do., patent,

$3.65 a $3.85 ; spring, clear, new, $3.10 a $3.36 ; do.

straight, new, $3.50 a $3.70 ; do., patent, new, $3.75 a

$3.90; do., favorite brands, $4.00 a $4.15 ; city mills,

extra, $2.65 a $2.90; do., clear, $3.25 a $3.50; do.,

straight, $3.50 a $3.70 ; do., patent, $3.75 a $4.25. Rye
Flour.— j^o.OO per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Buckwheat Floub—$1.60 a $1.70 per 100 pounds as

to quality, for new.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71 a 71}c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37} a 37Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 30.50.

Beef Cattle. — Extra, 5 a 6}c.
;
good, 4| a 4gc.;

medium, 4| a 4fc.; common, 4 a 4}c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 5c.; good, 4} a 4^c.;

medium, 3f a 4c.; common, 2J a 3Jc.; lambs, 4 a 6c.

Hogs.—Best Western, 5i a5iSc ; other grades, 5 a 55c.
Foreign —Sir Robert Ball, in a recent lecture in

London, said that on a most moderate i omputatii n,

scores of tons of meteoric matter were added eauh day
to the previous ma-s of the earth. Meteoric particles

were found on .ilpine snows, in Atlantic ooze, in the
m^tes of the sunieam. " Grains of corn owed some-
thing to the gentle rain of meteoric matter, as well as
to the gentle rains of a more familiar description. The
loaf as it came to the table contained within it parti-

cles which had voyaged for uncounted thousands of
centuries of time through illimitable millions of miles
of space. Thus to provide the actual ma'erial of our
I'odily frames, the remotest realms of space had been
laid under contribution. The life of every one present
was at that moment in intimate association wiih parti-
cles ihat had been brought thither by shooting stars."

It is stated that the Briiish Cabinet has decided that
Marchand must withdraw from Fashoda uncondition-
ally

;
no promise to be given to discuss questions raised

by France in regard to access to the Nile. If Mar-
chand remains no reinforcements will be permitted to
reach him. He will be treated courteously as a for-
eign visitor. It is left to France to adopt any active
measures to precipitate a conflict.

An order was receired at Portsmouth on the 25th
ult,, to prepare all the ships of the fleet and the re-
serve for immediate mobilization.
The French Cabinet has been defeated by 286 to 254

on a vote of confidence, and the ministry has resigned.
The difficulty grew out of the Dreyfus afiair.

'The French presi is beginning to show a more con-
ciliatory spirit regarding Fashoda, with a view, it is

thought, of preparing the public for the recall of the
Marchand expedition.
The French crisis is anxiously watched in Germany.

In the Fashoda question the German Government, as
well as the German newspapers, distinctly side with
Great Britain, as British dominion over the Soudan is

held to be in every respect better for German interests,
e-pecially from a commercial point of view. The Ger-
man Foreign Office and Prince Hohenlohe, the Im-
perial Chancellor, have received several memorials
from the German Chamber of Commerce, including
that of Cologne, calling attention to this fact and
urging German support of Great Britain.
A Berliner claims to have discovered a paper and

an ink that will resist the eff(?ct of fire.

Terrific storms in Macedonia have done an enor-

mous amount of damage, and caused considerable loi

of life.

It is announced from St. Petersburg that all tb

Powers have now accepted the Czar's invitation 1

send delejiates to the propofed disarmament confc
ence. Each Power will be represented by three deh
gaies, and it will be a record diplomatic assemlilvi

point of numbers.
The epidemic prevailing at Samarkand is said, in

despatch from St. Petersburg to be the true phiyue.
It is said that the Siberian railway will" cost S10(

000,000.

The Japanese steamer Mljagala was sunk at Kobe
after being in collision. Sixty Japanese were drownec
A Victoria despatch says the seal fleet of thirty-fiv

schooner> this season got but 27,865 skins.

The Chief Justice of Canada has awarded S4(i,00

damages to Victor H. MeCord in his claim against th

Government of Peru. M cCord was arrested and throw
into prison during a revolutionary outbreak in tha

country in 1885, although he was the Consular Agen
of the United States.

A despatch dated Ottawa, Ont., Tenth Month ;20th

says: "About 1 o'clock this morning an earthqiiaki

shock passed over tliis city. It was felt distinctly 01

Sandy Hill and in the vicinity of Gilmour Street.' Oi

the latter street several of the houses were shaken
awakening the inmates and causing great alarm. Hv
shock was only slightly felt in the vicinity of Spark
Street. Its duration was about ten seconds."

RECEIPTS.
Eeceived for Sarah P. Darnell, N. J., $2, vol. 72.

Receipts for Fund in aid of the Dukhobortsi'

Eeif Congregation (Mennonite), Maryland, $39.21
Miller Congregation, Maryland, $26.00; E. P. G.
$50.00 ; E. and M. B,, $2.00.

Wm. Evans, Treas., 252 S. Front St., Phila.

Wanted, by a Friend, a position as housekeeper,
Address " P " office of The Friend.

A woman Friend is desirous of some employment
in or near the city during the fall and winter.

Address " A," Office of The Friend.

A YOUNG woman Friend wishes a position as com-
panion or helper in household duties.

Address " L," Office of The Friend.

The Friends' Teachers' Association will holdai
meeting at 140 N. Sixteenth. Street, on Seventh-day,
Eleventh Month 12th, at 2 p. m. Subject—" Teaching
of Civics and Social Science in Secondary Schools," by

Professor Samuel McCune Lindsay, of the University

of Pennsylvania.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the schoid, and letters in

regard to instruction and discipline should be ad-

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and
communications in regard to business should be for-

warded to Edward G. S.medley, Superintendent.
Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience;

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met when'
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M.
twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school by-

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedlet, Sup't.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth St., Phila.

i

—Tlie following books have recently been placed
the shelves of Friends' Library :

BusCH—Bismarck. Two vols.

Davis—A Year from a Reporter's Note-book.
Gordon—Beautiful Life of Frances E. Willard.
Krout—Hawaii and a Revolution.
Latimer—Spain in the Nineteenth Century.
LuMMis— Awakening of a Nation (Mexico).
Rowan—Island of Cuba.
Sharpless—Quaker Experiment in Government..
Stevens—Yesterdays in the Philippines,

W'ooLSEY—American Foreign Policy.

Books are free to all Friends living in Philadelphia
and vicinity, and to others who are prSperly recom-
mended. The Library is open every week-day, from
three to six p. M.
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me people are looking forward to Thanks-

iving, but true Christians are looking inward

)it.

The " religion of action " in a man takes its

tart in the action of religion—not in the action

if action.

I

Again, the Christianity of work is first the

!'ork of Christianity—the operation of Christ's

pirit. Christian work is Christian obedience.

)here is no other Christian work.

." To them that look for Him shall He appear."

s it possible that any are hoarding up for them-

blves a store of meritorious inaction, by being

ible to say :
" I have not prophesied in thy

ame, nor in thy name have I done any works,

lighty or small—because I was determined to

eep clear of doing anything without thy per-

eived authority ?" If these had been as care-

ul to " look for Him " as for their fears. He
;ould have appeared, quickening them to work

he works of Him that would send them. It

i they that know not the day of their visita-

ion who become " as the heath in the desert."

?he crown of righteousness is for " them that

we his appearing."

I

" Other-worldliness " as a nickname for re-

^gion, seems a true name for that of some re-

igionists. That i.«, such as practically postpone

heir living interests to the next worM, ignoring

he truth that " godliness has promise of the

,ife which now is." These have taught the ethi-

al culturists to say that religion is the depart-

oent of our lives that is " concerned with for-

ign relations. If it is not concerned with do-

nestic, business, present and every-day relations,

t is neither Christianity nor morals. He who
' went about doing good," who made secular

ind religious duties one, " set us an e.'iample

hat we should walk in his steps," and prayed

be Father that He would not take his learners

'out of the world, but preserve them from the

evil." The wisest other-worldliness is, not the

love of this present world, but the right occu-

pancy of it. For us, " to live is Christ," in

both worlds. But for worldlings, to live is the

flesh, " having no hope, and without God in the

world."

" Principles, not men," are the inculcation of

The Fkiend. Neither are principles its con-

tention in such a way as to keep the funda-

mental doctrines of Friends always hung up as

open question.?. We are to contend for the

faith once delivered to the saints, and to the

sons of the Society's morning, and passed on by

the same Spirit to the generations now following.

And we seriously realize that the times are now
fallen upon us which were definitely prophesied

by gifted seers long since departed, as times

when the faithful should have to contend for

those principles, not, as formerly, outside our

pale, but most especially within the ranks of

our own membership.

But in holding to the precious standard of

all right principles, may we-be spared any low-

ering of it to the dust of the earth by quarrel-

lingover men. Human nature in making human
names the labels of wrong principles, is not

over-anxious to discriminate between labels and

libels. The cause of Truth is not promoted by

personalities. Is our soundness made complete,

or not rather noade less complete, by our dili-

gence to locate the guilt of error on a name?
But error itself, unsoundness in all its forms,

let us expose unflinchingly, and guard against

ourselves jealously, lest the life of our concern

consist mainly in its personality.

We acknowledge that personal names are

very convenient as short cuts to the designation

of many principles. But they are also deep

cuts into our best life, when indulged in for op-

probrium of a brother. Let the principle which

he represents leceive its plain deserts. It is

sometimes unavoidable to associate his name

with it; it may, in cases rarer than we like to

think, be a duty to the public good. But let

us name the abstract principle of error by its

own characteristic expression when we can.

This clears our view ; that prejudices our heart,

and feeds the lust of personal reflection or de-

traction in others.

It seems as if we must sometimes warn the

youth, for instance, against Voltaire's writings,

by applying to them the writer's name as a

stigma. It is very convenient to say dmony,

Machiavellian, Puseyism, Hicksite, etc., when

these are expected to have a derogatory effect.

But by those who are iu earnest to avoid a

spirit of personal judgment, substitutes could be

found.

On the other hand, where names ar§ repre-

sentatives of that which is praiseworthy, thpy

carry a service for good, and the world could ill

spare their use as incitements to whatsoever

things are true, or pure, or lovely, or of good

report. But in order that the names of living

worthies may be kept good, they need to be kept

pretty quiet, till death gives them untarnished

to the world for an inheritance.

Our account of Rebecca Potts " keeping

meeting open alone," as recently given in an

editorial article, was obtained from two old

members of her meeting. Other neighbors

represent that she was not left in solitary at-

tendance so long as was stated, but not unfre-

quently, or occasionally, during some of those

years. This does not impair her credit for faith-

fulness, in that she appears to have been the

constant attender, whether others would come

or not.

The Friend has ever shown au interest in

examples of" universal and saving grace," and

a freedom from locating the operation of grace

exclusively in our own religious Society, or in

all churches combined. Sometimes its opera-

tions in so-called heathens has been portrayed.

But now for a season we give space to a review,

prepared iiy a Friend, of the life and interest-

ing service of Philip Schaff, to illustrate that by

the same grace he was as useful as he was.

Correction.—In the middle column of last

number on page 126, twenty-first line from the

bottom, for " underrate " read indurate.

A Busy Man's Prayer.—"0 Lord, I have

a busy world around me; eye, ear and thought

will be needed for all my work to be done in

this busy world. Now, ere I enter on it, I would

commit eye and ear and thought to thee. Do
thou bless them and keep their work thine, that

as through thy natural laws my heart beats, and

my blood flows without any thought of mine, so

my spiritual life may hold on its course at these

times when my mind cannot consciously turn

to thee to commit each particular thought to

thy service.

—

Dr. Arnold of Rughy.

Paul, as far as he conscientiously could, be-

came " all things to all that he might save

some," but when the Divine honor was at stake

no man was ever firmer and truer. Shadrach,

Meshach and Abedn'LO were willing to obey

Nebuchadnezzar in &.. \. ...ul and just matters,

but not at the sacrifice of right and piety. So

the good will show meekness, but avoid ser-

vility.

—

Presbyterian.
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Life of the Doukhobortsi.

(Continued from page li'o.J

We must now return in the history to Decem-

ber 31st, 1897, when Arthur St. .John visited

the Caucasus—as already mentioned by Potapoff.

He conveyed a letter from England containing

messages from various sympathizers, and also

a sum of money collected by "friends" and

others.

He stayed a few week among these people

and also in Tiflis,and after being closely watched

by the police, was eventually requested by the

authorities to leave Eussia. .

His general impression is summed up thus :

—

" What do other people think of these outlaws,

whom the authorities have been driving about?

How do they impress those around them ? It

appears that the universal opinion of them, as

regards practical life, such as people are or-

dinarily capable of appreciating, is one of re-

spect. The police officers themselves speak well

of them, say they are good people. I was told

that the Georgian nobles, when they want work
done, compete with each other for the service

of these r)(jukhobors. As for the impression

they made on me, I wish I could in some way
describe it. The brotherly way of them—Free-

masonary is nothing to it. The interest they

took in me. The intense feeling of a mutual
tie. There is a sureness, a safety about them of

something human realized, something of which

we have dreamed. They move and have their

being in an air of human brotherhood. It is

evident what is their ' God,' their main principle

of life. Their life is a song of days to come.

But the theme of it—surely it is not new, surely

we have heard it long ago, for it tells of ' Peace
on earth

; good-will towards men.'
"

A Russian sympathizer with the Dukhobortsi,
who accompanied A. St. John from Moscow,
sends us a long description of the visit, part of

which shall be here given. . He tells us how,
arriving at Skra on December 27th, he found
his way to a group of earthen huts previously

known to him. He knocked at the door of one
of these— it was evening—and the people had
already gone to bed. On the floor, forms, oven,

everywhere they were lying. He spent the night
with them, and in the morning was told that

they had just arranged for .January 1st a meet-
ing of representatives from all districts (from
Gori, Doushet, Tionet, and Signak), nothing
could have been more opportune. He was
greeted very warmly and was asked many ques-

tions about friends mutually known to" them.
The Doukhobortsi told him that all their money
to the last kopek was exhausted, and they had
been unable to give anything to those from
Doushet, although their want was extreme. Some
of them talked of goin^ straight to the district

chief's yard with their children to die there.
" It is easy for him* to starve us all to death,"
they said, " as he is doing now, but no !—let

him look— let him see what he is doing." The
writer describes in detail many increased disa-

bilities and wrongs which these people are suf-

fering from, and also gives us a glimpse into
the fact that they might even now rise out of
their ruined condition materially if the authori-
ties would only leave them alone, and allow
them to seek work, etc.

"In the district of Skra the local landowner

* By the term " he," and " him " (nsed in a certain
sense), the Russian peasants are accustomed to designate
a hostile or oppressive combination of men ; thus for in-
stance, Russian soldiers allude to the enemy during

decided to let them use six acres of land for a

kitchen garden, as an experiment, on the fol-

lowing conditions: The land and the seeds, etc.,

were to be his ; the Doukhobortsi were only to

give their labor. Two-thirds of the harvest was

to belong to the Douhobortsi—one-third to him.

The master's share of the profit was enormous

(about 600 roubles), while previously when the

land was cultivated by hired workmen he only

used to experience losses (last year about 200

roubles). They planted chiefly potatoes. This

year he is giving all his land (about 15 acres)

on the same conditions. The other landowners

seeing such success, also hasten to ofler their

land. . . . This kitchen garden was a great

support to them, as tomatoes, cucumbers, pota-

toes, and their own cabbage (which they did

not have before), were now added to their food.

In mv opinion, owing to this, they have grown
considerably healthiec since I saw them last

year."

The writer goes on to tell how the calls to

military service still continue, and impi isoument

because of refusal. In the district of Kars police

supervision is very severe; all communications

between the Doukhobors of the diflferent villages

is prohibited, and every meeting is dispersed.

Neverthele-s they continue to meet, and they

sav to the officials " We cannot leave off meet
ing, because we must talk over matters as to

how to help our exiled brethren." Their most
dangerous persecutors are the Doukhobortsi of

the Small Party who, from the beginning of

this last outbreak of persecution, have intrigued

with the authorities against them.
" It is especially difficult," he says, " to bring

any relief to those who are most in need of it,

viz: to those who are scattered about in Mo-
hammedan villages in the Governments ofBakou,
Erivan, aud Elizavetpol, about 300 persons in

number. They are those who were put in the

prison of Metekh for 18 months for giving up
their military passports. They were released

and exiled in June, 1897. They are in a spec-

ially trying position, as they are settled seperate-

ly, in places which can only be reached by nar-

row wild foot-paths, they suffer much from fever,

and are often unable to work even when work
is to be had. In some of these Mohammedan
villages the priest bids the inhabitants take
care of the exile, calling him a guest sent to

them by God. They collect half bushels of
wheat for him from each household and sur-

round him with care and affection, notwith-
standing the fact that the Russian official who
brought him to the village first of all told them
what a dreadful criminal this man was. How-
ever, it is far from being so everywhere."
Our friend then gives a description of the

meeting on January 1st, which he attended in

company with Arthur St. John. He says:

—

"All those who had come over for the meet-
ing assembled in one hut ; altogether there were
about 1.50 persons. It was so crowded that all

had to stand. The door was open and the pas-

sage also was crowded. St. John and myself
and a friend from Tiflis were seated round the
table. Notwithstanding the crowd there reigned
complete silence. Altogether I must say that
not in any cultivated society, or circle of either

young or old people have I ever met with such
good behavior at large gatherings, with such
tact and tolerance during debate, as I noticed
among these people. One at a time speaks,
calmly, not hurrying, knowing beforehand that
nobody will interfere until he has finished what
he had to say. If it happens that several per-
sons begin to talk at one, precedence is given—

without unnecessary persuasion or displeasure-

to one of them. When anyone leaves off speak-

ing, the next one, before beginning, generally

asks: ' Well, Vanya, have you finished?' There

is in all this such respect for the personality of

one another and such love. From this results

an order such as it is impossible to keep in an

ordinary company by any number of chairmen's

bells.

" First of all I gave them the greetings of all

their friends—Russian as well as foreign, also

from Leo Tolstoy. I told them I had to hand

over some money and letters. The letters I

proposed to read aloud. In a few words I re-

lated how and where the money was collected,

then it was counted and handed over. One of

the Doukhobors then said that all who were

present wished to express their thanks in their

own way, and the whole crowd began to oiove

and made a low—a very low—bow. A general

sigh stifled with emotion was uttered, and one

could hear sobbing. Seeing before me the backg

and heads of the bowing people—peofile whom
I respect so highly, and who have suffered ao

much for the truth—expressing this murmur rf

gratitude, and seeing also their deeply moved
faces, I was touched to the soul.

"After this, I read the letter from V. Tchert-

koff (containing messages from English sympa-

thizers) ; it made a deep impression. All the

time one could hear sighs and words ot arati-

tude: 'Save them, oh Lord!'—'Grant them

eternal life!'— 'Help them on their righteow

path I' and so forth. More than once we were

obliged to interrupt the reading, in order to

allow them to express themselves. They were

especially affected by the conclusion of the letter;

they saw in it a complete understanding of their

life, and deep sympathy with it. After the read-

ing was over one of them said :
' We thanked

you for the charity you bestowed upon us for

the body, and although it is very dear to us—
this charity, being spiritual, which nourishes tht

soul, is much dearer to us ; how are we to thank

you for it? Let us once more bow to our brethren,

let us thank them for their love and remem-

brance.' And again all made a low bow, and

again, like a wave, arose a murmur of gratitude

and love.
(To be concluded.)

On the point of genealogy and hereditj,

T. Fuller quaintly says: " I find the genealogy

of my Saviour strangely checkered with four

remarkable changes in four immediate genera-

tions. Rehoboam begat Abijah ; that is, a bad

father begat a bad son. Abijah begat Asa; i

that is, a bad father a good son. Asa begat

:

Jehosaphat; that is, a good father a good son. i

Jehosaphat begat Jehoram ; that is, a good fa- :

ther a bad son. I see, from hence, that my
father's piety cannot be entailed ; that is bad

news for me. But I see, also, that actual im-

piety is not always hereditary; that is good news

for my son.

A WHITE man went as a missionary to the

black people of the West Indies ; but although

he preached the Gospel to them, they \veTe very

suspicious of him and received not his help. At

last he sold himself as a slave aud was driven

with them in the early morning. He fainted

beneath the lash of the task master, dragged his

way back again to the slave hut when the day's

work was done, and entering into their lives he

gave them the sympathy for which their hearts

were craving. " Verily He took not on Him
the nature of the angels," but " He was made

like unto his brethren."— Wilbur Chapman,
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Counsels for the Times.

'At our last Yearly Meeting we were en-

to caution our members against suffering

voice of party to draw any of us from the

fastness which we may possess in Christ

;

id now when war is making its ravages in the

Ijacent nations, we are again concerned to

ihort Friends, that on all occasions, they

•ince themselves to be, indeed, the followers
' the Prince of Peace. As we profess to be

strained from joining in a practice so desolat-

g tM mankind, let us not iudulge the spirit of

i'.i iirselves, or encourage it in others, by
akiiiu' the events of war a frequent subject of

>nvt•r:^:ltion ; but, so far as we are truly re-

;emed from those warring lusts in ourselves,

which the Apostle ascribes its origin, let us,

enabled, be frequently engaged in secret sup-

ication to the God of the spirits of all flesh,

at it may please Him to ' break the bow and
it the spear in sunder ; making wars to cease

ito the end of the earth ;' and to enlist the

uions under his holy banner, in opposition to

nse iniquities which are a reproach to the

ofession of Christianity." — From London
pistle, 1793.

" The amount of sufferings brought in this

ar is about ten thousand, three hundred and
urteen pounds : of which some part is for

;mands of military nature ; but the chief part

ciesiastical. And Friends, while we are en-

avoriug to bear testimonv against war, let us

ow by our iuotlensive quiet demeanor, that

are truly children of peace ; and while we
fuse the ciaimsof a priesthood from which we
inscientioU!ly dissent, let us be diligent in

Eiiting on the Great Minister of the true taber-

icle. This you know, Frieuds, is the purpose

our assembling together in silence; and
ough there is among us at times but little

strumental ministry, or none, let not this pro-

ice any abatement of diligence in the duty.

'Instrumental ministry, in the life and power
the gospel, is a great favor to the church

;

Jit the distinguishing excellence of the Chris-

jan dispensation is the immediate communica-
on with our Heavenly Father, through the

jward revelation of the Spirit of Christ.

.

'• Let us, therefore, brethren, submit to the

^ptizing operations, of the Holy Spirit, which
iirify the soul, and produce the capacity for

pmmunion with God."

—

From London Epktle
806.

" We have been at this time introduced into

luch concern, with reference to the well-known
stimony of our religious society, against the

ttendance of places of diversion. Earnest have
een our desires that Friends everywhere, and
articularly those in younger life, may seriously

jflect on the injury, and in many instances the

loral ruin, which pursuits of this description

ring with tliem.

"And it is our conviction that in proportion

i the mind is renewed by Divine Grace, all

lose vain amusements will be felt to be incon-

stent with the restraints of the Gospel, and
(compatible with that quietness and peace of

lind, which are the portion of the watchful
Christian.

" Our attention has also been turned to the

icreased exjwsure of young Friends to the

imptation of music ; which we believe to be,

oth in its acquisition and in its practice, un-
ivorable to the health of the soul. Serious is

le waste of time to those who give themselves

up to it; and what account can they render of
those precious hours, which might otherwise
have been devoted to the glory of God, and to

the good of their neighbor ! It does not, how-
ever, merely involve the absorption of time;
it not infrequently leads into unprofitable, even
pernicious association, and in some instances, to

a general indulgence in the vain amusements of
the world."—iondo/i Epidle 1846.

" Under the influence of the fear of God, and
with a comprehensive view of the Divine law, we
are brought to the Christian standard of truth-

fulness and simplicity in language, and of plain-

ness and selfdenial in clothing, in furniture, and
in deportment ; and as becometh men profess-

ing godliness we are led out of a conformity to

the varying fashions of the day, and restrained

from the persuits of music and dancing, from
theatrical entertainments, and from vain sports,

and other frivolous and hurtful amusements of
the world.

" Suffer then, we beseech you, the word of

exhortation. Be willing to be kept within the

bounds of this holy fear. Abide in it all the

day long. Allow its restraints to be so laid

upon you, that your moderation may be known
untfl all men, and that being preserved by it in

a quiet and lowly mind, you may, under its in-

fluence, and in simple dependence upon Christ

witness for yourselves, the evangelical blessing

promised by the Lord through his Prophet

—

' Unto you that, fear my name shall the Son of

righteousness arise with healing in his wings.'

—London Epistle 1848.

The Beginning of a Career.

Some years back, perhaps thirty or more, a

little lad Was loiteriiig along the street of an
interior city. As he passed the shop of the

local photographer a man came out and spoke

to him. " Do you want a job ?" he asked. The
boy said promptly, " Yes, sir."

"If you get it, will you attend to it?" the

man asked.

Again the answer was, " Yes, sir."

" It is not a lively one. You have to sit still

and watch things," the man said. " Do you
think you can keep awake?"
"I can try, sir!" the boy said; so, after a

little more talk, he got the job.

It was not a lively one. He had to sit upon
a house-top and watch a lot of photographic

negatives to make certain that they got just

enough light, none too much. He did the work
well. The photographer never caught him nap-

ping, no matter how suddenly he came upon
him. In a little while he showed that he was

as intelligent as he was trusty. Theu the photog-

rapher noticed that the lad's clothes, though

worn, were always clean and decently mended.
A little inquiry proved that the new boy was a

widow's son—a widow who had very little be-

sides her children and her trust in the Lord.

The little her son earned was a very material

help to her. She was eager to have him in

school. All told, he had been there less than

two months, but she could not send him; he

had neither the time nor the clothes for it.

Sitting aloft day after day, the lad fell to

studying the heavens. Chance had thrown into

his hands a volume of Dr. Thomas Dick's Prac-

tical Astronomy. At first he found it dry read-

ing, but in a little while the study of it had re-

doubled his interest in his ever-beloved sky.

He longed above everything for a telescope,

which would enable him the better to search

out its glories, its mysteries. By help of his

kind employer he at length rigged up an apology
for one—something whose limited powers only
served to whet his appetite for real telescopic

revelations.

He began to go to Sunday-school. His teacher
there grew interested in him and his ambition.
Through her aid and counsel, joined to that of
other friends, he went seriously to work to secure
the coveted instrument. A" second-hand one
was offered to him for two hundred dollars. He
sent for it, but found it so unsatisfactory that he
returned it. Expressage both ways cost him
twenty dollars he could very ill spare. How-
ever he got the money's worth in experience

—

experience which determined him to be satisfied

with nothing less than a telescope of the very
first class.

To get money for such a one he worked and
saved. A shabby coat had no terrors for him
if the shabbiness meant something toward the

desire of his heart. Yet he was only frugal,

never niggardly,andalwaysgenerous to a friend.

Pretty soon he was able to buy a telescope of

the very best pattern. It had a five-inch re-

fractor. When it was duly in position upon the

roof, where he had spent so many working hours,

he was about the happiest young fellow in the

world.

His friends were almost as happy— particu-

larly that first friend who had given him the

aerial job. The roof became a favorite resort

for everybody in the city who had the least

hankering after a sight of stars. The young
owner of the telescope was glad to let them look.

As for himself, he nightly scoured the heavens,

noting and recording by means of drawings the

many wonderful things he saw there.

Besides a good telescope he had phenomenally
keen sight. That is evidenced by the fact that

with this five-inch refractor, an instrument below

the first power, he discovered and described a

dozen comets. Providence, perhaps, had put it

into the mind of a rich man to offer prizes for

just such discoveries. They were not very big

prizes, but altogether this self taught astronomer

won enough of them to give him a welcome
thousand dollars.

He had, however, rebuffs as well as helps

from the big outside world. The American As-
sociation for tlie Advancement of Science met
in his native city not long after he had begun
his study of the heavens. He was presented to

its president, Simon Newcomb, and began mod-
estly to speak of what he had done and hoped

to do! " Humph ! You had better put away
that telescope! It is too big, anyway. You can

do nothing with it
;
you had better study mathe-

matics than waste your time star-gazing," said

the great man. The beginner left him half

heart broken. But after the first smart he re-

solved that he would study mathematics, and he

did.

Time's whirligig brings some revenges that

are precious. Fifteen years later Prof. Simon
Newcomb, writing of Prof. Edward Emerson
Barnard, upon whom Vanderbilt University had
conferred the degree of Doctor of Science and
whom the Royal Astronomical Society of London
has been proud to make a fellow, asked if Prof.

Barnard " knew anything of a young fellow with

a telescope, who had lived in Nashville when
the Association for the Advancement of Science

met there?'' and added after some further in-

quiry, " It canuot be possible that you are the

one I mean."
It was not only possible, but actual. Prof.

Barnard, to-d.ay the formost of American as-

tronomers, who has mastered not merely mathe-
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mathics but the whole college curriculum, who
has discovered cuore comets than any other
livinw man, and who has mapped and measured
the filth satellite of Jupiter, is tlie lad who made
the beginnings by faithfulness over few things
upon the roof ot a Nashville photograph gallery.—N. Y. Independent.

Selected for The Friend.
GOD'S CARE.

Not a brooklet floweth
Onward t. > the sea

;

On its bosom free
;

Kotaseed unf.ldeth
To the glorious air

But our Father holdeth
It within his care.

Not a floweret fadeth

;

Not a star grows dim
;

Not a cloud o'ershoweth,
But 'tis marked by Him.

Dream not that thy gladness
O. d doth fail to see;

Think not in thy sadness
He forgetteth thee.

Not a tie is broken,
Not a hope laid low.

Not a farewell spoken,
But our (j d doth know.

Every hair is numbered.
Every tear is weighed

In the changeless balance
Wisest love has made.

Power eternal resteth
Jn his changeless hand

;

Love immortal hasteth
Swift at his command.

Faith can firmly trust Him
In the darkest hour.

For the key she holueth
To his love and power.

Thinking and Living.—One's thinking af-
fects his living. If a man can make a practice
of bad thinking he will indulge in bad living.
It IS true that bad thoughts do come into minds
of those whose lives are godly

; but such thoughts
are not the staple of their thinking; they art
even foreign to their desires

; they are intrusions
thrown into the mind by the great tempter'
The question is. What is tbe main drift of one's
thinking? What does he most delight in think-
ing on V From what sources does his thinking
spring? It; is very certain that no one can make
a steady practice of thinking evil, delightedly
dwelling upon evil thoughts, and at the same
time live on a high moral plane. And if one
habitually think on high themes he will live a
high life. The best of Christian thinking leads
to the best of Christian living. The more we
think rightly of God the more we will like Him
0. H. Wetherbe.

As in private prayer our thoughts are turned
to that God who seeth in secret, so in public
worship we should seek to realize a more definite
conceptiou of his pre.-ence in the midst of us
Ihe human present.

- .-oly around us in the
cht^irch is the pledge, the token, the sacrament
ot his. He IS among them in all the sympathies
of his humanity,in all the glories of his divinity,
in all the precious virtues of his mediatorial
work. And It will be found useful befbre thecommencement of the service, and at any of the
necessary breaks which occur in the course ol
It, to occupy the mind with the thought of his
presence. The apprehension of it will impart to
public worship a mingled sweetness and solem-
nity.

—

Jb. M. Goitlburn.

Unglorious War.
It has been a painful as well as a humiliating

thing, to note how generally the class of clergy-
men and those referred to as ministers of the
gospel, have designated the lately terminated
conflict with Spain as a necessary and unavoid-
able, and, indeed, a righteous and holy war. It
will have been observed, however, that in draw-
ing upon the Scriptures for the text which
should sound the key-note of their theme, the
Old Testament, almost without exception, has
been selected. There would seem to have been,
by a general allowance or concession of these
preachers, a waiver, a singular forgetfulness, oi

a distinct refusal to take account of such mem
orable sayings as those of the Divine Mastei
where He told how the old (permitted) law of
an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, had
been determinately set aside and abrogated, and
the new requirement that returned even love
fiir the hate of our enemies, had been set up by
Him in the other's place.*

It is almost with a shudder that, holding in
remembrance the passages just alluded to, one
reads such a declaration as that of a battle-
ship s chaplain, returned from before Santiago,
that " God was with every shell that left tlie
side of an American ship. Not alone that—
He was in the eyes and the arms of the gun-
ners, for every shell did its duty." And this is
said with undoubted knowledge of the fact that
the favorite ejaculation of the gunners of our
war vessels when in action was, " Remember
the Maine! "t Over and over again did describ-
ers of the various engagements reiterate that
the men fought like " demons" or " very fiends."

''They knew just what their guns could do,"
said a returned commander (promoted to be
admiral), " and not one shot was wasted. Their
conduct was wonderful ; it was inspiring •

it
was magnificent. Let me tell you that men
who can stand behind big guns and face a black
*[^°™ of shells and projectiles as coolly as
though nothing was occurring

; men who could
laugh because a shell had missed hitting them
men who could bet one another on shots, and
lay odds in the midst of the horrible crashing •

men who could not realize that they were in
clanger—such men are wonders, and we have a
whole navy of wonders. I am proud to com-
mand such a gallant lot of fellows."

Despite the expression of this pride, may we
not tremble for the future of America, when we
consider that the most popular naval com-
mander on our seaboard could speak thus lio-htly
of the callousness of men's hearts in the midst
of the bloody strife ? And then, as to their
enemies. In the naval battle before Santiago
for instance, the Spanish admiral, who, when'
rubsequently our captive, was lauded as a most
Perfec^gentleman, had to permit (so he averred)

the vessel's stores of wine and spirits to b«
given out without stint, before the men would
consent, or were stupefied and made brutish
enough, to go to their posts. They drank the
liquor while they served the guns. The scent
on the doomed ships was described by eye-
witnesses as " a saturnalia of the damned."*
A young man on the Petrel, of Admira

Dewey's fleet, writing two days after the battle
of Manila to his mother, in an inland town o:

Pennsylvania, says, "Am almost crazy will
joy. We arrived Sunday a. m. with shipi
cleared for action, and immediately engaged aiA.,^„ " Having told of the terrible losses o-
dawn.

It cannot be supposed that any man or woman
ever wore a diamond in order to hide it.

•Among the few ezeeptio
llation or warm approval oftlie war" may "b. „„.^^ ,,, ,,

t"Now the Maine is aveneedi
alleged, Of the lieutenaul^comm;
yacht 'Gloucester, formerly In cc

Ituriil joirrharji.aiming to

Seic5'to"lip"fi^">'R^'^-«'lf-««'^'^''<^^
;h!'^^?,i?,^P.!",1'. K^niembertheiVlalne!" Rightly dl

ramatlzatioi
effort to keep

have a mil'ii'on 'rp",A^l¥\
which

Maine!" Rightly did
nfii^t\^'JZ—r*' -^'.^'1/".^"'" cuaracteriise the -^

aIlt''^aX;;^^^'rlL-„l?.y-5Z'.9."-"-'-l^
falleu
ber t

the Spaniards, and their own almost entin
immunity from harm, the narrator continues—
" We know the world will not believe the actua:
facts of this day's work, because it seems incred
ibie. We can't realize it yet ourselves, anc
won't for some time to come. We are all crazy
with joy; can't eat, sleep or do anything bui
wander around, hugging each other and shak-
ing hands with ourselves."

But the " actual facts" reveal many a woe
ful contrast to this joyful picture, the scene ol
one of them being at Barcelona, on the arrival
of a Spanish ship bringing back from the Phil'
ippines 758 sick and wounded. Says a physl
cian of the city named : " I entered tne room
pointed out to me by the doctor, who accom'
panied me, and there came to the most terribk
corner of this floating lazaretto. SisteeE
soldiers were on the point of death. Here a

dead body lay on its back, one eye wide open
the other almost shut, while the bottom of the
face was covered with a thick foam. There

'

another young soldier, eaten up by consump.
tion, was stretched beside the corpse. He was
looking at it quietly, with a certain stoical calm'
and he lay without movement, as if he already
belonged to the kingdom of shadows. Anothei
soldier, on the contrary, whose lower jaw had
been carried away by a bullet, was hiding his
face in the sheets so that he might not see the)
dead man. But in spite of his terror, and as ii

moved by an irresistible force, he would now
and then draw aside his covering, slightly raise
his head and look sideways at his dead comrade;
his face took on a look of horror which I can-
not describe, and then he would hide
again under the coverlet. The others paid no
attention to the dead man. The extent of their
sufl'erings made them indifferent to what hap-
pened around them. A young soldier, his fare
looking pathetically like that of a pale young
girl, was shrieking aloud for some one to comei
and finish him. Another, quite as young,
calling on his mother's name with tears and'hya-i
terical sobs. " Oh, mother," he screamed, "don't
leave me in my trouble. Take me with you toi
heaven. I cannot bear it any longer. Oh God^
It IS burning me up. Mother, mother, save
me! Another, with horrible oaths, groane
and swore that he had in his stomach a viper
which was eating into his bowels. Above him
another young soldier was sobbing so piteously
that to hear him was enough to curdle one's
blood. Iwo dying men near him were inhal-
ing ether to help their breathing, and at the

i'i;^^^^^^lf-.^^^u,^d

ba°"we took7.''?/°'°l
offby theraselvesfrom thi belt

"^.^S^^.tbe davit-tackle, and as the shl^ rolted "ey
ie?.^-l-*^e.orchlng.de^ai^^
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ottom of this den there rolled and shook on his

iattress a living being so burned up with fever

ml he looked like a madtuan."

Daniel Wheeler, speaking of a ship of war

1 which, before his religious convinceraent, he

as stationed as a midshipman, refers to it as

a school which is not often equalled, and but

iJdora surpassed, for vice and immorality."

tepheu Grellet, alluding to that brief period of

is early manhood when he was in the array,

ives, as an illustration of the religious inseu-

ibility ol many of the soldiers, that when some

i the advance guard, on a dark night, were in

inminent danger, they went on with their game

f card-playing by the aid of glow-worra?, hold-

]g these in one hand and the cards in the other,

nd now and then laying them aside to fire upon

he enemy in the direction of their voices, whilst

hey were fired at in return. Though now and

ben some were killed, yet others would readily

ike their places and continue the game.*

There has already been given in this article

be very recent testimony of one of our admirals

oncerning the coolness and "nerve" of his

3en " who could bet one another on shots, and

ay odds in the midst of the horrible crashing."

Vhen not in action, it is the very coram

astiine of the men, in barrack and tent, to

andle the cards " to kill time," and indulge in

he excitement of winning or losing money. A
writer in a Harrisburg paper of late date, giv-

ng some personal observations upon the extent

which the gambling demoralization obtains

in the fight (that should never have occurred)

with the Pillager band of Chippeway Indians

about Leech Lake, and whose last utterance, as

he rais-ed himselfon his elbow, was a profane and

vengeful shout at the foe, the newspaper account

said that "he knew his business"; while the

behavior of the lieutenant whose hat was

knocked off by a ball and who anathematized

the Indians as "devils" was characterized as

" splendid bravery." What low and false stand-

ards of bravery and commendable conduct to

be set up, are these ! Echoing such is the poem
laudatory of the prowess of one of the battle

ships, in which occur the lines

—

" Desperate dasli and daring rash

Are grand in peace and war.

But the calm, deep hate, that can plan and wait,

Is deadlier by far."

I fear it must be confessed that the love of

excitement, change, fighting and hoped-for

"glory," has been the paramount incentive of

a very large proportion of those who went into

the late war. Said a Tennesseean who was

detained at Camp Alger :
" I am sick and tired

of the monotony of this life. Twenty years

from now, if a child of mine, knowing that I

had been in the war against Spain, were to

me what battle I fought in, I'm afraid I'd have

to make the humiliating confession that I was

not in any battle. There are plenty who feel

as I do." As to those who have returned sick,

wounded, and perhaps suffering from incompe-

the continuous burden of the,r -, • . -J L- 1 -.u tence or neglect
t Camp Meade introduces his remarks with ,

jj^ -^^^ f^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^.^^^,^ ^f^^^ ^^^^ ,^^^.

ihese words: " Ihe soldiers at Camp Meade k„„:„„;„„ „„,;i ,

ind it a diflicult thing to obtain passes, and as

, consequence time hangs heavily on their

ands. During the great civil war one of the

;reate.'!t evils of camp life was gambling, and

he same practice seems to have sprung up in

he present war. At almost every regimental

[uarters at Camp Meade, garaes of chance are

)layed openly day and night. They are pretty

leavy games, too, if the proportion of the

takes to the pay of the players is considered."

)ne can readily imagine the many tears and

leart-breakings on the part of mothers, sisters

tnd wives, at home, because of this wretched

)usiness. One item in the paper of this day

i^ill additionally point the moral :
" W. K.

3
, a member of Company G, Second Geor-

gia Volunteers, shot and instantly killed P
W , a member of the same company, after

X quarrel over cards."t

That the vice of profanity has prevailed

axtensively in camp and in field and upon

nany of the vessels of war, need scarcely be

«id. The extent to which it was indulged in

by the captain of one of the large battle ships

before Santiago became a public scandal, and

was the occasion of comment in a great many
papers. During the military advance upon

the same place, some Spaniards in ambush fired

a deadly volley upon the rough-riders, who,

startled, replied " with an outburst of curses,"

whereat their leader called back to them, "Don't

swear ; fight! " A popular journal, comment-
ing approvingly upon the incident, said the

phrase reported was on3 that " would live."

Of Major W , who was killed two weeks ago

*Clted hy Joseph Walton In " Footprints and Way-
marks," page 337.

t A telegram last month from Berlin, reported the fact
that in one of the regiments of the dragoon guards, a
prime ofSaxe-C'oburg.had lost several thousand pounds,
and a lieutenant his entire fortune in one sitting at a
game of chance. A quarrel a-id a challenge to a, duel

I had followed, whereat the Kmperor, angered by the

beginning until now, when it has been nearly

three months ended— the Burlinglon (Vt.) Free

Press voices a coniraon sentiraent in saying

—

" The sufferings of the brave soldiers who have

corae home to die araong us have served to open

our eyes to the horrors of war as have no other

events of the conflict " and people " now realize

that even the briefest and most successful war

carries a long list of ills in its train." Lack of

space forbids entering into any detail concern-

ing the government-protected canteens at the

brigade and regiraental camps, where volunteers

of a few weeks, it may be, are detailed to serve

as bar-tenders for their fellows ! It would be a

very long chapter, indeed, that would detail the

demoralization and immorality following this

much appealed against but still unremoved
iniquity. I conclude this imperfect arraign-

ment of unglorious war, in repeating the follow-

ing from a late article by the writer in the

Union Signal, "A Serious Inquiry in Regard

to the War :"

" There is soraething in the Good Book sev-

eral times repeated, against the seeking of

honors, the highest places, and the like, but

what a record the past three months have made
of jealousies, quarrels, heart-burnings, and all

the ugly list, from the head of the Department

of War and the admirals and generals, down
through all the grades of service. With sun-

dry praiseworthy exceptions, the ' war for

humanity ' would seem to wear the aspect of a

race for selfhonor and glory."

JosiAH W. Leeds.

disregard for his prohlt
had ordered a penalty to 1

offenders.

[ of gambling 1 the army,
! Inflicted upon the several

A NEW idea has been introduced in the public

schools of Brookline, Mass. Alternately the

girls as well as the boys are taught the use of

ordinary tools for working in wood, and the

boys are taught how to do simple cooking, such

as making cotlee and broiling steaks and chops.

The plan has been a notable success, and other

schools are adopting it.

—

Prenbyterian.

Closed Doors.

You no doubt remember that in your child-

hood there were certain family mysteries into

which you were not initiated, but which for that

very reason, held every element of interest and

allurement. More often than not, the mystery

was hid behind a closed door of some sort. In

one horae it was the parlor into which the child-

ren never carae unattended ; in another it was

that little black cabinet, to which mother kept

the key, and where certain treasure were safe

from childish fingers, and only being brought

forth now and then as a special reward of merit;

or in old fiishioiied mansions it was the pantry,

or a closet, filled with good things or hung with

fascinating old dresses, kept rigidly shut in until

a particular season of indulgence called them

forth.

In spite of curiosity and youthful daring few

of us ventured to disobey the rule of the closed

door, and the feeling of mystery and sanctity

still hangs over many a room or treasure box

simply because in bygone days you were forbid

to open it. The embargo has long been lifted,

but the unwritten law is never quite repealed.

Looking back from this distance, you are

surprised by the perfect obedience you rendered

to that law. Nothing would have been easier

than to get the key and by familiarity breed

contempt for the mystery, but somehow that

never occurred to us—it would have been a

bold and lawless child who ventured upon such

a step. And so, as a rule, the closed door was

scrupulously respected.

It requires no great amount of fancy to see

in these conditions of childhood much that is

typical of our maturity. Life has surely re-

placed these vanished mysteries by others much
graver and more insistent, and for these we are

apt to fail in the childish virtue of respect and

contentment.

We question everything—life, religion, senti-

raent, the past, the future, must all yield their

secret to our impatient summons.
We refuse to wait, and we have not faith to

believe that when we have fully " grown up
"

we shall find in them no mystery, no seci-et, only

the wise shrouding of plans from our unde-

veloped comprehension, or the putting away of

tender things which we raight crush in our

eager blundering.

These closed doors take every conceivable

form ; sometimes it is a happiness snatched away

just at the moment of fulfilment ; sometimes it

is a barrier which shuts us off from an oppor-

tunity of advancement ; sometimes it is a duty

to a near but not particularly dear one which

forbids every effort to move our fortunes for-

ward. Whatever it is, none of us can go very

far without meeting such a door of some sort

and longing to fling it wide open and pass to

the mystery beyond.

But it is this rebellion which brings the pecu-

liar pain and fret of the closed door which tax

our endurance. It makes us like the naughty

child who declares he will see, he will enter, he

will find out the secret. We would be happier

were we to accept the fact that, while certain

things are beyond our ken, yet so much is left

us, so much is free to us, we were wiser to forego

with cheerfulness what is forbidden.

If we can but once grasp the position of a

trusting child in the face of what seeras so mys-

terious and important to him, if we once can

realize how unconscious of rebellion he is, how

acquiescent to a law which he does not under-

stand, we shall have made at least a step

towards the condition of mind we should pre-
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serve towards the happenings which seem so

inscrutable.

It was this condition of mind which must have

been in the Master's thought when He said

:

" Whosoever shall not receive the Kingdom
of God as a little child, shall in no wise enter

therein.'

Fob "The FEtKND."

Philip ScM and his Work—1819-'93.

(a review op the life op PHILIP SCHAFF. C.

Scribner's Sons.)

Life, I repeat, is energy of love

Divine or human, exercised in pain.

In strife, in tribulation ; and ordained

If so approved and sanctified, to pass

Through shadows and silent rest, to endless joy.
— Wordstcorlh.

"A Swiss by birth, a German by education,

an xVmeriean by choice " and much that an en-

lightened Christian scholar represents.

"Providence has connected me with several

important movements in the church of this age,

and my life is not without lessons of encourage-

ment to young scholars. To me it is marked
all through with tokens of the merciful guid-

ance of our Heavenly Father. The nearer we
approach eternity, the less we think of this

fleeting lite.

" When we go to God, the world vanishes.

We are nothing : God alone is great. The
workman falls, but the work goes on. 1 close

with the motto of Chrysostom " God be praised

for all things."— 27ie Life of Philip Schaff, by

his son David S. Schaff.

Thus in the " personal reminiscence" of his

childhood Philip Schaff says, "My father was a

carpenter in humble condition. He was much
esteemed, as I have been told, by those who
knew him. He died in his thirtieth year, when
I was a year old, and lies buried in the grave-

yard at Ghur (Switzerland). My mother—born

in the year of tlie French revolution (1789).
At Zizers (a small village near Chur), was a

woman of fine appearance, strong constitution,

good mind, independent will and native hunaor.

She was much attached to me, her only child,

and would have followed me to America had
she not been bound by family ties to Switzer-

land. It is a great comfort to me, that I was
able to have contributed to her comfort in her

declining years. . . I was born and bred in

poverty and ol)scurity ; I can boast of no illus-

trious ancestors and kindred. I can truly say
that by the grace of God I am what I am. In-

estimable is the blessing of a refiued Christian
home, warmed by the sunshine of parental care
and brotherly and sisterly affection ; it is the

best discipline of mind and heart, and the nur-
sery of every virtue and grace. But poverty
has its redeeming features. It stimulates energy,
breeds industry, and develops the spirit of self-

reliance and manly independence. It often

proves to be a better capital to start with than
wealth and the prestige of pedigree. I have
nothing to complain of. What my parents lack
was not their fault, and God has overruled the
disadvantages of my early childhood for my
own good."

The devoted son could well say of his father,

"To his mother and the Swiss mountain air he
owed a rugged constitution, which enabled him
to endure protracted and laborious study to the
end (jf his life, with little of the feeling of fatigue
which oppresses most men. His affection for his

native hills increased rather than waned as the
years went on." Of them Philip Schaff wrote,
" The canton of Graubundten in which I was

born was for a long time an independent re-

public before its annexation to Switzerland. It

contains some of the grandest and most romantic

scenery. For intelligence, education, love of

freedom and good morals the people of Switzer-

land compare favorably with any in the world.

They have now maintained their republican in-

stitutions for more than five hundred and fifty

years, and have outlived the changes of sur-

rounding monarchies."

With this early training he could the more
easily entrust his fortunes to American institu-

tions, which he defines as dependent upon " Re-

straint of individual freedom, regard for law and

custom, self government and discipline. . . Our
Christianity, our churches, our Bible and our

Sabbath are the moral pillars of our national

fabric. Take these away and our liberty will

soon degenerate into anarchy or military des-

potism."

During the few years the young student of

Chur was passing through the usual course of

the schoolsof that district he endeared himself to

his teachers and others, who became deeply in-

terested in him, and whose friendship he re-

tained throughout his life. The nearest and
dearest of all these friends was a daughter of

the pious Schweizer "a lady of rare genius,

cultivation and piety, and the only Swiss poetess

of any renown. Her poems of nature and the

spiritual life, are faultless in form, pure and
tender in sentiment, often sublime and full of

the richest Christian experience, many of them
the sweet fruit of bitter sorrow."

They kept up a constant correspondence for

nearly forty years, and no doubt his character

was not a little moulded by hers, as he said

:

" Her letters, written in a most beautiful hand
are full of bright thoughts and religious senti-

ment, and the most beautiful and thoughtful I

ever saw from woman's pen."

The pastor of his native town advised him to

go to Wiirtemberg to finish his education, and
acting upon this suggestion he entered the boys'

academy in Kornthal in the fall of 18.34, having
travelled on foot down the valley of the Rhine
with all his possessions in a knapsack. Of his

residence there he says, " Five years I spent
among this genial people, whose country became
to me a second fatherland. I look upon that

part of my youth with unalloyed pleasure. To
Wiirtemberg I owe, under God, my spiritual

life and the best part of my education. Had
I remained in Switzerland, my career would
probably have taken a turn very different from
that which it took. Some of my fellow students

in Chur, became respectable, useful men, but
others, no worse than I, went sadly astray.

He was particularly favored in Korntlial
by the religious instruction received from Dr.
KapS', then pastor of the village church, of
whom his pupil afterwards wrote :

" He was one
of the noblest, purest and most amiable men
I ever knew, a true disciple of the apostle
John, the disciple of love. The peace of God
beamed from his serene, benign countenance.
He preached from out of his own experience,
Jesus Christ and Him crucified as the only
ground of our salvation. He confirmed me (in

the German Reformed Church), after a thor-

ough course of religious instruction, and from
that time I looked up to him as a spiritual

father." There was a very definite spiritual

change experienced by our student of fifteen

at this school. He was so homesick that he
arose one morning about three o'clock and went
into a neighboring forest and prayed, crying in

intense agony, and as if on the brink of despair.

At this moment and crisis he began to realis

what it is to have peace with God, through tl;

mediation of his dear Son, and of this period 1

wrote, forty-five years later, upon the death

his life-long friend and early benefactor, D
KapflT. The pangs of homesickness in Kornthi
were turned into the first birth-pangs of ne
life. No philosophical analysis can explai

that religious and moral change which on ii

Divine side is called the new birth, and on ii

human side conversion. Most Christians ca

only say in regard to it that while they wei

once dead, they now live, and their life is hi

with Christ in God. This much I know, thf

in the winter and spring of 1834-35, by tb

grace of God and under the guidance of you
father, Prof Kullen, of blessed memory,
change occurred within me which determine
all my after life and activitv."

(To be continued.)

Brotherhood in Christ.

I know how often it is hardest to speak abou
the most sacred things to those who are th

nearest and dearest to us. I understand tha

shrinking which keeps the brother's lips closei

from urging on his own brother the truth au'

the persuasion which he will urge freely enougl

on any other man. The glib and ready Sunday
school teacher goes from his class to his hom(
and in the presence of his own c.iildren he

silent as a stone. In that phenomenon, whic
is so familiar, and often so perplexing, I thin]

we can see the mixture of two feelings, one i

which is bad, the other good. The bad feelit

is the sense of shame which comes when v

think of pressing the love of God and the sei

vice of Christ upon the minds and conscience

of those who are always living with us, and wh
know what poor, weak, wicked, and unfaithfu

things our own lives are.

The good reason for our silence is more
tie. It is, I think, the feeling which comes ti

us almost everywhere, but comes to us

strongly in the presence of those whose heart

lie nearest to our own, that for the conveyanc(

of the most sacred influences words are the mos
clumsy and unsatisfactory of means ; that lifi

is the only testimony by which the power o

Christ in one man's heart can thoroughlj

bear its witness to the heart of any other man
It is natural enough that this consciousnes

should be most clear and strong just where th(

possibility of heart bearing direct testimony U
heart becomes most evident, in the home, when
hearts ought to lie nearest and openest to on<

another. I know how these two reasons, anc

perhaps some others, make it very hard somei

times for the father to talk to his child, or for

the brother to talk to his brother, about thi

most sacred things. And yet I know how oftet

just one word is needed to break through tht

obstruction and reserve, and let all the wealtl

of God's grace which has been gathering in on(

humbly consecrated heart, pour forth into

other which is waiting empty and hungry ali

the time.— Phillips Brooks.

The cent consists of ninety-five per cent, o!

copper and five per cent, tin and zinc. Ther<
are 1,000,000,000 pennies in circulation through-

out the country, and the Philadelphia mint
turning- them out at the rate of 4,000,000
month to keep up the supply.

It is no disgrace to a man to leave nothing tc

his heirs but some old clothes, but it is a pitj

when those old clothes are saturated with to-

bacco
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For "The Friend.'

WHEN SHALL WE WRITE ?

If we have a word to say,

That will better make mankind.
Fill men's souls with purer thoughts,

Teach them nobler ways to find

;

Quickly then the message write,

Send it broadcast, everywhere,

That life's burdens it may eahe.

Help remove all useless care.

Scatter sunshine in its place,

Make life realize its dream.
So that hence this lovely earih

As a paradise will seem.

And if no inspiring thought
Cimes into your heart to say,

Then, oh, do not take life's time,

Let the Father teach his way.

Too much has been written e'er,

To withdraw the soul from Him
;

Better take the pruning knife,

And our thoughts more closely trim,

Until only good are left.

To enrich the soul of man
;

So that ne'er a thought or page
Will e'er be to life a ban.

Martha Shepard Lippincott.
moorestown, n. j.

For "The Friend."

The War's Cost.

Six months ago the government of the United

tales saw fit to declare war against a nation

ossessed of but one-fourth of their numerical

orength, weak from internal dissensions, and
ith almost exhausted credit. The struggle, as

light have been expected, was short and one-

ifided. In three months, Spain, her fleets de-

ttroyed,her armiesdisarmed or hopelessly penned

ip by superior forces, sued for peace; and to-

lay her treaty commissioners are engaged in

De last poor effort to save for their country by
Dree of wit some fragment of what she has lost

hrough reverse of arras.

What has the victory cost vs f Public his-

ory, whose scribes are already busily at work,

Wll in due time tell us in statistical fashion, so

nany millions of money ; so many hundreds of

\merican lives lost in battle; so many hun-

Ireds or thousands permanently maimed or

Perished of disease, that more deadly marksman
ban the enemy's riflemen. A small cost this,

;)erhaps the orld will say, for all that has been

ifained, for a people freed, for the territory

idded to our domain, for the glory of arms vic-

torious, for the prestige won to our name among
.he kingdoms of the earth.

But what of the moral and spiritual cost ?

)ut of the midst of a people whose young men
lad been brought up in the pursuits of peace

ind who had been taught to know the nations

)f the earth as brethren, the government, as in

he twinkling of an eye, raised a vast army and
squipped a navy, and these with words of ven-

geance on their lips smote with fire and sword a

iveak sister power and appropriated her prop-

srty. Has this, in the souls of our people, made
br righteousness? Has Christ been exalted

hereby, or has his cause suflered '? Has not this

aractical object lesson in the use of the might of

,he fleshly arms to gain ends, perhaps encour-

iged a tendency to a greater reliance than ever

ipon physical force as the lever wherewith to

Bove the world ?

What (to speak of individuals), of the moral
md spiritual cost to the characters of the host

)f boys and young men drawn at the most im-

Dressionable period of their livesfrom the hearth-

itone, the work-bench and the counting room,
md set down in the midst of war camps, to

iwell in a daily atmosphere of carnality ? Men

in thinking of war, are prone to dwell on the

dress parade, the victorious charge, the heroism
of the forlorn hope, the triumphant homecora-
iug in a halo of martial glory. Too often they

overlook the days of idleness in camp^the sen-

suality of that life, the ribaldry, the drinking,

the gaming, the evil communications that cor-

rupt good mH liners. There is always business

in the camps for the subtle power of darkness
that " finds mischief still for idle hands to do,"

and many a home from whose portals sons went
forth to their country's battles, will bear hence-

forth the shadow of that which is harder to

endure than bodily death.

In the war's cost, then, truth must include,

though man's finite power cannot tabulate them,
the scars on the souls of them whose bodies

passf d unscathed through the bullets of Manila
and San Juan hill, and the pestilential airs of

Santiago. There is that to be feared more than

those who kill the body, even " he which is

able to destroy both soul and body in hell," and
in war time there is an especial harvest ready to

his hand. 8.

For "The Friend."

Buds in Autumn.

To lovers and observers of nature one of the

cheerfullest sights of the year is the presence of

buds in autumn. When the fingers of the frost

have blackened all the gardens and the last

sturdy blossom has been laid low; when in our

country walks the eye rests upon rusty pastures

and bare boughs, and the feet plough through
rustling swaths of leaves, withered and sere,

mown from tree and shrub by the chilling blasts,

most of us are more apt to think of an old year
dying than of a new year born. But already and
on every hand, is preparation for the spring, ifwe
have eyes to see. In woodland and in clearing,

in lowland bog and mountain swamp, the buds
of next year's leaves and flowers cluster thick

upon the bare twigs, like hope's candles to cheer

us through the winter.

Among the dead leaves which we turn over

in our search for nuts, the arbutus vines lie sleek

and green, their flower buds thick upon them.

Upon the wild honeysuckle bushes are pretty

little cones of banded red and brown, cradling a

spring bouquet. The sycamore leaf, as it falls

in death, leaves behind it on the twig a vigor-

ous young bud, over which the base of the leaf-

stalk had fitted as snugly as a thimble covers a

finger tip. On the dogwoods, side by side with the

red berries of this year's harvest, are bunches of

tight knobs in gray, which the magic of the

spring sunshine will expand and transform into

the sheets of purest while that we all know so

well and love. By the brook's side, the alders

stretch their brown branches decked out with

dangling catkins; and in the marsh the spear

heads of the skunk cabbage's rank leaves have

pushed themselves above the surface of the

ground, enveloping in close embrace the flower

buds not of one coming spring alone, but of five

or six.

So, though the winter be at hand, may we
take courage from the buds which stand as

evidence of our Heavenly Father's continu

ing providence for his world. Like a bow of

promise on the earth, they are set in autumn's

bleakness, an earnest of the spring to come.

In New York a vagrant thief found his win-

ter lodgings in an empty box on the street. A
poor fellow, homeless, friendless, about to die of

consumption, put his head in the box one bitter

night hoping to find some shelter from the frost.

Touched by his condition, this vagrant said,
" Come in. You look as if you would die. I

can stand the weather better than you." And
out he went to stand guard against intruders,

while the sick stranger made the box his bed.

In the still hours of the night the sick man
called out to the watcher, "I am dying!" In

his rough way he tried to comfort him. His
spirit passed home. The kindness of that heart

worked out good will to man.

—

Earned Chris-

tian.

The province of science is to teach you io

hnow:—of art, to teach you to do:—of litera-

ture, to teach you to think.—Rmkin.

Items Concerning the Society.

Calendar for Quaeteely Meetings held in

Eleventh Month, (at 10 a. m.)

Fhiladdjihia, Second-day, Eleventh Month 7th.

Abington, at Germantown, Filth-day, Eleventh
Month 101 h.

Concord, at Media, Third-day, Eleventh Mo. 15th.
Salem, at Salem, N. J., Filth-day, Eleventh Mouth

17th.

Cain, at East Cain, Pa. Sixth-dav, Eleventh Month
18th.

Western, at London Grove, Sixth-dav, Eleventh
Month 25th.

Burlington and Buds, at Burlington, N. J., Third-
day, Eleventh Month 29lh.

The American Friend gives the following ex-
planation, on its disciplinary side, of the dropping
of Joel Bean and others from membership:

—

" We reported some time ago the fact that Joel
Bean and others had been dropped from member-
ship with Friends. It seemed due to our readers
that a plain statement of the course pursued should
be given, and we have endeavored to find out just
what was done. It should be stated that tliiese

Friends to whom reference is made torm a part of
College Park Association, of San Jose, California,

and that their membership was in New Providence
Monthly Meeting, Iowa, about two thousand miles
away. They have never been resident members of
this meeting, and were not personally known to

the majority of the New Providence Friends. Our
correspondence has brought out the following in-

formation in reference to the cour>e of the meeting:
In last First Mouth New Providence Monthly

Meeting appointed a 'Correspondence Committee,'
as is customary, to correspond with absent members,
and to drop from the list of membership such as

have evinced no interest in retaining their mem-
bership there. The Discipline of Iowa Yearly
Meeting contains the following clause (p. 136, Sec.

14):

' Members removing to places remote from any
Monthly Meeting of the Society should correspond
with their Monthly Meetings. If no information
has been, or can be, received from a member for

two years, his Monthly Meeting may, in its discre-

tion, remove his name from the list of membership.'

By the action of this ' Correspondence Commit-
tee ' in granting removal certificates to some and
dropping the names of others the membership of
the Monthly Meeting was decreased ninety-one.

In the list of those so dropped were thirteen mem-
bers of College Park Meeting, old and young in-

cluded. The committee claimed that these Friends
had never shown by correspondence or otherwise
that they valued their membership with that
Monthly Meeting, and furthermore tbat they had
established a meeting of their (jwn in San Jose and

performing all the (unctions of an indt

ent church, and finally that they had failed in

past efforts to transfer the membership of the Col-

lege Park Friends to a meeting in which they
could have a resident membership. These are the
grounds on which the names were dropped, and we
have given it simply as information. This method
of dropping' members, we may add, is somewhat
common in American Yearly Meetings."
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Notes from Others.

According to Hugh Price Hughes, a baptism of

the Spirit is the great need of British Methodism,

It is equally "the great need " of all denominations

in Europe and in America. Christendom has migh-

ty problems before her, and for their solution the

Divine illumination and enduement are pre-emi

nently necessary.

—

Presbyterian.

What is the religious value of candles? Some of

a congregation in England, objected to lighted

candles at " Communion," and the vicar intimated

that out of consideration for them the candles

would be lighted only on two days of each month.
" Many of you," he says, "will regret this, as you

have already learned to value this part of our wor-

ship."

The voice of a Quakers' meeting is heard in

heaven, if those who gather there are clean in heart

and kindly in their dealings with their fellows,

whereas the song of the full-voiced choir, the notes

of the pealing organ, the murmur of prayer in the

church of fashionable, loveless, covetous people,

are absolutely unheard.

—

F. B. Meyer.

Many of the Episcopal preachers in England are

siding with the aroused laymen instead of with the

ritualistic bishops. Canon Eyton saysof theapists:
" Romanism without the Pope is a form of religion

more intolerable than Romanism with the Pope
and with the checks on individual caprice which
the Papacy involves." But the apists do not pro-

pose to have Romanism without the Pope. They
are aiming at handing the Established Church over

to the Pope.

—

Presbyterian.

The entertainment feature in many churches is

in danger of being overdone. The cry for more
sociability in the church is becoming stale. We
have quite enough of stomach feeding and all

would be the better for more mental stimulation

and spiritual food. Appeals to the heart and the
conscience are now in order, and are certain to

produce higher, better and more lasting fruits.

Spiritual sowing is according to the Divine order
in Christ's Kingdom, and will, sooner or later, end
in a rich spiritual harvest.

—

Presbyterian.

There are indications of a decided change in

Congregational Church circles on the woman ques-
tion. Once it tiiok a very conservative direction;

now it seems to be swinging to the opposite side.

As proof of the extreme swing of the pendulum,
this church has not only ordained several women
to preach, but " at the annual meeting of the
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mis-
sions just held, a woman, Margaret J. Evans, is

elected a member of the Board." As one of our
exchanges remarks, that is " an unheard-of event
in the history of this honored organization."

—

Pres-
byterian.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—William A. Stone, candidate of

the Senator Quay faction of the Republican party, was
elected, \>j an unknown plurality, Governor of Penn-
sylvania, on the Sth instant, over Silas C. Swallow,
Honest Government and Prohibition candidate, and
George F. Jenks, Democratic candidate. Theodore
Roosevelt, Republican, was elected Governor of New
York State. The result for Congressmen in the sev-
eral States is uncertain, with a prospect that the next
House of Representatives will be a small Republican
majority.

The annual report of the Treasurer of the United
States shows that the net ordinary revenufs of the
Government fur the p;ist fiscal year were $40.5,321,83.5,

while the ordinary net expenses were <443,368,582.
The resu ting dehciency of $38,047,247 exceei that of
the preceding year by SI19,094,793.

The Treasury statement of the public debt shows
that at the close of business Tenth .Month 31, 1898,
the debt, less net cash in the Treasury, amounted to

$1,110,960,922, an increase lor the month of $43,487,-
717. This increase is accounted for by the issue dur-
ing the month of about $3ti,t)80,0U0 of the new three
per cent, bonds, and a decrease of about $7,238,000 in
the cash on hand.

An explosion of gas in the vaults under the United

States Supreme Court room, in the L apitol, at Wash-
ington, occurred on the afterm lon of the Sixth inst. The
fire which fullowed did enormous damage to the Law
Library and practically destroyed the records from

1792 to 1832. The Supreme Court room itself sufl'ered

from smoke and water, and the building was damaged
by the force of the explosion to the extent of perhaps

$20,000.

Speaking at a meeting at Worcester, Mass., on the

1st inst., Senator George F. Hoar, of that St.te, re-

ferred to the danger to our country of being transformed

from a Republic to a common Empire. There is not

authority to acquire foreign territory except by treaty.

He denied the right of conquest, and took the Chris-

tian position that people are not to be won as spoils

of war or prizes in battle.

The Spanish Peace Commissioners on the 4th inst.

refused the proposition made by the Americans in re-

gard to the Philippines, but the negotiations were not

broken oS. The Spaniards presented a formal state-

ment containing several positive declnrations. A ma-
jority of the Cabinet members believe the Spaniards
will accept the terms laid down by the United States,

and that whatever delay occurs before that result is

reached will be chargeable to the purpose of the Span-
iards to secure the best possible terms.

The Spanish cruiser Maria Teresa, recovered at

Santiago from Cevera's sunken fleet, and bound for

Norfolk in tow, is believed to have foundered in a

storm off the Bahamas at midnight on the 1st instant.

No lives were lost.

The Porto Rican Postal Commission will suggest the

retention of the postal service now in operation, to be
under the direct charge of a superintendent of mails,

pending legislation by Congress.

The total assessed valuation of California is $1,130,

885,697.

The Clyde line freight steamer Orotan, from New
York for Wilmington, N. C, was burned at sea, and
sank off Cape Charles, on the 1st inst. The fire spread
so rapidly that all hands were obliged to jump over-

board, and five were drowned. The survivors, twenty-
two in number, were picked up by the schooner Alice

Clark and landed on the 4th inst. at Vineyard Haven.
Deaths in this city last week were reported to .num-

ber 394, which is 46 lees than the previous week and
45 more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 206 were males and 188 females ; 62 died
of consumption ; 37 of heart disease ; 33 of diphthei-ia

;

25 of pneumonia ; 18 of old age; 14 of uraemia; 14 of

typhoid fever (2 being soldiers) ; 14 from casualties
;

13of apoplexy ; 11 of Bright's disea-e; 11 of nephritis;

11 of convulsions ; 9 of bronchitis; 8 of inflammation
of the stomach and bowels, and 8 of cancer.

Markets, etc.—U. S. 2's, 98^ a 100 ; 4's, reg., llOf a

nii; coupon, 112 a 112|; new 4's, reg., 126^ a 127^;
5's, reg., lllj a 112.!

; 3's, reg., 105J a 105.V ; currency
6's, 102i a 103.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners on a basis of
5 j% cents per pound for middling uplands.

Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, spot, $13.75 a $14.50

;

spring, in sacks, spot, $13.50 a $14 per ton.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.65 a $2.90 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3. 1 5 a $3.35
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; VVestern winter, clear,

$3.15 a $3.40 ; do., straight, $3.40 a $3.55 ; do., patent,

$3.60 a $3.85 ; spring, clear, new, $3.10 a $3.35 ; do.
straight, new, $3.50 a $3.70 ; do., patent, new, $3.75 a
$3,90; do., favorite brands, $4.00 a $4.15 ; city mills,

extra, $2.65 a $2.90; do., clear, $3.25 a $3.50; do.,

straight, $3.50 a $3.70 ; do., patent, $3.75 a $4.25. Rye
Flouk.—-$3.00 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Buckwheat Flour—$1.65 a $1.75 per 100 pounds as

to quality, for new.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 10% a 71c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37 a 37ic.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31c.

Beef Cattle. — Extra, 5J a 5|c.
;
good, 4J a 5c.;

medium, 4.] a 4fc.; common, 4i a 4-8C.

SuEEp AND Lambs.—Extra, 4| a 4|c.; good, 4 a 4}c.;

medium, 3i a 3ijc.; common, 2^ a Sic; lambs, 4 a S^c.

Hogs.—Be-t VVestern, 5i a 5|c ; other grades, 5 a 52C.
Foreign.—In 1850, En!<land's death rate was 22.4

per thousand. In 1895, it was 18.7 per thousand.
A London correspondent says a satisfactory arrange-

ment has been reached between France and Great
Britain on the Fashoda question.
A semi-ofBcial note, issued in Paris, says the Gov-

ernment has resolved not to retain the Marchand Mis-
sion at Fashoda.
A despatch from Kingston, Jamaica, says the British

naval authorities at Port Royal, the naval headquar-
ters there, express the opinion that the order for the

mobilization of the British North American and We;
Indian squadron is intended to indicate Great Britain'

preparedness to face any and all possible hostile d(

velopments.
There are 600,000 people employed in Italy in reai

ing silkworms.

Russia has spent over $255,000,000 in naval a
ments during the past seven years.

Engineers of the American syndicate which sec
extensive concessions in China have arrived at Shang
hai. They will begin surveys on the proposed lin

from Hankow to Canton, opening up some of th
richest country in China.
Java is said to be the region of the globe wher

it thunders oftenest. having thunderstorms 97 days ii

the year. After it are Sumatra, with 86 days ; Hid
dustan.with 56 ; Borneo, with 54 ; the Gold Coast, witl

52, and Rio de Janeiro, with 51.

Mail advices say that "drought and hot wind
played havoc with the Australian wheat field. Tb
Commissioner of Agriculture says there will not b
enough wheat for local demand."
A despatch from the city of Mexico says that thi

Government there is taking measures for the sanita
tion of the Gulf ports.

A complete transformation of the geography of Cen
tral America occurred on the 1st instant, by the birtl

of a new republic, the United Stales of Central America
and the disappearance of the Republics Nicaragua
Salvador and Honduras, except as States of the ne»
union.

There are more than 5000 cases of small-pox
Holguin and its vicinity and several hundred
Gibara, Cuba.

Buenos Ayres, with a population of 700,000, noM
has 40,000 houses provided with water from the Eivei
Plata.

NOTICES.
Wanted, by a Friend, a position as housekeeper,

Address " P " office of The Friend.

A WOMAN Friend is desirous of some employment
in or near the city during the fall and winter.

Address " A," Oflice of The Friend.

A YOUNG woman Friend wis^hes a position as com'
panion or helper in household duties.

Address " L," Office of The Friend.

The Friends' Teachers' Association will hold i

meeting at 140 N. Sixteenth Street, on Seventh-day,
Eleventh Month _12th, at 2 p. m. Subject—" Teaching
of Civics and Social Science in Secondary Schools," bji

Professor Samuel McCune Lindsay, of the University
of Pennsylvania.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications foi

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters in

regard to instruction and discipline should be ad-
dressed to William F. Wickeesham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and
communications in regard to business should be for-

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.
Addre.ss, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 a. m.,i

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met wl
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents; after 7,30 P.
twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school by;

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup't.

Married, at Friends' meeting-house in Emporia,
Kans., on Fourth-day, Ninth Month 21st, 1898, Jacob
G. Palmer, of Harveyville, Kans., and Ruth A.
Hinshaw, daughter of Andrew and Sarah Ann Hin-
shaw, Emporia, Kans.

Died, at his residence near Chester, Pa., Ninth Mo.
2th, 1898, Stephen M.Trimble, in the eighty-ninth

year of his age; a member and elder of Chester
Monthly Meeting, Pa.

, at his residence at St, David's, Pa., Eighth Mo.
24th, 1898, Henry Trimble, son of Stephen M.
Trimble, in the forty-sixth year of his age ; a member
of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia
for the Northern District.
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A Letter from Alexander I. of Russia.

A Frieud in Germautovvn has lately discov-

Bd aiiioDg old papers a copy of the following

,ter sent by the Czar Alexander I. of Russia

1817, to James Mott, John Griscotu and

muel Wood, which will explain itself, and

ly encourage the thought that the labors of

ephen Grellet, William Allen, and several

itbful Friends in the cause of peace have not

en thrown away upon the crowned heads of

Lissia, and may be returning now after many
.ys in the manifest of the present Alexander.

was Alexander I. who tried to secure toler-

ice for the Dukhobortsi under his government,

it failed of co-operation iu his subordinates:

Messrs. Mott, Griscom and Wood, New York.

Gentlemen :—Receive my thanks for Che vol-

loe of essays on Peace, and for the expressions of

uristiau regard contained in your letter accom-

inying it. The efforts which you and other indi-

duals and Societies in North America are now

aking to promote love and peace among men are

orthy of the imitation of every well-wisher to

e peace and happiness of the world ; and in these

.bors of charity I wish you every possible success,

leing well acquainted with the diversified misery

:id wickedness which war spreads among man-

'nd. I shall account it a great happiness to be

istrumental in any degree in preserving that

3ace uninterrupted, with which it has pleased

le Divine Being to bless the nations of Europe.

j

(Signed) Alexander.
r. Petersburg, the 4th July, 1817.

To Messrs. James Mott,
Jno. Griscom,

Samuel Wood.

The Budding of the Harvest.

Jane Addams, the well-known college settle-

lenl worker at Hull House, Chicago, recently

ddressed a ratetingof the Academy of Political

nd Social Science iu Philadelphia. Amongst

ther interesting matter she gave the following

tartling facts

:

Recently in their district in Chicago there

have been several murders committed—five we

think was the number. The Settlement has

always claimed that the district is not a crim-

inal one; so that investigations were in order

to discover the cause of the outbreak. It was

established beyond question that every one of

these cases was directly traceable to passions ex-

cited by the late Spanish-American conflict. In

addition to this the speaker stated that the chil-

dren on the streets were found to be playing at

war. In no instance, so far as observed, were

they " freeing Cubans," but with the violence

characteristic of their age, they were " slaying

Spaniards." The predatory spirit is so near the

surface in human nature, the speaker added,

that the spectacle of war has been a great " set

back " to the development and growth of the

higher impulses of civilization. B.

What is the Creed of the Doukhobortsi ?

Friends have not been prone to make " be-

cause he followeth not with us " the reason why

they should not feed, clothe, or shelter the needy,

the afflicted, or the persecuted. It is enough

that they are of our own flesh and blood. But

we recognize the duty, as we have opportunity,

to "do good unto all men,—especially to them

who are of the household of faith."

Yet any pf)int of kindred between the faith

of a suffering people and of our own household

affords an avenue of more special sympathy and

interest between us and them, and adds to our

Christian duty of making our sympathy prac-

tical.

Though the Doukhobortsi,— or, to use the

name which they have adopted for themselves,

the " Christians of the Universal Brotherhood,"

—were in unity with us on only one line, that

of abstinence from all carnal warfare as un-

christian, this would be enough to distinguish

Friends from other denominations as their es-

pecial helpers and rescuers,—a sufficient chord

of sympathy between us and them over which

relief might travel. But as a people we claim

less natural and more spiritual grounds than

this for relieving a fellow being. Instead of

points of unity, we are counselled to take even

disunity, or enmity, as an opportunity for ex-

tending relief. " If thine enemy hunger, feed

him ; if he thirst, give him drink."

Yet besides their common humanity with us,

their remarkable sufferings, and the Christian,

even sublime, spirit in which they bear them

and their faithful testimony against all wars, a

distinctive ground for Friends lately seemed to

be queried after, thus :

—" What are the religious

views of the Doukhobortsi as a whole, that the

Society of Friends should take a special interest

in them?"

While we cannot promise that these will be

found to harmonize with ours throughout, yet

from Vladimir Tchertkoff's publication entitled

" Christian Martyrdom in Russia," we will gather

up and sometimes re-arrange statements of sev-

eral tenets which have, not without some reason,

marked them with the name " Russian Quakers."

Several other views are recorded which would

seem to us as deficient, or crude, even as Stephen

Grellet found them in his day, though they have

showed a marked improvement since their mod-

ern awakening, and as might be expected from

the disadvantages under which they have lived.

In view of these a Friend writes to us: "I trust

that Friends will now embrace proper oppor-

tunities to give them the Bible in their own

language and to aid them in school learning."

An English Friend writes that his limited op-

portunity of forming a judgment "has left the

impression of a simple-hearted people exceed-

ingly defective in the knowledge that comes by

education, and therefore (?) out of touch with

some important points of Christian doctrine, yet

earnest in their endeavor to do what has been

manifested to them as the will of God."

We now proceed to cull from Tchertkofi''8

book, features that may interest Friends and

others :

—

They know no creed, and can only say of

themselves that they are of the faith of Jesus.

A Christian, they say, is one who believes in

Jesus Christ and fulfils the commandments of

God. They acknowledge God as being in three

personifications of the One and Unutterable ; as

being the power of love, the power of Life which

is the Source of all that exists.

The foundation of the Spirit-Wrestlers' teach-

ing consists in the belief that the Spirit of God
is present in the soul of man, and directs him

by its word within him.

Worshipping God in the spirit, the Spirit-

Wrestlers' affirm that the outward Church and

all that is performed in it and concerns it has

no importance for them. The Church is where

two or three are gathered together, i. e. united,

in the name of Christ.

They acknowledge Christ's coming in the

flesh. His works, teaching, and sufiering ; but

they chiefly accept all of this in the spiritual

sense, and affirm that all contained in the gos-

pel should be accomplished in ourselves. Thus

Christ must in us be begotten, born, grow up,

teach, suffer, die, revive, and ascend; and it is

thus that they understand the process of the

new birth, or renovation of man. They say

that Jesus himself was and is the Gospel eternal

and living, and has sent it forth, preached in

the Word. He himself is the Word, and can

be written only on our hearts.
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They believe that except through God and

his Christ there is no salvation ; but if God is

invoked without a pure heart, He himself can-

not save man.
For the salvation of man, indubitable faith

in Christ is necessary; but faith without works

is dead, as also are works without faith. The
only living faith is the hearty acceptance of the

gospel.

Concerning baptism, they say that they are

baptized into the Word through the Father,

Hun, and Holy Spirit. This baptism takes place

when a man repents with a pure and willing

heart, and calls upon God, and then his sins

are remitted and he turns to God and not to

the world. This is the only baptism for the re-

mission of sins which they profess.

The new birth and baptism, according to

their understanding, are the same. The means
of attaining the new birth are living faith in

God, and prayer. The signs of the newly born,

or baptized, are the works of the new man. The
consummation of baptism or new birth, they

say, a man attains when he is united to God

;

and such a man may see God with his spiritual

eyes. External baptism they regard as useless,

saying that water washes off only the unclean-

ness of the external body.

They confess their sins in prayer to

heavenly God, good and merciful, who forgives

all our sins. If they sin against their brethren,

they confess before all, and ask their brethren

to forgive them. When a man has fallen he

should immediately recover himself, ask God's
forgiveness with a humbled heart, and with all

his might strive not to fall again into a similar

sin.

As to the Communion, they partake at all

times of the sacred, life-giving, eternal sacra-

ments, in the forgiveness of their sins spiritually,

through the inward acceptance of the Word of
God, which is Christ; and such a communion,
they say, penetrates the understanding of man,
as it were, to the marrow of his bones. The
communion of the body and blood of Christ in

the form of bread and wine they do not accept;
saying that bread and wine enter into the mouth
like ordinary food, and are of no avail to the
soul.

Fasting they regard as a matter not of kind
or quality of food, but of abstinence from glut-

tony and other vices, of purity, meekness, and
humility of spirit. Mere abstinence from food
does not, according to them, yield any good to

the soul.

Marriage amongst them is not regarded as a
holy sacrament, and is accomplished merely by
the mutual consent of the young couple. As,
among the Spirit-wrestlers, no preference is

given to wealth or rank, the parents do not at
all interfere in the marriages of their children.
There are also no marriage rites or ceremonies.
The mere consent of the two, and a promise to
live together, suffices. Abstinence from mar-
riage for the sake of purity is regarded amongst
them as a high virtue.

The dead they commemorate by good deeds,
and in no other way. God Himself, they say, will
remember the righteous in his kingdom. There-
fore they do not pray for the dead, deeming it

useless. The death of a Christian they do not
call death, but change; therefore they do not
say "our brother has died," but "our brother
has changed."
As to the general resurrection of the right-

eous and unrighteous, the Spirit-Wrestlers do not
enter into discussion, leaving this in the care of
God.

The members of this community hold that to

destroy or hurt any living thing is blatneworthy.

In every separate being there is life and hence

God, especially in a human being. To deprive

a man of life is in no way permissible.

The members accord full freedom to the life

of man, and therefore all organization founded

on violence they regard as unlawful.

What I do not wish for myself, that I must
not wish for anyone else. This is the rule of

the moral law for the associate life of man.
They found their mutual relations and their re-

lations to other people,—and not only to peo-

ple, but to all living creatures,—exclusively on

love ; and therefore they hold all people equal,

brethren. They extend this idea of equality

also to the government authorities ; obedience

to whom they do not consider binding upon
them in those cases when the demands of these

authorities are in conflict with their conscience,

while, in all that does not infringe what they

regard as the will of God, they willingly fulfil

the desire of the authorities.

Our English correspondent writes:

—

In their revulsion from the corrupt, formal
Christianity with which they have been brought
into contact they have gone to the extreme of

rejecting some weighty truths that have been
presented to them out of the life and power that

alone gives them value. On the other hand,
like almost all other denominations, they make
use of certain forms which are in their essence

supertitious,—repeating creeds,— ['' considered
as psalms,"] singing hymns, and bowing, etc., in

their worship.*

We miss among their alleged doctrines any

sufficiently satisfactory place given to our Sa-

vior's offering of Himself " a ransom for the

sins of many," and "tasting death for every

man." This orthodoxy may have been discred-

ited in their minds by the unchristianity of the

orthodox Greek Church in so persecuting them
But this doctrine in Christ's law of sacrifice by
love they seem to have in their characters, if

not in their heads.

The apparent fruit of the generally spiritual

trend of their belief is a remarkably lofty type

of character,—a character that no wise country

would willingly spare from its citizenship. To
say nothing of their conspicuous industry, hon-

esty, kindness, thrift, and virtues generally, i

must be regarded as one of the clear triumphs

of faith, that in the midst of their dire distresses

and bereavements, a visitor noticed among them
from the first day, as he says* :

—

Such vitality and animation, such abundance
of hearty energy and such soberness as I had
previously no idea of whilst living among peo-
ple who cannot decide as to the life they waut
to lead, whether for "God or Mammon," and
who consequently are wearied out, suffering and
discontented. . . Each one when consider-
ing any question is guided exclusively by his
own spiritual understanding. That is why they
are so energetic, joyful, and free, more so than
it is possible for any of us to be. . . Their
conduct is looked upon by them only as the
outward manifestation, as the result of continual
inward spiritual force. . . Therefore there
are no vain actions, as nobody will praise them

;

there are no actions from fear of censure on the
part of the brethren, as no one will blame
* See more fully on these points in the present num-

ber, page 141.

them ; there are no actions out of blind sub

mission to the majority, as none either expecti

or demands anything from another.

If this description shall hold good, there ap
!

pears on earth one illustration of the saying

'

"If the truth make you free, ye shall be frei

indeed." And now the word seems going fortl

for them :
" As for thee also, because of th(

blood of thy covenant. I have sent forth thj
\

prisoners out of the pit wherein there is nt

water. Turn you to the stronghold, ye prison

ers of hope." May neither Cyprus nor Americi

.

spoil them of their simplicity, as worldly succes

and maxims have given degeneracy to anothe:

once spiritual people;—of whom we might say

Quakerism made their wealth, and their weak!

unmade their Quakerism, or that of their poster
\

ity. The worldliness ofmammon will continuetC)

do this, save where we hearken unto the Lord ,'

both in all other things and in his- saying

"Make to yourselves friends by means of thd

mammon of unrighteousness, that when it shaLii

fail, they may receive you into the eternal tab-

ernacles."

Close upon these considerations comes a letter

just received, encouraging us with the sight

«

others also, irrespective of sect, being toucheji

with a Christlike spirit. For information vw,

give the letter in its own words :

—

Tolstoy Fund. :
I

In Aid of the Persecuted Doukhobortsi in Russi»

New York, October 25th, 1898.

Count Leo Tolstoy, whose seventieth birthdai

has recently been celebrated, writes to a corre

spondent in this country urging the raising of fund '

to aid in the emigration of the oppressed Doukho <

bortsi. These people—thrifty, industrious farmers

some ten thousand in number—form a protestan

sect whose tenets resemble those of the Quakers
Their only offense is their refusal from consciea

tious scruples to serve in the Russian army. Foi

this reason they have been repeatedly exiled fron

one part of the empire to another, and so perse

cuted and maltreated by the government officiali'

that their position in their own country has becomi

intolerable. With much difficulty they have ob.

tained permission to emigrate to foreign lands, anc,

steps have been taken to settle them, temporarilj

at least, in the Island of Cyprus, but it is hopec

that they may eventually reach America. Then
is urgent need of funds to enable them to take ad

vantage of the privilege to emigrate which hai

been accorded to them. A committee has alread}

been formed in London to raise money for tlii-

purpose, and the undersigned have been consti

tuted a committee to co-operate with them ir

America. It seems appropriate that such monej
as is collected should be offered to the Doukho-
bortsi through Count Tolstoy, and that in honor o'

the seventieth anniversary of his birth, it shouk
be called the Tolstoy Fund. This cause lies clos(

to the heart of the distinguished Russian and noth-

ing could give him greater joy than its success

We appeal to all of our fellow-citizens who believi

in liberty—in the freedom of man to abstain fron

taking up arms against his brother man—to con

tribute as they may be able to this worthy object.

Contributions in any amount may be seat t(

Isaac N. Seligman, Esq., Treasurer of the Commit
tee. Mills Building, New York.
William Dean Howells, New York.
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Jane Addams, Hull House, Chicago.

William Lloyd Garrison, Boston.

jeorge Dana Boardman, D. D., Philadelphia.

N. O. Nelson, St. Louis.

Bolton Hall, New York.

Ernest H. Crosby, New York.
Committee.

We have received also the following notice :

—

Philadelphia, Eleventh Month 10th, 1898.

The conference on the 9th inst., in Philadelphia,

cacerning the Doukhobor people

—

1. Heard, with great interest, the clear, and—in

t3 main—encouraging report of Aylmer Maude,

tocerning the migrant companies.

2. Decided th.at it might not be opportune, at

jeseiit, to endeavor to reach the ear of the Russian

(ivcniinent, in behalf of the Doukhobors who
ust liir the present remain in Russia.

3. Appointed a committee (as below), to call a

l;uie meeting, to prepare business for it (includ-

i^ u memorial to the Russian Government, if

tought'best), and to co-operate with other com-

i.ttees, including that of which W. D, Howells is

(airman.
Committee.

Hmvard M. Jenkins, Editor i^Wencfe' Intelligencer,

.3. 9J1 Arch Street, Phila.

President Isaac Sharpless, Haverford College,

iaverford, Pa.

Dr. Richard Henry Thomas, Baltimore, Md.
President William W. Birdsall, Swarthmore Col-

!ge, Swarthmore, Pa.

Rufus M. Jones, Editor, American Friend, Haver-

ed, Pa.
^^

' The Recent Calamity of the Sea Islands.

Readers of The Friend will doubtless re-

ember the great suflering brought upon the

(habitants of the Sea Islands on the coast of

buth Carolina, produced by a tidal wave

hich swept over that section of country in the

atumn of 1893. It is with feelings of sorrow

ir these poor people, that we learn a similar

ilamity has again overtaken them, and that

reat suffering is likely to be their portion. The
)llowing extracts from a letter recently re-

jived from Rachel C. Mather, briefly explains

oe situation. During the previous distress,

{achel C. Mather, Beaufort, S. C, and Ellen

lurray Frogmore, St. Helena Island, S. C,
roved themselves faithful almoners of means

jnt for the relief of these colored people ; and

ny Friends who feel inclined to send either

loney or provisions to either of these, may feel

onfidence that it will be judiciously distributed.

E. S.

After the severe cyclone of '93, you kindly and
enerously aided our destitute colored sufferers,

'wo recent storms have swept over these islands

nd coasts, destroying most of crops, leaving the

ieople as destitute as in '93.

Crops that were harvested before the cyclone of

Lug. 29th were saved, and the people are living on
rhat was previously gathered, but most of the

irnduce left in the ground was destroyed by the

idal svave of Oct. 2nd.

The air is filled with the sickly odor of rotting

orn, rice and potatoes, and sickness is prevalent,

rhere is fever in almost every home, often fatal.

It is of no avail to petition the legislature of

South Carolina. Even now, hundreds of families

ire compelled to part with their homesteads by
)ublic auction sales to pay taxes, and many must

part with their live stock to pay the merchants for

rations advanced, with a lien on the cotton crop,

destroyed by the tidal wave.

Our industrial home is rapidly filling up with

importunate applicants, worthy but very destitute

girls, many of whom come to us without a change

of clothing. In no way can we benefit these poor

people more, than by preparing them to become

good servants in northern homes ; they are thus

rescued and uplifted, and do much towards sending

relief to their distressed relatives and friends.

The Dukhobortsi in Cyprus.

The following is an extract from a letter re-

ceived by the London Friend, from Sarah M.
Ames, who is visiting the island, not in connec-

tion with the Dukhobortsi, but who is interested

in them. The letter is dated Larnaka, October

14th, 1898:—
" Since my arrival three weeks ago in Cyprus

I have only been able to visit the Russian set-

tlements at Pergamo and Kuklia. 1 have not

been well enough to go to Athalassa, for which

I am very sorry, as that seems to be the place

where most difficulties meet the Russian refu-

gees. I hear from various former acquaint-

ances in the island the highest opinions of these

people, and I must say that no peasantry ever

produced the same impression upon me as they

have done. The fine dignity of their bearing

and expression, the clear, kindly acuteness of

their eyes, the steadiness of their questioning

look, the marvelous activity of their work— all

are deeply striking. The contrast of their sturdy

quick walk, when you meet them on the road,

with the gait of other men, is also noticeable.

"At Pergamo the 500 Russians settled there

were building their mud brick houses and
swarming at the work like boys playing foot-

ball. And for force and strength and regular-

ity like a steam engine. I never saw anything

to equal a middle-aged woman who, with gar-

ments tucked up, was kneading the earth for

brickmaking by treading it. And ou every

face was a brightness and cheerfulness that

amazed me when I considered their story and
circumstances.

"At Kuklia the houses were all built, and the

roofs were being finished by a young giant, who
was pitching spadefuls of earth from the ground

level on to the tops of the one-storied houses.

The roofs are of timber and reeds covered with

thick earth to keep out the heat. Well beaten,

they resist the rain also.

" But now I hear they are feeling discouraged

by the amount of sickness that exists, especially

among the women and children. No doubt

this arises partially from the hardships they

suffered on board ship, where they had far too

little room. On their arrival in Cyprus they

had to go into quarantine, and as there was not

nearly enough accommodation, numbers en-

camped in the ' Public Gardens,' a very dismal

swampy place, quite improper for them in the

hot weather even. This is enough to account,

but not to console for illness and the five-aud-

twenty deaths that have occurred. It is true

that they think of death only as a ' change,'

but they feel bereavement all the same."

It is not what people eat, but what they di-

gest, that makes them strong. It is not what
they gain, but what they save, that makes them
rich. It is not what they read, but what they

remember, that makes them learned. It is not

what they profess, but what they practice, that

makes them righteous,

For "The Friend."

Philip Schaff and his Work—1819-93.

(Continued from page 134.

J

From Koenthal he went to the Gymnasium
of Stuttgart, here he was befriended by some
of the most serious and influential citizens and
among them the Sister of Hahnemann—the

homcepath, a woman of true culture who did

much to direct his studies and whose influence

was very helpful in keeping him from embrac-
ing the rationalistic teachings which prevailed

so much in the university he afterward attended

at Tubingen. " Its reputation for thoroughness

of instruction and the industry of its students has

been proverbial," and Philip Schaff says, " I

never lived in a place where there was more
earnest and intense study than there was in

Tiibigen during my university course;" and it

was at once beautiful and remarkable that he

retained and even increased his faith in the

midst ofthe spiritual tumult of those days when
such intellectual giants as Baur, Strauss, Hegel
and Ewaid were at their prime, and his instruc-

tors.

" Prof. Schmid was a profoundly learned

pious, conscientious and estimable scholar, but

modest to a fault and sympathizing with Neaa-
der in his evangelical beliefs." He was the

favorite professor of our future historian whose
recollection of these famous biblical students is

graphically recorded. " Dr. Baur filled me
with intellectual admiration for his rare genius

and scholarship. He had great magnetism
as a teacher, the most difficult problems of

higher criticism he handled with the grip of a

giant. He elaborated his lectures with consci-

entious care and read them very closely, but

with intense earnestness and inspiring enthusi-

asm. He was at that time, next to Neander,

the most influential academic teacher in theol-

ogy in Germany.
" I gained from him my first idea of historical

development or of a constant and progressive

flow of thought in the successive ages of the

church. His personal character was above re-

proach.
" Next to Baur was Heinrich Ewald. He was

brimful of genius, learning and sublime self-

conceit* creating as great a revolution in the

higher criticism of the Old Testament as Baur
did in that of the new, and made as deep an

impression upon the age. He was a perfect

Ishmaelite. He wrote a public letter to the

Pope in 1848 peremptorily calling upon him to

resign his triple crown. When asked why the

Pope did not reply to his communication he

coolly replied, ' He does not dare to.' One more
teacher nearer and dearer to me personally

than all the rest of my Tubingen professors

was Dr. Dorner, he combined in some measure

the excellences of Baur and Schmid, the specu-

lative and critical faculty of the former, and
the Christian piety and scriptural soundness

of the latter.

" He had passed under the training of Hegel

and Schleierraacher and was just the kind of

man to satisfy the wants of those advanced

students who wished to master the critical and
speculative problems of the age without losing

their Christian faith, simplicity and humility.

I shall always be glad that I was able to induce

him to come to America in 1873."

Vacations and a tramp over the mountains

and his native Canton, refreshed the diligent

* " He always spoke and wrote with oracular self-

assurance as if he himself had been consulted by Moses

and the prophets, by the Elohist, Jahvist and Deuter-

onomibt before they composed their chapters."
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student at TiibiDgen and his note book written

at this time gives us a glimpse into his medita-

tions, viz

:

"Philosophy ought to be a living and deep
longing for the fatherland of truth.

"Love makes the Christian servant of all

men, /aiVi makes him master of all things. . . .

" Every genuine and deep experience is a

moral progress.

" The law has in it the need of the Gospel.

In the thou shall of the Almighty and all loving

One lies the promise of the thou canst." . . .

" The Christian believes and trusts like the

child, but he knows in whom he believes. Faith

is his foundation, love is his dwelling-room,

hope the wavering flag on the tower."

"I confess it aluud that in Christ I have
found what my soul's deepest needs cry out for

—the satisfaction of my longings, the calming
of anxious fears—turning darkness into day.

"Earthly goods He has not given me, that I

might the more zealously seek after heavenly
things. He has denied me the sweet joy of a

father's care that with all the devotion my heart
is capable of, I might pour out my love into his

heart and find in him the truest and most trusty

friend,— who has been wonderfully present,

healing my wounds and showing daily his

kindness and faithfulness."

Struggling with poverty throughout his uni-

versity days, he could but compare later in

life the advantages enjoyed by many in Ameri-
can institutions of learning where scholarships
are provided.

His first sermon was preached in 1838, when
he was nineteen, on the declaration of the Evan-
gelist, " God so loved the world that He gave
his only begotten Son ;" and a few wteks before
his death, 55 years after, he took his grand-
sou on his knee and had the lad repeat the ver-
ses beginning with these words and said with
much feeliug, " That my child is the whole
of the Gospel. That is the highest wisdom.
Whatever you forget do not forget that."
The last year (1839) of his university course

was divided between Halle and Berlin; at the
former he was taken into the family of Doctor
Tholuck, whose residence of 12 years had estab-
lished hiru as " the most popular teacher and
preacher in Halle—a man of genius, extensive
learning and fervent piety. His lectures were
fresh, suggestive and stimulating. His chief
power and usefulness lay in his personal mag-
netism and devotion to the students whom he
loved as his own children " and with whom he
would walk daily instructing and entertaining
them.

He could converse freely in several langu-
ages and was strongly evangelical in his faith.
Students from America and England were much
attracted by him, and the privileges connected
with his home were freely appreciated by a
number of accomplished Christian women who
gathered once a week to hear readings by his very
charming wife from classical authors of religious
character, in which the students from Chur took
part. It was here Philip Schaff first met his
beloved colleague, Dr. Geo. L. Prentiss. Next
to Tholuck, Julius Miiller seems to have made
the most lasting impressions on the Swiss stu-
dent whosays of him, "For his Christian char-
acter I entertained profound respect. I have
never known a more pure, humble, conscientious,
kind and Christ-like man unless it be Neander.'
I never left his room without feeling better for
having been in his presence. He lives in my
memory as an evangelical Saint."

It was through the instruction and example

of this good and learned man, together with Dr.
Tholuck, that the rationalism which threatened

to overwhelm the faith of many students in

Halle was dispelled.

In the Spring of 1840, Dr. Tholuck and his

wife accompanied Philip Schaff to Berlin and
introduced him to Baron and Baroness Von
Krocker, in whose family he remained two years

as tutor to their son, a bright amiable boy of 15.

By the Baroness he was treated with the affec-

tion of a mother and allowed ample time to pu
sue his studies at the university. Few have
been so favored in the years when encourag(
ment and right guidance are most important
and few have more appreciated their educa
tional opportunities.

There was neither time nor inclination for

sowing " wild oats," one of the most absurd
and vicious excuses for young men whose future
usefulness and happiness depends so largely
upon their development in this critical period
of life. "The university of Berlin was in the
first rank of the 22 universities of Germany and
literary atmosphere in the city has never been
more stimulating " than it was when our Philip
Schaff entered.

Here he had Neander as a teacher, an inti-

mate friend—he says " I became intimately ac-

quainted with him as a student and privat dec-

ent and often enjoyed his plain cordial hospi-
tality. Berlin has never had a more beloved
teacher. His character and example were even
more impressive than his profound learning
and original genius. It was impossible not to

love and revere him for his simplicity, purity
and humility and his unselfish devotion to his

students. He was one of the greatest and best
men I ever knew.
He had a most tender and conscientious re-

gard for truth as the supreme object of know-
ledge. He sympathized with all types of vital
Christianity and had liberal intuitions for a
free Church in a free State. Neander's great
merit is that he introduced into the treatment
of Church History the Spirit of Evangelical
catholicity and transformed its periods into a
book of quickening and life-giving impulse.*

In 1841, having completed his course, taken
his degree as Bachelor of Divinity, published his
first book, he travelled through Southern Eurr.pe
as a most fitting conclusion to his studies.

Feuit From Old Trees.—" Ogilvie began
the study of Greek at fifty, and made an ex-
cellent translation of Homer; Galileo at seven-
ty pursued his studies with unflagging zeal;
Michael Angelo designed the rebuilding of St!
Peter's at seventy-one, and had charge of the
work until he was eighty-nine. He produced
his masterpiece, " The Conversion ofSt. Paul," at
seventy-five, and died at ninety, still working.
Titian lived to be one hundred years old,and pro-
duced "The Last Supper" at eighty-seven, and
it is called his masterpiece. Stradivarius made
his most famous violiu at ninety; his eyesight
failed at eighty-five, but still he made violins,
and lived to be nearly one hundred years, spend-
ing only his last year in idleness."

Let Christians not be disheartened, but let
them save their strength, conserve their energies,
and live as long as they can and as well as they
can, and make this life but the beginning of the
life that shall never eud.— Common People.

Success is failure if satan giv
and failure is success if God senc

For " The Peibnd.'
THE BEST MOTHER.

By Mary R. Battey.

" I've the very best mother that ever has lived,'

Were the words that one day caught my ear :

And I thought of the others

—

The hundreds of mothers—

•

Each one to her boy the most dear.

" I've the very be^t mother that ever has lived ;'

He was sure of its truth, there's no doubt,
As he thought of the double
Prop rtion of trouble

She would take, to let him do without.

But this loving young lad would at times quite forg
That to him she was better than gold.

That of all the mothers,
She was better than others

;

That he ever had said what I've told.

He would pout if she asked him to carry the coal;
Pumping water was not to his taste;

He would whine and worry,
And get in a fiurry,

When persuaded his time not to waste.

He w 'uld put off his work and wait to be told
Of his duties again and again

;

But his patient mother
Still loved as no other,

Though she punished her boy now and then.

And when he ha-; grown to manhood's estate.

He will fervently think there was none
Of ail the others,

The hundreds of mothers
Who did mure for the weal of her son.

If the care and the patience but turn the young feet
Into wnys that are better and truer,

No doubt, that that mother,
As many another.

Will feel her anxieties fewer.

And I've thought, as this boy in his protests of love,
Are we, in the dear Father's sight.

We know that He loves us.

But oh, when He proves us,

'We faint, and depart from the right.

With our li

His omni

3 the success

;

the failure.

*See Dr. Schaff-s Augustin, Mdanthon and Neander,New York, 1885.
'

we profess that his love is the best,
ence reigns everywhere

;

We love the coniiiting

But bear not his chiding
With patience and love for his care.

We forget that his mercy and truth are so great
(For his calls may seem cheerless and grim)

;

That his servants are willing
In his love, to be filling

The cup of sweet service, for Him.

So we oft turn a nay, with a sigh or a frown.
And for a convenient time, wait.

But sure to remember
That we should surrender

Our will unto his ere too late.

But again and again He shows us our work.
And chides us for lacking in trust

;

But He loves as no other,
More e'en than a mother,

And remembereth, we are but dust.

itience our wills calmly bow,
should He chasten us sore :

So let us ii

Nor repi

And though He afllict

:

Or to sorrow addict us,

Still serve and honor Him r

Time.—But above all, when we properly cor
sider the uncertainty of life, O how thin is th
partition between this world and another! hov
short is the passage from time to eternity ! Thi
should make us determine to make the most o
the present time, for if we trifle with it till w
come to a sick and dying bed, it will be fearfu
to look back on opportunities squandered awaj
and dreadful to look forward to the account w
must give to God for the neglect of thet
Servey.
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li Life of the Doukhobortsi.

11
(Concluded from page 130'.

' " Then I read the letter from the Colooists at

]irleigh. They asked a great deal about them,

fd hdw each one came to this comprehension

c life. I regretted that I could not answer all

teir questions. They also told me how formerly

-in inouients of weakness—they felt lonely,

id how they were rejoicing to learn that not

dy in Russia, but abroad, all over the world

'be flame of love is kindled.'
" In a few words, I tried to give them an ac-

(uiit of Van-der-Ver, and of this movement
jQer:illy in Holland, as far as it was known to

12 tiniii A. Skarvan's letter to Leo Tolstoy,

:-i) of the Quakers and the Nazarenes.

"After a short pause, I felt a desire to say a

U winds on ceremonies and their significance.

j=iai(l, that, as they had already noticed those

.rieiids who visit them—among them myself

—

«i not take part in the ceremonies which they

Irforni,
as for instance, their prayers, the singing

Psalms, and so forth. I wanted to explain

at this was not a mere accident, but that it

ippened because neither I nor ray friends think

necessary to perform ceremonies, not regard

g them as an indispensable part of the Chris-

un doctrine. Our tendency, I said, is rather

get rid of all formalities. I pointed out the

;ct that the decline of every religious spirit

[jhich teaches people a good and correct under-

Banding of life always originates in the attach-

g of importance to external formalities and
:pressions of religion. The more importance

attached to these appearances, the less does

e religion unite people and draw them near

srfection ; on the contrary, it becomes a cause

discord, till eventually people have burnt one

lother at the stake, and even wars have broken

It on account of their religious differences."

He also reminded them that the Doukhobortsi
' the Small Party go through exactly the same
iremonies, but that has not prevented them
om declining in the spirit. And he asked

lem whether such a view of ceremonies as he

ad expressed separated him from them or not?

hey all, without exception, replied that as

ion as we acknowledge the command to love

jrod and our neighbor, and desire to live ac-

prdingly, nothing could ever disunite us. Some
if the younger people showed a tendency to

jpologize for the ceremonies—while some of the

Ider ones seemed to think that if those Friends

ho sympathized with them lived among them,

.ley would probably by-and-bye understand,

nd join with them in their forms of worship,

"he writer continues:—

•

" I want to say a few words here on the free-

om, tolerance, and diversity of opinion, which
have observed among them.
" When I was about to visit them last year I

xpected to see either fanatics, or a people par-

icularly inclined to mysticism. I expected that

hey would differ little from one another, that

hey would be sad and dejected, and that it

oust be more agreeable to hear about them
han to live amongst them. I know too, that

he majority of those who have heard of and
ympathize with the D mkhobortsi, have the

ame notion.
" In reality it turned out to be quite different,

n spite of the fact that last year (as in this)

hey were in extremely bad circumstances; suf-

ering from fevers, eye diseases, etc., their food

insufficient, that it was a wonder how their

arge, strong bodies could be sustained—in spite

)f the great mortality, and the unnaturalness of

their life of idleness, owing to scarcity of work,

and in spite of the fact that almost every family

had some of its members exiled, or lanquishing

in prisons and penal battalions. I noticed

among them from the first day, and the first

words, such vitality and animation, such abun-

dance of hearty energy, and such soberness, as

I had previously no idea of whilst living among
people who cannot decide as to the life they

want to lead, whether for 'God or Mammon,'
and who consequently are wearied out, suffering

and discontented.
" Contrary to my expectations I saw that they

do not subject themselves to any oppressive

principles which limited the freedom of their

individuality. Each one when considering any
question is guided exclusively by his own spiritual

understanding. That is why they are so ener-

getic, joyful and free, more so than it is possible

for any of us to be. And all their actions which,

to us, seem extraordinary, are to them quite

usual. This results from the fact that their con-

duct is looked upon by them only as the out-

ward manifestation, as the result of continual

inward spiritual force. And out of this con-

ception arises the fact that there is no need for

people to carry out this act or that, prompted

by any other motive than the impossibility to

act otherwise.
" Therefore there are no vain actions, as no-

body will praise them ; there are no actions

from fear of censure on the part of the brethren,

as no one will blame them ; there are no actions

out of blind submission to the majority, as none
either expects or demands anything from another.

Moreover, if there be anyone whose inner con-

sciousness does not strongly exhort him to live

this life, he always has the possibility of joining

the Small Party.
" In my presence the news came that one of

the Doukhobortsi, who was kept in a penal

battalion, not having strength to bear the tor-

tures, consented to serve. All who were present

in the hut had only just heard about it, and I

was able to observe their immediate attitude

towards this matter. Nearly all of them spoke

with sorrow about him and pitied him :
' Dear

lad, he had to bear much pain ; and now it will

be still harder for him, poor fellow.' All spoke

of him with such affection, such grief; they

feared that he would find it still harder to live

after his consent to serve in the army. They
spoke of his youthfulness, of the sensitiveness of

his nature,and of his severe sufferings.

" The feeling is just as tolerant and tender

when it happens that one of the exiled goes

over to the Small Party—not having strength

to bear the hardships of persecution. General-

ly he comes, bows to all and asks forgiveness

for leaving them. On their part, those who re-

main give him their best wishes: ' May God
grant you to live there, as well as possible. One
can serve God everywhere.' They ask forgive-

ness for not having been able to make his life

among them more easy. They give him two

horses, a van, and food for his journey.
" Their relations to their neighbors, who have

never shared their faith, is equally kind. Soon

after the settlement of the Doukhobortsi in the

Government of Tiflis, a Georgian in one of the

villages fell ill. It happened to be in autumn,

and the corn gathered in by him was not yet

removed, and was lying in sheaves in the yard.

The corn would have spoiled as the rain was

pouring down. The Doukhobors got to know
of this, went to his place, thrashed the corn, put

it in its place, and went away, almost without

seeing the owner.

" In another village one of the Doukhobortsi
once heard, during the night, some noise going
on near the horses. He went out to see what
was the matter, and saw that a Georgian had
led his horse out, and, mounting on it, was about
to gallop away. The Doukhobor began to shout

:

' Stop, stop !' so persistently, that the Georgian
—though he was already some distance away

—

stood still. The Doukhobor said: 'I only
wanted to tell you that you need not be afraid,

and that you should not consider this horse as

a stolen one, if you want it, take it.' The Geor-
gian stood still for awhile, reflected, came back
and returned the horse.

"At Easter, some Georgians danced to the
sound of the drum. Two Doukhobortsi women
stood at a distance and looked on. One of them
noticed that a little girl, six years old, who was
with them, had turned herself away. '' Why
don't you look on my little srirl?' 'Because I

know a Psalm which says: ' Where they fight

and struggle go not, and where they jump and
dance look not.'

"After going away from the Doukhobortsi,
and living again among people like myself, I

could not help noticing the difference between
them and us; the weakness, the confusion, in-

toxication, the constant dissatisfaction with life

and lack of confidence in the midst of which
we live. However much we may talk of the

Christian life, among all of us there is a feeling

of distrust in the possibility of all people living

in unity, and acknowledging as their guide their

higher consciousness only. For we do not really

represent to ourselves such a life, we cannot
imagine the possibility of a life free from all the

outward restraints that keep everyone in a defi-

nite place, in the general order. Hence our
distrust in the welfare of a life like that of the

Doukhobortsi.
" However, it is only necessary to have been

once among them to be convinced, not only of

the possibility of such a life, but of the fact that

it does already exist, and that it is practised

—

not by two or three people only, but by the

whole of a large community.
" Seeing them it became clear to me that it is

impossible to live a little in one way and a little

in another ; that all the welfare of the Douk-
hobortsi, all their strength, lies in the fact that

they have planted both their feet upon that road
on which we put one foot and then draw it back.

We shall, however, be obliged to get on to this

road ; there is no other way. We have not

noticed how far we have already come, and how
impossible it is for us to be ignorant of the road,

and consequently to avoid it. We have all but

one thing to do, and that is to step wholeheart-

edly on to that same road.
" It Sometimes seems to us that in doing this

we might ruin or destroy many useful things

existing at present. But ^vhat is the most useful,

the most necessary thing, if not thist ' Do what
you ought, come what may.'

"And what will come is that if in the new life

it be found necessary to possess those advantages
which we are now afraid to lose, they will re-

main, and will become even better and more
firmly established, for they will then exist, not

because it was wished by a small group of peo-

ple, who, by means of deceit and violence have
satisfied their desire, but because it will be the

desire of all human beings who love each other.

Should these advantages not be found neces-

sary, they will net exist, and in that case there

is no reason to regret their absence.
" We desire to help the Doukhobortsi in their

distress. But how can we help them, when by
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our lives we produce and uphold the causes

from which their suft'erings arise?

"And I think that the truest help would be

in our acknowledging as our exclusive guide, as

the master over us—our higher consciousness,

in learning to listen to its commands and in

trying to carry them out.

" Every attempt to get out of the double posi-

tion, between the choice of the Christian life and

the egotistic auimal life; every attempt of each

individual to become at least a little kinder,

better, is such a real help.

" In acting thus both problems are solved
;

my own welfare as well as that of the Doukho-
bortsi and all mankind."

John Yeardley and his Travels.

(Continued from page 122.)

"They left London on the 16th, and on the

19th arrived at Araiens, where they halted for

a few days. They found in this city a move-

ment among the Roman Catholics, a number of

whom had joined the Protestant worship. The
Protestant Pastor, Cadoret, was very friendly to

them ; when he heard that they belonged to the

Society of Friends, he pressed John Yeardley's

hand and said, I am very glad to make your
acquaintance; it is the first time I have seen

any of your Society, of whom I have heard

much.
" On the 20t,h J. Y. writes in allusion to the

spiritual darkness which so generally covered

the land of France:

—

"
' My soul is cast down, but when I am af-

flicted because of the wickedness of the people,

I call to remembrance these words :
" Fret not

thyself because of evil doers. Trust in the Lord
and do good; so shall thou dwell in the land,

and verily thou shall be fed" (Psalm xxxvii

:

1, 3).'

"A large number of workmen of various na-

tions are employed at Amiens in weaving. J.

and M. Y. visited several of these in their cot-

tages, and before they left the city invited the

people of this class to a meeting, especially in-

tended for their own countrymen, but open to

all who were willing to come. The meeting,
says J. Y., was an occasion precious to our souls

;

the Lord gave us ability to declare his word.
I spoke in Euglish and my dear Martha in

French."

"John and Martha Yeardley arrived at Lyons
on the 13th, and, after making some calls, in-

tended to proceed to Nismes the next day. But
not feeling satisfied to leave the city so soon, they
concluded to remain there one day more ; and
they had cause to be thankful in having taken
this course.

"
' For,' say J. Y., ' we have made the ac-

quaintanceof several religious persons. An evan-
gelist and colporteur named Hermann Lauge,
a German Swiss, took us to see some Protestaut
converts, amongst whom we have found much
of the interior life. The Lord gave me a word
of exhortation for them, and helped me to utter
it in French. We had a conversation with our
friend Lange respecting the ministry in our
Society. Like many other persons he supposed
we had no recognized ministers; we explained
the usage of Friends, and showed him our cer-
tificates, with which he was pleased. He ad-
mired the good order in use amongst us, and
said that he had for a long time desired to be
informed respecting the principles of Friends;
that he thought as we did, that an express call
of the Holy Spirit was necessary to the ministry,
and that women as well as men ought to be al-

lowed to preach. I fell intimately united to

him in spirit: on parting we gave him some

tracts explanatory of our principles.
"

' Lyons is the head-quarters of popery
;

the Jesuits here exert a strong influence with

the government against the Protestants. We
visited a good man named Elfenbein, who with

his wife, is very useful to the awakened Protes-

tants. He is a colporteur, and introduces the

Holy Scriptures into families to whom he speaks

concerning the things of God. He and his wife

called upon us in our hotel. On parting he

proposed we should pray together. This gave

us the opportunity of explaining our sentiments

regarding prayer ; and we proposed remaining

a while in silence, and if it should please the

Lord to put words of prayer into our heart, we
would express them with the help of the Holy
Spirit. After a time of silence, Elfenbein prayed

for us with unction in a few words: it was a

favored time ; thanks be to God.'
" On the 15th they resumed their journey,

and passing through Nismes proceeded to Con-

genies. They found there Edward and John
Pease, who were travelling on a religious errand,

and were about concluding their labors in those

parts."

"During their abode at Nismes they visted

the little congregations of Friends which lie to

the westward of that city, and had to record that

the presence of their Divine Master went with

them, giving them his word to declare, and in-

clining the hearts of the hearers to receive it."

" They arrived at Montpelier on the seventh

of Third Month, 1843. The pious characters

to whom they were introduced in this city were

mostly of the upper class—bankers, doctors,

lawyers, and professors. They found thaj the

principles of the Society of Friends were very

little known there, hut that many were desirous

of being acquainted with them. Being pressed

in their spirit to propose a meeting for worship

with such as were disposed to give their com-
pany, their new friends readily agreed to it, and
about thirty-five persons sat down with them at

their inn. The assembly was, as they believed,

owned by the great Master, who showed himself

to be their strength in the time of weakness,

and gave them power to preach the gospel and
explain the nature of true worship. Pastor

Lissignol and Dr. Parlier were amongst those

to whom they were the most united. The latter

filled the office of mayor when Josiah Forster

and Elizabeth Fry were at Montpelier. He
told John and Martha Yeardley that the meet-

ing they had just held had been strengthening

to his faith. That the Lord by his Spirit should
move the hearts of his children in a distant

land to visit his heritage in other countries, he
regarded as a proof of his love; and he spoke
of the unity of spirit which is felt by those of

diflTerent nations who love the same Lord, as a

precious mark of discipleship,
" ' The town of Montpelier,' says J. and M. Y.,

'is built with taste and elegance, and the situa-

tion is most delightful : there are four thousand
Protestants in a population of thirty-six thou-

sand. On Sixth-day (the 10th) we left this

place of deep interest, with hearts grateful to

the God and Father of all our sure mercies, in

that He had enabled us to bear a testimony to

the spirituality of worship as set forth by our
Saviour himself

(To be continued).

It is largely because so much of our charity
contents itself with the immediate relief of pres-
ent suffering, and does not aim at the elimina-
tion of its causes, that poverty and misery re-

tain so firm a grasp upon their victims.

—

Ledger.

" It was reserved for Christianity to

to the world an ideal character, which through

all the changes of eighteen centuries has filled

the heart of men with an impassioned love, and

has shown itself capable of acting on all ages,

nations, temperaments, and conditions, and has

exerted so deep an influence that it may be

truly said that the simple record of three short

years of active life has done more to regenerate

and soften mankind than all the disquisitions

of philosophers and all the exhortations of mor-

alists."— Lecky.

Notes from Others.

That education, whether of black man or white

man, that gives one physical courage to stand in

front of a cannon and fails to give him moral cour-

age to stand up in defence of right and justice, is

a failure.

—

Booker T. Washington.

Emerson said that God offers to every man hig

choice between truth and repose—he might have
said between truth and popularity. " Take which
you please—you can never have both." There are

too many preachers to-day who have chosen re-

pose.

—

Zion's Watchman.
j

The United States has had to deal with three

great races: the Negroes, in great numbers; the

Indians, in considerable numbers ; and the Chinese,

in much smaller numbers. How it has dealt with

them everyone knows ; and yet it has now brought
into the country the Hawaiians, a large multitude

that it will not allow to become citizens, and if

there be no independent policy in the White House
and no vigor of opposition in the Senate, it may be „

driven into taking charge of ten millions more.—
|

Christian Advocate. 1

"The Church of the future," said the Bishop of

Ripon, "will be neither Protestant nor Catholic,

but simply Christian." That is very beautiful, but

the question rather is, will it be sacerdotal? There I

is a line of cleavage, which no attempts at pacifi- '

cation can obliterate, between those who regard the

clergy as a separate sacrificing priesthood, miracu-
lously endowed by unbroken descent from the

,

apostles, and those who regard them simply as

pastors and evangelists. While we do not venture
to prophesy, we hazard the suggestion that the two
ideas will long remain in conflict, but that common
sense and the tacts of history will triumph in the

end.

—

British Friend.

Robert F. Horton, a well-known English -writer

and preacher, who delivered the Yale Lectures on
Preaching in 1893, has recently expressed an opin-

ion as to " raising the tone " of the theatre. He is

quoted as saying :
" I am told on all hands that it

is the duty of Christians to go to theatres in order

to raise the tone of plays. If you are able to do
this, God bless you! I shall not do it; I am not

strong enough. It is a crusade peculiarly beset

'

witli pitfalls and with self-delusions. It is easy for

men to imagine that they are going to reform the

theatre when they go to amuse themselves. There .

are more practical, if less attractive, ways of ser-

" Is it not a comfort, after all," says the British

Friend, " to belong to a body for whom these con-
troversies have no meaning, and whose view that

they arise out of a baseless and unspiritual delusion
is confirmed by every fresh historical and biblical

enquiry? Hear the Christian World:
"' While the Primate's significant utterances on

the Anglican doctrine of the Eucharist have placed
this subject in the forefront of theological and ec-

clesiastical interest, it may be worth while to draw
attention again to Dr. Norman Fox's remarkable
work, 'Christ in the Daily Meal,' in which, in the

compass of some one hundred and thirty pages,

the whole question of the Lord's Supper is ap-

proached from a new standpoint and argued down
to its roots. In this exposition, which is as note-

worthy for its wonderful freshness and charm as it

is for the religious issues involved, every shred of
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ie sacerdotal contention is scattered to the winds.

fie
interest shown in the work is evidenced by

e fact that the English edition is already sold

We hear enough of the Church of England, the

hurch of Calvin, the CImrch of Wesley, the

aurch of this sect or that, but we hear too little of

le " Church of the Living God." . . . We have
en every one of the modern methods tried without
Feet. It is useless to try to galvanize a dead body
to life. The thing todo is to get back to the orig-

al conception of the Church, and to go to work
. realize that apostolic idea. It is the Church of

le Living God. . . . The Church is not simply a

eak company of people who helplessly stand at

ly and repeat the truths which they have inheri-

d. It is the visible instrument through which
ie Living God speaks and works. It has all the
'sourcesof the Eternal Spirit to draw upon. There
no limit to its possible power. Ten men who be-

)me really "joined to the Lord," and so form a
art of the Church of the Living God, can more
ightily afi'ect a community than ten churches
bich descend to the plan of " entertainment."
he discouraged and hopeless feeling which char-

3terizes so many Christians vanishes the moment
'3e enters the Church of the Living God.

—

Ameri-
te Friend.

It is generally said that such attempts as the
jalization of the Christian life as the " Christians

f the Universal Brotherhood " stand for, have been
lade more than once already ; there have been the
',uakers, the Menonites, and others, all of whom
ave weakened and degenerated into ordinary peo-
le, living the general life under the State. And,
lercfore, it is said such attempts at the realization
1' the Christian life are not of importance.
To say so is like saying that the warm rains and
le sun-rays which have not as yet brought spring,
re of no importance. If the kingdom of God, i. e.

je kingdom on earth of good and truth, is to be
3alized, it can be realized only by such attempts
3 were made by the first disciples of Christ, after-

ards by the Paulicians, Albigenses, Quakers,
loravian Brethren, Menonites, all the true Christ-

ins of the world, and now by the Christians of the
Tniversal Brotherhood (Dukhorbsti). The fact

bat these pains of labor continue and increase

^oes not prove that there will be no birth, but on
he contrary that the birth is near at hand.

—

^ount Leo Tohtoy.

The pastoral sent forth by the Triennial Conven-
ion of the Protestant Episcopal Church, contains
n excellent description of the state of the Church,
-nd its needs, and it will apply in varying meas-
.res to all Methodists, Baptist, Lutherans, Presby-
iCrians, and Congregationalists :

"If the fact that Christ is the Captain of the
aissionary hosts were infused into the belief of
Christendom, Christendom would revolutionize its

iJhristianity. For our own Church, it would mean
ess luxur}", less extravagance of expenditure on
!elf, less social ambition, less pride of wealth, less

elf-indulgence of every kind. It would mean more
orayer, more unselfishness and self-denial, more
•ympathy with the poor, the ignorant, the vicious,

•he outcast, the heathen ; more catholicity of evan-
;elism, and less ecclesiastical self-sutficiency ; more
)f the power of the Holy Ghost, and, therefore, the
jransformation of apathy into the spirit of con-
juest."

It is to be regretted that such sensible pastoral
Communications appear to be comparatively pow-
erless, and still more to be regretted that in all de-
lominations the laity often have reason to look
jpon the ecclesiastics who write these things as in

;3qual or greater need of admonition than them-
selves.— Christian Advocate.

From the " British Friend."

At the annual meeting of the Congregational
Union, at Halifax, a clear note was sounded by
President Rowland on Priestism in the Church.
While he endeavored to recognize all the good that
is to be found in the present ritualistic movement,
he pointed to the fundamental error underlying it,

iquoting these words from an Anglican manual :

"The sacrifice of the altar is one and the same
sacrifice witli that offered on Calvary. It is not a
different sacrifice nor a repetition ; it is the same."
He then traced the consequences of this initial

error ; but endeavored at each point to show the
real and important truth that is misrepresented by
sacerdotalism. This passage, for example, has
special interest for Friends:

" May we not regard the cult of the Virgin as a
travesty of truth ? It has arisen from forgetfulness
of the fact that in Jesus Christ may be found all that
is noblest in womanhood as well as in manhood.
We do not need, therefore, the intercession of any
woman in heaven ; but I think we do need the in-

tercession of women on earth ; and we ought to

avail ourselves of itto the edification of theChurch.
In an ordinary prayer meeting you will probably
find four women to every one man, and it would
not be an exaggerated estimate if I say that they
bring at least four times the intelligence and spir-

ituality. Yet we expect them to sit silent as if

they were wax figures. Though we look to tliem
as leaders in society, we take good care that they
should not lead in the Church. Instead of adorning
exalted womanhood in heaven as Romanists do,

let us make more of sanctified womanhood on
earth, and no longer allow the most numerous and
the most spiritual section of the Cliurch to be muz-
zled by antiquated custom."

Items Concerning the Society.

Elizabeth Evans, of Moorestown, New Jersey,
in company with her brother, William Evans, has
gone on a religious visit to some parts of Ohio.

Charles Rhoads, of Haddonfleld, N. J., has a
prospect of religious service within the limits of
Burlington Quarterly Meeting.

Samuel James Capper complains in a letter from
Turin, Italy :

—
" It has frequently happened in my

residence in England during the past summer, that

upon entering one of our meetings with a strong
impression that I had a word to say, and that say
it I must or be very unhappy, that I have observed
a Friend in a prominent position with an official

looking Bible by his side. It has struck me with
pain and regret because I know that in a few min-
utes he will rise and without reference to any ex-
ercise of the meeting will read as a matter of form
two or three chapters. What a Divine impulse
would have constrained me or any one else to speak,
would fall tame and flat after the mere formal read-

ing, which would probably have no bearing upon
the special travail of any mind or any exercise of
the meeting."

The subject of the paper by Lydia E. Reynolds,
read in a " Young Friends' Association," of West
Nottingham, Md., was "The Influence of Plain
Language." The thought was expressed that some-
times when thrown among strangers we may be
tempted to refrain from using the plain language,
with the fear of making ourselves conspicuous. Yet
why should we fear? Was it not the language of
the One whose guidance it is hoped we all desire ?

But in the great vineyard of the Lord each has bis

lesser or greater work to do. And while the duty
which is sometimes presented seems almost too

small to be countenanced, yet the shirking of this

is but a link dropped, which may result in some
soul losing a glimpse of the Divine. There is some-
thing in the use of the word " thee" that seems to

mean perfect kindness of thought—a step nearer
the Divine. If this be the general impression may
not our influence in this small way become a lumi-
nous suggestion that wins the soul to higher regions

of life?

The following minute has been issued by the

Elders ofLancashire and Cheshire Quarterly Meet-
ing, England :

—"The Elders have given consider-

ation to the Meetings for Worship held during our
Quarterly Meetings. While we believe these are

frequently times of true spiritual edification, it has
been felt that, on several recent occasions, some loss

has been sustained by the quick succession of offer-

ings in the ministry, some of the communications
not being altogether in harmony with the occasion.

the world that phase of the character of William
Penn which marks him, not only as a pbilanthro-
pi.'^t, but as a broad-minded statesman. This me-
morial should also, of course commemorate the
courage and sturdy resistance of the jurors whore-
fused to commit Penn.

All those of Greater Britain (thus endow^ed with
the imprescriptible right to give, when acting as
jurymen, a verdict according to their own judg-
ment), who are interested in this movement, are
invited to make suggestions as to the kind of me-
morial that should be erected, or to send informa-
tion as to this trial, perhaps the most important
that ever took place in England.

Tlie Siraws on the Camel's Back; or. The Financial
Pressure exercised from Devonshire House on Mem-
bers nfthe Society of Friends.—By John D. Crosfield,
London.

This is the title of a pamphlet in which the writ-

er calls attention to the serious nature of the an-
nnal deficits of many of the charitable institutions,

schools, missions, and enterprises of the Society.

He fears the numerous additions in recent years
of fresh responsibiliti&s are overstraining the re-

sources of Friends, and that the older established
claims seriously suffer by a diversion, or division
of the support given in former years. . . .

Whilst many wealthy Friends who gave largely
to the Society's funds for forty or fifty years ago
have been replaced by a greater number who can
only give much smaller sums ; we believe that the
general spirit of liberality in the Society has not
diminished, and that the vastly increased area of
objects rightly claiming our support, does accord-
ing to its urgency receive cordial response. Whilst
we express tliis opinion we feel sure that there is

room to cultivate the spirit of a "cheerful giver,"
to remember that whilst a man's giving must be
according to that he hath, and not to that he does
not possess, there is room for many to open more
widely the outflow of their charity, to diminish the
readiness to say " I pray thee have me excused,"
and to except the Christian duty of a faithful stew-
ardship in every department of their power to serve.—British Friend.

A William Penn Memorial.—In a volume recently

published entitled " A Quaker of the Olden Time,"

we have been again reminded in a graphic and in-

teresting manner of the celebrated trial of William
Penn and William Mead before the Lord Mayor
and the Recorder of London. This trial took place

in 1670 at the Old Bailey, and any Friend not ac-

quainted with the memoir of this noble Quaker,
who will turn to the Life of William Penn, by
Thomas Clarkson, will find in chapter vi. one of
the most interesting and noteworthy episodes in

the great conflict for religious and civil liberty in

which the early Friends bore so heroic a part. We
gladly respond to a request that we would insert

the following statement of a suggested Memorial in

The British Friend, and invite the attention of our
readers to the concluding paragraph. It is as fol-

lows :

—

In September, 1670, William Penn was brought
up before the Mayor and Recorder of London, at

the old Bailey, to be tried for preaching Quakerism
near Grace- church Meeting-house. Thejury refused

to convict and were fined for their obstinacy. They
refused to pay the fines and were sent to prison.

At Peon's suggestion they brought an action against

the Lord Mayor and Recorder for unjust imprison-

ment. This was heard before the Court of Com-
mon Pleas and decided almost unanimously in

their favor. By this decision, due entirely to Penn's
initiative, the right of all juries in Great Britain to

give their verdicts according to their collective

conscience (heretofore an unsettled question) was
established for all time.

On a suggestion made by Horace J. Smith, of

Philadelphia, appearing in an editorial notice of

October VM\. and in his letter of October 13th, in

the Daily Chronicle, it is proposed to form a Com-
mittee to provide some kind of Memorial to Wil-
liam Penn, not as a Friend (Quaker), butas the as-

serter and defender of the right of a jury to give a

verdict contrary to the dictating of the judge. This

right now pertains to all who live in Great Britain.
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Such a memorial would bring prominently before

and tending to dissipate the effects of previous ad

dresses, containing matter for silent thought on the

part of the congregation.
" Whilst in no way venturing to prescribe lim

to the promptings of the Divine Spirit, as applied

either to larger or smaller gifts, we would affection-

ately admonish Friends who may have matter

pressing on their minds, to endeavor to have a

clear apprehension that the expression of it is called

for on their part, having due regard to the time and

the occasion, and bearing in mind the importance

of following the restraining as well as the constrain-

ing guidance of the Holy Spirit."

SU.M.MARY OF EVENTS.
United States.— .-Vs a result of the late election

the Fifty-sixth Congress will be Republican in both

branches. The majority in the house will be about

1.3. With several districts still to be determined,

there is a Republican majority of fourteen over the

Democrats conceded to be elected. The Senate will

be Republican by about ten majority.

The Pennsylvania delegation in the Fifty-sixth Con-

gress will comprise twenty-one Republicans aud nine

Democrats, a g<in of si.K fir the latter.

The J. lint High Commis.si m with Canada met in

Washington. It is believed that the work will be con-

cluded at the-e sessions, and a treaty drafted in regard

to cl'ser relations between the United States and
Canada.
The annual report of the Fourth Assistant Post-

master General Bristow, shows that there are 73,570

postofEces in the United States, an increase of 2548

during the past year.

General Wade, Cha'rra.in of the Cuban Military

Commission, rep rts that everything is progressing

very sati^fact rily in Cuba, and that the Spaniards are

moving troops out as fast as they can secure transports.

Already 20,0U0 have gone, and 9000 more were to have
embarked fr'm Puerto Principe on the 11th and 12th.

A request from the Spanish Peace Commissioners
for additional time to prepare their reply to the propo-

sition submitte I by tlie United States has been granted,

and the reply will n tbe presented until the Ifith Inst.

Insliuctions were sent to the American representatives

to admit of no further discussion as to the right to

consider the disposition of the Philippines, and that

on that point the instructions already sent must stand.

The only matter for discussion from the American
view is the manner of giving over the islands.

It is said the officials in Madrid do not believe the

peace negotiations will be broken off. " If the United
States persists in their present claims Spain will accept

the conditions after formally announcing at a session

of the Commission, and in a circular to the Powers,
that she yields to force, and owing to the imp' ssibility

of renewing the war without unobtainable assistance

in defence of her rights."

The officials at the Navy Department were interes'.ed

in the news fr im Nassau identifying clearly a steam-
ship lying off Cat Island as the 3Liria Teresa. The
legal status of the vessel has been considered cursorily,

and in the oplni n of the department the tit'e of the
United States to her is unimpaired, notwithstanding
the fact that it was nece-sary to abandon her for a time.

There may be some question involved as to the pay-
ment of salvage to the Bahama fishermen, but that de-

pends in a large measure on what they have done.
Chairman Dingley, of the House Ways and Means

Committee, declares that there will be no change in

the war tax this fiscal year, and that there will be no
revision of the tariff.

The Agricultural Department's Eleventh Month
crop report estimates the total cotton crop as ' not far
short of ten million bales."

The United States sent 73,000 pounds of butter to
Japan in 1897.

Out of 6573 new books published last year, 2677
were novels.

The whaling steamer Tk-n/her has arrived at San
Francisco from the Arctic, with 15,000 pfiunds of whale-
bone. Her cargo is valued at over f50,000.

It is reported from San Francisco that there will be
more beet sugar produced in Calif irnia during the com-
ing year than ever before in a twelve-month.

_
A despatch from West Branch, Mich., says :

" Mor-
rie L. Abbott, of this place, is probably the "only wom-
an ever elected Prosecuting Attorney of a county. The
Free Silver Democratic Convention nominated her
more as a joke than anything else, but the electors
took her candidacy seriously, and while the county
went 321 Republican, she succeeded in winning by a

small plurality." She will probably be declared in

eligible.

A despatch from Dallas, Texas, says that "Tuesday
was a bloody election day in Texas," and mentions

shooting affrays in which eleven persons were killed

and five seriously injured. The despatch concludes:
" Many minor affrays occurred in various parts of the

State as the result of election differences."

An armed mob of white men in Wilmington, N. C,
on the 10th inst., destroyed and fired the plant of a

newspaper published by a negro, because of an article

"defamatory of white women." There were numer-
ous conflicts throughout the day, resulting in the kill-

ing of eight negroes and the wounding of three whites.

In the afternoon the Board of .\ldermen resigned, "in
response to public sentiment," and were replaced by a

Board selected by the Citizens' Committee. The
Mayor and Chief of Police also resigned and were
placed by new officials. A force of 250 special police-

men, all white, were sworn in to preserve order.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 397, which is 3 more than the previous week
13 more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 208 were males and 189 females ; 55 died
of consumption ; 42 of heart disease ; 35 of pneumonia

;

25 of old age ;
24 of diphtheria ; 17 of inflammation of

the stomach and bowels ; 16 of cancer ; 16 of apoplexy
11 of marasmus ; 10 of inanition

; 9 of uraemia; 9 of
convulsions ; 9 of inflammation of the brain ; 9 of
Bright's disea-e and 9 from casualties.

Markets, &c.—V. S. 2's, 98 J a 100 ; 4's, reg., 111} a

inj; coupon, 112 a 113; new 4's, 127 a 127f ; 5's, 112
a 113; 3's, 105i a 105| ; currency 6's, 102| a 103.

Cotton was quiet and unchanged on a basis of S/^c.
per pound for middling uplands.

Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, $13.75 a $14.50, and
spring, in sacks, $13.50 a $14 per ton.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.65 a $2.90 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.1 5 a $3.35
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.15 a $3.40 ; do., straight, $3.40 a .$3.60 ; do., patent,
$3.60 a $3.85 ; spring, clear, $3 10 a $3.35 ; do. straight,

$3.50 a $3.70 ; do., patent, $3.75 a $3.90 ; do., favorite
brands, $4.00 a $4.15 ; city mills, extra, $2.65 a $2.90;
do., clear, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.75

;

do., patent, $3.75 a $4.25. Rye Floub.—$3.00 a $3.10
per bbl. for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour
—$1.75 a $1.85 per 100 pounds as to quahty, for new.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71} a 71ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37f a 37|c.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31c.

Foreign.—The population of England has increased
from 4,000,000 in the Elizabethan era to 29,000,000 of
to-day.

At the Lord Mayor's banquet in London on the 9th
instant, the Marquis of Salisbury did not announce a
British protectorate over Egypt, intimating that such
a course would cause war. The Premier also said the
United States was a new and disturbing factor in
European politics, and may not conduce to the inter-
ests of peace, but to the detriment of Great Britain.

William T. Stead, writing to the Daily News from
Sebastopol, after having had an interview with the
Czar at Livadia, reiterates his conviction of the ear-
nestness and sincerity of the Czar's purpose in propos-
ing disarmament. W. T. Stead says it is impossible to
repeat the conversation, but he adds :

" But my opinion
is summed up in a remark which I made to a princess
of the court, wbo, meeting me as I was leaving, asked
le :

' Well, what ie your opinion ?' I replied, simply,
I thank God for him. If he is spared to Russia, that

young man will go far.' " W. T. Stead adds that he
found the Czar possessed of exceptional rapidity of
perception, united with a remarkable memory, and a
very wide grasp of an immense range of facts.

Russia's proposal to appoint Prince George of
Greece High Commissioner in Crete has been approved
by Great Britain, France and Italy.

Luigi Luccheni, the Anarchist, who killed Empress
Elizabeth of Austria, on Eighth Month 10th last, was
convicted in Geneva, Switzerland, on the 10th inst.

He was sentenced to rigorous imprisonment for life.

Li Hung Chang has been ordered to concert meas-
ures with the Viceroy of Shang-Tung to prevent future
inundations of the Yellow River. This is regarded as

rtually retiring Prince Li.
The Earl of Minto, the new Canadian Governor

General in succession to Lord Aberdeen, arrived at
Quebec on the 12th of this month, on the steamship
Scoisman, from Liverpool. He was sworn in at the
Citadel and proceeded to Montreal. Lord and Lady
Aberdeen sailed on the same evening for Liverpool.
The Government of the United States of Central

America is removing its capital from Amapala, Hon-

duras, to Chinandega, Nicaragua, which will be tl

permanent seat of government.
Frauklin Ransom, of Cleveland, Ohio, who v/ent

Terra del Fuego a year and a half ago in quest of gol
returned with nearly $18,000 of the yellow mets
Ransom will return to South America in the sprin

He says all gold is obtained from placer mines, or
washed out by a magnetic black sand that is ihron
up on the seashore. This sand sometimes runs $l.i

to the pan. The belt of black sand lies under the lo

tide level, so it is necessary to wait for a storm to waj

it up in reach of the miners.

RECEIPTS.
Received from George Sykes, agent, England, £1

being 10 shillings each for himself, Mary Ashby, Joh
.Anderson, Robert Bigland, John Bellows, R. B. Brocl
bank, Birmingham Friends' Reading Society, Eliz!

beih and Grace Brodrib, A. Cheal, Robert H. Clar'

Stephen Cumberland, R. H. Dreaper, Thomas Franci
William Graham, William B. Gibbins, Jane Hal
Wm. Hall, Wm. Knowles, Hannah Knowles, W. ,

LeTall, Jos. Lamb, Anna Moorhouse, W. C. McChean
Wm. R. Nash, Daniel Pickard, George Pitt, Joh
Sykes, E. M. Southall. J. H. Shield, Isaac Sharp, J.(
Smeal, John Wood. Lucv W. Walker, J. H. Walke
F. E. Wright, William WilUamson, Ellen K. Watkii
and Charles W. Thomson.

NOTICES.
A young woman, having experience, desires to serv

as companion to a woman, preferably a Friend. Ii

quire of the Editor.

Receipts for Dukhobortsi Fund for two week
ending Eleventh Month 15th.

H. C. (Iowa) $1 ; L. M. H., $1 ; E. F. P., $5 ; 1(

E. $10 ; G. P. $5 ; H. (Gtn.) $5 ; A Friend (Phila.) $:

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenienc

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi
mfet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 a. m
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met whe
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M
twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school b;

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sap't.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fo

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters i:

regard to instruction and discipline should be ad

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, ai

communications in regard to business should be for-

warded to Edward G. .Smedley, Superintendent.

Addre.ss, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Western Quarterly Meeting of Friends.-

The train leaving Broad Street Station, Philadelphia

at 7.17 A. M., on the 25th inst., will be met at Wes
Grove to convey (free of charge) those desiring to

tend the Western Quarterly Meeting of Friends, to

held at London Grove, Chester Co., Pa. It wouli

assist the Committee if those intending to come woul(

inform by postal in advance.
Trueman C. Moore, \ n„^^.;,..
Geo. R. Chambers, |

Comrmt!ee.§

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.-

We note the following recent biographies :

Audubon—Audution and his Journals (2 vols).

Below—Eugene Field in his Home.
Bicknell—Story of Marie Antoinette.

Field—Life of David Dudley Field.

KiRLEW—Story of John Wesley.
Mason—Thomas Cranmer.
MuLLER—Auld Lang Syne.

Rowland—Life of Charles Carroll (2 vols).

Saint-Amand—Louis Napoleon.
" " Napoleon III and his Court.

Books are free to all Friends living in Philadelphii

and vicinity, and to others who are properly recom
mended. The Library is open every week-day froD

3 to 6 p. M.

Married, at Stillwater Meeting House, near Barnes

ville, Ohio, Tenth Month 20th, 1898, William C

Cowperthwaite, son of Levi R. and Ella Cowperth
waite, of Haddonfield, N. J., to Mary M. Smith
daughter of the late Sinclair and Tacy Smith, of Still

water, Ohio.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street
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Sympathy.—Two Greek words, syn meaning

{ih and pathos meaning suffering, are the par-

ole of our English word sympathy, and form a

ue index to the essential meaning of it. Sym-

ithy with our fellows, if it be genuine and no

ake-believe, is a real suffering with them—

a

avail with them in spirit, not merely some

ental estimate or outside apprehension of what

ley I'eel. *•

The Practicability of Christianity.

It is a saying one sometimes hears from men
' this world that the teachings of Christ are

opracticable. Yet that is poor logic which

iads a man to deny what he has not tested,

lore to the point is the evidence of Christ's ser-

ants. As men yield themselves to the opera-

lon of our Lord's law, does not the experience

f his rule make them less and less inclined to

luestion the practicability of Christianity ? To

'uch is He not continually opening a way where

nee none appeared ? No one has ever known

he real depths of humanity as humanity's Sav-

our knows them, and the precepts of Divine

Wisdom cannot be vain. Even the unbelieving

porld gives an encouragement, more or less

acit.to the faithful to persevere in obedience to

lis law ; for as a rule, the world, though Christ

leem to it foolishness, respects a Christian li

10 soon as it is sure the life is genuine, and not

1 sham. S.

hava been invested by citizens, but no results

proved to be those of a new force have yet been

shown. This statement is no necessary reflec-

tion on J. W. Keely'a sincerity or honesty ;
but

it is made for the sake of considering the signs

of an invisible power in which the world may

have confidence.

The Ledger justly says :
" When a man claims

to have discovered a force not known to his

fellow-men, there are only two ways to prove

its existence ; one is to make it do something

that previously known forces cannot accom-

plish ; the other is to make it do something

which other forces can also do, but under test

conditions excluding the other torces. Keely

never proved the existence of his new or un-

known force by either of these methods."

We hold that a Christian is such by virtue of

a new, invisible power that has come into his

being so that it operates his life—a force not

credited by his fellow men who may be outside

of his state of experience. This power works

the works which no other men can do, nor can

any of the known forces of nature produce its

spiritual fruits. Although through the ages it

has remoulded or regenerated some men, giving

many as received its Author " power to

become sons of God," yet because of its super-

naturalness it is ever a new force in the world

to each heart that receives it. " Except ye see

signs and wonders," said its Introducer, " ye

will not believe ;" and so He showed them such

powers and miracles as credentials of his au-

thority from the Omnipotent, and empowered

his commissioners with the same miracle-show-

ing as " the signs of an apostle." A re-state-

ment of the genuineness of these signs need not

be undertaken here. They have been convinc-

ing enough for eighteen centuries to change the

face of human history. Demonstrations of the

continued effect of Christ's invisible power in

the present day, are ample for those who have

eyes now to see.

Previously known torces could not accom-

plish the present visible effects of Christianity

in the worid, as shown wherever Christianity as

a life is embraced, in a nation's enlightenment,

in the steady betterment of its history, in the

progressive refinement of its civilization. If, in

contrast with nations which abjure the Chris-

tian name, the nations most favored in high ad-

vantages are the most Christian, this shows the

movement of the new power which came and

comes into the world. And if the nations

The New Power.

The death of John W. Keely, who has

ured before the world for a quarter of a century

as the discoverer of an alleged new force, popu

larly known under the name of "The Keely

Motor," has revived in many the question of

the reality of any such discovery, and has left

in his believers a regret that the existence

such a force cannot now be shown. called Christian are now Christian only by in

For so many years this new power has been
| dividual exceptions rather than as the rule of

:profes8ed, on the faith of it thousands of dollars
|

their population's life, how exalted in all that

worth admiring would a nation be in which the

Christian life were indeed its rule ! No such

"holy experiment " of a state has yet persevered

up to such holy faithfulness of a state. So that

the world yet fails to see any Christian nation,

except as the title may be used to distinguish

between countries permitting and refusing the

name. It fails to find any nations Christian

—

that is, Christlike— in their national capacity

and character, however progressively modified

by Christian principles we may rejoice to see

them becoming. Modified, we say, yet far from

regenerated. A nation is not born by the new

birth in a day. The kingdom of the new Power

therein is like leaven inwardly hid and perme-

ating, till the whole is leavened ; a heart-work

and a heart change in men, till enough are re-

generated to make a nation, though not mem-

bers of a church, yet prevailingly Christian ;
of

"a new heart and anew spirit" in the new

soul-power directly ministered for human obe-

dience by the " ooe Mediator between God and

men."

The fact that but one wholly dedicated to this

spiritual power can, when so used by that power,

be said to shake his country for miles around
;

the fact that Christianity with its minority-fol-

lowing has already so remarkably modified the

principles and civilization of the vast majority,

and even much in the conduct of war itself,

demonstrates the power of living Grace upon the

earth to work overwhelming effects whensoever

it shall receive the cooperation of a majority.

By Christianity we mean the Christ power in

men and churches and nations, and not the pro-

fession of it by any of them ; we mean the very

spirit of Christ. Said an eminent ecclesiastic of

England, " Christianity is Christ." Said an emi-

nent apostle of the Power, " If any man have

not the spirit of Christ, he is none of his." And

" the Lord knoweth them that are his," is the

seal of the Divine foundation of his church.

Other foundation can no man lay than Christ,

as revealed to our hearts by the Father. And
" he that hath the Son hath life, and he that

hath not the Son of God hath not life." He

is come that we might have life, even more

abundantly than had appeared without the

giving of " his flesh for the life of the worid."

So that, being reconciled by his death suffered

for our sakes, we might " much more be saved

by his life." Thus we look upon Christianity

as a life, not our lives, but his made ours—

our self-life replaced by the Christ-life. This

process is the true cross ; the victory of the new

power, life, and love over the flesh and the

world.
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The Keely Motor, if it moved, was physical;

the Christ-Motor moves, and is spiritual. The
ODe was not proven by results, and yet was be-

lieved in by several. The other is assured by
many infallible proofs, and pre-eminently among
these by the witness of his Spirit in our hearts,

the evidence of things not seen for our light

and the inflow of love for our fulfilling of the

law. This new force of the Christian dispensa-

tion replaces hate by love, which no natural

power can do ; selfishness by self-sacrifice, anger
by peace, lust by purity, drunkenness by sober-

ness, guilt by the sense of forgiveness, " death
and evil " by " life and good." Renewed char-

acters stand at its monuments; gifts, graces, and
powers of the spirit in men, as its demonstration.

Especially does the new Power fulfil the new
commandment, which is the law of love,— its

first fruit and greatest; by which men shall

know his disciples from the world's. It inspires

the new song, makes a man in Christ a new
creature, is creating the new heavens and the

new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness; it

alone makes men and women able ministers of
the new covenant ; it is the life of the good news
from heaven to men, " the power of God unto
salvation to every one that believeth."

|

Has He who is this power, life, and authority
been so long time with us and we have not
known Him ? The world has so little begun to

confide in Him, that he still seems a new power.
But in Him all things have been consisting,

and he has for so many ages been " upholding
all things by the word of his power." Yet He
is a new discovery to every one as his eyes be-
come spiritually opened. Trust in the movings
of his spirit cannot be too confiding or too well
obeyed. Cooperation with Him makes man
" strong in the Lord and in the power of his

might."

Of course men are at liberty to keep them-
selves blind, or separate from this power, life,

and love of Christ, by rebuffing every suggestion
that he makes to their hearts. They may pre-
fer the short life of worldliness to the eternal life

of Christ. But he who closes in with an inti-

mation of the Spirit of Christ, to obey what the
witness for Truth speaks to him as good, is

through that obedience endued with an increase
of the new power for another step. And as he
thus follows on to know spiritual light unto sal
vation, he reaches the discovery of the sinful-

ness ofsin, repentance towards God, faith towards
his Lord Jesus Christ and the meaning of his
sacrifice for sin, the witnessing of his word of
pardon, and a clear entrance upon the new die
pensation of his life and power which leads un
to righteousness and true holiness.

" A STRICT adherence to truth is not only an
essential duty in a religious point of view, but
It is indispensably necessary to preserve the
morals of any community. If we allow our-
selves little deviations, and consider them as
trifling, our minds will, by degrees, grow callous
to things of more importance

; and we shall be
in danger of finding some excuse for the grossest
violations of that principle of truth, which ought
ever to be held sacred."

Philip Schaff and his Work—1819-'93.

(Continued from page 140.)

" Thought is progressive. History supplies
its manifold illustrations of the working out of
principles, whether false or true, in the afiairs

of men and of nations."*

It was an ever increasing appreciation of this

truth that enabled Philip Schafi" to gather so
much of value from his travels during this and
subsequent journeys on the continent of Europe.

His son and excellent biographer says, " To
the relics of ancient and mediasval Rome the
young Swiss brought a lively historical sense.
The Colosseum and the catacombs, so far as ex-
plored, the palace of the Csesars, and the an-
cient churches alike made a deep impression.
The Campagna had for him a peculiar charm,
and always made the impression of eternity."
Thus we see him standing amid these classic

ruins, looking back through this vista of Pagan
monuments of ancient glory and of Christian
suffering, and then with still keener vision and
far greater joy, on through the coming ages,
when man's knowledge of Divine laws shall
happily culminate in the ultimate triumph of
justice, truth and millenium perfection.

After witnessing the round of priestly func-
tions during passion week, including " scourg-
ing " by their own hands of the would-be faith-
ful with thongs in the dark, " the dispensation
of the papal blessing," " the foot-washing of the
apostles" by the Pope, and of pilgrims by his
subordinates, and finally " the illumination of
St. Peter," "a magnificent spectacle, as seen
from Mt. Pincio." He had an audience with
Gregory XVI., " who drew himself back a little

when I told him I was a Protestant, and said,
'ma convertito' (but converted.) My friend,
the priest, said, 'no.' The Pope replied • sara
convertito ' (surely he will be converted).

" The whole service makes a strong appeal to
the senses and itnagination, a plain, pungent
sermon on the atoning sufferings of Christ would
be of more worth than all this gay, perishable
pomp."
Under date of Fifth Mo. 7th, 1842, P. Schaff"

made this entry in his diary :
" Yesterday I

left Rome in the morning with Heinrich, after
reading Paul's farewell address to the elders at
Miletus and offering up a prayer for the jour-
ney. Rome does not belong to any single peo-
ple. It is the burial ground of the world's his-
tory, the tomb of all the past. There we find,
from youth up, an intellectual home, an inex-
haustible fountain of study and moral counsel,
of wisdom and experience.
"No wonder that with a heavy heart I passed

out through Porta del Popolo. With solemn
thoughts and burning emotions I crossed over
the Campagna, which can seem wearisome and
tedious only to a person without historic feeling
—the arena of the finest and at the same time
the most hateful deeds of antiquity and the
Middle Ages at their greatest periods. Every-
where you are reminded of the sharpest con-
trasts, paganism and Christianity, the bloom
and decay of the first, the energy of the latter,
which defies the powers of destruction."
His description of a sunset in the autumn of

1841 shows his poetic turn and mature reflec-
tion. It was in Southern Italy, where the richest
colors of the gulf Castel a Mare add so much to
the landscape. After witnessing this "mag-
nificent spectacle," he says, " I had no hesita-
tion about giving nature the preference over
art. The dark clouds were draped in a radi-

ance of glory just before the disappearance
day.

" Why should not all human pain-clouds al
be irradiated with the glory of the Son of grace

It was concerning this period of early ma
hood when Philip Schaff" began in 1842, to le
ture as privat docent, he records his reasoi
for choosing the study of theology. "I
men seem never to find out their true vocatic
in this world. Others start with a clear at
definite aim, and pursue it with unfalterii
perseverance. Nevertheless, Providence shap
our calling, assigns us our sphere of labor an

us the necessary equipment, sometimes!
harmony with our wislies, sometimes in dire^
opposition to flesh and blood. . Our bittere
disappointments may be made our best oppo
tunities. I am sure I am called to be a teachf
of theology. I would not exchange my callin
if I could. No ! not even for a crown. Littl
as I have accomplished that is nevertheless tb
best I could have done. As soon as I awoke I

a sense of the paramount importance of religio
I chose the ministry for my vocation, and ac
hered ever after to this resolution without th
quaver of a doubt. This was in mv sixteent
year. My life's work has been as a'n educato
of ministers in the class-rooms and through th
pen."

He had four associates in the same depart
ment of study, all of whom became with him
self church historians.

Of his friend Frederic Godet he writes sub
sequently, " my most intimate friend in Berlii
was Godet. He was then acting as tutor to th
ill-fated Emperor Frederick III., and attendinj
the lectures of Neander, of whom he was ai

enthusiastic admirer. I saw him almost dail'
with the young prince in the palace garden o"

in my own room. He was a charming' Chris
tian gentleman and highly esteemed in th('

royal palace." i

About this time he published a treatise or
• The Sin against the Holy Ghost," in German-
which attracted a good deal of attention, and'
brought him into favorable notice throughoul-
theological circles. His son says : " The warm
faith with which the young docent went into the
class-room he carried also into his literary work,
He had more than a literary and scientific pur-
pose as an author and instructor. He regarded
the spiritual or religious sense a prerequisite of a
theological teacher."

(To be contlnned).

^JohnS. Eountn

TWO TOILERS.
Two men toiled side by side from sun to sun.
And both were poor

;

Both sat with children when the day was done.
About the door.

One saw the beautiful crimson cloud
And shining moon

;

The other, with hia head in sadness bowed,
Made night of noon.

One loved each tree and flower and singing bird
On mount or plain

;

No music in the soul of one was stirred
By leaf or rain.

One saw the good in every fellow man.
And hoped the best

;

The other marvelled at his Master's plan
And doubt confessed.

One having heaven above and heaven below,
Was satisfied

;

The other discontented, lived in woe.
And hopless died.

" Without goodness no greatness bears the
sterling mint-mark of heaven."—j; J^itto.
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I Ministry.

;( Nothing in the ordinary practice of the Soci-

.y of Friends in its meetings for worship prob-

,)iy more differentiates us from the practice of

her Christian communities than our arrauge-

ents for the ministry of the Gospel. In most

hristian assemblies some one is appointed to

induct the service and to deliver the sermon.

1 the meetings of Frieuds we sit down in

lence to wait upon the Lord, and no one is

ipposed to take any vocal part except as he

3lieves himself called thereto by the Holy

oirit. It is a serious matter for one Christian

immunity to differ in judgment from others,

id a community that openly manifests such a

vergence ofjudgment from sister communities

3eds in the first place to consider the rectitude

its own position, and secondly, to give a

jfinite and substantial reason for such differ-

lee of judgment and practice. It lies upon

le surface of any such consideration that our

aviour in establishing his church manifestly

id not lay down rules as to the mode in which

ubllc worship should be administered, but that

e did propound the underlying principle which

lould govern church action. There wasinten-

onally left a very large liberty for diversity

1 practice without auy violation of the inner

nity of the body of believers.

In common with other Christians, we recog-

ize that the foundation principle laid down by

ur Saviour is that the true worshipper shall

.'orship the Father in spirit and truth, for such

oth the Father seek to be his worshippers,

rod is a Spirit ; and they that worship Him,
lust worship in spirit and truth. Another

Tinciple that the Head of the church distinctly

nunciated was that true worship of the Father

i not dependent on the place where men ought

worship, and if not dependent on place, is

ot dependent on time. In other words, all

imes and all places became in Christ hallowed

or the worship of the Father. Yet while we

ire in the body, both time and place become

ssential elements in the consideration of the

;athering together for worship, and conse-

[uently we have our meeting houses and our

.ppointed hours of meeting. When referring

)ack to the illustrations of the mode of worship,

18 found in the earliest documents of the church,

ve recognize a much larger amount of liberty

n the exercise of gifts than exists in Christian

ihurches around us to-day. To this the answer

vould probably be given that church life was

.hen to a large extent in a nebulous condition,

and that methods that have since become crys-

allized are the results of mature experience,

ind are not to be lightly discarded ; that the

Spirit of God in the midst of his church guided

;he establishment of the form which was ulti-

tuately adopted. There is some force in this

line of argument, but it manifestly opens a

very essential corollary. If this liberty of the

church for the adoption of certain modes of

worship under what it believed to be the guid-

ing hand of God is granted, it follows that the

same Spirit of God in the midst of his people

to-day is able to guide the ordi^r of proceedings,

and that a Christian church has the inherent

right to follow that guidance, although it may
result in divergence from existing practice, with-

out violating the unity of the Spirit. Yet fur

ther it must be granted, on the same lines, that

it is the absolute duty of aChristian community
to follow the leadership of an ever-present

Lord. Therefore let none hastily consider the

.position of Friends untenable because it differs

from others. It becomes us to hold our position

with humility, but not hastily to abandon it.

Abundant instruction comes by studying

historically the drift of the early church, and

learning how it was that, a church established

by Christ on such essentially spiritual principles

gradually lapsed into a community in which

church dignitaries governed the laity. This

historical drift ultimately culmiuated in the

Church of Rome and the Papacy, from which

one enlightened community after another has

in these latter days separated. The late Edwin
Hatch, of Oxford, describes this drift in a few

words: "Little by little those members of the

Christian churches who did not hold office were

excluded from the performance of almost all

ecclesiastical functions. At first a layman

might not preach if a bishop was present, and

then not if any church officer was present, and

finally not at all."* Let it not be supposed

for a moment that in the living church such a

drift was allowed to work on to its culmination

without protest. The protest for liberty was

vehement, but was outlawed. It was heard

vigorously in the North African churches in

association with TertuUian ; it assumed an

extreme form in Asia Minor among the Mon-
lanists. These communities, though ultimately

stigmatized as heretics, " reasserted the place of

spiritual gifts as contrasted with official rule,

They maintained that the revelation of Christ

through the Spirit was not a temporary phe

nomenon of apostolic days, but a constant fact

of Christian life." They combined with this

the preaching of a " higher morality than that

which was tending to become current."! Amid
the fearful things that have been uttered in

Christian England during the last fortnight

respecting our " glorious victory" in the Soudan,

we urgently need the preaching of a " higher

morality " to-day. What is the result on the

world to-day of this absorption by the clergy

of privileges and prerogatives which belong

to every Christian believer? Listen again to

the witness, not to the word of a Nonconform-

ist, but of Dr. Hatch :
" An exaggerated con-

ception of the place and functions of the Christ-

ian ministry has operated, more than any other

single cause, to alienate the- minds of men
from the faith of Christ." If this witness is

true, is it not quite possible that there is room

in the world to-day for a church like our own,

in which every member shall not only have

liberty, but shall find room for the exercise of

whatever gift the Head of the church bestows?

Yes, there is room, and there is a needs-be for

the testimony of the Society of Friends to-day

to a free ministry. Respecting the unique posi-

tion a Friend ventures to occupy, we are pre-

pared to take the apostolic ground, " Yea, he

shall be made to stand ; for the Lord hath

power to make him stand."

But this position only serves to bring home

to us the more forcibly the solemn responsibility

that rests upim every member of our own Society

to live up to his privileges id regard to a free

ministry in every one of our meetings for wor-

ship. We have no right to turn aside from the

ministry and say we have nothing to do with it.

We have no right to assume the high prerog-

atives of freedom and then neglect the gift that

is in us. Our liberty is not to be degraded into

a stumbling-block of confusion and incoherence.

It is not that any man has a right to say what

he pleases. We have only a right to say what

the Lord pleases. Good order lies on the basis

Churches," p. 127.

of edification, and edification rests on individual

obedience to the guidance of Christ. Edifica-

tion may depend on the healthy exercise of

prayer,and the proper place of silence, especially

in the earlier part of a meeting, and the proper

place of silence, especially as emphasized by

W. M. Hay Aitkin, after impressive addresses

have been delivered. The guidance of the

Spirit is not necessarily to impel us to sermons

and exhortations. That which is oratory is

one portion of edification, but by no means
the only element in Divine worship.

—

London
Friend.

Jrgai
lid., I

For "Thb Friend."

Opportunities.

A golden opportunily— lost

!

And the loser's heart is sad.

She knows it is gone and counts the cost

By heartache and tears, instead

Of the sweet contentment she might have known
The joys by her pathway crossed,

Had she nsed before 'twas forever flown

That opportunity—lost

!

How often we realize when too late, that we
have missed an opportunity of doing good I We
may have neglected to say a kiud word just when
some kindred heart was aching for its influence.

We may have felt inclined to offer the cup of

cold water to some way-worn traveller, but
" passed by on the other side," because of our

love of ease. Or it may be, our own soul, long-

ing for some cherished desire, has missed its op-

portunity of obtaining it, by neglecting to heed

the little intimations of duty, tliat would have

proved to be stepping stones to its realization.

Whatever they are, or however they come,

life is full of opportunities, whether we use them

or not. Opportunities for growth, expansion,

irradiation, for receiving good, for giving good :

for shedding forth a genial warmth of soul

which may influence the circle of our associa-

tion, as someone has said, like the waves made
by a pebble thrown upon the surface of the

water, that widen and ever widen, until they

reach the farther shore.

Are we using, or are we losing, our oppor-

tunities? Are our souls growing and expand-

ing in that grace which is given freely to all

men? or are we selfishly closing our hearts to

receiving its blessed influence? thus shutting

the door against Him who said: "Behold, I

stand at the door and knock."

If we refuse to grow in grace, then we are

losing the opportunities we might have, <if let-

ting our " light so shine before men, that they

may see our good works and glorify our Father

which is in heaven."

Even in the life of hardship and toil, away
from the influence of loved home ties, there are

yet opportunities for showing kindness, faith-

fulness, sweetness of temper and devotion of

purpose, which must have a wider influence,

because more public, than if given to those who
are under the benign sheltering of home. In the

seemingly cheerless life of suffering, where some

sweet spirit is " shut in " from the bustle and

worry of outside life, there are also opportuni-

ties of setting a noble example to the world

around. Every one loves the smile of the suf-

ferer, and patient forbearance is all the more

lovely because practised on the couch of pain
;

while the quiet confidence in the Mighty to

save, to bear above the billows of anguish, has

more power to draw others to put their trust in

the Redeemer, than many words of eloquent

delivery, before the assembled multitudes.

So there is no occupation in life so humble
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but that it affords abundant means of helping

to advance the Redeemer's kingdom, no situa-

tion where we may not first receive and then

impart to others the calm influence of well-spent

lives, if we only make the best of our oppor-

tunities. M. R. B.

Little Ways of Bettering the World.

BY GEOKGE M. DOUGALX.

[While the following selection, commended
to us by an esteemed Friend, might seem to

have an eye to the showing forth and effect of

right labor rather than the witness for its au-

thority, yet it contains some proper corrective

in the words :
" We can do work for Christ only

in proportion as our hearts are full of Christ;

for the Christ life is the only force that is strong

enough lo overcome and recreate the world."

Results and aims of good works, though notour
authority, are rightly set before us for encour-

agements. For we are not usually to labor
without hope, or an end in view.]

Very grand movements are at times under-
taken for the betterment of the world. Such
are the movements to suppress slavery, to pro-

mote temperance, to evangelize heathen races,

and to prevent wars. But these movements are
necessarily collective; they are the work of so-

cieties or large bodies ofmen ; not of individuals.
The ways of bettering the world which we are
to discuss are those in which the individual as

such may work.
It is given but to few men or women to exert

a worldwide or even nation-wide influence, and
such influence when it is exerted loses much of
its personal character. What we are called
upon to consider is rather the ways in which
men and women and boys and girls may exert
an influence for good in their own little world— in their own town, in their own church,
among the people with whom they come into
personal contact. These are called " little " ways
of bettering the world in view of the limited
field of activity ; not because there is necessarily
any smallness in the results.

Let us ask ourselves then, how we may act,
speak, live, so as to better the people who come
within our personal sphere of influence; how
we may better the little part of the world that
lies very near our own homes.
The general answer, the broad answer to these

questions is given in these words of Jesus :
" Let

your light so shine before men, that they may
see your good works, and glorify your Father
which is in heaven." Evidently the first re-
quisite to carrying out this command is that we
should be vigorously shining. The next is that
we should not hide our " light."

Jesus called his disciples " the light of the
world," by which He meant apparently that
they knew those Truths which would enlighten
the world spiritually. But it was not enough
that they should understand the thingsof heaven.
They must so act as to pass on their knowledge
to others. Their lives must help others to un-
derstand the truths which they were to teach.
That is what is meant by saying that they must
not hide their light, but must let it shine before
men.

In what way are we, as disciples of Jesus, to
let our light shine? The answer to that ques-
tion is also indicated. It is contained in the
words "that they may see your good works."
It is through our deeds, then more than by
preaching, that we are to communicate to others
our knowledge of Jesus and his teachings. It
is by doing good that we are to prevent our

light being hidden. That is a very important
point indeed, for there are so many people who
think that when they talk very piously they are

illumining their whole neighborhood. Whereas
it is true, that if they cannot show good deeds
to back up their preaching, they are a cause of
darkness or evil, rather than a source of light.

They are a stural)ling-block to others, who judge
the truth which they teach by their lives and
reject the truth because it does not bear good
fruit in them.

A man's beliefs may be all quite correct, and
yet he may be a bad man. As James puts it,

" Thou believest that there is one God : thou
doest well : the devils also believe and tremble"
(James ii : 14-26). In fact, except through
our faithfulness there is no way in which we
may let our light shine. No one will believe
in what we say unless we back it up with
practical demonstrations in the way of good
deeds. We must begin reforming the world
within our own heart ; or rather, we must begin
by driving the world out of our hearts. We
can do good work for Christ only iu proportion
as our hearts are full of Christ ; for the Christ
life is the only force that is strong enough to

overcome and recreate the world.

This brings us to the consideration of par-
ticular deeds by which we may better the world,
and in the portion of Scripture chosen from
Philippians ii: 12-16, you will find some hints
on the subject. The Christians at Fhilippi had
evidently carried their contentiousness into the
life of the church, and Paul found it necessary
to warn them against this fault as a practical
denial of Christ's doctrines. And he puts for-

ward the same reason for their acting rightly as
Jesus set before his disciples, namely, that it

was their duty to " shine as lights in the world."
One of tne first things we must do if we are

to better our world is to live as peaceably as
possible with our neighbors. We should do all

things, whether they be in the nature of home
duties, of business, of church work, or of recrea-
tion, " without murmurings and disputings."
We should be peaceable, and impel others
toward peace by even giving up our rights.

That is one way at least of bettering the world.
It is wonderful what one person, doing good,

acting uprightly, and endeavoring to bring
others into sympathy with what is good, can
accomplish. There is no necessity for any
splurge or ostentatious goodness. That, indeed,
only detracts from good influence. A single
person, living as nearly as he can up to the
standards which Christ set, may do this without
having it appear that he is doing anything very
special or very great ; he may win the respect
of one after another of his fellows, and these in
turn may take to imitating him and then to
imitating Christ. He may thus in time give
tone tothe spiritual life of a whole town. There
is nothing very showy about that kind of work.
The men who do it are not usually the " big

"

men of the town. But self-effacement is a neces-
sary part of the Christian's life. It is one of the
means by which we are to let our light shine.
Men will not reward us for such a spirit as they
would if we were self-assertive and pushed our-
selves to the front. But we must not look for
reward from men, but from God, and He will
richly reward those who, while they do good
deeds, stand aside that He may have the glory.—Sabbath Reading.

Oh ! this conformity to the spirit and fashions
of a degenerate age, how it does fetter the hands
of the beloved youth.

—

R. Jones.

The Prisoner's Pardon.
On " Thanksgiving day," 1887, there was a

gathering in the chapel at the Massachusetts
State prison at Charlestown. The Governor ol

the State was represented there by his wife and
several invited guests, at the usual annual ea.

tertainment, at the close of which two of th«

prisoners— under sentence for life—were ex
pected to be pardoned.
The exercises were proceeding in the usual

manner, and some remarks were being madebj
the warden of the prison preparatory to breat
ing the seal of the official envelope to learn wht
had been selected as recipients of executive
clemency ; but the prisoners were in no mood
for speeches, and the interest and attention bd
came so intense that the warden could proceed
no further, but atonce opened the large envelope
saying, " I know nothing of whose names it coij-

tains."

The first pardon read was for a man who had
been there some sixteen or seventeen years, foi

an offence committed under the influence ol

strong drink. For years his life had been
straight and upright as that of any man, but he

now seemed to have no thought of a pardon,
He heard his name read, without realizing that

he was the man who was pardoned. But others
realized it, for he had the confidence of the

prisoners as an honest, faithful man, and when
his name was announced half of them sprang
to their feet, with cheers and hand-shakings, for

the man who had received the pardon. He was
taken by surprise. He struggled out of his

place embarrassed and amazed. They called
for a speech, he could only say a few words

:

" I wish you well, God bless you."
Then a silence fell on the crowd. Another

name was to be called. A young man of less

than thirty years, who had spent half of his life-

time in prison—probably largely for the fault

of his older brothers, one of whom since had be-

come insane,—had been selected as a fit subject
for pardon. When his name was announced
there were cries, and,

" Three cheers for Chick, good for Chick, a
tiger for Chick." His fellow prisoners lifted

him out of his seat and passed him over their
heads forward to the placeof the warden, cheer-
ing and calling out congratulations and good
wishes of all sorts until he stood before" the
warden, who said to him :

" Never do anything to prejudice the pardon
of any man that is left behind."

" God helping me I will not," said the grate-
ful prisoner, as he went on his way to liberty.

A pardon is a glorious thing, blessed to re-

ceive and more blessed to give ; but if a pardon
is_ followed by additional transgression, justice is

dishonored and shame is cast upon the law.

Hence the importance of persons who are par-
doned doing nothing which shall intimate that
sin is a light matter, or that they should " con-
tinue to sin that grace may abound."

Let those who know the joys of pardon be
careful that they do not by their transgressions
crucify the Son of God afresh and put Him to
an open shame, but let them walk softly before
God in humility and in fidelity, till they shall
be welcomed to his presence, and shall see his
face with joy and not with grief.

—

Common
People.

I FOUND it easier to preach a hundred ser-

mons than to conquer one evil passion. He who
seeks to make his preaching and his practice
correspond will have many sacrifices of natural
inclinations to make.
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John Yeardley and his Travels.
(Oontlnued from page 142.)

I

"After leaving Montp6lier, they continue the

irrative of their journey as follows -.^

" ' We lodged that night at Passanas, a dark

.Oman Catholic town. Inquiring if there were

^y Protestants, the chambermaid replied, ' Pro-

stants! what is that?' When we had made

3r understand, she said there were a few, but

ley went to Moutagnac to mass.

"'11th.—We slept at Narbonne, an ancient

)wn of 10,000 inhabitants. No openness to

Bceive even a tract; the inquiry for a Protes-

int excited an evident bitterness in the reply.

"'On the 12th, held our little meeting with

ur faithful friend Jules, in which ability was

ranted to supplicate for the spread of Divine

liight over this benighted district. At nine

'clock we set out to make a Sabbath day's

)urney : the wind extremely high and always

a our face, which fatigued Nimrod [their horse]

8 well as ourselves. We dined at Lesengnan :

ot a Protestant in the place, yet we met with

circumstance worth recording. Jules, who is

iver watchful to find out who can read, gave a

3w tracts to some boys in the stable-yard.

Vhen I went out,' writes J. Y., ' to see about our

lorse, several rather bright- looking boys fol-

owed me, asking for books. After ascertaining

hat they could read, I supplied them. This

pas no sooner known, than boys and girls came

u crowds, soon followed by many of their

jarents. As our visitors increased, I ran up-

Itairs to fetch my dear M. Y., and we embraced

he opportunity to speak to them on the impor-

ance of religion. No doubt curiosity drew

nany to us, for we were a novel sight there, and

he mingled multitude was not less so to us.

\.mong our auditors was a messenger of satan

,0 buffet us. He was a good-looking man, who
jxpressed a seeming approval of what we had

lone, saying we made many friends. We told

aim they were all children of the same Almigh-

,y Parent, and that there was but one true re-

ligion and one heaven. This observation drew

)ff his mask, and he began to express doubts

whether either heaven or hell really existed, and

^brought forward the threadbare argument of

not believing what he could not see or prove.

We asked him if he had a soul : he said he had.

jWe asked him how he knew he had a soul, for

he could not see it: he replied, he believed that he

had a soul, but that his soul would die with his

body. We then asked him why two and two

made four: he said he could not tell, and yet

acknowledged he was bound to believe it. The
countenances of many around beamed with joy

at seeing this darkling perplexed ; and we

did n(.t shrink from exhorting him to repen-

tance and faith in Christ, who died for him and

for all men.
'"On returning to our room the landlady

entered with a fine-looking girl, for whom she

begged a book. This opened our way to speak

to her of things connected with salvation. She
said,—' We have not much of religion here."

'"Why so?" we asked. "Because the people

do not like to confess to the priests." "And
what is the use," said we, "of confessing to

man ?" " Because," she replied in somewhat
trembling accents, " we think it eases our con-

' sciences, for the priests are the appointed min-

isters to take charge of our souls." " What,"
we replied, "a man take charge of immortal

souls! God never committed the power to for-

give sins to man : Jesus Christ alone can pardon

sins ; He died to save us !" I shall never forget

th^ countenance of this dear woman, which

seemed to express her long-shaken confidence in

her spiritual guides. We exhorted her to come
to the Saviour, w ho intercedes for us without the

aid of man, and gave her a New Testament,

which she saiil she would read.
" ' 12th.—Went to Manx to sleep. The land-

lady was communicative: she told us that some
travellers like ourselvt-s some time ago had given

her a New Testament, which she had lent about

the village, together with tracts, and that she

wished for mure. We inquired if" there were

any persons in the village who would like to

come to us for books. She soon sent us an in-

teresting young woman, a schoolmistress, to

whom on her entrance we presented some tracts.

She regarded them with an air of thoughtfulness

which seemed to measure the quantity to be

taken by the price she would have to pay for

them. When she found they were to be had

gratis, her countenance brightened, and with it

the brightness of lier mind showed itself On
speaking with her of the responsibility of her

profession, and the importance of imbuing the

minds of children -vith just principles, she said,

" I am desirous of instructing the children in

the religion of the heart. Religion," added she,

" though a good thing, is badly put in practice

in our church ; the people do not like to confess

to the priests, and there is a great desire for in-

struction and to receive books."'

"They saw again at the Inn at Maux the

man who had opposed them at Lesengnan, and

found him much better disposed than he had

been the day before. He told them he had

been a Romish priest, but being disgusted with

the practices of the church, he had left it and

joined the army : he promised to read the books

they gave him.
" 'Our present mode of travelling (with our

own horse),' they continue, ' though somewhat
slow, affords opportunities of endeavoring to do

a little good, which we should miss in travelling

by diligence or extra-post. It is curious and

instructive to observe the various dispositions

of the people in the dark places through which

we pass : sometimes they are so fanatical as to

tear a tract before our face ; others receive them

with joy. During a half-hour's rest for our

horse at a village near Castelnaudry, my M. Y.

made the acquaintance of an aged woman at

the door of her cottage, who really did us good.

On inquiring if she could read, " It is my con-

solation," said she, "to read the Scriptures."

"And we have great need of consolation," we
answered. " Yes," said she, " I am a widow of

near eighty years, and have had many cares

;

but I pray to God, and He grants me the con-

solation of his Holy Spirit, and if I confide in

Him He will never forsake me."'"
" ' Toulouse, Third Month 20th.—We arrived

in this great and busy city on Seventh-day even-

ing. Our first call was on the brothers Courtois,

to whom we had letters of introduction from our

Christian friends at Nismes. They received us

in a most cordial manner and were very open

and communicative.

"'On First day morning, after our little

meeting, we called on Professor F. Barnier

;

he was rejoiced to see my M. Y., whom he knew
at Congenies twenty years ago. He was then a

Roman Catholic; indeed, in name he is not

changed ; but he is become very spiritually-

minded, and much attached to Friends and our

principles, believing them, as he said, to be the

nearest in accordance of any with the doctrines

of the New Testament. He has been, with his

wife, several times to our hotel, and we feel

sweet unity with his quiet exercised spirit. His

tuation here is important, having a boarding-

school for the children of Protestants, with a

few Roman Catholics, his piety and sincerity

securing to him the confidence of both parties,

which is matter of wonder in this day of religious

conflict. He is one of those characters, more
of whom we are desirous of finding; one who
wishes rather to enlighten than to censure the

dark prejudices of men.'"
(To be continued.)

She Knew a Way.

A TRUE STORY.

The sun had not quite climbed up the shoulder

of Humpback Mountain, but it was on the way.

The sky knew it, and brightened at the thought.

The birds knew it, and twittered and chirped,

and tuned their voices up and down the scale,

to be ready for their part in the chorus.

In the small, sunburnt cottage, halfway up

the mountain, a little curly-headed child stirred

and cheeped too. She had gone to bed in the

early twilight, and now she was tired of sleep,

and ready for the new day.

"Mammy," said the little mountain maid,
" kin I git up?"

"Yes, child, git up and welcome," answered

the mother. " I reckon I must be stirring my
old bones, too."

With nimble fingers the child fastened the

few scanty garments belonging to her, and ran

out on bare brown feet to wash at the little

stream below the spring. The intense cold of

the water made her cheeks glow and her breath

come quickly.
" Now," she said to herself, " I will gather

the eggs for mammy, and s'prise her. I won't

go for no basket, I kin just git 'em in my dress."

Away she sped to the chicken house. It was

a low-roofed affair, flat on the ground, with so

small an opening that nobody bigger than Jess

herself could have gotten in and out. The child

crept fearlessly in, but hardly had she put the

first egg in her gathered-up lap when she saw a

large mottled rattlesnake stretch himself across

the little opening by which she had entered.

The snake did not seem angry, was not look-

ing at her, in fact ; and even Jess's terrified

scream did not rouse him. Fortunately, she

did not move, and in a moment her father ran

to her help.

Peering in through a crack in the roof, the

man not only saw the snake lying in front of

the child, but a second one, its mate, stretched

out behind her. It was impossible to kill them

both at once ; if he struck either, the other one

would certainly bite the little prisoner. What
a moment of horror !

" Jess," he said hoarsely, " keep as still as the

dead, and listen to me. I've got to take off the

roof, and lift you out of this here coop. But if

you move, you're gone. Can you hold still?"
"

The little face was white with terror, and at

first no sound would come to her lips. Then

she said faintly :

"All right, dad ; I've thought of a way to

keep still."

The man and his wife quickly unroofed the

slight building, making as little noise as possi-

ble, and then, climbing out on the chestnut limb

that overhung it, Jess's father let down a rope,

and drew her up, like Jeremiah out of his dun-

geon, by the arm-pits.

The snakes were promptly killed, and the

child sat white and trembling on her mother's

lap in the cabin's doorway.

"You're a fust-rate soldyer, Jess—that's what
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you be," said her father proudly. "How ever

did you manage to keep still?"

"1 jest shet my eyes," said the child, "and
made out ihat God was holding my feet."

"Holding your feet!" exclaimed the man,
somewhat startled.

Jess nodded.
" They're teaching me some Bible verses at

the chapel," she said, " and one of them says,
' He will not suffer thy foot to be moved.' That's

what made me think of it,"

The next First-day, Jess found, to her delight,

that her father was going with her down the

mountain to Zion Chapel.

"Are you 'fraid I'll meet up with more snakes,

dad?" she asked.

"Not so much that, though you mought,"
he answered. " I'm going to learn the rest of

them verses 'bout God not letting your foot be
moved."
And when he heard the very first verse of

that beautiful Psalm—" I will lift up mine eyes
unto the hills, from whence cometh my help"
—the mountaineer nodded :

"Ezzactly," he said, " that's just the one for

me."

But he has gone farther on now, and is learn-

ing the deeper, sweeter lesson of the next verse,

"My help cometh from the Lord, which made
heaven and ea.Tth."—Elizabeth P. Allan in S. S.

Times.

England in the Soudan.
The following extracts from a letter from Sir

Wilfred Law son to the Manehesler Guardian
last week contain a timely protest against the
vindictive spirit that has found expression in

regard to Khartoum :

—

"A little while after the Indian mutiny the
late Lord Elgin said :

' I have seldom, from man
or woman, since I came to the East heard a sen-
tence which was reconcilable with the hypothesis
that Christianity had ever come into the world.'

In view of the state of public opinion in Eng-
land touching our proceedings in the Soudan,
Qne is inclined to think that the moral tone in the
West is no better now than it was in those days
in the East. We literally revel in the slaughter
of our fellow-men. A few thousand massacred
last Good Friday at the Atoara filled English-
men with joy during the holy Easter season,

and whetted our appetite for what has followed
on a larger scale at Khartoum. The reports

indicate that there our perfected machinery of
slaughter has been effective in mowing down
some 10,000 or 12,000 men who were fighting
for their country, and in wounding a still larger
number, who at this very moment are lingering
out their last moments in indescribable agony
in the holes and hiding-places into which they
have crept to die.

"Such are the glorious doings for which
bishops are thanking God, poets are writing
impassioned sonnets, and over which almost all

our able leader-writers in the press are waxing
more or less hysterical with delight. The battles

and the disasters and fiascos which have taken
place within the last sixteen years connected
with Egyptian aflfairs need not be recapitulated

;

they are fresh in everyone's memory. Surely
the time has come when this nation should think
seriously of what it means by its ' foreign policy.'

It is the fashion now to talk of the policy of
' the open door.' The one idea seems to be
'money, money, money.' It is to secure gain
by force instead of by honest dealing that we
keep up our enormous armaments. Lest this

statement should be contradicted, I give my au-

thority, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who
said this year in his Budget speech :

' In the

British Empire we spend £26,000,000 on our
navy and £37,500,000 on our army, a total

amount of £63,500,000.' A little later in the

speech he explained that the real object of our
naval and military expenditure ' was 'for push-

ing and promoting our trade throughout the
world.'

" Sir M. H. Beech is one of our ablest states-

men. Let ns never furget this statement of his,

proving that all our armaments are kept for the

sake of money, and the taking of money by force

is generally called ' plunder.' For myself, these

massacres fill me with shame and disgust, for,

although I am almost afraid to confess it, I still

have some for the teachings of the New Testa-
ment. Not very long since, when the Sultan
thought fit to massacre certain Armenians, Eng-
land rang with indignation. Especially was
the ' Nonconformist conscience ' aroused. But
I do not hear much condemnation from minis-
ters of any persuasion of the massacre of Der-
vishes by England. Still I think the divines,

poets, and the press-writers will find out some
day or other that the moral law is as binding on
an English Government as it is on the Sultan,
and that somehow or other all those who fly in

its face will sooner or later suffer for so doing.
' I shall be told that the Khalifa's govern-

ment was atrocious. That probably is true, but
that was never given to us as the reason for

going to Khartoum when the matter was dis-

cussed in the House of Commons. Then there
is the cry about ' avenging Gordon.' I say at

once that such a cry is one that is unworthy of
even a low-class heathen. Those who raise it

are doing their very best to discredit Gordon
and his work. I wish that some of the bishops,
instead of glorifying the massacres and thanking
God for them, had preached a sermon yesterday
on the text, ' Vengeance is Mine.'
"I am willing to incur contempt and blame

in making an honest and earnest protest against
a policy of injustice and inhumanity which ap-
pears to me to be a disgrace to this country, and
which, I also fear, will sooner or later end in

some great national disaster. Yours, &c.,
" Wilfred Lawson.

Selected for "The Friend."

Why Am I Not a Christian?

1. Is it because I am afraid of ridicule and
what others may say of me ?

" Whosoever shall be ashamed of me, and my
words, of him shall the Son of man be ashamed."

2. Is it because of the inconsistencies of pro-
fessing Christians?

"Every man shall give an account of him-
self to God."

3. Is it because I am not willing to give up
all for Christ ?

" What shall it profit a man, if he shall gain
the whole world, and lose his own soul."

4. Is it because I am afraid that I shall not
be accepted ?

" Him that cometh to me I will in no wise
cast out."

5. Is it because I fear I am too great a sinner ?

" The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from
all sin."

6. Is it because I am afraid that I shall not
"hold out?"

" He that hath begun a good work in you,
will perform it until the day of Jesus Christ."

7. Is it because I am postponing the matter
without any definite reason ?

"Boast not thyself of to-morrow, for tho
knowest not what a day may bring forth."

8. Is it because I am trying to save myse
by morality, or in any other way of my own

" There is none other name under heave
given among men, whereby we must be saved, i

9. Is it because I do not clearly see the wa
to be saved ?

" Repent ye, and believe the gospel." " Go
so loved the world that He gave his only b(

gotten Sou, that whosoever believeth on Hiu
should not perish, but have everlasting life." I

For "The Friend.' |

ALONE. I

Alone with Jesus, on life's rugged pathway, J
He holds my trembling hand,

And guides my feet, thongh oft they slip and falter,

Toward the sunset land.

Alone with Jesus, when the storm-clouds gather

;

He stills the rising fears.

And quiets all my anxious cares and strivings,
And wipes away my tears.

Alone, Oh, Father, leave me not to wander
This toilsome way, alone.

Or else, I fail to find the narrow opening
That leads me to my own.

My own, among the many glorious mansions
;

A dwelling for the blest,

A home, beyond our utmost comprehension,
Of joy and peace and rest.

E. F. P.

The Bible in Spain.

One day a colporteur entered the villagi

Montalborejo, in the province of Toledo,
'

Spain, and offered his goods for sale. Among
others he also sold a large Bible. Already thf

priest had been informed of the transaction

He rushed out of the church standing in thi

market-place, swiftly approached the colpor
teur, tore the book out of the buyer's hand, cas.

it upon the ground and angrily exclaimed
" These books of the devil shall never enter mj
parish." He roused the people, and especiall}

the pious women, to anger, and they took u(

stones and cast them at the inofi'ensive man.
causing him to flee, thankful to escape with hii

life.

Six weeks later the colporteur was again oe

the road leading to the self-same village. Gladly
would he have avoided it had he been able to

find a roundabout way. Approaching the vil-

lage at dusk, he hoped the inhabitants would
fail to recognize him. To his astonishment the

very first man he met at the gate detained him
with the question, "Are you not the man who
sold the Bible?"

With fear and trembling he was tempted to

deny it, but wishing to be truthful, scarcely

above a whisper, answered,
" Yes, I am the man."
'' Then welcome to our village ; every oue of

us desires to purchase your book," was the

amazing reply. In his utmost astonishment the

man inquired,
" Are you not the self-same people who only a

few weeks ago cast stones at me and drove me
out of your village ?"

" Most certainly," answered the man, " but a
great change has come over us, so that each and
every one desires one of your books."

This was how this change was wrought. A
speculative merchant of the village picked up
the book in the market place, concluding that
the paper might be used. Accordingly, leaf

after leaf was torn out to serve as wrappers for

salt, sugar, rice, or other groceries, thus enter-
ing every hut in the village.
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A Spaniard is always willing to learn some-

;ing, which proves encouraging to carry on the

ork. Wherever night schools are commenced,
>ung and old flock thither to learn the chief

idiments. They realize the power in knowl-
(Igeand desire to regain that which was denied

lem by crafty priests. Since the revolution in

i68, the nation has made remarkable progress.

id while there are many cases in which the

iads of families are unable to read, a large

jmber of the younger generation is able to do

And so it was that when the leaves of the

ible, with itsclear print, were scattered through-

it the village, the pages were eagerly scanned,

]d who can describe the impressions made by

le sacred word.'* and the beautiful descriptions

pen the simple C;istilians ! We know full well

ow Luther was filled with joy when he, in the

loister at Erfurt, read for the first time the

,ory of Hannah and Samuel. Thus the people

5ad the wonderful tidings of the Saviour's birth,

le parable of the good Samaritan, and, what
Dpressed them most of all, the sufferings and
eath of Jesus Christ, never before related to

aem. Then one by one the people came to

ae merchant, requesting additional stray leaves

3 satisfy their thirst for knowledge concerning

be Bible. They prayed to God that the seller

f this book might return. The joy of the man
s he heard this wonderful tale may well be

magiued. In less than two days he had dis-

iQsed of all his books and was even compelled

o tarry some time longer in order to teach the

|*eople the way of salvation through Christ our
bord.— The Lutheran.

i Peculiarity Inevitable to the Christian.
" Be not conformed to this world," said the

ipostle, who knew that the fashions and eus-

dms of it are vain and pass away. To a mind
lisposed to avoid the very appearance and ap-

iroaches to evil, this text is alone sufficient to

nduce a hesitation, a scrupulousness or tender-

less ; knowing that for every idle word he must
jive an account, and that every thought must
)e brought into subjection to Christ. But these

ibertioes, who would think their own thoughts,

jnd choose their own ways and words, and also

irear their own apparel, would shuffle from it

ind fritter it away, bending it to their own
wills. Whereas the spirit of Christianity testi-

fies, and has ever testified, against such things,

QOt only among Friends, but more or less, and
in different ways and degrees, wherever sufficient

clearness has been arrived at, even from the

earliest ages.

Picture to thyself any set of people raised up
to a deep sense of religion, and carrying out
their watchfulness and selfdenial to all branches
of their conduct, and endeavoring to follow that

exhortation, "Be ye holy in all manner of con-

versation," and whatsoever ye "do in word or

deed, do all to the glory of God," etc. Would
they not soon come to be distinguished from
other people, who follow the course of this

world, or who secretly yearn after their own
hearts' lusts, and comfort thetnselves with try-

ing to think there is nothing in this and the

other little thing, and that religion does not

consist in these things ? Would they not soon
find themselves to be " a peculiar people," a
singular people, a very simple people—their

outward appearance, their manners, their very
gestures, restrained and regulated after a mode
totally contrary to thegenerality of those around
them ?

According to that striking passage in one of

the Apocryphal writings, setting forth the lan-

guage of the ungodly respecting the righteous,

so will it be respecting such a people or person

as I have described ;
" He is not for our turn,

he is clean contrary to our doings ; he was
made to reprove our thoughts ; he is grievous

unto us even to behold ; for his life is not as

other men's, his ways are of another fashion.*

Indeed, it has never been any wonder with me,
that a people gathe.'ed and settled -and pre-

serveii, as I have hinted at, or as Friends were,

when they found themselves estranged from
the world at large, and eccentric through this

process of following their convictions of duty,

should value this tlieir privilege, and these out-

ward badges, which tend to keep up this de-

sirable distinction and separation from the

world's spirit.

But they never set up a rule as to dress, or

any particular color, cut or fashion, on the

same footing as the livery of the monks, or re-

ligious orders of the Papists, etc., they only left

off" their ornaments, and such things as were a

burden to them as unnecessary and unsimple

—

it was the ever changeable tide of fashion, which
did the rest, and in time caused their dissimi-

larity and strangeness to appear. But as to the

bare assertion that George Fox and the early

Friends would have changed with the times, it

is a conjecture which has its origin in the mere
caprice and inclination of those who say so

;

and the contrary may be as flatly and broadly

asserted upon far stronger grounds, even upon
the actual facts of the whole tenor of their dis-

sent, as exhibited in their lives, and especially

in their writings.

The common consent spoken of, is the very

conformity they objected to, a consent of worldly

men, upon worldly principles ; not the consent

of men redeemed from the earth. On the other

hand, all that have ever rightly given up to

make a plain appearance, and to speak the

plain language, &c., have done it on the very

same sound ground, and not merely because

George Fox and others did it. They, the truly

convinced, have continued to feel on the sub-

ject as he did ; and though the instances are

rare, as the mercy is great, and the work mar-

vellous, and no light and superficial one, such

instances are yet from time to time occurring

;

they are the result of cleansing the inside of

the cup, that the outside may become clean

also.

—

John Barclay.

Mallets and Chisels.

The Monmouth battlefield in New Jersey was

a while ago the scene of a memorial service, and

a statue which is to mark the spot hereafter was

unveiled. I was much impressed with some
statements which I saw in regard to that

statue. The block of stone from which it was

chiselled weighed, if I remember the figures

correctly, thirteen tons, and the statue itself,

when finished, six tons. That means that seven

tons of material, which the artist regarded as

superfluous, were chipped away before the statue

stood forth in its purity and perfection.

What a type of human life, what a likeness

of character-building, what a similitude of the

work of the divine Artist, who being himself

made perfect through suffering, perfects us

through painful processes!

I take up a spall from the pile of rubbish

and compare it with the stone of the statue it-

self. To my dull eyes, it appears of the same

texture and of equal goodness. Why was it

See Wisdom of Solomon ii : 12, 14, 15, 16.

chipped ofl^? Why was I robbed of that joy,

so pure so large, so intimately connected with
my very being ? Ah, the divine Artist saw with

clearer eyes. He knew it was to be a deformity
instead of an adornment, and He removed it

ruthlessly, as I thought, and to my great pain

and sorrow. As I now look back at the pain-

ful experience, there comes to me a somewhat
better understanding of the enigma. "Whom
the Lord loveth, He chasteneth, and scourgeth

every son whom He receiveth." Perhaps I shall

ISarn one of these days to receive his chasten-

ings "joyfully," as I recognize in them the tokens

of a Father's love. . . .

Yes, God's mallets are heavy and his chisels

sharp, but the hands that hold them and use

them are hands of unerring skill. Many a hard
blow will fall, but not one too many, nor of a
force one feather's weight too great. I shall be

hurt, but I need hurting. I shall have tons of

conceit, tons of self-righteousness, tons of super-

fluity cut away from me, but all this awful

weight, if not removed, would sink me in per-

dition. I shall be fashioned finally into a vessel

fit for the Master's use. I shall he hewn, and
squared, and bevelled, and engraved gloriously.

I shall be a lively stone, precious, chosen of

God, built into a spiritual temple, acceptable to

God by Jesus Christ. Not a line of needed grace,

not a shape of requisite beauty, will be wanting.

Every spot will be cleansed, every wrinkle will

be removed, every deformity will betaken away,
for I am going to a place into which nothing

that defileth can enter, nothing that is offensive

can come.

If this is so, and it is, then why should I not

welcome the needed preparation ? Why should

I shrink, and scream, and dodge as the blows
and the sharp cuts separate from me the weights

and excrescences which are my disfigurement

and my impedimenta? merciful Father,

open my eyes that I may see what is back of

this present aflliction, this evil of the passing

hour, this thing which seems sorer than I can

bear ! Let me recognize that I am being de-

livered, not broken to pieces; redeemed, not

ruined. So shall I be led to praise and rejoice

in even the mallets and chisels of my God.

—

Christian Weekly.

The Figure 3.—Our readers, fond of mathe-
matical problems, will find in the figure 3 some
mysterious and unaccountable properties, not to

be found in any other numeral, that will afl^ord

them considerable amusement as well as instruc-

tion in the long winter evenings if they wish.

To begin, when any number is multiplied by
three or any multiple of three, as six, nine,

twelve, etc., the separate figures in the result, if

added together, give a total of three, or a mul-

tiple of three, thus

:

4 multiplied by 3 gives 12, and 1 and 2 are 3.

5 " by 3 " 15, " 1 and 5 are 6.

17 " by 9 " 153, " 1 and 5 and 3 are 9.

22 " by 12 " 264, " 2 and 6 and 4 are 12.

Another noteworthy property of the num-
ber is that when thirty-seven is multiplied by
three, or any multiple of it up to nine times

—

that is, twenty-seven—the result consists of three

same figures, thus:

37 multiplied by 3 gives 111.

37 " " 6 " 222.

37 " "12 " 444!

Peculiarities of this kind make 8 a remarka-
ble digit, even mathematicians admit.

—

Morning
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sujMmaey of events.
United States.—The Giivernment of the United

States ha.s notified Spain, through the French Em-
bassy, in answer to an urgent request fur a postpone-
ment, that the date f t the evacuation of Cuba shall
not be deferred beyond First Month 1st, next.
At a meeting of the Peace Commission on the IGth

inst., the Spanish Commissioners presented a long doc-
ument in answer ti the American argument which had
been submitted. The Spaniards reaffirmed the posi-
tion which they have assumed against the discussion
of Spain's Philippine sovereignty. Arbitration is pro-
posed on the c instruction to be placed on the words
" the control, disp siti' n and government." _
The new points laid down by the Spanish Peace

Commissioners are that they cannot permit any ques-
tion to be raised as to the authority of the Spanish
Government to pledge the resources of the Philippines
to meet the Philippine 1"an, and that they could n t

permit an accounting of the method in which the pro-
ceeds of this loan had been expended. A Washington
despatch says tliere is rea-son to believe that the Span-
ish purpose is to conceal enormous defalcations by the
Spanish officials who have governed the Philippines
since the issue of the loan.

At the meeting of the Peace Commissioners in Paris
on the 21st, the Americans declared that the United
States must have the entire Philippine Archipelago,
and for a treaty of cession tendered to Spain S20,000,-
000. Eleventh Month 28th is fixed as the date on
which a definite response is expected to that proposi-
tion and all other subjects in issue. It is atso stated
that the United States will offer to buy one of the group
of the Caroline Islands, for a coaling station.

Captain McCalla has cabled to the Navy Depart-
ment from Nassau, New Providence, that it' will be a
hopeless task to expect to save the Maria Teresa. In
this opinion Hobson and other experts agree. The
vessel lies in a dangerous position, and has begun to
break up.

The Michigan Supreme Court has given a decision
which in effect declares a boycott to be unlawful and
nnwarrautable menace, intimidation and coercion.

Negotiations on the proposed reciprocity treaty be-
tween the United States and Great Britain relative to
the British West Indies have come to a halt, with no
present indication that the treaty will be concluded in
the near future.

In connection with the recent race riots in the Car-
olinas, Booker T. Washington makes the fallowing
pertinent remarks

:

"It must be apparent at this time, that the effort to
put the rank and tile of the colored people into a posi-
tion to exercise the right of franchise has not been a
success in those portions of our own country where
the negro is found in large numbers. Either the negro
was not prepared for any such wholesale exercise' of
the baUot as our recent amendment to the Constitution
contemplated, or the American people were not pre-
pared to assist and encourage him to use the ballot.
In either case the result has been the same. In my
mind there is no doubt but that we made the mistake
at the beginning of our freedom of putting the emphasis
on the wrong end. Politics and the holding of office

were emphasized almost to the exclusion of every other
interest, and we accepted respon.sibilities which our ex-
perience and education had not fitted us to perform
with success and credit. To my mind the past and
present teach but one lesson—to the negro's friends
and to the negro himself—that there is but one way
out, that there is but one hope of salvation, and that
is for the negro in every part of America to resolve
from henceforth that he will throw aside every non-
essential and cling only to essentials—that his pillar
of fire by night and pillar of cloud by day shall be
property, skill, econ irny, education and Christian
character."

The anti-cigarette law in the State of Tennessee has
been declared constitutional by the Stole Supreme Court.
The scarcity of water in some of the California min-

ing counties has caused a suspension of placer mining,
and will reduce the output in some quarters almost 50
per cent.

" A great strike of high grade gold ore" is reported
near Snow Shoe Pass on the Warren trail, twenty
miles south of Florence. Idaho.
The peanut crop of the United States for the present

year will hardly fall short of 4,000,000 bushels. Most
of the crop is grown in North Carolina, Virginia, Ten-
nessee and Georgia, although other Stotes share in
making it to some extent. Prior to the war the pea-
nnt crop barely aggregated m.ire than .500,000 bushels.
The Wwihington Star says : Washington pi esesses

just mw a little wonder of the world in the form of a

most phenomenal growth of several edible species of
mushrooms. This wonder can be found on the island
in the Potomac, on the south side of the bathing beach
and west of the b 'ng bridge. The rich soil made in
recent years by the dredgings of the river has produc-
ed a luxuriance of growth of fungi that can probably
not be seen anywhere else, and if they continue to in-
crease in the ratio they have done these last few months
we may venture to state that the entire island will soon
be one solid mass of edible mushrooms.
Ihe shipment of deciduous fruits from California

the past season amounted to 4850 carloads, a falling
off of 550 cars compared with last year.
A Denison, Texas, despatch says that " the most de-

structive prairie fire ever known " is devastating the
Indian Territory ; that the damage will run up into
the thousands of dollars, and that the dry spell is jeo-
pardizing the entire wheat belt of the Territory.

Thousands of acres of land in Brown, Rock and
Dixon counties, Nebraska, have been swept by prairie
fires, and much grain, many barns and several houses
destroyed. In Gregory, Todd and Tripp counties.
South Dakota, the range is on fire, and many cattle
are reported lost. Settlers are fighting the flames with
poor success.

Says the Chicago Record : Bicycle managers say that
Western men have longer legs than Eastern men, and
that the wheels shipped west of the Allegheny Moun-
tains will average at least two inches more in height
than those s^ld in the East.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 414, which is 17 more than the previous week and
75 more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 207 were males and 207 females

; 50 died
of heart disease

; 49 of pneumonia; 43 of consumption

;

23 of diphtheria
; 23 of old age ; 16 of apoplexy ; 14

of cancer
; 13 of inflammation of the stomach and bow-

els
; 13 of nephritis

; 13 of inanition
; 13 from casual-

ties
; 12 ofconvulsions ; 11 of bronchitis ; 10 of Bright's

disea-e; 10 of inflammation of the brain and 9 of
typhoid fever.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 2's, 98i a 100 ; 4's, reg., lllj a
ni|; coupon, 112 a 113; new 4's, 1261 a 127V ; 5's, 112
a 113; 3's, 105J a lOSf ; currency 6's, 102^ a 103.
Cotton was quiet and unchanged on a basis of 5fc.

per pound for middling uplands.
Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, $13.75 a $14.50, and

spring, in sacks, $13.50 a $14 per ton.
Flour.-Winter super.. $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.65 a $2.90 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3. 1 5 a $3.35
do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50

; Western winter, clear'
S3.1o a $3.40; do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60

; do., patent'
$3.60 a $3.85 ; spring, clear, $3. 10 a $3.35 ; do. straight,
*o..50 a $3.70; city mills, extra, $2.65 a $2.90; do.
clear, $3.25 a $3.50

; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70 do
patent, $8.75 a $4.25. Rye Flour.—$3.10 per'bbi:
for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour—$2.00
a $2.10 per 100 pounds as to quality, for new.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71| a 72c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37J a 37fc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 323 c.

Beef Cattle. — Extra, 4| a 5ic. ; good, 4| a 4Jc,;
medium, 4^- a 4.5c.; common, 3J a 4c.

"

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4i a 4fc.; good, 4 a 4^0.:
medium, 3J a 3i|c .; common, 2^ a 3Jc.; lambs, 4J a 5Jc.

Ho(.iS.—Best Western, 5} a 55c. ; other grades, 4| a 5c.
I orb IGN—Secretory Chamberlain's recent speech

at Manchester, is regarded in France as indicating
Great Britain's desire to discuss and settle all questions
pending while she is in a state of preparedness to exert
pressure in support of her views.
During the last four years 9000 acres of hop land in

England have gone out of cultivation.
About twenty new books are published dailv in

Great Britain.

There are six schools i

taught.
Ireland where Irish is

Alfred Dreyfus, the Devil's Island prisoner, has
been informed of the revision proceedings in his case.
Almost all the Madrid papers deprecate the dilatory

proceedings at Paris, expressing their belief that the
United States will decline arbitration and urging the
Government to yield quickly, since it, „ . - >

..

,

" .« impossible
tor bpain to renew the struggle or to expect European
assistance, and, furthermore, because it would be bet-
ter to cease wasting money and to concentrate attention
upon Spain's domestic afl'airs and the restoration of
her finances.

Admiral Dewey has informed the Washington au-
thorities that the entire island of Panay is in possess-

1"",?/ 'o
^ insurgents, except Iloilo, which is defended

by 800 Spanish troops. The Island of Negros has de-
clared mdependenceand desires American protectorate.

Admiral Dewey has contracted with a Hong Kong

firm of wreckers to raise three of the Spanish war ves
sels sunk in the battle of Manila. They are the U,
de Cuba, Isla de Luzon, and Don Juan de Austria.
Two Spanish cruisers sunk at the battle of Manili

have been floated and docked at Cavite.
Of late years the individual consumption of whea

has almost universally increased. In .-candinavia i
has risen 100 per cent, in twenty-five years; in Austria
Hungary, 80 per cent. ; in France, 20 per cent. ; whili
in Belgium it has increased 50 per cent. Only ii

Russia and Italy, and possibly Turkey, has the con
sumption of wheat per head declined. In 1871 th«
bread eaters of the world numbered 371,000,000. Ii
1881 the numbers rose to 416,000,000; in 1891 u
472,600,000, and at the present time they number 516
500,000.

The Russian meteorologist. Professor Woetkof, calli
attention to the almost uninterrupted sunshine thai
prevails in winter in the Irkutsk region of Siberia
He thinks it would be an ideal place for consumptives
and for raising plants under glass.

Japan has 75 cotton mills.
Some wonderful stalactite caves have reoentlv beet

discovered eight miles from Kru ersdorp, in the Trane
vaal.

In spite of the strictest precautions, the South Afri-
can diamond companies lose over $2,000,000 a vear In
the theft of jewels.
A despatch dated Eleventh Mo. 20, from Yaquinj

Ore., says
:

" Additional particulars of the wreck o1
the British ship Atlanta, Captain Charles McBride
from Tacoma to Cape Town, Fifth-day morning, five
miles sonth of Alssead, were brought here by a corres-
pondent of the Associated Press, who wentto the scene.
Twenty-three lives were lost, including all of the ofS-
cers of the ship, and only three sailors survived to tell

the terrible story of the wreck."
Mexico has more than 7000 miles of railroads.

Thirty-eight of the railways are subsidized by the Gov-
ernment.

Brazil is now the principal coffee producing country
of the world. In 1896 the crop was estimated at 7,000 -

000 bags.

The miners in the Knob Hill mine, at Greenville,
British Columbia, have cross cut the ledge and de-
monstrated that the great ore body is 1 34 feet wide. The
ore will average $20 per ton, chiefly in copper. Min-
ing men say it is the greatest copper" mine in the world.
Another expedition to Labrador, from Halifax, is

being arranged by Captain Marvin, who was one o?
the parties prospecting there last summer. A small
steamer will be token North instead of a sailing vessel,
and the interior will be thoroughly prospected for
mineral deposits. Halifax capital is behind thescheme.

A Grand Trunk express train and a freight were in
collision near Murray Hill crossing, two miles west of
Trenton, Ontario, early on the morning of the 15lii
inst. Eleven persons were killed, including the engi-
neer and fireman of the passenger train, and a dozen
or more seriously injured.

NOTICES.
Receipts for Dukhobortsi Fund for the week
ending Eleventh Month 22nd, 1898.
S. B. $5. Cash $1. Wm. Evans, Treas.

252 S. Front St., Phila.

Wanted.—By a Friend, a position as companion
and to help with light housekeeping.

Address with full particulars,
" G, " office of The Friend.

Correction.—In last week's issue, in calling atten-
tion to "The Recent Calamity of the Sea Islands,"
by lack of punctuation, the name of Ellen Murray,
was made to read Ellen Murray Frogmore—the latter
being her postoffice address.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage will
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 a. m.,
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met when
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M.
twenty-fiive cents each way. To reach the school by
telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, SufH.

Died, at his residence in West Chester, Pa., Eigbfli
Month 26th, 1898, Charles L. Warneb, in the sev-
enty-sixth year of his age ; a member of Birmingham
Monthly Meeting.
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Former Liberaltiy.

In 1801 owing to the scarcity of provisions

p Great Britain and Ireland, prices were so

idvanced that many even in the Society of

Siends in those countries were reduced to very

irying circumstances for want of the necessaries

f life. Those facts becoming known in Ameri-

a, substantial aid was rendered by members of

'hiladelphia, New York and New England

Tearly Meetings in a princely subscription of

pwards of forty thousand dollars—a large sum

or that day—which was remitted to England

ud distributed by a committee of the Meeting

orSuHeringsof London Yearly Meeting. From

his subscription 2,150 members of our Society

n Great Britain and a considerable number in

relaud were relieved. A small portion of the

und was applied for the relief of persons not

nembers. V.

Is Our Trusteeship Lapsing?
'• Said a clergyman in Ireland :

" The doctrines

')f communion, inspiration and revelation, which

,he world is not yet prepared to receive, were

;iven to the Society of Friends in trust."

But if as individual members we fail to be

jxercised in these as experiences, and content

ourselves with merely handing them on as doc-

trines, our Society will fail of its trust, and new

trustees will be appointed. "Take therefore

the talent from him and give it to him who

hath ten talents."

It must be living witnesses, and not ancient

texts, that show real communion, inspiration,

and revelation as present facts, if men are to

believe and receive our testimony. Any talk

about what ancient Friends held, that modern

Friends are not a practical demonstration of,

falls to the ground as doctrine that is now-a-days

a failure. These doctrines will gather believers,

as they are shown to have gathered us into their

experience and power.

The effectual argument against an erroneous

baptism will be the living baptism o£the Holy

Spirit; the right cure of a formal communion is

the true communion ; the best way of proving

Divine inspiration is to come under it and be an

instance of it. A society that can fortify its

doctrines by Scripture and not by present living

epistles, must expect to be fading out. The

kingdom of God is not in word, nor in sound

doctrines essential as they are, but in power.

Our predecessors in the Truth cannot give us of

their oil. But they admonish us to go to them

that sell, as they did, and buy for ourselves. If

we are to have a future it must be something

more than a memory. For us to live must be

Christ. We must be living reproductions of the

same communion, inspiration, revelation, and

image of Christ for our day, of which those sons

of the morning were products in their day. Our

recourse is not to them, but to their Fountain.

"And He shall bring forth thy righteousness as

the light, and thy judgment as the noon-day."

Ministry After

" Words are tor others, not for ourselves, nor

for God ; who hears not as bodies do, but as

spirits should."

This language of William Penn has been

brought to mind on seeing the following ex

tract from a letter received a few days since by

a Friend in Philadelphia:

"On the afternoon of a beautiful First-day

in last May, my sister and I, while visiting in

Philadelphia, went to the Friends' meeting-

house in Washington Square, and you, seeing

that we were strangers, greeted us most cor-

dially, and told us much that was deeply iuter-

esting. The saying that most impressed me was

that of a Friend who was travelling in Russia,

and it was something like this :
' When the soul

wishes to commune with its Maker, it needs no

words : for there is that which was before words

were, and which will be long after words shall

have ceased their office.' That has been very

helpful, not only to me, but to many persons to

whom I have told it."

Being desirous of learning more particularly

of the authorship of those words, she was an

swered that Daniel Wheeler (according to the

statement of one supposed to be well acquainted

with him), when serving in Russia under an

appointment of the Emperor to superintend the

drainage of lands, was accustomed to observe a

season of retirement at those times of the week

in which he had attended his meetings for wor-

ship when in England. On one occasion a

nobleman asked him how persons could be sat-

isfied to go time after time and sit in silence

;

1 Daniel Wheeler replied that there was

" that which was before words were, and would

be after words had had their service."

"A word in season, how good it is." And it

is a word in season, only as it is in the power

which was before words were. The swift wit-

ness of this power is brought to bear often on

very incidental occasions, and the brief word

thus put forth may be largely effective in pro-

portion to its brevity. By abiding in this Vine

of power and life the preacher of the word " in

season, out of season" often finds those words

most in season which are out of stated seasons

for preaching ; most in season when most inci-

dental and, to men's view, accidental. But

droppings of the sanctuary are always in season,

coming as it were by surprise to talker or to

hearer in the midst of any day's business—so

only that they are spontaneous from the Life,

and not dragged in by our own strength. When

persistently injected into common conversation,

however unseasonably, they seem sometimes

pushed in defiance of Divine openings, so that

in forced audiences " the name which is above

every name " is the less honored the more vo-

cally repeated.

Through a word dropped in simplicity in a

Divine opportunity the hearer may be quick-

ened in his soul. Through the same word forced

in a human opportunity he may feel simply

•' nagged at," and repulsed from an openness to

the Truth. But it was Divine Wisdom who

said: "I have yet many things to say unto

you, but ye cannot bear them now." He was

and is observant of seasons when his word would

not be thrown away. And were disciples more

closely abiding in the same wisdom, he could

the less say :
" The zeal of my house hath eaten

me up."

We do not, however, pronounce that alone to

be a "season "which would be acceptable to men

for the hearing of a Divine suggestion. True

seasonableness is the living authority for the

time being. And wherever there is that au-

thority for a service, there is a way for it in

men's acceptance, or on prepared soil, where

there may appear to be no way. The one index

of seasonableness is the witness of the Spirit, in

whatever time of day, stage of business, or topic

of conversation. So that the " out-of-season
"

preaching is often most eff'ective, as being that

which is least suspected of being preaching, but

is an incidental expression, look, act, or word of

life through a Christian charged with life.

The gospel is quick to preach itself in its liv-

ing votaries ; but they are not living when not

willing that the gospel should preach through,
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;

by, and in them as dedicated instruments, " in

season, out of season."

But we would quote further from the words

of the same visitor to Orange Street meeting, as

follows :

—

"I often wish we might [in the Presbyterian

church] be allowed a greater portion of the

service for quiet communion, and a waiting for

the power of the Spirit. . . .

"So many times iuto the midst of my busy

life there has come, like a glimpse of heaven,

the memory of that sunny First day afternoon

in spring, with the sweet, silent service, and the

faces of the worshippers on which the peace of

God was written. Nor has your and yourfriendV

hospitable interest in my sister and me been

forgotten."

There ought to be more of such after-meeting

service of attention to visitors, or to attenders

not members, or to attenders who are members;
who often need to be met- by such as are alive to

give " a word in season to him that is weary ;"

or to be saluted by any who have a kind feeling.

The lonely and obscure may be those who are

most retiring, who are earliest to get out of

sight, but whose hearts would be encouraged by

a welcome. Complaints sometimes come abroad

that this or that individual has attended a meet-

ing for so many months or years without being

spoken to. But on inquiry it usually appears

that they have left the premises immediately

after meeting, or kept themselves in the back
ground, or not shown an openness to be acces-

sible. There is a prevailing desire with those

who sit as fathers and mothers in most of our

meetings not to pass anyone by unnoticed. But
gifts for meeting strangers vary in different

persons; and their progress from the official

seats in the meeting out towards the front, is

very usually interrupted by their friends who
have something longer or shorter to converse

about ; and so those who may be yearning for

attention have often slipped away before older

Friends reach the gate. It is well for us to

consider when meeting concludes, that our time
does not belong to those who can see us on
meeting affairs at other times in the week ; but it

rather belongs to the stranger within our gate,

and to those whose only opportunity it then is

to be met by us. A gathering effect would be
more manifest in some meetings by a more
gathering spirit after meeting, and bv a prefer-

ence of the stranger and the lowly to our
usual associates. " Be not forgetful to entertain

strangers."

We count no man a Christian because he
knows the facts of the gospel history or assents
to the doctrines of the apostolic teaching. He
is a Christian only in so far as his life is one
which exhibits a prevailing purpose to do the
will of the Father in heaven.

The knowledge which the world hath, of
what the prophets and apostles spake, is a
fleshly knowledge ; and the apostates from the
life, in which the prophets and apostles were,
have got their words, the holy scriptures in a
form, but not in the life nor spirit that gave
them forth.— George Fox.

Social Influence.

No one denies that there is much in human
nature, as it exists, that demands repression.

There is selfishness to be curbed, hatred, envy
and malice to be subdued, intrusive curiosity to

be stifled, and a critical, faultfinding and com-
plaining spirit to be held in check. These are

difficult tasks to accomplish, even where the

desires to do so is aroused ; and in other cases

they are well nigh impossible. The law, of
course, takes no cognizauce of such faults; ex-

hortations and advice are seldom efficient in

correcting them ; and if they have been suf-

fered to grow in early life, they may be ineradi-

cable.

It is just here that society, without attempt-
ing any thorough work of reformation, comes
in to give such foibles a very sensible check.
She insists, for her own protection, that some
good degree of restraint be put upon the ex-

pression of whatever tends to the general dis-

comfort. She will not allow the cordiality,

goodwill and friendliness wiiich firm the pleas-

ure of social intercourse to be sacrificed ; and
those who decline to make this concession to

her demands must fiirfeit her privileges. Thus
the man who seizes the best place, and appro-
priates the best things, regardless of others, who
is rude and violent in his manners, and openly
selfish in his actions, is soon ruled out of good
society. He who carps and cavils and criti-

cises and complains, is left to his own devices;
and he who intrudes upon privacy, or ridicules,

jeers and scoffs at his neighbors, soon finds that
his presence is a signal for general departure.
These people are contributing pain instead of
pleasure to the common fund, and are, therefore,
simply left out, as undesirable members of any
refined social circle.

It may be said that this is only the froth on
the outside of character, which leaves the char-
acter itself untouched

; that the selfish man will

be selfish still, though he learn to hide his real
self under a mask of courtesy and suavity ; that
envy and jealousy and malice and discontent
will still thrive, although forced into silence by
some stronger motive, and that the same motive
is equally efficient in inducing

nervous, impatient and discontented, by abstai

ing from uttering the complaining words whii

rise to his lips, may he blessed by a similar i

perience. On the other hand, every glimm
of good feeling will grow brighter and clear

by expressing it. The kind action and
sympathetic words not only go forth to coi

fort and rejoice another, but also react to

hance the benevolence which prompted thei

To espouse the cause of justice actively by
and deed increases the love of it, and the desi

to see it established. The aflection betw©
mother and child, or between lovers and frienc

is deepened by demonstration.

Thus the influence of society, which compt
a man to avoid the expression of unkind ai

disagreeable thoughts, to restrain selfish

rude rtions, and to practice courteous, respec

virtues which they do not possess, and to coun-
terfeit feelings which they never experienced.
Supposing for the moment that this were so
(which, however we cannot admit), even then
it would be a great gain to have these objec-
tionable characteristics reduced to silence. If a
man must be selfish and malicious and envious
and critical, how much better that he should at
least cease to pour out the bitter stream upon
his fellow men, poisoning their happiness and
marring their lives ! By what right does he give
voice to sentiments and feelings that annoy or
wound his neighbors and friends, without pro-
ducing good to any one ? Surely silence, not
speech, is incumbent upon him, as long as his
spirit furnishes no better source from which to
draw his words! And the society which de-
mands this reticence is to be commended as a
valuable contribution to the general peace and
welfare of the community.

Yet, as we have said, it is not true that such
restraint is useless to character itself Every
thought and feeling is strengthened by expres-
sion and weakened by silence. Let a man who
is internally in a passion of rage succeed in
maintaining absolute silence, and he has done
much to subdue the passion itself Should he
persist in this course, he will find that it will
have less hold upou him, and possibly in time
It may lose all power. One who is fretful.

ful and friendly behavior, is a real factor in t

improvement of character, although no such i

portant result be C(mtemplated. Thecontinu
tff )rt to give pleasure and to assuage pain,

emphasize the pleasant parts of life and n

ture, and to ignore the unpleasant, is of itsi

one essential means alike of social welfar
of moral progress. So, while we cannot cou
tenance the exaggeration of flattery, or insi

cerity, or hypocrisy that too often mar soci

intercourse and debase character, let us d
forget to be grateful for the refining and civ

iziiig influence which society exerts by encou
aging the expression of all that is good
gladsome, and by discountenancing the mai
festation of whatever is selfish, rude, ungracio
and painful.

—

Ledger.

A Tale of Heroism from Switzerlan
—Professor Nasse, of Berlin, and Dr. Borcha
with two guides, the four men roped togeth*

were crossing the Piz Balne over a snow bridj

which was considered safe by the guides. T.

bridge gave way and the leading guide
Professor Nasse fell into a crevasse. Nassf
the rope around his chest and hung in midai
A half hour later, to relieve this intolera"

strain, the leading guide cut the rope betwe«

..V, ^„...v, himself and Professor Nasse and disappean'

to assume '"'° ^^^ depths. The other guide and JDr. Be
chardt were then able to pull Professor Nas
up, but he was dead. It is cheering to kno
that the guide who so willingly ofier^ his li

was not killed, but was found unhurt by tl

rescue party.— The Voice.

The Rule of Christian Work.— I sb'

there was a distinction to be made between e

deavoring to do good, merely from benevolei
intentions, and going into an undertaking from
sense of religious duty, that is, a sense upon tl

mind that the business is laid upon us. Nc
in the first case, the effort is laudable, but
may be disappointed of our aim ; and, after i

from mere human reason, we are very imps
feet judges of what may be for the best. But
it be the Lord's own work, there is no uncei
tainty about the matter; and the result, let

be what it may, will be infallibly the best po
sible, so that acting under this precious ii

fluence, we have no reason to be in the lea

anxious. •

We are as much commanded to be filled wil

the Spirit as to be not drunk with wine. Tl
apostles were commanded not to go out an
preach until endued with power. Whatev(,
that enduement signified is the privileged equi|

ment of every minister to-day: and if his priv
lege is it not his duty as well?

—

Earnest Chri
tian.
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Philip Schaff and his Work—1819-93.
(Continued from page 146.)

We now approach the time when, at twenty-

fe years of age, Philip Schatf was about to

like a change in hisfiekl of labor, which proved

c such importance to him and to those among
Mom he afterwards lived, that it may rightly

I considered, next to his conversion, the most

Dmentous event in his fruitful life. In 1843

te German Reformed Church in America con-

(Ived the idea of bringing from the fatherland

(e of "the most eloquent evangelical pulpit

tators," but as the man of their choice, Dr.

Jrummacher, declined the call to " the chair of

iiurch History and Biblical Literature in the

.'leological Seminary at Mercersburg, Penn'a,"

i was extended to the subject of this sketch,

uon the recommendation of such men as Ne-

tder, because of his singular fitness for it, iu-

(jdiiig "a certain adaptability of his nature

fsuit itself to the conditions of a new country,"

tjether with his "scholarship, Christian fervor

!;d attachment to students." His own petition

(r help to fulfil the mission then ope.iing before

Im is quite touching, viz: "Continue to hide

le under the shadow of thy wings, to lead me
i the way, to refresh me with streams of thy

jace, and to sanctify my life, that it may be a

lank-otft^riug and an anthem of praise to thy

]ve for sinners! Lord, go with me across the

(ean to my new sphere of activity which thou

\st opened out for me ! May my beginning,

jy continuance, and the end of my work be

! thee and redound to the glory of thy holy

;ime! May the edification of thy Zion be my
i'st and last thought

!"

Parting with his mother was one of the closest

lials he had to feel in this move. He was her

ily child. The last evening he spent in Berlin

as with Neander, whose " blessing of futherly

ve " was very precious to the youth.

His ordination sermon in the spring of 1844
|,tracted considerable attention. He took f >r

.s text Paul's vision of the man of Maced'iuia.

Je portrayed the condition of his countrymen

;i America in very strong words, which aroused

ime indignation when read by them.

The three foes which threatened their spirit-

al welfare he said were " Pitganism, Romanism
ndseclarianism,"and " if theGermanemigrants

ad only half the seriousness of the puritans

nd the pacific Quakers, he would scarcely pre-

ime to appeal to his hearers' sympathy in

aeir behalf"

:
His catholicity and love of unity he expressed,

iz: "On the strong pinions of hope we pass

4r beyond sea and land, mountain and valley

ryea, beyond all space and time, and sin and

eath, into the land of true liberty, endlessly

janifold and yet one, the realm of the blessed,

/here there shall be no Europe, no America,

Catholicism and no Protestantism, but the

ne glorious church of the redeemed, res[)lendent

D immortal youth. Here we gaze by faitn into

he ever-during city of God, and behold all the

iving members of the body of Christ, now sepa-

ated, gathered into one triumphant thnjng

iround the throne of the Lamb that was slain."

Six weeks in England en route for our shores

;ave him opportunity to see much that was

)oth novel and interesting, and he was not slow

appreciate the excellent characteristics of

lis Anglo-Saxon cousins.

English domestic life was particularly charm-
ng to him, and he was introduced to such men
is Frederick Dennison Maurice, of whom he

writes, "The author of the ' Kingdom of Christ

'

is a man of deep feeling and a German temper

of mind, who is neither an Evangelical nor a

Puseyite," and of the late Professor Jowett, " he

seems to have more sympathy with German
theological views than any one else I have met
here," at Oxford.

" In passing from London to Oxford, one

passes from the steaming world-market of ma-
terialism to the purer atmosphere of the church
and the sciences. The friend of history breathes

more freely as he is thus brought back into the

rich past of the Middle Ages and the era of the

Reformation, which meet him in Oxford at

every turn. . . . As to our ideas, we
had better leave them at home unless they are

thoroughly practical and easily intelligible to a

sound common sense. . . The German is

the profounder thinker, the Englishman the

sturdier character. The first rules the wt)rld

by thought, conceiving it in all its varied

relations. The second rules it by politics, mak-
ing the world subservient to his wants.

Idealism without the solid basis of realism turns

to airy spiritualism ; realism without idealism to

bold materialism."

The Tractarian movement was then at its

height, and we can easily imagine the interest

which induced Philip Schafi' to call on Dr.

Pusey, who is described as "rather thin, of

miiidie height, pale and serious, but of friendly

countenance," although lacking a cheerful tem-

per. Their interview was typical of that frank-

ness of expression which is the prerogative of

honest souls.

" The Doctor" was so thoroughly bound to the

early church fathers and the early decrees of the

cnuncils, that he considered "the church from

the time of the apostles to the division of the

Orient and the Occident as the venerable mother

to whom we must yield unquestioning obedi-

ence. . . We may rest with confidence upon

its teaching during the first six centuries." This,

with the equally pernicious dogma of apostolical

succession, seemed to bethef luudation of Pusey's

theology, as it is of that ritualistic wave which

is sweeping over England to-day, threatening

the Anglican church more seriously than it

did in the fifties. To these misconceptions

Piiilip Schaff replied :
" Infallibility could not

be predicated of the church in the same way
that it was predicated of Christ and the apostles.

She is the ground and pillar of the truth, but

has held in conjunction with the truth many
errors.

" What else was left for the reformers to do

than to ordain themselves? All Luther wanted

was the preaching of the Gospel and the do-

minion of the Word ofGod." Why should we

remain in the child period ? Does not the

church represent the continuance of the life of

Christ, and must she not go on developing to

the full maturity of Christ life? Did not the

Lord promise to be with her till the end of the

world. " When I arose to go he expressed the

hope that God, having led me thus far, would

lead me still further. I re[)lied I hoped so, too,

but only not in the direction of Rome, but of

the truth."

Arriving at New York Seventh Month 29th,

1844, after a voyage of five weeks, he was much
pleased with the first impressions made upon his

observing, appreciative mind, and after forty

years, he wrote: "My activity in America has

been more stirring, more practical, and I trust,

more useful than it could have been in Europe.

I am an American by the call of Providence,

and by free choice with all my heart."

After a week's tarriance in the metropolis he

started for Pennsylvania, and when he met the

German population of that State, among whom
he was to reside for twenty years, he easily en-

tered most heartily into their social life, being
" quick to recognize the good traits of these

people, their implicit honesty, uncomplaining
industry, thrift, domestic fidelity and warm
hospitality," while they , on their part, were " sur-

prised that the scholar from a German univer-

sity should be so simple and accessible in his

manners."

The newly imported professor was now only
twenty-five years of age, " in robust health, of

medium size, deep chest and broad shoulders,

with a fair and ruddy complexion, large and
lustrous eyes, black hair and large head, with

a somewhat prominent nose. His countenance
indicated vivacity of spirits, energy and quick

powers of observation. . . He believed

in an adaptation rather than transplancaiion,

transfusion rather than transportation." "To
the German spirit he added that historic temper
which, strengthened by familiar acquaintance

with the whole range of church history, is tol-

erant and irenic, broadly appreciative rather

than local. His was the power of the con-

structive churchly hi^torian, holding firmly to

a few large underlying premises, he went on to

l>road and comprehensive conclusions.' In sum-
mingup the first year of his experiences in this

country, and thus far, according to his own esti-

mate, " the most important " of his life, he says

:

"I have taken the most far-reaching step in emi-

grating to the new world. Tlie pain at depart-

ing from the old, the joys of beholding the new,

the splendid reception in my new home, the

fierce attacks against me, crowd one upon the

other in my memory. What evidence I have
had of God's goodness to me in Germany, Swit-

zerland, England, on the Atlantic and here in

America ! I'he Lord has been with me and
given me a pledge of his future care."

" I am not worthy of the least of the mercies

which thou hast shown thy servant. Abide
with me. Go with me over into the new year;

let all things serve to the glory of thy name, to

the good of the church and to the edification of

my own soul
!"

We may note his reference to "fierce at-

tacks ;" these were partly in protest against

Some of his statements before coming to America,

and, doubtless, had he been as well informed as

he afterwards became, some of them would not

have been made just as they were in his ordina-

tion sermon at Elberfeld ; but these attacks

were followed uj) by a charge of and trial for

heresy, on account of his views as expressed in

his inaugural address in Reading, Penn'a, the

twenty-fifth of Fourth Month, 1844, when he

s ated as clearly as he could what he considered
' the fundamental ideas underlying the Prot-

estant Reformation and their bearing upon the

posture and mission of the Protestant church in

the nineteenth century."

His trial was conducted with many "sharp

accusations," and as usual, with a zeal befitting

a more worthy cause.
" The Principle of Protestantism as Related

to the Present State of the Church," by Philip

Schaff, Ph. D., 1845, is considered by those

whose judgment is worthy of high respect to be

one of " the clearest statements yet made of the

fundamental doctrines of Protestantism, with a

broad and comprehensive presentation ofCatho-

lic Christianity."

The author had no thought whatever of stir-

ring up such a storm when he first expressed

what is now recognized as a law of all spiritual

life, and perfectly in accord with the religious
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development of the church, as well as of the in-

dividual soul. He could not consider the refor-

mation a revolution, neither as a restoration to

an earlier couditiun of the church. It was an

advance, while retaining much that was an or-

ganic part of the previous periods, however

they may have obscured its light and perverted

its true mission.
" Christ charged his hearers to do what was

commanded by those who sat in Moses' seat,

and yet his watcliword was, ' Behuld, 1 make
all things new.' The same two-fold character

belongs to the Reformadou. Its motto in effect

was, I come not to destroy, but to fulfil.'

"Protestantism is not a mushroom, growing

up in a night. Luther simply brought out into

full view that which thousands before him and

in his own time had been strugglinj; in various

ways to reach. His work was that of the herald,

called forth to announce the higher stage of

Christianity in a purified church."

This view unavoidably involves progress in

our understanding or apprehension of Gospel

truth—not in its nature or life giving power,

for that was complete from the beginning, and

will ever remain perfect on the Divine side,

but all experience and history plainly testify to

the enlarged and ever-expanding conception we
have of the revealed plan (jf redemption as our,

or the church's capacity to receive its blessings

is increased. " All historical development in

the church consists in a cumulative apprehen-

sion of the life and doctrine of Christ and his

apostles, and a progressive and ever increasing

appropriation and manifestation of their spirit

and method."

This view, inspiring as it is experimental,

scientific as well as historic, brought down on

the young doctor's head an avalanche of tra-

ditional wrath.
" Never having doubted his loyalty to the

Protestant faith himself, he was astounded to

wake up one morning on American soil, and be

told that he was a destroyer of that way and a
champion of Romanism."
He was wont to say in after years, " My little

book was a harmless book, and I had not the

remotest thought when I delivered my address,

that I was out of accord with the views of the

Reformed Church in this country."

Four years later, however, it was " the de-

liberate persuasion " of a leader* in that de-

nomination that " no word has appeared in our
American theological literature, containing so

fair and able an argument against the high-

toned pretensions of Romanism."
The synod met in York, Pa., in the Tenth

Month of 1845, and "amid intense excitement

"

the Philadelphia members brought in the charge
of heresy against the man who would maintain
that " history does not move backward but
forward to a goal " that " God has in no age
withdrawn himself (entirely) from the church."
When all had been heard and a vote was

taken, thirty-seven out of forty stood for ac-

quittal.

The relief experienced by the accused was no
greater than the benefit accruing to all who ap-
preciate or will recognize the improvement in

the treatment of questions in church history

which Philip Schaff represented in this trial.

(To be continued).

There are times in life when silence is golden.
As the psalmist confessed: "I was dumb; I

opened not my mouth." Why? "Because thou
didst it."

*Dr. Kevin.

Man Overboard.

There is plenty of hypocrisy in the church,

but there is a good deal more outside of it. One
evening, after the writer had spoken to some

sailors about this matter. Captain Nickerson

arose and told a little of his experience, as

follows

:

"About the year 1861 I was a sailor on

board the Heroine, of Darieu, Georgia, bound
for Montevideo, South America. We were east

of the Bermudas, running under single-reefed

topsails. It was the dog watch, in the evening,

and a sailor named Ge'irge and myself, were on

the watch on the topgallant forecastle, in the

forward part of the ship. I was talking with

him of my early life, and of the lessons if piety

which I had learned at home. He ridiculed

the whole, and declared that there was no God,
and that all this talk was mere moonshine.

"Eight bells rang, the watch was changed,

and the men were called away to pump ship.

George took a bucket to get some water to

fetch the pump. As he flung it over the side

of the vessel it caught in the water, and as we
were going quite fast, George was drawn over-

board. Instantly the cry was heard, ' Man
overboard !' We were on the larboard tack

;

tne mate shouted, 'Hard a-starboard the wheel!'

and the vessel came around, and stood on the

starboard tack, and we could hear George cry-

ing in the darkness, ' Save me ! Save me 1 Save
me ! Save me !'

" We immediately launched a boat, but it

stove in launching and began to till with water.

The steward came to our assistance with some
blankets, which we stuffed in the hole to stop

the water, and we hastened to the rescue. The
night was dark, and the sea was rough. We
pulled out into the darkness and followed the

sound as well as we coukl, until we came to the

place where poor George was struggling with

the waves. Being a good swimmer, he had
kept himself from sinking, and we found him
about a quarter of a mile from the vessel, drew
him on board, and pulled back to the ship with

our boat half full of water. In thirty minutes
from the time he fell overboard, we had him
safe in his bunk in the forecastle, and as com-
fortable as we could make him.

" The next morning I said to George, ' Did
you' think that the ship was going to leave you,

and that you were lost?'

" ' Yes, I did,' said he.

" ' Now, George, be honest ; what did you do
then ?'

" ' I prayed to God.'
"

' But I thought you did not believe there

was a God,' said I.

" George replied, ' When a man is overboard,

in a dark night, and the ship going away from
him, and he expects to die, a man thinks dif-

ferent, and feels different, and talks different

from what he does when he is on the top-gallant

forecastle spinning yarns in safety.'

" We heard no more infidelity or blasphemy
from poor George, but he did not recover from
his terrible experience in the water. We left

him at the hospital at Montevideo, where he
afterward died."

Multitudes of infidels have found that their

unbelief has failed them in the trying hour.

"Hold on," said some infidels who had gath-
ered around the sick-bed of one of their com-
rades. " But will you tell me what to hold on
to?" was his question, which they could not
answer.

—

Herald of Truth.

Inner life will show itself outwardly.

Jolin Yeardley and his Travels.
(Continued from page 149.J

"' Pastor Chabrand told us in conversatic

that the first time he really saw the state of b

soul and his need of a Saviour, was in the met
iog-house at Westminster during half an houi

silence. After this time of precious silence

minister arose and spoke in so remarkable
manner to his state, unfolding the history of h

life, that he was melted to tears. Ever sini

that time he has appreciated the principles

our religious Society, and paticularly our pra

tice of waiting upon God in silence. These r

marks opened our way to speak on a subje

which has often given us pain in our intercour

with pious peojjle, viz., the practice of goii

suddeidy fmrn one religious exercise to anothe

We expressed our opinion that Christians,!

general, in their worship, would derive mo
edification from what is spoken, if they were
dwell under the good feeling which is sometim
raised, before passing so precipitately to singin

or even to prayer. With this he entirely agree

and thought it a point of the utmost importano
he wished it could be put in practice, for the

church in general suffered loss for want of i

quiet gathering of spirit before God.'
"

"At Castres, where they stopped on the 26t

they visited the Orphan House, and held inte

course with the pastors, and with a pious lawye
" ' On our journey,' says John Yeardley, ' v

had heard of a man near this town who bo

the name of Quaker, and we inquired of tl

lawyer if he knew whether he was sound in tl

Christian faith. The lawyer spoke with respe

of the so-called Quaker, but thought that in h

opinions he favored Arianisra. If so, said

rather hastily, we will not seek him or recogni;

him. " Why," said the advocate, " it is tl

very reason you should go to see him, and ti

to do him good." At this reply my conscieni

was stung on account of my hasty conclusioi

and after reflecting on the matter, we walkc

next morning five or six miles into the counti

in search of the new Friend. He received

with joy, and we soon satisfied ourselves as

his soundness in the Christian faith ; but hew*
rather ardent in his expectations of the reign i

Christ on the earth. Twenty years ago he refui

to take an oath on a jury; the judge told hii

he must go to prison, to which the Friend r

plied, "I am willing to go to prison, but I cai

not swear to condemn any person to death
;

you place me as juryman I shall acquit all tb

criminals." The judge, believing his scruplt

to be sincere, dismissed him without furth(

trouble. This dear man attached himself to i

in such a manner that it was difficult to pa

from him ; he pressed us to remain some (iaj

in his house, but this our duty did not permit.'

" In taking a retrospect of what they had doc

up to this time, they write thus to their Frienc

in England :

—

"'The manner in which our gracious Lor
has condescended to open the way for a portio

of labor in this part of his vineyard, adds a grai

to our faith: the service which has hitherto falle;

to our lot on thisjourney is of that nature towarc

which we had a view before we left our nativ

land ; and we are bound gratefully to acknow
edge, amid many conflicts and discouragement,

that sweet peace is sometimes our portion. Bi
our dear friends in England will readily cor

ceive that our baptisms are various and dee],

during our separation from the bosom of ou;

own little visible church ; and we hope to retai

a place in their sympathy and prayers, whe
they are favored with access to the throne (
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rifC)'. Our love flows freely and unceasingly

t all our dear friends, from whom it is always

etnforting to hear. Brethren, pray for us, that

t3 word of the Lord may have free course and

I glorified.'
"

" From portions of the south of France they

nt to Yverdun, and tiie day after to Neuf-

l&til. Since their last visit in 1834, some who

tre
very dear to them had been summoned

eternal rest, which cast a shade of natural

rrovv over their entrance into the place

:

d they were called upon, in addition, deeply

sympathize with some of those who remained.

"'The family of Profrssor Petavel has sus-

JDed a great loss in the death of his eldest son,

compauied by circumstances peculiarly strik-

g. This young luan was about nineteen years

age. He had been very serious for some

ue before his illness, and wished much to be

ployed as a mirfsionary. Early instructed

his mother in the ituportance of seeking

ivine influence, his mind was prepared to re

ive the baptism of the Holy Spirit; and he

d a deep conflict to pass through, which he

linfided to his mother, and which he seemed to

iiuk was the presage to suffering. In perform-

g some gymnastic exercises he received a fall

1 the head, which after some time was followed

f a paralytic afiection of the whole body, so

lat he became entirely helpless, and his speech

as taken away. It was only his tender mother

ho could ascertain his wants and administer

) them, which she did with unceasing assiduity.

i.fter about six months his speech was almost

iiiraculously restored, and he used it in praising

le Lord for the remarkable support and con-

,)latiou of his Spirit. He said he had been

liDsible of all that had passed, and that he had

een abundantly confirmed in the belief that

rue religion consists in hearing the voice of our

ilessed Redeemer, and seeking to do his will.

Jter some time the capability of speaking

luch, again forsook him
;
yet he lingered some

lonths longer, and when M. Y. beheld him

3on after our arrival, he appeared like a pre-

ious lamb purified, and waiting to be gathered

the everlasting fold. The resignation of his

larents was truly edifying : they proposed that

.-e should both come the next day, and sit

[uietly beside him for a while. This proved a

leeply impressive time ; the presence of the

jrreat Shepherd was evidently with us, and

jailed forth thanksgiving for the mercies re-

jeived and the deliverance anticipated. While

istening to a few words addressed to him at

)arting, he fixed his dying eyes upon us with

m expression not to be forgotten, and before

nidnight the precious spirit was received into

.he arms of its Saviour. As we left for Locle

iarly in the morning, and did not hear of this

until our return the day following.'"

"From Neufchatel, John and Martha Yeard-

ey went to Berne, where they renewed the bond

3f friendship with those to whose spiritual stale

they had ministered in former years. With
these they united several times in worship and

in social religious intercourse. At the close of

one of these meetings, the lady of the house, an

active and benevolent character, acknowledged,

that she was sensible of the truth of what they

had heard, and believed that in the present day

the Lord was leading many of his devoted child-

ren to listen to his voice, that they might be

brought more under the teachings of his Spirit,

and from this would flow their consolation.

'This (they observe) is the more remarkable,

as, when we were here before, she held views

on election and the finished work of grace, al-

most to the exclusion of the work of" regenera-

tion and the renewing of the Holy Ghost."'
"

' We find in some here,' writes John Yeard-

ley in his Diary, ' a desire for food of a more
spiritual nature: they really enjoy waiting on

the Lord in silence ; but the customary activity

is strong, and not easily broken through. I

trust the day will come when silence will more
prevail in the assemblies of the people. We left

Berne with feelings of peace and of much afftsc-

ticm for many in that place, and thankful to

our Heavenly Father, in that he had prepared

the hearts of his people to receive the invitation

to feed on that spiritual food which alone can

nourish the soul to eternal life.

(To be contlmied.)

Indian Conference Platform.

The platform adopted at Lake Mohonk, after

noting the progress made in dealing with the

Indian race in our country, proceeds:

Nevertheless, the Indian problem is still far

from solution. A needlessly expensive system

is maintained, nominally to care for the Indian,

but in too large measure to care fijr party and

political favorites. The schools, the clerks in

the bureau at Washington, and the Agency
physicians, have been brought under the civil

service, but with these exceptions, the Indian

Bureau remains a political machine, subject to

change in all its personnel after every Presi-

dential election.

By both Democratic and Republican admin-

istrations, men have been put at the head of the

Indian Bureau who are neither familiar with

Indian affairs nor acquainted with methods of

education. Indian agents and Indian inspectors

have been appointed without training or evidence

of their fitness for the office. In more than one

instance, a drunken official has been appointed

on a reservation and well authenticated com-

plaints have failed to secure his removal or have

resulted only in his transfer to another field,

with an increased salary. In cases in which

the reservation has been discontinued, and the

land has been allotted in severalty, the machin-

ery of the agency has been retained, though no

considerable service is required, and the reten-

tion is clearly against the spirit of the law.

These evils have shown themselves alike when

the appointments have been left with the Indian

Commissioners, when they have been reserved

by the Secretary of the Interior to himself, and

when they have been practically left to local

politicians.

Some excellent officials have been appointed,

and some excellent work has been accomplished
;

but this is not because, but in spite of, the sys-

tem. Two illustrations of the evils of the sys-

tems have been aff^jrded during the past year.

The first is the removal of Dr. Hailman, not-

withstanding his splendid record as Superin-

tendent of Indian Schools, attested by protest

against his removal from men of all parties and

all sections who are familiar with his work, in-

cluding many educational experts. The second

is the outbreak of some of the Chippewa Indians,

whose valuable pine timber, the government,

by agreement of 1889, covenanted to sell for

their benefit, and is still appraising and re-ap-

praising as a preliminary to such sale, two suc-

cessive appraisements, extravagantly conducted

at the expense of the Indians, having already

been set aside as worthless, with a third ap-

praisement now in progress.

We have appealed to successive Administra-

tions to remedy these abuses, and the abuses

still continue. We now appeal to the people

of the United States, to demand of their gov-

ernment that the Intlian Bureau be taken out

of politics, that the Indian Commissioner be no

longer treated as a political officer, to be changed
with every change of Admiuislration ; but that

the work of the Bureau be entrusted to experts

and left in their bauds until it is accomplished.

And we also appeal to them to demand of Con-

gress that it recognize that the Indian Bureau is

of necessity a temporary institution, and should

be discontinued at the earliest practical moment;
that it ex|)edite the dissolution of the reservation

and the allotment of the land in severalty, that

it give all Indians everywhere a right to appeal

to the courts, and that it thus prepare the way
for the abolition of a costly policy, unjust to the

Indians, injurious to the whites and an impedi-

ment to civilization.

For " The Friend."

Display of Religious Life.

Henry Varley, the English evangelist, has

criticised the Christianity nfour day as a " noisy,

superficial profession." This is putting the mat-

ter rather strongly, but there is considerable

ground for his severe arraignment. There is

too much of the self laudatory or complimentary
among workers in Christian and moral reforms.

What we do is too much paraded before the

public. Piety ought ever to speak for itself.

Goodness carries with it its own commendation.
Noble work is its own advertiser. More mod-
esty, and less display, may well be studied in

what we say and do for the Lord.

—

Freebyterian.

Together with the above extract we may ap-
propriately produce another from a letter re-

ceived from the Pacific slope :

" I think this continual outward parade of

religious life is calculated to stifle the great

work of that true introversion of spirit wherein

the Divine will is made known in the secret of

the heart, for our growth in grace, which is the

Christian's strength and safeguard from the

world's activity and applause. I am sure I feel

the need daily of fleeing to the ark of safety,

for that food, even the heavenly manna which

falls richly and quietly for those who in true

humility and abasedness call on the name of

the Lord."

Manila Hemp.— The Philippine Islands

furnish the hemp fiber used in the manufacture

of Manila rope, which has been recently ad-

vanced in price on account of the scarcity of

the raw material both in this country and Eu-
rope, and the uncertainty of the length of the

war. The fiber is obtained from a plant that

in many ways resembles the banana. It grows

from seeds and also from shoots or suckers,

reaching often a height of twenty to twenty-five

feet, with a tuft of leaves at the top. The
leaves are peeled off down to the bottom of the

tree, and the fiber is then separated, dried, and

tied in hanks. The hemp is shipped in bales of

270 pounds, to Europe and America, being used

extensively in this country for binder twine as

well as rope. In 1897 there were imported into

the United States from Manila 123.349,500

pounds of this variety of hemp.— Chritstian Ad-
vocate.

" Obedience, respect, and kindness to parents,

are duties of children ; fidelity to friends is a

duty, reverence, obedience, and prayer to God
are indispensable duties; the government and
religious instruction of children are ditties of

parents which they cannot neglect without guilt."
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For " The Feiknd."

Forgetfulness of God.

In giving a thoughtful and serious considera-

tion to the classification in which the word

forget is put by the psalmist (ix : 17) " The
wicked shall be turned into hell, and all the

nations that forget God," there is presented

bef )re my view a class of moral or professedly

religious people who are very busy in phi'

thropy and so-called religious work of various

descriptions, and yet on the final day of ac

count, when presenting themselves for admit-

tance to one of the " many mansions " with the

language, " Have we not prophesied in th

name, and in thy name done many wonderful

works," I fear that He shall answer them, " I

never knew you ; depart from me ye that work
iniquity." It is evident those high professors

were strangers to true conversion, regeneration

and the renewing of the Holy Ghost. They
had never entered into the sheepfold by the

door, and therefore were thieves and robbers,

although they in the letter prophesied in his

name. Here is room for all to stand still in

close self examination. Examine your own
selves, try your own selves, whether ye be in the

faith. Is my soul centered in a sensible feeling

of humble, patient submission to the will of

God ? " For every one that doeth evil hateth the

light, neither cometh to the light lest his deeds
should be reproved." The opposite naturally

follows :
" He that doeth truth cometh to the

light, that his deeds may be made manifest."

It is in this manifestation that the purifying

and cleansing operation proceeds. ''For he
sitteth as a refiner with fire and a fuller with

soap, and who shall abide his coming?" Those
who can say with Paul (Rom. viii : 38, 39) : I am
persuaded that neiiher death nor life, etc., shall

be able to separate us from the love of God
which is in C::hrist Jesus our Lord, in this state

have a true sense of -what hinders and what
helps us. And as we cleave to the one and de-

spise the other, seeing the real end and object in

view of the Refiner, there is a working together

with Christ. Here we learn that in taking his

yoke upon us, " it is easy, and his burden is

light." Under this yoke is the continued patient
waiting and a preparation for every work and
service, not a mere silent, thoughtless, idle and
indifferent attitude, whether in meetings for

Divine worship or out of them. Nay, often a
" wrestling with Jacob all night until the break
of day." How much it takes to keep us meek
and lowly in heart.

Under the Levitical ministration, under the
law, the priests had to have everything in readi-

ness at stated limes and seasons. Is that not
the state of the generality of so-called Christian
ministers today ? Is that not what the so-called

revivals in our Society in the last fifty years
have so largely led back into? Have we profited

other denominations thereby ? or have we our-
selves been profited? Is our religious and moral
atmosphere such that it commands the respect
from others that was largely given to the So-
ciety of Friends in past generations? If what
was written aforetime was left for our learning,
how much more ought we to be warned by what
we have seen of" Friends' Church." Looking
at open facts, is there not something of a sug-
gestive answer in the statement of the apostle
Paul, " We cast out with our own hands the
tackling of the ship," and " cast out the wheat
into the sea," and finally were cast where two
seas met, the ship was " broken with the vio-
lence of the waves." " Now consider this, ye
that forget God, lest I tear you in pieces and

there be none to deliver " (Psalm 1 : 22). Thus
while drawing near to God with the lips, is

there not forgetfulness and ignorance of the real

Sonship and the attitude in which the quickened

soul must approach its Creator and Father, be-

cause " God is a spirit, and they that worship

Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth,

for the Father seeketh such to worship Him."
And in the presence of kings and rulers they

were to " take no thought what to speak and
what to answer, for it shall be given you in

that same hour." " For we know not what
we should pray for as we ought, but the Spirit

itself maketh intercession for us with groanings

that cannot be uttered. And He that seareheth

the hearts, knoweth what is the mind of the

Spirit, because He maketh intercession for the

saints according to the will of God." Degeneracy
has led into departures from this pure spiritual

worship and ministry taught by Christ and ex-

emplified by his followers then, and afresh made
manifest to some in ever^' generation since the

rise of our Society. Self activity and a desire

to find an easier way are the two seas that

meet. Inexperience casts overboard that which
it does not yet see to be essential, because the

natural man does not comprehend spiritual

things.

I believe there are those in our small rem-
nant that have set their faces to seek the Lord
in their daily dying to self May these abide
to see the heart emptied from vessel to vessel,

that a pure offering may be brought forth in

righteousness. Then after patiently abiding
under all the afflictions which our connection
with the Society has brought us under for our
purification, we shall continually feel these to

be among the all things that " work together
for good to those that love the Lord," and wait
for his appearance, and are able to say with
J(jb (slii : 1-6) " I have heard of thee with the
hearing of the ear, but now mine eye seeth

thee, wherefore I abhor myself and repent in

dust and ashes." Then let us no more become
forgetful hearers of the word.

Peter N. Dyhe.

Care For Workers.— A soldier sought
commission in a cavalry company.

" What do you know abouta horse?" enquired
the official to whom he made application.

" I know how to drive a horse all day and
bring him in fresh at night," was the prompt
reply.

The cavalryman who does not know how to

care for a horse will soon have no horse to care
for ; and Christian workers who do not care for

bodily health, will soon be unlit for work. It

may be better to wear out with labor than to

rust out with lust and luxury; but often men
die from mere foolishness, rashness, and im-
prudence, from gluttony and neglect of the
mplest precautions and principles of health.— Tlie Armory.

The pJiilosopher Xanthus, expecting friends
to dinner, bade his servant J]]sop furnish the
table with the best things. Tongues only were
provided

; tongues in many courses, tongues
served with all manner of spices and condiments.
'Did I not bid you furnish the best things?"
said Xanthus. "So I have," replied ..Esop

;

" there is nothing better than the tongue." The
next day, expecting friends again, Xanthus
ordered his servant to furnish the table with the
worst of things. Lo 1 tongues again. And to
his master's remonstrance, ^sop replied: "Is
there anything worse than the tongue ?"

—

David
James Burrell.

The First Telegram.

At a dinner at St. John's, Newfoundlam
Eighth Month 15th, 1855, Prof Morse, in aii^i

swer to some complimentary remarks on hi

connection with the electric telegraph, made th

following reply

:

"I thank you, ladies and gentlemen, mo(!«
cordially for the flattering mention you hay'
made to me in connection with the electri

telegraph, for it expresses the kindness, th |'

good-will, the generosity of your own hearti

But, ladies and gentlemen, I place myself s

one only amongst the instrumentalities in thi

great enterprise of binding the nations togethe
in the bands of electric intercourse. It is thu
only that I find relief from what I may trult

style the oppression of praise. Let me explaia
It would be hypocrisy in me to affect callousnes If'

or indifference to the good opinion of my fellow

men. No; I confess to a deep feeling of grati|'

fication in receiving this evidence that the labor
;

and sacrifices of so many years of my life havi

not been thrown away upon an impracticabl '.

and chimerical dream. I have not, howeverii:

so superQcial a self-knowledge as not to be awarit
that there is something within this bosom evem-

ready to kindle into a selfish pride at the lea8i|!

spark of praise—a pride that would give utter
'

ance to the arrogant boast, ' Is not this greaii

Babylon that I have built for the house of th(

!

kingdom by the might of my power, and for thi \v

honor of my majesty?' ' Who is it that com
mands the lightnings to go, and they go?' ' Wh(.|
gave the telegraphs to the world?'

" Permit me to state an incident in the earlj

history of the telegraph, which is directly perti

nent to the answers of these questions. At tw
sessions of the Congress of the United States, mj
petition for the pecuniary aid of the governiueni

to construct the experimental line of telegrapl;

from Washington to Baltimor3, to test its prao=

ticability and utility, dragged its slow length

along, and the close of the session of 1842-4S
threatened a result as inaus[)icious as the previ
ous session of 1837-38. I need not more than
allude to the fact that in the previous session ol

1837 I had expended all the pecuniary meant
I possessed to sustain myself at Washington,
while urging upon the attention of Congresj
this then untried, this then generally esteemed
visionary, enterprise of an electric telegraph.

" Years were required to put myself again in

a pecuniary condition to appear before CongreS'
with my invention ; and now I saw the last day
of another entire session just about to close, and
with it the prospect of another year's delay,

My bill had indeed passed the House. It wa«
on the calendar of the Senate; but the evening
of the last day had commenced with more than
one hundred bills to be considered and passed
before mine should be reached.

" Wearied with the anxiety of suspense, I

consulted with one of my senatorial friends; he
thought the chance of carrying it so small, that

he advised me to consider it as lost.

" In a state of mind I must leave you to im-
agine, I returned to my lodgings to make my
preparations for returning home the next day.

My funds were reduced to the fraction of a dollar.

In the morning as I was about to sit down to

breakfast, the servant announced that a young
lady desired to see me in the parlor. It was
the daughter of my excellent friend and college

classmate, the commissioner of patents. She
called, she said, by her father's permission, and
in the exuberance of her own joy, to announce
to me the passage of the Telegraph Bill at mid-
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;lit, only the moment before the Senate's ad-

llll ut.

" riiis was the turning-point of the telegraph

.t'liiiiiii ill America. As an appropriate ac-

owlfilgiiieiit for her sympathy and kindness

a syiiipatby which only a woman can express

I lUMUiised that the first dispatch by the first

e 1)1' ulegraph from Washington to Baltimore

,ulil lie indued by her. To which she replied,

will hold you to your word.' In about a

ar tioin that time the line was completed, and

II ^ thing being prepared, I apprized my young
fill I nf the fact. A note from her enclosed

s.li-|):itch,' What hath Gild wrought!' These

re the first words that passed upon electric

jres on the first com|)leted line in America,

ine could have been chosen more in accor-

nce with my own feelings. It baptized the

oerican telegraph with the name of its author,

placed the crown of success and of honor

ere it belonged."

Taking Mother's Place.

Many a little girl, coming home from a new-

,de grave, where she has laid the dearest friend

1 ever knew, has no time for mourning, for

i remembers that she must now take mother's

ice.

She has known something of care before, but

)ther has always been near, and though some-

les weak and suffering, yet her wisdom could

•ect what her hands could not do; but now
weary mother is at rest ; the tired hands are

ded across the breast ; the eyes are closed in

e tearless slumber ; the aching head no longer

•obs with pain ; the life work is dnne, and

i rest begun. But there is work still to do:

me must be kept, the house cared for, the

tie ones attended to, and somebody must guide

B household ; and so the daughter, slender,

perienced, deficient in so many ways, finds

rself called upon to take mother's place.

How much this means she does not know
rself. How often she wishes mother was here

;

w often she regrets that she did not watch to

i how mother did things, or that she did not

irn mother's ways more fully, or that mother

1 not let her do things when she could have

en with her, and watched her, and guided

r.

But it is too late for regrets, and so she must
ke up the work as God has given it to her.

e little ones must be watched over, the father

ist be comforted in his sadness, the food must
prepared, the work done, the home attended

and the family kept together. How much
e little girl needs wisdom ; not only the wisdom
at comes from a mother, but the wisdom that

mes from God.
The girl that takes mother's place must be

itient, for mother was patient. She must learn

bridle the tongue, and stay the hasty word,

r mother did so. She must learn to give up
r own ways, and live to please and comfort

hers, for this was mother's delight and mother's

he must learn to save her strength, and be

kreful about lifting, and lugging, and straiuing,

-perhaps if mother had been more careful she

ould have been with us still. She did not

)are herself, and now she is gone ; but the little

aughter must learn a lesson, and be careful of

er own health. It will do no good for her to

ft and strain beyond her strength, and so be

ck all her life long: if she will help others she

lust take care of herself. She must be a busy
irl, there is so much to do, and still she must
ilan to save steps and save work. There are

80 many things that imcst be done, that some

other things must be left undone.

The girl that takes mother's place must study

the different dispositions in the family. She

must learn to be gentle, and learn to jilease
;

she must learn to check the hasty word, and

change the unpleasant subject, and " talk about

something else," when the sky begins to be over-

cast. She must be a peacemaker, and a com-

forter, and a helper to every one.

The girl that takes mother's place must i)ray.

Mother never could have done her work with-

out praying, and the daughter will never fill

her place unless she knows the way to the

mercy-seat, and has the help of a living, loving

God.
In mother's place the daughter must be wise

beyond her years ; she must think, and advise,

and pray ; she must economize, and study, and

plan ; she must make the ends meet; she must

save and she must give ; and though the burdens

that come to her through taking mother's place

may sometimes seem heavy, they may bring an

experience that may be worth more than gold.

Sometime she may lie a mother herself, and

the lessons which she is learning now will be

useful then. She may learn to be more careful

of her health than mother was, and so her child-

ren may never know what it is to be mntherless

in their early years.

—

H.L. H., in Little Chrutian.

Obedience to-day means illumination to

morrow.— Churchman.

Items Concerning the Society.

Benjamin P. Brown, who had been attending

Baltimore Yearly Meetina:, feeling drawn to visit

Western Quarter, Pa., found there our Friend

Cyrus Cooper having a concern for religious labor

in that neighborhood ; so that the two were ena-

bled to hold meetings in united, and it is believed

acceptable, service fur the honor of Truth.

Chester Monthly Meeting feeling a revived con-

cern for the holding of consecutive public meetings

for Divine worship in Lansdowne, has appointed a

committee to have care concerning those meetings

which are appointed. It is understood that those

for Twelfth Month are to be held on the 8lh and

22nd, at 8 p. m^

Notes from Others.

You cannot tell what a man is made of by the

way be preaches. Look at him in his every day

life. Look at hira in great grief and loneliness,

watch him when he is nagged and persecuted.

Does he keep sweet? Is he still sanctified ? That

is the time. I don't depreciate demonstration, but

you will be safer to make your estimates of the

genuineness of piety at home than at camp meet-

ing. Brother, the way you act at home with your

wife and children proves what you are. That's the

place to measure yourself. It is more important

that my own children believe in me than that I

should have the confidence of a godless world and

an almost Christless church.—& C. Rees.

" We do much for God, but we do not rest much
in God. I have known some rare souls who breathed

forth that devoutnessin all their lives, and what a

power thev exert ! They are like a personification

of the still, small voice which Elijah heard. I

would plead for more spiritual retirement, for more
moments when thedoorof our closetis shut behind

us, and the door of our heart too is closed to the

world and its exacting cares, and we enter

the secret of his presence. Is there not an element

which we could adopt in the quiet Quaker meet-

ings, in which there is no demand for speaking and

no sense of failure if all are silent, but which are

occasionally stirred like the pool of Bethesda by

the rippling touch of an angel's wing? Can we
not perhaps learn something from the retreats

hich the Catholic church provides for her priests,

in which the souls are led merely to meditation

and adoration! We believe in the sanctifying

power of confession and testimony. Is there not a
sanctifying power in silence, too?"

—

In His Steps.

The radical mistake of the Romish church with

reference to sin, is that it treats of it as an account
that can be worked off by a series of human efforts,

even going to the extent of supposing [that there

are extra pieties of some (called works of superero-

gation) which] cnnstitute a fund of morality that

may be drawn upon by others. This is thoroughly
unscriptural. No men, not even the best of men,
fulfil the whole rigorous law of duty, much less

have any good worlds to spare to be set over to the

credit of others who are threatened with moral
bankruptcy. We commend these Roman theolo-

gians to Luke xvii : 10 :
" So like ye, when ye shall

have done all those things which are commanded
you, say: We are unprofitable servatits; we h:'ve

done that which was our duty to do." . . There is

no warrant for superabundant credit for "good
works," which in the case of even the saintliest

are far from being perfect. Pilgrimages, penances
and pious prayings are not purchasing agents of

salvation. What Rome would do well to preach is

not re-penance, but repentance.— iV. Y. Observer.

A Message, by O. Stanley Hall. President of Clark

University.—The tragedy of culture during the last

quarter-century has been the warfare between re-

ligion and science. It has caused doubts often

deepening to de-pair, mental confusion, and some-

times moral collapse, and sophistry, insincerity,

and mental dishonesty; and the havoc has been

greatest at an age when young men and women
are most in earnest and most in need of positive

convictions.

This long travail of soul is, I believe, about to

end. God is not a hypocrite who says one thing in

his word and does another in his works. In nature

Bible lay concealed, and in Bible nature stands re-

vt-alpd. The day of antagonism is ending. Science,

especially in those branches that deal with life and
with man, is re-affirming religion. Scripture is

being re-revealed. And wb«B- these two chief cul-

ture forces of the world join in an eternal peace of

God, what a wealth of energy will be freed for the

higher uses of human regeneration !

All nature is one; the undevout microscopist,

geologist, botanist, etc., as well as the undevout
astronomer, is mad. Present study of the human
soul finds God's primeval revelation, so long ob-

scured, written there. A new way is open through

nature up to nature's God.

In the prayer book it is declared that, if a man,
by any just impediment, is prevented from receiv-

ing thesacrament of Christ's body and blood, he is

to be instructed (mark the following words!) "that,

if he do truly repent him of his sins, and steadfastly

believe tliat Jesus Christ hath suffered death upon
the cross for him, and shed his blood for his re-

demption, earnestly remembering the benefits he

hath thereby, and giving him hearty thanks there-

for, he doth eat and drink the body and blood of

our Saviour, Christ, profitably to his soul's fiealth,

although he do not receive the sacrament with his

mouth." Add to this the teaching of the twenty-

ninth article, '' that the wicked and such as be void

of lively faith, although they do carnally and visibly

press with their teeth the sacrament of the body

and blood of Christ, yet in no wise are they par-

takers of Christ." And we can perceive that the

present Archbishop of Canterbury has not rightly

set forth the true doctrine of the great church over

which he presides.

Even in the Middle Ages it was taught, by di-

vines esteemed orthodox and Catholic, that there

could be the eating of Christ's body and the drink-

ing of his blood without partaking of the Eucharist.

It was maintained that, by the fathers under the

Old Testament, the body and blood of the Lord

Jesus were as truly partaken of as they are now
under the Christian dispensation. There can be a

partaking of Christ's body and blood without con-

secrated bread and wine.

I am glad that the Church of England teaches in
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its formularies so scriptural a doctrine of the Lord's

Supper. Would that the truth respecting the other

sacrament of the New Testament, baptism, were

set forth in them with equal clearness \—Dunloj>

Moore, in The Presbyterian.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Spain has consented without con-

dition to accept the offer of S20,000,0'00 made by the

United States, and relinquish Cuba, cede Porto Rico,

Guam and the Philippine Islands.

"I am one of those Americans," said Andrew Car-

negie, " who believes in keeping the Republic as it has

been for years. I am opposed to adding distant and

worthless possessions to our territory. I have not yet

lost faith in the doctrine of our fathers. I do not be-

lieve in shooting down insurgents in Cuba or the Phil-

ippines. I would be glad to see the insurgents also

begin shooting when we have to resort to this. No
nation is t ood enough to govern any other nation ; no

man is good enough to govern any other man. Eng-
land's weakness to-day is in her varied possessions and

the great expense in keeping them."

In regard to our annexmg the Philippines, Ex-
Senator George F. Edmunds, says :

"The cost of governing su'h a people, if no duties

were collected, must be borne entirely by the United
States, or by the imposition of taxes upon the inhabi-

tants of the islands, who are neither fomi of work nor

of taxes. If a tariff should be adopted at the same
rate as we have here, then our experts which go there

mu-t go in free, and then we would get no revenue, for

the foreign trade would be driven out. And if we had
a tariH which was, for instance, 10 per cent, at Manila,
while on the same goods it was 20 per cent, here, then

we are treating one part of the people of the United
States by law differently from what we are treating

another pirt of the United States."

The Commission appointed by the President to

frame a government for the Hawaiian Islands practically

has decided on a bill to be reported to Congress pro-

viding for a territorial Governor, Legislature and Del-
egate in Congress. Property and educational qualifi-

cations will be required of voters for members of the
upper House of the Legislature. Coolie labor will be
abolished.

Major General Merriam reports that Honolulu is

thoroughly infected with typhoid fever.

The Commissary Department of the Army has de-

spatched the steamer Bratlen from Savannah with
700 ton- of provisi ns for the starving people of Cuba.
The Brctt/en will leave a portion of the cargo at Hav-
ana, and then will sail to Matanzas and other points.

General Wood has appointed a native Cuban civil-

ian, niimed Bacardi, to ue Ma.ior of 8antiag i ,in place
of Major McLeary.
The first official act of Mayor Bacardi was to dis-

charge the entire clerical for e in the Mayor s office,

an I to employ Cubans who had served in the war. He
will shortly is.sue a manifesto to the efiect that he in-

tends encouraging the city's development and giving
employment, as far as ccraditions will permit, to worthy
per.^ons. He will promise t > look closely to the gen-
eral interests of the community, and will call upon all

Cubans to 'bey the law and thus to promote the pros-
perity of the country and to insure the happiness of its

people. General \Vood has high hopes of this first at-

tempt at civil government under Cuban control.

The complete returns of the casualties f the Santi-

ago campaign sh'W: Killed, 23 officers and 234 men
;

Wounded, 102 ffieers and 1333 men.
In his annual report George E. Roberts, the Diree-

t'lr of the Mint, says

:

" The m st important events of the fiscal year in the
world of government finance have been the consumma-
tion of the long planned resumption of specie payments
by Russia in g^ld, the reorganizati n of the monetary
system of Japan with gold as the standard, and the re-

fusal of I he Government of India to co-operate with
the Governments of the United States and France in
an effort to establish bimetalism by international agree-
ment.

•' The gold coinage of the world in 1897 was the lar-

gest recorded, amounting in value to $437,719,342,
against $195,809,.517 in 1896. Of the former sum,
$146,622,194 was recoinage, and approximately $291,-
097,148 a net addition to the stock of gold coins. The
principal coiiiage was by the United States, Great
Britain, Russia, Germany, -Austria- Himgary, France
and Japan. The extraordinary coinage of the year
is accounted for by the preparations of Russia, Austria-
Hungary and Japan for their monetary reforms. In
the case of Russia, particularly, gold^which has been

accumulating for years, much of it in bars, was passed

through the mints to prepare it for circulation.

Through the efforts of the United States Minister at

Constantinople permits are to be issued to foreigners

to travel in the interior of Asia Minor.

The Pinninkinnink Coal Company has on exhibition

at its offices in Clarksburg, W. Va., a lump of coal

taken last week from its mines weighing over 10,000

pounds.
A disastrous prairie fire in the Indian Territory has

been brought to an abrupt stop by heavy rains. The
fire started two weeks ago in Chickasaw and Choctaw
Nations, and it is estimated that property valued at

$250,000 has been destroyed. An area of seventy-five

square miles has been burned over.

Reports from the cattle and sheep raising districts

of Northwestern Texas, Oklahoma and the Indian
Territory show heavy losses because of the blizzard in

those sections since the night of Eleventh Month 20th.

Thousands of sheep are imprisoned in the mountains,
near Pendleton, Oregon. Three feet of snow has fallen

in the foot hills there, and the sheep cannot get through
it to the valleys below.

On Seventh and First days last, the severest gale of

the season prevailed along the Middle Atlantic and
New England coast, with maximum wind velocities

ranging from 50 to 60 miles an hour. Heavy snow fell

over Eastern New York, New England, Eastern Penn-
sylvania and New Jersey. In Philadelphia 9.2 inches

of snow fell.

On the 29th it was estimated that thirty-five vessels

were wrecked and thirty to forty lives lost in Boston
harbor alone in the storm of Seventh and First days.

The total loss of life fin the New England coast is esti-

mated at seventy, and may reach double that number.
The boiler of the river steamer T C. Walker explod-

ed, near Stockton, California, on Eleventh Month 27th.

Five persons were killed, eleven dangerously woundeil

and fifteen or twenty injured, more or less seriously.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 449, which is 35 more than the previous week and
55 more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 2.34 were males and 215 female ; 62 died

of pneumonia; 54 of consumption ; 46 of heart disease
;

33 of diphtheria; 17 of nephritis ; 17ofodagc; 16 of
inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 15 of apo-
plexy; 13 of convulsions; 12 of cancer; 11 of maras-
mus ; 10 of typhoid fever

; 9 of inanition ; 9 of inflam-
mation of the brain, and 6 from suicide.

Markets, <6c.—U. S. 2'8, 98^ a 100 ; 4's, reg.. Ill J a
112; coupon, 112 a 113; new 4's, 127 a 127.V;5's, 112
a 113; 3's, 105| a 106 ; currency 6's, 102A a 103.

Cotton closed on a basis of 5^0. per pound for mid-
dling uplands.

Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, quote I at $13.75 a
$14..50, and spring, in sacks, $18.50 a $14 per ton.

Flour.—Winter super.. $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.65 a $2.90 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3. 1 5 a $3.35
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.15 a $3.40; do., straight, $3.40 a $3.65 ; do., patent,

$3.60 a $3.85 ; spring, clear, $3 10 a $.3.35 ; do. straight,

t3.50 a $3.70; do. patent, «3.70 a *3.85 ; do. favoriie
brands, $3 90 a $4.10 ; city mills, extra, $2.65 a 4:2.90

;

do. clear, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70 ; do.,

patent,_$3.75 a $4.10._ Rye Flour.—$3.10 per bbl.

for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flouk—$2.00
a $2.10 per 100 pounds as to quality, for new.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 72.V a 72Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38J a 38ic.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 33 a 33^c.

Beep Cattle. — Extra, 5 a 5,ic. ;
good, 4J a 4Jc.;

medium,- 4| a 4|c.; common, 3i a 4Jc.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4i a 4Jc.; good, 4 a 4ic.;

medium, 3.^ a SJc; common, 2J a 3)c; lambs, 4^ a 5^c.

Hogs.—Best Western,5i a5Jc ; other grades, 4i} a .5c.

Fore GN—The recent comparatively mild weather
which has prevailed in Great Britain has been iner-
rupted by a ihorouKh blizz ird in many parts of the
country, especially in the north, wliere the snowdrifts
have been several feet deep.
Three men perished in the snow in ihe Highlands,

a train was bl wn off the rails near Tralee, Ireland
;

numbers of fishing boats have been lost, many fisher-
mt-n have perished, and the Irish mail boats and cross
channel mail services were inierrupted or seriously de-
layed. The Belfast mail boat was twenty hours in
making a trip which is usually accomplished in six
hours

; trains have been snowed up at several places,
and generally the snow storm is considered to have
been the worst for many years.

It is stated that the exports of Great Britain for the
year ending with Tenth Month decreased $2,200 000,
chiefly through the alteration in the United States
tariff.

London and Liverpool are both at the level of t

sea. Glasgow is thirty feet above it, Manchester is ft

feet and Birminghaii 300 feet.

In twenty-five years the population of Belgium 1

increased by 24 per cent. It is now between 6,000,1

and 7,000,000. The consumption of alcohol ha
creased 54 per cent.

Southern France and Northern Italy have been vi

ted by severe storms and much damage has bt-

done.

Official statistics show that German cattle everywh
are suffering from tuberculosis and other diseases,

the district of Aix-la-Chnpelle, for instance, eigh
three communes show that 749 farms are so infect

At least 40 per cent, of all the German cattle hi

tuberculosis, and in some districts the percentage is

high as 79.

In a semi-official note issued in Madrid, there was
appeal to all Spaniards to furnish assistance to save I

national credit " if they do not wish foreign capital

be withdiawn from Spain."

An attempt was made upon the life of the Czar
he was returning from Copenhagen. Obstructions Wi

placed on a bridge and were discovered hy a swit
man just in time to prevent a wreck.

Asparagus grows wild in the Russian steppes i

abundance that it serves as feed for cows.
In the year 1900 the interest on Japan's natio)

deht will amount to $25,000,000 a year.

Fourteen years ago Lachlan Maclean carried i

000 ova of English trout to Cape Colony with the '

ject of experimenting with the acclimatization of tl

fish in Africa. In spite of various difficulties and fi

ures the experiment proved successful. The
having once become established, flourished, and the
land streaois of the Colony are now being gradua
stocked with the fish.

The Spanish Admiralty has advertised for sale

lease the fine floating dock in Havana harbor.
The resignation of .'Vlarshall Blanc i as Capt:

General of Cuba, has been accepted by the Span:
Government. Marshall Blanco sorrendered his cc

mand to General Castallaneos, his successor, at Hava
on the 26th ult.

NOTICES.
Wanted.—By a Friend, a position as compani

and to help with light housekeeping.
Address with full particulars,

" G, " office of The Friend

Westtown Boarding School.—The winter te

will commence on Second-day. Twelfth Month 12

1898. Application for admission of pupils should
made to William F. Wickeksham, Principal,

Westtown, Pa

Receipts for Dukhobortsi Fund for the •

ending Eleventh Mouth 29ch, 1898.

P. R. G. $5. Cash $1. Two Friends $10. W.
E. $2. Wm. Evans, Treas.,

252 S. Front St., Phila

Public Meetings—Lansdo^ivne, Pa.

Meetings for worship are appointed, under the
thority of Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa., to be held
the meeting-house at Lansd vvne, on Fifth-day ev«.

ings, the Sth and the 22d days of the present mom
commencing at eight o'clock.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be ;

dressed to William F. Wiokersham, Principal

Payments on account of board and tuitio

communications in regard to business should
warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniei

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage ^

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 a.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met wl
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup't

Died, at his residence near Concordville, Pa., onl
Eleventh of Ninth Month, 1898, Alexander f

in ihe eighty-f lurth year of his age ; a member of O
cord Monthly Meeting of Friends.
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Sintered as secorid-class nuttier at Philadelphia P. O.

About three-fourths of the volumes borrowed

3t year from the Redwood Library and Athe-

3um at Newport, R. I., were works of Fiction
;

11,000 volumes out of the 15,422 borrowed.

16 following testimony of practical value con-

ng library shelves we quote from its report

:

It i.s impossible to speak too strongly in praise of

advantages afforded by the stack over tlie old

elving and of the general satisfaction which it

The ease of adjustment of the shelves, and

en acce.ssibility to ihem of light and air, give liie

,ck a great advantage over the wooden cases. In

jlimate so damp as ours, this latter advantage is

jstimable. Not only are the books in the stack

subject to mildew, but the structure affords no

rk and damp corners for the harboring of that

rary pest, the Lepisnia, commonly called "slick,"

lich does so much damage to books stored in the

ke wooden cases.

For "The Friend."

Peace Jubilee at York, Pa., in 1783.

Benjamin Walker, a Friend of Warrington Meet-

5, York County, in his diary (1780-1786), under

te of Third-day, Fourth Mo. 22, 1783, thus notes

;ws of peace and tlie celebration in that re-

)u, at the close of the Revolutionary War :

This Day is a Day of True joy Saying peace is

oclaimed—they made a Stack of wood on the

ons in Little York supposing Upwards of 50

)t high put tar barrels and many Combustables

red their Cannons and Small arms and Broke
tends Glass Windows and Great Deal of Unneces-

ry work."

The above note, which is extracted from a

cent issue of The Literary Era, (Phila.), gives,

the quiet reference to Friends' windows, a

nt of what our ancestors had to bear in their

ithful testimony against war. It shows, too,

at public rejoicings when a foe is conquered,

ive little, if anything, in common with the

al spirit of peace, but are rather only another

anifestation of that lustful spirit from which
irs and fightings spring. More aptly would
ch occasions be called war jubilees than peace

bilees. S.

Give Attention as Well as Receive It.

Having said something last week about the

need of bestowing attention after meeting on

those who have been sitting with us, we find

now in Zioti's Watchman the following sugges-

tion that " it is a poor rule that does not work

both ways." Yet we must remember that the

good father went to meet the inconsistent son

more than half way—even while he was " a great

way off." Modest persons usually refrain from

meeting apparent superiors as much as halfway.

Accordingly let the interval be covered by some

steps of sympathy.
" The unsociable church member who com-

plains that, though he has been in a church

for twelve years, nobody ever comes to shake

his hand, or tries to give him a good time, is

perhaps suffering from lack of investment in the

sociability market. Has he ever offered to shake

the hand of a stranger in that church ? Is the

man who complains that he is ' not appreciated'

doing all in his power to appreciate others?

From a purely calculating, selfish standpoint,

we must be willing to give if we would get.

From God's standpoint, we shall give without

taking thought for what we may get. Yet we

have God's assurance that the same principle

will hold in his service. 'Then give to the

world the best you have, and the best will come

back to you.'
"

Safety in Not Knovfing How.

CARDS NOT WRONO IN THEMSELVES, BUT OPEN A
DOWNWARD WAY.

" Respecting all amusements the question is,

not whether in their simple and theoretical

character they are defensible, but whether they

are defensible in their actually existing state."

—J. Dymond.

Card-playing is indulged in by a part of the

respectable— that is, moral—class of society;

and by nearly all of the unscrupulous and

lowest, when they so incline. It will scarcely

be claimed as an ascending ladder from mo-

rality to holiness ; but it does work when it

leaves the neutral direction downward rather

than upward—as, indeed, an inclined plane from

the respectable to the lowest.

When a young man has learned the art of

card-playing in a virtuous home or party, the

next social step in which he can, when abroad

in the world at large, continue it, is probably a

lower one. In travelling, or among strangers

at hotels, it is dangerous for him to know how

to play cards. To know how is made a passport

to degrading associations, which will most likely

seek to ruin him to the extent of their ability.

He can scarcely disentangle the social game

from drinks and from evil communications, as

the practice generally runs. Not having re-

sisted these thus far, will he next abstain from

light betting, and then from gambling? He
does not lose his virtue all at once.

Innocent, or kindly intentioned women, when
they play cards as a social diversion, are differ-

ently situated in regard to such danger for

themselves; and therefore they can, all the

more unsuspectingly, start their brothers towards

a ruin not in sight. They do not suspect to

what lower associatious they are giving them

the card of admission. They may be innocent,

except as they allow the fascination of the game
to draw them beyond the right limit of precious

time necessary for recreation, and few will draw
back from the Hue where recreation ends and

fascination begins, or except as the play exhila-

rates with excitement rather than insjjires with

grace, or except as they acquire thus a habit

of fostering a self-pleasing rather than a self-

denying conscience, or except as the entertain-

ment steals away a due share of attention from

that secret voice in the soul, which would guide

it to higher employments and the welfare of a

spiritual life.

When stopping short of such injuries these

card-playing sisters are innocent fjr themselves.

But are they innocent towards the young men
whom their example and countenance allure

to a road which is down-hill for them? Away
from his pure home-circle the young man finds

his card-playing associations by no means ele-

vating.

As we have said, on a railway train, or with-

out acquaintance during an evening at a hotel,

he is invited by strangers to take a hand with

them at a game. If he can say, " I don't know

how to play," he is safe from social introduction

to characters more likely, as the pratice runs, to

be bad than good. At any rate, he knows noth-

ing about their characters. Should he " know

how," and join the game, he finds himself as

likely as not in fellowship with a dissolute, or an

unprincipled gang. He runs that risk at every

new place. He runs the risk ofjoining in their

drinks, their lower tastes, and eventually some

forms of gambling.

If the time which card-playing consumes were

really replaced by some more valuable result

to one's brains or virtues than the time thus

killed ; if men or women were sure to be more

intellectual, or more morally or spiritually ele-

vated after a sitting at cards than before, then

the new partner at a game would be surer of

the company he is keeping. For then it would

be a game which would not, because too im-
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proving, be resorted to by merely worldly or

questionable society, and so on down to " lewd

fellows of the baser sort." So the game, how-

ever innocent or characterless in itself, is not a

game which contains any security against pa-

trons of the worst class. It keeps open house

to them all. It excludes no folly, no vice. It

is safer not to know it, than to be always hav-

ing a card of introduction to worst companion-

ships.

Such would be the case with any other diver-

sion, whose movements, innocent so far as the

immediate practice is concerned, are found to

graduate their sons upon the descending road.

What could seem more harmless than pushing

the ivory balls on a billiard table? But the

expensiveness of the outfit precludes it usually

from being a home-game. So it is usually set

up in a place of public resort, especially in con-

nection with a drinkingbar, that it may be used

to play for drinks ; and thus it is made danger-

ous to " know how." The writer was once em-

ployed in a boarding-school which had a billiard

table. The boys practised at billiards. The

fascination of the game was such that on their

half-holiday afternoons when the boys could go

to town, several of them would resort to the

billiard saloon there. The consequence for some

of them was, drinks at the bar, drunkenness,

expulsion from the school, sorrow in families, and

apparently one premature death known to the

writer, perhaps others known elsewhere. These

boys would far better have remained in ignor-

anc3 of billiards, than to have known ^ game
that must usually be played in connection with

saloons. Playing-cards, though not necessarily

so, are most likely to have similar associations,

and it is safe not to know their use. In this

light, good families that play at theoi are more

dangerous than the bad.

These observations are not based on others'

writing, but on personal experience. While a

student, at one period, the writer was induced

to stop for half an hour after dinner, to let it

settle with diversion at euchre or whist, or what-

ever it was. By rapid stages the half-hour be-

came prolonged to one or two hours, as the

fascination might run, — but to the loss of

whatever success had been gained in study.

Afterwards, through imbibing the maxims of

such society as would call one's scruples against

card-playing a "superstition about spots" or a

"prejudice against pasteboard," he found him-

self on the verge of dissipation and darkness.

The secret Divine interventions for his rescue

at that time appearing are still to be treasured as

secret. It is enough now to say that the promise,

"He will accept all thy burnt sacrifices," was ful-

filled ; and the saving hand of Divine Provi-

dence led to a fresh association with the Society

of Friends, and a sense of reconciliation by

Christ.

Here are the easy steps down which the paste-

board passport guides men's descent as the ten-

dency runs:—The church fair, the respectable

home, the aristocratic or some other club, the

summer hotel or the traveller's inn, the ocean

steamer or the smoking car, the policy shop,

the liquor saloon or opium den. It will scarcely

be pretended that card-playing leads any from

the lower degrees of this scale upward,—for in-

stance, from saloons back to church fairs and

to innocent home-life.

'• But it is for the sake of encouraging home-

life," say some anxious sisters or mothers, "that

we indulge this as a fireside diversion,—to keep

our young men in away from worse resorts."

Well is it for these home-preserving hearts if

they cannot charge themselves with teaching

that which first introduced the boys to worse

resorts. And if whist or euchre once learned

by boys went no farther than the home circle;

if they were made to serve no worse purpose in

the world than our card games of "Authors"

and such-like, they might rightly help as home-

makers. But it is away from home that the

" knowing how" to handle games of chance turns

them, in so many cases, into home-destroyers.

A broader view is wanted than that of analyz-

ing our means of diversion for what they are

" in themselves,"—to detect within their make-

up what harm men's hands will make them

serve. Common sense requires that they be

judged by their known course and practice. "I

don't care how it is made up—how does it

work?" This we say to the salesman of a ma-

chine. Though the virus of a rattlesnake has

exactly the elements of the white of an egg,

men's question about it is, what are its actual

efiects? In selecting foods for character the

same judgment is in order. "Wherefore ye

shall know them by their fruits."

On the other hand it is alike futile to search

into the fabric of some other things for the nght-

eoMsefiect generally following in their use. There

is nothing in the constitution of a plain coat or

of a pack of cards that we should expect from

either a contagion of good or of evil. But if a

preserving operation in our religious Society

seems somehow to have followed in the sincere

use of the one, and detriment in the wake of the

other, we may say there is nothing in them, but

all the same something serious comes to pass.

Let the same test be applied lo all popular

amusements, or more sober occupations, namely.

Whether in their average effect they are making

for righteousness or for dissipation in the earth.

The theatre, the dance of modern society, the

horse-race, the pigeon-shooting, speculations on

chances, charity-balls, and so on, will be looked

upon by sensible judges for themselves and

their children according to this rule.

But our concern is not to strip life bare of

attractive interests for young or old :—not " to

create a desert and call it a peace." We must

provide improving substitutes, — not merely

leave blanks; lest the unclean spirit, seeing the

space still empty from which he went out, shall

find room for worse spirits to fill the vacant

void, and the last state of our unfilled youth be

worse than the first. True it is, that Christ with

his employments is the one satisfying occupant
of the emptied heart. But nursing fathers and

mothers, though unable to command one of th(|

days of the Son of Man, will yet foster thd

youthful conditions to prepare his way befon

Him: and will seek to engage the heart witli

such improving allurements as are strengthen]

ing and upbuilding, and accompany salvation

j

Many are seeking for the mind of youth and

of social life recreations or engagements whicl

shall not run on the down grade except to

upward. A collection of innocent or characte

building substitutes for the questionable socia

diversions would, ifmade known, help humanitj

Remarks on Paid Ministry.

BY INAZO NITOBE.

In College Park Association of Friends, c

San Jose, California, at its nineteenth semi
nual meeting,Eleventh Month 5th,after listenin

to a discussion of a paper on " The Present D«
niands upon the Ministry and the Churches,

Inazo Nitobe, of Japan, made a supplementar
address, in part, as follows:

—

" Without meaning to offend anybody wh
may differ from me, I wish to state how ths

feature of the Society of Friends struck

which makes its organization so different an
distinct from any others; I mean,—so to speal

— its non-pastoral system. When I came i

contact with Friends for the first time, I thougl

to myself that in no Christian immunity ai

pastors so conspicuous as among Quakers,—an

that by their absence. And when I began
inquire further into the subject I was delighte

to find how their views in this matter accorde

with my Oriental ideas. Some may charge n
with an Oriental bias of thought when I sa

that among us it was a usage for a priest or s

ethical master to receive no wages. It wi

thought degrading to their profession to have
set value fixed upon their services. Teache
taught for the sake of teaching, and no fee woul

have delighted them so much as the progress i

their pupils. To be sure, a mother would no
and then send them a fish, or rice, or ev(

money, politely wrapped in paper, but the

gifts were marked as a token of gratitude ar

to show that they were not forgotten, and we
equivalent to a letter of thanks." In this coi

nection he related a story from the life,
—

" th

noble life, of the founder of Buddhism. I migl

say I am not a believer in his religious systen

but for the profundity of his thought and pu
ity of his life, I have an unbounded admiratioj

and the little anecdote I am about to reli

seems to me replete with significance.

"It is said tliat as one day Buddha and
disciples went on their usual rounds of preac

ing, they were a-hungered ; and seeing a mi

close by who was engaged in reaping some grai

they went up to him and begged for aln

whereupon the farmer, with angry looks, a

dressed them, saying, ' You hermits do no worl

you simply talk and talk the live-long day; ai

when your stomachs get empty you ask for tl

fruit of our toil, little dreaming what it costs

to produce our food. If you want to eat, lab

with your hands.' Buddha, taking pity on ti

ignorance of the man, opened his mouth ai

taught him ; how that there are labors of spiri

as well as hands, and how those who work f

spiritual food do something higher and nobi

than mere manual labor ; how that man mi
be fed with spiritual nourishment as well as wi

bodily. When the man listened to his teachii
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8 heart was melted and he repented of his

ideness, and with opened hand offered food

id drink. Buddha, however, touched them not;

it said to the farmer, ' I accept not thy offer-

gnow; if thou hadst given tliy alms before

ou was taught, gladly would 1 have shared

y bounty ; but now, that thou ofl'erest it as a

impensation for our teaching, I will not touch

This anecdote, simple as it is, teaches a prin-

ile, which has been put into practice among
for centuries, and which must be dear to the

arts of many Friends ; and which involves an

onomic doctrine as yet but vaguely touched
' the scientific economists of the age.

Economists have a good deal to say about

iges,—that these wages are a reward for labor;

d when I turn to the chapter on labor I find

identical with physical works, and but scant

tice taken of the services which are the out-

me of love and afiection.

' Who has explained what the compensation

uld be for a mother's services in nourishing

r sick child? How is the reward accorded

the labors of a wife when she drudges for

comfort of her husband? Certainly these

not economic relations, you say. What, then,

economic relations? Is the attitude of one

10 claims to prepare a soul for heaven an

onomic one ?

o much is said, now-a-days, about doing

urch work for the Master, and so firth ; but

re is a higher vocation than doing, and that

being. If you are a Christian, you can-

t help doing Christian work
;
you can do no

aer. It is not the doing we should insist upon;

we are careful of being, the doing will follow

a necessary consequence. And we are not

id for being, but for doing; in all cases where
ynient is made it is for something dune.
' Take a minister's work ; can he set a limit

the working of his preaching in the hearts of

hearers ? The won! he preaches is a leaven
;

is a seed ; it is a living word ; it may grow to

oportions he does not dream of It seems to

that by economic service we mean a service

lose range is definite and fixed. Certainly no

B can say without violaiing our delicacy of

ling, ' I will love you for so much ;' or, ' I

11 draw you so much nearer heaven if you

y so much.' The work of ministry and of

ritual pastorage is something that cannot be

iasured by money, and hence cannot be en-

led to financial return.

''I am aware that there are many good men
10 will difl^er from me. I am aware of the

iptural text, "The laborer is worthy of his

But with all due deference to others I

nnot but be true to that Oriental teaching,

lich I believe will find response among those

10 did not share my youthful education and
rroundings, which regards monetary compen-
;ion as degrading to such a high profession."

Report of James Bean, in American Friend.

How He Loved.—A little boy declared that

loved his mother " with all his strength."

He was asked to explain what he meant by
vith all his strength."

He said, " Well, I'll tell you. You see, we
'e on the fourth floor of this tenement; and
ire's no elevator, and the coal is kept down
the basement. Mother is dreadfully busy all

e time, and she isn't very strong; so I see to

that the coalhod is never empty. I lug the

al up four flights of stairs all by myself. And
I a pretty big hod. It takes all my strength

get it up here. Now isn't that loving my
ather with all my strength?"

Honor Thy Father and Thy Mother.

There is a touching story of the famous Dr.

Samuel Johnson which has had influence on

many a boy who has heard it. Samuel's father,

Michael Johnson, was a poor book-seller in

Lichfield, England. On market days he used

to carry a package of books to the village of

Uttoseter and sell them from a stall in the

market place. One day the book-seller was
sick, and asked his son to go and sell the books

in "his place. Samuel, from a silly pride, re-

fused to obey.

Fifty years afterward Johnson became the

celebrated author, the compiler of the ' English
Dictionary,' and one of the most distinguished

scholars in England ; but he never f irgot his

act of unkindness to his poor, hard toiling father
;

so when he visited Uttoxeter he determined to

show his sorrow and repentance.

He went into the market place at the time of

business, uncovered his head and stood there

for an hour in the pouring rain, on the very

spot where the bookstall used to stand. " This,"

he says, "was an act of conlrition for my dis-

obedience to my kind father."

The spectacle of the great Dr. Johnson stand-

ing bareheaded in the storm, to atone fir ihe

wrong done by him fifty years before, is a grand
and touching one. There is a representation of

it (in marble) ou the Doctor's monument.
Many a man in after life has felt something

harder and heavier than a storm of rain beating

upon his heart when he remembered his acts of

unkindness to a good father or mother now in

their graves.

Dr. John Todd, of Fittsfield, the eminent

writer, never could forget how, when his old

father was very sick, and sent him away for

medicine, he (a little lad) had been unwilling

to go, and made up a lie that " the druggist had
not got any such medicine."

The old man was just dying when little John-

ny came in, and said to him, "My boy, your

father suffers great pain for want of that medi-

cine."

Johnny started in great distress for the medi
cine, but it was too late. The father, on his re-

turn, was almost gone. He could only say to

the weeping boy, " Love God, and always speak

the truth, for the eye of God is always upon
you. Now kiss me once more, and farewell."

Through all his after life, Dr. Todd often had

a heartache over that act of falsehood and dis

obedience to his dying father. It takes more
than a shower to wash away the memory of

such sins. Dr. Todd repented of that sin a

thousand times.

The words, " Honor thy father and thy

mother," means four things—always do what
they bid you, always tell them the truth, always

treat them lovingly, and take care of them when
they are sick and grown old. I never yet knew
a boy who trampled on the wishes of his parents

who turned out well. God never blesses a wil-

fully disobedient son.

When Washington was sixteen years old he

determined to leave home and be a midshipman
in the Colonial navy. After he had sent off" his

trunk, he went to bid his mother good by. She

wept so bitterly because he was going away that

he said to his negro servant, " Bring back my
trunk; I am not going to make my mother suf

fer so by leaving her."

He remained at home to please his mother.

This decision led to his becoming a surveyor

and afterwards a soldier. His whole glorious

career in life turned on this simple act of trying

to make his mother happy. And happy too,

will be the child who never has occasion to shed

bitter tears fur any act of unkindness to his

parents. Let us not forget that God has said :

" Honor thy father and thy mother."

—

Theodore

L. Cuyler.

For "The Fp.iend."

Extracted from a Personal Letter to a Friend.

" We are of the same bl'od
;
but the blood of Christ

is a deeper, sweeter tie than consanguinity."

" My wife and I are members of the Congre-
gational church, but are practically outside of

all denominations. We hold—The Head and
The Body of Christ are one and indivisible.

—

' One Body, One Bread.'

[Speaking of one—a member of the Society

of Friends] "but not being in full sympathy,
holding a birthright membership, is not a good
exponent of that body of believers. I think if

I had my lot with the 'Quakers' I should have
been in full sympathy, tor, all that I know of
them greatly pleases my heart. I never read

George Fox or Barclay, but would have done
so if given the opportunity. What I know of
the Friends I love—I mean the true Body of

our Lord, not the mixed. There are no Friends
within the radius of our acquaintance nearer

than Rhode Island.
" I find everywhere those who are content to

live at Dan or Beersheba, and others who are

not Content unless in 'The Presence.'

"Denomination makes little diflerence. My
whole being protests against unChrisilikeness

in any form; and the whole Christian world

sufl^ers from the hierarchical spirit. A hireling

ministry is subservient and despotic.
" I am a farmer as Amos and Jeremiah. I

cannot ' prophesy in the King's Court,' so I am
at ' Bethel.' The ' churches ' (?) have little use

for me, but our precious Lord gave me a little

flock to whom the Spirit made me 'a minister

and a witness.'

"Since I received the baptism with the Holy
Ghost and fire and God wonderfully healed me,

we have had no confidence in the flesh, but try

to walk in obedience to the indwelling Christ

—

' The inner Light.' I am content to not do, but

glad to be."

Value of Convinced Members.

I remember a remark once made to me by an
honest Friend in London, during the time of

the Yearly Meeting; he was probably lament-

ing the low state of things, when I said, " What
would have become of me, if it had not been for

our Society ?" To which he replied, " What
would have become of the Society, if it were not

for those who have come in by convincement?"
I have since thought there is a great deal in

what he said, tor I believe, many who have

come in by convincement, have been greatly

instrumental in keeping the building together.

An individual thoroughly convinced of our

principles, and keeping close to that which has

convinced him, will undoubtedly, as he continues

faithful, be converted by it; and one such per-

son is certainly of more value in the Society,

than many who are mere nominal members by
birthright only. Such as these have bought the

Truth, at the price of becoming fools before

man for Christ's sake.

—

Daniel Wheeler.

TO SUPPER AND BE STRONG.
O fear not in a world like this,

And thou shall know ere long,

Know how sublime a thing it is

To sufler and be strong.
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Philip Schaff and his Work—1819-'93.

(Continued from page 156.)

The heresy trial brought Mercersburg to the

front in a way little anticipated, either by the

Professor or his opposers. " The Mercersburg

movement,"as it was called, received consider-

able attention across the Atlantic and was

thought by some to indicate a tendency toward

Puseyism.
Philip Schaff had little sympathy with sacer-

dotalism and yet retained a decided attachment

to such observances as " Good Friday."

This and similar celebrations of events held

dear by many devout souls we may dissent from

without doing injustice to their sincerity and

invaluable services.

Tradition and education have formed the re-

ligious conceptions of the vast majority of pro-

fessing Christians.

When we recall how few comparatively have

discarded their early instructions and associa-

tions, so as never to return to them, it is not

surprising, though to be regretted, that many
who have known what it is to be made free from

the bondage of sin and self should nevertheless

fail to grasp, in its fulness, the spiritual charac-

ter of the Gospel.

Many are the advantages of those who do not

hold to these misconceptions, and yet we may be

found piuming ourselves upon this very liberty

without having experienced in our own souls

that purifying and enlightening Grace which

reveals the true meaning and use of churchly

symbols.

It is not " the form " nor its absence that

creates the life of righteousness.

In themselves they are nothing and have been

made worse than nothing—a positive hindrance

to spiritual growth—when the eye has not been

fixed "on Jesus only." This would not justify

us, however, in condemning those who have re-

verently used them as "a ineans of grace" or

excluding such from being gathered from every

nation and denomination— partakers of the

heavenly and true spiritual communion.

We turn to Dr. Schaff in his class room where

one of his students remembers him as " remark-

ably fresh and fluent." His memory equal to

all emergencies—" rarely referring to his manu-

script." " In dress, demeanor, graceful manners

and simplicity of nature he was always the

model of a gentleman."

His personal interest in all who came under

his care was one of his strongest points of influ-

ence and not a few needy students were much
indebted to his generosity and true Christian

hospitality.

It soon became apparent to those most capa-

ble of seeing the needs of the Institution that

Mercersburg was not the best location for the

college ; so it was removed to Lancaster in

1853.

Previous to this (in 1845) Dr. Schaff married

Mary Elizabeth Schley, a daughter of David
Schley, of Frederick City, Maryland.

" In his home he was simple in his tastes and

gave vent to the exuberance of his spirits, with

his children."

He compiled a catechism which has since

been translated into German, Bulgarian, Syriac,

Arabic, Chinese, Japanese and other tongues.

Of this work he says " I was led to undertake

it out of regard for my own children and with-

out thinking of its publication."
" The world is ruled and the kingdon of God

is built up from the nursery and the school

room. Out of the mouths of babes and suck-

lings hast thou ordained strength."

" A stout constitution and simplicity of diet

enabled him to endure long hours at his desk,"

where he always had a definite task awaiting

him and with his habits of concentration it was

no wonder he turned out some master pieces.

His visits to the neighboring country folk

were very acceptable, " the memory of which

still lingers in many a farm-house as a precious

tradition."

Confident that American thrift and energy

would eclipse European effort he was fond' of

quoting Bishop Berkley's lines

:

" Westward the course of Empire takes its way.

The tirst four acts already past,

A filih shall close the drama of the day.

Time's noblest otispring is the last."

The most pressing problem confronting the

Professor from Germany at this period of his

labors was the need of persuading his country-

men that their language and distinctive relig-

ious practices would have to be relinquished in

this English speaking Commonwealth ; this in-

evitable change was stoutly resented by many.

It was ten years before Dr. Schaff kept his

own journal in English and seven before he

ventured to address his audiences in that lan-

guage. After one of his sermons delivered in

this new tongue an elderly German woman said

" it is like cold water poured out upon my heart.

German is like bnlsam."

And this feeling was almost universal among
the immigrants from the continent of Europe,

but " Dr. Schafif espoused the liberal and Ameri-

can theory of assimilation, adaptation and trans-

fusion. It was a question of fitness and expe-

dieiicy."

"In announcing his position he incurred the

public charge of being untrue to the land of his

birth and to his kinsmen and called forth sharp

criticism from some of his most intimate Ger-

man-American friends."

However this charge was refuted by his strong

preference to have his children learn German.

He was editor of two periodicals printed in

that language, " Der deutsche Kirchenfreund
"

(1848-1 859j and " Evangelical testimonies from

the German-American Churches" (1863-1865)

but the most important contribution to Ecclesi-

astical literature of this period was his " History

of the Apostolic Church."

This work, published by the Author in 1851,

was " the first church history in America, writ-

ten in the spirit ofmodern historical composition

and incorporating the latest researches in its de-

partment."

The volume was dedicated to Neander as the

father of modern church history, who much ap

predated the honor and the work of his student

friend. Dr. SchaflT's desire was to extend
'

hand of fellowship towards all who love

Lord Jesus in sincerity and truth " and " to

give from reliable sources a complete, true and

graphic account of the development of Christ's

kingdom on earth."

His effort was not in vain, as praise came from

scholars at home and abroad placing the author

at once " in the highest rank of living church

historians."

His "learning, genial Christian spirit, inde-

pendence, mastery of the subject, orderly pre-

cision of arrangement and simple perspicuity of

style " was combined with " a pleasing air of

philosophical reflection rendered more attractive

by a tinge of poetry."

In 1847 he published a brochureon " what is

church history?" in which we find carefully

transcribed the words of John Robinson in his

farewell address to the pilgrims, viz :
" The Lord

has more truth and light yet to break forth ou ]i

ofhis Holy Word—Luther and Calvin were pre |i

cious shining lights in their times, yet God dit

not reveal his whole will to them and were theil

now living, they would be as ready and willinj

to embrace further light as that they hac

ceived."

"Thus," our author adds, " we have the princi

pie of a progressive historical development sta

ted " and, forty-five years later, he reaffirms tha

view in these words :
" the true theory of d«

velopraent is that of a constant growth of th

Church in Christ, the Head, or a progressiv

understanding and application of Christianit

until Christ shall be all in all. The end wii

only be the complete unfolding of the begiuninf

All other theories iif development which teao

progress of humanity beyond Christ and bt

yond Christianity are false and pernicious."

This differs as widely from Roman Catholii

ism as from rationalism which " blurs the dii

tinction of sin and holiness and knows nothin

fan unconditional surrender on the part of th

sinner to Divine grace."

After ten yearsofexhaustive work Dr. Schaff

eyes and voice almost gave out and he took

much needed year's rest in Europe. So we fin

him while in London (early in 1854) makin

his home for a time with the Chevalier Bunse

who is portrayed as " one of more than brilliai

genius," "a Christian gentleman actively

ested in all the movements of the church an

Christian philanthropy" . . . ."He was

cordial and in true German fashion kissed n

on both cheeks."

It was at his house that Dr. Schaff" was ii

troduced to Sir John Herschel, Professor Le

sius, the Egyptian traveller, Max Miiller, Dee

Milman, Stanley, and others whose names stai

among England's greatest ornaments; for," aft

all, men are worth much more than the glori

wrought in stone and silver."

At the German capitol he dined with t!

king, who asked many questions about Americ

and thought it would not do the Germans

this country any harm to learn some Engli

ways, but on the contrary, good. " The me

lasted an hour and a half, and then anoth

hour drinking coffee. It was a most, intere

ing experience for once, but I pity those w!

have to dine with the king every day. T
temptation to flattery is enormous. Great Ic

of time. Bismarck was in attendance as
"

fine looking, stately and amiable gentlema

laden with orders."

It was at this time that the title of Doctor

Divinity was conferred upon Philip Schaff 1

the University of Berlin, which he regarded
" the first in the world, and usually veryspii

ing in its distribution of academic honors,"

He lectured to the most cultured audienji

of that metropolis, and passed on to his nati

town, which looked very different to him ni

from what he saw in it as a boy of ten. " Sts

nation, humdrum detail of life and spiritt

traditionalism," oppressed him, and he wro
" I am thankful that God in his grace has trai

ferred me to America, and as I recall the str

gent poverty of my cliildhood, I praise the i

merited grace which has guided and sustain

me ; as pleasant as it is for me to see old frien

I could hardly return to Graubiindten to li

and be contented."

At Frankfurt he was almost overwhelm

with kindness from his former colleagues a

instructors.

Writing to his wife he says, " These hs

been days of continued excitement of the m
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easant kind. The greatest and best men of

e (it'iniaQ churches have met here in consul-

lidii on the vital interests of Christianity. I

ive been almost drowne<l in the sea of friend-

ii|), atui the most exciting conversations on all

Mtfidf topics, political, social and ecclesiastical,

uriipean and American, past, present and
: til re."

Riiracing his steps across the Alps he closes

s jniirnal when in "the highest inhabited

illcy ill Switzerland," viz: "How beautiful

tiiLse mountains of the Engadine, how clear

air, how healing its waters! Happy he in

horn they arouse the feeling of homesickness
r the beautiful hills of Zion, whence coiueth

ir help, for the purer atmosphere of eternal

iace, and from the healing spring which Hows
3m the side of Christ and makes body and
ul well with the power of eternal life."

In Londnn he had interviews with Manning,
fbsequently Cardinal, who thought " Every-
(6 iJiily responsible fur as much light as they

lid riteived from God, and that his spirit and

J
ate ()]>erated also outside of the church, as it

ij)laiii from the cases of Job and Melchizedek."
Before leaving England Dr. Schaff called on

.ean Ilovvson, who had become famous by his

iLviitly published "Life and Letters of St.

It had been a year of many storms and ap-

] lliiii,' losses at sea, and it was with a heart full

( gratitude the homeward voyage was safely

((led. His own words have their usual spirit-

1 and poetic setting when he records, " How
,ppy shall I beif after the voyage through the

)rmy seas of life the shores -of eternity break
softly upon us and fill the soul with gladness

the shore has broken upon us today, Nov.
th, 1854, after this long passage."

The New World was henceforth in every
ase, his home, to which he now returned " al-

ost ten years younger in body and spirits."

{To be continued.)

Well-Doing.— Well-doing begins in the

art. The very first step in a life of well-doing

to give the heart to God, and thus render

to God the things which are his. It is vain

attempt to live a life of well doing while the

art, the fountain of all our thoughts, words,

d deeds, is alienated from the Fountain of all

odness. Can one whose heart is not good do
od ? Can a corrupt tree bring forth good
lit ? Do men gather grapes of thorns or figs

thistles ?

It is not right to say, as some have said, that

erything an ungodly man does is sinful. When
unbeliever gives bread to the hungry, it is

it a sin. A good work is good by whomsoever
be wrought. But this is true : A wicked man
nnot do good in the highest sense, from the

Bt motives or with the richest results. There
a field of usefulness into which he cannot

ter at all. He cannot lead the sinner from

e error of his way into paths of righteousness.

lis is the highest form of well-doing. All

ber good works grow pale in the presence of

What substantial help can an ungodly
an give to one who is struggling with sinful

^bits and passions? Spiritual help can only

afibrded by men who have some spiritual

jirength.

There are multitudes of spiritual idlers in the

stiurch because their spiritual vitality is low.

f,
paralytic is idle as a matter of course. He

(lis no strength. When there are fields to cul-

\f&te, harvests to reap and gather into barns,

^ttles to fight, men do not look to invalids to

do the work. To produce physical results, phy-
sical vigor is necessary. To produce intellec-

tual results, intellectual force is required. An
imbecile cannot teach science and draw out the

latent faculties of the young. For this work, a
mind stored with knowledge and rendered strong
by study is required. Neither can spiritual re-

sults be produced except by spiritual forces.

Whoever will lead a soul from darkness to light,

and carry on the work of the kingdom of God
in the earth, must have spiritual understand-
insr, spiritual wisdom, and spiritual strength.
" Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye
which are spiritual restore such a one in the

spirit of meekness."

—

Chridian Advocate.

John Yeardley and his Travels.

(Uontlnued from page 157.)

" They arrived at Basle on the 17th. Since
they had visited this city in 1834, Hoffmann,
the director of the institution at Kornthal, had
succeeded Blumhardt in the superintendence of

the Mission house. He received them with his

usual kindness, and one evening they supped
with the students, and had a religious meeting
with them. They spent another evening with

a pious family, where several missionaries and
pastors were present. In speaking of this occa-

sion, John and Martha Yeardley were led into

a reflection which deserves to be pondered by
Christians of every name.

"'Before separaiing," they say, 'the Scrip-

tures were read, and some of the missionaries

spoke on the importance of uniting in desire for

a more general outpouring of the Spirit.' John
Yeardley also spoke much to the same efiect. ' It

was, we trust, a profitable season ; but the re-

flection arose on this occasion, as it has on some
others when among serious persons not of our
profession, that if they would but suffer the de-

gree of Divine influence mercifully afforded

thoroughly to baptize the heart with the true

baptism, much creaturely activity would be

done away, and the light of the gospel would
shine in them and through them in much
greater purity.'

"

" On the third of the Sixth Month, 1843, they

reached Pyrmont, where they remained a few
weeks. They attended on the 2nd of the Seventh
Month, the Two-months' Meeting, at Minden.
Many peasants were present in the meeting f(jr

worship, and on John and Martha Yeardley 's

return to Pyrmont, some of them came to the

meeting there on First-day, and begged the

Friends to go to Vlotho to meet a company of

their brethren. They gave the peasants liberty

to call a meeting at that place for Third-dav,
the 18th.

"On Second-day, as they were setting off, an
accident happened to John Yeardley.

" ' He had left the horse's head,' writes M.
Y., to attend to placing the baggage, when,
hearing another carriage drive rapidly up, our
horse set off, and my J. Y., in attempting to

stop him by catching hold of the reins, fell, and
was much bruised, but through mercy no limb
was broken. We applied what means were in

our power, and I urged our remaining at Pyr-
mont, and sending to defer the meeting ; but he
would go on to Lemgo. His whole frame was
much shaken, and we passed a sleepless night,

so that the meeting next day was not a little

formidable. It proved a much longer journey
to Vlotho than we had expected ; when we ar-

rived we found a large number assembled.

Five of our friends came from Minden to meet
us, and it was a remarkable meeting, notwith-

standing we had gone to it under so much dis-

couragement
; we have cause to bless and adore

our Divine Master, who cau.sed his presence to

be felt amongst us. August Mundhenck inter-

preted for J. Y. for and me. J. R. suffered his

voice to be acceptably heard in testimony, after
which the meeting closed in solemn supplica-
tion. We pursued our way that night to Biele-
feld, and the next day towards the Rhine.'

" On their way home they stopped at Diissel-

dorf. The ten years which had gone by since
they had visited the orphan asylum at Diissel-

thal, near this town, had wrought a great change
in the physical condition of Count Von der
Recke. He looked worn and ill, the effect of
care and anxiety for his numerous adopted
family ; but he evinced a spirit of pious resig-

nation, and had a hearty welcome ready for hia

visitors. They returned to England through
Belgium, and arrived in London on the eighth
of the Eighth Month.
"In the course of 1844 we find John and

Martha Yeardley meditating a further removal,
into the immediate vicinity of London. One of
the few entriesin his diary which were made by
John Yeardley during this period, speaks of the
apprehensicm of duty under which they contem-
plated this change : it was written after their

removal.
"

' For some years past I have often thought
the time might come when we might see it right

to settle within Stoke Newington Meeting. This
feeling now began (1845) to fasten more strongly
on our minds than it had done before, and we
thought it right to make an effljrt to let Gossom
Lodge, and seek a residence at Stamford Hill;
and we have reason to believe that in this im-
portant step our prayer has been answered, and
that all our deliberatiims have been guided by
that wisdom which is from above. Very strong
is my conviction that our Heavenly Father is

not unmindful of the outward circumstances of
those who seek his counsel, and desire to act

under the guidance of his Holy Spirit. We
were favored to let our house at Berkhamstead
without trouble; the very first person to whom
we made it known took it off our hands: and
with equal ease we found another dwelling at

Stamford Hill, which I consider as a proof that

our prayer was heard and answered in this seri-

ous step: the signs I had asked were granted.'"
"An entry in their journal in 1847 informs

that they received intelligence of the decease
of one of their Scarborough friends, whose dying
words are worthy to be preserved in lasting re-

membrance.
" ' First Mo. 7th.—On returning from meet-

ing, we found a letter informing us of the sudden
decease of Isaac Stick ney of Scarborough. When
the doctor attempted to give him brandy in his

sinking state, he said, "Doctor, don't cloud my
intellect ; if this be dying, I die in the arms of
Jesus." These last words of my beloved and
long known friend are sweetly consoling to my
spirit.'

" In the Second Month of 1848, John Yeard-
ley again prepared to go forth and preach the

gospel in several countries on the continent of
Europe. He was accompanied by his beloved
wife, partly in the character of a fellow-laborer,

constrained by the force of Christian love to the
same field of service, and partly as his compan-
ion and helper in countries where she did not
otherwise feel herself called to labor. The course
of their anticipated travel is described in the
following extract from the diary. They were
unable, as it proved, to obtain admission into

the Russian empire, and this part of the mission
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was accomplished by John Yeardley aloue, and

at a later period.
"

' Second Mo. 8th, 1848.—At our Monthly
Meeting at Grace-church Street, I proposed my
concern to visit some parts of South Russia,

particularly the German colonies; also some

places in the Pru.ssian and Austrian dominions,

parts of Switzerland and France, particularly

Ardeche, and a few places in Belgium, and to

revisit parts of Germany. My precious M. Y.

also was constrained in gospel love to tell her

friends she had long thought of a visit to France

and Belgium ; and, if health permitted, should

think it her religious duty to accompany me to

South Russia. We had the full unity of our

friends, who expressed much sympathy and en-

couragement, to our great comfort. It is about

twenty years since 1 first thought seriously that

I might have to visit the Crimea, and for thirty

years I have had a prospect of some parts of

Bohemia. Truly the vision has been for an

appointed time ; and if the period be now come,

I trust it is the Lord's time, and that his pres-

ence may go with us. Many have been the

conflicts and deep the baptisms through which

I have passed, before coming to a willingness

to offer to do what I believe to be the will of

my Divine Master. Feeble as are my powers,

I desire they may be devoted to his cause for

the remainder of my days; and I do esteem

it a great mercy to have arrived at a clear

pointing in this important prospect. May the

blessing of preservation rest upon the beloved

partner of my sorrows and my joys, and on

myself; and may He whom we desire to serve,

heal all our maladies of body and mind !'

" While their attention was thus turned to

foreign lands, a political storm was gathering

in France which in the course of this month
burst upon Europe with extraordinary violence,

and overturned (jr endangered half the thrones

on the Continent. This convulsed state of the

European nations rendered it needful for them
to wait a few months before they commenced
their undertaking."

CTo be continued.)

John Barclay, in writing of the benefits to

be derived from the reading of the journals ot

deceased Friends, says: " It is in such accounts

that we gain that treasure of experience, which,

without books or writings, would be attainable

only by the aged. We see from these narra-

tives at one comprehensive view, the import-

ance, the value, the object and the end of human
life. The travellers whose pilgrimages are de-

scribed, seem to traverse their course again

under our inspection : we follow them through

their turnings and wanderings, through their dif-

ficulties, discouragements and dangers ; through

the heights of rejoicing, and depths of desola-

tion, to which in youth, in age, in poverty, in

riches, under all conditions and circumstances,

they have been subject. From these accounts,

we learn the many liabilities which surround
us, and we may (unless through wilful blind-

ness), unequivocally discover where the true

rest and peace is to be found; and in what con-

sists the only security, strength, and sure stand-

ing. How loudly do the lives and deaths of

these worthies preach to us ; they being dead
do indeed yet speak, exhorting and entreating,

that we who still survive, may lay hold and
keep hold of those things in which alone they

could derive any comfort in the end."

The grace of the Spirit comes only from

Christianity vs. Christ-mass.

The following facts regarding "Christmas"

can be fully substantiated :

First.—The day commonly so designated was
originally a heathen festival associated with

sun worship.

Second.—It was adopted by the Pope of Rome
in the early ages of the decline of the church,

when she ceased to be a persecuted and became
a per.secutinff body ; and it was declared by him
to be the day on which Christ was born.

Third.—The day of Christ's birth is not

known, no data having yet been found by
which it can be fixed witli any degree of cer-

tainty. Although each of the twelve months
in the year has been claimed as the one in

which He was born, yet it is quite certain that

the event did not occur on the twenty-fifth day
of the twelfth month, notwithstanding the Pope
and his council said it did.

Fourth.—Many of the practices with which
it is now observed are of the same heathen
origin, and have been adopted by the so-called

Christian church.

Fifth.—The popular observances of this day,

as it is now celebrated, tend rather to dishonor

Christ and Christianity than to honor them.

If these facts can be established, does it not

fi>llow that each person who in any way ob-

serves " Christmas," in so far lends his influence

toward the following three things?

1st.—Engrafting on to Christianity the super-

stitions and ceremonies of Romanism and heath-

enism.

2d.—Perpetuating a falsehood, in assuming
that to be a fact of history which is purely a

fiction, although it is so firmly fixed in the popu-
lar mind ; and, incidentally, giving countenance
to those other fictions—the mythical legends
regarding Santa Claus, etc.

3d.—Encouraging, and hence in some meas-
ure becoming responsible for, the unchristian

practices by which Christ is dishonored on this

day professedly celebrated in his honor.

May we not conclude that there was a Divine
purpose in not leaving upon record anything
that would fix the time of Christ's birth ? Is it

unreasonabletosuppose that the keeping us from
such idolatry and superstitious observance of
days may have been the reason for hiding the

date of this event from us ?

If the apostle was so discouraged over the
apostacy of the Christians of Galatia as to write

them, " Ye observe days and months, and times,

and years. I am afraid of you lest I have be-

stowed upon you labor in vain;" how much
more would the same or stronger language be
applicable to those of our aay.

Ought not every lover of Truth, after an hon-
est, intelligent study of the subject, to ask him-
self: Can I innocently observe as such the day
commonly called Christmas? Are not "Christ-
mas " and Christianity opposed to each other.

E. P. S.

A PERSON advertised for a coachman, and
three men applied. He asked each of them
how near he could drive to the edge of a preci-
pice without going over. The first said " half
a yard;" the second, " a foot." The third said
he would keep as far from it as possible. He
was given the place. No one wants a coachman
who is willing to calculate how much needless
risk he can take. Never court temptation, for
that is first step toward yielding to it.

—

S. S.

Times.

Reward is the fruit of endeavor

!

Plant Life.—Plants sleep at various hours

and not always at night. The duration of plant

sleep varifs from ten to eighteen hours. Light
and heat have little to do with plants sleeping,

as different species go to sleep at different hours

of the day. Thus the common morning glory

{Convolvulus purpureus), opens at dawn, the

Star of Bethlehem about ten o'clock, the ic€

plant at noon. The goat's beard, which opens

at sunrise, closes at mid-day, and for this reason

is called " Go-to-bed-at-noon." The flowers ol

the evening primrose and of the thorn appU
open at sunset, and those of the night flowering

cereus when it is dark. Aquatic flowers open

and close with the greatest regularity. Th(
white water lily closes its flowers at sunset and

sinks below tiie water for the night; in th(

morning the petals asain expand and float on

the surface. The Victoria regia expands fo:

the first time about six o'clock in the evening
and closes in a few hours ; it opens again at sis

o'clock the next morning, and remains so til!

afternoon, when it closes and sinks below thi

water. The mimosa goes to sleep when nigb
comes on, or even a dark cloud passing ovei

the sun will cause its leaves to fold up and thi

stalk to sink down, and, in fact, the wholi

plant goes to sleep. In going to sleep, the wl

mosa is not, however, at all singular, man]
species of plants closing their leaves and flower

at night. On the other hand, there are somt

which, like the beasts of the forests, hail thi

setting sun as a signal for activity. Thissleej

of plants, which is the same physiologically ai

animal sleep, does not exist without reason

The art of sleeping is, in the higher animals

symptomatic of repose in the brain and nervou

system, and the fact of plants sleeping is on
proof of the existence of a nervous system in th(

members of the vegetable kingdom.

—

Exehangi

Items Concerning the Society.

In pursuance of his concern for religious servic

in New Jersey, Charles Rlioad-i has attended to th

same in Mount Holly, Burlington and Trenton.

Friends used to be noted for their lofty standar
of honor, their word once spoken was a bond
their dealing was the same in the dark as in th

lisrht. They considered it as wrong to shade th

truth as to tell untruths. They would no soone

injure another's reputation than they would tak

his-purse. The Quaker honor did as much as an
other one thing to make the people of the seveB

teenth century believe in the reality of religioi

and we doubt if we could do the world any greatf

service to-day than in proving our absolute fidelit

to the old-time standard of honor. — America
Friend.

A Letter from James Bean.

[After having published iu our columns sue
matter as has appeared relative to the excluding (

San Jose Friends from membership, it seems to c

but fair that the explanation of James Bean in th

following letter should have a hearing.

—

Ed.J

The published information on " Friends droppe
as Members," however well intended, is misleadic
to those who have no personal knowledge of tl

facts. The clause quoted from Iowa Discipline
(

136, sec. 14), has no application to such a cas

The Friends " dropped " were not obscure " mac
bers removing to places remote from any Month
Meeting of the Society." On the contrary, th(

removed with clearcertificates to the oldest Month
Meeting on the Pacific coast, and few Friends we:

better known in Iowa Yearly Meeting, and Sociei

at large, and New Providence Friends make i

claim that they did not know where they wer
In this paper I ask no defence for myself, or ri

brother, but speak for my wife, Eosanna Ft
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];an, and my honored mother, Elizabeth Bean,

1th of whom joined Dover Monthly Meeting in

[,3W Hampshire by request, in their early woman-
od, and have lived in all good conscience, void

oflence toward any, unto this day. Both have
:en members of Iowa Yearly Meeting from its

^anizHtion, serving in all positions of himor and
which the church has appointed them,

jith removed to San Jose Monthly Meeting with

far certificates in 1882, and almost immediately,

was reappointed to the station of elder, and
Other reappointed elder and overseer, by Friends

lO had known them, one from her childhood and
ther for more than fifty years. Three years

er their membership was arbitrarily transferred to

y Creek Monthly Meeting, la., of which New
evidence was a part, by proceedings condemned
every Society paper in England and America at

3 time. An appeal was made to the Yearly Meet-
's which was never answered. After three years

iger, they requested a certificate of their mem-
hip to a nearer nieeiing, which was refused.

> Friend ever served more loyally or faithfully

Society of her choice or entertained more of
aembers and attended its meetings more con-

ntly, than has ray mother for eighty years. And
in her ninety-seventh year, honored and ven-

ted by every class of Society, she, with her

Idren and grandchildren to the fourth genera-

n, is ca.-t out as a member by a meeting that

so little of her, that in their report they
Bsed her among the children. And upon what
mnds ? 1 he clerk of the Monthly Meeting in-

ns that no complaint or preliminary proceedings

e had, but it was done by vote and without dis-

jsion, upon the recommendation of a committee
jointed to correspond with non-resident niem-
•s, and, because they had long felt, that their

portionment of Yearly Meeting taxes was too

;h, and they wanted to reduce it. That such a
wrespondence committee" had been appointed,

the action of the meeting was never known at

liege Park until three months after they had
3n " dropped " as members, and then they only
,rned of it by accident.

This "correspondence committee," however, in-

ms the American Friend that their action was
ed upon three claims, apparently after-thought

;uses, as neither of them are mentioned by the

k. We admit it is the strongest case ever made
inst College Park Friends.

First.
—" These Friends have never shown by

spondence or otherwise that they valued their

imbership."

innoer.—Their life-work in the Society, their

eal to the Yearly Meeting and their request for

ertificate to a nearer meeting, ought to be a
Bcient answer to such a frivolous claim.

Second.
—"They had established a meeting of

ir own, and were performing all the functions
an independent church."
Answer.—College Park meeting was never estab-

bed, nor has it performed the functions of an in-

pendent church. Their meeting house was built

authority of San Jose Monthly Meeting, when
y had no house, and were meeting in a rented
1. Two-thirds of the attending members re-

ed at College Park, and the location was as

itral as any for the scattered members who at-

ded. When the house was completed, the
mthly Meeting was adjourned from the rented
I to College Park. And all this was long before
Monthly Meeting was laid down by Honey

eek Quarterly Meeting. After the Monthly
seting was discontinued, and Friends were de-
ved of having any voice or part in Meetings for

scipline—the writer received personal letters

both Haverford and Baltimore Friends, rec-

imending the organization of a local association,
lilar to the one at Haverford. Have any of the
iverford professors been dropped as members for

;anizing a local association, after which they
Ivised us to pattern ?

Third. —" And finally they [New Providence
lends], had failed in past efforts to transmit the
imbership of College Park Friends to a meeting,
lere they could have resident membership."
Answer.—No correspondence was ever had from
It to last in reference to transferring of member-

ship, save only to refuse such transfer when we re-

quested it. There are fifty or more Friends here

and in the vicinity who have come from nearly

every Yearly Meeting in the world, and whose mem-
bership has been allowed to remain in their home
meetings, because of the treatment of these Iowa
Friends, and finding no meeting here authorized

to receive their certificates. Among these are pro-

fessors in our universities, Friends who have been
clerks of Yearly Meetings, and elders of highest

standing, bringing letters of recommendation from
such Friends as Joseph Bevan Braithwaite and
others equally well known. Among the officers

and most influential members of College Park As-

sociatiin, are members of London Yearly Meeting,
and none of these have been " dropped " as mem-
bers by their home meetings.

It is at the earnest solicitation of some of these

that this statement is written, with the full en-

dorsement of " undropped " members of New Eng-
land, New York, Philadelphia, Indians Iowa,

Kansas, California and London Yearly Meetings
and from France and Japan, who all request that

it be published for the information of its readers.

It is admitted that " these Friends to whom refer-

ence is made were not personally known to the ma-
jority of the [preseni] New Providence Friends,"

and that their action was but the culmination of

antecedent proceedings urged and endorsed by their

Quarterly and Yearly Meetings, and therefore are

less blameworthy.
In this paper I have refrained for obvious rea-

sons from referring to Joel and Hannah E. Bean
and Benjamin H.Jones, all of whom were deposed
as ministers, and now. with their families dropped
as members, the latter three months after hi~

death. None of these need defence where known.
One of the committee to " Revise the Discipline "

writes from Iowa, " There is no authority in Dis-

cipline for such action, and the whole proceedings
from the beginning ought to be exposed or cor-

rected. James Bean.

Notes from
Church Bui/dings.—All our houses of worship

must be built plain and neat, without steeples,

and no more expensive than is absolutely required

for coiifort, convenience and stability, and with all

seats free.

—

Free Methodist Discipline.

A man may have one vocation and several avo-

cations, and these last may really aid him in the

performance of the first; for change is often rest,

and the fruits of various occupations may con-

tribute in a measure to the adequate performance
of the main work of life.— Christian Advocate.

I do not pretend to any commandment or large

revelation. But if at any time I form a plan, pro-

pose a journey or a course of conduct, I find, per-

haps, a silent obstacle in my mind that I cannot
account for. Very well ; I let it lie, think it may
pass away ; if it does not pass away, I yield to it,

obey it. You ask me to describe it. I cannot de-

scribe it. It is not an oracle, not an angel, not a

dream, not a law ; it is too simple to be described
;

it is but a grain of mustard seed. But such as it

is, it is something which the contradiction of all

mankind could not shake.

—

Emerson [from Wood-
bury's Talks).

Thanksgiving.—Did you ever stop to think how
much you have to be thankful for? I heard of a

little boy who was very good at arithmetic; so one
day he thought he would try to reckon up how
much God did for him in one year. He took his

slate and pencil, and began. " Let me see," said he
" 365 days ; that means 365 mercies. But every

hour has been a mercy ; and that is 8,760 mercies.

But the minutes, too, that is 525,600 more. Then
there are my dear parents, who have been spared

me—two more marks; health preserved, another

;

food, another; teachers, books, cheerful compan-
ions, more still ; the Bible—a broad, big mark for

that. Oh, dear, I cannot reckon them—I keep
thinking of more all the time; I must give it up."

And I don't wonder that he did, for even David
felt it too much for him, for said he in the 139th

Psalm, " If I should count them, they are more in

number than the sand." Oh ! how much we ought
to thank God.

—

Zion's Watchman.

I do not share thy views in reference to a coming
romanism and sacerdotalism, though I realize that

there are strong tendencies in that direction. There
are, however, much stronger tendencies toward a
religion of the Spirit. The overcoming movement
is surely in the direction of spiritual religion. Al-
most all the great literature of our time speaks out
for an untrammelled spiritual religion. The leaders

of thought in America, in England, in France and
even in Germany, are making ritualism, externals,

and priestly intervention forever impossible. I

can think of hosts of great books which have bat-

tered holes in the walls of those old errors. I am
full of faith for the future. "That is not first

which is spiritual, but that which is natural, and
afterward that which is spiritual." This is Paul's
idea of evolution, and it is true to history and to

life.— Correspondent.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The second session of the Fifty-

fifth Congress o| ened on the Hfth inst. After the
usual routine proceedings the President's Message was
received and read in both Houses, which then adjour-
ned. The message gives a su cincl history of the
Spani-h-.\merican War, and mentions that 110,000
men will have been dis barged from the army, by ihe

Tenth inst. Military rule is to continue in the ceded
island until Congress legislates. Cuba is to be aided
and directed until a good government is establL-hed by
the Cubans themselves. It strongly advociites the
Government building the Nicaragua Canal, but omits
to outline any policy for the newly acquired posses-

sions, because this would he in advance of the signing
of the treaty by the Peace Commission.

Representative Sulzer, of New Y'ork, introduced a
resolution directing the Committee on Military Aflairs

to investigate the War Department and the conduct of
the Spanish-American War.

Senator Hale, (Republican), of Maine, says:
" The people of the United States will find out that

the commerce of the Philippines is very limited in ex-

tent ; that they are inhabited by a pe' pie whose habits

and wants forbid an increase of trade, and that, under
the scheme of annexation presented to us, this trade is

to be shared equally with Spain and all other compet-
ing nations. What is called the 'open-door' policy

cuts down the interest of the United States in the
Philippine trade to a point where it makes no figure

in our commerce. The entire trade of the islands, if

we had it all— not the profit derived from it, but the

whole amount of trade—will not, in any year, pay the
expenses of the army and navy that the United States

will be obliged to maintain there. The people will

see at once .sprung upon Congress a proposition fi>r a
standing army of a hundred thousand men, costing

yearly more than a hundred million dollars, and ft

naval increase of from fifteen to thirty million dollars

a year in addition, all of which must come by levy of

taxation. Not only will no war tax be repealed, but

the present tax must be increased."
" 1 shall vote squarely against the proposition to an-

nex the Philippines," said Senator Cattery, (Demccrat),
if Louisiana. "The Peace G mmission had no busi-

ness to provide for the annexation < f the Philippines.

They did not negotiate for those islands. They simply
demanded the Philippines at the muzzle of a gun. It

is a travesty to call that proceeding a negotiation.

They presented an ultimatum and told the S| aniards

to accept it. That is not a negotiation. In the first

place, these islands were forced out of Spain, and, in

the second place, we would make a bad bargain if Spain
were to give us 12,000,000,000 or $3,000,000,000 to

take those islands. I don't believe any amount of

money would pay for the damage the Philippines will

eventually work to the United States, if we incorpor-

ate them as a part of our territory."

Nearly 1200 pounds of colors are used annually by

our Government for printing paper money, revenue
and postage stamps.

During the Eleventh Month, our National receipts

aggregated i;38,900,915, as compared with $43,303,605

for Eleventh Month last year. The latter month,
however, included $18,000,000 received on account of

the Pacific Railroad settlement. The disbursements

during last month amounted to $49,090,980. an increase

on account of the war of nearly fill,000,000. Since

Seventh Month the receipts have aggregated }i204,-

557,096, as compared with $148,113,875 for 1897.
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In 1892 the exp'^rts of corn to JEurope were 76,000-

000 bushels; in 1S96 the exports reached 101,000,000

bushelx- in 1S97, 178,000 000 bushels, and in the fiscal

year ending Sixth Month 30, 1898, the amount was

209,000,000 bushels, besides $2,000,000 worth of corn

meal. And yet, only 7 per cent, of our total produc-

tion of corn is exported.

At the joint meeting of the Peace Commissioners in

Paris on the 30th ult., the draft of thirteen treaty ar-

ticles was presented. The first three articles were

mutually agreed upon. They provide for the relin-

quishment of sovereignty and claim of title to Cuba
;

the cession of Porto Eico and other Spanish possessions

in the West Indies, together with Guam in the La-

dr^ .nes, and the cession of i he Philippines. The terras

of the evacuation of the Philippines are practically the

same as in the evacuaiion of Cuba and Porto Rico.

The mutual release of military prisoners was agreed

upon, Spain liberating the rebel prisoners and the

United States liberating the Manila garrison and the

Spaniards held by Aguinaldo.

The Chicago R'cord, says:

When the statistics now being collected are present-

ed to Congress, as they will be, it will be shown that

instead of paving onlv 3 per cent, of the taxes of North

Carolina the colored population pay nearly 20 per

cent.—that is about S9,000,000 out of $.50,000,000.

The Supreme Court of Georgia has decided, under

the law forbidding liquor-Sflling on First-day, that a

club stands on the same gr und as a saloon, and, there-

fore, may n t sell, or furnish, under any pretence,

drinks to its members from Seventh-day midnight un-

til First-d 'y midnight.

The American f rces have taken possession of Sanc-

ti Spiritis and Trinidad, in Santa Clara Province,

Cuba.
The opening of the recently organized Supreme

Court in .Santiago de Cuba, on the 2nd inst , wiis an

impressive ceremony. General W' od, in a few tactful

and f .rceful words, "opened the proceedings, delivering

the c 'urt in the name of the United States Govern-

ment to the Chief Justice and his a.ssociates. and

demanding from the public implicit obed ence to the

Court's decisions and decrees. His pronouncement

was translated by Captain Mend sa into Spanish.

Chief .Justice Echeveria, replying, accepted the judi-

cial offices in the name of justice, formerly rec gnizing

the United States as the supreme power, and declaring

that the Bench would render justiQe to rich and po .r

alike.

During the year ended Sixth Month 30, 1898, Mis-

souri produced 2,838,1.52 tons of coal, an increa.se over

the preceding year of seventeen per cent. During the

same time it produced 139,608 tons of zinc and 73,68"

tons of lead.

The assessed valuation of Texas this )'ear is $11,

000,000 more than last year.

The Sinking Fund C mmission of New Y^rk on the

29th of last month, opened bids for $1.22-5,000 thirty

year 3i per cent, bonds, and S500.000 ten year 3 J- per

cent, bonds of the city of Xew York, principal and in-

terest payable in gold. The bids ranged from 106.25

to 108.21. The issue was subscribed fifteen times over.

The steamer Pnrtland. of the Bost n and Portlan I

Steamship Company, was totally wrecked on the morn-

ing of the 27th ult , off Cape Cod, and the crew and

passengers all perished. The number is variously

given as 99 and 126. Bodies have been w.ashed ash tb.

besides a large quantity of wrecknge. During the

Btorm on the New Kngland coast no fewer than 170

vessels were wrecked ir blown ashore. The loss of

life is difficult to estimate, but will exceed 200, this

number including those who perished in the wreck of

the steamer Portland, off Highland Light, Mass.

An unkn 'wn four masted vessel was wrecked at

the entrance to Halifax harbor. All on b ^ard perished.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 399, which is .50 less than the previous week and
8 more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 193 were males and 206 females ; 41 died

of pneumonia ; 3*i of consumption ; 35 of diphtheria

29 of heart disease ; 20 of apoplexy ; 20 of old age; 17

of marasmus; 15 of convulsions ; 14 of nephritis ; 12

of cancer; 11 of inflammation of the brain; 11 of

inanition; 10 of bronchitis ; 10 from casualties ; 10 of

peritonitis, and 9 of mpmbranous croup.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 2's, 98J a 100 ; 4's, reg., lll.i a

1114; coupon, 112J a 113; new 4'a, 127} a 128; 5's,

112J a 113; 3's, 10.5f a 106} ; currency 6's, 102J a 103.

Cotton was steady on a ba.sis of 54c. per pound for

middling uplands, but demand from spinners was light.

Feed.— Winter bran, in bulk, quote! at $13.75 a

$14.50, and spring, in sacks, $13.50 a $14 per ton.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.65 a $2.90 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.1 o a $3 35 ;

do do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ;
Western winter, clear,

S3.15 a $3.40 ; do., straight, $3.40 a $3.65 ;
do., patent,

$3.60 a $3.85 ; spring, clear, $3.10 a $3.35 ; do. straight,

$3 50 a $3.70 ; do. patent, .i3.65 a $3.85 ; city mills,

extra $2 65 a $2.90 ; do. clear, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do.,

straight, $3.50 a $3.70 ; do., patent, $3.75 a $4.10. Rye
Flour.—$3.10 per bbl.forchoice Pennsylvania. Buck-

wheat Flour—$2.00 a $2.10 per 100 pounds as to

quality, for new.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 72 a 72Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 385 a 39c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 33Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5§ a 5ic.
;
good, 5J a ojc;

medium, 4| a 5c.; common, 4} a 4Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4} a 5c.; good, 4} a 4,0.

;

medium, 3J a 4c. ; common, 2i a Zlc. ; lambs, 4J a 6c.

Hogs.—Be-t Western. 5}c ;
other grades, 4| a 5c.

Foreign.—The population of the earth, at the time

of the Roman Emperor Augustus, is estimated at 54,-

000,000. It i< now thouaht to be about 1,400,000,000.

According to a writer in Blackwood's Magazine there

are 9.000,000 Jews in the world, of whom 5,000,000

are found in Russia, 2-500,000 in Eastern and Western

Europe, 1,000,000 in America, 200,000 in North Africa

and 70,000 in Palestine.

The British Royal Commission, which has been in-

ve-tit:ating the liquor laws of the country for three

years^ has finished its report, and will submit it to Par-

liament this winter. The Commission is described as

being composed of ' eight liquor men, eight temper-

ance men and eight neutrals," and while no drastic

legislature is suggested the recommendations are in the

direction of increased restrictions.

Thf final volume of the British Museum catalogue

of birds has just been completed. Tlii-s undertaking,

by far the most important of its kind ever attempted,

was c 'mmenced a quarter of a century ago. The c^ita-

logue professes to be a complete list of every bird

known at the time of publication. It contains an ac-

count of 11,614 species of this class of vertebiates,

divided into 2,255 genera and 124 families. The num-
i.er I'f specimens referred to in the work cannot fall

far shoit of 400,000, about 3-50,000 of which are to be

found in the cabinets of the British Museum. The
catalogue, which is illustrated by innumerable wood-

cu's. consists altogether of twenty-seven bulky volumes,

and for eleven of these Dr. Bowdler Sharpe himself is

entirely responsib'e.

In t-.e French Chamber of Deputies on the 2nd inst.,

Gauthier introduced a m-asure provid ng f t the elec-

tion of Senators by universal suffrage, and demanded

urgency. Premier Dupuy opposed the granting of ur-

gency, but it was adopted by a vote of 243 to 228.

After the sijning of the treaty of peace Senor Sagas-

will submit to the Queen Reaent of Spain a ques ion

confidence. If he is a.ske I to remain in power the

Cortes will be convoked for First Month 7th.

It is as-erted th t a marriage has been arranged be-

tween Don Jaime, son of the Spjnish Pretender, Don
Carlo-, and a Bavarian princess.

At Welb-ck, in Germany, a decree has been pro-

claimed that a license to marry will not be granted to

any individual who has been in the habit of getting

drunk.
Eight thousand carrier pigeons are kept for use in

the German army.
The most northern post-office in the world has re-

cently I een establ shed at Spitzbergen.

Two thousand two hundred ;icre< of cedars are cut

down every year on the Continent in order to make
wood cases for lead pencils. There are twenty-six

pencil works in Bavaria, of which wenty three are in

Nuremberg, the great centre of the lead pencil tr:ide.

Twelve million acres of land have been ma le fruit-

ful by irrigation of artesian wells in the Sahara desert.

The Japanese Government has concluded to establish

at Tokio a university library af er the model of the

Congressional Librarv at Washington. It is to have

room for 600,000 volumes and 500 places fir readers,

It is stated that Aguinaldo, leader of the insurgents

in the Philippine Islands, demands a million and a

half dollars for the release of the imprisoned friars.

To relieve the distress in the West Indies, the British

Government will grant Barbadoes $200,000 and St.

Vincent $125,000 and lend to each the sum of $250,000.

The attempted coalition between the States of Nica-

ragua, Honduras and Salvador, to be known as the

United States of Central America, has failed. The
federal organizers have formally declared the Union
dissol ved. Salvadorans opposed the coaliti.m and could

not be forced into the union.

Onlv one-third of the world's population uses bread

as a daily food. One-half subsist chiefly on rice.

NOTICES.

Seven rooms to let in exchange for board of one pei

,n. Address, Box 75,

Malvern, Penna.

A Friend would like a situation in a Friend's famil

3 housekeeper, or companion, or care of children.

Address " M "

Office of The Friend.

Rachel G. Hall, Plain Milliner, 2113 N. Sevent

Street, Phila., will resume business Twelfth Mo. 12tl

1898.
.

Wanted.—Separate homes in same neighborhoo

(among Friends) in Pennsylvania or New Jersey, fi

twin girls, aged nine years. Address H,
Office of The Friend.

Wanted.—

.

experience as ;

a position in a

K young woman Friend, who has h:

I housekeeper and a companion, wish

Friends' familv. Address " T "

Office of The Fkiend.

Wanted.—By a Friend, a position as comparao

and to help with light housekeeping.

Address with full particulars,
" G, " office of The Friend.

Westtown Boarding School.—The winter ter

will commence on Second-day, Twelfth Month 12t;

1898. Application for admission of pupils should I

made to Willia.-ii F. Wickersham, Prindpul,

Westtown, Pa.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting is held

Moorest wn, on Fifth-day, the 15th inst., at 10 o'clc

in the new meeting-house. Friends from Philadelph

will take the train leaving South Side of Mark

Street, Philadelphia, at 8.30, arriving at East Moore

town at 9.06.

Public Meetings—Lansdowne, Pa.

Meetings for worship are appointed, under the a

thority of Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa., to be held

the meeting-house at Lansd -wne, on Fifth-day evei

ings, the 8th and the 22d days of the present mont

commencing at eight o'clock.

Receipts for Dukhobortsi Fund for the wee
ending Twelft:h Month 6th, 1898.

Mennonites at Skippock, Pa., $12. H. S. Y., )

Friends at Xorth Dartmouth, Mass., $50. Friends

Winona, Ohio, $62.75. R. W., $5. A Friend, $t

G W. C, $5. Wm. Evans, Treas.,

252 S. Front St., PhUa.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications i

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be a

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, ai

cominunications in regard to business should be f(

warded to Edward G. Smedley, SuperirUenderU.

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenien

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage w

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are^raet wh

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. 1

twentv-five cents each way. T-. reachthe school
'

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup t

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.

Books are free to all Friends living in Philadelpl

and viciniiy, and to others who are properly reco

mended. The Library is open every week-da;

11.30 to 2 A. M., and fr m 3 to 6 P. M.

Some of the recent additions are:

Chamberlain—John Adams, with other essays.

Hepworth—Through Armenia . n horseback.
" History of the Empire of Japan.

Koopman—Mastery of books.

Lange—Handbo k of nature study.

Lawton—The New England poets.

Miller—Joy of service.

Parloa—Home Economics.

Russell—Rivers of North America.

Stanley and others—Africa, its partition and

future.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street
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Clock-work Ministry.

Our attention lias been arrested by a state-

C!Ut lately in print, that " Spurgeon character-

j;s as 'mere clock work ministers those who

K not alive by abiding grace, but are wound

u under temporary influences and under the

sess (if the hour of ministering.' These cease

|(be ministers on leaving the pulpit. But true

inisters are always ministers, wherever you

d them.' They are never ' off duty.' They

ver lay aside the character of ' Servants of

rist.'
"

We find a parallel to the writer's ideal of a con-

ual ministry in Paul's injunction for prayer :

'ray without ceasing," and " watching there-

to with all perseverance." Again in the

almist's aspiration for the service of praise

;

will bless the Lord at all times. His praise

ill be continually in my mouth." And again,

all kinds of ministry, where the apostle ex-

rts Christians to be " always abounding in the

rk of the Lord."

Id be in a state for all these unceasing min-

ries, would be a state of always abiding in

Vine, or being "alive by abiding grace."

times of diversion from Him, or apart from

Power, we "can do nothing."

Ministry as thus understood, and as spoken

in the Scriptures, is far more extensive than

lat is called preaching. It means sei-vice ; and

ninister is a servant of Christ, and to minister

to serve. Vocal ministry or service before an

dience is but one form of ministering. Preach-

[is ministry, but ministry is far more than

iaching. It includes all sileut exercises as

to the Lord, and every form of Christian

rk. Who is sufficient for these things, except

(p Source of all sufficiency enabling us? "If

\ abide in Me ye shall bring forth much fiuit."

[lie ministry can be no more continual than

l3 abiding. And the true servant watchfully

Viits for his orders, and acts upon them when

t3y are given. He cannot determine at what-

o'clock an active or a vocal service shall be re-

quired. To assume to do this would make him

a '.'clock- work minister."

One of the incidents in the all-the-week min-

istry is congregational worship. Ciirist, the

Head over all things to his Church and servants,

is director of this worship in all its exercises,

dividing to every man or woman severally as

He will. Christ-work ministry differs from

clock-work ministry as much as freedom differs

from bondage. Worship in spirit and in truth

says, " M}' times are in thy hand, oh Lord !"

While program-worship says :
" My times are

in the hands of a dock. This shall be the stated

time for a service of praise, this the stage for

prayer, this the period for the ministry of the

word." And so the limes may be uniformly

bound, and the Holy Spirit limited, year after

year. The conduct and order of worship is

taken out of Christ's immediate headship, out

of the freedom of the Spirit, and bound under

a human routine.

Naturally, if Christ's immediate headship for

all things in worship is not believed in, Divine

service would degenerate into human religious

service, inspiration be replaced by exhilaration

or by intellectuality, the spiritual by the artistic.

Do we say the Spirit does not visit, or men
are not spiritually blessed, in the midst of human
arrangements? We do not say they are not,

whensoever He will break in of his Spirit upon

them. For if by his mercy or overruling for

good even the wrath of men shall praise him,

may not more orderly disorders be passed by or

passed through to reach and save souls? Do we

reflect on those who submit to hard-and-fast

systems for an hour of worship? We judge not

them, but the systems. The subjects do as they

have been instructed, many in various systems

are spiritually devout, and it were well if mem-
bers of our own religious Society kept to its

principles as loyally. The erring must sin

against light and knowledge, to be subjects of

censure. What we wish is that Christ's "servants

shall serve Him," and not predetermine his

directions. Then He would be found greater

than the temple, and the controller of its ap-

pointments.

Public opinion seems of late disposed to re-

gard some peoples as yet unfitted for freedom.

And if our religious Society inclines anywhere

to go back from a free to a stated worship and

ministry, it is confessing a degeneracy in spirit-

uality, and turning again to the elements from

which it once came out, whereunto it desires

again to be in bondage. Such desire will in-

crease in proportion as spirituality decreases.

The vocal ministry will be suppressed except

for one man in a meeting; and then, when that

preaching is under contract open or implied,

what shall prevent the regular production of a

senuou iioin being a lectuceship?

But whatever Spurgeon may have meant,

that preacher is not a " mere clock-work min-

ister," and may be " alive by abiding grace

within," who is, so to speak, " wound up under
temporary influences," when these are fresh in-

fluences of the Holy Spirit for the time and

message at hand ; and " under the stress of the

hour of ministering," when that stress is the au-

thority of a fresh baptism for a fresh service.

Such anointed ministers will, if obedient, cease

to be preachers vocally, as the authority for the

time ceases. But they will not, as they abide in

Christ, for daily living, "cease to be ministers

on leaving the pulpit " or stand.

Essential Preparation for the Minis-
try.—Dr. Seofield, in his concluding paper of
Plain Papers on the Holy Spirit, in the Record
of Christian Work, calls attention to the need
of the Holy Spirit for effective service in the
Christian ministry, he asks:

—

What is the attempted service of an unfilled

Christian but an insolent attempt to override

the order of God ? It is no uncharity to say
that the inevitable result of such service is the

attempt to substitute fleshly expedients for the
lacking spiritual power.

Look over the church notices of any city

newspaper, and see how feverish and frantic are

the attempts to substitute "attractions" for

power. It IS thesin of Nadab and Abihu ; and,
as their sin was punished by physical death, so

in modern religious life the anti-typical sin of
substitution of strange fire is punished by awful
spiritual deadness.

Not less urgent is it to note that, blessed and
significant as must ever be the memory of the

first definite filling with the Spirit, it is most
perilous to assume the permanency of that state.

This is illustrated in the apostolic experience.

Even the astonishing event of Pentecost did

not seem to those men sufficient for a life-long

ministry. Conscious of loss of courage under
the threatenings of the Sanhedrin, we find them
carrying their fear to God in Acts iv : 29, with

the blessed result that again they were filled

with the Spirit before renewing their ministry.

No more pernicious notion can be held upon
this vital subject than that one filling suffices

for a life long ministry. The filling with the

Spirit indeed begins in a definite, conscious, and
ever memorable experience; but a fruitful Chris-

ian service is the result of a perpetual drinking
at the fountain of" living waters."

The reports of asphalt taken from the great

natural asphalt lake on the island of Trinidad
were greater in 1897 than in any previous year
since the deposit has been worked.
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Philip Schaff and his Work—1819-'9;

Continued from page 165.)

The mHking of liturgies has little interest for

those who know the privilege nf worshipping ii

spirit without the liiuitatious of any formulary
But for those who have always been accustomed
to such helps there was tl)Oui;ht to be a service

in conipiling the best devotional expression of

the ages, and Dr. Schaff was better fitted than
most lo make such selection.

He savs under date of Tenth Month 21st,

1857 :
" The MSS. are now all finished. Thus by

the infinite njercy of God has been brought to

a close a work of tix years' lab'.r of more than

ordinary difficulty and responsibility. May it

prove a work .of peace and union for the whole
German Rf formed Church, and to God shall be

all the praise."

Thus "Tht- German Hymn-book "(1859), was
published by Dr. Schaff at his own exfjense, and
about the same time his Hl4ory of the Chris-

tian Church, with "Germany, its Universities,

Theoloijy and Religion," together with a second
edition of a sketch of " the political, social and
religious character of the United States," en-

titled "America."
From this congenial work he was suddenly

surrounded by and plunged into the horrors of

the Civil War: for Mercersburg was within a
few miles of Gettvsbuig and Amietara.

In the Ninth Month of 1861 he wrote, viz:
" You are quite right in pronouncing the slavery
question the core and pivot of the American
Civil War.

"Perhaps the extermination of slavery is one
of the secret purposes which Providence has in

view, but this is not one of the declared pur-
poses of the government. On the contrary, the
glove thrown down by the South it has taken
up only in the interest of the maintenance of
the Union. The conflict involves the entire

destiny of the American form of government,
and the ultimate issue God alone knows. For
the present He is using the South to chastise

the North, and the North to chastise the South.
He has blessed us with his goodness as well as
by his wrath. In spite of the coramoiion I have,
during the summer holidays, been working upon
a catechism for children, and on occasion been
preaching to the soldiers in Hagerstown and
Williamsport."

The Seminary soon became vacant. The
Southern army made repeated raids through
that secti(]n of Pennsylvania. So the professor
could well record, after all the booty the town
afforded had been carried off with iis council-
men, "This makes Mercersburg a very bad
place f )r study." " The rumors of war are
worse than war itself I now understand as I

did not before the difTerence between these two
expressions as used iu Matthew xxiv : 6. . .

Ferguson, the rebel colonel told me from the
saddle to-day (Sixth Month 16th, 1863), 'You
will have to fight till yim acknowledge the con-
federacy, or until nobody is left to fight. We
will never yield.' My faiijily is kept in con-
stant danger on account of poor old Eliza, our
cook and her little boy, who hide in the grain-
fields during the day and return under cover of
the night to get something to eat."

A little later, immediately after the battle of
Gettysburg, the school buildings were turned
into a hospital to nurse the Confederate wounded,
one of whom said, " Your kindness makes it al-
most a luxury to be a prisoner here."

Returning to his chosen calling after this
sad conflict was ended "his immediate influence
was strongly on the side of a reverential regard

for church institutions, a tolerant respect for all

Christian communions and schools of thought
and the devotional spirit in private life. . .

His literary labors and official services in vari-

ous fields called for the exercise of catholic

sympathies and developed them. The result was
tiiat during the latter years of his life probably
no single theologian on the continent was re-

garded with more personal confidence by so

many branches of the church."

In 1864 Dr. Schaft" accepted the post of sec-

retary to the New York Sabbath Committee,
organized in 1857, to preserve the "American
Sabbath" from desecration, which seemed im-
minent at that time of terrible moral relaxation,

especially in the city of New York, where he
removed and remained the following thirty

years of his life, when not abroad.
" The American Sabbath is iu danger of being

crucified between two thieves— Irish whiskey
and German beer," was one of his trenchant
statements at a mass meeting in the Cooper In-
stitute, and his efl^irt to extend throughout
Germany and Switzerland the right ob-eivance
of that day which we prefer to call the First of
the week, was attended with considerable suc-

cess; fir he believed "the disregard for it was
and is one <'f the most fruitful causes of infi-

delity and immorality in Europe."
Our author was meanwhile hard at work pre-

paring for the American press a voluminous
commentary edited by John Peter Lange, "one
of the ablest and purest divines that Germany
ever produced."

This work of twenty-five volumes and twenty
years was the "first atttmpt on this side ihe At-
lantic to enlist on an exegetical enterprise, in

joint and friendly authorship, the pens of a guild
of theological writers belonging to different de-
nominations."

To this " colossal work " Dr. Schaff contribu-
ted original portions on the Gospel* of Matthew
and John, and on the Epistle to the Romans.
He also edited two similar treatises, the " In-

ternational Illustrated Commentary" on the
New Testament, in four volumes, and the "In-
ternational Revision Commentary " on the Re-
vised Version.

His " reputation in the department of biblical

scholarship will rest more upon the wide extent
of his biblical erudition than upon his mastery
and skill in textual exegesis. For while his

critical notes on Lange's Matthew, for example,
show thorough study, he did not possess the
keen, critical and philological sense" of some
such noted biblical scholars as Meyer and Light-
f lot. His strong point was " profound sympathy
with the character and purpose of revelation."

In 1865 he visited Europe a second time, in

the interest of providing means for giving the
rising generation appropriate work for the First-

day of the week. The two most fruitful sources
of evil in Europe were "the union of church
and state, which prevents the development of
free, selfsupporting and selfgoverning Christi-
anity, and nurses hypocrisy and infidelity ; and
the awful desecration of the Lord's day which
paralyzes the ministry, undermining the happi-
ness of the family, and turns the day of blessing
into a day of curse."

Meeting with his life-long friend Meta Heus-
ser, he afterward appealed to her " who had re-

ceived from the Lord the gift of transferring
the deepest experiences of the inner soul-world
to the classic form of poetry, to sing on some
quiet winter evening the wonders of the Divine
power and Almighty wisdom as they were re-

vealed to them while looking upon the Alps "

together that summer. He considered th
;

" the high places " of his tour, oflering " precis

outlooks " into the past and future.

We would not pass by a work on the " Per;
i

of Christ," which attracted considerable att •

tion when first published by Philip Schaff abi
J

1870. In the preface he explains the object
j

had in writing it was to refute the rationalisj

views of such writers as Strauss and Renan,a|
"to show in a popular style that the person!
Christ is the central miracle of history, and j

strongest evidence of Christianity, and that f

dwelling of God in Him is the only satisfacti
j

solution of the problem of his amazing ch •

acter."

The conception of uniting the various deno
nations of Christendom into a more efiici

I

bodv first found practical expressi' n in Loni

:

in 18-16, through the organization of the Ev
gelical Alliance. Dr. Schaff was a warm ad t

cate of this movement from its inception, ii

prepared a paper to be read at its Third G ,

eral Conference held iu Berlin iu 1857, but I

until 1869 could he give his strength and ui ;

ual talents completely to its promotion. Vi,
ing the principal cities of Europe that year it

again in 1871 as a deputy from the Atneriil
branch, he labored indefatigably and with ci

siderable success to persuade the most influp

tial men in church and state circles to cooperk
with the objects of the Alliance. '

The Franco-Prussian war was a great '

back to this worthy eff irt, but it was eventug

triumphant when in 1873 the Sixth Confere
was held in New York—a most notable oc

sion. "The deep solemnity, the cordial
i

thusiasm, the intellectual excellence of the 1

dresses went beyond all expectation and [

tracted to the meetings the interest of «

churches throughout the land."

In connection with the Alliance he was ji

trusted (1871), as one of a deputation to presil

a memorial to the Czar of Russia in behalf)!

I he Protestants of the Baltic Provinces, " whic
he subsequently writes after an interview w
the Russian Prime Minister," was declared

objectionable and presentable, but we withdi

it on account of the refusal to accept the E
lish document. The Quaker Memorial
likewise withdrawn.
"The prince in a private talk assured i

parting the Emperor, as well as himself,

fully in favor of religious liberty."

In 1870 Union Theological Seminary of ]Sk

York secured the services of Dr. Schaff, and
thereafteridentified himself with that Institutili,

transferring his membership to the Presbyi •-

ians. This did not involve a change of th >-

logical views, however.
"Brought up in the atmosphere of the ^ i-

forraed faith, a native of the land where Zwicii

was born and Calvin labored and both
buried, he represented a mild type of Calviniik

His first course of lectures was on the int i-

duction to the Old Testament. He successiv y
occupied professorships in the chair of theoh i-

cal encyclopedia, Hebrew, biblical literat

and church history.

His students were fondly attached to him,
" no one was more willing to take ten minLts

from a busy life for the giving of private l-

vice and imparting information " and manifl;-

ing a real personal interest in their welfare. CJe

of these says, " I shall never forget the kin

tone in wliich he spoke to me of the peril o

young men who might be borne away in e

intellectual struggle for the spiritual realii

that were involved."
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" The charm of his lecture was not more in his

last eriidiiioii, his philosophical traciog of cause

nd effect, his superb English style and his

iroad Christian charity than in his simple and

leauliful personaliiy. Very often have 1 dropped

;iy pencil, and sat feasting my eyes and heart

JD his face, so handsome, pure, strong, spiritual."

The use he would have all make of their

•arning is fairly represented in his address to

le graduating class of the Seminary in 1871.

Remember first of all, the true hearing of

leological study on your personal character.

cholarship is good, virtue is better, holiness is

est of all. You have studied to little purpose
' your studies have not made you more humble,

evout and charitable. Your learning ami

loquence will do little good in the world un-

jss ihny are quickened by spiritual power.

"Throw yourself into your public calling with

nthufiasm— I mean with intense energy a spirit

indled at the altar in heaven. Nothing great

nd good can De accomplished without it. Truth

ropelled by the spirit of fire is the pioneer of

very great work. . . Finally, let the hwe

f Christ be the all absorbing passion. Love is

he greatest conqueror, mightier than armies

nd navies. Cultivate a cheerful and hopeful

smper, knowing that God rules the world and

ruth and righteousne.-s prevaileih in the end."
(To becontiuued.)

A Train of Cars.—An ordinary passenger

r on a steam railroad costs from four thousand

ofive thousand dollars, and weighs thirty-eight

housand pounds, or nineteen tons. A mail car

'?hicli costs from two thousand to twenty-five

lundred di.llars, and is shorter by about one-

'|Uarter than the ordinary passenger coach, and

reighs thirty-two thousand pounds, or sixteen

iiDS. A baggage car, without the baggage in

t, weighs twenty-eight thousand pounds, four-

'een tons, and costs about as much as a mail car.

Wleepiug car, with observatory attachments,

literary annex and culinary department, costs

iny where from ten thousand to twenty th.^usand

lollars. The average weight of a sleeping car

s from twenty to twenty-two tons.

A full train in motion, as a little figuring will

ihow, is no light affair. The ordinary weight

)f the railroad locomotive, for passenger service.

Delusive of tender, but not of fuel in the tender,

s forty tons. One baggage car weighs fourteen

,ons and one mail car sixteen tons, bringing up

,he weight of the locomotive and the baggage

ind mail cars to seventy tons. Six passenger

3ars at an average of nineteen tons, weight of

3aggage, of fuel carried, weight of a train made
up of a locotnolive and eight cars would be

Dne hundred and eighty-four tons, or three hun-

dred and sixty-eight thousand pounds, exclusive

af the passengers and mail matter.

—

Indianapolis

Journal. ^
A REPORT from Perry, Okla., says that two

children of a family of the name of Henderson

were killed by falling meteors there about mid-

night Eleventh Month 12 h. Six meteors fell,

it is s^iid, in and around the house, one crushing

through the roof Other merabersof the family

were injured by the roof falling in upon them.

Each of the meteors weighed not less than five

hun<lred pounds. They were very hot. Several

fell in the high grass and set it on fire. The
two children were crushed to death. It was

some time before aid came to other members of

the family, as they lived a mile away from neigh-

bors. The windows were broken in many houses

in Perry. The meteors made a great noise fly-

ing through the air, and the sky was illuminated.

Upton Knoll, Gloucester,

Eleventh iMonll, 24th, 1898.

Bear Friend:—A little while ago I received

a card frnni Jonathan E. Rlioads, in which he

mentioned that he was leaving home, and he

asked me to write to thee if anything occurred

in connection with the Dukhobortsi migrations,

during his absence.

For many weeks, however, the illness among
the immigrants in Cyprus was so severe ttiat 1

wanted to be able to give a more hopeful re-

port. Coming as they did from the Caucasus,

after two years of such suffering and privation,

and being crowded on board the steamer that

brought them from Batouin, without proper ac-

commodation, it can hardly he wondered at that

a fresh outbreak of the fever, etc., from which

they suffered so long, occurred soon after their

landing, and a great mortality. They have hist

fifty out of eleven hundred and twenty-six since

their arrival three mouths ago; but I am very

glad to say that Wilstm Sturge reports a distinct

improvement, and we have much hope that the

winter, which is a very healthy and pleasant

seas in in the island, will bring them to a normal

condition of health.

Dr. Beshara Manasseh, sonin-law of Theophi-

lus Waldemeir, of Brumana, lately very kindly

offered to go over fiiirn Beyrout and see the pa

tients. His visit is just com[>leted, and thou

wilt see from the letter I enclose that it has

been one of practical value.

The diffiiulty in getting milk and butter

for the invalids seems insuperable, for the local

law in Cyprus, it seems, forbids the importation

of cattle; probably from some fear of disease

being brought from the main land. There have

been no milch cows in the island from before

the Christian era. Hepwonh Dixon, I think,

gives as the reason for this the superstitious

veneration of the Egypti ms for the bovine race,

which he considers has lefi their trace as a result

of the island haviug been under Egyptian rule

since centuries before Christ.

It is natural that the Dukhobors should be

alarmed at the mortality among their number

since their landing in Cyprus, which they mis-

takenly suppose to be from the climate there
;

and they began to send them to Canada, where

a considerable colony will be formed of their

people next summer, northwest of Winnipeg.

Two thousand are to sail by the Lake Huron
steamship from Batoum about four weeks hence:

but as winter shuts up the land for six months,

they will have to be housed by the dominion

government in emigrant shelters at Winnipeg

till Fifth Month of next year.

Count Tolstoi and his friends have taken the

initiative in this second migration, but our com-

mittee are helping it as far as lies in our power.

The Lake Huron is in Liverpool today, and

Edmund Burke has gone there to buy and put

on board some small stores, which we are ad-

vised can be had on better terras in England

than at Batoum.
It would be manifestly impossible for us to

organize a re-emigration now from Cyprus, even

if it should prove eventually to be needful. A
clean bill of health must in every case be ar-

rived at before a vessel could take a number of

emigrants. Meantime we are doing all in our

power to help the condition of the patients, and

we trust to be rightly guided in dealing with

the difficulties that must be solved before the

work is complete.

Believe me thy friend,

John Bellows.
To William Evans, Philadelpliia.

Larnaca, Eleventh Month 10th, 1898.

Dear Friend John Bellows:— I hope my tele-

gram and letter in answer to thine reached thee

duly. I think thou wilt be interested iu hearing

of our visit to Cyprus. We arrived here on the

2nd instant, Maria Felthan, E Clayton and my-
self. W. Sturge was then at Nicosia, but ar-

rived at Larnaca the next evening. In going

round the town, I f lund the geneial talk was
about the Dukhobors. On W. S's' arrival, I

went with him the same evening to see Ivan
Prokonoff, who was suffering from dysentery,

and his case was serious ; but I am glad to say

he is quite well now, and was able to-day to

leave his room. On 4th instant we went to

Pergamo and Kyklia. with W. S. Pergamo is

about three h Ired and fifty feet above sea

level. There I saw many cases (about twenty),

of anynamic, remittant i'ever, dysentery and eye

cases, but we did not stay long at this colony,

as they had been visited by Dr. Williamson, a

day or two before. I noticed here the crowded
'tate of the rooms, with a temperature of eighty-

five degrees. There was little or no proper ven-

tilation for such climate as Cyprus; also the

vessel for drinking water is used in common
—each dipping a wooden spoon, as needed, thus

increasing the danger of infection. Also, the

surroundings are somewhat unhealthy, owing to

the want of proper sanitary arrangements, so I

was glad to learn afierwards that the committee

has drawn attentim to some of these points and
pressed the importance of attending to them on

Capt. St. John, with whom 1 had some talks as

tothe best way of carrying out your suggestions.

Their mode of dressing, too, with their dark

hats and coats was no doubt adapted to the cold

of Russia, but is not so suitable for a hot climate.

With the help of W. Sturge's Russian, and my
slight knowledge of Turkish, I did my best to

explain these things to them. I could see that

their naturally strong constitutions have been

undermined by the troubles they have passed

through, and by their crowding on board ship,

by their change of climate, and also by their

being unable at present to get milk and butter,

to which they have been accustometf. It was

interesting to see how they looked to W. Sturge

as a father, and how kind and good he is to

them.

We went from Pergamo to Kyklia. Here were

only one hundred and twenty persons, and they

have a good supply of well water. I attended

here more caiefully to the sick, no doctor hav-

ing seen them recently. My general remarks

C(mcerning Pergamo apply here also, so 1 need

not repeat them. Vasil PotakofF, a very intelli-

gent man, was very ill, but I am g ad to say he

was here to-day, feeling very well. He came
down to see us and report himself

We found the roads very dusty, for they have

been seven mouths without rain. We hear that

the average rainfall is only eighteen inches per

anuum. Next day we went to Nicosia, and on

Second day went on to Athalassa. The place

looks very pretty iu the distance, with its palm

trees, and they have a good ^upply of water.

There are here about five hundred Dukhobors.

The houses here that have been built by them

I thimght worse than those at the other places.

I tried to explain to them the difierent require-

ments of a hot climate to their own, and they

accepted what I said very nicely, but of course

they cannot change what they have already

done.

I went also round with the doctor from Ni-

cosia, and Capt. St. John and Birukofl;, and saw

about forty cases also of remittant fever, dysen-
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tery and other bowel complaints. I was told

that there had been more fatal cases here than

at Pergamo and Kyklia.

Athalassa is about five hundred and sixty feet

above the sea. It would seem that the causes

alluded to before, the sudden variations of tem-

perature between day and night, fatigue and in-

sufficient nourishment, account for a good deal

of the sickness. I also drew the attention of

our friends to the graveyard, and the import-

ance of digging the graves deep enough, and

the free use of lime.

On my second visit here I gave Captain St.

John some written medical instructions, and

some prepared medicines, and did what I could

to put him in the way of helping them, and I

did the same with Ivan Prokhanoff, who I un-

derstand is going to stay at Pergamo. I also

did the same with Basil Potakotf at Kyklia. I

told them to continue using quinine and arsenic

as prophylactic agents against malaria. On the

whole I can say that I think these people can

very well be acclimatized if suitable medical and
hygienic care is exercised, but I suppose we
must expect that they will have to learn by
further loss of their numbers what is good for

them and what is not. Fifty in one thousand

died during the last three months. I wish

they were nearer to us, that we could be of more
help to them.

But I understand from Birnkoff, who is soon

going to leave here, that they do not wish to

remain, but to join the others in Canada.

Before leaving I am glad to report after

visiting the three stations a second time, I found

much improvement at Pergamo and Kyklia and
hope to be able to send over from Beyrout at

W. S's request, some milch cows, which I am
sure will be most helpful. We are leaving our
dear friend W. S. with much regret, for we feel

that he stands much alone, and his work and
responsibility is heavy.

Beyrout, Eleventh Month 12th, 1898.

I have made enquiry about shipping cows
from here. The boats are willing to take them
if they can be assured that they will be allowed

to land at Cyprus, so I have written to W. S. to

send me a signed paper from the commissioner
or doctor to say the cows will be admitted, and
then Si ion we send them.
With kind regards and best wishes.

Thine very sincerely,

B. F. Manasseh.

A SPECIALIST of Chicago says :
—" Lockjaw is

cau.sed by germs which generate in the ground,
and, in order to breed the disease, the germs
must come in contact with an open wound or

abrasion. The disease may be contracted from
dust, or from contact with the soil. The source
of contagion is a virulent case of lockjaw in its

first stages. If proper precautions are not used
the Contagion may pass through several persons,

when the germ loses its virility and the disease

dies out. This precludes lockjaw becoming
epidemic. Since the introduction of antiseptic

methods in surgery lockjaw cases have become
rare; and the serum treatment, which often ef-

fects a cure, has also been developed.

Knowledge of Holiness.— While an un-
consciousness of sin may not be proof of absolute
freedom from its inbeing, yet it is a blessed

evidence of some gracious fact, when one who
has long and oft been conscious of uprising, dis-

turbances, inward friction and division in the

realm of the tempers, the afl^ections, the desires

of the will, is no longer conscious of such facts,

even under circumstances of dreadful occasion

and temptation, but is, on the other hand con-

scious of a deep, .all pervading peace, purity,

patience and a forgiving, tender spirit. We say

the unconsciousness of sin and the conscious-

ness of something very different from sin and

from ourselves in times of trial and at all times

certainly evidences, at least, " the expulsive

power of a new affection."— Christian Standard.

Whatever else you do, for a child (or an-

other) that is ablaze, throw it down, and there-

by give it ten chances for its life where it will

have one, if you leave it standing with its head

and face in a funnel of flame, while you are

trying to tear oflTits clothing.

—

Harper's Bazar.

Selected for The Friend.

•WHAT SICKNESS MEANS TO THE
BELIEVER.

Loved ones, ye ^¥hose tender pity,

Soothes and comforts all my pain.

Ye are wondering why your praying
Seems an asking all in vain

;

Ye are wondtring why I suffer

In the springtime of the year,

When even to ihe plants and flowers

Blessed springtime brings good cheer.

Loved ones I am with our Father
With a loving, trusting heart

;

He has called me from the great world
To a little room apart

;

And with looks of love so lender

That my soul can a-k no more,
'Twixt the world, with all its gladness.

And myself. He's shut the door.

For He has such words to whisper
As mu-t be in quiet heard.

For his sweet voice is so gentle,

Noise might make me lose a word.
Sickness means, so close to Jesus

In a little room apart,

With a shut door, that each whisper.

Through the ear glides to the heart.

Loved ones, the shut door will open
When the whispering is done,

And 1 leave the darkened chamber,
Not a sad and weary one

;

Not a soul that has been smitten
By a cruel, stinging rod,

But a mortal blessed and strengthened
By an interview with God.

M. S. F.

California's Olive Crop.

A Pomona, Cal., press correspondent writes

that the olive growers of California will probably
gather next winter the largest crop ever grown
in the Union. For the first time the production

of that fruit will be in excess of the demands
for consumption in California alone. An enor-

mous planting of olive groves has been made in

California in the last few years. It has been
reckoned that six hundred thousand olive trees

were set out in that state in the last spring

alone. Pomona has been the largest market
for olive nursery trees for nearly a decade, and
sales of three hundred thousand trees have been
common there. Rough estimates put the area
of bearing olive trees in California at about six

thousand acres, while the total orchard area is

about twenty-four thousand acres.

The reason for the slow development of this

industry has been the slow process of propagat-
ing olive trees. The present method of growing
olive trees for orchard planting was not known
until 1883. The method of producing olive

trees now in vogue among European growers
is to cut limbs as large as a man's arm from
trees and from each of these start a new tree.

An olive tree will not furnish more than three
or four such limbs for propagating purposes.
Another method is the old fashioned one of

planting seeds. This is the slowest method
making an orchard and takes eighteen or tweil

ty years. In California the plan is to use sma!
cuttings. Olive trees for orchard planting use

to cost seven and eight dollars each. They C8

now be had by the thousand for ten and fiftef

cents each. There are in Pomona, nursei

owners that grow each half a million yout
olive trees for orchard purposes each year. Tl

cuttings which come by hundreds from a ful

sized tree, are about the size of toothpick

They are propagated and rooted in sand iu

servatories, in the same way that rose cuttin|

are grown into rose bushes and rose trees. Tl
new method requires the most constant atte;

tion and much experience, but the plants a

grown on so enormous a scale that the cost •

each is very low. When the cuttings are roote

they are transferred in the warmer months i

spring to the out-ofdoor nursery, where the

become trees three or four feet liigh in a yei

or a year and a half.

For " The Fkiend."

A Thrilling Scene.

A 3fan's Life Providentially Saved through H
Promptness of a Lad and other Rescuers.

The following incident is a striking illustratio

of the value of prompt and intelligent action
:

time of peril. How important it is, that paren
should train their children to avoid slothfulne)

and inertness as a sin, in order that throughoi
life, they may be efficient in emergencies, willin

and capable workers of their own volition,

in the Divine hand ; and how important it is ths

the habit of carefulness, in positions of dang(
and for the avoidance of unnecessary risli

should be enjoined upon children, and upon a

of every age, because none can foresee what
day may bring forth, or whether, when leavin

home, they may return uninjured or alive. Th
following is reported to the writer by an eyt

witness:

" As a team was passing along one of ou
streets recently, a man who was seated besid

the driver, fell from the seat to the double
platform below, in such a position that his bod
being too far over to be supported or recoverei

in balance, his head nearly touched thegroum
immediately in front of the wheel.

" The scene was fearful. A woman comin]
out of an alley with a pan of ashes, dropped i

to the ground in terror, and screamed, ' Go<
save that man,—God save that man.' Anothe
woman stood by with clenched hands ant

blanched face temporarily ]jaralyzed with fright

The free use of the Supreme name is oftentimei

painful, but there is a touch of pathos in tW
acknowledgment that there are seasons whet
only Help from above seems of avail, and oi

this occasion, it was not withheld from thi

human instruments at hand ; fijr at this critica

moment, a lad of apparently fourteen, who wai

carrying a bundle, laid it on the sidewalk, and
rushing to the wagon, seized the unfortunatf
man by the leg?, bore down upon them with al

his might, and thus kept his head from beinf
caught by the wheel; while the driver so fran

tically pulled on the horses that they reared \t

front.

Just at this juncture, a policeman opportunelj
came to the rescue, and at peril to himself
caught the horses by the head, and stayed theii

progress,— when thedriver, leaping to the ground,
got his hands under the fallen man's head and
with the aid of others, released him from his

danger unhurt.
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" ' You are a brave little boy," said the police-

un to the lad, as he picked up his package,

pd, with a proud air walked of} down the street;

fpride justifiable, in that his alertness aud apt-

rss had been used as a nieaus of saving a fel-

]w being from destruction.

"'You had better wait a while," said the

pliceman to the driver as he resumed his seat
-' You must feel sick.' ' Oh, I'll get over it,'

e d the pale man as he drove off." T. E.

Not

^

I
BY EDOAR K. SELLEW.

iThe Holy Spirit said to me, " Write."

Yes," I replied, " What shall I write?"

Of the experiences of these passing days.''

But there is nothing worthy of writing. The
s are alike, all commonplace. The daily

nd of duties, each so small, what can I say

them, dear Spiiit of my God ?"

J "Dost thou hold it a small thing, a common-
pee experience to awaken in the morning
vapped in my arms with my breath fanning

ty heart?"

"Nay, my Lord, forgive me for saying this

i;a small thing, but surely this is not what thou
vuldst have me write?"
" Yes, speak of the consciousness of my pres-

ece as thou dressest and goest to the barn.

Seak of the communion we have and the
lowludge of my brooding presence as thou
gest about the work of feeding, milking and
IS care of the animals. Is it a small thing to

bbble over with joy all the day long because
t)u fetlest my presence and hearest my voice?"
'Oh ! no. Lord, it is better than a pillar of
cud by day or a pillar of fire by night."

' Is it a commonplace life to know constantly
ti upsprioging life of God in thy body, hold-
i ', at bay Satan and his diseases? To walk
aii work in a vigor not thy own ? To be so

called upou by me that thou walkest in power?
tit ot weakness art made strong to perform the
lior I plan fijr thee?"

"No, Lord, this is wonderful."

'Is it commonplace to dwell in the secret

fice of the Most High ? To abide under the
B.idow of the Almighty? Commonplace to be
i: union and communion with me, so that 1

Jhn 2 : 29 is wrought out in thy life? Is it a

Me thing to be the Temple of God and let

hn bring forth the fruit of the Spirit? To be
fc oiHii letter known and read of all men ? Is

i i small thing to stand among the meek, an
i v^ritor of the earth ? Is it small to be con-
f iitly in the second chapter of 1st Corinthians,
i the spirit of revelation ? Thy commonplace
i; is all this; wilt thou say again it is little

ad commonplace?"
'No, Lord Jesus, forgive the thought that

Rythiiig thy love hast touched can be small or
ciiiiiimplace."

' Beloved thou hast measured the days by thy
dnres to do for me ; to work, to see results, and
B-iug how small they seem thou calls the days
cunioiiplace, and being hedged in by my lov-
i:; ciicumstances and hidden in my tender
lud from the strife of tongues, thou hast noted
\ at others were called aud jitled to do and
rasiired thy doings by theirs, and so made a
Estake. Look no more at them. Look at

VM I desire to do for thee and m thee. Look
a me, and as thou lookest be changed into my
i age. Thy streug(h is to sit still."

"But, Lord, I heard thy command, ' Go ye
i all the world and preach the gospel,' and I

tve tried to do good and save souls."

" How fared the work, dear one? Didst thou
save souls?"

"No, Lord, that was thy work."
" Didst thou succeed in doing good ?"

" No, Lord, that, too, was thy work."
" My beloved, cannot thou see that hadst thou

been quiet and emptied, I could have used thee
more effectively? All thy running, all thy try-

ing hindered my doing. When thou wast still

I could speak aud thou wouldst hear and answer,
and we could commune, and when thou wast
empty I could use thee to convey the blessing to

another. Beloved one, I know thy strong desire
to please me; rest, then, in me. Let me have
one child quiet, empty-handed, with ear attuned
to my voice, and I will do all the rest."

" Yes, Lord, let thy work go on in me un-
hindered. Fulfil thy desire in me at any cost
to self. Never more shall I think any life, any
day commonplace, nor any work small, because
I know thou art in its minutest detail."

—

Words
of Life.

For "The Fkiend."

Friends in Holland and The Warder School.

Between 1656 and the close of the Seventeenth
Century fourteen meetings for worship, six

Monthly Meetings and one Quarterly Meeting
are said to have been established in Holland
though it is probable some of these may have
been in Germany. The meetings for worship
were mostly held both on First-days and in the
middle of the week. It is said that many of the
members ultimately became Mennonites and in

1770 the Society was reduced so low in those
parts that only one meeting remained which
was held in Amsterdam. A member of this

meeting named Paulus Kripner who at one time
resided at the Cape of Good Hope and was then
convinced of Friends' principles without any out-

ward intervention, after beiug c'erk of the meet-
ing and occupying other prominent positions,

emigrated to Philadelphia and was married here.

His grave stone can be seen at Arch and Fourth
Streets Burial Grounds.
From a very early period, with occasional

intermissions London Yearly Meeting corres-

ponded with Friends in Holland. The last

communication from them appears to have been
read in the Yearly Meeting in 1787.
London Friends for many years conducted a

school in Amsterdam with funds which came
into their hands under rather remarkable cir-

cumstances. During the period of the American
Revolution a certain John Warder a member
of Devonshire House Monthly Meeting, a Phila-
delphian by birth but living in London in con-
sequence of his sympathy with the royalist cause
was part owner of a vessel called the Nancy
which sailed from London for New York in

1781, the latter city being then in the hands of
the British. The other owners unknown to

Warder as he alleged, took out Letters (jf Marque
and fitted out the Nancy with twelve guns as a
privateer. In connection with another British
vessel the Nancy on her voyage captured a
Dutch East Indiaman. The latter vessel sail-

ing under the flag of a nation which was an ally

of the Americans was a lawful prize and proved
to be a capture of great value. Upon hearing
of the occurrence Warder insured his interest in

the prize for £2,000 sterling. On her voyage
to London she was totally lost and he received
froni the underwriters nearly that sum in cash.
London Friends represented to Warder that it

was not honest for him to keep the money and
that he was bound to pay it over to the persons
who had owned the captured property. Various

phases of the case were presented which are not
of sufficient interest to mention during a period
of nearly twenty years, till finally Warder
placed the proceeds of his insurance amounting
to about £1,800 sterling in the hands of Trus-
tees in London to be appropriated to reimburs-
ing the owners of the prize goods so far as they
could be found. This was a work of much dif-

ficulty extending over a period of almost twen-
ty additional years, during which time the trus-
tees paid to claimants out of the fund (which
had greatly accumulated in their hands) in

principal and interest nearly double the original
sum, and there still remained unappropriated
a larger amount than the original fund. Seven
years more elapsed and no other claimants ap-
pearing it was deemed proper to appropriate
the assets in hand to some charity in Holland.

Accordingly in 18'24 an Infant School was
established in Amsterdam under charge of John
Stephen Mollett of that place which was success-
fully conducted for many years and the present
writer supposes it still is. At first the school
was carried on in a rented building which was
subsequently purchased in 1829. For about
thirty years the school was conducted in the
same building. Afterwards a new school-house
was built on the estate, a handsome structure
which is known as the Warder School-house.
A photograph of this building lies before me as
I write. G. V.

Drawing on the Bank.

A little girl who had a rich papa, had also
an iron savings bank, out of which, it is to be
feared, she drew more than she deposited. Any
way, here is the way she became insolvent at
her bank :

He was a bouncing big turkey ; and they
hung him by the heels, so that his nose almost
touched the walk just outside the butcher's shop.
A little girl was standing there and watching
it. You could see that she was a hungry little

girl ; and worse than that, she was cold, too, for

her shawl had to do for hood and almost every-
thing else. No one was looking, and s) she put
out a little red hand, and gave the great turkey
a push ; and he swung back and forth, almost
making the great iron hook creak, he was so
heavv.

" What a splendid big turkey !"

The poor little girl turned round ; and there
was another little girl looking at the turkey,
too. She was out walking wiih her dolls, and
had on a cloak with real fur all around the
edges; and she had a real muff, white with little

black spots all over it.

" Good morning, miss," said the butcher man.
You see he knew the little girl with the muff
perfectly well.

"That's a big turkey, Mr. Martin."
" Yes," said the poor little girl, timidly. " He's

the biggest I ever saw in my life. He must be
splendid to eat."

" Pooh !" said the little girl with the muff.
" He isn't any bigger than the one my papa
brought home for Tnanksgiving to-morrow.
"Could I have a leg, if I came for it to-

morrow?" asked the poor little girl, softly.
" What, haven't you a whole turkey ?"

" Never had one in my life," said the poor
little girl.

"Then you shall have this one," said the
little girl with the muff. "Mr. Martin, I've

got some money in my savings-bank at home,
and ray papa said I could do just as I wanted
to with it; and I'm going to buy the turkey for

this little girl."
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The poor little girl's eyes grew so very large

you wouldn't have known them. " I shall love

you always, so very, very much: and I'll go

home for Foxy to help. Foxy is my brother,

and I know we can carry him."

I haven't room to tell you all about it ;
but

the poor little girl got her turkey, and papa his

bill.

" What's this," said he, " another turkey,

eighteen pounds, three dollars and sixty cents?"
°"

That's all right," said the little girl who had

the muff. " I bought him, and gave him to a

poor little girl who never ate one; and the

money is in my iron bank."

The bank was opened, and there were just

four big pennies in it.

—

Zion's Watchman.

^FaR"THE Friend."

Christmas.

[The fdlnwing article having appeared in

The Friexd nearly a year ago, but with some

of Its lines misplaced, and its full meaning con-

sequently lost, is for that reason now reprinted.]

The near approach of the day commonly des-

ignated as Christmas and so nearly comraamling

univer.-^al observance by the Christian world,

raises the thought that those who observe the

day should know upon what its claims for re-

cognition are based ; while the few who can not

conscientiously follow the multitude in this

matter should be able to give the reasons upon

which their objections are fninded. The word

Christmas is a compound of tlie two wordn,

Ciirist and mass. The first of these needs no

definiug. Webster defines mass as: •' The com-

munion service, or the consecration and obla-

tion of the host, in the Roman Catholic churches.

The derivation of the word itself would seem to be

sufficient for its rejection by all sincere Protest

ants. But if it can be shown that the origin of

the day as a religious feast-day is not strictly

Koraish, but heathen; and that the particular

rites and observances with which this so-called

Christian feast are celebrated were adopted from

the heathen religions, by the paganized church

of Rome, the ground for the entire rejection of

the day and all of its observances would seem to

be fully established. McClintock and Strong's

Biblical, Theological and Ecclesiastical Cyclo-

poedia says: "Christmas, the day (December
25th), which is celebrated throughout nearly

the whole of Christendom as the birthday of our

Saviour. . . The observance of Christmas is

not of Divine appointment, nor is it of New
Testament origin. The day of Christ's birth

cannot be ascertained from the New Testament,

or indeed, from any other source. The fathers

of the first three centuries do not speak of any

special observance of the nativity. . . The
institution may be sufficiently explained by

the circumstance that it was the taste of the

age to multiply festivals, and that the analogy

of other events in our Saviour's history which
had already been marked by a distinct cele-

bration, may naturally have pointed out the

propriety of marking his nativity with the same
honorable distinction. It was celebrated with all

the marks of respect usually bestowed on high

festivals, and distinguished also by the custom,

derived probably from heathen antiquity, of

interchanging presents and making entertain-

ments. At the same time, the heathen winter

holidays (Saturnalia, J uvenalia,Brutnalia), were
undoubtedly trausf )rmed,and,so to speak, sanc-

tified by the establishment of the Christmas
cycle of holidays; and the heathen customs so

far as they were harmless (e. g., the giving of

presents, lighting of tapers, etc.), were brought

over into Christian use. In later ages many ob-

servances, some pleasant, others absurd, grew up

around the Christmas festival. Among them

are the following. It was customary to light

candles of large size, and to lay upon the fire a

huge log, called a yule clog or Christmas block,

a custom not yet extinct in some parts of Eng-

land. Yule (from huel a wheel), was a sun-

feast, commemorative of the turn of the sun and

the lengthening of the day. and seems to have

been a period of pagan festival in Europe from

ancient times."

The same cyclopsedia, article "Nativity of

Christ," says: " The exact year of his birth is

not agreed on by chronologers, but it was about

the f)ur thousandth year of the world ; nor can

the precise season of the year, the month, and

day in which He was born be ascertained. The
Ei<yptians placed it in January ; Wagenseil, in

February ; Bochart in March ; some, mentioneil

by Clement of Alexandria, in April ; others in

May; Epinanius speaks of some who placed it

in June, and of others who supposed it to have

heen in Julv; Wagenseil. who was not sure of

February, fixed it probably in August ; Light-

foot on the loth of September; Scaliger, Cisau-

bon and Clauvisius in October; others in No-

vember; and the Latin church in December.

It does not, however, appear probable that the

vulgar account is right ; the circumstance of the

Shepherds watching their flocks by night agrees

not with the winter season."

The Encyclopaedia Brittaniea says: "Christ-

tnas day, a festival of the Christian church, ob

served on the twenty-fifth of December, in mem-
ory of the birth of Jesus Christ. There is, how
ever, a difficultv in accepting this as the date

of the nativity, December being the heightof the

rainy season in Judea, when neither flocks nor

shepherds could have been at night in the fiehis

of Bethlehem. . . Although as regards Christ-

mas an ingenious case on behalf of the month of

October has been made out from what is known
concerning the course of Abia (Luke i : 5), it

does not seem possible to arrive at any certain

conclusion. By the fifth century, however,

whether from the influence of some tradition, or

from the desire to supplant heathen festivals of

that period of the year, such as the Saturnalia,

the twenty-fifth of December had been generally

agreed upon. . . In that country (England),

it was the custom on Christmas eve, after the

usual devotions were over, to light large candles

and throw on the hearth a huge log, called the

Yule Log or Christmas block. At court, and
in the houses of the wealthy, an officer, named
the Lord of Misrule, was appointed to superin-

tend the revels. . . The reign of the Lord
of Misrule began on All-Hallow eve, and lasted

till Candlemas day. The favorite pastimes

over which he presided were gaming, music,

conjuring, dipping for nuts and apples, dancing,

fool plough, hot cockles, blind man's buff, etc."

The propensity of many Christians to partake

in the celebration of heathen festivals and in

Jewish observances had oecome a serious evil in

the church during the third and fourth centur-

ies. In homilies and decrees of councils of that

date, we find earnest protests against the amal-
gamation of Christian worship with Jewish and
heathen rites, and a description of the dangers
which threatened Christianity from this practice,

which had begun to gain ground. This perverse

attachment to forms and ceremonies, altogether

f ireign to the Christian religion, appears to have
been a leading cause of the multiplication of
festivals within the church. The original sym-
plicity of Christian worship had become unsat-

isfactory to the multitude, and it was deetne

necessary to give splendor and external attra

tion to the religion of the Gospel by the e

tablishment of new festivals, or by converlir

Jewish or heathen ceremonies into Christitj'

solemnities. '*

The calendar of the Church of England hi 'I

twenty-four "immovable feasts and holy dayejf

besides about twenty or more movable one'j

the Roman Catholic Church has several tim''

that number. How applicable to these is tl''

language of the apostle : "Ye observe days ai
'(

months, and times, and years. I am afraid.

f

you, lest I have bestowed upon you labor i|

vain" (Galatians, iv : 10, 11). »

The objections urged against the observan

of all of the so-called Holy Days, are applicab*

to the observance of Christmas. The testimm
j

of the religious Society of Friends regarding tif

observance of such days has always been clef

and positive, and the ground upon which tn
testimony rests has been frequently and ful

stated
;
yet it is apparent that by many mei

hers of that society at this time, this lestimoi

is being overlooked or rejected. This is cau

of sorrow to some who see the tendency, not on

of all the Protestant churches, but also of ol
own Society, to drift back toward Rome, iDf

superstition and ceremonialism. Let those wh

by their observance of Christmas, Easter ai

such days, are exhibiting this tendency, serious

consider what they are doing.

The f )llowing are some of the particular o^

jections to the observance of the day commoB
designated as Christmas:

Fird— Its observance is a virtual endor

raent of a falsehood, which it helps to perpei

ate. The best authorities acknowledge that

can not ascertain the exact time of the birth

Christ, and that it certainly was not on t

twenty fifth day of the Twelfth Month, the d

on which it is commonly said to have occurn

The greater number of Protestant as well

R iman Catholic Christians believe that t

date of Christ's birth is as certainly fixed as

other historical date; and all, who in any w
observe the day as such, help to perpetuates

spread this absolutely false pretension. T
Scriptures do not intimate that there was a

intention that there should be an annual ce

bration of the event of Christ's birth; the d

of his death and the day of his resurrect!

are clearly set forth ; was there not a Divi

purpose in hiding from us the day of his birt

May not that purpose have been our presen

tion from idolatry?

Second—Its observance is a virtual ackno'

edgment of the authority of the Church of Ro!

and a recognition of the service of the motis.

The day was originally a heathen festiv

connected with some of the forms of su

ship, observed with obscene and immoral rite

but, in the fourth century, it was baptized ii

a Romish mass for the birth of Christ. Th'

masses are said in every Romish house of w
ship. It will not do to say that it is the ev<

and not the day which is celebrated. The
cognition of the day acknowledges the author

of the Church of Rome to fix the date.

Third.— Its observance in any form, gi'

some encouragement to the evils now aim

universally connected with its celebration.

This so-called " Holy Day " is celebrated ii

very unholy and irreligious manner by ma
professing Christians, and many irreligious p
pie make it a day of revelry and debaucbe

Dancing and merry-making are the chief oo

pations. Meeting-houses and other places
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ship are turned into theatres and places for

iting and frolic. The motto for the day

(OS to be, " Eat, drink and be merry."

'he Santa Claus myth is one of the evils eon-

ted with the observance of the day. Many
listian parents tell their children that their

sents are brought to them by this " old

(1," in his sleigh drawn by reindeer, and they

jk that an injury has been done to them and

r children when the childrens' minds are

bused of this false notion. Children who
allowed to grow up, as many are, with a be-

in this fiction, when they come to learn the

h, lose in some measure their confidence in

veracity of their parents.

Dnder some circumstances the giving of

ients is a commendable thing, but the ap-

sriation of this particular day to this pur-

>, heiis to perpetuate one of the superstitions

ich hinder njen from coming to the true

Iwledge of God.
E. P. S.

For "THE FBIKND."

The Service of Sons.

(bristians speak with deep feeling of the

[erhood of Gud, and yet I question whether

|e of us accept it fully. What is the basis

bedience and service of the child to his fa-

f? Perhaps when he is young he may be

(jenced in dding his duty ny fear of punish

U. So the beginning of the Christian life

f be entered upon through tear (fan eternity

nisery. But what a dwarfed and stunted

ship is that in which, after one has reached

fs of discretion, fear is the motive for the

Formance of filial duties! Sometimes the

is anxious to please his father in order that

share of the inheritance may be secured,

we not look with just displeasure on such a

ive? Why then do we allow ourselves to

leld in obedience to God merely by the hope

n eternity of happiness? We all admit that

alone to be on the right ground whose ser-

f
to his father is dictated first by love, and

phom the matter of reward or punishment

f slight moment. The allegiance of such a

to his parent is not less perfect even though

father he absent for a time, however unex-

tedly and however uncertain may be the time

lis return ; nor is he the less ready to obey

m the work to which he is called is difficult

without present or even prospective re-

d.

Vhy do we love our earthly parents? All

reasons we cannot tell, but we love them for

r care over us, their sacrifices for us and

r efforts to make us happy. If, while doing

us all these things which we see and feel,

parents remain unknown to us, we might

ept the care and kindness as matters of

rse and feel no love or gratitude toward

unknown source. When we have accepted

i as our father, and realize fully, as we must,

t all the good and beautiful things in our

8, that our lives themselves, are from Him,
J can we withhold the tribute of love and
titude ! Even the element of sacrifice is not

jing. For whom did Christ suffer? And
ye truly love God, nothing can separate us

n Him ;
" Though I make my bed in hell,

old thou art there." How then shall we
rate in ourselves any other motive for ser-

i than that which the persecuted Quietists

ihe seventeenth century called pure love?

the sanctified soul the thought of that time

ionie, " forever with the Lord," must be un-

stkably precious, but Heaven is to him not

so much an eternity of rest and peace as an

eternity of nearness to God. L. B., Jr.

Seeing the Point.—A boy returned from

school (me day with the report that his scholar-

ship had fallen below the usual average.

"Son," said his father, "you have fallen be-

hind this month, haven't you ?"

" Yes, sir."

" How did that happen ?"

The futher knew if the son did not. He had
observed a number of dime novels scattered

aliout the house ; but had not thought it worth

while to say anything until a fitting oppor-

tunity should offer itself A basket of apples

stood upon the floor, and he said: "Empty out

these af)ples, and take the basket and bring it

to me half full of chips."

Suspecting nothing, the boy obeyed.

"And now," he continued, "put those apples

back into the basket."

When half the apples were placed, the boy
said : "Father, they roll off. I can't put any
more in."

" Put them in, I tell you."
" But, father, I can't put them in."

"Put them in? No, of course you can't

put them in. You said ynu didn't know why
you fell behind at school, and I will tell you
why. You mind is like that basket. It will

not hold more than so njuch. And here you've

been the past month filling it up with chip dirt

—dime novels."

The boy turned on his heel, whistled, and
said : "I see the point."

Not a dime novel has been seen in the house

from that day to this.

—

Exchange.

Always Ready.—There is no time to stop

and prepare for the journey of death, even if we
could. God demands the last day's labor as

well as the first. He seems to say, " Never
mind death ; I will take care of that. It is for

you to take care of life."

Just at the right time the hand will be laid

on our shoulder, the word whispered in our ear.

We must leave the sewing undone, the house

unswept, the plow in the furrow, the story un-

told, the picture unfinished, the song unsung.

We may not, perchance, even kiss our loved

ones good-bye.

Let us, then, so strive to live that we may
say, "Yea, Lord, I am ready, always ready.

My hand is in thine, like a trusting child. I

am glad to be nearer to thee. Father, to feel

more closely the warmth of thy love. What I

have missed and failed in thou knowest ; my
poor, feeble, futile efforts to serve thee thou

knowest also. There is no prop nor stay but in

perfect trust; it is all the cloak or covering I

need. I have lived on the river's brink all my
life; now 1 am to cross with the Great Pilot.

1 thought I knew life here. O no ! henceforth

I am to live indeed in thy presence, wherein is

fullness of joy forever!"

—

Selected.

Consecrated Purpose.— It is lamentable

how many young men there are without purpose.

They lounge at the depot or grocery. They
form idle squads on the street. They let the

best years of life slip by without making a bold

and strong stride. And this is true often of the

productofour best Christian homes. The young
men with nothing to do are legion.

Young men, if anything is made out of your

life you are the only man that must make it.

No other man will fight your battles. Every

lost day is unredeemable. Each refusal to act

gives you a push toward perpetual impotency.

The will weakens fearfully under indulgence.

Vigor is sapped by inaction. The world calls

you. It needs you. You cheat society and
rob God when you sit down and wait on any-
thing less worthy than Him. And when you
get from Him some devout purpose, give your
life to its accomplishment. Try. Try with faith.

Try with zeal. All the gates open to the man
of will. Look over the list of men who have at

the close of life swung the banner of victory to

the breeze. In what spirit have they wrought?
Always and eternally in the spirit of consecrated

purpose. Do you know anyone who has won
by being a camp follower? No ! Out of their

struggles and efiiiris have arisen their successes.

So it must be with you. Arise from your in-

difference and buckle on your sword. You have
not a day to lose. Join God's purpose for j-ou

to do something. Then do it. Stand by that

purpose. Follow after, that you may apprehend
that for which you are apprehended^lhe mark
of the prize of your high calling.

" Holiness makes heaven, and without holi-

ness there can be no heaven for any one."

Items CoDcerniDg the Society.

Australian Friends' Meetings, 1897.

—

Melbourne, 194 members 18 attenders
South Australia, 91 " 5
Tasmania, 134 " 32
Syduey, 76 " 13 "

Total 496

Henry T. Outland, in pursuance of a relisious

concern lor these punts, having a certititate from
Eastern Quarterly Meeting-, N. C, attended the
Monthly Meeting at Med'brd last Seventh-day, the
meeting at Cropwell on Fir.st-riay morning, and an
appiunted public meeting at Medlord on First-day

atternoon. Arrangement was made for holdine an-
other appointed n eeting in Mount Holly on Filth-

day evening, the 15th inst.

Persis Halleck and Elizabeth Mekeel, from Pop-
lar Ridge, New York, being on a visit in Philadel-

phia, have been attending some of the meetings in

religious service.

Notes from Others.

All Christendom collects $10,000,000 a year for

missions, and over against that the American na-

tion alone expends $20,000,000 for artificial flowers

to put on the headgear of their women I

—

The
Day We Live in.

In one of the literary classes of Harvard College,

the young men are requested, lor the cidtivation of
literary style, to read the Bible in King James's
translation ten minutes every day. They al>o are

required from time to time to present papers show-
ing that they have read it.

It was reported that in one of our cities in a
single week, the following themes were advertised

for the pulpit :
" Is the Trilby Craze Dying Out 1"

"Bicycles;" " Fiizsimnn ns and Corbeit;" "How
the Pastor Spends his Vacation;" "Should Our
DaUL'hters Marry Foreign Xoblemen?" "High
Sleeves and Theatre Hats;" "The Gold Brick Sa-

loon ;" " Canal St. on Saturday Night ;" " Words-
worth and the Lake School of Poets ;" " The Fifty-

third Congress;" " Rights of the Motormen."

Seriously, were you made a preacher by the
Lord or by a minister factory? If by the Lord,

hear a solemn charge from your Master, in view of

a rapidly approai hing judgment :
" I charge thee,

therefore before God and the Lord Jesus Christ,

who shall judge the quick and the dead at his ap-

pearing and his kingdom, preach the word ; be in-
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stant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke,

exhort with all lung-suffering and ductrine." (2

Tim. iv : 1, 2].—K P. Marvin.

Keligion is now, as it ever has been, and ever will

be, the heart of fallen man returning to God through
the Mediator, Christ Jesus. This is its principal

and essential idea. Without this, it is nothing;
with this, it is everything. Hence, religion con-

sists not in forms, but exists under various forms.

The man is within the raiment. Life is within the

body. The features may vary; the language may
be Greek, or Latin, or French, or Knglish, or

Spanish, or Chinese; the manners may be different

;

the fiod may be animal or vegetable; the habits

may be diverse; the color may be white, black or

red
;
yet life is the same in all men. We know our

species wherever found. We discover a brother-

hood of race in Asia, Rome, Germany, France,
England, Spain, Russia, Africa and America. All

over the world, humanity attests its oneness of

origin. So spiritual life is the same principle in

all Chri-tians of every land. They may be jNletho-

disfs, Presbyterians, Baptists, or of any sect, yet

they enjoy a common life in Clirist, evincing his

image and showing his Spirit's operations.

—

Pres-

byterian.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States — In the first six months of this

year 1,'200 miles of railroad )>ave been Ijuilt the

United States. The merchandise carrie I by rail in

the United States, is double the amount of land car-

riage in all the other nati ns of the earth combined.
The Spanish-American tieaty of peace was signed

in Pnris on the 10th inst. The treaty provides that

Cuba is t be relinquished, and that F. rto Kico and
the Philippines are to be ceded. The .\meiicans are

to pay for the rep itriation f the Spanish tro. ps from
all the colonies. The Spaniards are to reiurn all pris-

oneis held by them. They are to retain possession of
all military stores and nmnitions of war in the Philip-

pines, and of such ships as have not been captured.
The commercial treaties are to be renewed at the con-
venience tf the two nations. The protocol makes
nearly 600 type-written pages.

Tlie Sen te in e.xecutive session has ratified the
treaty for the extension of the time for the completion
of the Mexican boundary for one year. There was no
opposition and no debate.

Naval Constructor Hobson has been detatched from
the New York anil ordered to the Asaiatic station for

duty in cnnection with raising and repairing vessels

captured fr. m the Spaniards.

An active volcano has been discovered in Alaska,
near .^tlin City. It is .'ne of three peaks, at least 14,-

000 feet in altitude. The volcano's glare is said to be
such that miners work by the mellow light. It is yet
to be named.
Ahout 300 brewers from all parts of thecountry met

in New York city to protest against the continuance
of the war tax of a dollar a barrel on beer and to for-

mulate measures to secure its ab lishment.

The last saloon was voted out of Isanti County, Minn.,
in 1S88. During the last year of license, the criminal
court expenses of the county a 1 told amounted to

$955.71 ; for the next year the entire expenses dropped
to $477.76, or less than half; in 1891 to $347.99. In
1895 the liquor cas^-s cost but $14 82; and in 1896,
when many other c 'unties were indicting their ofl5-

cials for malfeasance in office, $10 represents the entire
criminal court expenses for the year, and it was un-
necessary to even call the grand jury together.
The steamer Ve'lamire arrived at Baltimore on the

8th inst., with forty-five shipwrecked mariners, rescued
from the steamer Lmdnninn, which foundered in a
storm at sea. Tlie captain and twenty-four others are
believed to have g 'ue down with the ship.

As the civil courts in Porto Rico cannot or will not
act w th sufficient pr raptness against bandits, firebugs
and murderers, General Henry has appointed a Mili-
tary Commission to try ca-ses . f that character.

"The .\mericans in "the Philippines hold nearly 15,-

000 Spanish soldiers as prisoners, ca|)tured at the
fall of Manila. They are on parole about the city.

The manner of their return to Spain must be settled
by the Peace (,'orarai~si ners in Paris. The Philippine
insurgents h Id ab ut 500 clerical pris ners.

General Calixti Garcia, the distinguished Cuban
leader and head <'f the Commissi n sem to this c untry
by the Cuban -Military Assembly, died in Washington
on the morning of the lllh inst. of pneumonia.

Seven of the Dupont powder mills, near Wilmington,
Del , were blown up on the morning of the 9lh instant.

Three men were killed and eight injured. Houses in

the vicinity, including the Dupont mansion and the
residence "f Judge Bradford, were wrecked.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 436, which is 37 more than the previous week and
35 more than the corre'^ponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 221 were males and 215 females ; 68 died
of pneumonia ; 60 of consumption ; 35 of heart disease

;

19 of o d age ; 17 of diphtheria; 15 of intiamrnation of
the stomach and bowels ; 15 of paralysis ; 14 of nephri-
tis ; 14 of apoplexy

; 12 of convulsions; 12 of inaniti' n;
11 of cancer; 11 from casualties ; 9 of inflammaiion
of the brain and 9 of marasmus.

Markeis. &C.—V. S. 2's, 99 a 100; 4's, reg., 111} a
112; coupon, 112i a 113; new 4's, 127J a 128}^; 5's,

1121 a 113; 3's, 105i a 106} ; currency 6's, 102^ a 103.
Cotton was steady on a basis of fiy'^c. per pound for

middling uplands.
Feed. —Winter bran, in bulk, spot, at $13.75 a

$14.50, and spring, in sacks, $13.50 a $14 per ton.
Flour.—Winter super.. $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.50 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3. 1 a $3.25
;

do. do., straight, $3.25 a $3.45 ; Western winter, clear,

S3.10 a $3.30; do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., patent!
$3.50 a $3.70 ; spring, clear, $2 90 a $3.10 ; do. straight^
1'3.35 a 13.55 ; do. | atent, *3.55 a *3.76 ; do. favorite
$3.80 a $4.00: city mills, clear, $3.15 a $3.40; do.
straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; do., patent, $3.70 a $4.00. Rye
Flour.—$3.10perbbl.forchoice Pennsylvania. Buck
WHEAT Flour—$2.00 a $2.10 per 100 pounds as tc

quality, for new.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71 a 71}c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 39 a 39}c.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 33}c. a 33^c.

Foreign. — Ai the silver jubilee banquet of the
British Chamber of Commerce, held in Paris on the
6th inst.. Sir Edmund J. Monson, British Ambassador,
appeabd to France to disabuse herself of all suspicion
of unfair intention upon ihe part of Great Britain ; to
try to believe there was no general animosity in Eng-
land toward France and to meet England on every
que-tion at issue with an honest desire for an equitable
arrangement.
Sir Edmund J. Monson concluded as follows: " I would

earnestly ask officials in power and unofficial exponents
of public opinion to discount fac:s and abstain from a
continuance of the policy of pin pricks, which, while
it can only procure an ephemeral satisfaction to a short
lived Ministry, must inevitably perpetuate across the
channel an intolerable irritation.

"I wou'd entreat them to resist the temptation to
thwart British enterprise by petty manoeuvres such as
the proposal to stait colleges as the rivals of General
Kitchener's projected institution in the reconquered
Soudan. Such ill considered provocation might have
the efiect of converting Great Britain's present policy
of forbearance in Egypt into the adopti n of measures
at which 1 presume French sentiment is not aiming."
These remarks have caused intense excitement through-
out France, being regarded by many as an insolent at-
tempt on the part of the British "Representative, to
lecture France on her policy toward England.
An explanation, said to have emanated from the

British Embassy in Paris, has been published, declar-
ing that the speech receritly delivered by Sir Edmund
J. Monson has been misunderstood, and repudiating
any desire to interfere in the internal affairs of France
or criticise her policy.

On the 6th inst. Emperor William opened the Reich-
stag in the White Hall of the Royal Castle in Berlin.
He said that Germany's relations with all the foreign
Powers continued to be friendly, and that the principal
objert of his policy wonld be to contribute to the main-
tenance of peace. Therefore, he hailed with warm ap-
proval the Czar's magnanimous proposal for the fur-
therance of that object.

The River Neva suddenly rose nine feet on the night
of the 8th instant, inundating the lower portion of St.
Petersburg, where communication is now carried on
by boats. The loss to pr. perty is heavy.
Japan has a population of 45,000 000, has 220 towns

that have more than 100,000 inhabitants. In 1886 the
number of such towns was 117. Osaka has increased
fr.m 360,000 to 510,000 inhabitants in ten years.
Yokohoma from 89,000 to 180 000, Kobe fr-m )-0,()00
to 185,000. T. kio has now a population of 1,300,000.
The native press of the Philippines continues to ad-

vocate independence and a reimbursement to the United
StatK) Government of the amount to be paid Spain for
the Philippines
One of Aguinaldo's principal advisers asserts that

if the Filipinos were granted independence in accord-

ance with the demands of the leaders, the United
States w. uld be immediately asked to establish a pro-
tectorate, as otherwise the I'hilippines must S' oner or
later become the prey of a less liberal minded country.

NOTICES.
Rachel G. Hall, Plain Milliner, 2113 N. Seventh

Street, Phila., will resume business Twelfth Mo. l:itli

1898. ',

Westtown Boarding School.—The winter term
will commence on Second-day. Twelfth Month 12tli,

1898. Application for admission of pupils should be
made to William F. Wickersham, Prinnpul,

Westtown, Pa,

Public Meetings—Lansdowne, Pa.

Meetings for worship are appointed, under the aa
thority of Chester Monthly .Meeting, Pa., to be heldii
the meeting-house at Lansd wne, on Fifth-day even-
ings, the 8th and the 22d days of the presentmonth
commencing at eight o'clock.

Friends' Religious and Moral Almanac and
Friends' Calendar for 1899 are for sale at Friends
Book Store, 304 Arch Street, Philade phia. Almanac
without cover, four cents; with cover, five cents.
postage extra. Calendars, five cents; if mailed, to'
cents each.

\

Receipts for Dukhobortsi Fund for the week
ending Twelfth Month 13th, 1898.

;

"Western District iMontbly Meeting, Phila., $1,112
J. S. and M. N. R., $5 ; Iowa Friends, per A. Crosbie

$3.60; A. W.H, $5; Three Friends, per J. G.H,, $35 .

F. B. McC, $5; J. S., $1 ; Mennonite Brethren, Pa., pei.

I. E. Hershey, $669.36 ; Amish Brethren, per 1. E.H.
$12. Wm. Evans, Treas,, I

252 S. Front St., Phila.
j

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications foil

the admis.sion of pupils to the school, and letters iij

regard to instruction and discipline should be ad
dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, aw)
communications in regard to business should be for.

warded to Edward G. Smedley, SuperintendenL
]

Address, Westtown P. C, Chester Co., Pa. '

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenieno.
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage wil

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. u.

'

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met whei?
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. H i\

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school bjj

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.
!

Edward G. S.medley, Sup't.
''

Died, at her home in Amarillo, Texas, Tenth Mo'
10th, 1 898, Mary F. Venable, wife of Joseph '

Venable and daughter of Ira and Martha Chiltoii

the thirty-ninth year of her age ; a member of
Monthly Meeting of Westfield, N. C, near wl_
was her birth-place. At an early age being turned ti

a Christian life, she joined the religious Society o

Friends, and continued a consistent example of thi

life she professed. Her surviving husband and fon

children have the memory of her kind and tender af

feetion to cherish as a blesssing.

, at the residence of his son-in-law, John I
Hodgin, on the twenty-seventh of Tenth Month, 1898.

Eli Vernon, in ihe eighty-sixth year of his age; i|i

member of Springfield Monthly and Particular Meet
ing of Friends.

, in Camden, N. J., on the eleventh of Twelftl'
Month, 1898, Anna Waring, wife of Thomas Waring;,
in the sixtieth year of her age. A devoted wife am
mother, she neglected no opportunity and spared no'l

herself in the effort to contribute to the welfar? am
happiness of others. To her would seem espeeialFi
applicable the words of the Saviour, ''Inasmuch asy

'

have done it unto one of the least of these, ye hav!
done it unto me." Though the nature of her disea.»

(pneumonia), precluded much conversation, she wa
frequently heard in prayer, and on one occasion said
" I have endeavored to live near to Thee. Forgiv
Thou my shortcomings."

, at her residence in Salem, N. J., on the thirty

first f.f Seventh Month, 1898, Sarah S. Carpentej
widow of Samuel P. Carpenter, in the ei.ghtieth yea
of her age; a member of Salem Monthly Meeting.
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V Thoughtful Visitor. — Another after-

ting interview with one who had been a

nger to Friends' meetings has been brought

jiud by a letter received in the past week.

• inquiries were responded to by bouks given

,—Fox, Barclay and Penn,—which having

D "read carefully," she now observes:

—

I have always thought that the Friends of all

sects were the most spiritual, and approached

rest to primitive Christianity. However, it was

strange, when we consider the frailties of hu-

1 nature, that as wealth and power crept into

church, she lost her pristine loveliness, and

igning men soon taught for doctrine their com-

dments. Thus did sacerdotalism become es-

lished, and a line drawn between the laity and

'gy. The latter having become as worldly as

former, they are fast losing their influence

ong intellectual people. And if one looks be-

th the surface nf the present civilization, they

see that material and intellectual capacity is

;n encouraged at the cost of moral, even by the

ologians.

George Fox and William Penn were no doubt

hly endowed spiritually ; and we must have

re of such natures born, to have an increase of

akerism."

Prayer by Dictation.

[t is so much easier to say prayers, than to

Who knows what we should rightly pray for?

Ve do not," said the apostle. But then there

i. committees that claim to know, and they

out to others what they should pray for.

A recently published list of designated topics

I before us, with precise seasons or times

pped out in advance, when such concerns of

e Spirit are to be producible. Also another

rectory of prayers is present, mainly formu-

ted hundreds of years back, and still followed.

We hope that all these desirable conditions

d a multitude of others, as rightly presented,

iy be prayed for everywhere and at all times

hearts are so drawn, " with the spirit and the

iderstanding also ;" and not because it is such

a day, but because it is such a Spirit that calls

the supplication forth ; and not because the

topic is assigned by man, but by the Head over

all things to his Church, in the newness of his

Spirit. As men watch and pray, their watch-

ing will be given to discover what they should

pray for as they ought.

Public vocal prayer being the minister's re-

port made to the throne of grace of the needs of

the congregation or of others,—a report made

to One who knows what they have need of be

fore they ask Him, presupposes a living sense

of those needs proceeding from the throne of

grace, betore they can be truthfully represented

to Him. To pray conjectures is not praying

prayers.

It is a great thing to be authorized in preach-

ing to unfold to people in a meeting for worship

their gospel needs. But how much more solemn

it is to report to the Almighty Father the needs

of souls. To tell him what he knows better,

can be authorized only by his own immediate

call and anointing for prayer. What presump-'

tion, unlesss He extend his sceptre! No man's

call can be valid to lead a meeting in prayer,

except it be the revelation of a Divine call.

A heart continually depending on God and

uplifting towards Him its secret sense of de-

pendence is praying " without ceasing." But a

heart baptized into a sense of the people's con-

dition and spreading the revelation before God

in prayer, is for the time being the heart of a

prophet. The vision for true public prayer is

not th s at human command. It has to be

waited for if it tarry ; and it is the prerogative

of the Head of the Church to divide it to whom
He will. But for individual prayer the depend-

ing attitude due from us, is commanded to be

without ceasiug.

These three different forms of operation

—

public prayer, praise, and preaching,—are still

usually professed throughout our religious So-

ciety as standing on the same basis, and right-

fully being of" the same Spirit." Accordingly

when one of them can rightly be done by a book,

or by prescription, the other two as consistently

may follow the same rule. Beginning with a

" Hymnal" (which is in preparation) consist-

ency requires the Prayer Book and the Sermon

Book, before the system is complete. It is on

the same spiritual basis to pray and to preach,

as to praise, by a book or writing. It is as right

for the leader of a meeting to give out for others

to perform one of these as another. In other

words the transition now progressing from

spirit-praise, spirit-praying, and spirit-preach-

ing, to book-hymns, book-prayers, and book

or manuscript or memorized preaching, with

these moreover under pastorate directorship, is

a stride towards ritualism and priestcrafi, and

a confession of the Society's "mistake" in ever

having come out from these at the first.

What can we do better than settle down into

the spirit of this injunction of the apostle for

prayer? " For we know not what to pray for as

we ought, but the Spirit itself maketh interces-

sion fi>r us with groanings which cannot be ut-

tered. And He that searcheth the hearts know-

eth what is the mind of the Spirit, because He
maketh intercession for the saints according to

the will of God." Thus will the church most

fully abound in true prayer accepted in the

Beloved.

For"THB Friend."

The Present Growth of Militarism.

The estimates of expenditures tor the fiscal

year 1899, made by the Secretary of the United

States Treasury are as follows:

For the civil establisliment, . . $93,000,000 00

Forthemilitarvestabli-hment, . 2.50,000,000 00

For the naval establishment, . . 60,000,000 00

For the Indian service, .... 12,000,000 00

For pensions, 141,000,000 00

For interest on the public debt, . 41,000,000 00

For postal service, 92,874,647 37

Total estimated expenditures, $689,874,647 37

From the above it will be seen that a total of

$492,000,000, or about three-quarters of the na-

tional revenue is to be applied to expenditures

connected with the army and navy, or to expenses

that have grown out of our country's wars. The
heavy interest and pension accounts are both

results of past conflicts. In other words, assum-

ing that our population is seventy millions of

people, here is an annual tax of about seven

dollars per head put on every man, woman and

child of our couutry. Or, assuming that about

one adult out of every five of the population

pays the taxes, there is an average of say thirty-

five dollars annually paid directly or indirectly

by each tax-payer, for expenditures connected

with the horrid system of war.

It is now being proposed to increase the U.

S. army to 100,000 men. The navy is also being

rapidly increased. We seem to be commencing

an era of competition with the older countries of

civilization in the matter of military power and its

accompanying evils. Many contractors, builders

of armaments, politicians, and the official world,

gain by these things ; but what about the moral

effect on the people who pay for them ?

The lust of conquest has spread among the

people, and men who six months ago cried for

war with Spain in the cause of humanity, now
onlv speak about the grandeur of the nation,

our place in the world as a military power, " im-

perialism," and " manifest destiny." Not only

is the moral fibre of those who witnessed scenes

of carnage impaired, but many of the countless

thousands of young men who only went into
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camp-life, have been morally, physically and

spiritually injured thereby. The details from

private sources of traosaclions at Chickamauga

and other camps, are sickening to any Christian

who loves his kind or the sacred cause of Jesus.

The various branches of theSociety of Friends

have not been apathetic under these sorrowful

conditions. But now that peace is restored, let

it be recollected that this war has only put our

beloved country into the position of apparently

at any time being obliged to again test its new-

found military strength with rival Powers. Let

us not close our eyes to the fact that those who

stand for Christ's" and the apostle's teachings,

regarding war and its spirit, are all too sadly

few. Let us remember that there is delegated

to us as a people and as individuals, a great

responsibility growing out of our knowledge that

all that leads into war, or all that war leads into,

is totally wicked. Let us individually, as we

work, or converse, or travel, be watchful for any

right openings to spread the propaganda of

peace.

Above all, let us not become discouraged as

professed followers of the Prince of Peace. His

kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and of the

increase of his government there shall never be

an end. His people are not only the conservers

of the right and the best supporters of civiliza-

tion, but they are also on the eventually win-

ning side. Let the Society of Friends and its

members therefore enter into a renewed struggle

with a miserable system, which in time like

slavery and other sins shall go down before the

triumphant spirit of the Lord.

Wm. C. Allen.
Twelfth Month 8th, 1898.

The Image of the Master.— Bishop Thob-
urn tells a beautiful story about a picture of his

dead child. It seemed a very imperfect photo-

graph, so blurred that scarcely a trace of the

loved features could be seen in it. But one day
he took the picture to a photographer, and
asked him if he could do anything to improve
it. In three weeks the Bishop returned, and,

as he saw the picture in its frame on the wall,

he was startled. It seemed as if his child was
living again before him. The image had been
in the old picture, but was concealed beneath
the blurs and mists that were there also. The
artist, however, had brought it out in strong,

living beauty, until it was like life in its tender

charm. In every true disciple of Christ there

is the image of the Master. It may be very
dim. Its features are overlaid by blurs and
blemishes, and are almost unrecognizable by
human eyes. It is the work of Christ in our
lives to bring out this likeness, more and more
clearly, until at last it shines in undimmed
beauty. This is what Christ is doing in many
of his ways with us.

Who from unsightly bulb or slender root
Could guess aright

The story of the flower, the fern, the fruit,

In summer's height?
Through tremulous shadows voices call to me,

" It doth not yet appear what we shall be."

—J. R Miller.

DoETH Righteousness.—" He that doeth
righteousness is righteous, even as He (Christ)

is righteous." Here is the doing, and the char-
acter back of the doing. The one is righteous,

therefore the other is, also. Not only so, but
it is the same kind of righteousness or rightness.

We don't see what is gained by contradicting
God in this matter, and saying it is not so.

—

Zion's Watchman.

Philip Schaff and his Work—1819-'93.

(Continued from page 171.)

The Encyclopedia of Beligioiis Knowledge,

the Creeds of Christendom, and Tlirovgh Bible

Layids, the last named being an account of his

visit to the Orient in 1877, are standard works

which came from the pen of Dr. Schaif when he

could best give them the mature judgment of

his learning and experience. But we would

pass on to the part he took in the revision of the

King James' version of the Bible.

While in Europe, during his various visits, he

advocated this long delayed effort, and travelled

across the American continent at least once to

enlist the co operaiion of scholars in all our

large cities. Dean Stanley's visit to this country

in the autumn of 1878 was very timely, and " it

was most fitting that he should meet the Ameri-
can Revisers, then sitting in monthly session at

New York, as he was himself the first to open

official correspondence with Dr. Schaffon Ameri-
can cooperation, and one of its most strenuous

advocates at a time when such cooperation was
seriously imperilled."

The doctor gave the following tribute to the

Society of Friends when introducing his illus-

trious friend from England to the several mem-
bers of the Revision Committee—" a denomina-
tion wh<ise eloquence is often silence, and whose
modesty we might perhaps best honor by a

little pause, remembering the time when there

was silence in heaven for half an hnur."

President Cliase then rose, and addressing the

distinguished guest said, " I welcome thee as a

friend," to which the Dean instantly replied,
" We are all Friends here," and then told how
important he regarded the work they had in

hand, " not only in its bearing on the improve-
ment of the English Bible, but in its indirect

effect upon a closer union of the different de-

nominations of English-speaking Christians."

"Such cooperation of scholars from two coun-
tries was a unique phenomenon in church his-

tory. It inaugurated a new era in the inter-de-

nominational relations of England and Amer-
ica."

Dr. SchafTs Companion to the Greek New Testa-

ment and the English Version (1883 J, is said to

be his " best book," and he says of it himself,
" this was the best service I could render to the

Revision Committee and the cause it has had in

hand for the last thirteen years," and which he,

as its president, had promoted as much as any
among his colleagues. This work discusses " the

language and manuscripts of the New Testa-

ment, the ancient versions, the printed editions,

and the history of the authorized and Revised
English translations."

As early as 1828 the need of a revision was
recommended by Bishop Herbert Marsh. In
1856 motions were made in the Convocation of

Canterbury, and in Parliament praying the
Queen to appoint a commission to make amend-
ments to the authorized version, and a year
later the Gospel of John was revised by five

English clergymen. Archbishop Trench said

(1858), " However we may be disposed to let

the question of Revision alone, it will not let us
alone," and in the course of the following twelve
years the momentous undertaking was fairly

begun
; the first meeting of the New Testament

Company being held Si.vth Month 17ih, 1870.
"No new translation of the Bible nor any altera-

tion of the language except where, in the judg-
ment of the most competent scholars such change
is necessary," was the avowed purpose of the
eminent scholars, who bound themselves so

closely to the test of the accepted version as to

preclude the making of all such changes as tim

will inevitably demand.
From the first it was proposed to " invite th

co-operation of some American divines," an

Dr. Schaff took the initiative and leading pai'

in selecting or suggesting suitable individual

from the different Protestant sects " to cooj

erate on terms of fraternal equality with th

British Committee."

With a staff of thirty-three helpers Dr. Scha

launched upon this difficult task. In an openin

address. Twelfth Mouth 7th, 1871, he said, " Ou
very respect for the English version of th

Scriptures demands that we should free it froi

defects, and our respect for the Christian churc

demands that we should give it the benefit (

all that accumulation of Scriptural learnin

which has come to pass since the authorize

versinn was prepared. There is at present con

bined upon this work a larger amount of bibl

cal scholarship than there has ever been see,

before on any version of the English Scripturi

. . . It may take a long time before th

churches reach the final decision. It took tw

hundred years for the Latin Vulgate of Jeroir

to supplant the older Itala (and he might hav

added fifty years before the " authorized " tran,

lation was accepted), and it may take a genen
tion until this new version shall supplant tb

old."

The translators of King James' Version si

forth very clearly their motives and what the

encountered in preparing that classic versioi

which far exceeds any other in its universal ai

ceptance and beautiful diction, in their Pif/ai

of 1611. They say, "Things of this qualit

have ever been subject to the censures of il

meaning and discontented persons. Whosoevf
attempteth anything for the public (specially

it pertain to religion and to the opening an,

clearing of the Word of God), the same settet'

himself upon a stage to be glouted upon b

every evil eye; yea, he casteth liimself headlon

upon pikes, to be gored by every sharp tongu/

For he that meddleth with men's religion i

any part meddleth with their custom, nay, wit

their freehold. . . . Happy is the ma
that delighteth in the Scripture, and thrit

happy he that meditateth in it day and nigh

But how shall men meditate in that whic

they cannot understand? How shall they ui

derstand that which is kept close in an ui

known tongue? Translation it is that openet

the window to let in the light; that breaket,

the shell, that we may eat the kernel ; that pu

teth aside the curtain, that we may look int

the most holy place ; that removeth the cover c

the well, that we may come by the water. Ii

deed, without translation into the vulgar tongm

the unlearned are but like children at Jacob
well (which was deep), without a bucket c

something to draw with ; or as that person mer

tioned by Isaiah to whom when a sealed boo

was delivered with this motion, Eead this, Ipro
thee, he was fain to make answer, Icannot, for

is sealed.

" Many men's mouths have been open a goo

while (and yet are not stopped), with speecht

about the translation so long in hand, and as

what may be the reason, what the necessity c

the employment. Hath the church been d(

ceived, say they, all this while? We hope

that we bad been in the right way that we ha

had the oracles of God delivered unto us, an-

that though all the world had cause to be o)

fended, and to complain, yet that we had non(

Was their translation good before ; why do the

now mend it? Was it not good; why then wa.
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' obtruded to the people? We will answer

lem briefly with Saint Ilierome : Do ive condemn

e ancient ? In no case ; but after the endeavors
' them that were before lis, we take the best pains

e can in the house of God."

Perhaps there was less need for a revision in

^70 than may have been the case in 1611, but

) all languages will change in the lapse of two

ad a half centurifS (we can scarcely read the

;uglish of CAaMcer'js day), for the sake of " ac-

jracy, clearness and consistency," to say noth-

ig of the ancient manuscripts now, but not

len, available, there siill remains a need for an

ntrammelled revision*

The British Committee was dominated to

)me extent by sacerdotal influence, althnugh

luch less than were the Revisers of 1611.

hey had given into the hands of the Cam-

ridge and Oxford Presses the exclusive right

) pi-int the forthcoming version without con-

tlting with the American Committee, ignor-

ig almost the plain agreement that a joint

ammittee should be selected to settle any dif-

jrences. If it had not been for Philip SchaS"s

lasterly eflorts for cooperation, there would no

ouht have been two revisions instead of one in

881-1885. One was finally approved by sup-

ressiiig the American preferences, or rather

^legating them to the margin or " Apjjendix
"

ntil next year (1899), when a full American

est may appear.

Dr. Schaft' writes in his diary on the fifteenth

f Sixth Mouth, 1875: " Meet Dean Stanley at-

he deanery at eleven. Have the greatest con-

est of my life. Summoned to the Jerusalem

Chamber at 2:45. I fought the ISIew Testament

Company for three hours for the American

ights.

" June 7th.—Breakfast with Mr. Gladstone,

lis broad common sense suggested the same

olution of the Revision question which I had

irrived at, namely, independent cooperation.

"July 15th.— To-day the New Testament

I!ompauy unanimously adopted the Old Testa-

"nent Company's proposal for a settlement of the

^.merican question by adopting some members

of our committee into theirs, subject to the ap-

aroval of the University presses. Dr. Scrivener

jongratulated me for getting so much out of

the English companies. He says it is a marvel."

But it was three years after this before all

their difierences were adjusted, and Dr. Schaff",

writing to his son from London on the first day

of 1877, says: "This happy issue is alone fully

worth a trip to Europe ;
" and elsewhere he says,

"To understand, to translate and to interpret

the Bible, we must be in sympathy with its

spirit, which is the Holy Spirit." It is this

which ensured enduring power for any version.

The size of the American Appendix claimed

very careful consideration by the Revisers, as

their united preferences would be recorded in it

until the standard American edition should ap

*The writer has found Sci-iptures, Hebrew and Chridian,
" arranged and edited as an introduction to the study

of the Bible, by Edward T. Bartlett, and John
H. Peters," of Philadelpliia (in 3 vols., $5), most

nearly to fulfil this in many respects. The Revised

Version forms the basis of this wurk, and Edward T.

Bartlett says in the preface to it, '_' The readings and

renderings preferred by the American Committee of

Revisers have in most places commended themselves

upon close consideration . . a-< deserving a very much
higher recogniti n than they have yet received . . the

editors adopted Westcott and Hort's Greek New Testa-

ment as ' the purest Greek text,' ' the last and best

edition of the Greek Testament,' according to the

ripened conviction of that competent authority. Dr.

Philip Schaff; with whom probably m st English and

American Si;holars will agree."

pear in 1899. The secretary, Prof Thayer, fa-

vored a large one " on the ground of intrinsic

merit rather than practical ert't-ct," while Dr.

Schaff" thought a small one to accompany the au-

thorized edition would be more acceptable to

the general public, wiih "a separate publica-

tion of all our changes which shall perpetuate

the results of our ten years' labors for the use of

scholars."

A note in his journal reads, viz: "October
22nd ( 1880). Last meeting of the New Testa-

ment Company of the Bible Revision Committee
from 9 A. M. to 4 p. M. New Testament fin-

ished after eight years of labor— beginning

October, 1872. An important chapter in our

lives. We parted almost in tears, mingled with

feelings of gladness at the completion of the

work, and sadness at the breaking up of our

monthly meetings, so full of instruction and in-

terest, and ruled by perfect harmony."
Four years later we find a similar entry

—

" December 15th (1884). On this day the Old
Testament Company of Revisers finished their

work of fourteen years. Te Deum laudamus.

We parted thankfully yet sadly after so many
years of harmonious cooperation."

The publication of the New Testament in the

Fifth iVIonth of 1880 was accompanied with an

interest beyond anything recorded in the annals

of the printing press, " and probably not ex-

celled in the history of English literature in

this country."

The Chicago Kmea and Chicago Tribune gave

the entire text in their columns. One half of

the Times' issue was made from a telegraphic

report, so the editor could say truthfully, " Such

a publication as this is entirely without prece-

dent. It indicates on the one hand the wide-

spread desire to see the Revised Version, and

on the other the ability of the Times to supply

the public with what it wanted. The four

Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, and the

Epistles to the Romans, were telegraphed from

New York. This portion of the New Testa-

ment contains about one hundred and eighteen

thousand words, and constitutes by manifold

the largest despatch ever sent over the wires."

Dr. Schaff' records: " May 20th.—To-day the

Revised New Testament is issued. Two hun-

dred thousand copies are sold in New York.

The greatest literary sensation. It is a repub-

lication of the Gospels to the English speaking

world. Who will doubt the New Testament has

a stronger hold upon mankind now than ever

before, and is beyond all comparison the most

popular book among the two most civilized na-

tions on earth ?"

His last published words on this subject ap-

peared in the Sunday School Times, Second Mo.

28th, 1891, viz: "The Revisers ask only that

the work which has cost them fourteen years of

earnest and disinterested labor, and in which

the scholarship of all the leading Protestant

denominations was represented, should have a

fair chance. It is for the Christian public and

the 'churches to decide whether the Revision

shall be authorized for optional or exclusive

use in the place of King James' Version."

" The Committee was commissioned to give

the most faithful version of the purest texts

obtainable. This they have done, and it is re-

markable that the severest critics have as yet

not been able to discover any real error of

translation. On the contrary, their objections

amount to this, that the Revision is too faithful,

or in the words of the late Bishop Wordsworth,
' that it is too well done.'

"

Beautiful testimonies to the invaluable ser-

vices of their beloved President are found in the

Historical Account of the Work of the American

Committee of Jifvision, and in Papers of the Am-
erican Suciety of Church History, 1885.

One of the revisers, Dr. Talbot VV. Chambers,

writes: " He (Dr. Schaft), showed himself a

man of aff'airs endowed with no small share of

executive wisdom and tact ; his industry was

unwearied, his tact marvellous."
" The Revised Version is a great boon to all

English speaking peoples, as it puts in their

possession, in a convenient form, the result of

the scholarship of more than two centuries ; and
fir the American share in the work the Chris-

tian public is indebted to Philip Schaff" more
than to all other persons together."

N<j less appreciative was that of the whole

committee in recording its sense of indebtedness

to hira for " his untiring energy and constant

devotion to the interests of the work, from its

inception to its close."
(To be concluded.)

Misrepresentation.

Said a white sister for whom old Aunt Han-
nah was washing

:

"Aunt Hannah, did you know that you have

been accused of stealing':'"

" Yes, I hearn about it," said Aunt Hannah,

and went on with her washing.

"Well, you won't rest under it, will you?"

said the sister.

Aunt Hannah raised herself up from herwork,

with a broad smile on her face, and looking up

full at the white sister, said

:

" De Lord knows I ain't stole nothin', and I

knows I ain't, an' life's too short for me to be

provin' an' splainin' all de time ; so I jes' goes

on my way rejoicin'. They knows they ain't

tellin' the truf, and they'll feel ashamed and

quit after awhile. If I can please de Lord, dat

is enough for me."

It is related of a celebrated man, that at one

time a fiery fellow came into his office, and

poured out his anathemas on his honored head.

He never looked up. More and more violent

grew the language. Calmly went the pen over

the paper. At last having exhausted himself,

the infuriated individual walked away.
" Why did you not turn upon him ?" inquired

a bystander.
" Quietly laying down his pen he replied:

" The.-e was once a little dog who barked at

the moon," and resumed his writing.

"Well, what has that to do with this?" was

asked.

"The moon went on !" was the reply.

Reputation is one thing, character is another.

A reputation may be very black, but the char-

acter may be very white. Reputation is what

people say of us, character is what we really

are.

Years ago, a person who was a popular writer,

was described to me in such a manner by one

who was well acquainted with him that I never

cared to read his articles, because I had lost all

respect for him. Prejudice? Yes. I was wrong^

I afterward met him, and heard others speak of

his useful life. He was a man worthy of respect

and confidence. I am older now and ray ex-

perience has told me to hear both sides before

judging. " Believe not all you hear nor report

all you believe," was a copy written in ray copy-

book in my school-day life, and it was a good

one. " If all is true that I hear, I want to have

nothing to do with him," is an expression often

heard, and it sometimes means, " My opinion is

formed. I do not wish to change it." ....
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As we advance in life, we find that many of

the slandered ones have borne all patiently, or

have been so tar absorbed in doing noble deeds,

and have lived so far out of the sphere of scan-

dal that they quietly moved on, all unconscious

of the reports circulated, and have gone to rest

with him who was at one time " despised and
rejected of men."

I remember such a one. Unkind remarks
never reached her ear. Sarcasm and bitterness

were uttered, and she worked in philanthropic

deeds. She became aged, and still active. She
had reached her fourscore years and ten when
a friend visited her, and in the conversation re-

ferred to some injustice done to her in former

years. She cast an inquiring look at the speaker,

who felt at once that she had trodden on the

wrong ground. " This is all news to me," she

said, "I was not aware of it." Ah, she had
lived and worked, had given the warm pressure

of the hand, had smiled on all, and knew not

that unkind words were being circulated.

David must have experienced some of the

bitterness of slander when he wrote the fifteenth

psalm.— Christian Intelligencer.

For "The Friend."

Adoniram Judson.

BY LLOYD BALDEESTON.

The career of Adoniram Judson should in-

terest all Christians whatever their views of
missionary undertakings. He was the first to

introduce the outward knowledge of the gospel
of Christ to the Burmans, and his fidelity in

following out the lines of his apprehended duty
is a valuable lesson for succeeding generations.

The change of heart consequent upon which
his mind was turned to the labors of his life,

occurred while he was in membership with the
congregalioualists of New England.
He was born at Maiden, Connecticut, in 1888.

His father of the same name was a Congrega-
tional preacher. He was an apt scholar and
had the example and precepts of his parents in

regard to religious duties as they understood
them.

But it is remarked by his biographer, "French
infidelity was then sweeping over the land and
for a time his faith was much unsettled."

He became the companion of young men un-
principled like himself, with whom he travelled
over the country as a '• strolling player." One
night when from home, this time alone, he was
put to lodge in a room adjoining that in which
another young man lay on his death bed.
He could hear tne groans of the sufferer and

the movements of his attendants, and the seri-

ous reflections such a scene should produce
came irresistibly over him. Our Heavenly
Father chooses his opportunities to turn the
human mind into the pathway of holiness, and
this proved the effective one with this young
prodigal. He turned from the wild career be-
fore him and rode home.

Soon after, he entered a theological school.
Here it appears the work of grace kept pace
with his learning from books, and soon the pros-
pect of Gospel work among those without the
outward knowledge of it, was opened before his
mind. The earnestness with which he pursued
his good resolution was attended with the Di-
vine blessing. It became a test question for all
his conauct. " Is it pleasing to God ?

"

His attainment in religious experience while
still at college may be learned from the foil

ing extract from a letter to Ann Hasselline :

" God is waiting to be gracious and is willing

to make us happy in religion if we would not

run away from Him. We refuse to open the

window "shutters, and complain that it is dark.

We grieve the Holy Spirit by little sins and

thus lose our daily support, God has promised

that He will regard the man that is of a broken
and contrite spirit and that trembleth at his

word. He has promised that they who wait

upon Him shall renew their strength. The Al-

mighty, the immutably faithful has made this

promise. He is not a man that He should lie,

and his arm is not of flesh. Wait then upon
the Lord. Of how much real happiness do we
cheat our souls by preferring a trifle to God.
We have a general intention of living religion,

but we intend to begin to-morrow or next year.

The present moment we prefer giving to the

world. A little more sleep, a little more slum-

ber. Well! a little more sleep and we shall

sleep in the grave. A few days ; and our work
will be done. And when it is done it is done to

all eternity. It will remain to be contemplated
through eternity. A life once spent is irrevoca-

ble. If it be marked with sins the marks will

be indelible. If it has been a useless life it can
never be improved. Such it shall stand forever

and ever."

He soon met with some other young men like

minded with himself, upon the diffusion of Gos-
pel light and knowledge. But at that time none
of the religious bodies in America had arrange-
ments for the support of foreign missions. Their
Concern was laid before the general Association
cif the Congregational Church for New Eng-
land. The result was the formation of the first

foreign missionary society.

There were in England societies for foreign

missions bef tre this time. The case of Judson
and his friends was laid before one of these bod-
ies for their co operation. But they advised that

the churches in America should act independ-
ently.

After his marriage with Ann Hasseltine in

1812 they set sail for India. They had no de-
fined idea of a field of labor. But as there were
already some missionaries from England in the

government of the East India Company, Jud-
son and his wife lauded at or near Calcutta.

A difficulty had arisen during their passage
that might interfere with their prospects for

material support.

Judson, whose mind had been ever open to

the discoveries of Truth, became impressed with
the belief that the rite of baptism should be by
immersion. Hence he wrote to the missionary
board the surprising statement that he had be-

come a Baptist.

He was at once abandoned by the Congrega-
tional Board. But the Baptists of the United
States hearing of the case, hastened to organize
a board of missions and agreed to sustain the
laborer already in the field.

The motives to action of the British East In-
dia Company were rather mercenary and politi-

cal than philanthropic. Fearing the labors of
Judson might unsettle the minds of the people
and stir up trouble, they forbade the American
missionaries from preaching within their juris-

diction. They went for a time to the Isle of
France.

At length, after some more wandering, they
found a ship bound for Rangoon, and thus were
landed at the place of their future labors. Here
then they commenced the gigantic undertaking
of supplanting by the faith of the Gospel of
Christ the Buddhism of India, venerable from
an age of three thousand years and deeply
rooted in the minds and habits of the people.

They considered it providential that Ran-
goon was made the initial point of their labore,

believing that no human planning could have
done it so well. Their prospects on arriving

here were dreary in the extreme. There was
indeed a house that had been occupied by an
agent of the English Baptists, named Carey,

But beyond this everything was strange and
forbidden. There was no friendly hand to bid

them welcome, and the language of the peopk
utterly unknown.
To master the language and introduce the

tenets of the new faith and especially to n
commend that faith by their example, was thi

task before them.
In process of time, tracts and portions of th(

New Testament were printed in the Burmai
language.

The people became interested, were much in

clined to inquire and dispute, but it was sij

years before the first Burmau convert was ad

milted by the rite of baptism to memberslii[
in a Christian Church. It appears that hac

Judson consented to accept a verbal profession

he might sooner have counted some among hii'

disciples. He waited to witness heartwork. Hi
waited for fruits. Thus when the foundatioi
of the organized structure was laid, it was lait

the more firmly. In 1824, after ten years o

labor at Rangoon, they had a company of eigh

teen converts—all apparently men and womei
of sincerity of purpose and uprightness of con
duct.

But believing it best to make an irapressioi

at the Capitol of the Empire they left the floci

at Rangoon in the care of others and repairec

to Ava.
(To be continued).

The Girl of Years Ago.—She was a swee
little girl until she was fifteen years old, an«

then she helped her mother in her househoit
duties. She had her hours to play, and enjoys*

herself to the fullest extent. She never said U

her mother, " I don't want to," for obediena
was to her a cherished virtue. She arose in th)

morning when called, and we do not supposi

she had her hair done up in curling papers ant

crimping pins, or banged over her forehead

She did not grow into a young lady and tall'

about her beau before she was in her teens, an(j

she did not read dime novels, nor was she fancy
ing a hero in every boy she met. The old|j

fashioned girl was modest in her demeanor, ancjj

she never talked slang or used by-words.
did not laugh at old people nor make fun o

cripples. She had respect for her elders, ane

was not above listening to words from thost

older than herself. She did not know as mud
as her mother, nor did she think that her judg
ment was as good as that of her grandmother
She did not go to parties by the time she wa
ten years old and stay till after midnight, danc
ing with chance young men who happened to bi

present. She went to bed in season, and doubt
less she said her prayers and slept the sleep o

innocence, rose up in the morning, happy ant

capable of giving happiness. And now if then
is an old-fashioned girl in the world to-day, maj
heaven bless and keep her and raise up other
like her.

—

Bishop Cosgrove.

There's many a battle fought daily

The world knows nothing about.

There's many a brave little soldier

Whose strength puts a legion to rout.

And he who fights sin single-handed
Is more of a hero, I say,

Than he who leads the soldiers to battle

And conquers by arms in a fray.
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For "The Friend."

imanizing Rituals " in the Protestant Epis-

copal Church.

nder the above title a recent number of the

& rari/ Diijesl gives some iuteresting informa-

relative to the rapid progress towards Rome
a le Episcopal Deuoraiuation. It states that

Eugiish press teems with letters asserting

large number of the Clergymen of the

lish Church are iu secret priests of the Ro-
Calholic Church.
he editor quotes the following from the
> York Observer, relative to Cardinal New-
as throwing further light ou the suliject

:

On Newman's arrival in England, he be-

secretly at first, a movement in favor of

lauism, within the Church of England,
ih has continued to the present time. So
t has been its success, that two promineut
;lish clergymen have been made Romish
linuls, many hundreds of the clergy and a

iber of prominent and titled laymen have
3 over to Rome, and a society has been es-

hed to protect from the bishops and from
law any clergyman who is endangered by
Romanizing tendencies. This organization.

Church Union,' in favor of Rome, led to

istablishment of a counter organization call-

le Church Association, whose objects are to

,ect the bishops from the Church Union, to

rtain the true construction of the acts of

lament by which the Protestant religion had
I established by law, and to see to it that the

is obeyed. Tracts exposing the secret work
le ritualists, the purposes of such societies

ioly Cross, the C infraternity of the Blessed

ment, the Guild of All Souls, and the Rit-

ic Sisterhoods have been published and
ely circulated. At a cost of eighty thousand
nds and years of effijrt the Church Associa-

has established no less than sixty-one points

he courts against what was called the priest

ty, but the Romanizing movement has gone
dily forward till now there are seventeen

1 clerical members of the Confraternity

he Blessed Sacrament, who are all members
he Church of England, and yet all combin-
undermine and overthrow Protestantism."

he following is quoted from one of the pub-
tions of the Holy Cross Society :

When you are sick, you go to the doctor to

cured ; so when your soul is sick, do not

itate to go to the priest, who is the doctor of

ir soul, and who cures it in the name of God.
ose who will not confess will not be cured,

a terrible evil and casts souls into hell,

u must tell the priest all your sins that you
lember to have committed ; God absolutely

[uires this. If through pride or shame you
re so unhappy as to hide a sin on purpose,

poor child, you would commit a very grave
It; you would make a bad confession; not

y your sins would not be forgiven you, but

1 would be a hundred times more guilty than
ore. You had better not confess at all than
ke such a bad, sacrilegious confession."

The same writer observes this Romanizing
dency in the American church also. He
's:

'The Romish practices which have invaded
i English church are creeping into some of

American churches. We know members
the Episcopal church who resort regularly to

Is confessional, who believe in the change of

e wafer into the actual body of Christ, who

|y idolatrous worship to the altar and practise

li the genuflexions and invocations to the Vir.

gin which a devout Romanist would do, and
who are training children to the same perform-
ances. Protestants need to be on their guard,
not only against Romanism, but against this

Romanizing tendency in the Episcopal church.
It is a real danger, for those who know best the
influence of the confessional, the doctrine of the
mass, and the practice of penance, assure us that
the first is degrading and demoralizing, the sec-

ond heathenish, and the last subversive of all

manly piety and humble faith."

INCOMPLETENESS.
Xot he who first beholds the aloe grow
May think to gaze upon its perfect Hower

;

He lends, lie hopes, but ere the blossoms blow,
There needs a century of sun and shower.

He shall n .t see the product of his toil

;

Yet were his work neglected or undone,
Did he not prune the boughs and dig the soil.

That perfect bloss im ne'er might meet the sun.

Perhaps he has no prescience of the hue,

^
No sight its form and fragrance to foretell

;

Yet in each sun-shaft, in each bead of dew,
Faith passing knowledge telis him he does well.

Our lines, O fellow-men. pass even so,

We watcli and toil, and with no ^eeming gain,
The future, which no mortal may f ireknow,

Alay prove our labor was not all in vain.

But whiit we sow we may not hope to reap;
Perfect fruition may nit hope to win

;

Not till work-weary, we huve fallen asleep,

Shall blossom blow or fruit be gathered in.

Let it be so. Upon our darkened eyes
A light more pure than noontide gleam shall shine.

If pain of i.urs have helpel our race to rise

By just one hair's breadth nearer the Divine.

Upward and outward, plant-like life extends,
Grows fairer as it d Ah the more aspire

;

Never completed ; ever more it sends
A branch out, striving higher still, and higher.

Because so great, it must be incomplete,
Have endless possibilities of growth

;

Strength to grow stronger
; sweetness .still more sweet

:

Yearning toward God, who is the sonrc of both.—By an aged man in Detroit, Michigan.

Onesimus—Slave, Criminal, Christian,

Preacher.

Philemon was a rich man of Colosse, who was
brought to Christ under the ministry of Paul.
In addition to the test of the new convert, " be-

hold he prayeth !" another characteristic of the
true Christian, " behold, he doeth !" might have
been attributed to him, for he seems to have
been diligent in his business, so as to be able to

give liberally of his means for the carrying on
of the good work of the Master he served.

In his household of servants was one young
slave, Onesimus by name, who gave him much
trouble by his dishonesty. At length, to avoid
the punishment due his misdeeds, Onesimus ran
away, travelling all the distance to Rome

—

several hundred miles—on foot. But he was
not happy there, among strangers, and, with that
homesick longing that seeks associations with
one's own countrymen whei> cast among aliens,

he went to hear Paul, his master's friend, tell

the story of Christ's love.

Listening, he too, like his master, was brought
to the Saviour's feet, and then, happy in the
forgiveness of his heavenly Father, he could not
rest until he had acknowledged the wrong done
his former master, and received his forgiveness.

Though willing to undertake the long journey
to Colosse, Onesimus was not certain that Phile-
mon would receive him or listen to his confes-
sion, and so the mutual friend Paul undertook to

mediate between master and slave, now brothers
in Christ.

Paul was confined in a Roman prison at this

time, but despite his bonds he was anxious to

help others into happiness. He wrote a letter

to Philemon assuring him of the reformation of
his former slave, and begging him to receive
him as a brother in Christ. Competent judges
have described this letter as a model of good
writing. Indeed, one can scarcely conceive how
the case of Onesimus could have been pleaded
in a more interesting, prudent, pathetic, tender,
and masterly manner. In it Paul, himself a
prisoner, says :

" I beseech thee for ray son,
Onesimus, which in time past was unprofitable;
but now profitable to thee and to me, whom I

have sent again. Thou, therefore receive him
;

not now as a servant, but above a servant, a
brother beloved."

Onesimus carried this letter to his former
master at Colosse, and, though we are not told

what reception he met with from Philemon, we
infer from the latter's Christian character that
he was both ready and willing to grant Paul's
request.

Though Onesimus (which signifies profitable)

had not maintained the dignity of his name in

his days of slavery, Paul bears witness of his

ability to redeem it now and offers to become
his surely, writing: "If he hath wronged thee,

or oweth thee aught, put that on mine account.
I will repay it." ....
Once more, in his epistle to the Colossians,

Paul speaks of Onesimus as " a faithful and be-

loved brother, who is one of you," and declares,

"he shall make known unto you all things
which are done here."

Thus through the transforming power of
Jesus' love, the poor, ignorant, dishonest slave
was exalted into a herald of the cross, walking
in the footsteps of the Master he served.

—

B. V.

C. in The Sabbath School Visitor.

Selected.
WHO IS MY NEIGHBOR ?

Thy neighbor? it is he whom thou
Hast power to aid and bless.

Whose aching heart or burning brow
Thy soothing hand may press.

Thy neighbor ?—'tis the fainting poor
Whose eye with want is dim.

Whom hunger sends from door to door
;

Go thou and succor him.

Thy neighbor ? 'tis that weary man,
Whose years are at their brim,

But low with sickness, cares and pain
;

Go thou and comfort him.

Thy neighbor? 'tis the heart bereft

Of every earthly gem
;

Widow and orphan, helpless left^
Go thou and shelter them.

— Unknown.

How She Found Rest.—Mary Clemmer
Hudson, a short time before her death, thus
opened to a friend the m(jst sacred experiences
of her soul: "Though I am not old, I have
sounded the deeps and shallows of all that is

called ' society' until I feel through my heart of

hearts that all that is of real value is the lowly,
contrite spirit, the clear mind, the loving, con-

secrated heart—all else is emptiness, vanity,

vexation of soul.

"I am very happy, solely because I have
reached that upper ether of spiritual calm which
envy, jealousy and malice cannot reach.

"I do common work, plenty of it, but in a
spirit of consecration which ennobles it—at least

to me.
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" There is no joy but a calm to me. There is

no noble life save'that which is lived above the

uncharitableness, the discontent, which fills hu-^

man intercourse every day. 1 would say of

such an atmosphere, beware ! At the last, there

can be no beauty for you or for me but the

beauty of holiness."

For "THE FRIEND."

David, the Tamil Evangelist.

The influence of the gospel of Christ in regu-

lating the life and character of those who yield

to its power is strikingly illustrated by some in-

cidents given in a recent letter to the S.S. Times

by V. D. David, who has for several years been

engaged in religious work among the Tamils in

Southern India and Northeru Ceylon. David

is himself a native of Ceylon, having been " con-

verted from Hindooisra a decade ago by his

wife's courageous efforts and unflinching faith."

The latter was educated at a boarding school

for girls at Mengranapuran, where she em-

braced the Christian faith at the age of nine

years. David says :
" She, with other girls of

her own age, were in the habit of going to a

field to pray and study the word of God. She

made rapid progress in her studies and passed

the government examination for teachers. As
she grew older, many proposals were made for

her marriage, but all were declined, as she was

praying for a converted husband. After all, a

marriage was arranged by her mother and

Mrs. Thomas (her teacher), with a young man
who came from Ceylon, whom she had never

seen (according to Hindoo custom). They never

saw each other's faces until they came out of the

church married, but when the young man saw

her he was fully satisfied. Three hours after the

marriage she gave him a tract to read. The
young man was very angry, and thought it a

great insult for her to be guilty of such a bold

act, so he threw the tract away. This broke

her heart. She was greatly disappointed, and
kept on cryiug. The young man was sorry

for her, but did not care much, as he was
not converted. She did not lose courage, but

kept on praying for her husband's conversion.

Now and then hard thoughts came into her

mind. Why had tiie Lord not answered her

prayer? She led a most exemplary life before

her husband, and tried to please him with all

her heart. She often gave him some books to

read, hoping the Lord would speak to him
through them. After all, her prayers were not

in vain.

One day he came home in great distress of

mind, and said he felt very miserable on ac-

count of his sinful life. She said, "Praise the

Lord," because she knew her prayers were being

answered. At last he found peace in Christ,

and was truly converted, and became an evan-
gelist, to go anywhere and everywhere for

Christ. Do you know who this man is? none
other than the writer of this article, Tamil
evangelist, V. D. David.
Among others who were converted to the

Christian faith was " a Tamil boy named Kath-
irvale . . He was intelligent, and was always
asking questions about Christianity. One day
he came to me in great trouble of mind, saying
he felt very sorry for sins he had committed at

home and in school—disobedience, anger, steal-

ing pencils, beating boys and lying, and wanted
to believe in Jesus for the forgiveness of his

sins. In order to test his earnestness, I asked
him what, supposing his father did not wish

him to become a Christian, he would do. He
said he would be a Christian whether his father

liked it or not. I showed him plainly how to

accept Christ. He believed in Him and became

a very happy boy. . . His parents were

angry at his becoming a Christian, but were not

able to say anything against him, because they

found the change in him made him a better boy

than he was before. One day his father asked him

to fill up a government schedule which all house-

holders are obliged to fill out, in which was

mentioned the taxes on various animals; but

told him to omit their dog and her pups in

order to escape the tax on them. The boy said

he could never write a lie now that he was a

Christian. The father thought the boy was

only making fun and did not mean what he

said. Kathirvale, however, wrote down ' one

dog ' and ' three pups,' and the paper was re-

turned to the government. To the great sur-

prise of the father the tax-collector claimed a

tax for the dog and pups. He was very angry,

but the truthfulness of his son won his heart,

and was the means of the conversion of both his

parents. His mother, who was a ' devil-dancer,'

threw away her idols, and openly confessed

Christ, and his father with tears confessed the

truthfulness of his boy to me."

About a year ago David spent three months

at Travancore, South India, among the Syrians,

and visited twenty-two of their churches. He
says :" They did not believe in present salva-

tion, and some of them were very much op-

posed to the truth of eternal life beginning now,

and even gnashed their teeth with rage because

the teaching was contrary to their belief. But

in spite of this the spirit of God worked so

mightily, that many hundreds were converted.

Even some of their priests fell down with tears,

and accepted Jesus as their Saviour. Confirmed

drunkards and those who were living in open

sin were converted, and women stood up in the

meetings and testified, which is against their

Hindoo custom, as it is not considered proper

for women to stand up and speak before men.

Women kissed each other, confessing their faults

one to another, and men, too, kissed and made
friends with those with whom they had been on

bad terms. This was truly the manifestation of

supernatural power, as this was something ex-

traordinary among natives. Many priests shed

tears of joy at the great sight."

" One woman said that she had given away
her husband's money, without his knowledge, to

her own people, and asked me what she should

do. I advised her to go and confess it to him.

She was afraid, at first, to do so, thinking he

would beat her, but at last she went and con-

fessed, and this was the means of her husband's

conversion."
" A wealthy man who had a case in court

against his neighbor was converted by the power
of God. He found that he had summoned his

neighbor and claimed more money than was
really due him. He came to me at night and
said, 'Now that I am converted, and I belong

to Christ, this money business is troubling me.

Now, I must not take more than is my due.

What am I to do ? If I tell the truth I lose my
case and nine thousand rupees (about $2,700).

If I stick to the lie I gain the case. But this I

will not do, for I am a Christian.' I asked him
which he loved best, money or Christ. He said

'Christ.' I said, ' If so, put Christ first, and
give up the case, for you can find money in

Christ, but not Christ in money.' He at once
knelt down, gave up his case, and thanked God
for the victory.

" His neighbor, hearing of this man's conver-

sion,went to his house, and they made an ami-
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cable settlement. The man first showed he was

!

truly converted by being willing to sacrifice 5

nine thousand rupees for the truth." .

He continues, "The people wanted to know I

how we would get our expenses met, as we never

made collections or took up subscriptions. J
j

said, 'Don't trouble yourselves. He who sent
j

us will supply all our needs. Only open the

door, that we may preach the gospel.' . .

As we were leaving they filled my pockets with

money, with so much money that I could hardly
j

walk. One of the priests asked for the key of

:

my box. He took it and put a hundred and

f -rty-seven rupees inside, and I did not find it

out till I opened the box on my way. Alto-

:

gether, about eight hundred rupees were given

to us, and this money was used for God's glorj i

—some of it for our expenses, and the rest was

used to carry on the Lord's work in Ceylon !

under my supervision."

Speaking of the many who were converted to \

Christianity during this visit, David says: "Of,
this number there came thirty-six evangelists,!

who went out to preach the gospel freely, with-j

out salary or pay, and sometime afterwards!,

heard very good reports of them." He con-,

clude-s, " Thus the power of God takes the weak
,

things to glorify his name, as it was in the time

of Pentecost. When the servants of God are;

filled with Holy Ghost power, they will see the,

same work done as in the time of the apostles,

'Ye shall receive power when the Holy Ghoatis,

come upon you: and ye shall be my witnesses'

both in Jerusalem and in Judea and Samaria,]

and unto the uttermost part of the earth ' (Actei

i:8)."
,,

B.
;

John Yeardley and his Travels.
\

(Continued from page 166.) i,

"This series of travels was the last in which'

John and Martha Yeardley were to be engaged'

as joiut-laborers in their Lord's work. Thef

health of the latter had been for several yean'

seriously affected; and although she contiuuedl

to take a deep interest in the spiritual condition'

of the countries they had visited before, and'

was enabled to the end to afford her husband*

the assistance of her strong sympathy and oH

her religious exercise of mind, the fatigue ol'

constant travelling told more and more upon

her enfeebled frame, and she did not long sur-

vive the accomplishment of this journey. John'

Yeardley, less advanced in years, and possessingj

a hardy constitution, had not yet lost thefireois

his earlier days. The same spring and impulstij

was still strong within him which had animatedii

him in former journeys." 4

" John and Martha Yeardley did not acconi'ii

plish the extensive mission which now lay bwii

fore them at one stroke, but in three stages, reii

turning to England between each. The raoslii

prominent object in the first journey was Bel

gium ; in the second, the Rhine country ; in thf

third, they were called to sow seeds of Chrisliar

doctrine in lands lying beyond the limit of any

former travel—viz., in Silesia and Bohemia. I

"This was the first time that the Romai

!

Catholic country of Belgium had called fortl'

the exercise of their Christian charity. Thej

left London in the Seventh Month, and spen

about three weeks in travelling through thi

country, resting chiefly at Ghent, Brussels, Char
leroi and Spa. They were accompanied as fai

as Brussels by Robert and Christine Alsop, an(

through the whole journey, by an ingenuoui

young man whom they had engaged to asais

them, named Adolphe Rochedieu. The religion
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eing which awaited them at Brussels was

r ciu(juragiug."

"Stveinh Month 19th.—H. Van Maasdyk
i n< :i long visit this morning. He was edu-

il ill a cuuvent in Belgium, and becoming

jitst, he exercised the functions which de-

id upon him with much ciedit to himself,

to the satisfaction of his superiors, until the

1836. He possessed a Bible in Latin,

h he never read. He bad the cure of a

; parish, in which, down to the year above

ioued, there was not a single copy of the

)tures in the Flemish tongue. About that

the colporteurs introduced the New Testa-

, in Flemish, and some copies of the Bible,

greatly excited the priests, and in par-

the bishop, who said the translation was

ilated and falsified, and commanded that

nembers of the Catholic Church who had

ved copies, should either burn them them-

s, or bring them to the cures for that pur-

Van Maasdyk's parishioners accordingly

ght their Bibles and Testaments (five copies)

in to be burned. He was zealous in the

ish faith, and had preache<l violently against

Jistributors of the wicked books, as they

called ; and he was about to fulfil the

and to burn them, when suddenly he felt

ithing in his heart which restrained him,

he thought, I will at least first examine the

dation of the bishop's charges. He took

is Latin Bible, and placing beside it the

in Flemish, began with the charge of mu-

on. He found it not at all abridged. He
wentto the charge of falsification, and found

wo copies to agree with slight variations here

there; in fact, the modern translation proved

ive been made from the Vulgate, which was

ine in his possession. He read the denun-

)n of our Saviour, " Woe unto you Scribes

Pharisees, hypocrites," and it struck him

bly ; he felt that he must say, " Woe is me,

one of those who deceive the people." He
again, " There is one Mediator between

and man ;" and here again his conscience

B him :
" Woe is me, I teach the people in

confessions that the saints make inter-

on." His sorrow was so deep, that he

ght he could die a thousand deaths rather

continue a Romish priest.

(To be continued.)

he most courageous boys and girls are not

who are ready to rush heedlessly into

t danger ; for, as Pope says, " Fools rush in

re angels fear to tread,"—not because fiiols

more courageous than angels, but because

Is are more sensible than fools. Neither

they always the bravest people who feel and

litest the least fear; or else stupid and irra-

sl persons would be the bravest of men. To
lourageous is to be thoughtful and prudent.

Items Concerning the Society.

nrther public meetings at Lansdowne in the

ling are to be held on the 5tb and 19th of the

Month, and the 2nd and 16lh of the Second

tth.

enry T. Outland having attended Haddonfield

urterly Meeting on the 15th, was at an appointed

sting in Friends Meeting-house at Mount Holly

the evening of the same day. A deeply im-

isive season. The attendance of some funerals,

appointed meeting on Second-day evening at

cocas, and the completion of the prospect of

iing one in Crosswioks, N. J., appears to relieve

'present concern in these parts.

In Reference to James Bean's Letter.

To the Editor of The Friend.
Dear Friend:—A» The Friend has published

an article written by James Bean commenting
upon an article written by me, and printed in The
Friend, it seems right that I should correct a mis-

understanding which James Bean's letter indicates.

He writes as though my article were a statement

of the case against the College Park Friends and
therefore needed an answer from them. On the

contrary, my article merely gave as information

for those wlio cared to know the precise position

which New Providence Meeting took. It seemed
to me that Friends everywhere would like to know
just why the meeting did as it did. I wrote to give

that information. I did not intend to have anybody
suppose that I was justifying or defending the

meeting, or even presenting all the facts in the
" c:ise." I merely did one thing, viz : I showed the

attitude of the meeting. My article called for no

answer, as it took no position in the case at all.

It was and is a correct stattment of the position

and action of the meeting, and that was its only

purpose. James Bean was entirely right in giving

any lacta he had to give, but he should not have

given the impression that he was answering me,

for the only possible answer to my article would

he a statement that I did not correctly report the

position of the Monthly Meeting.
Sincerely thy friend,

RuFUS M. Jones.

We, as Friends, believe in being led by the

Spirit. We believe in spiritual worship, always

have, and God grant we always may. We believe

in the priesthood of believers, and that the min-

ister is no greater than the other members, no

purer than they may be, no wiser in the things of

God than is their privilege to be. In business and

other meetings we are all one in Christ.

The Friends' Church has stood almost alone in

the world on the subject of the one baptism, and
has been free from the outward forms and or-

dinances. But now, when other churches, and, in

fact, the whole Christian world, are beginning to

see the real baptism is that of the Holy Ghost bap-

tism, and as they turn away from the ordinances,

some of our Friends are taking hold of them, and

even ministers plead for liberality on the question.

Shall we retreat, and as the Christian world come
into a deeper spirituality ? Shall it be said of us,

we retreated into the forms and ceremonies from

which they came? God forbid. Here also we are

inconsistent, in that we draw a line between the

ministry and lay members. Any member of Friends'

Church can receive water baptism, except the min-

istry. The minister who is baptized with water

shall have his or her ministry taken from them.

This, again, is unfair. Women's ministry was held

by Friends from the beginning of our organization.

To-day other churches are following in our foot-

steps, and are just beginning to understand the

leaching of Christon this matter. Shall we retreat?

And yet in some of our Yearly Meetings, and even

Quarterly Meetings, women are relegated to the

rear by some of our intellectual men who must be

heard. Shall we retreat? No! never—£. Howard
Brown, in American Friend.

Haddonfield Quaeteely Meeting.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting was held on the

15th instant, in the new meeting-house at Moores-

town, N. J., the large building being comfortably

filled. The day was fine; and a number of strangers

were present whose presence and services were ac-

ceptable. Among these was Henry T. Outland,

from North Carolina.

The meeting for worship was led to consider the

nature of true religion and the cross-bearing which

it involved. The sweet rewards experienced by those

who so follow Christ, were alluded to. One minister

dwelt on the incidents connected with the appear-

ance of Moses and Elias with Christ on the Mount

of transfiguration—and how Christ alone remained

after the two prophets had passed away. So we

also are to look only to Christ, and if so engaged

we will not impair our strength by undue depend-

ence on others. We shall instead experience our

hope to be placed on the Saviour, our prejudices

and any shades of personal diflferences will be dis-

solved, and all will be led into fellowship one with

another, and to know his blood to cleanse us from

all sin.

The young were invited to leave worldliness be-

hind, and to cast in their lot with Christ's com-
panions. Prayers were ofl'ered, that all might be
constrained by the love of Christ to serve God
with reverence and with fear. The first meeting
concluded in a spirit of tenderness and love towards

God and man.
In joint session, our friend Levi R. Cnwperthwaite

was released to visit some meetings in Iowa Yearly
Meeting ; and Hickory Grove Quarterly Meeting,
belonging to Ohio Yearly Meeting. He had the

unity and sympathy of his friends in this prospect-

ive labor. The shutters were then closed for the

regular business session.

The Answers to the Queries were on the whole
encouraging. Our large Quarterly Meeting is not

without its weaknesses, yet Friends seem in the

main careful to fulfil their religious obligations,

and love and unity prevail. " No known differ-

ences" on the men's side, was the conclusion of the

various reports.

The Atlantic City committee reported that the

meetings held on First-day mornings in that city,

had frequently been attended by ii ore than one
hundred and 'fifty persons, the smallest number
any lime present having been eleven, on the occa-

sion of a very stormy day. Often the meetings

were largely composed of serious people not Friends

whose reverent joining with us in our simple form
of worship, was cheering and helpful. This Atlantic

City Meeting was felt to contribute to the honor of

Truth, and it was ordered to be continued under
the care of the committee for another year.

The little meeting at Merchantville held on
First-days at 3.30 P. M. claimed the attention of the

Quarterly Meeting. The committee having charge

thereof reported that about an average of fifteen

residents of that town attended it, besides the

members of the committee and other interested

Friends. Probably a more accessible room would
aid (his movement

;
yet the committee was contin-

ued for six months, and encouraged in its labors

therein. The seasons of worship at Merchantville

had been accounted satisfactory occasions.

After transacting some other routine business,

the Quarterly Meeting separated, with a feeling of

gratitude, and that it had been well to be there.

Many dear brethren and sisters exchanged cordial

social greetings, and then dispersed to adjoining

homes.
" How good and how pleasant it is for brethren

to dwell together in unitv !" W. C. A.

Mooeestown, N. J., Twelfth Month 15th, 1898.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States —The bill to incorporate the Inter-

national American Bank was buried under an over-

whelii ing adverse majority of the House of Represen-

tatives on the 16th inst.. the vote being 103 ayes to 148

nays. The bill to extend the customs and revenue laws

of the United States over the Hawaiian Islands was
passed without opposition. The bill carried with it

the Civil Service laws.

The President attended the Peace Jubilee at Atlanta,

Ga., last week. In a speech on the occasion, the Presi-

dent said :
" Every soldier's grave made during the

unfortunate Civil War is a tribme to American valor.

And while when ihese graves were made, we difliered

widely about the future of the Governmeni, thi se dif-

ferences were long ago settled by the arbitrament of

arms— and the time has now cone in the evolution of

sentiment and feeling under the providence of God
when in the spirit of fraternity we should share with

you in the care of the graves of the Confederate sol-

diers." These remarks were received with much ap-

plause, and ihe position of the President is believed to

have had a salutary efltct all over ihe South.

A Washinston desp:)tch says ihat for some time to

come ihe United States and i^pain must get alorg with-

out any treaty to regulate conmierce between the two

coimtries. No negotiations for new commercial treaties

will be undertaken before the ratification of the Peace

Treaty.

The terrible slate of afl'airs existing in the western

province of Cuba is shown in this report to the War
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Department from General Davis :
" Pinar del Eio,

Dec 14th, 189S.—Arrived here last night ; troops com-
fortably encamped ; have all required supplies; have
been received with greatest enthusiasm and rejoicing.

Civil Governor left province when Spanish tr. ops re-

tired. The Al< aide called, tendered his services. A
small Cuban force is in town as police

;
good order pre-

vails everywhere. Shall raise flag to-mnrrow in pres-

ence of troops and citizens. Treasury empty, and only
means of replenishing it a system of taxation almost to

verge of confiscation. JCo custom houses in this pro-

vince. Country of great fertility and beauty, but rav-

aged almost to destruction. As-ur&l by respon-ible

citizens and foreigners that one-half the former popu-
lation has been killed or starved to death."

The Mew York Hernld has been investigating the

views of the press of the country on the subject of expan-
sion. Taking the politics of the newspapers into con-

sideration, the inquiry shows hat practically five to

one of the leading Republican journals are advocates

of expansi.m, while nearly three influential Democratic
organs oppose the policy for each one that favors it.

Independent newspapers of prominence are in favor of

expansion by nearly two to one. Taking the country

at large, the canvas shows a clear majority of more,
than a hundred in favor of expansion, and that only
twelve of all the leading newspapers are non-committal
on this important subject.

At BuSiilo there are eighty large steamers loaded
with grain waiting to discharge their cargoes or frozen

in. They carry about 9,OUO,000 bushels of grain, while
in the diflerent elevators 7,000,000 bushels are at present
storeil. The railroads are hampered in there efforts to

get the grain to the seaboard by snow blockailes.

The di-covery of gold five miles southwest of Canon
City, Colorado, has caused a stampede from that city.

The Denver Republicnn says: "Colorado's oppor-
tunity is in gold mining. Go'd is the one product
which does not go begging for a market, which al-

ways brings a certain price, for which all the world
is clamoring. Colorado has a great abundance of this

commodity. The total gold product of this State will

this year go far above §20,000,000 in value. It may
appr. ach close to j30,000,000. The ore has been found
in many more than twenty localities. Who can place
definite limits upon their development ? The time has
come when a campaign in the interest of gold mining
as Colorad .'s chief industry should be begun. In the
development of this industry lies Colorado's great op-
portunity."

Kight additional survivors of the crew of the lost

steamship Londonian were landed at Baltimore on the
14th inst., by the steamer Marie Rickmtrs. They were
rescued with great difficulty, being obliged to make a
line fast about tiieir bodies and throw themselves into
the water. It was then found impossible to get the
lifeboat alongside the steamer Rickmer^, and one after

another the occupants were hauled aboard with lines,

and the lifeboat set adrift.

The steel gas tank of the Cimsolidated Gas Company,
at Avenue A and Twentieth Street, New York said to
have been the largest ot its kind in America, collapsed
on ihe evening of the 13th inst., and set free 8,000,000
gallons of water. Eight persons were killed, or mort-
ally hurt and a number were injured. The rushing
water tore up gas mains and destroyed electric light
conduits, causing almost complete darkness. Workmen
were shot out of factory windows and carried a block
or more by the flood ; women were washed out of the
flats from the first floors and almost drowned. The
contractor and chief engineer were arrested, charged
with homicide.

The worst fire in the history of Terre Haute took
place on the lUth in-t., causing a loss of nearly 1^2,000,-

000. The blaze started in the big show windows of the
Havens & Geddes Co., wholesale and retail dealers in
dry giiods and notions. The cause is not definitely

known, but it is supposed that a live electric wire set

fire to the cotton wii h which the window was decorated
Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-

ber 481, which is 45 more than the previous week and
30 more than the corre.'ponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 2.51 were males and 230 females ; 70 died
of pneumonia

;
.57 of consumption ; 37 of heart disease

;

28 of diphtheria; 18 of o!d age ; 18 of inflammation of
the stomach and bowels

; 17 of bronchitis ; 16 of scarlet
fever ; \h of inflammation of the brain ; 14 of apoplexy;
14 of nephritis

; 14 of marasmus ; 14 of cancer ; 12 of
paralysis, and 9 from casualties.

Marked, <fec.—U. S. 2's, 99 a 99.i ;
4'8, reg., IIU a

112; coupon, 112J a 113J ; new 4''8, 128 a 128J; 5's,

112^ a 113^ ; S's, lOtJj a 106J ; currency 6's, 102i a 103.
Cotton was unchanged at Q^^c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Feed. —Winter bran, in bulk, spot, at $13.75
$14.50, and spring, in sacks, $13.50 a $14 per ton.

Flour.—Winter super.. $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.50 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.10 a $3.25
;

do. do., straight, $3.25 a $3.40 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.10 a $3.30 ; do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., patent,

$3.50 a $3.70 ; spring, clear, $2 90 a $3.10 ; do. straight,

$3.30 a $3..50; do. patent, S3.50 a $3.70 ; do. favorite

$3.75 a $4.00 : city mills, extra, $2.50 a $2.75 ; clear,

$3.15 a $3.40 ; do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; do., patent,

$3.70 a $4.00. Rye Flour.—$3.10 perbbl. for choice
Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour—$2.00 a $2.10 per
100 pounds as to quality, for new.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 72 a 72Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 39| a 39Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 33|c. a 34c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5J a Sfc.
;
good, 5|^ a 5|c.;

medium, 4^ a 5c. ; common, 4§ a 4|c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4| a oc; good, 4} a 4Jc.

;

medium, 3J a 4c. ; common, 2j a 3Jc. ; lambs, 4J a 6c.

Hogs.—Best Western, 5 a 5Jc.; other grades,"4^ a 5c.

for others.

Foreign.—Sir William A'ernon Harcourt has re-
signed the leadership of the Liberal party in the
British House of Commons.
The volume of business handlrd by the Savings Bank

Department of the London Postofiice has grown to

enormous proportiot s, and at present the staff^ (f the
Central Savings Bank numbers more than 2,500 per-
sons. Thedep sits amount to over £11.5,000,000. Many
depositors every year lose or mislay their books, and
the explanations given are sometimes curious.
The heads of the various religious denominations in

Lond' n in favor of an international demonstration on
behalf of the Czar's disarmament proposals held a con-
ference recently and adopted a resolution in accord-
ance with the objects of the meeting.

It is said that the Czar regards the partition of China
with a feeling of h Tror. and he is said to have asserted
that Russia only occupied Port .\rthur under bitter

necessity, and in order to forestall British and German
designs.

The Daily Mail of the 15th instant says :
" We un-

derstand that the British occupation of the island of
Crete is to bee me permanent."

Further details of the killing of four Belgian
traders by the natives of Upper Uban^'hi, Africa, show
that the traders' escort of thirty soldiers were also
tnassacred, and that another detachment of forty sol-
diers in charge of two white officers, who were proceed-
ing to the assistance of the traders, were surprised by
the natives, and all were put to deaih.
A mob of women in Grenada stoned the statue of

Columbus last week. In their opinion the discovery
of America was the principal cause of Spain's misfor-
tunes.

There are now 380 societies in France which aim to
discourage the use of spirituous liquors. Their idea of
temperance does not include abstinence from wines.
A movement, headed by the Bishop of Hereford,

has been starte I in England to secure the prohibition
of the rum business in the Soudan, recently opened up
by Lord Kitchener's army.

Liquor is playing such havoc in Belgium that the
government has started a little temi erance crusade of
its own. Bills have been introduced into the Belgian
Chamber to restrict the traflSc, and the Minister of the
Interior ha« asked the King to sign a decree offering
a reward of 1,000 francs for the best pair of pictures-
one representing a drunkard's downfall, and the other
a domestic scene in a family where temperance is

practised.

Russia, with a population of 127,000,000, has only
18,334 physicians. In the United States, with a popu-
lation of about 75,000,000 there are 120,000 physicians.

Angoncillo, the representative of Aguinaldo, the in-
surgent leader in the Philippines, in an interview in
London, is quoted as saying: "My countrymen will
resist to the bitter end any attempt to sell the Philip-
pines to a foreign power. We are anxious to be united
and allied to our good friends, the Americans, but
beyond this we are determined, at all hazards, to re-
main independent."

^
The Philippine insurgents are now demanding that

Spain pay, as a ransom for the 10,000 prisoners they
hold, the $20,000,000 which she is to receive from the
United States.

The Spanish Government has agreed to pay the
First Month's c upons of the Cuban debt.
General Lee landed at Havana on the 14th instant,

and when informed that he had been appointed Mili-
tary Governor of the province, declared that he would
administer the office with equal fairness to Cuban and
Spaniard.

The reports of a revolution in the Bolivian Republ
have been confirmed by advices received at Linia, Per
"The revolutionists have formerly proclaimed a feder
tion.

It is reported from the City of Mexico that " a co:

cession fir an important railway in the State of Vei
Cruz, to be called ' Ferro Carril Vera Cruzauo,' h
passed into the hands of heavy Philadelphia capits
ists."

_
The road will open up one of the richest se

tions in Mexico.

NOTICES.
Rachel G. Hall, Plain Milliner, 2113 N. Seveni

Street, Phila., will resume business Twelfth Mo. I2t
1898.

Position wanted to teach little children by tl

hour at their homes, or to coach students, bv expeii
enci-d young women Friend. Address " M," 151 1

18th St.

A WOMAN Friend desires board in Philadelph
for three months ; in private family, or where ft

boarders are taken. Address J. E B.,

Office of The Friend..

Westtown Boarding School.—The winter tei

will commence on Second-day, Twelfth Month 12t
1898. Application for admission of pupils should
made to William F. Wickeesham, Principul,

Westtown, Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applicati.
the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be a

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, si

communications in regard to business should be ft

warded to Edward G. Smedley, SuperiniendeiU.

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenien
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage w
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met wl

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school
telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup't.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.
The Library is open every week-day from 11.30 A.

to 2 p. M., and from 3 to 6 p. m. The following hoc

have been added on the subject of education :

Barnett—Teaching and Organization.

Beale and others—Work and Play in Girls' Schoc

_
BowEN— Froebel and Education through Self-i

tivity.

Butler—Meaning of Education.
Garlick—New Mannal of Method.
Mosher—Child Culture in the Home.
Oppenheoi—Development of the Child.
Smith—Children of the Future.
Thwing—American College in American Life.

Warner—Study of Children.

Married, at Friends' Meeting House at Stillwat
near Barnesville O., on the seventh of Ninth Mon
1898, Walter J. Edgerton, son of James and Ms!
Ann Edgerton, to Anna R. Taber, daughter of Mi
P. and the late J. J. Taber.

, at Friends' Meeting house at Flushing, O.,

the twenty-seventh of Fifth Month, 1898, James
Edgerton, son of James and Mary Ann Edgerto
Edith A. Conroe, daughter of Thomas H. and I

J. Conroe, of Flushing, O.

Died, the first of Eleventh Month, 1898,
residence of his mother, Elizabeth Stanton, near ]

ville, Belmont Co., Ohio, Howard A. Stanton, s

of the late Benjamin Stanton, in the twenty-third ji

of his age. Of a quiet and retiring disposition, an
creased thoughtfulness was manifest after the death;
his father, and an especial tenderness toward the
maining members of the family, as he realized 1

added responsibility resting upon him. When pr
trated by disease the sweetness and cheerfulness
his spirit was remarkable ; though little was said i

the result of his sickness his friends have a comfoi
ble belief that their loss is his gain.
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A Running Comment.

A sudden call for a jouiiiey eastward seems

tipreclude our usual editoiial matter except as

W may find it on the passage. As the train

smed shooting on through the darkness,

Dughts of Christ as the travellers' Insurance

smed an assurance that no other was needed,

iid then soon the eye fell on the brief item of

tffs, stating how a train of cars was saved by a

fjeon a few evenings since. In some way the

td in her flying was brought within range of

ti headlight of an express-train ; and whether

Iwildered, or whether guided, she dashed into

t3 headlight, broke the glass, and extinguished

l3 light. By the loss of her life the lives of

riny pa.ssengers were probably saved. For the

tgineer being bound to proceed slowly wilh-

(t a headlight till he should reach the next

tivn, the engine suddenly came upon a rail

iiich some evil man had tied across the track,

itending to wreck the train. With the tearing

ii of a small portion of the track, the train

naped further loss.

Who shall say a bird may not be made as

trect a messenger of Divine mercy as the spirit

fa man? For such a man, the station agent

la railway, was thus reported to us by one of

ii most trusted officials, a Friend in high stand-

rg among us. He related that on a foggy

ght, when a train had passed his station, the

l-ient felt a sudden and clear impression, as of

.1 authority above himself, to walk rapidly on

'e track towards the city with his lantern.

!ielding to this impression, he had advanced

me distance, when he heard a train coming

l^pidly through the darkness, and he felt he

iust do his best to stop it. He had merely

'me to fling his lantern across the front of the

,
I'Comotive. The engineer seeing the sudden

•reak of light, succeeded in bringing his train

» a halt at some distance the other side of the

ation. And when several stepped out of the

irs to learn why they were detained, they saw

to their wonder that the train which had pre-

ceded them was a few feet ahead of their engine,

about to have been crushed into had not their

train been stopped. What sorrow might have

followed had not the station agent in that in-

stance been quick of understanding in the fear

of the Lord !

These instances of mediation from above

seemed in line with thoughts recalled in view of

the father in our Israel whose remains we were

to lay away on the morrow. He, a pilgrim of

fourscore and fnur years, and long a minister of

the gospel in New England, had familiarized

groups of young people wherever he travelled,

with anecdotes to the honor of immediate Divine

grace. For he visited many places, and his

social intercourse with the young was ever

hearty and uplifting. Our readers may see a

sample of the recitals with which his memory
was stored, if they can turn back a few years in

the volumes of The Friend, and read the ac-

count of John Warren, of Albion, Maine: how

when a sailor-boy he and a companion were im-

pressed on ship-board svith the duty of address-

ing individuals in the singular number, how

they afterwards heard of a people called Quak-

ers—the remarkable journey of his brother

three hundred miles to hear of Friends' views,

John Warren's acknowledgment as a minister

among Friends ; the preservation of the ship of

him who had been his boy-companion, when

having become a captain he felt called upon in

a calm hour to order the sails furled, and

thereby his ship was spared from the violence

of a hurricane which suddenly followed : how

the same captain on his return voyage felt

called upon in the night to put his ship back,

and, obeying, he found at daybreak his ship

was sailing among broken timbers from which

his crew rescued fourteen persons who had been

clinging to them. Such were the accounts our

uncle Edward loved to tell us, and the history

of John Warren, with whom he had travelled,

and other such recitals in the columns of The
Friend were from his own lips.

At day-break, passing his recent home in the

city of Providence, we found ourselves in a few

hours near New Bedford, with mourners from

far and near in the neat Friends' meeting-house

at Acushnet, the neighborhood of the home

which he had occupied mostly since the prime

of his life. Truly impressive was the occasion.

We felt he would have wished to tell us, " Preach

not me, but Christ Jesus the Lord." Too great

respect was felt for the deceased to preach the

eulogy which was felt. The Saviour and the

saving grace to which he sq long had pointed,

seemed lifted up. We leave the solemnity of

private interests unexpressed, but there is at

least this one feature that seems historical for

the Society of Friends. For as an Edward
Dillingham was of the first who embraced the

principles of Friends in New England under

the ministry of Christopher Holder and John
Copeland in Sandwich, Massach setts, in 1657,

so this last member of the Society of Friends of

the same name and his lineal descendant is re-

puted to be the last man of the larger Yearly

Meeting of the Society of Friends in New Eng-
land who bore the appearance of a Friend in

his outward garb. So the series of distinctively

testifying men Friends of New England, in that

body, is now closed. Whatever blessing was to

follow, in the minds of those who have been

eager for such elimination of the outward testi-

mony, is yet to be looktd for. We have not

seen with the decline of our distinctive marks in

New England, the glory of Quakerism arise and

shine as in days of the former faithfulness. But
we have seen, as one present yesterday has some-

times remarked, that in proportion as Friends

have abandoned their distinctive testimony in

garb, their influence among others has waned.

Last autumn the aged Friend desired to per-

form a little pilgrimage to Sandwich, to the

pear-tree which he believed to have been planted

by his first American ancestor nearly two and

a half centuries ago, and there standing under

the shade of that still-living tree, to have his

photograph taken for the satisfaction of those to

whom he could leave it as an historical memo-

rial of a passing away type of Quakerism. He
was successful in his concern, and the pictures

are preserved. But there is life in that old

tree of Quakerism yet. And we hope the pic-

ture links, in symbol, the life of the good old

Quakerism of the past with that of the future,

and shows that though generation follow gen-

eration of testimony-bearers to the grave, yet

the ancient tree of Life lives on, and the cause

of Truth, of a spiritual gospel, of the Inspeaking

Word, of the One Mediator and Bishop of Souls

shall not perish from among men.

The late Henry Drummond once said, "III

temper is a syrapton revealing an unloving

nature at the bottom ; it is the intermittent

fever which bespeaks intermittent disease with-

in. Temper cannot be changed but by a change

of heart. Souls are sweetened, not by taking

the acid fluids out, but by putting love in. It

is better not to live than not to love."

We must keep out of the devil's pasture if

we would not he counted with his cattle, and

have no fellowship with his followers if we

would avoid their condemnation.

—

D. W. Whittle.
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Philip Schaff and his Work—1819-93.
(Concluded from page 179.)

With renewed energy and the desire to keep

fully abreast of his time Dr. SchafTmade a com-

plete and systematic tour of the universities of

Germany in 1885 and 1886.

A generation had almost passed away since

he studied at Berlin ; a few of his former pro-

fessors survived, for " the study of history seems

to be favorable to longevity ;" some of these

were still in possession of their intellectual fac-

ulties.

His enjoyment in visiting his old friends and

his consummate tact in dealing with those whose

views were most diverse from his own enabled

him to reap a rich harvest of satisfaction.

" German scholars " he says," are very access-

ible and always ready for an intelligent discus-

sion of doctrinal, historical and critical prob-

lems and all the live questions of the day, except

politics, of which they know little and careless.

They exercise a simple and inexpensive hospi-

tality and season it with a feast of reason and

a flow of soul. They have the happy faculty

of enjoying themselves rationally among books

and in the open air with natural ease and free-

dom without show and ceremony."

Going through Spain with liis daughter in

1886 he comments upon the "incongruity of

cathedrals and bull rings as being characteristic

and furnishing the key to the understanding of

the Spanish character and history, in which

Catholic piety and heathen cruelty meet."

Returning to England he arranged for the

publication of his edition of the Nicene and Post

Niceiie Fathers and later of his Reminiscences of

Neander, at Berlin.

Lake Mohonk, in New York State, was a

favorite resort for him, and Albert K. Smiley
much appreciated the cheer and instruction of

his friend Dr. SchafT, when attending the not-

able conferences held at his invitation and
home.
One expression concerning the future conduct

of nations is particularly worthy of record, viz :

"The greatest statesman after all will be he
who brings about a general disarmament, and
introduces an era of peace and good will among
the nations of the earth." This was written by
Dr. Schaff, in connection with Bismarck's speech
after the death of Frederick III.

In 1890, accompanied by his wife and daugh-
ter, he again visited Europe. " This time," he
says, " my object is the study of Church history

in the Vatican Library, at Rcjme, that I may
finish the fifth volume of my life-work, espec-

ially the chapter on the Renaissance. In Swit-
zerland I hope to complete my studies on the

Swiss Reformation." Elsewhere he writes, " If I

can complete my History of the Reformation
down to 1648, I shall be quite ready to go to

rest."

The Archives of the Vatican were placed at

his disposal, and he says " the prisoner in the

Vatican is backed by tlie best disciplined army
of priests and monks and legislates for two hun-
dred millions of people in all continents."

After returning home in the Autumn of 1890,
he wrote to his life-long friend Dr. Godet (in

France), " You have crossed the threshold of
your seventy-ninth year and I am on the thres-

hold of my seventy-second. Both of us must
hold ourselves prepared to pass out of the land
of faith and into the land of sight. Then we
shall for the first time adequately understand
exegesis and church history. Here all our
knowledge is patchwork and partial. What
you say of the increase of rationalism in France

is saddening. But we are approaching a new

era of faith. We are just now living in a period

of transition like the Renaissance in the fifteenth

century."

"Scepticism roots up everything and unsettles

everything, but it can satisfy no one. The re-

ligious demands of the soul will make them-

selves heard and gain the upper hand."

He was very earnest in advocating a revision

of the creed of the Presbyterian Church.—his

view being " that the Westminister Confession

of Faith should be modified to suit the theology

and Christian conscience of the present age. .

. . The Calvinistic type of piety is controll-

ed by the fear of God, the sense of duty. True

theology is more Divine than Arminianism (the

freedom of man), more human than Calvinism

(the sovereignty of God) and more Christian

than either We need a theology

and a confession that is inspired and controlled,

not by the idea of divine jMS<tce which is a con

suming fire, but by the idea of divine love, which

is life and peace. Love is the key which un-

locks his character and his works. And this

love extends to all his creatures and has made
abundant provision in Christ for the salvation

of ten thousand worlds. This is a central fact

and truth on which all true Christians can

agree."

It was a sore disappointment to him when
this movement was defeated by vote in the Pres-

byterian Assembly, but this was overshadowed

by the troubles brought upon Union Seminary
by Charles H. Briggs and the treatment he re-

ceived from the hands of the General Assembly.

Dr. Schaff could not endorse all the words and

actions of either. Briggs was evidently in the

wrong spirit and the Assembly intolerant. So
Dr. Schaff looked on with pity and with pro-

test. Here is one of his trenchant reflections

upon Prof Brigg's disturbing statement that

the sources ofauthority in religious matters were

three,—the bible, the church and the reason.
" Three Sources of Authority : the Church is

higher than Romanism, the Bible is higher

than Protestantism, the Reason is higher than

Rationalism. God is supreme over all and the

only fountain of authority." On the other hand
he said, after the close of the Detroit Assembly
(1891),

—"The action (of the General Assem-
bly) is contrary to my judgment of what is right

and proper. But God knows what is best. He
can overrule it and He must have some good
plan to work out. I do not see it—(the Iner-

rancy deliverance, declaring the Bible to be the

very Word of God, wholly without error). The
Bible is a book of religion, a rule of faith and
duty, no more, no less, and as such it can and
will maintain its authority and power to the

end of time. ... It was all law and no
Gospel. Christian wisdom and Christian charity

are superior to rules of assemblies

There is such a thing as Presbyterian popery,

as well as Prelatical and Ruman popery and
the first is the most inconsistent and unreason-
able of the three. There must be elbow room
for development and liberty of investigation.

We are as near to Christ and the Bible as the

framers of the confessions of faith.

What right has the sixteenth and sevententh
centuries to prescribe to future generations all

theological thinking? I go for reasonable lib-

erty without which there can be no progress."

the Portland (1892) and Washington (1893)
assemblies confirmed the action of that held at
Detroit, and after the second Dr. Schaff deliver-

ed his memorable address on Calvin and Serve-
tus at the opening of Union Seminary, Ninth

Month, 1892, closing with the words: "In th

interest of impartial history we must condem
the intolerance of the victor Calvin as well s

the error of the victim Servetus, and admire i

both loyalty to conscientious convictions. Herei

is an error; intolerance is a sin; persecution is

crime."

He could not regard the church as a finish
organism but rather as growing and developin

from within. " Church history presents Chrii

as He lives in his people," and the great clou

of witnesses who have endeavored, however in

perfectly, to fulfil his will. "The duty of tl

historian is to discover and follow the path i

Divine Providence." " The longer I stud

church history and teach it," he says, " (he ram

do I feel that our knowledge is partial. 'W

only see the surface and do not see into the hii

den depths of the Divine plan of redemptio
Everywhere we touch upon a revealed and a coi

cealed God sufficiently patent to strengthen oi

faith, and sufiiciently hidden to test our fait

The conflicts of the period of the Reformati(

repeat themselves in our time, and will, it is

be hoped, lead to a. better result, to peace in tl

church."

The testimony of the historian, Edward j

Freeman, conveys the judgment of compete:

critics when he says :
" Dr. Schaff presents

connected history of all the great movements i

thought and action in a pleasant and memori
ble style. His discrimination is keen, his coi;'

age undaunted, his candor transparent, and f

general readers he has produced what we ha i

no hesitation in pronouncing the history of t
j

church." But the end must come to all humi:

life and efibrts, and as we have followed tl

lover of truth in his various contributions

historical literature has he ever and anon quic

ened the springs of our inmost nature to a

predate the power and beauty that may
developed in our souls. If, as he says, he coi

prehended only in part the great plan that cc

terns the well being of the individual soul,

of the nnlitant church of Christ, neverthele

he did God and man service. His last public

lion was Tlieological Propcedeutic, being '

bird's-eye view of the whole field of exegetic

historical, systematic and practical theologi

His attitude was always tolerant and app
ciative and yet discriminating. His son sa

the hymn Lead kindly Light, amid the encirdi

gloom " laying bare the feelings of the soul ci

ing out for Divine guidance, seemed best to (

press his own feelings, and his trust in God
view of the uncertainty of life; and he came
repeat it each morning before rising."

He spent the summer of 1893 mtstly at La
Mohonk, preparing a paper to be read at I

Columbian Expisition at Chicago that autun

before the Parliament of Religions on the 1

union of Christendom. This cost him niu

anxious and weary labor which he charact

ized as " the sum of my life and theological

tivity and my testament to the church and
my contemporaries," and one who listened tc

said it was " apostolic, one of the most Chri;

like utterances in all church history."

Dr. Schaff had had at least one reminder in \

summer of 1892 that his days were "numbere
by "a stroke" which prostrated him for a til

and the exertion of the journey to Chics)!

doubtless hastened the second, which soon t-

minated his earthly life on the twentieth f

Tenth Month, 1893.

The last two days he was not able to arti •

late, but assented to the passages of ScriptiB

read to him by members of his devoted fam
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Oe of the last responses he attempted was at

U words :
" For there is iiDne other name

tiler heaven given among men whereby we
mst be saved."

>eath smote him twice. He struck 6rst time
he tle»li that shrank as his of old

k'hen angel struck. Tlie mind as bold
.s Jacob's climbed, serene, sublime,

n breaking strength to God ; as might
ome .Alpine traveller aglow,

/ith daring thoughts, into the night,

7alk firm on sinking crusts of snow.

leatli smote again; he could not dim
he light that overflashed his cloud,

. glory wreathed the forehead bowed,

0, with the sound of creed and hymn,
he conquering saint bade coward death to fly

—

1 never knew how easy 'twas to die."

Vhas. L. Tliompsun—In Memoriam Philip Schaff.

J. E.

For'THK Fkiend."

kwOEK has recently been |)ub!ished, entitled,

^
paries Lamb and the Lloyds," which contains

jcie corresi)ondence between Charles Lamb and
Kbert Lloyd, (brother of the founder of Lloyd's

Bnk) dating from 1748 to 1828.

n one of these Lamb urges Robert Lloyd
(vio had run away from Birmingham to avoid

jue things he did not like in his home) not to

dnend on outward circumstances, or upon
fnnds, for happiness, but to seek it in the faith-

fi doing of his own duty and the building up
Bills own character. The letter, the most beau-

fijil Charles Lamb ever wrote, ends thus

:

.
I' I do not wish to deter you from making a

fei'md, a true friend ; and such a friendship,

ifjre the parties are not blind to each other's

felts, is very useful and valuable. I perceive

lendency in you to this error, Robert. I

kiw you have chosen to take up an high opin-

ic of my moral worth, but I say it before God,
i:l I do not lie, you are mistaken in me. I

ji Id not bear to lay open all my failings to

jri, for the sentiment of shame would be too

pigent. Let this be as an example to you.

Bbert, friends fall off; friends mistake us ; they

cinge; they grow unlike us; they go away;
tly die ; but God is everlasting and incapable

change, and to Him we may look with cheer-

fii, unpresuraptuous hope, while we discharge

tl duties of life in situations more untowardly
tin yours. You complain of the impossibility

oimproving yourself, but be assured that the

[iDortuuity of improvement lies more in the

Had than in the situation. Humble yourself

bore God, cast out the selfish principle, wait

itpatieuce, do good in every way you can to

» sorts of people, never be easy to neglect a
i:y, though a small one, praise God for all,

li seek his hand in all things, and He will in

tiie raise you up many friends—or be himself
iitead an unchanging friend. God bless you.
-3. Lamb."

. THE SITUATION.—(John ill : 30).

i^ingled in love and duty, still mankind
ueld more and more the harvest of (jod's mind.

Look how the white fields roll

)'er height and depth of outward rank, and claim
leapers of skill to wield the sword of tlame

Dividing sense from soul

!

slow else shall love's advancing heroes true
O'ercome the horde of imitators, who,

Under blind fate's control
fathered in custom's readiest business rut,

Jave there some secondary service, but
To whom it is the goal

)! life's endeavor, than their own to see
'io purer love nor truer industry ?

For "The Friend."

Isaac Sharp, an Apostle of the Nine-
teenth Century— By Frances Anne
Budge—London—Headley Brothers.

This is a work of nearly three hundred pages,

mainly devoted to an account of Isaac Sharp's
" Missionary Services" outside the Society of

Fiiends.

These labors took a wide ran^e including
visits to Iceland, Labrador. South Africa, Aus-
tralasia, India, China and Japan. Incidents in

these places are interestingly narrated, but per-

haps the most striking; circumstances mentioned
are those connected with the conversion of Jus-
tine Dalencourt, a French woman, from Roman-
ism, in which she was brought up, to the views
of the Society of Friends.

The compiler seems to have attached com-
paratively little importance to Isaac Sharp's

service vvithin his own religious Society and yet

his labors among Friends were none the less

valuable, though not quite as extensive.

He twice visited Friends in America, both

times landing first on the Pacific coast and re-

turning home across the Atlantic. But few

pages are given to those interesting visits, so that

the work is quite incomplete in this particular.

His first visit to the United States occupied
eighteen months in the years 1882, 1883 and
1884 and embraced one fourth of the whole time

of his absence from home. On this occasion he

attended must and perhaps all of the American
Yearly Meetings, and made his home for about
three months under a single roof in Philadel-

phia, a longer time than was spent in any other

spot during the five years that he was occupied

on this particular journey. A few interesting

circumstances are related which occurred dur-

ing his sojourn in America.

In an extract given from his diary after refer-

ring to his experiences in the western Yearly

Meetings, he says, " Wrong and wrong however
jostled together never yet made right. Preach-

ers and teachers, ' the pastor and the flock,' to-

gether with the support of the ministry, claim a

large share of consideration in this land, and
these claims are much pressed."

" I think we read of pastors (plural) in the

New Testament, but I do not call to mind ' the

pastor ' set over ' the flock ' as such. The one

man element, so far as Friends are concerned,

appears to me alien to the Headship of Christ

and to the genius of New Testament Quakerism,

whereunto subject, may we ever be."

The following incident occurred within the

limits of Western Yearly Meeting, on the oc-

casion of his second visit to the American Yearly

Meetings.
" The singing as heard from the street was on

the vehement side. I walked in and sat down,

and soon after prayer was offered, but the re-

sponses here and there competed with the voice

of the suppliant. I wailed awhile and then em-

braced an opening, rising with the words, ' I

will be as the dew unto Israel ;' although these

words were for the chosen people of the Lord

we may have our share in the refreshing of the

heavenly dew, so gentle, yet so reviving and so

vitalizing. It is good to take in as well as to

give out, and to exercise the vitalizing power.

1 spoke of an old woman's broken pitcher set

in the place for receiving rain, a poor earthen

vessel, yet full to the brim. There was no shout-

ing of ' glory ' or ' hallelujah ' to this, and a won-

derful quiet followed."

We think the editor has hardly done justice

to Isaac Sharp's character in using the popular

names of the months and days of the week in-

stead of the numeral. To the writer's certain

knowledge, he adhereci to the use of the numer-
als until within a few years of his decease, and
so far as appears there is no evidence that he
departed from this practice afterwards.

It was the privilege of the writer to be well

acquainted with Isaac Sharp and to spend much
time in his company under the same roof on
both of the occasions that he visited Philadel-
phia. He was a delightful companion, spright-

ly and cheerful in his manner, and yet reverent
and thoughtful in all things. His fund of anec-
dote was large and interesting, whilst his sym-
pathetic nature was often drawn out in a re-

markable manner.
Isaac Sharp died at Ettington, England, on

the fifteenth day of the Third Month, 1897,
having completed his ninetieth year on the
fourth of Seventh Month previous.

G. V.

What Think Ye of Christ.

This is the supreme question ; not for any one
people or any one age, but for all people and
all ages. This was the momentous question in

Palestine eighteen hundred years ago, when
Jesus of Nazareth went through the regions of
Galilee, Samaria and Judsea, healing tlie sick,

cleansing the lepers, and preaching the Gospel
of the kingdom of God.

Other questions lose their interest with the
lapse of time; not so this question. It seems
to grow in weight and importance as the cen-

turies roll on. It confronts our own century,

without having lost any of its interest. It stands
before a thinking world as never before. Yea,
in our time this is an especially burning ques-

tion. It has gained an added interest; for we
live in the age of the critic, particularly in the

field of history. With renewed interest man
asks : Who was this Jesus of Nazareth, who was
born in the manger of Bethlehem, who grew up
in little Nazareth, who was baptized in Judaea,

who, three years later, died on the cross of Gol-

gotha, and who, by the artless word of his

preaching, has revolutionized the world?

The answer to this question is not only of

interest, but is also of the first importance. For
it will fare with each one of us very much as

we answer it—it has so intimate a bearing on
our living and doing, on our hoping and dying.

Jesus himself was neither a son of his people

nor of his own time. He was in the fullest sense

of the word what He claimed to be, the son of

man. He is the perfect pattern for all men, in

all ages and under all circumstances. Who
was this person, this Jesus of Nazareth, who
stands out so uniquely from among the millions

of the children of men, to whom they all shall

look up, but to whose moral stature they can

never attain ?

As marvellous as the character and life of

Jesus is also his woik, the outflowing power of

his word. Truly marvellous ! In an obscure

corner of the earth, almost two thousand years

ago, amid the meanest surroundings, a man was
born, who in his thirtieth year stood forth pub-

licly as a teacher. As such He labors for three

years and a half, apparently without plan and
method. He produces no sublime work of art.

He composes no learned writings—not once

does He inscribe a single word of his doctrine.

After a little more than three years of labor, He
dies the death of a malefactor. And to-day,

nineteen hundred years after, the name of this

man is exalted aboveall earthly names. Millions

bow to Him the knee; thousands have rendered
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to Him their lives for the confession of his name,

thousands are ready to do the same to-day. By
others He was hated and reviled not less deeply.

Only one insult was spared Him

—

indifference.

At its last move, everything turns about Him :

for his cause has become identical with the cause

of the kingdom of God. Every great question

of the age stands in close relation to this revela-

tion in time. To-day He has become even more

manifestly that which John von Mueller declares

of Him :
" The Key of the World's History."

When Jesus appeared on earth, mankind stood

on the brink of destruction. "The best men of

that period knew of no help. Inasmuch as

matters could go no further, they looked for the

end of the world, despairing of humanity. The
outlook was hopeless."' Statesmen, philosophers,

artists and poets saw the misery in the world and

sought to relieve it. But all was in vain. They
were too weak for the herculean labor and the

world sank ever deeper. Then came Jesus, with

the entire fulness of his moral power and might,

as the only deliverer; and through his simple

word of truih He destroyed more of the old and

calleth into being more of the new than all the

statesmen of Rome and philosophers of Greece

combined. Without weapons and armies, He
has conquered more millions than Alexander.

Csesar and Napoleon ; without the learning of

the schools. He has given us more light on ques-

tions spiritual and divine, than all the wise on^s

of earth taken together; without himself, so far

as we know, having written a single line, He
has set more pens in motion, given titles to more
books and themes to more addresses to hymns,

than the entire multitude of great men of an-

cient and modern times. Born in a stable and
having died on a cross, He controls today the

destinies of the ci vilized world. Never was there

a life which in its outward aspect was so lowly,

modest and unassuming, and yet was fraught

with consequences so momentous for all nations

and all generations, as the life of Jesus of Naza-
reth. All history knows of no other example
of such unparalleled results, in spite of the lack

of all material, social and literary resources,

which, to an ordinary mortal, are absolutely

essential for the attainment of the desired end
In all these respects, Jesus stands alone among
the heroes of history, and presents an insolvable

riddle if we are not willing to concede that He
was more than a mere man.

Let us hear some witnesses to this remark-
able one; and in the first place, the witness of

Jesus himself What does Jesus say of himself?
He was conscious of his central place among
mankind, and of this fact He made express de-

claration. " Never man spake like this man,"
said his enemies at one time, and they said true.

Jesus sees in himself the Redeemer of the world,

the sole judge of all, the King of kings, the

Source of all comfort, the Son of the Highest,
from whom He came forth and to whom He
should return. This consciousness was clear and
abiding. Not even that mysterious spiritual

conflict in Gethsemane was able to overcloud it.

He himself calls himself the way, the truth and
the life, and says that no man can come to the
Father but by Him. He calls himself the
"breadof life,"—and millions of famishing souls

He has already nourished. He says: "I am
the light of the world," and the rays of his Di
vine truth have enlightened mankind. Has
ever man spoken like this man?
What say his friends of Him, they who stood

nearest to Him and knew Him best? Peter
confesses in the name of the disciples :

" Thou
art the Christ, the Son of the living God." Mary

says substantially the same. Nicodemus comes

to Him by night, for fear of the Jews, and con-

fesses :
" We know that thou art a Teacher come

from God : for no man can do these miracles

that thou doest, except God be with him." In

all the subsequent centuries, multitudes of the

most ingenuous men have witnessed a like con-

fession, and thousands have sealed that confes-

sion with their blood.

Yet what do his enemies say of Him ? They
also may be brought in as evidence. Judas, the

betrayer, casts down his money in the temple

with the words :
" I have betrayed the innocent

blood." Pilate washes his hands in the presence

of the people and says: " I find no fault in this

man." His wife sends to him and adjures him :

" Have thou nothing to do with that just man."

Herod clothes Him in a white garment, as a

symbol of his innocence. The centurion con-

fesses at the cross :
" Truly this was the Son of

God."
Likewise many men in the centuries follow-

ing, who were not friendly to Christianity, were

constrained to bear noteworthy witness to the

exalted moral character of Jesus.

Flavius Josephus, the celebrated Jewish his-

torian, who lived at the time of the destruction

of Jerusalem, makes mention of Jesus in these

words: "At this time lived Jesus, a wise man,
if indeed one may call Him a man, for He
wrought wondrous works,—a teacher of such

people who received the truth with joy."

Who was this mysterious founder of the

Christian religion? Either He was a deceiver,

a fanatic, an imposter; or He was what He
claimed to be. "God manifest in the flesh," the

Saviour of the world.

If to us Jesus is no fanatic or imposter, then

what is He? He cannot be other than that

which He gave himself out to be, the Messiah
of the Jews, the foretold of the Prophets, the

Saviour of the world, the incarnate Son of God.
To this his teaching bears witness, for never has

any man so spokt-n ; his miracles, which even

his enemies were unable to deny ; his resurrec-

tion, the greatest and most certain of all miracles;

his ascension, with which He crowned his loving,

laboring life : and the victory of his church, where-

in one can see the very workings of God. Above
all, in Him was nothing incomplete. He was
in every particular the perfect man. And yet

it remains true, that it is not principally the

humanity of Jesus, however perfect that is,

whereby his sublime greatness is to be seen
;

but it is his Divinity, which radiates from his

whole being as the brightness of his Father's

glory and the express image of his person. This
his disciples confess when they exclaim :

" We
beheld his glory, the glory as of the only be-

gotten of the Father, full of grace and truth."

Selected for "The Friend."

THE PRAYER PERFECT.

Dear Lord, kind Lord,
Gracious Lord, I pray

Thou wilt look on all I love

Tenderly to-day

!

Weed their hearts of weariness,

Scatter every care

Down a wake of angel wings,

Winnowing the aii.

Grant unto the sorrowing
All release from pain

;

Let the lips of laughter
Overflow again

;

And with all the needy,
Oh divide, I pray,

This vast measure of content

That is mine to-day 1

LOST NAMES.
" Those women which labored with me in the gosp

and . . other my fellow-laborers, whose names are
the book of life."-PAi7. iv : 3.

They lived and they were useful : this we know,
And naught besi 'e ;

No record of their names is left to shuw
How soon they died

;

They did their work, and then they passed away,
An unknown band.

And took their places with the greater host
In the higher land.

And were thev young, or were they growing old,

Or ill, or well,

Or lived in poverty, or had much gold ?

No one can tell

;

One only thing is known of them—they were
Faithful and true

Disciples of the Lord, and strong through prayer
To save and do.

But what avails the gift of empty fame?
They lived to God,

They loved the swe-tness of another name.
And gladly tnd

The rugged ways of earth, that they might be
He' per or friend,

And in the joy of this their ministry
,

Be spent and spend.

No glory clusters round their names on earth
;

But in God's Heaven
Is kept a book of names of greatest worth,

And "here is given

A place for all who did the Master please,

Although unknown,
And their lost names shine forth in brightest ray

Before the thione.

Oh, take who will the boon of fading fame!
But give to me

A place among the workers, though my name
Forgotten be,

And if within the bo k of life is found
My lowly place.

Honor and glory iin'o God redound
For all his grace !

— The Brilish Messenge

" Facilis Descensus."—Mark Guy Pea
thus concluded a New Year's discourse:

" Once upon a time there was a man walk
in the highway, and he fell down. No do
it was partly his own carelessness. He, h'

ever, persisted that it was an accident. ]

ihe trouble was, that when he was down
stayed there, and spent all his time in tell

everybody who would listen how it happen
Some shook their heads doubtfully, and t

made him angry. Some sympathized with h

and that made him sad. At last there cami

simple man who asked, 'How long have

been here?' It was ten, twelve, fifteen yean
more. The simple man shook his head: 'II

sorry, very sorry.'

" ' Yes,' said he who was down, ' itis a terri

thing to tumble down.'

"'That may be,' said the simple man;
there's one thing a thousand times worse.'

"'What is that?'
" ' Why, not getting up again.'

"

There is a reminder in this of Virgil's \

known sentiment:

—

" The journey down to the abyss

Is prosperous and light

:

But upward to retrace the way
And pass into the light of day,

There comes the stress of labor; this

May task a hero's might."

To enjov a good thing exclusively is vw
often to exclude yourself from the true en f-

raent of it." Hence, in trying to give pre

pleasure to others, you will be likely to rec((e

more than you give. See Acts xx : 35.
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Adoniram Judson.
(Coutiuued from page 180 .

They hi)pe<l fur tlie king's assent to propagate

leir faith, aud were wiGiiing some t'rieiuls

i)Out tiie Court, when ou the followiog year

ir broke out wiih the English. All the few

:reigu residents of Ava were now imprisoned

1 supposed English allies. They were placed

1 company with native felons, and all were
eated with aggravated cruelty. The particu-

rs of this hard, unreasonable and demoniac
eatment we have in a letter from Ann H.
.idaon, to her brother. But the mild, uncom-
aining, we may say Christ like Judson him-

iilf, disposes of the affair as follows:
" I wa-i seized on the eighth of Juue, 1824, in

;;t)Dsequeuce of the war with Bengal, and in

impauy with Dr. Price, three Englishmen, one
merican aud one Greek, was thrown into the

iath prison at Ava, where we lay eleven

ouths^nine months in three pairs and two
oDihs in five pairs of fetters. The scenes we
ilnessed and the sufferings we underwent dur-

g that period, I would fain consign to ob-

ffion. From the death pri.-on at Ava we were
i;raoved to a countiy prison at Oang-pen-la, ten

iles distant, under circumstances of such se-

jre treatment that one of our number, the

reek, expired on the road ; and some of the

St, especially myself, were scarcely able to

i.ove for several days.

: "It was the intention of the government in

imoviug us from Ava to have us sacrificed in

•der to obtain victory over the foreigners; but

le sudden disgrace aud death of the advi.ser of

lat measure prevented its execution. I re-

ained in the Oung-pen-la prison six months in

le pair of fetters, at the expiration of which
3riod I was taken out of irons and sent under

I

strict guard to the Burmese headquarters at

,
[[ah-looan to act as interpreter and translator.

wo months more elapsed when on my return

, |)
Ava I was released at the instance of Moung-

iwa-loo, the north governor of the palace and
i.ut under nis charge. During the six weeks
laf I resided with him the affairs of the gov-

j,:nment became desperate, the British troops

jaking steady a<ivauces on the capital; and
ifter Dr. Price had been twice despatched to

iiegotiate for peace (a business which I declined

,|3 long as possible), I was taken by force aud
J|i8ociated with him. We found the British

i|bove Pah-Gan, and on returning to Ava with
"

leir final terms, I had the happiness of procur-

ig the release of the very last of my fellow-

,
risoners; and on the twenty-first instant ob-

jiined the reluctant consent of the government
) my final departure from Ava with Mrs.

.lUdson."

We shall now have the opportunity of seeing

j|)r. Judson f )r a little time in a new position.

18 he was almost the only one who had com-
land of both the English and Burmese lan-

lUages, he was needed as interpreter. And it

j'ould seem that the Burman rulers, whatever
jliey might think of his religion, had learned
D confide in his integrity; hence there was
iJrced upon him the responsible position of
''eace Commissioner.

}

When, after the war was over, he was thrown
lato proximity with the English army, its com-

iaander treated him and his wife with much
Jndness, and tried to do them honor. This was
. new test of the fidelity of this humble disciple

if Christ. He avoided the great entertainments
f the English officers, to which he was in-

'ited. He declined the ofier of a position in

be British service, with a munificent salary at-
|

tached. And in the end, when Sir Archibald
Campbell was about to leave India, he addressed
him a letter of Christian counsel, such as dig-
nitaries in the army are not accu.stomed to

receive. From it we make the following ex-
tracts :

" I would fain say a few words to you on a
subject which you have probably never had a
friend faithful enough to present plainly to your
mind. . . If even a heathen monarch ap-
pointed one of his courtiers to accost him every
morning with the warning salutaticm, ' Philip,
thou must die,' surely Sir Archibald Cara])bell,

of a Christian country and Christian habits,

will be willing for a moment to turn away his

ear from the voice of flattery, and listen to the
monitory voice of sober truth.

"And yet, true religion is a very difl!erent

thing from all that you have been acquainted
with. True religion is seldom to be found among
mitred prelatt-s and high dignitaries. It con-
sists not in attachment to any particular church,
nor in the observance of any particular t.irm

of worship. Nor does it consist in a mere con-
formity to the rules of honesty and honor. True
religion consists in a reunion of tne soul to that
Infinite Being from whom we have become
alienated in consequence of the Fall. In our
natural state we spend our days in seeking the
wealth and honors of this life, and we become
too forgetful of that awful eternity to which we
are hastening.

"So great is the blinding influence of sin, so

successful are the fatal machinations of the god
of this world, that, when we cannot stay the near
approach of death and eternity, we still en-

deavor to quiet our conscience by vague and
indefinite ideas of the mercy of God, and by the
hope that it will be well with us hereafter,

though the still voice within us whispers that
all is wrong ; and thus we are apt to suffer year
after year to pass away while we drink the in-

toxicating draughts of pleasure, or climb the
heights of human ambition.

" O Sir Archibald, the glittering colors of this

life will soon fade away, the bubbles of life will

soon burst and disappear, the cold grave will

soon close upon our worldly honors and enjoy-

ments and aspirings, and where then will our
souls be? . . Allow me then to say to thee.

Sir Archibald, turn away thine eye from the

fleeting shadows, and thine ear from the empty
sounds of earth. Open the eye of thy mind to

the uncreated beauties of that Being, who is

ever with thee, and is ever waiting to be gra-

cious. Listen to the call of his Holy Spirit.

Give thine heart to the Friend and Lover of
man, who hung and died on the cross to redeem
us from eternal woe, and thou shall find such
peace and sweetness as thou hast never yet con-

ceived of.

" Thou wilt be astonished that thou could
have lived so many years ignorant of such tran-

scendent beauty, insensible to those excellencies

which fill heaven with rapture, and, in some in-

stances, make a heaven of earth. But if thou
wilt not give thy heart to God, thou wilt never
find true happiuess here, thou wilt never see his

face in peace.
" I do not suppose that in your present hurry

you will find leisure to pay attention to the topic

I now present. But perhaps when oceans have
intervened between us, when resting in the bosom
of your own native land, the truths of this letter

may through the Divine blessing find their way
to your heart.

" Farewell, Sir Archibald, and while all

around you flatter and praise, while the plaudits

of your king and country sound in your ears,
believe there is one person, humble and un-
known, who prays in his retirement for your
immortal soul ; whose chief desire is to see you
on the Great Day, invested, not with the insig-
nia of earthly monarchs, but with the glorious
crown of eternal life."

Judson did receive some two thousand dol-
lars for the services which he rendered (by con-
straint, as it were), but this sum he passed over
into the funds of the Missionary Board.

After the close of the war the English be-
came possessed of a strip of ground on the east
of the Sal wen, and here the two towns of Am-
herst and Maulman were successively laid out.
In these, as the rule of England shielded the
.missionaries from the persecutions of the Bur-
man government, they afterward made their
headquarters.

Juilsim's wife, Ann Hasseltine, died at Am-
herst, and was there buried. About this time a
co-laborer with his wife appeared, both devoted
to the purposes of the mission.

There were some tribes of a subject race
living back in the jungles, called Careuo. These
were a more simple-minded people than the
ruling class, aud quite a number of them be-
c;ime converts, under the ministry of Judson
and the Board mans, and those who preceded
them.

After two or th ree years, George Dana Board-
man died, leaving his widow to carry on the
work in cnnnectiou with some others occasion-
ally acting with her.

During this period of his widowerhood (six

years), Judson was much employed in the trans-
lati(m of the Bible. He inclined to live in re-

tirement. He had a house built apart in the
jungle, where the wild beasts around were his

companions at night. As it was his continual
aspiration to realize a closer walk with God, he
inclined to spend less time in social enjoyment.
The writings of A-Kempis, Fenelon and Guyon,
had an iucreasing attraction for him.
He appeared to be becoming weaned from the

world to such an extent, that his biographer
(his son), could not understand such conduct,
as consistent with a refined Christian charac-
ter. He says :

" His friends were alarmed lest

he should stray into the mazes of quietism ;

"

and he asserts that he " came perilously near
doing so." One of the evidences of this supposed
mental aberration was that he presented a copy
of the " Life of Lady Guyon" to his sister, whom
he had left in America, with an injunction to

her to read it.

His marriage with Sarah, the widow of G.
D. Boardraan, so far diverted his mind from
the cogitations of his solitude as to avert what
his friends have thought a threatened danger.
He had not quite come over to the ground held

by Friends in regard to the entire spirituality

of religion. Had he done so, he could not well

have continued in the same modes of practice

in that field of labor.

We will not question that he discharged the
whole of his duty, that the cause he was pur-

suring was " pleasing to God," in accord with

the motto of his younger life.

However closely he may have embraced the

same doctrines as those of Guyon, during this

period it does not appear that he ever in any
degree renounced them. The interests and the

enjoyments of his domestic life after his second
marriage, and the task imposed upon him of

preparing an English and Burmese dictionary,

may have so closely occupied his time, as to

limit his leisure for devotional puposes. The
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religion of Christ in its most searching purposes

is a thing fur everyday life. Our Saviour

prayed for his disciples, not that they should be

taken out of the world, but delivered from the

evil. If in Judson's case the duties of active

life were now more commingled with devotional

exercise than in the cloister of A-Kempis or in

the prison of Guyon, it does not prove an es-

sential difference in Christian practice. With-

out the coutinued support of the Holy Spirit,

Judson could not have been sustained in the

various trials he endured.

(To be continued.)

NO PLACE FOR BOYS.
What can a boy do, an' I where can a boy stay,

If he is always'told to get out of the way ?

He cannot sit here and he must not stand there
;

The cushions that cover that fine rocking-chair

Were pat there, of course, to be seen and admired,

A boy has no business to ever be tired.

The beautiful roses and fl iwers that bloom

On ihe floor of the darkened and delicate room
Are not made to walk on—at least, not by boys

;

The house is no place, any way, for their nuise.

Yet boys must walk somewhere ; and what if their feet.

Sent out of our houses, sent into the street.

Should step round the corner and pause at the door

Where other boys' feet have paused often before

;

Should pa-s through the gateway of glittering light,

Where jokes that are merry and songs that are bright

Ring oiit a warm welcome with flattering v..ice.

And tempdngiy say, " Here's a place for the boys I"

Ah, what if they should ? What if your boy or mine
Should cross o'er the threshold which marks out the

line

'Twixt virtue and vice, 'twixt pureness and sin,

And leave all his innocent boyhood within?

Oh, what if they should, because you and I,

While the days, and the months, and the years hurry by,

Are too busy with cares and with life's "fleeting joys

To make round our hearthstone a place for the boys ?

There's a place for the boys. They will find it some-
where;

And if our own homes are too daintily fair

For the t' luch of their fingers, the tread of their feet,

They'll find it, and find it, alas ! in the street,

'Mid the gildings of sin and the glitter of vice
;

And with heartaches and Ingings we pay a dear price

For the getting of gain that our lifetime employs,
K we fail to provide a place fur the boys.

A place for the boys—dear mother, I pray.

As cares settle down round our short earthly way.
Don't let us forget, by our kind, loving deeds.

To show we remember their pleasures and needs.

Though our souls may be vexed with the problems of

life.

And worn with besetments, and toilings, and strife,

Our hearts will keep younger—your tired heart and
mine

—

If we give them a place in their innermost i-hrine
;

And to our life's latest breath 'twill be one of our joys
That we kept a small comer—a place for the boys.—Boston Transcript.

Making Things Clear and Plain.—A
German professor finished the manuscript of a
book. He invited some friends to hear the

opening chapters. He asked tnem whether they
understood what he had read. On receiving

an affirmative reply, he exclaimed :
" I must re-

write these chapters ; otherwise no one will read

my book through."

Very many books in the domain of metaphy-
sics seem to have been written on this plan. And
there are still many people who mistake ob-

scurity of style f )r profundity of thought. One
of limited education criticised a noted minister

of the gospel, saying, "He is not much of a
preacher, for I understood everything he said."

A teacher expressed disappointment over the

lectures of an institute, saying :
" We heard so

much about this learned professor : I listened

to him all the week, and understood all he said."

Truly no higher compliment could have been

paid, for the ability to make things plain is the

best evidence of the power to teach. A mind

so constituted that it throws a cloud of obscurity

over everything it touches, is not gifted with

the power to teach.

—

Penn'a School Journal.

For " The Friend."

Manifest Destiny.

[A great deal is now being written in the

papers and magazines about expansion, imper-

ialism and manifest destiny. The article fol-

lowing, contributed to the Dally Local News, of

West Chester, Pa., approaches the subject from

a point of view that has not been taken, so far

as the writer has observed, in any article that

has come under his notice. Our Friends of the

early time had very frequent occasion to com-

bat the assumption of predestination, or abso-

lute election, as a church dogma. It has seem-

ed as though this principle has entered into the

thought of not a few apologists for the late war
with Spain, whereby they have satisfied them-

selves with the persuasion that the latter coun-

try has simply witnessed its evident destiny in

being deprived of all its island possessions in

the West Indies and the South Seas, and so the

war was, after all, quite a righteous and holy

war on our part.

Now, some Friends who have knowledge of

the dedicated life of that man of God, Joseph
Hoag, believe that the remarkable vision un-

folded to his view concerning the future of this

nation, portions of which have come to pass, is

destined to be altogether fulfilled. It ma}' seem
that the war just ended, followed as it has been

by a great popular outburst for territorial ex-

pansion, and a reversal of the old-time policy

of non-interference in the affairs of the "Great
Powers" of Europe, marks a direct advance in

the path of imperialism, and hence in the ac-

complishment of so much of the vision referred

to as bears upon that matter. Nevertheless,

Friends would not feel justified, because of the

unfolding of such apparent "destiny," in fall-

ing into any slackness in the direction of pres-

ent apprehended duty, as against war, national

greed, or other manifestation of unrighteousness,

believing that not without blood-guiltiness could

they do aught in their own wills to bring any
vision or prophecy to pass. Hence they cannot
unite in the cry that Spain, being a wicked na-

tion beyond others, deserves and is coming un-

der its " manifest destiny " to lose all its outly-

ing possessions, and that the United States hav-
ing these now in its power, it is likewise accor-

dant with " manifest destiny " that this country
should strenuously hold on to them.—J. W. L.]

The conscience of a large proportion of our
people seems to have singularly and very rapid-

ly swung itself around to an adoption of the

belief that the traditional American policy of
non-interference in the political affairs of the
nations beyond the Atlantic may now properly
give way to a new policy of expansion.

This change of front, which is one that is be-

ing embraced as well by a large number of re-

ligious people as by others not specifically con-
cerned as to the conscientious motive, appears
to be due to an acceptance of the thought of
national predestination. Some might define
this as fatalism. We went to war not many
months ago—so we professed—for humanity's
sake. Our powerful fleets easily overmastered
those of Spain, and quickly we found many of
the island possessions of the latter within our
grasp. " Manifest Destiny " declares that, prov-

identially, these are ours, and it were a weak-

ness and a retreat from our moral responsibil-

ities towards the benighted populations of those

islands to give them up. Others again, not

particularly concerned about the moralities,

enlarge upon an enhanced commerce and the

general e.xtension of our power throughout the

world as happy consequents of this so desired

expansion.

But is this manifest destiny, as it has come to

be called, also a right destiny, that we should

thus change a safe national policy, and deliber-

ately elect to choose another ? Because this na-

tion has shown itself the stronger of the two

powers in the late war, is it justified in perforce

helping itself to its neighbor's property?"

Now we surely can not excuse the perversity

and insubordination and idolatry of the Israel-

ites on the ground that it was " manifest des-

tiny " that they should wander hither and thi-

ther in a desert land until forty years should

have fully expired. It was their own ungodli-

ness that brought upon them the doom of this

'

forty years of sorry unsettlement, and so also it

seems to me that our own nation has come to a'

parting of the ways whereby the choice of ai

wrong alternative may lead on to a long ex-i

tended, unhappy experience of our people. Thei

Bible narrative has been given to us in vain ill

we fail to preceive that it is the will of thet

Leader of his people, whether as individuals'

or as nations, that they follow the paths ol

righteousness by the most direct course, withouf

deviations to the right hand or the left. Thein

destiny, as He would have it, was marked by:

the one sacrifice, which pointed and led the waj'

to eternal life.

Until the breaking out of this war it had.

been the general belief of the enlightened peo-

ple of this country, a belief and a hope which
was likewise shared by not a few in other lands)

that it was the high privilege of the United^

States to manifest to all the world a successful'

demonstration of the value of republican prin-

ciples, so far commending the same, that tht

other nationalities, one by one, should adopts
similar plan of popular government.
The New Age, a Liberal paper of London

expressing its disappointment at the Strang;

new ideals (why not also, idols ?) with whicl

the inhabitants of the land of Washington anc

Lincoln have become infatuated, remarks:
" If America has to learn that the thirst for

empire is unquenchable, and that power doei

not come with many possessions ; if it has to b(

taught that the romantic dream of being s!

heaven-sent protector of justice and liberty al-

the world over can never be made real by tak;

ing part in the intrigues of European Courts!

by all means let our Conservative politicians—

I

the new found friends of America—hasten it \*\

a sad awakening. For ourselves the younif
Democracy of the West has represented too

much of our ideal of a great and good govern

'

ment; we have turned too frequently to th(

setting sun, in the belief that from thence thi

justice and the uprightness of the democratii

republic were to blaze for the enlightenment o

the world, to join with it now in its companion
ship with men whose only ideas of Empire an I

bagmen ideas, and whose only function in thi

history of our country has been to retard pro

gress."

Let us hope that it is not yet too late, evei

while the changes are being rung upon thi

words expansion, imperialism and manifest des

tiny, to keep out of the alluring highway fc
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f d along which they lead. Assuredly this gen
fition will never know a relinquishment of the

Italy- imposed war ta,xes, but rather their steady

igmentation, if we indeed enter upon this left

Ind road of peril. An army and a navy, ye

I year increasing taxes, and a national debt

€er growing apace, international jealousies,

jiimosities, secret treaties, scheming for the

I lance of power—all things from which it has

len our policy to firmly stand aloof. We— or

riher the Senate, for us—rejected the wi.se and
jaatly-to-be-desired treaty of arbitration with

(•eat Britain, and now there is being eagerly

campioned on every side an alliance of offence

ed defence with that power, which is a tiling

sogether different, and means not peace, but

llitary aggrandizement with expansion.

John Yeardley and his Travels.

(Continued from page 183.)

"'Now his persecution began. He was he-

lped by his flock, who entreated him not to

kve them. After much conflict of mind, he

vote a decided letter to his bishop, who in the

ei gave him his dismissal. 8till feeling him-
g(f called to proclaim the gospel, he began to

aemble the people in little companies, and to

iiruct them in the Scriptures. At the entreaty

olhis friends he settled at Brussels, where there

?s a wide held for labor amongst the poorest

othe Romish Catholics, whospeak only Flemish.

Is congregation consisted at first of some fifteen

otwenty persons; but such was the success he
rt with, that they have been obliged four or

fie times in succession to seek a larger building,

ad his congregation now consists of five bun-
ded. He is said to be one of the most powerful
poachers in the Flemish language. It is de-

i htful to be in his company ; his heart is filled

vh gratitude, and his eyes sparkle with joy,

ven he is with those who love the Saviour.

J thing is paid him by his congregation; he
hi a little property of his own, and sometimes
r eives a little help from Adolphus Society.

After a long conversatiim with him on the

Biritual nature of worship, he took us to see

(lue of his flock, with whom we had family

(iings from house to house. This is exactly

tli class our hearts longed to visit ; thanks be
hour Heavenly Father who has thus opened
d: way.

'"20lh.—The meeting at Pastor Marzial's

ht evening was much larger than we had ex-

p;ted. Van Maasdyk came in unexpectedly
aer the service which had been held at his

dielling, and with him a part of his flock.

^lny of the company were those who had re

ajnced Romanism ; some of the young men
iterested us exceedingly. I had a deal of con-

F-sation with them as to their religious ex-

P'ience. There were several young Germans
I ong them, who are residing in Brussels ; with

fee I conversed in their own language, which
te highly gratifying to them. As Pastor Mar-
tjl speaks English well, I clung to him in the

bpe of having him for an interpreter; but he
scouraged me to speak as well as I could in

tench, as the natives like it much better, and
:i)sider it a compliment to their language,
lis made me very low, it being a company of
Hl-educated persons, and I asked Van Maas-
Jk what I should do. I would rather, he re-

fed, hear ten words from your own mouth
; in ten thousand through the mouth of another

;

^ shall understand you, and what comes from
'-i heart goes to the heart. This settled the

jestiun ; I gave myself up to the language, and
P|S helped through. My M. Y. was favored in

her communication. After a short address from
M. I concluded the meeting with supplication,
al.so in French. I do believe the Spirit was
poured upon us from on high ; many hearts
were touched, and tears flowed freely frorn many
eyes.

" ' The Lord has indeed opened a wide door
for us in this place; the dear people follow us
from meeting to meeting, entreating us for an
opportunity of the like kind in their own houses

;

but we must be watchful to see our own way.
However, if the oil is staid, it is not for want of
vessels, for what we have to communicate seems
like seed cast into the prepared ground. May
the Lord himself be their teacher, and carry on
his own work ; for it is most assuredly bis. To
those who are spiritually minded, to hear of a
society holding spiritual views, is like marrow
to their bones. It is not so much what we are

able to say to them, but our being as living

witnesses to the truth which these awakened
people feel in their own hearts.'

"

" 'The country from Naniur to Liege,' writes

John Yeardley, ' and particularly from Liege to

Spa, is beautiful, the road running along the

banks of the Meuse, amid wooded rocks. These
are the works of my Heavenly Father, but I

sigh after the workmanship of his hands, created

after his own image.'
" Passing over several incidents of religious

intercourse and labor, we select a circumstance
which illustrates the state of the country, and
of their own feelings in relation to it.

" Under date of Spa, the second of the Eighth
Month, John Yeardley says:

" ' My M. Y. made acquaintance with an in-

teresting young woman in a shop, and gave her
some of the Scripture Extracts. She came to us
last evening, and remained some time convers-
ing on the Romish religion. She had never seen

the Bible. When we asked her what was the

nature of the mass, she said she did not under-
stand it, but she attended it because others did.

We gave her the Bible used by ourselves, hav-
ing no other at our disposal. Her eyes sparkled
with joy at the newly-acquired treasure. Her
heart is touched by the Spirit of God, and I

humbly hope her eyes will be enlightened to

seek for strength independently of her blind

guides.'"

"After varied experiences they left Belgium,
and at Manheim found a little company, who
met together without any regular pastor.

"'They gave us,' says John Yeardley, 'a
cordial reception, and their countenances indi-

cated that they had been with Jesus ; and, al-

though scattered as sheep among wolves, they

appeared to belong to the fold of the true

She()herd. After a few family calls, we were
conducted to the house of a pious widow, where
the meetings were usually held. As we were in

haste, these Christian people kindly appointed a

meeting for worship, to be held the same even-

ing, to receive our visit, which, through Divine
mercy, proved like a refreshing brook by the

way : the Saviour's presence being over us, his

doctrine dropped like dew on the thirsty ground.'
" At Strasburg they found Pastor Ehrmann,

and several other pious persons whom they had
known in 1833, with whom and with some others

they had much conversation on religious sub-

jects, and were called upon to explain the views

held by Friends, particularly on marriage, edu-

cation and the care of the poor."
" Basle was their next halting place. A letter

written by Martha Yeardley from this city,

contains some notice of the social and religious

life by which their tarriance in foreign cities

was characterized, and of her own peculiar
position as a gospel minister.

"
' I have deejily felt on this journey, as on

others, that it is difficult for females to make
their way as gospel ministers; we have always
found it tolerated, but I am always sensible of
a prejudice against it. On some occasions my
J. Y. has explained our views on this important
subject.

"'15th.—Yesterday we went to see a re-

markably interesting institution for missionaries,

on the top of a high mountain, called Chris-
chona Berg. It was established by Spittler, and
is well worth the trouble of a little fatigue in

getting to it. Twelve young men of the poorer
class, who have offered themselves from a sense
of duty to become missionaries, are there taught
various languages, and retained until some field

of labor opens for them to which they feel

bound. It is also a working Institution
; they are

taught various trades, in order that when they go
out they may earn their living. After viewing
the premises and hearing a lesson in Arabic, we
saw the pupils assembled in the schoolroom.
Instead of a hymn in English, which they had
learned, we asked for a little silence, which was
felt to be precious. My J. Y. then addressed
them in German, and was much helped.'

"

(To be continued.)

For "The Fkibnd,"

A Noble Silence.

I once heard a minister in the Society speak
of Socrates as the first Quaker. If by Quaker
we mean one who worships in silence, then Isaac
was one, when he went out to meditate in the
fields at the eventide. Would it not be better

to restrict the term to one who worships in

silence in the company of others who do the
same? All good men worship in private, but
the distinctive thing about Friends' worship is

that the silence is a social one. Now the earliest

record, I believe, of a society of men who sat in

religious silence is that of the ancient Gotamists
in India, in the sixth century before Christ.

Here is the account of it, in the Sacred Books
of the East (vol. xiii, p. 241) :

—
"At that time the monks, considering that the

Blessed One had ordered them to assemble on
the fourteeth, fifteenth, and eighth days of each
half month, assembled on tho.se days, and sat

there silent. The people went to them in order
to hear the Doctrine. [One remembers George
Fox, silent on the hay-stack, weaning the peo-

ple from words.] They were annoyed, mur-
mured, and became angry :

' How can the

Silkya—son's ascetics, when they have assem-
l)led on these days, sit there silent, like the
dumb, or like hogs? Ought they not to recite

the Doctrine when they have assembled?'"
These complaints were repnrted to Gotama,

and he prescribed that the Order should recite

the Doctrine and the Confessional on those sa-

cred days. The practice of silence, however,
was still kept u|j in the Order itself, the public
recitation prescribed being merely a concession

to the popular demand. In one of the oldest

and most interesting books of the PSli Canon,
viz: the Udana, we repeatedly read that when
the monks had been indulging in gossip or
worldly conversation, the Master rebuked them,
and said: "I enjoin upon you religious dis-

course or a noble silence." Finally, in the second
Sutta of the Long Collection, we read that a
Hindu King, going to visit Gotama, was aston-
ished to find twelve hundred and fifty monks
sitting in silence, so that not a cough or a
whisper was heard. The King was alarmed at
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first, and thought there was a plot. But, being

reassured by his courtiers, he went forward and

made theacquaintance of the celebrated thinker,

who forthwith delivered a discourse which, as

one of the foremost of scholars luaintains, will

one day take rank beside the Dialogues of Plato.

Albert J. Edmunds
Twelfth Month 20th, 1898.

Life is too short and full of care and sorrows

for one to be the cause of adding one feather's

weight of trouble to another's load. Will

Carleton, the poet, in the" First Settler's Story,"

we believe it was, makes the old man say, in

speaking of his wife, that she used to stand

around and boss the job, and by her kind words

lifted whole tons. Kind words have the same

efect the world over. They lift a fellow-being

out of the slough of despond ; they break the

stiffened, set features of the worried into a pleas-

ant, hopeful smile. And how much better it is

to cultivate the habit of treating everyone as

though a time would coiue when we should lay

down the mortal form ; and that to leave be-

hind a character and reputation of fairness,

truth and honor is the most enduring of riches.

—Scientific American.

The devout Moslem—wherever he is—on the

street, in the bazaar, on ship-board, and what

ever he may be doing, on hearing the " muezzin
"

call, instantly stops, spreads his cloak, and,

kneeling, goes through his forms of devotion.

Inquisitive foreigners may stop and stare, but

no matter, he will go on just as if there was no

one near. When he has finished, he resumes

his cloak and goes on with the businc'^s in hand.

He who brings one form of false worship into

the Church opens the door for a whole train.

—

Christian Instructor (Fresbyterian.)

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The American Peace Commis-

sioners arrived in New York on the morning of the

24th of Twelfth M' nlh, and proceeded at once to Wa.'ih-

ington, where the peace treaty was formally delivered

to the Presidents

The President nominated Ethan A. Hitchcock, of

Missouri, to be Secretary of the Interior. E. A. Hitch-

cock is at present Ambassador to Russia. The Senate

has confirmed the n^ mination.

In the House, Representative Williams, of Missis-

sippi, a Democratic member of the Foreign AHaii-s

Committee, stated his opposition to a policy which
would bring the Philippine Islands under the sphere

of United States influence. He contended chat it would
be hostile to the spirit of our institutions to assume
control over 9,000,000 unwilling subjects ; that annex
ation would cost us §140,000,000 a year; that the an
nexatioo of the islands met none of the tests which
applied to our past acquisitions of territory, and would

be a mistake fr<im asocial, political and material stand

point.

Circuit Judge Wood, of St. Louis, has ruled "that

the common law that gave the husband absolute right

over the personal estate of his wife has i eased to exist."

In a contested election case at Springfield, Illinois,

the Court laid d' 'wn the rule that an alien born woman
becomes naturalized when she marries a citizen of the

State.

The dissolution of the Cuban Junta in the United
States is announced.
On the 27th inst. the American Evacuation Com-

mission at Havana issued a proclamation setting forth

the terms of tlie agreement with the Spaniards for the

surrender of the island, and calling upon the people

to comply with those terms and to co-dperate for the

preservation of peace.

At a Cabinet meeting on the 21st, the instructions to

be sent to General Otis, at Manila, which will be pro-

mulgated there as a proclamation by the Pre^dent,

were discussed. The instructions are similar in import

to those sent to the officers at Santiago upon the occu-

pation of that city by United States troops.

Measures have been taken to safeguard American

interests in the island of Iloilo. General Otis has re-

ported that he has despatched two regiments and a

battery of artillery on army transports, and Admiral

Dewey has notified the Navy Department that the

cruiser Baltimore has sailed from Manila for the same

vessels sunk by Dewey at Cavite, and subsequently

raised by Naval Constructor Capps, have safely made
the voyage from Manila to Hong Kong under their

own steam.

General Guy V. Henry, the military Governor of

Porto Rico, reduces the budget for next year from

4,000,000 pesos, as under the Spanish regime, to 1,700,-

000 pesos. He asks for authority to apply the custom

house revenue to the improvement of roads and the

cleaning of cities.

Robert P. Porter, special Commissioner for the United

States to Cuba and Porto Rico, has returned from San-

tiago, and has submitted his report to the Secretary of

the Treasury.
The streets of Santiago are no longer used as sewers,

and the unhappy individual who violates the law and

escapes the lash of the Sanitary Commissioner's whip
is compelled to work on the streets for thirty days

This official. Major Barbour, with 126 men, dressed in

sp"tless white, and 32 good United States mule teams

and carts, having dug out from the streets of Santiago

the filth of ages, is now able to keep them absolutely

clean. Every day. by the aid ol petroleum, the gar-

bage of the city is burned. The work of sanitaiion is

not confined to" the streets, but extends to the dwelling

houses, shops and buildings of all kinds.

The law courts, which were abolished when General

Shatter took the city, have been reorganized. The
Supreme Court, the report contirues, is composed of

carefully selected Cuban Judges; the appointees nomi
nated wholly on account of legal attainments, the Bar
Association of the province lias been consulted as to

the character and qualifications of the new Judges.

In the same manner local government has been re-

stored and native mayors and officials appointed, the

oidy requirements being that persons accepting such

offices shall take the oath recognizing the military oc-

cupation of the island by the United States, but in no
way committing them to any future form of

Commissioner Porter recommends that an immediate
scheme be prepared for levying and collecting internal

revenue for the entire island. The question of separ-

ating the.se taxes from purely municipal taxes should

also be considered. The large amount of delinquencies

during the last three years, which amounted to about

$6,000,000, was, of course, due to the war. In norm.il

times there are $4,000,000 or $5,000,000 of revenue

that must not be overlooked, revenue which, if pro

perly and economically employed, would aid in th<

industrial rehabilitation of Cuba. Some of the more
onerous exactions however, should be abolished.

The three masted schooner Howard H. Hanscom has

been given up for lost. There were eight men
hoard. The vessel was caught in the Eleventh Month
blizzard.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 650, which is 169 more than the previous week and

254 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Deaths from influenza (la grippe) directly traced, were

29 ; while a large number of others beginning with

this disease and ending in pneumonia, bronchitis, heart

disease, inflammation of stomach and bowels, or attri-

buted to old age, cannot be estimated. Of the forego

ing 337 were males and 313 females
;
123 died of pneu

monia ; 60 of heart disease ; 60 of consumption ; 34 of

old age ; 31 of nephritis
;
25 of bronchitis ; 24 of apo-

plexy ; 24 of typhoid fever ; 18 of inflammation of the

stomach and bowels; 17 of convulsions; 16 of maras-
mus ; 14 of paralysis ; 13 of uraemia ; 12 of cancer ; 11

of Bright's disease, and 9 from casualties.

Markets, c£c.—U. S. 2's, 99 a 100; 4's, reg., IIU a

112i; coupon, 113 a 114; new 4's, 128f a 129i ; 5's,

112J a 113-1 ; 3's, 106| al07| ; currency 6's, 1899, 102J
a 103.

Feed. —Winter bran, in bulk, spot, at $13.75 a
$14.50, and spring, in sacks, $13.50 a $14 per ton.

Flodr.—Winter super., $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$v.oO a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.10 a $3.25
;

do. do., straight, $3.25 a $3.40 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.10 a $3.30 ; do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., patent,

$3.50 a $3.70 ; spring, clear, $2 90 a $3.10 ; do. straight,

$3.35 a $3.60 ; do. patent, *3.60 a $3.80 ; city mills,

extra, $2.50 a $2.75; do. clear, $3.15 a $3.40; do.,

straight, $3.40 a $3.60. Buckwheat Flour—$2.00 a
$2.10 per 100 pounds for new. Rye Flour.—$3.10
per bbl.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 72J a 73^e.

No. 2 mixed corn, 41f a 42c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35c. a 35}c.

Live Fowls.—Hens, 6 a 72C. ; old roosters, 5 a 5Jc.;

spring chickens, as to size, 6 a 7c. ; turkeys, 9 a 10c,

.

geese, 7 a 8c. ; ducks, 7 a Sc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5f a SJc; good, 5J a 5Jc.:

medium, 4^ a 5c. ; common, 4| a 4fc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4| a 5c.; good, i\ a ilc
medium, 3f a 4c. ; common, 21 a S^c. ; lambs, 4J a 6c.

Hogs.—Be.-t W^estern. 5 a 5Jc.; other grades, 41 a 5c

Foreign.—A London paper says the Pope, in re-

sponse to an appeal from the Queen Regent of Spain

has written to Don Carlos asking him to stop the Car

list agitation.

It is asserted that a German syndicate has promiset

Don Carlos a loan of 30,000,000 francs.

Prince George of Greece, the High Commissioner

o

the Powers, arrived at Canea, Crete, on the 21st inst

Prince George has issued a proclamatic n promising ti

govern with justice and impartiality, securing libert;

to all wiihout distinction.

It is said that si-veral engagements have taken plac

at Iloilo between the Spaniards and the insurgents, am
that many of the latter have been killed or wounded.
The conference based upon the flisarmamnt pro

posals of the Czar has been fixed for St. Petersburf

about he beginning of Fifth Month next.

It is believed that in China there is twenty times a'

much coal as in all Europe. i

A Panama despatch says that Colombia has agree'

to extend the concession for the Panama Canal for si:

!

years.
j

Captain Davis, who has nearly comp'eted his inspej]

tion of the hospitals, prisons and public buildings i|

Havana, made the following striking comparision
" Vienna, with its million and a half of population, hj

been called the pesthole of Europe because of iis deal

rate of more than 25 to the thousand, and yet Havani
with less than one-sixth of its population, has moi

deaths in eleien months than Vienna in twelve. Tk
deaths this y ar in Havana will outnumber those ij

Chicago by probably 5.000, and will exceed the tota.

of Boston, St. Louis, Baltimore and San Francisi

combined."

NOTICES.
Wanted.— Separate homes in same neighborhoc;

(among Friends , in Penn.=ylvania or New Jersey, 6;

twin girls, aged nine years. Address H,
Oflice of The Friend.

'

Position wanted to teach little children by tl

h'-ur at their homes, or to coach students, by expei

encfd young woman Friend. Address " M," 151 1

ISth St.

A woman Friend desires board in Philadelph

for three months ; in private family, or where fc

boarders are taken. Address J. E B.,

Office of The Friend.

Westtown Boarding School.—The General Coi

mittee will meet in Philadelphia, First Month 6(

1899, at 10.30 a. m. The Committee on Instructi

meet the same day, at 9 a. m.

Wm. Evans, Clerk.

Receipts for Dukhobortsi Fund to Twelfl
Month 27th, 1898.

German Baptist Church, Botetourt Co., Va., $42;:

Friend, per M. R. B., U ; G. G, Ontario, Canada, $

Two Friends, Pasadena, Cal., $5.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer.

252 S. Front St., Phila,i

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be J

dressed to William F. Wickbrsham, Principal

Payments on account of board and tuition, a

communications in regard to busine.ss should be f

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent,

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westto'wn Boarding School.—For convenieii

of pei-sons coming to Westtown School, the stage vl

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. ,

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met wl i

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. .

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school '

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Snp'i
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I

John Yeardley and his Travels.

i (Continued from page 191.)

"Speaking of the great advantage which an
squrtintance with the French and German
Inguages aflorded them, John Yeardley ob-

trves :

—

"'How I long that some of our dear young
lends in England might give up their minds
!id a portion of their time to the acquisition of

ese languages—and, above all, give up their

;arts to be prepared for the Lord's work

!

ow wide is the field of labor?'
"

'"A meeting at Grenoble, was well attended,

id they were thankful in being enabled to

ingle in spirit with a company of sincere and
ous Christians. The pastor called on them
e next day. He had succeeded their good
lend Bonifas, spoken of in the journey of 1843.

onversing with him on points on which Chris-

ins may differ, he observed, ' The Church of

hrist is like a great house built on a rock,

here are ditferent apartments for the various

asses of Christians ; but they are in the same
)use, and on the same rock, Christ.'

" Alter attending to some other gospel-service

. Grenoble, they resumed their journey, held

eetings in Valence and the neighborhood, and
rossing the Rhone, entered Ardeche. A meet-

ig which they held at Privas was an occasion

"remarkable stillness and solemnity.

"'31st.—There was a room filled with serious

arsons, who immediately settled into silence

ke a Friends' meeting : indeed, I wish our
leetings in England were always times of as

luch good feeling. A chapter, the second of

le Acts, was read ; after which I supplicated,

nd my M. Y. spoke in testimony, as well as

lyself M. Y. closed the opportunity in sup-

lication.'
"

'
" From Vals John and Martha Yeardley
roceeded to Nisines, where they had some in-

Jresting service, both within and beyond the

ttle society of their fellow-professors. The ac-

ount given by J. Y. of the way in which one
f their evenings was spent may be transcribed.
"

' loth.—The wife of De Hauteville came to

avite ua to spend the evening with a few relig-

ious friends, who met at her house for reading

the Bible. We had known the pious young
woman years before, and were most easy to ac-

cept the invitation. The little company mostly

knelt down, and waited some time in silence;

and then a young man offered a short and
sweet prayer. The fourth chapter of the He-
brews was then read, and nearly all present of-

fered a sentiment on the subject, in meekness
and in love, though they did not agree in their

interpretation. They spoke one after the other,

until all seemed tired ; looking earnestly at me,

as wondering svhat I would say, not having

spoken on the question. At length one of the

company asked my opinion. I telt freedom at

once to say I found no difficulty in the matter;

I could well understand the text, but I could

not understand their interpretation of it. This

remark surprised them, and raised an air of

pleasantness on every countenance. My re-

marks on the passage closed the subject, and I

think they were accorded with in the general.

Stillness was then had, and myself and dear M.
Y. spoke to the company. There was a prec-

ious feeling, and we were glad in not having

missed uniting with such spirits in passing an

hour or two instructively together.
'"

" We give the narrative in John Yeardley'?

words of his visit to Miihlheira, Germany :
—

"'8 mo. 17.—On our arrival at Miihlheim

we received a visit from three pastors resident

here and in the neighborhood, along with Pas-

tor Bochart, from Sehaffhausen, whom we had

known some years before. One of them,Schultz,

immediately asked me if we were not the parties

who had held a meeting in a school-room in this

place twenty-four years ago. They told us of a

person, Miihlenbeck, in Sarn, who represents

those who are acquainted with the interior life.

The youngest minister said directly, I will fetch

him. In an hour's time he came again, accom-

panied by a middle-aged man, much like a good

old Friend. He recollected us again, and spoke

of our meeting. When we went to see him the

next day in the village, he took us to the house

in which he had lived in 1825, and placing me
in the centre of the room said. There stood thou

twenty-four years ago, and preached the gospel

in this room ; there sat thy dear wife and her

friend, with the young man who interpreted for

her.
" ' They soon sat about making a meeting for

us, which is to be held this evening in a large

room in the house of one of the brethren. O,

my Saviour, strengthen us for this evening's

work, and forsake us not in the time of need !

"'18th.—The meeting last evening was got

well over. There were two rooms filled with

men and a few wonien ; their minds seemed

sweetly centred on the Source of good. A pre-

cious silence prevailed, and I was enabled to

address them in German from Acts xi. '23:

—

' When Barnabas was come to Antioch and had

seen the grace of God, he was glad and exhort-

ed them all that with purpose of heart they

would cleave unto the Lord.' The nature of

silent worship was also dwelt upon, and freedom

from sin, through repentance and faith in

Christ. My M. Y. spoke a few words in Ger-
man, and I supplicated in the same language.
Many hearts are prepared to receive the doc-

trine of the influence and guidance of the Holy
Spirit : it seeme<l like marrow to their bones.

"'After the meeting some came to our inn,

and remained till 10 o'clock. They seemed as

if they could not part from us. We spoke of

our ministry, missionary journeys, baptism and
the Supper, in which we seemed to be one in

sentiment and heart. Our short tarriance here

has excited curiosity to know who and what we
are, and a great desire for books; and a liberal

supply has been furnished them. Those tracts

on our religious principles are just the food

many are j)repared to receive.

'"In coming this morning from Miihlheim
to Elbeifit-ld, my heart was tendered under a

sense of the Lord's mercies. I feel poor and
unworthy, but it is impressed on my heart from
day to day that my little remaining strength

and my few uncertain remaining days must be

devoted to my Great Master's cause. I am
thankful that we have not through discourage-

ment been deterred from entering on this part

of our religious service; for, after all we have
passed through on the occasion, I do believe

the present time is seasonable.

(To be continued.)

Geant's Religious Side.—" lama profound

believer," said General Grant, "in a special and
general providence that shapes the destinies of

individuals and nations; but in such a way as

not to destroy man's free agency."

On another occasion, while conversing with

Dr. Cramer, his brother-in-law, about his ex-

periences, he said that he always carried out

what he had planned to do.

" Did you ever pray to God for aid and suc-

cess?" asked Dr. Cramer.
" Often, mentally, but briefly," he answered.

" I asked for strength and wisdom to carry to

a successful termination my task. Like my
mother, I never talked much about my religion,

but I think much. It is the all-important sub-

ject."

Grant, while President, spoke one day to his

brother-in-law of the tremendous responsibility

of the ofiice. "I often," said he, "during the

session of Congress, after a day of hard work

and an evening spent in meeting social claims,

sit up till it is far beyond midnight to study the

various questions submitted for my action."

" Do you ever pray for wisdom and guidance ?"

asked his relative.

"Yes; night and day I ask God in silent

prayer to aid in performing my duties," he an-

swered., " I believe in prayer, though I don't

talk about it."

Speaking of the impressions made by his visit

to Jerusalem, General Grant said :
" I never

felt so solemn in my life as I did while standing

before places made sacred by their associations

with Christ when He was here on earth."

—

Youth's Companion.
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Adoniram Judson.

(Concluded from page 190.)

It is to be regretted that one attempting to

give the world his biography, and that one his

own son, should have so far failed to appreciate

the depths of his religious feelings.

Had he been of the class who make religion

subservient to human convenience, his under-

taking in Burmah would have failed. He had

so far learned the safety of being led by impres-

sions of duty that it became irksome to submit

to some of thedirectiousof themissionary board.

He had translated all the Bible into the Bur-

mese tongue. He had written and published

several tracts setting forth the Christian faith

and life. These had been widely distributed,

and copies were kept in readiness for every call.

But the preparationof the dictionary, how-

ever desirable, he did not think his particular

work. It was comparable to the situation of

the Apostles when they declared it was not

meet that they should leave the preaching of

the Word and serve tables. But as the board

urged it, he submitted and carried the greut

work so far through that the English and Bur-

man part was printed before his death. Had
his time while employed in this literary work,

been otherwise used, we may never know what
diflPerence there would have been in adding to

the church daily such as should be saved.

It appears to have been Judson's belief that

the only hope of salvation for the people of In-

dia was in embracing the Christian faith. The
extreme wretchedness and wickedness of the

people was a sufficient reason for him to long

for their knowledge of " the more excellent

way."
It has been mentioned that it was six years

after his arrival that he baptized the first con-

vert. In 1833, after twenty years from his land-

ing in Burmah, he records that he baptized the

one-hundredth Karen convert at Maulmain. At
that time there were a few of those converted

from the Buddhist faith about Rangoon. But
they were somewhat scattered.

The Burman government did not permit the

apostacy of the people. Hence changes were
few and these only on solid grounds. There
were no such general changes from old super-

stitions as took place in the South Sea Islands.

The Buddhist and Brahmin religious were of

some two or three thousand years' duration, and
deeply rooted in the practices of the people.

Their devotees were men of strong reasoning
powers, not mere children in understanding.
Under the circumstances, it were perhaps all

that could be expected that the Good Seed
should be well planted in Burman soil, and the
Book of Divine Truth spread before the people
in their own tongue, leaving it to the Great
Master to direct the increase.

Were the illustrations of Christian life in

India generally such unblemished characters as
Judson, we might expect an earlier harvest.

The climate and conditions in India require
that the children of English and American
parents be sent home to be educated. To fail

in this would endanger both body and mind.
About ten years after Judson's marriage with
Sarah Boardman, her health gave way, so that
the only hope of continuing her life was by a
sea voyage to some other clime. So, with their

three older children, he left his field of labor to

bring his dear ones home, if his wife's life should
last so long. But she died, and was buried at

St. Helena. The bereft husband and father
came on to Boston with the three children.

These were left in care of their friends to be

rt-ared and educated. Their half-brother, Geo.

D. Boardman, had been sent hither, some years

before, at the age of six.

His friends in America tried to blow the

trumpet oi Dr. Judson's fame by public meet-

ings and such demonstrations, but these were

little to his taste. He preferred humility and
obscurity. Brown University conferred upon
him the degree of doctor of divinity, but he

rejected it. He hasted to return to his duties

in Burmah. But as he needed a caretaker for

the two infantile ones he had left there, it

seemed proper if it could be done rightly, to

take one with him on his return.

At a station on the way from Boston to Phila-

delphia, a few hours' detention occurred. A
triend of his, travelling in company with him,

handed him a volume of the writings of Emily
Chubbock (Fanny Fern), to while away the

time. He read some parts of it—enough to

form an estimate of the character of the work
and of its author. About two days afterward

he met with the writer. He commenced a con-

versation by a kind of remonstrance against

the employment of her talents in the composi-
tion of matter so trivial. She excused it on

the ground of the necessity of doing something
for her rather destitute parents. This, in her

case, somewhat mitigated the offence ; though it

leaves the rebuke for such misemployment of

time and talents of general application.

It is a strength to the mind of those who are

feebly protesting against the flood of light litera-

ture of the present day, to see how it affected

one whose life was devoted like Judson's, to the

service of Christ. He had spent more than
thirty years where it had been his meat and
drink to do his Master's work, with social com-
panions like-minded with himself. He had
come back to a land, his refined native home,
where the flood of magazine writings goes to

show that

and where no lessons of DivineTruth meet with
acceptance unless they are largely seasoned with
diversion and pleasantry.

With Emily Chubbock as his third wife he
returned to Burmah in 1847. Maulmain, where
he had been for the last thirteen years, was
under British government. Hence there was
religious freedom, and nothing to prevent the

missionaries from an ordinary share of human
enjoyment.

The task that had been urged upon Judson
by the home board was the completion of the
Burmese dictionary, and had he consulted his

ease he might have allotted to his colleagues
there the chief missionary labor, and addressed
himself to his literary work.
But his life had been one of self-sacrifice, and

he could not be reconciled to any personal in-

dulgence now. The despotic Burman govern-
ment forbade its subjects to forsake the old sup-
erstitions, and he longed to have the way opened
for the diffusion among them freely of the gospel
of Christ. To promote this he again repaired to

Rangoon and endeavored to reach Ava, the
seat of government. He hoped that his ac-
quaintance with influential men about the court
would give him such access to the king that he
could be induced to grant freedom in religious
matters to his subjects. But the home board
refused to furnish means for the trip or to au-
thorize him to undertake it. They did give
their assent two years afterward, but then icwas
too late. He returned to Maulmain, where a

year later, the English and Burman part of tl

dictionary being now completed, his health gai

way, and he embarked on the sea as a possib

means of recovery, but after a few days he die

and his remains were consigned to the deep.

In the anticipation of death his soul was swj

lowed up in Divine love. He was ready to d

part to the realms of eternal blessedness, b
willing, if so ordered, to spend a few years mo
in labors for the cause of Christ— a few she

years in which he might invite a few more soi

to join the ransomed hosts of heaven.

He had seen seven thousand of the Burma
united to the church, and had witnessed t

dying in the faith and hope of the gospel

many who had not become members of the oi

ward fold. Through all his discouragemei

he planted in Burmah the nucleus of a Chi
tian church. He gave the Bible to the peoj

in their own tongue, and it was with sublii

satirfaction that he could lay down his hes

trusting that his Great Master would bless t

work so well begun.

From a deeply interesting letter written

Etuily Judson shortly after her bereaveme
the following extract is taken as illustrative

the fraternal feeling which should warm t

heart of every Christian traveller.

"There was something exceedingly beauti:

in the decline of your brother's life. .

One subject which occupied a large share

his attention was that of brotherly love. Y
are perhaps aware that, like all persons of

ardent temperament, he was subject to stro

attachments and aversions, which he sometin

had difliculty in bringing under the controlli

influence of Divine grace. He said that he h

always felt more or less of an affectionate r

terest in his brethren, as brethren, and somef
them he loved very dearly for their persoi 1

qualities; but he was now aware that he h;l

never placed his standard of love high euoii; .

He said it was not sufficient to be kind al

obliging to such, to abstain from evil speaki;

and to make a general mention of them in ^t

prayer ; but our attachment to them should e

of the most ardent and exalted character ;t

would be so in heaven, and we lost immeasui-

bly by not beginning now. "As I have hn
you, so ought ye also to love one another," \

a precept continually in his mind, and he wo
often murmur as though unconsciously, "A
have loved you,"—" as I have loved you," £

then burst out with the exclamation, " O
love of Christ !"

. . . One day, with sudc

animation he said, earnestly, " I have gained

victory at last. I love every one of Christ's

deemed as I believe He would have me li

them in the same manner, though not proba

to the same degree, as we shall love one anot :

in heaven ; and gladly would I prefer ; >

meanest of his creatures, who bears his na J

before myself."

With a reference to the interment of r

husband's remains in that " unquiet sepulchi

the ocean, E. J. most beautifully concludes i

•

letter to the sorrowing sister, and her woi

may form a fitting conclusion to this sketch

"It matters little, for we know that while «

unconscious clay is drifting on the shifting c-

rents of the restless main, nothing can distii)

the hallowed restof the immortal spirit. Neit

could he have a more fitting monument tl

the blue waves which visit every coast; for

warm sympathies went forth to the ends of

earth, and included the whole family of mai
" It is all as God would have it, and our d
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ii but to bend meekb
riith and patience, ti

loned home."

to his will, and wait in

I we also shall be suni-

Selected for Thb Fbibnd.

Time Spent in Learning Music—Shall

•e cultivate the talent of music and give win^s

) the fascination ? or shall we gently divert the

iste and feelings of our pupils into some less

xceptioiial channel?
' When I call to mind the corruption of the

uman heart, the follies and vices of the world,

ae eniicements of the concert and the opera,

nd the easy access afforde<l by the superior skill

I music, to the centre of fashionable life, I

im constrained to confess tuat the latter ap-

lears to me much the safer alternative. I am
cquainted with many families of young people

II which the study of music is entirely avoided
;

nd I have sometimes been thrown in the way

if other families in which that study has been

udulously enforced and practised. 1 have ob-

irved that mental cultivation, practical useful-

less, and sober domestic duties, are, in general,

Ijore prevalent in the former than in the latter

lasses of families ; and I can fully subscribe to

. sentiment which was once expressed to me by

tie late excellent Hannah Mure, that it is no

enial error on the part of serious professors

f religion, to allow and encourage their daugh-

;rs to spend those livelong hours, which might

1 save been devoted to truly beneficial pursuits

h the ceaseless, tiresome touch of the harpsi-

t herd or piano forte. J. J- G.

In

Industrial Relief for Cuba.

recent meeting held in New York, to

consider the present condition of Cuba, and to

organize a system for their relief. The follow-

statements were made by William W.
Howard :

" Prior to the declaration of war between

Spain and the United States nearly three hun-

Ired thousand men, women and children had

died of starvation in Cuba. The figures are

semi-official.

This frightful mortality was the result of

Captain General Weyler's infamous order of

concentration, by which all the farmers and

workers of the country districts throughout the

of Cuba were compelled to leave their

homes and congregate in the fortified towns,

where they had neither food to eat nor shelter

from the weather."
" But the death of the reconcentrados made

no apparent diminution in the number of the

starving poor in Cuba. Persons who, up to the

beginning of the war, had been able to keep

soul and body together without begging, were

driven to the wall at last througfi the high

Selected for The Friend.

To A Young Convert.—" Far be it from

lae to give an opinion as to what may be thy

luture path, the great Head of the church

lihooses his own instruments as it pleaseth Him
;

jiut even if it should be his purpose that thou

Ibouldst thus testify thy love to Him, He may
how it to thee, as He has done to many others,

!or years before He calls to the public acknow

tedgment of it.

1 1 believe, also, that young converts—thost

jho are newly awakened to the value and im

lortance of religion—are very apt, in the ardor

)f their feelings, to imagine they are called to

jreat things, and in the overflowings of that

ove to their Saviour which may be raised in

M.heir heart, to believe they must, as thou ex-

iipressest it, ' speak his praise " to those around

>;hem, but it does appear to me to be one of the

U?ery successful stratagems of our ever-watchful

Ji snemy, to persuade the young, as soon as they

lloegin to walk in the right way themselves, that

hhey are called upon to teach others, rather

I than abide under the blessed teaching which

si would, if they had patience to endure its secret

•il reproofs, and wait upon its salutary though si-

ilent monitions in due time, make them more

n» capable to do so, in their daily life and conver-

sation."

; 1 Maria Fox.
br

—
jl CouNTLEi3S women have inspired their hus-

II bands with noble aspirations which have led to

most worthy life. A husband should also be to

leljhis wife a true helpmate. The aim of his life

CI should be not merely to provide fine things for

her wear, and luxuries for her home, but to

ill help her toward higher culture, to adorn her

tk mind, to cultivate her character, and refine her

spirit. ^
It is easier to lay up riches in heaven, than

to accumulate riches on earth.

prices and lack of food following the closi

the ports. Most of the persons now needing

food and clothes were a year ago able to take

care of themselves.
" But let us try to understand as best we may

the present condition of Cuba. General Wey-
ler's order of concentration not only drove the

country people into the towns and cities but de-

stroyed their farm houses, their farming tools,

their domestic utensils, the growing crops in

their fields, the seed that was ready for plant-

ing, the oxen in the furrow, the cattle in the pas-

tures, and the fowls about the barnyard. Noth-

ing was left that could sustain life. The country

was laid waste by fire, and bands of robbers and

guerrillas prowled about the ruins. At that

time Cuba was described as 'a mound of ashes

soaked with blood.' In my visit to Cuba last

February I saw not one farmhouse standing in-

tact. Outside of the towns and cities the country

was like a desert, with here and there an im-

provised hut where a few farm folk had return-

ed, under the protection of the new Captain-

General, to begin their shattered lives anew. It

should be bore in mind, however, that this con-

dition did not exist in the eastern end of the

island, as the insurgent army was practically in

control east of the JucaroMoron trocha. In

eastern Cuba, although clothing was scarce,

there was always plenty of food.

" The barren fields are there, overgrown with

weeds and briars and rank grass, and the peo-

ple are there, hungry, empty-handed and help-

less. How shall we deal with this condition ?

" Whether we intended it or not we have the

reconstruction of Cuba upon our hands. This

is inevitable. We cannot escape it if we would.

" My plan for dealing with the problem of

the Cuban poor is to help the poor to help

themselves. Instead of pauperizing gifts of

food and clothes I would give honest employ-

ment. The details of my plan are simple and

easily understood.

1. A tract of good farming land should be

secured near a city or town where the need of

the poor is most pressing.

2. A thoroughly capable American should

be placed in charge of this land, with sufficient

funds at his disposal to give employment to a

considerable number of men.

3. This American should offer to the able-

bodied poor of the neighborhood day's work at

ploughing, planting and cultivating this land.

The workers should be paid the lull local mar-

ket value of their labor.

4. Only the comn)on food crops of the island

should be grown. When the crops come to

maturity they should be sold for cash in the

best available market. The money received

should be turnea back into the fund and used

over again in the same way. This should be

continued until the need for this kind of relief

no longer exists.

5. At the earliest practicable moment indi-

vidual workers should be assisted to return to

their ohi homes to begin their broken lives

anew. This will be determined solely by indi-

vidual circumstances, and not by any philan-

thropic desire to thrust them forth in crowds

simply because the war is ended and Cuba is

free. No individual should be sent to his old

home until he is mentally, morally and physic-

ally capable of going. The assistance given

should not be in the form of a charity. It may
be, and should be, a plain business transaction.

The giving of tools and seeds and farm oxen

and provisions, as a charity, should under no

circumstances be permitted. The assisted far-

mer should be required to repay, with interest,

the full value of the assistance given. This will

not be looked upon by him as a hardship, but

as an ordinary business transaction such as he

has been accustomed to all his life. Nor will

it in reality be a hardship. The soil of Cuba

is wonderfully fertile, and, with ordinary dili-

gence, farming is a profitable enterprise."

An effort was agreed to be made to institute

measures for assisting the Cuban poor in accord-

ance with the views above expressed. Contri-

butions towards such an effort may be sent to

the care of The Continental Trust Company,

New York, for The Cuban Industrial Relief

Fund.

HOW RELIEF WAS ADMINISTERED IN ARMENIA.

The following interesting statement has lately

been made, respecting the manner in which re-

lief was efficiently administered to the suffering

Armenians in 1897, by Herbert M. Allen :

"The first thing to do was, of course, not to

attempt the insane method of feeding such an

enormous population, but to find some way by

which they might feed themselves. We took

up first the question of providing the farmers

with what was most indispensable—namely,

oxen. Early in 1897, I went to Persia at the

request of Major Williams, the British Consul,

and with the Ambassador's approval. I went

to purchase as many oxen as I could at that

lower altitude until the snow in the Van region

had melted. By the first of May, after running

the gauntlet of rapacious Persian officials and

thwarting the evil designs of Koordish brigands

on the frontier, I succeeded in passing 352 oxen

over into Turkey. After that I purchased from

the Koords in the Van region, and by fall the

total number of oxen purchased and distributed

was 1,225. These were supplied on an indus-

trial plan to about 3,800 families. The cattle

were first of all branded with a mark which

made them the property of the British Consul.

Then they were assigned to the villagers. The

recipients were obliged to sign a receipt and a

note, which made the oxen a pure loan subject

to certain conditions, and made obligatory the

payment, at next harvest, of a measure of wheat

for the use of each ox. It was estimated that

about 22,000 people were and are still support-

ed by the work of these cattle. If they had
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been given to the people outright, even suppos-

ing the Koords and Turks let them alone, the

whole plan would probably have been a failure.

During the long months preceding the spring

plowing the pinch of want and hunger would

have driven an impoverished and somewhat im-

provident people to have killed or sold the oxen

in hand."

For "THE Feiend."

Amsterdam's Welvaren.

From personal experience and private records

a fuller account than that already given of the

"John Warder School" in Amsterdam, may
be of interest. A printed circular, about 1860,

says of this school: "To all lovers of peace as

well as of education, its maintenance becomes an

object of interest, appealing alike to those in-

terested in the Society [of Friends] in general

and in the cause of education, and also in the

maintenance of a Christian testimony to the

principles of peace."

That John Warder, a respected citizen of

Philadelphia and a Friend in good standing in

his Monthly Meeting of the Northern District,

should have spent ten years in Loudon is ex

plained by his letter-books, now in possession

of the Historical Society, covering a period of

three years 1776-78. As a member—or repre-

sentative—iif the firm of Jeremiah Warder &
Sons (if Philadelphia, in the Seventh Month
1776 he sailed from New London, Conn., for

Bonleaux, a voyage of thirty-ihree days, whence

he made his way to London and opened a busi-

ness house with William Capper.

The captain of the ship Nancy, of which John
Warder was part owner, unknown to J. W. in

1781, took out letters of marque, and captured

a Dutch ship BoZ/and's WelvcBrt. Hearing this,

to guard agaiust any future claims J. W. insured

the vessel, which, having put in to Limerick for

repairs, was on its voyage thence to London
totally lost. The eighteen hundred pounds in-

surance paid was the source from which in 1829
the infant school in Amsterdam was founded.

We pass over the successful and unsuccessful

attempts at restitution made by John Warder
himself and by the Friends of London ; the

subsequent increase of the fund ; its final adop-

tion by Trustees of Devonshire House Monthly
Meeting. It is a story told in print but of no

interest here. Part of the restitution consisted

of money expended for the poor of Amsterdam,
and an annual distribution of bread. Stephen
Grellet, who was present at one of these latter

occasions, hearing the explanation of the origin

of the custom, which was always made, remarked
that no more powerful peace sermon could be

preached to the people than that embodied in

these circumstances.

John Stephen Mollett, of Amsterdam, on a

visit to London was much impressed with a

sight of the infant school in Spitalfields, and at

his suggestion the interest arising from the Trust
property (of John Warderj was devoted to

maintain a similar institution in the Dutch city.

In 1829 a house was purchased for two hundred
and eighty-one pounds and the school opened.

It was not only the first infant school in Am-
sterdam, but its success led to the establishment

of other schools in later years. At the death
of S. Mollett his son-in-law Daniel Boissevain

Jr. accepted the care of management and over-
sight necessary on the spot.

The premises were old when purchased ; in

thirty years they became so dilapidated that an
appeal was sent forth for funds to erect a new
building. In 1864 the house Beerenstraat,

twenty seven, was built. It is a stone building

surmounted by the figure of a ship in fullsail;

the monogram JW over the windows; painted

on the front, Bewaar School, Amsterdam's
Welvaren. On a large wooden tablet inserted

in the wall of the main entrance is recounted

in English and Dutch the events leading to the

establishment of the school. Entering the larger

of the two school rooms the eye catches sight of

a clock dial with this inscription :
" Let op den

Tyd." (Be punctual.)

On several occasions the descendants of John

Warder have visited the Amsterdam school, and

always been received with distinctive courtesy.

Through the interested kindness of William

Beck of London, respresenting the present trus-

tees of the fund, the latest of these visits by John

Warder's grandchildren was planned. G. M.
B<iissevain called upon the American party in

Amsterdam, and arranged for day and hour of

the visit, and the presence of one of the com-

mittee of four women who make frequent in-

spection of the school.

In a pouring rain, and with the needful chance

guidance of passers-by, the school house was

finally discovered on a quiet, narrow street. The
school-mistress, who lives in the building, on

our arrival gathered the little Dutch pupils

—

all between the third and seventh year in age

—

for the salute of welcome, a waving of hands.

As the intercourse on either side must be by

signs, this was as effective as speech.

These are children of the poor—not paupers

—hy preference those who live in the neitrbor-

hood. They must be taken to and from school

at the appointed hours; nine to twelve A. M.

;

half past one to four p. M. The schooling costs

two pence a week ; for those who dine at the

school one penny a week is charged. Seventh-

day is a half holiday. Four young women as-

sist the head mistress in giving elementary in-

struction, singing, short poems suited to their

capacity, the value of money, and the Frcebel

methods. All must be cleanly dressed and the

hair cut short. The demand to enter is so great

and the limit of one hundred and fifty not ex-

ceeded, that sometimes sixty are waiting for

vacancies.

In the two rooms separated by glass doors, the

little people were put through their paces for

the strangers from over the sea. As they sang
or recited their wooden shoes clattered time upon
the floor, arms and hands took due part in the

perf)rmance. When play hour came, being too

wet for the yard, we adjourned to the basement,
and the young teachers joined in plays which
simulated wind-mills and other Dutch accessories.

At lunch time the little tots were seated in

orderly rows, the glass thrown open to make
one long room. Their baskets and bundles were
produced—one lunch was packed in asmall cigar

box—and they contentedly nibbled their bread
and bologna sausage, or whatever mother had
supplied. Tin mugs were passed round and each
child received a drink of milk. One infant dis

played with evident pride to his neighbors an
impossible looking candy image which was evi-

dently a rich possession to the Dutch mind.
Now while the children could not imagine

what the Americans might say, they did evi-

dently and appreciatingly and understandingly
grasp a rendering of "Johnny Smoker," the

delight of the Anglo-Saxon child. After pres-

entation of specimens of weaving mats and
frames, with waving of hands and thanks to

and through the interpreting committee member,
the visit was over.

Sahah Cadbuky.

The Sin of Unbelief.

How beautifully the writer of the letter to *

the Hebrews indentifies himself with those to f
whom it is addressed ! In the argument he leads I'

up through the types to the wondrous sacrifices fl

to Christ himself, beginning and ending the if

epistle in majestic and unassailable argument,
f'

His exhortations to faith and patience in theii

tenth chapter are followed iu the eleventh byajf

review of the heroes of faith, and in the first t'

verse is an exact definition of faith looking att^'

it from the divine point of view. The substance I'

of the object of our faith and on another side the fl

evidence that " we have the petition we have I
>

desired of Him." A vivid commentary on Mark [J

xi: 24. In chapter twelve he begins," Where-

«

fore seeing we also are compassed about with sci'

great a cloud of witnesses let us lay aside every tf

weight, and the sin that doth so easily besettii

us."

What in the thought of God is the sin ? W« ft

are accustomed to hear one say, "Anger is inj||

besetting sin," another, " Drink is the besettiusi

sin," and so on through the catalogue of sinfulji

acts. Let us try and get at the root and dig iljn

out, and leave the branches to die from the ef it

feet of the destruction of the root. Who is " us?' u

Clearly those to whom the writer addresses th(

letter, that is, to believers in our glorious Christ

Not to those who have a name to live, but U

those who are called out of the world, and thougl

living in are not of it. Confessing themselve

to be pilgrims and strangers in it and " wh(

seek a country." This calls for a separatee

people, sanctified wholly to God, and iu when

the indwelling Christ is revealed to a godlesi

world. Or in a term more liked by some, thoalil

having " the fulness of Jesus." Can it be tha^i

we who heard " the Voice" calling to separatioi ji

and sanctification are exhorted through thip

word of the Holy Spirit to not only "lay asid|,

every weight," but also lay aside the sin commoiji

to the people of God, to all the people of God. |

The besetting sin of the people ot God. Wha
i|

is that sin? Following the eleventh chapte,.ii

and preceded by " wherefore," it clearly referl

to the opposite of the subject of the eleventlil

chapter, which is faith. The opposite is unbeliett

One need not reflect long on this point to comi,;

to that conclusion. The word is not loose an(jj

indefinite, but clear cut it stands out. The siuj

common to all and one to be laid aside. Bait

how lay aside that which we have not considere(
\

ourselves responsible for cherishing? By tak

ing the simple and immediate way pointed ou

in 1 John 1:9. " If we confess our sin He i

faithful and just to forgive us our sin and t

cleanse us from all unrighteousness." " Lookini

unto Jesus, the author and the finisher of faith,'

There are times in the life of God's separatee

ones when it seems as if all the forces of tb

devil were contending against our simply be

lieving God, and with " faithful Abraham count

ing the thing that is not as though it were."

The devil so weaves a veil of reality about uji;

that we can see nothing but his counterfeits o

the real, and the calamity and the symptoms, an(

the distance at which he puts God, and th

reality and the present distress is made so rea

that we are beset and fall into the sin of unbc

lief What then is our refuge, and how can W'

lay aside the sin of unbelief? Simply lookio]

unto Jesus. " Impossible for God to lie." " Ther

hath no temptation taken you but such asi

common to man, but God is faithful, who wil

not suffer you to be tempted above that ye ar

able, but will with the temptation make a way o

escape that ye may be able to bear it." There
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I, ileur child of God, turn in simple trust to

iis and talk it over with Him.

ile, the author, will surely care for the weak
and He, the finisher of faith, will finish a

begun in us if we but yield wholly. The
hindrance to God is an unyielded will.

re is no power in heaven able to work out

's plan to save and sanctify and perfect and

pith all the fulness of Jesus, in one in whom
will is not yielded to Him in the minutest

icular. There is no power in the realm of

idversary, the devil, that can withstand God
the perfecting of his will concerning us, in

will that is yielded to God in its inmost

.hs. Let us then say to Him, I am " willing

made willing," and He will attend to all

details of the work. Our only work is to

in position, that of a perfectly yielded will.

a, even so, Lord Jesus.

—

Edgar K. Sellew.

LD People.—I want to say a word to the

people. 1 see you wherever I go. I see

on the streetcars. The conductor gives

Bar an extra rest when you get on or off, out

ourtesy to your slow steps. 1 see you at

•ch. You nod sometimes, but the sermon

)t complete without your smile of approval.

3 you in the warmest corner of the hearth,

ing the paper.

ou have one great temptation : it is to think

your days of usefulness are over. You are

in the way, so you feel, and you'd better

lut of the world.

; is a great mistake. If the Lord thought

old people were useless He would have de-

i some way to suddenly get rid of them,

^hat makes a person useful? Not ability

'ork. A baby cannot earn a penny, cannot

stroke of work, yet is often the most im-

,ant factor in the household. Baby's cora-

often makes father " straighten up;" often

lites the estranged hearts of husband and

; often brings sobriety and industry into

home life.

.n old man sitting in an arm-chair, feeble

helpless, may be the most useful member
16 household. Let me say three things to

'irst. Old people are a blessing because of

r accumulated wisdom. You have made
journey of life. You have the rich experi-

I—more valuable than Khmdike. That boy

bright boy who forms the acquaintance of

6 aged person.

xond. Old people supply a necessary con-

ative force. You make society more stable.

I bring reverence to us. The age that is wise

I before the hoary head.

liird. Old people link us to heaven. You
ind us of the future life. " My old mother
ws how to pray," said a merchant recently

le. You bind us to the throne of God.
he earth would be positively poor without

, I am not sure but that you are the most
bl members of society.

—

Advance.

Twenty-Third Psalm.

Beneath me : green pastures.

Beside me: still waters.

With me : my Shepherd.
Before me : a table.

Around me : mine enemies.

After me : goodness and mercy.
Beyond me : the house of the Lord.

•Study Hannah very carefully—she is one of

iV great women of God. Compare her es

Kially with Mary and Elizabeth, in Luke.—
R'Mrd of Chrktian Work.

Selected for The Friend.

RETROSPECTION.
Anna .Shipton.

" Thou Shalt remember all the way which the Lord thy
God led thee " (Deut. vlll : 12.)

"Cast not away, therefore, your confidence, which hath
great recompense of reward' (Heb. x: 35).

He was better to me than all my hopes.
He was better than all my ft-ars;

He made a road of my broken works.
And a rail.bow of my te;irs.

The billows that guarded my sea-girt path
But earned ray Lord on their crest,

When I dwell on the days of my wilderness march,
I can lean on his love for the rest.

He emptied my hands of my treasured store,

And his covenant love revealed
There was not a wound in my aching heart
But the balm of his breath had healed.

Oh, tender and true was the chastening sore.

In wisdom, that tauglit and tried,

Till the soul that He sought was trusting in Him,
And nothing on earth beside.

He guided by paths that I could not see,

By ways that 1 have n t known
;

The crooked was straight and the rough made plain
As 1 followed the Lord alone.

I praise Him still for the pleasant palms.
And the water sprin .s by the way

;

For theg owing pillar of llame by night.

And the sheltering cloud by day.

There is light for me on the trackless wild.

As the wonders of old 1 trace.

When the God of the whole earth went before,

To search me a resting place.

Has He changed for me ? Nav, He changes not

;

He will brini; me by some new way.
Through fire and flood and each irafty foe,

As safely as yesterday.

And if to warfare He calls me forth,

He buckles my armor on
;

He greets me with smiles, and a word of cheer.

For battles his sword hath won
;

He wipes my brow as I droop and faint

He blesses my hand to toil

;

Faithful is he, as he washes my feet

From the trace of each earthly soil.

Never a watch on the dreariest halt

But some promise of love endears
;

I read fr'im the past thai my future shall be
Far better than all my fears.

Like the golden-pot of the wilderness bread
Laid up with the blossoming rod.

All safe in the ark with the law of the Lord,

Is the covenant care of my God.

The Flag With Nine Stripes.—The Chair-

man of the Boston School Board, — Gallagher,

visited a school, and seeing an artistic drawing
on the blackboard, asked what it was.

" Why, that is a flag," said the teacher.
" Of what country ?"

"The United States flag, of course. It was
drawn by one of our brightest boys."

" But," said the visitor, " I see there are only

nine stripes on it. Now suppose you ask that

bright boy to add four more stripes before you
call it the" United States flag."

A casual observer might not know the differ-

ence between a flag with nine stripes and one

with thirteen, or between a flag with thirty

stars and one with forty-five, but a flag is not

the United States flag, unless it conforms strictly

to United States law. It must be precisely ac-

cording to the regulations that have been issued.

And if earthly governments are so strict and
stringent in their requisitions and prescriptions,

and will allow nothing changed and nothing

substituted for that which the army regulations

prescribe, what shall we say of Christians who
profess to change and alter and regulate the af-

fairs of the church after their own will, mind,

way and fashion, without regard or respect to

the commands, the precepts, the example of

Christ, and of his apostles ?

—

H. L. Hastings.

Ministering Friends Who Have Died Abroad.
Not infrequently in the history of our Society

the ambassadors of Truth have been required to

lay down their lives in foreign lands. The in-

stances on record show that there has been no
shrinking from the service, no regrets or mis-

givings as to being rightly called ; the Christian

soldier has not been behind the world's warrior
in his readiness to lay down his life in the ser-

vice of his King.
John Woolman is among the early examples

of a Friend minister dying, so to speak, in

foreign service. He passed away at York in

1772, and the tablet inscribed with his name
and date of birth and death can still be seen let

into the wall near where his remains were laid

in the Friends' buryingground. Bishop Hill.

In his fifty-second year he obtained a minute
from the Quarterly Meeting of Burlington, U.
S. A., to visit Friends in England, particularly

in Yorkshire, and it is not a little remarkable
that when he arrived in that county he wrote
in his Journal that he could see no further than
York, and felt a "stop in the appointment of

meetings." When he arrived in York he was
taken with the small-pox, and died at the house
of Thomas Priestinan, after ten days' illness,

not, however, without giving beautiful testimony

of his " resignation to the Lord's will, whichever
way the disorder might turn." (See his Journal
and subsequent account of his last days.) The
Friends' burial-ground. Bishop Hill, York, has

long been closed against interments, but it con-

tains the dust of many whose names are cherished

as fathers and mothers in the church. In the

supplement to the Journal of John Woolman
we learn that the interment followed a large

solid meeting in the Friends' meeting-house in

York, and it is not difficult when standing with-

in the enclosure, to picture the gathering round
the graveof this pure-minded messenger ofTruth,

whose sentiments, as expressed in his Journal,

were fully a century ahead of his time. Indeed
many of the thoughts which passed through his

mind as rays of light through a crystal are only

just beginning to be worked out in practice.

Thirty years before John Woolman, there

died on the island of Tortola (one of the West
India Islands), John Estaugh, a Friend who
had emigrated from Kelvedon, in Essex, Eng-
land, to Haddonfield, in New Jersey, in the year

1700. He threw in his lot with Friends in the

year 1693, when in his seventeenth year ; became
a minister in his eighteenth year, and was mar-

ried to Elizabeth Haddon, whose romantic his-

tory is very prettily told in a booklet written

in 1881, by Hannah F Sturge, entitled, " Frag-

mentary Memorials of John and Elizabeth Es-

taugh." The courtship of John and Elizabeth

is also immortalized by Longfellow in his " Tales

of a Wayside Inn," though the descendants of

the adopted son of this interesting couple do not

credit the statement that Elizabeth made the

proposal of marriage. John Estaugh, we are

told in the booklet, " travelled much in the work
of the ministry, performing several extensive

journeys in Great Britain, Ireland, New Eng-
land, and some of the West India Islands. To
this service his wife cheerfully resigned him. In

1742 he visited the island of Tortola a second

time, when, having performed his mission of

love, he died of fever after an illness of

Next in point of time comes Daniel Wheeler,

whose connection with our Society, after his

military service, his gospel labors, his appoint-

ment by the then Tsar of Russia as superinten-

dent of an agricultural establishment near St.
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Petersburg in 1817, and his foreign travels in

theserviceof the gospel, form almost a romance

in the annals of our Society. This dear Friend,

in his sistyninih year, when his constitution

had been undermined by his hard early military

service, felt it his duty, in 1840, to pay another

visit to his friends in America. He embarked

at Portsmouth on the thirtieth of Third Month,

took cold wheu he had been a week on board,

landed at New Y.^rk on the twenty-eighth of

Fourth Month, in a very feeble state, and was

removed to the house of a Friend, where he was

nursed with all the care that loving hearts and

hands could give him. He continued in a very

fluctuating state, sometimes rallying so far as to

encourage the hope of his ultimate recovery,

then sinking back into a state of prostration,

till, on the thirteenth of Sixth Month he was

gently released, after declaring on his bed of

sickness that he had been " mercifully directed

as to an hair's breadth." " Yes, plainly," said

he, " as if I had had a scroll of directions in my
hand." Among the gems of John Greenleaf

Whittier's poems may be reckoned his lines on

Daniel Wheeler. He must have seen and heard

him to be able to bring him so vividly before

us as in the followiu

" O dearly loved !

And worthy ol our love ! no more
Thy aged form shall rise before

The hushe 1 and waiting worshipper,

In meek obedience utterance giving

To words of truth so fresh and living,

That even to the inward sense

They bore unquestioned evidence

Of an anointed messenger!"

In point of nearness to our own times, Wil-

liam Forster, father of the late W. E. Forster,

comes closest to us. Not a few Friends now
living may remember his noble enthusiasm in

the cause of negro freedom, which led him in

1853 to undertake, after a similar service to the

crowned heads of the Continent of Europe, when
clnse on his seventieth year, to cross the sea and
interview the President and State Governors

throughout the North American States, that he

might "rouse the moral indignation of those in

authority against the foulest blot upon their

common profession of Christianity." In that

interestinggallery ofQuaker worthies, " Friends

of Half a Century," edited by William Robin-

son, we learn that William Forster, while on

this mission in the cause of negro emancipation,

was often engaged, powerfully and impressively,

as a minister in the Friends' meetings which
came in his way. " It was thus," he writes,

" that the meeting at Friendsville, in Tennessee,

was made a very memorable opportunity on the

second (jf First Month, 1854. On the fourth he

became indisposed, and before many days of

hope and fear had passed, it became evident to

him and his companions that the end was draw-

ing near. His patience, resignation, and tran-

quillity were very striking, and early on the

morning of the twenty fourth he quietly expired.

His remains were laid to rest in the quiet sunny
grave-yard by the little meeting-house at Friends-

ville, and were there an epitaph on the simple

stone that marks the spot it might well be,

—

" 'Servant of God, well done !

Rest from thy loved employ !

Tiie battle fought. the_ victory won 1

Enter thy Master's joy.'
"

Somewhere in the "Life of Wm. E. Forster,"

by T. Wemyss Reid, he tells of the visit paid

by the son to his father's grave in Tennessee,

and of the loving remembrance of him that still

lingered around the scene of his last days after

a lapse of nearly forty years.—J. L. in London

Friend. ^
Fritchley and its Friends.

During a recent visit to Derbyshire the writer

went twice to Fritchley, to see the place and

the Friends there ; and perhaps the impressions

he derived may interest some readers.

Fritchley is truly described, in a Derbyshire

guide- book, as a " hamlet." It is indeed a pretty

and very quiet little village, about a mile from

Ambergate Station of the Midland Railway.

It consists of a few scattered houses with pic-

turesque gardens, on the side of a hill sloping

down to a brook which flows through a pond

by a disused bobbin-mill, and runs on to join

the Amber stream, which, in its turn, flows into

the Derwent at Ambergate. The valley rises

above Fritchley until it reaches Crich village,

with its houses and steepled church [building] on

a prominent ridge; and still higher is the pre-

cipitous side of Crich Hill, surmounted by its

tower or "stand," a prominent object for scores

of miles around, and commanding a view of a

large portion of Derbyshire. It is just a thous-

and feet above the sea. Lovely are the land-

scapes and scenes, rich the foliage and flowers,

in this peculiarly charming region. This is es-

pecially the case in the adjacent valleys ofCrom-
ford, Alderwasley, Via Gellia, and Matlock.

Nor are historic and antiquarian associations

of interest lacking. Within a few miles are

several of the old castles and mansions, or their

ruins, in which Mary Queen of Scots was im-

prisoned during the last years of her chequered

life. One of these, Wingfield Manor, is only

about two miles from Fritchley, and its ruins

are seen from a little above the village. Be-

tween Fritchley and Crich also are remains of

hut-dwellings of the ancient Britons, who ap-

pear to have lingered on, in this remote inland

recess amongst the hills, centuries later than in

many other parts of England.

The principal building in Fritchley is the

very neat new meeting-house of the local body
of Friends, erected in 1897, and capable of

holding about one hundred persons. There is,

however, space for enlargement when needed.

The ground was kindly presented by William
McCheane, of Matlock ; whilst Thomas David-

son, formerly of Aberdeen, but now of Fritchley,

devoted a large amount of time, trouble, and
ingenuity to the oversight of the erection until

its completion. It is a great credit to these two
Friends in particular.

The little body, usually styled " the Fritchley

Friends," claim to be more faithful representa-

tives of the original Society of Friends than
they consider the London Yearly Meeting to

be. For they regard the latter and larger body
as having seriously " departed " from both the

principles and practices of the early Friends. . .

However, notwithstanding the differences on
various points, minor or otherwise, there is so

much of good that is common to the little

Fritchley group and their " big brother," that

it is to be hoped that more and more of mutually
appreciative harmony may subsist between them.
For in proportion as any bodies of Friends, or

indeed any denominations of Christians, are led

to direct their interest to what is good in their

brethren of other sections, or to the points of
agreement rather than of dissent, in such meas-
ure will love be promoted and reunion facili-

tated. . . .

On one of the writer's visits to Fritchley it

was Monthly Meeting, on one of the first fine

days of the early summer. Several men and

women, dressed in the old distinctive costuD

:

of the Society, came over from Helper and Mi

'

lock. Then, on reaching Fritchley, were se^

groups of young and old, nearly all similar'

recognizable ; and the scene brought back plet '

ant memories and associations of worthy Frien

of the older generation who have passed aws
As the meeting gathered, a profound and solen

silence reigned, and it was perceptible that t

spirit of true worship was present. The upp
seats fronting the meeting were fairly filled wi

those occupying positions as ministers, elde ;

or overseers. Two Friends from one of tl

"smaller bodies " in America were present ; ai

James Briggs, of Wakefield, an aged vetert

whose ministerial services amongst his broth*

and sisters of the Fritchley flock are highly a'

deservedly appreciated. He often visits th

gatherings at Fritchley, Belper, and elsewhe

although now well advanced in years; hii

erable appearance was in good keeping wi

that of some others present.

The silence of the meeting was first brok

by one of the American Friends, who spoke
our Saviour's reading from the Prophet, in t

synagogue at Nazareth, when " the eyes of i

who were present were fastened upon Him
and the application was made by her that sin

larly our spiritual eyes should be directed

Christ rather than to intellectual or book-leai

ing. . . .

Then James Briggs spoke briefly on " It

chseus, come down," instructively inculcati

the grace of humility. After this, the otl

American Friend, rising with the words, "Al
Master, for it was borrowed !" made spiriti

application of the borrowing and loss of the a

mentioned in 2 Kings iv. On this and otl

subjects he enlarged for about an hour. Final

after a few words of vocal prayer, the meeti

concluded.

It was followed by the " meeting for businef

or Church aflTairs. The writer (being a meml
of London Yearly Meeting, and therefore

garded by the Fritchley Friends as an outsic

and non-member) at once withdrew. Nea
two hours further elapsed before the seco

meeting concluded. Certificates had to be i

and various other matters attended to, all

the gravity and great deliberation (it was
ported) which somewhat specially character
" Fritchley " procedure.

These Friends do not recognize the mod<

and revised "Book of Discipline and A "

authorized by London Yearly Meeting. Tl
adhere to the old editions—that of 1780 i

the second edition of 1802.

On the conclusion of the Monthly Meetii

the Friends resident at Fritchley, such as Thot
Davidson and Lydia Sargent, with their ua

hospitality, kindly invited the strangers fit

other parts to dinner. These gatherings (furt-

reminding one pleasantly of " old times ")

occasions of very agreeable and friendly ini

course. Some of the very grave-looking

tenders of the previous gatherings now beca

genial and expansive, and a vein of quel

humor became manifest in some directions wbl

it might not have been expected.

Lydia Sargent is a daughter of John G. E

gent, who may be regarded as the chief" found

of the " Fritchley Body." She resides in

father's former house—a pretty dwelling, i:

garden abounding in old-fashioned Engl
flowers, roses, tulips, lilies of the valley, :

others ; whilst in front of the house rises an
usually tall araucaria tree, or " monkey's

]

zle ;" two very fine weigelias also grow nea
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^Derbyshire such shrubs as the weigelia, the

vite hawthorn, pink hawthorn, and the labur-

),ii are specially fine and bright. At the lower

111 of the Sargent's garden is the old meeting-

use, a long and low room, on the roofof which

I hick mass of ivy grows. It has now been

Hierseded by the new and much more conve-

int meeting-house.

jeorge Smith, of Belper, occasionally gives

lae of the young Friends lessons in botany.

Bj presence in the meeting is very acceptable
;

uilso is that of Edward Watkius, formally of

Bmingham, but now of Manchester. The
8,er has erected at Fritchley a very commodi-

)\ building, used partly as a school for the

illdreu of Friends and partly as a dwelling,

iiit resides Henry Wake, a Friend well known
i^jin able antiquarian and bibliophile, whose

Bfices in the latter capacity have, it is under-

|t)d, been useful both to the British Museum
111 the Bodleian Library. There are only about

ijf-a-dozen children, at present, in the school

;

^i many more could easily be accommodated
Ifijeccesary. Edward Watkins has rendered

Bch valuable help to the Fritchley meeting.

fs school-house is named "The Chestnuts,"

Tin two very fine spreading trees just outside,

fare are only one or two shops in Fritchley.

Hi chief of these is that of Thomas Davidson,

PTp is also the local postmaster.

?he late Matilda Rickman, who resided for

Kae years at Fritchley, left a sum of money
Uited to be about two thousand pounds) for

I use of " Fritchley Friends " for educational,

isgious, and general purposes. This fund is

tij well administered, and has been and is

tl[ of great help to the little body. In busi-

ly matters the Fritchley Friends have shown
Msiderable aptitude; aud they convey the im-

itssion of being a thrifty aud prudent peoi)le.

lliy also appear to have won the respect and

i^em of their neighbors, whether at Fritchley,

HBelper, or at Matlock. Indeed, it is a special

with them to endeavor to " live religion."

e of them think that this is their best mode
isrvice to those around them in the outside

Id, and they have reason to believe that they

thus been able to draw into their body
e " seekers." Three respectable families were

lioned as having been lately attracted to

their body.

t is pleasant to observe that the relations

hween the Fritchley Friends and the Friends

nthe district belonging to the larger body,

Lidon Yearly Meeting, are gradually becom
n more cordial. Aud it is to be hoped that

i may be increasingly the case. . . .

'he writer was very glad to see the Fritchley

Tends as they are ; for, in common with a

rut prnpurtion of the " larger body," he had
)iii accustomed to associate them, as a class,

r :) Slime persons of extreme views and prac-

i'S, who, having spent some time at Fritchley,

»ie supposed to represent the Friends there,

ue or less; whereas the Friends at Fritchley

a.rmed the writer that the individuals in

[istiiin had never been in harmony with them-
t es, but that, on the contrary, they had given

fcDuch trouble at Fritchley as elsewhere, or

:\D more so. It seems needful to state this,

tause it is evident that as some of the in-

liiduals in question have moved about over
t kingdom and in various ways have made
hmselves conspicuous, whilst the real " Fritch-

e Friends " have remained quietly and raod-

By in the obscurity of their villages, some
ty erroneous impressions and misconceptions

,ite become extensively diflTused.

The "Fritchley Friends" are indeed, as a

body, somewhat peculiar in their dress and out-

ward appearance ; but otherwise they are a

shrewd, businesslike, upright body of men and

women, and not at all to be confounded with a

few eccentric individuals who may have " hailed
"

from Fritchley— but left it, as not having found

it congenial to their own extreme ways.

In Derbyshire, as in some other rural and re-

mote districts, Quakerism has produced, at times,

some such strange types ot character as that

described by the late William Howitt under

the name of "Johnny Darbyshire." . . . .

Such quaint characters have now become extinct

even in rural Derbyshire. But then Quakerism
itself has also in large degree become extinct in

those regions and in similar districts in other

parts of the laud.

For there are few meetings of Friends, of

either body, left in Derbyshire. Quakerism
there, as in so many other places, has lost, or

neglected, its vitality. At Matlock there is a

very neat little meeting-house belonging to the

larger body. About half a d^zen met in it.

Meanwhilea Friend in the village (of the"Fritch-

ley body ") was holding a " meeting " in his own
house, with his own family—another half-dozen.

So here were a dozen individuals presenting, to

outsiders, the appearance of two congregations

of " Friends "—unable to unite, even in wor-

ship.

Then, again, at Bakewell. There the Friends'

meeting-house is in the hands of the " Salvation

Army," the Friends themselves being dead or

gone away. At Buxton there are Friends, but

no meetinghouse. At Monyash is a meeting-

house, which is believed to be closed. At Derby
is a meeting attended by a few Friends. In the

next county, Cheshire, the interesting old meet-

ing-house at Chester, where William Penn once

preached before King James II., is now let to

some evangelists not of the Society. Quakerism

has perished at Chester, as so widely elsewhere.

It is humiliating to witness other churches

—

Anglican, Roman, Presbyterian, Methodist, Bap-

tist, and others—all increasing their chapels,

missions, and adherents, and buiding new edifices

in all directions; and the Friends failing even

to keep alive, as a church in the same localities.

— William Tallack in, Friends' Q. Examiner.

Thoughts on Prayer.— To conceive of

prayer in the simple light of filial speech with

the Father of the spirits of all flesh, in which

his child seeks " to realize and vitalize his rela-

tions with the Supreme and Eternal Spirit," is

to embrace a conscious connection with God's

purposes, which are evolving by Divine process

the answer to prayer—a devout communion wiih

an Almighty and All-loving Helper, a tender

yet righteous and holy Father. The will is thus

brought into line with the Divine will, and the

sense of co-operative dependence and trust on

whatever means the Divine Father may be

pleased to use to carry forward his beneficent

designs for ourselves and others.

It is perhaps less difficult to understand the

value of this communion with God as far as it

effects our personal growth in that which makes
for our highest good, than it is when our con-

verse goes out on behalf of those who are living

in ignorance, darkness, or sin. We naturally

pray that these may experience such change as

shall bring them the good we ourselves are con-

scious of receiving. We ask God to bring about

this result, and so we pray for the " conversion

of the heathen at home and abroad." Is this

right? Certainly it is. But it is an imperfect

conception of facts if we think we care more
about it than God does, or that we are to urge

Him with |irolonged importunity to work out

this result. He is always working, even though
we may not understand his way ; and, so far as

we are concerned with the work, prayer will

become the avenue by which we discover that

our first duty is that of obedient sonship, seek-

ing to learn how we can best cooperate with

the mind of God fi>r the uplifting of the race.

In short, prayer is translated into active co-

working with God ; it is God in action through

us—The supplication of a righteous man avail-

eth much in its workings.— The British Friend,

Eleventh Month, 1898.

Massachusetts.—The State of Massachusetts

seems to have been forgotten in the distribution

of rich soil and agreeable climate ; of navigable

rivers and lakes ; of iron and copper, silver and

gold, cotton, wool and other raw material ; of

coal, oil, wood and other fuels; wheat and corn,

cattle, rice, sugar, fruit and other foods. As
compared with the Southern, Middle, Western
and Pacific States, she is handicapped in the

race for prosperity. Think of the vast distances

she brings all raw material, fuel and food, and
ask why she was not doomed industrially and
commercially long ago, as she would have been

had she trusted to nature, luck or legislation.

With every disadvantage Massachusetts gives

her laborers the highest wages, the steadiest em-

ployment, the shortest hours, the best sanitary

conditions in shop and factory : the best educa-

tional, social and political conditions, of equal

populations in the same area on the face of the

globe. Children are kept out of shops to a later

age, and women are protected from over work
by the best laws.

—

A. E. Winship.

This condition of Massachusetts is attributed

by the writer of the above to her educational sys-

tem, higher salaries for teachers, keeping school-

affairs away from politics, expert supervision

for city children, free transportation of country

children to central graded schools. But for

both the alleged cause and tfl^ects we apprehend

there is a spiritual basis still holding on iu ideals

of life inculcated by her early founders.

Housekeeping and Home Making.—There

is adiffeience between housekeeping and home-

making. One is a business, the other is an

art. Many women make great successes in

the business who fail absolutely in the art.

Their houses are perfectly kept. Every depart-

ment is run with care and exactness. There is

never a failure to meet a demand ; but it is not

a home. A home exists for the comfort, happi-

ness, and health of the family. There is no de-

partment of housekeeping that is not made to

yield to the needs of any member. There is

never a crisis of temper if a meal is late, or the

convenience of a member demands a change in

the hour. A few minutes, yea, even a number
of minutes, spent in kindly converse in the

morning, the call of a friend, or the sudden de-

sire for an hour's outing never seems to the

home-maker a violation of the moral code.

Dust does not cause a nightmare, nor disorder

a display of temper which love and charity

agree to call nervousness. Not things but souls

are the objects of the home-maker's care. She

values ])eace more than system, ha|ipiness more

than regularit}', content more than work accom-

plished. Yet with it all her house, when she

touches perfection, is the essence of regularity,

order and quiet. It is this that makes home-
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making an art; and she alone is a home-maker

who has a true sense of proportion.— The Out-

look.

"Voluntary obedience alone can be accep-

table to God."

Items Concerning the Society.

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting has given its ap-

proval to Joseph S. Elkinton to meet the 2,300

Dubhobors on their arrival at Halifax near the

middle of the First M(jnth, and to hold a few meet-

ings with them.

The following figures are given in the American

Friend, as showing the membership of the various

Yearly Meetings of Friends, larsier bodies: Phila-

delphia, 4,200 ; New Yiirb, 3,897; New England,

4499; California, 1.506; Oregon, 1,4>9; Canada,

l'076 ; North Carolina, 5,244; Wilmington, 5,^65 ;

Ohio, 5,229, Iowa, 11,274; Western, 16,100; In-

diana, 20,793; Kansas, U,301 ; Baltimore, 1,226.

Total for America, 93,699—an increase of 1,301 in

the |)ast year. London, 16,>54; Dublin, 2,592;

Continental, 237 ; Australasia, 495. Whcde num-
ber, in all countries, 113,877. Total increase, 1,464.

Total number of ministers, 1,272.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States — Uniied States Senator Justin S.

Morrill, of Verm nt, Hied at his home in VVa,shington

on Twelftli Month 2Sth, 1S98, aged eighty-eight years.

The ohlest member of the Senate, both in years and in

service, he was a statesman of high order, and bore a

reputation for honesty and integrity. Such men are

greatly miss d, and their memory is honored.

Two monster petitions were presented to President

McKinley on the 2yth ult., repre anting 145 national

and denominational (hurches on six continents. One
a-k-. for the reduction c.f heavy armaments maintained

by Christian natlns, an' I the other is a request for

permanent arbitration between Great Britain and the

United States.

Statistics of the Treasury Department show that

during the past year the im ortati ns of raw silk, India

rubber, hides and fibres, articles used by manufacturers,

increased tifty per cent., while the impoitation of fin-

ished goods decreased, indicating that there has been

greater industrial activity in this country.

Spanish i-overeigiity in Cuba ceased at noon on New
Year's "ay, and the command was formally transferred

by Captain General Castellanos to the American Evac-

uation Commission, and by it to Major General Bro- ke,

the Military Governor. The United States Hag was
raised on tlie palace and forts of Havana in place of

that of Spain.

A Washington despatch says that the Cubans were
excluded from participation in the evacuation day
ceremonies at Havana because General Go^iiez de-

manded that the surrender be made jointly to him and
to General Brooke, and because Cuban leaders had
planned to sack the city to avenge themselves on the

Spaniards.

The War Department has issued an order creating

four new military departments in Cuba, namely, finar
del Rio, Matanzas, Santa Clara and Puerto Principe.

The temporary Cabinet in the Philippines which
will exercise power pending the elections is very anti-

American. It is willing to grant liberal commercial
treaties, with a monopoly of the mines and railways,

and to repay the expense of the American occupation
of Manila.

It is stated that Admiral Dewey considers it neces-

sary that a first-class statesman be sent to Manila to

thoroughly investigate the situation and ascertain the
aspirations of the Filipino republicans

A despatch from General (.)tis was received at the
War Department Twelfth Month 28th, stating that
the insurgents were in possession of Ilciilo, the Ameri-
can forces having arrived too late on the .scene. It is

presumed that General Otis will demand the surrender
of lloilo into his hands, and this demand may at once
raise the issue between the insurgents and our Govern-
ment of p"ssessi..n of the islands.

The preliminary report of the Nicaragua Canal Com-
mission has been furnished to a number of Senators,
and is said lo show the entire feasibility of the project.

Two members of the Commission estimate the cost of
construction at less than $125,000,000.

Justice Spring, of Buffalo, has denied the motion to

vacate the injunction granted by Jiastice Childs^ re-

straining the members of Typographical Union No. 9

from boycotting a newspaper of that city or its adver-

'Justice Spring holds that the action of the

men was unwarranted and inimical to the inter-

ests ot bread-winners.

Local-option contests in Georgia during the past

year uniformly show increased majorities fi.r no-license.

The year 1898 shows a net gain of ten counties in the

no-license column.
The presen- population of New Mexico is estimated

at 283,U0U, including about 26,UU0 Indians.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 72-5, which is 75 more than the previous week and

264 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 343 were males and o82 females ;_137

died of pneumonia ; 68 of infiuenza ; 62 of consumption

;

56 of heart disease ; 47 of old age ; 30 of diphtheria

;

24 of apoplexy; 21 of typhoid fever ; 21 of infiamma-

tion of the stomach and b. wels ; 18 of convulsions ;
17

of cancer; 17 of bronchitis; 15 of mamsmus ; 15 of

inHammation of the br.dn ;
14 of Bri^ht's disease; 12

of inanition; 12 of nephritis; 11 of paralysis; 11 of

uraemia, and 10 from casualties.

Markets, &C.— U. S. 2's, 98^ a 100 ; 4's, reg., IIU a

112I-; coupon, 113 a 114; new 4's, 129 a 129| ; 5's,

112J a 113^ ; 3's, 107| a 108 ;
currency 6's, 102^ a 103.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners, on a basis

of 6Jc. per pound for middling uplands.

Feed. — \\ inter bran, in bulk, quoted at $13.75 a

$14.50, and spring, in sacks, $13.5U a $14 per ton.

Flouk.—Winter super., j;2.25 a $2.50; do., extras,

$2.50 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.15 a $3.30
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; VVestern winter, clear,

$3.20 a $3.35 ; do., straight, $3.45 a 43.60 ; do., patent,

$B.65 a $3.90 ; spring, clear, $2.90 a $3.10 ; do. straight,

Ji3.40 a $3.60 ; do. patent, r3.75 a ^3.95 ; do. favor. te

brands, $4.00 a $4.25 ; city mills, extra, $2.50 a $2.75
;

do. clear, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70.

do., patent, $3.85 a $4.00. Rye Flour.—$3.10 per

barrel for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.
—$2.00 a $2.10 per 100 pounds for new, as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75^ a 75^c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 432 a -i3Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35c. a 35Jc.

Live Fowls.—Hens, 8 a 8Jc. ; old roosters, 6c.

;

spring chickens, as to size, 7 a 8c. ; turkeys, 8 a 9c.

geese, 7^ a Sic. ; ducks, 7i a 8Jc.

Foreign.—Twelfth Month 25lh, saw the inaugura
tion of the imperial penny postage. About 3tj,700

letters benefited by it during the first three days. The
majority were destined for Canada. Over 5,0u0 letters

paid the old rates, through the senders' ignorance

The White Star Line s eamer Mujtslic, which sailed

from Liverpool for Mew York on Twelfth Momh 20th,

took the first Canadian batch under the new arran

ment, her mail consisting of 430 sacks, which is above
the usual quantity at this season of the year.

The British steamer Glenavon, which sailed from
Hong Kong for London on the 2yth ult., was wrecked
on a ruck. The Glenavon had a crew of fifty-four men
all lold. Four passengers, the captain and thirty-three

of the crew were saved. Two steamers have been sent

in search of the others.

A despatch from Naples, dated Twelfth Month 31st,

says : "An eruption of Mount Vesuvius has occurred

from the crater lormed in 1S75. Two streams of lava,

each twenty metres broad, have already reached the

slopes of Monte Soiuma, which flanks Mount Vesuvius
on the north."

Prince George of Greece is ruling the island of Crete
with an iron hand. His policv and Christian rules are

so distasteful to the Moslems that they are leaving in

droves, and there is a prospect that the island will soon
be populated solely by Christians, and that they will

enjoy prosperity hitherto unknown to them.
The Madrid authorities have received a despatch

from General Rios, stating that he had formally sur-

rendered lloilo on Twelfth Month 2;ird.

The insurgents in lloilo have established a munici-
pal government, and have placed guards over foreign
property. The shooting of five insurgents had the
effect of stopping the looting which had begun.

General Otis is on his way to the island, and he is

expected to reqidre the insurgents to surrender to

United States authority.

A despatch from Manila states that the Tagal insur-
gents have been in possession of Calbayou since Twelfth
Month 11th. Business has been suspended and all the
Spaniard" have sought refuge in the house of an Ameri-
can named Scott. All efforts made to induce the Visay-
ans to join in the revolution have been fruitless.

The Spanish forces have evacuated all stations in

the southern islands in the Philippines, except Zaa

boang, Mindanao, by orders, as they say, from Madric

One hundred houses at Hankow, China, fell intoth

ver on top of as many boats there, on Twelfth Mont
3rd. The loss of life is estimated at 1,000.

Advices from Johannesburg say there is much di

content there owing to recent and proposed Goven
ment measures, which the Uitlanders regard as beb
a fresh series of impositions. In addition, racial an

mosity is intensifying at the vexatious treatment of tl

British Indians and Cape " Boys."

The gold shipments from Australia for the year 18S

have amoun ed to £12,820,000. The shipments t

America increased by £2,000,000.

The Canadian Government has reduced the domest

postal rate on letters from three to two cents per ounc

Matias Romero, Mexican .4mba.ssador, di. d at Wasl

ing on on the 31st ultimo, aged sixty-two years. K

was an efficient and able diplomat, and was for a lor

time Dean of the Corps in Washington. He was oi

of his country's most eminent statesmen and writers.

NOTICES.
A POSTAL CARD has been received from Duhli

Ireland (22 Bolton St.), without any signature. Wi
^

the writer please forward his name.

Wanted.—Separate homes in same neighborhw

(among Friends , in Pennsylvania or New Jersey,!

twin girls, aged nine years. Address H,
Office of The Friend.

Position wanted to teach little children by '

h' ur at their homes, or to coach students, by expei

enc^d young woman Friend. Address " M," 151 !

18th St.

A woman Friend desires board in Philadelph

for three months ; in private family, or where ft

boarders are taken. Address J. E B.,

Office of The Friend.

Westtowk Boarding School.—The General Oi
mittee will meet in Philadelphia, First Month 6(

1899, at 10.30 a. m. The Committee on Instructi

meet the same day, at 9 A. M.
Wm. Evans, Clark.

James Hob=on has been appointed agent for Tl

Friend, in place of Henry Bell, released at his oi

request. Address, Mullaghcartin, Lisburn, Ireland.

Levi Bowles has been appointed agent to succe

Milt"n Carter, deceased. Address, Eldon, Cherok

County, Kansas^

Public Meetings—Lansdowne, Pa.— Meetir ^
for worship are appointed by authority of Chesi ,

Monthly Meeting, Pa , to be held in the meeting hot

at Lansdowne on Fifth-day evenings, the fifth and t

J
nineteenth days of the present month, commencing

eight o'clock.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be I

dressed to William F. Wickersham, PrindpaL

Payments on account of board and tuition, i

communications in regard to business should be fi

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendenti

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniei

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage «

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met wb
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sujft

Died, at her lesidence in Medford, N. J., Eighth 1

1st, 1898, Rachel L. Atkinson, in the eighty-sixth y
of her age ; a beloved member and overseer of Upj

Evesham Preparative and Monthly Meeting. Bei

of a retiring disposition, she seldom spoke of her

ligious exercises, yet her friends feel a comforting

surance that through the redeeming love and mercj

her Lord and Saviour, whom she desired to serve, i

has received the welcome message of " Well done, en

thou into the joy of thy Lord."

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTEK8,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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(ir Meeting-Houses as Debtors to the Public.

As the Sabbath was said to be " made for

im and not man for the Sabbath," so our

leeting-houses, should any more be located,

(ght to be located for man. In other words,

rgard should be had to the greatest good of the

leatirst number, not only of members but of

mie tor whom we would make it easy to gather

\l\\ us. For patronage of their secular busi-

iss or trade, the children of this world seem

ser in their generation than the professed

.ildvfi) of light often seem in their choice of

-es for houses of public worship.

Soim'times the selection of a meeting-house

I; is f^'overued by cheapness of land—not as

"ivid was governed when he said, " I will not

^ei unto the Lord a sacrifice which cost me
I thin L'

;" nor yet as a business man would be

;.
veined in selecting a place for public resort

I sell his goods. Sometimes lots have been

('ereii at a nominal price, in order to enhance

le value of other lots in the neighborhood—

a

Hrceiiary situation. Sometimes meeting-houses

le erected considerably out of town or village,

tmeet part-way the comers from another town,

tus compelling the use of carriages from both

tivns instead of from one. It would seem that

isteail of catering to the vehicled attendance,

i^ard should be had principally to the more

I merous peilestrians. When once a horse is

lrues>ed and the travellers are on their way,

i is comparatively easy to be carried a mile

iitlier to join a meeting in the central part of

::owii, rather than ask the town's people also

1 harness and come a mile out of town. The

i^iilt will be that the town-people whom we

Mulil wish our mode of worship to reach, will

ike the easier step from the side-walk into the

(or-way of some church edifice that is planted

i;ht where the people are. Many of our

junger members will prefer to follow these in

tere, rather than take a dreary tramp to the

ctskirts. In the location of a library building

i a village it has been urged that a difference

of halfa-dozen steps from a side-walk will often

deternjine whether a young man turns in for an

evening at a reading-room, or at a pool room or

saloon. Why thus practically put for any class

a probable embargo on meeting-attendance?

We must take our fellow-beings as they are,

and not as they ought to be, if we are to help

get them where they ought to be. If the meet-

ing-house compel them to go a mile, we say they

ought to be interested enough to go twain. So

they ought. But that is not the way we invite

them to our stores. So they will, when once

they have found the true feeding. We know
one man who regularly drives with some of his

family twelves miles each way, passing meeting-

houses that contain " praising-machines " to

reach a consistent Friends' meeting. Instances

are quoted of women on horseback, or men
a-foot, proceeding similar distances to enjoy

spiritual worship with Friends. For such as

these it matters little in what out of-the-way

places meeting-houses are put. But the Author

of meeting-houses has not come to call the

righteous, but sinners to learn to worship. He
came right where they were, and where the

common people heard Him gladly. We are

debtors to the barbarians as well as to the Greeks,

to the unwise as well as to the wise ; and should

plant our testimony-stands accordinglj'.

It is to be feared that the effect of some of

these rather sequestered meetinghouses is to ad-

vertise that the Friends' religion is not a re-

ligion for our common humanity, and that the

saving light of which we profess to be cbililren

is not a " universal saving Light," and that our

worship is exclusive of the general public. That

is not our feeling. But the attitude of several

of our houses for worship towards the public has

seemed to speak that language. We have been

pleased to see of late, at the gateways of our

city meetings, permanent notices posted that

our meetings for worship are public. In some

other places we would be willing to see the

meeting transferred from the outlying country

to the town, where people might easily step in

and make "a new discovery in worship." It is

a heavy tariff on our worship—or on commend-

ing our public opportunities for it—-to turn our

backs on our townsmen, and travel the roads un-

duly for the sake of the meeting-house. Neither

the mountain nor Jerusalem is the essential of

worship ; but if by meeting where people reside a

worship in spirit and in truth is to be brought

nigh to a greater number, let " the mountain

come to the man."

Sometimes, however, a city meeting-house is

found to stand in an ideal situation for the

public assemblage of worshippers. By reason

of the same advantages mammon covets the

premises for purposes of commerce or gain.

Large and tempting offers of money may be

held up to induce the members to hand over

their vantage ground for public worship to com-
mercial business, while the modest meeting-

house seems to plead, " Wist ye not that I must
be about the Father's business?" May no com-
petition be suffered between the best facilities

for the Lord's work and any mercenary tempta-

tions. As for instance the plea that this most

costly anointing of the Head of the church
" might have been sold for so much and given

to the poor," or that a more retired spot would

be as effective for our public testimony in wor-

ship. So long as a certain location is as much
better for the Lord's service as it is for a busi-

ness plant, may the Head of the church have

the preference above the millionaires. May
spirituals never be subordinated to temporals

by the same Society that withdraws from the

choicest business hours of the mid-week for

public worship, and for public testimony that

spiritual life transcends temporal considerations,

and heaven's proper position is above the earth.

Our meeting-houses, also, even if abandoned,

—we might say, especially if abandoned—owe

much to the public in the appearance which

they present. That appearance should be at

least reputable. It should not be suffered to

lie in the public eye as the advertisement of a

lost cause. The cause is not lost, however much

the members in a neighborhood are lost from

it. The cause of Quakerism has for more than

eighteen centuries been the life ofall the churches

that had life. It is increasingly in the churches

generally a gaining cause, however widely it

may seem waning in many bearing the name.

Our buildings and their premises should stand

as reputable monuments of our principles,—as

reminders that there are such principles, though

of them the world, or the nominal membership,

may not be worthy. If it is deemed important

that a living Friend should walk before the

people as a public reminder by his outward

appearance of the principles of Truth as we

testify for them, it is even more emphatically

important that our representative houses shou-ld

show forth no discredit to the same cause.

It is important, also, that ministers feeling

concerned for a neighborhood, should, so far as

it is practicable, make use of the Friends' meet-

ing-houses in that neighborhood, and not depend

unduly on the courtesy of other denominations

for the loan or hire of their places of worship.

It seems to these sometimes a discourtesy if we
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preach our own principles in their houses. And

yet it is too often necessary, in order to get at

the people at all, to use houses of theirs which

are more publicly located than our own.

For"THB Fribnd"

Buildings for Divine Worship.

The editor of the Christian Neighbor, Sidi H.

Browne, of Columbia, S. C, addressing the

South Carolina Conference Historical Society

(Methodist) upon some charges he had wit-

nessed within the last fifty years, said, concern-

ing their places of religious worship :

'There are probably more church build-

ings now than formerly ;
certainly far superior

ones, some of them may be a little too superior.

Those log houses, often with backless slab seats,

were called meeting-houses. As they succes-

sively gave way to improved buildings the peo-

ple began more than before to call them churches.

Possibly it might grate on the ears of the wor-

shippers at a model modern church to call their

house of worship a ' meeting-house.'
"

The foregoing reflection of the venerable

Methodist minister seemed quite in keeping

with the view expressed in a private letter re-

ceived by me not many days ago from one con-

nected with Friends, and desirous that their tes-

timony bearing for simplicity and spirituality

shall not be lost or refined away. The subject

of architecture is one that has claimed a good

deal of his attention for many years. Regret-

ting the " steeple-house and paid pastor digres-

sion," he says: "I do not object to steepled

towers, but think they would be more in place

as annexes and lookout points to the local

buildings of a fire department, or, in the shape

of simple towers or domed towers as close parts

of school buildings, to hold bells and clocks in

one instance, and astronomical apparatus in the

other."

He sees pretty strong evidences of evolution

from the religious Society of Friends to the

" Friends' Church." " How rapidly changes are

taking place in the Society of Friends. Bishops

and the Prayer Book will come nest—why not ?

The step is an easy one. If a paid ministry is

necessary for the society's maintenance, bishops

are desirable for realizing an increase of mem-
bership—calling up the workers, holding them

well in hand, and facilitating their distribution."

Inasmuch as the preparation of a " Hymnal"
has been already ordered, it does indeed seem

as though we need not look very far ahead to

discern the approach of an authorized " Prayer

Book." Superintendents for the oversight of

religious work,, have, as we know, been in-

stalled in several of the Yearly Meetings. Some
of these, it appears, have assumed to too great

an extent the office and power of a " bishop,"

so that it would seem the experiment has not

been attended with a large measure of success.

Perhaps if there be a care to " strengthen the

things that remain," there may be a flocking

back to the old standard on the part of our

own people, and a coming in of the ritual-ana

-ceremony-wearied of many denominations.

^_
J. W. L.

The poor may be as covetous as the rich. In-

ordinate greed and love of money depends not
upon the amount possessed. The little of one man
may be as much his idol as is the abundance of

another. It is the state of the heart that deter-

mines the nature and extent of the sin, not the

fact of plenty or of scarcity.

Duty clearly apprehended must be followed.

The Grumble Box.

"Here, Nell, put in your halfpenny; that

was a bis one !"

"I only said the potatoes are stone cold, and

it's true—they are. Is that a grumble, mother ?"

" I rather think it is, Helen," answered Mrs.

Porter. " Someone had better read our contract

again. We haven't heard it for nearly two

days. Rt-ad it, Harry." Harry took a box

from the middle of the table, and read aloud :

" Each and every member of this family agrees

to pay a halfpenny into this box for each and

every grumble or complaint he or she shall make

about any article of food on this table. Edward

Porter, Mary Porter, Harry Porter, Helen Por-

ter, Elizabeth Porter."
" If that isu't the strangest agreement I ever

heard!" exclaimed Aunt Margaret, who had

come in unexpectedly for lunch. "How did it

ever come about?"
" Oh, we've had it for a month or more now,

and the box is nearly full," said Helen. " For

the first day or two half pennies just poured in,

but now father can eat salt butter and drink

weak coffee without a word. He's almost heroic.

Mother always was a martyr; nothing but tough

beefsteak ever made her complain. I suppose

Harry and Bess and I are to till the box."

"But," said Aunt Margaret, "you haven't

told me why you began to have a grumble

box."
" I'll tell you," said Mrs. Porter. " Don't

you remember some of the times you have been

here to lunch when everything was wrong on

the table? The soup was either too hot or too

C'lld ; the beef was overdone ; the vegetables

either too salt or not salt enough ; the bread

was dry or the toast burnt. If there was pie,

everyone lon^red for custard or cream." Aunt
Margaret smiled.

"I've known such things to happen in other

people's houses, too."

" So have I," said Mrs. Porter ;
" but don't

you remember, too, the little blessing father so

often asked before meals :
' O, Lord, for the food

that Thou has given us, give us grateful hearts?'

We would bow our heads and Hsten, and then

grumble over every mouthful."

"You didn't mother; you never did. It was

the rest of us."

" Well," continued Mrs. Porter, " one Sunday
morning we all went to church and heard an

uuusually good sermon. Then we came home
and sat down to a very good dinner ; but it was

worse than ever before we left the table, father

stopped us and said: 'I've been thinking, chil-

dren, it would be just as well not to ask a bless-

ing on the food any longer. We have such poor

things to eat we cannot feel grateful."

"That took the breath out of us!" said Harry.

"Yes, but it opeued our eyes," said Helen.
" We couldn't believe that we found so much
fault with everything."

" It was father who thought of the box," said

Harry. "He said it would help us to keep a

good resolution if we had to pay for breaking

it."

" I've got some pennies in it too," said little

Bess, " because I cried for more sugar for my
pudding."

• "And what are you going to do with the

money when the box is filled?" asked Aunt
Margaret.

" We don't know yet what kind of heathen

are to have it," answered Harry. " Chinese,

Siamese, Japanese, Indian, or American ; it will

go from heathen to heathen."

Aunt Margaret rose to take her departure.

"Must you go, Margaret?" asked Mrs. P(

ter. "I am so glad you came in for lunch.

am only sorry we did not have a better lutal

offer you."

"A halfpenny, mother! a half])eniiv fic

you !" exclaimed the children. " That's a gt

nine out-and-out grumble."

And Mrs. Porter laughingly slipped a cc

into the grumble box.

—

Ex.

The Dukhobortsi in Cyprus.

The following is the latest news from j

Dukhobortsi, suiumaiizid fiom Wilson Sturg

letter of the fifth of Twelfth Month, 1898:

The change of weather has led to a furtl

improvement in the health and spirits of t

immigrants, after the severe trial they ha

passed through, and the loss by death a total

seventy-five of their number since landing. T.

doctors state distinctly that in most of the ca

of illness the seeds of the complaint were so

before the Dukhobortsi earne to Cyprus. '.

effort or cost has been spared to cope with 1

illness, as will be apparent from the erection

the hospital at Athalassa, at the recommend

tion of the doctors, and from the fact that I

outlay for drugs in a single month was fo

pounds.

At the present moment there are very few s<

ous cases of illness (about twenty at Athalass

but a great many who have not recovered th

oughly. The little rain there has been I

fetched up the corn that was sown, and

Dukhobortsi now realize that with all the (

advantages of the cliuiate (which are great)

is easier to grow enough food to live on wh

they now are than in the parts of the Cauca

they left. The olive harvest is a help. Ah
half of those picked have been pressed, and

Dukhobortsi use the oil in cooking. Gn
peas are still brought to table ; and sup|iliei

garden seed are sent from England for furt

cultivation. Wilson Sturge reports radishes

in the garden ; and he has been getting eel

earthed up, a new idea in Cyprus. Lentils,

e

are now in use. Some of the immigrants

realizing the object of this strongly nitrogen

food, wished to exchange the lentils for potati

but as they are given out as an extra, 1

could not, of course, be done.

The District Commissioner has just pai(

visit to Pergamo, and was gratified with w

he saw. Two of the wells there have h
cleaned out, but the Turks will not go down

third because there is an evil spirit in it, and

Russian immigrants avoid the place b)' night

The men have now begun to work with bet

heart, and are asking for another nx at At

lassa. The women have throughout the wfc

of the heavy trials since the landing shown

greatest courage and determination in combat

the difficulties by which the position has b

unavoidably beset.

It is said that the following expedient
_'

cure a horse from kicking. Put the animal i

a narrow stall that has both sides thickly padc

Suspend a sack filled with hay or straw so t

it will strike his heels, and let the horse i

sack fight it out. Be sure to have things

ranged so that the horse cannot hurt hims

The sack will be victorious every time, and

the end the horse will absolutely refuse to k

the sack or any thing else.

Foe God sent not his Son into the world

condemn the world ; but that the world throi

Him might be saved.

—

John Hi: 17.
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News of the Doukhobors.

The past month has heen a busy and eventful

As stated in the last number of the Ne^vs,

Doukhobor families, accompanied by Ayl-
r Maude, started for Canada on September

111 the same boat with them went also D.
Hilkotf, who lived among the Doukhobors
several years, and whose knowledge of their

ind customs, as well as his command of

ropeaij languages, has enabled him to greatly

matters in Canada. The object of the

rney to Canada was twofold : (1) to select

,able land for the permanent settlement of
Doukhobors and (2) to endeavor to enlist

sympathy and support of tiie Government
uegoiiate with the railway company, etc.

hey duly arrived at Quebec on September
h, ami on September 2yth a long letter

ched us, giving the results arrived at some
days after landing.

)n arrival at Quel)ec, on Saturday, Septem
10th, the Doukhobors and Hilkoff remained
he clean and comfortable Immigrants' Rooms
vided by the Government, while Maude went

Montreal and interviewed various offitials

he Canadian Pacific Railway. The follow-

Mouday, Maude went on to Oltowa, and
i met Profissor Mavor, who had taken much
est in the Doukhobors,and had prepared the

for negotiations in connection with their

gratiou to Canada. I quote the following

ract from Maude's letter:—
He (Prof. Mavor) had succeeded in interest-

a number of officials, and did not doubt but

; the Doukhobors would be looked after and
jed when they were once here, but no money
Id be given to bring them here. Money-
3cting, in Canada, for such an object was no

Marriages must be registered, i. e., the Gov-
aoeiit wants to know who is married, to whom

hen.

As to military service, the law is satisfactory.

following is an extract from Militia Act,

ion 21 :

—

Every person bearing a certificate from the

iety of Quakers, Mennonites or Tunkers, and
ry iiibabitaut of Canada of any religious de-

lination, otherwise subject to military duty,

from the doctrines of his religion, is averse

leariug arms and refuses personal military

ice, shall be exempt from such service when
lotted in time of peace or war, upon such
ditious and under such regulations as the

rernor in Council, from time to time, pre-

bes.'

Education relates not to the Dominion Gov-
ment, but to the State Governments. Till

know in which State they want to settle,

hing can be said about it, except that educa-
is not compulsory in the outlying districts,

no religious instruction is forced on anyone.
The case seems to be that Canada is as free

my country iu the world."

'he interview with the Deputy Minister of
Interior was very satisfactory. Land would
illotted as nearly iu one place as possible

;

shelter in the Immigration Halls during
winter would probably be grauted for those

were obliged to leave the Caucasus before

ng ; employment could be found on the

way, or at lumbering; vegetarian food was

y cheap; and the Government would be re-

imended to pay to us the usual bonus of one
nd on every adult landed (children under
Ive counting half).

Iu a letter dated September 17th, Maude
says:

—

"To sum up the whole case:

—

"C;tnada is a most salibfactory country for

the Doukhobors.
" There is plenty of good, free laud. There

is as much freedom as iu any country. Immi-
grants are wanted. Wages are good : from
three to eight shillings a day for a laborer.

"Every good workman who is here in March
or A[)ril may reasonably expect to earn, even
by wage labor, more than enough to keep him
and his family through the coming winter.

" Those who have even a little money to start

on the land, can do far better than by wage-
labor.

" The winter is the worst time of year for em-
ployment."

These letters and a cable (in answer to our
enquiry) " Let exiles come. Laud ready. Ar-
rangements progressing favorably," were cheer-
ing in the extreme. We had received from Rus-
sia accounts of the condition of the twenty-one
hundred exiles still near Batoum.and of the Eli-

zavetpol Doukhobors. Leo Tolstoy had written
strongly urging their speedy emigration, and
his eldest son, Sergius Tolstoy, had come over
to England specially to see iif something could
not be done at once. We counted our funds
and estimated the cost of emigrating the twenty-
one hundred exiles. Leo Tolstoy had promised
to obtain three thousand pounds; the Purleigh
Colony, Essex, held nearly one thousand pounds
at the disposal of the Doukhobors (the balance
of the colony funds, afterallcjwiug forsix months'
maintenance of the colonists), and the exiles

themselves had about forty-five hundred pounds.
This made a total of eighty-five hundred pounds.
But on estimating the necessary expenditure we
felt that we could not move unless we had eleven
thousand pounds. On laying the facts before

the Friends' Doukhobortsi Committee they guar-
anteed us the twenty-five hundred pounds bal-

ance from their funds on condition that they
were understood to take no responsibility for

the organization of the emigration ; their hands
being already full with the Cyprus settlement.

We were thus enabled to telegraph to L. Souler-

gitsky, at Batoum, to engage a steamer and ar-

range for the emigration of the twenty-one hun-
dred exiles.

A steamer has now been chartered, and will

embark the people at Batoum in December;
and it is probable that a second party, consist-

ing of about two thousand Elizavetpol and Kars
Doukhobors will also leave before the end of

the year.

As to the suitability of the country, the fol-

lowing extract from one of Maude's letters may
be quoted :

—

" Edmonton, 20th September, 1898.
" We arrived here yesterday, intending to

start out to-day on a four-days' drive to look

for a suitable location, where we could bespeak
some ten townships of thirty-six square miles

each for the ultimate settlement of the Douk-
hobors.

" Prof Mavor gave me letters of introduction

to various people, and we have had opportuni-

ties of speaking to a number of competent peo-

ple who could have no possible motive for de-

ceiving us, and the unanimous opinion is that

this part of Canada (Manitoba, Alberta, Sas-

katchewan, etc.) is an admirable place for men
accustomed to corn-growing to settle. The im-

migration this year has been very large, and it

is likely to be much larger still now that the

resources of the country are becoming known.

The two Doukhobors are so pleased with the
country they have seen that they ask why we
should go any further, but the guide from the

Immigration Department says we have only
as yet seen the worst part of the country."

Regarding the result of the negotiations with
the Government, etc., the following sums up the

official notification from the Minister of the In-

terior, dated October 5th :

—

" 1. Those responsible for the organization of
the emigration to receive the usual bonus of five

dollars per adult, children counting half.

"2. A further grant of one dollar and fifty

cents for each man, woman and child settled,

towards organization and transport expenses.
" 3. The use of the Immigration Halls in

Manitoba and the North-West Territories grant-

ed during the winter months."
Beyond this, the agents of the Government

are in various ways facilitating the arrangements,
by purchasing supplies on our account, etc.

From all the Government representatives Maude
seems to have met with courteous consideration

and sympathetic assistance.

The Canadian Pacific Railway are also meet-
ing us in a generous spirit. They are assisting

the emigration of the parties to be moved this

winter, and have agreed to exchange land with
the Government, and thus enable the settlement

to be compact. (N B.—The C. P. R. own al-

ternate blocks with the Governmeut, and thus

unless an exchange were effected, the Douk-
hobors would not have been able to be altogether

as they wish, but separated by the intervening

divisions belonging to the C. P. R.)

The reception accorded to the immigration
by Canadian public opinion is mixed. Some
papers attack them, accusing them of fanati-

cism, etc., and reproach the Government for aid-

ing the immigration. Other papers are well-

disposed, publish accounts of their faith and
sufferings, and welcome them as desirable settlers

on the vacant land in the North- West.

But the adverse public opinion seems solely

represented by the newspapers—which are often

partisan, and attack the Doukhobor emigration

merely from opposition to the Government. If

we come to the personal effect of the Douk-
hobors, the opinion of those who have come into

contact with the two families there, there seems

only one verdict, for, to quote Maude again :

—

"All who have come in contact with the Douk-
hobors speak well of them. In the Immigra-
tion Hall at Winnipeg they were allowed to

cook their meals in their rooms (which is against

the usual rules) and the women in charge re-

ported that they made less mess in their rooms

with cooking than other people did who cooked

elsewhere.

"The general verdict of those who have seen

them is :
" If the bulk is equal in quality to the

sample shown, send on as many as you have
got."

Maude, in another letter, bears personal wit-

ness to the reasonableness of the Doukhobors
in the following remark :

—

" Ivin and MahortofTare really very good fel-

lows, and I found them, on the whole, remark-
ably amenable to reason, considering how very

difficult and confusing everything must seem to

them in such novel surroundings. Still they are

men with human limitations and deficiencies,

and not the plaster saints that I had supposed,

after reading the literature published about
them. Being men, they are much more inter-

esting, and better worth helping. Had they

been saints, it would have seemed almost a pity

to prevent their being martyrs also." And
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again, after the women and children had left

Winnipeg to join their husbands at Edmonton :

—" Their memory and much that was charming

about theiu—especially the expression in the

eyes of the children—dwells with me, and 1 am
sorry to think 1 may not see tnem again."

In short, to put the matter in a nutshell, the

negotiations conducted by Maude have exceeded

our expectations of success, and we hope to be

able, by closely estimating our means and the

necessary expenditure, to emigrate some four

thousand Doukhobors to Canada before the end

of the year and provide for them until Spring.*

(We have of course, calculated that some will

obtain wage work on the railway or at lumber-

ing). This result could naturally not have been

attained without the sympathy and kindly as-

sistance extended to our cause on all sides in

Canada.

The news from Cyprus is not so satisfactory,

and seem to point to the fact that the island is

not suited to become a permanent settlement

for the Doukhobors emigrated there. At the

time when it was so imperatively necessary to

move the people without any further delay,

Cyprus was the only place where some sort of

preparation had been made, and which was
within our then extremely limiteil resources.

On first arriving in Cyprus, the Doukhobors
were full ofjoy at being at last free, and at hav-

ing before ttiem the prospect of reviving their

Community life. But afterwards they found the

climatetrying, illness appeared among them, and
the conditions of life were so unfamiliar that they

despaired of being able to adapt themselves to

them. They felt, finally, that Cyprus could

only be a resting-place for them, and not a per-

manent settlement. All this they expressed in

aletter to theDoukhobortsi Committee of the So-

ciety of Friends, dated September 20th, from
which we take two extracts:

—

" Brethren,—In the first place we transmit

to you our deep gratitude—such as we are even
unable to express to you—for your brotherly

care about us and the help you extend to us.

"Secondly, we desire to explain to you the

position of our affairs, and we once more appeal
to you not to withdraw your kind assistance

from us.

"As our brethren Ivin and Mahortoff (who
had previously been sent by us) have already
explained to you, life here is very difficult for

us, and it will hardly be possible for us to stay

here a long time.
" What we are chiefly anxious for is to settle

down all together, the whole community, and
this is impossible here, as there is very little

convenient and cheap land to be got here, and
rather than buy expensive land, one could use

this money for our transportation to America,
to Canada, which land is attracting us, both by
its spaciousness as well as by its climate, which
resembles that of the Caucasus, where we have
been living for fifty years.

" Even if it were possible for all our brethren
to settle down here, even then we dread the ex-
tremely hot climate here, which resembles that
from which we suffered in exile, where, out of
four thousand of our people, about one thou-
sand have already died."

" We fervently appeal to you not to enter
into great expense in establishing us here, but

'''Later.—Arrangements are now completed for a
first party of tw<i tlioii.^and and seventy to leave Ba
toum lor Canada aliout Decenber 18th, asecond party
ol alioiit two thousand one hundred following some two
weeks later.

in as much as will be possible to transport us

into a place more suitable for us to live in.

From what we hear, Canada is such a place,

and we will patiently and in obedience to God's

will, await our turn wheu,with the assistance of

our friends, it will be possible for us to join our

brethren. We are well aware that a great

number of our brothers have yet remained in

the Caucasus, amiil great oppressions and with-

out any means of subsistence, and we beg you

first to think of them. And we hope that our

friends will also not ftirget about us here either,

and will relieve our position.

" We are greatly in fear of grieving you by

this our letter, but we wish to tell you the whole

truth, and to openly express to you our opinion,

in order that we might afterwards not have to

be responsible before you and before God.
" We are also thanking you, from our hearts,

for your letter, which we received and read.

May the Lord save you

!

"Signed for the whole community by seven

representatives."

We regret to say that since this letter was re-

ceived, the position in Cyprus has become yet

worse, between forty and fifty having dieil when
we last had news from them, but we will post-

pone further details until more exact and defi-

nite information is to hand.

A lady in Cyprus writes us as follows about

the Doukhobors there :

—

" I hear from various acquaintances in the

island the highest opinions of these people, and

I must say that no peasantry ever produced the

same impression upon me as they have done.

The fine dignity of their bearing and expression,

the clear, kindly acuteness of their eyes, the

steadiness of their questioning look, the mar
vellous activity of their work—all are deeply

striking. The contrast of their sturdy, quick

walk, when you meet them on the road, with

the lazy gait of the Cypriate men is also notice-

able.
" At Pergamo, the five hundred Russians set-

tled there were building their mudbrick houses,

and swarming at the work like boys playing

football.

" And on every face was a brightness and
cheerfulness that amazed me when I considered

their story and circumstances.
" At Kuklia the houses were all built and the

roofs were being finished by a young giant who
was pitching spadefuls of earth from the ground
level to the tops of the one-storied houses. The
roofs are of timber and reeds, covered with

thick earth to keep out the heat. Well-beaten
they resist the rain also.

"These people have already won the warm
liking of Mr. and Mrs. E., who superintend the

farm at Kuklia, where the one hundred Rus-
sians work on the metayer system."

In conclusion it may be well to briefly sketch
the position of affairs, and glance at what yet

remains to be done.

Some four thousand Doukhobors will, we
hope, shortly be on their way to Canada, where
shelter and food during the winter will be pro-

vided for them. This, according to our calcu-

lations, will e.xhaust all our resources.

Remaining in the Caucasus will be the Kara
Doukhobors—who, not having been turned out
of their lands and houses like the scattered ex-
iles, nor reduced to the same state of need as

the Elizavetpol Doukhobors, will themselves be
able to Cover the expenses of their transport to

Canada next Spring.

The Friends' Committee have a sum in hand

for the maintenance of the Doukhobors in Cy
prus.

All this is well ; but besides the fact tha

help of all kinds needs to be prepared for aoj

unforeseen emergency, there yet remains th^

problem of settling the people on the laml. i. e

the purchase, in Spring, or earlier, of cattle

horses, plough?, etc., etc. As Maude wiitej

" The scjoner they can get on the land, and th

more of them can get on the land, the bettei

and SlOO per family )say £20) would be littl

enough to start with next Spring—for Englist

men it would be too little."

To provide for this expenditure, and for th

support of the people until the lands yield crop

we suggest the forming of a loan fund. Amount
large or small, could be lent to the Doukhoboi
for a term (with or without interest—the latte

for preference), such sums to be spent solely]

the purchase of implements and live stock.

This fund, ifadequately subscribed to, woui

enable the Doukhobors to start tilling their Ian

next Spring, and there is not the slightest doul

that they would speedily repay such a loai

The Doukhobors are the finest agriculturists]

Russia ; wherever they have been left alone f<

a short time they have prospered, making tl

wilderness smile with cultivation. This, and tl

moral character of a people who have so stea(

fastly adhered to their principles through tl

crudest persecution of recent times, should 1

sufficient to inspire every 'confidence in them.

We feel sure that this suggestion will be set

ously considered, and that whether symf
with the Doukhobors, and a desire for the

speedy settlement in Canada take this form •

Slime other, we may rely that the work we ha'

all in various ways been taking part in wil

completed in a suitable manner by the esta

lishment in a sliort time of the united-

more united after years of suffering—Doukh
bor Community on the plains of North-Wt
Canada.

Practical Matters.

Ink stains may be easily and quickly remov
from the fingers by rubbing them with the he

of a sulphur match which has been well mo
tened.

Mildew on leather maybe removed by geni

rubbing with petroleum. Afterwards poll

with a soft cloth.

In case of fire, wet a silk handkerchief,

tie, without folding, over the face. It will p
vent suffocation from smoke, permit free breal

ing and exclude smoke from the lungs.

Never borrow money to buy more land th'

you can keep well cultivated, nor build a hot

larger than- is necessary to furnish room su

cient for your family, simply because you wi

to outdo your neighbor.

Never plant more land than you can ta

good care of.

Borax deoilorizes and disinfects all pla^

where it may be used, it disperses ants, roach

or beetles in closets and pantries, and is a va'

ble cleansing agent in water with which paini

wood-work is washed.

Spirits of turpentine helps wounds and so

of human beings to heal, but causes intei

agony on wounds or cuts of dumb animals.

" There are only two creatures," says I

Eastern proverb, " who can surmount pyram
—the eagle and the snail."
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A Noble Discontent.

JThere is a French proverb which says that

hen a man does nut find repose in himself,

vain for him to seek it elsewhere." Tiie

le can be said of happiness. When a man
not find happiness in himself, it is vain for

hi) to seeii it elsewhere. " A good man shall

b(3atistied from himself."

'fotice, the statement is not made that the

|(,d man shall be satisfied with himself. There
18 wide ilistiuction between the two ideas. The
riy ^ood man is the last man to be satisfied

1 h liiiiiself. In the measure of his goodness
M V Midi man is discontented with his own

SI hMis attainment. This noble discontent is

;u k i]f his growth in goodness. Indeed, only
i -^r w liii are bad are selfsatisfied and self-con-

icl. Oil the other hand, a man who is really

,'((1 will be the last person to be conscious of

t fait. If you come to the best man with the

.13 (iiii)d, he will answer you in the words of

ji Saviour when he said :
" There is none good

91 One. That is God."
Jut this proverb we have quoted does not

•\n rifer to the idea of a gooil man calling

liis.U'ijood, and indulging in false self satis-

aiiiii. It simply states a fact that " a good
u;i shall be satisfied from himself." In other
,vds, that the good man's happiness wells up
rii w ithin ; his righteous qualities become to

lii likr a well of water within, springing up to

;\rlastiiig life, refreshing and blessing himself,

iil also refreshes and blesses others. The good
Q carries with him his own paradise; just as

wicked man carries with him his own pun-
nent. Fur let us not forget that unhappiuess,
veil as happiness, is also from within. In a

5 sense each evil doer must exclaim :
" Which

r I turn is hell ; myself am hell." Every
is his own paradise. His true self is the

d man's own content.

t was this same deep and precious truth that

uttered by Christ when he said: "The
gdom of God is within you." And when it

demanded by the Pharisees, when the king-

I of God should come, he answered them
I said: "The kingdom of God cometh not

h observation (that is, it is not an outward,

wy, external thing to be gazed upon with

mished eyes), neither shall they say, Lo
e! or Lo there! (pointing out its external

gnificence) for, behold," says he, " the king-

n of God is within you."

Dreams of happiness we all indulge. We
h have a sort of paradise of the mind, a vis-

of some happy attainable couditii in in which
shall all be free from worry and want, vex-

in and strife. But far too many of us seek

happiness outside of ourselves—in riches,

learning, in adventure, in excitement, in

le, in novelty, in friendship, flying to the

y ends of the earth in search of it ; when, lo !

ras to be found all the time at home. " The
gdom of God is within you," and the happi-

3 men desire can only be found under that

gdom. Happiness is not something that can

ufactured and then pressed upon one as

argain. It is not obtainable from the out-

It is from within, and in this fiict lies the

at desirability of being a Christian and com-
entirely under the dominion of thespiritual

;

all the way to heaven we may taste the joys

leaven begun. A good man shall be satis-

from within. " The kingdom of God is

hin you." All the way to heaven is heaven
;an. The coming under the sway of Christ

is inner kingdom—it is this, and nothing

short of this, that will make our New Year the

happy year we each hope it will be.

J. B. F. Hallock.

For "The Friend,

Our Old Apple-tree.

Thomas and Prudence Williams were pioneer
settlers near the present site of Barnesville, O.,

on the farm since owned by the late Peter Sears.
In the spring of 1807, Prudence went on horse-

back, alone, lo Redstone, Pa., a distance of near
one hundred miles, a large part of which was a
wilderness road. Her purpose was to obtain
fruit trees

; these she carried home behind her,

and planted them herself The last one was
blown down iu a storm Seventh Month 10th,
1896. It was a beautiful tree and had grown
to a great size.

This summer day, the winds at play
O'er hill and valley free.

With ruthless strife, have cost thy life,

Our dear old apple-tree.
Thy giant form bowed to the storm
And to the wo dman's stroke

—

We built a tire—thy funeml pyre

—

And deep regrets we spoke.

From out onr heart, from thee to part

;

That now no more appears
This landmark true, the cycles through
For almost ninety years.

And as to-night, sweet memories bright.
Around our hearts are cast.

We fondly deem their golden gleam
In memory long shall last.

In childhood hours, among thy flowers
Of pink and white we've played.

And nealh thy dome our play-house home.
Our childish hands have made.

And. while I write, this summer night,
Beside thy funeral pyre.

In fancy fond, I see beyond
Thy brightly beaming fire.

I seem to hear, while far and near
Resounds the woodman's stroke

From wooded hill and vale, until

Falls many a sturly oak.
The forests va-t are felled at last,

And then I seem to see
The corn-fields wave above their grave.
The wheat-heads swaying free.

The picture bright with golden light

Before my view appears
;

Neath Fancy's guise the homes arise

Of sturdy pi-neers.

With honest work—no room to shirk

—

The acres broad were tilled
;

And niuht's sweet rest was doubly blest.

And hearts with praise were filled.

The butter churned, the cheeses turned.
The busy loom and wheel

From rise of sun till day was done.
The housewives' care reveal.

One woman-heart did well her part.

And wise the p'an she chose
To make the wilderness rejoice

" And blossom as the rose."

With courage rare, that few now share
She journeyed all alone

'Mid perils deep, o'er rocky steep,

On horseb ick to Reds' one.

With money earnel from butter churned
As trophies then she bought

Some fruit trees rare—both apple, pear—
And with her safely brought.

Her woman-hands, the record st.inds

Then planted every r-ot;

Long years they grew, and furnished too,

Rich stores of goodly fruit.

She passed away, her record they
For four-score years and ten

Of interest kind that noble mind
Felt for her fellow-men.

Not weak and llind, like tho.'ie we find

VVho plant no shrub or tree

For fear that they wi 1 pass away
Before the fruit they see.

Far n tiler they who strive each day.
To bless their fellow-men

;

Not questioning who, if false or true,

Or whether kith or kin
;

Who joy to feel some life will reap
From seeds the r hands have sown

;

Nor know the strife, the narrow life

That lives for self alone.

A lesson deep thy life shall keep
Through all the years for me,

While sounds thy kneil—farewell, farewell,
Our dear, old, apple-tree.

Sarah D. Sears.

Letter of Kansas Friends lo the Czar.

To Nicholas, Czar of liimia

:

As the repreisentaiive body of the Yearly
Meeting of Friends (commonly called Quakers),
of the State of Kansas, U. S. A., we greet thee
in the love of our Lord Jesus Christ, the King
of kings, who holds the destiny of nations in
his hands.

In his name we rejoiced when from the throne
of all the Russias came forth the invitation to

the governiijents of the earth to confer with a
view to national disarmament.
We feel that this movement is from the God

of peace, and that under his providence it will

hasten the day of prophecy wherein " nation
shall not lift up sword against nation, neither
shall they learn war any more."
When we behold the magnitude of the diffi-

culties that now assail and hinder the attainment
of this high aim, we pray that the all-sustaining

arm of our Father in heaven may by his grace
uphold and strengthen thy lofty purpose. And
that for the sake of our common humanity, and
his own holy name. He may deign to so " make
a way " where there appears to be no way, that
this movement may go on to victory, and peace
and good will reign among all nations.

And we pray the " God of the whole earth
"

that if in harmony with the- Divine will thou
mayest be so encouraged and sustained that
from the vantage ground of thy exalted position,

with steadfiist devotion to thy great aim of uni-
versal peace, thou mayest persevere to the end
in this beneficent service for mankind.

With warm sympathy in every situation that
may call for the patience of Christ, we com-
mend thee to the peaceable wisdom from above,
as thy guide and counsellor in all this weighty
service fir the kingdom of Christ and the king-
doms of men.

Signed by direction and on behalf of the rep-

resentative meeting aforesaid.

Richard Haworth, Clerk.

Enoch Carter, Eldon, Kansas,
Andri;w Hinshaw, Emporia, Kansas,
Zeister Chamners, Eu^poria, Kansas.

Yearly Meeting Correspondents.
Galena, Kansas, if. S. .\.,

Eleventh Mo. 28th, 1898.

Would it not be well for persons who find
that men will not hear them when they speak,
to turn their faces toward heaven and see if they
can secure a hearing there? Would it not be a
notable thing if voices which could not reach
the public ear could reach the ear of the Most
High ? And this may be the privilege of many
a man. " The eyes of the Lord are upon the
righteous, and his ears are open unto their cry."
(Ps. xxxiv: 15.)— r/ie Armory.

Truth is given, not to be contemplated only,
but to be done.
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Capital Punishment.
" If prison discipline and the penitentiary be

needful fur sharpers and pickpockets, surely

they are necessary for murderers, yet we reform

the one and hang, the other. Are we indisputa-

bly certain that the terror of capital punishment

is greater than that of any others, more efficient

as an example in deterring others from similar

crimes ?"

If such was the case, we might expect to see

it in the immediate family of the culprit; that

it is not so we have had a striking instance in

this vicinity a few years since. Jabez Boyd

was executed in the jail yard for the cruel mur-

der of Wesley Patton in 1845, an innocent little

boy killed at his father's fireside, near what is

now known as Green Hill Station, on a First-

day morning, while the family were at meeting,

and thrown upon the open fire, it was believed,

to prevent the body fmm oeiug identified. It

was thought Boyd "was instigated to do this by

a trial for murder just taking place, in which

he had manifested great interest, and in which

great stress had been laid on the difficulty of

identifying the body.

Only a few years after, his nephew, George

Pharo, shot Rachel Sharpless, a teacher at Rocky

Hill School, within a few miles, just as she was

unlocking her school-room door. The motive

for this cruel act was never clearly ascertained,

as nothing appeared to have been removed from

her person. He too, was executed. The law

was fulfilled, but that the morals of this com-

munity were in any degree purified or elevated

admits of grave doubts.

That Christianity forbids the indulgence of a

spirit of revenge is unquestioned, and does not

the taking of one life for that of another partake

of this forbidden spirit? Every sentiment of

retaliation or revenge nursed and cherished in

our hearts deprives us of the enjoyment of peace

and true happiness. "Vengeance is mine, I

will repay, saith the Lord."

Newton Martin Curtis, who was called the

hero of Fort Fishef, familiar as he was with the

scenes of blood and carnage, could not rest easy

after he became a member of Congress, until

after six years of unabated exertion he succeeded

in having that body pass a bill, giving to juries,

who agreed upon a verdict of guilty of murder,

the right to substitute in their judgment im-

prisonment for life instead of the penalty of

death, in all the Federal Territories, District of

Columbia and on the high seas wherever the

United States has jurisdiction.

In a letter from Martin Curtis to the writer,

he says :
" The provision which allows . . .

the jury to add to their verdict ' without capital

punishment ' will doubtless lessen the number
of legal executions. It will also tend to increase

convictions iu proper cases, so that those guilty

of the gravest offenses shall have restraint kept

upon them by the certainty of imprisonment,

whereas without this provision many would be

turned loose upon society.

" When I first introduced this measure six

years ago, its opponents incluiied almost all the

prominent men in Congress, and you will be

pleased to know that nearly all have been

brought to understanrl the advantages to be de-

rived from a system of milder punishment, and
many of the most pronounced opponents of the

bill, when first iuiroduoed, finally came to its

support, not only with their votes but with their

voices. The department of justice has also warm-

ly endiJrsed the measure. The subject of the

abolition of the death penalty has received the

favorable consideration of many men in promi-

nent positions who have heretofore simply ac-

quiesced in an order of things to which they

evidently had not given careful consideratii)n."

The following States have in force a law per-

mitting juries who unite upon a verdict of mur-

der in the first degree to add thereto, in effect,

the words "without capital punishment " and

substituting " imprisonment for life," viz : Ala-

bama, Arizona, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,

Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Montana, N.

and S. Dakota, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and, it is

understood, now in Ohio. In some others the

Governor can exercise this privilege, and in

some others, Maine, Rhode Island and Wiscon-

sin, capital punishment is abolished.

Does it not seem proper that the great Com-

monwealth of Pennsylvania, founded by Wm.
Penn, should follow so laudable and humane an

example, and that the bill proposed to be intro-

duced into our next Legislature for the above

laudable object by Plummer E. JefTeris shall

receive its favorable consideratiim?

—

Wm. P.

Townsend in West Chester Daily News.

America Not Governed by Plutocrats.

The following is from a letter of Andrew Carnegie to

the editor of the (Londun) Spectator.

" Lincoln had no fortune, neither had Grant,

Garfield, Hayes, Cleveland, or Harrison. These

were all very much like the present president,

Mr. McKinley, very poor men ; not one of them

had sufficient income to live at the rate of £1,-

500 per year when they retired,—only one of

them had anything like that,—and President

McKinley is said not to be nearly as ' rich.' It

is not seldom that the most prominent American

politicians leave no provision for their families.

President Grant's book provided for his. Mr.

Blaine's 'Twenty Years in Congress' did the

same ; but for President Garfield's family a pub-

blic subscription was necessary. Ex-President

Hayes turned poultry-farmer for a living. Ex-

President Harrison and ex-President Cleveland

have returned to the practice of their profession.

Secretary of War Stanton and his successor Sec-

retary of War Rawlings left no provisions for

their families.

"There is one reason why the most ambitious

public men do not seek wealth. It is fatal before

a nominating convention. No candidate for the

presidency, tor instance, would be thought of,

who had a large income. There never has been

a comparatively rich president since Washing-

ton (and, I think, Madison) who had Virginia

estates. The choice of the people for any high

office, and especially for the presidency, must

have a record of hard work, plain living, simple

tastes, and honest poverty. The only rich vice-

president in our time was Mr. Morton, whose

extraordinary personal charm made him a uni-

versal favorite and excused his fortune. Some
of the extreme Western States of small popu-

lation have sent a rich Senator now and then,

but this class passes away as the States become

populous. In short, there is no record for ' hon-

est poverty ' among prominent politicians in any

country comparable to that of the great Re-

public.

The Presidents' Mothers. — A Bufialo

paper prints the following list containing the

maiden names of the mothers of the Presidents

of the United States :

Washington, Mary Ball ; John Adams, Su-

sanna Boylston ; Jefferson, Jane Randolph
;

Madison, Nellie Conway ; Monroe, Eliza Jones
;

J. Q Adams, Abigail Smith ; Andrew Jackson,

Elizabeth Hutchinson ; Van Buren, Maria

Hoes ; Harrison, Elizabeth Bassett ; Tyler, Mar
Armistead ; Polk, Jane Knox; Taylor, Sara,

Strother; Fillmore, Phoebe Millard; Pierce

Anna Kendrick; Buchanan, Elizabeth Speei

Lincoln, Nancy Hanks; Johnson, Mary M('

Donough ; Grant, Hannah Simpson; Hayei'f"

Sophia Birchard; Garfield, Eliza Ballou ; AiiP

thur, Malvina Stone; Cleveland, Annie Neallj*

Harrison, Elizabeth Irwin; McKinley, Naucf*
Campbell Allison. "

'

The Tract

FROM THE PUBLISHERS REPORT FOR

This interesting work still goes on, and thouglL

nothing unusual has transpired during the yea

of a character to call forth special remarks, y( i

it can truly be said, that, as usual, there hi

been much that is encouraging to stimulate an

cheer. The high value set upon the paper, ao

the many assurances that come to hand df tl

good effect " The Tract Repository " is haviug i .y

schools and communities where it circulate
ij;,

leaves little room for doubt that its monthl|i|:

perusal is proving a substantial blessing to

large number. It seems, therefore, very desiri

ble to continue the publication, and to scatter

as widely as may be among the needy class fi

whom it is chiefly intended. . .

Some who have long stood by, and aided i

supporting the publication, have been remove

from amongst us. Still it is hoped that othei

will be found, especially among the young(

members, who will incline to come forward i

support of the work.

We have received a large number of con

munications within the past few weeks, fro

colored people in various places, renewing the

papers for another year, in which, as heret

fore, are many expressions of the value set upe

the paper. In some previous years we ha'

given extracts from a large number of thes

but, as there is somewhat of a sameness in the

tenor, we will this year present but a few—sufi

cient to reflect the general feeling in regard

the paper.

The aggregate circulation for 1898 has bee

104,100 copies. This is equivalent to a month

edition for the twelve months of 8,675 copie

which, though rather less than for 1897, is

little in excess of 1896.

With the field still "white unto harvest," \

humbly trust the Divine blessing will contini

to rest abundantly upon the work, and th

those who supply the means for its support mi

not grow weary, but rather let us hope th

these will in due season reap if they faint not.

David Heston
Fbankford, Phila., Twelfth Mondi 15th, 1898,

An old farmer who died in Sussex Count

N. J., lately, w^s iu himself a practical proof

the fallacy of the oft-repeated declaration th

" farming does not pay." Oscar Dunn begi

life with a farm bequeathed to him by his fath

with the condition that he pay oflT the inter*

of three other heirs in it. He estimated 1

equity at one thousand dollars. When he di

in his eighty-first year he owned fifteen of t

best farms in Sussex County. A believer

farming, he invested his surplus in farms, alwa

improving them, so that " an Oscar Dunn farn

meant one with buildings in good condition a:

fields under intelligent cultivation. On starti

out he made several resolutions to guide him

his future business course, among them thes

To make a study of farming in every detail, a

know the business as thoroughly as possible;

look after small matters : to practise reasonal
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|inoii)y in all things; never to buy anything

had no use for because it was cheap ; to pay

h tor all purchases, and be temperate in all

He never had but two notes in a bank,

i never had a lawsuit. He let all his farms

the sharing system, and never had any trouble

lecuregooil tenants; someof the tenants have

;n on his farms for twenty-one years. All his

3es were verbal agreements.

—

New York Even-

Post.

Iemorizing Scripture.—Many a loved face

ads as associated with an early memorizing
Scripture. Our older readers can recall the

when fither, or mother, or teacher required

to commit to memory certain portions of

ly Writ on the Sabbath, and often on week
I. Thus much valuable truth in Bible set-

was fixed in the mind, and has served to

e, cheer, comfort and inspire in after life.

there is reason to fear that this good old

tom is gradually dying out. Some of our

1 educational theories are not favorable to it,

le the pressing demands of secularity leave

e time or inclination for it. Besides, some
ents and teachers think that it is exacting

much of little ones to compel them to mem-
e that which they do not understand, and
rs regard it as of little importance. What-
the reasons or excuses for its neglect, an in-

is done the youth of our land when they

deprived of a well-stored scriptural mind.

Bible is a regulative, quickening and instruc-

book for the time and for eternity ; and
es of its precepts, admonitions, promises and
trines should be permanently lodged in the

nory of the rising generation for its practical

spiritual we 1 fa re.

—

Presbyterian.

HE parent tree of all the seedless oranges of

United States may be seen in the orangery
,he Atjriciiltural Department, Washington,
2. It. c;inie from Bahia, Brazil. Buds from

izilliau tree were grafted upon native

Its and as these became sturdy the depart-

it sent specimens to California and Florida.

I couldn't fix my atttention on the sermon
look, although I wished to do so." And the

on is, a habit of attention was never formed
oulh.

Notes Concerning the Society.

16 Washington Friends' Meeting has been an-
iced as to be held in the new meeting-house,
nning with the nevp year. First-day, 11 A. M.,

day, 7.30 P. m. Corner of First and Sts.,

ie losses from membership in American Yearly
tings generally, by resignation, disownnient,
other torms of release, are reported for the past
as amounting to 2.181. The total gain over
above all Icsses, 1,300.

Friends' Library, at 142 N. Sixteenth St.,

adelphiii, offers a large collection of valuable
ing and reference books for conscientious fami-
8nd seekers after information. In order to

nd its usefulness, its doors are now open to

and borrowers from 11.30 A. M. to 6 P. M.

f, except an intermission from 2 to 3 p. m.

uakerism is not a creed to be learnt by rote,

it is a habit of life, a habit that even in the
k trivial concerns of life should tend towards
ghtness of character. It should be reuiein-
d that the strength of the Quaker character in

past was the recognition of the closest com-
ion with God. It must now be seen that he is

y to help at every turn. John Bright was al-

d to as an example of Quaker straightfoward-

ness and conscientiousness
;
principle was at the

back of his success. The simplicity of this states-

man was remarkable, and more tiian once in the
House of Commons he won his adversaries over by
his unconventional manner, John Bright was one
of the few men who could quote Scripture in Par-
liament, because it was recognized that his char-
acter was consistent with the words he was using.—Address by Frederick Andrews.

Notes from Others.

The " higher civilization " is beginning in the

Philippines. A brewer oi Milwaukee has received
orders for 60,000 car loads of beer to be shipped to

those happy islands.

—

Zion Watchman.

A word to the wise is sufficient. But I suppose
where any have not followed Christ in the regenera-
tion, they would hardly be persuaded, though one
rose from the dead.— Correspondent.

Years ago our school children were recommended
to live in tlie Divine fear. With this as the gov-
erning principle of their conduct, but little advice
would be needed. Without it, none would be ef-

fectual.— Correspondent.

The simple gospel of the Son of God, preached
by twelve fisherman, has survived the centuries

and outlives all other philosophies of eighteen
hundred years.

—

Chauncey M. Depew.

Those weak disciples who are always interrupt-

ing the public worship by a late attendance. You
may change the time of a service half an hour for

such, but they arise and go to their Father thirty

minutes later, just the same.— T. C. Potter.

The highest judicial officer of the British re dm,
Lord Chief Justice Russell, has just indicted the
multiplication of cheap newspapers and magazines
in England as responsible for a decided lowering
of the intellectual power of the English masses.
He holds that they add " nothing substantial to

the real education of mankind."

There is only one style ofpreaching that is vastly

more effective than any other, and that is the irre-

sistible eloquence of a pure, manly, noble and un-
selfish life. "My pastor's discourses are not very
brilliant," said an intelligent lady, " but his daily

life is a sermon all the week." The " living epistle
"

of Paul was as sublime and convincing as any
words that fell from his lips on the hill of Mars;
for Jesus Christ lived in him.— T. L. Cuyler.

It is improper to come to the house of God with-

out preparation of both body and mind. Cleanli-

ness, thought and prayer should precede. To be
fretted, hurried and thoughtless as one goes to

church is to be shorn of much blessing. One of

the best aids to grace in Divine worship is to be in

one's place a little while before service begins, and
occupy the time in devout preparation. It is plain

what that means. Try it and secure something
gracious from the God of ail grace, who sees and
hears his children.— T. C. Potter.

You are putting off on some one outside, excel-

lent thcmgli he or she be, the burden of responsi-

bility for your child's salvation and growth into

Divine stature. By whose permission do you do
it? The Sabbath school or Young Peoples' So-

ciety cannot take your place, for you stand, in

God's sight, as his chief preceptor, and the child's

life will He demand of you by virtue of your father-

hood or motherhood rights in Him, and your child's

own right to parental religious guidance during his

minority.— r. C. Potter.

The death of Senator Justin D. Morrill, of Ver-
mont, in the eighty-eighth year of his age, removes
from public life a notable and respected figure.

For forty- three years he has rendered conspicuous

service in our National Legislature, or during a

most stormy and eventful period of our national

development. His voice has always been lifted in

behalf of right and liberty. He possessed a cul-

tured intellect, a large and varied experience, a
ripe judgment, a discriminating vision, an incnr-

ruptil)le probity, high moral character and marked
conscientiousness. He could not be swerved by
popular clamor from his convictions. He retained
his mental faculties to a remarkable degree, and
commanded the attention of the Senate in an ad-
dress of marked ability at its last session. He was
no spoilsman or politician, but a state.snian of
worthy record and acknowledged independence.
His country has reasim to cherish and honor his

memory as one of her most faithful servants and
distinguished patriots.

—

Presbyterian.

" The dreamers are not dead in Israel.

To-day the young men dream, and with the old
Live visions of a storied past. They dwell

In every land
;
yet hills of Zion hold

More glory than the fame of kin^s can bring.

More hope than all the ages have pre.-erved.

The voices of a golden morning ring

With victories, with many gifts reserved
For those who 'neath the vine and fig « ill sit,

And pei pie realms long dead to ancient charms
;

The souls of prophets with their souls are knit,

.\nd ancient heroes call again to arms
The sons of Judah ; stars of morning shine.

And dawn breaks o'er the hills of Palestine."

Keeping the Head Covered in Court.—The too-

zealous officer who hustled a clergyman out of a
Hartford courtroom the other day because that
reverend visitor insisted upon wearing his skull-
cap in the presence of the judge, may have been
an unconscious instrument in the hands of Provi-
dence for the bringing out of a great good. At
any rate, his performance forces ag^in upon public
consideration a question that will never be settled,
" to stay settled," until it is settled right. And this

question will never be settled right until by virtue
of an unwritten but irrepealable law of common
sense the skull-cap is made free in all public
places—court-rooms, chambers of legislation, lec-

ture halls, churches, theatres and all the rest.

To our younger readers, whose heads are still

thickly thatched, the matter may seem of slight

importance. It is really of very serious import-
ance. Thousands of valuable lives have been sac-

rificed to the foolish tradition that on certain oc-

casions and in certain surroundings the head must
be absolutely uncovered. It's a murderous tradi-

tion, and it is losing its grip. A generation or two
ago, nearly all Protestant clprgymen bared their

heads at the graveside.

—

Hartford Courant.

The signs are not few that, in spite of wars and
tumults and the bitterness of strife between men,
the world does move toward the reign of peace and
good will ; and the signs are many, to those who
choose to see them, that the Christ who was in

Bethlehem, in the lowliest of surroundings and the
most unpretentious conditions, is in the world to-

day, clad in humility and clothed in the garb of

obscurity. . . The world was never so full of

humble, unostentatious. Christian service as to-day.

Beneath the uproar of contending principles and
the cla-h of opposing forces, wliich seem sometimes
to fill the whole world with the tumult of their an-
tagonisms, there is another world, full of pain and
sorrow and heavy with care, but full also of the

sweetness of sa<'rifice, the joy of surrender and the

peace of unselfishness. In this silent world live

and move men and women of all social grades and
conditions, with little in common save a beautiful

spirit of self surrender, and that modesty of nature
which shrinks from praise because praise seems
undeserved. He who looks for the Christ in this

world will find Him in numberless homes and in

countless lives.

—

Outlook.

Koman Catholics of keen perception and sensitive

feeling appear to be ashamed of the Cuban phase
of life developed through Spanish Romanism.
Bishop Candler, of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, who has returned from a tour of Cuba in the

interest of missions of his denomination on that

island, is authority for the statement that, on two
occasions during his visit to Havana, intelligent

members of the Roman Catholic Church said to
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him: ''Do not judge my church by what you see

here. Tliis supersntion and corruption are as ab-

horrent to me as they are to you." If this feeling

of abhorrence to existing conditions was only gen-

eral among the priesthood, there might be some

hope of moral reformation ; but a study of the situa-

tion shows the spiritual regeneration of this valua-

ble island will have to come through Protestant

Christianity. It is a time for Protestants to go in

and possess the land in the name of their Lord, and

give to the people all the advantages of a pure,

elevating and transforming Gospel. Already the

field is being carefully studied, and in a few years

flourishing missions will spring up in city and in

viWage.—Presbyferian.

SUMMARY 'of EVENTS.

UxiTED States —Congress reassembled on the 4th

insiant, af er the recess. In the Senate _a

received from the Pre-ident transmitting th

Treaty, and it was referred in executive sessic

Committee on Foreign Relations.

On the 9th instant the House reversed the

of the Commiltee of the Whole of the 6ih instant,

when the appropriation for the support of the Civil

Service Commi-sion was stricken out by a vote of 61

to 61. When the rll was called, on the 9th, the vole

was 95 to 119. All attempts to des'roy our invaluable

civil service laws it is believed will be futile.

Senator Lodge on the 7th in-tant, by reque-t, intro-

duced a bill to provide for a submarine ca' le between

the United States and Hawaii, the Philippines, Japan,

China and Australia.
,^, ,,-

The United States Treasury receipts in Twelfth Mo.

were $41,404,793, as compared with §59,640,698 in

Twelfth Month, 1897. The last amount, huwever,

included about $31,700,000 of Pacific Railway money.

The di.sbursements in Twelfth Month, 1898, were only

$460,000 in excess of the receipts.

The Monthly statement of the United States public

debt sh.'WS that at the close of business, Twelfth Mo.

31, the debt, less cash in the Treasury, was $1,1'29,176,-

286, an increase during the month of $1,702 799.

Benjamin F. Fifield, of Montpelier, a leading mem-
ber 1 f the Bar of Vermont, and counsel for the Cen-

tral Vermont Railroad, has been appointed United

States Senator to succee I the late Senator Morrill.

The Director of the Mint estimates that the gold

output of the United States in 1898 was $65,762,677,

an incieas- of S8,419 677 over that of 1897.

United States Circuit Judge Morr w, at San Fran-

cisco, has decided that the stamp tax on telegraph

messages must be paid by the sender.

On Twelfth Mo^th 18th the engineers of the Chicago

and Northwestern Railway accomplished the wonder-

ful engineermg task of moving its 220 t-n bridge cross-

ing the Kinnickinnic River at Milwaukee, on its Chi-

cago division, down stream 250 feet, This is a feat

that has been undertaken but a very few times in the

history of engineering. The bri 'ge was a single track

draw, and was removed to a new foundation in the

quick time of two hours and forty-seven minutes.

On the afternoon of the 9th instant a collision oc-

curred betw- en two pas-enger trains on the Lehigh

Valley Railroad, at West Dunellan, N. J., in which til-

teen persons were killed and about thirty-live injured,

of whom several are expected to die.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 713, which is 12 less than the previous week and
251 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 843 were males and 370 females ; 185

were under live years of age ; 160 died of pneumonia
;

76 of consumption ; 55 of iuHuenza ; 46 of heart disease

;

31 of d age ; 24 of typhoid fever ; 23 of convulsions

;

23 of diphtheria; 23 of nephritis; 21 of apoplexy; 19

of bronchitis ; 19 of mamsmus ; 15 of inHamraation of

the br.iin ; 14 of inanition ; 13 of cancer ; 12 of Briaht's

disease; 11 of paralysis, and 9 of indammation of the

stomach and b wels.

Markeis. &c. — V. S. 3's. 99 a 100 ; 4's, reg., lUf a

112^; coupon, 112J a 113J; new 4's, 129 a 129i; o's,

112J a 1 I3J ; 3's, teg., 106J a 107 ;
coupon, 107| a 107|.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners, on a basis

of 6j*;C. per pound for middling uplands.

Feed. — Winter bran, in bulk, quoted at $14.25 a

$15.00, and spring, in sacks, $14.00 a $14.50 per ton.

Flour.—Winter super.. $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.50 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3. 1 5 a $3.30
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.20 a $3.35 ; do., straight, $3.45 a *3.60 ; do., patent,

$3.65 a $3.90 ; spring, clear, $2.90 a $3.10 ; do. straight,

$3.50 a $3.75; do. patent, *3.75 a $3.95 ; do favorite

brands, $4.00 a $4.25 ; city mills, extra, $2.50 a $2.75
;

do. clear, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70.

do, patent, $3.85 a $4.00. Rye Flotje.—$3.10 per

barrel for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flotik.

—$2.00 a $2.10 per 100 pounds for new, as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75 a 751c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 40J a 40|c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35ic.

Beep Cattle.—Extra, 5| a Sjc; good, 5| a 5ic.

;

medium, 5J a 5^0.; common, 4J a 5c.

Sheep asd LaiMbs.—Extra, 4J a 5c.; good, 4J a 4Jc.

;

medium, 3J a 4c. ; common, 2i a 32C. ; lambs, 5 a 6c.

Hogs.—Be.-t Western. 6^ a 5Jc.; other grades, 5 a 53c.

Foreign.—Lord Salisbury's reply to the Czar's pro-

posal for a disarmament conference promised the cor-

dial co-operation of the British Government.

A blue hook has just been issued, containing the

correspondence betwten Great Britain and France on

the subject of trade restrictions in Madagascar. The
only ciincession apparently which has resulted from

Lord Salisbury's numerous protests is the revocation of

the decree confining the coast trade to French vessels,

which .^^ Delcasse, French Foreign Minister, notified

to the British Government in a despatch dated Twelfth

Month 29th, last. The Times says :
" It is a good thing

for the world's peace that we are able to possess our

souls in patience under the pin pricks of the French
Government, which, under the cover of grandiloquent

phra-es. habitually acts with cupidity and the short

sighted cunning of the peasant."

It is believed in Paris that an agreement satisfactory

to Great Britain will be reached on the .Newfoundland

ques ion.

Colonel Lewis defeated the Dervishes under Emir
Ahmed Fedil, on the Blue Nile, on Twelfth Month
26th. Five hundred Dervishes were killed and 1,500

captured. The British loss was small.

Colonel Julison San Martin, who abandoned Ponce to

General Miles without resistance, has been sentenced

in Spain to imprisonment for life.

The average annual receipts at the Cuban custom

houses during the past twelve years has been $12,64,5,-

894, while the duties collected from exports has aver-

aged $1,284,605.

. A general meeting of Cuban officers is to be held to

consider first, the n- ed of money for the army, to ena-

ble its members to make a new start in life, and second,

the lack of respect shown to the Cuban officers by the

people of Cuba and the .Americans.

The Mayor of Santiago declares that the people

there want provincial and municipal autonomy.
Within a few hours after President McKinley's pro-

clamation had been posted in Manila, the agents of

.\guinaldo filled Manila with a manifesto, in which
that leader protested against General Otis signing him-
self the Military Governor of the Philippines, declar-

ing that he returned to the islands on an American
war ship to wm independence, and urging his followers

to coniinue the struggle for liberty. 'The insurgents at

Iloilo have threatened to burn the business portion of

that city at the first shot of bombardment fired by the

.American Heet. The American expedition will pro-

bably land on the island of Guimara-, some distance

from Panay, where a camp will be established to await
developments. General Otis has cabh d the War De-
partment that in hi~ opiidon <;eneral Miller has the

situation well in hand at lloilo, and that he fully un-

derstands the purpose of the President not to crowd
the insurgents unduly.

A Russian company has been organized to run a line

of twenty-one coast steamers from Via livostock to Port

Arthur and leading ports in the Pac fie Ocean. Con-
tracts have been awarded for twelve of the>e steamers.

The American Minister at Pekin, under instructions

from Washington, has protested against the extension

of the French or any other Power's exdusive conces-

sion at Shanghai, but urged extension of existing set-

tlements on an international basis. The British Min-
ister has made a similar protest, and the Chinese Gov-
ernment has refused the French demand.
The Globus gives an account of the second ascent of

Kilimanjaro, the highest mountain in German Africa,

by the same man who made the first ascent. Dr. Hans
i^Ieyer. He e.\plored for the first time the north side,

on which he discovered three large glaciers. He also

mapped out the lava streams an^l f rest limits, and the

mountain may now be considered sufficiently exidored.

Advices received at Lima from Bolivia announce
that President Alonso's advance guard is within six

leagues of La Paz, capital of the Republic.

NOTTCES.
A Friend desires a position in Friend's family as

housekeeper, care oi children, or comi anion. Address
" M," Office of The Friend.

Receipts in aid of Dukhobortsi Fund to Fi)

Month lOtli, 1899.
E. J., Maine, $5 ; B F. L., $10 ; J. H. R , $5 ; H.

:

$1. Funds now on hand are being reserved with t

expectation of using them during the winter and spr!

for the support of the Cana ian immigrants.
Wm. Evans, Treamrer,

252 S. Front St., Phila

Public Meetings—Lansdowne, Pa.— Meetii

for worship are appointed by authority of Cliea

Monthly .Meeting. Fa , to be held in the meeting ho
at Lansdowne on Fifth-day evenings, the fifth and

:

nineteenth days of the present month, commencing
eight o'clock.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications'

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principa

Payments on account of board and tuition,

communications in regard to business should bet

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superinlendfn

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenie

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A

and 2.53 and 4.82 p. M. Other trains are met w
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7,30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup"

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Str»

Phila.— This Library is open on week-days f

11.30 A. M. to 2 p. M., and from 3 to 6 p. M. Sc

the books added Twelfth Month 28th, 1898, are:

Ford—American Cruiser in the East.

Hale—Historic Boston.

Hubbard—Little Journeys to the Homes of An
can Statesmen.

Kidd—Control of the Tropics.

King—Roundabout Rambles in Northern Europ
Repplier—Philadelphia, the Place and the Peo
Roberts— Forty-one Years in India.

ToDD—Corona and Coronet,

Worcester—Philippine Islands and their Peoj

A selected list of 150 of our books of general inti

may be had on application to the Library.

Married, at Friends' Meeting held near Ackw<
Iowa, Eleventh Month 2nd, 1898, RoY W. Rockw
son of Hubert and Ellen L. Rockwell, to Otell
Moffitt, daughter of Joshua and the late Mar
Moffitt of North Carolina.

, at Friends' Meeting-house near Paul
Iowa, on the twenty-eighth of Ninth Month, 1

William Clarkson JIoffitt, son of William A.

Mary Moffitt, to Mary' S. Rockwell, daught(

Hubert and Ellen L. Rockwell.

Died, at her late residence near Downingtown, (

ter Co., Penn, on the nineteenth of Tenth .Vloi th, '.

Sarah T. Zook, wife of Elhanan Zook in the sevi

fourth year of her nge. A beloved member, elder

overseer of Downingtown Particular and Uwc
Monthly Meeting of Fri' nds. Although the sumi

came suddenly and at an unexpected hour, we hui

trust and believe that she was not unprepared fo

solemn change which awaited her.

, Twelfth Month 21st, 1898, Hannah Yep
widow of Charles Yerkes. in the eighty-first yei

her aae. An esteemed member of the Monthly I

ing of Friends of Philadelphia for the Northern
trict. This dear Friend was of a rttiring disposi

but gave evidence of living near her Saviour,

greatfStde ire being to serve Him, and to be four

readiness when the summons came; this we be

was mercifully granted. A Ions; painful illness

borne with patient submission. " Blessed are the

in heart for thev shall see God."
, at her residence in Trenton, N. J., Elei

Month 22nd, 1898, Ehith Collins, widow of

Collins, in the eightieth year of her age; an este

menibt-r and valued e'der of Chesterfield Mo
Meeting. "N' t having a righteousness of mine
but that which is through faith in Jesus Chris

righteouness which is of God by faith."

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTEKS,
No. 422 'Walnut Street.
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rVhat was it that gave Isaiah such a clear

It of the Saviour of men as he records, hun-

ds of years before He came on earth ? How
Id he speak so exactly of his sufferings ? It

; just the same power that enables us now to

lerstand what Christ has done for us, and

they are in our midst that are best repre-

ting Him.

Ve sometimes fail to see and listen to his

rants because our hearts are not open to that

ch impressed the prophet to say, " Surely He
h borne our griefs and carried our sorrows

;

we did esteem Him stricken, smitten of

and afflicted."

Jut there is something in every heart which

appreciate his love, and witness his word,

li may all have in measure the same apprecia-

II

of Him which the prophet had. E.

t is with a sense of profound sympathy that

are moved in view of the sore bereavement

he editor of the American Friend in the loss

lis beloved wife and precious helpmeet in

arduous labors. The multiplied strain under

ch his mind and heart have been laboring

two places at the same time during many
Ibths of her decline and absence from his so-

ly, and the Christian fortitude and hope in

ch a tenderly feeling spirit has been upheld

1 all, has seemed to us in no ordinary

pathetic. " Who is sufficient for these

'" " My grace is sufficient for thee," is

assurance sometimes recorded on a suffering

rt in demonstration of that of the pen and

ch.

Though our respective periodicals under the

oi Friend aim to cover fields sometimes

erent while sometimes coincident, each hav-

its distinctive policy and constituency, yet

united belief that one is our Master, even

Vist, suffices to place us as " brethren in tribu-

fion, and in the kingdom and patience of

I;us Christ."

In Non-essentials, Loyalty.

There is a disposition to call all things non-

essentials in a church, which are not the mere
saving essentials of the gospel. In an abso-

lutely non-sectarian holding of Christianity, its

own essentials would be the only essentials.

But we forget sometimes that so soon as we form

a denomination of Christians there must be two

sets of essentials—one the essentials of general

Christianity, and the other the special essentials

of that denomination's constitution.

We may suppose there might be "a man
without a country " avowing allegiance to the

essential principles of government only, and

travelling as a citizen of the world, but of no

one of its kingdoms. But just as soon as he

voluntarily comes in under the rights, privi-

leges and duties of any one country's law, he

engages to become subject to its statutes whether

he understands the wisdom of them or not ; and

has no moral right, whether he avails himself of

residence under that country's rules, to declare

his independence of them, except in those rare

instances where the operation of them is found

to contradict the express law of the Most High.

So he has added to his number of essentials of

government, the essentials of citizenship under

a special form of government.

Accordingly if we accept membership in a

religious denomination or church professing the

essential truths of Christianity, we accept at the

same time additional essentials, even those of

the constitution and specific principles of that

Association itself. Some of these may be in-

dispensable to Christianity pure and simple,

and others may be deemed the best coadjutors

of the gospel on which that Society can com-

bine. But whatever these tenets of member-

ship are, whether essentials to be received as

superior to all association with men, or essen-

tials of the association merely, they have become

essentials to which our loyalty is, in all Chris-

tian honor engaged. They are essentials to the

Society's right of separate existence, and to our

own covenant of membership therein. If we

say " in non-essentials, liberty," the fundamental

doctrines and principles of our church are not

such non-essentials—they are essentials. There

is no honorable or Christian liberty to disregard

them, till after we have been excused from or

have renounced membership under them.

If there are any doctrines which are funda-

mental to our right of existence as a separate

religious Society, among these are the purely

spiritual nature of the gospel baptism, and of

the communion of the body and blood of our

Saviour; the single mediatorship of Christ be

tween God and men ; and a gospel ministry

free from human contract and to be exercised

in every instance only under the immediate re-

quirement and authority of the Holy Spirit,

adapting his special message freshly for special

conditions present. This would make a stated,

regulation, pre-devised preaching, praying, or

praising impossible, and the employment of any

stated person or pastor to supply or direct such

ministration, out of the question. A belief in

these among other primary essentials to our

constitution as a special religious body, is in-

dispensable to an honestly held and an honestly

permitted membership therein. And the terms

of membership are as much the essentials of

membership, as the terms of the gospel are es-

sentials of Christianity.

Any one who assents to the introduction into

our membership of persons who are out of har-

mony with its explicit fundamental principles,

is responsible for an entering wedge of future

disruption, dismemberment, disintegration. He
scatters and demolishes, and he injects war,

where a well-kept unity of the Spirit in the bond

of peace would build and strengthen. What
soldier could, without treason, have been en-

listed in the American ranks, whose allegiance

was known by the officers to be assured to the

flag of Spain ? Still worse, were he a citizen of

one of our own States, yet in sworn sympathy

with the antagonist forces. What Total Ab-

stinence Society would not stultify and disown

itself by receiving into its metnbershipa known
moderate-drinker? What non-baptist Society,

by admitting a practical Baptist? What spi

itual-communist Society, by receiving, from any

quarter, a wine-communist? What waiting

worship and waiting-ministry Society, by de

liberately importing amongst its membership

whether through request or certificate, the es-

pousers of the opposite system? How long

would the fabric of that Society hold together

on its own principles? What device for de-

stroying it could be more thoroughly effective

than to insinuate personal centres of antagon-

istic doctrines? The quarter or denomination

from which holders of opposing doctrines offer

to come in, is not an element for consideration
;

except, however, the natural fact that the in-

troduction of such would be more dangerous

from societies already bearing the name of

Friends, than from others.

To protect Philadelphia Yearly Meeting from

incorporating into its membership exponents

or seed-bearers of doctrines which are adverse

to those which it, and Friends generally, have

held from the beginning, that body in the year
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1887 adopted the following provision into its

Discipline:

When any of our Monthly Meetings have relia-

ble information that the sanction of a Monthly

Meeting out of our limits is given to teachings and

practices seriously at variance with our profession,

they are instructed to consider such defection as a

sufficient obstruction to sending or receiving cer-

tificates of removal to or from such meeting—until

the cause of obstruction is removed.

If, however, certificates of removal coming from

such a meeting shall recommend as members, per-

sons whose life and conversation appear to be con-

sistent with our religious .profession, Monthly

Meetings are at liberty to receive such persons, if,

on solid consideration, the defection of the meeting

granting the certificate shall appear to be the only

obstruction.

We are not aware of any case at present

pending which in the manner indicated above,

jeopardizes our unity of doctrine from outside

quarters. But as there are signs of some having

lost sight of such a rule of Discipline, recent

though it be, it has seemed well to refresh the

general memory of it at this time.

Note.—Simply for the sake of accuracy, we refer

to the statement in editorial of Twelfth Month

Slst, that a Friend lately deceased in New Eng
land was " reputed " to be the last of the typical

men Friends of his Yearly Meeting in his outward

appearance. The wording of the statement was

safe. But we are since reminded that iwo of a

younger class, who by reason of their absence in

recent years were overlooked in our survey of the

membership, now appear as members of that Yearly

Meeting, and continuing in the outward testimony

spoken of.

Make Feiend.s at Home.—Many boys and
girls are very anxious to make friends among
strangers, while no pains are taken to make
friends of those at home. Father, mother,

brothers, and sisters all seem to be beyond the

pale of friendship. They may be insulted, and
with impunity; no courtesy or respect is paid

them ; they are expected to make up at a mo-
ment's notice, no apology of any kind being of-

fered or thought of Brothers and sisters have
become lifelong enemies from small beginnings.

Bitter quarrels have resulted from unpremedi-
tated, but nevertheless cruel, injustice. Rela-

tives imagine themselves privileged to criticise

as no stranger would dare to lio.

Now this is all wrong. Brothers and sisters

should speak words of praise and encourage-

ment. Leave others to do the disagreeable—it

will be done, never fear. Be as courteous at

home as you are abroad. Respect your home
and family as you wish to be respected. Don't
save all your frowns for home. Love your
brothers and your sisters, remembering that love

begets love. You will never regret the kind-

ness you have shown, while your thoughtlessness

and indifference to your own may reap a bitter

harvest. Life would be smoother in a home if

everybody would endeavor to understand his

or her neighbor in the home, and if everybody
were taken at the best, and not at the worst,

valuation.— Union and Times.

" I SEEK the bread of God which is Jesus

Christ, and I seek his blood which is love in-

corruptible.

—

Ignati^is.

For "The Friend."

The Dukhobors in Cyprus.

A full and very thoughtful report has been

received by the Committee fmm a Russian

helper of the immigrants in Cyprus, from which

we summarize the following notes. The writer

goes very carefully into statistics of the diseases

and mortality among the Dukhobors and sums

up thus:

Ninety-one per cent, of the cases are con-

nected with abnormalities in the digestion. One

must ask to what extent the food must be blamed

for this. In my last letter I showed how scanty

the food of the Dukhobors was, I again insist

on the point: and add that Wm. Slurge has just

ordered another supply of lentils, peas and

beans to vary their food, and a quantity of milk

lor the sick. I approve iu principle and prac-

tice of vegetarian diet, having no doubt that

when one exchanges a good meat diet for rich

and well prepared vegetarian cookery, he gains

in health and strength. But if an abundant

meat diet is given up to be replaced by poorly

made soup of cabbage, radish and "kvass"

without any variety, and other trials have at

the same time to be endured, stomach derange-

ment must follow. This has been the case with

the Dukhobors, whose sufferings on account of

religious conviction, and their illness from fever,

etc., commenced in the Caucasus almost simul-

taneously with their change of diet, and after

the change from a colder to a hotter climate,

this has been a principal cause of the spread of

sickness among them. [The writer has in view

their ceasing to eat meat. It appears that one

of them was struck with the cruelty of killing a

sheep, and it was the development of this ten-

derness of feeling that led to their refusal a plug

forte raison to inflict death upon their fellow-

men, and hence to cease obeying the call to

military service.] The letter goes on to show

that " as a matter of fact, they were all ill in the

Caucasus." The diseases there and here in

Cyprus are pretty much the same. Auxiliary

causes that have affected them, besides the

warmer climate and insufficient nourishment,

are crowding impurities in drinking water, etc.

On the whole the women have suffered more
than the men—more women have died.

He next deals with the crowding, and calcu-

lates from the measurements of some of the huts

or shelters that there was on an average less

than one hundred and twenty cubic feet of air

per person in them. " In common logding-

houses in London two hundred and forty cubic

feet, and in workhouses three hundred feet are

allowed for each adult in a dormitory ; in mili-

tary barracks, six hundred cubic feet; in prison

cells, eight hundred ; with artificial ventilation,

while the best hospitals allow twelve hundred
cubic feet per bed for patients. Thus the space

occupied by the Dukhobors in the settlements,

at Athalassa, Pergamo, is fifty per cent, less

than in common lodging houses in the metropo-

lis, and six times less than that of prison cells.

[It must be borne in mind that this deplorable

state of things is not the fault of those who are

striving to help the Dukhobors, but is the result

of the sudden migration of over one thousand of

them before it was possible to prepare adequate
accommodation for them]. The letter goes on
to say :

'' Mr. William Sturge, whose energy
seems inexhaustible, is going to hire an estate

to which one hundred persons can be moved
from Pergamo, and also to build some new
houses at Athalassa." [This extra farm is now
taken, and the people removed to it]. The

Dukhobors at Pergamo have ploughed nearly I

all the land (four hundred dirums or half acres), !

and sown about half, the other half not being i

:

ready for sowing until the rain sets in. j:

They are gathering and pressing olives of "

sixty-seven trees on the estate, and improving •'

the irrigation. This necessitated clearing out '

the wells, adifiBcult matter iu their feeble state,
'

as every attempt to work at the bottom of the '

pits was followed by fever. They therefore

hired a Turk, who was in health, and acclima-

tized to do this. The water is raised to the sur- '

face by " Norias," or Egyptian chain pumps.

Two of the wells are cleaned out, but the third,

as already reported, has to be let alone, as the
'f

Turk believes there is an evil spirit in it, and he 1^

positively refuses to run the risk of arousing
^

him. '?

Besides the farming, the Dukhobors are fit- ''

ting up their houses, getting windows fixed, etc.,

'

and they are gathering stocks of the Christ-

thorn bushes, which grow wild everywhere, to

be used as fuel for the winter. The writer -

touches on the difficulties in the position which

arise from the lack of leaders and consequent

organizationsamong the immigrants. They need

such men in their own ranks as Veregin, who

is in exile in Siberia, and who has a remarkable

'

power in this respect. The communism or so--

cialisra which has been forced upon them by!-

the circumstances of their persecution and etni-i-

gration is not what they have been accustomedi =

to as in their old houses. '^

The writer speaks of the anxiety of so many'--

of them to be fully employed, and explains whj
'

the irrigation work offered them by a contractot

was practically impossible for them to perform •

:

It was thirty miles away, and when a man who '-

had been worn down with fever went to such f

distance, he had, often, to leave a family all bu"'

perfectly helpless behind him, from sickness',

His own little strength would give way in a daj|i:

or two, and this with the intense anxiety for hii''

sick or dying wife or children, utterly beat hiii-

effort at supporting himself so far away fron' ^

them. The letter says they manifest a great de -

sire to get such work, as they feel they hav! ^

some knowledge of, and can do.

One man had been trying to get a loan o

about one pound to buy smiths' tools and dr

some work for the Turks, which would enabl

him to not only recoup the cost of his littl| .

plant, but to earn the living of himself and hi

family. Another sought a place as coacbmai'

or groom, another carpenter's work, and so od
;

"As far as I can see," says the writer, "ever
|

one of them would accept such work with pleas

ure. But many of them would give it up i ['

they had to do it in a great mass or numbe"(

Each is used to work hard, but independeutl
j

of others. He used also to co-operate in a con j-

raon undertaking, but only after his own xmrk ha

been done. The work of a groom, etc., leavt

him a small share of individual liberty. Thi

is why he prefers it. I am sure they will hav

the same objection to work at Canadian fa(

tories, where a man is turned into a machini

This conservative feeling is natural, but I don

think it will last forever, and they will get ai

customed to newconditionsof labor before long

Reverting to the lack of natural leaders amon

them, he adds, " I don't say they must have

formal organization, because they object to i

and because in ease of failure it would mea

the suppression of individual liberty amon

them, which is of course undesirable. I don

say there is much dissension among them.

the contrary, when I consider the absence
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ly elected representatives, except for financial

Fairs, I am surprised to find so much agree-

ent and accord among them. But one thing

,nnot but be noticed. When the initiating,

iliberating and executive work of every atfair

flongs to the whole of the community, the re-

lOusibiiity is divided between so many that it

^es its power, and much time is lost until

[Cry one comes to the same resolution. The
terests of the community itself don't gain

)ra this. They need a J\Ioses, or one or two
,10 could acquire and exercise the necessary in-

lence ; and they also need organizing ability."

"In one of my letters I said that the general

snery of Cyprus struck nie as like that of a

sert. But since these first impressions I have
*rned many things that convince me that

3 country is very rich. There is plenty of

id and only a small population ; its soil is

"t—very dusty when dry, but very easy to

Itivate when ploughing, etc. They don't em-

jy proper ploughs, but use an implement
;it may be taken for the primitive form of the

f)ugh. But the ground is very fertile gener-

y, if properly irrigated. Even with the im-

ffect native cultivation it gives tenfold crops'

corn, in fact, it produces barley, oats, wheat,

ickwheat, millet, linseed, maize, rice, etc., and
3ry kind of vegetables, as potatoes, onions,

(lishes, cabbages, melons, beans, lentils, toraa-

is, cucumbers, pumpkins, etc. Grapes grow
ire, and figs, dates, olives, apples, lemons,

mges, pears, pomegranates, pepper, nuts,

^stnuts, quinces, tobacco and cotton. The
fu is sown in autumn and harvested in spring,

igetables are gathered all the year round,

tae twice a year. Fruit is gathered at different

isons— every month something is gathered

ifhout much labor. Crops have failed only

joe in twenty years of British government
ji this is due to drought. This shows there

ho lack of water in winter, and if everything

B failed the husbandman has greater proba-

ijty of having his corn than a peasant in

tssia, who loses his corn from many causes,

:i has no substitute for it.

[Spring sowing also gives rich crops. Irriga-

ia is all that is needed, and this can be ar-

.'iged everywhere. The water is raised from
ills by the " Noria " wheels into large tanks,

ira which it is distributed by furrows over a

rge area of land. Subterranean channels are

Jo made for conveying the well water to con-

ierable distances. Of course the irrigation

tern is expensive, but once established, it lasts

' many years, and wherever the water is sup-

led, the land produces everything in abund-
iCe. There is another system being introduced

re by the English government. They are

jng to make large reservoirs in the mountains,
iwhich the water is stored for gradual distri-

ition during the summer. There is no doubt
(they could get sufficient water the island

mid be transformed into a flourishing coun-
'. Land is obtainable easily and on very
ieral terms. There are however, drawbacks,
lere are no meadows and no grass or hay, but

<! horses and cattle are fed on " samen "

—

i aw rubbed small and mixed with vetches;
;; cattle are very good and strong, but the

'fs are not milked. Except sheep's milk
Iring four months in winter, there is no milk
ithe island. Sheep manage to find pasture in

i fields all the year round. There are no
^ests here, and for fuel the people use the
)rn bushes. But much time is wasted as it is

:w burned.

A^ to the natives who surround the Dukho-

bors—when the latter came to Pergamo the

Turks were afraid of them. They would not

allow their wives or children to come out of

their own houses to them, nor jiermit them to

drink water from their-vessels. But since they

have become better acquainted with them, and
discovered that the Dukhobors do not have
ikons, and do not eat pnrk or meat in general,

the Turkish women and children begin to visit

the Dukhobors' houses, and the Turks let them
use their water vessels. At present the Turks
and the Dukhobors are good friends. One of
the most important links that unite them is the

knowledge the latter have of the Turkish lan-

guage, which many of them learned in the Cau-
casus [in the Tartar dialect of it]. The Duk-
hobors can fulfil a mission of civilization among
the Turks, who are struck with the skill of some
of their carpenters and smiths, and begin to

order small pieces of work from them. There
was one small piece of land which the Turks
thought was good for nothing, as it was full of

thorns and stones. The Dukhobors set to work,
cleared the bushes and gathered out the stones

and sewed barley, which is now springing up.

In this and many other things the Turks see

the superiority in the Dukhobors' culture, and
this cannot remain without a very good in-

fluence among them. If the Dukhobors re-

main here they will be able to introduce to

them some new methods of building houses as

well as of tilling the land, while they would
themselves retain all their own best qualities.

But I fear Canada would not offer the same ad-

vantages. There it would not be the Dukho-
bors but the Canadians who would teach better

land culture and many other things. Special

care would be needed that along with this in-

fluence of the more advanced civilization, there

might not come a weakening of their moral su-

periority. These would have to be solved by a

proper education. The letter goes on to offer

some excellent suggestions as to the way in

which this could best be accomplished, and after

giving interesting proofs of the desire of many
of the Dukhobors for this help in education,

the writer concludes : "It is interesting to live

among these people, and help them, while ob-

serving how they accommodate themselves to

the new conditions of life: to live among a

people whose words and actions are directed by
truth and righteousness. After my stay among
them, my admiration is transformed into sincere

and deep love. It is with unseen and bitter

tears, and a distressed heart that I take leave of

them, God only knows how I wished to unite

forever my lot with that of these people, who
are covered with the wounds of the great Man
of sorrows."

By an order in council dated the sixth of

Twelfth Month, 1898, the Dominion Govern-
ment expressly exempts the Dukhobors from

being called upon for military services.

An old prophecy, in a vision of the reign of

the Messiah, pictured the wolf dwelling with

the lamb, the leopard lying down with the kid,

and the calf and young lion in close compan-
ionship. Whatever we may say as to the literal

fulfilment of this propecy in the subduing and
taming of ferocious animals, it has its higher

fulfilment in the regeneration of humanity
which is wrought through the gospel. The
wolf in man's disposition and temper is changed
into lamb like gentleness.—J. R. Miller.

No less than ten forms of bacteria have lately

3en found in hailstones.

Health Hints.

A correspondent, writing of his delightful so-

journ at the well known Jackson Sanatarium
at Dansville, New York, expresses his confi-

dence that the system there so effectively era-

ployed might, in some particulars be put into

practice in the private life of many a sufierer,

to his great advantage in spite of want of appli-

ances, and skilled superintendence. To this

end he supplies us with the following sugges-

tions constantly urged by Dr. James H. Jack-
son in the successful treatment of his extensive

household. Be resolute in your determination

to get well ; the first slep upward to health in-

volves self discipline ; Co-operate heartily in all

effoits for your welfare.

Cultivate, in common with desirable physi-

cal habits, wholesome habits of thought and feel-

ing; the two react upon one another; health

comes from inward development. Nothing more
surely undermines health or retards restora-

tion than uncontrolled passions or emotions.

A quiet, purposeful state of mind is absolutely

essential to recovery. The spirit of good will,

of love for others, as taught by Christ, which
impels one to healthy self-sacrifice, is one of the

most potent healing forces in the universe.

Rise at 7 A. m. and retire at 9 P. m. The
time between 12 and 1 should be set apart as a
"rest hour" for bodily and mental repose, and
if possible for sleep. The value of a noon-day
nap cannot be computed.

Sleep and rest abundantly. Life out of

doors tends to induce sleep. A morning walk
of fifteen minutes is very useful. Court the

fresh air day and night. Uncomfortable and
unhealthful dress is one of the most fruitful

causes of disease, particularly with women.
Thereby the circulation is often obstructed and
the vital functions impaired.

M(jderation is more essential than is com-
monly understood, in letter writing and general

reading. One hour spent with the pen may
rob you of the day's gain. In the way of read-

ing, trashy, exciting fiction should be avoided.

Avoid taxation, spend less nervous energy each

day than you make. Conversation and accum-
ulation of nervous power are absolutely essen-

tial for curative purposes.

Most emphatically is it insisted that patients

shall not converse with each other about their

own or others' diseases. In no way can pro-

gress toward health be more surely retarded

than by disregarding this rule. Good digestion

depends largely upon mental conditions and in-

fluences. Pleasant, helpful topics should be

chosen at the table. The discussion of diseases

at meals is especially harmful and annoying, as

well as distasteful and inconsistent with good
breeding. Study to keep from mental or emo-

tional excitement, before, during and after

meals. Take no food, except at meal time.

Eat slowly and masticate thoroughly. Drink
sparingly at the table, and do not drink within

an hour before and after meals, unless it be of

hot water.

System and regularity are important elements

in the hygienic method ; to aid nature one should

be precise and prompt in rising, retiring, exer-

cising, bathing, taking meals, etc. Don't worry
;

don't hurry. Be cheerful, think only healthful

thoughts. Associate with healthy people, for

health is contagious. Never despair, trust the

Eternal. " If ye know these things, happy are

ye if ye do them." —From the Evangelist.

Live for Christ in your home.
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1

E. Matheson.

You say the glamour of romance,
Whea told in song, lias passed away

;

That few will give a second glance

At what is known as " veroe " to-day.

The present is a busy age,

And who amongst us has the time

To idly sit and con the page

That holds a minor poet's rhyme?

You smile because he loves to tune

AVith lyre and voice the charms of spring.

The rosy dawn, the g>)lden noon.

The sheen upon the swallow's wing.

So well you know the ancient theme
That treats of April shine and shower,

The music of the crystal stream,

The beauty of the woodland flower.

Oh yes, he does not soar on wings

Which spurn the earth and cleave the sky
;

He but transf irms the lowly things.

That in our common pathways lie.

For he whose silver measure strives

To clothe the meanest weed with grace.

Believed that even humblest lives

Need not be coarse and commonplace.

And if his simple strain is heard

Above the clamour of the throng.

And purer founts of thought are stirred

The world is better for his song.

If what you count of little worth
But dries a tear or soothes a pain.

Or gives one noble feelmg birth,

His talent is not used in vain.

And if his theme is seldom new.

And if ihe minor notes prevail,

What matters so the song be true ?

Is every bird a nightingale ?

And while he sees that spring is fair.

And finds a poem in a rose,

And hears God's music everywhere,
W' hy should he yoke himself to prose ?

The ivy cannot choose but climb,

The blossom cannot choose but spring
;

And—though you may not read his rhyme

—

Ah well ! ah well ! he still must sing.

Chambers^ Journal, EUvtnth Mo. lsl,lS9S.

Selected for "The Fkiknd."

In domestic life women need at least two
thiDfrs : first, the greatest general culture at-

tainable, to enrich the home lite and to retain

the sympathies of children, as well as to store

up for themselves resources in hours ofdiffioultv,

loneliness or sorrow ; second, they need an edu-

cation adapted to everyday business, especially

to the emergencies of domestic life. No educa-

tion is Complete, or indeed, of great permanent
value that does not teach how to live content-

edly and to economize nervous energy. To be
contented, one must feel sure that one is in the

right place, and must have spiritual and Intel

lectual resources to tide over life's emergencies,
whose end one cannot see. To be economical of

nerve energy, one must learn a finely-balanced

self control and a large-minded discrimination

between the values of competing duties and at-

tractions.

—

Mary Roberts Smith.

A Quick Reply.—She was dressed smartly
;

and, when she met a small bare legged urchin
carrying a bird's nest with eggs in it, she did
not hesitate to stop him.

" You are a wicked boy !
" she said. " How

could you rob that nest? No doubt the poor
mother is grieving for the loss of her eggs."

" Oh, she don't care," said the boy, edging
away. " She's on your hat !

"

—

Cape Ann Ad-
vertiser.

FOK " THE Feiend."

Vicesimus Knox.

The works of Vicesimus Knox, especially his

Christian Philosophy, bring to view the unrest

in religious sentiment, somewhat peculiar to the

close of the last century. The human mind

ever inclined to indulge its imagined freedom,

had strayed so far into worldly compliance as to

call in question all pretensions to a religious

life.

In France, where papal domination had

fostered abuses that brought religion into con-

tempt, the people had gone so far as to deny any
power superior to " Reason." The gospel of

Christ was treated as a fiction. The existence

of a Creator was a matter of dispute. It was a

period of the reign of infidelity, in which Paine

in America, Voltaire in France, and many of

lesser note in England combined to cultivate a

public sentiment quite averse to the develop-

ment of piety. In France, even the name of

Christianity was discarded. In England, noth-

ing beyond its formal observance was encour-

aged. Where any felt constrained to come
under its heart-changing power, they were re-

garded as bigoted or singular. The " Divines
"

as they were called of that day were engaged

not so much in enforcing by example and pre-

cept the practice of Christianity, as in contend-

ing for the name.
Among Friends, Methodists, and no doubt

other dissenting sects, there were many living

witnesses for the Truth. But within the Church
of England, whose clergy with more or less of

honesty clung to the idea that they were "the

Church" there was cultivated a contentment

with the barest superficiality with "a name to

live" while spiritually dead. It was in this

state of affairs that our author felt concerned lo

arouse his countrymen to a sense of their spir-

itual desolation. He appears to have been a

man whose heart had been touched and who
well knew that regeneration is vital to religion.

He knew that it was " upon this Rock,—Divine
revelation throwing light upon the contents of

the Bible,—that the Church of Christ had been
built ; and he believed that the fathers of the

Church of England, acconling to the light af-

forded them, had laid this as a foundation for

the system of worship, of which he was a min-

ister.

We find in his language so much positive

avowal that none but spiritual weapons can be

available in the Christian warfare; doctrines

held just as Friends hold them, that we are in-

duced to lend our approval, and to wish that his

appeal to the generation in which he lived had
been more successful.

It may be observed that while the enemy
with which Vicesimus Knox contends is infi-

delity more or less avowed, the danger which
besets the Church now, after the lapse of a hun-
dred years is not so much a denial of Christ's

name, as a circumvention of his offices. Ac-
cording to the digests of our modern thought, it

is now the purpose of our leading minds to in-

troduce reason and science, literature and re-

finement, to take the place of religion in the

heart. The result, if left unchecked, will be to

supplant the work of Grace by a system of cul-

ture that would enter heaven by any other way
than by Christ the door. But the truths of the

Gospel are unchanged from age to age. Its

foundation principles may be opposed alike to

the inroads of French infidelity and to the plau-

sible sophistries of the present time.

Some extracts from his introductory chapter
will show how the author approaches his work:

" The times indeed appear to call upon even
professor of Christianity, to vindicate in tli

manner best adapted to his abilities and oppo
j

tunities its controverted truths; and if I sha

be fortunate enough to communicate one su
;

gestion to the wavering mind, that may conduit

to this great purpose I shall have accomplished

my wish. To diffuse the sunshine of religioi

hope and confidence over the shadowy path
life, to dissipate the gloom of doubt and despai

to save a soul from death, objects so desirab

inspire an ardor which enable zeal to triuraj

over timidity.

"That unbelief in Christ is increasing in t!

present age, and that the spirit of the times

rather favorable to its increase, has been t

serted by high authority and is too notorious

admit denial. The apostacy of a great nati

in the most enlightened and polished part

Europe, the public unblushing avowal of at!

ism among some of its leaders, the publicatii

of books on the Continent in which Christiani

is treated as a mere mode of fanaticism—

s

these circumstances have combined with othe

to cause not only an indifference to the religii

of Christ, but a contempt and aversion to I

very name. It cannot be said that the defendi

of Christianity in our country have been few,

unfurnished with abilities natural and acquirt

But what shall we say? Notwithstanding th

stupendous labors, with little intermission t.

great cause which they maintain is eviden'

at this moment on the decline. Had their si \

cess been equal to their labors and pretensio

infidelity must now have been utterly extert

nated."

After further setting forth the labors of thi

learned prelates, he says, "the people are e

ing and straying like lost sheep; but in th:

calls they cannot recognize the voice of I;

Shepherd."

Jonathan Dymond has well said that the b

—the most, effective way to treat these obj-

tions of infidels is to not notice them. He cot

pares officious sceptics to pieces of brul

—very insignificant in themselves, but
position to reflect the rays of the sun—they i

ablaze with light.

Our author should not here be charged
violating this prudent maxim. He is pointi

out the mischief of entering the lists with

pant writers, who would bring up the most
mentous truths of the Gospel for mere liters

pastime. He says :
" I am persuaded that ev

a sensible thinking and learned man might p
his whole life in piety and peace, without 8'

dreaming of those objections to Christian

which some of its most celebrated

have collected together from all ages anc
great variety of neglected books, and then CO

bined in a single portable volume so as to r

der it a convenient synopsis of infidelity. Wl
must be the consequence ? It must at least (

turb the repose of the sensible thinking a

learned man, and if it should be understood

the simple, the unlearned, the unthinking a

the ill-disposed, I am of the opinion that

objections would be studied, its solutions

glected and thus a large number of recruits i

listed volunteers in the army of unbelievers.'
" Evil is learned sooner and remembe:

longer than good ; and it would be better to

many pamphlets of the deists sink into obliv

than to preserve and extend them by extract!

their most noxious parts and mixing them w
the productions of men of learning and pi«i

The refutations are often long labor and te

ous, while the objections are short and live

HecoHJ
uken glij

)ut if ii'J
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bey are therefore either not read or forgotten,

bile a flippant sarcasm attracts attention and

ues itself upon the memory."
"The spirit of piety seems to have been

anting on some of the moat logical and nieta-

lysical of our defenders of Christianity. They
leak of Christ when they are examining the

uth of the doctrine with calm indifference, as

ithey were dull virtuosos discussing the genu-

eness of a medal or the authenticity of a

:anuscript valuable only as a literary curios-

7. If St. Paul had been no warmer an advo-

.te than certain famous apologists for Christ's

(ictrine he would never have prevailed with

le Gentiles to relinquish their polytheism, and
3 of this island should at this day have re-

lained in the darkness of idolatry. Without
le spirit of piety all proofs and defenses of

tirisiianity are a dead letter."

"I have conceived an idea that our old Eug-
Ih divines were great adepts in genuine Chris-

hnity, and that their method of recommending
i was judicious, because I know it was success-

ll. There was much more piety in the last

(Dtury than in the present and there was every

jason to believe that infidelity was rare. Bishop
]all appears to me to have been actuated by
(e true spirit of Christianity, and I beg leave

1 convey my own ideas on the best method of

{OTusing that spirit in his pleasing pious and
snple language."

"There is not," says this venerable prelate,

'0 much need of learning as of grace to appre-

Ind those things that concern our everlasting

jace; neither is it our brain that must be set

t work, but our hearts. However excellent the

ieof scholarship in all the sacred employments
( divinity, yet in the main act which imports
sivation, skill must give place to affection,

lappy is the soul that is possessed of Christ,

Iw poor soever in all inferior endowments!
Ij are wide, O ye great wits, while ye spena
jurselves in curious questions and learned ex-

tivagancies. Ye shall find one touch of Christ

c. more worth to your souls than all your deep
fd laborious disquisitions. In vain shall ye
fiik for this in your 6oo^"« if you miss it in your
homji. If you know ail things and cannot say,

'i know whom I have believed," you have but
lowledge enough to know yourselves com-
ptely miserable. The great mysteries of god-

less which to the great clerks of the world
S3 as a book clasped and sealed up, lie open
Ifore the pious and devout man, fair and legi

h ; and while these bookmen know whom they

Ive heard of he knows whom he has believed,

laox observes: " Christianity indeed, like the

BQ, discovers itself by its own lustre. It shines

Mh unborrowed light on the devout heart. It

vnts but little external proof, but carries its

(n evidence to him that is regenerate, and
Irn of the Sjjirit." Lloyd Baldeeston.

FiRiN(; AT One Spot.—We are told that he
tit ruleth his own spirit is "greater than he
tit taketh a city." But then we have " to

tse" our own insurgent souls sometimes before

rling them, and Professor Drummond tells us

t5 strategic way to do this. He writes :

You have heard of the old castle that was
t^en by a single gun. The attacking party
Id only one gun, and it seemed hopeless to try

ttake the castle ; but one soldier said, " I can
S)w you how you can take the castle," and he
finted the cannon to one spot and fired, and
'nt on all day, never moving the cannon.
oout nightfall there were a few grains of sand
iocked off the wall.

He did the same thing the next day, and the
next. By-and-by the stones began to come
away, and by steadily working his gun for one
week, he made a hole in that castle big enough
for the army to walk through.

Now, with a single gun firing away at every-
body's life, the devil is trying to get in at one
opening. Temptation is the practice of the

soul
; and if you never have any temptations,

you will never have any practice.

—

Ex.

The Peaceful Campaign of Americans in the

Ottoman Empire.
Writing from Constantinople, W. T. Stead

says to the Associated Press :
" Judged by re-

sults, the Spanish war has made little return for

a prodigious expenditure compared with there-

turns already realized and to be realized from
the peaceful campaign which America is waging
in the Ottoman Empire. By an expenditure of

hundreds of millions of dollars and the sacrifice

of over 2,000 men the United States has suc-

ceeded in ousting the moribund sovereignty of

Spain from a couple of islands near her own
shores and of raising a question as to her con-

tinued dominion in the Philippines.

THE ROBERT COLLEGE.
" Compare this result with those achieved by

the Americans who for the last thirty years have
been patiently, silently laboring for the regen-

eration of that compost of wrecked kingdoms,
principalities and nationalities called the Otto-

man Empire. Thirty years ago acouple of Amer-
icans, Christian men with heads on their should-

ers, settled in Turkey and set about teaching in

American methods the rising youth of the East
in an Institution called the Robert College. They
have never from that day to this had at their

command a greater income than thirty or forty

thousand dollars a year. They have taken no
hand in politics. They have abstained from iden-

tifying themselves with any sect, nationality or

party. They have stuck to their appointed task,

and they are still sticking to it. They have in-

sisted that every student within their walls shall

be thoroughly trained on the American princi-

ples, which, since they were importeil by the men
of the Mayflower, have well nigh made the tone

of the world. They taught all these students five

languages, but they never hesitated to proclaim

that, though they spoke with all the tongues un-

der heaven, it was but foolishness, unless the

moral and spiritual character of the student was
trained and moulded by religious men. Moral
development, spiritual discipline, is the more es-

sential part of education. The true object of col-

lege education is the development of the facul-

ties and the formation of character.
" That was their line, and they have stuck to

it now for thirty-four years. With what result?

That American college is to-day the chief hope
of the future of the millions who inhabit the Sul-

tan's dominion. They have two hundred stu-

dents in the college to-day, but they have
trained and sent out into the world thousands
of bright, brainy young fellows, who have car-

ried the leaven of the American town meeting
into all the provinces of the Ottoman Empire.
Robert College men are turning up everywhere.
If the good work goes on, the alumni of this

American institution will be able to supply the

personnel of the civilized administration which
must some day supersede the barbaric horror

that is at present named the Government of

Turkey.
THE BULGARIAN PRINCIPALITY.

" The one great thing done in the making of

States in the last quarter of a century was the
creating of the Bulgarian principality; the resur-
rection of the Bulgarian nationality, although
materially achieved by the sword of the liber-

ating and avenging hordes of Russia, was due
primarily to the Robert College. It was the
Americans who sowed the seed. It was the men
of Robert College who took into Bulgaria the
glad news of a good time coming, when Bul-
garia would be free. When the Turks, scared
by the propaganda (jf liberty, descended in sav-
age wrath upon the helpless people to eradicate
the new born national aspirations, it was the
Americans who brought the whole horrible
truth to the light of day. All was in vain. The
Robert College men were on the spot. Their
chief was in constant communication with the
Ambassadors and journalists of Constantinople.
They found in Mr. Pears, an English barrister
of high standing, a correspondent of the Baily
News, a man fearless and capable enough to

stand the brunt of making the awful exposure.
What followed is a matter of history. The revo-
lution of the truth about the Bulgarian massa-
cres shattered as by dynamite the traditional

policy of England. Gladstone sprang into the
field. The Russian people moved to its depths
by the stories of the sufferings of its brethren
could not be restrained. The Tsar-Liberator
carried the Russian arms in triumph to the
very gates of Stamboul. Nor did they return
till by the treaty of San Stefano they "had cre-

ated that Bulgarian principality which had
been dreamed out on the Astral plane by the
students of the American college.

" But the influence of the American college
did not stop there. When the Constitutional

Assembly met at Tirnova to frame the Consti-
tution for the new born Siate it was the Robert
College graduates who succeeded in giving the
new Constitution its extreme democratic char-
acter, and when, after the Russians left, the Bul-
garians began to do their own governing, it was
again the American trained men who displayed
the spirit of independence which baffled and an-
gered the Russian Generals. From that time to

this day, when one Robert College man is Prime
Minister of Bulgaria and another is Bulgarian
Minister at Constantinople, while a third one of
the ablest of them is Bulgarian Minister at

Athens,' the Robert College has been a nursery
for Bulgarian statesmen. So marked, indeed,

has been the influence of this one institution,

there are some who say that of all the results of

the Crimean War, nothing was of such perma-
nent importance as the fact that it attracted to

Constantinople a plain American citizen from
New York.

OTHER INSTITUTIONS.

" The influence of the United States is by no
means confined to Robert College. There are

other institutions founded by Americans at Con-
stantinople, which are working quite as well as

the Robert College, but as they educate girls in-

stead of boys, they will not make their political

influence felt until the sons of the students come
to man's estate. But it is not only at Constan-
tinople that the Americans are at work. They
are at the present moment almost the only peo-
ple who are doing any good for humanity in

Asiatic Turkey. The German Kaiser has fra-

ternized with the assassin, and, arm in arm with
the infidel, has proclaimed his Divine mission

to protect the Christians of the East, whom his

friend and host has been massacring by the

thousands for the last four years. But the only
protection the poor, unfortunate Christians re-
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ceive is from English speaking men. I grieve

to say it, but it is for the most part quite true

that, until the other day, England did no good

to any one in Asia Minor. Of late the English

people have wakened up, and are now spending

scores of thousands of pounds in charity in that

country. But the only real good which the Eng-

lish did in these regions for many years was con-

fined to this : Our British Consuls helped the

American missionaries when they got into dif

ficultiea. People speak as if the Auglo-Ameri-

can alliance was a peaceful dream, to be realized

in the remote future.

" If they lived in Asia Minor they would dis-

cover that it is a very practical working factor

in the daily life of millions of men.

AMERICAN PRINCIPLES.

" How many American citizens are aware I

wonder that from the slopes of Mount Ararat all

the way to the shores of the blue ^Egean Sea

American missionaries have scattered broadcast

over all the distressful land the seed of Ameri-

can principles. The Russians know it, and re-

gard the fact with anything but complacency.

When General Mosseloff, the director of the

foreign faiths within the Russian Empire, vis-

ited Etchmiadzin, on the confines of Turkish

Armenia, the Armenian patriarch spread before

him a map of Asia Minor, which was marked

all over with American colleges, American

churches, American schools, American mis-

sions. They are busy everywhere, teaching,

preaching, begetting new life in these Asiatic

races. No one hears of them. They eschew

politics. They stick to their Bible and their

spelling books, but every year an increasing

number of Armenians and other Orientals issue

from the American schools familiar with the

])rinciples of the Declaration of Independence

and the fundamental doctrines of the American

Constitution. And so the leaven is spreading

throughout the whole land.

THE ARMENIANS.

"Of course, such heady new wine cannot be

poured into the very old bottles of Turkish

provinces without making itself felt. The Ar-

menians, a vain and clever race, soon become

swell headed. What Bulgarians had done they

thought Armenians could do. As the_ Robert

College men had created an independent Bul-

garia, they in their turn would show they could

create an independent Armenia. So they set to

work, but alas ! although they did their part of

the work bravely enough, Russia this time was

in no mood to come to their rescue. So the Sul-

tan fell upon them in his wrath and delivered

them over to the BashiBazouk and the Kurd.

What followed is written in letters of blood and

fire across the recent history of the East.

MISSIONARIES STILL AT WORK.

"But the end is not yet. The American mis-

sionaries who took no part in the abortive in-

surrection were not, as a whole, much molested.

They are working on, teaching, preaching, sow-

ing the seed day by day, creating the forces

which will in time overturn the Turkish Em-
pire and regenerate the East. The Turk knows
it and gnashes his teeth, longing for the time to

come when he may have it out with the cursed

Giaour from beyond the sea. But behind the

American missionary stands the British Con-

sul, and the Sultan fears to give the signal for

expiration."

A KIND act never stops paying rich divi-

Epistolary Thoughts.

To come in contact with our fellow-men any-

where on this wide earth must always concern

a " Friend of the Truth," and so I have had in-

tercourse with several persons in whom the true

Light has shone with more or less brightness.

The more we seek for the evidence of the ful-

filment of the prophecy concerning " these last

days," the more clearly will it appear that the

Gospel sound has gone out into all the world.

This, it is true, is somewhat drowned by the

many voices that are in the world seeking to

mislead people into the hope that Christ is

" here," or is " there " where He is not to be

found. Yet with all their clamor the Shep-

herd's voice is understood by many as He calls

his sheep to follow Him.
How necessary it is for us who say " we see

"

to be walking in the Light, that we may have

no condemnation for sin when called to account

for talents bestowed, with the usury due.

It seems to me that the great body of the

professing church, while holding much of

Christian truth in theory, through want of faith

in the immediate presence of and communion
with a living Lord, fall far short of the realiza-

tion of that life in Him which He so clearly in-

dicated as the privilege of his disciples.

To have this knowledge and keep it in a

pure conscience is a prerequisite in preaching

salvation. And if this be our calling, let us

press onward to the attainment of that for

which we have been apprehended of Christ

Jesus.

Many of the younger class should be among
the efficient workers in our organization, and
preparing to take up the responsibilities of ad-

vocates of our advanced spirituality. We may
humbly hope that there will be those who will

readily obey the Master's call, as was the case

with the disciples of our Lord ;
" Lo, we have

left all and followed thee." And others again

will he forged into instrun:ents for his use. I

remember dear William U. Ditzler repeating

that passage: "Compel them to come in." It

seems as if the Lord designed from the concep-

tion of some individuals that they should be

formed by a pattern to suit his purposes. As
it is written :

" This people have I formed for

myself; they shall show forth my praise." Our
hope for the Church must be that this forming,

re-creative power will yet effect among the chil-

dren of men results that only a Divine force

can achieve.

Whatever changes or overturnings threaten

our beloved Society, may there still be evolved

the same high, holy and heavenly conception

of Christ's kingdom that has distinguished those

who have gone before us. Then will be demon-
strated the value of the prayers and faithful

ministry of those who have followed Jesus

through heights and depths, " through honor
and dishonor, as deceivers yet true."

—

Fro7n a

recent Letter.

Sick and Cross.— 111 temper and discontent

often have their origin in bodily infirmity. A
young lady who had been known as a pleasant,

sensible, and agreeable person, turned sour.

Nothing seemed to suit or please her. She mur-
mured and complained by day and sighed and
cried by night. At last she fell sick and went
to bed, and after a day or two was able to be
about and go her way.

What was the matter? She was of fair size

and measured perhaps 32 or 33 inches under
her arms. Naturally her waist measure should

have been 29 or 30 inches. She wore a steel

band under her clothes which brought her ws

down to twenty one and a half inches. She '

a steel belt outside, of the same size,

stomach and liver were crushed. Every vi

organ of her body was cramped, crowded,

misplaced. Her discontent and ill feeling

no longer a mystery. She was sick and croi

but as "she doesn't dress tight" she will pn
ably drag out a wretched life, or sink into

early grave, amid the lamentations of her friet

and the pious platitudes of the minister ab(

the " mysterious providence which hassnatcl

away one so young and lovely in the morni

of her days."— The Common People.

Practical Matters.

If a screw is soaped before it is put into wc

it is much easier to put it in.

A teaspoonful of powdered borax added
cold starch will tend to give the linen an exi

stiffness.

Banana peel will clean tan shoes as wel
regular dressing.

All rugs when shaken should be handled
the middle and not the ends.

Salt dissolved in alcohol will take out grei

spots.

Moths dislike newspaper as much as the p
pared tar paper.

Court plaster should never be applied tt

bruised wound.

It is dangerous to use tincture of iodine wi

out a physician's permission.

The " Sweating " of Gold Coins is a p
cess employed by thieves to absorb gold fr(

the surface by a prepared solution.

This may be continued until the coin has vi

ished, but the skilful sweater takes only ab(

seventy five cents' worth from a twenty-dol

piece. The coins thus treated look all rig

except that they are so bright as to excite

suspicion of an expert.

Every now and then the Secret Service det

tives convey from the Treasury Building

Washington Navy Yard an immense bulk

counterfeiters' stuff, including machinery,

tro plating batteries, engraved plates, crucibl

plaster moulds, coins, and " flash money." Thi

it is burned up in the furnaces.

The " flash money" referred to consists of i

itations of the currency made for advertisi

orother purposes withoutcriminal intent. Urn

this head is comprised the toy money emploj

in so-called business colleges. All such imi

tions are against the law, even including

paintings of notes on wooden planks. It ofi

happens that this kind of false money falls ii

hands of poor emigrants and other ignorant p
pie, being passed upon them by sharpers, a

thus it does a great deal of harm.

—

Saturo

Evening Post.

A School of Housekeeping has been

tablished in Boston, and its aim is to providi

school where employers and employees

together learn the business of housekeepii

The ordinary cooking-school takes up the si

ject in a greater or less degree, but it does

provide for the study of the subject in deti

Lectures will be given on "How to Build

House," the "Equipment of a House"
scribed by a practical housekeeper. Amo
other lectures will be " Food in Relation of Ti

Economics," "Economic Buying," and "I

mestic Housekeeping," " The House as a U
of Health," "Division of Income in Househi

Expenditure," "Domestic Service, its Pi
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Ijsent, and Future," and " Domestic Service

sl Trade."

b addition to this there will be demonstra-

(is on " Dust and its Dangers," " Practical

Wy of the Cellar and Yard," " Heating and
ijhting," " Ventilation, Drainage, and Pluin-

ijj,"
" The Laundry," " The Kitchen," " The

kj-e-rooiu," " Interior Wondwork, its Prepara-

)/l
and Preservation," " Ihe Hygiene of the

i-rooni."
Here is an acknowledgment that

sekeeping is a science and housework a

le. The plan comprises a home, a family,

classes in theory and practice for employers

a course of practical training in housework
mployees. On the whole the school will tend

3sist in the solution nf the domestic problem.

bridged from Scientific American.

ih :

Exercises in the Ministry.

FKOiM THE JOURNAL OP MARIA S. FOX.

t our Spring Quarterly Meeting, at Poole,

3e year 1823, my mouth was first opened in

lie ministry, with these words only :
" How

is thy goodness, which thou hast laid up
hem that fear thee, for them that hope in

mercy." The sweet calm that overspread

spirit after the utterance of them, no lan-

je can describe. Such a tendering sense of

Lord's mercy, as effectually cast' out, for

time, all reasonings, continued with me
ugh the day, and for some time afterward,

rs of discipline and baptisms of spirit known
one but myself, preceded this surrender,

ay natural feelings, such a thing seemed im-

ibie ; but at length, after enduring for a

season, and in different ways, the chasten-

rod, the Lord was pleased to show me that

issible with men is possible with

and to give me such a sense of his love,

such a portion of sweet peace in the per-

ance of his will, as I have never dared to

n the many seasons of proving and temp-
that have since been experienced.

)r some time after this the offerings of a like

were not frequent, and usually a text of
iture only ; but as the desire was kept alive

subject to the Lord's forming hands, open-

were gradually enlarged, and in the year
•.FriendsofPoole and Southampton Month-
ieeting thought it right to express their

' by a record on their books,

was not my lot to have much human help
lat period—not many near, whose station

i Church was likely to lead them to ex-

either counsel or encouragement ; and
was the difficulty I felt in speaking any-

'of my own exercises that even my affec-

te sister whose care for me was almost ma-
was but little acquainted with them.
le of this excessive delicacy (as we love to

t) might be, I believe, the result of pride,

sf secret unwillingness to be as a fool, for

t*8sake ; and it probably did, at times, de-

me of the judicious advice of those more
ienced ; but I am ready to think it is, on
hole, safer than seeking after much com
cation. The Lord is very tender and com-
nate towards those whom He is pleased to

in the path of gospel obedience. If the

»e directed to Him, in the watchful desire

ow his will. He will not fail to apply both
jrrecting and supporting hand ; neverthe-
have ever esteemed it an especial privi-

#0 those who are called to speak in public,

ive the care and counsel of their friends

;tided to them. Before this trial of my own
itjl was permitted to see the danger of those

who exercise a gift in the ministry, looking too

much for the expression of unity or commenda-
tion, and now the Lord was pleased to show me
that such a course would be emigently unsafe

for me. Throughout the whole course of my
small experience I have ever found it needful

to be very guarded in this matter. The unity
of those who have judgment and whose office it

peculiarly is to extend help to the poor minis-

ters in whatever way they may see it to be need-
ful, has always been very precious to me; and
there have been seasons when thejudicious well-

timed expression of it has been indescriliably

helpful to a mind peculiarly open to the assaults

of unbelief, and, at seasons sorely buffeted of
Satan. So that I cannot help earnestly desir-

ing our dear friends in the station of elders may
be found discharging the important trust com-
mitted to them, whether in the way of encour-
agement or of counsel. The feeling may seem
to themselves so small as to be scarcely worth
the expression, but " a word spoken in due sea-

son, how good is it!" Their burden and exer-

cise is of vast importance to the vital welfare of

the body.

The ministry as it is recognized amongst
Friends is so unshackled, such liberty is given
for the exercise of the gift bestowed, so exten-

sive the field that lies open to the Gospel la-

borer, both within and without our own pale,

and so varied the services to which such may
be called, that it is peculiarly important, all

the means that can be employed for the help
and instruction of these should be brought into

exercise. Many young ministers (perhaps older
ones also) do, I believe, suffer greatly for want
of timely counsel. It is a subject I desire to

touch with delicacy, and with a feeling sense of
my own liability to err ; but surely it is one of

great moment to the well-being of our Society,

seeing that however excellent the gift or evi-

dent the anointing, human instruments are

weak and fallible—have the treasure in earthen

vessels, and are constantly liable to receive a

bias from a variety of causes and circumstances.

The constitution of our Society appears to me
excellent, I had almost said perfect in this

matter. May it be acted upon and carried out
with faithfulness—in simplicity and godly sin-

cerity ; and then, fruit will be found to the

praise and glory of Him who is the Head over
all things to his Church. It is an awful thing

for ministers to set their own feelings above the

care of their friends, or the judgment of the

Church. These should remember that the vari-

ous members of the body have not all the same
office ; but that the Lord hath tempered them
together, as it hath pleased them, so that " the

eye cannot say unto the hand, I have no need
of thee, nor again the head to the feet, I have
no need of ynu." They are for the help and
comfort one of another that the functions of the

whole may be healthfully performed ; and whilst

we must not, in any degree, diminish the im-

portance of ministers looking with a single eye
to their heavenly Leader and Guide, remember-
ing the declaration of our Lord, " One is your
master, even Christ, and all ye are brethren,"

they must bear in mind that whilst to one is

committed the gift of prophecy or preaching,

to another is given the discerning of spirits,

and that it is the Lord's will that his people

should be subject one to another,. that all may
learn and all may be comforted.

I sometimes think, the ground of the differ-

ent and even opposite errors into which some
have fallen who have occupied conspicuous sta-

tions amongst us, both in this country and in

America, whereby so much suffering has been
brought upon the Society may have been a de-

parture from true humility. But where is hu-
mility to be looked for, if not amongst those
who are the [jrofessed followers of Jesus ; and
who believe themselves called to a ministry
which is pre-eminently the work of the Spirit!

May this blessed fruit increase and abound
amongst us!

For "The Fribnd."

A few days ago, in turning the leaves of a
very old book, I chanced upon the following

letter, which is sufficiently, though quaintly,

explained by its title. In transcribing it, the

ancient style of capitalizing, punctuating, etc.,

has been retained. Mary Ward.
The Copy of Edmond Haywards Mother's
Letter to him, being a Warden, and an
Informer, & Per.secutor of Friends at
Parshut.

SON Edmond, my Love to you remembered
;

but at this time with much grief of Heart I

write unto you ; for I understand you have been
an Instrument of much trouble to Honest Peo-
ple, which grieves me more than I can express:
And I now earnestly require you, to heed what
I say, if you tiave any Luve to God, or Love to

your own Soul, or Love to me, that so soon as

you have received these Lines, You resolve for

the time to come, never to do anything more
against honest People, not so much as to speak
against them one Word tending to their hurt.

And if you are in Office, you may keep forth

of the way, as honest sober men do elsewhere.

And I do understand, that none do meddle in

these Iraployments, but those, that have not
the Fear of God before their Eyes, and such as

do not stand upon their Credit and Reputation
in this Life, nor in their Happiness in the Life

to come. An Informer is accounted with the

basest of men that are ; those that are counted
Rogues, do Scorn to be Informers, that being

accounted a Degree worse than they. I wish

you were but sensible of ray great giief and
trouble about this business, and not mine only,

but your Brothers and Sisters also: And I in-

treat you to write to me, with what speed you
can, to give me satisfaction; for I shall much
long till I hear from you, and be in continual

trouble, till I hear you are of another spirit;

as you tender my Comfort and Peace, mind
what I say, and I shall remain your loving

Mother, Margaret Player.
WiLBURN, the 12th

of July, 1670. Lincolnshire.

Notes Concerning the Society.

The Tract Association of Friends of Philadel-

phia reports for the past month a distribution of
nearly ten thousand.

The London Friend mentions as among the con-

tents of Annual Monitor for 1899, "the long but
very instructive story of William U. Ditzler, of
Philadelphia," which "will with other notices, be
read with profit as well as interest."

At the next Meeting for Sufferings after the

[London] Yearly Meeting, women Friends were
present for the first time iis constituent members.
The reform of 1896, under which " women Friends
are to be recognized as forming a coi>.«tiiuent part

of all our meetings for church affairs, equally with
their brethren," was thus lonsummated.

—

London
Friend.

The Society of Friends, with its splendid history,

with its roll of martyrs, and its clear proclamation
of life and power through spiritual union with the

living Christ, is now on trial before the world and
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before the church. We cannot live on our past

history, and if we stand for nothing in particular,

we may as well merge into the other bodies.

—

American Friend.

In a social meeting at Claverham, Eng., William
Robinson took up the subject of worship as Friends

believe and practise it, dwelling on the need for

listening to the voice of God, which often speaks

in the silence as plainly as by the voices of messen-

gers. W. Kobinson told the remarkable and un-

usual experience of the meeting he had attended

in his boyhood; how this meeting, usually held in

silence except when a travelling minister came
round, had increased till the larger room which
had been disused had, by taking down the shutters,

to be added to the smaller room to accommodate
the people who came, and how the presence of the

Lord was often so felt that tears would run down
some of the worshippers' faces.

—

London Friend.

Joseph S. Elkinton and Job S. Gidley were on
the 11th inst. still waiting at Halifax, N. S., for

the arrival of the ship containing the Dukhobors.
The spirit in whicli they were met by the oiiicials

of the navigation and railroad companies whs cau^e

for gratitude. The storm at sea having detained

vessels, our friends improved the time by visiting

the Churchill family at Yarmouth, correspondents

of one of them and interested in the works and
views of our religious Society. On First-day, the

8th instant, a ship came in with Russians, Finns,

Hungarians and Germans, some of them sadly des-

titute and hungry. Our friends were allowed free

intercourse with the immigrants throughout the

ship, and in the reception room and hospital, and
had some religious service among them.

SUMMARY "of EVENTS.
United States —The United States imported 800,-

000,000 pounds in 1898, or 100,000,000 pounds more
than in 1897.

The House of Representatives has completed and
passed the bill for the codification of the criminal laws

of Alaska, adopting an amendment providing a high
license system for the Territory, with a species of local

option. The fee will be SI,000, conditioned upon the

assent of a majority of the white citizens res ding wii fa-

in two miles of the proposed saloon. Strong remon-
strances against substituting high license for prohibi-

tion are being signed by Meihodist clergymen in New
York and Philadelphia.

Joseph H. Choate, the distinguished New York
lawyer, has been nominated by President McKinley to

be Ambassador to Great Britain.

Charlemagne Tower, Jr., of Pennsylvania, at present

United States Minister to Austria, has been nominated
by President McKinley to be Ambassador to Russia.

For Charlemage Tower's successor at Vienna the Presi-

dent named Addison C. Harris, of Indiana. These
nominations have been confirmed by the Senate.

Jonathan Ross, Chief Justice of Vermont, has ac-

cepted the appointment of United States Senator to

succeed Morrill, deceased, and will resign from the
Bench. Benjamin Fifield, to whom the position had
been offered, was compelled to decline for family

Joseph R. Hawley, Republican, has been re-elected

United States Senator by the Legislature of Connecti-
cut.

Henry Cabot Lodge was unanimously re-elected

United States Senator by the Massachusetts Legislature

in joint convention. The choice was by acclamation.
Representative Nelson Dingley of Maine died in

Washington on the evening of the 13th inst. He was
a leading and valued member of the House of Repre-
sentatives.

It has been judicially decided in South Carolina that,

under a provision of the State Constitution, a juror
must be a qualified voter.

President McKinley has decided to create a Commis-
sion to investigate conditions in the Philippine Islands
and to report to him their views as to the policy to be
pursued wiih respect to those possessions, after the
ratification of the peace treaty and the transfer of the
islands to the United States. Admiral Dewey, it is

said, has been asked to head the Commission, and its

membership will include Major General Otis; President
Schurman, of Cornell; Colonel Charles Denby and
Brigadier General Whittier, U. S. V., of New York.

Secretary Long on the 14th inst., ordered Captain
Leary, at present commanding the San Francisco, to

proceed to the Island of Guam and assume the duties

of Naval Ciovernor of the new acquisition. He will

carry with him a proclamation to the natives inform-

ing them of the designs of the United States Govern-

ment towards them in precisely the same terms as in

the acquisition of Porto Rico.

A general ordi-r issued by General Henry in Porto

Rico, and made efiective from First Month 1st, removes
all tax on bread and meat, and to meet the loss in

municipal revenues, which this removal of taxation

will occasion, taxes are imposed on liquors and tobacco.

In town- of from 5.000 to 10,000 inhabitants the license

shall be Si50: from 10,000 to 15,000, $60 ; from 15,000 to

20,000 -STO; above 20,000, §80. Failure to pay the

required tax will make the delinquent Irable t" a fine

equal to douHle the amount of the prescribi d tax, the

closing of the establishment and imprisonment, " It is

hoped," says the general order, " that this taxing of the

sale of liquors may have the effect of closing a number
of saloons and taking temptation to drink away from
the inhabitants, a vice of the island which tends to de-

moralize its people, cause misery and sufiering to the

innocent, and mtt-rfere materially with moral progress,

upon which depends the success of any nation." The
demo alization misery and suffering of the innocent,

would be better prevented by regidations enforced

against the manufacture, importation and sale of all

intoxicants.

Reports from Benton, Arkansas, indicate that a great

deal of damage has been done in Salii e County by rain,

which has been falling there steadily the past four days.

The Saline River has risen twenty feet, «nd it is ex-

pected to rise higher than in 1882. Thousands of

cattle and hogs are drowning in the bottoms and fences

are being washed away.
Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-

ber (542, which is 71 less than the previous week and
153 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 308 were males and 334 females ; 121

died of pneumonia ; 73 of consumption ; 59 of influenza
;

36 of heart disease; 25 of diphtheria; 22 of typhoid

fever ; 19 of nephritis ; 18 of old age ; 17 of inflamma-
tion of the stomach and bowels; 17 of convulsions ; 16

of cancer ; 16 of bronchitis ; 16 of inflammation of the
brain; 15 of marasmus; 15 of paralysis

; 15 of apo-
plexy; 11 of Brifiht's disease, and 10 of inanition.

Markets, &c. — U. S. 2's, 99 a 100 ; 4's, reg.. Ill J a

112J-; coupon, 1]2| a 113J ; new 4's, 129 a 129.1; 5's,

112| a 1 13^ ; 3's, reg., 106J a 107^ ; coupon, 107g a 107t.
Cotton.—Demand was light, but the market ruled

steady on a basis of 6j\c. per lb. for middling uplands.

Feed. —Winter bran, in bulk, quoted at $14.50 a

$15.25, and spring, in sacks, $14.25 a $14.75 per ton.

Flodr.—Winter super., $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.50 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.1 5 a $3.30
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.20 a $3.35 ; do., straight, $3.45 a $3.60 ; do., patent,

$3.65 a $3.90 ; spring, clear, $3.00 a $3.20 ; do. straight,

$3.55 a $3.80 ; do. patent, 1-3.80 a i4.00 ; do. favorite

brands, $4.10 a $4.25 ; city mills, extra, $2.50 a $2,75
;

do. clear, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70.

do., patent, $3.85 a $4.20. Rye Flouk.—$3.10 per
barrel for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Floue.
—$2.00 a $2.10 per 100 pounds for new, as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75J a 76c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 41} a 41.>c.

No 2 white oats, clipped, 35^ a 35|c.

Foreign.—The Engineering and Mining Journal es-

timates the world's production of gold in 1898 at $286,-

218,954. To this total the United States contributed

$64,300,000 ; Russia, $25,136,000 ; the Witwatererand,

$73,476, and Australasia, $61,480,000.

The production of soap in England is about 45,000
tons per week, of which between 3,000 and 4,000 tons

are made in London.
On the 12th instant a severe gale raged throughout

the United Kingdom, causing loss of life and property.
London is pract cally isolaied from telegraphic com-
munication with the provinces. It was also felt on the
coast of France.
A despatch from Santander, Spain, dated First Mo.

16th says :
" A strong earthquake shock at one o'cl ck

this morning threw the inhabitants of this city into a

panic. A number of windows were broken."
It is reported in Cairo that the Government has de-

cided to prohibit the liquor traffic in the Soudan.
A despatch from Constantinople, da'ed First Month

12th, says: "A great battle has been fought in the
Yemen division of Arabia. The Turkish trc ops stormed
and captured the insurgent position at Shanel on Elev-
enth Mo. 30th. About 4,000 insurgents and 2,000 Turks
were killed or wounded."
The eruption of Mount Vesuvius is attaining great

proportions. The flow of lava is unprecedented, and

streams of fire are pouring in all directions, though
yet no serious damage has occurred.

Twenty -six thousand men are empl< yed at the Kru'
gun works.

In 1900 Iceland will celebrate the 900th anniversa
of the introduction of Christianity into the island.

A Manila de.-patch says that Aguinaldo has order
his army to act on the defensive only. The Anieric
transports at lloilo are anchored close to the t^wn. a

the troops "could take the place in twenty minutes
the order was given." General Otis reported fr.

Manila n the 12th instant that condition- were app:

ently improving, and that many natives were returni

to the ciiy.

The official report of the Mayor of Santa Clara, Cu
shows that in 1896 there were 1,416 deaths, 6,987 deai

in 1897, and 4,841 deaths in 1898, being, in three yes

a loss of 80 per cent, of the population.

Dr. Castillo, who came to Washington with Gene
Leonard Wood, te egraphed to Santiago on the
instant that ''complete autonomy will be granted
the province."

A telegram from Toronto says the American railv

lines are endeavoring to have the Canadian lines ji

them in an effort lo ah li h the sale of second d
tickets. It is hardly probable that the latter can cc

ply, as it is said the Canadian law compels them to

such tickets.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Joseph C. Dixon, Queensland, A

tralia, £2, paying to the middle of next volum
First Month 15th, 1900, Will Joseph C. Dixon '

his new address, should he see this notice?

NOTICES.
To Let, a furnished house at Haverford Pa.,

rooms. Rent taken out in boaid. Address Box '.

Haverford P. O,

Notice,—The remaining public meetings at Li

downe in the evening are to be held on the ninetee

of First Month, and the second and sixteenth of

Second Month,

Friends Teachers' Association.—A meeting
be held at 140 N. Sixteenth Street, on Seventh-i

First Month 21st, at 2 p. M. S'ibject, " History Tei

ing," by Prof Wm. H. Mace, of Syracuse Universi
Margaret Kirk, Sec'

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

the admission of pupils to the school, and letter

regard to instruction and discipline should be
dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principe

Payments on account of board and tuition,

communications in regard to business should be'

warded to Edward G. Smedley, SuperiTdender.

Addre.ss, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenii

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met fl

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the schoo

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85,

Edward G. Smedley, Sup

Died, at Tulare, California, on the thirtietl

Fourth Month, 1898, of diphtheria, Mary Mo
Cox, daughter of Isaac M. and Catharine E. B.

aged four years and eight months ; beloved by all

were touched by the sphere of her sunny and beau

life.

, Tenth Month 7th, 1898, at the residence o

parents, James and Susanna Elder, in Germant
Pa., Theodore E. Elder. Through many mont
feeble health this dear young Friend was prepare

I

the kingdom of heaven. Though life for him
'

many attractions, the desire for earthly joys was I

away, and resting in a Saviour's love, he has, we^

erently believe, entered into one of the many i

prepared for the righteous.

, at his residence in St. Paul, Minn., Tw 1

Month 21st, Lewis Shaepless, in the sixty-

year of his age ; a member of Chester Preparative

Monthly Meetings, Pa.

, First Month 1st, 1899, near Darlington,

ford Co,, Md., Mary S, Edge, widow of Joseph
"

in the eighty-first year of her age; a beloved me
and elder of Deer Creek Monthly Meeting.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTEKS,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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One may preach a series of truths without

paching the Truth.

Why should Life fear death ?" These words

Wfe spoken to a Friend as he came out of a

iBje meeting in which several speakers had

hnded forth their teachings not without ability,

b: without the power. " I believe," was nearly

,1 stranger's language, " thou art feeling over-

ivslmed with the flood of a lifeless ministry.

Bt why should Life fear death? Hold on with

I eye single to the Life, and see it yet come
[) dominion and triumph over all thescatter-

D floods of an unanointed ministry." He shall

w How up death in victory.

Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is

i Tty," is a different saying from the version

(often practically made of it, namely, that

' /^here there is liberty there is the spirit of the

L'd." If this be the liberty of the Spirit and

II the license cjf the creature, it is a right ver

ji. But when the text is most loudly pressed,

ts usually the license of the creature which

tus most encouraged.

If the early Friends had lived the lives

cny of us are living today, where would

Jakerism be?" we lately heard a young man
4. There are thousands far and near whom
ti easy enough to blame for the betrayal of

\ standing of our religious Society. But a

»Qlesome question for each member to ask

•I'lselfis: "Will the Society best be restored

) living just the kind of life that I am living ?"

The Arrival of the Dukhobors.

)ur readers will join in the relief felt by our

Tends Joseph S. Elkinton and Job S. Gidley,

(ether with the sympathizing officials at Hali

t, on the arrival of the long delayed Dukho-
itsi off that port. A telegram dated First

^. 20th, says :
" Visited the steamship Huron

»h the deputy minister and Prince HilkofTs

stafl^. The greeting was an affecting and an im-

pressive one. Thanksgiving and praise for the

preservation of captain and immigrants was

heard, with the voice of melody."

On the same day the following was despatched

to the Associated Press :

Halifax, N. S., Jan. 20.—The steamship Lake

Huron, with 2000 of the 5000 Doukhobors who are

emigrating from Russia to the Canadian North-

west, arrived in quarantine to-night. The passen-

gers will march ashore to-morrow at Lawlor's Is-

land Quarantine Station and undergo inspection.

In the afternoon the steamer will proceed to St.

John, N. B., where the passengers will land to take

rail to their future home. The Lake Huron had a

good passage, taking a southern route and avoid-

ing much of the heavy weather reported in the last

three weeks on the Atlantic.

The Doukhobors were greeted by a party of their

representatives in America, notably Russian Prince

HilkofFand [J. S.] Elkinton, of Philadelphia, and

[J. S.] Gidley, of Dartmouth, Mass. At the sight of

the Prince the people on the crowded decks com-

ing to their new western home in search ofthe same
freedom as the Pilgrim Fathers sought, broke into

a hymn.
On the deck, the Prince, in the midst of the mul-

titude of old men, young men, women and chil-

dren, led in thanksgiving to the Almighty for the

safe voyage. There are many picturesque and in-

teresting "characters in the crowd.

This is a movement on a far grander scale,

and representing crueller persecution and deeper

sufferings than the migration of the Pilgrim

Fathers to Plymouth, but involving the same

principle, " Freedom to worship God according

to the dictates of their own conscience."

The following, gathered from the Philadel-

phia Item, while not expressed in a manner for

which Friends could be responsible, is interest-

ing in its showing of a remarkable scene as

viewed by others

:

Mr. Elkinton of Philadelphia, and other Quakers

who received the Doukh(,bors, wore the broad-

brimmed hats peculiar to their sect. They wept

with emotion, and as their boat approached the

side of the big steamer they called to the people

leaning over the rail, " Welcome Doukhobors !"

At the head of the gangway the scene was af-

fecting. The immigrants recognized Prince Hil-

koff, and crowding around him, all eager to hear

him speak and to kiss him.

The striking feature was the psalm-chanting and

the solemn service. The chant was begun by the

passengers themselves as the ship slowly came to

anchor. The singing was strong in volume and re-

markably plaintive. It was interrupted by the

Prince's advent on board, and gave place to ser-

vices [engaged in] by Elkinton, who with stream-

ing eyes, and face raised to the blue sky, and out-

stretched arms, seemed deeply moved. This service

consisted of prayer and supplication. The psalm-

singing [gave forth the acknowledgment]: "God
is with us. He has brought us through."

It appears that the captain of the Lake Huron,

when asked wliv he took so many on board, said,

"I couldn't help it; they were driven on at the

point of the bayonet, and told if ever they returned

they would be sent to Siberia;" and he adds, "I
provisioned the vessel for 2,000 for thirty days,

and we were out twenty-eight, with scarcely any

sickness, save the death often infants."

Concerning Prince Hilkoff mentioned above,

the sight of whom so affected the immigrants,

the following account is given in the Acadian

Recorder of Halifax :

Among those to settle with the Doukhobors in

their new home is a Russian prince, nephew of the

present Russian Minister of Railways and a con-

vert to the religious views of Tolstoi and the Douk-
hobortsi, who will live on his 160 acres of land till-

ing the soil and living the life of a poor and simple

peasant. An account of his position with regard to

the people who are coming, says:

"The prince was an officer in the Russian army
at the time of the Turkish war in 1878, serving in

the Caucasus, and during his aiiHlary life there met

many of the Doukhobortsi, who were then living

in that hilly country. One day he killed a Turk

in battle and captured his horse, but another horse,

an extremly fine animal, escaped him after a long

chase. The prince returned to camp much discon-

tented and dissatisfied, thinking at first that the

failure to get the hor-^e was at the bottom of his

disquietude. It gradually dawned upon him, how-

ever, that his unrest came from having killed a

man. The more he thought upon it the more he

realized the bad use to which he was devoting his

strength and energy, killing people whom he did

not dislike and whom he had never met before,

and he determined to leave the Russian army.

This he could not do at once, but he ab-tained

from taking any more life, though often in posi-

tions of great personal danger. At a later period

Prince Hilkoff left the military service and settled

on his mother's estates in Southern Russia. There

he occupied himself with agriculture and came into

closer touch with the peasantry. He saw how mis-

erable they were, and how hard their life was in

consequence of heavy taxation and enf >rced mili-

tary service. Moreover the quantity of land allot-

ted to them at the emancipation of the serfs was

insufficient for their needs. Ultimately the prince

came into the possession of his mother's estates,

and immediately divided it up among his peasants,

he himself living by his own toil, and dwelling on

a small section of land which had been allotted to

him by the peasants themselves. By this act Prince

Hilkoff acquired great influence among the peas-

ants, and was consulted by them in all their trou-

bles, more particularly with regard to the over-

charging done by the priests of the Russian church

in connection with the burial and marriage servi-

ces. The prince finally advised the peasants to
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do as the Stundists and the other Protestant sects

of Russia were doing—to get along without the

priests altogether, advice which was at once adopt-

ed. This proceeding caused a serious shrinkage

in the church income, and being denounced by the

priests as the founder of a new sect, the prince was

banished to the Caucasus. His two children were

taken from him and handed over to his mother to

be brought up in the orthodox fiiith. In the Cau-

casus Prince Hilkoft'lived among the Doukhobortsi,

and when, after a time, the Russian Government

banished the leaders and prominent men of the

Doukhobortsi to Siberia, the Prince was sent to

the Baltic provinces, and placed among the Let-

tish-speaking people. There he lived for two years,

and at last receiving permission to leave Russia al-

together. His present plan is to accompany the

Doukhobortsi to their future home in Manitoba,

living on the IfciO acres of ground which the Cana-

dian government is to allot to each family of these

refugees, and in no way will his mode of life differ

from that of the peasants about him. Prince Hil-

koffhas a fine education and a good knowledge of

English, and his presence in the future colony will

be very valuable to the emigrants. Prince HilkoflT

will be joined shortly in Montreal by Aylmer

Maude, a close friend of Tolstoi, and a wealthy

Englishman, who has given land to a colony of 250

of the sect in Purleigh, E^sex County, England.

He finds them good farmers and excellent neigh-

bors and peaceful subjects of tbe government.

There are also colonies in Manitoba and Ottawa.

The government of Canada not only gives them

land and a liberal bounty, but exempts them from

military duty in deference to their religious con-

victions and faith."

The Philadelphia Evening Telegraph com-

ments as follows

:

The immigration movement to Canada of thou-

sands of the Doukhobortsi sect of Russia is very

significant, but has not as yet attracted the atten

tion it deserves. Two thousand of these immi-

grants arrived at Halifax yesterday, bound fir

Manitoba, and several thousand more are on the

way. If they flourish in the New World, as there

is every reason why they should, this may be a

mere beginning of a wave destined to make Can-

ada populous, and of which the States may get

their full share. The Doukhobortsi are a very de-

sirable and unusual class of immigrants. They are

strong, healthy and intelligent; good workers, and

far from being a dead weight in their new homes.

They are promised free land upon becoming actual

settlers, as well as a cash bonus per head. The
Doukhobortsi is a religious sect, one of whose
tenets is that it is sinful to wage war; they are a

kind of Russian Quakers, and this interesting

movement is a reminder of various others design-

ed to escape the tyrannies of Europe and which
have done so much for the development of Penn-
sylvania and other parts of America. Like the

Moravians, the Schwenkfelders, and other sects,

they leave Russia not only to found homes, but to

secure religious freedom; and, like those immi-
grants, they have intelligent leadership in the

higher classes. So carefully worked out a scheme
cannot fail of

A valued Friend writes as follows :

" I had intended before to express my pleas-

ure in reading the account of Schaif in The
Friend. To learn of such men gives more
practical confidence in the great doctrine of the

universality of Divine Grace, which is so much

and rightly preached by Friends. To witness

its effectual work in placing the feet of such as

Schaff and many others on the Rock Christ

Jesus, revealed to the soul by the Spirit of Truth,

ought to check our criticism of such persons iu

respect to those parts of an outward Christian

profession which we think ought to be relegated

to ritual religion that has passed away.
" Do we not see the beginning of an end to

types and shadows in the decline of the estima-

tion in which the clerical power and authority

have been held, and the discussions taking place

concerning the efficacy or value of "the ordi-

nances." The inherent force of true Christiani-

ty certainly is working iu the minds of many
thoughtful people, to bring them into the full

shining of the Light of the Gospel day."

We give place also to the following gleams ot

hope as reflected by a correspondent :

—

"A. sensitive nature suffers many a twinge of

pain in these days of the removal of ancient

landmarks. He who sees the end from the be-

ginning only knows what is to be the outcome

of the zeal (let it be true or false) with which

many are " breaking down at once the carved

work " of our Zion " with axes and hammers."
" Despair is the opposite of faith ; and to give

way to it will not be to the glory of Him whose

kingdom it is said shall never cease to increase.

" The value of true protestants against regres

sion in spiritual things we cannot easily estimate.

That there are such scattered through the length

and breadth of our Society we may thankfully

believe. I was impressed with this thought

when in a Western State,—where we might sup

pose from the extremes to which the members
of the larger Yearly Meeting are going, but

little knowledge of Friendism could exist. Bu
in going over the ground it was to be realizei

that a light is being held up that cannot be

entirely obscured."

FoK " The Friend.

The Testimony of a Young Japanese.
" 1 learned that the struggle for existence in a

truly spiritually minded man points to absolute

fidelity to the ideal, while hunger and fatigue

stare him in the face.

'• When Elijah heard the voice of the Lord
and was obedient unto his bidding the ravens

brought him bread and flesh in the morning

and bread and flesh in the evening. He that

could furnish a table in the wilderness and make
ravens purveyors and cooks to his prophet, is

able to supply me with good things in his own
season. It is good to trust in God fully in the

greatest straits and never to distrust Him."—
Recent Letter.

God's Lights.—A little four year old in

quired of her widowed mother one moonlight

night:

"Mamma, is the moon God's light?"

The lamp had just been put out, and the

timid little girl, as well as her mother, was afraid

of the dark, but presently she saw the bright

moon out of her wiudow, and it suggested the

question :

"Is the moon God's light?"
" Yes, Ethel," replied the mother, " his lights

are always burning."

Then came the next question from the little

girl:

" Will God blow out his light, and go to sleep

too ?"

" No, my child," replied the mother, " his

lights are always burning."

Then the timid little girl gave utterance to a

sentiment which thrilled the mother's heart wi

trust in her God :

" Well, mamma, while God's awake, I i

not afraid."

—

Exchange.

For " The Friend.

Baptists Against Clerical Titles.

The compiler for The Friend of the ;

stract of Adoniram Judsou's Life, edited by

son, says: "It is to be regretted that one

tempting to give the world his biography, a

that one his own son, should have so far fai

to appreciate the depths of his religious ft

ings." This expression brought to the write

remembrance of the fact that in reading i

Autobiography of Charles G. Finney, edited

his son, the latter failed to bring out any ret

ence to his father's masonic experience, notwi

standing he had issued a book upon "1

Character, Claims and Practical Workings
'

Free-masonry," and that he had once b(

threatened with assassination as a penalty

his exposure of the secret institution. It

highly probable, indeed, that Charles G. F
ney would not have become the messenger

'

light and salvation that he was, had he not bt

faithful in his young manhood to the vis

which brought him away from the secret a

dark chambers of the lodge.

It is remarked in the current account

'

Adoniram Judson alluded to, as illustrative'

the humility of his character, that " Brown LI

versity conferred upon him the degree of doc

of divinity, but he rejected it." It is not

probable that this proper act had its effect

similarly pointing the way of Nathan Bro\

who went out from Boston to Burma, as a n

sionary in 1833, and remained there until ;

death in 1886. Writing to his daughter

1855, he says :
" I see that somebody has bi

attempting to adorn your poor old father '

a couple of ecclesiastical epaulets in the shi

oftwoD's. I have good reason to believt

was a mistake; at all events they don't belt

to me." Hence, in subsequently writing to

secretary of Williams College, whence the ^

gree or the proffer of it had issued, he says:

have long felt, in common no doubt with ma

others, that tiie customary use of D. D.
mark of distinction among ministers of the G
pel,- or as an appendage to the common addi't

of an individual, is liable to serious ohjectior

'

and so, hoping he would not be regarded i

wanting in true respect for his "Alma Matf'

he desired that the title be dropped.

A third good Baptist exemplar in this dii-

tion, and one much more frequently quot.

was the late Charles H. Spurgeon. He had i

liking to be called a "Reverend," and, in t

lively testimony upon this matter of cleri

titles which he has left to the world, he reraar—" Peter and Paul were right reverend mi

but they would have been the last to have ci

ed themselves so. No sensible person does r

erence us one jot more because we assui

title. It certainly is in soma cases a flagn

misnomer, and its main use seems to

pestilent one of keeping up the distinction

clergy and laity." J. W. L

Third Month 31st, 1*863, D. B. Webb writ

"Anna Scattergood was married this day.

had a silent meeting, though we had valua

ministering Friends present. How useful

find this deep, solemn silence. It humbl
reduces the creature and seems to bring us ii

the presence of our Maker; Lord grant thai

may be more dedicated the coming month."
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For"Thk Friend."

Phe Discipline—Its Origin and History.

BY JOSEPH ELKINTON.

The rules and advices which have been col

leed from time to time for the regulatiou of

01 Society make up "a volume of which Friends

Did not he ashamed. It contains pages very
lileread because not immediately connected
wh matiers of denominational administration,

w ch are yet amongst the most valuable part

oils contents.

In the nifiin (they record), a history of life

ai light, with evidences, fnmi generation to

^rteration, of the presence of the Sp.rit of

r th leading the church by a right way.
'heir story is largely one of a contest between

spitual vitality and the waywardness of hu-

tii) nature.' *

Vhen George Fox felt he " was moved by
thLord (in 1666), to recommend the setting

upf five Monthly Meetings of men and women
F'snds in the city (of Lmdon), besides the

wren's meetings and the Quarterly Meetings,
10 ake care of God's glory, and to admonish
ir exhort such as walked disorderly and care-

ie-ly, and not according to truth," there was
jcoook or code to direct their proceedings, al-

hjgii the Quarterly and General meetings had
oea established a decade before. Indeed for

leinty years thereafter, or until 1735 no such
joection was attempted in England. Meetings
folDiscipline were settled in the north of that
;(^try as early as 1653, and there are contin-

18 records of births and deaths for one or
n.e meetings since 1850, or two years after

jirge Fox began to preach. These records,
ojitber with the regulations about marriage,
ir perhaps, the foundation, as to point of time,
if^iur system of church government which is

iljue for its simplicity and lack of priestly

uptions.

i was a protest against "the exclusive pre-
eiions of a sacerdotal class, in whose hands
h registration of these three events in human
it had come to be vested," that prompted
jirge Fox and those who sympathized with
li: to give forth the first "advices" which
ihi'jed the conduct of those meetings for "the
kfirs of the church, both in this nation (Eng-
al.) and beyond the seas."

'his uon-conformity soon brought them into
nble. Their marriages were not only con-
icred unchristian, but the validity of them
e;Ily contested.

•his, however, proved an advantage, as, after
u investigation, they were confirmed by the
u;es in open court.

'lusiness methods and obligations, ministers'
irientials and character, the religious educa-
i( of the youth with their proper apprentice-
hi and care of widows and orphans called
oh other advices as also some in regard to
h superstitious opinions prevalent about the
imess of places of worship and interment,
11 the extravagance of costly monuments for
hdead.f

^part from epistles constantly emanating
rn the pens of the foremost in the work of
;taeriug the Society in that day " papers " of
Jistian council and entreaty were early sent
);the annual gatherings to subordinate meet-
m. These were fully engaged looking after
ih temporal as well as spiritual concerns of
itir suffering brethren.

'John S. Rouatree, in "Friends' Quarterly Ex-
itner."

I

e. g. George Fox writes :
" Now concerning Oospel

" It was no rare occurrence," says Samuel
Tuke, in his review of ' the Origin and Estab-
lishment of our Christian Discipline,'* at that
period," for a father of a family to be thrown
into a dungeon, and the house to be spoiled of
the very children's beds and all their provisions.

Nor was it uncommon to seek their proscrip-
tion and ruin by refusing to deal with them.
Well may we say, with reverent thankfulness,
in reference to those times, ' If it had not been
the Lord who was on our side, when men rose

up against us, then they had swallowed us up
quick, when their wrath was kindled against
us.'"

If it had not been for the most unselfish in-

terest and sympathy with the abounding charity
manifested so strikingly by one section looking
after those who were yet more per^recuted in an-
other quarter, many luore would have perished.

It was this fellowship and tender regard one
for another that attracted the attention and ex-
torted the admiration even of their enemies.
"See, how these Quakers love one another,"
was a just observation.

Unremitting efforts to obtain redress in cases

of illegal proceedings engaged the time of sev-

eral Friends in L 'udon and elsewhere—consti-

tuting a veritable " Meeting for Sufferings,"

which met weekly for one hundred and eighteen
years (1676 1794).

Stephen Crisp leaves a record of his labors in

behalf of the needy, viz :
" The Church of God,

in those days (1655), increased, and my care
daily increased, and the weight of things relat-

ing both to the outward and inward condition
of poor Friends came upon me; and being
called ofGod and his people to take care of the
poor, and to relieve their necessities as I did see

occasion, I did it faithfully for divers years,

with diligence and much tenderness, exhorting
and reproving any that are slothful, and en-

couraging them that were diligent, putting a

difference according to the wisdom given me of
God, and still minding my own state and con-

dition, and seeking the honor that cometh from
God only."

"The spirit of a sound mind influenced the

body in its earliest period. Contending as they
did, for so large a measure of individual spirit-

ual liberty, and placing the authority of man in

religious matters, in a position so subordinate to

that of the one great Head of the Church, they
nevertheless recognized the importance and ne-

cessity of arrangements and of human instru-

mentalities, under the direction of the Spirit of
Christ ; and they were led to establish a system
of order at once so simple and efficient, that

notwithstanding the varying circumstances of

the Society and the power of every annual meet-

ing to alter it, it has been found in its main
particulars, adapted to those changes, and it

remains to this day (in most of the " Conserva-

order though the doctrine of Jesus Christ, reqniretli

his people to admoni-h a brother or sister twice, before
they tell the church, yet that limiteth none, so as

that they shall use no longer forliearance, and it is de-
sited of all before they publicly complain, that they
wail in the power of God to feel if there is no more re-

quired of them to their brother or sister, before they
expose him or her to the church. Let this be weightily
considered, and all such as behold their brother or
sister in a transgre-sion, go not in a rough, light i>r

upbraiding spirit to reprove or admonish him or her,

but in the power of the Lord and Spirit of the Lamb,
and in the wisdom and love of truth which suffers

thereby to admonish such an offender, so may the soul

of such a brother or sistfr be seasonably and effectually

reached unto and overcome, and they may have cause
to ble.^s the name i^f the Lord on their behalf."

Edition of 1834, London.

tive" Yearly Meetings), essentially the same as
it was within forty years of the rise of the So-
ciety"* and it is worthy of note that at the
end of forty years (1688), there were forty

Quarterly Meetings, composed of one hundred
and fifty-one Monthly Meetings, in existence in

England and Wales alone. This was not ac-

complished, however, without some close strug-

gles, not only with the " unruly " but with quite
a number of the more spiritually minded, e.g.,

Thomas Ellwood and Isaac Penington even),
who for a time questioned the wisdom of such
legislation as an infringement upon "the glori-

ous liberty of the children of light," indeed so
great was the "opposition to the Women's Dis-
ciplinary Meetings, and virtually to any sy,~tem

of church organization between 1670 and 1680,"
that it seemed d(juhtful for awhile whether any
regulations could be uniforndy enforced—even
after the Wilkinson and Story secession had
done its worst. But wiser counsellors prevail-

iiig, the General Meeting for Ministers held in

London, 1672, at the Devonshire House, merged
itself into a broadly representative body, " for

the better ordering, managing and regulating of
the public affairs of Friends relating to the
truth and the service thereof" to constitute " a
General Meeting held at London once a year
in the week called Whitsun-week." This was
the first Yearly Meeting held in London (1673).

That at Newport on Rhode Island was in

session three years before, as John Burnyeat
says, in his Journal, he found a Yearly Meeting
established at Newport in 1671, " that all things
might be kept sweet, clean and well." Since
which there has not been one omission of this

annual gathering in New England, whereas the
London representative meeting was discontinued
for five years, or until 1678, when " in God's
wisdom " it did " see further occasion for as-

sembling," and ever since, once a year.

The General Meeting for ministers, however,
continued to meet annually until 1677, and in

some respects exercised the functions of the rep-

resentative body. It was in this year that Rob-
ert Barclay wrote his famous treatise on Church
Government, under the title The Anarchy of
the Ranters and William Penn his Liberty-

Spiritual in support of good order. For there,

as here in the New World, "several rose up in

a wrong spirit against the blessed order which
Friends were gathered into and sweetly settled

in. Their envy and bitterness was chiefly

against George Fox and his papers of whole-
some advice which in the love of God, he had
sent among Friends."! Stephen Crisp also

wielded his pen and influence effectively at this

crisis.

William Edmundson.the apostle ofQuakerism
in Ireland, contributed not a little help in this

country, where he was travelling in 1672. He
says, " I took boat and went to Virginia, where
things were much out of order ; but the Lord's
power and testimony went over all.

"When I got several powerful meetings among
them and their minds a little settled so that

Truth had got some hold, I appointed a men's
meeting for the settling of them in the way of

Truth's discipline."

Five years later we find a minute of Burling-
ton Monthly Meeting, saying, "Since by the

good providence of God many Friends with
their families have transported themselves into

this province of West Jersey, the said Friends

*" The Institution of the Discipline,"— " Friends'
Library," p. 114.

fJohn Burnyeat's Journal, at Oyster Bay, Long Is-

land, 1671.
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in these upper parts have found it needful, ac-

cordiug to ihe practice in the place we come
from, to settle Monthly Meetings, for the well

ordering of the affairs of the Church, it was

agreed ihat accurdinirly it should be done and,

accordingly it was done the 15th of the Fifth

Month, 1678."

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting was establish-

ed in 16«2 aud at the same time the Yearly

Meeting to be held alternate years at Burling-

ton. It was directed that " each Monthly Meet-

ing appoint two Friends to inquire for and deal

with such as raised or spread false reports."

" In the early minutes (jf most of the meet-

ings mention is made of Epistles received from

George Fox containing disciplinary suggestions

and regulations, and also from the Yearly Meet-

ing in London, all of which appear to have been

adopted by such meetings as obligatory upon

them."* To collect these advices into a code,

a committee was appointed by the Yearly Meet-

ing of 1703 ; whose report was adopted the fol-

lowing year and manuscript copies ordered

enough to supply each Quarterly Meeting.

This precedes the first English manuscript

edition, thirty-three years.

If right living was dependent upon a book we
might ask—how did they manage without any
for so long? But as it has ever been the crown
of our profession to be led and instructed by

the Spirit of Truth there has always been an

inward Guide to all who will follow its dictates

—more unerring in its directions than any book

of "Common Prayer," "Order," or "Disci-

pline." However, we would in no wise undervalue

these aids to devotion and a Christian walk any
more than we would depreciate the inspired

writings of prophets and apostles, and as these
' were often prompted by the circumstances and
pressing needs of those addressed in primitive

times, so throughout the history of our Society

the forth-coming "advice" or rule was nut in-

tended to be the final or complete statement of

a human system of belief or conduct, so much
as the mature judgment of the most spiritually-

minded and experienced respecting present con-

dition and needs. Thus we find " Extracts" or

passages taken from the " Yearly Meeting Pa-

per " or " Epistle," issued from time to time

touching upon different subjects affecting the

best life of the individual members of the So-

ciety, composing the larger part of our Book of

Discipline.

Each Yearly Meeting being the final court

of appeal for its own members and having ex-

clusive jurisdiction within its own territory, we
might reasonably expect some variation in the
" rules " adopted by each. But it is a most sig-

nificant fact, that with all the varying require-

ments of two centuries, where the testimonies of
IVuth have been maintained in theirformer integ-

rity the same standard and code has been prac-

tically accepted by all—with some minor differ-

ences. This does not apply to some of the larg-

er Yearly Meetings on both Continents to-day

and it is one object of this sketch to follow the

course of those changes, which have been made,
affecting both the root (principle) and branches
(testimonies) of the Society's faith and practice.

The existence of a " Society of Friends f
" in

*Inslilution of the Discipline.

t" This name ' Friends ' was chosen in recognition of
the delaration of our Lord, ' Ye are my friends if ye do

j

whatsoever 1 command yon,' and it further recognizes
the reladons that should exist between those of the
same- household of faith. Th s word stands for the
teac I ling of the two great Commandments. The term
' Society ' was chosen because it was recognized ihat the I

word ' Church ' stood for all true believers of every i

the very bosom of the professing Church of

Christ, in no sense assuming to monopolize the

privilege of being nearer the heart of the Eter-

nal is at oDce a conception beautifully unique
and rarely realized.

"As the eighteenth century advanced the dis-

cipline of the Society almost fell into abeyance
in some districts (in England). The Yearly
Meeting found its instructions forgotten or dis-

regarded,"* and this condition existed to some
extent in the American Colonies. So Yorkshire
Quarterly Meeting s^nt a request to London
Yearly Meeting in 1735, that an " abstract" or

printed collection " be carefully made of the

minutes and rules" previously issued by that

meeting " for the observation of the whole So-

ciety." These had been hitherto kept with

more or less care by the several subordinate
meetings—subject to many losses;—One file (of

Yorkshire Quarterly Meeting), contains up
wards of one hundred and sixty such documents
mostly manuscript,—issued previous to 1763.

The Yearly Meeting promptly commended
this weighty matter to its Meeting for Sufferings

which made report the following year only to

be requested the more "maturely to consider,

digest, abridge and connect " its work, because
" through other weighty occasions intervening,

the Meeting for Sufferings did not so thoroughly
perceive and consider the said extracts"— as

they had been expected to do. With great dili-

gence the compilers of this first manuscript,

"Book of Extracts" revised their effort and
again submitted it to the larger meeting in

1738.

This time, after inspection by its own sub-

committee, the Yearly Meeting ordered manu-
script copies made " at the expense of the said

counties " or Quarterly Meeting, each of which
was to be supplied with " a volume of sixty

sheets, ' full writ on both sides, neatly bound in

buff calf or green vellum' for 50 shillings " a

copy.

Some of the Quarterly Meetings appreciated

and promptly paid for their new possession,

while others did not value it so much and one
at least refused to pay.. This treatment was
noticed by the meeting for Sufferings and little

interest was felt by it in preparing fresh volumes
for some years.

The later " advices, queries," etc., were copied

into this edition of 1738 until 1762,—of course

with some variation, by the several Quarterly

(To be continued).

vases without flowers, pictures, images, or
ments, curtains, and all sorts of fol-de-rol tra

that give neither pleasure nor profit to any i

sible person. And yet all of this represe

hard-earned and ill-spent money—the savii

of years, the bread of the poor, the clothing

the needy, the provision for old age, and
money that should have been used for the p
ment of honest debts, instead of being foo

away for such trash.

And in these cluttered-up rooms you
hardly find a ust-ful book, a religious paper.
a copy of the oracles of God. " Wherefore
ye spend money for that which is not brej

and your labor for that which satisfieth

(Isa. Iv : 2).— The ChrUtian.

Beic-a-Brac.—" The lust of the eyes " is one

of the " worldly lusts "that should be denied.

A certain thing takes the eye, then it takes the

time to make it, or the money to buy it, and
remains a useless token of its owner's folly.

There are rooms that are cluttered up with

ornamental trash till every table, shelf, mantel,

bureau, and stand are covered with a lot of use-

less flummery, until there is no place to lay

anything down and hardly room to walk and
get through the apartment. There are candle-

sticks without candles, tall lamps without oil,

name who belong to Christ's Kingdom on the earlh,

and that no branch of that church has any right to as-

sume for itself a name that implies in any way the ex-

clusion, or the want of recognition, of others. The
founders of the Society of Friends in the selection of

its name manifested a breadth of consideration and a
liberal regaid tor others that stand without a precedent

in the history of the church." The Di-<linguishiiig Doc-

Irine" of the Religious Society of FrienHs. by James Wood.
*John S. Kountree in " Friends Quarterly Exami-

Simple Home Remedies.

Many people send for their physician for sli

ailments, when a little information, judgm
and common sense would accomplish the
results with no doctor's bill to pay.

Do not wait until an ailment is develop
but treat symptoms. Colds, especially in si

mer, are annoying, and the little, hacking
frets everyone who hears it. An exceU
remedy is a mixture of one ounce of glycei
and a quarter of an ounce of paregoric. Ev
ten minutes a few drops, say five, should
taken until the cough is better ; then only
minister it every half hour, until entirely

lieved. Another effectual remedy for an
stinate cough is to place over the chest i

over the shoulders raw cotton on which i

mustard is sprinkled thickly ; this will

blister, and will often check a cough that
resisted many other remedies.

Who has not had a cold that in spite of
efforts would not loosen? The next time yoi)

any of the family have such a cold, melt a ta!

spoonful of lard, add to it a teaspoonful eacl

camphor and turpentine, and with the pati

close to a hot stove, rub the chest, under
arms, palms of the hands, bottom of the ;

and under the knees with this ointment, heat
and rubbing it in thoroughly. Place a pi

of flannel over the chest. If this is done
night, the cold will be loose in the morui
and, if the patient is kept from taking cold, \

be entirely well in two days.

The standard remedy for a cold where tb

is inflammation of the lungs is a flaxseed pi

tice applied to the chest, as hot as can be boi

every half-hour. There are poultices and p(

tices. To make one properly, take a half teac

ful of ground flaxseed, pour boiling water o
it, stir it well and spread on a gauze or chei

cloth, remembering to spread it on sparingly

a heavy poultice is an abomination ; double
other piece of the cloth over it and carry to •

patient between the folds of a newspaper. Pc
tices made and used in this way on the ab
men are the finest remedy for inflammation
the bowels.

Pleurisy frequently occurs in connection w
a cold, and in its worst form is almost unbes
ble. An attack should be treated prompt;
the patient should be put to bed and hot wslr

bags or bottles placed to his feet and all aroii

him. Make a strong mustard plaster and ap f

to the side in which the pain is located. If e

plaster is mixed with the white of an egg it 1

1

not blister. Mustard leaves can be purchad
at any drug store, and are much stronger tin

the home-made ones and act sooner. If e

patient perspires he will be relieved, but ce

must be taken to keep bim well covered, fo f
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cilled the pain and difficult breathing will re-

tTD iairae(iialely.

lAsthiua is to be dreaded, and if once it be-

cmes oJiriinic is difficult to relieve ; but in the

fet stages it may be cured by smoking ihedried

jives of the jimson weed. This grows profusely

il some States, in Ohio and Indiana, but it can

I purchased of any druggist. Use a common
1 bble pipe, and smoke the leaves at least four

tfles a day. This relieves, and has cured sev-

eil ca^es to my knowledge.

There is nothing more trying than a sty on

te eye, but this can be " set back " if taken

i hand immediately the pricking is felt. The
Bisation is that of the pricking of a needle,

Bd when this sensation is felt, by examining

tj lid, a little red spot will be seen. [Hot
\.ter frequently applied on a soft cotton cloth

Ljally gives relief].

Nose bleed seems a simple thing, but if not

cecked may prove fatal, especially in the case

c' delicate children. The most simple, yet ef-

fitual, remedy is to place a bit of folded paper

a the gum under the upper lip, and with the

Eger pre^ the lip tight against it. This will

i: most cases check the hemorrhage; should it

dt, in the course of half an hour, call a physi-

c.n. After the bleeding has ceased, allow the

fper to remain several hours.

In all the diseases mentioned, the one essen-

til thing is promptness. When the first symp-
tlns appear, use the simple remedies here pre-

B'ibed, and in most cases no physician will be

r'luired. A severe cold may often be relieved,

Eld an attack of pneumonia be prevented, by
ung these in time. "An ounce of prevention

iiworth a pound of cure."

—

Housekeeper.

To the above, a physician adds :

'"' In regard to a recently contracted cold,

wether likely to develop catarrh, bronchitis,

ceumonia, pleurisy, croup or rheumatism, an

mirable remedy is to place the patient in

d1, with extra covers; apply a gum-bag filled

J;h very hot water to the feet, and if the chest

Kiffected, another over that region. Admin-
fcr half a pint of hot lemonade with twenty

Bpps syrup of ipecac, cover him up, and per-

iration will usually soon result. Be careful

Ikt the bed covers are not removed until en-

t3 relief is experienced, and then only one at

aime. If chilliness or creepiness returns, cover
hn up again.
' When there are symptoms of pneumoria

s ill, the flaxseed poultices are the external

roedy. Their usefulness will be increased by
irorporating with them a small quantity of

nfistard.

*' I have used jimson leaves for smoking in

»ihma; but find that paper soaked in a strong

jjution of nitrate of potassa (potassium nit-

re or saltpeter), and burned so that the smoke
^j be inhaled is better than the jimson leaves.

r all cases where relief is not afforded in in-

flmmatory diseases, do not neglect too long to

ilk medical advice."

Their father found a memorandum his chil-

in had made of expenditures they intended.

Iiran as follows:—
" Mother, one dollar.

" Father, seventy-five cents.

"Sister Susan, fifty cents, &c.
'How is this, Laddie?" said the father.

'iV^hy do you mean to spend a dollar for your
Dither and only seventy-five cents for me? "

'0!" was the sufficient answer, "mother's
Hither."

A meditation on the Czar's peace manifesto.

Hark ! from the northland issue joyful notes,

A prophecv of bright days yet to be
;

Let all the bells from their r- sounding throats
King in tlie giory of earth's jubilee.

For Sci thia reaches forth her i-turdy hands
To free them from the reeking cur-e of war

;

God spe>d the day when rulers of all lands
Shall Hy the truce flag of the Kussian t zar.

God speed the glad day which the prophet saw.
When nation sha'l n'l longer war with nation.

When Right and Justice reigns as born of law
In the high courts of legal arbitration.

May the " Peace O ngre.ss of the world" relieve

The throes of nations, and their tierce unre-t,
Bridle their petty jealousies, and weave
Some fragrant garlands for the world's oppress'd.

And may the Prince ^f Peace therein preside.

And teach again the lo^e He taiighi before,

Rebuke the lust of power, the vaunt of pride,

Uphold the brotherhood of man once more.

The children of a common Father, we
In the great family of nations stand

May Go<i forgive us that i-o blind we be
His plans of mercy not to understand.

Forgive us, that our human hearts, so long
Inured to scenes of blood shnuld cruel grow.

Nor shudder at the Cyclopean wri ng
Of war, with all his train of crime and woe.

War, that with with'ring storms of shot and shell

Upon the land, or on the bounding seas.

Has spread destruction like the breath of hell

Down the long vista of the centuries.

How long it takes the world to understand

—

Aye! all these nineteen hundredyears of grace—
The force of Christ's disarmament command,

" Put up thy sword again into his place."

Pat up your swords, oh nations of the world I

Hush the wild warning and the cannon's roar I

Let the new year see all your war flags furl'd,

.\nd peace enthroned on every peopled shore.

Jesse Edgerton.
Columbiana, Ohio, First Month, 1899.

Good Work or None.

It is a rule that a workman must follow his

employer's orders, but no one has a right to

make him do work discreditable to himself
Judge M , a well known jurist, living near
Cincinnati, loved to tell the anecdote of a young
man who understood the risk of doing a shabby
job, even when directed to. He had once (oc-

casion to send to the village after a carpenter,

and a sturdy young fellow appeared with his

tools.

" I want this fence mended to keep out the

cattle. There are some unplaned boards—use

them. It is out of sight from the house, so you
need not take time to make it a neat job. I

will only pay you a dollar and a half"
The judge then went to dinner, and coming

out found the man carefully planing each board.

Supposing that he was trying to make a costly

job of it, he ordered him to nail them on at

once just as they were, and continued his vvork.

When he returned, the boards were all planed
and numbered, ready for nailing.

" I told you this fence was to be covered with

vines," he said angrily. " I do not care how it

looks."

"I do," said the carpenter, gruffly, carefully

measuring his work. When it was finished,

there was no part of the fence as thorough in

finish.

" How much do you charge ?" asked the

judge.

"A dollar and a half," said the man, shoulder-
ing his tools.

The judge started. " Why do you spend all

that time cpu the job, if not for money?"
" For the job, sir."

"Nobody would have seen the poor work on

" But I should have known it was there. No,
I'll take only a dollar and a half." And he
took it and went away.
Ten years afterward, the judge had the con-

tract to give for the building f)f several magnifi-
cent public buildings. There were many ap-
plicants among master builders, but the face of
one caught his eye. "It was my man on the
fence," he said. " I knew we should have only
good, genuine work from him. I gave him the
contract, and it made a rich luan of him."

It is a pity that boys are not taught in their

earliest years that the highest success belongs
only to the man, be he a carpenter, farmer, au-
thor or artist, whose work is most sincerely and
thoroughly done.— Young Peoples Paper.

There is a spirit which I feel that delights
to do no evil, nor to revenge any wrong, but
delights to endure all things in hope to enjoy
its own in the end. Its hope is to outlive all

wrath and contention, and to weary out all ex-
altation and cruelty, or whatever is of a nature
contrary to itself

It sees to the end of all temptations. As it

bears no evil itself, so it conceives none in

thought to any other. If it be betrayed it bears
it; for its ground and spring are the mercies
and forgiveness of God. Its crown is meekness,
its life is everlasting love unfeigned.

It takes its kingdom with entreaty, and not
with contention, and keeps it by lowliness of
mind.

In God alone it can rejoice, though none else

regard it or can own its life. It is conceived in

sorrow and brought forth without any to pity it

—nor doth it murmur at grief or oppression.

It never rejoiceth but through sufferings, for
with the world's joy it is murdered.

I fiiund it alone and forsaken. I have fellow-

ship therein with them who lived in dense and
desolate places of the earth, who through death
obtained this resurrection, and eternal, holy
life.

—

James Naylor's Testimony, shortly before his

death.

Cruelty to Ostriches.—Many wearers of
ostrich feathers suppose themselves free from
the charge of encouraging cruelty so justly

brought against the women who wear bird

plumage. Let such read and ponder well the
following account of the annual plucking on a
ostrich farm near Cairo:

"The first year a bird is plucked he can be
easily caught and thrown by one man. The
feathers are then wrenched bleeding from his

tortured body, after which the marabout and
down are torn off.

"After one experience the birds can only be
caught with the utmost difficulty, and it takes
six or eight men to throw an old bird. ' It is

very hard plucking,' we are told, 'the feathers
are bedded so tight in the flesh.' I asked if it

would not do as well to clip the feathers close,

and was told that dealers will only buy those
with the perfect quill. All the undressed feathers
ofliired for sale on the farm had blood on the
quills, and we were told that when the annual
plucking takes place the shrieks of the birds
can be heard to a great distance in the still

desert air."
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For Thb Friend.

The Earliest Lists of^New Testament Books.

COLLECTED BY ALBERT J. EDMUNDS.

Besides the following systematic lists there

are discussions about books canonical and un-

canonical in the writings of the Fathers. Our

aim is to give the earliest formal catalogues.

Between the age of the Sinaitic M6S. and the

Ale.Kandrine there are lists in several Fathers,

but by that time the Councils of Carthage in

397 and 419 had drawn up our present Canon.

The lists in the great manuscripts are really

older than the age of the documents : they belong

rather to their archetypes, and probably ascend

to the second century. Our manuscript lists are

taken from the facsimiles of each.

The Muratorian Fragment.

[This ancient fragment, known as the Canon

of Muratori, is so named after the Italian scholar

who discovered it, and published it at Milan in

1740. Scholars agree in dating it somewhere

between a. d 170 and 230. We give it in full

from the text of Westcotr, the lacuna being in

the original manuscript].

at which nevertheless he was present,

and thus set it down. The third book [is that]

of the Gospel according to Luke. Luke, that

physician, after the ascension of Christ, when

Paul had taken him along with him as a com-

panion in his journey ['?] wrote it in his own

name as he heard it [?] (nevertheless he had not

himself seen the Lord in the fl^-sh), and accord-

ing as he was able to trace the course of the

same ; so he began to speak from the nativity

of John.

The fourth Gospel is that of John, one of the

disciples. When his fellow-disciples and bish-

ops urged him, he said. Fast ye together for me
today for three days, and let us relate to each

other what is revealed to each. The same night

it was revealed to Andrew, one of the apostles,

that John should write out everything in his

own name, and all read it over And
therefore, although various beginnings are pre-

sented by each book of the Gospels, nothing,

however, differs as to the faith of believers, since

all things in all are declared by the one chief

Spirit concerning the Nativity, concerning the

Passion, concerning the Resurrection, concern-

ing his fellowship with his disciples, and con-

cerning his twofold Advent—^the first, which

has been despised in its humility ; the second,

which is to be distinguished by regal power

What wonder is it then that John should set

forth each thing so uniformly even in his Epis-

tles, saying in regard to himself: Ihe things

which we have seen with our eyes and heard with

our ears, and our hands have handled—these lue

have written? For he professes himself not

only a seer, but also a hearer and also a writer

of all the wonderful [works] of the Lord in

order.

Now the Acts of all the Apostles were written

in one book. Luke addressed the most excel-

lent Theophilus because each thing was done in

his presence; as indeed he also evidently de-

clares the passion of Peter separately, [?] and

also the departure of Paul when he set out from

the City to Spain [?] ....
But [then come] the Epistles of Paul, which

themselves declare to those who wish to under-

stand from what place or for what cause they

were drawn up. First of all [there was the

Epistle] to the Corinthians forbidding the schism

of heresy ; then that to the Galatians [forbid-

ding] circumcision. To the Romans, on the

other hand, he wrote more largely in the order

of the Scriptures, but also shewing that Christ is

the beginning of them — concerning each of

which things we need to debate ; since the blessed

apostle Paul himself, following the order of his

predecessor John, writes only to seven churches

by name in the following order: first, to the

Corinthians; second, to the Ephesians ; third, to

the Philippians; fourth, to the Colossians; fifth,

to the Galatians; sixth, to the Thessalonians
;

seventh, to the Romans. But to the Corinthi-

ans and Thessalonians, though for rebuke he

writes twice {iteretur) notwithstanding it is

known that there is one church scattered over

the whole earth; for John also, although in the

Apocalypse he writes to seven churches, yet

speaks to all. Moreover, one was dedicated to

Philemon, and one to Titus, and two to Timothy
out of affection and esteem

;
yet also in honor of

the Catholic Church and the order of the Catho-

lic discipline. There is current [one] also to

the Laodiceans; anotlier to the Alexandrians,

f )rged in the name of Paul, upon the heresy of

Marcion ; and many others which cannot be

received into the Catholic Church ; for it does

not suit to mix vinegar with honey.

The Epistle of Jude indeed, and* the two in-

scribed, of John [?] are held as genuine in the

Catholic Church. Also the Wisdom written by

the friends of Solomon in his honour.

We receive even the Revelations of John and

Peter to a certain extent : which latter some of

our [people] do not wish to be read in the

church. Moreover, Hermas very lately in our

own times composed the Shepherd in the city of

Rome, while his brother Pius was sitting

bishop in the chair of the church of the city of

Rome ; and it ought therefore indeed to be read,

but it can never be publicly used by the people

in the church, either among the prophets (the

number being complete) [?] or among the

apostles, to the end of times.

But we receive nothing at all of Arsinous or

Valentinus or Metiad [?] who also composed a

new book of psalms for Marcion [?] along with

Basilides, the Asiatic [?] founder of the Cataph-

rygians

[The last paragraph is hopelessly corrupt].

Apostolical Canons
about century iii.

Now our [sacred books], that is, those of the

New Testament, [are these] :

Four Gospels

:

Matthew
Mark
Luke
John

Fourteen Episiles of Paul

Two Epistles of Peter

Three of John
One of James
One of Jude
Two Epistles of Clement, and the Ordinances

[or. Constitutions] spoken unto you bishops

through me, Clement, in eight books, which
ought not to be made public before all, because

of the mystical things in them
And the Acts of us the

Then after them
Acts of Apostles

And the seven Epistles of the Apostles calk

Catholic: thus :

One of James
Two of Peter

Then three of John
And after these one of Jude

Next to these are fourteen Epistles of Pau
written in the following order:

First, to Romans
Then, two to Corinthians

After these, to Galatians

Next, to Ephesians

Then, to Philippians

And to Colossians

And after these two to Thessalonians

And that to Hebrews
And straightway two to Timothy
One to Titus

And the last to Philemon
And, again, John's Revelation.

There are fountains of salvation, that he wli

thirsteth may besatiffied with the oracles thet

in : in these alone the good tidings of the do

trine of godliness is preached. Let no man ad

unto them, or take aught from them. Of the-

the Lord spake when He put the Sadduceea

shame, saying : Ye do err, not knowing the Seri"

lures. And he exhorted the Jews: Search t

Scriptures; for these are they which bear witness

me. But, for the sake of greater accuracy,

add perforce this about the Scriptures ; th

there are other books outside these, not canoi

cal indeed, but set down by the fathers to

read to only those who are newly come over

us, and are minded to be instructed [or cal

chised] in the word of godliness :

Wisdom of Solomon
And Wisdom of Sirach

And Esther

And Judith

And Tobit

And the Teaching called Of the Apostles

And the Shepherd
And so, beloved, those being canonical ai

these being read, there is no mention of apocr

phal books. But these last are the invention

heretics, who write them after their own plei

ure ; assigning and adding times unto them
;

le end that, putting them forth as old, th

ay take occasion to deceive the simple.

(To be continued.)

Athanasius.
Festal Epistle to the Alexandrines : A. d. 326.

There is no hesitation in telling the [books]

of the New [Testament]. For they are these :

Four Gospels

:

According to Matthew
According to Luke
According to Mark
According to John

*0r, the two of John aforesaid.

The trend of the home training shows

early in the child's life, and often by sin{

small acts it is made evident that the principi

of courtesy are inculcated, says an exchan{

The expression of thoughtfulness on the part

a young member of the family for the comfd

of a guest always is a pleasant sight, and dd

more honor to the mother than does costly fit

uishing.

Into a modest little home of four rooms, wh«i

the monthly income is so small that there

nothing for luxuries, and where the mothe

days are so busy that there is no time for sec

amenities, a visitor entered on a warm mi

summer afternoon. She had been seated oc

a few moments when the little daughter of fi:

summers came in with a pitcher of water dra'

at a neighboring well and with a glass rubb

until it shone, and ofiered a drink to the worn

with the grace which sometimes is wanting

the child of the mansion. There had been

opportunity for a word from the mother, and (

stranger recognized the little courtesy as
'

result of careful home training.

—

Ledger.
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For "The Fkikni

HYMN AT SUNRISE.

i
By John Bell.

j

"Arise, shine, for Thy light Is come."

{
Hail, King of day ! Thy golden beams,

Awake me from my pleasant dreams,

Thou bidst me rise and greet the morn,
For jocund day is newly born.

' Glad sunlit day ! I hasle to see

The opening flowers with fragrance sweet,

I hear exultant strains of joy.

Earth brings her treasures to thy feet

!

The busy world now throbs anew,
Tired nature has revived again.

For at thy warm and gentle touch,

Ascends a grand and long refrain.

Ride on, great orb, in pomp and power,

From m rning's glow till eve's hushed hour.

Then hiding in the curtained west,

Leave a dark world to slumbrous rest.

But garish mom will break again,

And thou resume thy kingly reign.

i

The Lord of all. He bids thee give

I
This radiant light that we may live I

Then let an anthem onward roll

In sweet accorl from pole to pole
;

, Let every creature here combine
I To own thy sovereign power Divine.

I I ihank thee for this beauteous earth,

I For the effulgence of thy light.

For seas and lan'l, and skies outspread,

And for the starlit dome of night.

Rejoice, O man, with hymns of praise

1 For all thy blessings from above

j

They come from his all-bounteous hand,

The One, eternal God of love.

O Thou great source of life and light

Thy lamp of Truth illume the way
Through gloom or darkness of the night,

Till I behold the perfect day!
AN Jose, Cal., Twelfth Month, 1898.

For "THE Fbibnd."

The Kingdom of God.

Behold, the kingdom of God is within you " (Luke
d:21).

.jod's kingdom is an everlasting one, tor He
liil reign throughout the endless ages of eternity.

Ikin through the effects of sin find tlieraselves

jjside of this kingdom, and cannot but per-

2ire that other rulers besides the Lord have
lioinion over their souls. The world around
;lni, the lusts of the flesh, and the evil prompt-
is of the wicked ones more or less influence

ilir conduct, neither do they find themselves

lOeace with God, fi)r God's spirit reproves the

8il which they allow, and holds controversy

wh the rulers of man's heart.

it is God who begets in man a desire to seek

Bn, nor should we forget the injunction," Ac-
(iiint now thyself with Him, and be at peace

"

-bxxii:21). But man can neither see nor
ler into the kingdom of God, without being
> D again of God's spirit. Nor can He know
1 things of this new life without the teaching

iGod's spirit ;
" for the things of God knoweth

uman but the spirit of God " (1 Cor. ii: 11).

1
fo enter this kingdom, then, a man must be
in au'ain of God's spirit. No man can beget
1 iself, nor can any man in the power of his

' 1 will beget another to God. Man must
I'da then be born again,uot of man's will, but of
i will of God. And this new birth is the be-

:;ining of God's work of regeneration, whereby
en is renewed in the spirit of his mind, and
\m being carnal and prone to evil, he becomes
fritually-minded, hating the evil and loving
i good. His very thoughts are sanctified,

and his words and acts become pleasing to God.
In him, God by his spirit rules and reigns, and
through faith is he established in God's king-

dom. This kingdom is righteousness, peace and
joy in the Holy Ghost. " He that doeth right-

eousness is born of God." He that doeth evil is

still the servant of sin.

The natural man is carnal, subject to sin, and
its wages, death, is his due. Man cannot then

be born again either of himself or another like

himself; so says the apostle, " born, not of blood
"

(John i: 13), and as Paul says, "God hath

made of one blood all nations of men "(Acts
xvii : 26), fur man having died had no life in

himself, nor could he impart that to another

which he had not himself But God sent Christ,

the Word, who had life in himself to give life,

too, and to be the light of the world ; and it is

of this seed of life of which man must needs be

born again, ere he can come into God's kingdom,
in which God reigns and dwells. And the

apostle speaks of this " Word which was in the

beginning with God and was God, as being

made flesh," and dwelling among men. This

was in the person of Jesus, as He came in the

flesh, but during all ages this same Word was
in the world, and as such the life in Him was
the light of men, and whoever received the light,

to them " gave He power to become the sons of

God, even to them that believe on his name "

(John i: 12). Nor diil the appearance of this

same Word, as He came in the flesh, at all

change the unchangeable truth and way to God,
for none can be born again into the kingdom in

any other way, than the one way appointed by
God. Jesus told Nicodemns so, who was yet

under the law, and before Christ had sufi'ered in

the flesh.

" As in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall

all be made alive" (1 Cor. xv : 22). And as

David says, " The entrance of thy Word giveth

light; it giveth understanding to the simple"

(Ps. cxix: 130). And as God's kingdom is

within you, so is the seed of the kingdom in

men, by which men must needs be born again

into that kingdom. It is a spiritual kingdom,
wherein God who is a spirit reigns, and is

" righteousness, peace and joy " in God's spirit,

then must the seed of life be a spiritual seed,

since the sons of God are those " who are led by

the spirit of God." But the natural man, the

flesh, cannot comprehend the spiritual, for that

is above him, nor can he know the things of the

spirit. But he that is born of the spirit and
groweth in grace, and in the knowledge of God,
who is a spirit, can taste and see the things of

God, and hear the language of the spirit. For
it is the spirit of God alone, and not the learning

or wisdom of man, that can reveal and make
known to man God's will in God's kingdom.

Nor did Christ, the Word's coming in the

flesh, change either the belief or the way into the

kingdom ; for the flesh of Abraham must needs

be ours. And as Abraham was found in the

way of righteousness, so must we, for that king-

dom is righteousness, peace and joy. And the

prophet, in whom the spirit of Christ was testi-

fying before ns of his future coming in the

flesh, bears this testimony to Him as the eternal

Word, saying, " whose goings forth have been

from of old, from everlasting " (Micah v : 2).

Christ Jesus then is the Word, the everlasting

foundation and Rock of Ages, on which patri-

archs, prophets, apostles, and all saints have in

all ages been built as the one true foundation

of their faith, and he in them became Christ in

you, the hope of glory, whom, said Paul, we
preach.

What need was there, then, asks one, for

Christ to come in the flesh, to be despised and
rejected of men, to suffer and die, as He did ?

and so doing did He change God's way to the

kingdom ? He came of necessity to do the

Father's will, who gave his Son to die for the

sin of the world, his life for ours. The door
into the kingdom, which is through repentance
toward God and faith in Christ, both gifts be-

stowed on men who hear and obey his call, was
thrown open wider to all nations, in fulfilment

of this promise of God to Abraham, "in thy

seed shall all nations be bless^l." As " the

Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the

world," Christ, the promised seed of Abraham,
came in the fulness of the appointed time, yet

was He " the Lamb slain from the foundation of

the world." He came to save a world lost in sin

and death. And all the sacrifices in the two

former dispensations were emblems strictly in

keeping with the deadly nature of sin and the

requirements of God's law ; for God taught all

men that without the shedding of blood, there is

no remission of sin. For our sins Christ died,

and as all have sinned, so were all guilty before

God, and God's gift of grace, life and light to

men comes only through the one offering of

Christ, offered once for all, for all men, both

for those before as of those who have lived since

the time of his so offering himself. All are par-

takers of this grace of God that cometh by

Jesus Christ, and which hath appeared to all

men (see Titus ii : 11; John i: 17). By this

grace, that teaches and guides into the way of

truth, that testifies of Jesus, and of the soul-

saving eflScacy of the offering of himself by the

will of God, by this grace are men saved. For
as Christ Jesus gave himself for us, that He
might redeem us from all iniquity and purify

unto himself a peculiar people, zealous of good

works, so does He pour out of his spirit his

grace, upon all flesh, that spirit that comes in

the name and power of Jesus, that he may ac-

complish that purpose for which Christ died.

Whoever receives this grace and walks obedi-

ently thereto, receives, hears and obeys Christ,

and doing so is a true believer, and by faith is

he made an heir to God's promises through

Christ, who of God is made to him wisdom,

sanctification and redemption. To him, Christ

becomes his prophet, priest and king, and he is

in that kingdom that shall have no end, for of

the king it is said, " Thy throne, O God, is for-

ever and ever."
" Wherefore we receiving a kingdom which

cannot be moved, let uS have grace, whereby

we may serve God acceptably, with reverence

and godly fear. For our God is a consuming

fire"(Heb. xii : 28, 29).

W. W. B.

Notes Concerning the Society.

And these "ministers," be it remembered, are

not people leading a sheltered and separate life

;

but men and women engaged in the ordinary busi-

ness of life, following trades and professions, and
sharing in all the daily experiences of those to

whom they minister.— Caroline E. Stephen.

Those who attend meeting only for the gratifi-

cation of listening to an able discourse, no matter

how instructive or helpful, are not the kind of

Friends to spread our testimonies, to infuse life

and vitality into the Society, nor to help prolong

its existence or usefulness. The leaning upon
others unfits a person for active usefulness and in-

duces a spiritual and mental idleness injurious

alike to the individual and those near to him, who
might be influenced in some measure by his leth-

argy.—Z^Wer in Young Friends' Review.
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Western District Monthly Meeting of Phlladel

phia reports its membership as follows :

One year ago, 722

Keceived by certificate, 11
" " request, 12

Born, 8

Removed by certificate, 4
" death, 11

Resigned or disowned, 10

Leaving present membership, r28

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States —The War Department has issued

an invitation fI ir bids from responsible shipping con-

cerns of all nations for transportation of the Spanish
prisoners in the Philip'pines from Manila to Spain.

Bids will be opened Second Month 1st, in New York
and San Francisco.

According to General Otis' advices there are between
sixteen and seventeen thousand Spaniards who have
to be transported from Manila to Spain, a distance of

8000 miles. It is estimated that the cost of sending
these troops to their homes will reach at least a mil-

linn and a half dollars. As it will be necessary to send
steamers to Manila it is evident that n' ine of the Span-
iards will reach home before next summer.
On the 21st inst., by an affirmative vote of forty-

eight, and with six dissenting votes, the Senate has
passed the Nicaragua Canal bill. This measure pro-

vides that for a sum not to exceed §.5,000,000 the
United States is to take over the rights and property
of the Maritime Canal Company, paying for ihe same
at cash value as determined by Commissioners to be
appointed by the President of the United States. Of
the one million shares of stock of the compHny the

United Stales will retain 92.5,000, the remainder being

held by Nicaragua and Costa Hica. The new Board
of Directors is to consist of seven members, of whom
five shall be appointed by the United States and one
each by the two Republics. The canal is to be cn-
structed within six years, at an exfiense of not over
$115,000,000, not more than $20,000,000 to be expend-
ed annually. The neutrality of the canal is t be
guaranteed but the United States reserves the right to

protert it. The President is requested to neg tiate

for the abrogation of the Clayton-Bulwer treaty.

The Navy Department has issued ordei-s to Admiral
Kautz to proceed at once in the cruiser Philadelphia

to ."^amoa.

The House Committee on Coinage on the 2 1st inst.

by a party vote, ordered a favorable report on the sub-
stitute for Representative Hill's bill to fix the stand-

ard of value. The bill provides that the standard
shall be the gold dollar, that the greenbacks shall be
retired and gold bills substituted thereior.

The President has ordered that the Porto Rico
Peso shall pn.ss current for sixty cents, and that the
five Centavo and its multiples shall rate at three-fifths

of their face values. The live and ten centimes of the
Spanish Republic of 1870, now circulating in the island,

shall pass for one and two cents, respectively.

The amended cust ms tariff for Porto Rico, which
is to taUe effect Second Month 1, 1899, is calculated to

yield about 1.5 per cent., ad valorem on nil imports.
The following U. S Senators have been elected:

Chauncey M. Depew, New York ; Eugene Hale, Maine;
Henry Cabnt Lodge, Mass.; Cushnjan K. Davis, Minn.;
Julius C. Burrows, Michigan; Albert J. Beveridge,
Indiana; Francis M. Cockrell, Missouri; Peter J. Mc
Cumber, North Dakota.
On one of the ballots for United Stntes Senator, in

the Utah Legislature, Senator D H. Peery, of Salt
Lake, voted for Senator Martha Hughes Cannon.
This is believed to be the fii-st Vdte ever cast for a
woman for United States Senator.

The Senate of Illinois has concurred in the House
resolution thanking Helen Gould for her untiring de-
voti n to the American soldiers in the war with Spain.
A costly steel bridiie in Cleveland, Ohio, crossing

Kingsbury Run and the tracks of the Nickel Plate
Railroad at Willson Avenue, was wrecked n the 18th
instant by a flood caused by the bursting of an ice dam
a mile or more above.

John Russell Young, Librarian of Congress and ex-
Minister to China, died in Washington on the 17th
inst., aged fifty-eight years.

Judge E. W. Woodbury, who framed the first Pro-
hibitory Liquor law enacted by the MaineLegislature,
died at his home in Bethel, Maine, on the 2ord, aged
eighty-one years.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 586, which is 5tj less than the previous week and
125 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 279 were males and 307 females ; 104
died of pneumonia; 64 of consumption; 50 of heart
disease; 32 of influenza; 31 of typhoid fever; 29 of

apoplexy ; 24 of old age ; 20 of nephritis ; 18 of cancer

;

16 of diphtheria; 16 of inanition ; 14 of inflammation
of the bniin

;
14 of bronchitis ; 11 from casualties, and

10 of marasmus.
Markets, &c. — U. S. 2's, 99i ; 4's, reg., 112 a 11 2^^

;

coupon, l]2Ja 113J ; new4's, reg., 1 28J a 129 J ; coupon,
129ial30J; 5's, feg., lllf a 1123-; coupon, 112f a
1131; 3's, reg., 107 a 107 J ; coupon, 107| a lOSJ.
Cotton.—Market closed firm on a basis of 65C. per

lb. for middling uplands.

Feed. —Winter bran, in bulk, quoted at ?15.50 a
$16.00, and spring, in sacks, $14.75 a $15.25 per ton.

Flodk.—Winter super., $2.26 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.50 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.15 a $3.30
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; Western printer, clear,

S3.20 a $3,35
; do., straight, $3.45 a $3.60 ; do., patent,

$3.65 a $3.90 ; spring, clear, $3.00 a $3.20 ; do. straight,

$3.55 a $3.80 ; do. patent, *3.80 a $4.00 ; do, favorite
brands, $4.10 a $4.25 ; city mills, extra, $2.50 a $2 75

;

do. clear, $3.25 a $3.50 ; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70.
do

,
patent, $3.85 a $4.20. Rye Flour.—$3.20 per

barrel for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.
—$1.90 a $2.00 per 100 pounds for new, as to quality.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75 a 75^0.

No. 2 mixed corn, 41 a 41}c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35c.

Beep Cattle.—Show stock, 6c. ; extra, 5| a 5|c.
;

good, 5J a 5|c. ; medium, 5J- a 5|c.; common, 4| a 5Jc.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4| a 5c.; good, i\ a 4ic.

;

medium, 3J a 4c. ; common, 'Ih a SJc. ; lambs, 5 a ofc.
Hogs.—Be.^t Western. 5^ a 5"|c ; other grades, 5 a 53c.
Foreign.—John Morley, addres-ing his constituents

at Brechin last week, said he intended to retire from
active participation in the formal councils of the heads
of the Liberal party. He denounced the " prevailing
spirit of jingoism and imperialism," and took a pes-
simistic view of the difficulties threatening throughout
the world.

Paris in 1897 was visited by 890,000 visitors, Berlin
by 517,000 and Vienna by 364,000. In thirteen years
Paris hotels have entertained 8,500,000 guests, those of
Berlin 4,500,000, and those of Vienna 3,000,000.

Advices from Copenhagen say that th^ Duke of .\b-

ruzzi, a nephew of the King of Italy, is short y ex-
pected there to personally superintend the preparations
!•__ !.:_ ^T-_iK

'>-'- expedition. He will sail during thefor his North Poll

for Spitzbergen, will pass the winter 011 Fi
Land, and hopes to reach the North Pole by dog

sleds in tighth Month, 1900. The expedition will
cosi about £50,000, most of which has been subscribed
by King Humbert.
The Cairo Official Gmette publishes a convention be-

I ween Great Britain and Egypt for the government of
the Sondan and " to give etiect to the claims that have
accrued to her Britannic Miijesty's Government by
right of conquest." A Governor General is to be ap-
pointed by ihe Khedive, with the consent of Great
Britain, and he is given power to make, alter or abro-
gate laws. Regulations are made in regard to trade
md property, tire-arms and liquors, and the slave trade
prohibited. The British and Egyptian flags are to be
used together throughout the Soudan, except in Suakin,
There the Egyptian flag aone shall be used.

Advices recently received in Austria from the Samoa
s'ands show that war has broken out there over the

succession. Chief Justice Chambers, on Twelfth Month
31st, decided that Malietoa Tanus has been elected
King, Chief Mataafa being disqualified by the treaty
of Berlin. The German Consul refused to recognize
Malietoa Tanus, and Mataafa's followers rebelli-d. In
1 fight on First Mouth 1st, Malietoa whs defeated, wilh
I loss on both sides of seventy-three killed and wound-
ed. Mataafa's men looted and burned Apia, Chief
Justice Chambers taking refuge on the British warship
Porpovte.

The cable stations at Panay, Negros and Zebu, in the
Philippines, have been closed by the cable comp my
since Twelfth Month 27th for the safety of the em-
ployes, owing to ihe unsettled conditions.
A severe earthquake on the 22d inst. shook the Pelo-

ponnesian district of Greece, destroying several villages
and slightly injuring many of the inhabitants. On the
23rd there were more earthquake shocks in Kyparissia,
a number of houses damaged by the previous shocks
collapsed, injuring many persons. In one village fifty
children were injured.

The steamship Lake Huron arrived on the 20th inst.
at Halifax, Nova Scotia, with 2,300 Doukhobor immi-

grants from Russia. They are under direction of a 1

of Count Tolstoi. The steamship Lake Superior is 1

pected in ten days to bring 2000 more immigrants.

Receipts in aid of Dukhobortsi Fund to Pi
Month 24th, 1899.

A Friend, Yale, Iowa, $2.50 ; I. G. T., $10 ; P. S.

$5 ; W. H., Missouri, $5.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer,

252 S. Front St., Philn

NOTICES.
To Let, a furnished house at Haverford Pa.,

rooms. Rent taken out in board. Address Box 1

Haverford P. O.

The new term at Friends' Select School, 140
Sixteenth Street, will commence on Second-day, F5

Month 30th, 1899.

J. Henry Bartlett, Swpt

Notice,—The remaining public meetings at La
downe in the evening are to be held on the second a

sixteenth of Second Month,

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be 1

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal

Payments on account of board and tuition, a

communications in regard to bnsiness should be {

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent
Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniei
of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage v

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met wJ
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school
telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, SupH

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Stree

Open 11.30 A. M. to 2 p. M.,and 3 to 6 p. M., we
days. Free to all.

The following list contains a few of the recent boi

for children added lately to the Library.

Brooks—True story of Abraham Lincoln.
' " Ulysses S. Grant.

" Burt & Cable," ed.—Eugene Field book.
Gueber—Story of the Chosen People- (Jews.)
Hale—Historic Bo-ton.

Ober—Crusoe's Island.

PiERSON—Among the meadow people.
Walton & Brumbaugh—Stories of Pennsylvania
Wright—Citizen bird.

" Four footed Americans.

Died, at her residence in East Bethlehem, Washii
ton County, Pa., on the thirty-first of Twelfth Men
1897, Sabina Hancock, in the seventy-eighth yeai
her age.

, on the tenth of Twelfth Month, 1898, Elem
C. Brooks, wife of Noah Brooks, aged seventy-f
years eleven months and twenty-six davs. She was

much esteemed memler and elder of White Ri',

Monthly Meeting of Friends, Indiana : Her voice 1

often heard in meetings for worshp, much to the co

fort of her friends, wlio have a well-grounded h(
that their loss has been her great gain.

, Twelfth Month 21st, 1898, at her late residei

near Downingtown, Penna., Anna V. Edge, widow
Jacob Edge, in the eighty-sixth year of her age

;

elder of Bradford Monthly Meeting.

— , after a short illness of pneumonia, Susan '

TAR Heacock, wife of Samuel Heacock. at Benton,!
the twenty-fifth ultimo in her sixty-eighth ye

She was a member of Greenwood Preparative i

Muncy Monthly Meeting. Having been left an orpl
when a young girl she made her home in Philadelpl
with H. Regina Shober, receiving from her a care

teaching of the principles of the Society of Frien
which she faithfully adhered to through life; and
though her latter years were full of trouble and cs

she expressed the feeling that she was ready to _
that a way was prepared for her. Interment was
MillviUe, Pa.
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iiVho can " say grace," except as he has it?

[)ne can be a member of the church and not

ii church, and vice versa.

Vbat scholars in the wisdom of their schol-

ijtiip think of Christianity, carries no author-

tj What Christ thinks of scholars, is the

ijstion worth considering by each of them.

Ii He that speaks, " as one having author-

t and not as the scribes " speak, by letter and

at and learning. His kingdom comes to them

i to all, only as it brings " every thought into

Btivity to the obedience of Christ." Whenever

,:;holar is imbued with Christ's Spirit, that,

ii not his scholarship, how scientific or how
blogical soever it may be, is his authority for

1^ opinion he can pronounce about the nature

diJhrist, or about his doctrine. " No man can

Et that Jesus is Lord, but by the Holy Spirit."

i,"o be entitled to an opinion adverse to Jesus

kild require that the critic should be his spir-

t(il superior. Who among the sons of men
u ever appeared as that superior? No man
fiking by the Spirit of God ever condemns

(us.

Where is the wise? Where is the scribe?

'^lere is the dispute-; of this world ? Hath not
t| made foolish the wisdom of this world ?

' Greeks seek after wisdom. But we preach

ist irucified, unto the Greeks foolishness.

^ unto them that are called, both Jews and
i eks. Christ the power of God and the wis-

ki of God. Because the foolishness of God is

riir than men, and the weakness of God is

tnger than men."

An Historic Advent.
Ve are told that when the Pilgrims of Ply-

njth Colony, having escaped the persecution

•iheir native country on account of their re-

ifon, had reached the coast of Massachusetts

Dthe winter season and formed their settle-

nit, they were approached by a native with

b cheering cry, " Welcome, Englishmen!"

Two hundred and seventy-nine years have

now passed, when a migration of Pilgrims of

Peace, on a for grander scale and escaping a

more murderous persecution, has reached our

Atlantic coast from Russia, to be welconjed first

by a native of the same Old Colony of Massa-

chusetts and member of a religious people who,

in their turn, were persecuted, some of them also

unto death, on both sides of the ocean—a people

who, by the passive resistance made by their

Gospel of Peace, wore out the sword of religious

persecution for America.

Who but a representative at once of the

Quakers and of the old Pilgrim Colony could

more fittingly have sounded forth, as his boat

neared the two thousand Spirit-Wrestlers crowd-

ing the mighty ship, those living words :
" Wel-

come, Dukhobors!" And who but a represen-

tative of William Penn's Colony of the holy

experiment of Peace, of his city founded in

Brotherly Love, and of the very meeting-house

lot left by Penn for the Gospel of Christ's

Spirit, could with more historic appropriateness

have been commissioned by the same Spirit, as

he fell he was, to meet the exiles in a Saviour's

sympathy, and with bended knee, in that im-

pressive scene on the ship's deck, to render de-

vout thanksgiving and invoke upon the Pilgrims

of the Universal Brotherhood theDiviue blessing

—thus linking the religious Society of Friends

with this historic advent and welcome?

This is the hymn of gratitude, as Prince Hil-

koff gave the translation, in which a thousand

voices rang out the melody of their hearts upon

sea and sky :

" Know all men, God is with us. He has

carried us through.

We uplift our voices and sing his praises.

Let all people hear and join us in our praises

of the Almighty.

They that planned our ruin did not succeed.

We never feared them, for God was with us

and gave us strength.

Our Lord had strength to save us. Why
should we fear ?

They that put their trust in Him are never

forsaken.

They that do not know Him now shall know
Him hereafter.

The light shines in the darkness and will dis-

pel it."

While we may not properly claim the Duk-
hobors as our brethren in creed, for in several

respects they are not, we do go out towards them

as our brothers in a common humanity. Yet

they possess strong features of sympathy with

us in their doctrine of gospel peace and of the

immediateauthority of the DivineSpirit. Others

also profess this—so excellent as far as it goes

—

whom yet we could not receive as members of

the religious Society of Friends. Accordingly

we misrepreseut ourselves and them before the

public whenever we admit the name " Russian

Quakers," for the Dukhobors, however noble

and God-fearing they may be. While they at

present entertain tenets in which we decidedly

could not unite, we may cover the honest holders

of them, as others of differing convinceraents

throughout our land, with the same mantle of

toleration which our forefathers in the Truth
purchased for our whole country with their suf-

ferings, their liberty and their lives.

" What is the Matter with Modern Preaching ?"

Charles Edward Jefferson, pastor of the

Broadway Tabernacle Church in New York
city, in a chapter entitled " What is the Mat-

ter ?" gives his answer as to the radical defect of

modern preaching. And the defect which he

holds up to view is the same against which, from

the days of George Fox, the doctrine of our re-

ligious Society has been warning the professing

church.

The writer's new name for the old lack is

" the lack of the spiritual passion." Of course

this means the lack of the spiritual feeling, life,

experience, authority ; the witness of the quick-

ening Spirit of power ; the baptism of the Holy
Spirit and of fire.

We may ever faithfully yield our preaching

to the Life, or we may study our sermons to

death. The anointed preaching of the fishermen

will be taken care of, while the able construc-

tions of the study will not be cared for. The
anointing with the Spirit stands alone as the

qualification of the preacher as such. He may
be many things without that—scholar, theolo-

gian, orator, philosopher, lecturer, leader, teach-

er, masterly in mind, thought and language—

•

but not a preacher in the gospel sense. The ac-

companiment of the Holy Spirit is that without

which there never has been any preaching nor

will be. That gift in the very act of preaching

alone makes it preaching. Otherwise it is only

speaking. There has been plenty of " speak-

ing " in the church. Paul forbade that for

women, and left no lower standard for men.

Friends' doctrine joins Paul's in suffering not a

man any more than a woman to do mere speak-

ing {lalein), in the worship of the church. But

when it comes to prophesying, which is preach-

ing by the Spirit, Paul gave some directions

how women should appear in that service, and

in public prayer. And Friends join him in

ranking both male and female as one in Christ,
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and so without distinction, for the service of

true preaching " with the Holy Spirit come

down from heaven." Would that when strangers

resort to our meetings to witness samples of the

preaching that our doctrine contends for, fewer

went away disappointed in the authority of that

which they hear. We believe that a too gen-

eral lack of whole-hearted surrender to the Di-

vine will, is responsible for the dearth among

us both in number of ministers and in the

general quality of their ministry. Given dedi-

cation enough, and we shall have ministers

enough.

But we proceed to present Charles E. Jeffer-

son's remarks. He says :

I have no objection to telling you what I con-

ceive to be the radical defect in much of the preach-

ing of our time. It is lack of spiritual passion.

The tone of authority is faint. Too much of the

preaching is like that of the Scribes. Clergymen

are numerous, but prophets are few.

Here lies the trouble. Only a prophet can achieve

genuine success in these hurried and fascinating

days. Time was when a scholar could do it. When
books were expensive, and locked up in tlie li-

braries of the elite, n man versed in book-lore could

find a Sunday audience eager to listen to the in-

formation which he was willing to impart. Those

days are gone. Before the rise of the daily paper,

the preacher could be an editor, and make his ser-

mons running commentaries on current events.

That sort of preaching was once counted success-

ful. It is a failure now. Before the multiplication

of lecture-platforms and music-halls and art-gal-

leries, and other sources of intellectual entertain-

ment and esthetic gratification, fine music from the

organ loft and exquisite essays from the pulpit

seemed to satisfy all reasonable demands. But

music, while it may still have charms to soothe

the savage breast, is not conspicuously successful

in attracting non-churchgoers into the house of

God. And much of the finest literary work dis-

played at present in American pulpits seems to be

hopelessly lost on this unkempt and stiff-necked

generation. Even the pulpit-reformer does not

wear his crown long. He has had his day, like

the editor-preacher and the rest. J3y striking one
special evil hard he may cause tlie world to re.-ound

for a season with the echoes of his blows, and may
even succeed in chipping oflT a fragment of some
false custom or established \vrong ; but unless a

preacher is a great deal more than a reformer, he

can not long hold the attention of an intelligent

congregation, or hope to build an enduring Chris-

tian church. In short, the poor preacher has been
ousted from the snug position of editor, lecturer,

essayist, reformer; and there is nothing left him
now but the arduous vocation of a prophet. . .

Notwithstanding the discussion ad nauseam
through the week in the daily press of every hap-

pening and event, there are preachers who have
the temerity to expect people to come to the church
on the Lord's day to hear the old newspaper straw

threshed over again. And notwithstanding every

center-table groans with periodicals and magazines
edited with consummate ability, and filled with

articles written in many cases by the pen of genius,

there are ministers who dabble on the Lord's Day
in literary discussion and philosophical specula-

tion, and then wonder why the blessing of the Al-
mighty does not rest upon their labors. There is

an itch abroad just now to work reforms. Every-
thing is being overhauled, from systems of theology

to boards of aldermen. The social order is rotten,

the industrial system is accursed, the ecclesiastical

regime is ripe for burning—so men assert. There

is a hubbub of discordant voices, each voice scream-

ing out a panacea, and promising the golden age;

and in this fury for readjustment and reconstruc-

tion, too many pulpits, I am inclined to think,

waste their time and strength. It is a proof of

Christ's matchless greatness that He stood in the

presence of the Roman empire and never struck it.

His work was to strike the heart. By striking the

heart of peasants, he overturned the empire. He
says to his heralds, " Follow me !"

Unless a sermon is diflferent from all other forms

of address, the world to-day does not care to hear

it. If tired men and women are to be expected to

attend public worship Sunday morning, the atmos-

phere of the house of God must be made diflferent

from that which these people breathe through the

week
Bright things, true things, helpful things are

said in abundance, but the spiritual passion is

lacking. The service smacks of time and not of

eternity. The atmosphere of the sermon is not

that of Mount Sinai or Mount Calvary, but that of

the professor's room or the sanctum of the editor.

The intellect is instructed, the emotions are touched,

but the conscience is not stirred, nor is the will

compelled to appear before the judgment throne

and render its decision. The old tone of the "Thus
saith the Lord " of the Hebrew prophets is lacking.

Men are everywhere hungering and waiting for it,

but in many churches they have thus far waited

Stillness.

A dear one recently writing of being healed

of cancer closed with these words : "I expected

God to lead me out into some great work for

Him. I had always thought the result of being

Spirit-filled would be a large and active service

for Christ. But I am convinced that what He
wants of us is an abiding faith in Him and his

words abiding in us. He will take care of all

the rest. I sometimes feel that my biggest use-

fulness is along the way of obscure ministries;

I am content to have it so, but now no more
love wanderings, no more love restlessness. He
is the desire of all my heart. Not the blessing,

but the Blesser."

When the Holy Spirit came at Pentecost
"There appeared to them tongues of fire, and
sat upon each of them, and they began to speak

"

various languages. This is all the record of the

effect upon the Spirit-filled ones. Rotherham's
translation says, upon hearing the sound as of

a rushing mighty wind, " The throng came to-

gether and was thrown into confusion, because

each one heard his own language. Nay, they

were all beside themselves and said, Behold

!

are not all these who are speaking Galileans?
Nay, they were all beside themselves and were
quite at a loss, saying one to another, What
pleases this to be? Others in mocking said with

sweet wine they had become drunk."
Where now was the confusion and amaze-

ment? Surely not with the Spirit-filled. What
was the particular demonstration of the Spirit?

Wisdom to see and freedom of speech to tell the

things freely given of God. A recklessness of

consequences and loss of fear of what " folks

will say." They also believed the word of the

Lord, and as a result of this faith in the Word
of God multitudes were saved. Thus the dis-

pensation of the Spirit was ushered in. Since
that time there have been in every age Spirit-

filled men and women. But how many of thei

were called to large and active usefulness ? "Y
shall receive power. Ye shall be witnesses

This is large and active usefulness. The recoi

of the "Acts of the Apostles " is very meage
Where was John ? What did he do? Whe

;

his large field? Where James? Where Phil;

the Evangelist? Where the others? First thr

all went into the upper room. They waite

He came, the Spirit and filled them. After tl

first joyous receiving they settled down in uni<

and fellowship with the Spirit, and in quietne

of soul they walked and talked with God. Eai

for himself had to come with quietness. Pa
speaks of it as dying. Peter says, " Partake

of the Divine Nature." Stephen " fell asleej

in the centre of a cychme. Every child of G(

who walks in the Spirit hears his voice wooii

into the upper chamber to dwell forever

the Lord. The writer thought when he receiv

the baptism with the Spirit he would be se

out to larger work and more effective, but

has always been to hidden work and victor;

in the Lord Jesus witnessed by few, and it is

delight to be unknown and hidden away ; to

so content in his quietness. It is a joy to

called to silence.

The writer has noticed all who are born

the S[)irit and who find Jesus a joy, are fill

with intense desire to work for God. We
take the joy of service for God for the

of the Spirit. And so our joy is not stead

It is only when we are hidden, when we dw
in the secret place of the Most High that we c

bear " the sound of a gentle stillness" (1 Kii

xix : 12 R. v.), and are content to be used

Him or not used at all as He can be best gk
fied in us. This is the true place for watchf

ness. Not inert, listless and careless, but w
the keen ear of love watching, waiting, ant:

pating the unspoken desire of the heart of (

precious Lord and Master. Eager to catch

thought, glad to yield to Him, and so in qu:

ness, waiting upon God.
This is the true place for effective servi

We can do much in ourselves and it will amoi

to little. He can do little in us and it will i

on the ages to come. Therefore come api

dear heart, into the peace and quiet of Jei

Enter into your rest as Jesus did into his r

Be content to be unknown. Be content tob
" sweet savor unto God." Carry where e

you are moved by the Spirit the aroma of heav

It is not what we do that is pleasing God. N
verily, it is what we are in our inmost heart t

He sees and takes delight in.

Let us therefore be content to dwell ap

with Him and in momentary yielding to

breathing of God, let our inmost being be opei

up to Him to impress his own image upon

"Transformed by beholding."

—

Edgar K.Sdi

" Good, but not Pleasant to Live wii—"Yes, I suppose she's good— I know she

but she isn't pleasant to live with. Only a fi

ment of conversation that reached the ear ah

the rattle of the electric car, yet how ful

meaning they seemed. We need to realize n
vividly the necessity of being pleasant to

with, as well as faithful to life's higher obi

tions. Do not impatient words slip from y
lips, even when your hands are busy with h

ful acts ?— Common

"I MUST ever regard the sacred Scriptu

pure and precious though they be, as enti IJ

subordinate in point of dignity and powe M

the Holy Spirit from whence they came."
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iThe Discipline—Its Origin and History.
(Continued from page 220.)

This diffeieuce, in iuseitiug later Advices,

(.used an appeal for a more uniform book from

jsex Quarter in 1759, but its "revised ab-

sraot " was considered by the Yearly Meeting

':oo much contracted." Fifteen years later

jarham petitioned for " a new and correct Book
( Extracts," which the Meeting fur Sufferings

Dk ?»'/ie years to prepare. In the year 1781,

le Yearly Meeting minute refers to " the aif^iir

(the Book of Extracts," and how " a considera-

le body of judicious Friends then present were

iipoiuted to come up to London in the Tenth

lonth ensuing to join the Meeting of Suffer-

igs in examining the manuscript which has

len prepared," and, later, how these " met, and
Iving given their attendance with unremitting

tiiduity in much concord aud to mutual satis-

btion, were favored after many sittings to go

trough the work comparing every part with

t3 original records, and the whole was agreed

t by the Yearly Meeting of 1782 and directed

t be printed." Meanwhile (in 1762), John

]y, who really drew up the original manu-

Efipt edition of 1738, published on his own ac-

diint what Joseph Smith catalogues as the

'jriginal or first book of Extracts" in which

83 advices about "earthquakes" and "airy

^icourses" and other antiquated but richly

sggestive expressions. This book was circu-

! ed principally in America and Ireland.

It was appreciated in England in course of

tie, as a second edition was subscribed for in

t,jt country within five years.

Returning to the printed edition of 1783, it

ijinstructive to note the reasons given for its

fjblication :

list.—That "every Quarterly and Monthly
ilietiug may be furnished with a complete and
Crrect collection of the several minutes and
vices issued by the Yearly Meeting for regu-

Ijing the affairs of the Society."

2ndly.— " Being more generally known, these

tiy be more uniformly observed, aud so order

B^d unity preserved throughout the church."

13dly.— "That, in an especial manner, the

3(Uth of the present and succeeding generations

Ciy be early and fully instructed in our relig-

iis principles and in the nature and design of

r Christian discipline, and through Divine

distance, be enabled to adorn our holy profes-

sn by a consistent conduct and circumspect

civersation, in all godliness and honesty;

tjrehy avoiding the reproach which many
t'ough a defection in principle or a degen-

e^icy in practice have brought upon them-

Sjves and the body of which they profess to be

fjmbers."

Ithly.
—"That all who walk unworthily of

tiir Gospel privileges and profession, and
vll nut submit to the entreaty of their ex-

eiised brethren " may be made sensible that

<(]/ themselves are the sole cause of their sepa-

r,ion from our religious fellowship and com-
iinioa ; for when any by their inconsistent

fid disorderly conduct, or by imbibing and
aopting principles and practices contrary to

ti doctrine which we have received, have first

cenly manifested their disunity with the So-

c ty, it is but just and requisite, that after en-

cavoring and waiting to restore them without

€ect, the body should testify its disunity with
ejh erring and refractory members."
This edition, as the preceding one (1738-62),

\is arranged alphabetically under tifty-four

'iropper heads," dealing mostly with matters of

'ndividual practice and collective action." An

Appendix ofsome dozen pages was added in 1 792.

This contained fresh regulations about the ap-

pointment of elders and overseers and strong

advice about speculating in stocks and public

funds.

A Second Edition was published in 1802,
after three weeks of most careful revision by
a large committee. No Friend could possess

as his own a copy of this or the preceding " Book
of Extracts," as the copies were considered the ex-

clusive property of the Monthly or Quarterly
Meetings. It is difficult to account for the

origin of this injunction to secrecy, but it has
attached to the Discipline through several gen-

erations, and been attended with many disad-

vantages. Passing by a Supplement to the

Second Edition in 1822, we come to the Third,
and in some respects most satisfactory of the five

editions issued during the one hundred years

between 1783 and 1883
The period covering the first third of the

nineteenth century had been the most fruitful

of doctrinal estrangement and actual disruption

of any in the history of the Society.

Hannah Barnard in Ireland, as well as a few
who entertained Unitarian sentiments in Eng-
land, and, overshadowing all, the great and sad
separation in America (1827-28), brought for-

cibly to view the need of a clear statement of
belief. Thus we find introduced into the edi-

tion of 1834-, George-Fox's epistle to the Gov-
ernor of Barbadoes (1671), together with the

statement made in 1693 by the most prom-
inent Friends of that day on account of the de-

fection of George Keith, and also certain min-
utes of London Yearly Meeting in 1829 and
1830, reasserting most reverently the deity and
divinity of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

with all that was involved by his death on the

cross.*

The Testimony of the Society of Friends on the

Continent of America, issued at this period

(1829), by a General Committee of all the

Yearly Meetings in this country, is a document
worthy of more than passing notice in this con-

nection. While not a part of the Discipline, it

was none the less authoritative. Clear, pertin-

ent and trenchant in its statement of doctrinal

belief, based upon the Holy Scriptures, with fre-

quent reference to Robert Barclay's Apology
and Joseph Phipps' Original and Present State

of Man, one is deeply impressed with the fer-

vency of spirit and soundness of view and ex-

perience manifest in all its paragraphs. The
circumstances calling forth this united declara-

tion of faith were peculiar and distressing in the

extreme.

The spiritual condition of the membership in

general must have been at a low ebb to per-

mit the rapid and widespread dissemination of

opinions so repuguant to all right Christian

*A letter by one of the eighty or more Friends
who prepared this revision of what then appeared for

the first time as " The Book of Discipline,' 'says, " Every
subject of interest or importance to our Society was
brought before us in succession, and some of the dis-

cussions were at once lively and weighty. We worked
very hard, beginning at ten o'clock in the morning,
and going on until half-past seven in the evening, al-

lowing little more than an hour for dinner and twenty
minutes for tea," which last "appeared to be a sort I'i

love feast." " I think every sitting was begun and
ended in a feeling of solemnity." Two weeks (Tenth
Month 29 - Eleventh Mo. 13, 1832), were thus con-
sumed. "The result of the labors of 1832-34 was a
much handsomer volume than that of 1802 ; the size

increased from 233 qu;)rto pages to 333 ; the paper and
the t.vpe are belter. As a book to look at, the edition
of 1834 is perhaps the handsomest of the series as that
of 1802 is the most insignitioant." (John S. Kountree,
In Friends' Quarterly Examiner.)

teaching aud feeling. These brought about such
a lamentable disruption within the limits of New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Ohio and In-

diana Yearly Meetings as has not been healed
by the lapse of seventy years.

Strenuous measures were adopted to cleanse
the camp from all who were known or supposed
to hold the unsound views.

The discipline came into requisition with
more wholesale application than at any previ-

ous period in the history of the Society. And
it is very instructive as well as pathetic to read
of the trials which must have come almost over-
whelmingly at times to the spirits of the faith-

ful standard-bearers in those days.

The period we are now considering is one so

rife with trouble and change throughout the

Society of Friends, one would fain draw the

curtain and retire from contemplating the de-

cline of that body of Christians which so alarmed
the priesthood of the established Church of
England before the close of the seventeenth
century that many seriously thought the Quak-
ers would capture the nation—religiously.

(To be continued.)

Fob "The Friend."

Ohio's Law on Capital Pcinishment.

We gladly note the plea for the abolishment
of capital punishment, by our aged Friend W.
H. Townsend in the columns of The Friend,
and agree with him that such an enactment
would be most appropriate in the great com-
monwealth founded by the worthy Penn.
For the encouragement of Friends' efforts in

that direction, wherever situated, we would state,

it is believed the influence of views circulated

by our Society through its Meeting for Suffer-

ings in Ohio was largely, though indirectly in-

strumental, in the passage of a bill in our Legis-

lature last year, allowing juries the privilege of
substituting " imprisonment for life " for " capital

punishment."

During the past few months we have watched
with unusual interest the proceedings of a case,

the first within our personal knowledge since

the above bill was in force.

The criminal was a young man descended
from Friends, raised in our immediate neighbor-

hood, and his family still resides in our midst.

The jury rendered a verdict of" murder in the

first degree," but recommended mercy ; and the

judge in passing the final sentence of " imprison-

ment for life," observed that he regarded " capital

punishment " almost a thing of the past in Ohio,
for he could scarcely conceive of a case bearing
stronger evidence than this; which would merit

the severest punishment. Awful as seemed the

sentence given, it was doubtless just and right,

and to many hearts a feeling of thankful relief

to know that the poor victim was yet allowed
opportunity for reflection and repentance of his

great sins. May he be led in mercy to "seek
the Lord while He may be found."

Let us contrast with this Christian hope, the

horrors of execution, its spectators, and the sen-

sation created by the daily papers, throughout
the aflTair, from the reporter and newsboy, to the

thousands who eagerly devour the minutest de-

tails that foster the savage instinct in our fallen

nature.

By the observance of the sacred command
" Thou shalt not kill " we feel assured that the

criminal and the public would receive an higher

and holier justice. E. H. S.

Ohio.

We the measure we give.
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The Farmer's Visit to the Queen.

One Smith, of Dickleborough, iu the county

of Norfolk, was a fine old Methodist farmer, and

a simple-minded, earnest Christian, who had

lived through those times for the British farmer,

when Napoleon turned all Europe into one vast

battlefield, and wheat was selling at from fifteen

shillings to one pound a bushel. He was a

genius, too, in his way, and invented a plow

which was a great improvement on the cum-

brous implement then in common use. His

invention came under the notice of Prince Al-

bert, who took great interest in agriculture, and

he sent for him to explain certain matters con-

nected with the plow. The old farmer accord-

ingly journeyed to Windsor—no light under-

taking in those days, when the only public con-

veyances were the post-chaise, the stage-coach,

and the carrier's cart. He reached Windsor

in the twilight of a summer's evening and re-

ported himself at the castle. A man of the

household—a colonel whose name we forget

—

told him that he would have to present himself

at ten o'clock on the following morning for his

interview with the prince.
" Yes, that's all right," said the farmer, " but

what am I to do for a bed ?"

"A bed !" said the colonel. " Oh ! you'd better

go to an inn," and he mentioned one where he

would be made comfortable for the night; but

Smith did not take kindly to the suggestion.
" Why, here now, Gunnel," he said, " that

dew seem mighty quar, that raly dew. ' Goo
to an inn,' he says ! Tliat's very ill-convenient

and costly. I didn't come here because I wanted

to come. I came because you axed me, and I

had to come, and the laste you can do is to

give me a bed. If you was to come to Dickie-

borough, my missus, she'd find you a bed. I

know right well she would, 'specially if we'd

axed you to come ; and if you was as hungry
as I be, I warrant she'd find you sufien to ate in

the bargain."

Old Smith said this in his pleasant way, and
the colonel was taken by storm. He brought

him up to his own rooms, had a good supper

put before him, and gave orders for his accommo-
dations for the night.

"After I'd suffen to ate, we had a rale pleas-

ant talk. 'Tworn't long, however, afore I got

sleepy ; I was fair beat out by the jounce of

them stage-cuches, and I wanted to go to bed.

The cunnel he say, ' I'll ring for your candle,

Mr. Smith, and the man, he'll show you to your
room.'

"'Thank'ee, Gunnel,' I made reply; 'but

there's one thing I allays do afore goin' to bed
—I have family prayer. I know my missus is

havin' it at Dickleborough, and it won't do for

her master not to have it because he happens

to be away from home. Will you let's have
yar Bible, if you please?'

" The cunnel, he says, ' Oh, certainly, Mr.
Smith !' and he put it on the table, and I say

to him, ' Well, now, will you pray?' He made
answer, and say, ' I think I'd better do the read-

ing, Mr. Smith.' So he read a psalm, he did

—

a beautiful psalm that was tew, but that was
one of the shortest in the book,—and arter he'd

done, we knelt down and I prayed and asked

the Lord to bless him and the queen and the

Prince of Wales and the dear babies.

" Well, in the morning I had a rare good
breakfast, and at ten o'clock I was took to see

the prince. He shook hands with me quite

friendly, and we got to talkin' about ray plow,

and I showed him how that worked. Arter

we'd been talkin' for a bit, the door opened, and

a big man with his hair powdered, and a uni-

form on, he say, ' Her Majesty,' in a loud voice,

and in come the queen. When I saw her come

iu I was right stammed (astounded). I thowt

she'd have a goold scepter in the hand, and her

gownd all a-trailin' a- hind, same as we see iu

the pictures. But there she was, a plain, simple

woman, with a kind Irmk on her face. She

spoke to me quiet and friendly like, and said

she was very glad to see me, and what a long

way I had come to show them my plow, and

she hadn't spoke only them words afore I was

no more afraid of her than I am of my nabors'

wives—not half so much as I am o' some o'

them. She was just as simple and kind as if

she warn't no more than nobody ; there warn't

no mock pride about her. But when I had to

speak to her I let her see that I know'd who
slie was, and that I respected her.

" Well, we had a right pleasant talk arter

we'd done with the plow. The queen had asked

me a lot o' questions about the farmers in our

parts, and the poor folks, what wages they got,

were their cottages comfortable, did they go to

church regular, and all manner o' what, an' I

told her the best I could.
" By an' by I began to get a bit onaisy.

' Smith,' I said to myself, ' you're browt afore

kings and princess, an' you must testify.' I

said, ' I will,' and I looked to the Lord for an

openin', an' 'twarent long afore't come. The
queen she says to me, ' Mr. Smith,' she says,

' however did you come to think o' this clever in-

vention o' yourn ?'

"' Well, Your Majesty, mum,' says I, ' I had
that in my head for a sight o' days afore that

come straight. I see what was wanted plain

enough, but I couldn't make out how to get at

it. I thowt, an' thowt, an' I better thowt, but

that wouldn't come clear nahow. So at last I

made it a matter o' prayer, an' one morning
that come into my mind like a flash—^just what
you see in that there model.'

" Why, Mr. Smith,' says she, 'do you pray
about your plows?'

"
' W'y, there now. Your Majesty, mum,' says

I, ' why sliouldn't I ? My Father in heaven He
know'd I was in trouble about that, an' why
shouldn't I go an' tell Him ? I mind o' my boy,

Tom,—he's a fine, big man now, keeping com-
pany along of my nabor Stebbins' darter, he is,

an' a rale good girl I know she is,—but when
he was a teeney little mite of a boy I bowt him
a whip, and rarely pleased he was with that.

Well, now, he comes to me one day cryin' as if

his little heart was bruk. He'd bruk that whip
he had, an' he come to me with that. Well,

now. Your Majesty, mum, that whip that worn't

nothin' to me—that only cost eighteen pence
when 'twas new—but it was suffen to me to see

the tears runnin' down my boy's cheeks. So
I took him upon my knee an' I wiped his tears

with my handkercher and I kissed him, I did,

and I comforted him. " Why, don't you cry,

Tom, my boy," says I, " I'll mend that whip,
I will, so that'll crack as loud as iver, and I'll

buy you a new one next market day." Well,

now. Your Majesty, mum,' says I, 'don't you
think our Father in heaven He cares as much
for me as I care for my boy, Tom ? My plow
worn't of much consekence to Him, but I know
right well my trouble was.'

" Well, now—would you believe it?—when
I said that, the prince he tarned away, and he
blowed his nose with a pocket-handkercher, and
the queen she had tears in her eyes, and I see

one on 'era a-rollin' down her cheek. ' You're
a good man, Mr. Smith,' she say, ' and I am

thankful I have subjects such as you.' Thei

'

were her words. I'm proud of 'em ; I ha\

told my son Tom he's never to forget 'et

and he's to tach 'em to his children, if so be

;

God gives him a family. When the queen as

them words to me, I say to her, ' Your Majest

mum,' I say, ' I hain't got nothing good aboi

me, but what comes from God ;' and she sa

' No more hain't none of us, Mr. Smith.' Tl

prince he jined in, and we had a rare good tal

that was for all the world just like a band met

in'. Folks may say what they like, but it ait

no use of them sayin' it to John Smith, of Dickl

borough. He know, and he say to all the worl

Queen Victoria is a right good, godly woma :,

and Prince Albert he's another—leastways-

well, you know what I mean.
" It was getting nigh on to noon by this tin

and at last the queen she said to me, ' Mr. Smitl

she says, ' you will find lunch provided for yc

and the man who waits on you will take yi

over the castle if you wish. There are soi

very fine paintings, and other things you mig
like to see.' ' Well, now, your Majesty,

says I, ' I ain't much of a judge of pictures, b

there is one thing I should rarely like to

' What is it, Mr. Smith ?' she say ; and I
' If I might see the dear babes.' The queen 8

laughed and she looked right tickled, and 8

say they was out a walkin' in the park, a
some one should go with me and show me t

way. So she bid me good-day, and so did t

prince, and a man came and took me away.'

Smith was taken to the park, and met thf

the children who were extant. His conduol
" said suffen " to the woman who was in cbai

of them, doubtless telling her of her Majest

command, and the good old man talked to

children in his kindly way for a few minut
Then he took off his wide-brimmed white bea^

hat, and, standing bare-headed in the sunshi:

he prayed that the blessing of God might
upon them and abide with them. Then
turned his face homeward, and went back
the simple, every-day life of a Norfolk farrac

Not long afterwards he received a box whi

had been brought from London by the carri!

and in it he found a most beautiful family Bil ,*

with a note explaining that it was a presi;^

from the queen and Prince Albert. Smith ca •

!

fully packed it up again, and returned it w
a letter to the queen, asking her "If she woii

be so good as to write her name upon it." 1l
Bible came back in due time, with autogra

signature, not of her Majesty only, but

prince also, and of all the children,—even

babe's little hand had been guided to write

name,—and under the signatures the queen l

written with her own hand, "A memento of

'

visit of a good man."
Smith had a large glass case made to co*

the Bible, and on certain days he used to sb

it to sightseers at three pence a head. 1

money thus earned was dropped into a miasi*

ary box, together with the contributions of

family ; and when the annual missionary meet
came round, the box and the story were alv

produced to the great satisfaction of the'audiei

who never grew tired of hearing the good

man tell the tale of his interview with the que

This is the woman who has outlived

European king, and nearly a score of Amerii

presidents, and whose character and influe<

have been such that many who have never Vvi

in her dominions yet gladly join the praj',

" God save the queen !"

—

Common People.

One to-day is worth two to-morrows.
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he Earliest Lists of New Testament Books.
*

(Concluded from page 222.)

IISTS OF NEW TESTAMENT BOOKS IN THE
OLDEST EXTANT MSS.

I
The Vatican Manuscript. (Century IV.)

' (Preserved at Rome. Three columns to a

ige-)

jrospel]
'.

. According to Matthew
According to Mark

1
According to Luke

! According to John
Acts of Apostles

! Epistle of James
1 of Peter

2 of Peter

1 of John
2 of John

^

3 of John
Jude
To Romans
1 to Corinthians

2 to Corinthians

To Galatians

To Ephesiaus

To Philippians

To Colossians

i 1 to Thessalonians

2 to Thessalonians

To Hebrews

,[MS. breaks off in the middle of Heb. IX.,
ie rest being lost. The titles are repeated at

le end of each book, except that " of James" is

s,bscribed, instead of Epistle of James. There
^e no tables of contents.]

1. The Sinaitic Manuscript. (Century IV.)

l(Preserved at St. Petersburgh. Four col-

wns to a page.)

,|
[Gospel] according to Matthew.

ij (Gospelj according to Mark.

[[
(Gospel) according to Luke.
(Gospel) according to John.

To Romans.
1 to Corinthians.

2 to Corinthians.

To Galatians.

To Ephesians.

To Pliilippians.

To Colossians.

1 to Thessalonians.

2 to Thessalonians.

To Hebrews.
1 to Timothy.
2 to Timothy.
To Titus.

To Philemon.

Acts (of Apostles).

(Epistle of James).
1 Epistle of Peter.

2 of Peter.

1
, 1 Epistle of John.

^'In the Festal Epistle of Athan.isius printed in our
It number, " Luke " wrongly precedes " Mark."

2 of John.
i of John.
Jude.

Revelation of John.
Ej)istle of Barnabas.

Shepherd. [Imperfect at the end.]
Words in parentheses are found only in the

subscriptions, that is, repeated titles at the ends
of books. Brackets signify, as usual, what is

supplied by ourselves.

There are si.K leaves lost between the end of
Barnabas and the beginning of Hermas, which
doubtless contained one or more of the disputed
books, like other manuscripts. There is, how-
ever, in addition to the lost leaves, a clear blank
column between Barnabas and whatever came
next. Between John and Romans there are
four blank columns, six between Philemon and
Acts, and one between Acts and James. These
are clear blank columns, exclusive of fractions
of a column. The copyist always began a fresh

book at the top of a new column. We have
represented blank columns by blank lines, one
line to one column.

These spaces in the manuscript represent an
ancient division of the New Testament into vol-

umes. Now these volume-divisions coincide in

part wiih Tertullian's Instruments: Gospels,
Apostles and John. From TertuUian and Cyp-
rian it appears that the Aposlolicon or Apostoli-
cal Instrument would sometimes include every-
thing outside the Holy Gospels, which latter to

this day are kept in a separate and consecrated
volume by the Eastern Churches. Sometimes,
however, Tertullian's Apostolical Instrument
appears to contain Paul and Acts; while John's
Epistles and Apocalypse are presumably an-
other volume. Then again Acts is sometimes
separate from Paul, and ancient manuscripts
shew that it was generally bound up with the
Catholic Epistles. Thus, at the end of Jude in

the Alexandrine MS., the subscription reads:
" Epistle ofJude, Acts of the holy Apostles, and
Catholic [Epistles]." But the Sinaitic gives

Acts a volume to itself The Shepherd of Her-
mas, preceded by some other book or books, in

this manuscript, made, with them, what we
might call the Catechetical Instrument or Cate-
chumens' volume. Athanasius, in his Festal
Epistle, shews that Hermas and the Teaching
of the Apostles, while not canonical, were used
to instruct catechumens. The Sinaitic manu-
script therefore presents us with the New Testa-
ment in five volumes : Gospels (or Evangelical
Instrument), Paul, Acts, Catholic books (in-

cluding the Apocalypse and Barnabas), and
Catechetical books.

III. The Alexandrine MS. (Century V.)

(Preserved in the British Museum at Lon-
don. Two columns to a page.)

Gospels 4.

According to Matthew.
According to Mark.
According to Luke.
According to John.

Acts of Apostles.

Catholic [Epistles] 7.

Epistles of Paul 14.

Revelation of John.

1 Epistle of Clement.

2 Epistle of Clement.

Together books. [A stain on the
parchment has obliterated the number.]

Psalms of Solomon.

The following are the titles of the books in
the body of the Alexandrine manuscript. Some-
times they are taken from the heading, some-
times from the subscription (when there is no
heading), and sometimes from both.
Gospel according to Matthew.

" Mark.

" " " Luke.
" " " John.

Acts of the Holy Apostles.

Epistle of James.
1 of Peter.

2 of Peter.

1 of John.
2 of John.
3 of John.
Epistle of Jude (with rest of subscription as

above.)

To Romans.
1 to Corinthians.

2 to Corinthians.

To Galatians.

To Ephesians.

To Philippians.

To Colossians.

1 to Thessalonians.

2 to Thessalonians.

To Hebrews.
1 to Timothy.
2 to Timothy.
To Titus.

[To] Philemon.

Revelation of John.

1 Epistle of Clement to Corinthians.
[Ancient Homily, called 2 Clement, begins

on next column, without heading, and the end
of it, together with the Psalms of Solomon, is

lost.]

The Vatican manuscript has no volume-di-
visions as have the Sinaitic and the Alexan-
drine. The Vatican always makes a fresh book
begin at the top of the next column, except for
the well-known blank column after Mark. The
Alexandrine generally does so, but has also a
blank column after Mark (though containing
the Appendix); another between John and
Acts

;
a blank page (two columns), after Phile-

mon ; and one blank column after the Apoca-
lypse. On the other hand, the first Epistle of
John and 2 Corinthians follow right on without
a break. The table of contents to Mark also
follows right on after Matthew. There is a blank
column between Luke's table of contents and
the Gospel. (The Alexandrine and the Ephrem
are the oldest manuscripts that have such tables.)

The blank space between Luke's contents and
the Gospel prevents our drawing any conclusion
as to the separateness of Mark ; but the blank
between John and Acts doubtless means the
same as it does in the Sinaitic. The case is

similar regarding the Apocalypse and the Epis-
tles of Clement. The Alexandrine thus gives us :

(1) Evangelicon.

(2) Apostolicon.

(3) Apocalypse (in a doubtful place by itself

between the canonical and the iinoanonieal).
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(4) Catecheticon (if we may use the word).

The First Epistle of Clement, however, stood

higher than Hermas, but it would be just these

uiicanonical books about which the churches

would differ, each having its own catechumens'

volume.

EusEBius. (Century IV).

Church History III. 25.

Now it is proper in this place to sum up the

writings of the New Testament which have been

signified. And here, among the first, must be

placed the holy quaternion of the Gospels, which

are followed by the writing of the Acts of the

Apostles. After this must be enrolled the

Epistles of Paul, which are followed by the cur-

rent First of John, as also the First of Peter, to

be confirmed in like manner. After these are

to be placed, if suitable, the Eevelation of John,

concerning which we shall expound the [differ-

ent] opinions in due time. These, then, are

among the acknowledged ones.

But of the disputed [books] {Antilegomena),

although they are well known to many, that

called the [Epistle] of James and that of Jude

are current; also the Second Epistle of Peter,

and that named the Second and Third of John,

whether they be by the Evangelist or by another

of the same name.

Among the spurious must be arranged both

the writing of the Acts of Paul and that called

the Shepherd and the Revelation of Peter. And
beside these, the Epistle of Barnabas, and what

are called the Teachings of the Apostles. More-

over, as I said, the Revelation of John, if suita-

ble, which some, as 1 said, reject, but others

number among the acknowledged. Now, there

are also some who enroll among these the Gos-

pel according to Hebrews, wherein those of the

Hebrews who have received the Christ especially

rejoice. These may be said to be all of the Antile-

gomena. But we have necessarily made the

catalogue even of these also, distinguishing those

that are true and genuine and authenticated

writings according to the ecclesiastical tradi-

tion, and the others beside them, not included,

but even disputed (anlilegomenci), though they

are recognized by most of the ecclesiastical

[writers] ; so that we may be able to know both

those and these, and those that are brought

forth for the heretics in the name of the apostles,

such as Peter and Thomas and Matthias, or

[writings] containing gospels of certain others

also beside these, as Acts of Andrew and John
and the other apostles.

A Word to the Flock.—If God indulge

you with ecstacies, and extraordinary revela-

tions, be thankful for them, but be " not exalted

above measure" by them; take care lest en-

thusiastic delusions mix themselves with them
;

and remember that your Christian perfection

does not so much consist in " building a taber-

nacle" upon Mount Tabor, to rest and enjoy

rare sights there, as in taking up the cross, and

following Christ to the place of a proud Caia-

phas, to the judgment hall of an unjust Pilate,

and to the top of an ignominious Calvary. Ye
never read in your Bibles, " Let that glory be

upon you which was upon Stephen, when he

said, I see heaven open, and the Son of man
standing on the right hand of God." But ye

have frequently read there, " Let this mind be

in you, which was in Christ Jesus, who made
himself of no reputation, took upon Him the

form of a servant, and being found in fashion

as a man, humbled himself and became obedient

unto death, even the death of the cross."

—

Fletcher.

THE LIVING CHRIST.
Once in the heart of summers old.

The gentle Christ «a- seen with men,

Of lite in loveliness He told—
Till paradise appeared again :

The world became as dear as heaven,

\Vhere everlasting pe^ice abides.

Where all of good from God is given,

And not a thought from Him divides :

The simple life that pour men live,

In villa.e home upon the hill.

Did that divine instruction give-
Whereby He kept the Father's will I

This blessed place of birds and flowers,

Of grass that grows so green and wide.

The golden pnssing of the hours.

Was proof of love God will provide

:

Instinctive faith in Father God,
A sense of sonship sweet and dear,

Came like the incense from the sod.

And brought the beauteous kingdom near

:

He turned to men as brothers true.

With love for all supreme and free.

And to Himself aflection drew,

As Luna draws obedient sea;

With perfect faith He bade them trust,

The infinite all-blessed love.

Believing souls are not of dust.

But like the holy ones above

!

Once in the heart of summer sweet

—

This radiant life in beauty grew.

Yet walked the road and common street.

And all our care and hardship knew
;

His love was boundless as the sea,

Yet tender as the child's pure prayer.

It blossomed free as springtide tree.

Its perfume reaching everywhere !

In parable He spoke his word

—

Tbat it might pass the wide world o'er,

And so with song like piping birds.

It flies afar from shore to shore !

And still the grand ideal lives.

That made his life a type sublime :

And to our souls his Spirit gives.

The power to conquer death and time

:

And churches rise to own his name,
And creeds are framed to speak his worth

;

We need them not to spread his fame,

\Ve only need his inner birth
;

To be as true as He was true,

To be as kind as He was kind.

And bless—as flowers are blest by dew.
Whatever wretchedness we find !

O thus to live all simple wise,

Inspired by faith and purest love.

Is with the living Christ to rise.

And in his peaceful kingdom move !— William Brunton.

What Came of Giving a Child a Lift.—
Among the thousands of city waifs who have

been cared for by the different charities not a few

have risen to influential positions, but it is not

generally known that one of them is the Gov-

ernor of Alaska, by appointment of President

McKinley. The story of his life is romantic

enough to be told. About thirty-five or forty

years ago John G. Brady was a child of the

streets of New York. Cast adrift by his parents,

he wandered about the docks, near Catherine

Street ferry, hungry and forlorn. Here he was

found by an agent of the Children's Aid Society,

which took him in its keeping. After a while

it found him a good home with a farmer's family

in Iowa. Here be grew up under kindly in-

fluences, and decided to become a clergyman.

The late William E. Dodge, who was actively

interested in the Children's Aid Society, had a

talk with him, and, seeing that he possessed

merit, agreed to put him through college at his

expense. After he had obtained an education

he decided to become a missionary, and was
sent to Alaska. This was twenty years or more
ago, when conditions in that territory were much
worse than they are now. He soon ascertained

that in teaching the natives he must begin at

the very beginning, and show them how to live

in this world, before he could teach them to pre-

pare for the next. So he started a saw mill a

;

a sort of manual training school, and taught thi

.

people how to work with their hands and built,

themselves better homes. .

In a few years he became one of the most in;

fluential and useful men in Alaska. He re-

turned to the States to marry, but went backt,
Alaska with his wife to continue his work
When McKinley was elected President, Brad-

was filled with an ambition to become Governd
of Alaska. He went to Washington, but founi

that the place been promised to a Texas politi

cian. He then came to New York, and laii

his case before A. B. Hepburn, treasurer of th

Children's Aid Society. A. B. Hepburn brougb

him into contact with a personal friend of th

President, and by this means he secured an it

terview with McKinley. He told his romanti

story, and the President was so much intereste

that he kept the Alaskan at the White Hous
all the evening relating his experiences in sh

frozen Territory, and described the conditioD

that prevailed there. When he left he had th,

appointment in his pocket. He has made
good Goveruor, and is full of plans for improi

ing the moral and material condition of his pe(

pie. Says the man who was instrumental i

bringing him into personal contact with tt

President :
" Tnis is the class of men who shoul

be appointed to govern our new possession.

Natives of our own land, but long residents i

the territories they are to govern ; upright mei

understanding the conditions of people and ei

joying their confidence ; men who will labor i

for their own selfish aggrandizement, but for tl|

good of all."

—

Ledger.

For The Feiknd.|

Vicesimus Knox.
(Contfnued from page 213.)

In succeeding pages our author betrays tl

idea and it may be a correct one, that the Ep .

copal clergy failed to preach certain importa

truths, from their antipathy to the dissentei

Most of these dissenting sects among whom we

the early Friends, had spiritually-minded mi

among their leaders ; such could preach fro

their own experience the doctrine of the gui

ance of the Holy Spirit. Our author remarl
" Since the time of Archbishop Laud, the mt

celebrated defenders ofChristianity have thoug
it proper to expatiate with peculiar zeal on t

excellence of natural religion. They probab

had reasons for their conduct, but it must n

be dissembled that in extolling natural religi

they have appeared to depreciate or superse

revelation. The doctrine of supernatural ass

tance, the great privilege of Christianity,

been very little enforced by them, and indel

rather discountenanced as savoring of enthu

asm." He quotes another writer as sayin
" Towards making and forming a Christian

supernatural assistance of the Divine Spirit fl

necessary at the beginning of the gospel,

do not see what should render it less necessa

at auy time since, or why it should not

pected now. As these doctrines were the pr

ciples and language of dissenters and others '

had followed the standard of the parliamf

against King Charles I ; at the restoration

King Charles II. the resentment which tc

place agaiust dissenters ran high, and I app

hend led the Church clergy not only to

angry with the men, but to forsake their pi

ciples too, though right and innocent in the

selves and aforetime held in common by

Protestants." " This, the author thinks," 8

Knox, "gave rise to the excessive zeal for
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Tcing natural religion, and for mere moral

'•eaching to the exclusion of the distinguishing

flCtrines of Christ, and particularly those sub-

me mysteries respecting the operation of the

oly Ghost, the very life and soul of Christianity.

is in vain to cry out against deists and infidels

ben the Protestant watchmen have deserted

;eir post, and themselves opened a gap for the

iiemy. Learning and oratory it must be con-

I3sed, have arrived at great perfection, but our

vie old divinity is gone. Amid these splendid

tfles the gospel is really lost."

I" The sect of Christians denominated Quakers,

^rtainly entertain many right notions respect-

i^ Divine influence, and therefore as the Quak-
es were disliked by the church, the doctrines

iliich they maintained were to be treated with

mtempt. The Spirit whose operations they

ptly maintain became, under the operations of

^jfldly policy, a word of reproach to them,

(insequently aspiring clergymen wishing to

Boid every doctrine which would retard their

tvancement, or fix the stigma of heterodoxy
lion them, were very little inclined to preach

fe necessity of Divine illumination. They

i.red
the opprobrious name of enthusiasts or

pocrites and so became ashamed of the gos-

I of Christ."

[In process of time arose the sect of Methodists

ilio, however they may be mistaken in some
(jints, are certainly orthodox in their opinions

Hthe Divine agency on the human soul. They
Rind it in the Scripture, in the liturgy, in the

I'icles, and they preached it with a zeal which
tl many appeared intemperate and certainly

99 too little guided by discretion. The con-

st uenee was that the spiritual doctrines already

jjified by the court of Charles II. and by the

ilVersaries of the Quakers, became objects of

Bieral dislike and derision.

I 'Meantime the gospel of Christ suffered by
professed friends as well as declared enemies.

guiar divines of great virtue, learning and
Ity, feared to preach the Holy Ghost and its

irations, the main doctrines of the gospel,

; they should countenance the Puritan, the

aker, or the Methodist, and lose the esteem

their own order, or of the higher powers,

sy often contented themselves during a long

i with preaching morality only."

[pe tells that at the period at which he wrote,

H tree avowal of this vital truth might be
,ond among Methodists and other dissenters,

)i he does not refer his readers to them, as

t'bority in what distinguishes the Christian

i. He assumes that the Church of England
:i3race.< in its doctrines and organization all the

li^ntials of religion, all such principles and
l»ges as were designed for Christ's militant

|rch, and hence he refers his readers to the

^y fathers of that connection. The passages

(quotes are remarkably free from objection.

I(s remarkable that a religious movement so

U laid, upon grounds of spirituality, to be
ized in the lives of its adherents, should in

course of a century have so far lost its first

iciples. Had the people lived in the spirit

uch doctrines their lives would have been a

i|-e forcible argument against the cavils of

Bptics, than all the pamphlets written in de-

:e of the faith.

' i)ne of the writers he quotes from, and who
ntr be taken as clearly expressing the views of
h others, is Jeremy Taylor. His active life

iD)raced the stormy period including the time
ifhe Commonwealth of England, and his em-
•Itic words may be understood as designed to

E(ill the clergy and leaders of the people to the

gospel standard from which they were depart
ing, he says:

—

" We have examined all ways in our inquiries

after religious truth but one ; All but God's luay.

Let us, having missed in all others, try this.

Let us go to God for truth, for truth comes
from God only. If we miss the truth it is be-

cause we will not find it ; for certain it is that

all the truth that God hath made necessary,

He hath also made legible and plain : If we will

open our eyes we shall see the sun, and if we
will walk in the light we shall rejoice in the

light. Only let us withdraw the curtains, let us

remove the imjiedimenfs, and the sin that doth
so easily beset us. This is God's way. Elvery
man in his station must do that portion of duty
which God requires of him, and then he shall

be taught of God all that is fit for him to learn
;

there is no other for him but this. "The fear

of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom ; a good
understanding have all they that do his com-
mandments."
And so said David of himself, I have more

understanding than my teachers because I keep
thy commandment. And this is the only way
which Christ hath taught us. If you ask what
is truth, you must not do as Pilate did, ask the

question and then go away from Him that only

can give you an answer ; for as God is the author
of truth, so is he the Teacher of it, and the way
to learn is this, for so saith our blessed Lord : "If
any man will do his will he shall know of the

doctrine whether it be of God," or no.

This text is simple as truth itself, but greatly

comprehensive, and contains a truth that alone

will enable you to understand all mysteries, and
to expound all prophesies, and to interpret all

scriptures, and to search into all secrets, all I

mean which concern our happiness and our
duty. It is plainly to be resolved into this

proposition. The wo.y to judge of religion is by

doing our duty ; and theology is rather a Divine

life than a Divine knowledge.
(To be continued).

Notes from Others.

The theory of modern preaching is to make "a
sermon,"—a human speech—not to set forth the
connected ideas of Deity.

—

Edward White.

True Sayings.—Grape juice kills more than
grape-shot.— C. H. Spurgeon. Drink kills more
than all our newest weapons of war.

—

Lord Woke-
ley. Intemperance is the egg out of which all vices

may be hatched.

—

Si. Augustine. Every moderate
drinker could abandon the intoxicating cup if he
would; but the drunk.ird would ifhecould.

—

J. B.
Omigh. I know how to abs'ain, but I do not know
how to be moderate.

—

Dr. Johnson.

The moral maxims of the Egyptians, we are
told were definite and lolty, their "thou shall

nots" being much the same as the prohibitions
of the Decalogue. In a papyrus of antiquity
occurs the maxim, "The son who hearkens to the
word of his father, he shall grow old thereby."
"The man who having received much, giveth little,

is one who committetli an injury," and " Be watch-
ful to keep silenee,"have not an unfamiliar sound.
Westminster Review.

Spain, without the Bible, has bull-fights ; and in

America men who do not read the Bible have
bully-fights. The moving spring in such per-

formances is brutality and covetousne.ss. A cham-
pion bully wins thousands in an hour, and his

friends wlio bet on him win tens of thousands.
But it is all the price of blood, and brings ruin on
the winners. The money if won is often spent in

vice and sin, in drunkenness and debauchery. And
those who win to-day are quite sure to lose to-

morrow, and end worse off than they began.— Tlie

Christian.

The Living Church tells this story of a bishop
who sought to go about his somewhat neglected
diocese doing good :

The bishop of—nevermind where—being a new-
comer, thought to inspire his clergy to take occa-
sional services during the week by periodically
visiting out-of-the-way parislies and taking one
himself. On one of these occasions, having formed
quite a good congregation, and having been moved
to much eloquence in his sermon, he felt a little

not unnatural desire to know if he had made any
impression on the usually unimpressionable yokels,
and put some leading questions to the old" clerk,
who was helping him to unrobe in the vestry.
" Well, I hope they've been pleased with yer,"
said the old man, patronizingly, "and I'm sure we
tuk it werry kind o' yer worship to come down
and preach ter us; but yer knaw, a worsser one
would ha' done for the likes o' we, if so be," he
added, with becoming humility, " one could ha'
bin found."

"Let us be frank with ourselves," says the New
York Churchman. " Either we believe that our
episcopal elections are under Divine guidance or
we do not. If we think that God leaves us to human
wisdom alone in those days of trial of men's souls,
then all the honest electioneering methods of the
political caucus and the nominating convention
are lawful and right. Only we must not expect to

escape the political evils of that .system. We, too,

shall have 'our struggle for the primaries and our
capturing of delegates. Possibly, also, we shall
have what is charitably called 'undue influence.'

And we may be sure that men so elected will care
more for the office than for its duties, and will be
men to whom, as Milton said of those in his time,
' the hungry sheep look up and are not fed.' If,

on the other hand, we believe that the Holy Spirit
still works in and through the church, we must act
on this conviction, and endeavor by every means
to keep episcopal elections upon this high plane."

The following little curiosities of the Gregorian
calendar are recalled by the fact that we have en-
tered upon a new year: Since the calendar was
reformed by Pope Gregory no century has ever
begun on a Fourth-day, a Sixth-day, or a First-

day of the week ; and the same order of days is re-

peated every twenty years. First Month and
Tenth Month of each year always begin with the
same day; so with Fourth Month and Seventh
Month ; so with Ninth Month and Twelfth Month

;

so with Second, Third and Eleventh Months.
Strangely enough, there is no single day of the
week which is not accepted by some portion of the
human race as the " day of rest." For example :

. gypliaus, Fifth-day
Turks, . . Sixth-day
.Tews, .'

. . Seventh-day

Christians,. First-day

Greeks, . . . Second-day
Per>ians, . . Third-day
Assyrians, . Fourth-dhy

As measured by the unerring sun, the errors in

the Gregorian calendar amount to one day in every
four thousand years.

—

Adaptedfrom the Westminster
Gazette.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States —The United States Senate has un-

sly agreed, in executive session, to take a vote

on the peace treaty on Second Month Bth at 3 p. ra-

The following United States Senators have been elec-

ted : William M. Stewart of Nevada, re-elected ; Wil-
liam .\. Clark, democrat, Montana ; Clarence D.Clark,
re-elected, Wyoming; Charles A. Culberson, Texas;
Nathan B. Scott, republican, West Virginia.

Ex-Attorney General Augustus H. Garland was
stricken with apoplexy while addressing the United
States Supreme Court in Wa-hington on First Month
26lh, and died within ten minutes. He was 67 years

old.

The Senate of Alabama has passed a Dispensary bill

for such counties and tuwns as are not now prohibited
from selling liquor.

At Urbana, Ohio, thejury in thesnit brought against

Champaign county to recover })-5000 damages for a
lyncliing in Sixth Month, 1897, has returned a verdict

against the plaintiff. The suit was brought under
what is known as the anti-lynching law of the State,

which provides that the sura of $5000 damages shall

be paid to the next of kin of a person meeting death
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by mob violence. . This suit is the first of the Idnd in

the State. ,, , ,

Alagistrate Pool, of New York, no longer swears wit-

nesses on the Bible, but by having them hold up their

right hands. There is no law, he says, providmg that

the Bible must be kissed, and the practice, he declares,

is a breeder of disease.

The New York clearing house exchanges on ttie

24th ult., amounted to $347,216,834, and the balances

to 812,156,4.53, both of which break the record for one

day. As an illustration ofthe remarkable ease of money,

notwithstanding the great speculation, it was stated in

banking circles that large sterling loans were being of-

fered at 2.V per cent. An Ohio banker in town on that

day said that the banks of that State were overbur-

dened with surplus money seeking profitable use.

The total expenditures of the Brooklyn Bridge, from

the date of opening. Fifth Month 24, 1883, to Twelfth

Month 1, 1898, were $18,151,300. The total receipts

during the same period were $17,727,900. The first

vear the bridge was opened 12,500,000 passengers cross-

ed it ; the second year 30,000,000 crossed it, and in

1S90 40,000,000. The present average is about 45,000,-

000 a year. .

Quail are so plentiful in the Southwest New Mexico

counties near El Paso that great damage to crops is

threatened.
, tt • j

F. H. Newell, the Hydrographer of the United

States Geological Survey lectured at Association Hall

last week, before the Franklin Institute and Young

Men's Christian Association, on the " Keclamation of

the Arid Lands of the West.

He called attention to the enormous area, of extreme-

ly fertile land still in the ownership of the United

States Government, and showed that fully one-third

the territory of the entire country, exclusive of Alaska,

is yet unsold and open to settlement; this area is

nearly three times that of the original thirteen States.

Within it are rich- agricultural lands, capable of sus-

taining a population ofmany millions if suflacient water

were obtainable.

He showed that vast quantities of water run to waste

at times of year when it was not needed. If properly

stored millions of acres of land, capable of producing

from two to five crops a year, could be reclaimed,

conserving all available waters probably from seventy

to a hundred millions of fertile acres could be added

to the wealth of the country.

The Crystal correspondence ofthe Denver Times says

:

A natural cave has been opened by miners at work on

the property of Gift and Weatherman, which gives

promise of proving a great natural wonder. They

were running a tunnel and suddenly broke into a cave

filled with hot air. Going further, they found that

they had opened into a cavern eighty feet in length.

There was an opening from this into another cavern,

and their investigations revealed no less than five of

these rooms, aggregating 500 feet in length and vary-

ing from a few feet to fifty feet in width. They are re-

ported to be filled with beautiful stalactites and stalag-

mites and other forms of brilliant color.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-

ber 518, which is 64 less than the previous week and

60 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 133 were children under five years of

age : 244 were males and 274 females : 66 died of pneu-

monia ; 60 of consumption; 40 of typhoid fever; 30

of heart disease ; 24 of influenza ; 22 of inflammation

of the brain; 20 of old age; 18 of apoplexy; 18 of

diphtheria; 17 of convulsions ; 1 4 of bronchitis
;
12 of

Bright's disease; 12 of nephritis; 11 of inanition
;
11

• of paralysis ; 10 of marasmus, and 9 of cancer.

Markets, &C. — V. S. 2's, 99 a 100; 4's, re^., 112 a

112J ; coupon, 11 2J a 113J ; new 4's, reg., r28j a 129J-

;

coupon, 1291 a 1301; 5's, reg., 11 li a 112; coupon,

112|a 113} ;" 3's, reg., 106J a 107} ; coupon, 107i a 108.

Cotton 'was steady on a basis of 6Jc. per lb. for

middling uplands.

Feed. —Winter bran, in bulk, quoted at |lo.75 a

$16.25, and spring, in sacks, $15.25 a $15.75 per ton.

Flouk.—Winter super., $2.50 a $2.75 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a *3 00 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.25 a $3.45
;

do. do., straight, $3.50 a $3.65 ; Western winter, clear,

$8.30 a $3.50 ; do., straight, $3.60 a $3.75 ; do., patent,

$3.85 a $4.10 ; spring, clear, $3.10 a $3.35 ; do. straight,

$3.75 a $4.00 ; do. patent, «4.00 a $4.25 ; do. favorite

brands, $4.30 a $4:50 ; city mills, extra, $2.75 a $3.00
;

do., clear, $3.50 a $3.75 ; do., straight, $3.75 a $3.90
;

do., patent, $4.00 a $4.50. Rye Flour. — $3.20 a

$3.30 per barrel, as to quality. Buckwheat Flour.
—$1.90 a $2.00 per 100 pounds, as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 80 a 80Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, old, 42^ a 43c.

No. 2 white oats, natural, 35J, clipped, 36Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5| a SJc. ;
good, 5J a 5fc.

;

medium, 51- a 5|c.; common, 4| a 5Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4| a 5c.; good, 4} a 4Jc.

;

medium, 3f a 4c. ; common, 21 a 31c. ; lambs, 5 a 5:ic.

Hogs.—Best Western. 51 a ojc. ; other kinds, 5} a 51c.

Foreign.—Arthur James Balfour, First Lord of the

Treasury, in his annual address to his constituents at

Manchester, referred to the sympathy between England

and the United States, and said, " there cannot be a

greater guarantee for future peace, freedom, progress

and civilization, not only of this or that country or

community alone, but of the whole human race."

Bear Admiral Dewey has written a letter to an

English editor, in which he says: "The mightiest

factor in the civilization of the world is the imperial

policy of England."

In "well informed circles" in London_ a peaceful

solution of the Newfoundland question is expected

shortly.

Germany's exports to the United States last year

decreased nearly $15,000,000, the decrease being almost

wholly in sugar.

In the Reichstag last week, the Minister of the

NOTICES.
Edmund S. Smith is appointed Agent for Th

Friend in place of Parker Hall, deceased. Addres

Adena, Ohio.

Notice.—The remaining public meetings at Lan;

downe in the evening are to be held on the second i

sixteenth of Second Month.

Wanted.—By a middle-aged Friend, a position

care taker of an invalid ; is willing to assist in the ligl

work of the house.
Elizabeth Mackenzie,

No. 1616 Cherry Street.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fi

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters :'

regard to instruction and discipline should be a»

dressed to William F. Wickbrsham, PrincipaL

Payments on account of board and tuition, at

communications in regard to business should be fo

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Addre.ss, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Interior expressed the opinion that Germany, the

United States and Great Britain should act conjointly

in regard to Antarctic exploration.

Immense damage is reported to have been done by

floods in East Prussia.

Norway has recently enacted a law forbidding the

sale of tobacco to youths under sixteen without signed

orders from adults.

The seismic disturbances which began in the Pelopen

nesus, or southern part of the Kingdom of Greece, on

First Month 22nd, and which have continued intermit-

tently in the southwestern departments of the peninsula,

were very violent again on the twenty-seventh.

Every year about 280,000 conscripts are added to the

Russian army. In times of peace it numbers 1,000,000

men, and is the largest standing array in existence.

A despatch from San Francisco dated First Month

29th, savs :
" The news has been brought here from

Australia that the British man-of-war Pentjuin has just

returned to Sydney, N. S. W., after taking soundings

between the Island of Longu and Auckland, N. Z. The

officers found that Falcon Island, which suddenly came

upoutoftheoceanin 1885, is gradually receding. When
relocated by the Penguin's ofiicers they discovered that

the island is now three fathoms under water. The

officers of the Penguin also succeeded in taking the

temperature of the ocean at a greater depth than ever

before. Hitheito, where the thermometer got down

a certain distance it was invariably broken. On this

occasion the thermometer was sent down 4762 fathoms,

where the temperature was found to be 35 5 degrees,

while on the surface the temperature was 82 degrets.

This, the officere of the Penguin assert, is the deepest

ocean reading ever taken."

The Gubano Libre says: "The health of Santiago

was never better than it is now. Only one death has

occurred within the city limits during the last five days.

Nothing approaching this immunity is recorded in the

history of the city. The vultures, which were formerly

the city scavengers, are starving, and now pounce on

cats and small dogs—a circumstance very significant

in illustrating the changed sanitary conditions.''

It is reported from Kingston that the Civil Gov-

ernor,-hip of Jamaica is to be abolished, as is also the

office of Colonial Secretary. The control of the island

will be vested in the hands of the Military General,

who will be assisted civilly by a Secretary appointed

from the Colonial Office in London.

The President of Mexico has appointed Manuel As-

piraz. Assistant Secretary of Foreign Relations, to be

Ambassador at Washington. He is a native of Pueblo, is

fifty-five years of age and was prominent in the Liberal

party during the Juarez administration.

A despatch from the City of Mexico, dated Twelfth

Month '/fith, says:

A despatch from Colima states that the volcano of

that name is in full activity. An outburst of smoke

followed by lava occurred directly after the recent

earthquake. The sight is imposing, and the Indians

are moving from the neighborhood of the mountain.

No further casualties are reported here.

In the Valley of Mexico the shocks had a general

movement from the Pacific to the Atlantic coast. The
second shock lasted longer than any heretofore known
in Mexico. Much damage was done to buildings.

On the 27th ultimo, the steamer Lnke Superior, with

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenieni

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. i

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met wh(

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. 1

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school I

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup't.

Died, at the residence of his son-in-law in Provi

ence, R. I., Twelfth Month 20th, 1898, Edward i

Dillingham, a minister, and a member of New Be
ford Monthly Meeting of Friends, Massachusetts,

—

ag,

84 years 2 months and 11 days. In his younger ma
hood while he was sailing as captain of a coasting v«

sel, a storm at sea seems to have been an occasion

determining him to serve the Lord. Feeling he h
much to overcome and endeavoring to be faithful

manifested duty, his heart was engaged for his oy

cleansing and was enlarged for the welfare of othe

His strong social nature was made use^ of in drawL

him into intercourse with many, particularly of t

younger class, in various places, whose attention

often held with edifying recitals of the Lord's doiii

in the guidance of men. As he advanced in years

grew in grace and in love for all, and in the eyer-i

ening convincement of the truth ofthe principles

testimonies of our religious Society. Of latter time

seemed heavily burdened with the condition of the i

cal ministry among us, and earnest was his conce

that Friends' ministry should be kept in the life a

power, and unless with Divine authority for utteran

held in silence. The warnings of his approachi

close which came, were followed by a desire to dep:

and be with Christ ; who, he said, was calling him ;

higher service elsewhere.

, at Lansdowne, Pa., on First Month 16th, 18

after a short illness, George S. Garrett, aged si:

years, an esteemed member of Darby Preparative a

Chester Monthly Meeting.

, on the sixth of Fourth Month, 1898, Mart;

J. Hall, daughter of Jesse and Annie Hall, af

seventy-one years ; a member of Cedar Grove Prepa

tive and Rich Square Monthly Meeting of Frien

North Carolina. Of a retiring disposition,_ she wa

firm believer in the principles of early Friends, a

from her youth, and example in both dress and

dress. Although the call came suddenly, her friei

have the comforting hope that her end was peace.

, at the family home, on North Mulberry Stn

Wilmington, Ohio, the twenty-ninth of Twelfth A

1898, Mary J. Carey, wife of John Carey, in

sixty-ninth year of her age. She was a member i

faithful attender of the small body of Friends th

when health permitted, and leaves a husband and

only daughter to mourn their loss, though her

right life and peaceful close leaves a comfortable h^

that all is well.

, on the tenth of First Month, 1899, at

family home in Wilmington, Ohio, Rachel Joj

SON, wife of Lewis Johnson, in the eightieth yeai

her age ; an elder in the small body of Friends.
'

was a firm believer in the doctrines of the Gospel

held by the faithful reformers of 1647 and proD

gated by true friends to the present day, belie%

them the same as taught by Christ andthe second ba'ch of Doukhoboi-8 2000 in number nrriv

ed at Halifax, N. S. Smallpox had appeared on board I apostles.

and i^ne victim died. Two other deaths occurred on I

the voyage. They will probably be detained at Hali- WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,

fax one month.
f

No. 422 -Walnut Street.
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' A Dawning Light on Oaths.

jSow could rational niiuds ever expect either

;*th or the law to gain respect, by requiring

rn, as if to make their word more true, to

ivar by kissing or touching a Book which com-

rnds them not to swear?

\nd churches which are strenuous about an
>iward Baptism or Supper simply as being

\ Lord's command,—can they find among pos-

ile commands any one more definite or ex-

;it than that which says, "Swear not at all ?"

3 spirit of mind which denies the latter while

eizes upon the former seems to neutralize its

ifession of obedience, and to prove rather its

ifietite for form. What kind of obedience

tjhat which disregards the plainer of two com-

ds, but honors the one which can be used

a ritual ? When it was remarked lately, " I

of no religious reason why I should affirm

Dead of swear," and it was answered, "Unless

b Bible should say, ' Affirm not at all,' " it

e;ned as if that was the plainest way to ex-

K3 the inconsistency of the prevailing popu-

^attitude.

1^ not this one reason why our procedures of

ice are not more blessed, because for each

they begin in a denial of the word of Christ,

pting a witness to repudiate the com-

of Him who said, "Swear not at all;"

osing to him to swear in the very face of

Bible which finally forbids it? This must

ate as a teaching on the part of the State

ever much it may profess the Church), of

jlelity in practice.

fo we wish, without irony, to call ours a

istian nation ? Then we shall look for some
istent sign of it. Shall it be the spectacle of

government having opened with a sworn

tial of Christ's word—having commenced its

:al existence by requiring its first President

•issuming office to disobey an explicit com-
iiid of Christ? and regularly of all Presidents

H officers since, to ignore that Christian law

ginst oaths ? If there is to be any conscience

about it, the State leaves that affiiir to the citi-

zen to whom it prescribes the oath. If he

chooses the affirmation, that is his choice, and
not the proffered offer of the State or court.

And if the nation has not yet adopted the

Christian law concerning oaths, what do we
expect it to do with the dictates of the Prince

of Peace? Long seems the journey yet to be

trod before the practical christianization of a

State or nation is realized. Would that all

they who kiss the Bible might know what it is

to " kiss the Son." Would that all who write

1899 as " the year of our Lord," might live as

if they believed it. " Why call ye me. Lord,

Lord, and do not the things which I say?"

The assent of the professing church to prevail-

ing standards is natural rather than spiritual.

The reason why a "supported" ministry must
(as a rule not without noble exceptions), be ex-

pected to support the moral and social systems

of its own supporters, and interpret Scripture

accordingly, is not far to seek. It was a relig-

ious Society which abjured a paid ministry,

that gained for men so much of a reform as

now subsists—the liberty to affirm instead of

swear. It was such a Society whose ministers

could preach, without jeopardizing salaries, that

war is contrary to the nature of Christianity
;

that had no paymasters North or South to whom
its Christianity should preach, in each section,

an opposite doctrine as to slavery ; a Society

whose free Gospel ministry has used its liberty

in Christ to move as a pioneer in the forefront

of nearly every great moral and spiritual re-

form.

From a University in Ohio we are in receipt

of an acknowledgment (dated " Jan. 18 "), of

Isaac Sharpless' book entitled, "A Quaker Ex-
periment in Government." It contains this en-

couragement : "The rolling years are vindicat-

ing the Quakers as to most of their principles

and methods. God bless them more and more;

and God bless the young TDzar of Russia in his

noble and Christian effort."

The next day after the ackowledgment was

sent, a practical confirmation of it, in its rela-

tions to oaths, was made by Justice Robert

Earl, of Herkimer, N. Y., who declared

That the free use of the Bible in taking oaths in

the courts should be discountenanced. He said
there was no more solemnity in the act of kissing
the book than in affirmation and the frequent in-

stances of perjury brought shame upon the Bible.
" The remarks of Judge Earl are generally ap-

proved in this city," said the special despatch from
New York.

" My opinion," said Assistant McCann recently,
" concerning Judge Earl's doubt about jurors hav-
ing consideration for their oath is that the average
juror comes to court determined to do his duty

and no oath is necessary. An affirmation or dec-
laration is all that is needed to hold them to the
performance of their duty to the State."
The clergyman Madiso"n C. Peters said recently:

" How can anyone be impressed by the solemnity
of an oath when a dirty, greasy Bible is thrust at
one, while a man who don't believe in what he is

saying mumbles and mouths some words that may
or may not be a solemn oath? Fewer oaths and
more solemnity is needed. An affirmation is the
best attainable remedy for perjury."

As information having some connection with

this subject we are willing to add the following

from The Literary Digest :

Vigorous objection has been made from time to
time in various quarters to the practice of requiring
witnesses taking the oath in our courts oflaw to kiss
the Bible as a part of the ceremony. It is objected
to on religious grounds as detracting from the rev-
erence due to the Bible; it is still more strongly
opposed for sanitary reasons. The Northwestern
Christian Advocate (Chicago) reasons against the
custom in the following:

" The custom of kissing the Bible in connection
with the taking of oath in court has practically be-
come obsolete in America. The custom has been
abandoned almost imperceptibly, and chiefly, per-
haps, as the result of the enforcement of sanitary
laws for the prevention of the spread of disease. It
seems, however, to be still continued in foreign
countries. Occasionally a wimess refuses to ' kiss
the book,' but it is rare, if, indeed, there has been
more than one occasion when this method of ad-
ministering the oath has been denounced from the
bench. Such denunciation, however, took place
recently in one of the English courts. A witness
insisted upon not being sworn in that fashion, and
for his encouragement, the magistrate, who was
also a phy.sician, said :

' That book has been kissed
this morning by all sorts and conditions of men

—

some with dirty faces, others with sores on their
faces and lips—and I am delighted that one per-
son, at any rate, has had the common sense to

standout for the sanitary oath.' He added: 'I
would rather be vaccinated many a time over than
kiss that book. The habit of kissing the book is

one of the most fruitful sources of infection.'
" The custom of kissing the Bible grew up dur-

ing the Middle Ages, and was designed to increase
the impressiveness of the oath taken by a witness.

. . . The significance of the kiss of a president
or sovereign has not, so far as the public was con-
cerned, been in the mere act of kissing the book,
but has depended upon the particular passage
which their lips are supposed to have touched, and
it has usually been so arranged that the passage
shall be such as to create a favorable impression
upon the public mind

" The time has come also in the history of the
world when, for both sentimental and sanitary rea-
sons, the practice of kissing the Bible should be
abolished. It certainly adds nothing to the prac-
tical value of the oath, as those who liave no regard
for their word would liave no regard for their oath
even when accompanied by this solemn act, which
has become a mere formality."

The light that is enlarging however slowly

on Oaths, and, we believe, on War, and espec-

ially filling the department of education and
other fields of our testimony, should be encour-

aging to Friends. The Christianity of a gov-

ernment is but a tardy reflection of the Chris-
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tianity of its people. A government follows and

drags its slow and heavy weight after the opin-

ions, the principles and the motives of the mass

of its citizens. The inspiration of one's heart

that is open to the light of Truth, and to which

he, standing alone for a season may become a

martyr, presently proceeds as a leaven among

men, gathering first a peculiar people, and

then as these are found faithful, permeating

the masses, in the fulness of its time it finds ex-

pression in statute law and sways the govern-

ment. Thus, fidelity to our convictions, faith-

fulness to the inspeaking Word in political

work, is casting votes for history ahead, it is in

in advance shaping the moral policy of empires

for generations yet unborn.

The Source of Christian Virtues.

Though a man say to himself, " I will be

humble," is he therefore humble? Though he

say, "I will be patient," though he keep back

the quick words from escaping his lips, is the

thought of his heart controlled ? Though he

say, " Henceforth I will love my neighbor as

myself," does love come with the willing? Out
of the heart are the issues of life ; but the prepa-

ration of the heart is it not from the Lord ?"

So the Christian virtues, whose exercise is de-

pendent primarily upon the condition of the

heart, are not of man's assuming—they are not

to be picked up and put on as a garment. Like
every good and perfect gift, they are from above,

and they are confirmed to the soul by obedience

to the heavenly Giver. Fruits of the Spirit,

they mature only as there is an abiding in the

sunlight of God's presence. S.

John Yeardley and his Travels.

(Continued from page 193.)

"Their sojourn at Bonn, where they arrived

on the thirty-first of Eighth Month, was exceed-

ingly cordial to their religious feelings. The
persons with whom they were the most intimate-

ly united were two women, Alexandrine Mackel-

dey and the Countess Stynum; the latter of

whom had come to know the way of salvation

during a visit to England. J. Y. describes the

opening for service which they found in this

city, in a letter to Josiah Forster:

—

"'This morning, the first of Ninth Month,
we received an early visit from a pious young
woman, interior. On her entering the room we
felt the Spirit of Jesus was near. As soon as

we discovered the piety of her mind, and her

sweet and open disposition, I said to her :
" Now,

tell us who there are in this place who are real-

ly spiritually-minded persons. She said, " I

will;'' and instantly took the pen, and put
down about six or seven names, among which
was the name of the Countess Stynum. " This
lady," said she, " I am sure, will be rejoiced to

see you ; she is too weakly to leave her house,

but I am going to her and will tell her you are

here."

"'Our kind helper soon returned with the

expression of a warm desire from the countess

that we would remain to-morrow and hold a

meeting in her saloon in the evening, and invite

any of our acquaintance, and she would give

notice to her own friends. There was so evi-

dently a pointing of the Great Master's finger

in this matter, that we were at once constrained

to accept the invitation.

'"Ninth Month 3rd.—A little before six

o'clock last evening the countess sent for us to

take coffee with her, to have an hour of our com-

pany before the meeting. She gave us a hearty

reception, and in such Christian simplicity, that

we soon felt at perfect ease in her company.

She has a well-informed and enlightened mind

and a strong understanding, and lives, I believe,

in the fear of the Lord. She asked many ques-

tions about the religious sects in England, as to

the state of real piety, their forms, baptism, etc.

Then she came to our own Society. I was in

a poor plight for answering questions ; however,

I explained the spiritual view we took of those

subjects, and asked permission to send her books,

in the reception of which she seemed to promise

herself much gratification.

" ' Her commodious and elegant saloon was

conveniently seated and pretty well filled. Our
manner of worship was quite new to every one

present. We first explained it privately to the

countess, who immediately comprehended our

view; there was no wish at all shown to sing or

read ; a precious solemnity prevailed, and I was

enabled to speak, in German, first on the nature

of our silent worship, then on what [else] rested

on my mind. The young woman above men-

tioned, A. Mackeldey, interpreted for my dear M.

Y., who, I thought, had the best service; and

she did it so well and so seriously that the right

unction seemed to be preserved, and prevailed

over us ; and after a supplication in German we
parted under a very precious solemnity.'

"

" The interesting narrative tells of several

cities they visited. Passing on to Mannheim,
they saw the effects of the revolution in Baden

;

the fine stone bridge over the Rhine had been

blown up, and not yet replaced. The handful

of pious persons with whom they had met in

1848 had been preserved in the midst of the

danger ; and their meeting had been maintained

and was increased in numbers. One of these,

a widow, told them that, during the bombard-

ment of the city, a cannon-ball had entered her

house, and had passed by her bedside when her

children were in the room, and also that a shell

had burst before her door ; but on neither oc-

casion were any of the family hurt.

"At Stuttgardt they received the affecting

intelligence of the decease of Elizabeth Dudley,

who died of cholera on the sixth of the Ninth

Month. The removal of this, one of her earliest

and dearest friends, was a severe stroke to

Martha Yeardley, and sensibly affected her bodi-

ly health."
" To these aflfecting tidings was added some

discouragement in respect to their proposed

journey to Russia. The little hope that .John

Yeardley still entertained of being allowed to

cross the Russian frontier was extinguished by

the information he received at Stuttgardt. A
large number of the' German emigrants who
settled in the South Russian colonies were from

the neighborhood of this city, and John Yeard-

ley inquired of some of their ministers, who had

served in the colonies, how far the country was

likely to be accessible to a foreigner going thither

to preach the gospel. The information he re-

ceived was unfavorable, and his endeavors to

obtain in this city the signature of the Russian

ambassador to his passport were fruitless."

" On the eighteenth they went to Kornthal
to visit the interesting society in that place.

Hofiman's widow, who seems to have returned

from Basle after the death of her husband, was

there, but so aged and infirm as to be confined

to the house. The inmates of the establishment

were therefore convened in some apartments

adjoining her chamber, so that she could par-

take in the spiritual repast. Their kind friei

Reucnlin had prepared the way fnr them ; a:

when the assembly took their seats, a solet

silence ensued. John Yeardley and " Broths

Koine addressed the meeting, and the fortr

supplicated at the conclusion. On their w
back to Stuttgardt, Madame Reuchlin inter

gated them on the doctrine of election, and »

rejoiced to hear from them their full belief

the universality of the grace of God ; and

they communicated to one another their c(

victions respecting this great truth, their spir

were knit together in the love of the gospel.

From another pious person in this city, Jo

Yeardley received a word of timely encouraj

ment. He was anxious about their goiog ii

Bohemia, not having, as he thought, a sufficie

ly clear guidance to determine his course."

"The conclusion to which they came in

gard to Bohemia was, not to attempt the jo

ney at that time."

"'6th.—To-day we received a visit frore

young English lady. She came to ask how
understood the passages in Paul's Epistles 1

bidding women to speak in the church. Wesc
gave her an answer, and handled the matter

fully that she was quieted down before she I

little thinking, as she acknowledged, that

much could be said in defence of the pract

among Friends. She even said she though

to be a general loss to the Christian Chu
that women are not permitted to take part

the ministry. She is a thorough Millenari

and said the prophecy in Joel, that the Sp

should be poured out on all flesh, referred

the coming of Christ to reign on the earth, lu

I reminded her of what happened on the

of Pentecost, when Peter said expressly thai

was the fulfilment of the prophecy of Joel. I

other ladies were with her. We parted friei

ly, and she thanked me for the intbrmatioi

had given her.'

"

(To be continued).

For The Fribk

CONSECRATION.
By LotJisA C. Ray.

One passed into the fields at early morning.

While yet the young clay's rosy, glowing light

Rested upon a harvest turning white.

He paused, and then his brave h(=art, scorning

To question why the task should be so great,

He worked both well and long, thinking at noon

And rest awhile. At noon the Master came,
" Nay, stop not now," he said, " The harvest stand

Full ripe. At even-tide, perhaps, but now all hat

Must turn and work with patience in ray nam

At eventide a laborer, gray and bent with yeai

Lifted calm eyes unto liis Masters' face.

The night draws near, dear Lord : and now my
Will soon be empty. I must lean my fears

On thee and rest at last." The Master's gaze so tt

Bent on him tenderlv. " It is not rest thou nee-

child
;

'

Come now into a new, rich field and labor stil

Only glad service 'neath my yoke brings bliss.

All rest doth dwell within the shadow of my will.'

East Claridon, Ohio, First Month 18th, 1899.

Invisible Heroism.—The most truly hei

thing may be the refusal to ajipear as a hi

To resist a temptation to make a display

energy, courage, or whatever is likely to si

itself conspicuously in that which is visible hi

ism to the world, sometimes calls for the inv

ble employment of those very forces. It ta

courage to be silent and " strength to sit sti

Restraint and self control are in reality foi

of high energy, physical and moral. At tl;

best, they constitute a heroism as noble

secret and invisible.

—

S. S. Times.
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(The Discipline—Its Origin and History.
(Coutiuued from page 227.)

As we have indicated, tlie edition of the Dis-
oline issued in 1834 (Loudon), was substan-
tliy the same iu contents with the editions of
183 and 1802, but very much improved in

fim ; it bears the marks, however, of a dispo-

Biion to alter the relative position of the Scrip-
t-es of Truth and "that Light which enlight-

e3th every man coming into the world."
Highly as these sacred records have ever

b;n esteemed by every true Friend, they never
cii be rightly substituted for the Spirit of
luth as " & jyrimary rule of faith and practice."
Vhenever this view has been abandoned in any
p;tof our Society, radical changes have sooner
alater taken place, both in the character and
dcipline of Yearly Meetings.
n the course of fifteen years after the printing

3;he edition of 1834, a large supplement was
p.pared increasing that quarto volume con-
isrably, so that the issue of 1849 contained
Jr hundred pages. Important national legis

jon such as the repeal of the Test and Cor-
ation Act, the Dissenters Marriage Act, the
jhe Commutation Act and that of General
^istration had called for readjustment of the
iety's rules. These were superficial changes,
rever, compared with others which mark the
iirth Edition of 1861, entitled: " Extractsfrom
'{Minutes and Epistles of the Yearly Meeting of
Religious Society of Friends, held in London

its first institution to the present time relat-

0 Christian Doctrine, Practice and Disci-
ple."

he Queries or " Questions,"* as they were
3d, for the first century of our denomination-

Ixisteuce, were answered by the representa-
jisof subordinate meetings, at first verbally
\i by written answers with a verbal supple-
it, it "lively." Later the prescribed form pre-

Eed by the overseers, with which we are all

iliar, was the established usage. In this

i)'"th London edition, however, certain changes
mhese Queries were made, viz : That ancient,
cjiprehensive and vitally searching Query,
i there among you any growth in the Tridh

;

E hath any convincement appeared since last

^r? " was dropped
; at least so far as an an-

il- was required. Daniel Pickard, in his re-

ly of this edition says, " A growing ' in the
jth ' is an increase through faithfidness, in a
iiit apprehension and sense of the things of
Ijl under the immediate enlightening of Christ
^13 and the teachings of His Holy Spirit, in

altradistinction to the ever varying, corrupt,

Infallible teachings, doctrines and coraraand-
l(its of men."f

jQ like manner the Query previously ad-
liised to Miuisters and Elders, viz : "Are they

i\;erved in love and unity one with another har-
iioudy laboring for the advancement of Truth,
1 the spreading thereof? " was discontinued.

u 1082 we tind the beginning of our Queries :

le twn representatives from eachof tlie Quarterly
'tinys were expected to answer three questions;
rst, as to the death of ministers during the year.
'Condly, with regard to Friends who had died in

I'mWy—" How the truth has prospered amongst tfiem
'' the lust Yearly Meeting? and how Friends are in

an.l unity f
i '-" :i fourth question was added, w's ; " How are

'Ml- I-'rirads among you taken care off
A'&uly years later there were written answers sent
^ind by the end of the century fifteen Queries, in-
ting those we now have, were read and answered
ast once a year by the subordinate meetings.

Doctrine, Practice and Discipline Examined. 1S64.

" Truly it may be said since the days of the
Apostles and Early Christians there has been
no people more blessed together with the coni-

raunion of the love of Christ and with the gospel
privilege of seeing ' eye to eye.'

"*

" Plainness of speech, behavior and apparel

"

was taken from the Query and put into the
Advices, viz: " Be careful to maintain in your
own conduct and to encourage in your families
that simplicity in deportment and attire, that
avoidance of flattery and insincerity in language
and that non conformity to the world which
become the disciples of the Lord Jesus."

All references to the heathen names for the
days of the week, "Christmas" and other re-

ligious celebrations of at least doubtful origin
were omitted. A rather significant fact ! especi-
ally, in connection with the disuse of the " plain
language."

" Oh ! may the wavering be admonished, the
weak be strengthened, and the wise in heart
take heed, lest the great goodness which the Lord
our God hath showed to this people in the sight
of the nations be taken away from-them through
their revolting in these things.*"

There is no wish to detain the reader with all

the changes that were made at the time of this

revision, but as some are fundamental and in-

dicative of the trend of events,—accompanying
a widespread decline of genuine Quakerism
during the last forty years—a few more may be
cited.

The query which we know as the Third was
divided and the part relating to the Scriptures
of Truth made into a separate enquiry to pre-
cede that relating to parental instruction and
example in the training of children; as under,

3d. "Are Friends frequent in reading the
Holy Scriptures and do those who have chil-

dren, servants and others under their care, en-
courage them in the practice of this religious
duty?"

4th. "Are Friends careful to maintain a re-

ligious life and conversation consistent with our
Christian profession? and do those who have
children or others under their care endeavor by
example and precept to train them up in ac-

cordance therewith ?
"

We have noted how the distinguishing dress
and address of our members disappear in this

alteration and with them went this Advice, "Ad-
rnonishing them to keep to that plainnessf and
simplicity in apparel speech and behavior into
which the Spirit of Truth led our fore-fathers
and which becomes the humble self denying
followers of Jesus Christ."

A comment at the time on this change with
reference to the prominence given to reading
the Bible is particularly pertinent, viz :

"The Scriptures of Truth are indeed, ever to

be preferred before all other writings; but there
is a Word more nigh, more ready for all occa-
sions; even as is therein declared, 'in thy heart
and iu thy mouth that thou raayest do it.' . .

It is well known that the mere reading aloud of

* Doctrine, Practice and Discipline Examined. ISG4.
fThe underlying principle of the Society's testimony

for " plainness " is simplicity. Friends have never
adopted "a uniform," because the expression of this
gospel principle will vary from generation to genera-
tion, while yet remaining distinctive.

Primarily, it sprang (as it ever will when most effec-

tive) from a conviction in the individual heart. Inci-
dentally it has proved to some as strength in the time
of need to preserve from temptation, but loyalty to

Christ in all His teachings and gentle leading out of
conformity to the spirit and practices of an unregen-
erate world must ever be the more worthy motive for
its adoption. This in many an instance has been fol-

lowed by heavenly peace in the soul.

the Scriptures is in itself an easy and formal
act, one that can be done by such as are inclin-
ed to the world, whereas to hearken to the in-
speaking Word of the Lord and to walk in his
Covenant, as it is written on the sentient tables
of the heart, truly redeems from the world giving
life to the soul."*

The practice of reading from the Bible in
meetings for worship has been substituted in
places for that silent waiting upon the Lord
which has characterized our manner of worship
from the rise of the Society and this is but one
step toward a humanly prepared ministry.
The Query, " Do Friends avoid all vain sports

and places of diversion, gaming, all unnecessary
frequenting of taverns and other public houses,
excess in drinking and other intemperance?"
was now transferred to the Advices.

Thirty-one out of thirty-five paragraphs on
"Tithes and Sufferings" were omitted, doubt-
less somewhat because of altered national legis-

lation, and some fifty relating to " a timely and
impartial " application of the discipline.

The attendance of our younger members at
meetings for discipline has an interesting history
in this connection. In 1704 "those that are
worthy (were) to be esteemed members of those
meetings." In 1743 "such of our younger
Friends as are sober and hopeful may be invited
and encouraged to attend our meetings for the
affairs and business of the church that they may
become useful therein and instrumental to the
continuing that good order and discipline which
the Spirit of Truth led our ancient Friends into
the practice of, for the same Spirit which was their
leader must be ours ; but if we depart from its

holy guidance the will and wisdom of man ivill be
found unable to build upon that foundation which
God hath laid " and for some years this query
" Is care taken that no unfit person sit in meet-
ings for discipline?" was read and presumably
answered. "In the primitive times the chil-

dren of Frien.ds were regarded and cared for aa
members under the discipline but not admitted
to its deliberations until they had given evidence
of becoming alive in the Truth and in a good
degree, subjects to its holy government. In pro-
cess of time, however, and in order, as it was
hoped, that the presence in meetings for Disci-
pline of the children of Friends would be atten-

ded with advantage and profit to themselves
their indiscriminate attendance came to be en-
couraged." [D. P.]
A passage from the Printed Epistle of 1748,

contains this advice, which was omitted in this

revision of 1861—" We tenderly exhort that in

all your meetings for the Discipline of the
Church you wait in humility to have your own
spirits brought into a holy subjection to the
Spirit of Christ; that thereby you may be duly
qualified for the work and service conducive to

the building up of his Church, in which work
all who are engaged should be men of upright
hearts and clean hands,—rightly prepared for

the service they undertake."

The Query with regard to marriage, reading,
"Is care taken early to admonish such as ap-
pear inclined to marry in a manner contrary to

the rules of our Society : and in due time to deal
with such as persist in refusing to take counsel ?"

was left ofl^the list. Practically our testimony
against "mixed marriages" was thus dropped.
The following counsel being substituted as an
Advice " contemplating the engagement of mar-
riage, look principally to that which will help
you forward on your heavenly journey. Pay
filial regard to the judgment of your parents.

Bear in mind the vast importance, in such a
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union, of an accordance in religious principles

and practice. Ask counsel of God, desiring

above all temporal considerations, that your

union may be owned and blessed of the Lord."

With all these and many more changes there

yet remains m uch that is very edifying, and while

it cannot be truly said, as it was by the com-

pilers of the first printed edition :
" We are the

same people our forefathers were, in faith, in

doctrine, in worship, in ministry or in discipline''

nevertheless there is enough to deeply impress

the honest enquirer with the wisdom of many
passages, e. g., over date of 1835 we may read

:

" We desire that all may be careful not to in-

dulge in a criticising spirit; much less in a

disposition to cavil or to judge their brethren (in

the ministry) or in controversy. Such things

are highly injurious and unbecoming; they lead

offfrom that individual watchfulness and knowl-

edge of ourselves which are essential to a growth

in grace, and they are opposed to the meekness

and lowliness of a disciple in Christ. Light

conversation on the sacred truths of religion is

also dangerous." . . "And you who may be-

lieve yourselves called to bear a public testi-

mony to your Lord, let such a call be accepted

as a motive to increased watchfulness and hu-

mility. Yield yourselves wholly to the opera-

tions of his Spirit, who sitteth ' as a refiner and

purifier of silver,' to ' purify the sons of Levi,

and purge them as gold and silver, that they

may offer unto the Lord an offering in right-

eousness.' Let self be laid low, and your will be

given up to the Lord. Move only as He calls

you, and be very watchful to know both the

outflowing and the staying of the anointing

oil." (1861).

So it may be truthfully said the contents of

this, as well as of the preceding and still later

edition, " presents probably the highest ideal of

the Christian life, both from its spiritual and its

practical side, of any book or church in the

world, aflTording a deeply interesting subject for

study, not only to the members of the Society

for whom it has been written and compiled but

for everyone"* who can appreciate the benefit

and beauty of its high standard.

Every-DAY Keligion.—" If I only lived in

your home, instead of mine, I could be a Chris-

tian. My environment is against me."
If you cannot be a Christian where you are,

you cannot be a Christian anywhere. God is

no more in my home than in thine.

" It is so easy to be a Christian while we are in

the sanctuary, and the very breath of eternity

is upon us, and God is at hand. To-morrow,
in the city, in the workshop, in the office, in the

mart, it is very hard."

God is no more in the sanctuary than He is

in your shop, or your ofiice, or the mart, and it

is no more difficult to pray when ungodly men
are thronging around you than it is to pray
here.

So long as you are longing for freedom from
your present environment to be a Christian, you
will never find the deliverance you seek.— Chris-

tian Work.

Joseph Phipps says :
" He punisheth the

settled wickedness of some, by the wickedness

of their enemies, which He permits to be turned

upon them ; and afterwards proceeds in like

manner with them, when they have also filled

of their measure."

—

Friends' Library vol. 10 p.

*The Message of Quakerism to the Present Day, p. 47

Such Gifts and Givers as God Loves.

In the beautiful island of Ceylon, many years

^o, the native Christians, who had long wor-

shipped in bungalows and old Dutch chapels,

decided that ihey must have a house built for

themselves. Enthusiastic givers were each eager

to forward the new enterprise. But to the

amazement of all, Maria Peabody, a lone orphan

girl, who had been a beneficiary in the girls'

schools at Oodooville, came forward and offered

to give the land upon which to build, which

was the best site in her native village.

Not only was it all she owned in this world,

but far more, it was her marriage portion, and

in making this gift, in the eyes of every native,

she renounced all hopes of being married. As
this alternative in the East was regarded as an

awful step, many thought her beside herself,

and tried to dissuade her from such an act of

renunciation. " No," said Maria; " I have given

it to Jesus, and as He accepted it you must."

And so to-day the first Christian house of wor-

ship in Ceylon stands upon land given by a

poor orphan girl.

The deed was noised abroad, and came to the

knowledge of a young theological student, who
was also a beneficiary of the mission, and it

touched his heart. Neither could he rest until

he had sought and won the rare and noble

maiden who was willing to give up so much in

her Master's cause.

Some one in the United States had been for

many years contributing twenty dollars an

nually for the support of this young Hindoo
girl, but the donor was unknown. Dr. Poor, a

missionary in Ceylon, visiting America about

that time, longed to ascertain who was the faith

ful sower, and report the wonderful harvest.

Finding himself in Hanover, N. H., preaching

to the students of Dartmouth College, he hap

pened in conversation to hear some one speak

of Mrs. Peabody, and repeated, " Peabody ; what

Peabody?" " Mrs. Maria Peabody, who resides

here—the widow of the former professor," wi

the answer. " Oh ! I must see her before I leave

said the earnest man, about to continue his jou

ney.

The first words afler an introduction at her

house, were: "I have come to bring you a glad

report ; for I cannot but think it is to you we, in

Ceylon, owe the opportunity of educating one

who has proved as lovely and consistent a na-

tive convert as we have ever had. She is ex-

ceptionally interesting, devotedly pious, and

bears your name."
"Alas!" said the lady, "although the girl

bears my name, I wish I could claim the honor

of educating her ; it belongs not to me, but to

Louisa Osborne, my poor colored cook. Some
years ago, in Salem, Mass., she came to me,

after an evening meeting, saying: 'I have just

heard that if anybody would give twenty dol

lars a year they coula support and educate a

child in Ceylon, and I have decided to do it.

They say that along with the money I can send

a name ; and I have come, mistress, to ask you

if you would object to my sending yours.' At
that time," continued the lady, " a servant'

wages ranged from a dollar to a dollar and a

half a week, yet my cook had for a long time

been contributing half a dollar each month at

the monthly concert for foreign missions. There

were those who expostulated with her for giving

away so much for one in her circumstances, as

the time might come when she could not earn.
' I have thought it all over,' she would reply,

' and concluded that I would rather give what
I can while I am earning, and then if I lose my

health and cannot work, why, there is the poo

house, and I can go there. You see they hai

no poor-house in heathen lands, for it is on
Christians who care for the poor.'

"

In telling this story. Dr. Poor used to pau
at this point and exclaim : "To the poor-hout

Do you believe God would ever let that got

woman die in the poor-house? Never!"
The missionary learned that the last kno^i

of Louisa Osborne she was residing in Lowe
Mass. In due time his duties called him to th

city. At the close of an evening service, befo

a crowded house, he related among many in

dents, as a crowning triumph, the story

Louisa Osborne and Maria Peabody. The d

interesLed devotion, selfsacrifice and implii

faith and zeal of the Christian giver in favor

America, has been developed, matured and w^

nigh eclipsed by her faithful protege in far-(

benighted India. His heart glowed with ze

and deeply stirred by the fresh retrospect oft
triumphs of the gospel over heathenism, he f

claimed, " If there is any one present who kno
anything of that good womau, Louisa Osbori

and will lead me to her, I shall be greatly t

liged." The benediction pronounced and t

crowd dispersing, Dr. Poor passed down one

the aisles, chatting with the pastor, when
espied a quiet little figure apparently waiti

for him. Could it be? Yes, it was a coloi

woman, and it must be Louisa Osborne. W
quickened steps he reached her, exclaiming

tones of suppressed emotion,
" I believe this is my sister ia Christ, Lou

Osborne?"
" That is my name," was the calm reply

"Well, God bless you, Louisa; you hi

heard my report, and know all ; but before

part, probably never to meet again in t

world, I want you to answer me one questi

What made you do it?" With downcast e}

and in a low, trembling voice she replied :

" Well, I do not know, but I guess it was
Lord Jesus."

They parted only to meet in the streets

New Jerusalem ; for the missionary returned

his adopted home, where, ere long, the lov:

hands of the faithful native brethren bore 1;

to his honored grave. The humble handmai(
of the Lord labored meekly on aw
ended her failing days, not in a poor-hoi

verily, but through the efibrts of those

knew her best, in a pleasant, comfortable (

Ladies' Home. " Him that honoreth me, I '\

honor."

—

Life and Light.

"Foolscap."—It is well known what fo

cap paper is. An exchange ventures to rem^

that not one in a hundred that daily use it (

answer the question. The following will

you how the term originated :

When Oliver Cromwell became Protects

after the execution of Charles I., he
stamp of the cap of liberty to be placed u)

the paper used by the English governmf
Soon after the restoration, Charles II. hav
occasion to use paper, some of this governi

paper was brought to him.

On looking at it, and discovering the stai'

he inquired the meaning of it, and on be

told he said :
" Take it away; I'll have noth

to do with a fool's cap."

The term " foolscap " has since been-

to a certain size of glazed writing paper.

—

Mi
ing Star.

Every blessing we enjoy represents a mar
dom or a suflering somewhere in the past.
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The Friendly Association.

The early Peunsylvauians had ample reward

[r their fair treatment of the Indians in the

bundant peace aud prosperity that ensued. It

as not merely the fact of purchase, though
/^illiara Peun probably paid liberally to the

idians that prepossessed them in their favor.

In various other matters he impressed them
ith the idea of anxiety in their welfare and a

•isire to protect their interests. He restricted

e trade in skins to agents whom he thought
.! could trust, and required the weighing to be

ane in public; he advocated mixed juries'

ises where both races were concerned ; he did

It
drive them from the lands he purchased,

less settlers were ready to take possession

i^id allowed the Indians to repurchase as hi;

ibjects ; he did his best to keep rum from
item. Some of these benevolent schemes proved
jjipracti cable and had short lives ; but they

Joved to the Indians, and nothing could shake

Seir belief in it through generations of tradi-

<|tion, that Onas was their unselfish and trust-

irthy friend. His brethren in religious pro-

Ision seconded his efforts and shared the In-

cin confidence. The red man passed by them
^en in the madness of border outrage; he
Bight their dwellings when in strange cities

;

1 demanded their presence at conferences and
Ipaties as a pledge of justice; he looked to

tiva for the presents which cemented friendship

ilthe Indian mind, and was duly grateful.

;It became a recognized part of the Quaker

Biicy of government to appropriate large sums
the maintenance of Indian good-will. Be-

tlsen 1/33 aud 1751, a period of perfect peace,

Ijiides the ordinary expenses on Indian affairs,

l| find a record of over £8,000 expended for

ijs purpose. And when we consider the nar-

living of their hunting ground, the breaking

ri of all their cherished habits of life, and the

l^voc wrought by the vices and diseases of the

^ites, the grant may be defended on the grounds
bjjustice, as well as of policy. The same prac-

^ has obtained in recent years in our national

Ijatment of them, for it has been found cheaper
(id better and fairer to feed the Indian than
Nfight him.

This policy was attacked on the ground that
' :ave the worthless drinking savages money
ich might better be appropriated to suffering

lers; that it pauperized tliem and destroyed

l|dr savage virility ; and that when given after

par as the price of peace, it was an actual in-

iitive soon to renew it, for the sake of another
ward. There is some justice in this; but the

itory of the years prior to 1755, whether we
ijisider economy, white men's prosperity, or

i. men's welfare, as compared with the score

jyears following is 10 to 1 in favor of the

laker policy.

(Jp to 1751, Indian affairs were largely in

I
hands of James Logan, who had conducted

\m for almost half a century with prudence
& success. He became greatly influential with

I natives, and while not always quite able to

train the Governor and Council had a power
jvirtue of his character and services which
isuccessor could wield.

The vestiges of the holy experiment disap-

Ji.red when in 1755 the Delaware Indians and
ilir allies, the successors of those who had
lilted witli William Penn, joined the French
lil attacked the border whites of Pennsylva-
1

. As Quaker influence could no longer be
sorted through the executive branch of the

government it seemed necessary to have a new
organization to deal directly with the trouble-
some Indian question and in course of time
" The Friendly Association for regaining and
preserving peace with the Indians by pacific

measures," was formed.
The walking purchase of 1737, and the sub-

sequent forcible removal of the Minnisink In-
dians, the Albany treaty of 1754 when all west-
ern Pennsylvania was sold to the Penns by the
Six Nations without the consent of the dwellers
on the soil, the intrigues of the French to secure
the alliance of the discontented under promise of
recovery of their hunting grounds,and the impo-
sitions of traders had made the Delawares and
Shawnees the open enemies of the English, and
the Indian war broke out on the northern and
western borders of the white settlement. The
records of the times are full of the harassing
details. Petitions for protection came in from
dwellers all along the line, and the province
was worked up to an excitement never before
known. As has been so often seen in our his-

tory, the natives goaded by wrongs have in des-

peration instituted their cruel warfare to be met
by stern denunciation and a fierce cry for their

extermination.

The first effort of the new association, in

which Israel Pemberton took the leading part,

was to make a final effort to avert the declara-
tion of war on the part of the Governor. In the
minutes of the Provincial Council under date
of April 12, 1756, we find :

"Several of the strict and reputable Quakers
presented an address to the Governor, bearing
their testimony against war, expressing their

apprehensions at this declaration, and praying
that amicable methods might be further tried.

Mr. Logan [William Logan, son of James Lo-
gan] moved for a full council to be called this

evening, and the summons served instantly."

The address appealed to the Governor to con-

sider the very disastrous results of war, and to

make yet further efforts for peace, and added,
" we hope to demonstrate by our conduct that

every occasion of assisting and relieving the dis-

tressed, and contributing towards the obtaining
of peace in a manner consistent with our peace-

able profession will be cheerfully improved by
us, and even though a much larger part of our
estates should be necessary than the heaviest

taxes of a war can be expected to require. We
shall cheerfully by voluntary presents evidence
our sincerity therein."

This offer was made in reply to the charge
that the Quakers were indifferent to suffering

on the frontiers and were refusing the payment
of the war tax just levied, under a false plea of

conscience.

The attempt was not successful, as indeed, as

nothing new was presented, it was hardly ex-

pected to be, "and after full consideration and
debate all the Council (except Mr. Logan who
desired his dissent might be entered on the min-
utes) agreed that the Governor ought not to de-

lay declaring war against the enemy Indians.

The bounties for prisoners and scalps were then

considered and agreed to."*

The efforts to avert war being unavailing, the

association made its next attempt to detach some
of the northern Delawares under Tedyuscung,
from the Friend alliance, and to conclude a

separate peace with them. Several thousand
pounds were raised, mostly by Friends, but

partly also by Swenckfelders and other sympa-
thetic German bodies to purchase presents to be
distributed on the conclusion of peace.

*C'olonial Records, V, viii, p.

The first step taken was to send a delegation
of friendly Indians to express a desire for a con-
ference. "From the time of the first messen-
gers arriving at Teaogan (Tioga)," Israel Pem-
berton says, " hostilities on our northern frontier
ceased, aud an acceptable respite being obtained
for our distressed fellow subjects, we enjoyed so
much real pleasure and satisfaction in the happy
event of our endeavors as to engage us cheer-
fully to pursue the business we had begun,
though many malicious calumnies and asper-
sions were cast upon us by persons by whom we
had a right to expect encouragement."
Then followed a series of conferences, in

which was much scheming at cross purposes.
The Governor and Secretary Peters were most
insistent to prevent any blame being attached
to the proprietors in connection with fraudulent
purchases of lands. But Tedyuscung would not
be refused, and whether drunk or sober adhered
to his story of wrong, and demanded repara-
tion. The Friendly Association, there by suf-

ferance, with nothing to gain for themselves,
endeavored to be mediators, so as to secure jus-
tice to the Indians, and also to act as loyal sub-
jects of the government. Unquestionably the
success of Tedyuscung, who trusted them im-
plicitly as the " Sons of Onas " was due to their »

adviceandsuggestions, though he himself proved
to be no mean diplomat. The Five Nations
constituted another factor. The desire of the
Governor was to use their influence to choke off

the Delaware claims, while the Association
sought to gain their help in encouraging peace
propositions.

(To be continued.)

Helping Grandma.—There is nothing more
beautiful in this world than to observe the ten-

derness of some girls toward their aged relatives.

Dear grandmother cannot thread her needles
so easily as she used to do, and is sensitive on the
subject and does not like to be too obviously
helped—to have attention called to her failing

eyesight, which she so much regrets and does
not like to admit. There are two ways of meet-
ing the difficulty. Mattie, a kind-hearted girl

without much tact, will exclaim: " O, granny,
what perfect nonsense for you to fuss over that
needle ! You know you cannot find the hole
where the thread should go in^your eyes are
too old ! Give me the thing ; I'll thread your
needles !" The intention is most excellent, but
the old woman is hurt, and stifles a sigh. She
had young eyes once, and she has the same in-

dependent spirit still. Edith, in the same cir-

cumstances, manages in another fashion. She
simply threads a dozen needles and leaves them
already for grandmamma in her needle-book,
saying pleasantly, " It saves so much time, dear,

in these busy days, to have one's needles all

ready and waiting."

—

Harper's Round Table.

A True Hero.—A nurse was passing through
a hospital in the field. She saw a boy evident-
ly dying. She asked him if she cnuld write a
letter home for him. He thanked her and re-

plied that she could, but turning to another
wounded soldier near him said, " I can wait.

Take him first. He is about to go." The nurse
did not believe that he could wait, and insisted

upon taking his letter first. She told him there
was time for both. He replied, " No, I can wait.

Take him first." She turned to the other
wounded man and began rapidly to write his

letter, and as she did so she would glance fur-

tively at the first boy. When he saw that his

pale face disturbed her, he called a passing
surgeon and had him turn his face away so that
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the nurse as she wrote could not see the creep-

ing death of the shadows over it. When the

letter was finished the nurse hastened to his side

to write the letter he had desired, and the boy

was dead.

—

Presbyterian.

For "Thb Friend."

BUwood Dean to the Afflicted.

Chester Hill, Ohio, Ninth Mo. 13th, 1S86.

Dear Niece

:

—We have understood that thy

husband had been very sick, but have not heard

what his ailment was, but we feel sympathy for

you in your afflictions, and hope you will be

sustained through them. Trials and afflictions,

seem to be the lot of mortals while here on

earth, but we believe they may be sanctified to

us, if patiently borne with the eye single to him,

who has power over all things. They may have

a tendency to wean us more and more from

earth, and show us that we have no continuing

city here, but must ere long go the way of ail

the earth, and that the great work of our day

is, by seeking unto God for his holy aid, to be

enabled to work out our .soul's salvation with

fear and trembling before Him, which can only

be accomplished by taking heed to the inspeak-

ing word of Divine Grace which is able to save

the soul. If obedience keeps pace with knowl-

edge, we shall be led out of all error, into all

Truth, and when this Divine light shows us our

true state and condition, we shall see ourselves

to be poor, helpless creatures, and that without

Him we can do nothing to deliver our souls

from spiritual bondage and death ; then we are

prepared to repent and cry mightily unto Him
for forgiveness, and deliverance from this con-

dition. Then for Christ's sake, who died for us,

that we might live. He freely forgives us all sins

thus repented of, and grace to preserve us and

keep us from sinning, so that we may do his

holy will whilst here on earth, as it is done in

Heaven, according to that which he instructed

his disciples to pray for. Then our love will

go forth more and more toward all mankind,

that they may be saved, and the dear Redeemer's

kingdom advanced in the earth, and we shall

experience the realization of that command,
"Loveye your enemies, bless them that curse you

and pray for them that despitefully use you,

and persecute you, that ye may be the children

ofyour Father, who is Heaven." Thus love will

fill every heart that is brought into the loving

spirit of our dear Redeemer; and by this shi
"

all men know that ye are my disciples if ye

have love one toward another.

The Discipline can never be exercised to

profit, unless those who are called into this

work, have their hearts imbued with this deep

feeling of the restoring love of Christ. This is

a testimony to the transgressor, or those who
have missed their way, that we are concerned

for their restoration—into the dear Saviour's

love, into the unity of the Spirit, in the love of

peace, and it brings into the conviction in all

honest hearts, both within and without the So-

ciety, that we are Christ's disciples.

I had no thought of writing after this man-
ner when I took the pen, but hope it will be no

harm. No doubt you knew all these things

before, but sometimes it does us good to have

these things brought fresh to our remembrance.

I have no doubt you feel a concern to do your

duty, and to be found walking acceptably in

the sight of our Heavenly Father, and I wish

you encouraged in this, for his mercies are over

all his works, and he willeth not that any should

perish, but that all should come to the knowl-

edge of the truth, and be saved. His gracious

language is: "Come unto me all ye that labor,

d are heavy laden, and I will give you rest,

take my yoke upon you, and learn of me, for I

k and lonely in heart, and ye shall find

rest unto your souls, for my yoke is easy and

my burden is light."

This gracious invitation I hope you, and we

all will be favored to accept, and that we may
be favored to meet in a better world, where

sickness and sorrow and parting are no more.

Our dear Saviour said, " not a sparrow falls to

the ground without your Heavenly Father's

notice, and even the very hairs of your heads

are all numbered, " Fear not therefore, ye are of

more value than many sparrows."

Now with love, farewell, Ellwood Dean.

Vicesimus Knox.
(Continued from page 231.)

" Every man understands more of religion by

his affections than by his reason. It is not the

wit of the man, but the spirit of the man, not

so much his head as his heart that learns the

Divine philosophy. There is in every righteous

man a new vital principle; the spirit of grace is

the spirit of wisdom, and teaches by secret in-

spirations, by proper arguments, by actual per-

suasions, by personal applications, by effects

and energies, and as the soul of man is the

call of all his vital operations, so is the spirit

of God the life of that life, and the cause of all

actions and productions spiritual ; and the con-

sequence of this is what St. John tells us of;

ye have received the unction from above, and

that anointing teacheth you all things — all

things of some one kind, that is all things that

pertain unto life and godliness ; all that by

which a man is wise and happy.
" Now since at the same time we see other per-

sons, not so learned it may be, not so much
versed in Scriptures, yet they say a thing is

good and lay hold of it. They believe glorious

things of heaven, and they live accordingly as

men who believe themselves. What is the rea-

son of this difference? They both read the Scrip-

tures; they read and hear the same sermons,

they have capable understandings ; they both

believe what they hear and what they read, and

yet the event is vastly different. The reason is

that which I am now speaking of; the one un-

derstands by one principle, the other by an-

other; the one understands by nature, the

other by grace; the one by human learning,

the other by Divine, the one reads the Scrip-

tures without the other within. . . And the

reason is that he hath a Divine principle within

him and a new understanding, that is plainly

he hath love, and that is more than knowledge,

as was rarely well observed by the apostle.

Knowledge puffeth up, but charity edifieth,

that is, charity maketh the best scholars.

"If we stand up from the dead and awake
from sleep, then Christ shall give us light. For
though the Scriptures are written by the Spirit

of God, unless, besides the light that shines

upon the face of them there be a light shining

within our hearts, interpreting the mysterious

sense of the spirit, convincing our consciences

and preaching to our hearts, to look for Christ

in the leaves of the gospel is to look for the

living among the dead. There is a life in them,

but that life is according to St. Paul's expres-

sion hid with Christ in God, and unless the

Spirit of God draw it forth we shall not be able.

" Too many scholars have lived upon air and
empty notions for many ages past, and troubled

themselves with tying and untying knots; like

hypocondriacs in a fit of melancholy falling

out about nothings and being very wise about

things that are not, and were never planted in

paradise by the finger of God. If the Spirit of

God be our teacher we shall learn to avoid evil

and to do good, to be wise and to be holy, to

be profitable and to be careful, and they that

walk in this way shall find more peace in their

consciences, more skill in the Scriptures, more

satisfaction in their doubts, than can be obtained

by all the polemic and impertinent disputations

in the world. The man that is wise, he that is

conducted by the spirit of God, knows better in

what Christ's kingdom doth consist, than to

throw away his time and interest, his peace and

safety, for what ? for religion ? No. For the body

of religion ? not so much. For the garment of

the body of religion ? No ; not for so much, but

for the fringes of the garment of the body of re-

ligion ; for such and no better are many religious

disputes in which the soul and spirit are not at

all concerned. The knowledge that comes from

godliness is something more certain and Divine

than all demonstration and human learning.

" And now to conclude : to you I speak, fathers

and brethren, you who are or intend to be of

the clergy ;
you see here the best compendium

of your studies, the best alleviation of youi

labors, the truest method of wisdom. It is not

by reading multitudes of books, but by study-

ing the truth of God : it is not by laborious

commentaries of the doctors that you can finisl

your work, but by the exposition of the spiril

of God; it is not by the rules of metaphysics

but by the proportions of holiness, and when

all books are read and all arguments examined:

and all authorities alleged, nothing can be fount

to be true that is unholy.

"The learning of the fathers was more owin;

to their piety than their skill, more to Got

than to themselves. These were the men tha

prevailed against error because they lived ac

cording to truth. If ye walk in the light ant-

live in the spirit, your doctrines will be tru

and that truth will prevail.
" I pray God to give you all grace to follov

this wisdom to study this learning to labor fo

the understanding of godliness, so your timi

and your studies, your persons and your labor

will be holy and useful, sanctified and blessec'

beneficial to men and pleasing to God, througl

him who is the wisdom of the Father, who i'

made to all that love him, wisdom and right

eousness, sanctification and redemption."

Among others Knox makes the following oV

servations on these words of Jeremy Tayloi'

"These doctrines must be again disseminate'

by the bishops and all parochial clergy, if the

sincerely wish to check the progress of infidelit;

The minds of men must be impressed with tt

sense of an influential divinity in the Christia

religion, or they will reject it for the moralit

of Socrates, Seneca, the modern philosophe

and all those plausible reasoners, to whom tk

world and the things which are seen are tt

chief objects of attention. The old divini

taughtand preached with wonderful efficacy, b

cause they spoke as men having authority froi

the Holy Ghost, and not as the disputers of th

world, proud of a little science acquired fro:

heathen writers in the cloisters of an academy

In saying this he seems to overlook the wai

of a proper qualification on the part of the clerf

to present the true doctrines. Indeed, there a

pears to be something in a man-made ministr

that is not only not conducive to vital religio

but antagonistic to it. This will more fully a

pear in subsequent parts of this review.

Vicesimus Knox proceeds to quote a numb
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authorities of an earlier period, who testify

the necessity of Divine grace, as a basis of

iligious rectitude. One of the most clear and
rcible of these is Bishop Smalridge, who in

)iDt of time directly followed Jeremy Taylor.

; were perhaps needless in this review to in-

rt much from them. They all reiterate,

lOugh in diflerent phrases the unalterable

uth, that to be a worker in the gospel or an

dividual member of Christ's militant church

an must become a changed creature, and de-

!nd continually upon Holy help, to keep him
jm falling.

But from the nature of the arrangement by
•hich the government of England provides for

iling the various offices in the church, those

iSces became filled with unqualified incuni-

I'Dts, and hence there was accelerated degen-

(acy. Yet from time to time we find men of

me or less religious fervor, who while lament-

ig this degeneracy, were wilfully blind to the

tideuces of religious vitality prevailing around

lem. The philanthropic Earl of Shaftsbury,

vien he was entering upon his remarkable

ireer of benevolence, was prejudiced against

jading anything on the subject written by a

Ciseuter. When he found afterward that the

cly co-workers in this field of labor that he

euld find, were " dissenters," he yielded so far

»to admit their Christian brotherhood. Yet
l\ was so wedded to the idea of the State caire

cthe church that he proposed the government
E)uld reduce, in some instances, the size of the

pishes, and then make every clergyman bold-

ly a parish responsible for the religious wel-

f-e of all within its limits.

(To be continued).

The Claim of Christianity.—No more
t>n the staggering drunkard on the street can

i;iore the obstructive lamp-post, can the cora-

ficent " worldly-wise man '' do away with the

Hiquitous reality and power of religion. Re-
lion of some sort is such an universal element
social life that the denial of its operative

pjsence must be as glaringly absurd as it

Tuld be wildly extravagant. The only prac-

t^l differences of opinion on the subject, how-
b.t the most radical and inveterate of all such
fiferences, regard the outward form or method
omanifestation in which the power and claims

oreligion have been and are to be most worth-

i' asserted and maintained. So overwhelm-
iijly great is this diversity of opinion, that it

nist require a strong faith in the essential unity

oharmony of all Truth to suggest any hope of

ajomiug unanimity of religious sentiment. But
«,h its now growing grasp of that sublime

pnciple, the human mind is doubtless being

i^pared to ignore its ancient but infantile dis-

ilction in thought and deed between religious

III and duty, and secular or current every-day
li; and duty. At that stage of public enlight-

enent our test of superiority among the diverse

fims of faith will presumably be found in the

(iiple question which of the rival claimants so

ebodies the merits of all the rest as to indicate

lift it must be the culminating development of

tlm all ; and so, howsoever tardy in its defi-

ne and complete revelation to mankind, must
e;n be the original and immutable ideal of the

Ivine Creator and Ruler of the universe? As
tiding to this desirable consummation, it may
P'haps be now found not unseasonable, even
b a secular journal, to revive the teaching of

a early " Church Father." The celebrated

/.gustine, realizing in his old age his solemn
nponsibility for the large wake of influence he

was about to leave behind him, wrote as fol-

lows in his fiual and revisional work of "Re-
tractations ; " " The very thing which is now
called the Christian religion existed among the

ancients, and was not absent from the beginning
of the human race until Christ came in the

flesh, whence the true religion, which already
existed, began to be called Christian."—"Pas-
cal " 171 the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, First

Month 7th, 1899.

The Bread-and-butter Psalm.

A young woman was far from home in a

strange city. She was in poor health, and com-
pelled to call frequently upon a physician. This
physician was a most devoted Christian. Once
she went to him and said,

" Doctor, do you ever have the 'blues?' I

am so lonely, homesick, and discouraged that I

have a dreadful attack of them."
The doctor kindly replied, " I used to have

them very frequently before I became a Chris-

tian, but now I am happy all day long."
" Well, doctor, can you prescribe a remedy

for this very troublesome malady?"
" Yes," he answered ;

" take your Bible, go
down to Blank number on Blank street, and
there you will find a man who is very sick. Go
in and read to him the hundred and third

l«alm, which I always call the ' bread-and-

butter' psalm. Then, before you leave, drop a

quarter into his hand, for he is very poor."

The young woman, in utter amazement, said,

" Why, the man would think I was very rude
to come into his house and do such a thing as

that. I really can't do it."

She left the office, leaving the impression that

she would not go. But something led her on.

By and by she found herself in a bare room,
almost devoid of furniture and utterly destitute

of comforts of any kind. On the bed lay the

invalid, face and hands emaciated, but with a

countenance as bright as the sun. He was rest-

ing in the love of God. She approached the

bed, and commenced to read the psalm as di-

rected. At first she read mechanically, but

soon the truth and beauty of the psalm burst

upon her, and she read with her whole heart.

While she was reading a woman came in, and
ere the psalm was finished the woman was in

tears. Then she told the visitor that she was a

stranger in the city, a dressmaker by trade, and
that she knew no one"and could get no work, so

the young woman handed her a dollar and
gave another to the sick man. In a few days

she returned with material for a dress, and re-

commended ihe dressmaker to friends. In two
months' time the dressmaker had so much work
to do that she hired two assistants, and the sick

man's wife had a position as housekeeper until

his recovery.

And how about the " blues ?" Does the young
woman have them any more? No ; for the love

of God came into her heart while she was read-

ing it to others, the sick man's mind was re-

lieved, and the poor woman on the point of de-

spair was delivered out of all her troubles.

—

Lida M. Keck, in Western Christian Advocate.

" He careth for you " (1 Peter v : 7).

The Lord knows all his people, their persons,

wants and trials; He thinketh upon them to

benefit, deliver and supply them. He keeps his

eye upon them in all places, at all times, and

under all circumstances. He has them in his

hand, and will not lose his hold. He looks upon
them always as his own ; the objects of his love,

the purchase of his Son's blood, the temples of

the Holy Spirit. They are precious in his sight.

He knows they are weak, fearful, and have
many enemies. He teaches them to cast them-
selves and all their cares into his hands ; and
He has given them his word, that He will care
for them. It is a Father's care which He ex-
ercises. It is wise, holy, tender and constant

;

therefore all will be well, only trust.

Believe that He cares for you this day ; carry
all your concerns to Him in the faith of this;

leave all with Him, persuaded that He will

manage all by his infinite wisdom, and bring
all to a good issue by his omnipotent power.
Cast all your burthens upon Him as fast as they
come in ; be anxious for nothing.

" Cast thy burthen upon the Lord, and He
shall sustain thee. He will never suffer the

righteous to be moved."

" Cast, He says, on me thy care,

'Tis enough that I am nigh
;

I will all thy burthens bear,

I will all thy wants supply."

—Selected from the " Believers' Daily Remem-
brancer," by James Smith, London.

"But go thy way till the end be, for thou
shalt rest, and stand in thy lot at the end of the

Notes CoDceraiDg the Society.

We notice the reappearance of The Interchange,
published monthly in the interest of the members
of Baltimore Yearly Meeting, and edited by Rich-
ard H. and Anna B. Thomas. This paper is de-
signed in no respect to supersede any periodical
which is concerned with the Society at large; but
is addressed to more local and personal interests.

One of the leading citizens of Merchantville,
N. J., of another denomination, after attending one
of the little meetings of Friends lately opened there,

was heard to remark :
" I wonder that every Chris-

tian is not a Quaker!" This meeting has recently

received serious loss in the removal of two of its

most interested members, — one of them, Ezra
Prickitt, by death. Unable to hear, this young man
came only to worship ; and the devout communion
of his spirit was felt as a gathering ministry of life.

A Friend who attended the late Western Yearly
Meeting held at Sugar Grove, Ind., and the meet-
ings belonging to it, writes :

" We were comforted
in finding many Friends who, we felt were con-
cerned to maintain the principles of our Society.

" Our Friends, John W. Foster, ofRhode Island,

and Henry T. Outland of North Carolina, were at

the Yearly Meeting at Sugar Grove, as also at

Barnesville. We could but hope that there might
be a gathering to our camp among our Indiana
Friends. The fast Friends have gone so far from
the ancient land marks, that really there is little

to tell them by except the name, and even that is

the " Friends' Church !" Many are dissatisfied,

but whether they will ever find their way back
into the Society, we cannot foresee. A great many
of them attended public meeting at Sugar Grove,
on First-day, and seemed to enjoy it."

The New York Times, 8th ult., speaks in warm
praise of the exertions of the English Friends for

the Doukhobors. " We venture to say," it re-

marks, " that there is hardly another association of
men of equal numbers in England that includes so
many of ability, large means, and persistent force.

As a class they enter upon no work of this sort

without the utmost care, deliberation, and investi-

gation. And when they have once decided upon a
course it is with ample knowledge of what they ex-
pect to do and the means in their possession. They
have a compact and harmonious organization, with
extensive relations, both commercial and social,

and there is no tiring them out."
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States-—The Filipino forces attacked the

American oulposts at Manila on the night of the 4th

inst., and there was fighting throughout the night and

all of the oth, from Calvocan to Santa Mera. The
Americans advanced at daylight and captured several

of the enemy's positions. The cruiser CharkslJtn, gun-

boat Concord and the monitor Monadnock aided the

troops in shelling the enemy's position. Major Gen-

eral Otis on the 6th cabled partial lists showing the

casualities in the American forces on ihe 4th and 5th.

So far as they went thirty-eight dead and missing and

over forty wounded were enumerated. A Hong Kong
despatch says that the rebel forces^ at Manila have

been driven back ten miles, and their losses are esti-

mated at 1900 killed and wounded.
Bear Admiral Dewey has notified the Navy Depart-

ment that he has seized another schooner loaded with

arms and ammunition intended for Aguinaldo and his

followers.

Information in the possession of the authorities is

to the eflect that the German Consul at Hong Kong
was concerned in the sale of arms to the Filipinos.

The authorities feel satisfied that the German Consul

will not be permitted to continue his unfriendly course.

On the 6th inst. the treaty of peace with Spain was

ratified by the Senate, the vote being 57 in favor and
27 against.

The Government receipts during First Mo. amount-

ed to about $41,775,000 and the expenditures to about

$51 ,207,000. The war expenditures amounted to about

$23,850,000.

Joseph v. Quarles, Eepublican, has been elected

United States Senator by the Wisconsin Legislature,

in joint session, to succeed John L. Mitchell.

Addison G. Foster, Eepublican, was on the 2nd
inst., elected United States Senator by the Washington
Legislature, to succeed John L. Wilson.

The Norih Dakota House passed the Senate bill re-

quiring a resideni e of one year before a divorce can

be secured. It will be approved by the Governor.
The Colorado Legislature has adopted a joint reso-

lution recommending other States to give a trial to

the woman suHrage system.

Texas has an annual cotton crop of between 3,000,

000 and 4,000,000 bales, and only four small cotton

mills.

Fifty walnut trees in Cass County, Michigan, were
recently s Id for HI 0,000 cash. These trees have now
been felled and will be shipped to English buyers.

The largest tree was seven feet in diameter at its base,

and will yield lumber worth from $700 to $1000.

Pre(iarations are being made to establish an indus-

try at Glenolden borough, Delaware Co., Pa., in the

shape of a turtle farm. The contract has been let to

dig twelve ditches, ranging in length from 125 to 320
feet, 3 feet wide and twelve feet deep. A tract of three

and a-half acres of ground has been rented on the Cal-

t'ln Hook road for the purpose, and the feeder for the

ditches will be Thoroughfare Creek. The owners of

the farm will operate the turtle farm in connection
with their fish and game store in Philadelphia.

The last c f First Month brought to a close the most
extraordinary month in the annals of Wall street spec-

ulation. The month's sales in the stock exchange in-

cluded 24,156,495 shares of listed and unlisted stocks,

and *142,478,000 of railroad and miscellaneous bonds
As there were twenty-five Hays business, the average
daily sales were nearly 966,260 shares of stocks and
,15,696,700 of bonds. This degree of activity, extend-

ing over so long a period is unprecedented. Every
stock record for day, week and month has been beaten
in the time under review.

Telegrams from Northwestern and Western Texas
say -tockmen in those sections have suffered great losses

in their herds by the cold weather of the last month.
Cattle have died by the thousands from lack of food

and by freezing. In Moor County the loss of catile

has been particularly severe, and the country west of

San Angelo is full of dead sheep.

Temperatures of 12 below zero in Chicago and 7

in St. Louis were reported on First Month 31st. From
20 to 36 below was the range in the Northwest. Se-
vere blizzards raged in Texas, West Tennessee, Ar-
kansas and Mississippi, with temperatures near zero.

Neatly ten feet of snow had fallen at Breckenridge,
Colorado, in six days.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 512, which is 6 less than the previous week and
72 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 258 were males and 254 females : 86
died of pneumonia ; 48 of consumption ; 38 of typhoid
fever ; 30 of heart disease

; 26 of old age ; 22 of apo-
plexy ; 18 of influenza ; 18 of cancer ; 18 of inflamma-

tion of the stomach and bowels; 16 of diphtheria; 16

of inanition; 15 of convulsions ;
13 of intiammation of

the brifin ; 13 of nephritis ; 11 of bronchitis
; 9 of ura?-

mia. and 9 of Bright's disease.

3Iarkels, &C.— U. S. 2's, 99 a 100 ; 4's, reg., 112 a

112.; ; coupon, 112$ a 113J-; new 4's, 128j a 129; 5's,

lll| a 112i; new3's, lO'ejalOTJ.

Cotton.—Demand from spinners was light, but of-

ficial quotation was unchanged, on a basis of 6/^0.

per lb. for middling uplands.

Feed. —Winter bran, in bulk, quoted at $16.25 a

$16.7.5, and spring, in sacks, $15.75 a $16.25 per ton.

Flour.—AVinter super., $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a i-3.00 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.15 a $3.35
;

do. do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.20 a $3.40 ; do., straight, $3.45 a $3.65 ; do., patent,

$3.70 a $3.85 ; spring, clear, $3.00 a $3.25 ; do. straight,

$3.75 a $4.00 ; do. patent, $4.00 a $4.20 ; do. favorite

brands, $4.25 a $4.40 ; city mills, extra, $2.75 a $3.00
;

ilo., clear, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., straight, $3.60 a $3.80
;

do., patent, $4.00 a $4.40. Eye Flouk. — $3.30 per
barrel for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.
—$1.90 a $2.00 per 100 pounds, as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 7-52 a 75^c.

No. 2 mixed corn, old, 41 a 41^0.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 36 a 36ic.

Foreign.—Ten thousand Protestants, including re-

presentatives of fifty organizations connected with the

e-tablished church in the three kingdoms, met at Royal
Albert Hall, London, on the evening of First Month
31st, and protested against " Romish practices in the

established church of England." A telegram was sent

to the Queen, asking her to direct Lord Salisbury to

take legislative steps for the suppression of the prac-

tices condemned.
The St. James Gazette reports that the French Gov-

ernment is negotiating for a loan of from $40,000,000

to $50,000,000 for the increase of the French arma-
ments.

Turkey, according to special despatches from Bucha-
rest, is making military preparations in view of a pos-

sible Macedonian uprising, and they have been an-

swered by Bulgaria with feverish anuing.

Eussia's export of eggs exceeds 1,500,000,000 a year.

A correspondent of the New York Tribune says : ''An

impression has become current in America that the

Japanese live almost exclusively upon rice. This is a
mistake; In 1896 Japan produced the leading cer. als

in the following proportions, to wit: Eice, 180,498,855

bushels; wheat, 17,761,946 bushels; r\e, 24,616,235

bushels ; barley, 37,246,425 bushels ; millet, of all va-

rieties, 11,017,650 bushels; rape, 3,554,760 bushels.

There were also produced 3,715,170 bushels of Irish

potatoes and 37,948,566 bushels of sweet potatoes."

All the Powers have agreed to a prolongation of the

mixed tribunals in Egypt for a year.

Trolley cars of Pittsburg, Pa., are to invade the land

of the Phnraohs. Nef;otiations have been closed by
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany for the equipment of fourteen cars of the ordinary

trolley type for use in the city of Cairo. This line will

be the first in the country, but it is proposed to build

another line to the Pyramids as soon as the natives

become accustomed to the operation of the cars, and
to connect Alexandria by trolley. The Schoen Pressed

Steel Company is to build 400 steel cars for the Soudan
Eailway.
A Melbourne, Victoria, despatch says that the unani-

mous agreement finally reached by the Australian

Colonial Premiers, who have been in conference there

for some days regarding certain unsettled questions

connected with the Australian Federation bill, referred

to them by the Colonial Legislatures, seems to insure

the success of the federation project.

General Ludlow telegraphs to the Secretary of War
that, owing to improved sanitation, the dea h rate in

Havana for First Month was reduced forty per cent,

below that of last year.

A despatch from Washington dated the Oth inst.,

says: "Robert P. Porter arrived in Washington last

night, having come directly fj'om Havai a, after his

successful mission to General Gomez, whom he met at

Eemedios. He submitted his report to Secretary Gage
this morning. Aside from the successful outcome of

his mission the most interesting part of Mr. Porter's

report relates to his observations as to the conditions

in the island as they exist to-day. 'From Havana to

St. Domingo, nearly two hundred miles,' says Mr.
Porter, ' your Commissioner went over the same route

as he did last September. The difference, however, in

the condition of the country now and then is very
marked. In September the whole distance was one
scene of desolation. There were literally no signs of

life, human or animal, except at the railway stations.

which swarmed with starving humanity. Never wi

there such abject misery seen as then. To-day cond

tions are improved. There are beggars, but of tl

chronic sort. A decided change for the better is notic

able in the country itself. The people are beginnii

to work again. The quick growing crops have
planted, and some are ready for harvest. For ten hon
in September travelling on the same road but oneyol
of oxen was seen. To-day in some fields large her
of several hundred cattle greeted the eye. This is tl

surest sign that Cuba is pacified.' The next day aft

arrival at Remendios, General Gomez, by appointmei
came into the city and an interview between him ai

Mr. Porter took place February 1st. The Gener
said that he was completely identified with the woi

of commercial and industrial reconstruction of tl

island. ' Its wounds,' he said, ' will heal with the rap

promotion of work. This is the battle we are nt

fighting, and I avail myself of this opportunity to te

der my services.' Mr. Porter thanked General Gom
for these assurances and called his attention to the fa

that in framing the new tariff' the President and tl

Secretary of the Treasury have directed that no d
crimination in favor of the United States should '

made. That the tariff' was made in the interest

Cuba and not in the interest of the United States."

NOTICES.
Notice.—The remaining public meeting at Lai

downe in the evening is to be held on the sixteenth

Second Month.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meett
of the Committee on Admissions will be held in t

Committee Room ou Seventh-day, the 18th inst., at

o'clock A. M. John W. Biddle, Clerk.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications I

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be 3

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, a

communications in regard to business should be fi

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniei

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage v

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.63 and 4.32 p. iM. Other trains are met wh
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup^U

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.

Open from 11.30 A. M. to 2 p. M., and from 3 p. M.:

6 p. M. on week-davs. Free circulation of boo
Among the books added First Month 25th, 189£

notice the following

:

Budge—Isaac Sharp.

Eakle—Home Life in Colonial Days.

Farrar—Great Books.
Jastrow—Religion of Babylonia and Assyria.

Lodge—Story of the Revolution (2 vols).

Lovejoy—Poetry of the Seasons.

Oliphant—Makers of Venice.

Powell, (ed.)—Historic Towns of New England
Robinson—Loom and Spindle.

Van Dyke—Gospel for an Age of Doubt.

Died, on the twenty-ninth of Twelfth Month, 18

at her residence in this city, Sarah D. Allen,
of the late Samuel Allen, agei nearly eighty-th

years, a valued member and elder of the Monti

Meeting of Friends i f Philadelphia. Enduei
sound judgment, and earnestly concerned for the si

port of the principles and testimonies of our Socie

she performed the duties of an overseer and an el<

for many years with humble-mindedness and fideli

Early in the winter she menti' ned her belief that I

end was near ; and though she expressed but little

her feelings in the approach of death, her family i

friends have the consoling belief that, through
mercy of God in Christ Jesus, her purified spirit 1

been admitted into the realms of everlasting peace.

, on the fifth of the First Month, 1899, Ew
F. Barker, wife of S. Calvin Barker, in the fi)

fourth year of her age, after a short and suffering

ness of pneumonia ; she was a member of Springfi

Preparative Meeting and Chester Monthly Meeti

She was a true and faithful companion, a loving i

affectionate mother. While her family and frie

mourn their loss, they have the comforting assura

that her end was peace.
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Probably different minds entertain different

odards of loyalty to the religious Society of

iiends. To go to the root of the matter, the

|y true loyalty to our religious Society, and

.hout which all other objects of loyalty are

1; as husks, consists in loyalty to the Holy
irit. From this will spring faithfulness in

ything that is the showing and ofltcome of

! same Spirit.

Several modern- substitutes for Christianity

ve been announced—as Theosophy, Christian

ence, Spiritualism, Socialism, Agnosticism,

1 this because the supposed Christianity of

I day has been so much without Christ. A
ristiauity without Christ is an inanity. It

ves room for the-" isms" to come in and dwell

. Will not the professing Church, by judg-

nts, if not by mercies, be rallied to choose

36 again the substitute for all such substitutes,

jn the living Christ himself?

t is said that a patriotic Jew, Haym Solo-

1, loaned the Government about four million

Dllius during our Revolutionary War. The
Diuey was never returned to him, and when,

she lay dyiug a pauper, some one reminded

of the millions he had sunk for the public

he said, " Yes, I die a pauper, but I die

py. I have lived to see civil and religious

rty accomplished in this country."

e are not so sure that the seeds of the v,-ar

rit then sown, and repeated more and more

ladcast in our country since, are not tending

be the death of that very civil and religious

erty which Hayra Solomon thought was ac-

noplished. We have seen the humanity that

seth the sword perishing with the sword,—why
liberty

In Spirit and in Truth.

A number of pastors in New York now as-

mble in some quiet place in the vicinity of the

tj, and the meetings, which are conducted

"fih no prearranged program, are devoted to

I'ayer and meditation. The spiritual benefits

of such meetings are said to be greatly appreei

ated by those who attend them, who are thus

enabled to enjoy, as they say, " the truest kiud

of ChrisJkn fellowship, nowhere else afforded."

We bWeve that as Christians find each other

out in the true hunger after direct Divine in-

tercourse and communion, they will find a way
for such quiet opportunities together before the

Lord, who will be surrendered to in the fresh

openings and outpourings of his own worship.

May this New York ministry so experience

the blessing of retiring inward to such true

feeding-places together, as to open opportuni-

ties for a quiet hour to the spiritually disposed

of their flocks.

The application of this same discovery in wor-

ship to the devotions of the congregation, has

been an essential characteristic of our religious

Society for two hundred and fifty years. With-

out faithfulness thereto the Society of Friends

would not have survived their first generation.

And as now, at the place of obediently waiting

worship, something of a stampede of modern

members is startirg out at one door, it is reis-

suring to see the appearances of an entering

n of other denominations at the other door.

" We need you," so have pastors of other folds

said to some of us—" we need the example of

your practice in Divine worship for a testimony

to our own congregations on the true inward-

ness of worship. The whole of Christendom

needs the Society of Friends as a teacher of

higher spirituality for all churches."

This recalls to remembrance an article pub-

hed a few years since by a Baptist pastor near

Boston, and entitled, " It was Good to be There,"

describing the deep impression made on his

mind by a nearly silent meeting of Friends,

and inquiring of his fellow-members whether,

in failing to introduce silent worship into a part

of their system of worship, they had not over-

looked a Divinely intended means of grace.

It had not been unusual at the same country

meeting of Friends for other pastors of different

denominations to sit with summer visitors as

individual worshippers, and sometimes to rise

and testify among us of the preciousness of Khe

silent part of it to their own souls, and to ex-

hort us to perpetuate in their primitive purity

and manner the observance of Friends' original

principles.

Not many days after the meeting so enjoyed

by the Baptist pastor, a Monthly Meeting was

held in the same meeting-house, when several

of the Methodist neighbors with their pastor

joined Friends in the sitting for worship. Near

its close the Methodist minister arose and de-

clared to Friends that they could hardly be

aware of the importance of their standing as a

church among the Christian denominations of

the world ; that the Christian church at large

had greet need of the original standard of truth

in its simplicity and purity being held high and
lived up to by the Society of Friends. " And
you will do us Methodists more good," said he,

" by adhering to your original and fundamental

principles, and by living up to them in your
manner of worship and everywhere—you will

do us far more good by keeping to that thmi

you posdbly can by imitating ns."

And it was on the same First-day on which
the first-named meeting occurred, when the

present writer with the aged uncle whose de-

cease was lately editorially mentioned, attended

meetings in Plymouth County, within the lim-

its of the same Quarterly Meeting. Near the

close of the evening an aged clergyman of

still another name, who had come over from

Scituate, Mass., arose and exhorted the young
people to prize their heritage in the Society of

Friends, and especially the privilege allowed

them of public silent waiting on the Lord for

spiritual nourishment, communion and strength-

ening of soul, uninterrupted by vocal interfer-

ence. He had been sadly pained in many
places to see this privilege and duty ignored,

and meeting-leaders calling out :
" Don't waste

any of our precious time, brethren, by these

silent intervals." " Won't somebody occupy

the time?" etc., etc., till he doubted whether the

true nature of Divine worship was understood

iu the church generally. Faithfulness to the

spirit of Christ in the great concern of Peace

on earth was also commended by the speaker,

the principle of simplicity of personal appear-

ance, of inspir.ation in the ministry of women, of

which he mentioned instances, and in short all

testimonies for Christian life observable in " as

many as are led by the Spirit ofGod," who thus,

he said, have a right to be called " the sons of

God."

These testimonies that the Lord has need of

us are adduced, not in order to inflate us with a

self-satisfied sense that we are the people, which

would be proof sufficient that we were not, but

to hold up the necessityof spiritually occupying

the mo<le of worship which has been laid upon

us. For if we assume this form of godliness,

and neglect or deny the power thereof, our

dead silence will be explanation enough of a

growing avoidance of our meetings; it is we who
will be inviting a condition of things that will

demand a stated and paid ministry. We have

heard the prophecy publicly uttered that if
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Friends do not livingly occupy their silent

meetings with true worship, the privilege of

silent meetings will yet be taken away from the

Society.

But vain will it be to expect worship enough

in our meetings to save them, if our only wor-

ship is that which takes place in meeting-time.

It is only as we are concerned to be in a state

of worship and dedication during the week,

that we shall be so concerned in meeting. He
that out of meeting has been habitually pray-

erful, will in meeting be prayerful still.

The Friendly Association.
(Continued trom page 237.)

The first of these conferences was at Eas-

ton in 1756. The Indians appeared to desire

peace, but Tedyuscuog was not secure of his

authority, and needed time to bring other tribes

into the arrangements. He was dined and left

in a friendly humor. The presents of the

Friendly Association were by the directions of

the Governor, who at one time refused per-

mission to the Friends to deliver any present

to the Indians, finally given with those pro-

vided by the Government.
Later in the same year a meeting of the

Friends was held at the house of Israel Pem-
berton, and adopted the following address to

Governor Denny, who had just come into office.

" The address of a considerable number of

the people called Quakers, in the city of Phila-

delphia, for themselves and their brethren in

other parts of the said province, showeth that

the calamities and desolation of our fellow-

subjects on the frontiers of the province, having
been the painful subject of our frequent consid-

eration, with desires to be instrumental towards
their relief by every means in our power con-

sistent with the peaceable principles we profess,

some of us had by the permission of Governor
Morris some conferences last spring with some
Indian Chiefs of the Six Nations, from whence
we are confirmed in our apprehensions, that

there was a prospect of some good efiect, by
further endeavors to promote pacific measures
with the Delaware Indians, on the northern
frontiers of this Province.
" That immediately after the conference. Gov-

ernor Morris sent a message to the Indians, in

which he particularly mentioned our earnest

desires to interpose with the Government to

receive their submission and establish a firm

and lasting peace with them.
" That from the accounts given us by the

Indians who delivered this message, we were
informed that the Delawares reposed great con-

fidence in the continuance of our endeavors to

that purpose and after the receipt of a second
message, sorae of them were induced to meet
Governor Morris at Easton, and there laid the

foundation of a more general treaty. That a
considerable number of us attended the said

treaty at Easton, and from the conduct and
express declaration of the Indians, were assured
that our personal attendance was very accepta-

ble to them and conducive to the general ser-

vice.

"That in confirmation of the sincerity of our
desires to promote the restoration of peace, we
had provided a present of such clothing for

these Indians as they appeared to be immedi-
ately in want of, which Governor Morris was
pleased to deliver them in our behalf.

"That as we are now informed, a much
larger number of Indians are waiting to meet
the governor at Easton. Being still desirous of

promoting the restoration and establishment of

peace with them, we are ready and willing by

personally attending the treaty, to manifest the

continuance of our care and concern herein,

and our hearty disposition to regain and im-

prove the friendship of the Indians to the gen-

eral interest of our country ; and if our furnish-

ing a supply of clothing for them against the

approaching winter in addition to what is pro-

vided at the public expense, may in any measure

tend to these purposes and be consistent with

the Governor's pleasure, we shall cheerfully

provide and send them to the place appointed

for the treaty to be delivered them by the Gov-

ernor in such manner as will most effectually

promote the public service, and express our

friendly disposition towards tliem. All of which

is with much respect submitted to the consid-

eration of the Governor."

The treaty which followed was not conclusive,

but tended to draw whites and Indians together.

The iing complained of the forged deeds of

1686, and of the walking purchase which had

robbed his people of the ground where they

now stood, and Secretary Peters admitted in

private that the " walk " could not be vindi-

cated. " The Proprietors always despised it,"

he said, " and it was unworthy of any govern-

ment." He was however unwilling to open the

question, and the meeting terminated with noth-

ing definite established. The Commissioners

appointed by the Assembly, however, sympa-

thized with the Indians and with the Friendly

Association, and the progressive secretary to

the Governor was induced to yield his conten-

tion that there were no real grievances, only

French intrigue. Presents were exchanged, and

Tedyuscung following the Friends to the ferry,

told them he had endeavored to turn in his

mind and look up to God for direction ; that

when he was alone in the woods and destitute

of every other counsellor, he found by doing so

he had the best direction, that he hoped God
would bless our endeavors, and wanted Friends

to remember him. He followed us to the boat,

and was so much affected he could only by

tears manifest his respect." It would not have

been difficult to preserve peace with such a

man, if any respectable treatment had been ac-

corded him.

Another conference followed in Lancaster in

1757, thus described in a letter from James
Pemberton to Samuel Fothergill

:

" In the Fifth Month last a treaty was held

at Lancaster with a number of the Five Na-
tions Indians, who had come down in conse-

quence of an invitation from the Government
to attend, the proposed treaty with the Dela-

wares which was expected could have been held

early in the spring, but that the old king (Ted-

yuscung), had not been able to accomplish his

business of collecting the several tribes who
were interested in the matter. The views of

our politicians were greatly frustrated in the

issue of that treaty, as they fully expected the

Five Nations would have undertaken to have

confirmed the land purchasers and challenged

the Delawares for their complaints, but on the

contrary they avoided and acted with as much
policy and more candor than themselves (our

politicians). These poor people after being

long detained, much to their loss, many of the

principal men, and some of those we could

place the most confidence in, being taken off

with the small-pos, yet they went home pretty

well satisfied, and great numbers of Friends at-

tended this treaty from various parts of the

country."

A more important conference was held lat(

in the same year at Easton, where TedyuscuD

had collected representatives of a large numbi

of tribes who owned his sway. The Goverm
at first refused to allow the Friends to parti(

pate, alleging they were trying to persuade t!

Indians to attach themselves to their own pa

ticular interest, and that subjects had no rig:

to treat with foreign powers. In reply to tb

they sent a long address, rehearsing how thi

had endeavored to have the Indian grievanc

inquired into instead of raising soldiers ai

building forts against them, which had on

aggravated the conditions, and that they sti

believed a peaceful policy the best in treatii

with them, and finally that Tedyuscung refua

to go into the treaty unless the Qualiers we

to be there. They reminded the Governor th

the first settlers were men of standing ai

property, who bought the land of the propriet

with the understanding that he should clean

all titles, Indian and other, which agreeme

the first Proprietor had kept. They therefo

had some right to know that the bargain w

still intact, and that the present Indian claii

on the land were satisfied.

(To be continued).

The Araucanians.

A writer in Harpers Round Table describ

the interesting Indian race, in the southern ps

of Chili.

The Araucanians live partly in villages, whe

they use ftooden or wattled osier houses
;
part'-

in the cauntry as farmers, herdsmen and hon

breeders. Each village has a regular marki

place on certain days of the week, when all t

adjacent country buys and sells. Coraputatii
:

is made with knotted cords. They have alwa,
.

known the divisions of time into years, days ai
'.

weeks, and allow for the intercalary days. Y ^

with so much practical and inherited kno?i.:

edge, which belongs to what we call scien^^J

this people disdains books, and the acquireme

of reading and writing is discouraged as leadi

to effeminacy. Bards recite the history ai'^

deeds of the forefathers in spirited poems toke|
.

the fire of patriotism forever aflame, going fro
;

house to house, always sure of reverence ai

warm hospitality.
.

Christianity has made no headway an[io:;lj

them, for the South American form of the iji

ligion with which they would come in conts, T

has but little charm for a race marked byi|
.

gacity and good sense, and without superstitic'

leanings. They believe in a Supreme Being,

various minor deities who are his agents, in

future state and in omens and divinations. E^

they have no priests, no idols, no temples, >;

rites, no ceremonies nor sacrifices, and thy

worship, for the most part, is in the spirit. T|"

Romanist missionaries have long since giv,

them up as desperate cases, although these )';

dians have never interposed objections to ih,

people becoming converts at their own choici

Their skill in farming and stock-breeding

noted, their knowledge of the arts which cc

duce to household comfort and personal se

respect, such as carpentry, pottery, metal-woi

ing, cloth weaving from wool and cotton, amp
While they seek no contact with the white mi

they are most honest and hospitable in the reci

tion of all strangers. Possessed of so many
the finest traits of civilization, it is a man
that they have followed intact so many of t

primitive customs of their ancestors. Fossil

this has best insured their survival as a har

and virile nation.
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I Vicesimus Knox.
(Continued from page 239.)

ohn Wesley never gave up his attachment
Church of England. He and his co-

kers were instrumental in bringing many
be fold of Christ. Believing that they should

bers of an organized church, he asked

clergy having charge of the respective dis-

8 where they belonged, to admit them to

r flock. They refused to do so. Whether
refusal was because they belonged to the

iring—the lower classes, or because their

kening was effected by means outside the

ts of learned (authorized), preaching, we
not, that I remember, informed,

otwithstanding this repulse, Wesley clung
he State organization. He encouraged the

ling of many extra religious meetings among
s, but he asked them on all occa-

s to attend the regular parish services, and
their appointing any meetings, that

Id conflict with an attendance at those ser-

3. He insisted that his preachers should be
ined, according to the ritual of the Church
Sngland. It is true many labored in the

of the gospel, who were not thus ordained,

they were not thought qualified for all the

itions of church ofiicers. It seems that when
BDgth necessity required independent action,

as against his protest. He appears never to

e contemplated that his people wojjld dis-

e all connection with the Church of Eng-

'he writer now under review, did but act ac-

ting to the course of human nature, and
)rding to many precedents coming down
ugh ages, in determining that all that was

in religious matters should be brought
b within the bounds of his church estab-

ments. We see by several quotations from
pen, and from passages taken from other

,ers, what is the religious standard that

ts his approval. Yet when others not of his

ious connection attempt to maintain this

dard he becomes jealous of their success,

can hardly speak of them in terms of re-

it.

(Then the disciples James and John saw one
,ing out devils in the name of Christ, they

»ade him " because he followeth not with us."

This narrow-minded discipleship has tar-

led the Church of Christ in all ages. In the
ious stages of the reformation, each new sect,

first themselves objects of persecution, be-

18 when power pa.ssed into their hands, per-

itors of others. When at length they could

longer resort to physical violence, they
sed upon the good work of others with jeal-

y or indifierence. In accordance with this

ieral usage we find V. Knox, on contemplat-
i; the work of those around him, although
ng just what he had advocated filled not with

)icing, but with an emotion bearing too nearly
stamp of malignity.

3e sees so plainly the diflicuUies that beset

good work in the hands of the clergy of his

lie, he says, " There is no doubt that infidelity

[liff"used by theological controversy, where il-

nination of the Spirit,—the sanctity of the

spel is entirely laid aside." He inveighs
pngly agaiust the fervor of devotion in the

pthodists, and yet says: "If the heart feels

plove of God in the degree which our Saviour
juires, the language of prayer and thanksgiv-

5 will be always glowing, and on extraor-
lary occasions rapturous." In further insist-

j on the work of the Holy Spirit, he says,

t is God that worketh in us both to will and

to do of his good pleasure." " I speak with the

utmost diffidence when I say that such power-
ful energies are sometimes distinguishable from
the operations of the mind. I am sensible that

the doctrine may open a door for fanatical ex-

travagance, but if it be the true doctrine it

ought to be maintained whatever the conse-

quence."

He wishes to bear his testimony against the

cold philosophy which discourages all the warm
sentiments of the afl^ections, and will hardly
allow them in any thing that concerns religion,

a condition which we are led to believe has
commonly marked the stated services of the

Church of England, yet is fearful of encourag-

ing those who for that reason have withdrawn
from it. He says the Scriptures attord many
examples of a natural and laudable enthusiasm.

The language of David in the psalms and the

rapturous style of prophecy, are proofs that

those who have been singularly favored by God,
were of tempers which the modern philosophers

would call enthusiastical. Their fire was kin-

dled at the altar. St. John was a burning and
a shining light. St. Paul was of an ardent tem-

per and a glowing imagination, nor did our
Saviour himself express his sentiments in the

cold language of Aristotelian schools, but with

emphasis and pathos."

His ideas of the Methodists of his age, the

causes which led to their being distinct from
the State establishment are so interesting that

we may quote most of a chapter covering this

ground. On many points his halting between
approval and condemnation is almost amusing.

We may conclude he did not understand the

religious depth of their convictions. And further

we may imagine he did not entirely wish to un-

derstand them. Could he and other church

officers have come to believe these doctrines of

I spiritual church infallibly true, and so believ-

ng have put them in practice, the man-made
fabric of the Church of England must ere this

e gone to pieces. Knox says :

Philosophers by the light of nature discov-

ered in the earliest ages the wisdom of avoid-

ing extremes, and no precepts are more common
than those which recommend the golden med-
iocrity. These were undoubtedly suggested by
actual experience and a careful study of the

human constitution. If they are just and proper

when applied to philosophy, there is reason to

think them equally so when applied to religion.

Excess in the very name implies culpability,

so that whoever advances his virtues beyond

the line of rectitude, errs no less than he who
stops at an equal interval on this side of it.

Yet at the same time I must observe there is

something far more noble and generous in er-

rors of excess than of defect, and the virulence

which has been shown in refuting the poor

Methodist, who has been tormenting himself

with superfluous austerities, seems to me to

arise from a want of good nature and charity,

far more criminal than the mistaken discipline

of a zealous devotee.

The part of the Methodists who are sincere

in their rigid self-denial, and in all the active

and passive virtues of their persuasion, are cer-

tainly objects of kindness and of compassion

rather than of severe animadversion.

"The church, and the Protestant dissenters,

it appears, teach the doctrine of grace, a doc-

trine which the Methodists consider as of the

first moment, and for the sake of attending to

which with more earnestness they seceded from

the church, to the tabernacle. Their preachers

they found, were used to dwell on that subject

more than on others, and with a degree of ve-

hemence not usual or approved by men of
more learning, moderation and humility. They
were caught by the sound and taught to hate,

both the church and all regular ministers with

a hatred truly unchristian. The church and its

ministers it seems were not sufficiently holy
for their purposes. The church and the min-
isters did not preach the gospel in its purity,

and neither its doctrines nor its discipline were
sufficiently strict and severe.

(To be continued.)

A Quickening of the Moral Faculties.

In the daily papers, some months ago, there

appeared a telegraphic despatch which gave a

brief account of the return to the Government of

a sum of money, (nearly five hundred dollars),

by a minister in Indiana, who had been a lieu-

tenant in the United States army during the

Civil War. The item stated that " the sum
thus returned was pension money, and that the

application for it had been well based." Hav-
ing for some time felt an interest in this matter

of the pensions, and, in reply to a letter of en-

ry addressed to the Commissioner of Pen-

sions concerning the frequency of restitutions,

received his response expressing the belief that
" in the majority of cases the action taken [re-

turn of the money] has been found to be the

result of impairment of the mental, rather than

the quickening of the moral faculties," I felt

an impulse to communicate additionally with

the man who had acted so uprightly in the

present instance. His rejoinder (omitting the

opening sentence), I feel quite sure will interest

Friends, and is as follows

:

" I would not have you think that at any

time I intended to obtain a pension fraudulent-

ly. Indeed, I am under the law entitled to a

pension this day; but in my first certificate

wrong diseases were specified. But in all the

matter I have obeyed the ' Voice ' in my soul.

I cannot explain it to any one who does not

know the ways of the Lord with his own. For

years I have sought to be entirely given up

to obey and follow the Lord in all things,

according to John x : 4. As He ' goes before

'

and ' calls,' I ' follow ' when I hear his voice.

His voice said ' no,' when the law said ' yes ' in

the matter of the pension. I know not why.

Perhaps He does not want his sanctified one to

live off of that which is connected with war.

Perhaps He just simply wanted me to trust

Him alone for ' daily bread,' and to look to no
' arm of flesh.' I am satisfied to know it is his

will, and am glad and free in doing it."

Now, although the Pension Comrai.=sioner,

with knowledge that this man has an income of

less than four hundred dollars a year, might

feel almost disposed to classify his case as one

of " impairment of the mental faculties," yet the

words given above are those of truth and sober-

ness and assuredly betoken a " quickening of

the moral faculties."

The day preceding the reception of the letter

just quoted, one was received from a town in

Massachusetts, the writer of which said that

when he was a " pastor in New Hampshire two

or three years ago," he had received from the

undersigned some tracts, " the reading of which

(he had) greatly enjoyed, and the sentiment of

which (he is) now entirely in sympathy with."

Having for years been " opposed to oath-bound

secret societies, and to all entertainments, amuse-

ments and suppers as a means of supporting

God's cause," though so common in all the
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popular churches, he continues :
" I was obliged

in obedience to the dictates of conscience to re-

sign my pulpit and pastorate. I cannot endure

the bondage of these ecclesiastical systems and

I cannot accept them as from God. I have also

come to reject all eccleiiastical titles, believing

them to be un-Scriptural in every respect." Re-

ferring to the tobacco evil, he queries :
" Is it

not strange that professing Christian merchants

will traffic in tobacco, accepting a revenue for

the support of their families that is based upon

the vices or one of the vices of their fellow-

men ? I am now seeking," is added, " by

prayer and personal inquiry to find some busi-

ness position, as clerk or salesman or in some

other capacity, where I can glorify God, sup-

port my family and promote the cause of Truth.

I have a family of seven to look after."

Some of the readers of this paper may prob-

ably have seen within the past month, the news-

paper notification of the fact that a Brooklyn

minister, J. M. F., pastor of the First Dutch

Reformed church, receiving six thousand dol-

lars a year, beloved by his people, assured of that

salary as long as he cares to fill the pulpit of one

of the richest churches in the Metropolitan dis-

trict, had definitely concluded, in obedience to

the higher call, to relinquish all the comforts

and emoluments of what would be ordinarily

considered an exceptionally desirable position.

Announcing the reasons for taking so unusual

a step, he said, in part

:

" I have spent seven years of my life building

up a church, which has grown strong and use-

ful. I now desire to give the remainder of my
life to building up souls without money and

without price. I have fully consecrated my
life to the cause, and I am convinced that the

step I shall take, as soon as the way is com-

pletely open, is in the right direction. I hope

to enter a field where no one can impugn the

motives of a minister because of the money he

receives for his preaching. I hope to work in

the ministry entirely without salary." Allud-

ing to a previous experience, J. M. F. continued :

" It shows that in certain communities you will

get the ears of all if you do not ask for money,

and do not want any. I have often thought

that I would like to have that old experience

again." (The indicated change, I think, has

not as yet been carried out.)

As giving insight into a new religious " move-
ment" lately appearing in England, " opposed

to what might be called the clerical idea," and
so honoring and acknowledging the appearance
and the sincerity animating and guiding work
of the Holy Spirit, the following further ex-

planation of the step taken by J. M. F. may be

noted. While in England, last summer, he

studied the Keswick movement and became
much impressed with its doctrine that the gos-

pel should be free—actually free to the hearers,

"no pew rent, no church fairs, no debts, hence
no debt raisers." Thus it may be added, was
the conclusion arrived at years ago in Philadel-

phia, by the well-known Presbyterian Minister

and author, Arthur T. Pierson. A conflagration

having destroyed the manuscripts of all his ser-

mons, he came to the conclusion after a good
deal of thinking, and waiting upon God, that

he had given too much attention to the matter
of mere oratory, that he had not sufiiciently, in

the past, depended upon the direct putting forth

of the Holy Spirit as to what he had to deliver,

and that paid pews and a stipulated salary would
need to be given up. Liberal support awaited

him if he would remain, but the call of duty
was elsewhere.

—

North Carolina Friend.

THE HOUSE OF OBED EDOM
Makgaret E. sangsteb.

The house of Obed Edom,
Where safe the ark abode,

What time were wars and fightings,

On every mountain road,

What time was pitched the battle

In everv valley lair,

The House of Obed Edom
Had peace beyond compare.

With famine on the border

And ftiry in the camp,
With the starving children huddled

In the black tent's shivering damp,
With the mothers crying sadly.

And every moan a prayer

—

In the house of Obed Edom
Was neither want nor care.

The fields of Obed Edom,
No foeman trod them down

;

The towers of Obed Edom
Were like a fortressed town

;

And only grace and gladness

Came speeding on the road
To the house of Obed Edom,

AVherein the ark abode.

And far and near they told it,

The men who passed that way.

How fell Jehovah's blessing

On that home by night and day
;

How the smallest to the greatest

Had joy and hope and love.

While the roof of Obed Ednm
Was watched by God above.

The line of Obed Edom
Is on the earth to-day

;

In the house of Obed Edom
Still he may safely stay

Who, dearer than all treasure

For which men toil and plod,

Shall prize the covenant blessing,

The hallowed ark of God.

And never strife nor clamor
Shall break the tranquil spell

In which our Lord's beloved

Forever safely dwell.

In the house of Obed Edom,
In sunlight or in dark.

Abides the ceaseless blessing

That rests within the ark.

; for I beat n 1
child TTp ao- '

Unkept Promises.

A thickset, ugly-looking fellow was

on a bench in the public park, and seemed to

be reading some writing on a sheet of paper

which he held in his hand.
" You seem to be much interested in your

writing?"

"Yes; I've been figuring my account with

0. A. to see how we stand."

"And he comes out ahead, I suppose?"
" Every time ; and he has lied every time."
" How did you come to have dealings with

him in the first place?"
" That's what I've been writing. You see, he

promised to make a man of me, but he made
a beast. Then he said he would brace me up,

but he made me go staggering around, and then

threw me into the ditch. He said I must drink

to be social. Then he made me quarrel with

my best friends, and be the laughing-stock of

my enemies. He gave me a black eye and a

broken nose. Then I drank for the good of my
health. He ruined the little I had, and left me
as ' sick as a dog.'

"

" Of course."
" He said he would warm me up, and I was

soon nearly frozen to death. He said he would

steady my nerves, but instead he gave me de-

lirium tremens. He said he would give me
great strength, and he made me helpless."

" To be sure."

" He promised me courage.''

" Then what followed ?"

" Then he made me a coward
sick wife and kicked my little child. He sa;

he would brighten my wits, but, instead, 1

made me act like a fool and talk like an idicij

He promised to make a gentleman of me, bi

he made me a tramp."

—

Canadian Baptist.

" War On Christian Principles."

A missionary from Madagascar once gave tl

following account of an efibrt made by the Ko;
Government to conduct a war on Christii

principles. Certain Sakalava tribes were ve;

troublesome to their Kora neighbors. The Ko
Government were as forbearing as possible, b

at last it seemed as if active measures must i

taken. It was the first time they had gone
war since the establishment of Christianity

the religion of the country, and the Prime Mi
ister reminded the people that it must be carrw

on in a Christian manner. Accordingly besid

the usual military drill, native pastors we
hard at work among the soldiers, instructn

them that there must be no needless bloodshe

no carrying oflP slaves, no stealing or other ii \

morality ; and that there should be no tempt

tion to rob innocent Sakalava villagers, t

people of Antananarivo raised subscriptionaf

them—that what they wanted in the enemi

country^ they might honestly pay for. Mea
while, p'rayer-meetings were held daily fur t

right conduct and speedy termination of t

war.

So well were their instructions carried o

that when the Kora soldiers arrived in the ti

ritory of the rebel Sakalava, some of the v

lagers exclaimed' " What strange enemies the

are to treat us so kindly, and not take so mu.

as an egg without paying for it ! Would n

they be the better rulers?"

At last the two armies met. "Before i

fight," said the nephew of the Prime Minist

who was commander-in-chief, "let us try wh
negotiation will do." So he arranged a meeti:

between himself and the rebel chief, and e

plained to him his reasons for wishing to avo

l)loodshed.
" You are afraid to fight," sneered the chii

" What will you sell me yonder bullock for

answered the commander.
The price was named. The commander pa

the sum, and prepared to aim at the bullock.
" You won't kill it all that way oiF," the chi

sneered again.

The shot was fired, and the bullock fell dea

"Many of my men are quite as good mark
men as I am," said the commander. '• Wh
do you say to your chance in a combat?"

" That we are all dead men," replied the chit

and the words were echoed by his followei

Negotiations followed which ended in the chi

saying:
" We accept your conditions, and thank yc

for the way you have treated us. Can not son

of your men stay and teach us the religion th.

makes enemies into friends?"

And so ended that Christian war. Since th(

the Malagasy have had the chance to learn fro

other Christian nations war on different tacti(

—Messenger of Peace.

The Christianity of the New Testament

not a system of doctrine addressed to the int(

lect, but a leaven, a spiritually renewing ai

transforming principle and power, to be intr

duced into tlie whole life and conduct.— W. \

E. Bennett.
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Conversion to the Core.

i By THEODORE L. CUYLEK, D. D.

|An unjust prejudice has been aroused against

t)3 word '• revival " in certain minds, because

tfey associate tlie word with a mere spasmodic

Eicitemeut of the eraotious which produces no

frmanent change in character and conduct.

l?ery good thing has its counterfeits ; and that

viuld be a spurious revival which yielded only

sarious conversions; the Holy Spirit would

live no part in it. Let us look back to the

fet great outpouring of the Spirit in the city

oJerusalem, and listen to the words which the

lt3t great revival-preacher addressed to an au-

flmce of awakened sinners. His short, pithy

t|£t was, " Repent ye, and be converted." The
i)st step was repentance. There was a logical

ijcessity iu this; for no person can cleave to his

^is, and lay hold on Jesus Christ with the same

lind. Conversion signifies a turn around ; and

t

person can turn to Christ until he has turned

back upon his sinful practices and begun to

Ijep Christ's commandments.
iSometimes the attractive and lovable quali-

ts of the Divine Saviour are presented before a

[Ipular assembly, and a request is made that

'ill those who believe in Christ should rise
;"

sue persons may respond to this request at the

nment, and then go home and drift back into

tsir favorite sins. There is no conversion, be-

(luse there has been no repentance. Why
sould any one lay hold of a Saviour (for that is

i.at " faith " means), if he does not realize that

1] needs a Saviour, and that there is an abomi-

ijble evil in his own heart and life that he must

il saved from? I doubt whether any person

^r lays a thorough hold on Christ until he

fels the need of one who can save men from

tieir sins—from the guilt of sin in the past, and
t3 dominion of sin in the future. The office of

le Holy Spirit is to make a man see himself

^d his own sinfulness first, and then to see

jsus. The clearer the view of sin the more
(jep and sincere is likely to be the repentance

cit. "Ye must be born anew," said the Master

this anxious inquirer Nicodemus. That new
>rth or regeneration means the production of

iaew goveruing principle in the soul which is

^tagonistic to sin as well as obedient to Jesus

<irist. The one essential evidence of repen

ipce is a change of character and a change of

(induct. And that is what I mean by comer,

.m to the core. The number of these measures
le power of a revival.

Paul was a king of revival-preachers in hi

i.y, and here is one of his te.xts :
" The grace

<:God that bringeth salvation, hath appeared
i all men—teaching us that denying ungodli

iss and worldly lusts, we should live soberly

ijhteously and godly." I commend this bit

i inspired truth to every one of my readers
10 desires to be a thorough and efiective Chris-

un. Shallow religion brings neither peace nor
iwer; it must go to the core if you would be

cner happy or useful to others. You desire to

saved, and that must come from the grace of

od. In his infinite love He oflers you salvation,

Ht it is on certain conditions. The Bible

sounds in precious promises, but they are all

luditional. In this pithy text the grace of

'od teacheth you three vital things : First, your
lity to yourself—to control sinful passions, ap-

ctites and desires. Secondly, your duty to your
illownien—by dealing with them justly and
*;cordiug to the Golden Rule. Thirdly, your
>ity to God—by living in obedience to his

Tord and his will. In your becoming a Chris-

tian the divine element and the human element
must combine. Without God's work on your
sQul you cannot be converted. Without your
soul's working for God, or in obedience to Him,
there can be no legible and actual evidence of

conversion. In short, salvation is a combination
of grace and good works. Tlie Holy Spirit acts

on you inwardly, and you are to work out into

practice what that inspires you to do. The
Spirit implants in you the germ; and you are

to grow the fruit of your daily life. Christ says

that will be known by your fruits, whether you
are his genuine follower or not.

Salvation, as you see, then, is a very simple
process ; it is denial of self and repentance of

sin and a following of Christ in your daily life.

But there is a great difference between the word
"simple" and the word "easy." Some preach-

ers have been heard to say " it is just the easiest

thing in the world to become a Christian." That
is spiritual quackery. It is, indeed, very easy

to be carried away by eloquent appeals, to weep
under pathetic oratory, to drift with a sympa-
thetic current into a revival-meeting or into an
inquiry-room. It may be very easy to join in

the enthusiastic song

:

"Jesus, I my cross have taken,

.411 to leave and follow thee."

But actually to take up a cross and to become
a self denying, devoted and conscientious fol-

lower of Jesus Christ is do holiday business.

The atmosphere of a fervent meeting is a very
different thing from the atmosphere of the out-

side world. To sing sweetly about Christ is a

very different thing from following the Master,

keeping step with his commandments against

head-winds and through all weathers. Paul
text tells us that salvation means "denying ur

godliness and worldly lusts." Lusts signify the

things that human nature loves to have and
loves to do. To " deny ungodliness " is to break
off from sins and to put the knife to them, with

a determined purpose to obey Jesus Christ as

Saviour and Lord; is that easy? For a proud,

skeptical spirit to come down into a lowly tetu-

per and take Christ at his word ; for the pos-

sessor of strong animal passions to become clean

and continent ; for an ambitious soul greedy of

applause to risk unpopularity in order to be

right before God ; for a covetous man to give

Christ the key of his purse ; for a lover of ease

to deny self-indulgence by hard work for those

who may not even thank Him—are all these

things easy? Faith is a very simple process;

but when it requires a man to forswear his own
self-righteousness and -confess his sins and to

trust an unseen Saviour, it goes against the grain.

Naaman's going down to wash in the river Jor-

dan seemed a simple process ; but it cut the

comb of his pride and his bigotry. There is,

indeed, a cheap and shallow religion that will

bear no pinch and endure no self-denials ; that

is willing, as stout old Rutherford used to say,

" to ride to heaven in a close-covered chariot
;"

but it is as worthless as chaff and barren as the

east wind. To trust to it for salvation may be

only a swinging out into eternity on a spider's

web

!

I do not say these plain things to a sincere

inquirer in order to discourage, all effort to be-

come a Christian, but rather to assist you by
throwing the clear light of Bible-truth on your
pathway. When Peter preached repentance at

Jerusalem he knew that conviction of sin was
the only way to conversion to Christ. After

conversion came"gladnessof heart and steadfast

continuance in well doing." The more thorough-

ly sick of sin you become, the more that you

can get the bad stuff out of you by deep repent-

ance, the more unreservedly you can yield up
self to .Jesus Christ, the healthier, stronger, hap-
pier Christian you will be afterward. When
sin is salved over, then, like a cancer, it breaks
out again. Jesus Christ loves you too well to

offer bribes. He will help you to bear a cross

for Him, and then to wear a crown with Him.
The most subtle devil in your heart or in any
heart is ,se//; and that must be cast out before

Jesus will come in and fill your soul with peace

d joy and power. Chaffer not with your con-

science for a halfway religion. Attempt no
compromise with a fiivorite sin. Accept Christ

with a whole heart; enthrone Him iu the core

of it ; be satisfied with nothing less than a full

salvation ; open your soul to a great baptism of

love ; saved yourself, be at work at ^nce to save

others. Your back will get stronger for every
load, and every cross you bear will be the first

instalment of your crowns.

Terrapins.

The catching of turtles and terrapins along
the Georgia coast has grown to be a rather im-

portant industry of late years. Time was, in

the old slavery days, and during the years im-

mediately after tlie war, when thousands of

terrapins were captured by the colored fisher-

men in their bateaus, and the regular price was
six cents apiece, and fishermen frequently had
to carry their catch to Savannah to dispose of

the terrapins, as but few were required in the

smaller towns. Now there are several men en-

gaged in the business here iu Brunswick who
ship thousands to New York and Eastern mar-
kets every season, and since the great October

gale, which destroyed so many of the terrapin,
" crawls," as they are termed, well-grown terra-

pins cofiiraand a dollar apiece in the home
market, and are worth from forty to sixty dol-

lars a dozen iu the New York markets.

The little winding creeks that pursue their

tortuous course through the broad expanse of

marshes, and the narrow inlets that penetrate

the wooded shores, are the favorite feeding-

grounds of the terrapins. They generally con-

gregate in deep pools and eddies, where they

gather in great shoals, at the approach of winter,

and bury themselves iu the mud. It is fre-

quently the case that the sable boatman paddles

his rude craft along the inlet until he reaches

some dark eddy where he suspects the terrapins

make their home. No visible sign indicates the

presence of the game, but the cunning fisher

stops his boat and begins tapping lightly on the

gunwale with the paddle. In a few minutes

there is a swirl in the water, and a black head

pops up and two steely eyes peer out in every

direction to locate the unwonted disturbance.

The first head is quickly followed by another

and another until the surface of the pool is

knobbed with them, and then the fisher knows

that he has discovered a rich find. Carefully

the drag-net, with its heavy sinkers attached

to the lower edge, is thrown out, and the boat

circles slowly around so that the net may sur-

round the terrapins. The sinkers frighten them,

and they make a rush to escape and are caught

in the bag of the net, which is quickly hauled

ashore on the mud bank and the captured terra-

pins transferred to a box in the boat. In this

manner several dozen are sometimes captured

at one haul.

The terrapins are graded according to size.

The favorite size is six inches in length, but a

full-grown terrapin often measures niue inches.

The six-inch terrapin, however, is the standard
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grade, and after the fisherman has secured a

load he paddles his l)oat to the nearest " crawl
"

and disposes of the catch to the proprietor. The

regular price has been fifty cents apiece until

the storm, but since then high prices have been

the rule.

The owner of the " crawl " has a high picket

fence erected across the outlet of some little

creek, the upper and lower ends, below high-

water mark, being protected by wire netting,

so that the tide may circulate freely. Inside

this enclosure he has a huge box, thirty or forty

feet in length and the breadth of the creek, in

which theterrapins are placed. They are fed

once a day with scraps of fish, the smaller fry

being purchased from the fishermen for that

purpose, aud thev soon become so tame that

when the signal for feeding-time is given by

tapping on the planking of the box, a general

scramble ensues, and the terrapins will wriggle

up to the edge of the crawl and take the bits

offish from the hands of their owner, just like

pet chickens. They grow very rapidly in con-

finement, and in the early spring and summer
they creep out on the banks and lay their eggs,

which are hatched by the sun, so that in a few

weeks the " crawl " will be alive with young
" cooters," many of them not bigger than a sil-

ver dollar. The little fellows keep pretty close

during the helpless da3-s of their infancy, before

their shells harden, as they are a prey, in their

natural state, to raccoons, otters, and larger fish

of various kinds. In their native haunts they

creep ashore at night aud deposit their eggs in

the warm sand, frequently so close to the mar-

gin of the bluff that it is a source of wonder

that they do not lose their hold and tumble

back into the water.

When a raccoon captures a terrapin, he fast-

ens his fangs into the soft part just back of the

point of the bottom shell, and tears away the

flesh, leaving the empty shell after he has feasted

on the contents. Sometimes the raccoon makes

the mistake of being too eager, and places his

foot in close proximity to the head of the terra-

pin, which quickly seizes it in a death-like grip.

If the combat chance to take place at a point

below high-water mark, the terrapin holds the

raccoon in its grip until the frenzied animal, in

desperation, either gnaws his foot off at the joint

aud escapes, or succumbs to the rising tide, the

victim of his own appetite.

When the shipping season opens, the terra-

pins are carefully packed in barrels and loaded

on the big steamers for Northern markets. The
terrapins are very sensitive to heat and cold,

and in stowing them away great care must be

exercised to secure an even temperature, for if

the air around them is too hot they suffocate

during the voyage and if too cold they die from

the chill.

The old-time manner of cooking terrapins, in

vogue among the slaves, was by burying them
in the embers of a hot wood fire and allowing

them to remain until cooked through and

through. They were then raked out of the

ashes, the shell carefully removed, and the de-

licious white meat picked out aud seasoned with

salt and pepper. The flesh thus prepared pre-

serves a richer flavor than when the terrapins

are dressed and prepared after modern usages.

In November the big steamers take on big

deck-loads of the mammoth green turtles that

are caught on the islands off the coast of Georgia

and Florida. These huge creatures frequently

weigh as much as three to four hundred pounds,

and are captured on the sandy beaches of those

secluded islands when they leave the water at

night to ramble along the lonely shores. It

takes an expert to " turn " one of the big turtles.

Unless it is done very quickly, the animal

reaches out its flippers and glides away from

its tormentor into the water. But an expert

will tip the monster up on the edge of its shell

and lay it flat on its back where it flounders

about perfectly helpless and at the mercy of its

captor.

In shipping the big turtles, boxes half filled

with sea sand are prepared on deck, and the

turtles are laid flat on their backs inside, with

a bunch of moss for a pillow to keep the animal

from bruising its head on the voyage. In this

manner they arrive in New York, "alive and

kicking," and are purchased by the restaurateurs

and hotel-keepers to be transfjrmed into the

highly prized turtle soup of the epicure. In

Sixth Mouth the large turtles go ashore to de-

posit their eggs in the hot sand, and parties of

young people visiting the summer resorts have

no end of fun on "turtle turning" expeditions,

which involve long strolls on the shining beaches,

under the glow of the great semi-tropic stars.

The nests of both the terrapin and the tur-

tle are so cunningly concealed that the tyro

might search for an indefinite period without

finding the eggs, unless by accident. A deep

hole is excavated in the soft earth by the hind

foot of the animal, and in this the eggs, from

one to two dozen are carefully deposited. The
mouth of the narrow aperture is then carefully

closed and the ground smoothed over with the

flippers. The breezes that forever sweep those

solitary shores soon obliterate the tracks of the

animal and every sign of its nest. It is only

by the most careful observation and long ex-

perience that the egg-hunter is enabled to locate

the nests. When the eggs are found they are

eaten with great relish.

The catching of the genuine' diamond-back
terrapins has been followed so persistently along

the coast that they are not nearly so plentiful

as they were some years ago, before the coast-

traders discovered that they were in such de-

mand in Northern markets. But a couple of

skilled fishermen, at present prices, are now en-

abled to make from one to two hundred dollars

a month catching them during the season, aud
one dealer whose " crawl " was destroyed by the

October storm, lost two thousand terrapins,

which he valued at five thousand dollars, show-

ing that the shipper finds the business lucrative,

even after paying a good price to the fishermen.
—New York Evening Post.

Reteibutiox.—We cannot hurt our neigh-

bors in the sliglitest manner, wilfully, and escape

a deeper injury ourselves.

No feelings, no doctrines, no practices are

good and true in themselves which we do not,

in some degree at least, feel to be good and

true.

The thought that we cannot harm another

without suffering injury ourselves should make
a deep and lasting impression on our minds.

In every evil act there is concealed the germ
of retribution, which will sooner or later spring

into active life and produce bitter fruit.

When we have once put evil forces at work
we cannot stop their progression.

The spiritual law of consequence works as

surely as any law of the natural world, and in

some way we will be hurt.

Happy for us if that hurt is productive of re-

pentance.

—

Ex.

" Be pitiful, for every man is fighting a hard

battle."

The Discipline—Its Origin and History.

(Continued from page 236.) ,

The two decades between 1860 and 1880 sa

still greater changes among Friends on bot

continents.

In England exemption from ecclesiastic*

demands, an active interest iu municipal

national government, together with the methot

introduced in connection with the Home a

Foreign Mission, Adult School aud other

ligious and philanthropic work, made its in

press on the Society. Ninety Friends were »

apart in the spring of 1882 to revise the Boo
of Dicipline, and they produced by the time ('

the next Yearly Meeting the Fifth and last i

tiou which retains the doctrinal, practical an

disciplinary divisions of the previous edition-

rearranged and enlarged into an octavo volun

with an elaborate index. The meetings on Mil

istry and Oversight* had been reconstituted
:

1876, the Advices and Queries having been fi

vised the previous year with important chang

in the organization of the Meeting for Suffi

ings.f

The concluding paragraph of the preface I

this edition contains the passage :
" May itev(

be borne in mind that rules, however wisely d

vised or carefully digested, if acted on wit

a mere rigid adherence to the letter, will ten

only to formalis)n. . . that wisdom, patieno

forbearance and love ought always to preva

in the hearts of those engaged in its admini

tration." This agrees substantially with a pa

sage taken from the first printed volume i

just a century earlier, viz :
" We are not, ho;

ever, without a clear sense that this publicatic

will prove insufiicient to produce the d(

effect, unless we are very careful to move at

act under the immediate influence of the spii

of Christ in the pure love of the gospel ; a clo

adherence to which would render a multiplicil

of rules unnecessary."

It is but just to state, whatever changes hai

been made in order to allow of greater indivl

ual liberty, that iu some respects, the latii

editions speak with increasing clearness, as ii

instance about the disuse of intoxicants; tl

entire abolition of slavery all over the work

the substitution in all cases of arbitration f<

war ; the necessity af absolute purity in thougi

and life both for men and women, and wit

regard to education.

In moral reforms the Society will com pa

very favorably now with any previous perio

as is abundantly verified by consulting tl

Monthly Meeting records on either side of tl

Atlantic fifty or one hundred years back

;

there is some consolation in the midst of mui

which must distress the honest-hearted in oi

Israel. One can quite appreciate the feeliii

expressed by John L. Rountree after a caret

examination of the several editions we have j

viewed, when he expressed how much one

impressed " with a sense of the enormous kib

which has been bestowed upon the book by to

generations of good men;" and how contiiui

changes in calligraphy, spelling, the meuuii

of words, the style of composition and in I

arrangement of materials, are patent even

the " cursory reader."
" Then, behind these literary changes whii

lie as it were on the surface, there are the co

* From 1727, wlien Friends in the station of Eld

first sat with ministers their " Meetings of Ministi

and Elders," were regularly held until 1876, when t

name was changed.

t Women Friends are now admitted to an eqi

voice and share in its deliberative <
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lant evidences of change in the religious com
unity, whose thoughts these pages reflect—
langes in ideals, modes of action, estimates of

oral and ethical significance of the details of

iman conduct. The ebbing and flowing of

liritual zeal, the swinging of the doctrinal

;ndulum with alluring conceptions of the ob-

cts and limitations of associated church ac-

Sn."*
To cite instances of the changed meaning of

ords. In 1690 young persons are counselled

,';ainst being led into any forward brickie (brit-

e), or uncertain aflections to their own hurt
this great concern " of marriage."

In 1708 " sensible " (spiritual) Friends are

acouraged to be diligent in visiting meetings.

In 1715 the Yearly Meeting records with

irrow how some "young men instead of ob-

rving y" gospel exhortation to be s<iber-

iinded, have given way to lightness and vanity,

jid y' pernicious efiects thereof have led them
to pride, so that some have cut off good heads

' hair, and put on long, extravagant and gay
iggs-"

References to these " wiggs " and women's
high heads" do not appear in any printed

litiun of The Discipline, neither the paragraph
i)out singing, issued in 1675, which concludes,

but where any do or shall abuse the Power
I'God or are Immoderate or do either (serious

ghiug, sensible groaning or reverent singing)

i

Immitation which rather Burdens than Edi-
2S, such ought to be privately admonished,
iless rebellious, for that Life,Spirit and Power
Risen in the church which doth distinguish

id hath power accordingly to Judge."
Excellent suggestions about education were
ven by George Fox, but it was more than one
jndred years before Ackworth School gave
ifinite expression to them.
There is another subject connected with " the

reading of Truth " worthy of mention. The
rculation of the approved writings of Friends
(as primarily committed to the Meeting for Suf-

jrings, which was charged with the inspection

I'
all books setting forth the taith and practice

' the Society.
" The Hecond-day Morning Meeting " also ex-

lised considerable supervision over such pub-
cations, but in course of time this was relaxed

[

England, and now most of the paragraphs
!i the subject have been removed, allowing
most any range of literature professedly in

e interest of the Society—a very doubtful im-
•ovement.

In 1691 each Monthly Meeting was directed

buy at least two copies of all such books as

ere approved by the Meeting for Sufferings

i)8tiug sixpence each, and one copy if the price

Kceeded a shilling.
(To be concluded.)

'

For "The Friend."

:he Lord in the Whirlwind and the Cold.

,

" Out of the South cometh the whirlwind, and
,)ld out of the North. By the breath of God
i08t is given ; and the breadth of the waters is

Taightened"—until the man of little faith,

'nid the loss of his material goods and the an-

!jish of his body, cries out in bitterness, " Can
le God that so smites his children be good?"

. But in the Divine dealings with men, is not
iie body secondary to the soul? The body is

s grass, the flower whereof falleth away, but
lie souls of men are so precious that for them
ihrist died. Though God ride on the storm
ad the tempest, it is on love's errand to show

^Friends' Quarterly Examiner, Tenth Month, 1898.

to men, amid the wreckage of temporal thin^
that perish, the beauty of the unseen things that
endure, seeking to open in all hearts, through
the fellowship of suffering, the love that burns
low in men's hearts in seasons of fatness ; for at

such times we are so content with the sweetness
of the honey-comb that we are prone to forget

God and our fellow-man, the love of self be-

comes more and more firmly established in the

heart, all whose strength should be given to

the love of God and the neighbor. But our
heavenly Father is not willing that the soul

should so dwindle and starve. As in private
trouble, so in times of public distress (as when
the earth is visited by the whirlwind and the
cold), He draws, in an especial manner, near
to his children, whom He would turn towards
a better country than this earthly, even an
heavenly

; whom He would teach to look away
from the strength of the finite hands to the

powerof theEverlasting Arms ; whom He would
teach to have love one for another. What though
the body do suffer and the fruit be blasted in

the vines, if the soul is thereby drawn out of itself

into a living sympathy with fellow-sufferers, and
being touched with a real sense of the common
brotherhood of all men, goes forth to help an-

other? Truly does such a soul, while looking,

not at the things which are seen, but at the

things which are not seen, realize in measure
with the apostle, that, though the outward man
perish, yet the inward is renewed day by day

;

for his light affliction, which is but for a mo-
ment, worketh for him a far more exceeding and
eternal weight of glory. S.

Ann Hunt was closely tied by domestic
anxieties and care, which lay heavily upon her,

and physically she was never strong; yet these

were probably the means by which she gained
that discipline of heart, and that clear vision

which looked beyond the perplexities of the

world and gave confidence and strength to others.

In many ways hers was a lonely life, but instead

of dwelling on it she lived "to find that those

who give their love freely to others are never
really lonely, never uncared for nor unloved."—Memorial by Matilda Sturge.

Items Concerning the Society.

The Tract Association of Friends of Philadelphia
last mouth distributed about 6,000 of its publica-
tions. It also issued four of them in the Spanish
language, with a view of sewing the good seed in

Spanish America and elsewhere.

" It is not our first consideration and concern,"
says The British Friend, " to work for peace and
union, but to work for the cause of Truth and Jus-
tice and Love. The cause of Quakerism, whether
in England or America, is only important in so far

as it makes for this."

William Marshall was present at the London
Meeting for Sufferings, on his way to Bolivia, South
America, with a minute of liberation from Iowa
Ye.irly Meeting " to reside among the people of that
partially civilized country, still in gross spiritual

darkness. He gave the meeting a feeling statement
of his concern, which met with considerable ex-
pression of sympathy, whilst some unspoken hesi-

tation was felt, and afterwards expressed, in view
of a Friend of about seventy years of age leaving
wife and family for service so far away, and under
circumstances which even a young and strong mis-
sioner would feel to be extremely arduous. He
reminded us that the Spanish Catholics tolerated

no dissent, and that at least three native tribes are

cannibals. Much could not be done publicly, and
any private effort would also require acquaintance
with the languages of the people. William Mar-
shall sailed from Liverpool on the tenth ult."

—

" We have received," says the British Friend, " a
copy of the new volume of Prexenl-Daij Papers,
edited by J. Wilhelm Kowntree and Henry B.
Binns, of York. It contains a brief preface ex-
jilaining the objects of the series, and an editorial
entitled ' The Outlook,' in which the position and
work of the Society of Friends is reviewed with
much freshness and" power.
"A comparison is drawn between the position of

the Society at three periods—1699, 1799 and 1899
—and its relations to some of the great forces that
moved the world at those times. The development
of Evangelicalism during this century is outlined
with sympathy and with discrimination, and it is

concluded that ' Home Mission work, in its later

and broader development [illustrated by the Man-
chester Conference and the Scarborough Summer
School], has shown, once and for all, the absolute
necessity of combining intellectual earnestness and
tolerance with evangelistic zeal.' The writers ap-
prove the payment of settled workers by the Home
Mission Committee, urging, however, that ' pro-
fessionalism, with its clerical tendencies and ac-
companying parasitism,' must be carefully guarded
against—and that how to do this ' is a practical
question we have yet to answer.' We have grave
doubts whether it can be answered. No further
allusion, we observe, is made to the great struggle
with sacerdotalism which is now upon our nation,
and which should give the Society of Friends an
unique opportunity of proclaiming our funda-
mental message of the nearness of Christ to men,
and of the democratic character of the Church
which He came to found."

Notes from Others.

" The Quaker method is to present, not a plan of
salvation so much as a power of salvation."

Dr. John G. Paton's reports for the past year tell

of eleven hundred and two South Sea Islanders
won from cannibalism to Christianity, one mission-
ary alone receiving two hundred adults into church
membership. A translation of the New Testament
into another of the island languages has been fin-

ished by Dr. Paton, and will soon be issued.

An Effect of Fiction.— Josephine Kipling, the

eldest child of Rudyard Kipling, was whipped for

telling a fib, and went to bed, sobbing rebelliously :

"1 think it's real mean, so there! My pa writes

great big whoppers, and everybody thinks they're

lovely ; while I just told a tiny little story, and got
whipped and sent to bed?"

—

Methodist Churchman.

H. K. Carroll, formerly editor of the N. Y. In-

dependent, in an article on the church of Rome,
says : "It is destined to survive the assaults of the
future, as it has survived thoseof the past, learning
something from them, changing just a little, but

profiting morefrom the example of a spiritual Protest-

autism. I am disposed to prophesy a very gradual
reformation. . . . 'The church does not call

councils to annul doctrinal declarations or revise

its creeds, but it grows away from the things which
have lost the vital principle."

How comes it that we have in our language
such a sinister word as " priest craft?" If a priest

he a reputable person his craft ought not to be a
disreputable craft. Whence again such unpleas-

antly suggestive phrases as " sacerdotal assump-
tion," " prelatical tyranny," "hierachical pride

"

and the like? It is easy enough to attribute the

coining of such words to pure spite, but while that

would account for their getting into circulation, it

would nor account for their staying in circulation.

A far more probable account of their genesis and of

their prevalence is that they stand for and describe

certain very real and objectionable misrepresenta-

tions of what the ministry was designed by Christ

to bp.— Wm. R. Huntington (Rector of Grace Church,

N. Y.)

Speaking generally, the life of a minister's wife
is one long course of discipline, self-denial, self-

control and increasing forethought. I can frankly

say, out of closest experience, that among the moral
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heroines and the social victors who snatch triumph

out of the elements of defeat, none are more worthy

of the crown of praise than ministers' wives. Be-

sides fighting grim poverty, often wolfish and ter-

rible, or walking the chalk line of strict economy,

she has to bear with the moods and tempers of a

husband who, usually in proportion to his success

as a preacher or pastor, suffers from nerve-exhaus-

tion, and so has to be comforted and nourished

with all the resources of a woman's tactful con-

sideration.—J. Malcom Smith.

"Am I therefore become your enemy, because I

tell you the truth ?" Such bitter experiences are

avoidable only by avoiding truth-telling. The

minister who does not speak the truth with a loving

heart is himself to be bla iied that the truth he

speaks is not loved ; but not the love of God can

make his loving words lovely to souls that love

sin. And ministers are not to be astonished that

many in their congregation, and some, too, in their

church, tire of " so much Gospel," and would like

to exchange him for one who makes " orations " on

more interesting subjects. Ministers have no right

to complain that they can barely get a living iu

their work. They get as much as they had reason

to expect when they decided to be ministers.—J.

Malcom Smith.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The treaty of peace, as ratified by

the Senate, was signed by the President and Secretary

Hay on the 10th inst.

'Ihe State Department has refused to recognize the

claim of the Austro-Hungarian Government for in-

demnity, for its subjects killed and injuied by Sheriff

Martin's posse during the Hazleton strike, in 1897.

In a legal opinion it is held that there has been no

denial of justice in the case, a jury having decided that

the strikers were violating the law, and had refused to

obey the Sheriff^'s demand, when they were shot.

Chairman Cannon of the Appropriations Committee

of the House, has sounded a note of warnii^g against

extravagant appropriations, and practically served

notice that neither the Ship Subsidy bill nor the Nica-

ragua Canal bill could be passed at this session. He
also declared that the deficiency of revenue for the

year would be $159,000,000, or one-third greater than

Secretary Gage had estimated.

The Senate sub-committee which has been consider-

ing the Army Reorganization bill has finished its work,

making several changes in the bill as passed by the

House. Among these is the restoration of the post

canteen, but limiting its sale to malt and non-intoxicat-

ing beverages. It is hoped that the Senate will not

agree to this mischievous measure.

Some of the Indians, of the United States are among
the richest farmers in the world. The annual income

of the Osage tribe, for instance, consisting of only 1729

persons, including children, is |442,044, or $256.24 for

each man, woman and child.

A Washington despatch says that American troops

will be withdrawn from Cuba beginning next montli.
" In reducing the number of troops in Cuba, the Ad-
ministration has a double purpose to give the Cubans
an opportunity to demonstrate that they can govern

themselves, and to save the American soldiers from

the dangers of a rainy season."

General Otis on the 7th inst., cabled additional de-

tails of the fighting at Manila on Seventh-day and First-

day, and also an additional list of the casualties on the

American side, which he says will probably aggregate

250. The Filipino losses, killed, wounded and prisoners,

are probably 4,000. The insurgent army, numbering
over 20,000, was armed with quick firing and Krupp
guns and thelatesl pattern Mauser rifles. Quite a num-
ber of Spanish soldiers were in the insurgent service

and served the artillery. Two Krupp guns and a great

many rifles were captured. On the 6th inst., the Ameri-
can forces captured the water works pumping station,

six miles out of the city. General Otis has notified the

War Department that he has 5,600 prisoners at Manila
to return to Spain.

A Manila de.spatch says the Filipinos are unable to

understand the humane motives which prompted the

victors to succor the wounded of the enemy.
The American forces at Manila on the 10th inst.

arternoon made a combined attack upon Caloocan and
reduced it without difficulty. "The rebels were movfed
down like grass, but the American loss was slight."

Prior to the attack the Filipinos' earthworks were
shelled by the monitor 3Ionadnock and the Utah bat-

tery. Several tons of Spanish shells, evidently stolen

from the arsenal at Cavite and hidden in the vicinity of

Parauque, have been unearthed by soldiers of the Four-

teenth Infantry and brought to IvJanila. The Ameri-
can forces under General Miller captured lloilo, capi-

tal of the so-called Visayan Federation, on the 11th

lust., after a bombardment. The rebels set fire to the

town before evacuating it, but the American troops

extinguished the flames. There were no casualties on
the American side.

The 7th inst. was the coldest of the winter in Denver.

The Weather Bureau thermometer registered 21 below
zero. Cheyenne, Wyo., reported 28 below zero. The
weather is fair. The loss of live stock will be heavy. It

is estimated that 60,000 sheep in southern Colorado

are dying of cold and hunger. Many flocks have been

abandoned by the herders.

"Another twenty-four houre of weather such as has

been sweeping over Wyoming since February 1st, and
50 per cent, of the cattle of Wyoming will be dead,"

said Frank Hunter. " The winter is without exception

the worst that has ever been experienced in that part

of the country. There is not a shrub or bunch of grass

of any kind visible between this city [Denver] and
Western Wyoming along the railroad, and it is almost

impossible for the cattle to find anything to eat. The
loss will be almost incalculable, as thousands < f cattle

are down already. I'liose left standing are in the last

stages of suflering from cold and hunger. '1 hey have
reached the semi-conscious state, when they begin to

look for something as a support. From the car win-

dows the cattle can be seen leaning back against the

fences. Of course my information is only regarding

the caitle along the railroad line, but it is highly pro-

bable that the same comlition exists all over the State."

In this city on the 11th inst the Weather Bureau
thermometer registered 6i^iy degrees below zero at 7.30

A. M. At 4 p. M. the thermometer ranged 5 degrees

above zero.

On the 13th a storm of unprecedented severity, with

heavy snow and high winds ragtd throughout the At-

lantic coast States, from Florida to New England. Ex-
traordinarily low temperature prevailed in the South,

the zero line extending through Central Louisiana,

Southern Mississipi, Southern Alabama and Central

Georgia.
The storm in the State put transportation of all sorts

at a stand^till. Reports fiom various points tell of

trains that were snow-bound or delayed. Country

roads were impa-sable, with drifts in some places ten

feet in height. Wild animals came down from the

mountains to seek shelter in the towns.

The snow storm of the 12th and 13th insts. is proba-

bly the most severe Philadelphia has ever experi-

enced. From eight o'clock Seventh-day night until

midnight of Second-day, about twenty inches of snow
fell. A gale blew all day on the 13th at a velocity of

thirty-six to forty miles an hour. The snow drifted

rapidly, and railroad and street railway traSic, which
.was very irregular during the day, was practically sus-

pended by night. On the 13lh the temperature ranged

from 8 to 10 degrees above zero.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 569, which is 57 more than the previous week and
63 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 285 were males and 284 females : 90

died of pneumonia ; 67 of consumption ; 46 of heart

disease ; 41 of typhoid fever ; 22 of apoplexy ; 20 of

diphtheria; 18 of old age ; 16 of inflammation of the

brain ; 16 of cancer ; 15 of influenza ; 14 of convulsions
;

14 of nephritis ; 12 of brondiitis ; 10 of Bright's disease

;

9 of paralysis
; 9 of inflammation of the stomach and

bowels, and 7 from casualties.

Markets, &c. — U. S. 2'§, 99 a 100 ; 4's, reg., 112} a

112|; coupon, 112| a 113J ; new 4's, 128 a 128J ;
5's,

lllj a 112} ; new 3's, 106J a 107J.
Cotton closed on a basis of 6|c. per lb. for middling

uplands.

Feed. —Winter bran, in bulk, quoted at $16.25 a

1516.75, and spring, in sacks, $15.75 a §16.25 per ton.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a $3.00 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.10 a $3.30
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.15 a $3.3 -,5 do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; do., patent,

$3.60 a $3.80 ; spring, clear, $2.95 a $3.20 ; do. straight,

$3.50 a $3.85; do. patent, $3.90 a $4.10; do. favorite

brands, $4.15 a $4.30 ; city mills, extra, $2.75 a $3 00
;

do., clear, $3.30 a $3.50 ; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70
;

do., patent, $3.90 a $4.25. Rye Flodr.— $3.30 per

barrel for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.
—$1.90 a $2.00 per 100 pounds, as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75.' a 75^ c.

No. 2 mixed corn, old, 41 a 41}c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 36^c.

Foreign.— .-\u amendment to the a''dress to

throne, condemning " the lawlessness in the Churc
was rejected by the House of Commons on the 9th in

by a vote of 221 to 89.

It is announced by the British Medical Journal t!

an International Congress on tuberculosis and
methods for combating it will be held in Berlin fr

Fifth Month 23rd to 27th.

Rear Admiral Douglas, commanding the Brit

East India Station, sails for Muscat on the 10th

support the protest against the Sultan of Oman's le

of a coaling station to France.
The German Emperor has a paper published i

printed exclusively for himself and the Empress,
is the Imperial Gazette, of Berlin, containing a cl

and concise daily summary of the world's news. 1

edition ^f this paper consists of two copies, doubt]

the smallest edition of any papi-r published.

The Annual report of the American Chamber
Commerce of Paris has been compiled by Edwi
Green, and will appear next week. Statistics sh

that the value of the goods imported last year from
United States into France exceeds all [last records,!

amounts to 633,858,000 francs. The United State;

now for the fir,-t time the c uutry from which Frai

imports the greatest amount of goods, Great Brit

coming second on the list with 484,709,000 frar

Hitherto Great Britain has been at the top of the

as the largest exporter to France.

There is now a small steamer on the Dead Sea.

News from official Japanese sources, received by
steamer Empress of Japan, is to the effect that the F
mosa rebellion is practically ended. Seven rebel ch

tains surrendered to the Japanese troops last moD
and two others were killed. Several bodies of arn

rebels laid down their arms on condition that tl

would be pardoned.

It is denied that arms were sold at Hong Kong
the Philippine insurgents with the knowledge of

German Government.
The world's navies employ 1,696,000 men.
The gold production of the world for the first t

years of 1800 averaged $13,000,000. The output 1

year was $286,218,954, an increase over 189/ of $'

000,000.

Eight asteroids were discovered in 1898.

NOTICES.
In consequence of the great storm which 1

prevailed in this city and neighborhood duri

the early part of the week, the Issue of t
number has been unavoidably delayed.

Concord Quarterly Meeting.— On account

the st.rm Concord Quarterly Meeting adjourned

Third-day, Second Month 21st.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meet
of the Committee on Instruction will be held i

enth-day the 25th instant at 10 A. M.

George M. Comfort, Clerl

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meet

of the Committee on Admissions will be held

Committee Room on Seventh-day, the 18th inst., at

o'clock A. M. John W. Biddle, Cterl

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

the admission of pupils to the school, and lettere

regard to instruction and discipline should be

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principa

Payments on account of board and tuitioi

communications in regard to business should 1

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintenden

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenie

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage '

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met w
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. Tn reach the school'

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedlev, Sup'

Died, on the twenty-ninth of Twelfth Month, li

at her late residence in JIarshallton, Chester Co.,

Sophia Embree, widow of Joshua Embree, in

eighty-fifth year; a member of Bradford Monthly
Particular Meetings.

, on the thirtieth of First Month, 1899,

Kennett Square, Pa, Margareti'A J. Merc:
of Sharpless Mercer, in the seventy-second year of

age. A member of London Grove Monthly Mee^

of Friends.
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The Lord's Additions to the Church.

1 \When the early church membership was form-

hi-,
" the Lord added daily to the church," says

\i book of Acts, "such as should be saved."

ltd into this last clause no predestination is

ii'ected by the Revised Version which so cor-

ritly reads, "such as were being saved.'"

iFhe Lord always adds a true convert to his

Lurch before men can add him to one of their

eirches. He becomes a Church member as

3n as the Lord receives him and He the Lord

his head over all things; and he becomes a

itmber of some special organization or church

l|soon as men receive him there. The interval

Ditime between the Lord's addition of him to

b Church and men's to their church may be

liirter or longer—even the residue of his days

-without altering the fact that he is a church

Imber, having a spiritual fellowship in the

y, universal Church, the communion ofsaints,

"or the Lord hath received him."

Phis, accordingly, is the apostolic description

£e "seal" of membership in the Church of

st, namely :
" The Lord knoweth them that

i! his," as having the Spirit of Christ (Rom.

iji: 9), and departing from iniquity (2 Tim.

it 19). Church membership in Christ then is

fellowship between the Lord and individual

jjils, these necessarily through Him having

Piowship together. Men cannot unite the two,

sd what the Lord hath joined together, man
Is no authority to put asunder. An associa-

Ln or society can join a member to itself or

rease him ; but the Lord alone can add one

t his Church, and sin alone would separate

In from it.

Therefore we, like as all other Christian de-

iminations shall, while composed of a mixture

r Christ's church members and others, more
ffely name ourselves a Society ;—while power-

lis to admit any into Christ's Church, yet band-
I together in the interest of his Church for

mtual help in becoming its members and in

!/ing as such. So then our Society contains a

lurch of such members as are born of the Spirit

and abide in Him ; and all other religious de-

nominations likewise contain no more of a

church than they contain of such living Chris-

tians. Each one of these has been added to the

Church by the Lord, and added to the Society

by its own rules of association. It is a blessed

condition when a religious society and the

church within its membership are completely

identical. It is their purpose so to be, but we
cannot point to a body which has succeeded in

fulfilling that purpose.

The New Testament word for " church " sim-

ply meaning an assembly, or congregation, the

word "society" translates it more obviously

than does the obscurer word "church." But no

objection can properly be made to the word

church, in its sense of Christian congregation or

society, so that advantage is not taken of its

lack of transparency to mystify it with super-

stitions or assumptions.

The only thing that we could consistently

mean, should we say that we have taken a man
into the church, is that the Lord has previous-

ly received him into his Church, and ours has

acknowledged the fact.

As in the primitive church, so we trust that

in the present day the Lord is daily adding to

the Church those whom He has drawn to " re-

pentance toward God and faith towards their

Lord Jesus Christ," and so having entered the

fold by the door they are being saved, as " re-

conciled by his death, and, so being reconciled,

much more saved by his life." Various stages

of spiritual progress, from lambs to the sheep

that know his voice, are enfolded in his Church

of those who are being saved. The Shepherd

himself or through his servants gathered

them and has himself added them to his fellow-

ship. And as these, being the body of Christ,

are members one of another, they will watch

over one another for good, and not shift their

incumbent pastorship to one man, but live in

the acknowledgment that as One is their Master

He is their pastor, even Christ the Shepherd

i bishop of their souls, and all members are

brethren in mutual interest and service.

As an appendix to our remarks in last num-

ber entitled " In Spirit and in Truth," the fol-

lowing, which we had not before seen, has been

sent in for an encouragement, so far as it goes,

to Friends. For this purpose, and for further

information on the signs of the times, we pre-

sent it here. We do not expect all its expres-

sions to come up to our standard for worship

—

indeed, our own general practice does not. But

we hope those quiet-hour opportunities will soon

outgrow the habit of having a human " leader"

on hand, and that a diiference will be realized

between " meditation" and " worship." Medita-

tion, we apprehend, implies an exercise and
conducting of our thoughts on our own part,

and worship an inward silence and surrender

of the mind to the Holy Spirit, that He may
exercise our thoughts and heart himself.

The Quiet Hour.
One of the most hopeful signs of the times is

that, in these bustling days, the minds of teas of

thousands of young Christians are finding strength

and comfort in the thought of personal, direct

communion with God. In part, this tendency is

doubtless due to a reaction from the intense ma-
terialism of the years through which we have just

passed. The last half of the nineteenth century, it

is a commonplace to remark, has been the age of

sudden fortunes, of successful inventions, of mar-

vellous triumphs over nature, the age almost of the

annihilation of time and space by the steam-engine

and the electric telegraph. With all this material

success God has been removed into the background.

Second causes have been exalted to the throne of

the universe. Success has been deified, and to " get

there," in the vulgar phrase, has been considered

the sum of all good.

It was inevitable that, sooner or later, a reaction

should come from this spirit of crass materialism.

It is most cheering that we can see some signs that

the tide has already turned, and that the super-

natural will not be so ruthlessly disregarded in the

days to come.

I hope I shall not be regarded as indulging in

^veeping generalizations. I fully recognize the

fact that, during all these years of the triumph of

materialism, there have been many rare souls that

have not bowed the knee to Baal ; there have beeu

many kindred spirits with whom John Tauler and

Thomas a Kempis and Madame Guyou could hold

sweet converse. Nor would I claim that the reac-

tion has set in with tremendous force, for I recog-

nize the fact that very many nominal Christians

would still find the language of communion with

God an unknown tongue.

Nevertheless, I maintain that it is true that the

tide has turned, and with great hope I look forward

to the coming century as one that shall be charac-

terized by a closer walk with God.

One sign of this new trend is found in the preva-

lence of doctrines which many of us regard as most

defective, if not absurd, like theosophy, Christian

science and the like. However dangerous some

may consider these views, however they may heap

derision upon them as " fads," it is beyond a ques-

tion that they indicate a far more healthy state of

mind than utter indiflTerence to spiritual and eter-

nal Truth. However extravagantly mind may be

exalted over matter, it is better than the dull and

pagan indiflTerence which allows matter without a

protest to lord it over mind.

But there are better and more hopeful signs to

be considered. The sale of devotional books of the

most devout and spiritual type, the popularity of
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Murray and McGregor and Morgan and half-a-

dozen other devotional writers that might be named,

the eagerness with which hundreds and thousands

of ministers hung upon the words of F. B. Meyer,

on h's recent visit to this country—are among the

tangible indications of a wide- reaching desire on

the part of Christians for a knowledge of the secret

truths of God. There are thousands who are say-

ing with 'fhomas a Kempis, "0 God, who art the

Trutli, make me one with thee in everla-ting love.

I am often weary of reading and weary of hearing
;

in thee alone is the sum of my desires. Let all

teachers be silent ; let the whole creation be dumb
before thee, and do thou only speak unto my soul."

One of tlie signs which may be added to those

bffore mentioned of the return to a deeper spir-

itual life is found in the popularity of a sugges-

tion made to the Christian Endeavor hosts a few

months ago in regard to the observance of "the

quiet hour." This suggestion was tliat all who de-

sired a closer walk with God should take pains to

secure it by setting apart, regularly and cunscien-

tiously, a short time at the beginning of each day

for meditation and communion, and for the devo-

tional reading of the Bible. It was simply an adapta-

tion of an old idea to modern needs.

To make this movement tangible and definite, it

was proposed that a simple organization should be

formed to be called the Comrades of the Quiet

Hour. This organization was to have no meetings,

no officers, and no dues were to be exacted, but the

members should be bound together by a simple

covenant, which reads as follows: "Trusting in

the L' rd Jesus Christ for strength, I will make it

the rule of my life to set apart at least fifteen min-

utes every day, if possible in the early morning, for

quiet meditation and direct communion with God."

Any one, young or old, could join.

No sooner was this proposal made than it was
accepted with eagerness by a multitude of young
Christians. Letters came pouring in by the hun-
dred, saying that the proposition met a need in the

lives of the writers, that already they had found

greHt joy and peace in carrying out the suggestions,

and that they desired to be enrolled as Comrades
of the Quiet Hour.

Already about ten thousand Christian Endeav-
orers have taken this covenant vow, and have en-

rolled themselves among the Comrades, and it is

believed that there are as many more, and perhaps
several times as many more, who have been influ-

enced to keep the morning watch with greater or

less regularity.

The letters that come in regard to this experience

are full of enthusia-tic expressions of the good that

has come to the writers from this "practice of the

presence of God," as Jeremy Taylor would call it.

" It has revolutionized my life ;" " It has made the

whole day bright and glad:" "Fifteen minutes is

all too short, and my Quiet Hour has grown to

thirty and sixty minutes;" ' I would not exchange
this hour of communion for all others that the week
affords," are some of the expressions from thou-

sands that might be quoted.

The fact that this movement has taken a deep
hold on the hearts of young Christians was shown
at the International Christian Endeavor Conven-
tion at Nashville, where the Quiet H<mr was the
most popular of all the sessions of the convention,
and the one oftenest referred to in private conver-
sation. And yet in these hours there was nothing
of excitement, linle of demonstration, no straining
after eloquence, but a persistent effort to lead [the]

audience to a self-surrendered life, and into the
holy of holies of communion with God.

It will be noticed that " the quiet hour " does not

mean simply a few moments spent in formal Bible

reading and prayer, but a conscious purpose to

realize God's presence, to be silent before the Most

High, and to come into the spirit and atmosphere

of prayer rather than to spend all the time in peti-

tion and supplication. It is a revival of the almost

lost art of meditation. It is a laying bare of the

soul before the unseen eye of the Alnnghty. It is

communion direct, immediate, with a personal God.

Such is the ideal, and that thousands and thous-

ands of the Comrades of the Quiet H mr in a meas-

ure attain to this, the letters which I receive fully

prove. If any of my readers desire to prove for

themselves the eternal truth that God still lends

a listening ear, and that it is possible to talk with

Him as a man talketh to a friend, the way is still

open for them also. The thousands who have
found the road to God do not block the way for

others, but for all the Israel of God the quiet hour

in the morning watcli may be the hour of refresh-

ment, of strength and jiy that shall last throughout

the day.

—

Francis E. Clark, in Sunday School Times

For "The Fkibnd."

Oaths, &c.

The editorial in No. 30 of The Friend, was
interesting and encouraging, and is another

evidence of the sure though gradual adoption

of Friends' principles and testimonies by the

discerning and thoughtful portion of the com-
munity at large.

In the same direction was the fact mentioned
by Judge Jnseph Hemphill of this judicial dis-

trict in a recent conversation, referring to a late

visit, of his to England, when he was invited to

a seat alongside of the Chief Justice, he observed
that the ailniinistering of oaths was very much,
if not entirely discnntinued, and in place of it

a simple affirmation of near the following words
was used :

" I solemnly promise and declare

that I will tell the truth, the whole truth, and
Dnthing but the truth"—during the repeating
of which the whole court stood up, giving to it

an impressive effect. W. P. T,

West Chester, Second Month 14th, 1899.

love, and while they are not drawn by rout;

church services, or by sermons made up out

warmed-over ideas, or by milk-and-water p|

osophy and theology, they are ready to

drawn anywhere where they can really hs

their souls fed with the bread of life. The co

mon peoi)le heard Jesus gladly because He h

a gospel for them. The common people
are all common people — hear gladly to-d

any man whose heart beats in harmony
the Divine purpose, and whose lips bei

genuine message of life and truth. Vital

and spiritual power are iotinitely more attra

ive, even to sinners, than monotonous preli

inary services and perfunctory prayers and s

moDS, however eloquent. Let there be
meeting-place in a city or community whi

the atleuders feel lifted up in spirit by a ti

sense of God's presence, and from which th

go home with souls fed and restored, and it «
not be long bef ire it will prove attractive,

draw thither both church-goersand theunsavi

Let us see to it that our Friends' meetings
such places.

—

American Friend.

Why Do We Go to

We may as well admit that the time has
come, or is fast ap|)roaching, when most people
will not go to places of worship unless the

forces which draw them there are stronger than
the rival attactions which have grown so nu-

merous in our days. In other words, the mere
custom of church-going is passing away, and
people go only when they are drawn, so that

the great question is. What will draw ? Trained
choirs, sensational preaching, church entertain-

ments, interestingand instructive lecture courses,

are some of the well-known ways of attracting

attenders. Such methods, however, at once enter

into competition with the opera and theatre,

and the church soon degenerates into " a highly
respectable show-place," and the young people
have their appetites whetted for still more sen-

sational and " professional " entertainments.

There seems to be no permanent way ofdraw-
ing people to places of worship except the good
old-fashioned way of making them centres of
spiritual life and power. If men and women
can be made to feel that our religious meetings,

jr divine services, are times when the soul

meets God and renews its strength, they will

not find it hard to leave other things and come.
There are multitudes who have a genuine hun-
ger for God, and for a sense of his presence and

Jess Goingto.

Yes. I know her only too well. Her nai

is often on the lips of certain of my you
friends, but I am sorrj' to say that my oj)ini

of her is not very good. It is said that you c

always tell a person's character—even thato:

child — by the company which he or she kee

Now, Jess Goingto may generally be fou

band in hand with that very questionable chi

acter. Procrastination.
" Have you washed your face yet, Kitty ?"

" No, mother; but I'm Jess Goingto."
Kitty's features present an unmistakably soil

aspect for perhaps an hour afterward.
" Fetch me that shovel of coal, Harry. T

fire is getting very low."
" Yes, mother ; I'm Jess Goingto."

Ten minutes later the fire goes out.
" Water those cuttings for me, Tom, befo

you f irget it. They are very dry."
" Yes, father ; I'm Jess Goingto."

In the hot sunshine, two hours later fathei

choice cuttings droop and die. Peculiar, isi

it?

Another bad habit which results from ass

ciation with Jess Goingto is the making of id

excuses.
" Here's a dreadful mess you have left frc

yourfiet-work, Herbert," sayshis mother. " Wl
didn't you clear it away when you had done

" I was Jess Goingto, mother, only Am
called me to look at something, and then I f<

got."
" I don't believe you have given your bi

any fresh water this morning, Nellie,

thoughtless of you !"

" No, mother ; I was Jess Goingto when Lu>
came for me, and I hadn't time."

Never is the name of Jess Goingto associati

with duties done, kindness performed or reques

obeyed, but always do we hear of her in co

nection with heedlessness, idleness, disobedient

and neglect. And many are the scrapes in

which those fall who are much in her societ

Many tears— late and unavailing— does si

cause them to shed.

—

Sunday School Call.

The Christian's Confession. — " Being
citizen of God's Kingdom of Peace, and a su

ject of King Jesus, who forbids his servants

fight even for Him, I cannot fight. I mu
obey God rather than man."
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'he Discipline—Its Origin and History.

(Coucluded from page 247.)

If the same coDcero for distributing and
pisenting in a present day form the truths con-

ti'ned in Barclay's Apology, Wra. Penn'a No
C^ss No Crown and the Journals of many
verans in the Lamb's army from that day to

tl3, prevailed more generally amongst us, there

wLild yet be a revival of interest in many quar-

t(s where the reading of Friends' literature has

b»me too much a thing of the past.

The richness, largeness and depth of experi-

ei;e recorded in some of these " Journals" is

n. equalled in the whole range of religious

li:rature. Truly thirsting souls never will be

sii.-fied with any such incongruous works of_/?c

til as have been, more recently, offered to the

pjlic, explanatory of Quakerism. The eternal

pipciples of Truth are increasingly and widely

Bijreciated ouUideonr borders, and why should

\i, wiih all our advaniages, be behind any in

o;ring to the world a presentation of our views

-n language which this generation can read

wh as much satislaction as was done two cen-

tiies ago?

We h:tve traced at some length the history of

Tje English B lok of Discipline, because it rep

rents as fully as any other the stages through
wich the S.iciety at large has been passing

driug the last one hundred and fiftv years. As
ws stated at the beginning of this sketch, each
Tiarly Meeting had its own code of churcli gov-

elinjent; but these are all ba^edupon the earlier

lindon editions. Dublin Yearly Meeting, or

ti National Meeting (jf Ireland, is-ued its fir.-t

puted Book of Discipline in 1811, and the

Sjiind E'liiion in 1841, both incorporating a

g;at part of what their brethren across the

cjnnel had adopted previously,

f'he American Yearly Meetings in correspond-

e;e wiih London have outstripped her in the

tjanges which have taken place in the last

£.y years. We know of the effort to make one
liform Discipline, which was suggested by a

r;ent Couterence of tbese Yearly Meetings, but

ts seems much like the attempt made two
Indred and thirteen years back, when a simi-

!• desire prcmipted some Friends to endeavor
t persuade all the settlements of Friends on
\i Atlantic coast to have one Y^early Meeting,
jd that to be held at Philadelphia.

The great differences in social habits, to say
ithing of the distances to be traversed from
jhode Island and the Camlinas, brought the

fiends of that day to conclude such coalition

'|is neither convenient nor expedient, and so,

iiubtlefs, it will prove, in this later attempt to

iDsoliiiate so many books in one. The motive

j
regulate the more progressive bodies is plausi-

e, but the stage of disintegration has passed

yond a remedy of this kind.

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, standing apart
it does from any official connection with other
i-ordinate bodies, has its own peculiar position

which includes amission.
No radical changes have been made in its

ook of Discipline since 1834. It is therefore

substantial agreement with the first three

!ondon editions.

In 1892 a committee, appointed by the Yearly
[eetiug, carefully considered its contents with a
iew of making such alterations as seemed need-
il. Their report contained a few suggestions for

inie changes about receiving acknowledge-
iSDts on account of marriages.*
* e. g.. Those who had lostiheir right of membership

r marrying ' a decea-ed wife's sister " might apply to

i reinstated without an acknowledgment.

A few obsolete expressions were omitted.

The Sixth Query was strengthened with regard
to our testimony to a free, inspired ministry,

now reading ou that subject, viz: "and do
(Friends) avoid giving any encouragement to

a ministry exercised at stated times or for pay."

These suggestions were adopted, as also some
previously made as to receiving certificates from
other Yearly Meetings.

Time would fail in following out the various
alterations in the " larger bodies" of Friends on
the American Continent, as indicated in their

respective Books of Discipline.

The "smaller" or conservative Yearly Meet-
ings have endeavored to keep to the rules which
have regulated the Society for two centuries,

and so Philadelphia has much more in common
with iheni than with those at least who have
adopted the unFriendly name of " Friends'
Church"— with a " Quaker Hymnal."

This labor of love has been accompanied with
profound impressions concerning the unflinching
fidelity to the Truth on the pan of those whose
wisdom and ex|)erience originally prompted the

rules and recommendations issued from time
to titiie for the help of the Society. If any
who may not previously have examined these

closely, in a spirit of honest inquiry an<l with

some true appreciation of their spiritual siguifi

cance, shall find their souls animated, not only

to peruse, but also to apply their heavenly coun-

sels, the object of the writer will be attained.
" The letter," apart from " the spirit" of Di

vine love, will destroy that for which Christ

died, but through hispoicer and guidnnce it has

been instrumental in stimulating many to in-

creased dedication of life and purpose.

Those who have preceded us in that knowl-
edge and obedience which secured to them and
for us such great spiritual and temporal bless-

ings as we enjoy under our firm of church
government will be most honored by such con-

secration. Truly " what a noble conception is

(this) of a self-governing Christian community,
enj'iying the guidance cjf fixed principles as set

forth in the inspired records, the lessons of ex-

perience drawn from the annals of the Church
universal and the continued presence of the

Spirit of Truth to illuminate and apply these

principles and this experience to the under-

standing of God's peo[)le.'*

However, we may well consider the possibil-

ity of failure on the part of his people to be

loyal to this " conception." No more beautiful

and SHcred to the Jews, was the temple which
Scjiomon reared, with all its stately proportions,

perfect appointments and order of priestly ser-

vice, than is our " spiritual house," to the an-

nointed eye.f

Its disciplinary methods were inspired and
elaborated by the same heavenly wisdom—pro-

ducing a system favoring the largest spiritual

freedtjm while safeguarding the best life and
temporal interests of the individual and com-

munity. But, as the one fell because its courts

were profaned by those who were faithless to

its true worship, valiantly as they defended its

outward glory, so will the other fail to fulfil its

original and beneficent design, unless the pur-

poses for which the Divine will planned it are

rightly understood, faithfully adhered to and
reverently carried out.

Be as careful to see that your principles are

true, as to be true to your principles.

* 1 Peter ii. 5.

t J. S. Ri.wntree, "Friends' Book of Discii'line,

Friends' Qaurterly Examiner.

How a Nebraska Settlement was Captured.

While a missionary in Nebiaska, scjine years
ago, tny attention had been called to a certain

neighl)orhood, where they said the school-house
could not be secured for religious services, that

the people were all " infidels," and that they
did not propose to have their school house " dese-

crated " by "Sundayschocd and preachers."

One day I had been driving from early morn
until dusk. I was about tired out, having
called upon some fifteen or twenty families

through the day, trying to interest them in our
work for the children, when I came ujMin this

community. I called upon the President of the

Board of Directors and asked him if I could
have the school house for a meeting.

" No, sir," he said, " we don't propose to have
that school-house used for any kind of religious

services."

He was so abrupt that I asked him if he ran
the whole community.
'No, sir; there are two other men who have

just as much to say about that school-house as I

have. You can go and see them if you want
to."

I could see little encouragement in this, but
decided to go and see them anyway.
The next man was as positive as the first,

and refused to keep me over night. I went to

the third, but it was no use. 1 tlien asked him
if I could not stay with him over ni>iht, where-
upon he said: "No, sir; we don't keep relig-

ious tramps around here." I drove to liie next
neighbor; did not tell him my business, but
simply drove in and asked to stay with him
over night, but he would not keep me, and said
" he knew who I was." It was then dark, and
I was still over fifteen miles from the nearest

town, horses tired and about worn out myself;
but there was no alternative, and I had to push
on.

As I was passing the next house, the farmer
was just driving in. He had been to town. I

called to him. I told him my experience with
his neighbors, and also told him that I would not

f;ive ten cents an acre for land in a community
like that. I didn't wonder that they were hav-

ing hard times and suffering, for God could not

smile upon a people like that. He said :

" Stranger, I had about made up my mind to

get out of here myself. If I could find some-

body to buy my place I'd go to-morrow. Come
in and stay all night with me."

I did not need a second invitation, but drove

in. We were unhitching our horses.

"Say, strai.ger," said he, " they are having
an anti-monopoly meeting at the school-house

to-night; we better go up."

Of course, I consented, and after supper we
went immediately to the school-house. We
were late. The promised speaker was not there,

and the farmers were making their speeches. It

wasn't long until nearly all had spoken. Fin-

ally, someone suggested that they should give

the stranger a chance, but others seemed to be

I

afraid lest I should preach, and I hardly knew
' what to do. At last, one man suggested, " Let

him preach; what's the difference, let us have

a speech." The chairman then said : "Strang-

er, can't you make us a speech ?" Whereupon
I arose and said, " I am not used to political

speeches, but lately I was in Chicago, and you
know they had a National Convention there.

Perhaps you would like to hear about it. There

was a man there who made a splendid speech.

I took some notes, and I will give them to you
the best I can."

It was a good speech, and full of stories and
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incidents which I gave as best I could. The
anecdotes were entertaining, and created quite

a little merriment.

"Say, stranger," asked one farmer, "can't

you make us another speech to-morrow night?"
" Really," I said, " this is the only political

speech I have, and that belongs to another man
;

yei I do not know but I might give you one on

temperance. How would that do?"

They said it would be ell right. The next

day I visited every family in the neighborhood,

and found there were a number who did not

believe as did the board of directors. So that

night, at the close of my meeting, by previous

arrangement, a brother got up and moved that

they have another meeting the next night. Four
or five were on their feet to second the motion.

Of course, I remained. That night I gave them

a gospel temperance address. As soon as I was

through, a good old woman jumped to her feet

excitedly, and said :

" I motion you that we ask this here brother

to stay and preach us a reg'lar, old-lashioned,

unadulterated gospel sermon to-morrow morn-
ing at ten o'clock. I think it is a shame that

we have lived here like a lot of heathen ; we
have had no preaching, nor nothing."

At least a half-dozen were on their feet at

once to second the motion. I asked all those

who were in favor, to stand. Every one, except

the three members of the board of directors, was
up at once. When I asked those who were op-

posed, to stand, no one arose ; so, of course, the

call was unanimous.
This was in the spring. The work continued

during the summer, and in the fall we held

special meetings with them, and one after anoth-

er gave their hearts to Christ. We visited nearly
every family in the neighborhood, but were ad-

vised not to call upon the President of the Board
of Directors, because he had " purchased a whip
on purpose to thrash me." One day I was driv-

ing by, but I felt I must go in, so I went to the

door and knocked. His wife came to meet me.
"Don't come in here," she said. "If you

came in here and he found it out, he would kill

you."
" Your husband is not such a wicked man as

that," I said.

She said she was afraid he was. I asked her
where he was. " In the cornfield," she answered

;

" but don't you go to see him."
I got into my wagon and drove as near as I

could to where he was, hitched my horse to the
fence, and then went over to him. He did not
notice me until I came close to him. " How do
you do ?" I said. " Just as I please ; what are
you doing here?" " I am calling on the different

ones who haven't been out to our meetings, we
are having some grand meetings at the school-

house, I wish you had been there last night.

Three or four of your neighbors gave their

hearts to Christ." And I gave him their names.
" Yes," he said, " I know you ; I have seen

carloads of just such fellows as you. You are
around here trying to stir up these people; then
you will raise a lot of money, stick it in your
pocket and skip the country."
He then began to abuse me roundly. I stood

there till he was through, then put my hand on
his shoulder, and offering a word of prayer for

God's blessing upon him, and to help him to

become a Christian, turned and went off.

As 1 was about opening our service that night
he came in. He reached out his hand to me
and gave me a warm hand shake. I asked,
" What is the matter ?" I then sat down and
told him he might tell the congregation. He

gave them our experience in the cornfield, said

he had watched me until I was out of sight ; and
he then knelt down on his knees. With tears

in his eyes, he said, " I made up my mind not

to get off my knees until I had found a Saviour

that would give me strength to stand by and
take such abuse as I gave him without a word."

He then went around the room to his neighbors,

grasped them by the hand, and pleaded with

them to give their hearts to God. There were
between forty and fifty who yielded before that

meeting was over. A church was organized,

there, a building erected and dedicated to the

work, and that man is now one of the officers

of the church.

—

E. B. Stevenson.

Further Tidings of the Doukhobors.
Since reporting the arrival of the first ship-

load our columns have been silent concerning
the Doukhobors. We are indebted to the In-

telligencer for the following accounts in con-

tinuation of the history.

" The steamship Lake Superior, with the sec-

ond party of immigrants, about two thousand
in number, arrived at Halifax, N. S., on Sixth-

day, First Month 27th. They had come direct

from Batoura, in twenty-three days. A child

eight years old died of small-pox at sea on the

twenty-fourth. No other cases of the disease

developed on board. There were two other

deaths from other causes. The steamship was
sent to the quarantine at Lawler's Island, (near
Halifax), and the passengers were landed on
the following day and examined. A despatch
on the twenty-eighth said the examination ' was
proceeding favorably,' and one on the thirtieth

said that, ' several supposed new cases of small-

pox have proved to be harmless.'

"The whole company, however, will now be
detained at quarantine for some time, perhaps
a month, until they are entirely free from the

disease, and then will proceed to Winnipeg. 'A
general vaccination,' it is stated ' was begun on
the ship at sea, and is completed.' Count Serge
Tolstoy, (son of Count Leo Tolstoy), came with
the company, and the despatch on the thirtieth

says he, ' is quarantined with the rest, and not
even a letter is allowed to come off the island.

The Doukhobors have their own bedding, and
food sufficient for forty-five days. There is no
means of fumigating skin coats and other leather

goods at Halifax, and a plant ordered from
New York has not arrived. The cotton and
woolens will be carted ashore to the steam
chests, but the leather goods must remain on
board to go through the fumigation when the

ship's hatches are sealed. The Lake Superior
will be there four weeks and the immigrants
fully as long, even if no more disease appears.'

"On First-day (29th) the immigrants held
religious services as usual. Thanksgiving was
expressed for their safe arrival, and prayer of-

fered for a 'clean bill of health,' so that they
might proceed to their new homes.

" The number in the first party, by the Lake
Huron, is stated as two thousand and eighty-

four. Of these nine hundred and eight were
expected to go to Winnipeg, four hundred and
sixty to Brandon, four hundred and sixty to

Dauphin, and the remainder to Portage la

Prairie, and this arrangement we understand
was carried out.

"A letter from W. F. McCreary, Commis-
sioner of Immigration at Winnipeg, to the In-
telligencer, dated the first instant, says :

' I have
mailed you a parcel of Winnipeg dailies, from
which you will see how hearty a reception the
Doukhobors have received from this communi-

ty. I am glad to say that they arrived in e

cellent health, and in good spirits, and the

orderly, quiet demeanor, and scrupulous clea

liness, were the admiration of all. Over t\

thousand have now been housed here and
other points along the lines of rail. Arrang
ments are being made for the selection of thf

villages, and the building of their houses, ai

we expect by the time spring opens up the

people will be all comfortably settled.'

"The Winnipeg i^ree P/-ess, twenty-seven

and twenty-eighth ultimo, reports the arriv

of the first party there and at the other poin

The first train load reached Winnipeg at noo

on the twenty-seventh, just a week alter arrivii

at Halifax. The passage by rail had hen

without special incident. There was great i

terest shown in them everywhere and at Wi
nipeg two thousand people had collected to a

them arrive. A public meeting had been he
on the eveningof the twenty-seventh, to arranj

to receive them, and the women of the city can

and prepared food for them, which was fu

nished in the 'Immigration Hall,' and at tl

Dufferin School building.

"The particulars most emphasized in all tl

reports are the stalwart figures, and robust a

pearance of the people, their kindly, quiet d

portment and their cleanliness. J. M. McGo
erin, ' who had been constantly on trains, among
Galicians and other immigrants, described t!

Doukhobors as the cleanest and most order

he had ever seen.'

" From expressions used in the reports, it a

pears that the Canadians sympathetic with tb

movement expect that there will be a raovemei

also, of Russian ' Stundists ' and other console

tious dissenters from the Greek Church,
Canada.
"Joseph S. Elkinton, of Philadelphia, h

returned from his trip to meet the Doukhoboi
"The men are large and usually powerful!

built fellows, mostly young, there being on
three or four old men in the partj. They a
dressed as one usually considers correct in til

Russian peasant, long, heavy leather boots

a long cloth coat, usually of a blue or blac

pattern. This coat however, is only the inni

one, the outside coat being of sheepskin, wit

the wool inside, fastened around the waist by
leather band, and reaching to just above tl

knees. This coat gives them a very bulky an

clumsy appearance, but some of the men wes

even longer coats, which come as far as the

feet. When a Doukhobor gets one of these o

he looks like a perambulating mountain ; bi

these coats are much in demand for bed cove

ings, in fact, that is one of the purposes ft

which they are uniformly intended. Ever
Doukhobor on the Lake Huron wears a fur ca)

and this in all weathers. The little boys loo

like men cut down, the same stolid feature

excepting the moustache, and the same costum'

even to the fur caps. The women naturall

have a fondness for bright colors, red, blui

yellow and pink, and sometimes all these coloi

are worked in their petticoats. They tie brigh

colored cloths around their heads, which giv

them a very picturesque appearance. Coars

woolen knitted stockings, also in colors, and lo'

shoes complete the visible costumes of the womei
with the exception, of course, of the inevitabl

sheepskin coat, which, in the case of the womei
has no band around the waist, that is all.

"The politeness of these people cannot b

surpassed. Address one of the men, and h|

takes of his hat and makes a low bow. Th
children are the same way, but some of ther
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•ill look up and smile and say ' Good morning,'

'hich is as much of the Euf^lish language as

!ey have yet conquered. Should a visitor to

le steamer approach a group on the deck they

ill immediately separate to allow him to pass.

"The Doukhoborslive together in the utmost

iuity, and the officers of the Lake Huron say

at not one harsh word was heard between any
,' them during the entire voyage. Nearly all

,e adults of the party are married, and it is

,id that it is very hard to find a Doukhobor
rl of over twenty years unmarried. It was

)ticeable however, that there were very few

ibies on board. Most of the young children

emed to be from three to four years of age.

he explanation which those acquainted with

le Doukhobors give is that some years ago,

hile they were being subjected to cruel perse-

jtion by the Russian Cossacks, the men and

omen made a vow that they would not bring

oildren into the world to suffer the torment

lat they were then suffering, and most of them

ave kept that vow. But apparently they rea-

ze now that they are in a free country, for

esterday there were no less than eleven couples

larried. [The correspondent gives the names
-characteristically Russian—of the newly mar-

led ones.]

"The organization of this party was simply

erfect. Men were detailed to look after the

ffairs of the immigrants, and day and night

nere was always somebody on duty. The lower

ecks were kept so clean that the officers of the

essel were simply astonished when the hatches

;ere opened. There were no less than eight

illages of Doukhobors on board, each in charge

f their head men, and in settling them in the

orthwest none of the inhabitants of the diifer-

nt villages will be separated. The Doukhobors
lave their own cooks, but are anything appar-

ntly but heavy eaters. In the morning they

ake a kind of flat cake baked of flour and water,

.nd salt potatoes and cake or bread made into

\ kind of soup forms their mid-day meal. This

3 simply placed in a pannikin, each family is

tUotted its portion, and they sit comfortably

iround and eat their meal. The bunks, which

vere built between the decks, were put up by

he Doukhobors themselves with their own tim-

)er, and the latter is to be sold for their benefit

n St. John. They have their own bedding with

hem, but very little of this was needed, as the

Doukhobor merely spreads his great coat of

ibeepskin over him and goes to sleep.

"The Canadian reception of the Russian re-

fugees has been most cordial, and we observe

;hat a number of the ' Conservative ' journals

are quoted, who speak kindly of them,—thus

tending to offset the impression we had, and

which we expressed in a paragraph last week,

that some of them were inclined to raise objec-

tions to the new comers. A religious journal,

the Wenleyan, of Halifax, says that ' since the

voluntary expatriation of the Pilgrim Fathers

and their memorable landing from the May-
Hower, on Plymouth Rock, there has not been

a more genuine instance of exile for conscience'

sake than that of the Doukhobors, or a more
touching scene than that witnessed at Halifax

and St. John.'

"

In the London Meeting for Sufferings some
improvement was reported in the health and
condition of the Doukhobortsi in Cyprus. Eigh-

ty had died of the fever. Two Russian volun-

teer nurses had arrived, and were rendering

valuable service both to the sick and convales-

cent. It was stated that forty-five hundred

Doukhobors had sailed from Batoum for Cana-
da; that the Dominion Government had ap-

pointed three hundred square miles of territory

to the emigranis, which was expected to sup-

port about seven thousand persons. About two
thousand still remain in Russia, but are ex-

pecting shortl)' to emigrate at their own ex-

pense. It was also stated that a report was
current that Count Tolstoi, now seventy-one

years of age, was to be banished on account of

the assistance he had rendered to the Doukho-
bortsi emigration. This does not appear to have
been corroborated.

—

British Friend.

As the time of the quarantine for the second
ship load of Dukhobora was nearing its end,

our F'riend Joseph S. Elkinton left his home
in Philadelphia on the 14tli instant for his sec-

ond journey to Halifax, where he was welcomed
by the immigration officers, and took the twen-

ty-four hours' passage in the ship to St. Johns,

Nova Scotia ; improving the opportunities which
the voyage afforded of mingling with the Duk-
hobors, and having religious meetings with

them on different decks. They reached St.

J((hns on the 18th instant and proceeded to

embark on the railroad trains provided for

their conveyance to Manitoba. Our Friend,

J. S. E., felt that, on seeing them well on their

way, his immediate service for them would be

ended.

The Government grant of land for the Duk-
hobors is said to lie at the meeting-point of the

three provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Assiniboia, being partly in each. It is

four hundred and thirty-two square miles in

area. A smaller block in Assiniboia, a day's

journey southeast of the larger grant, has also

been assigned to the immigrants.

A Confession by Jesus Christ before
Pontius Pilate.—" My kingdom is not of this

world ; else would my servants fight, that I

should not be delivered up to thee."

A New Year, not simply another year. Many
people may be said to live the same year over

and over again. Each succeeding year is the

same unit added once more to the sum of life.

There is the same task performed in the same
spirit, with the same motives, the same imper-

fections of character, the same failures of con-

duct. The times may change and progress

hasten, but if we stand still, we live only the

old year over again. A new year never comes
to the contented ox, he simply grows old. It

is not the lapse of time or the progress of civili-

zation, but our progress, which makes possible

to us a new year. JosiAii Strong.
[To the above we add the following contri-

bution in verse, which, though overlooked by

reason of absence near "New Year's day," is still

in season, since a new year begins every day.]

ON THE THRSSHOIiD OP THE TEAR.
Sarah Doudney.

On the threshold of the year.

Ere the snow-wreaths disappear,

Half in hope and half in fear.

Waits the heart

;

When the coming days are sweet,

And the buds blow roumi our feet,

In the pathway, who will meet ?

Who will part ?

When the daffodils expand,
And the sun is on the land

Some will travel hand in hand.

Calm and blest

;

Wlien the meadows wear their gold,

And the lily-bells unfold,

Underneath the daisied mold
Some will rest.

On the thresh'ld of the year.
See, the Lord is standing near.

And the heart forgeis its fear

In his siuile.

Trembling soul. He speaks to thee,
" I, Myself thy guide will be

—

All the way is known to Me,
Mile by mile.

' On the threshold of the year.

If the path looks dim and drear,
Then My love shall make it clear

To thine eyes
;

' Only trust thy thangeless Friend

—

If thou wilt on me depend.
What awaits thee at the end?

Paradise !"

Vicesimus Knox.
(Concluded from page 24.3.)

It is my humble endeavor in my treatise on
this subject to stimulate preachers of the church
of England to enlarge on the doctrine of Grace,
and by these means to bring back the numerous
sheep who have strayed from their flock. There
is the sort of food in which the sheep will show
that they delight if the shepherds will bring it

forth, and indeed there is little doubt but that

most of them do on some occasions, but if the

sheep hunger and thirst after more than they
receive, the good shepherd will not fail to open
all the stores with which the scriptures abun-
dantly supply him.

It must be confessed that such is the moder-
ation of the church and her pastors of the pres-

ent age, that the duties which they teach are

not urged with that unnatural vigor which pre-

cludes the rational enjoyment of life. It is a

cheerful church and for that reason the more
estimable. It requires no excessive austerity.

It aims at assisting poor erring mortals in over-

coming their weakness and misery ; but it does

not add to them by requiring the sacrifice of

health, ease, peace, society, cheerfulness and
innocent gayety. It does not condemn those

with whom it cannot agree in opinion with un-

charitable severity. It is gentle and candid, it

is accommodated to such a creature as man
forever aiming at good, but from weakness con-

tinually relapsing into some degree of evil. .

. . Such is the present state of human nature.

He who demands more perfection than experi-

ence has ever yet known is unreasonable and
over-righteous. . . . After all let us re-

member that there is an under-righteousness,

as well as an over-righteousness, and mankind
are much more apt to err from defect than

from excess. While hypocricy and fanaticism

are avoided let us not in the present times be

alarmed at danger from excessive piety.

The Spirit is a loving spirit and therefore

very unlike that of the sour censorious preten-

ders who condemn all innocent amusements and
think none capable of Divine favor but them-
selves, and those who entertain their sentiments,

on points of doctrine perfectly indifferent in the

sight of God, and of every reasonable man.
The Spirit is a spirit of wisdom, which implies

a due degree of understanding and ability for

every undertaking we voluntarily engage in.

The annals of suicide, and the registers of

Bedlam might bear witness to the mischiefs

caused by fanatical mechanics, with strong pas-

sions and imaginations, but of feeble and nar-

row intellects, wildly haranging weak and
aged men and women on their lost state on the

danger of eternal damnation and a thousand
other most awful matters, which at once puzzle
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the understandings and dismay the hearts of

the deluded raiiiiitude. True Christianity shud-

ders at the sufferings of well-meaning devotees,

wantonly inflicted by ignorant zealots seeking

self-importance and gratifying the pride of their

hearis, as leaders of a wretched tribe whom noise

and high pretension collect so easily in every

populous city, and in every poor neighborhood,

where the necessity of constant manual employ-
ment for the means of subsistence precludes all

contemplation and improvement of judgment.

In compassion to these people who deserve every

assistance because they certainly intend every-

thing that is good, I wish the regular clergy

both of the established and dissenting church,

to feed them with the fo(jd in which they de-

light; the heavenly manna, the doctrine of

Grace. There is no doul)t but that many of

them do so occasionally, but I submit it to them
whether it ought not to be a leading and prin-

cipal topic iu every discourse inculcating mo-
rality. I beg leave to suggest whether evan-

gelical preaching, in which the doctrine of the

Divine energy must always make a very con-

siderable part, would keep their congregations

from wandering after men, who have no other

qualification for preaching but zeal, real or pre-

tended. With all their defects thev do, how-
ever, preach the doctrine of grace. The people

know this to be the genuine doctrine of the

Gospel, and therefore they flock by tens of

thousands to hear it regardless of the barbarism
of the self appointed orator who leaves the loom
or the last for the pulpit. The pearl ofgreat price

they estimate highly, however rudely it may be
set, but how much more would they prize it if

it were set adequately to its immense value in

the purest gold by the hand ofa master. If [an-

ointed] men of sound and extensive learning, of
true taste and eloquence, were to recommend it

with all the beauties of proper language, the field

preacher would rant in solitude, and the taber-

nacle would be as empty as most of the parish

churches of London. To them I refer the reaa-

er who wishes to know how little the most studied

discourses on morality, or practical religion

avail to attract the people.

A note at the bottom of this page, we hardly
know whether to understand as irony, or in

earnest, as coming from the author himself. It

reads :

" When one sees the multitudes that throngs
certain tabernacles, where very weak men hold
forth, with scarcely any apparent recommenda-
tion but effrontery one is almost tempted to say
on the occasion God hath chosen the foolish

things of this world to confound the wise, and
God hath chosen the weak things of this world
to confound the mighty—that no flesh might
glory in his presence."

The forgoing quotations present a remarkable
display of conflicting emotions in the mind of
the writer. They give us nevertheless a clear

view of the religious condition of England at

the close of the last century. The author seems
to have lost sight of the prevalent infidelity,

combatted in the beginning of the book, and is

engrossed with the disorders prevalent among
the professed supporters of the faith.

His presentation of the case suggests some in-

structive lessons to us. Friends at that period
had ceased to be aggressive, or they would have
been brought in for a share of his remarks.
Between the National Church, the Methodist
dissenters and Friends, the distinctions in some
characteristics was broad, but in essentials we
might not mark much difference. Whenever
the mind of any was awakened, the first exper-

ience was the same, whatever the surrounding
circumstances. But as the Church of England
by its formalities imposed withering conditions

upon the newly convinced, they were led among
those of more consistent practice.

There can be no doubt that the people called

Methodists were Divinely raised up, for a very
important purpose. The operations of the es-

tablished church did not jjenerally reach the

poorer classes, and the ministry and worship of
Friends had ceased to attract them. Method-
ism whatever its defects seemed adapted to their

condition. Multitudes were awakened, and we
may not call in question the final acceptance
of the sincere ones who have died in that com-
munion. But there have been some who walk-

ed for a time with them, who it was the Father's

will should proceed to further degrees of light

and knowleilge.

In the 26th volume of The Friend is an
account of the spiritual progress of M. R.
whose religious experience among the Method-
ists, was cotemporary with the labors of Kiiox.
She was awakened from a state of vanity by
some reflections started at a Methodist meeting.
Through obedience to the inward guide she
was soon led to dispense with the superfluities

of her apparel. Ana being thoroughly in earn-
est she soon became active in such meetings
and good works as these zealous people were
noted for. She had become quite settled in her
church associations, but one day at a meeting
at Leeds when she was about twenty years old,

John Wesley was preaching a sermon on sancti-

fication. He said sanctification was a state to

be attained, but justification must precede it.

This struck her as quite opposed to the Apostles'

doctrine and her njind became quite disturbed

on the subject of her position among that peo-

ple. Of Course, as John Wesley was an author-
ity it was needless to appeal for a more correct

view of their creed. VVhile her mind was thus

disturbed her phy.-ical health gave way. She
began to rejoice in the prospect of a release

from these jjerplexities, by a release from this

state of being. While in this desponding state

an inward voice said to her, "Thou must go
among the Quakers." She was soon restored

to health. Attended meetings with Friends the

rest of her life and one of her daughters, be-

came a valued minister among them.
Let no one be discouraged by the failings of

others, or even by inherent defects, in church
principles. I could multiply instances like the

above. As the Lord Jesus becomes to us the

chiefest among ten thousand and altogether

lovely, we shall be carried safely above all ad-

verse influences, from within or from without.

New Gutta Percha Industry.—Quite an
industry is now carried on in the production of
green gutta percha from the leaves of the caout-

chouc tree, a product which is said to possess

not only all the advantages of the article pro-

cured by incision into the stem, but even to excel
it in durability, thus promising to enter largely

into use industrially and commercially in a
hitherto unknown way. It is not only readily

prepared, but is also cheap, and does not require

the expensive purification which has hitherto

increased the price of the substance some fifteen

to twenty-five per cent. It is highly plastic,

very strong, can be divided into the thinnest

leaves, and receives the most delicate and, at

the same time, most distinct impressions by
moulding and pressing. In addition to these
advantages there is the important one of per-

fectly withstanding the action of water and the

strongest acids, and even in a worn and broken-
up condition is still worth one-fourth its cost of
production.

—

Selected.

The Friendly Association.

(Continued from page 242.)

The Governor still persisted in his refusal to

permit them to give goods to the Indians, or to

attend the treaty as a body. They went, how-
ever, and had an important influence on the
result, with their £500 of presents.

Tedyuscung made the unexpected demand
for a private clerk to take note of the proceed-
ings as he evidently mistrusted, not witnout
cause, as was afterwards proved, the notes of the

Governor's agents. This demand was opposed
by the Governor, who spent four days in pro-
testing, intimating that the Quakers were at the
bottom of this request whicli indeed was not
unlikely. When the Indian firmly announced
he would break up the Conference if the de-

mand was not complied with, the Governor
yielded and Charles Thomson, a young man,
then master of the Friends' public school of
Philadelphia, afterwards the .secretary of the
Continental Congress, was made clerk to the
old king.

The Quaker school master performed an im-
portant part in the treaty and afterwards wrote
up the whole history of the -'Alienation of the

Delaware and Shawnee Indians" in a little

book which is still our highest authority on the

subject.

I'he flow of debate and oratory was kept up
uninterruptedly for nearly three weeks aud a
treaty of peace resulted, with Tedyuscung ap-

parently having carried his point, that the old
deeds sliould be examined and his tribe recom-
pensed for injuries done them. He was, how-
ever, deceived by the Governor, who did not
produce the deeds the Indians most desired to

have referred to the arbitrament of the Crown,
but others of minor consequence. The Friends
failed to call Tedyuscung's attention to this er-

ror, fearful of its eflTects upon him and hoping
to prevail on the Governor to forward the
proper ones.

The transaction was hardly calculated to se-

cure a lasting peace.

James Pemberton, in a letter to Samuel
Fothergill, under date of Fifth Month 25th,

1758, gives an idea of the ludian condition af-

ter this treaty :

" I herewith send thee a copy of the confer-
ences which have been held with Tedyuscung
this Spring by which it appears there hath been
a favorable prospect of an agreeable issue to the

prosecution of pacific measures, and if our gov-
ernment were but as hearty in the endeavors as

the old king appears to be and as some of their

speeches to the Indians would insinuate, we
might, through the continued blessing of provi-

dence, obtain a more extensive alliance and
friendship with the natives than ever before.

Our frontiers remained unmolested all winter.

. . . The Indians are acting on as politi-

cal views, as our most sagacious statemen can
be ; they find it their interest to be at peace wiih

us in regard to trade and seem to have a na-

tural dislike to the French, but are determined
to have justice done them by the English on
account of their land. . . . They (the Gov-
ernor and Council) want the Indians to retract

the complaint of fraud against the proprietors

or his agent, which they look upon as dishonor-

able and I believe are now conscious of the

truth of it."

The next step of the Friendly Association
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!ns to attempt tn promote peace with the West-
ei Indians and finding the Assemhly were short

C funds to send, commissioners offered to loan

t3ra the money. The proposition was accepted

Tth the thanks of the House " for their friend-

1 and generous offer." Though the House was
ciiiposed of a minority of Friends only, it was
avuys in close accord with the Association in

Idiaii matters.

Still iinother treaty was held at Easton, late

i 1758. Tedyuscung had enlarged his follow-

i^, having with him about 500 Indians, and
t; apparent object of the meeting was to bring
8aiii.<t him accusations of unfaithfulness by
li old enemies, the Five Nations, from whom
Y hail freed himself, and to induce him to

vthdiaw his charges against the Proprietors.

Te attt-mpt was a failure. "Ted," as James
Imbertiin calls him, maintained his stand and
ti conference ended rather ingloriously by get-

tgthe Indians drunk and extracting from
tMii ,-igiiatures to deeds conveying lands far

i exci'is of their knowledge, and only partially

fid lor. A member of the Friendly Associa-

t n writes, "The time was spent in attempting
Idyii^cung's downfall and silencing or con-

t dieting the complaints he had made; but he

iiieally more of a politician than any of his

O|joiiei]ts, whether in oroutofour Proprietary
(iHicil, and if he could only he kept sober

nght |irobably soon become Emperor of all

te neighboring nations."

To a certain extent these treaties were a part
othe political game of the times. The Gover-
rr and Council, agents for the Proprietor.*,

vre eoiraged in an attempt to shield the repu-

t ion ot their employers, and in this were sec-

Diied by part of the" Five Nations. Undeter-
rl by the obloquy of the Walking Purchase
ad the Albany Treaty of 1754, they were ad-
ng to their discredit and increasing their

lahh liy new offence.s. On the other hand
t; Coniniissioners of the Assembly unquestiou-

aly were not disposed to lighten the oppro-
': um and were delighted in the skill and tirm-

c-s of the old Delaware King. The Friendly
^sociation, composed of men who had volun-

;ily sacrificed political power though un-

iubiedly sympathising with the assembly were
liking to undo the evils let loose by the bad
th of the Proprietors and restore harmony on

The (Governor, in the name of the Council,
iit a report in 1758 to the Proprietor, which
atained the paragraph:
"We can not but impute the said Tedyus-
tig's making the base charge of forgery against

eProprietaries to the malicious suggesiiousand
^nagement of some wicked people, enemies to

p Proprietaries, and perhaps it would not be
ijust in us if we were to impute it to .some of

bse busy forward people, who in disregard of

fe express injunctions of his majesty's minis-

•s, it and your honors repeated notices served
: them, would nevertheless appear in such
owds at the late Indian treaties, and there

ow themselves so busy and active, in the

inagement and support of the Indians in those

ttiplaints against the Proprietaries."

(To be concluded).

For The Friend.

On "Memorizing Scripture."

Seeing in a recent number of The Friend,
rst month 14ih, an article copied from another
Jrnal, under the heading of "Memorizing
ripture," and having for many years found
casion for especial exercise in relation to vari-

ous methods by which the good end is sought
to be gained, I have felt it a duty incumbent
upon me to endeavor to hold up to view the
method or system which I believe was generally
and perhaps universally pursued in the schools
during the rise and prosperous days of our So-
ciety.

The excellent article referred to appears to

have come from the heart of one wiio in his

youth had been trained to look for and mem-
orize portions of which he speaks, as " stores of

precept.*," " admonitions," " promises " and "doc-
trines," lodged in the memory of the rising gen-
eration for its practical and spiritual welfare—
these I believe are his words.

While thoughtful of the especial interest and
value of the article, I remembered having found
in the memoir of Priscilla Gurney an extract
from a letter addressed to her cousin, Maria
S. Fox, which, on re-perusing at this time, I

have thought, placed the subject of memoriz-
ing Scripture in the clearest light in which I

have found that subject treated, and as it is a
subject of Air reaching importance, I copy the
extract.

Those interesting cousins, Maria and Priscilla

were, I have believed, among the brightest or-

naments of our religious profession. By their

records, respectively, each seems to have derived
her knowledge of Divine things and ideas of
reaching the " Witness" in the minds of others,

from the one pure Source. Each held up the
standard of Truth by winsome ways in the
midst of the trying surroundings of tlieir day.
"I am only moie and more convinced of the

importance of endeavoring to sow the seed, and
of allowing our young people to have some
knowledge of iScn/><Mre trullis, provi<led we keep
as much as pot^silile to the life of our own prin-

ciples and seek for the guidance and help of
heavenly influence for them and for ourselves.

I deeply feel the importance of a jealous watch-
fulness of any innovation of our principle of the
liberty and immediate teachings of the Spirit.

This liberty ot the Spirit I increasingly see to

be an inestimable privilege, and we may well
watch against the bondage of man's instruc-

tions : All that I desire to maintain and encour-
age is the simple knovvledge of the Scriptures."

There has never, I believe, any other method
or system come to my knowledge in the course
of ray long continued observations, which com-
bined so many advantages with such conformity
to the Spirit of the Scriptures such freedom
from undesired result.^—such easy and compara-
tively rapid and wholesome acquirement of
knowledge of the Scriptures as was unfailingly
witnessed where concise portions had been chosen
as the lesson for the day. The engagement of
looking for a portion with suitable beginning
and ending is practised with wholesome fore-

thought ; the knowledge of both Books and
chapters thus acquired adds very largely to the
store of knowledge and familiarity with the good
book. This is but moderate and simple justice

to all that I have witnessed in long continued
observations, and is radically different from
systems which bi7id children to return week
after week to a set marker, without turning a
leaf.

That in the outset Priscilla Gurney uses the
phrase, " Scripture Truths " is indicative of a
view that is worthy of the consideration of all

who are concerned in, or to be affected by, re-

quired memorizing of Scripture.

To a wonderful degree the Bible affords op-
portunity (but does not aff ird proper occasion)

for those engaged as teachers to endeavor to
|

draw into the lessons that are to be committed
to memory, the general purport and interest of
chapters. These endeavors may make the ex-
ercises of a Scripture class, seem at the time in-

teresting. They are marked by the varying
measures of " man's instructions." The convic-
tions attendant u|)on long continued observa-
tions in schools and among the grown up chil-

dren constrain me to say that the rightful place
for store of Scripture truths in the minds and
hearts ofchildren is often sorrowfully laid waste.
The former practice of Fi lends' schools vir-

tually affirmed by Priscilla Gurney, a purely
gifted servant of the Lord, also virtually com-
mended by the writer of the article I have first

alluded to, of habitually opening the Bible with
an individual good intent upon a lesson for the
day distinct, and having no connection with
the lesson of any other day, is the practice best
calculated to lead to the results which we all

undoubtedly desire.

In the year 1834, I was engaged as an assist-

ant teacher in the school of Enoch Lewis, at
Westtown.and I well remember that his Scrip-
ture class was conducted as is here commended.

Edward Richie.

Notes from Others.

There are now fifteen Protectant churches in the
city of Rome, while before 1870 tliere were none.
Protestantism is on the increase in the home of the
Pope.

At the close of an address by Leighton Williams
on " Fearless Preaching Demanded," a minister
|ire-ent apologized for some clergymen who had
families dependent upon them, and did not dare to
preach tlie Gospel truly for fear of losing their
places.

—

Zion Watchman.

It is reckoned that 20,000 natives of Uganda can
now read the Bible. It is estimated that the value
of $2,500 a year is expended by the Christians of
Uganda for Bibles, prayer books and the like—

a

wonderful fact, considering that the people of
Uganda have not yet advanced beyond a currency
of cowrie shells and cloth.

What iinpulse induced our secretaries and mem-
bers to leave their comfortable homes and engage
in the work for the uplifting of soldier life in camp,
and win some souls for Christ at our different camps
during our late strife with Spain ? What induced
our fellows to travel with the regulars to Porto
Rico, if it was not a love for their fellow men, want-
ing them to be not only enrolled under the Stars
and Stripes of the United States, but under the
banner of Jesus Chxisl.—Association News.

The plan which Booker T. Washington devises
for introducing industrial training int.i Cuba and
Porto Rico is promising to prove a success. A
number of young men and women have already
been received (rom these Islands at the Tuskegee
Normal and Industrial Institute, where they are
being trained to become teachers to their own peo-
ple. Industrial training is said to be one of the
greatest needs of these places, and the Christian
atmosphere of Booker T. Washington's school will

prove of still greater blessing to these coming teach-
ers of the Cuhans and Porto Ricons.

—

Record of
Christian Work.

It being possible tliat there are traitors to God's
truth and to the truth of our profession within the

nistry and membership ofour Church, it becomes
each one to ask himself: " Is it I ?" Am I true to
my God and his truth, true to my brethren and the
brotherly covenant of our profession? Am I the
Achan who has taken the accursed thing? It may
be there are many who, if honest with thems-elves,

ust plead f:uilty. If there be many such, need
we expect deliverance till these are brouaht to re-

pentance, or cast out of the Church. Many, it is
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well known, have been ushered into our Church,

not by the door, but some other way.

A Practical Free Pastor. — The pastor of the

Worthing Tabernacle, C. D. Crouch, whose action

twelve months ago, in returning the oflferiogs of

hia congregation at the rate ot fitty pounds a year,

was greatly criticized, has just issued his third an-

nual letter to his congregation, in which he states

that he is now in the privileged position of being

able to make a return of one hundred pounds for

the ensuing year, and " there is hope," he adds,

"that I shall yet realize my heart's desire, and

minister to you without fee or reward." C. D.

Crouch adds that his business engagements have

not rendered the work of preaching more difficult

—on the contrary, the regular physical exercise

and the more practical acquaintance with the af-

fairs of daily life have conduced towards better

health and a fuller appreciation of the Gospel of

Christ. The particular business to which this

practical pastor devotes himself is fruit growing,

which is carried on to an enormous extent at

Worthing and its immediate neighborhood.

—

Daily

News.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States—The United States Treasury and

its branches now has $227,000,000 in gold and $23,-

000,000 in paper.

The New York Tribune says: ''Statistics in regard

to the amount of money brought to this country by
European immigrants show that the German is the

richest, with an average of $.52..50, while the English-

man is a close second with $.52. The Frenchman has

$47.25 and the Belgian $45, while the Irishman brings

but $15, the Russian $12..50 and the Italian $10. Prob-

ably the Italian takes more back to his native land,

however, than any of the others."

The United States is the richest nation on the globe.

Mulhall furnishes these figures : United States, $81,-

750,000.000 ; Great Britain, $59,030,000,000 ; France,

$47 950,000,000 ; Germany, $40,260,000,000 ; Russia,

$32,125,000,000; Austria, $22,-560,000,000; Italy, $15,-

800,000,000; Spain, $11,300,000,000. These computa-

tions are based upon values as shown by real estate rec-

ords, buildings, raerchiindise and railways, as well as the

circulating medium in each nation. As will be seen,

onr wealth is more than seven times greater than that

of Spain, doul'le that of Germany, two-and-one-half

times greater than that of Russia, nearly double that

of France, equal to the combined wealth of Russia,

Italy, Austria and Spain and $22,720,000 larger than

that of Great Britain.

The exports from the United States for the seven

months ended First Month 31st amounted to $749,-

472.465, and the imports to $367,175,925.

The Secretary of the navy has issued an order abol-

ishing the canteen on naval vessels or within the limits

of navy yards, naval stations or marine barracks.

The iSenate has, after debate, adopted the McEnery
resolution declaring the pcilicy of the Government in

regard to the Philippines. The vote on its adoption

was 26 to 22.

Lord Charles Beresford visited the Chicago Board
of Trade on the 18th inst. and in the evening was given

a banquet by the Commercial Club. He declared that

the possibilities ot trade in China are limitless, and

that Great Britain, Germany, Japan and the United

States were the four countries which would be most
benefited by opening up the country to trade, a con-

diti n he thought was bound to come.
The Washington authorities have, it is said, deter-

mined to extend the jurisdiction of the United States

over the whole of the Philippine roup as rapidly as

possible. The naval forces will be chiefly employed
in this work.

" It is good news for this country," says the Hartford

Courani, "as well as for the dependency immediately

interested, that General John Eaton is to be Porto

Rico's tirst Superintendent of Public Schools. It is

creditable to the ex-Commissioner of Education thai

he is out there on the new fighting line. Reinforce-

ments of trained American teachers will be sent to him
as speedily as possible."

A Chicago syndicate owns a ranch in Texas which
contains 5,000 square miles. Its herds of cattle aggre-

gate 120,000 head, besides 1,500 horses, and the calf

crop branded in 1897 exceeded 31,000. Surprising as

it may seem, all the work of the ranch is done by 125

men, one man to eveiy 24,000 acres.

An amendment to the Constitution of North Carolina,

limiting the suffrage, has been adopted by the Legisla-

ture of that State. The object is " to eliminate the ig-

norant negro vote."

Fire underwriters are discussing the heavy losses by
fire this winter. In New York alone there have
been 352 alarms of fire in the first two weeks of Second
Month, which breaks the record. Most of the fires

were insigniticant, but some resulted in severe losses.

The output of lead and zinc in Missouri in 189S was
valued at $7,000,000, and was greater by $2,000,000

than in any previous year.

A despatch from Pittsburg says steel billets have ad-

vanced to $20 a ton and Bessemer pig to $12.65, the

highest prices reached since 1890. All the mills have
" all the orders they care about handling," and further

advances are predicted.

Twenty-one counties in Georgia have a prohibitory

law.

A snow slide, one hundred feet deep and more than
a quarter of a mile wide, came down the side of Yellow
Mountain, about a quarter of a mile below the town of

Opper, Colorado, lirst-day aftermon. Une man was
killed and the Caribou concentrating plant was de-

stroyed.

On the 17th inst. the tank steamer Rotterdam ar-

rived at New York with forty-two men, the crew of

the British steamer Rossmore, abandoned at sea. Second
Mo. 8, in a sinking condition. The British steamer
Trojan, from Newport News for Glasgow, had pre-

viously taken off' the Rossmore' s first and third officers

and seven cattlemen.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 537, which is 32 less than the previous week and
46 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 269 were males and 268 females : 88
died of pneumonia ; 52 of heart disease ; 50 of con-
sumption ; 38 of typhoid fever ; 24 of nephritis ; 22 of

infiuenza; 21 of convulsions; 19 of marasmus; 17 of

inflammation of the brain; 17 of apoplexy; 16 of in-

flammation of the stomach and bowels
;
15 of old age

;

14 of Bright's disea'e ; 13 of cancer ; 12 of bronchitis
;

10 of diphtheria, and 8 from casualties.

Markets, &c. — U. S. 2's, 99 a 100 ; 4's, reg., 112} a

1121; coupon, 112| a 113i; new 4's, 127| a 128^; 5'3,

lll^a 112f ; new 3's, 106|al07i.
Cotton was quiet but steady on a basis of 6|c. per

lb. for middling uplands.

Feed.—Winter bran, in bulk, quoted at $16.75 a
$17.25, and spring, in sacks, $16.50 a $17.00 per ton.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a ?3.00; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.10 a $3.30
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.15 a $3.35 ; do., straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; do., patent,

$3.70 a $3.90 ; spring, clear, $2.95 a $3.20 ; do. straight,

$3.60 a $3.85 ; do. patent, $3.85 a $4.10 ; do. favorite

brands, $4.15 a $4.30 ; city mUls, extra, $2.75 a $3 00
;

do., clear, $3.30 a $3.50 ; do., straight, $3.50 a $3.70
;

do., patent, $3.90 a $4.25. Rye Flotte. — $3.30 per
barrel for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.
—$1.90 a $2.00 per 100 pounds, as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75} a 75^c.

No. 2 mixed corn, old, 38| a 39c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 39c.

Foreign.—The density of the population of London
has been doubled s^ince 1857. It is truly wonderful,

says the Lancet, that its vast population of 6,291.667,

located on only 693 square miles, should have in 1897

so low a death rate as 17.7 per 1000. This rate is not

greater than a fairly healthy rural district. England
well deserves the name she has received as the birth-

place and home of sanitary science and practice.

In a recent treatise on alcoholism by Trull, it is

stated that in England 75 per cent, of all cases of

pauperism are due to drink, and in Germany 90 per

cent. In Germany drink leads to 1600 cases of suicide

a year and supplies the lunatic asylum with 3000 vic-

tims.

President Felix Faure, of France, died on the night

of the 16th inst. at 10 o'clock, of apoplexy, after an
illness of three hours.

On the 18th Emile Loubet was elected President of

France, to succeed Faure, by the National Assembly
at Versailles. The vote stood : Loubet, 483 ; Meline,

279 ; scattering, 50.

The Spanish Cabinet has decided to liherate the

Filipinos who have been deported to the Caroline and
Ladrone Islands, in order to induce the Filipinos to

rt-lease Spanish prisoners.

The Spanish Cortes met on the 20th. An uproar

was created by Count D'.\lemanas, who denounced ihe

Spanish management of the late war with the United

States. Premier Sagasta defended the policy of the

Government.
Switzerland's greatest industry, the entertainment of

tourists, has been officially computed to bring in £4,-

600,000 ayear, £1,400,000 more than the public revena
of the whole confederacy.

There have been sixty cases of the plague in tli(

Southern Kolar gold fields of Mysore, Hindustan, am
the coolies are panic stricken.

What is known as the "Bruce" meteorite is now ot

its way to the British Museum from Australia. It i

said to weigh no less than four tons.

Gonzala de Quesada. Cuban representative at Wash
ington. returned on the 16th inst., after a visit to Gen '

eral Gomez and a tour of ten cities of Cuba. He re
'

ports that General Gomez believes that the period o
'

reconstruction will be short, and that this country wil ,

soon realize that Cuba is capable of self government '

and will withdraw her troops. He says that Gomez' ,

attitude towards this country has been maliciousl; i

misrepresented. He denied that Cuba is in an unset i

tied condition. "Your newspapers," he said, "seen
to make out that there is unfriendly feeling betweei

the Americans and the Cubans, but that is not the case

I found the greatest harmony existing between Cubans
Spaniards and Americans wherever I went. Every
body is desirous of work. The fields are being plautec '

and the oxen are at work. Everything looked cheer
ful and busy to me as I passed through the country
I met many Americans who were settling in the coun
try. Of course, what we are extremely anxious to ac

quire is American capital to open up and develop thi

country, and in view of this great need, it is particn .

larly unfortunate that there should be reports that thi.,

country is in an unsettled and inharmonious condition '

for it keeps capital away from the island, where i

might safely go to its own and our advantage."
,

It is claimed, in a despatch from Kingston, tha

there is no yellow fever in Jamaica, nor has there beei

a case for more than a year.

The Ainericon Aqricutiurisl estimates that there ari ,

75,000,000 horses in the world. Of these 38,000,001 :

are in Europe, 17,000,000 in North America an(

9,000,000 in Asia. The mules and asses in the work
are said to number 9,000,000.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meetlDj

of the Committee on Instruction will be held on Sev
enth-day the 25th instant at 10 a. m.

George M. Comfoet, Qerk

A meeting of the Friends' Teachers Association wil

be held at i40 N. Sixteenth Street, Phila., Third Mo
4th, at 2 30 P. M. Subject, The teaching of Englisl

in Secondary schools, by Sarah L. Arnold, Superin
tendent of Primary schools, Boston.

Receipts in aid of Dukhobortsi Fand to See
ond Month 21st, 1899.

M.J.F.,$5; E.P.F.,$10; E. W., $10.; J. M., $5

M. R. B., $5 ; R, D. M., $1; " The Brethren Church,'

Columbiana, Ohio, $10.10 ; Mennonite Congregation

Columbiana, Ohio, $19.02.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St., Phila.

Westtown Boarding School,—Applications fo:

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters ii

regard to instruction and discipline should be ad

dressed to William F. Wickeesham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, am
communications in regard to business should be for

warded to Edwaed G. Smedley, Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westto^vn Boaedino School.—For convenienj

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage wil

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8,46 a. m,

and 2,53 and 4,32 p. m. Other trains are met whei

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P, M
twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school b;

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smbdley, Sup'L

J

Died, at his home in Medford, N. J,, on the twenty

seventh of First Month, 1899, Charles Stokes, agei

seventy-seven years, A beloved member and elder o

Upper Evesham Preparative and Monthly Meetings

The watchful and careful walk of this dear Friend, hi

abounding charity and humility, joined with grea

probity of character, made his example an instructivi

one. He was a faithful upholder of the ancient princi

pies and testimonies of the Society of Friends. " Marl

the perfect man and behold the upright, for the end c

that man is peace."

, at Mancos, Colorado, Eleventh Month IStb

1898, Benjamin K. Wbtherill, in the sixty-sixtl

year of his age, formerly a member of Chester Monthl
and Particular Meeting of Delaware County, Pa. ,
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NOW THAT THE WAR IS OVER.
.'ow thai tlie war is over.

And tiie thundering guns are still

;

Vnd the sulphurous smoke has drifted away
From that horror under the hill

;

Vfter the groans of the wounded,
' And the shrieks from the surgeon's knife

ire liushed at last, and the halt and maimed
Come hobbling back to life

;

ifter the glare and the glory.

After the hell of it all
;

,'he sorrow and pain that will ever remain

—

. Upon whose hearts will it fall

—

Now that the war is over ?

;ow that tlie war is over

.Vnd the praise of our heroes is sung
;

iind in far Spanish seas, to the tropical breeze

The folds of our banner are flung :

ifter the blood of our valiant

Is paid with a generous hand,

Ind the isles of the East and the isles of the West
Are bound with a star-spangled band—

Vhat of the homes to the Eastward ;

\\Iuit of the homes to the_ West

;

Vhat iif the homes to the North and the South

—

Tliat offered their bravest and be,st

—

Now that the war is over ?—Francis S. Ben-ton, in the Independent.

"Ye Visited Me."

jIn Philadelphia Monthly Meeting on the

3d ult., our Friend Joseph S. Elkinton returned

t'i minute granted to him iu theTwelfth Month

isympalhy with the religious concern which

1 had felt to visit the two companies of Douk-

tbors which were expected to arrive at Hali-

ti. The most prominent f'eaturesof his visit to

tsra and others, in company with Job S. Gidley,

[ N. Dartmouth, Mass., have already been

nde public.

The courteous and help.^'ul behavior of the

iicers of the Dominion government, and their

rgnity, seriousness, and evident sense of re-

sonsibility in the face of a movement made

iomen tons in the annals of conscience, impressed

(ir two Friends under a sense of gratitude to

,im who works in the hearts of men.

'Both on the first ship, and on the second,

hich was detained for twenty-one days at quar-

itine—near the end of which our Friend re-

irned from Philadelphia to join the immi-

•ants on their voyage to St. John—the exist-

ence of deep religious feeling and of spiritual

gifts among them was plainly manifest. In the

several religious meetings held among them, the

assistance of Prince Hilkoff was of great ser-

vice.

It was satisfactory to be able to report a

growth in spiritual religion among the Doukho-

bortsi compared with a former generation, and

that they have a clearer comprehension of the

divinity and offices of our Saviour.

In a conference on ship-board with about

forty of their representatives, they bore testi-

mony to the services among them of Stephen

Grellet and William Allen in 1818, and ex-

pressed satisfaction for the attendance of a rep-

resentative of the Society of Friends at this

time. " We believe in Christ, who sent you to

us," was one of their expressions.

The question of feeding the four thousand in

the wilderness may soon face us, as their present

supply of means seems insufficient to last beyond

a few weeks. To whom, and for their feeding

whom, shall the King say, " I was hungry and

ye fed me ?
"

Isolated and Independently Convinced Friends.

The solitary and independent convincement of

our late beloved Friend William U. Ditzler, of

the essential principles of our religious Society,

at a time when he supposed he was the only one

in the world who believed in that way, has been

matched by a number of similar instances that

have come to our knowledge.

Especially in our mind at this time are three

remarkably clear cases in our Southern States,

one in a Western, one in a middle, and one in

an Eastern State south, from whose letters we

would like to produce extracts showing how

they were led, without knowing of the existence

of such a people as the Friends, into exactly

their views on worship, unpaid ministry, the

true baptism and communion, and keeping close

to the witness of the Spirit in the details of prac-

tice ; how they came under odium or intolerance

in their neighborhoods, and were told they were

Quakers ; how this opened their eyes to the fact

that there was such a people who could sympa-

thize with thera. One of these has since become

a valued member of our religious Society, and

the others are pressing towards it.

We believe such views of the Truth as these

solitary seekers found, would be the plain, ob-

vious, and unbiassed finding of Christian seek-

ers generally, were their seeking, and their

searching of the Scriptures simply a matter be-

tween them and the witness for truth in their

hearts. But there are always plenty of theo-

ogical systems or tenets shaped according to

them, to step in between the seeker and the

Truth in its simplicity, and to teach for doc-

es the traditions of men. One mind in a

thousand seems inclined independently to see

the truth for itself, and of such come our freshly

convinced members.

An instance somewhat in point seems in good

measure to be described in an article by a newly

received young member, in the columns of our

present number, and entitled : "Our Privileges

and Duties as Young Friends." Whether his ex-

pressions are in our customary style or not, his

observations have seemed to have a freshness and

sincerity which would makeencouragingreading

for ouryounger members and serve to incite them

to appreciate the truth and privileges which he

has discovered among us.

San Jose Friends Again in Membership.

We have not hitherto felt it best to enter into

discussion, where no practical purpose could be

served, of the dropping from membership of the

Friends in Sau Jose, California. Kindness to

the suffering parties dictated that for the pres-

ent we should limit our culumns to a report of

the facts as alleged both by protesting and by

explaining parties. It seemed to us that the

mere fact that such Friends were thus excluded

from the Society carried with it its own loudest

characterization ; and that the reaction which

must naturally set in, on sober, second thought,

would be materially hindered and frustrated by

such expression as we might make, if we made

any.

All this time we have been aware of move-

ments on foot for the reinstatement of those

Friends into the Society, whether through a

meeting on the one side of the Atlantic or on

the other, or by their own—a process which out-

cries from this quarter could not expedite, but

must rather embarrass.

Much to our relief, and earlier than we im-

agined, the information now comes that the San

Jose Friends, including Joel and Hannah Bean

and others so well known to us here, have been

continued in membership by the action of New
Providence Monthly Meeting, Iowa, which had

dropped them. On Seventh-day, the 18ih inst.,

that meeting adopted the following minute:

"This meeting, having reconsidered its action

in regard to certain San Jose Friends who were

dropped from membership in Fifth Month, 1898,

are now united in rescinding said action, and in

restoring the following Friends to membership

in this meeting." (The names here follow).

" Also this meeting is united in issuing certifi-
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cates of membership to the followiDg persons,

members of this meetiog."

We would commend that state in a religious

body which would enable it to retrace an inad-

vertent step. May the damage caused in both

directions be overruled for good. And now that

the Monthly Meeting in question seems to have

restored itself along with its exiles, we can best

afford to let past imputations of motives rest in

peace, and to honor the spirit of its recent action.

Danish Friends and Peace.

Our Friends in Norway and Denmark, de-

serve our most hearty sympathy in their strug-

gles against militarism. It is no slight thing

for them, numbering as they do less than 160
persons in both countries combined, to maintain
unblemished their testimony for peace. A num-
ber of them have from time to time, to use their

own expression, "sat in prison " for conscience'

sake. The following extract from last month's
Venlig Budbringer, a quarterly periodical pub-
lished by Danish Friends, seems to us especially

interesting, as showing the spirit that animates
them. It required considerable courage in the
editor to send it out, because the government
might easily regard it as inciting its readers to

disobey the laws, and this in Denmark is an of-

fence punishable by fine and imprisonment. It

is as follows:
" I am sure that I am in accord with Friends

everywhere, when I say that from our hearts,

we are devoted to the king, as the one who has
the chief earthly authority over us, and that we
submit ourselves willingly to the existing gov-
ernment. We hold that governments are of
God, and from our hearts we are loyal subjects
of our king. But we recognize also that our
highest Lord is greater than the king, and for

us his law is the final appeal. He has firmly es-

tablished in our hearts the principle that we
are to love God above all things, and our neigh-
bor as ourselves ; and we are unable to recon-
cile this law with the command to enter the
ranks of the soldiers. It is a real sorrow to us
to take up this attitude, but we cannot do other-
wise. What shall we say then about the law
of compulsory military service? Yes. It is re-

quired in this country. The king and the par-
liament have decreed it, and as long as this is

the case the law must be enforced, and we who
cannot take part in military service must ac-
cept what is laid upon us because of our refusal.

Yet even so we are convinced, if we continue
faithful, that this very conflict of sufl'ering (that
we may undergo) shall bring forth its own
fruit."

Shall not this example from our Friends
in more trying circumstances than ourselves
stimulate us to greater zeal ? We may say that
compulsory military service will never be estab-
lished in America. How do we know? The
country has this very year started on the same
road of militarism that the European nations
are traveling. Unless checked we cannot pre-
dict where it will stop. For our own sakes,
therefore, and for the sakes of those who are in
other places struggling in the same cause, let us
be earnest and MtbM.—Interchange.

Little self-denials, little honesties, little

passing words of sympathy, little nameless acts
of kindne-ss, little silent victories over favorite
temptations—these are the silent threads of
gold which, when woven together, gleam out so
brightly in the pattern of life that God ap-
proves.— Canon Farrar.

FoK "The Friend."

A Peculiar Charitable Work in Odessa.

The United States consul at Odessa, Russia,

recently sent to the Government at Washington
the following report of a system of- charitable

work, probably new to some readers of The
Friend. It would seem to illustrate another

application of the injunction to gather together

the fragments that nothing be lost. The report

reads

:

" I transmit a translation of a printed notice

which has been delivered at every house in

Odessa. It occurred to me that the idea is well

worthy of the attention of the great public and
private organizations devoted to relieving dis-

tress in the United States.

" The scheme outlined in this appeal to the

people of Odessa, while not new, is interesting

and deserves to succeed. The articles collected

ore separated into a number of classes and sold, to

be re-7nanvfactured into paper, glassware, iron,

etc. " Thos. E. Heenan, Consul.

" Odessa, Nov. 2, 1898.

[The Notice.]
" The president of the Society for the Relief

of the Odessa Poor, Countess A. J. Shuvalov,
while endeavoring to find means for the wider
development of the activity of that society, ob-

tained the sanction for the establishment, in con-

nection with the central committee of the so-

ciety, of a section for the collection of contribu-

tions consisting of unnecessary articles.

" In every family, unnecessary articles can

be found which are frequently thrown out from
the dwelling along with rubbish, and it is these

entirely useless things which may serve as a

new fund for the activity of the society. If

every family in Odessa would only give during
the year one ruble's [fifty cents'] worth ot

these unnecessary things, tens of thousands of

rubles would accumulate in the treasury of the

society. Addressing such a request to all Odessa
people, the society knows that it does not ask
for sacrifices exceeding the donor's means. It

only addresses to all the modest request,' Con-
tribute all that you do not require.' Do not be
embarrassed either by the quality or the quan-
tity of the oSering. With most earnest grati-

tude, we accept all old rubbish, torn pieces of

paper, clothing, foot gear, leather leggings, old

newspapers, unnecessary i)ooks and music, old

postage stamps, rags, linen, corks, pieces of
iron, brass, and other metals, bottles, caps of
bottles, broken glass, cut-ofi" cigar ends, empty
cigar and cigarette boxes, broken playthings,

useless furniture, etc.

" For the collection of these offerings of un-

necessary articles, the section will send around
collectors, dressed in uniform, with an open
letter. In acknowledgment of such offerings,

the collector will issue a proper receipt.
" The collectors are not authorized to accept

offerings in the shape of money."

The President of the Leland Stanford Uni-
versity, California, has this to say :

" Boys who have formed the cigarette habit
are like wormy apples, they drop long before
harvest time.

"They rarely make failures in after life, be-

cause they do not have any life.

" The boy who begins cigarette smoking before

his fifteenth year never enters the life of the

world.
" When other boys are taking hold of the

world's work he is concerned with the sexton
and undertaker."

For " The Friend,

Our Privileges and Duties as Young Frienc

Why am I a Friend? This question I ci

sider first. There arrives a time in the life

every young Friend, when he comes face tofi

with this seemingly non-important, but in rei

ty, weighty and significant question of memb
ship in the Society of Friends. Often it ari

at that time when then the soul and mind s<

it were to awaken, and desire and thirst fo:

deeper and better understanding of that whicl

good and best, and then the question begins to

ceive its proper attention. Still most often it

answered by saying, " Because my fathe

mother were Friends before me. 1 am a Frie

by birthright membership." That answer i

to be all-sufficient; It is permitted to covei

multitude of shortcomings and to give the

dividual the feeling that he has had the goodf
tune of having all the work and search done
him by those who have gone before. They hs

done it once for all.

The three great life-decisions of the avers

man are those bearing on his religion, his vo

tion, his marriage. Over the last two, mu
time and thought will always be expended
fore decisions are arrived at, but when it con

to the first, a different state of affairs usua

exists. One does not always feel a personal

sponsibility in this direction, and especially

this frequently the case among young Frien

I approach this subject not as one who has i

joyed a birthright membership, but as one w
has come into the Society by couvincement.

the fall of 1892, I entered Haverford Colle

a member of the Dutch Reformed Church
first attended meeting with the idea that I coi

get little good out of it for myself, but I

found there, a better opportunity than I e^

had in my own church for a close coinmuni

with our heavenly Father, and a deeper worst

of Him in Spirit and in Truth.

As time went on, the lives and literature

Friends appealed to me more and more stroi

ly. But I had been grounded in the faith

a church, where there was a close observar

of the letter of the law, and to turn and put t

questions of baptism and the Lord's supper

a purely spiritual basis seemed directly contra

to the teachings of our Master. Several yes

before this time, when I was in total ignoran

of the whole subject of Quakerism, I had aga

and again questioned in my own mind whetl:

water baptism was the real and necessary bs

tism, and bread and wine communion the

and true communion. I could neither see b

understand the vital significance of their oi

ward observance. I found young men a|

women were no better after they had partakj

of these rites than before. Thereafter, I detc

mined to follow a new rule. I would uot .

tend any preparatory communion service, b.

waited until the morning it was offered. If

felt it was right to partake and join in the si

vice I did so, if not, I refrained. I wonder

at the time at my own course of action. Bui

was only following the light within. With i

creasing interest, while at Haverford, I re;

and studied much on the subject of the docirir

of Friends, but in the meantime I was most for

bly struck with the ignorance exhibited by ma:

young Friends concerning the history, the t

timonies and the principles of their religio;

Society. I felt that there must be somethi

'

wrong somewhere. There seemed to be wanti •

that loyalty and love to their mother churc,
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. vlich is often so inspiring and touching in

niny of our sister churches.

I trust to be excused for these personal refer-

eJes, but I first want to define luy own position,

-bow I came among Friends—what it all meant
t-me as an outsider, and finally how precious

r; principles and testimonies of our Society

hve now become to me, as one of its members.
Two facts early forced themselves strongly

iron me; First, that Friends had been a pecu-

I'r people ; second, that they had been a mis-

snary people in the spiritual sense of a Divine
(jlling. But, it was because they were a pecu-

Ir people, and because they were such a mis

s'nary people that they grew and waxed strong,

ley had a mission in the world. That mission

ijioi entirely accomplished and is as important

i!w as it was two hundred and fifty years ago,

vien George Fox first began preaching. Are
V falling short of our high calling? Would
(orge Fox, if he were here now, do as we are

ding? Are we a peculiar people? Are we a

ifssionary people in the manifestation of the

girit? Do we sufficiently realize that there is

tijreat work in the world for the Society of

liends, and are we faithful, or at least willing

t'do it, as it is opened to us to do? In other

\|irds, do we fully appreciate all our privileges

id are we doing the duties our heavenly Father
is assigned us? It is with thoughts such as

tijse in mind, that I felt an especial concern to

Hog this subject before my fellow members in

c'r Society. For it is on these questions,—how
tij shall be received, and how they shall be

iswered by individual members, that the future

^ilfare of our Society depends. It is not in the

^irit of criticism, not in the spirit of judgment.
It only in the spirit of love, only in the spirit

d close fellowship in Christ Jesus, only because

Jtiave already learned to love this Society and
<at its beliefs and testimonies have become
ia,r to me as a being most in accordance with

/ose practised and suggested by our Master
neu He was personally on earth, and finally

cause my love for God and my fellow-man is

i stroug, that I would that all be led in the

*iie way of worshipping the Father in Spirit

/id in Truth.

'Our privileges, our duties,—the former, our
ipecial advantages and liberties,—the latter,

lir obligations towards our God and our fellow-

'en, these are terms whose true meaning and
'aportance every member of our Society should
Iqow and appreciate, before he can call himself
' very truth a Friend. Two hundred and fifty

^ars ago, our heavenly Father gave George
'ox a message for the world He was faithful

'i the Light. In a short time he had shown
;iany the true way to Christ Jesus. There is

'ist as much need for that same message to-day

k there was then. The people of our day are

!ot an entirely different people from those who
'ere living at that time. We cannot be faith-

il followers of the Truth as opened to George
'ox, and servants of our Lord Jesus Christ, if

e are not willing to learn what the message is,

nd what it includes.

The growth of our Society, in spirituality and
a numbers, depends upon the individual faith-

ulness of each and every member. In all

lumility, in all simplicity, I only want to show
?hat to me is included under those terms,

privileges and duties."

There is no church of which I have knowledge,
fhere greater liberty of worship is allowed.

3ur worship does not depend upon the sermon
fa pastor or the singing of a choir, but it doe-s

lepend upon the spirit of each individual wor-

shipper. We gather together in his name to wor
ship Him in Spirit and in Truth; "and where
the spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty." Emi-
nent Christians in all denominations have feared
the dangers attending the use of those means in

worship which appeal most to the senses. We
have only one head of the church, Christ Jesus,

who " though we are nothing and He is all,"

speaks to each one in his heart, through his Holy
Spirit. Our worship has its beginning not from
without, but from within. Our silence is not the
end sought, but only the means to the end. Or as

Barclay better puts it
—

" Yet it is not in silence,

as silence, that our worship consisteth, but in a
holy dqiendence of our mind upon God, from
which dependence silence necessarily follows in

the first place until words can be brought forth,

which are from God's spirit."

In our meeting, a closeness and communion
with our God and Father are truly obtainable.

Some time ago, I attended vesper services at

a church. Tliere was no time allowed for silent

communion, but there seemed to be an uniuter-

rupted activity about the proceedings. I Ciin-

not call it worship, for to me it really was not

worship. It partook more of the character of
a set performance than of a spiritually religious

gathering. At our meetings, our Father may
speak through any one of us. Our sister churches
seem to expect Him to speak only through a
leader. Christ esteemeth no man above another.

Consider well our liberty, our simplicity of wor-

ship. Does it not seem nearer the way Christ

would have all to worship Him?
Upon the subject of our distinguishing doc-

trines I shall only lightly touch. Each one
rests on a foundation based on the spirit and
teachings of Christ. If there are any doubts
IS to the correctness of our interpretation of

scripture or of the will of our Father, if there is a

ack of understanding as to the vital differences

existing between the practices of our Society

and those of the various churches, then I say,

in the spirit of faith and humility study well

the matter, the sooner the better. Know the

ground whereon you stand ; know why you do

not believe in the outward observance of the

sacraments; know why you do not believe in a

regularly paid pastor, who alone is the leader

and preacher for the congregation. For thus

will one begin to appreciate his privilege of be-

ng a member of the Society of Friends.

It was not until I came into touch with Friends,

that there seemed to me to be any reality about

the workings of the Holy Spirit within us ;

—

and that I learned that grand truth, that Christ,

even now, speaks to each one of us through his

Spirit,
—" the Light that lighteth every man

that Cometh into the world.'" The living fellow-

ship between God and the individual man is to

us all sufficient, without a bishop or any head,

other than Christ Jesus. In such a church all

are equal before Him, man and woman, " speak-

g as they are moved by the Holy Spirit."

Our whole manner of worship, our testimonies,

our doctrines mean much. If they do not to

thee personally, search and know why. Our
heavenly Father is good to us and has shown

us much, but He wants and expects each one of

us to be faithful and to prize highly these reve-

lations He has given us. We have ever be-

lieved in observing and pralicing simplicity

in our lives. What this means, for the most part,

each one must settle between himself and his

God. We must bear in mind, that we cannot all

think alike on many of these subjects. It is the

spirit and not the letter of the law that counts.

But let us never forget that we are Friends and

never be ashamed of our connection. If we
would be a power in the world for good and
Christ Jesus, we must show the side on which
we stand and be faithful to the Light within.

These are only a few of the many privileges en-
joyed by us as Friends. I fully believe that it is

the duty of each one, who considers himself a
Friend, to acquaint himself well with these privi-

leges and know in every truth why he is a Friend,
" being ready always to give answer to every
man that askelh him a reason concerning the
hope that is in him." But this is only the be-
ginning, the first step of our duty. I do not
intend to touch upon our duties as Friends
towards each other, but only towards our God
and fellow-men. It is what a man is and does
that counts in this every day world of ours, and
so it is what we are as Friends that counts much.
Let us show ourselves in our true light, and
what we stand for, so that others may see who
and what we are. We must not only be passive
but also active Friends in the Master's putting
forth, as well as Christians. Do not hesitate to

show wherein we difl'er from others, and do not
be ashamed of our testimonies and our princi-

ples. If the early Friends had lived the lives

many of us are leading today, where would
Quakerism be ? Ye are a peculiar people, says
the world. Let us show wherein our peculiarity
lies. We were a people diligent in a Divine
mission into whatsoever field the witness might
call, are we now? Surely not as much as we
might be; but "the Spirit of Quaker Chris-
tianity is an earnestly evangelizing one." We
must be led by the Holy Spirit; then let us
always be on the alert to catch its faintest

promptings. As Friends we must not forget
we owe a duty to the world, as well as to our-
selves. If our manner of worship, our testi-

monies and principles are the right ones, let ua
not hide them within ourselves, but through
faith and under the guidance of our great Lord
and Master, let ns send out the Light to the
world.

We have seen what some of our privileges are,

d what duties to our fellow-men naturally re-

sult. In conclusion let us now examine what
the effect of those privileges to us has been on
the world without. If Quakerism is, what it

pretends to be, the religion of Jesus Christ, then
it must be a gospel of love, adopted to the needs
of every human being in all generations. It

has been truly said " Friends are an embodiment
of great principles and the incarnation of a
grand life." George Fox, William Penn, Eliza-

beth Fry and others have done much to turn

the current of human thought in the right direc-

tion. Friends have put their stamp on national

and international life. In our courts of justice

through their perseverance the right of affirma-

tion has been recognized, and capital punish-

ment for minor ofl^euces abolished. In our jails

and on the question of slavery and slave trade

their love for humanity made itself felt. Friends
have ever borne testimony against war as being
" wholly at variance with the spirit of the gos-

pel, which breathes peace on earth and good-
will to men."

Our governments have generally accepted
the principles and practices of Friends as they
relate to civil life. In this, there is only one
exception, that of arbitration, that will come.
The victory is half won now. Thus we have
not been without effect on the world at large.

The mission of Friends has also made itself felt

in the individual souls of men. By their strong
personalities and consistent lives. Friends have
proved to the world that their testimonies and
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principles are fitted to the life of each and every

one. In the worda of one of our saiuted-dead

concerning his beloved Society :
" They kuow

no narrowness concerning sects and opinions,

provided there are only evidences of the reign

of Christ in men's souls."

We have weighed the matter and it has not

been found wanting. Quakerism has stood the

test of nearly three centuries. It will stand now.

We have found we are a peculiar people—yea

a chosen people, with many privileges, but with

corresponding duties to ourselves and the world.

Let us know and obey the Spirit within, and
be children of the Light, shining with the Christ-

like spirit. Then must follow, as the day the

night, faithfulness to self, faithfulness to God,
and the consequent establishment of his king-

dom on the earth.

First Month 17th, 1899.

FOR "The Friend."

A Plaint Against Progressive Euchre.

A young Friend writes to me from Olympia,
on the Pacific coast, as follows :

" Sixth-day I stepped into a store where the

Catholic Church was holding a fair, and was
immediately besieged by old and young to take
a ' chance' on gold penholders, cushions, silver-

ware, etc. I made some attempt to explain my
views on the subject of raffling, but found my
auditors wholly unable to appreciate such a

standpoint, so soon withdrew, lest my denomi-
nation of their ' chancing' as ' gambling' should
precipitate unpleasant consequences."

It has been an occasion of great regret to me
—I will not say that it has been one of surprise

—to note the wide prevalence of the practice of
gambling within the Roman Catholic denomi-
nation. In countries whose inhabitants are very
largely of this form of religious belief, as in

France, Spain and Italy, the lottery is to such
an extent a recognized institution that its right-

fulness to exist, whether legal or moral, would
be questioned by few indeed. It might be sup-
posed that here the influence of Protestant-
American ideas would at least operate to dis-

courage the use of the gambling method in the
supposed interests of religion. While it is true
that progressive-euchre and whist parties are
rampant in every city and town, as well as in

many country districts, it is commonly recog-
nized among Protestants that such games con-
stitute a social, even a worldly, entertainment,
and are hardly to be laid hold of for the pro-
motion of professedly religious objects. 'This

distinction appears not to obtain among the
Eomanists, and therein, at least, they are the
more consistent.

Last year, the New York correspondent of
the Publio Ledger, at the opening of the season
called Lent, made remark :

" Progressive euchre,
on a mammoth scale, for prizes, has well nigh
displaced the old-time church fair as a method
of reaching the charitable. The proportions to

which the fad has grown are regarded by many
conservative people in ecclesiastical circles as a
grave scandal. In Brooklyn the craze has been
raging for some time in almost every parish. A
check has come there as far as Catholics are con-
cerned. It is understood that Bishop McDon-
nell has intimated to his pastors that he does
not consider such gatherings in consonance with
the spirit of the Lenten season, and that, until
the penitential time is over, they must cease to be
held under church auspices."

Perhaps the latter pronouncement was thought
to be in line with the intent of the Third Plenary
Council ofBaltimore, held perhaps ten years ago,

which declared it not lawful for " the Church"
to accept for church purposes the proceeds of

charity ball entertainments. Nevertheless, in

the late winter of 1896-9i' we find the Roman
Catholic Archbishop at Philadelphia, with nu-

merous priests, lending their presence to a very
large euchre entertainment, held in an armory
building, the proceeds of which were intended for

the benefit of the Catholic Summer School of

America at Plattsburg, N. Y. For paying off a

debt upon a Roman Catholic church building in

Brooklyn, the newspaper account of the day
said that " seventy-five tables were provided for

the players, and the novel spectacle was pre

sented of black-robed priests mingling with men
and women in full evening-dress at the card
tables."*

These incidents are recapitulated in no ac
cusatory spirit, but with the intent to discover

wherein is the weakness, and what may be the

remedy. Perhaps the first announcement of a
progressive-euchre scheme for church purposes
noticed the present winter was one that, it was
stated, would be given in a large hall, " for the

benefit of the Roman Catholic Church of the

Holy Spirit, Sharon Hill." Church of the Holy
Spirit! What a dishonor to the name of the

Divine Gift of God, whose ofiice it is to manifest

the Truth to all who will hear, Christ hi.mself

testifying " When the Spirit of Truth is come.
He will guide you into all Truth." Now it is

the spirit of error and confusion, and not that

of truth, openness and the light, which invites

the methods of chancing and gambling to gather
gain for avowed philanthropic and religious

objects. Referring to this matter, two years ago,

in a communication to the Converted Catholic,

the query was asked, and is now revived, " H;
God indeed left himself without a witness, that

we cannot go to Him each day and each hour
of the day, to know how to do and to walk ac-

ceptably in his sight, but the mind of priest,

bishop, pope or council must be waited for to

point us the way wherein we should go ?" And
this, as we have seen, in what it allows, condones
or directly sanctions, may prove to be a sadly
blind way, beset with many perils.

This gracious resource the Society of Friends
has, as a body, acknowledged and borne wit-

ness to, from the time of its rise as a distinctive

religious organization down to the present. In
making frequent inquiry, year by year, con-

cerning matters that may indicate, to some ex-
tent, our preservation in the Truth, it is custom-
ary to ask ourselves whether we " maintain a
faithful testimony against encouraging lotteries

of any kind ?" I recall that, upwards of a year
ago, an active and well-informed member of

* It is gratifying to be able to quote a Roman Catho-
lic of this city, M. I. J. Griffin, against this abound-
ing evil. In a monthly paper edited by him, he pro-
ttsts. "It is certainly a bad example to have card-
playing for prizes in favor of religion, which the law
punishes when indulged in for private gain. Thnt
the worst passion of the gambler has been excited by
progressive euchres is evident from the amount of un
blushing lying and ehe^iting that have been indulged
in." He rightly declares that these church schemes
that are so rampant with his brethren " are a scandal
to the Protestant world, and go far to convince our
separated brethren that the end, with Catholics, justi-

fies the means, in financial matters at least." It is

much to be regretted that the bishops and archbishops
generally, seem not to have come up to the plane oc-
cupied by this layman concerning this stumbling block I

an') desolating evil. The writer recalls the fervency
with which that worthy Episcopalian rectiT, the late
Kichard Newton, said to him that he " felt called to I

stand up even against his bishop," who had given his
voice for acceptance of preferred charity ball pro-
ceeds.

those usually spoken of as " Hicksites" expresl
ing to the writer his strong disapproval of th

i

game of progressive euchre, and that participi

tion in it was not altogether unknown to som
called by the name of Friends, desired to b
informed how we answered the query in re^ar
to it—to lotteries. Well, the time is nigh a

hand again when this matter is statedly consit

ered in our meetings, and let us hope that tb.

answers prepared and adopted shall as nearl
reflect the truth as may be known. Some (

our young members may hold to the traditior

of the elders, in the letter, being against tb

"progressive" ways that are of worship an,

preaching known in some other parts, and yi

may be found greatly dishonoring the Hoi
Spirit and our good name through worshippin
this modern idol of progressive euchre.

JosiAH W. Leebs.
!j

A Military Republic. |

The citizens who are advocating a stron
'

military policy because our possession of tropici

colonies will require it may be suspected of fi

voring an imperial colony policy, because
will make necessary a standing army of aboi;

two hundred thousand men and a navy eqm'
to the combined sea strength of Continentii
Europe.

It all means that we are to have a militar

republic, in which the army and navy wi

eclipse civil pursuits. By pursuing a non-mil
tary policy, and keeping arms in a position fc

defense only, the country has prospered unt
we are the richest of the nations. Now we ai,

following the same course as that travelled b

older countries. The wealth won in the pu
suits of peace is regarded as a prize to be di

voted to the purchase of glory, and its inves

ment in a mighty military establishment
treated as the highest patriotism.

If there be no check to this, it will not I

long until the army spirit will control the coui
try.

Already the politicians are on the lookoi
for a military hero as a candidate for the Prea
dency.

Early in our Civil War, when an army (

fifty thousand men was passing under reviev
Caleb Gushing looked thoughtfully on tfa

marching mass, and a friend asked him whf
he was thinking. The veteran lawyer answeret
" I am wondering what subaltern officer in thos,l

ranks will rise to be ruler of the republic whe.
the struggle is over." The old student of th,

history of nations reasoned rightly. Followin,
the war seven military men were candidate,

for the Presidency, and five have reached thfji

high office.

Politicians will materially assist in makin
this a military republic, for our appearanc
under arras on the theatre of the world's cor

tentions and disputes will supply us with a:

abundance of military material. Our Sirda^
and Pashas will be coming home, panoplied i:

military glory, and none of them will forget th

path that brought him to the highest civi,

preferment. The army will be to this coue
what it is to France, where it dominates ever
interest in the -republic and is able to arrest oi

distort the processes of civil justice.

Already the politicians are bringing th

heroes of our brief war into focus for 190(
When the war began political ambition
men after commissions in the army, and th

desire to deserve well of their countrymen a

the polls was not improperly among the motive
that sustained their courage under fire am
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rl. It is well that the people should con-

,i.>r how easily we may glide from our position

iji peaceful nation to that of a military re-

)olic, ill which the pursuits of peace are val-

it, nut so much for the homes they build, the

flies they fill aud the hearths they warm, as

't the sinews of war they can supply and the

p and circumstance they can support.

—

Francisco Daily Call.

The Friendly Association.

(Concluded from page 255.)

lirhe English Friends secured information of

and advised their Philadelphia brethren
;

)n this the Meeting for Sufferings addressed

Governor, denying any desire to damage
Proprietors, aud urging a wish previously

ferred to examine the minutes of the coun-

to obtain material to clear themselves. This

Governor refused.

IChe paper they especially desired to see was

t-eport investigating the complaints of Tedy-

ung, afterwards printed in the Records of

Council.* It is a long report, going over

various causes of dissatisfaction, aud defends

walk" and other matters of controversy,

taining also the paragraph above quoted,

ijarain Shoemaker aud William Logan, of

J: council declared the report had been sent

shout their knowledge, and that the first in-

tmation they had of it came by way of Lon-

ii. It was now for the first time ordered to

»placed on the minutes.

fn 1759 the Friendly Association through

[lael Peraberton sent to Pittsburg two thous-

li pounds' worth of goods to be equitably sold

jgiven to the Indians. The money was sup-

ped by the governors and by Pemberton per-

iially. Later in the year the British Govern-

nnt desired it to forward to the same place at

il expense another consignment for a similar

prpose.

The minutes of the later years of the Associa-

tn are lost. Its life was probably extended till

164, or as some say, to 1767. Its representa-

tes attended two conferences in 1762. One
sEaston with Tedyuscung, in which he wasin-

cced to withdraw his charge of forgery against

t3 proprietors, but still insisted tne "walk"
V s not properly performed, aud received a sat-

i'actory compensation for his mulcted lands

;

tB other at Lancaster, where a general peace

^th the Northern and Western Indians was

CQcluded. It could not prevent the great con-

firacy of Pontiac, which in 1763 renewed the

nr all along the colonial frontier and exas-

j'rated the borderers against all Indians every-

"^ere, and when the final treaty at Fort Stan-

'X was made in 1768, which quieted the In-

<an question for the Colonial period, the Asso-

lition was no longer in existence.

One can not well attribute other than hu-

lane and well-meant intentions to this Associa-

nn. It cost too much in time and money,

'lere was too little to be gained personally by

:! promoters to allow selfish considerations to

ter into their motives. That their presents

5re often of doubtful advantage to the Indian

ay be admitted. Indeed the best thing for

e Indian would have been to place an inipas-

ale barrier between himself and the whites,

ut this could not be done, and like the weak
irbariau he was, he desired the good things of

le white, and would not be satisfied without

lem.

It was more than the forms of justice he ap-

*Colonial Kecords, vol. viii : page 246.

predated in the Quakers, it was their effort to

conform to his own ideas of justice. It may
have been true that in the Albany purchase of

1754, the Proprietors' plan of buying of the

sovereign without regard to the rights of the

bject dwellers on the land was in accord with

white law. It was not in accord with red in-

stincts of fairness, and even in strictness the

suzerainty was too faintly recognized to justify

the sale of vast tracts covering the entire prop-

erty of whole tribes. It was, at any rate in In-

dian eyes, gross injustice, to be resisted by all

means. William Penn would never have forced

this purchase upon them. Had it been neces-

sary to have had their land, he would have sat-

isfied them as well as their feudal lords. The
Friendly Association meant to follow the meth-

5 of the founder and the Indians knew it.

The gain to the province by a consistent

course of fair dealing would have been im-

mense. The friendship of the Indian would
have been an eflective buffer against French at-

tack. The whites might have reposed in safety

behind their red defenders. The troubles of

finance and taxation, which created the hard

feeling of the people against the Proprietors,

would never have arisen, and the reign of peace

and security might have had another score of

years of existence. The Quaker experiment of

peace succeeded while Quaker justice to the

Indian prevailed. When the Proprietors de-

parted from this, peace departed and Quaker
rule terminated.

In one sense, however, the Quaker policy

would have defeated itself. The tremendous
immigration induced by the free principles of

Government, and the security from savage at-

tack, filled up the country at a rapid rate.

Lands were cleared and hunting grounds van-

ished. What were the Indians to do? Labor
was irksome, civilization they did not want, and

their country was emptied of game. A greater

problem than even William Penn solved

the inheritance of his sons, and had they

tacked it in the spirit of their father, they might

have failed. But we have learned something of

the Indians since their day, and while we know
they are unspeakably cruel in war, we have also

ascertained that they are trustworthy to friends

and faithful to treaties, and reasonable in meet-

ing half way any advances made in good-will.

Hence we may believe that there would have

been some feasible right way to settle the In-

dian question in Pennsylvania in last century,

without fraud or war.

A Revival Thought.—I have thought of

some of us who have wished for a revival of the

Society's once favored condition. We can,

however, hardly stand our ground now ; how
would we fare if there was a revival, and in-

creased duties were placed upon us? Then we
would have to keep our eye very single to pre-

serve our places, but if we keep our eye single

noiv to the great Master and Bishop of souls,

will we not be blessed aud be instruments of

blessing to others? Instead of moaning over

the low estate of the church, let us each seek

to be faithful to our present calling, first cast-

ing the beam out of our own eye, before we can

hope to see clearly how to remove the mote out

of our brother's eye, (Luke vi : 41-42). The
call is loud for laborers, but the Lord will have

none, except they are his own; having hum-

bled themselves, that He may be exalted and

may lead them^ E. L. P.

A WELL GOVERNED stomach is a great part

of liberty.—Seneca.

Earlier History of the Dukhobors.
A recent private letter from John Bellows,

of England, contains matter of interest which
we are permitted by the recipient to extract for

our readers. The writer, it may be known to

.some, was delegated by the London Meeting
for Sufferings to convey to Alexander III, of

Russia, an address on behalf of all those of his

Empire who could not conform to the requisi-

tions of the Greek Church.
" The Duchobortzi ('spirit-wrestlers ') do not

owe their origin to a ' Quaker Missionary.' I

have seen some letters in the possession of the

London Meeting for Sufferings, in which an ac-

count is given of these people. Their beginning
was from three Cossacks of the Don, who are as

thou art aware militar)' colonists of the Russian
Empire. Early in last century these three men
obtained a copy of the Scriptures, and from
reading and studying this they came to the con-

victions that the doctrines and practices of the

Greek Church did not represent those of the

New Testament. They refused military service,

and theirfollowers underwent persecutions. This

was in the reign of Alexander I. When Nicholas

I. came to the throne he had less patience with

the Duchobortzi—and had their colonies re-

moved from the Crimea to the Transcaucasus,
especially to parts southwest of Tiflis, where Jo-
seph Neave and I saw a good deal of them. Our
impression was that they were a simple indus-

trious people (mostly farmers).
" We had heard while in Petersburg, of a no-

bleman named Hilkoff, who had resigned his

sword during the Russian and Turkish war of

1878, where he had taken a somewhat conspicu-

ous position duriug the siege of Kars. He was
now (1892 .3) banished to Bashketchet, a vil-

lage oftwo daysjourney to the southwest of Tifiis.

We felt much drawn to go and visit him. On
our way south we went to see Count Tolstoi,

who was much interested in finding we meant
to see Prince Hilkoff, who had come so far

under his influence since his leaving the army,
that he had given up the whole of his property

to his own tenants, dividing his estates among
them, and only retaining for his own about

twenty acres—the same area held by each of

the new holders.
" Tolstoi himself is a man of sweet spirit,

with whom we could feel great unity, but not

with some of his notions aljout property, civili-

zation, money as a medium of interchange, and
civil government. He regards all these as sin-

ful. I remember while pai^sing a prison in

Moscow, he turned to me and said : 'All these

places ought to be pulled down !' On my say-

ing something about Paul's inculcation of the

duty of the magistrate, he cut me short with
' The Apostle Paul was not inspired when he

wrote tliat !' I did not feel at liberty to argue

with him ; I should have been quickly worsted

if I had attempted it, but some months after I

felt an openness to write him on the importance

of our not attempting reform of Society other-

wise than as we are led by the Spirit. I had a

very satisfactory letter in reply, fully acknowl-

edging this, but he is so impulsive, and withal

so intellectually rich that it is bard for him to

come down to the condition of a little child, and
not act beyond and in advance of the true lead-

ing. Yet he has known, and I feel sure stiil

does know something of this leading, for he

has seen through and abandoned many things

for which he formerly contended.
" We were greatly interested in an incident

that occurred quickly after our arrival at his

house in Moscow, for while we were talking
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with Countess Tolstoi and her daughters, I sud-

denly became aware that Count Tolstoi himself

was engaged in a controversy with our inter-

preter, Hermann Fast, on water baptism. As
I listened, I heard him take up point after

point with the latter, and completely demon-

strate the incorrectness of his view. Then, ris-

ing from his seat, he said very earnestly, ' Do
you mean to say that if I try with all my might

to do the will of God as far as I know it, and I

do try,' he added, while the tears filled his eyes,

' and I were to die now, do you believe that He
would not save me, because I had not been bap-

tized with water.' Our interpreter was touched.

His lips quivered, and at last he said, ' No
;
I

believe He would save you 1'

" Then Tolstoi turning toward me, said to

Fast, ' You destroy in my soul the sense of

unity, with your water baptism. How is it that

I feel no unity with you, and yet I can feel

unity with this person, although he believes in

the Divinity of Christ, and I do notY
" We had a long and painful journey to reach

Prince Hilkoff, for it is a very wild country in

the Armenian mountains, in which he was

placed. We found him a handsome man of

some forty years of age, light complexioned,

unlike most of the Russian nobility, who are

dark. He was dressed in a rough woolen coat

of undyed brown, and with a sheepskin cap.

He was living the life of a laborer or very poor

peasant; now and then helping the villagers by

tending them in sickness. A man of sweet,

weighty spirit.

" He told us his story, how having been sent

on a very daring errand, he had surprised the

garrison of a Turkish fort by night, and in

course of taking the men prisoners one of them
tried to shoot him. He killed the Turk, but

that night, as he lay in his bed, the convictions

came home to him so clearly that it was wrong
to kill, that he resigned his sword and went

back to his estate, which, as I have said he

afterwards divided among his tenants. Twelve
months before our visit he had been banished

for exercising a 'wrong' influeoceon these peo-

ple, by his refraining from attendiug the Greek
Church."

Uncle Alex came out on the back piazza with

his newspaper, and was just going to seat him-

self in one of the arm chairs, when a very large

spider, weaving its web among the vines, at-

tracted his attention.

He went closer to look at it, and presently

called to Neddie, who was playing in the yard :

" Neddie, come and see this huge spider."

" I can't come now Uncle Alex," replied Ned-
die. " I am on duty."

Uncle Alex stopped looking at the spider

and looked at Neddie. He had a paper soldier

cap on, and carrying his toy gun, was gravely

pacing up and down before his tent, which was

pitched ou the grass under the big cherry tree.

Will Ramsey and two or three other boys were

in an adjoining meadow, galloping along on

sticks and flourishing wooden swords. There
was probably a battle going on ; though the

cows, chewing their cuds under the trees, didn't

seem to be frightened.

"What are you doing?" asked Uncle Alex.
" I'm a sentinel on guard," said Neddie.
" Can't you come over here just a minute, if

I watch the tent?"

"No, indeed!" answered Neddie, decidedly.
" Soldiers musn't go away a second when they

are on duty."

" Well, well," said Uncle Alex, seeming quite

amused, as he sat down to his paper.

Toward the close of the afternoon, when the

tent was deserted and the boys were playing

something else at the other side of the house,

Neddie's mother came out on the porch from
the kitchen, carrying a small basket.

She looked hastily around, and then called :

" Neddie, Neddie ; where are you ?"

" Here mamma ?" he shouted, running around
the corner of the house and up the steps.

" I want you to go over to the store and get

me two pounds of sugar and a half pound of

raisins," said the mother, adding, as she gave

him the basket and some money :
" Now don't

be gone long. I am making something good

for supper, and I want those things as soon as

possible."

About ten minutes after Neddie had gone,

Uncle Alex started to the post office. When
he reached the little brook which had to be

crossed to get to the village, he saw Neddie
standing on the bridge, throwing pebbles into

the water.
" Hallo, Neddie !" he said. " I thought you

were on duty."
" No, sir," replied the boy, looking in surprise.

" We're not playing soldier any more. Mamma
sent me on an errand."

" Did she send you here to throw pebbles in

the brook ?"

" No, sir ; she sent me to the store."

" I thought I heard her giving you a commis-
sion which was to be executed with promptness

and dispatch ; and, knowing you to be such a

soldierly fellow, who could not be tempted away
from duty a moment, I wonder rather, to see you
standing here." And Uncle Alex stroked his

whiskers meditatively and knit his brow, as

though he was trying to study the matter out.

Neddie, with a puzzled expression, looked

steadily in his uncle's face for a moment or two,

and then, turning his steps toward the village,

was off like a flash.

Uncle Alex was standing on the post office

steps, reading, a letter, when he happened to

see Neddie come out of the grocery store with

his basket and walk rapidly homeward. Some
little boys on the other side of the street also

spied him, and running over, surrounded him,

evidently wanting him to stop with them a little

while. But he, though in a very good-natured

way, declined their invitation, and kept on his

way. He realized that he was on duty.

—

S. S.

Evangelist.

When a man understands that the cleanness

of tiis heart and the integrity of his mind are a

part of his simple human service to the world,

that he is a moral drone unless he keeps truth

with the life ofGod within him ; when he under-

stands that his highest life is not his own merely
but the world's concern, that purity is the

world's need, that righteousness is the time's

demand, then, to each one of us, my brothers,

the making of a man becomes the most serious,

sacred and reasonable interest upon earth.

—

Young man, young woman, are you yearn-
ing to do more service for your Master, are you
anxious to hasten Christ's kingdom on earth,

despair not if you do not have a call from either

God or man to enter the regular ministry, but
look around you and see the golden opportuni-
ties on every side in which you can serve Him
by ministering unto those around you who may
be " the least of his."

THE LILY OP THE VALLEY
Ask the lilies of the field

For the lessons they can yield

—

Hark ! to fancy's listening ear.

Thus they whisper, soft and clear :

" Heaven-appointed teachers we.

Mortal, thus would counsel thee.

"Gratefully enjoy to-day

If the sun vouchi-afe its ray
;

If the darkling tempest lower,

Meekly bend beneath the shower
;

But, oh, leave to-morrow's fare

To thy Heavenly Father's care.

" Does each day upon its wing
Its allotted burthen bring?
Load it not beside with sorrow
Which belongeth to the morrow !

Strength is promised, strength is given
When the heart by God is riven

;

But foredate the day of woe,
And alone thou bearest the blow.

" One thing only claims thy care
;

Seek thou first with faith and prayer
That all-glorious world above.
Scene of happiness and love :

And what'ere thou wouldst below,

He thou trustest will bestow."

Abiding' in Christ.

A humble, weighty, deportment shows forti'

and best upholds the dignity and beauty of th

Christian religion; it becomes and adorns th*

gospel. A retired, calm and watchful frame c

mind, is, in many respects, a hedge and piesei'

vation about us, when thrown among those wh'

are not acquainted with our high profession c

a principle of Truth sown in ever}' heart as

seed ; which is truly the grace of God that ap

pears unto and in all men, leading them out o

all evil into all good. We have perhaps bu

few examples of what this heavenly influenc

would do for those who are' passive as the cla

under the potter's hand.

Look not out at the example of others, so

to stop short where they do ; look rather to th;

Master, and follow with a simple, submissive

grateful spirit, all his intimations, wheresoeve

He leads : follow such, only as they follow Him
not by imitation but conviction ; for there ar

many services and sacrifices into which other

are led, which possibly thou mayst never b

called upon to evince thy love for the Trutl

by engaging in ; and some requirings may no

be called for at thy hand, in the same way o

time as they were at the hand of others; it i

also possible thou mayst have a narrower patl

than any brother or sister that thou knowest ol

Keep then "thine eye single" to the light o

Christ ; let that lead thee whithersoever am
whensoever it will ; then only is the language o

the heart, 'Thy will be done, O Lord, in aiK

by and through this poor earthly vessel.' Thei

only do we availingly know and feel the bloo(

of Jesus, the Mediator, to cleanse from all sin

whilst we " walk in the light, as God is in th

light."

For it is not the outward name of Jesus, bu

his power revealed in us, changing our heart

that saves ; neither is it an historical faitl

alone in what the Saviour did for us whilst oi

earth, that will avail anything ; for if we rejec

Him as our sanctifier, none of us can truly kno^

Him to be our sacrifice (as William Peni

wrote).

We read that the very devils could acknowl

edge that Jesus was the Christ
;
yet they di<

not submit to his government, but rebellei

against him, or they would not have been fallei

angels. There are many that can talk abou

the atonement, the intercession, the justifies

I
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ti], the ledfinption ol' Christ, and about bap-

tin anil the tummuuiuu and heavenly union

l)>ween the saints and the King of saints, who

n.'erthetess confess they are miserable sinners,

bind and tied by the chains of their sius, not

(vhstanding it is written, " let him that nameth

tl name of Christ depart from iniquity."

Sly desire for all is that they may come to

1 true and saving knowledge of God our

ii/iour; which is only to be attained unto

iough obedience to the manifestations of his

Siritin the heart " given toevery one to profit

i.hal;" without which none can fear Him ac-

|)tably, or have true faith in his Son ;
for the

ngs of God kuoweth no man, but by his

ily Spirit.—Jo/m Barclay.

For "The Kkiend.'

!id When Away from Home in Truth's Service.

rbe recent leference to ministering Friends,

no have died abroad, suggests some other

nrihies who have laid down their lives in like

niiiier. It is profitable for us to contemplate

afaitii so unwavering, examining our own

(adfastness, and to be able, as was Daniel

heeler, " to find a foundation firm enough to

• us out," in our varied undertakings. The

nbined self-sacrifice required on the part of

ih servants, and their families, is worthy of

thetic consideration.

Jonathan Taylor, of Mt. Pleasant, Ohio, was

3 whom it pleased Divine Providence, to re-

hve from works to rewards in a distant land.

We herewith insert brief outlines, from the

jraorial relative to him, prepared by Short

eek Monthly Meeting, where the advantages

his Christian example and conversation were

ig felt. He was one of the earliest emi-

mts of our Society to eastern Ohio, then a

Vesteru wilderness," and was active in the

ablishraent of the first Friends' meeting in

It part of the State, the first sitting being held

a fallen tree in the woods, in Concord neigh-

rhood, Belmont Co. As soon as his cabin

IS in readiness, it was opened to their religious

setings, until the erection of a house for the

rpose. Amidst the many difficulties of that

'od, where the means of subsistence, and the

forts of life, were to be provided for his

mily in a forest country, he was eminently

liefui in various concerns of the Society. He
^s diligent in the attendance of meeting.?, re-

nving a gift in the ministry, when a member

\ Baftimore Yearly Meeting, where his right

jis retained, until" the organization of Ohio

early Meeting.

The native Indians held a strong claim upon

iS attention, and the African descendants were

kewise objects of his commiseration ; through

Sals and hardships, he interceded with the

fovernment for the relief of both classes.

The exercise of his gift in the ministry, also

tilled him much from home ; he visited in

!)spel love most of the meetings of Friends

|i this continent, and many of them several

mes. In the year 1830, under a feeling of

'^ar unity and tender sympathy, his friends at

bme liberated him for religious service in Great

]ritaiu and Ireland. He embarked in com-

iny with his friends Stephen Grellet and Chris-

jpher Healy.

This trio of Christian men doubtless exerted

n influence for good with those surrounding

,iem, availing themselves of suitable openings

)r public religious opportunities. Upon land-

ig'at Liverpool, he visited meetings in that

art of England, thence through those of Scot-

iind and Ireland ; seeing no clearness to pro-

ceed to England, he stopped at the house of

Mary Lecky at Kilnock, where after enduring

one week's illness, he peacefully closed a life

which had been remarkably adorned withChris-

ian virtues. All anxiety for himself, his family

and friends left behind, seemed removed. He
said he had never been engaged in a journey

which had been so full of peace. Again he ob-

served, "Itseemed as a morningwiihout clouds."

Henry Hull was an anointed minister, who in

early life was favored with tendering impres-

sions of Heavenly love. Through Divine in-

fluence he became qualified for usefulness in the

church, although attended with conflicts to the

natural part.

He travelled extensively and acceptably in

the ministry in the United States and Canada,

and finally yielded to the impression that he,

too, must visit Friends in Great Britain and

Ireland. Whilst absent from home in this part

of the vineyard, he experienced a close prov-

ng of his faithfulness, in the removal by death

of his valuable wife, an aged mother and his

eldest son. Of this he remarked "although

kind friends sought to administer comfort to

body and mind, it was only as I was enabled to

cast my care upon Him, that I was favored to

feel a degree of holy calmness and resignation

spread over my spirit." These dispensations

may have increased the ability he manifested

to administer suitable counsel and encourage-

ment to the afflicted.

In the summer of 1834 his mind was drawn
to visit the Yearly Meetings of Ohio and In-

diana ; the first was attended under the pressure

of much disease, and soon after he was confined

to his room. He remarked, " If I am taken

away here, it will be a great trial to my dear

family, but my trust is in Him who said, "I
will not leave you comfortless." Later, " Let it

prove as it will, I am glad I am here ; if I die,

I die in peace with all mankind; I feel com-

fortable in the prospect of going." He quietly

breathed his last at the home of' the late Benja-

min Hoyle, near Barnesville, Ohio, and his re-

mains were interred in the burying ground at

Stillwater, where the mortal part of many valua-

ble Friends has been laid to rest.

How often, in our strolls as thoughtless

school children, have some of us been impressed

with the solemnity of the event, by having

pointed out to us "the grave of Henry Hull, a

travelling minister from New York."

Within the recollection of the present genera

tion, Ambrose Boone of Canada, another dedi

cated servant of the Lord, was called to his long

home in a strange land.

He had been much engaged in travelling for

the cause of Truth, but the departure for his last

journey was particularly atifecting to his family,

probably owing to his delicate state of health.

He had attended only a few meetings in

Ohio, when prostrated by disease, which soon

terminated his life, at the home of Samuel Shaw

in the limits of Middleton Meeting. His re-

mains were conveyed back to his bereaved rela-

tives, accompanied by two of our friends.

The following lines are contained in a poem

written by Jesse Edgerton, commemorating the

sad occurrence :

"Stranger friends luv! ^ritliered niimd liim,

Eemling o'er \\h coiicli ff pain ;

As the slender ties ilial lidund liini

To the world were cut in twain.

" From beyond the ceaseless surging

Of Ontario's stormy wave.

Came he in his Ma.ster's service

With the message that he gave.

' Yet before the task was ended,

In his boundless love, the Lord
Called him, may we hope in mere
Home to reap a rich reward."

E. H. S.

ForTiiEFuiENi).

Letter from a Reader.

Edecmcd Friend:— I fully agree with the

writer [of an article in The Friend of First

M(mth 14th], that "The poor may be as covet-

ous as the rich," and that," It is the state of the

heart that determines the nature and extent of

the sin." But I cannot see how one can be con-

sidered free from greed and love of money,
when we see him trying to add to his hundreds
of thousands in divers ways, even in some
cases seizing a poor man's or widow's, as the

case may be, dwelling house or farm for non-pay-

ment of interest; one free from greed can very

easily cease hoarding; let us not deceive our-

selves. Rich or poor, unless we are truly con-

verted, and have received the most precious

treasure from on high, we can not have the

contented heart. Respectfully thy friend,
"
F. M. N.

The Difference.—An incident is related

of two old men who in early life had been inti-

mate friends. One chose what this world can

give, and had obtained the object of his choice.

The other sought God ; and though he had
known affliction and suffering, and had far less

of earthly comfort than the man of the world,

yet as the latter listened to the story of the

"patient endurance and the glad hope of his old-

time friend, he exclaimed :

" Yes, yes; you wonder why I cannot be as

quiet and happy too ; but think of the difference,

—he is going to his treasure, and I—I must

leave mine."

—

The Common People.

Items Concerning the Society.

"The establishment," says the Baltimore /n^er-

change, " of two Monthly Meetings in our Yearly

Meeting during the present month, the one at the

National Capital, and the other at Curwensville,

Penna., is a matter foi* thankfulness and encour-

agement. Both these meetings have during the

past few years, in the face of not a few difficulties,

grown in numbers and in spiritual power, and the

outlook for both is decidedly hopeful."

A large number of our readers having recently

heard boys and girls from the George Junior Re-

public, located at Freeville, N.Y., describe to audi-

ences in and about Philadelphia, the workings of

that remarkable movement for the training of

children from the slums into useful citizens, will

be interested in reading the impressions of some
of those young visitors, as given, since their return,

in the paper which they publish, the Junior He-

piMic Citizen. One says :

" Friday night we spok^ to about six hundred
Friends (Quakers), and I did not feel half so timid

speaking to them as I did to tlie twelve. I think

the reason for that was, they showed so much in-

terest, and had such pleasant faces. They are so

kind intlieir manner that a person feels more at

ease when speaking to them."
Another writes: " Whenever the trip to the city

of Philadelphia comf s into mind, associations enter

with it. The most prominent id' all the recollec-

tions are the days that were spent among the

Friends. Our host being one, we had much oppor-

tunity to see their mode of living. To say that we
were unimpressed would be making an untrue

statement. Never before can 1 remember when
I was so moved by the simplicity of living. Love
seemed to be supreme. Disputes, none we heard,

except when there was a difference of opinion con-

cerning some topic, and then it was all done in a
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friendly spirit. Their habits of living were dis-

tinguisbable from our own in many features.

'•'Being ot German descent, I was much attracted

by the " thee " in their speech. It sounded friendly,

and he who received it was sure of a welcome.
" Thou " was missing ; I heard it but on two or

three occasions. I inquired the reason for its dis-

use aud the employment of " thee " both in nomi-

native and objective. It is one of the errors of

speech which usage has sanctioned. In rapid dis-

course, the nominative was rarely spoken, but dur-

ing meditation or slowly spoken speech, I have

heard it. My nature prompted me to the use of

the second person, but I checked myself before it

found utterance. How many times it was said

mentally, I cannot state.
" We did not meet many Quakers who wore the

garb of their Society. The broad rimmed hat, the

drab dress and their bonnets are fast disappear-

ing. I was informed that few, if any, of the

younger people wear the dress of their elders. The
distinction between them and other people in dress

is becoming less yearly. They speak to others not

belonging to their sect witb 'you ' and converse

with them in common language. The dress of the

older people appeared to us as simple and unos-

tentatious.

"On Sunday we went to meeting. Unaccus-
tomed to the manner of worship, we at first felt ill

at ease. Turning to one who was a Friend, I in-

quired when the meeting began. ' As soon as all

becomes quiet, and silence pervades all.' While
waiting, my eyes took in the appearance of the in-

terior of the room. In front of us, slightly ele-

vated, were six pews, three on a side, with an aisle

between. Each pew was about a foot higher than

the one in front. The women sat at the left and the

men at the right. I looked around for some musical

instruments. None were there. Footsteps ceased

and silence over all. It was a restful hour spirit-

ually—bodily, not so much so. We were tired

from our labors of the week, but this did not hinder

the reception of the Truth and the Word we heard

that afternoon. No formal benediction was pro-

nounced, but there was an indefinable sweetness
and benediction in it all.

I enjoyed speaking to the Friends. They mani-
fested sympathy and deep interest. While they
were critical, they were delightfully so, and not

narrow minded. They understood matters readily,

and did not complain because a hobby of theirs, if

they have any, was not taught or urged upon the
citizens. They were not profuse in their promises.

Little was said about what they would do, but it

is noticeable that they are always doing something
and in a quiet way. They are unlike Sir William
Keith, who lived in Franklin's time, and made
great promises, but alas I they were ' but a shell of
gold, hollow within.'

"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States^—Admiral Dewey has cabled to the

Navy Department to hurry the battleship Oregon to

Ivlanila for political reasons. A bulletin from Manila
reports " an outbreak of incendiarism, accompanied by
fighting," on the evening of Second Month 21st. There
were few casualties, but the loss of property was enor-
mous. A special cable despatch says 1,000 native
houses and hundreds of business places have been
burned.

General Otis has cabled^ from Manila that General
Miller had sent to Manila four representative Filipino
officials from the capital of Negros, where the American
flag has been raised. They ask American protection
against the small insurgent force in the island. Gen-
eral Otis reporteil on the :24th that the insurgents who
had gotten behind the American line* on the nights of
the ^Ist and 22nd were routed on the 23rd, wilh a loss

of 600 killed and wounded and 200 taken prisoners.
The American loss was very slight. The city was quiet
the day before ;

" confidence restored and business pro-

News reached Manila on the 26th ult. that the
American Hag had been raised over the island of Cebu
on Second Month 22ud, by a party of marines and
sailors from the gunboat Petrel. No opposition was
encountered. A battalion of the Twenty-third Regiment
had left Manila for Cebu. The rebels at Manila on
the .;7th sent out a flag of truce near Caloocan, borne
by Oommandante Sinforosa de la Cruz, and several

hundred of the enemy left the Filipino lines, crying

for peace. The casualties in the late engagements are

reported to aggregate So killed and 347 wounded.
At Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin, last week, F. Weyer-

hauser sold to Street, Chatfield & Keep and to Ritten-

house & Emliree, all of Chicago, a tract of land in Ash-
land and Bayfield counties on which it is estimated

there is 200,000,000 feet of pine. The price paid was
$1,000,000.

A number of young men in Sacramento are organiz-

ing a colony to settle on the island of Guam. They
intend to raise the staple products of the island.

There are several bills ncjw under consideration in

the Texas Legislature to provide for the destruction of

prairie dogs. These animals destroy millions of dollars'

worth of the grass and forage upon which the cattle

industry of the State depends for its prosperity. They
increase very rapidly, especially since the destruction

of their natural enemies by civilization.

The loss of live slock from the blizzard in Texas is

placed by President Springer, of the National Live
Stock Association, at 10 per cent. This is the greatest

loss since 1886, when over 90 per cent, of the range
cattle perished.

Forecaster Marbury, of the Weather Bureau, has is-

sued a special bulletin, compiled from the reports of

several hundred correspondents in different parts of

Georgia, showing that the loss of crops and live stock
by the late cold wave will amount to several million
dollars. While the entire State suffered severely, the

damage was greatest in the southern half Peaches
were nearly all killed in the southern counties, but in

the northern counties there is reason to believe there
will be a medium crop. Wheat was not injured serious-

ly, owing to a light snow which covered the ground.
Stock suflered severely, and in some counties cows and
goats froze to death.

There is an egg famine at Indianapolis, the retail

price being 65 cents a dozen.

The Columbia, it is said, has yielded more wealth
than any river in the world. Its vast schools of salmon
have enriched thousands of men and given employment
to innumerable people.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 639, which is 102 more than the previous week and
172 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 323 were males and 316 females : 99
died of pneumonia ; 62 of consumption ; 50 of heart
disease; 38 of typhoid fever; 33 of apoplexy; 29 of
nephritis ; 29 of old age ; 28 of convulsions ; 24 of ma-
rasmus ; 23 of inflammation of the brain

; 18 of bron-
chitis ; 16 of diphtheria ; 16 of influenza ; 16 of cancer

;

12 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 12 of

inanition
;
12 from casualties, and 9 of uraemia.

Markets, &c. — U. S. 2's, 99 a 100 ; 4's, reg., 112} a

112J ; coupon, 112} a 113i ; new 4's, 127J a 128J ; 5's,

lllf a 112J ; new 3's, 106| a 107J.
Cotton was quiet but steady on a basis of 6|c. per

lb. for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.25 a $2.50 ; do., extras,

$2.75 a $3.00 ; Pennsylvania roller, clear, $3.10 a $3.30
;

do. do., straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.15 a $3.35 ; do., patent, $3.70 a $3.90 ; spring, clear,

$2.95 a $3.20; do. patent, «3.85 a $4.10; do. favorite

brands, $4.15 a $4.25; city mills, -extra, $2.75 a $3.00
;

do., clear, $3.30 a $3.50 ; do., patent, $3.90 a $4.25.

Rye Flotjr.— $3.30 per barrel for choice Pennsyl-
vania. Buckwheat Flour.— Good to choice new,
—$2.00 a $2.10 per 100 pounds, as to quality.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 76| a 77c.

No. 2 mixed corn, old, 39} a 39ic.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 36Jc.
Foreign.—Queen Victoria at present is said to be

enjoying wonderful health, save for an occasional
touch of rheumatism. She is exempt from the nervous
headaches ti which she was formerly a victim, her
hearing is very acute, and her sight is t-tronger than
that of most persons of her age.

On Second Month 22nd, the British steamer Fsioj-ia,

Captain Wethereli, arrived in Baltimore, Md., from
Hull, via Hampton Rhoads, with four of the crew of
the missing Haraburg-.American Liner Bu'goria. On
the 24th, the Bulgaria reached Punta Delgada, Azores,
safely under her own steam. The vessel, which was
twice reported as disabled and sinking, was stopped
eleven days, dnring which repairs to her machinery
and rudder were made. She lost one man during the
operation. The British steamer Antillian attempted to

tow the Bulgaria, but gave up the task.

President Loubet's message to the French Parlia-
ment was submitted on the 21st ultimo. He says the
re ular transmission of power to the new President
proves France's fidelity to the Republic, and dwells
upon the necessity of appeasement, union and respect

for the Parliament, the Magistracy, the Govemmi
and the national army.

Advices received in London from Scandinavia e

that the Czar's decree for the Russification of Finla
has awakened a feeling of indignation and sympatl
The Swedish papers characterize the decree as a co

d'etat. It provides for an increase of the Russi
forces, the extension of conscription, and makes Ei
sian obligatory and the ofiicial language. TheSwedi
professors at Helsingfors University have been
placed by Russians.

Influenza has been epidemic in the greater part
Europe for some time past. There were seventy-fo
deaths from it in London week before last.

Week before last there were 197 deaths from infl

enza at Stockholm, Sweden, and 189 at Christian: ^-

Norway. •

Spain has only 12,000 telephone stations. Tl

United States has 900,000.
Khartoum in 1862 had 50,000 inhabitants, but

1898, when Kitchener reconquered the Soudan, the ci

was practically deserted.

General Maximo Gomez, the Cuban Commander-i
Chief, entered Havana on Second Month 24th, escort

by General Ludlow and staff and a troop of Uniti

States cavalry. There was wild excitement in tl

city. Gomez was followed by 2,000 Cuban horsemi
and footmen.

NOTICES.
A meeting of the Friends' Teachers .Association wi

be held at 140 N. Sixteenth Street, Phila., Third M
4th, at 2 30 P. M. Subject, The teaching of Englif

in Secondary schools, by Sarah L. Arnold, Superii

tendent of Primary schools, Boston.

Westtovvn Boarding School.—The Spring Ter
will commence on Second-day, Third Mo. 13th, 189

Application for admission of pupils should be made
William F. Wickersham, Principal,

Westtown, Chester Co., P

Record Room of Friends' Library, 142 N,

teenth St., Philadelphia —Officers of Meetings, whe
giving permits to parties desiring to consult minute

of their Meetings, are requested at the same time 1

advise them that the department of Records is ope

for that purpose only on Fourth-days, from 3 to

M. At other times information is obtained by corre

pondence. J. H. Dillingham, Custodian.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications i

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters i

regard to instruction and discipline should be ad

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, an<

communications in regard to business should be foi

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Addre-ss, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenienc'

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage wiP

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. M
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met whei

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. M
twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school b]

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Sjcedley, Sup't.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.-

Open 11.30 A. m. to 2 p. m., and 3 p. M. to 6 p. M. Cir'

culation free to all. A list of 150 selected books to b(

had on application to the Library. Recent additioni

are

;

Apgar, a. C—Birds of the United States.

Besant, Sir Walter—South London.
Bradley', A. G.—Highways and Byways in Nortlt

Wales.
Carpenter, F. G.—Travels through Asia.

Clark, AV. J.—Commercial Cuba.
Crawford, F. M.—Ave Roma Immortalis (2 v.)

Hedin, Sven—Through Asia (2 v.)

Ingersoll, Ernest—Book of the Ocean.

Ober, F. a.—Puerto Rid and Its Resources.

Rus, J. A.—Out of Mulberry Street.

Died, on the evening of First Month 18th, 1899, at

her residence in West Grove, Chester Co., Pa., Sarah i.

E. Cooper, daughter of the late Cyrus and Asenath A.'

Cooper, in the seventy-second year of her age ;
a mem-i

ber of New Garden Monthly Meeting. Pa. " Daughters

of Jerusalem, weep not for me, but weep for yourselves,

and for your children."
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Op to tlie yeiir 1898 returns made by the

man Catholic directories, showed that their

pulation " in the United States was 9,856,-

gain oi fifty four per cent, since 1880.

he Protestant " communicants " for the same

e was reported as numbering 16,032,609,

—

ain of beveniy three per cent.

either can say that the other is dying out.

t the Protestant rate of increase is greater,

I its enumeration does not include all mere

lerents, or attenders on their services, and

3 their children, as the Roman Catholic re-

us do.

Che average salary paid to ministers of North-

churches is found to be about eight hundred

lars; of Southern, five hundred dollars. Be-

generally under agreement not to eke out

ir salaries by other employments, something

the way of half fares, ministers' rates, dona-

etc, comes in as a substitute. Very often

y are men of high culture. Comparing the

lation of a free and a bound ministry, we are

linded of the saying that " the ministry is

noblestof callings,and the meanest of trades."

Their Root Principles.

SV^e avail ourselves of aj^iuecent definition of

btestantisra, to suggest tJ^Kollowing by way
[)C4ui)pHrison

:

^!n
1. liomanisni: Access to^ted*^ through "the

fHT-h."

?. I'lotedantisin: " The right of direct access

t'God through Jesus Chrisit;,'''--

3. QiKikerhm completes Prfetestantism by add-

ii;: The perceptible communication from God
tough Christ the Word.
Thiisihe/rsi presents as many mediators as

i'nas priests. It is essentially sacerdotalum.

The second recognizes one Mediator, Christ

.l;u?, between God and men, especially in the

V rk of salvation. Pure Protestantism would

Ijiit itself to the one Mediator, but it is seldom

fjind in its pure state. Most pastors supply

line functions of priesthood.

The third insists on but one Mediator between

God and men, both ways,—not only for access

to Him, but for intercourse with Him. It holds

to the mediatorship of salvation in general unity

with the second, but lays greater emphasis on

the experience of direct intercourse, and the

practical headship of Christ by his Spirit over

all things to his Church and people. Its key-

note was given to George Fox in the words:

"There is one, Christ Jesus, that can speak to

thy condition."

For "Thb Friknd."

The Present Day Service of the Society of

Friends.

There are numerous instances of the in-

creasing perception and acknowledgment of the

spiritual nature of the religion of Jesus Christ

among the denominations which have long pro-

fessed his name. To scan the pulpit discourses

published in the periodicals, and to read books
of various modern religious writers will convince
a reflecting mind of the changed tone that has

come to pass in treating; of the continuous ef
fluence of the Spirit of Truth on the souls of

men. So far had the promise of his outpouring
been lost to view at the era of the rise of Friends,

and for long years afterwards, that to ridicule

the motions and guidance of this grace of God
was allowed and indulged in by teachers and
professors of religion, fearless of the denuncia-

tion pronounced against the blasphemy of the

Holy Spirit. On the other hand so confidently

and constantly could the baptized of Christ

among our predecessors in profession witness to

this foundation truth by their experience of its

inestimable value in all their exercises and
labors in Christ's name, that we may well be-

lieve their testimony, corresponding so accurate-

ly with that of the Holy Scriptures, has had its

weight in convincing the opened hearts of many
to embrace this glorious doctrine. What was
once a scnfi" and a by-word is becoming an ab
sorbing theme.

As a tenet or part of the Christian creed it has

always been admitted by those of orthodox be-

lief; yet its practical value in revealing to men
and sealing to their understandings the very
will and purpose of the Divine Being concern-

ing them, in a way to make these clear to the

enlightened understanding, was so far lost sight

of that one who professed to be led by the

Spirit would incur the epithet of fanatic. Al-

though as stated above, not a few have come to

esteem the influence of the Holy Spirit, there is

still lacking in the experience of many such
that full confidence in the promise of his pres-

ence and power, as to mistrust his guidance in

all that is valuable in the Christian life. The
beginning of the work of grace in the human
soul proceeds from a conviction of sin, and of

alienation from the father's house. " When He
is come He shall convince the world of sin."

We are by nature children of wrath ; that is

subject to the judgment of God because of of-

fending his righteous rule. The conviction of
sin cannot be from our natural perceptions, be-

cause they are already dimmed or darkened
through our innate proueness to indulge in that

which is grateful to a mind yet unrenewed by
Divine Grace. The order of our creation is ac-

cording to the Apostle's teaching, first that

which is natural, and afterwards that which is

spiritual. A truth which is also included in the

declaration of Jesus to Nicodemus, that to have
a part in the kingdom of Heaven we must be
born again. Born of water, representing both
cleansing and refreshing, and of the Spirit, or

the re-creating power of God working in us the

obedience of faith. Through willingness to re-

ceive Jesus Christ in all his offices, the soul now
stands in a difl'ereut relation to the Father of us

all, having been delivered from the power of

darkness and translated into the kingdom of

the Son of his love. As there has been a spirit-

ual birth, so there comes to be a spiritual life of

righteousness; to be widely distinguished from
that in which natural sense predominates. The
state is attained wherein the things of God are

spiritually discerned.

Without tracing the growth of a believer

from the infant's and child's state through pro-

gressive development, to that of strong man-
hood ill the Christian \\k by partaking of heav-

enly food, he imitates his Divine Master, who
said, "My meat is to do the will of Him who
sent me and to finish his work." Which growth
all will admit who experience it; we may now
begin to examine the position which as worship-

pers of God and workers together with Him the

disciples of Christ are to maintain.

There is little found in the New Testament
which prescribes or indicates any rules or forms

to be observed in Divine worship. The obser-

vations made at Jacob's well are bnjad and
comprehensive as to what true worship is, and
completely separate it from ceremonial sanctity

of an outward temple. Worship in spirit in-

volvesa spiritual communication between asoul,

the spiritual part of our being, and the Supreme
Spirit who is from eternity. This may consist

in silent adoration wherein the thoughts are

lifted to the Deity in heart-felt praise and thanks-

giving under a sense of the overshadowing of

his presence and glorious power in mental

prayer ofl^ered on behalf of ourselves or others

for the blessings of his goodness in respect to

needs felt at the time; or by an added impulse

of the spirit of grace vocal expressions be given

to these emotions. Speaking to the church for

its edification, comfort and instruction ; to the

unconverted in the line of reproof, warning and
invitation, under the inspiration of Him who
knows the hearts of men, must be reckoned as

worship ; as indeed all faithful service in his

name may be, involving as it does communion
with Christ and anointing with holy oil.

The Head of the Church having prescribed

no outward formula in the time of his ministry

among men to guide Christians in the mode of

public or congregational worship, it was left to

the apostles and believers in succession to em-
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ploy those methods by which the gifts of the

Hi'ly Spirit could be hest received as a present

guide to choose and prepare an acceptable sac-

rifice suitable to the tim3 and occasion. It is

evident, however, that the customs of the Jewish

synagogue were copied in the religious assem-

blies of the early converts. The Holy Scrjptures

were read and a simple exposition given of the

import of the text, and its application made, by

one called to the service. Singing of psalms

was usual, as had been practised among the

Jews* Prayer is repeatedly mentioned in the

Actsasbeing(jfferedin their gatherings, in which

there was a general participation, as would ap-

pear from second chapter, forty second verse.

That this was both vocal and silent may be rea-

sonably inferred. The converts from Judaisn)

to Chrislianily retained many of the outward

forms in which they had been educated. To
the Gentile confessors greater liberty was al-

lowed in a release from much of the Mosaic law

that did not relate to inherent righteousness.

While the plain teaching of Christ was yet

accepted by the body of believers, restraint was
given to a common tendency of humanity to

substitute exterior rites and activities for the

interior communion of the spirit and its prompt
ings to real worship. Worldly power and its

assumptions came within the grasp of the lead

ers of the church through the decline of the life

of religion in the hearts of the great body of

its membership. As the opportunity was thus

admitted by indifference, in place of the sim-

plicity of early love, zeal and dedication there

was substituted a system of symbolic perform-

ances that at length grew into the combination

of Jewish ceremonial and heathen observances

that constitute the ritual of the Komish wor-

ship. There has been repeated in the history of

the church from one period to another this

same tendency to displace a true indwelling

with the gift of grace by outwardness; whereby
shadows have taken the room of the real, and
types that of the life Divine which Jesus Christ

came to bestow abundantly on his people.

To withstand this tendency to a counterfeit

religion which can be assumed without passing

through the one baptism that now saves admin-
istered by Christ to every sincere candidate for

the election of grace, it is that Friends point to

the path which Truth had pronounced to be
narrow; that they deny their own or any man's
authority to direct a mode or acts of worship
except as led by the Bishop of their souls; it is

for this they wait upon Him as Head over all

things to his church, that all devotion, adora-

tion and service of praise may be in his name
through the outpouring of the Holy Spirit.

When imbued with this faith they deeply
realize that without Him they can do nothing,

and relying on his promised care for his flock

they prove that He is present to aid in the time
of need.

That there has been a progressive and increas-

ing perception of the spiritual character of the
Christian religion since the dawn of the reforma-
tion in the sixteenth century will not be disputed.

With the rise of Friends a marked advance was
made. Believing that " Christ bad come to teach
his people himself," they found that in taking
his yoke upon them they learned of Him the way
to worship acceptably. The attitude of thei'r

souls was a waiting expectancy ; and being made
alive by his resurrection power, their service was
not in vain. Thousands were made to rejoice in

a close personal access to the Throne of Grace

" Neander in Church History.

and came to experience the priesthood and me-

diatorship of Christ, through whom their pray-

ers were efficacious, and their sacrifices accepta-

ble. The ministrations of a humardy ordained

priesthood had failed to satisfy souls hungering

for the bread and water of life. In the silence

of fleshly desire, and in lifting up the heart to

God in a humble dependence on a supply of the

spirit of his Son. power was given to worship

aright, the spiritual perceptions were brightened

and increased in proportion to the degree of

selfabnegation and faithful compliance wiih

commands given. Thus it was that a holy fear

of offering strange fire restrained from following

a pre-arranged service in which the Spirit's mo-
tions, which are like the wind that blows where

it lists, may be unfelt and his voice drowned in

the noise of uninspired expression.

These lines have been pnmipted by a concern

lest the temptation to assimilate the worship

and religious standards of other denominations
by whom we are surrounded may become too

strong to be resisted, when once the voice of

the charmer has gained a hearing, and the love

of ease seduced our people, as in the downward
course of ancient Israel, who so fatally wavered
in their allegiance to Him who 'brought them
out of the iron furnace. The wisdom of the

world is now, as ever, foolishness with God ; and
if we fail in our contention for the truth, that

the gospel is the power of God unto salvation

to every one who believeth, and that this same
power must be the authority for all worship

and service in Christ's name, his use for our or-

ganization will have passed away, and we be-

come as salt that has lost its savor.

We who have lived nearly to or beyond the

years allotted to men, regard with strong inter-

est the generation about to succeed us in the

active work of our branch of the church mili-

tant. May you dear younger Friends realize in

the dedication of your lives through the obedi

ence of faith, that He is fulfilling his promise,
" Lo ! I am with you always, even unto the

end of the world :" that they who follow Him do
not walk in darkness, but have the light of life.

May your faith grow strong in all that our
Father in heaven has provided in the sending
of his Son, both as the Lamb of God who takes

away the sin of the world, and as the Lord from
heaven, a life-giving Spirit.

Thus walking in the Light you shall have all

the blessings and privileges of sonship. The
word will dwell richly in you. Bringing forth

out of the good treasure of your hearts, your
testimony of that you have seen with your eyes,

and your hands have handled of the word of

Life will reach the witness for truth in the

hearts of others, and your labors will not be in

vain in the Lord.

Jonathan E. Rhoads.
Second Month, 1899.

Ordinarily, the toad hibernates in the

earth, preferably in dry soil not apt to freeze.

It buries itself backward, its hind feet and the

end of its body serving to scoop out a hole,

while it pushes itself in with its forelegs. Once
buried, it leaves no trace whatever of its hiding
place. When it is in a temperature near the

freezing point its own temperature is three-

fourths to one and one-fourth degrees higher
than that of the surrounding medium.

—

Intelli-

gencer.

" What a bond a great truth is ! This was
the glory of Christianity. It substituted a
spiritual for an outward bond."

|

Foods as Remedies.

This list of food remedies conjpiled monl
by The Housekeeper is well worth considerat

Celery is invaluable as a food for those

fering from any form of rheumatism, for dise

of I he nerves, and nervous dyspepsia.

Lettuce is useful to those suffering from
somnia.

Water-cress is a remedy for scurvy.

Peanuts for indigestion. They are especii

recommended for corpulent diabetes. Peat

are made into a wholesome and nutritious i

are browned and used as cufiee, are eaten

relish simply baked, or are prepared and ser

as salted almonds.

Salt to check bleeding at the lungs, and i

nervine and tonic for weak, thin-blooded

valids. Combined with hot water it is useful

certain forms of dyspepsia, liver conjplaint,

Onions are almost the best nervine kno

No n]e<licine is so useful in cases of nerv

prostration, and there is nothing else that

so quickly relieve and tone up a worn-out

tern. Onions are useful in all cases of couj

colds and influenza; in consumption, insom

hydrophobia, scurvy, gravel, and kindred 11

complaints. Eaten every other day, they s

have a clearing and whitening effect on
complexion.

Spinach is useful to those suffering with gra

Asparagus is used to induce perspiration.

Carrots for sufferers from asthma.

Turnips for nervous disorders, and forscui

Raw beef proves of great benefit to pera

of frail constitution, and to those suffering fi

consumption. It is chopped fine, seasoned «

salt, and heated by placing it in a dish in

water. It assimilates rapidly, and affords

best of nourishment.

The apple is such a common fruit that

persons are familiar with its remarkably efi

cious medicinal properties. Everybody ou

to know that the very best thing he can d(

to eat an apple just before going to bed. ''.

apple is excellent brain food, because it

more phosphoric acid, in an easily digest)

shape, than any other fruit known. It exc

the action of the liver, promotes sound {

healthy sleep, and thoroughly disinfects

mouth. It also agglutinates the surplus ac

of the stomach, helps the kidney secretion {

prevents calculous growth, while it obviates

digestion, and is one of the best preventivet

diseases of the throat. Next to lemon and oral

it is also the best antidote for the thirst a

craving of persons addicted to the alcohol a

opium habit. When persons have been spa

ing or singing, and are hoarse or weary, th

is perhaps nothing better than to scrape a si

apple into a tumble of cold water, add a lit

sugar, and then eat it slowly with a spO'

When the throat has been irritated with

and pepper and condiments, a scraped applei

water will kill the poison of the salt and bri

the throat into a cool and healthful conditio

It also cleanses the teeth, kills disease gen
and in various ways promotes the general heal

An eminent medical authority once said

buttermilk which was of good quality: "Lo
experience has demonstrated it to be an ag(

of superior digestibility. It is indeed a ti

milk peptone; that is, milk already partly

gested, the coagulation of the coagulable porti

being loose and flaky, and not of that fir

digestible nature which is the result of _t

action of gastric juice upon cow's sweet mi

It is a decided laxative, a fact which must

borne in mind in the treatment of typhoid fevi
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:l which may be turned to advantage in the

itmeut of habitual constipation. It is a diu-

ic, and may be used to advantage in some
iney troubles. It resembles koumiss in its

sure, and, with the exception of that article,

he most grateful, refreshing, and digestible

Ihe products of milk. In some cases of gas-

j ulcer and cancer of the stomach, it is the

r food that can be retained.

The Dukhobortsi in Cyprus.

,ecent advices received from Cyprus state

i
the Dukhobors are now thus distributed :

|iut five hundred at Athalassa, about four

idred and fifty at Pergamo, about one huu-

i at Riddells, and ninety at Kyklia. There
^bardly any serious diseases, but many slight

of intermittent fever. The doctor comes
ij to Athalassa now. The Russian nurses

ji capable, and are cheerful and pleasant

1 the Russians. They run up very heavy
Ij for drugs.

Jotwiihstanding the lovely weather and the

ijictive appearance of Cyprus, with fresh corn

iwild flowers springing up on every side, the

ijhobors, incited by those abroad, are bent

foing away, and care but little to cultivate

!j)e new house at Athalassa is about finished

ijthere will be five good, airy rooms in which
lirse people. Sheep's milk is now procura-

?lind we have preserved meat from England.
•\mdoii Friend.

\\

Dukhobortsi Exiles in Siberia.

me account was recently given of the ban-

ent in Ninth Month, 1897, of thirty Duk-
rtsi of conscriptiiin age to the region of the

Notora, a desert in the Yakoutsk Province
beria. The whole winter of 1897 8 these

3 had to live in a Toungouz urta (caliin),

3 they bought from these nomadic natives,

ultiiuaiely improved and somewhat en-

d. Siill the cold in this dwelling was so

se that its inhabitants had to sleep the

winter in felt boots and sheepskin over-

The crowding and lack of daylight (an

as no regular windows, inasmuch as no
could be procured in the place) were addi-

1 trials. The store of victuals the settlers

ht with them was soon nearly exhausted,

he Dukhobortsi had to apply to the Gov-
li of the Yakouisk Province for perujission

ll^ve their settlement in search of work, as

wise they would have to die from starva-

I'he permit was given, and on Second
h 14, 1898, twenty of the Dukhobortsi
to the nearest villages of sectarians of a

different creed from their own, called

i, who gave them exceedingly low wages,
ct only just enough to keep them alive.

jovernment allowance, at first denied for

ear 1898, was finally granted, but only to

mount of twopence a day per man
;
yet

noney, accumulated, was now their only

rcefor procuring flour, together with some
and salt, for the community at Notora.

e twelve who remained there (ten of the

al settlers and two sectarians of a similar

nination ordered to join them from other

s of exile), did not waste their time in the

oe of their comrades. They prepared all

mber necessary for the building of a house,

I a great deal of it into boards, and pre-

I a stretch of land for future ploughing.

was begun as soon as the climate would
^t—that is, in Fifth Month — with two
«tbs, one drawn by the only horse which

they possessed, the other by ten Dukhobortsi.
Barley, rye and potatoes were sown, and the

crop was comparatively satisfactory.

Soon after the return of the twenty settlers

who had been earning their living at the village

of the Skoptsi, a new party of exiled Dukho-
bortsi arrived at Notora, numbering forty-two

persons. Thus the number of people to be ac-

commodated and maintained in that wilderness
was more than doubled, while the means for ac-

commodation remained as poor as ever. So it

was decided by the community that a party of
twenty should again leave the settlement, to di-

minish the number of " mouths," and earn some
money. This time they were more fortunate.

As it was harvest time, they were paid over two
pounds a month each. Meanwhile the remain-
ing settlers at Notora, who had now five horses

in their possession, undertook the clearing of a

portion of the primeval forest for agricultural

purposes. The work was, perhaps, harder than
iabor in the luines; still the DukJiobortsi were
so far successful as to get ready twenty-seven
acres of new arable land. With the setting in

of the summer they gathered in a crop of hay,
and in the autumn of 1898 they had their first

winter sowing, comprising three hundred and
sixty pounds of rye. At the same time the
building was pushed on vigorously. But the
position of the Dukhoborisi — their isolation

from the civilized world, the wildness of the

place, the severity of the climate—was not very
much better than that of Nansen on an ice-

bound stretch of Arctic land, without his wealth
of modern appliances for coping with the se-

verity of nature. And yet, owing to untiring
energy and courage, that band of noble-minded,
though simple, men, much exhausted by pre-

vious imprisonment and trials, torn from their

families, contrived to establish a real outpost of
civilization in a savage wilderness.

Last Eighth Month the Dukhobortsi received

permission to go in search of work and wages
as far as the town of Yakoutsk, and a party of

fifteen again availed themselves of it. Their
journey was exceedingly trying. Even in the

Eigiiih Month the nights in this part of Siberia

are frosty, and the poor men had to sleep without
any shelter, sometimes drenched through. They
had to go for twenty days in two small over-

loaded boats along the rivers Lena and Aldan,
mostly dragging the boats by means of njpes,

tumbling down into the river when the unsteady
soil of the bank gave way under their feet, and
having sometimes to wade in cold water. The
store of bread they had with them was soon ex-

hausted, while it was impossible to procure any
on the way. Once in Yakoutsk, the poor Duk-
hobortsi were much disappointed ; they were not

allowed to stay in the town, and had to go for

work to the neighboring villages of the Skoptsi,

to whom they engaged themselves for the whole
of this winter for rather low wages.

The Notora Dukhobortsi are aware of the

emigration of their brethren to Cyprus and
Canada. Very naturally they manifest the

greatest interest in this arrangement, and dream
of being permitted to Join the emigrants. It is,

however, very doubtful whether the permission

will ever be granted, as they are all of the con-

scription age, while the Tzar's government seems
to be firm in enforcing military service among
them, or, if impossible, to replace it by exile for

the same term—eighteen years. — Manchester
Guardian.

There is but one failure, and that is, not to

be true to the best one knows.— Canon Farrar.

For "The Fiuend."

A Contrast.

[When we enquire wisely concerning the for-

mer days of our religious Society, we may doubt-
less find that each of them had its sufficient evil

and trouble. Comparing the peace and har-

mony of our Quarterly Meetings lately in ses-

sion, with the following relic of the past, we
may be somewhat comforted on reading these

observations on a Quarterly Meeting held in

Philadelphia two hundred and seven years ago.

—Ea]
John Humphrey, a Welsh Friend, living in

or near Philadelphia, wrote to his fellow-country-

man Thomas Lloyd, an account of the Quarter-
ly Meeting held in that city during the Spring
of 1692. George Keith had greatly disturbed

the comfort of the meeting, although professing

to hold the doctrines of the Society of Friends
at that time.

Being a man of unusual intelligence and hav-
ing stood as one of the foremost exponents of
Quakerism he had quite a following.

John Humphrey remarks the sufl^erings he
and Thomas Lloyd endured while in their na-

tive land, after they had joined Friends.

Recalling a certain prolonged dispute with
the Bishop of St. Asaph, in the town hall of
Llan villing, Wales, about ten years before, John
Humphrey compares the " modesty and moral-
ity " of all who took part in that dispute with
" the disorder of the discourse at our Quarterly
Meeting."

" The scoffing, reviling, uncivil behavior one
towards another, especially towards thee (T. L.)

bringeth fresh into my mind the manner and
method " of the former occasion, " which was
carried on of their side with far more modesty,
gravity, deliberation and sobriety than the mea-
sure thou hast received from George and his

party." . . .
" But thedrifiof my scribbling

to thee at this time is, to impart unto thee my
present cogitating by comparing the time present

with the time past; the time of our perplexity

with the time of our prosperity,—suffering and
governing ; the danger of the one and the safety

of the other.
" By tracing Christianity from the days of the

Apostles to this very day, we may have a cloud

of witnesses to resolve us. I cannot look upon
government to the followers of Jesus, but as a

pinnacle, or very high mountain, where satan

iiath commission (by permission) to transfer

them to the top thereof, where he may show
them the world and the glory thereof which
they could not behold from the vale of aflliclioa

and where having no power to defend them-

selves they lean upon their beloved.
" When I see so much charing in our meet-

ings that doth bereave us of the comfort and
joy which our adversaries could not take away
from us ; and on the other hand, so many dead

flies marring our ointment and our worship, it

appears that self is our chief adversary, that

letteth and will let until it be taken out of the

way. By these ponderings sometimes I am
troubled and my spirit is overwhelmed within

me so that it shall cast me down on the ground

under the trees among the creep worms.
" I shall find in my heart to say to the small

ant that is busy in the dust ' Thou art my
brother and to the turtle dove that groweth in

the bush thou art my sister; thy voice is as the

voice of David, when he mourned for Saul and

Jonathan who fell on Mount Gilboa, by the

hands of the Philistines.

"'Thy tone is as the tone of the daughter of
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Zion in the day of her calamity, when she was

carried away to Babylon ; we think thy theme

and prose of thy lamentation is taken out

of Jeremiah, " How is the gold become dim
;

how is the most fine gold changed !
" I know

the Redeemer of Zion took noiice of Nathaniel

when he was under the tree. I will be of ymr
Society.'

" Thus I am bold and intimate with thee to

express my tossed thoughts—Not that I would

pretend to any new revelations or manifesta-

tions, but in a sense of the true love and care

wrought upon my soul for the prosperity of

Truth." ^
Selected for "The Friend."

The Holy Scriptures.

The Scriptures were generally given forth to

the people of God
;
part to the Jews, part to the

Christians. He that is born of the life, hath a

right unto them, and can read and understand

them in the spirit which dwells in the life. But
he tliat is not born of the spirit is but an in-

truder, and doth but steal other men's light,

and other men's conditions and experiences into

his carnal understanding; for which they were

never intended, but only to be read and seen

in that Light which wrote them.

And all these carnal apprehensions of his

(with all the faith, hope, love, knowledge, exer-

cises, etc., which he hath gained into his spirit

hereby ; with all his prayers, tears and fasts,

and other imitations), will become loss to him
(for he must be stripped of them all, and be-

come so much the more naked), when God re-

covers his scriptures from man's dark spirit

(which hath torn them, and exceedingly pro-

faned them with his conceivings, guessings and
imaginings), and restores them again to his

people.

The prophets, and apostles, who wrote the

scriptures, first had the life in them ; and he

who understands their words, must first have

the life in him. He that understands the words

of life must first have life in himself. And the

life, from which the words came, is the measurer

of the words, and not the words of the life. And
when the scripture is interpreted by the life and
spirit which penned it, there is then no more
jangling and contending about it : for all this

is out of the life ; from and in that spirit, nature,

and mind, where the lust, the enmity, the con

tentions are; and not the unity, the love, the

peace.

But this is it which undoeth all ; the dead
spirit of man reads the scriptures, and from
that wisdom, which is in the death (not know-
ing the mind of the spirit), gives meanings : and
from believing and practising the things there

spoken of (which death may do, as well as speak

of the same, gathers a hope that all shall be

well at last for Christ's sake; though it feel not

the purification, the cleansing, the circumcision,

which cuts oiFthe body of sin and death here

(for it is not to be cut off hereafter), and so gives

an entrance into the everlasting kingdom, where
the King of Righteousness is seen, known, and
worshipped in spirit.

Isaac Penington.

Some men are always on the watch for some-
thing to feel bad about. In the midst of lives

full of mercies; they lie in wait for small af-

flictions, as a spider for flies in a flower's sweet
bell. Sure we are they are always complaining,
and they settle down into a fixed habit of dis-

quiet till their "high calling of God" seems
but a constant nursing of small troubles. Now,

stead of this, it is our duty to rise from those

complainings up to the highest moods of joyful

thanksgivings. Our trials at their worst are as

nothing to our mercies. Shame on us for our

thauklessness! There is a right and a wrong

way of looking forward. To anticipate rightly

is to hope—and Hope is God's angel of content

singing in the bosom. The hopeful man sees

even in a present evil the germ of a coming

^ood.— Wadsworth, 1859.

John Yeardley and his Travels.
(Continued from page 234.;

"From Kreuznach they returned to Bonn,

stopping at Darmstadt, Wiesbaden and Neu-

wied. John Yeardley had allowed some dis-

couragement to enter his mind in regard to the

meeting they had had the previous month at

the Countess Stvnum's. They found, however,

on repeating their visit to this place, that the

occasion in question had been one ' of peculiar

benefit and encouragement.' They renewed

their religious intercourse with the Countess

and her friends to their great refreshment and

joy-

"'12th.—The evening was spent with the

Countess, in a quiet and more private interview

than she had with us the last time, owing to so

many strangers being present. After tea we
had a long conversation on various religious

subjects, particularly on some points relating to

the principles of Friends, arising from what she

had read in the books we left with her in our

former visit. We were glad of an opportunity

to answer her questions. A few of her private

friends were present, much to our comfort.

Before leaving, the forty-sixth Psalm was read,

and we had a comforting time together: the

Lord be praised ! How sweet in Him is the

fellowship of the gospel
!

'

"

Under date of Fourth Mo. 23rd, 1850, John
Yeardley writes: "'At three o'clock we had a

sweet interview with Professor Neander, an aged

man of a striking figure and a Jewish counte-

nance, pervaded by heavenly calmness, and il-

lumined by the bright shades of gospel light.

His eyes are become dim through excessive

study ; his heart is very large, full of love and
hope in Jesus Christ. He seemed pleased to

hear some account of the order of our Society,

particularly with regard to the ministry and
gospel missions, observing, " With you, then,

there is liberty for all to speak when moved by
the Holy Spirit, just as in the primitive church."

This observation led us to several points of our

discipline, ana he seemed delighted that a society

existed whose practice, in many things, canje so

near to that of the primitive church. Befor

parting the spirit of supplication came over u;

under which prayer was offered, particularly

for this aged servant of the Lord. His disin

terestedness is great. The king will sometimes
give him money, that he may take relaxation

in going to the baths, etc. But so susceptible is

his heart for many who are necessitous that he

will often give to others all that he has received.

The good king has then to repeat his gift, and
send him away almost by force from his labors.'

"

" They resided a month at Warmbrunn. Some
of the simple incidents which befell them there

form the subjects of the following extracts:

—

'" Fifth Month 10th.—Yesterday was a tho-

rough rainy day; but in the afternoon, to our
surprise, came in eight men together, who had
heard of strangers having arrived in Warm-
brunn to visit those who love the Saviour. We
explained to them our religious principles ; their

countenances brightened when we spoke of the

Spirit being poured out upon all—sons j

daughters. A sweet feeling was present

us, and supplication was offered under mi
solemnity.'

"

" ' 13ih.—The Countess Schaffgotsch sent

'

butler with a message from the castle that

would be glad if we would call on her. i

gave us a hearty reception, and thanked us

taking so much interest about the people,

our presenting her with some books,— But I

a Catholic, she said. We told her that mi

no difference to us; we loved all who loved

Lord Jesus. She spoke very sweetly of the

fluence of the Spirit.

" ' 14th.—The Countess paid us a long

and spoke much of the Roman Catholic fa

She has no more faith in the efficacy of

prayers of the saints than I have, and said

had not prayed to them now for four yes

their church only advises, not commands it.

" ' 16th.—We went to dine with the Coan
Reden and her sister, who lived at the castl(

Buchwald, one of the most lovely spots in

most lovely of countries. It is truly a peace

abode, whose inmates fear their God, love tl

neighbor, and greatly esteem their king,

had been announced to the Couutejs from I

lin a week before; she and her amiable

received us as a brother and sister beloved

the Lord. I never witnessed more intellige

combined with Christian politeness and
simplicity. The Countess is about seventy'

years of age; she is the president of the B'

Society, and the spiritual mother of all tha

good in the neighborhood.'"
" On arriving at Dresden, it became evid

that Martha Yeardley, who had suffered m'

for some time from an affection of the windp
required repose and medical care; and t

concluded to rest awhile at the baths of Top'

The illness of his wife, and some degree of b'

ly indisposition from which he himself siiffei

did not prevent John Yeardley from employ

the time in the diffusion of evangelical truti

" He had heard at Berlin that within

months several hundred Bibles and Testamf

had been sent into Bohemia, and had b

eagerly bought there by awakened persons,

thought that if a translation could be made i

the Bohemian language of some simple religi

tracts, much good might be done by their

semination ; but he supposed that the intoler

laws of the Austrian Empire, which forbade

freedom of religious action, were still in

force. His account of his feelings and tl

of Martha Yeardley under the burden wh

this supposition imposed on them, and of

agreeable manner in which permission was

expectedly granted them to print and circu

their little messengers of peace, must be
;

in his own words:

—

"'Our hearts yearned towards the peo

but we were afraid to give them tracts, wfc

in other places had often been the means to c

versation and to making acquaintance. 1

brought us low in mind ; the body was i

weak enough before. We thought it would

do to pass through the country in this stab

depression, without trying to remove the ca>

I went, therefore, the next morning to the h'

of the authorities, took with me one of ourli

tracts, mostly Scripture extracts, and
whether I might be allowed to have the li

book, or such as I then presented to him, prill

for circulation. He received me politely, ind

kindly, and looked pleased with my tract, i

ing as he turned over its innocent little pa

Ah, nothing about politics; nothing against
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iligion of the country: it is very good, it is

ijautilul. You are quite at liberty to print and

iculrtte such tracts as these. And when he

Bind that the object was to do good to all, with-

qtcost to the receiver, he said, That is lovely.'
"

I

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

I:tracts from a Recent Version of the Psalms.

A brook, whose waters make glad the City

JGod,

ts the Most High in His habitation.—Ps.

ki: 4.

lYet no one can buy himse/f off,

iNone makes payment to God for himself.

The ransom of his soul is too dear, and there

[(forever an end of him.—xHx : 7, 8.

'God brings home the forsaken,

:He leads forth prisoners to comfort;

lOuly the rebellious dwell in land that is

crched.—Ixviii : 6.

iFor Sun and Shield is Jehovah :

Grace and majtsty He imparts.

He denies not prosperity to those who live

fcestly.—Ixxxiv: 11.

Remember, Lord, what life is!

And on what fleeting foundations thou hast

jated mankind !—Ixsxix : 47.

The generation of men is ever shifting.

They are like the herb which springs anew,

xc: 5.

We bring our years to an end like a thought,

xc: 9.

Our life lasts seventy years,

Or, at the most, eighty,

And its unrest is toil and emptiness.—xc : 10.

Teach us, therefore, to number our days,

That we may enter the gateway of wisdom.

—

12.

'hou who sittest under the shelter of the

)st High,
abidest in the shadow of the Almighty,

[Say thou to Jehovah ;
" My Refuge and my

irtress,

[My God, in whom I trust!'—xci : 1, 2.

'lood calls to flood in the sound of thy heavy

iwers.

[All thy surges and billows go over me.

—

i: 7.

Jehovah, in thy tent, who dares to sojourn ?

On Thy holy mountain, who dares to dwell ?

He who lives blamelessly and practices right-

usnrps,

Anil speaks from his heart what is true.

—

•: 1,2.

8fiM:ulrousI shatter by aid drawn from Thee;
\\ alls I vault over by the help of my God.

—

;iii: 29.

Who made my foot like the foot of a hind.

So that firmly I stand on my heights.—xviii

:

Sweeter than honey and the droppings from

e c.imb.—xix: 10.

But who can perceive his errors?

Of those committed unawares hold me guilt-

And protect Thy servant from the arrogant

lat they rule not over me,
: Then shall I be blameless, and free from gross

ausgression.—xix : 12, 13.

Yea, though I walk through a valley of deep
darkness,

I fear no harm ; Thou art with me
;

Thy stafl'and thy crook, they comfort me.

—

xxiii: 45.

The godly He leads in right courses,

To the godly He teaches his way.—xxv : 9.

In thy hand are my fortunes.—xxxi: 15.

Blessed he Jehovah
;

He has shown me wonderful favor in time of

distress.—xxxi : 21.

Keep thine integrity, and strive after upright-

ness
;

For to the man of peace the future belongs.

—xxxvii : 37.

Kneel ye before Jehovah in holy adornment.
—xxix: 2.

Here is one who is pious, whose call Jehovah
heard and helped him out of all troubles.

—

xxxiv : 6.

In my thoughts a fire burned.—xxxix : 3.

Sheer splendor is the king's daughter,

Pearls woven in gold is her garment.—xlv :

13.

SPIRIT-VISION.
Makq.\bet J. Preston.

If we were told—iind attestation came
From thoiisandj who had ^een Him—that once more
Christ walked Judea's valleys as of yore :

And that his marvellous power was just the same
As when He wrought the miracle whose fame
Spread from the Syrian coast to Jordan's shore

;

Would we not hasten lands and ocean's o'er,

Urged by one passionate, one consuming aim,

To see and hear, touch and find peace.

And yet.

What countless multitudes have proved it true 1

Through faith's clear vision, He to us rnay be

Nearer than to the crowds within whose view

He stood upon the slopes of Olivet,

Or sat and taught by the Xiberian sea.

Our Children as our Judges.

Our sophisticated minds can hardly realize

the unprejudiced, " at first hand " impressions of

young children, and it would doubtless be a

book of amazing revelation which should record

in any ordinary family the thoughts of these

children about their parents.

A busy young matron, full of affairs, run-

ning hurriedly back to her interrupted work,

encountered her five year old girlie at the head

of the stairs. The brown eyes were very seri-

ous and inquiring. " So you forgave Mrs. Tim-

mins, mamma ; I saw you kiss her good-by."

Astonished at the child's evidently anxious

mood and solemn little address, she said hastily :

" What in the world do you mean, Rosa? I have

nothing to forgive Mrs. Timmins."
" Oh ! but you were so angry when she came,

and I heard you tell auntie that she was tire-

some and very annoying, and that you had no

time for her long visits, and I heard you speak

so nicely when she went away and tell her to

come in whenever she could, and then when you

kissed her I knew you were not angry any

more."

Kisses in nursery-land meant repentance ac-

cepted and the sealof full forgiveness, and^ Rosy's

heart, troubled for her irritated mother, felt that

now she had come out into the "clear shining"

of peace, and that her visitor was assoiled of all

her sins. Over the nursery mantelpiece was an

illumination : "Truth before all things."

Mamma's cheeks glowed with an unusual

flush as she reseated herself at her desk, and
she said to her sister :

" Children do think the

I'Sl extraordinary things."

The whole category of our small or great in-

nsistencies passes befjre this unimpanelled
jury. They listen with eagerness to whatever
reveals to them the realities of lite ; they are in-

tensely interested in what makes known to them
the aims and purposes of their parents. They
weigh the meaning of words and turn them over
and over in their strangely acquisitive minds,
trying to gather what the true import is.

The most loving and careful tuition as to

what is true, or charitable, or honest, is as noth-

ing before the influence of our petty treacheries

to our social affiliations and our joy over a keen
bargain. The triumph of the man who re-

hearses to his wife how he " got the best " of his

fellow-struggler in the transactions of the day,

sets a fair-minded boy wondering in a very

curious fashion as to what that sort of success

means, and if he loves his father, he assures

himself that it must be right and a fine thing to

take advantage when the opportunity arises. No
need to warn Tom Jones that the arrow he has

chosen is not straight, nor to tell him of the dan-

ger of a stumble on the track :
" He ought to

use his eyes and look out for himself."

Not seldom do we lose that love which is the

innermost craving of our lives, that half-ador-

ing love which some few mothers win from their

children, because they have unconsciously tested

our largeness of heart and sincerity of word and
deed toward others, and found us wanting. The
life of the world, the measureless something
which we call "social obligation," so tends to

" make-believes" of every sort, that we contin-

ually offend their unsophisticated ideas of right

and wrong, and without formulating their de-

cisions, they no longer look to us as fulfilling

their ideas of honor and truth.

Especially injurious to our children's respect

for us is the detection that we live beyond our

means, that we are trying to appear to have
what we have not, and that to do this, we are

willing to buy what we cannot pay for. The
boy whcise eager ambition reaches out for further

educational advantages which he is told that

his father cannot aft'ord, has his own ideas of

the costly decoration of tlie dinner-table and the

magnificent gowns in which his mother sits at

its head. The girl who knows that her ball-

dress represents a merchant and a dressmaker

unpaid is not satisfied by the notice its pre-

eminent beauty won from the reporters in the

public press, nor is her mother as dear to her as

if she had denied her the luxury she could not

aff"ord.

If we can win the belief of our children in

the practical reality of our principles, that the

laws we make for them are obeyed by us be-

cause we believe they are right, we have done

more to win a lasting.affection than if we in-

dulged their wildest whims at the cost of their

respect.

I doubt if anything lowers a mother more
effectually and permanently in her daughter's

eyes than the pursuit of so-called "social recog-

nition " by aping and rivalling those richer and

more prominently before the public. The dance

inay have been delightful, the scene a dream of

loveliness, hut deep down in the heart of the

gill, who knows that her admission has been

toiled for and angled for through weary days of

joyless visiting and the bestowal of unsought at-

tentions, there is something left which makes

it all a very dear purchase at such exceeding

cost.
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Manceuvring of all sorts is instinctively ab-

horrent to normal, right minded children, and
they are very shrewd in their discernment of it.

They find it more trying to have been cajoled

than to have been obliged to do a thing because

it is right. And insincere speech is a very thin

disguise to their clear-eyed perception, whether
addressed to themselves or to others.

Many a young girl of twelve or fourteen,

called to the drawing-room to see some in-

terested visitor, has returned to the school-room

with very confused thoughts as to what her

mother meant by saying all those delightful

things to the ladies she had just met, when she

had so often heard her say that she disliked or

disapproved of them. The sense of weariness

often precedes emancipation and " coming out
"

into tlie place and privileges of the world ; al-

ready it seems too great a toil to be so unreal

and so untrue to her convictions as her mother
has to be.

Unloving hospitality is also a source of wonder
to children. What is it all for, this beautiful

and laboriously prepared entertainment of folk

who are neither friends of the heart nor closely

bound in any way? "We really must ask those

people to dinner " has a strange meaning which
they cannot puzzle out. The discussion of the

weakness, the folly and the bad form of the

guests so honored, after all has been done that

money and skill can devise to gratify their eyes

and their palates, does not make it easier for an
honest boy and girl to understand and trust

their parents implicitly.

Our children ought to act upon us as extra-

ordinary promoters of nobility of character; to

be, as it were, detected by them in doubtful

purposes and unworthy efforts for unworthy am-
bitions is a terrible loss and humiliation. To
have them dependent upon us for amusements
and enjoyments and indulgences may give us a
certain ephemeral hold upon them, but they
should be to us as an infallible test of the

purity of our intentions and the spotlessness of

our endeavors. What would they feel towards
us if they realized that we were screwing and
pinching and turning and twisting to seem to

spend twenty thousand a year when .we have
but ten? What would they say in their hearts
if they knew that we were toiling day and
night to appear intimate with this or that mil-

lionaire simply because of his millions and the
pow64- it gives him to be lavish in his enter-

tainments?
" Behold, we count them happy who endure,"

said one who knew the joy of self-conquest, and
children brought up in homes where they are
sharers in self-denial because it is right not to

have all they want get ten limes more pleasure
out of life than if they were shut out of their

father's struggles and left to wonder at the
strange incongruity between their indulgence
and the importunate calls for payment at the
door.

Family life ought to be one ofopen confidence
between parents and children on points affect-

ing the family income and the general good,
and to let the youngsters stumble on the fact

that they have no right to what they enjoy is

not only to wound their own self-respect, but to

lower father and mother to a place from whence
they must needs pity them.
The definition of all the vital points of noble

character is puzzled out by boys and girls

through the living exemplification found in the
conduct and the speech of the elders of the
family. If small deceptions mark the mother's
daily life, they become to them the standard of

the easily sliding scale which shall weigh how
much truth is required in their daily lives. If

the laying bare of our neighbor's shortcomings

and sins is the theme for piquant conversation

at the dinner table or around the evening fire,

respect dies in their hearts for some one, it may
be tor the wounded neighbor, it may be for

ourselves.

The dress and bearing of mature women
greatly afl^ect their sons and daughters ; she has
lost what the world's wealth cannot buy back,
whose son has found an artificial color on her
cheek, or regretted that his mother's dress was
more costly and fashionable than decorous. The
daughter who has detected in her mother's
manner the craving for compliment and ad-

miration from any other man than her father

has been robbed of more than a principality,

and can never be as tender or trustful of her sex
as before.

Childless men and women are to be honored
in unusual degree, who, for one another and
themselves, hold to the highest standards of life

and character. The limpid, steadfast gaze of a
child's pure eyes is as a defence against the
lower temptations of our natures ; the confiding
caress of a proud son is as an armor against the
folly to which thoughtless vanity so often tempts
a careless pretty woman.

Beside the coffin of a mother who had lived

out more than ninety noble years, her children
stood and looked at her unwithered, calm face,

and "called her blessed." "She never thought
an evil thought, nor spoke an untruth in her
whole life," said one, with trembling lips, as he
bent over her. Looking at the still dignity of
her fine presence, commanding even in death's
rigidity, her descendants took account of them-
selves, questioning if they were living up to her
standard. It must be a terrible experience to

see the last of father and mother and long to

blot out their influence! To have the light of a
home go out with clouds of regret and sad re-

membrance, hindering love, is one of the most
tragic ofhuman vicissitudes.—iV^.KjE'ye^ii/ig'Posi.

Idolatry ix Worship.—Idolatry is the wor-
shipping of God without his Spirit; to invent
things from the carnal mind, or to imitate things
which others, who had the spirit, did in the spirit,

by the command of the spirit, for thee to imitate
and practise these without the spirit is idolatry.

An invented church, an invented ministry,
an invented worship ; an imitated church, an
imitated ministry, an imitated worship, without
the life, without the spirit, all these are the work
nf men's haiirls, and are idoU, and all that is per-
formed herein is idolatry {Rev. is : 20).

This is a religion without life, a worship with-
out life a fabric for idolatry ; and the whole
course of worship and service in it, is idolatry.

For the living God, the Lord God of endless
life and power, is alone worshipped by his spirit,

and in the truth of that life which he begets in

the heart; and all other worship, though ever
so seemingly spiritual, is idolatrous. . . . For
the worship of God, under the gospel, is in the
spirit and in the truth, and required of them
who are in the spirit and in the truth and not
of others (John iv: 23).

For them alone the Lord seeketh to worship;
and the Lonl will admit of none to his worship,
but such as He seeks. And if any else will

thrust themselves into his worship, it is not ac-

cepted; nor do they worship the true God, but
they " worship they know not what;" and their
whole state here is a state and course of idolatry.

Isaac Penington.

Soap and the Chinese.

To those who know the Chinese only as the
are in the United States, where most of thei

appear to be engaged in the laundering c

clothes, it may seem a matter of course tha

China would be a great consumer of soap. Thii

however, is far from being the case. The masst
of the people in this great Empire are wholl
ignorant of its use. They do not know it eve;
" as an article of commerce," as Mark Twaii
.said of the inhabitants of a certain Europea:
city. But at the treaty ports it is being con
sumed in annually increasing quantities, and it

use is gradually extending into the interioi

There is probably no other country in the worlt

where there is such a fine opening for the intra

duction of American soaps. The need, at an;

rate, is undeniable, and the only obstacle to th"

importation of larger quantities is the price tha
must be paid.

The people of China are extremely pooi
Their wages are paid in copper cash," one o

which equals one-twentieth of a cent. One hu
dred to one hundred and fifty of these cash, tha
is, from five to seven and a half cents, form thi

average daily wage of the ordinary working
man. It is evident that such an article as soap
which from the Chinese point of view is an ar
tide of luxury rather than of necessity, howevei
much desired, can be purchased only when fur

nished at a very low price.

It must not be imagined from what has beei

said that these people are altogether without
substitute for soap. For toilet purposes, the]

use a preparation of the saponaceous legumes o

a tree known as the Oleditschia sinensis. Thi
pods, with the beans in them, are placed k
layers in a wooden frame and subjected to heavj
pressure. The whole mass is then cut up inK
fine shavings by a plane shoved over the ex
posed ends. These shavings, which have tb
appearance of fine cut tobacco, are gathered it

double handfuls and beaten with a heavy ham
mer on a smooth stone until reduced to a putty
like mass. A little native perfumery is some
times mixed with it to make it more attractive

In washing clothes, the poorest people simpij
place them on a rock beside a pool and a'

nately beat and rinse them. Others use crude
natron, an impure carbonate of soda, which
obtained by lixiviation from the saline lakes ol

Mongolia and elsewhere. The Chinese are not

unclean from choice. In every city are multi-

tudes of bath houses which are well patronized,

The water in the large tanks is kept hot by a

furnace underneath and the bean soap, if it may
be so called, mentioned above, is furnished to

the bathers. These facts lead one to believe

that the introduction of foreign soap would
meet with great favor.

There is scarcely any import from the West
that is more highly prized by those who have
used it. The native substitutes are recogn
as very unsatisfactory, and there is no prejudice
to be overcome in the sale of soap, as is the case
in the introduction of many other goods.. The
well-to do Chinese in the vicinity of the ports

will buy toilet soaps for the bath, but most of

the people content themselves with a poor grade
of"washing soap, which they use for all purposes.
The Japanese are supplying a very cheap varie-

ty for the toilet, but it is of such an inferior

quality as to command but a limited sale. The
most popular kinds come from Great Britain,
and are made especially for this market. . . .

This soap is put down in Shanghai at prices

which suit the purchasing power of the Chinese
[about two cents per pound wholesale.]

—

GoTt'
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liar Beport. E T. Williams, Vice Consul Gen-
'al at blianghai.

The Law of Kindness.

; The Sacred Scripture sa>s, the law of kind-

;i88 is iu a woman's tongue. And we have
;wajs believed it. How this law operated
Min the heart of a man, who had fallen among
Sranips" is told by Eleanor Kirk:
One morning, not long ago, a " tramp " rang

le basement bell of one of our fine residences,

ad requested something to eat.

" I couldn't send him into the woodyard,"
16 maid told her mistress, "because he has just

bken or sprained his wrist, so I told him to

'Ut— but don't, for pity's sake, let him in!"
tegirl hurried to say. "He's just an awful
fecimen."

I" Weil, what can I do for you," said the

E'ong, sweet-faced woman to the stranger at

\t gate.

iThiswas evidently an unaccustomed greeting.

tir tramp probably had never before heard
iything like it. He had been told to " move
D," and there was "nothing today;" but to

tasked to state what could be done for him
\)s so unusual as to cause him to lift his eyes
Uthe friendly face, and to keep them so fixed

Bring most of the interview.

iMy friend did not wait for a response.
"1 think the best thing I can do for you is to

l»k at your wrist," she said. " I see you have
brt it. Come into the kitchen."

Here warm water and soap were given the
iianger, who bathed his face and hands with
s,deut enjoyment. Then the hurt wrist was
badaged, and next came a good breakfast.

h was not asked a single question of how he
tne to be in so wretched a condition. He was
iiply ministered to in the sweetest and most
Kelfish manner. As he rose to go, he walked
tifards the window and looked out, For a

Bment or two he stood silent and motionless.

len, covering his face with his hands, he burst
iio a spasm of sobs and tears. Even at this

edcal point, the wise woman did not speak.
§3 beckoned to the maid to be still, and allow-

Mthe sudden emotion full time to vent itself.

len she said simply :

—

'Those tears will do you good," and added,
'orae tears are very sacred. They come
iliight from our manhood and womanhood,
i\ clear away many perplexities. And now
k me can I do anything more for you ?

"

' 0, for God's sake!" the man exclaimed,
"it me do something for you. Can't I bring

^1 up some coal, or sweep your walk, or go of
Kie errands? Never mind my wrist. I could
3 anything for you."
^11 that morning this real man, nicknamed

I'smp, worked for his kind friend. And bet-

tethan that, he has worked for her ever since,

id for other families in the neighborhood,
Wning a good many dollars each week. He
Biow " clothed," and coming beautifully into
b " right mind."
?here was no preaching done iu this case.

Bwas not talked to or talked at. He was
IU recognized as a brother, a child of God,
ul a joint heir with Jesus Christ. This wo-
niQ could find no fault, because she saw far be-
If: the rough, dirty exterior into the holy of
liies, the place where God resides in each and
5^ry one of us.

Do you think I could ever go away from
'h lady's door, and do again what I had been
ic he habit of doing?" the suddenly illumin-
itl one asked of another friend. " Not much.

No man could. Why, ray own sister couldn't
have (lone more for me; and to think that she
never once said, ' Why didn't you ?' and ' Why
don't you ? ' "^Zion'a Watchman.

In a meeting for Discipline, my mind was
oppressed under a sense of some present not
sufficiently esteeming the sufferings of Christ,

without the gates of Jerusalem, nor having fel-

lowship with Him in thtm; and of a daik
libertine spirit, that would trample upon those

precious testimonies of the cross, delivered to

George Fox and others, against hat honor, the
heathenish appellation of days and months, the

unchristian language of you to a single person,

and the calling of men, master, contrary to the

express prohibition of our blessed Lord, (Mat.
xxiii : 10), "Be ye not called of men, master,
for One is your Master, even Christ." Some well

disposed Friends, may, perhaps, have strength-

ened these libertines by laying too great a stress

on externals ; "for in Chiist Jesus, neither cir-

cumcision availelh nor uncircumcision, but a
new creature;" and if those called Quakers
walked according to this rule, they would neither
wear gay clothing, nor give flattering titles to

men. Much expense and exactness in dress,

sumptuous houses and costly furniture, comport
not with the seamless garment of a crucified

Saviour ; who was himself the most perfect pat-

tern of i)lainness, and " had not whereon to lay

his head."

—

S. Scott's Diary.

The Upward Way.—The upward way can-
not be easy— it must be climbing to the end

;

but, as you climb, there comes more love of
mau, more love of God. a blessing of stronger,

abler, kinder, happier life, and ever growing
over all a quiet, restful sense of something
brighter, happier still beyond ; some crown of
better life than aught we know of here, which
the Lord hath, in the unfolding of the eternal

years, for them that love Him.

—

Dr. Brooke
Herford.

N̂otes from Others.

" The Church is not an ecclesiastical boarding
house, but a spiritual home."

The American Bible Society circulates the Scrip-
tures in 96 tongues, besides our own speech.

"This is probably the largest single importation
of conscience in the world's history, and well may
we rejoice that Canada is the recipient of it." So
says the Montreal Presbrjterian Record of the ar-
rival of the Dukhobors.

A Methodist pastor in Salem, Mass., had circu-
lars distributed broadcast in town, inquiring why
men did not attend church. Fully ninety per cent,

declared that the church was a blessing to the com-
munity, although not attending it themselves.

The preacher without a definite message, no
matter how well furnished otherwise, is necessarily

impotent. It is by slow and piecemeal deepening
of the great divine thoughts that the spring of life

rises and abides in our churches. No teaching that
is purely ethical or intellectual, or the result of the
exercise of the human reason, will do other tlian

lay waste the supernatural church which is redeem-
ed by the blood of the Lamb.

" Further, this message is always a secret given
by the Holy Ghost, and blessed by the Holy Ghost.
No book, no earthly teacher can ever impart tlial

hidden wi-sdom without which a ministry must be
a thing of naught. A minister must in his inmost
soul live through the struggle and the victory.

—

R. Nicoll in Record of Chrislian Work.

The greatest religious gainer in the United States,

by our Governmental policy in regard to the Span-

ish West Indies and the Philippines, is the Roman
Caiholic Chiircl). She lias secured more than the
Churih of Spain has lost. She has l>een guaran-
teed the fullest right to, and protection of, the
s[)lendid Romish properties in the Philippines.
Slie has political influence back of her of the
strongest character, whii h she does not, and will
not, hesitate to use to her own aggrandizement.
Other Churches, it is true, have an open field for
work, but Rome has the inside track in the race
for religious domination in these distant isles. She
will m;.nipulate her favorable po.sitiim and use her
vast wealth there for all they are won h. Protes-
tantism nm-t redouble her efl'orts it she would se-
cure a firm and abidiufr foothold in the places
which Spain has been freed to relinquish. She
will be much handicapped at first, but she has in
her favor a purer Gospel, freer institutions, greater
Christianizing power and a more hopeful and
stimulating life.

—

Presbyterian.

The Roman Catholic bishop of Maitland, Aus-
tralia, lias forbidden the use of flowers at funerals
in his diocese. The prohibition took effect at the
beginning of this year. This may be regarded as
" heroic treatment," but it seemed necessarv to
check the craze in this direction among his people.
In our country, the mania for funeral decorations
has run to a costly, and even ridiculous, extent
among Protestants as well as Romanists, and affects

the poor .is well as the rich. It is now almost im-
possible to discriminate between tlie wreath of sin-
cere aflection and the wreath of custom and self-

seeking. It may be a nice question, how far those
who have a true love for their dead, and the power
to gratify it, may or should express it by floral

tributes, but if the custom of decoraiing the coflSn

and grave, now so general, could be restricted and
regulated in some proper and legitimate way, the
resultant gain to the community would be decided
and marked.

—

Prenbyterian.

Itfms Concerning the Society.

Hannah H. Stratton, of Winona, Ohio, has been
liberated by her Monthly and Quarterly Meetings
to attend Philadelphia Yearly Meeting; and Ell-
wood Conrad is said to have obtained a similar
minute at the same time and place, including some
other service.

Jacob Maule and his wife of Colerain, Ohio, are
visiting their friends, and meetings in their course,

in the vicinity of Philadelphia.

SUMMARY 'of EVENTS.
United States —The President has signed the bills

appropriaiing $20,000,(100 to carry oui the peace treaty
wiih Spain and for the investigation of leprosy in the
United .-tates, also ilie Army Reorganization bill, and
the Senate bill making Dewey a full Admiral.
Under the reorganization of the army plan, the en-

listed strength of the regular army will be limited to

less than 29.000 men, although until Seventh M^ nth
1st. 1901, the President cun increase it to ti.5,000 men.
The President is also authorized to enlist 3.5,000 volun-
teers for two years and f ur months.
The entire appropriations made by the Fifty-fifth

Congress which expirtd on the 4ih ins't. by lindtation,

aggregate $1,566,890,016.28. Of this sum, 8482.562,-

083.47 is directly chargealle to our late war with Spain
or incident thereto. Deducting ihis charge from the
whole amount of the appropriations, tlie remainder,
tl,0S4,327,632.81, represents the ordinary or normal
appropriations made by the Fifty fifth tongre's.

A Public Lerlger editorial savs: "The appropria-
tions of the Fifty-fonrth Congress were $1,043,211,499.
The difference roughly represents the cost of the war
and its incidental liabilities assnmeH in behalfof another
people, and much of it represents reckless expenditure.
History afi'ords no such an example of altruistic spirit

displayed by a nati. n. To what extent the country
ill be requited for the vast outlay by the po.'session

of the Philippines and Porto Eico and by our increased

commerce with Cuba is wholly prolileniatical. It is

lo early to marshal the items that will alternately
appear on both sides of the account."

Baron Herschell, one of the British members of the
Joint High Commis-ion to adjust the ]ioints of difler-

ence between the United Statts and Canada, died sud-
denly in Washington on the morning of the 1st inst.

A United States ship of war has been tendered lo con-
vey the remains to England. It is now expected that
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the English ship Talbot will sail with the remains on

the 7th instant.

The Senate has ratlBed the extradition treaty witli

Mexico, wiih a retro-active clause to cover cases that

otherwise might not have been punishable because of

the lapse of the old treaty.

In 1790 there were only seventy-five post ofhces m
the United Slates. In ISOO there were nine hundred

and three p"St offices the rate of letter postage as fol-

lows :
" Under forty miles, eight cents

;
over forty and

under ninety, ten cents; over ninety and uniler one

hundred and fiftv, twelve and a half cents; over one

hundred and fifty and under three hundred, seventeen

cents; over three him^ired and under five hundred,

twenty cents, and over five hundred iniles, twi-nty-five

cents." In his message, Twellth Month 5th, 1S98,

President McKinley refers to the fact that our postal

service " now involves an expenditure of *10U,0Ul),000

a year, numbers 73,000 (lOst offices and enrolls 200,000

employes."
Commander Taussig, of the cruiser Benninglon, took

fonial possession of the Island of Guam, in the name

of the United States, on Second Month 1st.

Reports fr .m (ieneral Otis show that many deaths

from variola have occurred among the American troops

at Manila durini the last week.

At the instance of the German Government the

President has consented to take under protection of

the United States army and navy commanders, at Ma-

nila and other Philippine points, the lives and proper

ty of German subjects resident there. The explanatior

given is the wish of the German Government to release

such German war ve-sels as are now stationed in the

Philippines for service on the Chinese coast, where

they are believed to be needed, but the movement is

looked upon as a signal manifestai ion of _ Germany'

desire to promote cordial relations with this country.

It is estimated at the War Department that the total

collections from all sources in Cuba for the present

calendar year will reach between $12,000,000 and $15,-

000,000.
, ,

A despatch from San Francisco, dated the 1st inst.,

""Lisht showers have fallen in Northern California

twenty-four hours, and ihe indications

Ihms to farmers, fruit growers and miners. Grain is

still in fair condition, although little or no rain has

fallen since the mMdle of January. Reports sho>v that

almond and cherry trees are in blossom in many places

fully a month in advance of the usual time, owing to

the warm weather, which has almost continually pre-

vailed since the January rains. Orchard owners are

fearful that the spring frosts, which are almost certain

to occur, will prove disastrous to these crops."

The recent storm cost Atlantic City $4000 for food

for the poor and the cleaning of the streets.

The steamer Mor-via, formerly of the Hamburg-

American Line, from Hamburg for Boston, was wreck-

ed on the northeast bar of Sable Island, about Second

Month 12th. Two Gloucester fishing ^c:.o ners sailed

round the wreck, which was broken in two, but nu

signs of the crew were seen. The Moravia's crew is

said to have numbered thirty.

One of the heaviest snow storms of the season raged

on Seventh-day night in Illinois and Missouri. All

trains were delayed.

Workmen completed the demolition of the old Mul-

len Hou^e, at 5424 Germantown avenue, Germ;intown,

last week. Trie property originally belonged to Wil-

liam Penn, and contained about 5000 acres. It was

sold in 1726 to Henry Pastorius General Washing-

ton, during the Revolutionary War, it is said, visited

the hou e at frequent intervals.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 566, which is 73 less than the previous week and

86 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 291 were males and 275 females: 81

died of pneumonia ; 68 of consumption; 49 of typhoid

fever; 46 of heart disease; 25 of oid age ; 22of nephii-

tis , 21 of iuHammation of the brain ; 20 of cancer
;
19

of convulsions ; 17 of apoplexy; 17 of bronchitis; 16

of diphtheria ; 14 of marasmus ; 13 of Brighi's disease;

10 of infiuenza; 9 of inanition, and 9 from casualties.

Markeis. &c. — U. S. 2's, 99^ a 100 ; 4's, reg., llli a

Ilia; coupon, 112i a 113i; new 4's, 1281 a 129; 5's,

112all2i; new 3's, 107 a 107J-.

Cotton was quiet but steady on a basis of O/jC. per

lb. for middling uplands.

Flouk.—Winter super., $2.25 a |i2.50 ; Pennsylvania

roller, clear, $3.10 a $3.30 ; \Vestern winter, clear, $3.15

a $3.35 ; spring, clear, $2.95 a $3.20 ; city mills, clear,

$3.30 a $3.50.

Bye Floue.—Sales of 150 barrels at $3.30 per bar^

rel for choice Pennsylvania. Bdckwheat Floijk.-

$2.20 a ^>:lo per 100 pounds for choice goods on th

pot.

Geain.—No. 2 red wheat, 76} a 76.1c.

No. 2 mixed corn, old, 39i a 39jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 36Jc.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, 5} a 5ic.
;
good, 4i a ojc.

medium, ii a 4^c.; common, 4J a 4|c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 5c.; good, 4} a 4Jc.

;

medium, 31; a 4c. ; common, 2i a 3^c. ; lambs, 5 a 5^0.

I-loGS.—Be-t Western. 5| a 6c. ; other kinds, 5} a 5^0.

Foreign.—The Britisli steamer G(ir(..m arrived at

Dartmouth, England, Second Month 28th, with the

second officer and six of the crew of the British bark

Gdlalea, rescued from the sinking vessel Second Month

18th. The rescued men say the Gola'ci's captain,

Lewis, left the wreck in the ou'y boat, with a portion

of the crew, though there was room for all, and took

with him all the provisions. It is believed the cap-

tain's party were lost.

Fo'/Mesa%'s: "Cigarette smoking among women in

England is^ it appears, no longer confined to the fash-

ionable set, the middle and p. orer c'ass of maids and

matrons having taken up the practii e to such an ex-

tent as to attract the atiention of the chronicler of

daily doings. As yet no word of protest, addressed to

women smokers, has been heard from the various bodies

of reformers who bracket tobacco and alcohol as twin

evils, although there is manifested considerable un-

easiness in regard to the marked increase of cigarette

smoking which has taken place among the children in

London. This change is said to be very noticeable in

the poorer quarters, where it is a usual sight to see

very tiny boys puffing away at cigarettes. Not infre-

quently the resources of the smoker are inadequate for

the payment of a whole cigarette, and three or four

little ^chool boys, or errand b ys, may be observed

puffing at a cigarette by turns. The least strait-laced

of people are quick to agree ihatdrinking and smoking

are not fit pastimes for children, and the English may
be depended upon, sooner or later, to tal;e official cog-

nizance of these dissipations of the babie-, as Norway,

among other countries, has done. There the law for-

bids the sale of tobacco in any form to a youth iinrler

16 yeai-s of age without a signed order from adults—

a

law to which no reasonable person can object."

On the 5th instant the naval powder magazine of

La Goubran, between La Seyne and I'oulon, m South-

ern France, exploded early in the monlng. The
country was swept almost bare within a radius of two

miles, and many persons were killed and injured. Forty

corpses had been recovered at last accounts. It has

been suggested the explosion originated "in chemical

decomi osition of smokeless powder."

The Spanish !-enate. by a vote of 120 to 118, rejected

the amendments to the bill ceding the Philippine

Islands to the United States. Af er this close vole had

been announced Sagasta tendered his resignation to

the Queen.
Sagasta has placed in the hands of the Queen Regent

the resignation of the Spanish Ministry, which has

been accepted by the Queen Regent. She has named
Silvela as Premier.

Silvela on his first appearance in the Spanish Senate

as Premier to read the decree of dissolution, on the

6th, was greeted with uproar, but managed to read the

decree. There were similar scenes in the Chamber of

Deputies
From Eighth Month 12th, 1898, to First Month

13th, 1899, there were in Bombay 11,807 cases of tl

plague, with 9750 deaths.

^early 3000 men have been thrown out of work in

the Province of Santiago by the stoppage of public im-

provements upon orders from Havana. The Cuban

Seven exploring expeditions operated in Labrad

last year, and reports from all have been received 1

the Geographical and other societies of London. T!

concensus of opinion, as derived from these reports,

that the country is by no means such a sterile re^c

as has been supposed. Geologically, the formation

the country is very like that of the Klondike regie

and there are scientists who believe that there will

rich discoveries of g- Id and other metals there. Vs

forests of spruce pines exist, and there are other val

able timber trees of good size and commercial v;

RECEIPTS.
Received from George W. Reeves, Iowa, $3, tt

from Hannah Arnett,Phila., S2.

NOTICES.
Any intelligent young woman Friend, desirous-

becoming a pupil nurse in a private Sanitarium (El

tropatliic), is invited to addre-s Ds. W. LiNco
Bates, 141 Benefit Street, Providence, R. I.

Westtown Boaedikg School.—The Spring Te

will commence on Second-day, Third Mo. 13th, 18

Application for admission of pupils should be made
AVilliam F. Wickeesham, Prmciftal

Westtown, Chester Co.,

Record Room of Friends' Library, 142 N. S

teenth St., Philadelphi-a —Officers of Meeting.*, wl

giving perm'ts to parties desiring to consult mine

of their Meetings, are requested at the same tim(

advise them that the department of Records is o)

for that purpose only on Fourth-days, from 3 to I

jl. At other times information is obtained by cor:

pondence. J. H. Dillingham, Cuslodiat

Wanted.—A full series of the Annual Reports

the " Tract Association of Friends " is desired by

Public Library of (he City of Boston. Friends

copies to spare will kindly oblige by forwarding

Friends' Book store, 304 Arch Street, reports for

following years

:

All from 1817 to 1850. Also the years 1851-2, 11

1858 to 1873, 1874, 1877 to 1880, 1881 to 1884,

1

and 1887. Heney B. Ai

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the .school, and letten

rd to instruction and discipline should be

dressed to William F. Wickeesham, Principe

Payments on account of board and tuit'

communications in regard to business should be

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendei

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westto^vn Boarding School.-For convenii

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met j
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30

twentv-five cents each way. To reach the schoo

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. S.medley, Suf

civil officials are paralyzed by the order and the Gov-

ernor savs the men must become bandits.

Mexico has 7500 miles of railroad, having added

440 during 1898.

A dispatch dated Third Month 2nd, from Vancouver,

B. C, says: " A letter from Lac la Hoche, a camp in

the Cariboo gold country, says that a flood, caused by

the volcanic action in Lookout Mountain which melted

the snow, has caused much damage. The miners are

fleeing to high ground as the water continues to rise.

The mountain was covered by snow 10 feet deep in

places, when steam issued from its side, and the snow

was sent in streams of water into the valley, causing

all the creeks to overflow. The letter adds: 'The

rumbling from Lookout Mountain increases hourly in

volume. Volcanic action, which undoubtedly has

already commenced, is momentarily expected to be-

come visible to the terror-stricken inhabitants of the

valley. Thousands of dollars' worth of property and

a number of lives are said to be in danger.'
"

Died, at his home, of pneumonia, in Pasadens

the thirteenth of First Month, 1899, AllexT. Le

the eightv-third year of his age; a member of I

dena Monthly and Parthular Meetings of Frii

His kindness and hospitality had won lor him i

friends, by whom he will be greatly missed. Fron

severity o"f the disease he could not converse niucl

gave good advice to his children and grandchili

His friends have the consoling belief that his eno

peace, that as a " shock of corn cometli in, in hisi

son," he hath been gathered into the Heavenly _ga

, of pneumonia at his residence in Whittier

on the twenty-second of First Month, 1899, WiLl,

Shaw, in the seventy-fifth year of his age ;_an estei

member of Springville Monthly and Particular 3

ing of Friends. All through life he was zealo

uphold and maintain the doctrines and testimon

Friends in their ancient purity. Although his

ings at times were very great, he was enabled

them with Christian patience, being frequently I:

in supplication for strength. He manifested ah
^

tender and loving spirit toward those around

'

Desiring the presence of his family, he was at

favored to hand forth sweet counsel in Gospel an

ity. Althongh our loss is great, we believe he i

of that number who having come out of great tri

tion, his robes are washed and made white in the

of the Lamb.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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D We Preach from a Text or from Christ ?

; le see it aunounced that a man preached or

i; preach from Matt, v : 9, for instance. And
ere he can let it be announced that he will so

ch, we can have little doubt that it is a text

he preaches from.

he sermon from a text is intended to be a

lopment of the text or of things deducible

I the text. The hearers, if attentive, notice

e speaker makes of the text, what he

l^orates from it or what he hangs on to it, and
closelj- he adheres to it. And the better

wish to be profited by the inferences and
lusions which he draws from it.

ut if they profit, it will be the " measure

manifestation of the Spirit of God" by

eih
they will profit, and by that only. Lack-

his, the discourse is a lecture only—a speech

[lisay educed from a topic, a teaching not as

jme having authority, but as the scribes

J3, from letter and text ; not in demonstra-

|of the Spirit and of power, but it may be in

jonstratioD of spirited ness and of ability.

I covering which follows may be exhilara-

jindeed, but not baptism.

fe are sometimes asked, " May not the Holy

ft
accompany sermons produced by art and

8 device?" We ask in reply, " Shall the

f Spirit be left as so secondary a factor as

?" We dare not, indeed, say what natural

; He might not accompany or affect some
ts thereby. But no one would tolerate as

orized in the pulpit the appearance of any
iousands of things which the Holy Spirit

accompany, or has sometimes taken advan-

of.

Hur question is, which is to have the prece-

»;e, from start to finish ? Shall we run ahead,

igardless ofour Guide, leaving to Him the op-

) of accompanying, while yet we insist, "Nev-
tjless let me run "—or shall He be waited on

•) before us and prepare the way and the

Bjnsing of the text, if text He put forth?

I I we look for our handling of the text to

'n forth the Holy Spirit, or the Spirit to

draw forth the text? It seems superfluous to

ask such questions within the Society nf Friends

But then, there are so many members, incKiding

public text-developers also, who are not Friends.

It was feared in the first starting of systematic

Bible classes among Friends, that the mental

habit of deliberately opening and analyzing

texts in our own strength would beget a system

of text-development on that plane, which ulti-

mately, using our meeting-house audiences as

larger Bible classes, would spread over them a

spurious ministry. Although now instances of

the fulfilment of this fear seem largely in evi-

dence almost everywhere under our name, yet

we trust there are and will be places where a

wailing worship and a waiting ministry is not

wholly an experience of the past.

We are throwing no discourasement over a

right consideration of the Sacred Scriptures by
Friends either alone or together, where the

spiritual openings of them would be left to Him
who hath the key of David, and things pertain-

ing to more outward information are kept in

their own place, and we thus render uuto Csesar

(or intellect) the things that are his, and unto

God the things that are his,—for Bible classes

need not have been conducted as if man's wis-

dom had the right of opening the Scriptures to

the spiritual understanding. But as without

any very obvious hesitancy they have generally

been so conducted, with as little hesitation the

theory of the ministry prevailing in other de-

nominations made haste to step into ours. A
waiting worship is burdened with it, while an

impatient sitting without worship loves it.

May there be less heard among us of a man
preaching from a text and more and more of

the preaching from the living Word, whether

with text and topic, or without bondage thereto,

so only that there bea livingconcern of heart and
a commission from the holy Anointing. "For
it is not ye that speak (if his disciples) but the

Holy Spirit that speaketh in you." " If any man
speak, let him speak as the oracles of God. If

any man minister let him do it as of the ability

which God giveth. That God in all things

may be glorified through Jesus Christ." Other

foundation for gospel work or sermon, can no

man lay than that which is laid, even Jesus

Christ. He is the One that can speak to our

condition. And if He choose an instrument

let the speaking-trumpet, being determined to

know nothing from which to minister but Jesus

Christ and Him crucified, give out his own cer-

tain sound. Then He that living Word who
once made the texts, will still make men living

epistles, and continue to men the testimony of

Jesus which is nothing lower than the spirit of

prophecy.

Fob "The Friend."

In Earthen Vessels.

Clear as crystiil and pure, the waters issue

from the mountain springs and pursue their

way into the great world by brook and creek
and river, but gathering as they run through
their earth v channels more or less of earth's im-
purities. Nevertheless the essential watery na-
ture persists over all, and though discolored
with mud and many fireign solutions the stream
suffices to nn'nister to man's necessities.

So is the ministry of the Word. The gospel
message is given pure by its divine Author to

the human instrument, but before it reaches the
congregation of the people, the clear stream is

liable to collect something of earthly muddiness
from the character of the speaker— sullied, for

instance, with somewhat of his personal pecu-
liarities, with his narrowness of view, with faulty
diction, or with other weakness of the nature
that is mortal. But with whatever of human
shortcoming the utterance be delivered, so long
as the gospel life attend it, the leaven of the
kingdom is in it, and if given lodgment in the
heart, will rise above the earthly part and make
for righteousness. S.

For "The Feiknd."

Child-Study—No. 1.

BY S. W. E.

To those of us who attempted to be teachers,

twenty years ago, and who have been interested

in children ever since, the growth of the child-

study movement is a revelation and a delight.

It seems so pre-eminently sensible, to try to un-
derstand the order of a child's development be-

fore expecting successfully to assist in that de-
velopment. I have heard with sorrow, parents

assert the superiority of instinct over mind in

the care of children, and have listened with dis-

may to teachers who have tried to despise the

wisdom of Dr. Stanley Hall, but I have remem-
bered with joy the mother's congresses, and mul-
tiplying literature on the scientific study of child-

ature, and have felt fresh courage for the fu-

ture.

Upon any new subject which kindles the en-
thusiasm of its students, there will probably be
some nonsense written. There will be some
authors who ride their hobby to death. One
has to use common sense and not accept every-
thing one reads. Each student, whether parent,

teacher or investigator, should begin with the

little cell, and in imagination build the ideal man.
He should select every known available fact,

which helps to explain this growth, and reject

every fancy whether found in a book or in his

own head, which is not in harmony with the
laws of development. He should keep always
in mind, the germ at the beginning and the ideal

man at the end.

The student's desire is practically to aid in

developing real live boys and_ girl^ into men
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and women who shall be sound in body, broad

in mind and pure in heart. And it is only by

forever maintaining this ambition, that mankind

will ad^'ance toward this ideal.

I have said we should begin with the cell. To
understand the possibilities of the cell one must

study the parents of the child to be. I wish

every one would read the very suggestive paper

on "The Art of Rearing Children" by Profes-

sor Elmer Gates read before the Mother's Con-

gress two years ago. Professor Gates tells us,

that he took a certain number of collie dogs,

divided them into two groups, kept one group

in the dark for a year, and trained the other

group by certain exercises which required keen-

ness of sight. At the end ot the year when they

were killed, ttiere was an abnormal condition

in the sight areas of every brain, corresponding

to the treatment which the dog had received.

Further experiments with Guinea pigs proved

that fight areas in the brains which had been

dtveloped through four generations by training,

were transmitted to the fitth generation. The

fifth generation, without training showed a brain

development above the normal Guinea pig.

Other experiments prove the vastly injurious

effects of poisonous fluids poured into the blood,

and formed within the cellular tissues of the

body, when an individual is under the influence

of fear, anger or any other distressing emotion.

On the other hand, pleasurable emotions exert

a positively helpful influence over the functions

of the body.

The lessons are plain. Begin as early as pos-

sible to build up brain structures for which

children or grand children will one day be

grateful. Avoid all unnecessary and distressing

emotions. It is certainly known that there is

definite point of beginning for every brain, heart,

liver, etc. It is vitally important that no avoid-

able undesirable emotion should endanger the

health and growth of these incipient organs.

On the contrary, that delightful scenes and

thoughts should stimulate the normal growth of

all the organs, upon which the future well-being

of every child so largely depends. The parental

training to produce best results, should com-

mence long before parentage. But even prom-

ising results may be arrested by wrong emotions.

1 will quote from Professor Gates: "And now
I would like to utter an appeal to all mothers

[parents]. The incoming generation looks to

you to be well born. It is seen to be a fearful

responsibility to bring into the world a human
being, when we realize that we have it in our

power to direct for weal or for woe the intellec-

tive and emotive character and moral disposition

of the child. Therefore it falls to the duty of

parents to make an adequate preparation for

the character of a child ; the whole question of

hereditary transmission, and mind building and

allied subjects .-should be systematically and ex-

haustively studied in biological and psychologi-

cal laboratories, the data carefully verified, and
the knowledge diffused in such shape that par-

ents can apply it.

"America— the whole world— calls to us for

better men and women, and if we do our duty,

and take advantage of the opportunities offered

by science, the next generation will have less

Borrow, war, crime and disease, and the number
of defectives will be less."

That is not the best sermon that makes the

hearers go away talking to one another and
praising the preacher, hut that which makes
them go away thoughtful and serious, and has

teniiig to be alone.— Tke Watchman.

For "The Friend"

The New Quakerism.

An essay in the American Friend of Second

Month, 1899, entitled "The Quaker Message

for the Aue," written by the Editor, and form-

ing part of an address delivered at the Earlhara

Summer School, Richmond, Ind., in 1898, has

seemed to claim some notice from the fact that

it assumes to define what the author styles " our

new Quakerism," and to contrast it with the

Quakerism of the past, in language quoted thus:

"Our 'new Quakerism' must learn this

lesson. It must have a vital relation to the life

and thought of our age. It must speak to its

condition and not blindly grind out its monoto-

nous grist, like a piece of machinery, regard-

less whether it feeds or not. This attempt to

reduce religion to a monotonous, cut-and-dried

type, properly labeled, from which no deviation

was allowed, has been once made in our history,

and the result was in a high degree unsatisfac-

tory. We produced some splendid characters,

but the system had a mummifying tendency,

and for every vitalized, spiritualized, whole-

some, active, valiant Christian, with loins girt

and lamp lighted, we had a hundred pale-

blooded, timorous, dependent, traditional Friends

who seemed decidedly machine-made.

"Whilst our main message must, then, be the

proclamation of the power of the living Spirit of

God to save—to transform and spiritualize man
—to make all things new, and while we present

a Christ who speaks to all the conditions and

needs of our modern life, even as He met all

the needs of the ancient world in which He lived

and taught and suffered, we must expect a

welcome a variety of expression and application

of the fundamental truth. We have learned, I

think, not to put the truth into Chinese shoes.

We have outgrown the idea that religion at-

taches to a peculiar cut of coat, a special style

of architecture for meeting houses, a peculiar

name for the days of the week, we shall also find

that our Quakerism can express itself in forms

and methods suited to the times, as old orders

change yielding place to new. The presence and

power of the Spirit is the main thing. We shall

not all see alike perhaps as to the methods

which are most desirable, but we shall strike all

together even as in the picture of Isaiah :
" So

the carpenter encouraged the goldsmith, and he

that smoothed with the hammer him that smote

the anvil.' What we want is unity of the Spirit

in the bond of peace.

"Most of us who are here have lived through

a period which has seen the new birth of Quak-
erism. It was being slowly and gently wrapped
in its mummy robes, and the world had already

begun to talk of the passing of Quakerism.

Some people talk that way yet. There came
over the body a new breath of the Spirit. A
new sense of the purpose and meaning of the

Incarnation awoke. Hearts that had morbidly

looked within, and whose whole gospel was in-

trospection, began to beat with concern for

other souls, and longed to share in the apostolic

service which is never finished so long as there

are those who have no God or an unknown
God. Our old Quakerism was too self-centered

;

our new Quakerism is out-reaching. The old

was timid, the new is bold ; the old was custom-

bound, the new is foot loose and free; the old

was exclusive and clung to its peculiarity, the

new is broad and cares only for essentials. We
have already become a new power with still

greater potentiality and possibilities, if we can

e^cape the innumerable dangers which are test-

ing us on every hand."

The above indictment of the past generati'

of Friends involves grave charges against thi

teachings, as well as the spiritual lite and c(

sistent conduct of the body of iis adherents,

represents that where there was one " vitalize

Christian among them, there were " a hundr

traditional Friends, who seemed decidedly n

chine made." It is not definiiely stated wk

particular period of the history of the Socit

is thus portrayed, but it may safely be assum

that it covers the first half of the present c(

tury. Some of the typical men and women
that time may be referred to as representatii

of the spirit and polity of the body. Steph

Grellet, first of New York and afterwards

member of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, v

certainly neither "timorous " or " traditions

in his apostleship. Four times these two Yea
Meetings endorsed his credentials for evangi

cal service through Europe, and frequently 1

Monthly Meeting of the Northern District

Philadelphia, which acknowledged him as am
ister in 1798, and that of New York, where

afterwards resided, gave him their unity a

encouragement to visit the four quarters of •

compass in the United States in gospel love.

At that time the Philadelphia Monthly Me
ing for the Northern District he says was "

i

very flourishing condition, having sixteen

knowledged ministers and fourteen young f

sons who had a testimony for the truth, thou

not yet recorded as approved ministers."

Thomas Scattergood was another emin'

laborer in the Gospel field from Philadelp

early in this century. He spent four years

one time in Great Britain in obedience to

Divine call, holding many meetings with

general public ; and it has been said of his a

istry that it had numerous seals to its efficacj

the conversion of souls.

William Savery, Samuel Bettle, Thomas K
William and Elizabeth Evans, Sarah EmI
Elizabeth Pitfield and various others of

note within the compass of Philadelphia Yea

Meeting may be cited as proof that laborers

the gospel were not few in the period refer

to.

Likewise in New England, New York,

and Indiana many zealous and faithful prea

ers were engaged in proclaiming the Trutb

willing subordination to those disciplinary ri

of the Society which every Yearly Meeting

the world then adhered to, but which the "i

Quakerism has of late years largely repudial

Those who have fully read or personally knc

the history and condition of the various bo(

of Friends in Great Britain and the Uni

States during the fifty years referred to, will

is believed, dissentfrom the dark portrait dra

in this Address of their condition.

Daniel Wheeler and Thomas Shillitoe w

in no sense traditional Quakers— neither

them was a birthright member, nor educa

under the influence of the Society. They w

initiated into unity with Friends in England

the powerful operation of the Holy Spirit

ceived in their hearts and submission

cross of Christ. They never seem to h

found the restraints from worldly compliai

then expected of all consistent members tb

as well as in this country, any barrier to

exercise of their spiritual gifts as heralds of

gospel. On the contrary, they fully adop

the peculiarities of Friends, in dress, mam
and language, and maintained them faithfu

No brighter examples of the true mission

spirit than that shown by these old-fashio

Quakers during their world-wide labors in
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[ideemer's cause, can be instanced by the ad-

fcates of the " new Quakerism."

All can readily admit the need that the So-

jity of Friends has to be awakened to its first

Ice, and that the essay in question presents

Any requisites to that end in a()t phrase. One
n heartily endorse the picture it draws of a

;i)ical Quaker, in stating that " they must
ii)W as a living example how, through the power
Xthe Spirit, they can live in the midst of temp-

;)ion and sin, and yet be more than overcoraers,

ti at the same lime they must be dynamic
jiiters of spiritual force, which shall convince

if most ungodly that the Divine life current

through them." But to do this one may
6 issue with the essay that it is necessary to

olutionize the primitive Quakerism of Fox,
n and Barclay, and their worthy successors

lj)ve named of our own age, and adopt modes
iworship and religious service that are incon-

ijent with the principles which the Society

Iginally professed, and without which it has

)|, little reason to exist.

The " new Quakerism " has gone far to land

tfoUowers in a position of compromise, if not

iiagonism, to some of the distinguishing views

ilFrieuds on the sunjects of ministry and
»yer, of waiting on the Head of the Church
Cworship without pre-arranged services, dis-

|8diug musical performances, and substituting

Bd
pastorates for self-supporting ministers.

3 scenes that have occurred in several of the

tli Yearly Meetings of Friends on this conti

Kit are lamentable instances of the tendency
ithese new views.

["here is a subtle tendency in the human
krt to claim the privileges of the gospel of

i!|rist without submission to its obligations.

s has been evident in the experience of all

fessiug denominations, and the Society of

is no exception to it. The sermon on

mount and the greater part of the teachings

he Author of Christianity as recorded in the

Testament S()eak of duties to be performed

crosses to be taken up by his followers.

herefore by their fruits ye snail know them.

every one that saith unto me Lord, Lord,

1 enter in the kingdom of heaven ; but he that

h the will of my Father which is in heaven."

ilwas no less the conviction of this want of

(dipliance with the Divine will and the high

ll)dard of righteousness required by the Sav-

hjf of mankind among professing Christians of

ntage, than the dissent they felt to the ritual

Worship aud ministry in use by them that led

t early Friends to separate themselves from
lUir communion. Hence they emphasized
i(ing up the cross to man's carnal and corrupt

nl as a necessary concomiiant of the work of

t Holy Spirit in his conversion, agreeably to

^saying of Christ, "If any man will come
liir me let him deny himself and take up his

IKS daily and follow me; for whosoever will

Be his life shall lose it; but whosoever will

Di his life for my sake, the same shall save it
"

;hke ix : 23, 24 )

'his kind of preaching was much the burden
)l^huse primitive ambassadors for Christ, and
111 requires being kept prominently before

11, as well as the saving effects of the outward
rtring, and the sweetness of the forgiveness of

iisinsto the contrite and repentant sinner.

!3 it this style of proclaiming the full rounded
?<pel, and setting forth the restraints of the

fee of Christ, that the " new Quakerism " \&-

b'S as " mummifying," " blindly grinding out
itmonotonous grist?" The truths of Chrisii-

»ity can never grow old in their application

to fallen man, though they may be felt " mo-
notonous " to those who would wear the crown
without submission to the cross. Let us be wil-

ling to accept all the requisitions of Him who
said, " take my yoke upon you and learn of

me, for I am meek and lowly in heart, and ye
hall find rest unto your souls."

Win. Penii in his account of the rise and pro-

gress of the Society of Friends gives a sketch of
the spiritual life and character of its first pro-

fessors that may well be reviewed by their suc-

cessors. He says, " the glory of this day, and
the foundation of the hope that has not made
ua ashamed since we were a people, you know,
is that blessed light and life of Christ which
we profess and direct all people to as the great

and Divine instrument and Agent of man's
conversion to God. In fet-ling the stirrings and
motions of this Spirit in our hearts, we drew
near to the Lord, and waited to be prepared by
it, that we might feel its drawings and movings
before we approached the Lord in prayer, or

opened our mouths in ministry; and in ou-r be-

ginning and ending with this stood our comfort,

service and edification. As we ran faster or fell

short in our services, we made burthens for our-

selves to bear, finding in ourselves a rebuke in-

stead of an acceptance, and in lieu of "well
done,"—" who has required this at your hands."

We held the Truth in the spirit of it, and not

in our own spirits or after our own wills and af-

fections. They were bowed and brought into

subjection, insomuch that it was visible to those

who knew us that we did not think ourselves at

our disposal to go where we listed, nor to say or

do what or when we listed. Our liberty stood

in the liberty of the spirit of Truth, and no
pleasure, no profit no favor could draw us from
this retired, strict and watchful frame." . .

" And as you may be loved and much honored
brethren in Christ who are in the exercise of the

ministry! O feel life in your ministry! Let
life be your commission, your well spring and
treasury on all such occasions; else you well

know there can be no begetting to God, since

nothing can quicken or make people alive to

God, but the life of God, and it must be a min
istry in and from life that enlivens any people

to God. It is not our parts, or memory, or the

repetition of former openings in our own will

and time that will do God's work." . . I fer-

vently bow my knees to the God and Father of

our Lord Jesus Christ, that you may ever wait

reverently for the coming and opening of the

Word of life, and attend upon it in your minis-

try and service, that you may serve God in his

spirit.' . .
" For if it be the Lord ihat must

work all things in us for our salvation, much
more is it the Lord that must work in us for the

conversion of others. If therefore it w^s once

a cross to us to speak, though the Lord required

it at our hands, let it never be so to be silent,

when He does not." . .
" Let us be careful

neither to out go our Guide, nor yet to loiter

behind Him ; since he that makes haste may
miss his way, and he that stays behind lose his

Guide." " I am earnest in this above all other

considerations as to public brethren: well know-
ing how much it concerns the present and future

state and preservation of the Church of Christ

Jesus that has been gathered and built up by a

living and powerful ministry, that the ministry

be held, preserved and continued in the mani-

festations, motions and supplies of the same life

and power from time to time." " If we keep in

the Spirit, we shall keep in the unity of it,

which is the ground of true fellowship. For
by drinking into that one Spirit we are made

one people to God, and by it we are continued in

the unity of the faith and the bond of peace. No
envying, no bitterness, no strife can have place

with U.S. We shall watch always for good, and
not for evil over one another, and rejoice ex-

ceedingly, anci not grudge at one another's in-

crease in the riches of the grace with which
God replenishes his faithful servants."

Can the Society of Friends lay aside the prin-

ciples of faith and action above set forth by Wil-

liam Penn, aud adopt those defined as the " new
Quakerism " without relinquistiing most of the

cardinal views that distinguish them from other

religious denominations?
Charles Rhoads.

Haddonfield, N. J., Second .Month 27lh, 1899.

A Mother-Made Man.—A well-known man
was introduced at a great public meeting as a

"self-made man."
Instead of appearing gratified by the tribute,

it seemed to throw him, for a few moments, into

a " brown study." Aftervvard they asked hira

the reason for the way in which he received the

announcement.
" Well," said the great man, "it set me to

thinking that I was not really a self-made man."
" Why," they replied, "did you not begin to

work in a store when you were ten or twelve?"
" Yes," said he, " but it was because my

mother thought I ought early to have the edu-
cating touch of business."

" But then," they urged, "you were always
such a great reader.

" Yes," he replied ;
" but it was because my

mother led me to do it, and at her knee she had
me give an account of the boot after I had read

it. I don't know about being a self-made man.
I think my mother had a great deal to do with

it."

" But then," they urged again, "your integ-

rity was your own."
" Well, I don't know about that. One day a

barrel of apples came to me to sell out by the

peck, and, after the manner of some store-

keepers, I put the specked ones at the bottom

and the best ones at the top. My mother called

me and asked me what I was doing. I told

her, and she said :
' Tom, if you do that, you

will be a cheat.' And I did not do it. I think

niv moiher had something to do with my integ-

riy. And, on ihe while, I doubt whether I

am a self-made man. I think my moiher had
something to do with marking me anything I am
of any character or usefulness."

"Happy," said Dr. Lorimer, who told the

story, "the boy who had such a mother; happy
the mother who had such a boy so appreciative

of his mother's formative influence!"

—

Ex.

Practise vs. Preaching.—The little daugh-

ter of a local clergyman has reached the age

where big words are apt to floor her, and where

she is very sensitive to the remarks of an older

brother.

Not long ago she came running to her father.

" Papa, papa, George called me names."
" Why, what did Georgie say?"
" Oh," said the little girl with a strong ex-

pression of disgust, " he said I practised what I

preached. I don't, do I ?"

" Well my child, I ?"

" But I don't do I, papa? I don't any more
than you do, do I ?"

Aud then the rector choked up. But he
took a half hour from his sermon and explained

the meaning of the obnoxious expression to the

best of his ability.

—

Ex.
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For "The Friend."

THE GATHERING HOME.
During the year 1898, ten funerals occurred

in Friend's graveyard at Stillwater, near Barnes-

viile, Ohio. There were six aged Friends

—

Martha Bailey, Rebecca Cowgill, Joseph Cow-

gill, Peter Sears, Jesse Bailey and John Bundy.

Then follow Benjamin Stanton, Howard Stan-

ton, Ora E. Emmons, of Iowa and Mary Aikiu-

son of Harrisville, Ohio; the last named was in

attendance at Friends' Boarding School, where

her only brother died about nine years before

—

the two being the only deaths which have oc-

curred in the history of the school at that place.

The many vacaucies in our little meeting have

called to mind 2 Samuel i : 19, 25, 27, "How
are the mighty fallen," etc.

" How the mighty ones are fallen, and from out their

places gone!

"

"Fallen in the midst of battle," with their armor

girded on

!

'Twas a quiet, peaceful warfare, in the cause of Truth

and Love
With the Saviour as their Captain, dwelling in his

home above.

There were those among the number, who have laid

their armor down,

O'er whose brows Time's sorrows were scattered, rest-

ing like a silvery crown
;

They had borne the cares and burdens through the

heat of many a day

Ere we saw their falling mantles and they passed from

earih away.

Some of them left life companions who had shared

their hopes and fears

Since in youih iheir vows were plighted—many, many
changeful years.

There were those among the fallen of the fathers and

the sons,

"Who, tliough zealous for the Master, felt themselves

the little ones
;

But we read that in the vineyards, those who worked
with one accord

When the evening-time had gathered, all received the

same reward.

And, w^ trust that these were faithful to the work that

God assigned.

Willing laborers in his vineyard, doing what their

liands could tind,

There were others on whose shoulders mantles of the

faithful fell,

Who became as tender fathers, mothers in our Israel

!

Though we loved them all and miss them, yet we can

but deem the end

Was fir them a sweet transition, Death a kind and
gentle friend.

One, a loving husband, father, in his manhood's strength

and prime,

Suddenly was called to leave us, in the bright, sweet

summer time
; »

And the wife who walked beside him, faithful through

the passing years,

Now a lonely, widowed mother, wept affliction's yearn-

ing tears.

But she trusts God's love hath housed him in a man-
sion of the blest

Safe forever with the Saviour, where " the weary are

at rest."

Yet again when trees of autumn shed their leaflets one

by one.

She was called to be a mourner, weeping for a cherished

son.

He had gently walked beside her, with a kind and
loving heart,

Striving to be nobly faithful—do a son's and father's

part.

And her humble, chastened spirit feels amid her grief

and pain.

That her earthly loss is sweetened by his greater Heav-
enly gain.

One, a tender wife and mother, through a long and
slow decay,

In Life's useful, happy morning, from her loved ones

passed away
'Twas with calm and sweet composure and with child-

like trust and faith

That she pas.sed within the valley, with the angel-

reaper, Death,

Leaving us the consolation faith in God can sweetly

Faith, which robs the grave of victory, death itself of

every sting.

Yet another form is lying in the still embrace of death,

Suddenly life's pulses yielded to the fever's burning

breath.

Out from yonder hall of learning see the stricken

mourners come

;

They her coftined form are bearing, to its long and

final home.
She had left her home and loved ones, where the au-

tumn sunlight fell

And, with other knowledge - seekers, drank deep

draughts at Learning's well,

And, although the solemn summons came in life's

bright, morning hours.

By her kind and gentle nature, she had strewn earth's

paths with tlo«ers

And her sorrowing friends and kindred, as their dear

one hence is borne
Have this precious consolation, not without sweet hope

they mourn,
Deep the lessons that were taught us, as her young life

ebbed away
As around her bier we gathered and beheld the puli

less clay.

While full oft the vacant places of the many passed

away,
Call to mind the former query, " Fathers, prophets,

where are they ;"

And, though Zion's ways seem mourning and her pros-

pects sometimes dim,

What to us are clouds and shadows may be brightness

unto Him
Who can call from hedge and highway, those who will

be daughters, sons.

Who will be in times of proving found among the

faithful ones,

And we know his precious promise still remains as

erst to be,
" With my faithful ones I gather, even with the two

or three."

Let. What shall thisthen not stand and question,

or that man do ?"

But, "ith earnest hearts and willing, be to our own
duties true, .

Humbly trus ing that Elishas may be fitted yet to bear

Fallen mantles of Elijah's, and their spirits doubly share.

Trusting too the dear All Father will preserve us day

by day.

And from graves where Hope seemed buried, yet will

roll the stone away.
Clothe our Zion with his brightness, as from bondage

we arise.

Strengthen in his power to labor, for our home beyond
the skies. S. D. S.

Barnesville, Ohio.

Hospitality as a Discipline.—In a house-

hold whereihespiritof hospitality reigns, the con-

stant contact with strangers and the attitude of

the older members to outsiders beneiit the small-

est person in the family. To be truly hospita-

ble one must be self-forgetful and self controlled,

and when it is an unalterable law that at all

odds one must be gracious and polite to those

who come under one's roof and to one's board,

one soon learns, however tiny one may be, some-

thing of self-control and unselfishness. Here
how much example teaches! How often we
see a little boy, apparently careless of manners
when his parents are present to assume the re-

sponsibilities of the occasion, when he is left

alone and feels the burden of host resting on his

shoulders, act the part so graciously that the

visitor misses nothing of the welcome peculiar

to the house ! Or when " mother " is indisposed,

how naturally the little daughter of the house

imitates the example of its mistress, and taking

her place at the head of the table, fulfils all the

exigencies of the position with such grace and

ease that her thoughtfulness leave nothing to

be desired ! It is proverbial, indeed, that a child

thrown entirely on his own resources away from

home, exhibits docility so unusual that others

not initiated into the secrets of careful upbrin

ing are wont to declare, "He is always bett

anywhere else than at home," not realizing tb

here, as in the other instances, the little pere

is endeavoring to follow the precedent sho\

him, to live up to the standard of good manm
prescribed at home, and to yield to the deman
of noblesse oblige.

—

Harpers Bazaar.

No Room for Them.

The young man who means to succeed in 1

must make up his mind that he is going to h'

der himself indispensable to his employer. 1

can only do that by qualifying himself to-

good work, and then doing it. He must lo

his employment for its own sake, and nott

tirely for its emoluments. It is perfectly prt

er that he should be well paid for what
does, but that employee who fails to identi

himself with the interests of his employer, w
thinks chiefly of his pay, who never beg'

work until the appointed hour, and never woi

a second over the measured day's work, w

works because he must live, and whoyearus

the coming of quitting time every day, ia i

going to win the afftctionate admiration of

employer. He is not going to be the one m
retained if retrenchment becomes necessary.

The reason why some young men fail in 1

is that they endeavor to retain situations a

draw salaries while shirking their work. I

one reason or another their hearts are not

their employment. Instead of becoming dk

proficient and therefore more valuable they I

come less trustworthy as the months go 1

Their work is done in a half-hearted and sup

ficial manner, and sometimes it is not dune

all. There are various reasons for this sort

conduct. Sometimes it is the result of laziD(

Sometimes it comes from a restless and disci

tented spirit. Sometimes it is the inevita

fruit of dissipation. In any event it is fat

it awakens the suspicion and then the distr

and then the indignation of the employer. Tt

the young man finds himself out of work. Soi

times he looks for something else ; sometin

he does not.

The failures in life's battle blame everybo

but themselves. Friends have not been sym|

thetic ;
employers have been harsh and unju

luck has been against them. Sometimes tt

keep up this miserable whining against fate a

circumstance and surrounding until they aim

succeed in convincing themselves that they hj

been badly used. But deep down in their

cret hearts they know that they alone are th*

own worst enemies. Indolence, carelessni^

evil habits, these things destroy the future'

any young man who permits them to rule h:

And this is increasingly so in these busy mod('

days. Men who have work to do mean tha:'

shall be well done, and as there is little di

culty in finding perfectly competent employs

the incompetent and the shirkers must go

the wall.

—

Zion's Watchman.

Whatevee our outward adorning or ind

gence be [and they will be much affected

our inward principle] we should be careful tl

our spiritual garments be always white and f

from spot or blemish ; and that we be continua

anointed, adorned and refreshed by the influei

of the Holy Spirit. Thomas Scott

The dignity of the ministry consists

fact that it is a service rendered to the sons

men, in the name and by the authority of

Son of God.— W. R. Huntington.
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udson's Letter on Ornamental and Costly

j

Auire.

I BY DR. JUDSON, MISSIONARY IN BURMAH.

\\To the Female Members of Christiaii Churches

lithe United States of America :

Dear Sisters in Christ :—Excuse my pub-

iy adtlressiug you. The necessity of the case

smy only apology. Whether you will con-

lier it a sufficient apology for the sentiments

Kthis letter, unfashionable, I confess, and per-

ijs unpalatable, I know not. We are some-

iies obliged to encounter the hazard of oflfend-

t those whom above all others we desire to

)ase. Let me throw myself at once on your
icrcy, dear sisters, allied by national consan-

[inity, professors of the same holy religion,

feow-pilgrims to the same happy world. Plead-

n these endearing ties, let me beg you to re-

K'd me as a brother, and to listen with candor
forbearance to my honest tale.

n raising up a church of Christ in this heath

and, and in laboring to elevate the minds of

female converts to the standard of the gos-

we have always found one chief obstacle

hat principle of vanity, that love of dress

display— 1 beg you will bear with me

—

ich has in every age and in all countries been

juling passion of the fair sex, as the love of

power, and fame has characterized the

Her. That obstacle lately became more for-

jnlable through the admission of two or three

fcaionable females into the church, and the

hival of several missionary sisters dressed and
((irned in that manner which is too prevalent

)ur beloved native land. Ou my meeting
church, after a year's absence, I beheld an

lalling profusion of ornaments, and saw that

demon of vanity was laying waste the female

lartment. At that time I had not maturely

feidered the subject, and did not feel sure

it ground I ought to take. I apprehended

() thai I should be unsupported, and perhaps

ijiiised, by some of my coadjutors. I confined

n efiiirts therefore to private exhortation, and
»,h but little eBect. Some of the ladies, out of

eard to their pastor's feelings, took off their

wklaces and ear ornaments before they entered

1^ chapel, tied them up in a corner of their

iidkerchiels, and on returning, as soon as they

t/fC out of sight of the mission house, stopped

b.he middle of the street to array themselves

Lw.

lin the meantime I was called to visit the

fcrens, a wild people, several days' journey to

i north of Maulmain. Little did I expect

ire to encounter the same enemy in those

,',ilds, horrid and dark with overshadowing

ItfS." But I found that he had been there

Wore me, and reigned with a peculiar sway
Wd time immemorial. On one Karen lady I

Knted between twelve and fifteen necklaces,

))all colors, sizes, and materials. Three was
il average. Brass belts above the ankles, neat

»:ids of black hair tied below the knees, rings

»(dl sorts on the fingers, bracelets on the wrists

111 arms, long instruments of some metal per-

ii-iting the lower part of the ear by an immense
irtiue, and reaching nearly to the shoulders,

itcifiilly constructed bags enclosing the hair

I I suspended from the back part of the head,

Q to speak of the ornamental parts of their

:lhing, constituted the fashions and the ton of
tl fair Karenesses. The dress of the female con-

Ms was not esseutiall}' different from that of

tlir country women. I saw that I was brought
«} a situation that precluded all retreat—that

[jiust fight or die.

For a few nights I spent some sleepless hours,

distressed by this and other subjects, which will

always press upon the heart ot a missionary in

a new place. I considered the spirit of the re-

ligion of Jesus Christ. I opened to 1 Tim. ii : 9,

and read these words of the inspired apostle: "I
will also, that women adorn themselves in mod-
est apparel, with shame-facedness and sobriety

;

7iot with hroidered hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly

array." I asked myself. Can I baptize a Karen
woman in her present attire? No. Can 1 ad-
minister the Lord's supper to one of the baptized
in that attire? No. Can I refrain from en-
forcing the prohibition of the apostle? Not
without betraying the trust I have received from
Him. Again I considered that the question con-
cerned not the Karens only, but the whole Chris-

tian world; that its decision would involve a
train of unknown consequences; that a single

step would lead me into a long and perilous

way. I considered Maulmain and the other
stations; I considered the state of the public
mind at home. But " what is that to thee? fol-

low thou me," was the continued response, and
weighed more than all. I renewedly ofiferea

myself to Christ, and prayed for strength to go
forward in the path of duty, come life or death,
come praise or reproach, supported or deserted,

successful or defeated in the ultimate is^ue.

Soon after coming to this resolution, a Karen
women offered herself for baptism. After the

usual examinatidn, 1 inquired whether she could
give up her ornaments for Christ, It was an
unexpected blow. I explained the spirit of the

gospel. I appealed to her own consciousness of

vanity. I read her the apostle's prohibition.

She looked again and again at her handsome
necklace—she wore but one—and then, with an
air of modest decision that would adoru beyonc)

all outward ornaments any of my sisters whom
I have the honor of addressing, she quietly took

it off, saying, " I love Christ more than this."

The news began to spread. The Christian wo-
men made but little hesitation. A few others

opposed, but the work went on.

At length the evil which I most dreaded came
upon me. Some of the Karen mej had been

to Maulmain, and seen what I wished they had
not; and one day, when we were discussing the

subject of ornaments, one of the Christians came
forward and declared that at Maulmain he had
actually seen one of the great female teachers

wearing a string of gold beads around herneck.
Lay down this paper, dear sisters, and sym-

pathize a moment with your fallen missionary.

Was it not a hard case? However, though cast

down, I was not destroyed. I endeavored to

maintain the warfare as well as I could, and
when I left those parts, the female converts were,

generally speaking, arrayed in modest apparel.

On arriving at Maulmain, and partially re-

covering from a fever which I had contracted

in the Karen woods, the first thing I did was to

crawl out to the house of the patroness of the

gold necklace. To her I related my adventures,

and described my grief With what ease and
truth too could that sister reply, Notwithstand-

ing this necklace, I dress more plain than most
ministers' wives and professors of religion in our

native land. This necklace is the only orna-

ment I wear. It was given me when quite a

child by a dear mother whom I expect never to

see again—another hard case—and she begged
me never to part with it as long as I lived, but

to wear it as a memorial of her. O, ye Christian

mothers, what a lesson you have before you.

Can you, dare you give injunctions to your
daughters directly contrary to apostolic com-

mands? But to the honor of my sister be it

recordetl, that as soon as she understood the
merits of the case, and the mischief done by
such example, off went the gold necklace, and
she gave decisive proof that she loved Christ
more than father or mother. Her example,
united with the efforts of the rest of us at this

station, is beginning to exercise a redeeming in-

fiuence in the female department of the church.
But notwithstanding these favorable signs,

nothing, really nothing, is yet done. And why?
This mission and all others must necessarily be
sustained by continual supplies of missionaries,

male and female, from the mother country.
Your sisters and daughters will continually
come out, to take the place of those who are re-

moved by death, and to occupy numberless
stations still unnccupied. And when they ar-

rive, they will be dressed in their usual way, as
Christian women at home are dressed. And the
female converts will run around them, and gaze
upon them with the must prying curiosity, re-

garding them as the freshest representatives of
the Christian religion from the land where it

flourishes in all its purity and glory. And
wnen they see the gold and jewels pendant from
their ears, the beads and chains encircling their

necks, the finger rings set with diamonds and
rubies, the rich variety of ornamental head-
die.-s, "the mantles and the winijiles and the
crisping-pins"—see Laiah iii: 19-28—they will

cast a reproachful, triumphant glance at their

old teachers, and spring with fresh avidity to

repurchase and resume their long-neglected
elegancies; the cheering news will fly up the
D.ihgyaing, the Laing-bwai, and the Sal-wen

;

the Karenesses will reload their necks and ears
and arms and ankles; and when, after another
year's absence, I return and take my seat before

the Burmese or the Karen church, I shall behold
the demon of vanity enthroned in the centre of
the assembly more firmly than ever, grinning
defiance to the prohibitions of apostles and the
exhortations of us who would fain be their hum-
ble followers. And thus you, my dear sisters,

sitting quietly by your firesides, or repairing

devoutly to your places of worship, do by your
example spread the poison of vanity through all

the rivers and mountains and wilds ot this far

distant land ; and while you are sincerely and
fervently praying for the upholding of the Re-
deemer's kingdom, are inadvertently building

up that of the devil. If, on the other hand, you
divest yourselves of all meretricious ornaments,
your sisters and daughters who come hither will

be divested of course, the further supplies of
vanity and pride will be cut iff, and the churches
at home being kept pure, the churches here will

be pure also.

iTo be concluded).

Whosoever would preach the Christianity

that crucifies must know that he will meet the
opposition that turned away from Christ, and
conspired against Him, and spat on Him, and
led Him to Calvary. The Christianity that

Christ gave us condemns men, and only con-

viction of desert will keep men from resenting

condemnation. It fortells woe for the unrepent-
ant, and men are maddened to be shown de-

struction at the end of a way they will not for-

sake. It requires living for which unsanctified

men have no heart.—J. Maleom Smith.

If thy religion is impressive by its consisten-

cy, let it be attractive by its amiableness. A
Christian's life should be a practical invitation

to holiness.
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A Poet for Peace.

Ernest Howard Crosby of New York, noted

as an American disciple of Tolstoi in the latter's

advocacy of non-resistance, has caused consid-

erable discussion by his poetical pamphlet en-

titled " War Echoes." One stanza on " Russia

and America, August 29, 1898 "—the date of

the Czar's peace manifesto—is as follows!

Daughter of the West, thine hour of shame is upon

thee

!

Wheu thou didst hear from afar the word divine, thou

wa-t busied in things of war.

Thy thoughts were of loftier battlements, of swelling

batallions, of deadlier flotillas, of greater preparation

for slaughter. •

, , .
,

Thou hast sown the wind. Wilt thou escape the whirl-

wind?
Thou h.Tst planted dragon's teeth. Wilt thou save thy-

self from the harvest of armed men, ready to im-

poverish and lord it over thee ?

Daughter of Libeny, fallen tho' thou be, give ear to

the voice of Tyranny's transfigured daughter.

God bless Kussia and the Czar I

Another characteristic stanza follows

:

MY WAR.
1 am a soldier too, and I have the battle of battles on

my hands.

You little warriors who, while fighting each other, are

yet at heart agreed, and see the same false life with

the same distorted eyes,

I have 10 make war upon all of you combined, and upon

the infernal War Spirit which inspires yuu in the

bargain.

I set my courage against your courage.

It is tine not to flinch under fire

It is also fine tn tell an unwel ome truth to a mob and

to call you the mad loi of murderers that you are.

It is war between us to the knife, and 1 will not tell

you how well 1 love you until you are shamed into

unconditional surrender.

Then I will show y u my commission, and you will see

that it is signed by a t'ommander-in-Chief who may
wait long lor victory, but never waits in vain.

Set the Clock Right.—A story is told of

a colored man, who came to a watchmaker and

gave him the two hands of a clock, saying :

" I want you to fix up these hands. They

just don't keep no more correct time for more
than six months."

" Where is the clock?" answered the watch-

maker.
" Out at the house on Indian Creek."

"But I must have the clock."

" Didn't I tell yer there's nothing the matter

with the clock excepting the hands? And I've

brought 'em to you. You just want the clock

80 you can tinker with it and charge me a big

price. Give me back them hands.

And so saying, he went off to fiud some reason-

able cldckmaker.

Foolish as he was, his action was very much like

that of those who try to regulate their conduct

without beiug made right on the inside. They
go wrong, but refuse to believe that the trouble

is with their hearts. They are sure that it is

not the clock, but the hands that are out of

order. They know no more of the need of

change in their spiritual condition than the

poor negro did of the works of his clock. They
are unwilling to give themselves over into the

hands of the great Artificer, who will set their

works right, so that they may keep time with

the great clock of the universe, and no longer

attempt to set themselves according to the in-

correct time of the world. And their reason for

not putting themselves into the hand of the

Lord is very similar to the reason the colored

man gave. They are afraid the price will be

too great. They say, " We only wish to avoid

this or that bad habit." But the great Clock-

maker says, " I cannot regulate the hands un-

less I have the clock. I must have the clock."

For " the Feiknd."

Individual Accountability.

How very differently the eye of God beholds

the children of men from what the eye of man
does ! When a man does well for himself men

praise him and call him rich and give him

Conor ; when a man fears the Lord, and serves

God and his fellow-man, such the Lord honors.

But it is far from being true that a man needs

be rich to do good to his fellow man or to offer

to God of that which God has given him. We
read how that Jesus lifted up his eyes and be-

held how the rich men did cast of their wealth

into the treasury. And behold, a poor widow

came who cast tiierein two mites. And yet He,

the appointed Judge of all, declared, " Verily,

I say uDto you, this poor widow hath cast in

more than they all, for they did cast in of their

abundance, but she of her want did cast in all

that she had even all her living." From this

we learn, that God requires not that of us

which He hath not empowered us to give, nor

does He value the gift as men would place a

valuation, for all things are his, but He looks

at the heart, and its willingness to do the Di-

vine behests. Let then none say, " I have

nothing to give, nothing to do, whereby I may
honor and please the Lord." " No man liveth to

himself, nordieth to himself; whether then we

live or die, we are the Lord's." Placed in fami-

lies, in social converse with others, it is the dis-

position of Divine Providence, " the lot is cast

into the lap, but the whole disposing of it is of

the Lord," and He knows what is the best for

each one of us, and portions out what we call

blessings, and even our very trials to each one,

as a means of proving our gratitude and love to

Him.
At times we may think, " Were I placed as

such a one is, I could easily be a Christian, but

my trials come so close, my most intimate

friends at times prove a snare, the enemy breaks

through my good desires; He too well knows my
weak points, and alas ! I feel I come far short

in my duty to my Lord." This may all be true.

" Man at his best estate is altogether vanity,"

frailty is stamped upon his brow. But the Lord

hath laid help upon one who is mighty to save,

ready to deliver and watchful to preserve. He
permits us to see the utter weakness of our best

resolutions, the feebleness of our most earnest

endeavors, the hopelessness of ever being able

to please God whilst depending on ourselves, in

order that we may flee to Him for help from

whom alone efficient help comes, that we may
trust in Him whom the Lord hath appointed as

the Leader and Captain of his people Israel.

Saul of Tarsus, with his strong, determinate

will, had after years of service, of conflict and

of trial, yet to bow in meek submission, and

learn of his Lord, " My grace is sufficient for

thee." The trials might remain, but they proved

but as the plough or the harrow to mellow the

ground, that the good seed of the kingdom
might take deeper root and bring forth fruit to

the praise and glory of the great Husbandman.
Let us not then look outwardly to our fellow-

man, no matter how highly gifted he may be,

for all that any man has, if he hath anything,

he received from the Lord. The same fountain

of wisdom and knowledge is open to all. The
voice cries " Ho ! every one that thirsteth, come
ye to the waters; come, buy wine and milk

without money and without price." This is

God's free gift of love in Christ, " the grace of

God that bringelh salvation, and hath appeared

to all men." It is the fear of the Lord which is

the beginning of wisdom. God's work is known

in the heart ; where God works, there is ]

found. Look to Him, as David did, and 1

eyes were enlightened.

Christ Jesus came to restore all things,

bring man back to that blessed state, whi

through sin he lost; into converse and co

munion with God. As man walks in the lig

he walks with God, for the Lord is in the lie

of Christ, as He was in Christ when He came
the flesh. This is the Messenger of the Ev
lasting covenant which God hath made w
man through Christ. The covenant which G
made with all men in the seed of Abraha
which seed, as the apostle says is Christ. Ot
the voice of this angel of God, which goes befo

prepares the way, and as faithfully follow

brings God's Israel into the possession of I

heavenly land. To him alone is every man
countable. As Christ Jesus the Lord said, "

I

word that I have spoken, the same shall juc

him in the last day " (John xii: 48.) And
this word, which is Christ's Holy Spirit,

Lord hath spoken to every creature un(

heaven, reproving the evil, warning those vi

are tempted, comforting the tried and afflict

carrying on God's work of faith with po«

renovating the heart and justifying th

dient. To be attentive thereto is to bear Chri

word ; to be obedient to its teaching, is to

with Him. And as we individually walk w
the Lord, it will be a walk in love of one tow!

another, and by love each will serve the otl

No ill feeling will find lodgment in our

for such thoughts sully the garments of holin

which he who walks with Jesus must needs m
If others hate, we should pray for them s

bless. If others shun, we should seek to br

them to Jesus, for he who thus walks in Chri

light, whereby Christ Jesus by his presence

lu mines the heart, is heir to all the blessing)

God's covenant.

In walking in and obeying this light, lie

main service to God and man, as the apoi

tells the Corinthians, " Whether therefore

eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to

glory of God" (1 Cor. x: 31). Is not thi

walking in the light where God is, a walk

with God and with Christ, as Euoch did anc

Adam in his first created state? It is a w
wherein every word and act performed in

fear of God, is acceptable service to Him, c(

ing from the motions of a "life hid with Ch

in God." This grace, life or spirit of God, t

received, and dwelling in the heart, is like

holy fire on God's altar, which the Jewish rat

declared was first kindled, like that on Eliji

altar on Carmel by fire from heaven, and

not to be let die out. Our whole life thus

comes a living sacrifice to God, laid on the al

of a sanctified heart, ready to be fanned inti

flame, at such times as Christ our priest

pleased to draw near, uncover the embers, i

breathe upon it. W. W. E

The Chemistry of Bluing and Cle
ING.—" Soluble Prussian Blue," a chemical c

pound containing iron, is a recent invent;

The indigo bags of olden time have been aln

entirely replaced by numerous " Soluble Blu

all of which are Prussian blue of more or

strength.

It must be borne in mind that this substa

is decomposed by the fixed alkalies, and if

clothes are not rinsed free from soap-suds

washing soda mysterious iron rust spots i

appear on the linen, caused by the decomf

tion of the bluing. Many of the bright 1

flannels, and other fabrics found at the pre
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le in our markets owe their brilliant shades

)in acid coiupnund of a coal-tar color, and as

)3 as they are washed in soap or ammonia,

1 alkali neutralizes the acid, and the color

eoraes pale and faded in appearances. If

(jic acid or vinegar is added to the second

iking water, the bright color is in all such

iiB restored^

Selected for "The Friend."

I

The Strength of Silence.

f you want to listen to the one voice in your

ert, God's voice, you must bid all other voices

^-,6. Have you ever heard the nightingale?

fen all other birds are silent and the stillness

['he nij;ht is over the woods, you can hear its

y;e burst forth in a tone so pure that even the

hce is not disiurbed by it.

'here must be in your heart a silence as

ifaed as that of the night waiting for the

lining, before you can hear his voice speaking

bugh it in the new strt-ngth that comes to

p. All the voices of this world must cease,

^ether they are voices of sorrow or hope, dis-

rintment or joy, discontent or satisfaction,

must lay aside your own small life that you

If hear in the silence of your soul, the " Be
li, and know that I am God."
'.nd the way to do this you will have to find

for yourself, " The Spirit within you," " He
il lead you into all truth ;" and the first and
1 words of the old sages were :

" Know thy-
;"— it is all in you, and in the silence vou

ill find it.

be Lord himself pointed out the way to you.

[j went into the mountains alone, and when
l^e in the silence He had found his God-given

jjngth, He came back and gave of it freely.

lere. moments which none of his disciples

•shared with Him. Even your own highest

ights which you may have consecrated to

Lord's service must be left behind that you
not turn to them for help, but stand alone,

every thought and feeling may be filled

the new life coming to you in your silent

iing. You may ask questions by the hun-

l and read hundreds of volumes, but no au-

or knowledge coming to you in that way
be worth the gain of one hour of that silent

munion. When you have found the " secret

is presence," the libraries can be locked and
ble-locked and you will find your God in

i)''i of them.

he Lord himself and He only holds the key
) our soul, and you must take it from his own
ad. The deepest truths cannot be put into

'ds, but only felt in the heart. The Lord
bveil this in his teachings here on earth, in

'It He left unsaid rather than in what He
i

, and it is through the wonderful silence of

n iospel stories that we feel the Divine strength

fiis life. The star of Bethlehem brilliant in

kinight!

. must always be so. Your deepest feelings

a never be expressed, and the deeper they

rthe greater the silence that surrounds them.
r* may try to put them into words or action,

li however much you will do or say, you will

luys know that the feeling itself is infinitely

b?e the mere expression of it ; it is much like

De steady light well guarded behind the glass

gnsl which the birds flutter trying always in

ai to reach it, while the light burns on still

D unmoved.
nd of all feelings that may come to you, the

nitest and deepest is your consciousness of the

.i«d's life in you. It is an individual experi-

ite new with every new human being. You

have been taught, perhaps in a very general

way, what is understood by a spiritual life, and
you feel instinctively a desire to experience what
is so much spoken of and written about. And
in raomentsof sorrow, when you are forced into

a more conscious life, you want this something
which is so great a comfort to others. Then do
not look to words spoken or written to explain

it to you, at the best they are only the guide-

l)osts along the road poiuting the way, but the

way you must tread yourself step by step in the

strength gained in silence.

—

Ex.

A Group of Threes.—Three things to gov-

ern—The tongue, temper and actions.

Three things to cultivate—Sympathy, cheer-

fulness and contentment.

Three things to love—Honesty, purity and
the truth.

Three things to despise— Cruelty, meanness
and ingratitude.

Three things to value—Time, money and
good health.

Three things to respect—Old age, law and
religion.

The preacher should, first of all, be a preacher

of truth. He is the Lord's messenger, and must
speak as God directs. He ought to be more
anxious about what he says in God's name, than

about how it will effect the hearers. He who
acts upon this principle is more likely to impress

the more thoughtful of his audience, as well as

receive the Divine favor and approval.

Items ConceriiiDg the Society.

The Friend's Tract Association of Philadelphia
distributed last month three thousand of its publi-

cations, and during the past year about one hun-
dred thousand. The tracts authorized to be printed

in Spanish are now issued, and one in German (a

concise account of Friends), has been re-issued,

and the tract in Chinese increasingly called lor.

The forthcoming annual report of the Association

appears likely to be one of unusual interest.

In several associations of the younger Friends
which have met during the past winter in the com-
pass of different Monthly Meetings, the essays read

and remarks given have shown that the welfare and
history of our religious Society has been the sub-

ject of a growing and lively interest among the

young and thoughtful. The tone and matter ol

some of the essays have been an encouragement to

older Friends.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States—Since Congress a'^journed, there

have been 60,000 applications on file for commissions
in the army. Lieu enancies are particularly dtsired.

The President desires that appointments shall < nly be

made after strict examinati' nsof competency, and that

officers who served in the war shall be preferred.

The total number of deaths in the army since Fifth

Month 1 lasi are reported by ihe Adjutant Gei eral as

follows: killed in action, 329; died of wounds, 125;
died of disease. 5,277 ; total, 5,731.

The vState Department has received claims to the

amount of *21,00U.OOO on account of property destroyed

in Cuba belonging to American citizens, and also on
account of injuries sustained by ( itizens, for which pr-

cnniaryindemnilyissought. The peacetreaty expressly

provided that the United States and Spain each should

a-sume liability for all such claims preferred by their

resp ctive citizens. When Congress again meets atten-

tion will be called to the matter.

It is announced from Washington that the Adminis-

tration V ntemphiies a change in some features in the

government of Cuba by the snbstitution of civil officers

for military men in the Cabinet and subordinate posi-

tions.

Major Sternberg writes from Manila that ten per

cent, of the volunteers are anxious to remain in the

islands and engage in business.

In joint session of the Nebra-ska Legislature, M. L.

Hayward, Republican, was elected United .'•^tates Sen-

ator by a vote of 74 to 58 for Allen, Fusionist.

Fish Commissioner McGuire, of Oregon, declares in
his IS'.lfl report tliat up to the present time salmon to

the v;ihie of about .1>7.'j,000,000 have been taken out of
the Columbia River.

Andrew C. Kowie aged 72 years, died at Newark on
the Uth inst. Hi- was the lirst constructor of a geo-
metrical lalhe u-ed for bank note engraving.

During the first tive months of riie present sea-son

Galveston has exported 1,634,841 bales of cotton, an in-
crease of more than 5( '0,000 bales over the movement
of the same period last season.

The most original i)lan ever presented to a Legisla-
ture to disiouiage lynching has been proposed in the
Missouri House by Representative Nicholas, the Popu-
list member from Nordaway County. His measure
would have the Sheriff arm prisoners who are threat-
ened with lynching. Any Sherift or deputy failing to
protect such prisoners sha 1 be fined not less than $500
nor more than *I,000, and shall be dismissed.

Governor Smith of Montana, has vetoed a bill passed
by the late Legislature legalizing boxing contests. Such
contests are absolutely forbidden by ihe law in force.

P. H. Sprague, a Chicago poultry dealer, figures that
3,350,000,000 chickens and 13,000,000,000 eggs, valued
together ar $290,000,000. were produced in the United
States in 1898. The Chiemio Chronicle says that the
value of the egg output, which P. H. Sprague does not
estimate separately, probably exceeds the value of any
mineral output excepting that of coal, but not except-
ing pig iron.

The Pvblic Ledger gays: "Two discoveries of im-
portanre are just announced, which, if the claims made
for them can be substantiated, will work wonders in
the industrial world. One is a new process of harden-
ing steel far beyond anything ever known before, the
other is the commercial production of liquid air and its

adaptability to many, if not all, of the processes for

which steam is now used. The latter claims to obviate
the disadvantages under which steam labors, without
having any of its own, and, though this is too much to

believe, it does seem probable that the new, strange
substance will be substrtured for steam in many of the
departments of industry where the latter is now indis-

pensable."
" There are two counties in Washington," says

Senator Wilson, of that State, " each nearly as large as

the Slate of Massachusetts, and one of them is a-gr-eat a
gold field as South Africa. The camp of the Republic
mine will be a city of 10,000 inhabitants in a year and
a half. In this wonderful county there are mountains
full of gold, and back of the mountains are magnificent

agricultural lands. Washington is the place for mak-
ing money now."
An assay of black sand found in the Kotalinqua

River, Alaska, made by Dr. Willis E. Everette, of the
Smithsonian Institution, is said to show that one ton of

it contains $776 worth of platinum, besides iron oxide,

gold worth $102.84, two pounds of tin, two pounds of

copper and one troy ounce of iridosmine. The great

value is said to lie in its yield of platinum, which is

extensively used in electricnl construction and dentistry.

Platinum has been found chiefly in the Ural Mountains
of Russia, from which it is exported to this and other
countries.

One of the worst snow storms of the sea,son raged on
the 10th instant in Wyoming, delaying railroad trains.

There was a two hours' snow-storm, with heavy thun-

der and lightning, at Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 520, which is 46 less than the previous week and
56 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 278 were males and 242 females : 66
died of consumption ; 56 of pneumonia ; 39 of typhoid

fever; 30 of heart disease; 28 of inflammation of the

brnin
; 27 of apoplexy ; 25 of old age ; 18 of Bright's

disease ; 18 of convulsions ; 16 of cancer ; 12 of inflam-

mation of thestomach and bowels ; 12 of Cerebro-spinal

meningitis; 10 of diphtheria ; 10 of marasmus; 10 of

bronchitis ; 10 of nephritis, 10 of inanition; 9 of par-

alysis ; 9 of uraemia, and 8 from casualties.

Markets. <S:c. — U. S. 2's, 99.J a 100 ; 4's, reg., Ill a

nU; coupon, 112i a 113; new 4's, 128 a 129; 5'8,

lll|all2^; 3's, 10'7al07J.
Cotton was quiet but steady on a basis of 6J^-Jc. per

lb. for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.25 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania
roller, clear, $3.05 a $3.25 ; do., do., straight, j3.25 a
1'3,45; Western winter, straight, $3.35 a $3.50; spring,

clear, $2 95 a $3.20; sprii g, straight, $3.55 a If 3.75;

city mills, clear, $3.30 a $3.50 ; do., straight, $3.50 a

$3.65.

Rye Flour.—$3.30 per barrel for choice Pennsyl-

vania. Buckwheat Flouk.—$2.25 a $2.35 per 100
pounds for new.
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Geain.—No. 2 red wheat, 74i a 74i^c.

No. 2 mixed corn, old, 3S|- a 38Jc
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 36 a 36ic.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, of a 5 jc. ;
good, 5 a 5Jc.

;

medium, 4f a 4ic.; common, 4J a 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a oc; good, 4} a 4^c.

;

medium, 3| a 4c. ; common, 2j a3^c. ; lambs, 5 a 5^c.

Hogs.—Western. 5| a tic ; other kinds, b} a 5Jc.

Foreign —The latest census of England g ves the

li^t of female teachers as 13U,000—three limes as many
asm lie leachers. About 35,000 wnmen are engaged

in the postal service, 4,500 in printing ufBces and 4,721

Statistics collected by a London temperance society

show ihat drunkenness is on tlie increase in England

and Wales. The increase in the number f prosecutions

brought during the pasty^ ar over those in the preced-

ing 12 months was ti,lj77. The t^tal number of pro-e-

cutions was 110,739, of which 67,207 «ere brought

against persons between the ages of twenty-one and
forty.

The Military Commander of Paris has ordered pla-

cards to be placed on all ihe barracks in that city illus-

trating the evil effects of alcohol. These placards,

which are hung everywhere, show on one side, the in-

terior organs of a drunkan and on the other thu.'.e of

a temperate Beneath is a brief explanation of

the pathological and m.ral eUects of the abuse of alco-

hol
The Woman's Institute in London has published a

" Lexicon of Erjployment for Wom^n," from which it

appears that there are in England women cab and om-
nibus drivers, street porters, ' walking posters," cattle

dealers, auctioneei-s and one locomotive engineer.

Since 1S4I thecultivatedarea^f Ireland hasdwindled
from about 4,000,000 acres t^. 2,000,000.

Having conquered Khartoum, the English ai-e oing
about civilizing it in the most .tpproved and expedi-

tions manner. .Already the railway has been extended
h. If way from Atbara to Khartoum, and considerable

tracts ipf country have been put under cultivation. A
number of public buildings are being built in the city,

among them Gordon's palace, which is being recon-

structed o>er the orig nal f undations, and will be used

for Lord Kitchener's office when it is completed. The
whole region is rapidly settling down under the British

rule, one important factor of which is the excellent

police arrangements that have already made life and
property j erfectly secure in both Omdurman and Khar-
tonm.
The Government inquiry has shown that the powder

explosion at Toulon was not accidental, and much cre-

dence is given to the rumor that it was an anarchist

outrage, r-ix more bodies have been found in the debris

left by the explosion.

In India the average duration of life of the natives

is twenty-four yeai-s as against forty-four in Britain.

A gold nugget, weighintr 22.J pounds avoirdupois was
found in the Pilparra gold helds. Western Australia,

early last month.
A letter from General Ludlow in Havana, gives a

touching account of the widespread extent in that city

of misery —twenty thousand are dependent on rations

to avert starvation—women being greatest sufferers,

willing to work, but there is nothing for them to do.

To meet the needs of these women General Ludlow
suggests that "an associntion of women in the States

might take account of the matter and perfect arrange-
ments by which the institution should be otherwise
maintained than as a temporary military exigency.

There are numerous kindly disposed and charitable

people in Havana—many who are busily engaged in

charitable work with the sick and the orphans— but
their means are quite inadequate, and assistance would
be gladly received from the charitably disposed in the
United States."

The Treasury ruling as to the values of Spanish
and French coins at the Custom House in Havana will

have the effect intended, that of causing the export of

Spanish curre'icy, and establish in Cuba United States

currency as the standard. Tiie sum of $175,000 in

Spanish silver was shipped to Spain this week. The
scarcity of Spanish silver is causing inconvenience on
'Change. The Havana bankers wish to prolong the
two currencies for a period on account of the profit in

exchange.
The Cuban Military Assembly has impeached Gen-

eral Gomez and removed him from his command of the
Cuban army, "for failure in military duties and diso-

bedience to the Assembly." General Gomez is not con-
cerned at this action, as he is supported by the Govern-
ment and the best class of Cub ms.

On the aftt-rnoon of the 13th inst.. General Wheaton
attacked and captured the town of Pa^sig, east of Ma-

nila. Thirty of the insurgents were killed, and six

Americans were wounded. The United States Minister

Sampson at Quito, has reported to the State Depart-
ment that in a battle which ended the revolution in

Ecuador 600 were killed and several hundred mortally
wounded, and also 400 prisoners were taken.

During the last 400 years, Mexico it is said, has pro-

duced and coined silver to the value of $3,500,000,000,-

000, which is one-third of the worlds output of the

white metal during that period.

J^UTJCES.

Receipts in aid of the Dukhobortsi Fund to
Thira Month 14th, 1899.

J. C. S. and sisters, $12 00 ; R.W., $o 00 ; Home and
Foreign ReliefCommission (Mennonite), Elkhart, Ind.,

$70.79; E. R., $5.00 ; Mennonite Congregate n, Colum-
biana, Ohio (additional), $2.25 ; J. G. A., $10.00 ;

" A
Friend," Ohio, $50.00; A. Y., $2.00 ; J. H. B., Ohio,

S2.U0. Total amount subs' ribed to date, $5,457.48. A
large additional sulscription can be used to advantage
in ihe purchase of implements, seeds, burses and food,

for the settlers in Manitoba.

Wm. Evans, Tren-turer, 252 S. Front St., Phila.

Tract Association of Friends. — The annual
meeting of the .Association will be held in the Com-
mittee Ro"m of Arch Street Meeting-hou-e on Fourth-
day evening the 29ih instant at 8 o'clock. Reports of

.Auxiliiiry Associations and nn interesting report of

the managers will be read. -All are invited to attend

Henry B. Abbott, CleiL

Young woman Friend would like to make engage-

ment now for summer with Friend's family as governess

to children. Address "B," Office of The Friend.

Woman Friend of thirty years' experience would
make engagement for position at shrire as matron
housekeeper, or position in linen room, either in hotel

or large boarding house.

Address " F," Office of The Fjue.nd.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.—
Open from 11.30 A. M. to 2 p. M., and from 3 p. m. to

6 p. M on week days. The following biographies have
been added :

Abbott, Lyman — Life and Letters of Paul the

-Apostle.

Bismarck, the Man and the Statesman (2 v.)

Brown, A. E.—John Hancock, his Book.
BuLii, J. B.—Fridijof ISaiisen, a Bookfor the Young.
Cary, E. L. — Tennyson, his Homes, his Friends

and his Work.
Jacobs, H. E.—Martin Luther.

Ferris, G. H.—Leo Tolstoy.

Robinson & Rolfe—Pcrarch.
Tylob, Charles—Story of William Tyndale.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications for

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters in

regard to instruction and discipline should be ad-

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and
communications in regard to busine.ss should be for-

irded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. M.,

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M.
twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school by
telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. S.medley, Sup't.

Died, at her home near Arba, Ind, on the twenty-

seventh of Second Month, 1898, Texanna B. Jordan,
in the forty-third year of her age ; a member of New
Garden Monthly Meeting of Friends. She had been a

fferer the most of her life, and almost deprived of her

hearing, in all of which she manifested true patience

and resignation to the Father's will, being a " living

epistle known and read of all mf n " in witness to the

power of Divine Grace to keep in perfect peace all who
truly trust Him. " She being dead yet speaketh."
— , at her home near .Arba, Ind., on the first of

Third Mo., 1898, Penninah Jordan, in the seventy-

fifth year of her age ; a member of New Garden
Monthly Meeting of Friends. While firm in her con-

victions that the church of her ch ice was right, her
christian charily was broad, and whenever she met true

disciples of her Lord, she recognized them as brothers

and sisters in Christ. Her simple, trustful fait!

God was such as to bear her up in times of sore ti

.

and deep provings. Her voice was often heard in

assemblies of the people in humble prayer, praise

exboitation, magnifying the grace of our LordandS
iour- H(-r patience and cheerfulness during her

vere sufierings, and her oft-repeated expressions v

sweet evidence that she realized that the Everlas

.Arms were underneath, min stering to her spir

triumphant entrance into the heavenly home.
, at her home in South English, Iowa, on

thirtieth of Fourth Month, 1898, R.-becca Ni
Healii, wife of Dr. Allen Heald, in theseventieth

)

of her age ; she was a member of Coal Creek MonI
Meeting of Friends, Iowa. Being isola ed from Fri«

for many years, she was charitable to the religi

views of otters, but her life was entirely consis

wiih the principles of Friends. She »as unsel;

patient, untiring in her devotions to her family-
,

humble follower uf Jesus. Her simple faith sustai

,

her to the last.
!

, on the afternoon of Second Month 13th, li

at his re idence in Salem, Columbiana County,

Joseph Fawcett, son of the late David and Hani
Fawcett. in the seventy-lourth year of his age

member of Salem Monthly Meeting of PViends. 1

dear Friend bore his many trials and afflictions

tiently, and as the end drew near, felt that ' all

well," and quietly entered into rest.

, on the thirteenth of Second Month, 1899

his residence near Somerton Va., John H. Pei

aged sixty-eight years ; a beloved member of Somei
.Monthly Meeting of Friends. Virginia (formerly

Rich .Square. N. C.) This dear Friend was a belli

in. and a faithful upholder of the ancient princi;

and testimonies of the Society of F'rienHs. He boi

lingering illness with Christian fortitude, and leavr

wife and many relatives and friends to mourn tl

loss
;
yet they weep not as those having no hope,

they believe he has eniered one of those mansi

which Jesus has gone to prepare for the childrei

God.
, at his residence in East Carmel, Ohio, Sec

Month 17th, 1899, our beloved friend, Ishael Cc

aged seventy-three years and three months ; a <

sistent member of Middleton Monthly and Partici

Meeting. Wliile a great sufferer for many years

manifested unusual patience, especially in the last

months of his sickness. He spoke much of his de

to change his earthly tabernacle for one eternal in

heavens, yet to await the Masters time. He has livi

very u-eful life, valuing his word as more than moi
From the fruits of prosperity, which he said were j

from God, he many times very freely gave to ihe ne

and suffering, and entreated his children to follon

these paths.

, on the twenth-third of Second Month, 189E

the residence of her brother-in-law, Elihu Todd, t

Chesterfield, Morgan County, Ohio, Mary H. To
widow of Robert Todd, in the eighty-fifth year of

age ; a member of Chesterfield Monthly Meetinj

Friends, Ohio.
, at her residence in Germantown, Phila., Tl

Month 3rd, 1899, Hannah E. Kaighn, widow of

late James E. Kaighn, in the eighty-ninth year of

age ; a member of Frankford Monthly Meeting
Friends.

, of pneumonia on the sixteenth of First Mot
1899, Mary Hampton, widow of the late John Hat
ton, a member of Hopewell Particu'ar and Springv:

Monthly Meeting, in the eighty-seventh year of

age. On being queried with if she saw anything

her way she replied '' I believe I see nothing in

way." " I believe I am ready." A few minutes bei

her departure she interceded in these touching wor
" Dearest Father wilt thou be pleased to grant m
home in thy glorious presence."

, after an illness of two weeks from the efl

of pneumonia, at his residence near Whittier, Iowa
the ninth of First Month, 1899, in the sixty-eig

year of his age, Oliver Hampton an esteemed m
ber of Springville Monthly and Particular Meet)

This dear Friend was warmly attached to the doctri

and testimonies of the Society of Friends, freely

tending the right hand of fellowship to the " Wrestl

seed of Jacob'' wherever situated. He tenderly!

on his death bed :
" I wish my endeared love givei

every body." We trust the language is strikinaly

plicable, " Blessed are the dead who die in the Li

yea saith the spirit, that they may rest from tl

labors and their works do follow them."
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Spiritual Equality of Men and Women in

the Society of Friends.

L. TIERNEY.

the stranger in the Friends' Meeting there

(thing of more novel interest than the par-

ation alike of men and women in religious

ice. In this day of enlarged opportunity

women, their fitness for spiritual offices is

>m questioned; but that a religious organi-

)n has for more than two hundred years

women equal recognition with men in its

tual affairs, is a fact which excites the wou-
md comment of those who are interested in

growth of religious ideas and customs.

lere seems to be sufficient evidence that in

jrimitive Christian church both men and
en took part in public worship. But when,

g to bitter years of persecution, the author-

f its officers grew and strengthened and the

ch gradually assumed its hierarchical form,

'Ben ceased to be recognized as factors in its

kitence.

he humble band of Christ followers became
btgreat church militant.

lecause it so willed, barbarous peoples were

jad into an acceptance of the true faith ; the

ierness was subdued and cultivated ; kings

potentates were brought low before the ab-

e authority of the Bishop of Rome. It was
natural, therefore, that during the creation

jiis magnificent display of worldly power,
en should have been excluded from the ac-

work of the church. And, in addition to

ole natural causes, the literal interpretation

ft. Paul's doctrine of silence and submission

ets final seal upon their exclusion.

he ref )rmation made little difference in the

tinii of women in the church, because the

ixli organization was not essentially chang-
Tiis was especially true in England where

n^hould scarcely look for a betterment of wo-
ai's situation, since that church owed its very
i;tence to a king's injustice towards his wife.

I Vitii the rise of the Puritans, women were
btbe first time regarded as the spiritual equals
faen

; but here, again the church organiza-
i'l, which was merely a modification of that
'the Church of England, forbade their active

liticipation in religious service.

t was left for the Friends in reviving the

simplicity of an earlier Christian worship to

proclaim not only the indwelling of the Holy
Spirit equally in men and in women, but the

power of God to use both as his messengers to

others.

The occasion of the first public declaration

of George Fox in regard to this, is thus quaint-

ly set forth in Sewel's History :

" Then he (George Fox) heard of a great

meeting to be at Leicester for a dispute where-

in those of several persuasions as Presbyterians,

Independents, Baptists and Episcopals were

said to be all concerned. This meeting being

appointed to be in the steeple-house, he went
thither where abundance of people were met

;

some of those that spoke being in pews and the

priest in the pulpit. At last after several rea-

sonings a woman started a question." . . .

"The priest instead of answering this ques-

tion said, ' I permit not a woman to speak in

the church,' " though be had before given liberty

for any to speak. This kindled George Fox's

zeal, as the account says, and he immediately

entered into a discussion as to what constitutes

the church and gave utterance to his well known
definition: "The church is the pillar and
ground of truth made up of living stones, liv-

ing members, a spiritual household which Christ

is the head of." The narrative further says that

many were convinced that day and that among
the number, as is not surprising, was the wo-

man who asked the question.

So it came about that from the days of George

and Margaret Fox, until our own, women's

voices have been heard in Friends' Meetings.

The bestowal of equal spiritual recognition

and liberty of expression on men and women
has undoubtedly had a many-sided influence on

the Society of Friends and on the rest of the

world. Its effects on the women themselves has

been marked. Since the foundation of the So-

ciety its representative women have possessed a

dignity, poise, purity of motive and freedom

from convention which can arise only from the

exalted consciousness of an individual mission.

Into a world from which convention and false

views of life had excluded women for centuries,

the Quaker women went, doing the part in the

work of regeneration to which she believed her-

self divinely called, and calmly leaving results

with the Source of her calling.

Loyalty to individual conviction and the

habit of turning within instead of without for

assurances of truth, kept her steadfast on the

side of righteousness in the midst of worldly-

wise controversies. " Of all my friends," said

Emerson, " I honor none more than a quiet old

Quaker lady, who if she say 'yea' and the

whole world say 'nay,' still says 'yea.'"

In the life of the home the recognition of the

individuality and responsibility of the human
spirit worked a great change. The arbitrary

control which husband and father had hitherto

exercised over his family was destroyed as he

came to recognize that every soul is in personal

relations with God. What Green, the historian,

says of the Puritan was equally true of the

Friend :
" Wife and child rose from mere de-

pendents on the will of husband and father, as

husband and father saw in them saints like

himself, souls hallowed by the touch of a divine
spirit and called with a divine calling like his

own. The sense of spiritual fellowship gave a

new tenderness and refinement to the common
family affections."

A charming illustration of this new attitude

is found in a little sketch of the life of Elizabeth

Haddon. Everyone is familiar with the resolve

of this girl of eighteen to leave a luxurious

home to take up an uncultivated tract of land
in the wilderness of America. If ever parents

were justified in refusing a child's seemingly

whimsical desire, this would, according to world-

ly standards, have been such a case ; but the

father's reply shows how completely the old

Roman family organization had yielded to the

new doctrine of spiritual equality. " Doubt
not, my child, that we shall be willing to give

thee up to the Lord's disposal, however hard
the trial may be; but when thou wert a very
little girl thy imagination was much excited con-

cerning America; therefiire thou must be very
careful that no desire for new adventures found-

ed in the will of the creature mislead thee from
the true light in this matter. I advise thee for

three months to make it a subject of solemn
meditation and prayer, then if our lives be

spared, we will talk further concerning it."

"During the prescribed time," continues the

account, "no allusion was made to the subject

though it was in the thoughts of all; for this

highly conscientious family were unwilling to

confuse inward perceptions by any expressions

of feeling and opinion."

The influence which the recognition of spirit-

ual gifts without respect of persons may have

had on the society considered as a branch of

the church, is extremely hard to define. Those

who believe that all the affairs of life are better

conducted where both men and women meet in

council, are prepared to claim much good as a

result of exalting the mothers as well as the

fathers in Israel. Might it not have been part-

ly the lack of the mother element in religious

life that caused the church of the Middle Age
to set up shrines of the Madonna?
Be that as it may, all will admit that the

Society can have lost nothing in unity, moral

fibre, or spiritual strength by the presence in

its affairs of a body of earnest, high-minded wo-

men.
The effect on women's progress in the outside

world which their position in the Society of

Friends has had, is another field of difficult

conjecture. If the movement for securing to

women legal, educational and political equality

could be traced to its sources, not the least of

its springs would doubtless be found in the So-

ciety of Friends.

All movements for the furtherance of justice

and humanity have numbered members of this

religious body among their strongest supporters.

The position of equality in iheir religious life

has helped to give to both the men and women
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of the Society that innate sense of justice which
has always been a prominent characteristic of

the Friends.

lu the soul-stirring days of anti-slavery agi-

tation, women first began to speak in secular

meetings. An inquiry in regard to the women
who braved mob violence in the abolition meet-
ings in Philadelphia brought the reply that they
were mostly women of the Society of Friends.

Since women's public activity and growing
sense of responsibility in affairs of education
and government are said to have had their be-

ginning with the anti-slavery movement, it

seems probable that the Society of Friends has
played a significant part in this beneficent

change.

But while tracing the potent influence which
this distinguishing trait has had on the Society
of Friends in the past, and on those who have
profited by its example, it may be well to ask
whether our own practice has kept pace with
knowledge. Since this paper was begun a
number of Friends have referred to the unequal
status of men and women in the business niett-

ings of the Society. While these inequalities
arose at first from ratii>nal causes, have not the
reasons for their existence long since been re-

moved ?

It seems to many members only just that an
equal share of representation and responsibility

be accorded to women. Only by equality in

action can the fullest fruits of spiritual equality
be realized.

We younger women of the Society of Friends
have received a goodly inheritance; but its

benefit to us depends entirely upon the use
which we make of it. We are false to our trust

if we allow temptation to an aimless existence,
social pleasures or absorption in the material
things of life to keep us from assuming that re-
sponsibility in the world's life which whether
we recognize it or not, the Nineteenth Century
has laid upon women.
The best in every field of preparation and

opportunity is ours for the taking. It is our
own fault if that lamp of progress which was
lighted by the founders of our Society is dim-
med or extinguished. The world is in need of
women as well as men who are trained to recog-
nize their individual duties and responsibilities,
not only in the home, but in city and State
which are but aggregations of homes.
Our ancestors were the first to recognize the

claims of the individual soul in the church.
Let us not forget the claims which the church
and the world have on the soul which has
wrought out its individuality.

Let us do our share in bringing about that
moral, intellectual and spiritual equality which
shall result, not in a one-sided civilization, but
in the relation of the poet's vision :

_
"Every^y^lere

Two heads in council, two beside tlie hearth.
Two in the tangled business of the world,
Two in the liberal office.^ of life.

Then comes the statelier Eden back to men
;

Then springs the crowning race of human-kind."

It is a pity that many reserve their religion
for the still hour of worship, but fail to display
It in the active duties of daily life. In the one
case there are the bowed head, the gentle tone,
the reverent feeling

; on the other there are the
scowl, the harsh temper, brute force and greed.
Yet God is not the God of our worshipping hours
only. He is the God of our hours of work as
well.

—

Jewish Messenger.

Olive Culture.
" An olive orchard is a gold mine on the face of the

earth."

—

Italian Provirb.

It is only within comparatively recent years
that the true value of the olive in California

has come to be appreciated. Trees planted a
century ago had long sufl^ered neglect. The
beauty and profit of olive culture had not yet
been demonstrated to the new colonists. Then
came a change. Capital awoke to the fact that

in this climate could be raised a fruit superior

in size and flavor to the Italian importations.

Care of the grand old trees— many of them a
century old and still bearing—began to take
the place of neglect; new olive plantations

sprang up; the industry assumed a definite

business aspect; until to-day the growth of the
olive on the Pacific slope is of enough import-
ance to cause the European producers grave
apprehension.

Italy produces annually seventy million gal-

lons of olive oil ; the market value of this oil in

Italy is not less than one hundred and twenty
million dollars, and that means more money
than the value of all the wheat exports of the
United States in 18K3, and twice the value of
the wheat exports of 1888.
The demand for pure olive oil is increasing,

and the consumption of the California product
will become greater when the American people
are educated up to the fact that every bottle of
alleged olive oil imported to this country is

adulterated from forty-five to ninety-five per ct.

Pure olive oil and ripe olives pickled are
most wholesome and palatable articles of food.

Those whose chief experience of the olive is the
large imported berry, pickled green and fit

only to be used as a condiment, know little of
the value of the ripe olive as food, nutritious as
meat and always delicious. Often the Spanish
and Italian peasants make a regular meal of a
handful of dried olives and a piece of bread

—

and an excellent meal it is. For medicinal
purposes pure olive oil is now found to be su-

perior to cod-liver oil, being at the same time
palatable and free from subsequent nauseating
effects. To quote an eminent physician: "It
reconstructs the tissues undergoing waste, and
by its nutritious, food-like properties sustains
without unnatural stimulation and repairs with-
out disturbance to the vital forces."

Consul Hathaway states that lately an olive
tree was carelessly destroyed in the vicinity of
Nice, which had a positive record of five cen-
turies, and measured thirty-six feet in circum-
ference.

Prof Aloi informs us that the production of
the largest olive trees ofSicily sometimes reaches
two hundred and sixty- four gallons yearly ; the
trunk of one of those trees measured twenty-six
feet four inches in circumference at five feet

nine inches from the ground.
Five hundred olive trees were planted at San

Fernando Mission in California about the year
1800. There are now left four hundred and
fifty. In 1881 the trees were severely pruned,
the branches being entirely lopped off and made
into firewood. They commenced bearing again
the second year after being pruned, and the
crop gradually increased, so that it now amounts
to upwards of eighteen tons annually. Accord-
ing to tradition, gigantic olive trees yet seen
around Tivoli were already old when Romulus
traced with a plow the wall of Rome. Since
then, mighty rulers, powerful empires, have
arisen and disappeared. But the old olives,

untouched by vandal invaders, respected by the
hurricanes of thirty centuries, are there, cover-

ing nearly an acre of ground each, vigor
and productive as in the days of Christ.

The average life of the tree, however, is

lieved to be two hundred and fifty years—wb
is long enough. Production increases until

age of forty or fifty years. It remains t!

about the same from year to year, if propt

managed, with a perceptible improvement
the oil.— George Eakins, in Forest Leaves.

Always Ready.—There is no time to i

and prepare for the journey of death, eve
we could. God demands the last day's la

as well as the first. He seems to say, "Ne
mind death ; I will take care of that. It is

you to take care of life."

Just at the right time the hand will be 1

on our shoulder, the word whispered in our
We must leave the sewing undone, the he

unswept, the plow in the furrow, the story

told, the picture unfinished, the song
We may not, perchance, even kiss our lo

ones good bye.

Let us, then, so strive to live that we i

say, "Yea, Lord, I am ready, always rei

My hand is in thine, like a trusting child,

am glad to be nearer thee. Father, to feel

closely the warmth of thy love. What I 1;

missed and failed in thou knowest; my
feeble, futile efforts to serve thee thou kno
also. There is no prop nor stay but in per

trust ; it is all the cloak or covering I need
have lived on the river's brink all my life;

I am to cross with the Great Pilot. I thoi

I knew life here. O no! henceforth I

live indeed in thy presence, wherein is ful

of joy forever !
"

—

Selected.

A Trustful View.—Since the Master
cares for his own, and the cause of Truth, w
is in his keeping, never turns back we
hope there is seed being kept over, for ano
planting and a wider harvest in his time
way.

His way is so far above ours, I am comfo
in believing that what often seems to our si

sighted vision as loss and defeat may be i

ruled to the victory of his cause and the g
of his name. It was so in the greatest

mination of the dominion and power of
when the Son of God himself was crucifie

his own world and will continue to be so

we not bound to believe) in every seeming
vance of the enemy until the final overcoE
of the Lamb and his fnllovvers.

Our love for the Society of Friends ma;
ten cause us to be anxious about it, and
tend to confine our view of the Lord's g
field, and his work to our portion of his;

versal kingdom. So that when we are fav
with some fresh manifestation of our Lor
the power of his Resurrection, how readj

are to hope and to ask whether now He ;

restore the Kingdom to " our " Israel. I dc
think He is displeased with this, but whilt

teaches that the times and seasons are hi(

in a wisdom higher than we can compreh
He is still impressing on his followers the (

and the privilege of witnessing unto Him e\

where. . .

I believe if we could see hearts as they
and the hidden ones waiting for the consols

of Israel in all the branches of our pe(

there would be seen to be a large and li

Society of Friends,—the reserved thousii

whose hearts are true to our God, but wh
outward recognition know not one anoi—Joel Bean, {Extract from a private letter.')
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JES ON THE Death op Jonathan Taylor, who
lED IN Ireland while on a Religious Visit to
|BIENDS IN THAT COUNTRY.

I
In the room was the stillness of death,

For death was approaching fast,

And the weary and tremulous breath.

Said that trial would soon be past.

But ere the pure spirit had fled.

To the chamber a robin flew in,

And fluttered and perched near the bed,

And there sang its beautiful hymn.

There was something so touching in this

—

At least to the sensitive mind

—

It was like an assurance nf bliss

To the friends he was leaving behind.

ig smile of Jesus fixes your everlasting happy
estiiiy, and you are plunging into the "sea of

fe and love unknown, without a bottom or a

shore." Stop a moment ; look back on yonder
dark and miserable world that you have left;

fi.f your eye on the meagre, vain, contemptible
rticles of ornamental dress vphieh you once

hesitated to give up for Christ the King of

glory : and on that glance decide the question

instantly and for ever.

Surely you can hold out no longer. You
cannot rise from your knees in your present

attiie. Thanks be to God, I see you taking off

necklaces and earrings, tearing away your
ribbons and ruffles and superfluities of head-

Iress, and I hear you exclaim. What shall we
do next? An important question deserving seri-

ous consideration. The ornaments you are re-

moving, though useless and worse than useless

n their present state, can be so disposed of as

to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, relieve

the sick, enlighien the dark-minded, dissemin-

ate the Holy Scriptures, spread the glorious

gospel throughout the world. Little do the in-

habitants of a free Christian country know of

the want and distress endured by the greater

part iif the inhabitants of the earth; siill less

idea can they form of the awful darkness which

rests upon the great mass of mankind in regard

to spiritual things. During the years that you

have been wearing these useless ornaments, how
many poor creatures have been pining in want

;

how many have languished and groaned on

beds of abject wretchedness ; how many chil-

dren have been bred up in the-blackest ignor-

ance, hardened in all manner of iniquity; how
many inimortal souls have gone down to hell

with a lie in their right hand, havins never

heard nf the true Goii and the only Saviour!

Some of these miseries might have been miti

gated ; some poor wretch have felt his pain re-

lieved : some widow's heart been made to sing

for joy ; some helpless orphan have been taught

and trained up for a happy life here and here-

atter ; the Holy Bible and valuable tracts might

have been far more extensively circulated in

heathen lands, had you nut been afraid of being

thought unfashionanle, and not "like other

folks^" had you not preferred adorning youi

persons and cherishing the sweet seductive feel-

ings of vanity and pride.

O Christian sisters, believers in God, in Christ,

in an eternal heaven and an eternal hell, can

you hesitate and ask what you shall do? Be-

dew those ornaments with the tears of contrition ;

consecrate them to the cause of charity ; hang

them on the cross of your dying Lord. Delay

not an instant. Hasten with all your might, if

not to make reparation for the past, at least to

prevent a continuance of the evil in future.

And for your guidance allow me to suggest

two fundamental principles, the one based on 1

Tim. ii : 9, all ornaments and costly dress to be

disused ; the other on the law of general benevo-

Uidson's Letter on Ornamental and Costly

[1 Auire.
i (Concluded from page 277.)

'i)ear sisters, having finished my tale and
brein exhibited the necessity under which I

2of addressing you, 1 beg leave to submit a

S

topics to your candid and prayerful con

jration.

;. Let me appeal to conscience, and inquire,

i\iat is the real motive for wearing ornamental

iill costly apparel? Is it not the desire of

efing off one's person to the best advantage.

It of exciting the admiration of others? Is

K such dress calculated to gratify self-love,

ii; cherish sentiments of vanity and pride?

\d is it not the nature of those sentiments t<>

uuire strength from indulgence? Do such

Dives and sentiments comport with the meek,

ilnble, self-denying religion of Jesus Christ?

[Ivould here respectfully suggest that these

(stions will not be answered so faithfully in

idst of company as when quite alone

ling before God.

I. Consider the words of the apostle, quoted

ve from 1 Tim li : 9 : "I will also, that

;iorn thetuselves in modest apparel, with

mefacedness and sobriety ; not ivitk broidered

gold, or pearls, or cosily array." 1 do not

similar command recorded in 1 Peter

3, because the verbal construction is not

so definite, though the import of the two

lages is the same. But cannot the force of

Ise two passages be evaded ? Yes, and nearly

i^Ty command in Scripture can be evaded, and

l^ry doctrinal assertion perverted, plausibly

il handsomely, too, if we set about it in good

! nest. But preserving the posture above al-

I ed to, with the inspired volume spread open

I the ])assage in question, ask your hearts, in

iiiplicity and godly sincerity, whether the

laning is not just as plain as the sun at noon-

1,'. Shall we then bow to the authority of an

ipireil apostle, or shall we not? From that

1 hiirity shall we appeal to the prevai

uges and fashions of the age? If so, please to

rail the missionaries you have sent to the

liithen, for the heathen can vindicate all their

J)erstitions on the same ground.

[II. In the posture you have assumed, look I lence, the avails of such articles and the savings

D and behold the eye of your benignant Saviour resulting from the plain dress system to be devoted

ViT gazing upon you with the tenderest love to purposes of charity. Some general rules in

-upon you, his daughters, his spouse, wishing

tfove all things that you would yield your hearts

elirely to Him, and become holy as He is holy,

iroicing when He sees one after another ac-

-cpting his pressing invitation, and entering the

i)re perfect way.
IV. Anticipate the happy moment, " hasten-

li'j on all the wings of time," when your joyful

'writs will be welcomed into the assembly of

rte spirits of the just made perfect. You ap
'jar before the throne of Jehovah, the approv

regard to dress, and some general objects of

charity may be easily ascertained, and free dis-

cussion will throw light on many points at first

obscure. Be not deterred by the suggestion,

that in such discussions you are conversant

about small things. Great things depend on

small ; and in that case, things which appear

mall to short-sighted man are great in the

scrupulous, and severe. The enemy is well

aware that if he can secure the minute units,

the sum total will be his own. Think not any-

thing small which may have a bearing upon
the kingdom of Christ and upon the destinies of

eternity. How easy to conceive, from many
known events, that the single fact of a lady's

divesting herself of a necklace for Christ's sake,

may involve consequences which shall be felt in

the remotest parts of the earth, and in all future

generations to the end of time
;
yea, stretch away

into a bv)undless eternity, and be a subject of

praise millions of ages after this world and all

its ornaments are burned up.

Beware of another suggestion made by weak
and erring souls, who will tell you that there is

more danger of being proud of plain dress and
other modes of self-denial, than of fashionable

attire anil self-indulgence. Be not ensnared by
ttiis last most finished, most insidious device of

the great enemy. Rather believe that He who
enables you to make a saciifice, is able to keep

you from being proud of it. Believe that He
will kindly permit such occasions of mortifica-

tion and shame as will preserve you from the

evil threatened. The severest part of sell-denial

consists in encountering the disapprobation, the

envy, the hatred of one's dearest friends. All who
enter the strait and narrow path in good earn-

est, soon find themselves in a climate extremely

uncongenial to the growth of priiie.

The gay and fashionable will in many cases

be the last to engage in tnis holy undertaking.

But let none be discouraged on that account.

Christ has seldom honoreil the leaders of worldly

fashion by ajipoinling them lea<lers in his cause.

Fix it in your hearts, that in this warfare the

Lord Jesus Clirist expects every woman to do

her duly. There is probably not one in the

humblest walks of life but would, on strict ex-

amination, find some article which might be

dispensed with for purposes of charity, and

ought to be dispensed with in compliance with

the apostolic command. Wait not therefore for

the fashionable to set an example; wait not for

one another; listen not to the news from the

next town ; but let every individual go forward

regardless of reproach, fearless (jf consequences.

The eye of Christ is upon you. Death is has-

tening to strip you of your ornaments, and to

turn your fair forms into corruption and dust.

Many of those for whom this letter is designed

will be laid in the grave before it can ever

reach their eyes. We shall all soon appear be-

fore the judgment-seat of Christ, to be tried for

our conduct, and to receive the things done in

the body. When placed before that awful bar,

in the presence of that Being whose eyes are as

a flame of fire, and whose irrevocable fiat will

fix you for ever in heaven or in hell, and mete

out the measure of your everlasting pleasures

and pains, what course will you then wish you

had taken? Will you then wish that, in defi-

ance of his authority, you had adorned your

mortal bodies with gold and precious stones and

costly attire, cherishing self-love, vanity and

pride? Or will you wish that you had chosen a

life of self denial, renounced the world, taken

up the cross daily, and followed Him? And as

you will then wish you had done, do now.

Dear sisters, your afiectionate brother in

Christ. A. JuDSON.

Maulmain, October, 1831.

^ _ Man, being taught by Christianity to re-

sight' of God"' Mlnv there are who praise the I
spect himself, learns to respect others. Man,

principle of self denial in general, and condemn finding God, finds himself and his brother-man.

it in all its particular applications, as too minute,
|
W. J. Knox-Little.
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For " The Friend."

Punctuality and Habit.

The following Essay was recently read before

a Mulber's Meeting at Moorestowu, N. J., and
upon request the writer kindly consented to its

publication :

Did we, like Robinson Crusoe of our child-

hood days, live alone, apart from the rest of the

world, it would matter little to others how we

lived. Ours only would be the loss if we relax-

ed our sense of duty, our strength and our vir-

tue. But as with years come new experiences

and wider fields, we realize more and more

every day how much we are influenced by those

around us. Other's joys, failings or virtues

leave their imprint more or less on our lives.

The happiness and the comfort of the whole

body, is so dependent upon the faithfulness of

its individual members, that unless grossly sel-

fish we are forced to consider others in our ac-

tions.

I am afraid it is only one form of selfishness

that allows us to be five, ten or fifteen minutes

late in our various appointments with our

friends. It at least shows a lack of apprecia-

tion of the value of time, both of our friends

and that of ourselves. And how are the coals

of fire heaped on our heads when they accept it

patiently and sweetly.

Children have an abundance of human na-

ture; and could we as parents and teachers,

but choke back the quick impatient words that

come impulsively to the lips, when we are so

annoyed at their carelessness, or laziness ; and

gently, from the heart, speak to them, would it

not sink much deeper, even as with those of an

older growth?
It is recorded of Sir Thomas Moore that all

the members of his large household turned out

well. No matter what their natural traits had
been, the daily contact with the gentle, cheery,

tactful head of the household, drew all whether
daughter or servant, to accomplish their duty
or task with love and delight.

I believe we can hardly claim punctuality to

be a natural trait but one to be acquired ; and
happy that mother or father who helps their

child to meet his Waterloo. Let him feel in

his own conscience that it is selfish to consult

his own feelings, and that it is manly, noble
and Christian to consider the rights of others.

We know what an important factor in life is

habit. A German psychologist regards good
habits as even more important than good prin-

ciples.

Another author claims that more men are

made not only bad, but ignorant by education

or habit than by nature. Locke says, "The
boy must often be left to his own guidance be-

cause no mentor can be ever at his side, except
the one created in his own mind by sound prin-

ciples and steady habits." The habits that are

formed are what the teacher and parent must
rely upon most in the education of children.
" Whatever we believe they must imperatively

do, we should strengthen tliem in doing by un-

wearied practice, whenever the opportunity of-

fers, and if possible, create the opportunities."
" He who early teaches children to bear what
they will have to undergo in after life, who lets

those rules which are in future to guide their

actions, guide them now, and who finally has
them repeat these so often and so long, that

they no longer err, has accomplished not a lit-

tle." And again, "Evil habits are forgotten

by disuse. The more rarely evil traits have an
opportunity of appearing, the more the causes

are removed by which they are excited, the

more they will lose in strength, as physical

powers relax when not exercised."

If for instance, the hour of gathering to our

places of worship be ten o'clock, and our chil-

dren, regularly week after week, make the ef

fort with us to assemble at that time and not

five or ten minutes late, do you not think this

habit persisted in steadily twelve, fifteen and
eighteen years will, when we are no longer with

them, make them careful in their turn not to

disturb their congregation? If we insist upon

our children getting to school early enough in

the morning to be ready when the bell rings

for the opening exercises, do you not think

the eight or ten years of this training will help

ihem in many other respects in after years?

Seeing that the first twenty years of life are

by far the most important in character build-

ing, let us try with all our might to help them,

with Divine grace, to build up for themselves

firm, steady habits, honesty, obedience, self re-

spect, self-control, a sense of duly and content-

ment. With these must come punctuality as a

natural result.

A fully developed character, one who respects

himself and his friends, with a true appreciation

of the value of time, will hardly be found want-

ing in punctuality. How then can we help our

little people the most ? Be punctual ourselves.

Little by little, day by day, drill these habits

into their little beings. Find what inspiration

we may from the many books, that have been

written by educators; and seek for ourselves

the grace, love ^nd tact, which will help us to

lead rather than drive the children committed
to our care. Elizabeth S. Roberts.

Driving Through Narrow Places.— I

had driven up in the carriage. One of the barn
doors was open and the other was closed.

" Do you think I can drive through that one
door ?" said I to the boy.

"No, sir, but you can unhitch the horse and
then draw the wagon in." But I reasoned, if

there was room enough to draw the wagon in

by hand there was room enough for the horse

to draw it in without unhitching him ; the only

trouble was to know how to keep in the middle
of the space and not strike the posts on either

side. After a moment's thought I saw how to

do it, and drove the carriage in through the

narrow door without any trouble, but with, per-

haps, not more than an inch or two of room
to spare.

It was done in this way : I thought, if I drive

just as close as possible to the post on one side,

there will be no danger of hitting the post on
the other side ; and so, without trying to keep
in the middle of the road, I turned all my at-

tention to the side of the wagon on which I sat,

and carefully drove the gentle horse so that my
end of the axle passed perhaps within an eighth

of an inch of the centre post, and then I knew
that there must be room enough at the other

end to clear the other side of the door. So by
attending strictly to my own end of the axles,

the other end took care of itself without watch-
ing.

Men clamor for their rights and forget their

duties. But if all men did their duties all men
would have their rights. If you keep close to

your own side of the passage way, you can drive

through narrow places and not trespass on
others' rights.— The Christian.

It is better to be remembered in a good man's
prayers than in a rich man's will.

For "THE Friend.

A PILGRIM BIRD.
W. A. DROMGOOLE.

God opened the windows of heaven.

And sent out a beautiful bin!
;

A sigh and a gleam, like the joy in a dream,
It leaped into life at his word.

God fashioned its pinions and plumage,
He paintel its beautiful wing;

He placed in its throat a glorioua note.

And said, " Go forth, and sing."

Not " for the ears that listen ;"

Not "fir the shouts that ring;"

Not ' for men's praise of thy glorious lays,"

But merely, oh, bird, ' Oo, sing."

Did it doubt? Did it pine and falter

?

Did it fur! its beautifil wing?
Because nobody heard did that wonderful bird

Loose heart and refuse to sing?

Nay, over the wide world speeding,

Far over the mountain's crest,

Away and away, to the ends of the day.

To sing in God's wilderness.

And over the lone world watching,

Where never a step is stirred,

In the midnight's flow, God's ear bends low,

For the song of his pilgrim bird.

" Give Him a Cheer."

For years Darwin Priest had held the chs

pionship in the school-world at Rendville

challenged, but one autumn day he was si

denly aroused to the consciousness that a ri

had crossed his path, a rival many degrees

inferior in point of birth and station. Dar«

was the son of 'Squire Priest, the most pro

nent man in Rendville, and Hugh Mallory \

the sou of a common laborer, a section-hand

the railroad, working like the other men for

dollar and a half a day. But this being a f

country, Hugh could liot be shut out of

public schools, and as brains are not graded

the amount of money in one's pocket-book, th

was no way of disposing of this rival except

standing squarely up and vanquishing him i

fair battle of books. You may rest assured t

Darwin did not take kindly to this interlo

who dared dispute his sway, but being too pre

to acknowledge a rival so far beneath him S(

ally, he treated him with utter contempt, ne
recognizing him as an equal, even when he \

convinced that there was no discount on

scholarship.

As poor Hugh was high-spirited, and E
win's haughty manner failed entirely to huD

iate him, the consequence was the nearer tl

grew together in their studies, the farther tl

were separated from each other by their e

passions. So the year passed away and
tion came with the breach between them s

unhealed. Hugh spent the long hot moil'

assisting his father in cutting ties and breaki

stone for the new branch-road the company r

laying, while Darwin, with plenty of money'

his command, went to visit a friend in a s

board town.

At the beginning of the new school year

latter came back more vigorous and earn

than ever, for he had gained something
health and strength in the Christian home wh
he had summered; even a firm determinat

to live in strict accordance with the religi'

profession he had made. The feud existing

tween Hugh and himself troubled him cons

erably, and he even went so far as to turn

head toward his rival the first time he met 1

after his return, but Hugh remained as stifl

a statue, and looking straight ahead, passed

as though ignorant of his existence.
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!I have done my part, now," muttered Dar-

'j, with an effort to compromise with his con-

jJQce.
" If he does not wisli to let by gones

^y-gones it is no concern of mine. It is not

al right way for Christian boys to live—

a

il'istiaii boy, I should say, for Hugh does not

r'ess to be a Christian—but the making up

bddii't be all on one side, and as I said be-

) , I have done my part."

i^ilh this he dismissed the subject, or trifid

) o so, but he was ill at ease, and every time

flvas thrown into Hugh's society he felt that

evas dishonoring his Master by the spirit he

eiisted in retaining. Surely Hugh could see

ey little of Christ reflecting in his daily life,

c he could not forget what his old pastor had

ti when admitting him into the Church

:

jjmeraber, Darwin, a profession amounts to

«jing with the living part left out." And
ehe went on with his living part left out, at

6(t so far as this particular part was con-

died.

'hat year it was agreed to celebrate Lincoln's

lijhday, and when arrangements were made,

binames of Darwin Priest and Hugh Mallory,

B|aight have been expected, beaded the list of

rformers, chosen by the scholars themselves.

'13 entitled them to orations, and made them

dtestants for the first prize, a twenty-dollar

A piece. Other prizes of less value were to

ijiven for essays, songs and recitations, but

I oratory prize was the one in which the

litest interest centered. The boys chosen,

iresenting as they did two classes—the well

10 and common laborers—had each many
I
porters, and being so well matched in every

r, the contest promised to be both bitter and
liting.

I wish I was well out of it," Darwin said to

iself over and over. " No matter which way
I decision goes, there will be ill-feeling, and

ar I shall not be able to conduct myself as

lould, in case of failure. If my opponent

i been any other one than Hugh Mallory,

jiigs would have been different, but it will be

t^^ hard for me to be either just or generous

DJards him."
' j'he value of the prize was not so much to

Djrwin as the honor which its winning would

xjfer, but to Hugh, the poor man's son, it

r^tnt a session at the academy, new books,

II several little comforts for his overworked

ttlher. He had it all planned out, and never

li a boy work harder for success than did

Bgh during those three weeks that elapsed

rn the time he was chosen until the anniver-

la? of the birthday of Abraham Lincoln, the

it martyred President of the United States.

Phe eventful day arrived at last, and with it

»ie a happy crowd of parents, friends and
i^riotic citizens to honor the occasion and en-

io the treat the teachers and scholars had pro-

fied. The hall was decorated with evergreens

u flowers, while the walls were made attrac-

;i! by the pictures and mottoes which were

Hanged artistically around them. After the

reular Lincoln Dd,y exercises, in which the

»ole school took part, were over, the essays,

idtatinns and declamations were listened to

wh a great deal of interest, and then, amidst

nch enthusiasm, the prize orations were an-

Diinced.

Darwin was first called, and he so far excell-

e<ihiraself as to satisfy even his most critical

ffcnds. Whatever natural advantage there

m in oratory he had it, while it was admitted,
e'n by Darwin himself, that it was hard to

%< ahead of Hugh in clearness and beauty of

style ; but on this occasion the first oration was
so well written, as well as spoken, that the de-

cision of the audience was in danger of being

captured in advance of the final test. Conse-

quently, when Hugh took his place, the order

was not as perfect as it had been during the pre-

ceding exercises, but in a few momems he caught
the attention of his hearers, and as he advanced
he seemed to draw all hearts to himself as by a
magnetic touch.

Darwin's friends trembled for their favorite,

and Darwin himself grew restless and doubtful

concerning his laurels. But all at once a change
came over the young speaker. There was a mo-

ment's hesitancy, he began to tremble with ap-

prehension, and then his well-prepared oration

seemed to be slipping away from memory.
For an instant a feeling of triumph stole into

Darwin's sinking heart, but the next moment,
recalling the fact that he was trying to be a

Christian, he put the thought resolutely away,

and in an inspiring voice said, " Give him a

cheer," and as the appreciative huzza was rais-

ed, Hugh gathered new courage, renewed his

effiirts, and went on triumphantly to the end.

Darwin applauded with the rest when the

prize he had turned into his rival's hands was
given to him, but there was no envy in his heart,

and when, with tears rolling down his cheeks,

Hugh grasped his hand and said, " If there is

any thing in your Bible that teaches such doc-

trine as you have practised this afternoon, I

want to study it, for there is nothing taught in

philosophy or poetry half so beautiful."

"It is the love of Jesus that prompts such

Christly acts," said Dr. Romans, Darwin's pas-

tor, coming up to congratulate the two boys.

" You achieved a much greater triumph than

if you had won the prize," he added turning to

his young parishioner. And Darwin fully

agreed with him in after days—if not just then

—for through that one kindly deed he not only

won a friend, but a soul to Christ also, which

was far better.

—

B. V. Chisholin in Presbyterian

Banner. ^
Sunshine in Religion.—Sunshine has its

uses in making our religion what it should be

—a thing of brightness. There is dangei

making it too cold and gloomy. God did not

intend it to be thus. It is a difficult matter, at

any rate, to induce men to accept religion, and,

if they are left under the impression that, when
they unite with the Church, they are going in-

to the sunless and gloomy religion of an Arctic

land, it will make it all the more difficult to

induce them to choose the better part. Let

joy, brightness, geniality, tempered by the spirit

of Jesus, characterize our religion, and these

persons will lay hold of it with earnestness,

Let us make use of sunshine everywhere. Do
cares come, let us go at them with sunshiny

hearts. They will soon melt away under its

power. If afflictions come nothing will so bright-

en the sickbed as sunshine. Is the home dark-

ened by the shadow of death? Sunshine will

lighten it, and show us the golden stairway up

which our departed have gone. Sunshine, sun-

shine everywhere— in the worltl, in the home,

in the church. There is joy and brightness in

heaven. Why should it be wanting here?—
Christian Reg ister.

More of a Hero.—A man who will sacri-

fice his wit to save the feeling of another is more

of a hero than the man who risks his life to save

a friend from fire or drowning bef ire a crowd

of spectators.— Walter Blackhurne Harte, in the

Lotus.

An old man, going a lone liighway,

Came, at the evening, cold and gray.
To a cliasm, v:ist, and deep, and wide,
Thningh which was flowing a snilen tide.

The old man crossed in the twiliglit dim
;

The sullen stream had no fears for him
;

But he turned, when safe on the other side.

And built a bridf^e to span the tide.
" Old man," said a fellow-pilgrim, near,
" You are wasting strength with bnildina here

;

Your journey will end with the ending day;
Y'ou never again must pass this way

;

You have crossed the chasm deep and wide,
Why build you the bridge at the eventide?"

The builder lifted his old gray head :

"Good friend, in the path i have come," he said,

"There foUoweth after me to-day
A youth, whose feet must pass this way.
This chasm, that has been naught to me.
To that fair youth may a pitfali be.

He, too, must cross in the twilight dim
;

Good friend, I am building the bridge for him."

For "The Fkiknd,"

For Mothers.

Being renewedly awakened more than a year
ago to the great responsibility that rests upon U8

mothers, and which is ever present with me, I

have indeed been drawn into much love and
sympathy with mothers everywhere. And being
at last made willing to render up my whole
heart, instead of reserving a part, as we are so

prone to do, unto the blessed Head of the

Church, the first intimation given was that I

should go out socially among all our neighbors
and be one with them, in the forming of a
Monthly Meeting of Mothers, and being one an-

other's helpers in bearing the weight of mother-
hood, as regards the spiritual, moral and physi-

cal training of our precious offspring; and feel-

ing myself to be the least amongst them, shrank
much from such an undertaking, as I would
gladly have been excused. But I can truthfully

say that He who hath said, " I will never leave

thee nor forsake thee," hath verified his promise.

Though our gatherings are often composed of

members of six or seven denominations, yet

there have been no differences whatever in the

purpose of them, which have now grown so

large that it seems advisable to branch off into

neighboring sections. Our first starting, how-
ever, I believe it would be right for me to add,

was looked upon with suspicion by many, who
said they had come to look upon those bearing

the name of Friends of either branch, as being

clothed with hypocrisy or deceit, or in other

words professing more than we possessed. But
upon tiieir finding a willingness to acknowledge
that many of us had so far wandered from first

principles as to be guilty of such a serious

charge, and that I desired that they might
watch over me for good, in my coming and tell-

ing when I was not putting in practice the

facts to which I was calling their attention, so

that I might be led to go the oftener to the

footstool of prayer, not to be a stumbling-block,

then they seemed relieved of further anxiety.

Yes, I fully believe we were more willing to

be criticised for our unfaithfulness in home
duties, as also in our daily examples to the out-

side world, instead of commenting only upon
the outward garb, when it is neat and inexpen-

sive, or the non-appearance at our religious

gatherings, of some who perhaps are giving

heed unto that still small voice that speaketh

within, more than some of us who are in our
accustomed seats, particularly when infants or

invalids need looking after, either at home, or
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among their neighbors; then, I believe, we
would be making more rapid strides in bringing

about a Society worthy of the name of Friends.

But for us to be found encouraging or loving

one another into doing good, unless they have
become so hardened that even love will not

reach them, is far better for either old or young
than criticising in any way.

As I have keenly felt the loss of a more prac-

tical religious training in my early life, though
not doubting that my dear parents instructed

us, as far as they themselves were taught, I

have indeed felt that we as mothers could not

go too often to the dear Father for guidance,

that we might not make the same mistake.

Yes, we cannot commence too early in lovingly

calling our children's attention to the beautiful

truths contained in the Scriptures, and to Him
to whom both they and ourselves must go for

help, ere being able properly to understand
them, or put them in practice.

Oh, mothers, may we more earnestly strive to

keep the confidence of our children, and live

nearer to them, so that they may not be tempted
to seek elsewhere for information that might not
be founded on Truth.

Approving of the former custom of Friends
in gathering our little ones around our knees,

particularly on First-day afternoons, as a suita-

ble time for unfolding goodly knowledge, I have
been unexpectedly asked by several mothers
that are members of no church, and feel them-
selves unqualified for the duty which rested

upon them, if I would be willing to let their

little ones join our number. And this, while

strength is afl!orded, I believe it would not be
right for me to refuse. And yet another point

has rested with me, ere I think we can expect
to realize a growth in our religious understand-
ing, and that is we should mingle more with
cue another, either by way of exchanging visits

or writing letters with those whom we can say
it has been good for us to have been with,

though not allowing ourselves to be found lean-

ing on their judgment, where our own is atstake.

So if my concern may awaken in the minds
of others, whether they be mothers or not, a wil

lingness to offer helpful suggestions yet un-
thought of by some of us younger mothers, then
will I trust my words have not been in vain.

Rebecca P. Pennell.
West Grove, Third Month 17th, 1899.

Loyal Obedience.

One cold night, a gatekeeper at a railroad

station was making every passenger show his

ticket before passing through to the train, which
provoked considerable grumbling and protest-

ing. Major Whittle, who was on the platform,
said to him :

" You are a very unpopular man
to-night." "I only care to be popular with
one man," was the reply, " and that is the su-

perintendent." He might have pleased the
passengers, disobeyed orders, and lost his posi-

tion. He was too wise for that ; his business
was to please one man—the man who hired
him, gave him his orders, and rewarded him
for faithfulness, and who, if the occasion for

such a course ever arose, could discharge him
for any act of disobedience, or for neglecting
the interests of the railroad of which he was an
employee.
And so it happens that the servant of Christ

is often bound to make himself unpopular.
There are those who would be glad to have
Him relax the strictness of his rules, and grant
to himself some indulgence which his Master
forbids. But if he tries to be popular with the

world he will lose his popularity with the Lord.

He will make friends, but he will lose the one
Friend who is above all others. He will win
plaudits, but he will not hear the gracious

words, "Well done!"

—

Tlie Christian Herald
and Signs of our Times.

Good in Bad People.

" There is more good in bad people than you
would suppose," remarked a Louisville man.
Upon being asked the particulars for such a

trite observation, he told me the report of an
incident which occurred, and which illustrated

the truth of his remark in a very striking man-
ner :

A widow woman, one bitter cold night, was
nursing her three-year-old girl, who had been
seriously ill for several days. The mother's heart

was sad, and brain and body were weary with

the long vigil.

The clock had struck the hour of midnight,
the wind was shaking every window and howl-
ing round the street corners, and the snow was
being driven pitilessly hither and thither. The
little child had dropped into a fitful sleep, and
the wearied mother rested, looking into the fire

with a sense of loneliness.

The other members of the household had long
since been asleep, leaving the patient mother
alone on her night watch.

With a lull in the wind and a cessation of
the little sufl'erer's groans, the mother heard a
suspicious noise in the adjoining room. She
listened intently and the sounds grew more pro-

nounced. Someone was forcing an entrance
into a bureau. Trembling, yet brave at heart,

thinking more of her sleeping child than she

did of her personal danger, she stepped into the

hall and walked noiselessly to a room in a dis-

tant part of the house. The door was partly
open and the gas was turned up.

Her heart stood still, for there before her were
two burly men, engaged in prying open a bu-
reau drawer. One of the burglars with an oath
presented his pistol and said :

"Don't speak or move a step, woman; you
received some money a few days ago and we are
going to have it."

The woman faltered and then said in a low
tone of voice

:

" Don't make any noise, please. The money
is in my room, where my child is lying sick.

Come with me and you shall have it. But don't
frighten my child; it will kill her I She is very
sick;" and the trembling voice and tear-laden

eyes were ample proof of her truthfulness.
" We'll try her, Bill. Go on ahead, woman,"

said the ruffian with a threatening gesture.

Down the hall the three figures walked noise-

lessly, until the mother's chamber door was
reached. Pushing the door wide open the
mother held up an entreating hand, which ges-

ture said plainer than words, "Don't come into

the light." Just at this moment a plaintive

voice cried out:
" Mamma ! Where is my mamma ? I want a

drink !"

" I'm coming darling. Mamma is here," said

the mother, in a cheerful voice.

Then she handed the little child a drink
;

bending over her she lulled her to rest with a
little plaintive song, and the child dropped to

sleep.

Then the mother went to the bureau, un-
locked it, and drew out a roll of money. It

was not much, but sufficient for the wants of a
month. Again bending over the child, to see

that she was not disturbed, the mother went
into the ball, closing the door behind her. 1

burglars were not there. She stepped hasi

down to the hall door. No one was there,

the door was ajar. Opening the door she he
a voice at the gate saying:

"It's the last time I'm going to do a jol

this kind. Bill. It isn't to my stomach."
The mother spoke in a low tone, holding

the money:
" Here is the money. Thank you for not

turbing my child."
" Keep it ma'am. I hope the little kid

get well. Good night, ma'am."
And the two ruffians, who but a few mome

before had robbery and murder in their hea
went away into the night. For a moment
the mother listened to their departing step!

seemed as if the" fierce wind was stilled, and
black night lighted up with a strange lighl

Presbyterian.

Family Life.

Domestic life presents many opportunities

the exercise of virtue, as well as the more
alted stations of honor and ambitioi

though its sphere is more humble, and its tn

actions are less splendid
;
yet the duties pec

iarly incumbent on it, constitute the basis of

public character. Perfection in private lifi

by far the more arduous attainment of the t'

since it involves a higher degree of virtue

acquire the cool and silent administratioB

constant and close observers, than to catch

undistinguishing applause of the vulgar r

accustomed to the business of the world,

think it a mean occupation to be engaget

the duties of a family. It is, however, only

comparison that they are rendered, to a su|

ficial's eye, petty and insignificant. Vi&w tl

apart, and their necessity, their importance
mediately rises. How many daily occasi

there are for the exercise of patience, forb

ance, benevolence, good humor, cheerfuln

candor, sincerity, compassion, self-denials ! I
many instances occur of satirical hints, of

natured witticisms, of fretfulness, impatiei

strife, and envyings; besides those of disresp

discontent, sloth, and very many other seed

evils, the magnitude of which is perhaps sir

but for the guilt of which we shall most ass

edly be judged. When we consider that

vate life also has its trials, temptations, trout

it ought surely to make us vigilant, when aroi

our own fire-sides, lest we should quiet our

prehensions, and cease from our daily wai

fulness. Prove your love and effeclion for y
family, and your friendship and attachment
all connections, by using, not partial, hypoCi

cal, momentary acts of kindness, but one uni

sal, constant, animated effort,—one sincere

sire of rendering others happy, united »

compassion for their sufferings, charity

candor for their errors, and forgiveness for tl

injuries. Especially cultivate a benevolent

position, an inclination rather to think

speak well than ill of those around, accoraj

ied with that candor which exposes not thei

rors, but rather the virtues of others to vi'

and which brings to light, with regret, tl

failings, for no other end than their suppresai

John Baeclai;

There are few things in life more interesi

than an unrestricted interchange of ideas

a congenial spirit, and there are few things i

rare
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For "The Friend."

'me Cause of National and Social Decline.

Il recent lecture on "The Diseases of Na-

i(i8," by Dr. Daniel G. Brinlon, before the

Iciety of Ethical Research, contains the fol-

oiDg interesting statement:

A nation is sure to become diseased when

oany reason (religious or secular) there is a

B;e abstention from raarriase. Mr. Galton,

T. of the best statisticians of England has writ-

B;a work on this subject of the 'Influence of

)t bacy and Spinsterhood on the Fate of Na-
1(8.'"

He has pointed out that the celibacy of the

irsthood and the conventual life which was

opng urged and is yet, by several of the lead-

n sects of Christianity, has resulted distinctly

Biationai decay ; that they have^lwaysselect-

Bhe best men and the best women for celibate

B and the result of that is that the latter have

fchad the possibility of passing down their

uijrior faculties to other generations. He points

« therefore, with an agument that cannot be

leied, that the whole doctrine of celibacy of

hi conventual life on whatever ground (not

Jiays religious) is fatal to a nation's prosper-

ti' . . . We may here introduce a para-

|ii)h from a recent article by William Elliot

}ffis;

One striking and unassailable fact is seen

D<istory. Pope Hildebrand's decretal, A. D.

K14, closed the long struggle of the Papal

irirpation against the pastor's home. It com-

hbded all priests to be celibates, and thus

eiirates the minister's personal religion from

iDme. It refused the priest the joys, inspira-

|(t and illumination of legitimate fatherhood.

Ill man who ministered at the altar was doom-

|},o be the eunuch of a corporation. What
the consequence? All Western Europe
smitten with intellectual barrenness, and

Dark Ages fell like a pall on the nations."

)r. Brinton's lecture continues thus:

The commonwealth of Massachusetts you

r compare with many of the prefectures of

tral France and you will find that statistics

live that in both areas there is a distinct dim-

Dtion of the population, if you count out im-

nration. They would be decaying wilder

Hies to-day and the farms would be abandon-

ciud the houses shut up, were it not for im-

u.ration. Why? Because for some reason

Drriage does not take place, or if it does, there

tinot enough children to keep the population

rto the mark. We are getting along very

tI in spite of these statistics from Massachus-

:\, because they do not extend to other por-

iisof the country and immigrants are con-

ititly arriving."

"Vhen we hear, on every hand,' the lamenta-

:ii, "Our meetings are dwindling," we would

fciooth enquire whether some explanation is

9 to be fjund in those unnatural social con

lions which the writer above quoted so clearly,

1:1 truthfully depicts?

iVe know there are other causes, but who in

eking over the rank and file as well as the

»re favored families of our Society can fail to

Jstruck with the large number of those who
b/e elected to avoid parental responsibilities ?

With the subject which our contributor

•ongs to view we were editorially concerned

iieral months since. We must, perhaps, sp

n re plainly.

Friends have lamentably joined hands with

i.i; world in a system and style of modern liv

ii; which has the eflfect of ruling many mar
rges out.

The condition of modern life to which is

given neither poverty nor riches, is now largely a

ndition of enforced celibacy.

As a rule those who can afford to marry are

either backed up by a considerable competency

or so poor in means that they have little or

nothing to lose. Population mostly multiplies

from tlie latter class.

Just that wholesome middle class, who are in

a normal condition of livelihood to experience,

inculcate, and transmit normal and healthy

views of life is just the class that at the proper

age are barred out from fatherhood and mother-

hood. They are barred out by the expensive-

ness of modern standards of housekeeping and

outfit. Things once luxuries or superfluous are

now claimed as necessities.

There is a large number of young men who
do not propose to drag down desired companions

for life from their present outward comforts

and appearance, to a scale of daily earnings

which says: "Having therefore food and rai-

ment, therewith let us be content."

It is the supeifiuities of life and social stand-

ing that are the practical divorcers in advance.

Now and then a girl is noble enough to see

what Truth requires, and heroic enough to re

joice in the privilege of stepping down, or rather

up, with a worthy companion, upon the plane

of " plain living and high thinking." And
these heroines are surprisingly in evidence from

the wealthy as compared with the middle class.

But it rests largely with those of the middle

class (to which members of the Society of

Friends usually belong) to say whether mar-

riage shall oe within reach of our young men's

means, or whether they shall be turned aside

to substitutes for home life,—some few, possibly,

to higher substitutes,—but many more natur-

ally to lower, including dissipation which is

sadly often adopted as the cheaper course.]

Attendance of Meetings for Divine Worship.

" Let us call to remembrance the zeal of our

honorable predecessors, who when they had

great reason (o expect they should be driven

into noisome and pestilential prisons, sent into

banishment, or subjected to other grievous suf

ferings for meeting together on no other ac-

count but to worship God according to their

consciences, yet in the strength of that holy

faith and love which supported them in suffer-

ing, they failed not constantly to keep up their

meetings at the hazard of all and the expense

of many of their lives, liberties and properties."

London Epistle, 1758.
" We entreat our dear Friends not to be weary

or ashamed of their public, silent waiting upon

God. It is a noble testimony to the spirituality

of true worship to our sense of the weakness

and ignorance of man and of the goodness and

power of the Almighty.

"May our dependence on these occasions be

placed on that gracious Saviour who promised

to be with his disciples when gathered together

in his name. In order to experience that great

blessing, it is absolutely necessary that we should

guard against a careless and indolent state of

mind and maintain a patient and diligent ex-

ercise of soul before the Lord, if our meetings

are held in the life and power of Truth."

—

London Epistle, 18.35.

Though the Lord's tender mercies are oyer

all his works, we cannot expect preservation

without watchfulness and prayer, walking in

lowliness of mind before Him.
William Evans.

Schools in Hawaii.

The value of education is fully appreciated

in the Hawaiian Islands. In Hawaii, we are

told, the schools are first considered in money
appropriations and public improvements and
many other things have to stand aside for them.

The lowest of the foreign-born population want
an education, and the wealthy assist in every

movement for higher and better schools. A
native is seldom found who cannot read and
write Hawaiian, and many know English.

Education is compulsory and free. It is un-

der the direction of an executive department

with the minister of public instruction, who is

a member of the cabinet and its head. In 1897,

S415,272.93 were expended on the schools, and
last year the amount reached fully half a mil-

lion dollars. There.are one hundred and thirty-

one public schools, English ; one public school

taught in Hawaiian, and sixty private schools;

making one hundred and ninety-two schools,

five hundred and seven teachers, and fourteen

thousand five hundred and twenty-two pupils.

The average number of school days is two hun-

dred ; total cost of education per pupil S21.17,

(in United States $18.92): average monthly

salaries of male teachers, §74.55: of female

teachers 855.18.

The government does not yet maintain kin-

dergartens, but nearly a dozen are conducted

in Honolulu, on the same plans as those in this

country, by members of the " Ladies Free Kin-

dergarten Association."

There is a night school in Honolulu where

foreigners past the school age can learn written

and spoken English. The Y. M. C. A. has six

classes, largely attended every night. The Chin-

ese are educated in two schools,—one for boys,

the other for girls,—which are luaintaiDed by

the government. There are also a great many
private schools, both secular and religious.

_
A

large number of the teachers are from the United

States, and the latest American ideas have been

introduced.

One of the best schools is Oahu College, which

is non-sectarian, and for both boys and girls of

any nationality. A graduate is fitted to enter

the freshman class of Harvard, Yale, or Vassar.

The college is supported by private endowments.

One dollar a week is charged for tuition ; and

board, rooms, etc., are furnished at cost. The
school year is thirty-eight weeks.

The faculty is made up almost wholly of

graduates of colleges in Eastern United States.

The buildings are beautifully situated. The

grounds cover over three hundred acres, con-

taining two ponds and a great variety of tropical

fruit trees and foliage.

Honolulu also has a normal school, a school

of higher pedagogy, and a summer school for

teachers, which was conducted hist summer by

Colonel Parker of the Chicago Normal School.

As a part of the United States, these islands

must extend their system of education to the

more remote parts, but we could not ask a more

devoted and progressive spirit than they have

shown in the past.—Jbwoia/ of Education.

He that would have the fruit must climb the

tree.

Items Concerning the Society.

Cyrus W. Harvey of Galena, Kansas, has been

liberated by his Monthly and Quarterly Meetings,

to attend Philadelphia, New England and Canada
Yearly Meetings.

Also Catherine Stanton from Western Yearly

Meeting of Indiana, is expecting to attend Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting.
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Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting, N. J., was held

on the ]6ih inst. A comforting and edifying de-

gree of Divine favor was prevailingly manifest,

both in silent openings and in much that was de-

livered by several vocally.

A memorial of our deceased Friend Joseph Wal-
ton, prepared by Chester Monthly Meeting, N. J.,

being reitd and approved, added feelingly to the

interest of the occasion ; and many responses were

brought forth in appreciation of his worth, our

loss, and the grace by which he was what he was.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States. — The exports from the United

States now exceeil the exports from Great Britain, ac-

cording to the figures of the Bureau of Statistics. The
growth of America's foreign trade in twenty years has

been 62 per cent., while Great Britain's increased about

22 per cent, in the same time.

It has become apparent that one item of the expense

of the war will aggregate a much larger sum than has

been anticipated. These are the claims of American

citizens against Spain, which the United States bound

itself by treaty to pay. Already claims amounting to

$20,000,000 have been filed.

The f irmal notice of the signing of the peace treaty

at Madrid was given the State Department by Cambon,

the French Ambassador, on Seventh-day. It was ar-

ranged that Cambon shall act as representative of the

Spanish Government and Secretary Hay for the United

States in the formal exchange of ratifications.

A fund of S300,000 has been raised for the establish-

ment of a hospital for women in IS'ew York who are

bread winners, and who, overtaken by sickness, are

unable to work. Dr. A. J. C. Skene, President of Long
Island C'olle e Hospital, has been offered the director-

ship of the new Institution.

It is estimated that it will take six years to complete

the New York harbor improvements, although in less

than that time the new channel will have reached a

depth sufficient to admit the largest steamers. Fuily

40,000,000 cubic yards of dirt will have to be removed
in order to create a channel 2,000 feet broad and 40

feet deep, and will take upwards of a year to build the

plant required to perform this great work.

A new satellite of the planet Saturn has been dis-

covered by Profe sor William H. Pickering at Harvard
Observatory. This satellite is three and a half times

as distant from Saturn as lapetus, the outermost satel-

lite hitherto known. The period is about seventeen

months and the magnitude fifteen and a half The
satellite appears on four plates taken at the Areqnipa
Station with the Bruce photographic telescope. The
last discovery among the satellites of Saturn was made
half a century ago in Ni",lh Month, 1848, by Professor

George P. Bond, at that time Director of the Harvard
College Observatory. This is the first satellite of a

planet to be found by photogiaphy. Asteroids, nebulae,

comets, variable stars and other celestial objects have
been discovered by such mean-, but until now no satel-

lites. This event will remind astronomers of the dis-

covery of the two satellites of Mars by Asaph Hall at

the iSaval Observatory, in W^ashington, in Eighth Mo.,

1877, and of Jupiter's fifth satelli e by Edward Emer-
son Barnard, then at the Lick Observatory, in Ninth
Month, 1892.

The first train from Denver since Second Month 21st,

consisting of a rotary and four engines, reached Como
on the afiernoon of the 16th inst. It has been a week
coming from Grant, a distance of twenty-three miles.

Breckinridge is expected to be reached in about ten

days and Leadville within four or five weeks.

The Windsor Hotel, Fifth Avenie a^id Forty-sixth

and Forty-seventh Streets, New Y'ork city, was com-
pletely destroyed by fire on the afternoon of the 17th

inst. The U mes spread so rapidly that the escape of

many of the guests was cut off, and they were forced

to jump from the windows and roof. Eighteen persons

are known to be dead and on the 20th, fifty-three others

were missing.

A tornado swept through the States of Arkansas,
Mississippi and Alabima on the 18th inst. Reports
indicate that eighteen persons were killed and twenty-
one injured.

The silkworm is liable to over one hundred diseases.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 520, which is the same as the previous week and
36 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 2-59 were males and 261 females : 71

died of consumption; 58 of pneumonia; 51 of heart
disease ; 44 of typhoid fever ; 24 of old age ; 17 of

bronchitis ; 17 of inflammation of the brain ; 15 of

apoplexy ; 15 of Bright's disease ; 15 of convulsions

;

14 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 11 of

cerebro-spinal meningitis; 10 of cancer; 9 of diph-

theria and 8 from casualties.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 2's, 99i a 100 ; 4's, reg., 111} a

lllf; coupon, 1121 a 113^; new 4's, 128J a 128|; 5's,

n2all2|; 3's, 107} a 10"8.

Cotton wa.s quiet and closed on a basis of 6/5C. per

lb. for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter extras, $2.50 a $2.75 ;
Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.45 ; Western -winter, straight,

$3.30 a $3.50; spring, straight, §3.50 a $3.70; city

mills, straight, $3.40 a $3.60. Rye Flour.—$3.25 per

barrel for choice Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 72i a 72|c.

No. 2 mixed corn, old, 37} a 37Ac.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35 a 35ic.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5| a 5|c.
;
good, 5 a 5}c.

;

medium, 4| a 4|c.; common, 4} a 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5 a 5"}c.; good, 4J a 4Jc.

;

medium, 4 a 4}c. ; common, 2i| a 3|c. ; lambs, 5 a 6}c.

HoC4S.—Best Western, 5J a 5Jc.; other grades, 5 a 5Jc.

Foreign. — The Westminster Gazett'. has issued an
appeal to Great Britain and America for further funds

for the relief of the Armenians, whose condition this

winter is described as pitiable. About 80,000 persons

are said to be entirely dependent upon the charity of

Europe and America.
Baron Russell, of Killowen, Lord Chief Justice of

England, has been appointed to succeed the late Baron
Her.ochell on the Anglo-American Commission.

The Spanish Queen Regent on the 16th instant

signed the decrees dissolving the Cortes, convoking
the new Parliament and authorizing the payment of

the arrears of pay to the repatriated troops. On the

17th she signed the treaty of peace between the United
Slates and Spain, and nothing now remains bui the ex-

change of ratifications to formally establish peace be-

tween the two countries.

General Wheaton's brigade attacked and defeated a

force of 3,000 Filipinos at Pasig and Pateros on the

14th instant, driving them back with heavy loss. He
took 400 prisoners, and now occupies the towns with
sufficient force to hold them.
On the 16th the strongly fortified village of Gaitai,

northwest of Pasig, was captured after a desperate

fight.

There are about eighty distinct tribes among the

naiives nf the Philippines. The Moros are the most
blond-thirsty savages known.
The German Reichstag, by a vote of 209 to 141, re-

jected the army increase demanded by the Government.
The Budget Com adttee's proposal was also rejected.

Melbourne, now the seventh city of the empire, con-

sisted at the time of Queen Victoria's accession of

thirteen huts.

The Antarctic exploration steamer Southern Cross

has arrived at Port Chalmers, New Zealand.

Princess Kaiulani died at Honolulu on the morning
of the 6th instant, of inflammatory rheumatism. She
was in the 24th year of her age.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Elizabeth C. John

No. 27, vol 73.

1, Phila., $2 to

Y'ouNG woman Friend would like to make engage-
ment now for summer with Friend's family as governess

to children. Address "B," Office of The Friend.

Woman Friend of thirty years' experience would
make engagement for position at sh>ire as matron,
housekeeper, it position in linen ruom, either in hotel

or large boarding house.

Address " F," Office of The Friend.

Tract Association of Friends.— The annual
meeting of the Association will be held in the Com-
mittee Room of Arch .Street Meeting-house on Fourth-
day evening the 29th instant at 8 o'clock. Reports of

Auxiliary Associations and an interesting report of

the managers will be read. AH are invited to attend.

Henry B. Abbott, Clerk.

' Teachers' Association.—A meeting will

be held at 140 N. Sixteenth Street, Phila., Fourth
Month 1st, 1899, at 2.30 p. M. Subjects:

1. Methods of Teaching Modern Languages, by
Miriam Elfreth of Westtown Boarding School.

2. Teaching German, by Wm. F. Overman of Moores-
town Academy,

3. Shall Greek be Taught in Friends' Schools ? by
Prof. Seth K. Gifford of Haverford.

The Mookestown Peace Association of Feu .

'

will mail free and p st-paid, to those who wish tc |.

tribute peace literature, a popular and well selr
^.^

assortment of tracts. Please address

Grace Evans, Secretary,

Moorestown, Burlington Co.,

Westtown Boarding School.—Application!

the admission of pupils to the school, and lette

regard to instruction and discipline should be

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Primp
Payments on account of board and tuition,

communications in regard to business should bt

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintende
Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

WESTT0^vu Boarding School.—For conveni

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8,

'

and 2.53 and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are n
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P
twenty-five cents each way. To reach the schoc

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Smj

Died, at her home near Emporia, Kansas, the i

of Twelfth Month, 1898, Sabina Hiatt, aged
eighty-two years ; a member of Cottonwcod Mod
Meeting. She was born in Chatham County, N
Carolina, and when ten yeai-s old moved with
parents, Simon and Hannah Moon to Westfield,

In 1837 she was married to Curtis Hiatt. In 1856

moved with their children and settled on the
1

where she spent the remainder of her days. She It

a husband to mourn her loss after over sixty-one
j

of her companionship. Five of her seven sons are

and two daughters. Whilst in health she was dili

in the attendance of meetings, and was ever c

in our outward testimonies. In the heat of the sej

tion, when true Friends were so persecuted for the

triues and principles of ancient Friends, while wal

in the woods where she went to pour out her soul bi

God, there she had a promise that if she rema
faithful and steadfast in her Saviour she would b

ceived into that heavenly home that is preparer

the righteous, and it was evident that in this stead

ness she abode.

, at her residence in Gaza Iowa, on the tweni

of Second Month 1899, Anna P. Henderson, in

forty-first year of her age ; wife of Joseph Hendei
and daughter of Joshua and Asenath H. Clayto

Ontario, Canada ; a beloved member and oversee

PauUina Monthly Meeting, Iowa. In early life

had yielded to the influence of Divine Truth,
though acknowledging her shortcomings, endeav
to follow Him throughout her life. Accordingly,
final call did not find her unprepared, but she

favored with the assurance that all was well with
, at her residence, Richmond, Indiana, 1

Month 10th, 1899, Mary E. Windle, widow of

late Job \Vindle, aged eighty-five years and two mon
a member of East Main ttreet Meeting. Her fri

have the comforting assurance that through the

deeming love and mercy of her Lord and Saviour
was gathered in peace to her eternal rest.

, on the twenty-second of Second Month, 1

Lydia Cope, of West Palm Beach, Dade County, 1

formerly of Chester County, Pa., in the eighty-set!

year of her age. She was peacefully gathered ht

we humbly trust, to her eternal rest. A few hours

fire her close, almost the lasi that could be underet

was spoken with a bright smile: "I am perfel

happy," clearly indicating that she has been favore

see beyond the river, saying, "My day's work
been done in the daytime, and I have nothing ti

but to wait for my Saviour to come and conduct

home." Her whole life had pre-eminently betn
of a peacemaker, and her close was certainly unusu
peaceful.

, at Chapel-Allerton, Leeds, England, on
first day of Third Month, 1899, Dinah Shannoi
sister of the late Ellwood Shannon of Philadelp

aged eighty-seven years : a member of Western Dist

Monthly Sleeting of Philadelphia. For thirty yi

a resident of this city, she returned afier her broth

death to England, where for the last eleven years

has made her home. Pier life was one of unsel

usefulness and devotion to others, her death was

peaceful departure of a confident and earnest Christ

Her memory will be cherished as a comfort and
spiration by those privileged to know her.
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'I knew Jesus and He was very precious to

fOul: but Ifound something in me that would

it'Sep sweet and patient and kind. I did what

(iild to keep it down, but it was there. 1 he-

nAt Jesus to do something for me, and when I
tj Him my will. He came to my heart, and

Mut all that ivould not be sweet, all that would

Hiie kind, all that wo^dd not be patient, and

« He shut the door."—George Fox.*

is this spirit of love into which George

t came, that every testimouy-bearer of the

ij h for which he stood must come, before the

emouy borne will have much acceptance

ijug men. " If any man hath not the Spirit

rihrist he is none of his," and that spirit in-

iljes temper as well as truth, sweetness as well

light. Of the fruit of the Spirit, is "love, peace,

ij-suSering,gentleness, meekness." Soundness

ilrinciples is not complete until orthodoxy of

ijiead is made good by orthodoxy of the heart,

flrect opinions ot Truth may be held in a spirit

)l alienates or scatters, or in that which wins

H gathers. Lifted upon the cross to self. Love

I draw all men towards its own Truth. And
ith will not be compromised, but rather con-

red and honored by its union with love,

'hat God hath joined together, let not man
I, asunder." For " Love rejoiceth in the

'ith," and Truth is best spoken in Love. "By
icy and truth iniquity is purged." "The
'ilom that cometh from above is first pure,

U peaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated, full

(aercy and good fruits." " And the servant

the Lord must not strive ; but be gentle unto

IjDnen, apt to teach, patient, in meekness in-

dicting those that oppose themselves ; if God
adventure will give them repentance unto

t acknowledging of the Truth."

I'heHead of theChurch is sometimes wounded

[:he house of his friends by a zeal for truth

flich overrides love, and exhibits itself in the

['se of personal intolerance against those who
I 'er in view, opinion, or practice. So the

As quoted by Andrew Murray in his book entitled

'humility."

contrary part are confirmed in their deviation

by the exposure of a spirit which seems un-

sound at the core.

There is a righteous zeal for truth that must

work against error; and though it may painfully

involve persons who are in error, it is not felt

as a zeal against the persons. Its denuncia-

tions are not personal, but against the error.

They who are the most unflinchingly for the

Truth by being themselves most thoroughly in

its Spirit, are the best exemplars of the injunc-

tion :
" Let love be without dissimulation ; ab-

hor" (not those who are evil, but) " that which

is evil; cleave to that which is good."

So may Christ dwell in our hearts by faith

and obedience, that we " being rooted and

grounded in love, may be able to comprehend

with all saints what is the breadth, and length,

and depth and height ;" and that He may be

"a Spirit of judgment to them that sit in judg-

ment." So shall the principles and testimonies

which we represent not be nullified and dis-

credited through our infirmities of spirit.

They who would contend for the faith once

delivered to the saints need to doit in the spirit

of the saints, whose righteous zeal and holy ear-

nestness know no rancor. They who would

commend the standard of early Quakerism need

the soundness of George Fox's spirit, wheu, as

he testifies, he gave to Jesus his will, who came

to his heart, "and took out all that would not

be sweet, all that would not be kind, all that

would not be patient," Again this true spirit

of sound and primitive Quakerism is depicted

in that sublime testimony of James Naylor, de-

livered shortly before his death.

" There is a spirit which I feel, that delights

to do no evil, nor to revenge any wrong, but

delights to endure all things, in hope to enjoy

its own in the end. Its hope is to outlive all

wrath and contention, and to weary out all

exaltation and cruelty, or whatever is of a na-

ture contrary to itself It sees to the end of all

temptations; as it bears no evil in itself, so it

conceives none in thought to any other. If it

be betrayed, it bears it ; for its ground and

spring are the mercies and forgiveness of God
;

its crown is meekness, its life is everlasting love

unfeigned, it takes its kingdom with entreaty,

and not with contention, and keeps it by lowli-

ness of mind. In God alone it can rejoice,

though none else regard it, or can its own

life. It is conceived in sorrow, and brought

forth without any to pity it ; nor doth it mur

mur at grief and oppression ; it never rejoiceth

but through sufferings; for with the world's

joy it is murdered. I found it alone, being for-

saken ; I have fellowship therein with them

who lived in dens, and desolate places in the

earth, who through death obtained this resur-

rection and eternal holy life."

There is a right use in the right hands of

"the spirit of judgment and of burning," for

purging the camp or the soul ; but when as-

sumed by the hands or indulged by the hearts

of men as against others for the clearing of the

Truth, it stands close upon the caution " ye know
not what manner of spirit ye are of" As we have

ourselves been pained when reflecting on a giv-

ing place to caustic remarks^ so we have been

pained with the savor in others of a zeal for the

truth not according to knowledge of the right

spirit. "If a censorious sound is the sign of

.sound Quakerism," it was said in our youth, "I

will look elsewhere for the gospel sound." And
so many in some neighborhoods, by looking

at some men rather than into right principles

found themselves weaned from fellowship with

Friends or ready to welcome the revolution

which came. But that supposed spirit from

which they were revolting was not the spirit of

Quakerism, as the above tejtimouies of Fox
and Naylor, with numerous others, would show.

In humiliating contrast with those sons of the

morning, and with the spirit of many sound

and consistent Friends of late years with whom
it has been our privilege to take sweet counsel,

as with disciples daily adorning the doctrine of

our Saviour, it ought to do none any harm by

way of warning to read the following from a

well-concerned correspondent. It pictures no

outcome of Quakerism, but only of human na-

ture coming short of George Fox's surrender to

the spirit of Christ

:

" In reading over the remarks contained in

No. 11 of vol. 72 [concerning testimonies of

truth], I am carried back to the time when I

by couvincement, especially in the matter of

worship and attire, became a Friend: its prin-

ciples being consistent with the pure, simple

and pungent doctrine taught by our Saviour. . .

"There came a time when I could avail my-

self of an opportunity to mingle with the So-

ciety in worship regularly for some months

during which time it fell to my lot to sojourn

with one of its oflicials, who strictly adhered to

this principle of plain language. Who can im-

agine my disappointment to learn day by day

that this pillar in Ziou could use the sacred

principles as held by the Society to backbite

and malign its members [etc., etc]. . .

" It will be some time before the waste places

of Quakerism are built by such. . . A godly

life (.arries the essence of Truth with it, but
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when externals are flaunted high above the

power of Truth, it means not only spiritual

overthrow to the individual, but to the Society

also. . . Consider this in the light of truth,

and believe me thy friend." . .

We are not informed who, nor where, the in-

dividual thus indicted was. But we cannot

deny that such is a possible case in any religious

denomination. A "having the form of godli-

ness and denying the power thereof" occurs, we

believe, as little in our religious Society as in

any. But when blemishes do occur among us,

they are by our high profession of spiritual life,

rendered the more conspicuous and the more

damaging. But " blessed are the pure in heart,

for they shall see God," and the secret of holi-

ness is shown by George Fox, as a whole-

hearted dedication of our will to that of our

Saviour :
" When I gave Him my will. He came

to my heart, and took out all that would not be

sweet, all that would not be kind, all that would

not be patient, and then He shut the door."

The Bamboo and its Many Uses.

John Thomson, in " Through China with a

Camera," gives the following interesting account

of the bamboo, and its great usefulness to the

Chinese. He says :
" Were every other means

of support withdrawn except rice and bamboo,
these two plants would, I believe, supply the

necessaries for clothing, habitation and food

;

indeed the bamboo alone as I propose to show,

would bear the lion's share of the burden. No
tending is needed for this hardy-natured plant,

nor is it dainty in the choice of its locality ; and
although it probably reaches its highest state

of perfection in the rich valleys of Formosa,
yet it grows with nearly equal vigor on the

thin soil of rocky hill-sides. It is first used to

hedge the dwelling round with an almost im-

penetrable barrier of prickly stem*, and to cast

a cool shade over the aliodes with its lofty, pale-

green plumes. The houses themselves may be
constructed entirely of its stems and thatched

with its dry leavt-s. Wiihin, the couches and
chairs are made of bamboo, and so is the table,

except its deal top; so, too, are the water cans,

thedrinking jugs, and the rice- measures. Hang-
ing from the roof are a number of prickly bam-
boo stems, supporting dried pork and such like

provisi()n8, and warding off rats with their che-

vaux de frise. In one corner we may see ibe

proprietor's waterproof coat and hat, each made
out of the leaves of the plant, whit-h overlap
like the plumage of a bird. The agricultural

implements are, many of them, made of hard
bamboo stems, and indeed, the fishing-net, the

baskets of divers shapes, the paper and the pens,

(never absent from the humblest Chinese abode),
the wine cups, the water-ladles, the chop-sticks

and finally tobacco-pipes, are all of bamb
The man who dwells there is feasting on the

tender shoots of the plant ; and if you ask him,
he will tell you that his earliest impressions
came to him through the bai^ket work of his

bamboo cradle, and that his latest hope will be
to lie beneath some hamboo brake, on a cool

hillside. . . . The most ancient Buddhist
classics were cut on strips of bamboo; the divi-

nation-sticks and the case which contains them
are manufactured out of its stem ; while the
courts outside the temple are fanned and shel-

tered by its nodding plumes. There is a variety
of different sorts of paper made from the bam-

boo, but the kind .which struck me as showing I

a new property in the fiore of the plant was

that commonly used by the Fukien gold-beaters

in the production of gold-leaf, thus occupying

the place of the parchment employed for the

same purpose in Europe. Fans and flutes are

also made of bamboo, and even the looms on

which the Chinese weave their silken fabrics

are chiefly made out of the plant. Indeed, it

is impossihle to estimate its value to the Chinese.

This much, however, I may unhesitatingly af-

firm, that so multifarious are the duties which the

bamboo is made to discharge, and so wide-spread

are the benefits which it confers upon the Chi-

nese, as to render it above all others the most

useful plant in the Empire."

Fob "Thb Fkiend."

Child-Study—No. 2.

BY S. W. E.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT.

Perhaps no more interesting and satisfactory

book has been published in its particular line,

th<.n " The Development of the Child," by Dr.

Oppenheim. The changes which take place in

the growth of human beings from infancy to

old age can be studied with some satisfying de-

gree of accuracy. And to the careful student

these changes are a guide to proper treatment

and rational expectations in human develop-

ment. We owe it to our children to put as

much thought upon an intelligent understand-

ing and care of them as any other animal would

receive, and yet the mother who fails to take

"Babyhood," "Trained Motherhood,"* or

" Child Study," f is more common than the

farmer or poultryman who neglects to take a

j)aper treating of his particular business. Most
of us look upon the child as a little man, (mly

differing in size, strength and experience from

an adult. But this is not the case. The change

in human beings is just as great as it is in many
insects. It is only our ignorance which fails to

make us sensible of the fact.

Every part of the body,—bones, muscles,

brain, nerves, and every organ,—undergoes such

pronounced change, that no intelligent adult

would think of considering mature and imma-
ture human bodies as similar in their respective

functions, nor expect the same kind of work to

be doi.e by each.

We generally suppose that " The bony skele-

ton is the foundation and the frame-work upon

which are laid the .softer parts which it ulti-

mately supports. As a fact the bones in thf-ir

immaturity are moulded, are pulled into this

line and that by the very muscles and tendons

which they exceed so greatly in rigidity." It is

of the greatest importance that the development

should be carried on normally. It often hap-

pens, especially in the years of most rapid

growth, tliat the harmony between bones and
muscles is temporarily suspended, and as a re-

sult we have a child wiih too much muscle to

manage the bones, resulting in awkwardness, or

such long bones that the poor stretched muscles

are racked by growing pains.

One curious thins is the spasmodic develop-

ment of children ; the whole child never grows

harmoniously, this organ or that, this feature

or the other, this moral trait or that, has a spell

of growth while the others take a rest.

Dr. Stanley Hall explains most interestingly

*The Motherhood Company, 150 Nassau Street,

New Yo.k City.

^Tke Chai-Sludy Mmilhly, A. W. Mumford, publish-
er, 205 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IIL

the order of muscular development in the lit

The primary muscles develop first, enablii

child to control its whole arm or leg. Not

child is seven or eight years old are the

ondary muscles completed, which, in the u]

limbs, give control of the fingers. It is c

interesting to ask a three year old child to i

finger after finger from the small one lo

thumb of the open hand in regular succes

By five it can be done slowly, but with evid

of greater trffbrt than when eight or ten y

old. Ki[)dergarteni'ri are recognizing this

and are using larger gifts. A few years

Dr. Hall said he could frequently pick oi

the primary schools, children who by

symptoms of incipient nerve disease, sht

that they had been over-taxed in kindes

tens.

When, therefore, we ask our big bab

carry a saucer of milk to the cat, and the si

little fingers spill half of it, it is unscienti;

scold the baby, and unwise to lay that

duty on ourselves, the baby can wipe u]

milk, which it is quite excusable for spi'

and get a little helpful training at the

time.

Dr. Oppenheim says, "Children as a w

are unripe. Some of the most intere

changes may be seen in the nervous systen

these changes man develops from a lo'

very high stage of intellectual comple

Moreover, there is a fierce struggle for not

ment, if not for existence among the

nerve elements, so that their initial prei

does not necessarily mean their continuedgri

Mistakes in nutrition, adverse circumstam

any kind tend to make their struggle for

.

ence harder than it naturally would be, ar

though attending circumstances be favoi

nevertheless the struggle must be hard,

when they remain intact, considerable time

pass before they are able in an efficient w:

carry out their peculiar functions. Thu

instance, in the earliest time of a person'i

the conducting fibres between the undeve!

brain and the pyramidal fibres of the

cord perfi)rm no functions. As these fibrf

the pathway by which impulses are carried

the brain to the body, it necessarily fo

that the impulses are not transmitted, ji

the same way and as surely that the imf

themselves cannot immediately be produce

the simple reason that the brain does not i

piis-ess all of its constituent elements in a

ciently mature comlition to elaborate the

acteristic functions. When we see ;

sprawling about, unable to walk after the

ion of his kind, and unable to see, we mu
sign the cause not necessarily to physical

ness and stupidity, but simply to the fact

the animal's nerves are not yet medullatedi

as yet he does not possess the sufficient am

of chromatin granules, that as a wholi

nervous system is unripe."

It is quite possible that most peculiaritie

irregularities which we find so common a

young people have a foundation in ph;

causes which we could quite understand

were not so ignorant. The sudden grow

the brain and heart which many childre

perience, as well as development of otht

gans, should be especially watched by pa

The children themselves are often as

troubled by their new and perplexing e

iences as the parents can be. Wise Intel

parents are a boon to their children H

these trying years. To be able wisely

plain present symptoms, to minimize se
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jiiisness, and to lead the child's mind to take

Bijage for a noble career of positive future

Btjloets should be every parent's boundeu

111-

J is quite impossible in a short paper like

ijito take up ihe details of the development

fi.ch organ. Every one should read Dr. Op-

eiieim's book. We should each try to (lis

D\r causes and not conKne ourselves lo eflects,

ipially in dealing with children, and Dr.

lueiiheim gives us a great deal of help along

leines indicated.

Ministry.

J ministry of Christ, a niiuistry set up by his

piit, is precious ; but a ministry made by man,

Kirding to his will, and ministering in his

isora, the soul of the Lord beareih as a bur-

etand is pressed with it; and as he raiseth

piis own life, will ease himself of it. And
h; do they minister from, but the literal part

Fiie Scriptures, which killeth, and cannot

w|life. And what do they minister with, but

16' own understanding part; what meanings

ifican invent, what deductions their wisdom
itdraw from the Scriptures; but do not see

lerue meaning in the infallible and unerring

f\,;
and what do they minister to, but the

aorstanding part in you ?

"hereas tliere is somewhat else to be minis-

jI to by the true minister. And what do

i6 minister to you, but food for the under-

8,ling ; food for the serpentine wisdom, which

.vys fed upon knowledge, but never upon the

u bread. And hereby another thing is fed

I )u, and not your souls; but they are kept

I ;anness and barrenness, under death and
(^bondage of corruption (which Paul cried

iijpon as a wretched state, and could find no

te rest, or freedom from condemnation there),

iiwiihout the true life and redemption.

do not deny but ye may there meet with

t! kind of warmth in the affectionate part,

b:h may be heated by a fire and sparks of

j's kindling and blowing up ; and this may
j;)r life with you now; but in the presence

le truth, where the eye is opened, it van-

h
;
yea, the Spirit of the Lord hath so

,('Q ujxjn it, that it is even withered in the

gt of a more inferior eye in many people.

—

tie Peninglon.

'^ARS Havoc.— It is estimated that since

.i^Jays of the Trojan war, B. c. 1184, no fewer

i.i 1,200,000,000 men have been sacrified on

uakar of the god of war. If it were possible

I ather together these millions of war's vie-

c into one ghostly army, they would form a

)ran twenty-seven abreast, long enough to

ip the earth at the equator, with a residue of

I similar columns stretching from London
.Jiss Europe to Naples.

• this file were to pass a saluting point at

irate of one every second, night as well as

Mhe last "shade" would only become visible

M autumn of 1936.

wo and a half million men fell on European
, letields during the first half of this century
Ue; and this slaughter cost Europe the colos-

i.=um of $6,850,000,000. Each victim cost

'V40 to kill.

L Calculation as careful as is possible places

^ total cost of war during tiie last 3 000 years

the appalling sum of $600,000,000,000.
ill the countries of Europe are spending on

: r armies and navies at the rate of nearly
}r dollars a second, or the almost incredible

'A of $4,000,000 a day.—Selected.

The Dukhobors in Manitoba.

Since the Dukhobors land.'d at Halifax,
Nova Scotia, [First Month] 20lh, little has been
heard of their doings, and many who sympaihize
with these Muscovite Pilgrim Fathers of the

nineteenth century have been wondering how
they are faring in their new Canadian home.
These will be glad to learn that the Russian
exiles are thriving and hap|)y. It is too early

yet to speak definitely as to their plans or pros-

pects, but from a letter which was received by
a ccmntryiiian of theirs in this city a few days
ago it is very evident that they look forward
hopefully to the future and that they have really

found in this new wurld the promised land for

which they have so long yearned.

Certainly this country has never ofiered a
home to foreigners more picturesque than these

men, with their sheepskin coats, fur legaings

and fur cap, and these women, with their bright

red skirts and thick woolen head coverings.

More sombre attire would apparently be more
appropriate for these gentle Ru-ssians, who are

as ardent lovers of peace as the Quakers them-
Ives, but then, remembering their bold and

uncompromising resistance to the powers that

be, we must admit that their dress harmonizes
well with their conduct. It is somewhat bar-

baric, but then it has the charm of antiquity,

and, best of all, to the artist's eye, it seems the

most desirable attire for these strange men and
women, who have taught the world the latest

le.sson in the art of passive resistance.

The exiles have certainly made an excellent

impression on all who have seen them. The
Canadian deputy minister of the interior, was
especially pleased with their appearance. "They
are a splendid looking people," he said, " strong

and healthy, and I am confident that they will

make good settlers." Others who saw them
land at Halifax were e.specially struck with their

cleanliness, their intelligence and their physical

strength. One observer, indeed, was so moved
by the appearance of these pacific foreigners

that he described the occasion as " one of the

most impressive in the history of any country."

Those persons who are opposed to militarism

consider the arrival of the Dukhobors in this

country as an event of deep significance. Ac-
cording to the Advocate of Peace, "It is a part

of the great struggle now going on to rid the

civilized world of the curse and tyranny of mili-

tarism, a tyranny than which none more cruel

and heartless has ever afilicted humanity. The
system of conscription has extended itself until

only under the flags of Great Britain and the

United States, of the great powers, is there any

liberty of conscience left so far as military ser-

vice is concerned."

This peace organ then points out that the

Dukhobors have been true to their principles

for a hundred years, and that the only reason

why they have been persecuted is because they

have steadfasily refused to take part in "man-
killing or training therefor." Russia, it claims,

"is not the only military despotism. The Duk-

hobors could not live without persecution in

Germany or France or Austria or Italy."

For this reason they have come here, and,

according to the Advocate of Peace, "it will be

a greater shame still when it shall come to pass,

if it shall ever come to pass, that there shall be

no refuge for such a people under the British

or American flag. But this will surely come

to pass unless the friends of civil and religious

liberty, the friends of peace, singly and unitedly

stand to their post and everywhere raise the cry

of warning. The contest with the tyranny of

militarism is proving steadily more pronounced.
They are greatly mistaken who suppose that
this hoary evil will die easily. Like every other
organized evil, it sjireads and strengthens itself

continually, and it will <ine day lay its hand
again upon the Dukhobors and upon many
others, too, if the friends of liberty and peace
are not awake to the tremendous responsibilities

today resting upon them."
Meanwhile, the Dukhonors are making them-

selves at hooie in their new settlement, and are
much comfurteil by the many messages of sym-
pathy and (.tft-rs of assistance which are con-
stantly reaching them from lovers of peace io

this country, and especially from those who are
members of the Society of Friends.

—

Philadel-
phia Call.

A Deed from William Penn.—A deed by
William Penn by his commissioners, Edward
Shipen, Griffith Owen, Thomas Story, and
James Lugan, was brought to the Delaware
County Trust, Title Insurance, and Safe De-
posit Company, along with other title papers.

This deed was dated 1702, and, owing to its

great antiquity and excellent state of preserva-
tion, became an object of great curiosity among
the clerks.

A singular feature in connection with the
deed is that the original grant of land conveyed
by Penn was made to Thomas Minshall, and is

now held by Thomas Minshall, a descendant,
the deed never having passed out of the posses-

sion of the Minshall family. The grant is in

Middletown Township, and consisted of.=even

hundred and fifty-three acres of land. The
parchment is a huge affair, and connected with
it by a piece of blue string is a seal, red wax,
four inches across. The face bears the inscrip-

tion, " 1699, Truth, Peace, Love, and Plentey."

In the center are three ears of corn and a vine.

On the reverse side is inscribed, " William Penn.
Chief Propriator and Governour of Pensilva-

nia." These words are in the center, while top

and bottom are the words " Mercy " and " Jus-

tice." The seal is carefully preserved in a
round tin box, and does not bear a scratch.

—

Philadelphia Press.

At the rise of Friends, many believed in the

fundamental doctrines of the Christian religion,

but were little acquainted with the work of re-

generation, and Friends were sent forth to gath-

er them to the Light and Grace with which
Christ enlightens every man that cometh into

the world ; that they might experience this

change of heart, wrought by it in them. This

is what we need to be brought back unto. One
of the principal men told George Fox, that if

he had not been sent to preach this Light and
Grace, the country would have run into ranter-

ism. I was led to show Friends the danger of

being drawn away by anything from this Divine
guide and preserving power as manifested in the

heart; but by keeping faithful to it, the snares

of the enemy would be detected and power
given us over them all. William Evans.

Every one remembers the old definition of

an Ambassador—"A good man sent abroad to

lie for his country." Sir Edward Grey's speech

to his constituents was remarkable for a new
rather different definition. The object of de-

plomacy, he said, was "to speak the truth and
to make the truth agreeable." A very good
definition. It is easy enough to speak plainly.

It is also easy to say what is pleasant. It is

the combination of the two things that is, with

I

some men, difficult.

—

Daily News, (England).
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THE DUKHOBORTSI.
They rose up from their olden home

Beside the Eastern sea,

And looked towards the far-off West,

Eepeating quietly

:

' The Lord's Word whispers to our hearts.

The Lord has bid us go.

Seeking athwart the ocean foam
A land we do not know."

As the long journeying days drew past

They saw, in visioning.

The wide, fair land that held out hands

Of loving welcoming,

The river pouring through its gates,

The farms, their own to be,

Kich harvests in the Autumn-tide,

Freedom, security.

But one, she dreamed no dreams like these

:

To her each sunset glowed
An open pathway for her feet

Up to the King's abode.

For her the great white gates swung far,

The short life journey past

;

For her the perfect blessedness,

Jerusalem at last.

So the youns face grew very still.

And in death's sweetness smiled.

And strangers watched, with tear-wet eyes,

The simple peasant child
;

Then, in the new land, laid her down.

With chanted hymn and prayer.

The proudest graves gave willing room
For her calm slumber there.

But I, an exile far away.

Envy that quiet sleep
;

Never for me the mighty spruce

Its fragrant watch shall keep
;

No blue bed of forget-me-nots.

No daisies in the sun.

And yet, Canadian, Dukhobor,
One Fatherland is ours

;

For both eternal lilies lift

Their wealth of stainless flowers
j

One gracious Christ stands welcoming
His own from East and West

;

For her and hers, for us and ours.

His Holy will is best.

Ellen Murray.
Frogmore, South Carolina.

Art vs.

" It is a widespread but mistaken belief that

Christian worship is assisted by art. This be-

lief is one of the results of looking to man for

what can only come from God.
" The first century, during which the church

was a stranger to art, was the most glorious era

of her history, and no epoch of Latin Christi-

anity has been further removed from the faith

and holy life of the primitive age, than that in

which Raphael and Michael Angelo exhausted

their skill in adorning her temples."

—

Charles

lyler, in Witnessesfor Christ, Vol. II, p. 73.

"In the teachings of the Saviour there was

much to show that 'Grace hath use of nature;'

the dressing of the lily and the provision for

the sparrows supply beautiful lessons on the

universal providence of the Creator, and the

trust which his superior creature man might

repose in Him. No idea, however, appears to

have entered the minds of the early disciples

that they were to set lilies and sparrows before

them artificially to stimulate their trust and
confidence.
" History abundantly shows that as that living

faith which is the life-blood of true religion de-

clined, so did men seek by dead forms, page-

entries and other varieties of human art to stir

up something which was like the living power
that had been more or less lost.

" This practice of imitation will he found run-

ning through all the history of the church's

depravation.
'• Art raised up feelings in men's minds which

were the imitations oi (hoi^ holy aspirations that

came from God and breathe towards Him. The

Gospel in its simplicity had been preached to

the poor and had wrought its miracles ; it had,

by the accompanying power of Divine Grace

awakened dead souls, opened blind eyes, and

the ear deaf to the sweetness of truth was made

to hear and understand the words of eternal

life. The changes were inward, but the effects

were seen outwardly, and here was the door

opened for human art to be exercised, and like

the Egyptian sorcerers of old, it did somewhat

'likewise by its enchantments.'
" We cannot, I believe, have too much im-

pressed upon our minds, that all the ingenious

arts by which it has been attempted to quicken

dormant souls to the sense of heavenly things,

are but so many counterfeits of truth and seals

upon error, by which men are prevented from

seeking after and finding the true wisdom and

riches.

"The use of sensible imagery in religious

teaching, and some imitations of the heathen

mysteries, may be clearly traced in the second

century, and still more largely in the third. In

the fourth century the rites and institutions by

which Greeks, Romans and other nations had

formerly testified their religious veneration for

fictitious deities, were adopted with some slight

alterations by Christian bishops and employed

in the service of the true GoA."—Mosheim I.,

p. 393.

"Thus art came to be restored in great meas-

ure to the place which she had formerly held

in connection with religion ; and her sway and

influence increased during the period which

elapsed between what is called the conversion

of Constantine and the downfall of the Roman
Empire. So it was in the era of the Renaissance.

It was just when superstition and profligacy

were at their height in that which called itself

the Church of Christ, and when wealth had

again arisen to encourage them, that the fine

arts also again made their appearance to hide

by their adulterous deviations the filthiness

which was within. Licentious and profligate

popes patronized those extraordinary efibrts of

the pencil by which the events of sacred story

were transferred pictorially to the great Temple

of Rome or of the Vatican.
" There was no incongruity between the gross-

est sensuality and impiety; and the love and

admiration of the beautiful in nature as pre-

sented by the fine arts ; and though in the com-

plicated operations of moral causes, it is not per-

mitted us absolutely and certainly to analyze

their several portions of influence, and though

I am far from tracing the condition of the

church primarily to a love of the artificial, yet,

I think it bears the character of an important

agent in the progress of deterioration, and that

at least, by glozing over or hiding the real de-

formities and deadness of the Church, it tended

greatly to obstruct the work of reformation."

—

Samuel Take in TJie {London) Friend, 1844.

The artisan hurries through his work to get

to dinner; the artist hurries through his dinner

to get to his work.

—

Alice Wellington Rollins.

He who aims at perfection in great

but is willing to be imperfect in little things,

will find himself essentially an imperfect man,

Advice made Good by Sympathy.

Editor o/The Friend:—From my boyh

I have often been greatly interested in read

back volumes ofThe Friend, finding tl

much interesting and instructive matter,

following, extracted from one of these ei

numbers, contains so much pertinent cou:

that it is ofiered for the careful consideratioi

readers of the present day : J. C. K

Bristol, Pa., Third Month, 1899.

"I feel like assuring the Editors of

Friend of the kindly welcome it receives, c

ing in so pleasantly on Seventh-days, gener

during the hours of leisure following a t

morning—how contentedly one feels, they ca

down to read what is interesting and inst

tive. . . .

"There was excellent advice, weeks ag(

regard to attending week-day meetings, w;

I trust received due thought. And I fe

word, not to those who do not attend, bi

those who do, and have no cares to make
way diflScult. Are you conscious of your

f

ilege, and do you remember ' Where mu(

given, much will be required?' And
fully sympathize with such as allow the c

of the world to prevent their attending to

duty? I am reminded of an incident that c

under my notice, which impressed me witk

great importance there is that those who
caution and advice should 'enter into feel

with the erring. A family in moderate cir(

stances, who were obliged to make great e

to provide for the little ones, living several

from meeting, keeping no ' help' during

winter, often found it impossible to get

necessary duties accomplished and attend c

ing at the time appointed. Many times,

great exertion, they would find the mee

settled on their arrival. Near the mee^

house lived a Friend with no care but hi

fast and walk to meeting ; it was a trial to

Friends should come late, and he felt it his

to speak to them ; and it was his place,

could have 'entered into feeling' with t

He expressed his belief, if they would only

earlier and make the eS'ort, they could get t

in proper time. Ah! could he have kr

what a crushing sorrow his words had (brou

upon that delicate mother, who had o"

well knew, gone far beyond her strength to a

what was as great a trial to her as (to) the

cerned Friend ; how they felt for a little \

like giving out. But no doubt remembc
the sweet peace that often followed the

they struggled on, and still struggle. Mayi
not be ' weary in well-doing,' for the pre

is, 'Ye shall reap, if ye faint not.' I reraei

an anecdote related by a dearold Friend. VI

he was a boy, after a meeting during whic

was conscious of having been very sleepyi

of making a great efl!brt to keep awake, a Fi

said to him, 'I am ashamed of thee for slee

so in meeting.' Another Friend came toi

as he was feeling very indignant with th

buke, and said ' Well, my boy, thee was
sleepy, but bravely strove against it ; don't

up trying, and thee will overcome it.' Oh
a change these words produced. He went li

feeling he would try.

Dear Friends, overseers of the flock, dci

feel what a great responsibility rests upon

are you watching over the young people, i

fully, for their good ? A kindly word of cai

and advice, with an assurance of sympathj

often been greatly blessed." [^
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;
Her Pint of Ale.

jjobriety means saving. A Manchester (Eng-

sd) calico printer was, ou liis wedding day,

ised by his wife to allow her two half-pints of

ila day as her share of extra comforts. He
cde the bargain but not cheerfully, for though
Jrinker himself (fancying, no doubt, that he

(Id not well do without) he would have pre-

ered a perfectly sober wife. But he could

I
break away from his old associations at the

jhouse ; and, when not in the factory or at his

cals, he was with his boon companions His
^e made the small allowance meet her house-

nd e.xpenses, keeping her cottage neut and
iy ; and he could not complain that she in-

jed upon her daily pint of ale, while he, very

ijjly, drank two or three quarts,

irhey had been married a year, and on the

[rning of their wedding anniversary John
;ked with real pride upon the neat and come-
(person of his wife, and with a touch of re-

Tse in his look and tone, he said :

f Mary, we have had no holiday since we
*-e wed, and only that I haven't a penny in

I world we'd take a jaunt to the village and
j thee mother."

'Would thee like to go, John," she asked.

jThere was a tear with her smile, for it touched
f heart to hear him speak tenderly, as in old

tie.

"Go?" asked her husband,"©' course I would,
is. But a poor man like me can't save a
liny from his wages. It takes rich folks to

ion holiday jaunts, wife. Yet I'd like fine

bee mother again."

Mary smiled afresh ; and this time there was
air of mystery and of pride in her smile, as

II as affection. Then she said, slowly :

'If thee'd like to go, John, I'll stand treat."

'Thou stand treat, Mary. Hast got a fortin

: thee ?"

'Nay, but I've got a pint of ale," she said.

'Gcjt what, wife?"
' The pint of ale," she repeated.

John looked at her in amazement.
'Whatever d'ye mean, lass?" he said. "I
!an this," said his wife.

She went to the hearth, and from beneath
3 of the stone flags drew forth a stocking,

m which she poured upon the table the sum
three hundred and sixty-five three-pences

22.81) exclaiming:

'See, John, thee can have a holiday."

''What is this?" he asked in amazement.
"It is my daily pint of ale, John."
He was conscious stricken as well as amazed
cl charmed.

"Mary, hasn't thee had thy share? Then I'll

ve no more from this day."

And he was as good as his word. They had
jir holiday with the old mother, and Mary's
tie capital, saved from the "pint of ale," was
5 seed from which, as the years rolled on,

Jw shop, factory, warehouse, country seat and
rriage, with health, happiness, peace and
Qor.— The Morning Star. I

"Prayer is the soul's discourse or conversa-
n with God ; now, seeing God knoweth all

ngs, and discerneth the secret thoughts of our
arts, it is a thing indifferent, in private prayer,

lether we use words or not ; for the soul may
course and converse with God as well in sl-

ice as with words ; nay, sometimes better," in

)rt, " my judgment is, that in respect to God's
aring us, it is all one whether we use words
not, either in public or private."

John Bunyan.

Bishop Hargrove on Baptism.
Bishop Hargrove, of Nashville, Tenn., filled

the pulpit recently at Cook Avenue SDUthern
Methodist Church, in St. Louis, on his way to

several Western conferences, over which he was
to preside.

His sermon though based on the single text,

John i:29: "Behold the Lamb of God which
taketh away the sins of the world," was rather
in the nature of a Bible-reading, explaining the
whole first chapter of the Gospel of St. .John.
This text, he said, was the key to the whole
chapter.

Some of his remarks were somewhat of a sur-

prise. " Baptism," he said, " is not necessary to

the salvation of a soul." He made this state-

ment in speaking of the lack of formality of
Jesus' reception of his disciples. Christ re-

ceived Andrew and John, the first two, in his

private house, not at any stated hour for cere-

mony, but at four o'clock in the afternoon.
" Not a word," said the bishop, " was said about
the performance of any rite. The fact is, Jesus
never did baptize anybody, and He is the only
one in the universe who ever saved a soul. He
did not baptize anybody, therefore baptism is

not necessary to the salvation of a soul. Does
anyone doubt the conversion of Andrew and
John? Andrew went out and told Simon that

he had found the Messiah. There isn't a church
in the land that wouldn't take him on the pro-
fession that he had found the Messiah."
The bishop gave a striking description ofJohn

the Baptist. He said: "'The Levites of Jeru-
salem, sent asking John the Baptist, ' Who art

thou?' Men were perfectly ready to worship John
the Baptist, just as they have always been ready
to worship any kind of god except the true God.
They said to hira : 'Art thou the Messiah ?' He
told them no, that he was not the true Christ.

'Art thou Elias?' 'No.' 'Who art thou then,

that we may return an answer to those who
Sent us?' And the answer that John the Bap-
tist made is worthy of him, and ought to be

written in letters of gold. He said: 'I am of

no consequence. I am just a voice in the wilder-

ness cryingout," Prepare ye the way of the Lord
;

make his paths straight." I am just a herald,

and of no consequence except as a fingerboard

to point to Him.' And they that were sent said :

' Why baptizest thou, then?' They could not

worship John, but perhaps they could worship

his baptism. John the Baptist said :
' I baptize

you with water. Do you want to make any-

thing of that? Why, I only baptize with water
—water, the commonest thing in the universe.'

There is more of it than anything else in the

world. Three-fourths of the entire mass of the

earth is water; four-fifths of the human body is

water. You cannot travel many miles without

crossing a stream of it. If water could save

anybody, why, everybody would be saved. There
would be no trouble about that. 'I baptize

with water,' he said, ' but there is One mightier

than I am, who shall baptize with Holy Ghost
and with fire. Do you want to know,' he said,

' why I use water in baptism? It is to manifest

Christ. I was told to baptize, and that he on

whom I should see the spirit descending like a

dove, He is the Christ. I am a witness, that is

all.'

" John the Baptist stands as an eternal argu-

ment against all ritualism. Who was John the

Baptist? He was a priest. He was the son of

Zacharias and Elizabeth. But he lived in a

time when the church worshipped the cere-

monies and the rites and lost sight of what the

rites meant. John the Baptist found it neces-

sary to denounce these very rites and ceremonies
as incapable of .salvation. Why, my friends,
you can worship the church, as it is just as bad
to worship the church as it is to worship the
devil. There is nothing to be worshipped except
Jesus Christ.

" John the Baptist was a priest ; and yet look
at him ! The law in those days prescribed for
priests a certain cut of clothing and certain
kinds of garments. ' Why,' he said, ' you are
going to worship these vestments; I won't wear
them. Give me a coat of camel's hair.' The
very food of priests was prescribed by the law.
Did John the Baptist eat it? No. He said,
' If you are going to worship the bullocks and
the birds which you bring, I won't eat that food
at all. Give me some locusts and wild honey.'
It was the business of the priest to minister in

the temple. Did John the Baptist minister in
the temple ? He said, ' No ; if you are going to

make an idol of the temple I will go into the
wilderness and worship there.' They had got
an idea that God could not be preached any-
where else. 'And,' he said, 'if you are going
to worship the water that is in the temple, then
I won't use that water; I will go down into
Jordan and dip it up there.'

" There is only one Saviour, and that is a per-
sonal Saviour. There is only one salvation, and
that is a personal salvation. No priest stands
in the way. We point you to that same Saviour
to whom John the Baptist pointed in the same
way. Sometimes people speak of heaven as
having the ' gates ajar.' Why, the gates are
wide open. Behold the Lamb of God, which
taketh away the sins of the world. He is the
only sacrifice sufficient for all. Come to Jesus
if you will be saved."

—

St. Louis Daily Globt.

The Spirit op Conquest—A despatch to
the Herald from Paris says

:

" The Temps to-night draws a gloomy picture
of the future of the United States. It says that
they " have said good-bye forever to the idyllic

era wherein they dispensed with the regular
standing army, and laughed at the heavy bur-
dens imposed upon the nations of the eastern
continent by their international situation.

" There is not a friend of Democracy, a friend

of the principles that regulate modern society,"

continues the Temps, " that does not deplore
bitterly the inoculation with a spirit of con-

quest of territories and expansion of a democ-
racy that hitherto has been peaceful and liberal.

" President McKinley may say farewell for

free America to the era of peace and goodrwill,

reforms, economy, internal progress and self-

government." W.

The word of comfort for the secret travailing

ones sprang in my heart, whom I was led to ad-
dress in the language of sympathy, an assur-

ance that the Lord would not suffer the princi-

ples and tesiimonies given Friends to bear, to

fall to the ground ; but they would yet spread
from sea to sea, and from the rivers to the end
of the earth, until the kingdoms of this world
become the liingdom of our Lmrd and his Christ

;

and from the rising of the sun to the going
down of the same, praises as incense, would as-

cend from prepared, humbled hearts, before the

throne of the Lord God and of the Lamb, for

his mercy, and goodness to the children of men.
William Evans, 1853.

It is needful to guard against transferring

our religion from the heart to the head, and
actmg in our own William Evans.
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For "THE FKIBND"

lo the Editor .-—In my recent readings of the

back volumes of The Friend, I was not a lit-

tle interested in the account of "A Sailor's Con-

vincernHut," as published in No. 51, Vol. 52,

page 405 of The Fkiend, and thought it worthy

of agaiu finding a place in its columns if thou

thou'ght well of it. Hoping it may have some

influence to arrest the tendency now too appar-

ent with many in our Society to let fall our

characterisiic testimouy to plainness in dress,

even in those more conservative organizations

wherein seems to rest the hope of its perpetua-

tion.

If I am correctly informed as to the state of

things now relative to this testimony in the So-

ciety in England (the scene of" this Friend's

convictions), how rare would be the opportunity

for like impressions to be made on those simil-

arly situated, Friends having almost entirely,

(except a small body) abandoned our distinc-

tive badge to avoid singularity. Well, in the

first place to avoid worldly compliance in the

changeable fashions, we as a people became

singular, and as we continue faithful in this

laudable endeavor no doubt our singularity will

continue as long as the tyrant fashion in its

course of ceaseless change holds sway over its

millions of votaries.

Oh ! I would that we might be more mindful

of the charge in its entirety committed to us,

and not suffer the enemy to prevail over us in

respect to the abandonment of the least of our

testimonies, for is it not true that our light

through them is as much needed now as at any

time since the Lord first called us to be a sep-

arate people to his praise. And as these had

their origin in faithfulness to Him in the " day

of small things," so those who find entrance

into our pale by any other door than this can-

not know, or rightly estimate their worth, and

indespensable service in our continued existence

as an honor to his great, and ever worthy

name. D. H.

Coal Creek, Iowa.

A sailor's convincement.

The writer feels somewhat constrained to leave

an account of an interview he had, in the year

1843, with Michael Robson, an elder of good

repute, at his residence Hartland, Niagara, Co.,

N. Y., and as it left a savor which remains

fresh at this time, it may be of service toothers

to adhere to the ancient plainness and integrity

of our earlier Friends. I being a stranger, an

immigrant, seeking a place of settlement in this

country, had been recommended to call on this

Friend ; and after an evening of social converse,

which seemed to cement our hearts in the union

and fellowship of Christ, I had retired. He
came very early to my room, saying, he could

not sleep, believing it required of him to inform

me how he was convinced and became a Friend.

He then saiil : He was a wicked sailor boy, and

had persuaded himself that religion had been

established to keep people in subjection to the

powers that be, and was very strongly inclined

to infidelity. The vessel had put in the port of

Scarboro, England, and as he was sauntering

about the streets, some plain-dressed Friends

appeared, going to meeting. Their plainness

and demeanor struck him so forcibly, that it

occurred to him, what if religion should be true,

— I would like to know more about this people.

He followed them; then ventured to look in

the meeting; some one beckoned him to a seat.

The appearance, solemnity and silence, deeply

afiected him. When the meeting ended, he felt

a desire to be good, and concluded he would try
|

to know more ; but the enemy suggested, it may

be only form—he would like to know whether

they were really what they appeared to be. In

order to try them, he soon found some of their

shops (or stores), bought some trifles, laid down

more money than the real cost, to see if they

would take it; but no—the money was return-

ed,—now he was more convinced he would like

to be good, and be a Friend ; but how could

he amongst the sailors; what to do he did not

know. The vessel was ready for sea, but the

wind was contrary ; he again attended meeting,

and so it happened the wind still contrary,

which continued for three weeks; at the end of

which time he concluded to go to sea no more,

but remained on shore, learned gardening, and

became acquainted with nursery business. Af
ter a suitable time he was admitted to member-

ship, afterwards married one in Society, finally

emigrated to this country and settled as above,

and was a steadfast pillar in the Society, and

deceased in the year 1853, at the advanced age

of 93.

The wheat is solid and weighty, but the chafl

bloweth away ; may the Lord incline the hearts

of the children to the fathers, that they may
grow up a seed to serve Him, and to be way-

marks to others. S. C.

MillviUe, Orleans Co., N. Y.,

18th of 7th mo. 1879.

For " The Friend."

" If any man be in Christ, he is a new crea-

ture, old things are passed away ; behold, all

things are become new."

"The carnal mind" (of man) "is enmity

against God ; for it is not subject to the law of

God, neither indeed can be."

The world has dominion over the carnal man
—he loves its pleasure, honors and praise ; there-

fore we see him being won by all of its allure-

ments and dipping deep into all of its amuse-

ments, bent on getting happiness. The apostle

says
—"If any man be in Christ, he is anew

creature: old things are passed away; behold,

all things are become new." Such a change I

And can this change be wrought in the heart

of man without his being conscious of it ?

" wretched man that I am ! who shall de-

liver me from the body of this death ? " (Rom.
vii-24), is the exclamation of the man possess-

ing the carnal heart. The new man in Christ

exclaims, " There is therefore now no condem
nation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who
walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit."

(Rom. vii-1). The things that once were so

attractive to him have lost their charms. He
turns away from them all. Why? Hehasfound
Him whom Moses and the prophets foretold

should come, even Jesus Christ. Whereas he

once was blind, having his sight destroyed by

the sinfulness of the old nature, now he sees:

he once was lost, now he is found. Life pre-

sents a new aspect to him. His joys which in

the past were transient, always leaving an ach-

ing void, now are true and abiding. The Spirit

itself beareth witness with his spirit that he is a

chdd of God, and with this witness comes the

abiding joy. " The work of righteousness shall

be peace; and the effect of righteousness, quiet-

ness and assurance forever." W.iile he was in

the old state he tried how he might best please

himself; now we hear him say with the Apostle

Paul, " We then that are strong ought to bear

the infirmities of the weak, and not to please

ourselves." He no longer seeks to satiate his

thirst, for happiness in the things that pertain

to the kingdom of the world, but constant

drinks deep .draughts from the Fountain

Life."

The dear Saviour who once was to him lil

a "Root out of a dry ground," is now tl

" Chiefest among ten thousand," and " altogeth

lovely." Him whom once he hated, he nc

loves; and many of the things once loved,

now hates. Some may inquire, "How is il

great change wrought? " We read in the boi

of Isaiah, " Come now, and let us reason I

gether, saith the Lord : though your sins be

scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; thouj

they be red like crimson, they shall be as woo

The man with the old nature—the carnal hea

—and in the wretched state, hears this invii

tion, and feels it is to him, even with all 1

sinfulness. Vile indeed and undone, yet

feels he has boldness to come to Christ, ai

seek for that which he most desires—the n(

life. And, as the dear Saviour never said

his penitent children, "seek ye my face"

vain, he washes him from all his uncleanne

enabling him to "put off the old man with 1

deeds," and to " put on the new man, after t

image of Him that created him." A gre

change—redeemed from a life of sin to a life

holiness; striving to do the will of his Heaven

Father, and to let his light so shine, that otfaf

seeing his good works, may be led to glorify 1

Father which is in Heaven. C. V. S.

Selected for " The Friend.

Extract from the Journal of Job Scott.—17{

We found a want of charity in some few, w
from a misguided zeal, held others too much a

distance on account of their not appearing equi

ly plain with themselves in dress, etc., which «

cause of grief to me, yet I am a hearty we

wisher to plainness; I grieve to see thedepartui

from it into pride and superfluity: I never si

an instance of any very considerable departu

of this kind, but what I had reason to be co

vinced that a real loss was sustained by the :

dividuals, or their best advancement preventti

But I have suffered much deep distress of m
under a painful and depressing sensibility,

that contracted, illiberal and harsh spirit, whi

in some instances has the ascendancy, lead!

them into extremes without the life. I km
the Truth leads into great circumspection

life; and I abhor that chaffy spirit that mat

ridicule of it, and lightly esteems exempla

appearance of the faithful. I doubt not m»
libertine minds may lay hold of such remai-

as the above lo justify their own deviations fr(

the plain path of Truth, the narrow way whi

leads to life; but this will not avail them; t

way remains as ever of old, a way of self denii

and the daily cross. But oh, unhappy and c

luded people whoever they are, that in thJ

zeal fir externals, lose charity. They depj

from the life and lay hold on formality: fori

outward things in religion dwindle unavoidab

into formality, in proportion as charity is i

parted from, and zeal takes place in things pi

taining to the outside, without a living se

the inward spring of life which can never

experienced without living fervent chart

Therefore let us ever keep to our plain way
living in the life of Truth ; for I am assured,

far as it is rightly kept to. Truth owns and s\.

ports it. But 0, that we may be preserved frii

a narrow, censorious spirit ; and from ov

rating any outward regularity or exact livii

lest as we grow in the form, we dwindle ii

life: Although the-^e remarks may not haw
very extensive influence in guarding oth«'
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yl I must write what I have lo write and leave

ithi)piiig Divine Providence will yet build up

Z'U, directing the sincere hearted between all

e.rerues in the sate path nf virtue, where a

lisly active zeal is tempered with liberality uf

hirt and sentiment, in the flowings of true

cliHty.

Past Redemption Point.—On the bank of

iV Niagara Kiver where the ra()ids begin to

t^ill aud swirl most desperately, preparatory to

tiir final plunge, is a sign- board which bears

th most startling legend : "Past redemption

pnt!
To read it, even when one feels the firm soil

bieath his feet, sends a shiver of horror throutrh

eii's soul, as he looks off upon the turbulent

Wters, and realizes the full significance of the

9io. The one whotrets into those boiling rapids

a;l passes that point, cannot retrace his way,

cjinot pull to shore, cannot be rescued by
frnds. He is not yet dead, but he might as

nil be. He must give up all hope of rescue,

hicau only float on, swiftly and more swiftly,

wl death ends his suspense and misery,

(.ilederaption point! How many men realize

lit a life of sin is like a madly flowing stream,

S'

hering momentum with every day; and that

re is a point beyond which if a man wilfully

|( he cannot stop? That there is such a point

irour moral history, cannot be doubted, and
tit there is special danger for those who are

eiighteued and enjoy Gospel privileges, is quite

eideut. Many have passed that point who are

did even while they live. They will be no more
d'.d when they have been sucked down the

gissy throat of the final whirlpool than they

t| at this moment. The awful torrent of sin

M them in its relentless, demoniacal grip and
apidly carrying them beyond redemption
t. No sign-board marks the spot, but sin

it is somewhere on the road you are travel-

No one can save the soul that commits
tl sin for which there is no pardon. Up to

tit point there is—not safety, but hope. 'J he

d'.th line may be near. Be not foolhardy,

(i'.ad 1 Stop while you can ! Venture no far-

ijr. Darkness, despair, and death await all

HJDturn not. But there is life for you in Christ

Way. ' How shall we escape, if we neglect so

Ijat salvation ?"'

—

Evanr/elieal Messenger.

"Name Your Animals."

f3ere is a story told by a Scotch farmer,

«nse life was saved by a cow answering to the

i!il of her name.
It is always well," says he, " to know an

ainial that we love by some name that sounds
buelike and cheery on the ear. I remember
Ren I was a lad keeping Donald MacNaugh-
lii's ciiws, there were three of them. The dun
«i Bell, the red one was Cowslip, and the black
'< M null Iw sweets. Well, the cows knew
ir names like three children, and they would

Loe light across the lees when called. One
ily, when I was not with them, but had been

?en a holiday and gone a bilberry hunting
lion the other side of the hill, I climbed, and
iSjibed, and climbed, until I was that high 1

g, dazed like, and lost my fooling upon the

r,:k8, and came a hustling down and snapped
n- ankle, so I could not move.
'Ic was very lonesome there, and it seemed
tme that it was h^urs that I laid there hitch-

ii; among the bracken, with the great gleamin'
liestone above, and the water apurling and
snoaning ever so tar down below. I thought
bw night would come, and nobody would

ever know where I was; and I cnuld not stir

for the perishing anguish in my feel, and it was
no good to halloa out, for there was naught in

sight save the crows and daws a-skirting against
the sky. And my heart was fit to break, for

I Was but a lad, and mother looked to me for

bread, aud 1 thought I would never see home
again.

" Well, after awhile, when the sun was get-

ting very low, aud the mists were acreeping
up, I spied a cow beneath, grazing on a strip

of turf just between a rift and the hill. She
was a good long way below, but I knew her;
it was Cowslip. I do not know why, but the

sight of that creature put soul in me, and I

shouted as loud as I could, ' Cowslip! Cowslip!

Cowslip !' It seemed as if the poor beast

could not have known me so long, and leave

me alone there to die, and she did not.
" Cowsli|), when she heard her name, left off

grazing and listened ; so I called again and
again. What did she do?
"She just came a-toiling up, and up, and up;

they are rare climbers over hill, cattle. She
slipped and stumbled and fell about sore, but
up and up she came, and at last with a rare

scramble and hurting herself badly with bram-
bles she reached me and made such a to-do

over me, aud licked me with her rough warm
tongue, and was as pleased and as pitiful as

though I was her own. Then, like a Christian,

she set up a voice and mourned. Mourned so

long and so loud that they heard her in the

vale below.
" To hear a cow mourning like that they knew

she was in trouble. Me they would not have
looked for, even had they heard me. So they
came a searching and seeking, and they could

see her white and red body, though they could

not see me; and so they found me and carried

me down, and it was Cowslip that saved my
life. And ever after that I have said that it

is always well to name our animals and love

them."

—

Ex.

Chinese Gratitude.—It happened to an
Englishman once to revisit China after the lapse

of many years. One day he was surprised to

receive a call from some Chinese whom he did

not know. They were well dressed and most
respectful. After the usual conventional pre-

liminaries the principal man of the party, which
seemed like a deputation, explain^d that he was
the son of a Ciiinese gentleman who had died

more than twenty years before, while the Sfieaker

was still a child ; that he had been told by his

relatives of the kindness which the Englishman
had shown to his father in those old days, but

had never, since he grew up, had any means of

expressing his gratitude. Now it had come to

his ears that a person bearing the name of his

father's friend had recently arrived-in the town,

but he could not tell if it was the same. So he
paid this visit merely to find out, was overjoyed

to have discovered him, and begged to be allowed

to pay his homage on another occasion. Ex-
change of family news naturally took place, and
on his next visit the Chinese gentleman came
laden with valuable presents specially selected

for the respective children of his casually dis-

covered English friend.

—

From"Chinain Trans-

formation," by A. R. Colquhoun.

Further Dukhobor Notes.

in CANADA.

The Queen is about to receive a letter of thanks
from the whole of the I 'ukhobortsi settlers in Can-
ada who were driven out of Russia by the policy

of the Tsar's ecclesiastical advisors. The settlers

desire to tliank Her Majesty for the freedom they
now enjoy, and to assure her of their appreciation
o( their unwonted liljerty. It is an instructive fact

that these refugees have unanimously resolved to
have the English language taught in their schools

;

and this intention they will indicate in their let-

ter.

—

Echo.
The Committee of the Philadelphia Meeting for

Sufferings is practically continuing its concern for

these and other Dukhobors.

IN CYPRUS.

An accident at Athalassa arose from the heat of
a bath stove having affected the roof of the house.
A portion of it fell into a vessel of water standing
on the stove, splashing it over on to the latter,

which was very hot, thus generating a sudden vol-

ume of steam. , Seven persons were badly scalded,
two boys so seriously that they died. The rest, we
believe, are recovering.

Wilson Sturge has driven me twice to Pergamo,
eleven miles from Larnaka, to the farm settlements
of about five hundred Dukhobors. They are cer-
tainly a remarkably well-conducted people of a
peasant class. It is rather curious to see so many
of these people who think it wrong to kill animals
to eat, dressed in sheepskin coats, the wool worn
inside. The dress of the women is quite picturesque
—short, bright-colored wool petticoats, red aprons,
and a cap much like a gay cosy, with a rosette on the
top. When in their best they wear black velveteen
bodices, embroidered. I noticed the clothes of
the children and others, though old, very neatly
patched.
But few of the people can read. They were very

pleased to chant psalms to me. Some of the boys
are anxious to learn English, and if they go to

Canada this will be most helpful to them, so I had
quite a little group round me to read John iii. in

Russian, then to learn verse 16 and teach it to

others. After this, the more advanced learnt the
same verse in English.

I hope to go to the other settlement of the Duk-
hobonsi to-morrow. The farm is at Athalassa,
near Nicosia, the capital of the island, and twenty-
three miles' drive from Larnaka.—Larnaka, twenty-
eighth of Second Mo., 1899.— il/. A. Marriage Alien,

in London Friend.

Items CoDceriiing the Society.

A letter from Ireland remarks :
—

" This week
Waterford Meeting of Oversight had for their read-

ing at a young people's meeting the memoir of
William U. Ditzler. I have been told it was much
appreciated, as well it might be. One Friend re-

marked to me she thought if American Friends
would send such accounts over, they would find

ready sale for them."

The Evolution of Reading in Public "Woe-
ship."—At Deep River Quarterly Meeting, North
Carolina, held on the 4th inst., " the sense of the
meeting appeared to be against substituting or

using matter from books and papers other than the

Bible in devotional or religious meetings, or on occa-

sions in families, at opening or closing daily sessions

of schools, colleges, etc., and also against ministers

reading extractsfrom papers in their i

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The pcato cri p of the United

States last year amounted to 1 64,01 o,9t)4 bnstieis, val-

neil at $89,643,000 This is an average yield of 64.7

bushels to the acre, and estimat'ng the ]K>|iiiI;ition of

the country at 7(1,000 000, it gives us 2f bushels each.

The original thirteen Mates contained 32.5,785 t-quare

miles, or i08,.502,4(lU acres, in 1898 the United States

contained 2,720, 160 square miles, i r 1,688 373 360 acres,

in organized States, it al-o contained 886,270 square
miles, or 567,212,800 acres, of territory not organized

a- States.

The United States Philippine Commission at Manila
has decided to issue a pronunciamemo to the inhabit-

ants of the islands.

The casualties of the American army in the three

days' fighting around Manila, on P'ourth, lilth and
Sixth days of last week, was 45 men killed and 145
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wounded. A daylight attack on the insurgents of

Seventh-day wa- continned up to the 2flth instant, the

American troops o cupying the town of itlolinta. On
Second day it was staled that Maliloa was occupied

after a bloody contest, and no prospect of a decisive re-

sult was in sight at that time.

A Birmingham, Ala., despatch says that because of

unprecedened demand for Southern pig iron, furnace

operators are preparing to increase the output of that

d strict 50 per cent, wiihin the next sixty days by

blowing in seven furnaces now MIe.

A de^patch fiom Pleasonton, Kans.. dated the 22nd

ult., says: "Great excitement prevails in this com-

munity over the rich strike in the zinc mine here. For

several days the miners have been following the lead

and taking out rich ore. The lead is about four feet

wide, and the ore taken out is 50 per cent, pure zin<'.

The shaft is down sixty feet, and the ore is easily

worked one man beint; ab^e to take out a ton a day."

The Arkansas House of Representatives has passed

a bill prohibiting the manufacture, importation, sale or

giving away of cigarettes or cigarette paper to any

person whomsoever, adult or minor, under penalty of

not less than 1*500 nor more than $5,000.

Kain has been falling throughout Northern Cali-

fornia since the 19tli ult. The drought is ended, and

now Hoods are feared.

Professor K. W. Wood, of Madison, Wisconsin, has

succeeded in making photographs of waves of sound in

air. The sound wave is the crack of an electric >park,

and it is illuminaed and phot graphed by means of

the light of a second spark, which Ha,shes between two
magnesium wires at some distance behind the hist, and
at an interval of about one ten thousandihsof a second

after the lirst spark. The sound wave is thus caught

before it has gotten out of the field of the instrument,

although moving with a velocity of 1,000 feet a second.

The wave appears as a thin circle of shadow with a

light border, being simily a sectional view of the

rapidly diverting spherical shell of condensed air con-

stituting the sound wave. By placing a glass plate

near the point where the wave starts, the reflected

wave or echo has been photographed, which appears

as a circle with equal, but opposite, curvature. These
waves were observed by Topler. a German physicist, a

number of years ago, but they have never been pho-
tographed before.

Something new and fresh in the way of palaces is to

be erected in Salt Lake, Utah, shortly. Cities in a cold

climate erect ice palaces, but Salt Lake intends to put

up a salt palace. Millions of tons of salt rock are

available, and a committee already appointed was to

meet recently to complete the arrangements. It is

said that there are no difficulties in the way of mak-
ing the proposed palace entirely of salt. W hen com-
pleted it will certainly be a novelty, and will doubtless

attract visitors not only from the intermountain sec-

tion, but from all parts of the country.

Four more bodies were recovered from the ruins of

the Windsor Hotel on the 24th ult. The record as

it now stands is twenty-three d ad, forty or more miss-

ing and a large collection of small bones. The injured

in hospitals and other places are recovering. From the

condition of the bodies so far recovered there is but

little hope that they or any of the bodies that may be

found hereafter can be identified.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 531, which is 11 more than the previous week and
27 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 284 were males and 247 females : 68

died of pneumonia ; 66 of consumption ; 57 of heart

disease; od of typhoid fever; 24 of old age; 19 of

infiammatinn of tiie stomach and bowels; 18 of diph-

theria ; 17 of apoplexy ; 17 of marasmus ; 15 of con-

Tulsions ; 14 of inliammation of the kidneys ; 13 of in-

flammation of the brain ; 1 3 of cancer ; 1 1 of inanition ;

10 of peritonitis
; 9 of bronchitis ; 9 of cerebro-spinal

ineningitis, and 8 of Bright's disease.

Markets, <fcc.—U. S. 2's. 994 a 100 ; 4's, reg., IIU a

112; coupon, 113 a 113i; ne'w 4's, 128J a 129|; o's,

112i a 113; 3's, 107| a 108^.
_

Cotton was steady on a basis of 6jjC. per pouud for

middling uplands, but demand from spinners was light.

Flour.—Wintersuper., $2.15 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania,

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.45 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.30 a $3.50 ; spring, straignt, $3.50 a $3.70 ; city

mills, straight, J3.40 a J3.60.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75J a 76c.

No. 2 mixed corn, old, 39} a 39Jc.

No 2 white oats, clipped, 35J a 36c.

Beef Cattle.— Extra, 5 a 5}c.
;
good, 4f a 4|c.

;

medium, 4} a 4{c.; common, 4 a 4Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5} a 5jc.; good, 4| a 5c.

;

medium, 4J a 44c. ; common, 3 a 4c. ; lambs, 5J- a 6^c.

Hogs.—Best Western, 54 a 5|c ; other grades, 5 a 54c.

Foreign.— It is semi-official ly announced in Lon-
don that an early agreement between Great Britain

and Russia in regard to China may be considered as-

sured.

Counting Egypt and (he Soudan, over 4,000,000

square miles have been added to British territory since

1S71.

The Convention between Great Britain and France,

defining their respective frontiers in the Valley of

the Nile, was signed in London on the 21st ult., by

the Marquis of Salisbury and the French Ambassador.

The London correspondent of the Ntw York Tribune

says: "The general opinion of those best qualified to

judge is that the new Anglo-French agreeiuent is

another very satisfactory result of Lord t^alisbury's

moderate and far-.seeing diplomacy. Roughly speak-

ing, the effect of the agreement is to draw a vertical

line down the centre of Northern Africa almost from

the Mediterranean to the Congo. East of this line

will be the British sphere ; west of it, till they come
to the British territories on the Atlantic coasts and the

lower Niger, the French may annex as mu' h as they

please. A few extreme English jing es are disp'easi d

at the enormous area of territory which is thus laid

open to French colonization, for the arrangement
makes France the largest African Power on the map

;

but the experts of the British Foreign Office know
very well what they are about. They recognize that,

to quote the famous epigram of Lord Salisbury, a good

deal of the French territory consists of ' rather light

soil,' for it includes the great Desert of Sahara, much
of which is ab^oIutely uninhabitable. On the other

hand, there is quite enough populous and fertile coun-

try in French .Africa to occupy years in exploration

and development. Meanwhile, the British title to the

Egyptian Soudan and the whole Nile region is now
unquestioned. There is this difference between the

areas appropriated to France and England under the

new convention : The English are in practical and
effective occupation of the greater part of their sphere,

whereas the French have yet to make good their foot-

hold in the vast regions left to them. On the whole,

the British seem to have secured the larger portion of

what is best worth having on the African continent."

To widen a business street, the rotmd tower in

Copenhagen, 150 feet in height, is to be bodily moved
a distance of 50 yards.

The London correspondent of the New York Times

says :
" The Russian famine is on a scale which Eu-

rope is only just beginning to realize, .-ill the pro-

vinces of the Middle Volga district, thousands of

square miles in extent, and in the centre of the empire,

are on the verge of starvation In four of the pro-

vinces scurvy and typhus fever are rampant. Children,

deprived of milk, are dying by wholesale, and every

portable object that the peasants own has been sold.

The seed corn supplied by the Government has been

eaten for food. In the provinces of Samara the people

are living upon boiled flour and water, or upon bread

consisting of a little wheat mixed with chopped straw,

and upon bran, acorns, and weeds. For tea they are

boiling raspberry leaves. Families have worn the same
clothes for six months, and are without underwear.

The Russian Red Cross Society admits that at least 23

per cent, have no prospect of any official assis ance

and must either be supported by private charity or

die."

A petition to Queen Victoria has been signed by

21,000 British subjects in the Transvaal, a-king for

reform of abuses and complaining that their position

is intolerable.

The Weslminnter Gnzetie says : "A rare find in the

shape of a mi-a's egg has been made in a mining dis-

trict in Central Oiago. There was a fall of earth in a

dredging claim, and presently the huge egg was seen

floating uninjured in the water. The discovery is the

more interesting from the fact that this is the second

perfect moa's egg that has ever be-n found. The only

other perfect specimen was unearthed by a man while

digging in the alluvial soil at the Kaikoura Moun-
tains in the early sixties. This egg which was 9 inches

in length and 7 inches in breadth, was taken to Eng-
land and sold for 100 guineas. Some idea of the

size of these eggs mav be gleaned from the fact that a

man's hat makes an excellent egg cup for them."
A dispatch of the 21st from Kingston, Jamaica,

says: ''The Government of this island has decided to

aboli-h the colony's meteorological service, hitherto

maintained on an elaborate scale and at great cost.

The retrenchment scheme contemplates only a small

grant for statistics of the island's rainfall. All the ob-

servatories will be closed, and the instruments dis-

posed of to the best advantage. The United States

recently established a branch meteorological Bur
near Kingston. The officers in charge have been
structed to furnish to the Government and to the p
lie all the inforn alion in their line. Under such .

cumstances, the Government has concluded that

own service may very well be done away with,

that of the United States availed of instead. Sn Ji

aica, and the British West Indies generally, will h

to depend henceforth for warnings as to the appro

of hurricanes on the generosity of a foreign Gove
t. It is being sarcastically said that in this reg'

Jamaif-a discounts all the rest of the British empiri

paying a unique compliment to the American cousi

Reports made by the Governors of the various
j

vinces of Cuba show that there are now 13,219 mei
the Cuban army, not counting officers. General Got

had estimated their number at 42,000.

The Mexican production of sugar is 70,000 to 90,

tc ns per annum, all, or nearly all, of which
sumed at home.
The annual report of the Canadian Department

Indian Affairs, just issued, shows that ihe Ind

population of Canada is increasing. The total pi

lation last year is given at 100,003, again.-t 99,394

preceding year.

The steamer Grand Lake, at St. Johns, Newfon
land, from Halifax, reports that on the night of Tl
.Month 24th, she steamed through three hundred i

of the heaviest ice ever known in that section.

NOTICES.
Wanted, by a Friend of experience as matron i

Institution, a position of similar kind, or as he
matron, or companion to an invalid or aged pen
Address Saeah H. Dutton, 3743 Frankford A
Phila.

Notice.—Any intelligent young woman Friend

sirous of becoming a pupil nurse in a private sanitar

(electropathic), is invited to address Dr. W.Lino
Bates, 141 Benefit Street, Providence, R. I.

Wanted. — An intelligent, practical, middle-a

couple, to act as Superintendent and Matron in an

stitution near the city. Address " H,"
.Office of The Fkieni

The Moorestown Peace Association of Fkiei

will mail free and pnst-paid, to those who wish to

tribute peace literature, a popular and well selei

assortment of tracts. Please address

Grace Evans, Secrelai-y,

Moorestown, Burlington Co., N.

Friends' Teachers' Association.—A meeting

be held at 14U N. Sixteenth Street, Phila., Foi

Month 1st, 1899, at 2.30 p. M. Subjects

:

1. Methods of Teaching Modern Languages,

Miriam Elfreth of Westtown Boarding School.

2. Teaching German, by Wm. F. Overman of Moc
town .\caHemy.

3. Shall Greek be Taught in Friends' Schools!

Prof. Seih K. Gifl^ord of Haverford.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

the admission of pupils to the school, and letter

regard to instruction and discipline should be

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Prineipt

Payments on account of board and tuition,

communications in regard to business should be

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superiniendet

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenit

of pei-sons coming to Westtown School, the stage:

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. Ji. Other trains are met v

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 PJ

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the schoo!-

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup

Died, in Atlantic City, N. J., Second Month 2

1899, Jarvis H Bartlett, in the seventy-eighth

of his age ; a member of Little Egg Harbor Mon
Meeting of Friends. During a long life hisdistingt

ing trait of character was unselfishness. He was n

happier than when he was serving others, either ii

family circle or in the larger circle of busine.'^s :

tions. His confidence, however, was not placed in

sense of deserving service, but in the mercy of '

and his friends are comforted in a belief that thr(

this mercy he has been safely gathered into rest.
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Interest of Young Friends in our Re-

ligious Society.

BY STANLEY R. YARNALL.

few years ago a Friend who is recognized

line of our clearest thinkers, made a startling

temeut. He said that the rate of decrease

Bjvn in the statistics of Philadelphia Yearly
lilting bore him out in the assertion that, at

ijery distant time, unless some change should

ll! place, the Society of Friends hereabout
l^ld be extinct. Perhaps when that statement

made, there was more cause than now to

ch a future.

t any rate I cannot but think that of late

adual change has been taking place within

borders; and that our members, older and
ger, have felt the new spirit animating our
nization, and binding us closer together in

mmon cause and with a common purpose

—

ly, the continuance, in Divine Providence,

ur Society as a vital factor in the world's re-

us life,—and the successful maintenance of

institutions depending on us for support and
vsight.

uch a spirit, it seems to me, is of much im-
tflance to our young members. For youth is

. iriod of unrest and activity, in which heart
c hand and brain are together reaching out
1 something real and tangible. At this criti-

lUime of life, if a church cannot, as an instru-

1 t, (itier to its young members something
ch they recognize as genuine and vital

—

lethiiiir which answers the need they uncon-
usly feel for spiritual enlightening, some

iiig wiiich strengthens their faith in the reality

funseen things, something which inspires

th a sense of duty and which indicatesbn*

hprofit and privilege of humble service, some-
big, finally, which by its cheerful, sincere

Jit attracts them to loyalty to the church,
I through that to the liigher loyalty of the
' istian to his Master—if a church cannot
II ister these things to its young members,
i e must be no surprise when the more earnest
iiurally leave it to find elsewhere what they
«not live without, and when the more care-

We truly look, not to the church, but to its holy
Id as the source whence such grace must proceed to
ebut where this is felt livingly to actuate the mem-
^ehip, the church has that whereby it may hope to
id and edify its young people.

less drop away or linger on in a lifeless mem-
bership.

Some time ago our Society was too often

spoken of lightly as a gradually dying body,
the weaknesses and shortcomings were too often

on the lips of Friends; and too many young
Friends seemed to regani this feeling as a reason
why their relations with the church should be
as indefinite as jiossible, and why their connec-
tion should be merely nominal.

It is my wish that we may, for a moment,
turn our attention to the condition in which
we find our Society to day, and ask ourselves

whether it is doing the work it should be do-

ing. There is space for a brief glance oidy,

in which 1 wish to look at the positive, rather

than the negative, side of the question,—at the

distinctive things which remain to us as Friends
which indicate the integrity of our Society.

First, our meetings for worship are still held

as they have been from the establishment of our
Society, with no minister or priest taking upon
himself the direction or conduct of the service.

When we come together we feel the common
bond uniting us as those gathered in the pres-

ence of the great Head of the church, by whom
alone is anyone qualified to deliver the message
He would have his servants hear. We are often,

I think, made to feel our responsibility in such
meetings, where all may alike be made instru-

ments in the Master's hand, whether the ser-

vice be silent or vocal.

Our meetings are often known to be occa-

sions when the presence of the Holy Spirit is so

sensibly present that the most indiflTerent may
feel its influence.

A free gospel ministry is still a vital part of

our church body. Though we may well pause
and ask why it is that the number of these

faithful ones grows smaller. But though their

number be small, their close walk with God,
their faithful adherence to the manifested duty,

the tenderness of their spirit, and the power
which often attends their ministry, make us

confident that their strength is not their own,
that their words are from a higher source than

the wisdom of men, and that their work is owned
by the Head of the church.

Furthermore in confirmation of the above we
have the evidence of one of our largest meet-

ings, where of late years there has not been

much vocal ministry, but in which, if we believe

the statements of the most concerned Friends,

the life of the meeting seems to have been grad-

ually deepening ; no doubt through the faith-

fulness of the individual members who are more
and more seeing the high ideals which our form
of worship raises.

Turning to those things which are more evi-

dent, we find our testimony against war and
against judicial, swearing still faithfully pre-

served. Though the result seems small, never-

theless a constant effort is being made to express

our views on these subjects whenever good may
be accomplished, and to uphold the cause of the

Prince of Peace in the world. The fact that

we have lately been tested and not found want-

ing in the time of recent unrest and martial
excitement, seems to me to be reassuring.

If we look for other evidences of a healthful

church life we are at once confronted by a num-
ber of public and private institutions, truly re-

markable in a society so small numerically as

ours,—supported wholly or in part by Friends

—

hospitals, asylums, colleges, libraries, schools

and charitable and benevolent institutions of

all sorts, which represent the Christian love, the

broad humanity and charity of the past and
the pre.sent generations.

We find Friends well represented in all the

important movement now in progress for better-

ing social and political conditions—an evidence

of wide sympathies and unselfish faithfulness to

civic duty. We find a high standard of educa-

tion and intelligence among our members, a
promise of continued usefulness, if there is only

corresponding consecration to the work to be
done. And finally, as the result of our history,

and of the useful, unostentatious. Christian lives

of those who have, in the Divine hand, formed
and moulded our Society, we find Friends to-day

so highly regarded by the community where
they are known, that the respect in which they

are held can only be sustained, not increased,

by those who now bear the burden, however
faithful they may be.

It is very far from my desire to seem merely

to praise our institutions, and to dwell on these

things, that we may feel glad we belong to .so

respectable an organization. There is already

enough of this spirit in us. But my purpose

has been to show that our Society is even now
in a vital and dynamic condition—to indicate

what she stands for to-day and what she offers

to her members.
It is to the younger Friends I would speak,

to those, it may be, who have felt that the meet-

ing is for the older members rather than for

themselves; that these things are all very well

in their way, but that they themselves are called

to take no part in their support and continu-

ance.

I believe that even the young Friends who
seem most careless and lukewarm in their relig-

ious connections, have a love for our meetings

more deep and abiding than they are conscious of.

If they were to look forsvard to a sure time not far

distant when our Society would no longer be in

existence, or when it would be lingering on as

a sickly and dying thing, I believe they would

feel as though one of the objects which make
life worth living had gone forever, and as though

a strong prop and support had been removed.

And yet it is just this situation that we must

face, and this condition which we must im-

agine as possible for us to drift unto ; for the

future of our Society is in the hands of the

young men and young women of to-day, and,

it seems to me, that the individual responsibility

of our young members is greater than it has

ever been bei^ore. And there are, I think, two

reasons especially why this is true.

The first is based on our membership. The
Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting have
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reached a state when the loss of a young member

is u(jt something to be lightly considered. In

some of our Western meetings, where the con-

ditions are very different, rapid accessions and

sometimes frequent losses in membership are not

uncommon. In other denominations of large

membership the loss of hundreds is not greater

in proportion than the loss of one or two from

our S iciety. Furthermore each loss carries a

little shade of discouragement with it; the

thought that the church has not possibly done

all it should have done to interest and hold the

member, and that it has failed to arouse his

loyalty to its spirit.

The other reason which lays an added burden

of responsibility upon us is nut so easy to define.

It lies in the fact that we have, as a Society,

been gradually breaking away from our past

practice with regard to plainness of dress and

certain other things which that embraces. This

slow movement ha-s become so general now, that

a young Friend who is peculiar in his or her

dress is the exception rather than the rule. This

change is not of so small moment as it may
seem. It represents a decided change of opin-

ion.

If we suppose an earnest body of young
Friends who have at hfart the best welfare of

the Society, it is as though they had said, " We
can be as thorough Friends, and can be

much in earnest in our church work without

distinctive Friendly dress as older Friends have
been who conformed to the common practice of

their day."

Does not this condition place upon young
Friends to-day an added responsibility? Have
we not tacitly said that we have in these

portant respects a different understanding of the

meaning of Quakerism from that of our fathers,

and does it not rest with us to prove the truth

of our position ?

Is the Quakerism of the coming time to con

tinue in its spiritual purity and power without

outward personal characteristics, or is it, together

with these which represent so high a standard of

self-denial, and which are in themselves a con
stant testimony before the world, to lose its

vitality?

When the children of Israel were in captivity

they wept by the rivers of Babylon, and their

captors required of them a song, and those that

wasted them required of them mirth, saying,

"Sing us one of the songs of Zion." We may
well pause with reverence before their reply.
" If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right

hand forget her cunning. If I do not remem-
ber thee let my tongue cleave to the roof of my
month ; if I prefer not Jerusalem above my
chief joy." It is this spirit which has ever since

animated the earnest souls of the Jewish race,

and it is worthy of our emulation. Wiih my-
self the question is, not how near I have come to

this ideal, but how far I have wandered from it?

No church has ever grown and continued a
power in the world that has not been continually

strengthened by consecrated lives, by lives which
have put their religious duty before other things.

And I would ask myself and others, who are
included in the term young Friends, whether
or not our lives bear out our asserticm that we
are warmly devoted to the good of our denomi-
nation. The spirit of our age is not friendly to

the mystic side of Quaker character. There
was never a time when we more needed to have
the words "Study to be quiet" kept constantly
before us, and I have wondered whether the

subtle influence of this restless modern spirit

may not be unfitting us for higher duties. In

many directions there is need of a close scrutiny

of our grounds of action ; and no one can judge

for another what is right or wrong. I believe,

however, that the most subtle temptation to our

young Friends lies in what is falsely called
" culture."

There has doubtless never been a time when
opportunities for intellectual and artistic culti-

vation have been more common and more freely

opened to all. The difficulty is not to find the

means and the time for special entertainment

or study, but, in the number of lecture courses,

and special classes, etc.. each of which has its

claim, the difficulty is to select the right and
nee<lful thing, and to keep from having our time

and strength wholly engaged in such intelleC'

tual dissipation.

The argument which we urge upon ourselves

when we find our time more and more engrossed

is that these pursuits all tend to culture, and
that magic word seems to blind our eyes to the

fact that there is a son of false culture which
is the most refined form of selfishnCfS. The
danger of these pursuits, when carried to an

extreme, is that we find our pleasure and re-

creation more and more in lines which run to

the mere development of the mind or the culti

varion of the senses; and that we come more
aud more to neglect the moral and spiritual

background of the Quaker character.

This pursuit of culture for its own sake is

excuse with which we sometimes easily release

ourselves from the sterner path of duty, and it

may eventually lead to a condition in which we
find that we have lost interest in and sympathy
with meeting work, or that we bring to such

work tired and jaded braius I do not wish to

be understood as saying anything in disparage

mentoftrue culture. "Sweetness and light'

are not incompatible with the highest form of

Christianity. On the contrary, they are esi

tial to it and it is only when the two are united

that the most beautiful flower of culture is

found. Our own Society has alwas been rich

in men and women of such high attainments,

possessed of great natural refinement, liberal

learning, and sometimes exact scholarship ; and
their lives are fitting examples to us in this day,

in that they held these attainments but as gifts

to be used in the Master's service.

I have endeavored to show that the Society

of Friends is still in a healthy and dynamic
state—that an intelligent effort is being made
by the meetings to stimulate the interest of

young Friends,—that there is an especial re-

sponsibility resting upon each young Friend to-

day,—to point out some of the influences of our

present social conditions which may prove a

stumbling block in our path of service.

It is not, surely, the will of our Father that

the Society of Friends should perish, raised up
as it was by those who came out of great travail

of soul; powerfully used in the past in the ex-

tending of Christ's kingdom on the earth, aud
holding some truths in a purity that other

churches have not yet attained to. The call

comes to the young Friends not to prove faith-

less to the duty which the Head of the church
points out ; but however unworthy we are, to

be willing humbly to undertake the work as it

is made clear to us—cheered by the example
of those who have gone before, who were men
of like passions with ourselves, and whose work
without us will not be made perfect.

The real science of political economy is that

which teaches nations to desire and labor for

the things that lead to life.

—

Ruskin.

The Cruel Kick.

There are two forces in every man's life,b(

of which are often overlooked ; they are, fi:

the power of Christ-likeness ; and second, I

power of perseverance. Many persons seem

think it impossible to be like Christ ; others ,

pear careless as to this vital factor in Christ

life and labor. Jennie Fowler Willing rels

a case which illustrates very forcibly the va

of both of these factors :

" Even young people may be 'out and o

for Christ. They may live in the thirtee

chapter of first Corinthians as certainly as

Christians of double or treble their years,

me give you an instance:
" When Dr. George Lansing Taylor wa

lad in his early Ohio home, he gave his h(

to the Lord ; and like many another, he hat

suffer persecution from his schoolmates,

indignities were hard for a young fellow of

teen to bear; but he learned at the very ou

to love his enemies. One day that love

pretty thoroughly tested. Fortunately for

concerned it was not found a minus quantit;
" He was sharpening a pencil when a b

slipped off the desk and fell upim the floor,

bent over to pick it up, with his large, sh

jack-knife open in his hand. The boy who
his chief persecutor gave his hand a kick

drove the knife into it, gashing it fearfully,

nearly laying open the thumb joint. Yo
Taylor shut his hand so tiuhtl\ as to stop

flow of blood ; then rising, with no sign oft

thing having gone wrong, he asked permia

to go out. Crossing the street to the houi

the nearest doctor, he had the wound sewe(

and dressed.
' ' Do yon know,' said the surgeon, ' you 1

come within one of hising the use of your r

hand ? Who was it that kicked you ? You
make him smart for it. His father car

made to pay well for such a job as that.'

" Taylor positively refused to tell. He wa
more anxious to do the boy good than to 1

him suffer for his meanness. He never i

by word or look that he resented the inj

The love of Christ had taken all resentt

out of his soul.

" Six or seven years later he had finisbet

college course, and had taken the principle

of a school for the training of teachers. Ad
his pupils was the young man, though

than himself, who had kicked the knife inti

hand. There was not one of the scholars

faultlessly loyal to the young teacher.
" The Holy Spirit was poured out upoi

school, and many oi the students were chau
" One afternoon that young man asked Ta

if he could talk with him a few moments
school. When they were alone he asked :

you remember, Mr. Taylor, when I so ni

ruined your right hand by a brutal kick?"

"'I think I do,' replied the teacher p

antly, ' I shall carry the scar to my grave,'

" 'I had no idea of hurting you so ba

said the other. ' I hated you because youi

become a Christian. You never seeme-

resent it in the least. And now I want t<i

you that that jack-knife has been stickii

my heart ever since. Lately the Lord has

twisting it around, till the agony has bei

unbearable. I want you to forgive me anc

God to help me out of this torment abouijj

meanness.' I

"The two young men dropped on «

knees ; and from that hour they were not H

brothers in Christ but fast friends. Pa fen

had conquered."

—

Selected.
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For "The Friend."
Winnipeg, Thiid Month 24, 1899.

JcEPii S. Elkinton.

)ear Friend

:

— I write to you at the request

jfhe Dukhobors. They ask me to put their

litatiou before the Society of Friends and your-

ie» thinking that you might help them,

i
he present condition of their affairs is as

b )ws : The Canadian government has decided
opend all the bonus money on the Jird party,

b. is ou the Lake Huron passengers. The
C(-e Supe^-ior passengers, are obliged to main-
ai theniselves. Some of these, about two fifths,

la money of their own, which they put up for

li common benefit of their party, and which

\\ turned over to me and one of their num-
ik to be used for food, seed and farming im-

fwenis. All the money put up amounts to

fcjt $12,000. Their maintenance (2,000
eiile) costs about $1,000 per month ; this will

b V you that there is not much left for buying
li r tilings than food. We have bought eight

IS ol giiod horses, five sleighs, lumber and
, to ruake forty wagons, (in buying lum-

taud iron, and in making wagons, harness.

^ we save about forty dollars on each wagon.)
?!also bought six blacksmith-shops, and will

bit work as soon as we get to the colony. We
013 to be there nest week.

s the Lake Superior party is managing its

y, afirtirs, they show more energy, and I think
li.maiii point is to bring about such a condi-

,1 of aHairs, that the Lake Huron party could
isrti.-e manage its affairs, themselves.

ut of the bonus money, which amounts to

bit 835 000 for the whole party of Dukhobors
iiug to Canada, the government has already

Bi,
for the benefit of the Lake Huron party

000. They are provided with food until

jjfirjt of June. They have ten ])air of horses,

air of oxen, 28 sleighs, eight wagons, some
dred axes, saws, and other tools, and about

bushels of potatoes, for seed. This is, in

Kmain points, the condition of affairs at the

rient time.

1 a few days the Dukhobors will sign a con-

•!t for work with the Lake Manitoba Railway
u Canal Co.; this work will enable them to

i a little money, which will go toward the

iiQteiiance of their families from the first of

ue.

/hat is most needed now, is money to buy
oes, oxen, plows, wagons, (or lumber and
t) to make them,) and general farm imple-
II ts, and seed. It is in this regard they wish

mo write to you. They wish to know if it is

(|ible for the Society of Friends to loan them
• »m of money. They are quite willing to pay
ilrest. Unless such a loan can be made, or

lie money forthcoming, their condition will

aery bad. The Canadian government is will-

1: to make such a loan, but the conditions

ojrning it are too heavy, for under it the

osrnment requests the return of the $35,000
ous money.
'it is possible for the Society of Friends, or

)eof its members, to make a loan, I would
i';est that it should be made to the whole
'ithobor Colony, and not to either the Lake
I'on or Lake Superior panics, as otherwise
le might arise an undesirable division among
1 people. Some unpleasantness has already
ran, owing to the government applying all

1 bonus money in favor of the ^r«< party, seem-
ly not taking into consideration that one half
the second party is just as poor ; this arrange-
liit obliges the wealthier portion of the Lake
lerior party to maintain theirpoorer brethren.

They are perfectly willing to do this, and are
doing it, but the attitude of the government in

compelling them to do this, by the disposal of
their bonus money on the first party, has caused
dissatisfaction.

It creatts two parties, where there is, and can,
and must be, only one.

I think no one knows better than themselves
which villages are in most need of assistance
and if you see your way to get a loan of money
for the whole commonwealth, I, in conjunclior
with the elected representatives of the Dukho
bors, will see that such money will be put to the
best use, and bring practical results.

It is very necessary that the loan, if possible,

should be made as soon as possible, for they
could start to work at once, thereby making
considerable saving of money.

I am, dear friend, yours truly,

D. HiLKOFF.

Philadelphia, Third Month SIst, 1899.

The foregoing letter received today from
Prince D. A. Hilkoff, gives an exhibit of the
situation of the Dukhoborisi in Canada. A
ship has been chartered by Friends in England,
to transport those now in Cyprus to Queoec in

Canada, and it is supposed that there are ne-

gotiations going on for another ship, to bring
two thousand or mote from Batoum to Canada.
Those interested in the transportation from
Russia and Cyprus (which latter place proved
an unsatisfactory home for the exiles;, have had
a great work.

As the subsidy given by the Canadian Gov-
ernment, in addition to the granting of land for

the settlers on condition of their cultivating it,

appears to have been gratuitous, it can hardly
be unkindly reflected upon, as to their restrict-

ing the bonus to the yir»iarriua/ofemigrants, in

the intensely cold winter weather; as the amount
per capita was but a small ration to see them
through, until it was possible for the people to

be selfsupporting.

I am not aware of the Society of Friends in

this part of the country loaning money for pri-

vate interests, from the treasury of their meet-

ings ; nor do I suppose any committee would
want to be entrusted with such a charge.

While the cry from the needy does call for

sympathy, and in the ease of the Dukhobortsi,

fleeing as for their lives, and very urgently so, it

would in all probability have to be left for in-

dividuals, or for trust companies who make a

business of such work, to respond to the call

for a loan as now made; and in that case, as

suggested by Prince Hilkoff and the Represen-

tative of the Dukhobors, direct to the immi-

grants without any responsibility as members
of the Society of Friends.

A high character has been given to those

helped by loans among the Mennonites in

America and Canada, as to their integrity and
honesty, in fulfilling their engagements ; about

twenty thousand of these came from Russia

twenty-five years ago, and there is reason to

believe the Dukhobortsi will maintain a like

reputation.

Those inclined to contribute money as dona-

tions for the urgent needs of this persecuted

people, can forward to William Evans, 252

South Front Street, Philadelphia, Treasurer of

the Committee of the Meeting for Sufferings.

Those inclined to furnish merchandise in the

way of provisions, seeds, implements or material

for clothing, can forward to the care of Jos. S.

and Thomas Elkinton, 817 Mifilin Street, Phil-

adelphia, and freight will be paid here. Western

farmers who incline to send animals, with pro-
visions for their keep, could probably forward
them direct to Winnipeg, which might be done
at less freight than by way of Buffalo. The
Government ofticials in Canada manifest a
kindly spirit to have goods forwarded at as lit-

tle cost as might be.

Joseph S. Elkinton.

From personal intercourse with D. A. Hil-
koff, I feel that all his statements are to be re-

lied upon, and in connection with his associa-
tion with representative men selected by the im-
migrants, an excellent channel of intercourse is

opened between the Dukhobortsi and their
sympathizers. J. S. E.

WlNSTANLEY AND THE EdDYSTONE LIGHT-
HOUSE. — Winstanley was a queer, whinjsical
man, fond of playing practical jokes. He spent
much time and money in giving people shocks
and surprises, filled his house and grounds with
devices for alarmiug people.

Finally his kind heart seemed to suggest bet-

ter work, a d he became inspired with the idea
of saving the lives and property of people from
wreck on the terrible Eddystoue reef, which is

twelves miles from land, and often hidden by
dense mist. This was the first attempt to build
a lighth(juse on a rock at any distance from the
tnainland, and it had never (jccurred to sailor,

engineer, or government until broached by this

plain countryman. When the idea had once
taken possession of Winstanley's mind, his every
thought was devoted to the project. He aided
and superintended the workmen, giving all his

lime and energies to the work. For six years
he toiled unceasingly, braving the constant
storms that howled over the reef, and more
than once came near starving as he lay bound
to the rock that he might not be washed away.
One evening at dusk he started, with a party

of workmen, to put some finishing touches to the

lighthouse. A friend warned him of an ap-
proaching storm, begging him not to go. In
bis reckless way he answered :

" I only wish I
could be at the lighthouse in the greatest storm
that ever blew under the face of the heavens."

In spite of repeated remonstrances he went,
and when morning broke the crags of the Ed-
dystoue rose bleak and bare, every stone, but-

tress, cable, and nail of the lighthouse had dis-

appeared, with the exception of a single chain
riveted in the rock. Wiusianley and every one
of his men bad been swept away

; but his bravery
and his fate only led others to endeavor to carry
out the plan, until, after many failures, this

perilous point was crowned at last by the great

structure whose motto is, "To give light! To
save life! "

—

The Neto Voice.

Growing too Cool.—I saw once, lying side

by side in a great workshop, two heads made of
metal. The one was perfect; all the features

of a noble, manly face came out clear and dis-

tinct in their lines of strength and beauty ; in

the other, scarcely a single feature could be re-

cognized ; it was all marred and spoiled. " The
metal had been let grow a little too cool, sir,"

said the man who was showing it to me. I

could not help thinking how true that was of
many a form more precious than metal. Many
a young soul that might be stamped with the

image and superscription of the King, while it

is warm with the love and glow of early youth,

is allowed to grow too cold, and the writing is

blurred, and the image is marred.— Canon
Teignmoulh Shore.
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Make haste, O man. to live,

For thou so soon must die

;

Time hurries past thee like the breeze;

How swift its moments fly I

Make haste, O man to live !

To breathe, and wake, and sleep,

To smile, to sigh, to grieve.

To move in idleness through earth

—

This, This is not to live

!

Make haste, O man, to live !

Make haste, O man, to do
Whatever must be done

;

Thou hast no time lo lose in sloth.

Thy day will soon be gone.

Make haste, O man, to live !

Up then, with speed, and work

;

Fling ease and self away
;

This is no time for thee to sleep
;

Up, watch, and work, and pray !

Make haste, O man, to live !

The useful, not the great.

The thing that never dies
;

The silent toil that is not lost.

Set these belbre thine eyes.

Make haste, O man, to live !

The seed, whose leaf and flower,

Though poor in human sight.

Brings forth at last the eternal fruit

;

Sow thou by day and night.

Make haste, O man, to live I

Make haste, O man, to live,

Thy time is almost o'er

;

O sleep noi, dream not, but arise,

The Judge is at the door.

Make haste, O man, to live

!

For "The Feiend."

Education in Agriculture.

A prominent educator has said with much
emphasis that the principal industry of the

people of the United States is the one industry

that has received the least direct benefit from
the vast sums of money invested in education.

This fact, if fact it be, is further exhibited, by
that very prevalent idea that farming is un-

skilled labor. Naturally under such conditions,

the farmers' boys look forward to emancipation
from the drudgery and almost degradation of

the farm and go to swell the vast army of clerks

in the cities. It may be in the order of a higher

purpose that the cities are thus reinforced by
a vigorous type of manhood, or it may be a

perversion of this higher purpose, and one of

the causes of the great army of the discontented.

We will leave this large subject to the sociolo-

gists, and direct ourselves to the somewhat
plainer question, " What can our schook do for

the farmer ?"

Some light will be thrown on this question

by a brief summary answer to that other closely

allied question, " What have the schools done
for the farmer ?" Writing in the Eastern States,

it may be said that the Cornell University Ag-
ricultural Experiment Station represents the

high-water mark of accomplishment in this line,

to this date. Bulletin No. 159 of this Depart-
ment gives an abstract of the results of the work
of the past and of the scope of the possibilities

for the future. Every intelligent farmer should
get the bulletin and read it. Very briefly we
may say, that in addition to a college course of
four years there are, as adjuncts to this course,

extensive experiments conducted at the college

and throughout the State, a department of pub-
lication, a department of correspondence, and,
perhaps best of all, a department of extension
teaching that brings the college into active

and sympathetic touch with the farmer on his

farm. As an illustration of the work of publi-

cation we may say that during 1898 ten bulle-

tins were put into circulation. These are some

of the subjects, " Tables for Computing Rations

for Farm Animals," " Third Report on Potato

Culture," "Tuberculosis in Cattle and its Con-

trol." Altogether there are one hundred and

fifty-nine of these bulletins in print, and they

make a valuable farmer's library of themselves.

Turning to the other practical side of this

problem, we find ourselves questioning, how is

this work to be duplicated or extended? Can
our schools enter the fieW, and if so how are

they to do it? In Bulletin No. 159 before re-

ferred to we find this somewhat striking para-

graph :
" ' My ducks are dying. Please tell me

what to do ?' This is the gist of an inquiry re-

ceived at the Experiment Station a few days

ago. This type of appeal is common and of

course we cannot help the questioner. The dif-

ficulty is that the person does not observe closely,

does not search for causes, does not see the world

intelligently. He does not know a duck ; or if

he thinks he knows it, he does not see it. All

this failure is the fault of his early training, the

person was not educated." This presents a real

or imagined fault of the whole educational sys-

tem. It is tantamount to saying that the farm-

ing public is not intelligent, and that it is not

intelligent because it is not properly educated,

and that the remedy lies in what now goes

under the name of Nature Study. We shall

not argue the point as a general proposition.

We know that our Friend's Schools are not

chargeable with the gross neglect of nature

study that may be observed in the public

schools at large. Friends have had a passion

for natural history, and have very generally

in schools substituted it for music and other so

called frills. If nature study and intelligent

observation would make farming successful, then

we ought to find Friends increasing in this

special line of employment. Something more
than general education is needed, somewhere
and somehow in our schools we must specialize

in the interest of the farmer.

Now I am very much inclined to think that

when we speak of teaching farming in our

schools, there comes at once to the minds of

most of us a vision ofsome very radical change in

our curriculum, in staflT of teachers, and finally

in the manner of conducting a school. Instead

of the conventional class-room with teacher and
pupil, and text-book or special experiment, we

are apt to imagine the children engaged in the

toilsome drudgery (to adopt ordinary farming

phrases) of ploughing and planting, of the care

of stock, or of butter making. In other words,

when we speak of putting our boys or girls to

school in farming it seems to us to be only an-

other way of putting them to work on the farm.

As a matter of fact, however, the plea for the

whole matter is that right education in farming

will release the farmer from the drudgery of un-

skilled labor and put him on the totally difier-

ent platform of skilled labor. Nor is any great

or radical change in courses of study or meth-

ods of teaching necessary to accomplish this

result. The two essentials are that the School

shall have a farm and that one of the teachers

of the School shall have had a course in some

one of our special agricultural colleges. The
teaching of one subject only from the farmer's

standpoint in any of our schools, so situated,

would at once give a stimulus to this line of

work and open a new field of interest and use-

fulness to the institution concerned. Chemistry

is naturally presented as the subject for choi

'

first, in any movement of this kind, and chei

islry taught from the farmer's standpoint h

possibilities that can hardly be exaggeratt

This instruction might not result in maki
competent chemists of all of our farmer's bo;

but it would open their eyes to a thousand p
sibilities of chemistry in its relations to far

ing, and doubtless hasten the day when eve

farming community will have their consulti

chemist, just as now every great manufacturi

industry is obliged to have. Our plea then

that our Friends' Boarding Schools shall i

some beginning in this important work. Tl
cannot supersede the college ; they cannot

the same kind of work as the college, but tl

ought to be able to make the farmers' bi

ambitious to stay on the farm and able also

convince them that it is about as easy to i

teliigeuce successfully on the farm as elsewht

Statisticians publish tables to snow that o'

ninety per cent, of all business ventures f

The proportion of failures in farming certaii

is not greater than this, and it stands to rea

that the proportion of failures will decrease

education is brought more directly into

service of the farmer. Some endowment in

two largest Boarding Schools to further i

movement would doubtless be most valua
but with present resources and opportuni
something important might be done, and sho

be done. It certainly is a reproach to theca

of education if the back-bone industry of

country gets nothing out of it. But' isn'i

true that in too many cases our present

education leads the farmers' boys to feel (

farming really does not open a career to th«

J. Henry Bartleto

International Public Opinion.

It is among the most interesting charach
tics of this extraordinary age, that the heai

the human race in all parts of the world
knowledges mutual sympathies in a mar
more powerful than has ever been knowi
any former time. That strengthening of

and interests which grow up from commerce
from free and rapid and almost instantani

communication, does not end with the crea

of wealth, but constitutes on every
thousand ties, a thousand friendly relations,

is surely and steadily conducting a noble
cess in establishing, in a greater degree t

heretofore, sentiments of brotherhood amonj
the scattered members of the human famil)

have yet another source of confidence. S

the augmented intercourse of nations the

now growing up what I may call an inte

tioual public opinion, a standard of internati:

conduct higher than the particular stant

which each nation has set up for itself;

more and more from year to year does it bet

necessary, even for our own interests, thai

conduct of each country should conform,

only to its own ideaof its claims and of its ri[

but to the sense which is entertained of th

ternational rights and duties of the whole i

of the civilized communities of the world

know no charge which would be more benl

to mankind than that the moral authority (

nations over each nation should grow up
be elevated from year to year, for depend
it there is no such guarantee for the perma
good order of the world. Gladstone in 1

Be as careful to see that your principle

true, as to be true to your principles.
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BLOSSOMS IN AOE.

Yon is an apple-tree,

Joints all shrunk like an old man's knee,

Gaping trunks half eaten away,

Crumbling visibly day by day
;

Branches dead, or dying fast.

Topmost limb like a splintered mast.

Yet, behold, in the prime of May,
How it blooms in the sweet old way

!

Heart of it brave and warm,
Spite of many a wintry storm

;

Throbbing still with the deep desire,

1
Burning still with the eager tire.

Striving still with the zeal and truth

Of the gladsome morning days of youth.

Still to do and to be, forsooth,

Soruething worthy of Him whose care.

Summer or winter, failed it ne er

—

1
This is motive for you and me.

When we grow old like the apple-tree.

James Bdckham.

Fob "The FRIEND."

A Sketch of Count Tolstoy.

BY JE&SE EDGERTON.

imong the unconditional advocates of peace

,•6 is perhaps, to-day, no more conspicuous

re than the distinguished Russian author,

[)se name appears in the title of this article.

I

opposition to all war, together with other

bts in his religious belief somewhat like those

Friends, and his earnest sympathy for, and

Uable assistance to our Dukhobor immigrants

i
the writer to believe that a brief sketch of

life might be acceptable to the readers of

E Friend.
t is really quite refreshing to find among
strious men, one who accepts so completely

follows so implicitly the teaching of Christ

lie understands it; and although in the rigor

I
severity of his life we may conclude he is

extremist, yet we may well ponder his ex-

Dle, and may possibly find his manifest and re-

kable self-denial more acceptable to the Mas-

than our own luxurious and sometimes ex-

ragant manner of living.

luch of the information here given is ob-

led from a pen [)icture of Tolstoy by Ernest

Crosby in The New Voice.

!ount Leo von Tolstoy was born at Yasnaia,

liana, his family estate near Tula in the Rus-

ii government (or province) of Tula and about

; hundred and twenty miles south of Moscow,
(Ninth Month 9th, 1828, thus being in his

jnty-first year.

said to have been a bright, lively, sym-

letic lad, and grew up in the country " amid

strange old fashioned manners and customs

e Russian landed aristocracy." His parents

Dged to, and brought up their children in the

odox Russian church, which in its doctrine

entical with the Greek Catholic church.

!ien the children became old enough to go to

ool, the Tolstoy family removed to Moscow,

kie Leo attended school, acquiring not only

fful knowledge, but, like too many bright

lids in other lands, a kind of cultured infi-

nity as well.

Jpon leaving the University of Kazan, where

<had studied law, he is said to have had prac-

iUly no religion at all, " and entered upon the

fcipated life of drinking, card-playing, and
tilling, which was considered the proper career

I'a young nobleman."
laving secured a commission in the army he

I' active service in the Caucasus, and went
bugh the Crimean war, and at its close re-

ived to St. Petersburg, where he soon won
i te a reputation as a novelist. He also trav-

lid abroad, making the acquaintance of the

foremost authors and thinkers in England and
in continental countries, still endeavoring to

satisfy himself with philosophy and civilization

instead of religion. But all this would not
satisfy the craving of an up-reaching and im-
mortal soul. Although happily married at the
age of thirty-five, with a loving family about
him, rich, honored, and celebrated, yet his men-
tal distress became so great that at times he was
tempted with suggestions of self destruction, and
actually gave up his favorite pastime of hunting
for fear that " he might be led to point his gun
at his own head; and hid a piece of rope which
offered itself too readily to his hand, so that he
might not see it." Like George Fox in the
lonely days of bis convincemeut, Leo Tolstoy
found no rest or comfort until he had learned
for himself in the school of God, the spiritual

nature of religion. How like the account of the
Drayton cobbler is the following, " Like so

many great leaders of men, he was led into the
wilderness before he found peace. He turned
successively to the philosophers and men of the
world, of his own class, but they could give him
no help

"For a time he attended the village church
again—the church of his childhood—but its

superstitions demanded too much of him, and
when in 1878 prayers were offered for the suc-

cess of the Russian arms in Turkey, his heart
revolted. A church which in the name of the
Prince of Peace, gave its blessing to the slaugh-
ter of fellow-men could not, he was convinced,
be the true church
"He now began an exhaustive examination of

the gospels, again studying the Greek language
for that purpose. To make a long story short,

he came to the conclusion, after reading the re-

cords of the Evangelists many times, that the

Sermon on the Mount contained the secret of
the gospel, and that love for God and neighbor
showing itself in turning the other cheek, and
in loving even ones' enemies, is an essential part

of true religion. . . . With unusual consistency

Tolstoy has acted in conformity to these convic-

tions. He has retired to his country home; he
has stripped it of every ornament and luxury;
he has clad himself in the rough clothes of the

peasants; he has given up all animal food, tea,

sugar and delicacies of all kinds, and, ofcourse,

alcoholic drinks and tobacco. He works in the

fields when his health permits, and has also

learned to make boots. He continues to write,

but only such books and articles as he believes will

help the world onward in the direction of a real

Christianity."

In a letter written to Ernest H. Crosby, some
two or three years since, Tolstoy forcibly ex-

presses his views regarding our refusal to ac-

cept Christ's teaching, when we, in our human
wisdom, think it would be inexpedient. "A
man in this world, according to Christian teach-

ing, is God's laborer. A laborer does not know
his Master's tvhole design, but he does know the

immediate object he is set to work at. He re
ceives instructions what to do, and especially

what not to do, lest he hinder the attainment of

the very end toward which his labor must tend.

.

And yet in spite of such indication, we find peo
pie and people calling themselves Christians,

who decide that in such and such circumstances
men ought to abandon God's law, and reason's

guidance, and act in opposition to them, because,

according to their conception, the effects of ac-

tions performed in submission to God's law, may
be detrimental or inconvenient." The Voice in

presenting its readers with the letter from which
the above quotation is made, says :

" The Quaker

doctrine of non-resistance by force, has in Count
Tolstoy, of Russia, a most eminent advocate. It

will be seen that theCount does not shrink from
carrying his conclusions, logically at least, to

the farthermost point."

That Tolstoy carries his convictions into prac-

tice, is indicated by an anecdote recently pub-
lished, in which the little daughter of the Count
came into his room one day crying and told

her father that a little peasant boy had struck

her a .severe blow. Tolstoy soothed his child,

and then bade her take some cakes and give

them to the offending playmate, which the

daughter hastened to do, perhaps rejoicing in

the opportunity ot thus heaping "coals of fire

on his head."

I cannot better conclude this sketch than by
again quoting from the article first alluded to.

" What Tolstoy has done, he has done because

the love of God and man overpoweringly con-

strained him to do. He has given up rank,

wealth, ease, and the approval and esteem of his

class. He has been, now for years, ready to go
to Siberia if necessary, or even to yield up his

life for the cause which he has espoused—the

causeof suffering humanity. . . . He has indeed
sacrificed all that most people find valuable in

life; but as Christ with his wonderful insight

into the mysteries of existence foretold, in losing

his life he has found it.

" In giving up his riches he has attained a

wealth of gratitude and affection from those

whom he has helped and guided in all parts of

the world, which no gold or silver could buy;
and while he has absolutely forsworn all phy-
sical force, and would not for any cause lift his

arm against his fellow, yet he has greater influ-

ence in the world to-day than those who direct

the armies and navies of the Russian Empire.
It is this kind of meekness— the meekness that

is the mark of the highest courage—which is

one day to inherit the earth. We may even

now note the faint signs of the coming of such

a time, and predict that when the names of the

generals and millionaires of the present time are

almost, if not quite, forgotten, that of Tolstoy

the apostle of brotherhood will still be cher-

ished."

A Potato Day.

Man's real wants are few and easily supplied.

But pride, vanity, gluttony, and luxury make
slaves of men and women. A large portion of

the diseases of men come from gluttonous and
unhealthful eating. Men cannot control their

appetites, they will eat as they please, health

or no health. Their appetites are not under

the control of conscience, judgment, or common
sense.

"Temperance" in the Bible signifies self con-

trol. " Every man that striveth for the mastery

is temperate in all things." 1 Cor. ix. 25. A
man who has control of his own appetites and
passions can practice economy, deny self, cut

his coat according to his cloth, and make his

expenses fall within his means.

"A friend of Agassiz and a fellow-member of

the Harvard faculty relates a story which the

famous ornithologist was fond of telling about

his visit to the great German naturalist, Lorenz
Oken, upon whom he once dropped in quite

unexpectedly. The professor received bis guest

with warm enthusiasm, but apparent embarrass-

ment. He showed his visitor to the laboratory

and the students at work, also to his cabinet,

and, lastly, his splendid library of books per-

taining to znologiciil science, a collection worth

some $7,000 and well deserving the glow of
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pride which the owner manifested as he expa-

tiated on its excellence. The dinner hour came,

and then the embarrassment of the great Ger-

man reached its ojaximum point. 'Monsieur

Agassiz,' he said, with perturbation, ' to gather

and iieep up tliis library extracts the utmost

husbandry of my pecuniary means. To accom-

plish this I allow myself no luxury whatever.

Thrice a week our table boasts of meat :
the

other days we have only potatoes and salt. I

very much regret that your visit has occurred

on a potato day.'
"

We think a potato day is not so bad a day

after ail; and a man who makes his dinner of

potatoes will not have to call the doctor at night

to cure him of indigestion or apoplexy.—£».

The Better Part Not Taken Away.

For the edification which it may minister, we

trust a correspondent of the neighborhood of

Digbv, Nova Scotia, will not object to our mak-

ing use of the following extract from a personal

letter of his. We may first remark, however,

that he is another instance of men who have

come into our religious Society by independent

convincement— in other words, by immediate

Divine grace working out in his heart those

views of Truth which are fundamental to our

religious Society. So that, without ever having

attended a Friend's meeting, he was received

into membership through correspondence.
" I could not get to Digby till to-day Second

Month 15), and did not know of the fire [which

two days before had reduced the best part of

the town to ashes] till I got in.

"As I looked at the smoking ruins, I saw

hopes of worldly prosperity and worldly gain

buried there. One man, a mechanic, and I

have reason to believe, a Christian, stood looking

on. Last autumn he called me into his work-

shop from the street. He was alone. He told

me of his financial troubles, a man with a large

family, and said he felt so full he wanted some

one to unburden to. I felt for him, and spoke

as comfortingly to him as my heart bade me.
" Well, I saw this man to-day ; and as he

stood looking at the ruins, his own shop and
goods gone, I spoke to him. He shed tears and
said, 'Oh , I've lost alii' I said, 'No,

John, thy soul is not lost !' He replied, ' True,

that is all the medicine that helps.'

" I may say here, his health is not gone, his

wife and family are well ; he has a house of his

own ; but as I wended my way home I thought

of the uncertainty of all below, and the truth

contained in these words :
' He builds too low

who builds below the skies.' I thought of my
own possessions ; I have the love and friend-

ship of a few of the excellent of the earth, a

good, loving wife—a helpmeet in every sense

;

my name enrolled in a Society which I believe

is nearer to primitive Christianity than any on

earth, and I have, I trust, Christ ruling within.

Can fire destroy these ? Can all the powers of

evil take these away ? Never, if I keep close to

mv Guide, and do not go before Him."

Needless Fears for the Truth.—It is

wise to be neither afraid of the truth, nor afraid

for it. To be afraid for the truth, as though it

could not authenticate itself to the mind and
conscience of man, is to degrade truth to the

level of mere opinion. It was not faith which
moved Uzzah to put out his hand to steady the

ark of the Lord ; nor is it faith, but unbelief,

which prompts much of the anxiety we feel, at

times, that God's truth may prove too weak to

hold its own in the conflict of opinions.

On Talking Religion.

There is a very wide-spread prejudice, often

natural and well founded, against "talking re-

ligion." Well founded, because every man
knows of chronic nuisances who take to talking

religion but are unable to do any religion.

Natural, because a man's conscience ought to

be his citadel, a very holy of holies, into which

he will not unadvisedly admit any one to see

its strength or its weakness.

But the prejudice is liable to go too far. It

is the old temptation to prohibit the right use of

what has been put to a wrong use. The fact

that some people " talk religion" too much or

unwisely gives no fair ground to exclude it al-

together from everyday conversation.

The truth is, the cry against talking religion

is now raised, for the most part, by those who
are trying to balance themselves on the fence

between both worlds. They are either nom-
inally religious and afraid of being asked to

work at it, or nominally indifferent and afraid

of having their consciences made uneasy. In

either case ihey are likely to use the least ex-

pensive and least logical argument, a little

laughter, which is really no argument at all.

For there are worse things than talking re-

ligion, even if it is done excessively and un-

wisely. It is worse to start a baseless slander on

its ruinous path. It is worse to let a foul story

do its devilish work. It is worse to sit still and

see low standards of truth aud honor take the

place of eternal principles. And the man who
calls himself a Christian and who would hesi-

tate to brand a lie as a lie and to call filth

black is not worthy of his name.

There is a time for speech, and there is a

time for silence, in religion as well as in poli-

tics or anything else. The difference is that it

takes more nerve to say what one fears is un-

popular. Aud half the time it is a groundless

fear. Half the time when you are afraid to

open your mouth on religion the man you are

talking to is longing to have you declare your-

self so that he need not be afraid to declare

himself.

The man who is always prating about every-

thing he is interested in is never listened to

with respect ; but one who waits his [opening]

aud then puts in a few words that tell, whether

on politics, or religion, or sport, or what not,

will get a hearing every time. If you are afraid

to confess that you have conscience or faith, it

is fair to conclude that conscience and faith

have something unnatural and unmanly about

them. If you are perfectly frank and willing

to show where you stand and why you stand

there, your religion will be respected as having
some backbone to it.

One constantly hears the plea, " Oh, but I

am not fitted to talk frankly about religious

matters!" But we talk about everything else

—

pleasures, business, books, the price of stocks,

our plans and hopes for worldly gain. Should

we not, within proper limits, be equally ready

to talk of the highest things of life ? We have
" fitted " ourselves, sometimes by years of train-

ing, to talk about the lesser matters. If we are

not " fitted " to talk about the greatest concerns

whose fault is it ?

Might it not be well for many of us to do

these things? 1. Think bard about topics of

conscience and faith as vital matters. 2. Consult-

with eagerness those who speak on such matters

with the assurance of conviction. 3. Stand up
bravely for the truth as we see it, and 4. [Join

with the witness for truth] in getting other men
to look at things from our standpoint. [5. Al-

ways remembering :
" By Thee only will I mak

|

mention of thy name"].—6'^. Andrew s Cross, i

Report of the Proceedings of The Tract Asso
\

ciation of Friends for the year 1898-99.

The Board of Managers report that, durin;;

the fiscal year ending the 28th of Second Mo
1899, their efF)rts to promote the objects of th

Association have been generally directed in th

usual channels. In addition to the selectio

and preparation of the usual matter for tb

almanac aud calendar, some time has been di

voted to the consideration of articles which wei

ofiered for two new tracts, both of which ai

yet in the care of a committee. Four tracts i

our series, No. 20, Popular Amusements; N
57, Military Glory ; No. 83. Example and Tei

timony of the Early Christians on the Subje(

of War, and No. 147, Remarkable Conversio

of A. E. Kothen, have been prepared in Spai

ish, and have been electrotyped ; and copies f(

distribution can be obtained at the Depositor

One hundred sets, three volumes to a set, i

our tracts have been bound during the yea,

These contain all of the tracts in our presei

series and are for sale at the Depository. .'

small edition of the Select Reader No. 1 hii.

been printed. I

The work of distributing our publications hil

not been neglected, although the number (fl

tracts sent out has not been quite as large the pa'

year as in some previous ones. The increas('

religious feeling among the Chinese has creat«

more of a demand for our tract printed in th

language, and persons desiring copies have bet'

supplied with them. We are not without ev!

deuce that some of the seed sown falls upcj

good ground. I

An officer of the Salvation Army in a lett|

says: "The tracts I have fastened togeth

for their better preservation and convenient.

The life of William Penn makes exceeding'

interesting reading. The True Christian Cot

munion and Baptism are tracts which I ha

read with great profit and may say, I ful

agree with your doctrine."

A young woman in Ohio, a member ofo

Society who has often distributed our trac

and other reading matter of a religious chara

ler in prisons and elsewhere, has received a

knowledgments at diflferent times of the appi'

ciation with which they have been read by tl

prisoners. Among these is the following fro

a prison in Santa Fe, New Mexico. "I that:

you very kindly for the tracts you sent me.

circulated them after reading them; ai

would like a few tracts for the boys on tht

range. It is so encouraging to hear from Go(

people for us behind bolts an bars."

She also mentions that when distributii

some tracts in the Ohio State prison with t:

information that Friends in Philadelphia hi

sent them, two young men burst into tears sa

ing " God bless them ; some one cares for m(

The same interested distributer has also di

ing the last few months given a number of 0|

publications to persons in influential positio

connected with the array. They have be

kindly received by them, and some of our trao

have been forwarded to sick soldiers in cam!

in diflTerent places in this country and also '

Cuba, Porto Rico and Manila.

The distribution among the sailors in tl

city has been continued the past year. Th
have received the tracts gladly and express thi'

appreciation of the privilege of their perus

One man in writing said, " Next to my Bib',

I found more consolation in reading those tra' i
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ou gave me than in all the other reading mat-

ir 1 was provided with."

A person connected with the Sailors' Mission

'; Piiiut Breeze has distributed a number of our

acts on the cars going and coming, and re-

Drts that they are thankfully received by many,

]d often more are asked for.

A few years since, amdng reading matter pre-

mted to a sailor at this port, was a copy of our

act on " Into.xicating Drinks." Before leav-

ig for his next voyage he read some of the

alter furnished, particularly the tract ; which
i impressed his mind that he was brought to

e the evils of his past course of life, and at

)ce to resolve to abandon the use of strong

•ink.

He immediately called on a mission society,

id requested the privilege of signing the

edge. He was advised and encouraged faith-

liiy to keep his obligation, and was shown its

Ivantages in many ways, particularly from a

lancial standpoint. Soon after, be shipped

r a long voyage and was lost sight of for a

•ne. One evening, a well dressed, fine appear-

g man called at the above mentioned nlis^ion,

ade himself known as the poor sailor who had
i^ned the pledge, and during the evening made
istrong appeal to those assembled at a temper-

iice meeting, to sign the same pledge and leave

iFthe dangerous practice. He informed them
at during his long voyage he had carefully

ived the money he had previously been in the

kbit of spending for strong drink and its at-

ndant evils ; and now had a con^iderable sum
aich he proposed to use for the benefit of his

ug negleited parents. A communication re-

vived from him since informs, that he shipped

i>m this city for his native land, arriving there

|st in time to save his father's home from be-

ig sold to satisfy a mortgage.

The statistical report for the year is as fol-

iws:

acts in English 98 000
" German 3 000

ivenile Tracts 18 087
manaos 6 000
ird Calendars 1 600
fleet Headers No. 1 257

,0n behalf of the Board of Managers,

k
Henry B. Abbott, Cleric.

ILADELPHIA, 9th of Third Month, 1899.

Two Sides.—Two boys went to gather grapes.
lie was happy because they found grapes. The
iher was unhappy because the grapes had seeds

i them.

Two men, being convalescent were asked how
ley were. One said, " I am better to-day."

16 other said, " I was worse yesterday."

When it rains, one man says, " This will make
ud; " another, " This will lay the dust."

Two boys examined a bush, one observed
lat it had a thorn ; the other, that it had a
136.

Two children looking through colored glasses,

le said, " The world is blue." And the other
fid, " It is bright."

Two boys having a bee, one got honey, and
fe other got stung. The first called it a honey
le; the other, a stinging bee.

"I am glad that I live," says one man. "I
II sorry I must die," says another.

"I am glad," says one, " that it is no worse."
',. am sorry," says another, " that it is no bet-

One says, "our good is mixed with evil."

•aether says, " Our evil is mixed with good."
•Chr. E. World.

For "The Friend."

The Position of Women in 2800 B. C.

The civilization of ancient Chaldea presents

many very remarkable characteristics. Its

chief feature, however, is self development.
The ancient Akkadeans were a contented home-
dwelling people, with little desire to exhibit an
aggressive policy either in war or trade, and
consequently we find the basis of many of the
laws of social life laid down by them.
Among these simple laws we notice those of

the family, especially, which in the days of the

powerful Semitic dynasties were never eradi-

cated. One of the most beautiful features of

these early laws is the high position accorded to

women. The control of the family by the

mother, who is called the goddess of the liouse,

and the power of women to hold property, to

make their own wills, and to act as parties to

or witnesses of contracts, were never lost.

The mother here is always represented by a
sign which means "the goddess of the house."

Any sin against, any repudiation of the

mother, was punished by banishment from the
community.
The facts are evidently indicativeof a people

who had at one time had the law of matriarcal
descent.

In the hymns we find, in the Sumirian ver-

sion " female and male " the order : while in the

Semitic texts it is " male and female." Another
example of the equality of women of the most
interesting character is affirded by this pas-

sage. Speaking of the ofl^erings to his statue the

king says, " The house where there is no son the
daughter with new (?J offerings has entered

;

before the face of the statue *7te has placed them."

( W. St. Chad Boscawen, F. R. H. S.)

Another tribute to "The Fairer Sex " ap-

pears in a recently published History of Japan-
ese Literature, by W. G. Aston, viz :

" A very large and important part of the best

literature which Japan has produced was writ-

ten by women. A good share of the Nara
poetry is of feminine authorship. In the Heian
period the women took a still more conspicuous

part in maintaining the honor of the native

literature. The two greatest works which have
come down to us from this time are both by
women.

" The position of women in ancient Japan was
very diflTerent from what it afterward became
when Chinese ideas were in the ascendant.

" The Japanese of this early period did not
share the feeling common to most Eastern coun-
tries, that women shouM be kept in subjection,

and as far as possible, in seclusion.
" Feminine chieftains are frequently men-

tioned in the old histories, and several even of
the Mikados were women.

" Many instances might be quoted of Japanese
women exercising an influence and maintaining
an independence of conduct quite at variance
with our preconceived notions of the position of

women in the East. It is this which gives their

literary work an air of freedom and originality

which it would be vain to expect in the writings

of inmates of a harem ; and the fact that the

Heian literature was largely the work of women
no doubt accounts partly for its gentle, domestic
character."

The following selection of a well-kuown haikai

may serve to illustrate both the character and
form of Japanese verse, which is proverbial for

its delicate terseness

:

Asagao
Tsjirube torareie

Moraimizu!

Literally, " Having had ray well-bucket taken
away by the convulvuli-gift water !" The mean-
ing is this: "The poetess Chiyo, having gone to

her well one morning to draw water, found that

some tendrils of the Asagas, the morning glory,

had twined themselves around the rope. As a
poetess and a woman of taste she could not
bring herself to disturb the dainty blossoms.

So, leaving her own well to the convolvuli,

she went and begged water of a neighbor—

a

pretty little vignette, all e.\pressed in five words."

WHEN I HAVE TIME.
When I have time, so many things I'll do

1 o make life Ijappier and more fair

For tlioi-e wliose lives are crowded now with care

;

I'll help to lift tliem from their low despair

—

When 1 have time !

When I have time, kind words and loving smiles

I'll give to those who.se pathway runs through tears,

Who see no joy in all the coming years

;

In many ways tlieir weary lives I'll cheer

—

When I liave time.

When I have time, the friend I love so well

Shall know no more those weary, toiling days
;

I'll lead her feet in pleasant paths always.

And cheer her heart with words if sweetest praise

—

When I have time.

When you have time ! The friend you hold so dear
May he beyond the reach of all your sweet intent

;

May never know that you so kindly mtant
To till her life with sweet content-

When you had time.

Now is the time ! Ah, friend, no longer wait
To scatter loving smiles and words of cheer

To those around whose lives are now so dear

—

They may not need yon in the coming year

—

Now is the time.

The Blind Man's Sermon.

An English clergyman of eminence was asked
by a group of London friends whose was the

best sermon he had ever heard.
" If you mean," he answered, " the sermon

which has interested me most directly and
never been forgotton, I can tell you at once. It

was preached in the streets of Boston many
years ago by a blind man."
He had been preaching, he said, in Phillips

Brooks' church, and had started to walk back
to the house where he was staying. Being a
stranger to Boston, he became confused, and
turning to a man who was behind him, asked
to be directed to the house.

"Why, it is the preacher!" exclaimed his

companion. "I know you by your voice, for I

was in the church and heard you preach. I

am blind, but I can show you the way. I can
take you to the door."

The clergyman protested that he could not
think of troubling the blind man, and that he
could find his way by himself

" Surely," said his new acquaintance, "you
will not refuse me the pleasure of conducting
you. I am not a beggar. Every one is so kind
to me, and it is seldom indeed that I can render
any one a service."

So the two men went on arm in arm, and in

ten minutes they were at the right door and
had parted. During that short walk the best

sermon which the clergyman had ever heard
was preached.

" It was simply," he said to his English
friends, 'the story of a man blind from his

birth, whose face was shining with contentment
and peace, and whose heart was thrilled with a
sense of his mercies and blessings. His parents
had sent him to a school for the blind, where
he had been taught to read by raised letters,

and they had left him a small income which
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sufficed for his wants. He lived alone, but

could go about the streets without a guide. He
told me that he considered that he ought to be

thankful for being born blind, because he had

so much leisure for quiet thought. There

would be lime enough in another world for him

to see everything. I have never forgotten that

sermon. His example of contentment and se-

renity of mind has never ceased to be helpful

to me."

—

Ex.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—On Third Mouth 31st, Ambassa-

dor White informed the Berlin Foreign Office that

the latest proposals of Germany regarding Samoa had

been favorably received at Washington. These, it is

said, contemplate the creation (fa Joint High Com-
mission for the settlement of the troubles at Samoa.

It is further reported in a despatch from Washington

that Lord Salisbury's absence from London alone de-

lays the British acceptance if the proposal.

The opinion is expressed in official circles in Wai-h-

ingtoQ that the outlook for a satisfactory and peaceful

final adjustment of Samoan affairs is decidedly hope-

ful, through the medium of the Joint High Commis-

sion.

The Washington correspondent of the Chicngo Record

says: Secretary Wilson has obtained a lot of musk-

Tnelon seed from Afghanistan, whose melons are said

to be the finest in the world, and often grow to the

weight of twenty or thirty pounds. He will distribute

this seed among farmers of those sections of the coun-

try where the climate is similar to that of Afghanistan.

Genernl Henry has issued a general order providing

for the distribution of rations in Porto Rico. In some

districts of the island " many people are suffering and

some have died for want of food, caused by poor crops,

re-ulting from lack of rain or other unavoidable con-

ditions."

Enterprising Texas planters have shipped 6000

pounds of cotton seed to Manila.

A despatch from W'ashington says: The modus
vivendi to be recognized on the Alaskan boundary, as

proposed by the United States, has been referred to

the Canadian authorities as well as tn the British For-

eig'i Office, and until word comes from both quarters

it will nut be known whether the modus is to be es-

tablished. The impres-ion prevails, however, that as

soon as Canada has expressed appmval the British

Foreign Office will speedily give official consent.

The gunboat Yorktown arrived at Manila on the

28th ult. with the Spanish steamer Mumlara, captured

in the Gulf of Lingayen. It is supposed the steamer

was cam ing supplies to the rebels. On the same day

the Fillipinos burned Bulucan, and our forces cap-

tured Guiguinto, three and one-half miles from Ma-
lolos, on the 29th. There was fierce fighting in the

afternoon, and the American losses on the 29th were

about seventy.

General Mac Arthur entered Malolos, the seat of the

insurgent government, on the morning of the 31st, the

rebels burning the citv and evacuating it.

General Otis reports that Aguinaldo s cause is tot-

tering. His defeated army is scattered, and many of

the insurgents are returning to their homes and asking

protection.

The total revenue of the Philippine Islands, since

the American occupation began. Eighth Month 13ih,

1898, was *2,988,000. Of this total $80,000 is from

Doilo and from Cebu.

It is reported from the Aleutian peninsula that great

beds of bituminous coal have been discovered near the

seashore at Chignik Bay.

The Attorney General of Ohio has rendered an

opinion that manufacturers of intoxicating liquors in

other States, who carry on the business of selling such

liquors in Ohio, are liable to taxation under the Dow
law for the thirteen years since its passage. Should
this opini 'n be upheld by tlie Courts, the State will

reiilize a very large sum of money. The Dow law

originally called for a special tax of $2.50. In 1896

the law was amended and the tax increased to $350.

The Indiana Supreme ("ourt holds that if a man mar-

ries a woman who is indebted to him the marriage

discharges the debt. Other Courts have decided that

debts incurred previous to marriage, by a woman, can-

not be legally collected from her husband.

The assessed valuation of Boston is *l,036,690,-578,

and the yalue of the property exempt from taxation

is $172,926,678.

The borough of West Chester, on the 28th ult. com-
pleted its first century.

It is reported from Chicago that a serious shortage

of vessels in the grain trade, which is likely to result

in the diversii n of a large traffic from the lakes to the

all rail lines eastward, is threatened for the coming
season. The shortage is due in a large degree to the

heavy chartering in the iron ore trade.

All the cotton factories in the Blackstone Valley,

Rhode Island, on the 3rd inst. resumed the wages
granted before First Month, 1898. The increa-e varies

from 5 to 20 per cent., and 9000 hands are affected

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 504, which is 27 less than the previous week and
56 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 252 were males and 252 females : 61

died of pneumonia ; 55 of consumption ; 43 of typhoid

fever; 39 of heart disease; 22 of old age ; 17 of in-

flammation of the brain ; 17 of convulsions ; 16 of apo-
plexy; 16 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels;

16 of marasmus, 12 from casualties; 11 of diphtheria

;

11 of cerebro-spinal meningitis; 11 of Bright's disease;

11 of inanition; 10 of cancer; 10 of paralysis; 10 of

bronchitis, and 8 of cholera infantum.

Markets, <fcc.—U. S. 2's, 99.^ a 100 ; 4's, reg., 111} a

112^; coupon, 112| a 113i ; new 4's, 129 a 129i; 5's,

112|all3J; 3's, 107i a 108J.
Cotton was nominally on a basis of 6/^0. per pound

for middling uplands.

Flottb.—Winter super., $2.15 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania,

roller, clear, $3.15 a $3.35 ; Western winter, clear, $3.15

a $3.35 ; spring, clear. $3.00 a $3.25 ; city mills, clear,

J^3.30 a $3.45. Rye Flour.—Choice Penna., $3.20 a

$3.25.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 76} a 77c.

No. 2 mixed corn, old, 39 a 39ic.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35 J^ a 35J c.

Beep Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 5|c.
;
good, 4| a 5c.

;

medium, 4| a 4|c.; common, 4 a 4|c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5J a 5^c.; good, 4f a 5c.

;

medium, 4} a 4ic. ; common, 3J a 4c. ; clip^ied lambs,

4} a 5ic.; spring lambs, $4.00 a $6.50.

Hogs.—Best Western, 5J a bic; other grades, 5 a 5^c.

Foreign.—The total revenue for the United King-
dom shows a net increase of 1,841,039 pounds- This
will reduce the Budget deficit to 1,.500,000 pounds,

which can be provided for without serious increase in

taxation.

A deputation including the Bishops of London and
Rochester, on Third Month 29th, waited upon A.
J. Biilfour, acting minister of Foreign Affairs, and
asked that the British representatives at the Czar's

conference be instructed to support all practicable

measures of arbilratinn. A. J. Balfour expressed his

sympathy with the deputation's wishes, and the hope
that general arbitration would be eventually adopted
between England and the United States, even if not

adopted throughout the world.

Active hostilities have broken out in Samoa between
the American and British naval forces, on the one
hand, and the Mataafa tribesmen, supported by the

German Consul, on the other. Apia advices by way
of Auckland say thnt the Mataafans seized a British

house and on 'Third Month 15th began an attack on
the United State~ and British Consulate-^, ignoring an
ultimatum previously sent them. The warships Phila-

delphi'i, Poipoixe and Eoyalut then began a bimbard-
ment of the native villages, which continued inter-

mittently for eight days. Several shore villages were
burned, and there were a number of ca-ualties among
the American and B I itish sailors and marines on shore.

The Americans fortified Mulinuu, where 2,000 Malie-
toans took refuge.

An explanation is given of a recent feature of the

Samoan question, on the " highest authority in Berlin,

'

showing that the American Government recoanized

the necessity for unanimous action among the three

Powers under the treaty, and cabled its representatives

in Samoa to pursue the most friendly policy towards
the German representatives.

The passenger steamer Stella, plying between South-
ampton and the Channel Islands, ran upon the Cas-
quet Rocks, near Alderney on the afternoon of Third
Month 30th during a thick fog, and foundered in ten

minutes, her boilers exploding as she went down. It

is believed that nearly 120 lives were lost.

Our consul at Moscow says :
" .American cotton has

a very keen competitor in the Russian market in
.Asiatic cotton grown from imported American seeds.

This latter cotton is equal in quality to middling New
Orleans cotton. It is reported that this Asiatic cotton
deteriorates after a lapse of years, and that fresh seeds
have to be planted. The prices are about the same

;

lately, however, American produce has had an advan-
tage, owing to a fall in the price, which Asiatic cotton
has not been able to follow on account of the cost of

production and transportation. A large cottcn fin

having extensive interests in Asia, in consequence i

the fall in price, has liquidated its aff'airs there."

The population of New South Wales last year w:

1,346,340 ; the males showing a majority of 100,000.

A Denver man, just returned from Mexico, repor

that English is taught in the public schools at most
the larger cities. In Gaudalajara the children " we
provided with both .Spanish and English text book
and rather disconcered members of our party whi
they addressed us in pure English, while we could n

return the compliment by saying a single word to tl

little ones in their language."

On the 1st instant President Diaz opened the sprii

session of the Mexican Congress. His message show
an excellent condition of the national finances, with ;

increase of revenue in all bramhes.
;

A despatch dated Third Month 29th from Victor'

B. C, says :
" Gold bearing quartz, as.'^aying as high

$32 a ton, has been found on the water front of tl'

city. The vein has been traced a considerable distam:

and is believed to extend under the water."

The Ontario Legislature has passed a bill providi

for a retaliatory tax against insurance companies ha

ing their head offices in States where discriminati

against Canadian companies exists.

NOTICES.
Wanted, by a Friend of experience as matron of 1

Institution, a positi^m of similar kind, or as hou'

matron, or companion to an invalid or aged pers<

Address Sarah H. Ddtton, 3743 Frankford A^

Phila.

Notice.—Any intelligent young woman Friend i

sirous of becoming a pupil nurse in a private sanitarii

(electropathic), is invited to address Dr. W. Lingo
Bates, 141 Benefit Street, Providence, R. I.

Wanted. — An intelligent, practical, middle-aj,

couple, to act as Superintendent and Matron in an

stitution near the city. Address " H,''

Office of The Friend

Friends attending the Yearly Meeting can be f •

nished with meals both before and after the sittingsf

the meeting as heretofore at moderate charge ;fift(i

cents), in thesecond story of the central part of the .An

Street meeting-honse. Meals will also be furnisll

for those attending the Meeting for Suflferings and i;

Select Meeting the previous week.

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniee

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage 1

1

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.,.,

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met wii

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P. .

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school f

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup'\

Corrections.—We are requested to state thata

No. 33 of the current volume, where the accounnf

Ambrose Boone's death says that it occurred at e

home of Samuel Shaw, the statement of the pie

should be ehanged to •' the home of Robert EUysonn

the village of Aiiddleton."

In No. 35, page 276, in the poem entitled
"

'
e

Gathering Home," sixth line, for "sorrows" rfl

snows, and in second column, seventh line, for " whe?

read when.

Died, at Winona, Ohio, on the fifth of Second ! .,

1899, Joshua Coppock, in his eighty-sixth yeai a

member of New Garden Monthly aid Partictir

Meeting of Friends. He was faithful in the attends*

of meeting as long as htalth and strength would ;r-

mit. After the death of his loving and faithful ci-

panion, he often expressed a desire that his time 1"8

might be short. And we humbly trust that througbe-

deeming love and mercy he is at rest in one of the it ly

mansions prepared for the iust of all generations,

, on the thirtieth of First Month, 1899, ater

residence, Spring Mill, Pa., Mary H. Roberts, wi of

Isaac Roberts, in the eighty-first year of her agi »

member of Plymouth Monthly Meeting. For my
years passing through great snflering, which she n
with Christian patience and resignation to the L<'»

will. We have the comforting assurance that he «•

deemed spirit is forever at rest.

, on the twenty-second of Third Month, 18S »
the residence of her son-in-law, Francis Wood, P Oj

field, N. J., Mary Esterbrook, widow of Ric ™
Esterbrook, formerly of Camden, N. J., in the ei{ y
seventh year of her age.
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' We are desirous of reudering this miscel-

liij a favorite parlor aud fireside companion

v(h Friends throughout America.

The want of a common medium of intellec-

til intercourse has long been felt among us.

f we can by means of this paper, direct our

y;ing people to elevated pursuits and studies,

a 8t in guiding their taste, in maturing their

jigments, in forming them to habits of manly

al serious thinl^ing—in cultivating in them

Sftiments congenial with the doctrines and tes-

lionies of our religious Society—our highest

abition as to this enterprise will be satisfied."

ir Competition with Others is in the Holy

Spirit Only.

Ve apprehend that the reader of the above

tii will remark that, in the first place, compe-

li)n with others for the sake of pre-eminence

iabr a Christian society, not an honorable aim.

Tsview is right. The root of such emulation

stidsin vain glory, selfishness, pride. The more

a litious, the less Christian is such a church.

Iiexpansion in the outward is its littleness in

tl Life. Its success is its defeat, and its glory

itihame.

'hat competition which is honorable is,

—

bvdes that of vying with one another as pre-

feing one another in love,—a competition with

oi's self;—to outstrip ourselves from day to

d;, to be found this day exceeding our progress

ol'esterday, rising from our dead selves of yes-

Itlay to the higher things of to-day and the

tt-row,—a " following on to know the Lord."

'or improvement in a Christian heart or

Kety there is always room, for rivalry against

otera none. " For we dare not make ourselves

ohe number, or compare ourselves with some

lit commend themselves; but they measuring

'luselves by themselves and comparing them-

Mes among themselves are not wise. . . . But

lii;hat glorietb, let him glory in the Lord" (2

C . X : 12, 17). We join the Christian race.

not for the sake of getting ahead of others, but

nearer to Christ, the finisher of our faith. In

the progress we may be allowed to note the

position of fellow-travellers as way-marks of our

own advance, but in compassion and without

selfexultation if they lag behind ; learning what

we can of the grounds of their failing or pros-

pering, all for the bettering of our own steps

and not for any triumphing over them ; it being

our only rejoicing to hear the Master say :
" Well

done, thou good and faithful servant!"

Encouraging others to prosper as best they

can, we best do our own part by keeping our

eye single to the mark of the high calling set

before us. While travelling with them and

having much of truth in common with them on

the highway of Christian faith, the special path

marked out to us is the immediate and percep-

tible influence and guidance of the Holy Spirit.

We accord to other denominations their special-

ties, and bid them god-speed. To us has been

clearly assigned, as our specialty among the

churches, a making the most of faithfulness to

the witness of the Spirit. Fellow-travellers of

other names have been anxiously looking to us

to demonstrate practically for the church on

earth what are the possibilities of the dominion

of the Divine Spirit in a church. Shall we

sometimes leave our line and disport ourselves

in others' ways, hoping to get back into our

own and make speed on what we have bor-

rowed? Or will the diversion spoil our single

aim, and the extra load stagger our steps?

A wise master-builder employs his company

of specialists, no division of whom is to do the

others' work, but each artisan to confine his at-

tention to his own. And for all co-operative

industries, in order to ensure the best results,

the Divine economy has necessitated the divi-

sion of labor among those who become experts

by being devoted each to his single item of the

harmonious whole. The perfection of one de-

partment in the labor is as essential as that of

every other to the completeness of the final

product. So the church universal is edified and

" groweth to an holy temple in the Lord." So

we as Friends of Truth are responsible for our

portion in the great service. Though we be

little among the thousands of Israel, ours is no

small item in the work of the Church. Our con-

cern is in that which covers, comprehends and

vitalizes all parts. But our part in the fulness

of the whole body with light is conditioned on

our keeping our own eye single to the Witness

for Truth, to walk thereby. If the doctrine of

the Holy Spirit is livingly demonstrated and

contributed by us to the treasury of Christ's

Church as "all our living," we shall be found

to have cast in more than they all who are

casting in of their more conspicuous abundance

of externalities. The work of the Holy Spirit

involves all the other right offerings, gifts, call-

ings, and doctrines, and is essential to them all.

Accordingly our true method ofenlargement is

to concentrate on the Spirit of Truth as the one

dependence of our church life. This eclipses or

supersedes no Gospel doctrine, whether known

as " the atonement" or any other, but confirms

and illumines them all. We would covet no

church expansion save that which is added to

us in and by the Spirit. This makes our pro-

vince, this unfolds an empire. The demonstra-

tion of the Spirit and of power is our one reliance

for a gathering ministry, and all gatherings to

any other foundation than the Spirit and work

of Christ, or by any other attractions, make too

dead a weight for a living church to drag. That

which is gathered to entertainment or natural

talent can be held only by an increase of the

same, till those expedients which a church may
at first have used as servants, become too often

its masters.

It is idle, it is a task of despair, irrespective

of its grieving the Holy Spirit, for us to attempt

to compete with the other professing churches

on their other grounds of seeming advantage.

They have had for generations past too far the

start of us in all that money can do for the pur-

chase of power; in all in which a seminary-

trained ministry, or noble architecture, or artis-

tic music could anticipate our capture of num-

bers; or in all which able discoursing in man's

most advanced thought or style of speech could

do in gathering to their church systems. In

vain could we look to compete with them on

any of these resources. Our recourse must be

to the spiritual Fountain of all sufficiency, where

not many wise men after the flesh, not many

mighty, not many noble may be commissioned ;

" But God hath chosen the foolish things of the

world to confound the wise, and the weak things

of the world to confound the mighty ;" " that no

flesh should glory in his presence."

If we enter upon the money-power as a de-

pendence, there is no end to its requirement,

and nothing is purchased by it higher than

human works. These may have their blessed

service in the relief of outward suffering, but

" the gift of God cannot be purchased with

money." If we enter upon intellectual cultore

or trained performances of talent or voice, the

more we resort to these the more we may, only

to find, after all, that the product is no higher

than the source. There are no outward advan-
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tages or powers apart from the Holy Spirit that

can do the work of the Spirit in making, gath-

ering, or prospering a true church of Christ. In

his hands all these lower things can be wielded

as instruments of his own power. For Gospel

use they are not essential to Him, but He is es-

sential to them. In the Spirit only shall webe

directed what means of grace to lay hold on
;

and the five smooth stones in a child's faith

may put to shame the most elaborate ecclesias-

tical machinery. If we abide in the spirit of

Christ, the armor of righteousness will be found

for us on the right hand and on the left ; the

right use of money will be made ; all right

scholarship and learning will be cared for and

directed ; members will be awakened to the

discovery of their right work and be doing it

;

sound doctrine will be illumined in the light ot

Truth ; the knowledge of the offices and work

of our Saviour Jesus Christ will be experimental

and living ; our speech and preaching, though

not in man's wibdora or entertainment, will be

in demonstration of the Spirit and of power;

the Scriptures will be opened to our under-

standing ; our individual missions will be opened

to us, and a way to go on them ; new gifts and

callings may be vouchsafed as the Lord hath

need of their use; the contriting and reviving

solemnity of our public Divine worship will be

felt, and not least in the silence of all flesh

;

Christ will, as truly acknowledged by us, more

and more be recognized by others as Head over

all things to his church ; the good stewardship

of the grace of God will be found to be of a

grace that is very manifold and applied to

varied departments of life. And so on and on

—

we cannot exhaust the catalogue of possibilities

in the life of a church or people abiding in,

moved and guided by the Spirit of Truth.

What so comprehensive and catholic as that

doctrine of the Spirit, which is looked upon as

the special profession of our religious Society ?

It is the doctrine of that which leads into all

the Truth.

Alarming is the responsibility of being cus

todians of such a doctrine, and then not fulfill-

ing it 1 Of being looked upon in this our day,

when there is a new inquiry arising after the

Holy Spirit and his Baptism, for an example of

what the Spirit will do in a church of his sup-

posed representatives! Are any inquirers finding

in onr private behavior or in our power as a

church, less than was to be expected ? For the

honor of Truth it behooves every man and

woman of us to be living witnesses of the Spirit-

For our own soul's sake let us realize what we

profess should be the true Baptism, let us turn

continually to the true and holy Witness in our

hearts that He may revive us, let us abstain

from the wine of worldliness and be filled with

the Spirit, through whole-hearted surrender and

dedication to his every requiring. So shall we

know the doctrine, so shall we do the works of

Him who placed our birthright among such a

people to witness for his name ; so shall we

show forth among the churches that his grace

is sufficient for us, that we can do all required

things through Christ that strengtheneth us,

and that the true prospering of a church is

" not by might, not by power, but by my Spirit,

saith the Lord of hosts."

Editorial matter having been kept away from

our last number by the mails, we may now

give the substance of that which was intended

to accompany the account of Leo Tolstoy,

which was commendatory of the views and

stand to which he has already attained. Few

will suppose that we were thus endorsing his

entire position on religious doctrines. We hope

that some day he will be brought to see the

whole truth as it is in Jesus. But his present

incompleteness, and the shortcoming of many

others from whom The Friend has now for

over seventy years found something to quote ap-

provingly, does not prevent our commending

in them the things which are more excellent.

Thus lately Judson's tract on " Gay and

Costly Attire" was reprinted, and where he

stated he could not admit to his baptism such

candidates as indulged in gay dress, it served to

emphasize the fact that a water-baptist could

see the vanity of display as we do. It might

have cleared the truth at that point had we in-

serted our testimony for the true and saving

baptism of Christ. Likewise Philip Schaff",

Vicesimus Knox, and others have been treated

of in our columns, for what their sound views

were worth ; and this was conceived to be no

endorsement of that concerning them which we

could not endorse. Probably the same allow-

ance which is accorded to the quotations of

theologians and others by Barclay and Penn,

still remains good where we can make views

from all quarters do duty for our doctrines and

principles.

Their Voices for Peace.

Boston, Fourth Month 9th.—The United

Society of Christian Endeavor continues to re-

ceive from prominent men in various parts of

the country comments upon its avowed position

for the abolition of the war and the settlement

of international disagreements by arbitration.

Among the most recent communications is one

from Bishop Henry C. Potter, of New York,

who says: " War is a relic of barbarism ; and

there is really no more reason that it should

survive among Christians than that you and 1

should settle our differences by pounding each

other with clubs. International arbitration of

international difficulties is simply the practical

expression of the principles which should govern
all disciples of the Prince of Peace."

Bishop John H. Vincent also has written to

the society on the subject. His letter says :

"As angels sang, ' Peace on earth, good will

to men,' at the beginning of the Christian era,

it is a fitting thing that in Holy Antiphon the

millions of our sons and daughters in this latest

age should cry out, that both heaven and earth

may hear, 'On earth, peace.' A divine impulse

it is that leads to this ardent and wide-reaching

millennial protest and appeal."

" Christianity is never so safe and so pow
erful as when it is unprotected, and evangel:za

tion that depends for its good spirits upon sol

diers and gunboats has no future."

—

Exchange,

Information RespectiDg the Dukhobortsi

A second letter has been received fr^m Frit

D. A. Hilkofi", under date of Fourth Mm
2nd, written on behalf of the Dukhobor
setting forth the need of horses, oxen, plo

wagons and general farm implements and see
,

in this last letter he states that the immigra,

are in need of animals for ploughing, and h

ness for horses, and cows for milk for the c',

dren. The next greatest need is for plou|

for the party which first arrived and fur th

who are expected from Cyprus, with harn

wagons and other implements.

Bills of lading to be made out in the

of Simon Lazareff, Yorkton,* and sent

Immigration Ageut, Crerar, at that pli

The attention of our Friends in the )\

who may be disposed to contribute to the urj

need, is particularly called to this last iten

instruction, as it is evident that many are i

the Reserve, and it would be a great ki

ness to send them some cows for the sustena

of children, with provender for the same

the private funds in possession of the Dul

bortsi have been from all accounts expent

together with the appropriation from Govi

ment.

A letter from James A. Smart, Deputy 1

ister of the Interior, dated at Ottawa the Si

instant, stated that something like 2500 of

immigrants were already set out on thtir li

buildings having been erected for between

and six thousand, and it was expected tha

a week or two the two ship loads would bi

the colonies set apart for them.

J. A. S. admitted that the arrangement!

the maintenance and outfit from the Gov
ment grant was made in the interests of

first party, as very few of them were posse

of any means. He was, however, some\

disappointed that the expectations had not 1

realized of assistance from the friends of

Dukhobortsi, on either side of the Atlantic

He adds that he is informed that the

party that is likely to arrive in the Spring

include one thousand from Cyprus, '

without any means. The Department, of coi

would have to do what is possible to am
for their maintenance, until they are in a

tion to help themselves.

Two thousand dollars of the funds in ch

of the Committee of the Meeting for Suffei

will probably soon reach Winnipeg, to b«

propriated for most pressing needs, under

oversight of Prince Hilkoffand representai

of the Dukhobors. Joseph S. Elkin

A Word of Hope.— As there were

witnesses and testimony-bearers to the sf

uality of the gospel of Christ Jesus througi

that long night of apostacy preceding the 1

estant Reformation, whose light was kept b

ing however dimly to the unspeakable be

of many honest, benighted souls, so there

in this day of spiritual declension beacon li;

not a few, the radiance of whose spirits

continue, long after they have been gather

their everlasting reward, to illuminate the

of succeeding generations.

There is a widespread, earnest inquiry

the Truth, which gives promise of " a h

day." May those who have long borne

burden and heat of their day," and without

iziog their hopes and prayers to be fulfillei

willing to lift up (their) eyes and behold

ready the fields are unto the harvest.

*Assiniboia District, terminus of Manitoba

Northwestern E. R.
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?i)nds' Influence Against Formalism in the

Churclies.

BY HELEN HOPKINS JONES.

t is perhaps impossible for any one fully to

•eize to just what extent his convictions are

»)iliy or in part produced by environment

ID education. Yet we have good reason to

h-isli the principles which have come to us

ijinheriiance, and which we trust, to a very

'ill extent have been so sealed to us indi-

'i.ialiy by conviction, that they are sacred and
ler to us. At the same time, we see around

iBjn all sides, men and women to whom the

nns of the Society of Friends are almost if not

nrely unknown, or being known are considered

oadicaliy different from those to which they

lae been accustomed, that they would natu-

ay regard them even now as strikingly novel.

?jbably in nothing is this more apparent

hi in the absence of those forms and cere-

Bdies which constitute so large a part of the

tiilic worship of almost all other denomina-

ica.

fe are sincere in the belief that with a large

tiiiber of church members, these are accom-

lairaents of a spiritual religion and that in

hr observance of them, is found a comfort

B satisfaction which must attend the perform-

ifl3 of what is felt to be a duly.

: is therefore incumbent upon us, in speaking

if hem, to do so in a manner that may not

rt'nd the finer feelingsof any. We have good
mill for believing, however, that these cere-

Li lies, so long practised, are yet of much later

,; ! than the simple form which prevails among

V^hile there are those whose felt religious

It is, so far as we can judge, seem to be met,

re ^iich ceremonies are practised, this is

I always the case. Accounts are nunier-

ot individuals of almost all denominations

r.i have found it necessary to separate them-

fcles from them in order to secure the oppor-

Kity for a satisfactory spiritual development.

Sriug the whole period of Christianity we
e evidence that such has been the experi-

HB of some.

'!'he result of the researches of eminent schol-

p (with the facility which later years have

rplied for studying the mode of public wor-

l) of the early Christians), has corroborated

i views of our Society on this subject.

n support of our position, we could draw
J;ely from the writings of those whose lives

III religious connections would make them un-

)iudiced in our favor.

ieorge Fox claimed in this, as in other re-

licts, to advocate no new doctrine, but to re-

re the practice of primitive Christianity.

t is a striking evidence of his clear concep-

ii of the spiritual nature of Christian worship,

It lie was enabled to proclaim a truth so novel

ibis day, and one which seemed to strike at

i root of the establishment of both the Catho-

i and Protestant denominations. That there

^•e those in both, whose experience had led

.1 m to a similar conclusion, is witnessed by the

imber who eagerly embraced his views.

A. strong tendency in the same direction is

iparent at present, in the great proportion of

Is religious books and religious periodicals

pblisbed in the past few years. It is probable

Ut the influence of the Society of Friends has

bn no unimportant factor in bringing this

Bout.

3uch considerations should encourage us to

Earish the heritage which we have received,

and to seek, as way opens, to spread the in-

fluence of it.

It is not the absence of ceremonies, however,
that constitutes worship. These we deem ob-

jectionable, not only because they are without
Divine authority, but because there is good
reason to fear that many are led to rest in the

observance of them, instead of experiencing
that submission to the will of our Heavenly
Father which is the only true ground of relig-

ion. It is without doubt also true, that the

performance of them made necessary a class of

priestly officers, who, in greater or less degree,

stood between the individual and his Maker,
tending to obscure the great truth of Christi-

anity—that of individual responsibility before

God, and direct communion with Him.
It is strikingly apparent that the divergent

views, regarding forms and ceremonies con-

nected with the performance of public worship,

have been the prolific source of divisions in the

Christian Church. This is not astimishing if, as

we believe, they are of human ordering based

on a misconception of isolated passages from

the Holy Scriptures, but failing to comprehend
the spirit of the Scriptures, the sufiiciency of the

Holy Spirit and the necessity to seek to be

brought into harmony therewith as the one es-

sential of worship.

Widely diflering views in regard to the Or-

dinances have been such a chief source of sepa-

ration, that the desire has been felt, with in-

creasing force of late, that the diflerent denom-
inations should be brought closer together in

the objects of their common interests. There-

fore attention has been largely directed to

bringing about a union on the basis of some
simple acknowledgment of belief in the neces-

ity of performing these Ordinances.

That this has caused a closer scrutiny of the

ground of their existence, has been very appar-

ent, and this, in turn, we believe has had a

decided inflaeiice in causing many ncjw to con-

sider such ceremonies rather as memorial than

as vital accompaniments of worship.

This is still far from the position held by the

Society of Friends, and the insistence on the

necessity of their observance, precludes our co-^

operation. We can but see in it, however, a

decided approach to our views.

It is probable that our inability to join them,

even on this ground, while it may have retarded

the movement, yet shows most clearly the true

basis on which a thorough union of all Chris-

tians may and should be accomplished. A con-

sideration, however, of all that is involved in

such a changed condition would indicate that

the time of its accomplishment is still likely to

be very far ofi".

It is not necessary to ascribe this to unworthy
motives, but the change would be a very radical

one ; there are doubtless very many, with best

intentions, who are not prepared for such a

change themselves. Others have believed that

such accompaniments of worship were necessary

to attract those whom they wished to draw into

the folds of the church.

Then, too, with the performance of those

duties which led to the requirement of their

service, the vested interest of the clergy, as a

class, must cease or be greatly changed. Yet
many of those from whom we should have least

expected it, have of late, shown that they fully

appreciate our position, and have urged that we
should remain firm in the maintenance of our

profession in this respect. Noticeably has this

been the case with missionaries. The diver-

gent views of Christian professors are calculated

to call the attention of those among whom they

are engaged in spreading a knowledge of the

Christian religion, to a defect to which we have

become so accustomed that we have accepted it

too much as a matter of course.

As a consequence, they have been led to

teach a very sim|)le form of worship which, in

many instances closely approaches that of

Friends.

Once again—it is not the absence of forms

and ceremonies which constitutes religion, but

when the ground is so cleared we have cause to

believe that many who now stumble at that in

which they see no substance, and many more
who now find in the observance of ceremonies

the sum of their religion, might be led to ex-

perience the reality of a closer life with their

Maker. And could a union of all those who
profess Christianity be established on such a
basis, with a united purpose, what might not be

expected from it

!

With such a prospect, even in the distant

future, it would seem to be no time for Friends

to lose sight of their views on this subject,

which have been so consistently held for more
than two hundred years, but which we fear

some bearing our name have of late been in-

clined to overlook.

Kor " The Friend."

Child-Study—No. 3.

BY S. W. E.

NUTRITION.

The whole subject of nutrition includes the

healthy activity of every bodily function. Al-

though we usually think of it in connection

with apfietite and food, yet exercise and baths,

play and sleep, have each their own important

place in the building up of new cells or in the

rebuilding of old ones.

Few people in these days are theoretically

indifferent to the subject of nutrition. We are

told and we believe that most of our ailments,

and some authorities say all of them, are trace-

able to defective nutrition.

Practically, however, it is most difficult to

find definite' directions which will tell an an-

xious mother just what she wants to know. The
question of baths and naps and other regular

habits are mastered with comparative ease. The
subject of food presses most heavily upon every

conscientious mother who either fears misfeed-

ing will wreck her hearty baby or kill her feeble

one.*

During the period of infancy the subject is

either under the care of a doctor, or is not es-

pecially perplexing; but when the little one

grows old enough to enjoy a variety of food, or

from a poor appetite refuses new articles of

diet, the mother's anxieties truly begin.

The meat eaters and the vegetarians, the oat-

meal ilisciples and antagonists, the sage who im-

plores you to do the cooking yourself for your

child, so as to be sure it is done hygienically,

and the splendidly hearty children with hard

legs and rosy faces, who drink coffee and eat

every kind of men's rations, all combine to

puzzle you in your sadly bewildered way. Surely

now is the time to discriminate. If you know
what science teaches of the growth of the diges-

tive organs and their developing functions there

is nothing to do but trustingly experiment. It

seems to me Ellen Richards is quite wise in

saying as she does:
" A mixed diet seems to be indicated as desira-

ble by every test which has been applied, but

*See Dr. Louis Starr's Hygiene of the Nursery.
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the proportion in which the vegetable and ani-

mal food are to be mingled, as well as the rela-

tive quantities of carbonaceous and nitrogenous

oatmeal which will give the best efficiency to

the human machine are not so easily determined.

Dietaries, based upon experience and chemical

analysis, have been prepared for soldiers' rations

and for use in prisons. One who has studied

the question for years says :
' Not only the age

and occupation, but also the individuality of

the person play an important part in the regu-

lation of the diet, and decide not only the quan-

tity, but also the kind of the food, and the form

in which it is to be taken.'

" Dangerous disease seldom seems to result

from eating an excess of starch or fat, because

the portion not wanted is rejected as so much

sand. Many of the most complicated disorders

do result from an excess of nitrogen (meat)

diet."*

Of some things we are sure. Children should

never use coffee, tea or alcohol as foods. They

should not eat an excess of sugar and never

have candy except after a hearty meal, prefer-

ably not after supper If lunches are allowed

they should be only of fruit or bread, and I

would say, from personal experience, no after-

noon lunches. Some children may need food

between meals, but I have never seen people

who indulged in lunches able to eat and enjoy

three comfortably hearty meals at the usual

time ; and if children are inclined to have whim
sical appetites, I would surely try to let all eat-

ing be done at meal times only. Supposing

one has a fairly healthy child to feed, there is

good authority for recommending a generous

variety. People who learn " to eat everything"

before they are twenty-five may well thank

their mothers all their lives through.

The cooking, we all know, should be hygi-

enically done ; no frying in fat, and oatmeal

cooked six hours if a double boiler is used ; a

small variety of wholesome food day by day,

but the same dish not too frequently repeated
;

seasoning should not be heavily done, yet the

appetite is much stimulated by a judicious use

ot condiments.

This is all provokingly indefinite to the

mother who wants to know exactly what and

how. D finite directions can be given only

after a careful study of each child. 'This should

be a doctor's duty. Too few doctors think it

worth while to study the feeding of children.

Mothers should insist on more hygiene and less

medicine.

When one's child is plainly not thriving, hunt

for the cause. A nasal obstruction may pre-

vent the little one from getting enough oxygen

during the night, and a fretful child with no

appetite for breakfast worries the mother.

Plenty of fun and frolic out of doors will

stimulate the most obstinate appetite. If a

child is not able to frolic, gradually develop an

enjoyment of some kind of active out-of-door

exercise.

Unless a child can digest and assimilate, he

would just as well eat little. Often an omitted

meal is a better remedy than a tempting one.

Imperatively demanded as stimulants to appe-

tite and aids to digestion, are fresh air, sunshine

and merry companions. No child can be his

best without all of them.

Quiet, well behaved children suit one ex-

actly in some ways, but their white faces or

other signs of malnutrition elicit one's pity,

Children ought to rush and romp and shout, out

*The Chemistry of Cooking and Cleaning, by Ellen H,

Eichards.

of doors and eat their dinners as if they were

hungry, then there will be a promise of normal

growth.

Any mother who has failed to supply all these

natural assistants may vainly prepare dainty

dishes to tempt a child to eat when he cannot

use food to advantage.

I am convinced the question is usually not

one of food or appetite, but of enjoyed active

out of-door exercise, let it be either work or

play-

Selected.

A WOMAN'S PRAYER.
" Lord, give me strength for every day," she said,

Because 1 fear to faint

;

Thou hast not given me the way to tread,

Of mart.vr or of saint.

I am but wife and mother in a home
Where many cares do press

;

To me, oh, let Thy benedicti ns come

—

I need them. Lord, no less 1

Simple and small to mortal eye appears

The duty which demands
My hourly thought—so like are all the years.

The labors of my hands
Are all unseen—as builders work below
Some structure grand and fair.

Laying foundations that will never show
In the high upper air.

Yet, unto me, this hope at least is given.

That sometime it will be,

When earthly bonds are from my spirit riven.

And I Thy face shall see

;

That Thou wilt say, " All lowly ways she trod,

Were where my Spirit led,"

And the best benediction of my God,
Shall rest upon my head I—Elizabeth Fenner Baker.

For "The Friend."

Ritualistic Services and Oratorios.

Writing in the Way of Faith, on the subject

of " The Present Spiritual Crisis," George D
Watson, a Methodist minister and thoughtful

writer, expresses the view, that "just as Jesus

was rejected and crucified by the professed

church at the close of the Jewish age, so the

Holy Spirit is being despised and crucified by

this professed church at the close of the Gentile

age." He observes, nevertheless, that there is

manifest in many quarters a disposition, in-

dividually, in fallowing the leading of the Holy
Spirit, to do away with ecclesiastical machinery,

so going forth under a personal call from God."

An illustration of the tendency of the age to

go back to outward ceremonialism, and thus to

a rejection more or less of the spiritual religion

of tiie Lord Jesus Christ, is indicated in the fol-

lowing paragraph from the New York corre-

spondence of the Public Ledger : "A feature of

Holy Week this year is the observance of it by

many non liturgical churches. A large num-

ber of Presbyterian, Congregational, and even

Methodist churches, have arranged to hold

special Good Friday services, and some of them

are to have worship on every day of the week.

Palm Sunday was celebrated to-day with the usu-

al ceremonies in the Roman Catholic churches."

An English correspondent of the Episcopal Be
carder, referring to the recent elaborate services

of the " Feast of St. Paul " at the great cathedral

of the established church of that name in Lon-

don, says; "At this ' patronal festival,' as it is

called, not only was there the usual performance

of Mendelssohn's magnificent oratorio of ' St.

Paul,' which drew thousands of hearers, but

high mass was celebrated, which was ' heard

'

by the great majority of the huge congregation,

the communicants being comparatively few.

This high celebration was a pure piece of Ro-

manism." Describing it, he concludes: "T
we have the full paraphernalia and comp
ritual of idolatrous Rome firmly established

what should be the very citadel of Protest

ism."

Before the Rome-ward trend in England
attained anything like its present developtn

Charles Spurgeon made this declaration

protest: " Would to God another George ]

would spring up in all his quaint simplicitj

rebuke the idol worship of this age ; to rai

their holy bricks and waters, holy lecterns, I

altars, holy surplices, right reverend fathers,

I know not what. These things are not 1

God is holy ; truth is holy ; holiness bel(

not to the carnal and material, but to the i

ual. Oh, that a trumpet tongue would cry

against the superstitious of the age ! I can

as George Fox did, give up baptism and
Lord's Supper; but I would infinitely sO'

do it, counting it the smaller mistake of the

than perpetuate the uplifting of baptism

the Lord's Supper out of their proper pi;

Oh, my beloved friends, cling to the salve

by faith, and abhor the salvation of priests

The oratorio of 'St. Paul' by Mendelsa
has been herein-above incidentally alludec

At the Auditorium in Ocean Grove, in the s

mer of 1897, upon the closing of the Sua
School of Theology, the oratorio of ' Elija"

the same composer, was rendered. This

felt to be a grave departure from the orij

lines on which Ocean Grove was founded,

in the words of the newspaper account,

spectacular effect and theatrical advertising

at last brought forth a protest of no uncei

sound from the more conservative and religic

inclined." A worthy woman among the Mi
dists, one who has not infrequently appear*

the ministry, wrote me that she had not

sented herself at this entertainment or any
of that character, as she " disapproved of

atricals, the oratorio being only a drama
the Bible, put to music." In the present inst

she understood that the conductor was ai

fidel, " his so-called sacred concerts in New
on Sabbaths doing more to deplete the chui

than any other agency," while " the sp

talenfhave all achieved their notoriety in

atres. So I believe the tendency is to lead

the religious play under the auspices ol

church, to the theatre." Now, just these

suous musical renderings, and accompan
spectacular ceremonial displays will be witni

in all the liturgical church buildings (an

an increasing number of those formerly d

guished as dissenting or non-conformist)_aii

near-ai-hand religious festival known as

With good reason, therefore, was it ave

that an innovation after this kind in

theretofore guarded against corrupting ou

influences as Ocean Grove was thought to

been, was looked upon with no little con

by " the more conservative and religious!

clined."

In the Memoir of Joseph Sturge, of Birr

ham, England, there occurs an interestini

count of the protest made by him in the

1830 —he being a member of the then exec

body known as the Commissioners of the

mingham Street Act—against the use

noted Town Hall for the giving of an orai

In the Act of Parliament authorizing the

tion of this building, there had been erabi

a provision which would place it occasio

at the disposal of the Committee of the ge

Hospital, for the purpose of holding mi

festivals in support of that Institution. J(
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jirge, in common with a large number of re-

i ous persons of various denominations, at that

lie, held strong conscientious objections to

)itorios, one reason therefor being the fact

,l,t the musical recitation of words referring

dthe most awful solemnities of religion, was
)j3n perf )rraed by persons of such irreligious

siiracter as to invest the act with the semblance
jimockery, not to say of blasphemy. It may
)that that objection is not so pronounced at

,h day as it was then.

Holding the views that he did, Joseph Sturge

iJjealed to his fellow Commissioners to make
^)licatioQ to parliament for the repeal of so

ich of the Act as placed the Town Hall under
j: occasional control of the Musical Committee
)jthe general Hospital, stating his belief that

ijire was a large and increasing number in the

lumunity who disapproved of the perforra-

iies, and that it seemed " a violation of re-

jious liberty to tax persons for their support

no conscientiously believe them to be incon-

itent with Christianity." Failing in this en-

hvor, Joseph 8turge retired from the Com-
Hsion, and then issued an appeal, united in

J a number of ministers and others represent-

i; various religious bodies, entreating " those

»o were sincerely desirous of acting consist-

lly with their profession as Christians, calmly
(Consider whether they could with propriety

lend "a performance involving the profana-

,iQ of the most serious subjects which the

^man mind can contemplate, by their applica-

,:Q to purposes of amusement."
[n a suDsequent appeal to the Christian con-

iience of his fellow citizens, issued immediately

(er the oratorio was passed, Joseph Sturge

(d, in part :
" The excitement of the Festival

ilover; retire now to your closets, and, with

\i sacred volume before you, from which the

J)St momentous truths have been extracted to

isung for your amusement by actors and ac-

lases, and to be mixed up in the same enter-

Inment with the fancy ball and the songs and
lies of the stage, ask yourselves the question

liether, while believing your eternal happiness

(depend upon your personal interest in the

jath and sufferings of your Redeemer, you can

jind guiltless in the sight of God for the sanc-

U and encouragement you have given to the

[ostitution of this infinitely solemn subject."

jit may be of interest to add that, not wishing

I

injure the very deserving charity intended to

\ benefited by the unsatisfactory method of

|bing money, as stated, the protestants against

e oratorio scheme announced that "A sub-

ription was intended to be opened, the whole
which would be devoted to the purposes of

e general Hospital, whereby those who were
sirous of supporting it might have an oppor-

nity of contributing through an unobjection-

ile channel."*

Very frequently is it in evidence that the best

ethod of bestowment of a gift is that it be

mded direct (" he that giveth, let him do it

ith simplicity") and not through the round-

^)out method (generally self pleasing, and often

iry mischievous) involved in the holding of

iUars, the giving of banquets and balls and
'en of oratorios. Complaisance in regard to

lese things, these weaknesses, has in time weak-
led the dissent of dissenters, pliant conformity

*The writer was indebted for the above particulars
I a manuscript copy from the memoirs, sent him by
.annah J. Sturge, the widow of Joseph Sturge, in the
enth Month, 1S96. Her death occurred within five

lys after the letter, postmarked " Five Ways, Bir
lingham," came to hand.

has come in the place of sturdy non-conformity,
resulting in strange advances in the direction

of religious ceremonialism. Today, in Great
Britain, the agitation over the invasion of sac-

erdotalism and ritualism, has become the fore-

most domestic question in the kingdom. Such
a retrograde stej) as this indicates could hardly
have been reached, had the Birmingham pro-
test of 1830, just cited, been righteously upheld
where it originated, and had there been echoes
of the same solicitude manifest throughout the
land of Knox, Bunyan, Wesley and John New-
ton. JosiAH W. Leeds.

The Russian Thistle.

The Nebraska state agricultural department
has recently secured some reassuring facts con-

cerning the Russian thistle. This weed, which
only a few years ago was considered a danger-
ous menance to the agricultural interests of the

entire Missouri Valley, has proved to be one of
the best grazing plants known to this region.

For the last two years various farmers' organiza-
tions have been experimenting with the plant
and it is asserted that there is no longer any
doubt as to the utility of the weed. For prac-

tical purposes the Russian thistle is regarded in

Nebraska to be more valuable than alfalfa.

The history of this plant is unique. To-day
there are laws on the statue books of Kansas,
Colorado, Wyoming and Nebraska which offer

a premium for the extirpation of the thistle.

Of course these laws are now dead letters, as the

commercial value of the plant has been estab-

lished. Five years ago the Russian thistle first

made its appearance in the West in South Da-
kota and it was believed that the agricultural

prosperity of the state was threatened by the

weed. The stock range was covered with the

new growth, and its extraordinary vitality was
shown by vast beds of thistles in spots so barren

as to refuse to grow other forms of vegetation.

The rapidity with which the growth spread over

the region between the Missouri River and the

mountains, caused some people to declare that

the land would again revert to the savage state

of the prairie.

The plant is easily harvested, the wind col-

lecting the plants in vast piles the moment they

become ripe. The stalks break at the ground
and the plants are rolled along until stopped by
some draw, ravine or fence. Those using it fur

fodder for stock, and there are many in Nebras
ka, bale it like other forms of hay, the machinery
for ordinary prairie hay being used to advan-
tage for that purpose. It is generally declared

to be the equal in every way of prairie hay and
devoid of the wiry qualities of the latter.

For fuel the thistle is not to be despised. It

is cheaper than any other form of fuel in a coun-

try like the four states in which the Russian
thistle flourishes, because there is no timber in

abundance to be used for fuel. Two bales of

thistles are declared to be equal to a cord of

wood in point of heat-producing and four bal

equal to a ton of coal. The cost of the weed is

nothing, as it can be procured by thousands of

tons in any draw on the prairie. The manner
in which the weed is used as fuel is novel. A
heavy sheet-iron vessel like a washboiler is

taken. The thistle is thrown into this and
tramped down as hard as possible. Then the

vessel is inverted over the stove where it is to

be consumed. The absence of air up in the

vessel prevents the flames extending too rapid Iv

in that direction and the fuel drops gradually

into the body of the stove as the fire burns

way into the mass of fuel. The plan actually

gives many of the advantages of a self-feeding

iuel—PaikJinder.

For "The Friend."
MORNING THOUGHTS.

Help me to diligently pray
And calmly trust,

And each monition of Thy will obey
;

Assured that Thou Thy promises wilt keep,
Th u watchful Shepherd of Thy scattered sheep:

For Thou art always just.

That whoso truly cometh unto Thee
Is not cast out, or sent
P"ar into dreary distance to repent;
But welcomed into fellowship at one
With Thee and with Thy ever-blessed Son.
Oh precious privilege I

How can we turn
Oiir hearts away and thus refuse to learn
What Thou wouldst teach us did we but apply
Our hearts to wisdom and in patience try?

E. C. J.

Contributed to " The Friend."

Extracts from a letter containing informa-
tion relative to the spreading ot Christianity in

the East, communicated by Dr. Naudi to some
persons in Loudon.

London, 29th of Sixth Month, 1813.

A slight sketch of Dr. Naudi's character, and
of the circumstances which led to the develop-
ment of the following anecdotes, may not be an
uninteresting introduction.

The very important commercial situation of
Malta, renders it a peculiarly good channel
for the conveyance of Christian instruction to

many places in Asia, Africa and Europe. The
liberal education of a medical man, united to a
mind emancipated from the shackles of Romish
bigotry, and enlightened by the spirit of pure be-

nevolence, have qualified Dr. Naudi to be a
highly useful instrumeut in the promotion ofthis

great cause. Dr. Naudi was educated a Roman
Catholic, but had probably never bestowed any
very close thought ou serious subjects till he

met rather accidentally with some religious

books from England— these arrested his atten-

tion, and he has been since that time an increas-

ingly thoughtful character. He had success-

fully practised as a physician in Malta for some
years, when, about eleven months ago, the Gov-
ernor requested him to select one of his most

suitable pupils, to send into England, minutely

to investigate the plan of hospitals ; also to in-

spect schools and other benevolent institutions,

and to bring back any suggestions which might
be useful in improving or forming such estab-

lishments with them. Naudi, pleased with the

opportunity of visiting the country where the

Bible Society originated, immediately offered

himself for this appointment and arrived in

England last Seventh Month. His account of

the religious state of the Continent is highly in-

teresting. The dreadful political earthquakes

that have toru kingdoms asunder and made
humanity weep at tlie unparalled sufferings of

our fellow-creatures, have had not less powerful

effects in rending the mental veil of thick ob-

scurity which has long overspread this part of

the world.

A relation of the following occurrences will

be given nearly in Dr. Naudi's words, and if

the English idiom should not always be pre-

served, no farther apology can be deemed nec-

essary than that eleven months ago he was to-

tally ignorant of our language.

"In the city of Naples, which is peopled by
seven hundred thousand inhabitants, several

convents and monasteries, containing an in-

finite number of friars and monks, have been
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suppressed by Bonaparte, whose motive, doubt-

less, was his own aggrandizement, but I think

we may observe the hand of Providence in it in

overthrowing one of the obstacles to the Divine

word in those fine countries. And I will add

as a proof that in this same city, since the year

1805, there has been a society instituted of

pious Christians devoted to do good to their

fellow-creatures, as well in temporal as in spir-

itual wants; and this society eleven months ago

was composed of five thousand people. These

meet on Sundays in different churches, read the

Bible and slug hymns and psalms to the Most

High, to whom they confide their wants, and

whose assistance they implore. There is an-

other society of the same kind in one of the

most important islands of the Mediterranean

Sea, in which about one hundred and forty

persons are united together for no other pur-

pose than that of promoting the spiritual good

of their fellow-creatures. They meet on Sun-

days, begin by reading the Bible, when one or

more of those present explain a text extempore,

in a very simple manner ; they pray together

and then make reflections on various subjects,

which can promote Christianity, not only in

their own country but also among strangers

and those of other islands."*
" At Mount Lebanon, which must not be con-

sidered as one single mountain, but a very popu-

lous and extensive mountain-district there are

thirteen bishops and an archbishop, but all so

poor that they can scarcely be distinguished

from the rest of the people, and so ignorant

that they can hardly support their character.

We have sent twenty Arabic Bibles to the

Archbishop Paleologos. This gentleman dis-

tributed them to the bishops and some other

characters; to our great pleasure the Arch-
bishop wrote me that these bishops and others

now collect the people every Sunday and read

the Bible in the language they can under-

stand. What satisfaction has it proved to my
friends at Malta to know that by those twenty

Bibles more than a hundred and fifty thousand

persons of those very countries, have begun to

hear the written Word, and to praise the Most
High in the language of the sacred Bible."

" Some months ago I met with Haw Gelluli,

first minister of the Bey of Tunis, who was ap-

pointed by his court to reside some time at

Malta. He was about fifty-five years of age and
much respected among the Mahometans. On
my being called on to prescribe for one of his

followers, as I approached Gelluli, I observed

him employed in reading an Arabic book ; en-

quiring respecting it he answered that he was
particularly fond of reading when he could get

Arabic books ; I told him that I should be

happy to give him a book by the reading of

which he might derive great profit. He desired

me to do so. The following day I sent him a

Bible, which he immediately began to read with

earnestness ; a few days afterwards, when I

called upon him, I saw him from some distance

reading the holy book to all his followers ; I

stopped for a few minutes to observe him read-

ing the fifteenth chapter of St. Luke with so

much interest, and twenty-four Turks listening

to him with the greatest attention. I went in,

and having desired me to sit down, he continued
his reading, at the conclusion of every verse

saying 'Alia' 'Alia' 'it is true—it is true.'

After he had finished he said to me :
' I am

very much obliged to you ; I am reading your

*Most will understand that these quotations are for

information, not for commendation of modes and par-
ticulars.

—

Ed.

book with great pleasure and explaining it to

these, my attendants.' In the course of a few

days, he told me, he began to be convinced

that Jesus Christ was a prophet of the same
character as Mahomet and in no way inferior if

the miracles were true. This was a great con-

cession, for though the Turks in general admit

that Jesus Christ was a prophet, they consider

Him very inferior to Mahomet, whom they be-

lieve to have been the only messenger from

God, sent to give the law and rule of life to

man. The miracles of Christ were what struck

Gelluli's mind the most ; and respecting these

particularly he wanted to be satisfied. I had
much conversation with him at difiijrent times

and found him quite disposed to be persuaded

of the truth ; before 1 left Malta, he said of his

own accord, that the best proof of the truth of

miracles of Christ was that he always wrought
them in the presence of the people. This is a

particularly striking observation from a dis-

ciple of Mahomet, who performed all his mira-

cles in private, and proves that the grace of

God through the reading of the Holy Scriptures,

was already growing in his heart. One of my
first inquiries, on returning to Malta, will be

respecting Haw Gelluli, and I shall not fail to

let my English friends know whether the work
of conversion has been completed in him or

not."

"The Prince Caramanali, only son of the

Bashaw Caramanali of Tifilis, the capitol of

Georgia in the Persian territory, was a young
man of bad character, and having quarrelled

with his father, was obliged to quit the neigh-

borhood of the Caspian Sea, and retire to Scan-

dinavia, where my friend Mr. Manali lived. Ou
observing some modern Greek Testaments at

Manali's house, Caramanali said that he had
already seen one at his father's. The book was
exactly the same and he had begun to find sat-

isfaction in reading it. Manali perceived that

It was then a good opportunity gave him a

Testament. This gentleman was indefatigable

in reading and considering the holy book, in

which he had very often desired Manali to be

with him. At length Caramanali was converted

to Christianity, and now lives at St. John
D'Acre, on a pension assigned to him by his

father, who no longer fears the effect of his once

turbulent spirit ; here he is desiring Bibles from

the society, and living as he does amidst the

greatest bigotry and superstition, he may be

eminently useful in distributing them."
" A Jew by the name of Murthim being,

about four years ago much indisposed, was ad-

vised to leave Africa and visit Malta for change
of air and medical advice. Some days after his

arrival he was introduced to me as physician.

After having prescribed for him, he noticed

some tracts on ray table, published by the So-

ciety for Propagating Christianity among the

Jews. Murthim took up one of the pamphlets,

which contained an explanation of the prophecy

of Isaiah relating to the coming of the Messiah,

in Hebrew and English, he asked what it was,

and I related to him the history of this Society

from which I had these pamphlets; he an-

swered very coldly, saying, if this Society suc-

ceed in converting any of the Jews in England
or on the continent, it will be quite useless with

all the Syrian Jews, particularly those of Gi-

braltar. He was a native of this place, and as

they are much more zealous in strictly adhering

to their Mosaic ritual, they look down with

contempt on their more lax European brethren.

I at length, however, succeeded in persuading

him to take this tract home with him to read it

at his leisure. Two days afterwards he calle

again, and when I had prescribed for him,
!

asked him what he thought of the little bool

He answered that it was of no use to him, as
,

was a portion of the Scriptures, which he ai

ways kept with him, but that he found it vei,

well written, and was surprised to find tl i

Christians in England so careful in keeping
'

the original ; then he said, ' it is just the same:

in my Scripture.' I then gave him some otb

pamphlets from the same Society. After a fe

days, when he called again, he said without a
asking him, that he was glad to have read tl

others, but sorry that he was unable to unde

stand the English, as this consisted in gener

of portions from the New Testament in explan

tion of the prophecies. I lent him the Test

ment in Hebrew, printed at Rome. He calli

again upon me sooner than would have be(

necessary on a medical account, to ask for
^

solution of some of the difficulties which he hi

found in reading the Testament, and the trac

I now perceived that the grace of God had begi

to work in his heart and that further opportui,

ties of conversation with him on the subje,

would be successful. Upon which I introduce,

him to Annotti, who, though a poor man ear;

ing his living by the trade of a bart)er, had aj

plied himself, with so much assiduity to t

study of the Oriental languages, that he was,

more complete master of them than any oth

person in Malta. He was besides, a very pio,

character. They frequently met, and the cons

quence of their conferences and of his visits

me, was his complete conversion to Christiani

just in three months after his arrival in Mai;,

The Jews very much opposed his connecti

with the Christians, wondering what could i

duce this good man to leave the ancient religic

to j lin himself to this sect. Instead of being

the least alarmed by this opposition, he used 1,

utmost exertions from the time he embracj

Christianity to persuade his brethren the Je
' because (as he said in a letter from Tripoli

always remembering the great Christian charij

that you and your friends in Malta have shot

in persuading and converting ms to the tr

faith and religion of Jesus Christ, I think

never can do enough in promoting the religio,

interests of my fellow creatures, and especial

of my former brethren, the Jews, whom I see

be obstinate in unbelief.' In his last letter 1,

fore I left Malta, he asked me to send ti

largest number of Testaments we possibly cou'

as he had it in his power to do great good wi

them in many ways. Being unable at that tiii

to send him any copy of the Scriptures frc,

Malta, this worthy man sat up whole nigl,

to transcribe the Gospel of St. Luke in modej

Arabic and Greek, with his own hands.
j

" The Bible Society is now printing anotb,

edition of the modern Greek Testament of

smaller size than the former, and the Socie;

for propagating Christianity among the Je

has promised me to assist as much as possit

this so zealous an advocate of, and so attach

a friend to the Christian faith."

"One Kako, who remained a long time wi

me in Malta, is a caravansera merchant—a m
of very considerable property and consequeni

but so pious and persevering in his exertions

promote the knowledge of the gospel in t

different parts where he happens to be, that

*After he had resided three months in Malta he

turned to Tripoli on account of his business, whicli

I

so extensive that he has four countins houses, one,;

I

Tripoli, Smyrna, Scandaroon and Barbary, at each

! which, twenty-four clerks are employed.
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liertakiDgs will be sufficient to form a publi-

;ion of themselves. Hjs journey in general is

n tiie East coast of the j\lediterranean Sea to

irly the borders of China, passing through

ia, Persia, and all those popuhius cities in

t part: wherever he goes, it is his custom to

ject the people, particularly the nominal

ristians whom he can meet with, to preach

;,hem in public and to give them Bibles or

(er religious books. He informed me in one

(lis very intertsting letters, that in his passage

(n Saniosini to Cyprus he was obliged to stay

lie time at Rhodes, where he endeavored to

iBome spiritual godd and to spread the gospel

ffesus Christ in that island, which exhibits a

f scene of religious and moral desolation. On
arrival, being with the Turks and Greeks in

;ind of market, he gathered some of them
liut hira and began to speak of his voyage to

fn their attention, as they are very ignorant.

I then introduced discourse on religion and

I the blessed gospel. He was heard with

asure, and the people began to increase so

!ch that in a few days the Bashaw sent for

;ko, to ask hira why the people crowded
luud him, and to inquire of him what that

lusing book was which he was reading to

'm, saying that he had been informed it was
[linst God and therefore against Mahomet,
II contrary to the Turkish government. Such
finquiry from the Bashaw would in general

Ve been considered, under their despotic gov-

ment, almost like a sentence of death; but

ko had often met with similar difficulties,

;1 said that he always found on these occa-

is great assistance from heaven, and it is re-

rkable that he usually had a presentiment of

h trials, he therefore courageously answered

Bashaw : 'the book is the Bible, which is

holy book containing the immutable laws of
!• common Creator, and therefore cannot be

any way contrary to God or to his holy will,

ll as for Mahomet, he is never mentioned

m the beginning to the end of the book, for

!was revealed, inspired and written before

hornet was born ; in the third place, there is

'hing against the government, so far from it

'.he subjects of the Grand Seignor will care-

ly read this sacred book and attend to its

icepts they will not only be more happy both

this life and a future one, but they will be

re obedient to the Ottoman Porte; at the

oe time he presented the Bashaw with the

jle, that he might examine it more at his

iure. After having pointed out to him vari-

'! passages in it on the subject of obedience

e to the sovereign and submission to the

iffers that be, this was enough—the Bashaw
tepted the book and proved that he was satis-

J, saying 'Go on ! Go on,' which Kako did

ring his remaining residence on the island,

lecting twice every day large congregations

people. We have sent two dozen Bibles,

ich were received with eagerness and dis-

buted by a Dervise or Turkish monk, accord-

; to the directions left by Kako.
'In the same letter, my friend Kako writes

It this Dervise is a man of very good char-

er, who has begun to read the Bible with the

pe of discovering the true religion."

Thus we see in these days of gross wickedness,

; rays of the Sun of Righteousnessa repene-

iting into various dark corners of the earth.

There is indeed a Star in the East

!

iNoTE.—Stephen Grellet, while in London (1818),
8 intimate with Dr. ?*audi ; he attended P'rienda'

etings, yet did not seem entirely to understand their

luciples.

For "The Friend."

The Attendance of Midweek Meetings.

"Are all our meetings for worship and disci-

pline duly attended?"
This is the first query addressed to subordi-

nate meetings, and we believe as our blessed

Saviour said of the first commandment, it is the

first and great query.

Then why do we so frequently have to make
the lamentable answer,—"midweek meetings

are often small." Do we recognize the truth of

the declaration of the Most High? that "The
cattle on a thousand hills are mine," and still

covet the few cattle or the products of a few

acres which we have received the custody of,

which we can claim only the use of. For
we can carry none of it with us when we
are called on to render an account of our stew-

ardship. And, dear friends, what will all these

things avail us at that moment when we have

to go to that narrow house appointed to all liv-

ing, and where the rich and the poor meet on

equal terms,—for death is the great equalizer,

—

if we have not an interest in the one great sacri-

fice offered on Calvary ? The few fleeting things

of time are of small account compared with

those things which accompany salvation. Then
why take thought for these terrestrial things

and allow them to come in between us and our

service to our great Creator in the little time

we are called on to present our bodies a living

sacrifice to Him, which is indeed a reasonable

service? Our blessed Lord said when personal-

ly on earth, that no man can serve two masters.

Then why let mammon come in first and receive

the first place in our affections, instead of going

first to the place where prayer is wont to be

made, if peradveuture He whom we ought to

worship will condescend to be with us? For his

promise is good that " where two or three are

met together in my name there I will be in the

midst of them," and this gracious promise has

often been verified by many now living who
can testify that his promises are yea and amen
forever.

I recently heard from a young friend a testi-

mony of a man that was raised a member of our

Society who left it, perhaps by marriage, and

lived beyond the prescribed age of man, and at

about seventy years of age had a stroke of apo-

plexy which confined him to his room. He
one day sent for this young friend, and among
other things told him he had often wondered to

see him going to meeting in harvest time, leav-

ing hay or grain out when he thought best to

be caring for his. But now he saw his conduct

was right and commended him for his course.

Ah, dear young Friends, as well as you that

are older, what a lesson this should teach all of

us! We know not who of our neighbors have
their eyes on us, and what a power for good we
might be if we but kept true to our Master, and
never denied Hira iu this one thing of regularly

attending our midweek raeetings.

Ohio, Third Month 18, 1899.

"Bustle is not industry."

Notes from Others.

Among the rea.sons why the pastor of the "First

Christian Church" of New Bedford insisted on re-

signing his office was that the official brethren of

the church have left tlie spiritual visitation of the

members wholly to the pastor, and have not felt

they were obliged to share this work in common
with him.

Dr. Jenkins, speaking in London " On the Faith

of a Minister," remarked that " in a diminishing

faith the losses are often so fine that one is scarcely

conscious of the loss till the crisis comes. There is

no truth more clearly taught in the New Testament
than that true ministers are endued with power
from on high. But this implies on their part an
intimate walk with Christ. A knowledge ol Christ
obtained by study and research may exist without
this intimate walk with Christ. The promise 'Lo,
I am with vou,' is a promise reaffirmed and ful-

filled."

We now study not the words of Scripture so much
as its trend and drift. We do not fit text against
text. We have ceased to base doctrines on gram-
matical or verbal niceties. We are seeking those

Divine principles which good sense, with the aid

of the Holy Spirit, teaches us to apply to the fresh

problems which take the place of the problems of

the first century. We no longer have to weigh
Paul's texts and define their exact meaning to tell

us whether it is right for a woman to speak in a
religious meeting. We are after Paul's principles

and not his words, and those principles need no
minute exposition. They lie all over his Epistles.

— The lyidependenl.

I have- been drawn much to the few real " Qua-
kers" I have known. Some who call themselves
so seem to show the spirit of the world. There are
no outward marks to show God's own, but the in-

ward shining of the Presence separates the true

ones from all others. In reading the first pages of

"Passages from the Journal of George Fox," lam
struck with the similarity of the inward workings
of his mind with others, although the outward is

all different.

In one of The Friends you sent me I got an
expression of a thought I never saw in print or

heard spoken. It was that prayer could be only
of the Spirit, either vocal or unuttered. I have long
seen that the church prayer-meetings and their

usual accompaniment are an insult to God. That
is, prayer in response to a request by the pastor,

or to fill time, or to make the meeting one to please

the people.

I am with you in your attitude toward secret so-

cieties and war. It is a new thought in regard to

music. I see the position is well taken, and the

argument almost if not quite irresistible. Do not

think I am afraid of new views of Truth. God is

ever unfolding before our vision as we walk in the

light, and each new step into himself but unveils

another depth to sound.

—

Extract from a Letter.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The members of the United States

delegation to attend the Disarmament Congress at

The Hague are Andrew D. White. Ambassador to

Germany ; Stanford Newall, Minister to the Nether-

lands ; Seth Low, President of Columbia University
;

Captain William Crozier, Ordnance Depanment, and
Captain Alfred T. Mahan, U. S. N., retired.

Bartlett Tripp, of South Dakota, formerly Minister

to Austria, has been selected as the United States re-

presentative on the Samoan Joint High Commission.

On the Sth inst. the Secretary of the Navy received

a despatch from Admiral Kautz announcing that Ma-
lietoa Tanus had been installed King of Samoa on the

23rd, and that there had been no lighting since the

21st ult.

The Attorney General hjis decided that Section 17

of the act " insreasing the efficiency of the army" does

not prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors through
the canteen system as heretofore organized, except that

no officer or enlis'ed man can be detailed for duty in

the canteen to sell liquor.

The exports to the United States from the northern

half of Germany during the last three months were

$3,745,200 in excess of those for the corresponding

period of last year.

The United States Philippine Commissioners on the

1st inst. issued a proclamation to the people of those

islands. It expresses the President's good will, pro-

mises needful reform? in all departments of the gov-

ernment, asserts the aim of the Unit' d States to be the

welfare and the elevation of the Filipinos. It says the

supremacy of the Unitid States must and will be en-

forced throughout eveiy part of the archipelago, and
tliose who resist it can accomplish no end other than

their own ruin. The most ample liberty of self-gov-

ernment will be granted to the Philippine people
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which is reenncilable with the maintenance of just,

stable and economical administr.ition of public atfiiirs

and compatible with the sovereign and international

rights and obligation? of the United States.

The casualties in the American army in the Philip-

pines from Second Month 4th to Fourth Month 4th,

1899, inclusive, are: Killed, 184; wounded, 97t); total,

1160.

Advices from General Otis on the 8th were to the

effect that everything was quiet in his command, and
that many of the Filipinos in the vicinity of Malolos

were displaying white dags in token of submission to

United States authority.

On the 10th int. Major General Lawton's expedi-

tion captured Santa Cruz, a Filipino stronghold at the

south end of Laguna de Bay. driving the natives north-

ward with heavy loss—at least sixty-eight killed and
forty wounded. The Americans had six men wounded.

The ofiBcial count of the ballots cast in the Chicago
Mayoralty election shows that Harrison, Democrat
and Reformer, receivel 148,412 votes: Carter, Eepub-
licin, 107,439; Allgeld, Radical, 47,142. Harrison's

plurality, 40,973.

A despa ch dated Fourth Month 9lh, from Char-
lotte, N. C, says: The discoveries of copper ore near

Salisbury, N. C, at the Union gold mines, are exciting

inlense interest all over the South, and claims are

made that the supply will equal the famous Calumet
and Hecla and .\naconda mines. According to J. J.

Kewman, the raining engineer, an immense vein of

go d and copper bearing ore runs for half a mile from
30 to lUO feet back on the surf ce.

Not more than one-fourth of the usual number of

maple sugar tree- are being tapped in Vermont this

spring, owing to the ravages of caterpillars last sum-
mer.
A special to the Kansas City Timrs from Glendive,

Mont., says a 6ood near that point caused the loss, it

is reported, of 100 lives. jS'o particulars have been
received.

The California State Fish Commission is about to

undertake the task of exterminating the sea lions that

infest the California coasts, which destroy enormous
quantities of fish.

The borough of Media has installed a sand filtration

plant that thoroughly filters 500,000 gallons of water
a day.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 584, which is 80 more than the previous week and
165 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 303 were males and 281 females : 73
died of consumption ; 56 of pneumonia ; 49 of heart
disease; 48 of typhoid fever; 33 of old age; 25 of

nephritis ; 23 of apoplexy ; 23 of convulsions ; 20 of

intlammation of the brain
; 19 of Bright's disease; 17

of intlammation of the stomach and bowels ; 14 of ma-
rasmus ; 13 of cancer; 10 of uraemia; 10 of cerebro-

spinal meningitis ; 9 of inanition ; 9 of bronchitis, and
2 of diphtheria.

Markets, <£c.—U. S. 2's, 99J a 100 ; 4's, reg., 112} a

113; coupon, 113 a 114; new 4's, 129i a 1301; 5's,

113 a 114; 3's, 107 a 107*.

Cotton was steady on a basis of e^^c. per pound for

middling uplands, but demand from spinners was light.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.15 a 12.40 ; winter extra,

$2.50 a $2.75; Pennsylvania, roller, clear, $3.15 a
$3.35; Pennsylvania roller, straight, $3 35 a 1^3.50;

Western winter, dear. $3.15 a $3.35 ; Western winter,
straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; Western winter, patent, $3.60
a fS.SO ; spring, clear, $3.00 a $3.25 ; spring, straight,

$3.60 a $3.85 ; spring, patent, $3.85 a $4.00 ; spring,

favorite brands, $4.10 a *4.20; city mills, extra, $2.50
a $2.75 ;

city mills, clear, J3.30 a $3.45 ; city mills,

straight, $3.50 a $3.70 ; city mills, patent, $3.75 a $4.15.

Bye Flodr.—$3.20 a $3.25 per barrel for choice
Pennsylvania.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75} a 75.!c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38^ a 39c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35 a 35ic.
Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5| a 5ic.

;
good, 5 a 5}c.

;

medium, 4| a 4|c.; common, 4} a 4^c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5 J a 5Jc.; good, 4| a 5c.

;

medium, 4} a 4^c. ; common, 3.i a 4c.; fall wool
lambs, 5} a 6Jc. ; fall clipped lambs, 4J a 5Jc.; spring
lamb-, $4.00 a $6.50.

Hogs were in good request and firm, with higher
outlook. We quote: Best Western, 5| a 5ic.; other
grades, 5 a 5^0.

Foreign.—An agreement has been reached between
the United States, liermany and Great Britain for the
appointment of a Joint High Commission for Samoa.
Unanimity will be necessary upon all decisions of the

Malietea has been crowned King of Samoa. At the

ceremonies men from the cruiser Philadelphia led the
'

procession, which Wiis participated in by the British
;

and American Consuls. The German Consul did not
attend.

A heavy storm swept the British Channel on the 7th
inst., causing many marine disasters. A number of

fishing smacks have been wrecked, and others are miss-

ing.

America's successful competition in the industrial

market, where she is beating the Britishers on their

own ground, is undoubtedly causing deep concern and
heart-burnings in British engineering circles. The

imonious protests of English firms respecting the

awarding of the Soudan Atiara bridge contract to a
Phi adelphia firm brought out clearly this feeling and
the attempts to explain America's success by glut of

work in Londun do not harmimize with the coujplaint

from English firms that have not received orders

which have been sent to America.
The fact is that industrial circles in England recog-

nize that these contracts mean more than mere evanes-
cent competition, as, in the case of American engines,

the railroad authorities there have conceived the very
highest opinion of American work. This is borne out
by the statement of Manager Snell, of the Locomotive
Department of the Great Northern Railway, which re-

cently ordered engines from America. He saM :

Apart from the fact that American builders are

able to make more speedy delivery than the English,

there is no diubt whatever that American engines are

of the highest excellence, and their present features and
improvements are of such utility as to attract the cus-

tom of English companies."
The Swedish Riksdag has voted 2,388,000 crowns

for the purchase of ritles and 2,200,000 for the im-
provement of fortifications.

Inquiries regarding the Belgian syndicate which is

about to send a party of engineers to study the con-

struction of a railroad between Manila and Batangas,

south of the Bay of Manila, show the district has al-

ready been surveyed five times. The work was con-

sidered impracticable under Spanish regime. The
Spanish (iovernment made oflTers to the Manila Rail-

road Company for the construction of the line, but
there was no response from any quarter, as the petty

exactions and interference of the Spanish authorities

rendered the enterprise most difficult.

The prospects, naturally, have changed under the

American administration, and the Manila Railroad
Company lias been partly promised that the United
States authorities would take over the existing rail-

roads and exploit them on the German State system.

In any case, the railroad company expects to be fully

indemnified for its losses in consequence of the war,

though an enormous leap in business is inevitable as

soon as tranquillity is rest' red.

A correspondent of the North China Daily News gives

some remarkable information regarding the Russian
progress in Manchuria and the northern provinces.

He points out that, whereas the only British subjects

who are jiermitted by treaty to own land outside treaty

limits are missionaries, Russians in Manchuria are

acquiring land as they please and are already working
mines. The railway, too, is obviously a military one,

and Russian soldiers are all over Manchuria. They
are to be met with even where the railway will not

touch.

The agricultural and mineral resources of Manchuria
are immense, and the Russians are working so as to

exploit them for their sole advantage. Land is being
compulsorily acquired, at the rate of $10 a mow, and,

in the event of Chinese resistance, a telegram to the

Russian Minister at Pekin overcomes it.

It is expected that the Siberian Railway will be
completed to Irkutsk in Second Month, 1900.

The annual report of the Inspector-General of the

Insane for New South Wales shows that the number
of insane is about 4000, of whom two in three are

males.

A despatch dated Fourth Month 5th, from Kingston,
Jamaica, says

:

"Sir Augustus Hemming, the Governor, and the

Representatives, have failed to reach the hoped for

compromise ( n the critical issues that have been pend-
ing for several weeks. The Governor declining to

withdraw the additional official members, the tariff'

bill was forced through.
" The Representatives then entered a unanimous pro-

test, and it is thought that this will fire the movement
to join the Leeward Islands and to demand annexation
to the United States."

A telegram from the City of Mexico says the Bank
of London and Mexico will raise its capital $7,500,000,

making it $17,500,000. A Mexican banker said in ex-

planation : "If the United States annexes Cuba,,
exports will have to encounter a formidable comp
tion and it will be necessary to furnish money
cheaper rates."

The political outlook in Peru is improving, anc

is believed that the Presidential election will pass
peaceably.

There has been a heavy fall in the price of whea
the Chilean market.
The steamer Belgica, of the Gerlache Antarctic ex

dition, arriveil on the 4th inst., at Punta Arenas, Pi

gonia, after having wintered south of the Antan
Circle. A despatch from Dr. Frederick A. Cook, s

geon of the expedition, says it has been a comp
success. " Much new land in Weddeli Sea and oi

water to the far south discovered. Active volcai

were also seen." 'Ihe expedition ''lost men by a

dent, but none by disease."

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meet

j

of the General Committee will be held in Philadelp
j

on Seventh-day, the 15th inst., at 2.30 P. M.
j

Wm. Evans, Cleril

Friends attending the Yearly Meeting can be J
nished with meals both before and after the sitting

'

the meeting as heretofore at moderate charge ( fifi
i

cents), in the second story of the central part of the A i

.Street meeting-h'use. Meals will also be furnis 1

for those attending the Meeting for Sufierings and
Select Meeting the previous week.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenii

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met ti

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. S.medley, Sup

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

the admission of pupils to the school, and letter

regard to instruction and discipline should be

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Princip

Payments on account of board and tuition,

communications in regard to business should be

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintends

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Receipts in aid of the Dukhobortsi Func
Fourth Month 11th, 1899.

"M," Chester Co., $5.00; "Z. E.," $3.00 ; Spi

ville Preparative Meeting, Iowa, $15.65 ; Hope
Preparative Meeting, Iowa, $14.50; H. B. A., $1C

West Lake Preparative Meeting, Canada, $19 00

G. A., $20.00 ; German Mennonites, Columbiana
$33.11 ; E. B., $5.00; G. D. B., $5.00.

Wm. Evans, Trenaurer,

252 S. Front Street, Phi

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Stre

Open 11.30 a. m. to 2 p. m. and 3 p. m, to c

Some new books on birds and nature are

:

Allen, Grant—Flash-lights on Nature.

Holland, W. J.—ButterHy Book.
Kearton, R.—Wild Life at Home.
Keyser, L. S.—News from the Birds.

Mathews, F. S.—Familiar Life in Field and Fc

Merriam, F. a.—Birds of Village and Field.

Lange, D —Handbook of Nature Study.

Needham, j. G.—Outdoor Studies.

Scott, W. E. D.—Bird Studies.

Van Dyke J. C.—Nature for its Own Sake.

Circulation free to all.

Died, at his home in West Branch, Iowa, oi

twenty-first of First Month, 1899, John Thom/
the seventy-ninth year of his age ; an esteemed i

her and elder of Hickory Grove Monthly Met
He was a kind and affectionate father, a lovingj

band and a citizen much esteemed by all who
him. Born a member of the Society of Friendi

was a faithful attendant at all meetings; durim
active life nothing was allowed to prevent the ati

ance of himself and family at the week-day

as well as those on the First-day of the week.i

bore his suflTerings with Christian patience, and i

prospect of death expressed entire peace of miniP:
resignation to the Divine will. i
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The Ministers and Elders having convened

irtheir annual session in Pliiladeljjhia on Sev-

eih-day, a covering of solemnity was found to

bv the spirits of niany, and humble appeals

fim our own weakness to the Divine strength

a. believed to have been lifted to the throne of

Gaee. "My soul, wait thou only upon God:
f(| my expectation is from Him." " Cease from

Din, whose breath is in his nostrils, for wherein

i^ieto be accounted of?"

Under such preparation of heart, authority

us found for the answer of the tongue :
" Be

sang in the Lord and in the power of bis

nght." The whole armor of God as necessary

iiU8 for withstanding the evil day, and for

dng all, including praying always, watching

t';reunto, utterance, and all wielding of " the

8ord of the Spirit which is the word of God,"

\8 brought to view; with the importance of

8!h emptiness of self to make room for the in-

f ing of the Spirit, as will qualify the steward

c grace to enter into the condition of such as

lad to say, " A Saviour or I die ; a Redeemer
c I perish."

That sons and daughters may offer an offer-

i; in righteousness, their purifying by the

Iptism of the Holy Spirit and of fire is ap-

linted, as silver is tried, so acceptable men in

U furnace, if need be, of affliction, until there

ireflected the image of Him who sits as a re-

ler and purifier, and guards and guides the

lat.

Though the prince of this world, for their

iilure to bow themselves to the great and popu-

.T image, may cast those who will wait only

iim God into the burning, fiery furnace, yet

is will serve to loose their bonds and cannot

uch their life ; but there is found added to

iem the joy of the Lord as their strength in

e companionship of One witnessed to be with

em " like unto the Son of God." " When thou

alkest through the fire ; thou shalt not be

irned
; neither shall the flame kindle upon

Such an image seems set up in our day, the

idol of religious culture and training ; unto

which if we bow ourselves it becomes master

instead of servant, and instead of serving a

true qualification for religious service it would,

through philosophy and vain deceit, spoil the

church from the simplicity that is in Christ.

Already is there abroad in the land a tendency

so to rely upon culture and equipment of talents,

as to make the preaching of the cross seem to

the Greeks foolishness, and the Divine and sav-

ing offices of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

to be depreciated. Also an individual freedom

in setting forth matter as truth concerning our

religious Society, whether in periodicals bearing

its name or in pamphleteering by irresponsible

parties, serves to misrepresent our position ac-

cording to individual vagaries. So our princi-

ples are at the mercy of unauthorized exponents.

For all this, however, the foundation of God
was felt to stand sure, having this seal : "The
Lord knoweth them that are his."

A concern that the ministry and the oversight

of our religious Society should be steadfast unto

the ministry afforded by our known testimonies,

that here at least amidst the special representa-

tives of our religious principles there should be

found no weakening, lest as when the minor stones

drop out of a wall the larger stones get unbal-

anced and the wall crumbles and falls, was

dwelt upon ; but not to the superseding of the

weightier matters of the spiritual law.

True ministers of Christ were reminded that

they are unto God " a sweet savor of Christ in

them that are saved and in them that perish
;

to the one, a savor of death unto death, and to

the other a savor of life unto life." The savor

of the incense was possible only as it was placed

in the fire of the altar by the priest. May our

ministry be empowered, by the baptism of the

Spirit and of fire, to be the death of death in

the unsaved, as well as life unto life in the

living.

The true minister needs to know renewedly
" the holy oil " and the " breath of life " to

qualify him or her for true gospel service ; as

George Fox so instructively recommended in

one of his epistles to those who were called to

this work to give place to " the stirrings and
movings," and " be not amazed when the open-

ings and revelations come on," but quietly

abide until " the oil flows," or the true seed be

fully come; after which it is dangerous to with-

hold the word of testimony.

The ability which God giveth is not merely

strength or power, but this with a special direc-

tion to some purpose known only to Him who

sees the aim of his own authorized messages.

As this blessed design is revealed to servants

who wait for that ability, they may with clearer

light labor to that end.

The meetings for worship held in the several

meetinghouses on First-day were largely min-
istered to by acceptable Friends from a distance,

and were believed to be unusually edifying oc-

casions.

On Second-day, the 17lh instant, the Yearly
Meeting opened with its usual large attendance,
and was gathered into a sense of the weighty
responsibility of proceeding in the Lord's work
as in his sight. The voice of supplication arose

that the spirits of the assembled members might
be kept true to the pointings of Him who is

head over all things to his church, and that the
exercises of the week might redound to the
honor of Truth.

Having read the opening minute the Clerk
informed the meeting of two communications
addressed to the Yearly Meeting which had
come from other Yearly Meetings. These docu-
ments were referred to the consideration of a
verbal committee which was appointed to ex-
amine them, with reference to the propriety of
reading them in the meeting.
The Minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

were then read, showing their unremitting watch-
fulness concerning the interests and duty of the

church, during the year past. An appeal had
been prepared and directed to be forwarded to

the Emperor of Russia expressive of the grati-

tude of Friends that his heart had been moved
to plead for disarmament, and earnestly asking
for his clemency towards the persecuted Duk-
hobortsi, and for mitigation of their sufferings.

A further burden concerning this people had
been felt incumbent upon the meeting, and such
service towards them as might appear was dele-

gated to a committee of seven Friends. The
final report of these showed that the contribu-

tions raised under their care had amounted to

$5572.09, of which there had been remitted to

the Friends' committee in London $2,643.58.

Of the balance remaining in their hands it has

been decided to pay over to the representatives

of theDukhobors who have emigrated to Mani-
toba the sum of $2,000 to expend in the pur-

chase of agricultural implements, horses, oxen,

seeds, and necessary f)od. The carrying out of

the religious concern of one of the members of

the committee to meet the two successive ship-

loads of emigrants on their arrival at Halifax,

has from time to time been noticed in our col-

umns.
In the religious opportunities which were

found with them on the various decks of the

ships " evidence was given of their spiritual en-

lightenment and sense of Divine Truth." The
visitor was "impres-ed with their substantial

character and correct deportment. These quali-

ties, joined with their previous record of indus-

try and ability, give promise that they will im-

prove the opportunity now given them of self-

support." There are yet about thirty-five hun-
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dred intending to make their way to Canada,
including the company who have been in Cyprus
the past winter. The committee continued its

appeal for money, and such useful articles as

those interested may have at their disposal.*

The Book Committee reported that there had
been taken from the Book Store during the

year 2,1 11 volumes and 3,667 pamphlets, ofwhich

1,165 volumes and 1,294 pamphlets were sold,

and 945 volumes and 2-373 pamphlets were
given away. The whole number of copies of

publications printed during the year was 8,000.

The value of those on hand is estimated at

$6,875.09. One hundred copies of our edition

of Dymond's Essays on Morality have been sent

to universities and colleges in various parts of

the country.

The trustees of the legacy of Charles Willits

have mailed nearly 5,000 copies of the African's

Friend to individuals and centres of influence,

and 399 volumes and 935 tracts of a moral and
religious character to parts of Liberia. Several
very encouraging responses from receivers of
them were read.

Having a Form.

BY H. L. HASTINGS.

The Apostle tells us of men who have " a
form of godliness " which is destitute of power

;

a skeleton of worship, we may suppose, which
can exist svithout real devotion (2 Tim. iii : 5).

Is it not true that at the present time there is a
strong tendency to this kind of formality ?

In the primitive church we are told that

when the disciples came together every one had
a psalm, every one a doctrine, every one a reva-

lation ; it was said, " Ye may all prophesy one
by one, that all may learn and all may be com-
forted " (1 Cor. xiv: 26, 31). This implies a
liberty of prophesying which allowed the Spirit

of God the privilege of access to the people by
means of those who could pray with the spirit

and with the understanding, who could sing with
the spirit and with the understanding also (1
Cor. xiv: 15), and who could speak according
to the oracles of God (1 Peter iv : 11) ; and the
apostle expressly provided that if in the course
of the remarks of any one, anything was re-

vealed to another, the first was to hold his

peace and allow the special testimony of the
Saviour to be heard (1 Cor. xiv : 30).
Men are largely getting away from these

methods of spontaneous, hearty, spiritual wor-
ship; and persons whose fathers delighted in

special tokens of Divine manifestation, have ap-
parently so far lost the power and help of the
Holy Spirit that everything must be learned
and conned and planned and ordered in ad-
vance, and according to program. Take, for

example, the following program for a morning
service, which is not at all a fancy sketch :

"1. Organ Prelude. 2. Doxology. 3. Invo-
cation. 4. Anthem. 5. Psalm, read responsively.

6. Gloria. 7. Hymn. 8. Scripture Lesson. 9.

Prayer. 10. Response by choir. 11. Anthem.
12. Notices. 13. Collection. 14. Prayer. 15.

Hymn. 16. Sermon. 17. Hymn. 18. Benedic-
tion."

This is simply a plain record of the actual
proceedings in a little church where there were
perhaps a hundred persons present. The pro-
gram was intended to occupy an hour—the
eighteen items were to be gone through in sixty
minutes, an average of three and a half minutes

to each item, including the sermon ; and wh
it is remembered that a considerable portion of
the musical part of the exercises were as unin-

telligible as if it had been rendered in Choctaw
or Chinese, and that there was not during the

whole service one single moment for quiet medi-
tation or solemn consideration, but a constant
succession of " exercises " of this description, it

will not seem strange if old-fashioned and de-

vout people raise the query whether such kind of
worship as this is acceptable to Him who sitteth

in the heavens, who has bidden all the earth to

keep silence before Hira, who has taught us to

worship with reverence and with godly fear, and
who has given his Holy Spirit to those who seek

his face, and taught us that they that worship
the Father should " worship Him in spirit and
in truth."

Can any person for one moment believe that
this sort of performance has the slightest sanc-

tion from the Word or the Spirit of God ? Is it

not rather a gathering together and copying the

various forms and pomps which pertain to

apostacy and worldliness rather than to the
gospel of the Son of God? Where is there

brokenness of heart and contrition of spirit in

the unintelligible mouthings and screech in gs of
men and women who seem to have no sense of
what they sing, and who often do not even pro-

fess to be the servants of God?
" If everything is cut and dried and pre-

arranged in the program, where is there an
opportunity for any spontaneous and spirit-

ual worship ? Is it not time for devout and spir-

itual Christians to inquire as to their duty with
relation to such a style of worship? remember-
ing that " in the last days perilous times shall

come ; for men shall be . . . lovers of pleasure
more than lovers of God ; having a form of
godliness, but denying the power thereof From
such turn away " (2 Tim. iii : 1-5).— TheArmory.

A Persecuting Monk.

GeoflTry Varaille was the son of the principal
officer who commanded the troops of murderers
sent against the Waldensian Christians in 1428.
The son became a monk in 1520, and was
sent with other inquisitors and missionaries, to

preach the doctrines of Popery in the valley of
Piedmont. Being remarkably eloquent, much
success was expected from his endeavors; but
the more he labored to convert the Wal-
denses, the more he was struck with the argu-
ments they brought forward. At length the
power of Divine grace was manifested, and, like

another Saul, he was converted, and became a
i

minister of the faith he had labored to destroy.

Having joined these persecuted people, he was,
for some years, minister of Angrogna and in

1557, sealed his testimony with his blood, being
publicly burned at Turin; he was enabled to

sing praises till his last breath.

"And, lo, the jagged atoms fit like smoo
mosaic.

" Thou canst not shape another's mind to si

thine own body.
" Think not, then, to be furnishing his bra

with thy special notions.
" Charity walketh with a high step, ai

stumbleth not at a trifle.

" Charity hath keen eyes, but the lashes hi

conceal them.
" Charity is praised of all, and fear not thi

that praise.

" God will not love thee less because m
love thee more."

—

Tupper's Proverbial Phil
ophy, (on Tolerance.) ,

A Gentle Hand.

*We that a freight- car load or more-— rfgo ' " '

1 thii

being
made np of a variety of goods, old and new, to be senlt

!o the Dukhobors fro

"That which vexeth thee now, provoking thee
to hate thy brother.

"Bear with it; the annoyance passeth, and
may not return forever.

" The same combinations and results which
aggravate thy soul to-day

" May not meet again for centuries in the
kaleidoscope of circumstance.
"For men and matters change, new elements

mixing in continually.

"And, as with chemical magic, the sour is

transmuted into sweetness,

"A little explained, a little endured, a little

passed over as a foible.

T. S. Arthur tells us somewhere of the pow ';

that rests in "a gentle hand." Belated in 1*
;:

travels, he called at a farm-house. He h :

greeted first at the door by a huge dog. As
was about to retire, with fear, a slender girl j;

peared and with a gentle voice commanded t'

dog to go into the house. The voice at once ec

trolled the animal. " Who is there ?" growl
a voice from within, and Arthur was told it

"

he could not remain over night. The gii'

hand soon rested on her father's arm, and '

gentle voice spoke a few tender words, when t'

rough voice modulated and the stranger w'

made welcome. Several times in the course '

":

the evening was the power which rested in tt' '_

slender girl's hand and voice clearly manifeste'
'

As morning dawned and Arthur was about ;

depart, the farmer informed him that he cou '.

ride to the town. The ofier was gladly ,
"'

cepted. As they took their seat in the bugf
however, the horse, a rough-looking Canadi '

pony, stubbornly refused to go. The farir •

jerked and whipped the horse, but all to

efiect.

A stout lad now came out into the road, a,

catching Dick by the bridle, jerked hira f
'''

ward, using at tbe same time the customa' ;

language on such occasions; but Dick met tl'
-

new ally with increased stubbornness, plauti ' r

his forefeet more firmly, and at a sharper an{'
'

with the ground. Tlie impatient boy m'
''

struck the pony on the side of his head with!'
'

clinched hand, and jerked cruelly at his brid
-

It availed nothing, however. Dick was not'
'

be wrought upon by any such arguments.
"Do not do so, John," said a gentle voii

The boy obeyed the touch of her hand. "Po
Dick," said the maiden, as she stroked his ns'

'

lightly, or softly patted it with her childli '

hand. Then speaking to the pony, the stubbo '

little creature, turning his head as if to see t
'

hand whose magic power he could not resi] ,'

started upon his journey as freely as if no sil'
"''

crochet had ever entered his stubborn brain.
'

"What a wonderful power that hand pi

sesses," said T. S. Arthur, speaking to his coi

panion, as they rode away. The farmer's cou
"

tenance lighted up with surprise and pleasu

as he replied, "She's good! Everybody ai

everything loves her."

Indeed, there was the secret of her power ; t

quality of her soul was perceived in the ii

pression of her hand, even by dumb brut/

Even so can the magic touch and the geni

tones control the boy. In handling or corrs'

ing him, see that " mercy seasons justice," ai

that love be mingled with firmness." —
Dumb Animals.

The world is sweet, but Heaven is sweetei
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Civilization of the South Sea Islands.

BY LLOYD BALDERSTON.

iVhoever has read the deeply interesting uar-

r:ive of Daniel Wheeler's visit to the South

Si Islands, must have been struck with the

eent of the missionary work already done,

\\ich made it possible for him to carry out his

ciicern. Hence comes the pertinent query,

'•fc'^hen and how did these labors originate that

h^e produced results so remarkable."

Perhaps the earliest instance of any of those

piple being established in Christian usages is

tit of the Pitcairn islanders. They were how-

e'r, but as a handful, and it does not appear

tit they were the means of bringing any others

o;heir race away from idolatry.

n a biographical sketch of the poet, James
B(.ntgomery, I lately met with the statement

tit he had written a history of missionary en-

teprise in the South Sea Islands. On procuring

t) book I found it to be an edition of the

Krralive of Tyerman and Bennett, who were

jet by the London Missionary Society to look

iiD the work there already going on. They
ijnt several years in visiting various missionary

pts in the South Seas and elsewhere. Their

frgmentary journals were largely rewritten by

fcntgomery and published by him in 1832. It

ieiot however a complete history of the labors

b which these islands were so wonderfully

ttDsformed from barbarism, but it furnishes

tl material from which, partly, the following

itcements are made up.

^t appears that it was in the year 1796 that

tl ship Duff, with twenty-nine missionaries on

l)'ird, was sent out by the London Society.

Fsse missionaries were distributed through

leeral of those islands, of which the group

lc)wn as the Society Islands appears to have

b:n headquarters. Two of the missionaries

it;ioned at Tahita were Nott and Wilson. The
femer is spoken of by Daniel Wheeler as being

Are at the time of his visit in 1836. He had

(rfuslated the Bible into the Polynesian lan-

Wige, and D. W. bears this testimony. " His

fjistitution is now sinking from long residence

IJ sedentary application, and who can doubt

tl devotedness of such a man."
It may heighten our admiration of the depth

il extent of the change in these islands, to

bng to view the moral condition in which the

nssionaries found them.

Their dealings with one another were marked
b a degree of brutality that is beyond belief.

Heed it is not sufficient to call it " brutal-

ii." Brutes seldom quite lose natural aifection,

ai generally maintain friendly relations when
g)uped together. But these people had used

t:ir intelligence to triumph over the senti-

B nts of nature and sink them below the brutes,

leir deeds which go to prove this, are too hor-

rle to put in print. It would appear thatdur-

i:; the preceding century they had been ad-

VQcing in wickedness. It is not unlikely that

cjtact with the crews of whale-ships touching

atheir shores may have hastened this degra-

ction. The former generation had indeed been

i)laters, and inured to deeds of violence, but

athe soil had produced abundantly, they had
Icome numerous. In some cases there was
eidence that the population had been reduced
t one-tenth of its former amount, and this

I'gely through the growing practice of infanti-

(le. I quote from the narrative

:

" We conversed with Henry Nott, who has

isided here from the commencement of the

ission on the subject of infanticide, and learned

with horror that it had been practised to an
extent incredible except on such testimony and
evidence as he and the brethren at other sta-

tions have had the means of accumulating. He
assured us that three-fourths of the children

were wont to be murdered. . . . Nor were these

solitary cases. Sin was so effectually doing its

work in these dark places of the earth, that full

as they were of 'the habitations of cruelty,' and
wickedness, war, profligacy and murder were
literally exterminating a people unworthy to

live, and soon would ' the cities have been
wasted, without inhabitant, and the houses with-

out man, and the land utterly desolate.' But
the Gospel stepped in, and the plague was
stayed. Now the married who have offspring

nurse their infants with the tenderest affection."

The early Christian church in these islands

embraced many whose former years had been
stained with cruelty. It is a serious thought

how those who had been thus guilty could after-

ward have obtained peace of mind, whatever
the depth of their rei)entance. The narrative

before us throws but little light on this point.

It may be presumed that, however great was the

gnawing grief, they kept it concealed.

A case, however, occurred when there was a

comjjany present at the house of Orsmund at

Huahine :
" A man who among the rest was sit-

ting upon the floor, suddenly cried out in great

agitation of spirit, 'What shall I do? I have
continually before ray eyes the likenesses of my
children whom I killed in their infancy, when
I was a heathen. Wherever I go they meet me,

and I seem to see them as plainly as when I

took them from my wife's arms and destroyed

them. I know not what to do.' Suitable re-

pentance and fruits meet for repentance were of

course recommended to the self-accused and
self-condemned sinner."

The narrative tells us that some years before

the arrival of Nott and Wilson, a company of

Roman Catholics had come over from Lima,S.
A., and established a mission in Tahiti. The
natives treated them with derision ; stole their

property, and in various ways made their lives

uncomfortable ; until at length becoming alarmed
for their safety they abandoned the undertaking.

For many years Nott and Wilson were treated

in the same reckless and mischievous manner
;

but neither mockery nor maltreatment moved
them. Enduring hardness, as good soldiers of

Jesus Christ, they could not be conquered, be-

cause they would not yield. These devoted

men, as soon as they had gained sufficient mas-

tery of the language, made frequent tours

through the islands, publishing from village to

village the Gospel of the Kingdom. They gen-

erally travelled two together, and when they

arrived in a populous neighborhood one went

to one extremity, the other to the other, invit-

ing the inhabitants from house to house to at-

tend at an appointed place. After thus collect-

ing a small flock and conducting them towards

the central place of rendezvous, one of their re-

luctant recruits would make one excuse and

another, another—" to go into the bush," " to call

upon a friend," etc., so that seldom more than ten

or twelve could be mustered when the service

began. Some of these soon deserted, likewise,

and the rest either made game of the preacher

or were themselves laughed to scorn by their

profane neighbors. These would say to a de-

formed person, "Go, you hump-back, to the

preacher, and he will set you straight." Or to a

cripple, " Take your lame leg to the white man
and he will cure it."

For nearly twenty years the missionaries bore

reproach and shame willingly for the Lord
Jesus. But it grieved their feeling hearts to see

the same ignorance, superstition, lewdness and
cruelty, without diminution, prevailing among
the heathen, which they found at their landing.

Meanwhile, like their Roman Catholic predeces-

sors, they could hardly preserve their personal

property from those who gloried in theft and
roguery. One day, when washed apparel had
been left in a garden to dry, some pilferers,

with a long bamboo, abstracted every article,

and escaped with the spoil unperceived. The
houses being open like bird-cages, passers-by

could see everything hanging up within, and
frequently had the boldness and skill to take
them. Nott, however, on one occasion, having
preached a sermon to some of them on the con-

version of Zacchasus the Publican, one day one of
them brought a gimlet, a second an axe ; a third

a hammer, a fourth a book, and various other

articles, all stolen—some of them long ago from
ships and strangers—the conscience-smitten cul-

prits confessing their depredations and promis-

ing amendment. This afforded some encour-

agement, and, indeed, it was one of the first

satisfactory fruits of the labors of our brethren

here.

The narrative cites a number of cases to

show the habitual honesty of the people' now,
and concludes, " Let not men of the world try

to account for this change in the character of a
whole people, not only in one island, but in

several, on any other ground but that of a pure
and Divine principle, superseding a corrupt

human one, wherever the gospel has been vic-

torious over idolatry."

In old established Christian countries where
laws are observed, rights respected, and truth

and honesty mark the relations generally be-

tween man and man, we do not find that the

majority of the people are deeply religious. Those
among them, be they few or many, who for the

time Iseing are as " the salt of the earth," exert

a leavening influence on those around them.

So in these Pacific Islands we are not to as-

sume that when idols were destroyed it was be-

cause there were none left to plead for them, or

to uphold the old pernicious customs. It was
sufficiently a miracle of grace that so many had
experienced the heart-changing power of re-

ligion that Christian manners became popu-

lar. As soon as the spell of approved usage

went over to the missionaries, the more thought-

less throng would attend their meetings from

their novelty. The example of the king had
much to do with the conduct of his subjects.

He (Pomare), is represented as having been al-

ways friendly to the missionaries, though he

hardly bears the stamp of a regenerated man.

He enacted laws against the manufacture of

spirits, and was careful to enforce them, though

himself remained a victim of intemperance,

when through the shipping, spirituous liquors

came in his way. He seems to have been a

well-disposed, strong minded man, and it may
have been from motives of policy that he co-

operated with the missionaries.

The visitors, Tyerman and Bennett, found

him hopelessly ill with elephantiasis, and they

say :
" Intelligence has just been received from

Eimeo that the king is worse ; indeed, in immi-

nent danger. Should he die at this time, it is

apprehended there may be a serious struggle

among the chiefs of the island for the suprem-

acy, jealous symptoms occasionally appearing.

Should such a convulsion take place, neither

our property nor our lives would be very safe

n the reaction, or rather the resurrection of the
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heathenism which is not dead but sleeping in

the hearts of the unconverted : for we cannot

forget that the profession of Christianity is not

Christianity, however happily influential it may
be in restraining evil under ordinary circum-

stances. But in the time of temptation, what

can be expected from those that have no root in

themselves. Our fears, however, may be ground-

less, and arise from our inexperience in the im-

proved character of the whole people and the

regeneration of a great many who constitute

the Christian churches among them."

These fears were not realized. The wise king

left a will which was carried out—a regency

during the minority of an infant grandchild.

This grandchild was probably the queen when
Daniel Wheeler was there. He speai^s of meet-

ing with the young husband of the queen. The
above extract shows the estimate placed by the

writer upon the stability of the Christian cause

in the Society Islands at that time. Had not

the will of king Pomare been so much respected,

or had there been some ambitious would-be

rulers still under heathen influence, there might

have been strife and bloodshed.

(To be continued.)

The Saved Railway Train.

" The days of miracles are past," say many,

who, in their unbelief and blindness, see nothing

but " luck" and " coincidence" in the workings

of the providence of God. But there are few

candid and iutelligent persons who have not

experienced themselves or known in their own
circle ofacquaintances, instances of God's provi-

dential help and guidance as marked as many
of those recorded in holy writ.

A writer in iheSunday School Lesson Ehistrator

relates the following instance :
" One Thursday

night an engineer of the Illinois Central Rail-

road left Springfield at 10 with a crowded train

of about two hundred excursionists, on their way
to Chicage. They reached Guthrie on time, and
pulledoutforMelvin, five miles distant. Between
these places was a wooden bridge, spanning a ra-

vine. When about two miles from the bridge, in

an instant he saw before his eyes, as plainly as

though the picture was made of malarial objects

the outlines of the place where that bridge was lo-

cated, and said to himself, ' That bridge is gone,

and I know it.' He went on slowly, and stopped

the train within thirty feet of the bridge. He
and the fireman looked ahead. The bridge was

really gone, consumed by fire. There was nothing

left but the rails, which still hung over the ra-

vine, held together by binders and bolts. The
trestle was thirty-five feet long and eight feet

high. When the conductor came forward and
looked at the swinging rails he could scarcely

speak. The engineer said, ' I have been on the

road twenty-five years, and have never had a

smash-up, but I desire no credit for this mi-

raculous escape. An invisible power saved these

two hundred lives."

Doing as Well as One Knows How.—Do-
ing just right is keeping up to a high standard.

No one can do better than that. Doing as well

as one knows how is pretty well, although one

may not always know what is just right, and
hence may not be doing that while doing his

best according to his knowledge. It would
seem that no man ought willingly to be below

his own standard of right, even though that be

not, in every instance, absolutely perfect. Yet
who will say that he always does as well as he

knows how? If there is a man who says that,

will his neighbors say the same of him ?

—

Ex.

For " The Friend."
" Poor lost Alonzo ! Fate's neglected child,
Thy lonely tomb Is on the desert piled."

—T. Campbell.

Oh ! who in fancy may the scene portray

When weary wanderer reached his final goal

At morn, or noon, or at the close of day,

And heard the last low breathing of his soul.

His feeble steps had borne him far away
From 'midst the crowded walks of busy men

In shadow of a stunted busli he lay

Where howling winds had form'd a little glen.

Ko woman's hand was there to smooth his brow,
Xo manly voice to cheer his throbbing heart

;

But cold and comfortless he laid him low.

Calm as the eve from earthly charms to part.

Thus as he lay, upon his silver'd head
A warbling sparrow sung a requiem soft,

And took one lock to line her nestlings' bed
And quickly bore it to her home aloft.

The spirit paused to leave a blessing there,

While waiting angels heard the strain on high,

And hastening on the ambient air.

They gather'd round in silent sympathy.

Ah ! it is indeed a blessed thing to die
;

To leave this world with all its fleeting charms,
When angels bear the weary soul on high
And safely rest it in our Father's arms.

Robert Hatton.
Fourth Month, 1899.

Peter Miller's Revenge.

In the dark days of the Revolution in the

United States, when General Washington was
starving at Valley Forge, a solemn-faced man
with bowed head and eyes to the ground, walked
into the presence of the hero of Valley Forge.

He" was nearly seventy years old, and was one
of the most learned men in America. He had
walked all the way from his home at Ephrata,
in Lancaster county, to ask a favor of General
Washington. He had a right to ask a favor,

for the man and his associates had nursed hun-
dreds of wounded soldiers in their cloister at

Ephrata, and he had, at the request of Thomas
Jefl^erson, done what few scholars of his day
could do. He had translated the Declaration

of Independence into seven foreign languages,

and helped in this way to explain to the world

the reason for the American Revolution. He
came to Washington to save the life of Michael
Wittman, whom he had known many years.

Wittman, however, had hated this man, whose
name was Peter Miller, from the day that Mil-

ler joined the Ephrata Society. One day Witt-

man met Peter Miller as he was taking a load

of paper from the mill to the press, and said
" Is this the way they treat you, harnessing you
up to a wheelbarrow ?" and he spit in Miller's

face. He knew very well that it was against

this pious old preacher's religion to strike back.

Peter Miller waited in patience the time to

act his part. The time had come. Wittman
was arrested as a Tory, tried by a court-martial,

found guilty, and sentenced to be hanged.
Washington received Peter Miller gladly, and

asked the cause of his long journey.
" General Washington," said Peter Miller, " I

have come to ask you to pardon Michael Witt-
man. He is to be hanged to-morrow at the

Turk's Head—West Chester."
" My friend," said the great man, " this I can-

not do. Wittman is a Tory. He has betrayed

us. He even went to Philadelphia and offered

his services to our enemy. General Howe. The
state of public aflairs is such that renegades must
suffer. Otherwise," added the General, " it would
give me great pleasure to release your friend."

" Friend 1" exclaimed Miller. " Why, Gene-
ral Washington, he is my most bitter enemy."

" What !" said General Washington, lookii

steadily in his friend's face, and with his voi

strangely softened, " can you ask for the pard(

of your enemy ?"

" Jesus did as much for me," was the answe
Then Washington signed the pardon of Wii

mann, and placing it in Peter Miller's hanc
said, " My dear friend, I thank you for this e

ample of Christian charity."

AH through the night, the legend tells i

Miller plodded his way to the Turk's Head, i

the sun broke over the quiet landscape all w
confusion and excitement. Michael Wittmi
was led to the gallows-tree, guarded by two »

diers.

Just as the officer was preparing to place t

rope around the guilty man's neck there w
heard a shout in the distance. The crowd turn

quickly. The officer halted. The prisoner look

up. A man was seen hastening through t

crowd, right to the place of execution. He he

in his hand and waved above his head a pie

of paper.
" Halt !" said the runner. " I have a pard'

here for Wittman, signed by General Washin
ton." And so it was. Peter had arrived ji

in time to save the life of his enemy. The cro\

melted away. The oflacer folded the paper slow

as he returned alone to the jail, while Pet

Miller took Wittman by the hand and led h:

forth from death, out under the bending trei

out into the clear sunlight. Without a word
rebuke, or once speaking harshly, he led Wi
man across the hills and through the valle;

until the Tory was again at home, a free mar
This Peter Miller was called by his brethr

at Ephrata, Brother Jaebez. He was a gre

scholar, a noted printer, a holy man. On 1

tombstone at Ephrata is this inscription in Gi

" Here lies Peter Miller, born in the distr

ofLautern,in the Palitinate (Chur-Palz); cai k

as a Reformed preacher to America in the ye

1735, and named Brother Jaebez ; also he vsi

a preacher (Lehrer) until his end. He fell asle

the 25th ofSeptember, 1796,at the age of eight

six years and nine months."

—

Ex.

Selected for "The Friend.

Dr. Anson Phelps, speaking of the danger
incessant Christian activity without a cor;

spondent secret life with God, says: "The ve

obvious peril is, that the vitality of holini

may be exhausted by inward decay throuj

the want of an increase of its devotional spi

proportioned to the expansion of its acli

forces. Individual experience may become shi

low for want of meditative habits and mu
communion with God. Activity can nev

sustain itself. Withdraw the vital force whi
animates and propels it, and it falls like a dei

arm. We cannot then too keenly feel, e*
one for himself, that a still and secret life wi

God must energize all holy duty, as vigor

every fibre of the body must come from t

strong, calm, faithful beat of the heart."

There is scarcely a crime which man
raits, or a sin of which he is guilty, which dc

not originate in selfishness. It is a vice that

never satisfied ; the more it is gratified the mo
inordinate are its cravings. It has the utmc
tenacity of life, and never dies a natural deat

It exists under a thousand different forms, ai

in every state of society. It is sapping the li

blood of Christianity, and can be destroyed on

by the consuming fire of the Holy Ghost.

—

H. Smith.
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BOYS.
Now, if any one has an easy time

In this world of push and pull,

It is not the boy of the family,

For his hands are always full.

I'd like to ask, who fills the stove ?

Where is the girl that could ?

Who brings in water, who lights the lire.

And splits the kindling wood ?

And who is it that cleans the walks

After hours of snowing ?

In summer, who keeps down the weeds.

By diligently hoeing ?

And who must harness the faithful horse

When the girls would ride about?

And who must clean the carriage off?

The boy, you'll own, no doubt.

And who does the many other things

Too numerous to mention ?

The boy is the " general utility man,"

And really deserves a pension !

Friends ! Just praise the boy sometimes.

When he does his very best

;

And don't always want the easy chair

When he's taking a little rest.

Don't let him always be the last

To see the new magazine
;

And sometimes let the boy be heard,

As well as to be seen.

That boys are far from perfect

Is understood by all

;

But they have hearts, remember.
For " men are boys grown tall."

And when a boy has been working
His level best for days.

It does him good, I tell you,

To have some hearty praise !

He is not merely a combination

Of muddy boots and noise.

And he likes to be looked upon
As one of the family joys.

—The Gem.

Practical Matters.

k. safe, inexpensive way to consider cleaning

»w-matting is worthy of notice, as matting

getting to be very popular to use in bed-rooms

td elsewhere.

The safest way, if it is very dirty or much

sled, is to spread it out on a back porch or

cl lumber-room (not used), and fill a bucket

c warm water, and get a scrubbing brush, a

Ix of Pearline, and scrub it on both sides. As
cen as the water becomes too dark to use, throw

i away, and make a fresh suds ; follow each

^th a clean, wet cloth, and wipe off; some just

13 a broom to rinse off, with clean water. It

ijust as well to tack it down before quite dry
;

i-shapes itself to the floor much smoother if a

Itle damp. The Pearline keeps the colors

bm fading.

A German expedition is shortly to proceed to

le colonies in West Africa to introduce scien-

lic methods of rubber culture. The botanical

I'nditions for establishing suitable plantations

(d the best modes of cultivation are first to be

insidered, and then the wild rubber-plants will

i transplanted and their growth observed. The
"periments will be conducted on an extensive

:ale, and at the same time the relative suita-

;lity of the various separation processes will be

:vestigated.

As aluminum is a metal capable of resisting

est chemical agencies, it is particularly useful

many industrial processes, and the reason

hy it has this property has recently been ad-

anced by Professor A. Ditte. He states that

aluminum does not appear to be attacked by

r or water, or dilute sulphuric or nitric acids,

is due to the fact that it immediately covers

itself with a layer of hydrogen, nitric acid, or

alumina, which, being continuous, impermeable,

and very adhesive, prevents any contact between

the metal and the liquid in which it is immersed.

If this surrounding layer be by any chance re-

moved, the chemical action ensues, and the

aluminum is completely dissolved. The protect-

ing layer is not proof against an acid salt, or

common salt in the presence of such an acid as

vinegar. This effect, however, does not act

against the use of aluminum domestic utensils,

as the aluminum compounds are not injurious

to the system, but the rapid wear is thought to

render the metal unsuitable for military pur-

poses.

Few people give proper care to their shoes.

They come in damp, tired, cold perhaps, and

possibly not in the best of tempers, fling their

shoes off impatiently, get into slippers as quickly

as possible, and sit down to rest, forgetting that

their shoes will be in a scarcely wearable con-

dition by the next morning.

If every one would invest in a quart or two

of good clean oats, and keep them in a bag in

the dressing room, they would have at hand the

means of putting their shoes in good condition

with very little trouble and less cost.

As soon as the shoes are taken oft', lace or

button them up, and fill them about two-thirds

full of oats, shake them down well, then tie in

a handkerchief a parcel of oats as large as can be

pressed into the top of the shoes to fill the remain-

ing space and put the shoes away until wanted.

The oats absorb the moisture in the shoes, and in

absorbing it, the oats swell considerably, and the

constant pressure on the leather keeps the shoes

in correct shape and prevents that uncomfortable

stiffness and rigidity always noticed when leath-

er has been wet. A little trouble and care of

this sort will save many a pair of shoes, and in

all probability will save many a corn from be-

ing formed by the pressure of shoes hardened

from dampness.— The Philadelphia Record.

Wearing the Garment.—In the eyes of a

soldier the greatest calamity that can befall

him is the degradation of his uniform. He
fears not death nor suffering nor hardship nor

disease, but he does fear that, and to be strip-

ped of his uniform in disgrace is a monstrous

catastrophe with him. Indeed, it is from h

uniform that he derives much of his courage

and valor. " Put me into one of Uncle Sam's

uniforms," said an old soldier, recently, " and I

would dare to go anywhere and do any thing.

But," he added, thoughtfully, " I don't believe

I would without it." The Russians believe, or

at least used to, that to make the best soldier a

man must be brought up at it from the start,

must grow up in a uniform. For the young,

about to start out on the journey of life, no bet-

ter marching orders could possibly be given

than those of the Prophet, " Put on thy beauti-

ful garments !" " Put on, therefore, as the elect

of God, as hearts of compassions, kindness, hum-

bleness of mind, meekness, long sufiering, for-

bearance, forgiveness, and above all these things

put on charity, which is the bond of perfect-

ness."

—

R. B. Buckham in The PresByterian.

Heart Power Better than Head Pow-

er.—Christian power is heart power. The

kingdom of Christ does, indeed, avail itself of

brain and muscle, and even of money. But it

is the heart that makes use of these as acces-

sory, and not these that employ the heart as

accessory to themselves.

—

S. S. Times.

The Wonders of a Watch.
" Open your watch," says the National Edu-

tor, " and look at the "little wheels, springs,

and screws, each an indispensable part of the

whole wonderful machine. Notice the busy

little balance-wheel as it flies to and fro un-

ceasingly, day and night, year in and year out.

This wonderful little machine is the result of.

hundreds of years of study and experiment.

The watch carried by the average man is com-

posed of ninety-eight pieces, and its manufac-

ture embraces more than two thousand distinct

and separate operations. Some of the smallest

screws are so minute that the unaided eye can-

not distinguish them from steel filings or specks

of dirt; but under a powerful magnifying- glass

a perfect screw is revealed. The slit in the head

is one two thousandth of an inch wide. It takes

308,000 of these screws to weigh a pound, and

a pound is worth SI,585.
" The hair-spring is a strip of the finest steel

about nine and a half inches long and a hun-

dredth of an inch in width, and twenty-seven

ten-thousandths of an inch thick. It is coiled

up in spiral form, and finely tempered. The
process of tempering these springs was long held

as a secret by the few fortunate ones possessing

it, and even now it is not generally known.

The strip is gauged to the twenty-thousandth of

an inch, but no measuring instrument has as

yet been devised capable of fine enough gaug-

ing to determine beforehand by the size of the

strip what the strength of the finished spring

will be. A twenty-thousandth part of an inch

diflference in the thickness of the strip makes a

difterence in the running of a watch of about

six minutes an hour. A ton of steel made up

into hair-springs is worth more than twelve and

a half times the value of the same weight of

pure gold. Hair-spring wire weighs one-twen-

tieth of a grain to the inch. One mile of wire

weighs less than half a pound.
" The balance gives five vibrations every

second, 300 every minute, 18,000 every hour,

432,000 every day, and 157,680,000 every year.

At each vibration it rotates about one aifd a

fourth times, which makes 197,100,000 revolu-

tions every year. Let the wheels of a locomo-

tive be run until they have given the same

number of revolutions that a watch does in one

year, and they will have covered a distance

equal to twenty-eight complete circuits of the

. earth."

The watch is a wonderful time-keeper ; but

there is another far more wonderful, the time-

piece in the skies. Our watches are set and

regulated by the stars, and those unnumbered

millions of glowing orbs have been running for

ages without stopping, varying, regulation, or

repair, and always keeping exact time.

In his interesting lecture on "Number in

Nature," in the Anti-Infidel Library, Edward
White of London, thus refers to this question of

celestial time-keeping

:

" In his celebrated chapter on the watch,

Paley derives his argument for an intelligent

watchmaker mainly from the mutual adapta-

tion of the parts as contrived to produce a cer-

tain time-measuring result ; and only mentions

the movement produced as a ' measured pro-

gression,' covering a given space in a given time,

'a motion regulated so as to point out the time

of day.' Now another argument for an Intelli-

gent Designer may be derived from the numeri-

cal qualities of the watch. In a watch it is not

merely the mechanical adaptation of part to

part which evinces a rational constructor, since

it is just conceivable by some minds that a watch,
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that would not go, might be evolved in a par-

ticular sort of mindless universe out of former

elementary watches, gradually getting them-

selves into going order by the effect of their en-

vironments, and the necessity there is of know-
ing the time of day. But when we come to

think more carefully of the number of the cogs

.or teeth in the principal wheels,—always sixty,

or decimal submultiples of sixty, for the minute

and second hands, and always duodecimals for

the hour hand, corresponding with the time oc-

cupied by a half-revolution of this planet on its

axis,—it becomes quite impossible to avoid the

conclusion that the numerical system involved

in the whole structure of a watch, indicates a

contriving and calculating, as well as an ob-

serving and constructive, intelligence. And
the two arguments together cannot be disposed

of by saying that such results are the work of

chance or of necessity, since chance could not

work out a complex sum in decimals and duo-

decimals. At least this is inconceivable by

minds made as ours are made. We are totally

unable even to conceive of a blind and mindless

force which shall constantly and correctly count

out, in decimals and duodecimals, details in one

and the same machinery, both alike essential

to its complex movements, and to its special

end as a time-keeper in a world where twenty-

four equal hours precisely measure out the day.

. . . On a large scale the movements of the

Solar System are as exact as those of a railway

organization in which there should be no failure

of time-keeping, even to a moment, not even if

bodies were moving, as the earth moves in its

orbit, seventy times more swiftly than a cannon-

shot from an Armstrong gun, in its initial ve-

locity of 1,500 feet to the second. Our finest

chronometers are but poor rivals of the precise

time-keeping exhibited in the solar system."

No skeptic could be found so foolish as to

believe that the poorest and meanest watch on

earth made itself, or that it was made by blind

chance, natural law, or unintelligent force. And
yet there are men who deny both creation and
Creator ; for " The fool hath said in his heart.

There is no God " (Ps. liii : 1).

Selected for "The Friend."

A Russian Czar's Visit to a Friends' Meeting.

In the year 1712, the Czar of Muscovy, being

in the city of Frederickstadt, in Holstein, about

two days' journey from hence, with 5000 sol-

diers to assist the Danes against the Swedes,

after he had quartered his men, inquired of the

bourgomaster whether there were any of the

people called Quakers there. The said officer

told him there were a few. Then the Czar

asked him if they had a meeting in that place.

The officer told him they had. Then the Czar
bid the officer let the Friends know if they

would appoint their meeting that forenoon, be-

ing the First-day, he would be at it. The officer

replied that there were thirty of his soldiers in

the meeting place, so that there could not be

any meeting in it. When the Czar heard that,

he was angry that they had put the soldiers there,

and sent an order by one of his captains, that

they should all be put out forthwith, and that

notice should be given to the Friends by the

captain, that if they would appoint their meet-

ing he would come to it.

Accordingly, the officer gave notice thereof

to Jacob Hagen, and Philip Defare, a public

Friend who lived there, and not only ordered

the soldiers out of the room, but made them
take away all they had brought thither. The
place being made ready, they had their meet-

ing at the 2nd hour afternoon, to which the

Czar came, and brought with him Prince Men-
zikoiT, of Muscovy, the General Dolgorucky
and several other of his dukes, generals, secre-

taries of State, and other great men ; and a

great crowd following, he ordered the door to

be shut as soon as a competent number were in

to sit comfortably ; and many more came to

the windows, after some time of silence, Philip

Defair preached the doctrine of Truth among
them, and all sat very quietly but especially

the Czar, who sat very gravely all the time of

silence ; and all the others, being awed by his

example and presence, did so likewise. But,

the Muscovite lords and generals not under-

standing the language, the Czar himself under-
standing it pretty well, interpreted to them
what was declared, with much gravity and ser-

iousness, commending what he heard, saying

that whoever could live according to that doc-

trine would be happy. A Friend after this

presenting him with RobertBarclay's Catechism
and apology, in High Dutch, he said he would
have them translated and printed in his own
language.

John Yeardley and his Travels.

(Continued from page 269.)

" ' Sixth Month 23, 1850.—Last evening we
arrived at Prague. Our heart sunk on ap-

proaching this great city. The twenty-eight

statues of saints, &c. on the bridge, with the

many lamps devoted to these images, the cruci-

fixes, &c., all indicated that superstition rages

rampant.
' We lost no time in sending to the Protestant

pastors, one of whom kindly came to us in the

evening, and we conversed till late. I showed
him my little Spiritual Bread for Christian

Workmen, with which he was much pleased.

I told him I wanted it translated into the Bo-
hemian language. This afternoon he paid us

another visit, and brought his wife to see my
M. Y. He produced the translation of the in-

troduction to the little tract. We are to have
2000 printed. Most of the poor people read

only the Bohemian language. I have promised
to place 1000 at the disposal of the pastor ; he
is delighted with the opportunity of having
anything of the kind printed in Prague.'

"

" During their stay in the city, and after they

left, there were printed 12,000 copies of the

tracts in Bohemian, and 1000 in German."
" They returned home, both of them worn

with travelling, and Martha Yeardley exhaust-

ed with disease, which was making sure progress

in her debilitated frame ; but they were sup-

ported by the peaceful consciousness of having
accomplished all the service to which they had
been called to labor in common."

" Martha Yeardley continued very unwell
during the autumn, and by the end of the year
her disorder assumed a more alarming form.

It soon became evident that her dedicated life

must at no distant period be brought to a close
;

and after many weeks of sufiering, with confine-

ment to the chamber during the latter part of
the time, she expired, full of peace and hope in

Christ Jesus, in the Fifth Month, 1851. The
following memorandum, touchingly descriptive

of her illness and death, was penned by her be-

reaved husband, probably soon after her de-

cease.

" 'After our return from the Continental jour-

ney my beloved M. Y. became more poorly.

A severe influenza cold weakened her much
;

and a second attack she seemed never to recov-

er. It was succeeded by a regular rheumatii
fever. From the commencement of 1851, wit

but little exception, she was confined to tl'

house, and for a little while to her bed, unt
the 8th of the Fifth Month, when her sweet an
purified spirit ascended to her Saviour, an
commenced an eternity of bliss.

"'Thus was I deprived of my only earthi

treasure. She was the Lord's precious loai

granted me for nearly a quarter of a centurj.

for which I can never be sufficiently [thankful
She was his own, bought with the blood of hi

dear Son, and He saw meet to take her from mi
[

Ours was a blessed union, and a happy lifi

spent, I hope, unitedly in the service of ou

Lord. In all our imperfections we did desin

above all earthly things, to do the work of ou

Divine Master, and to labor for the promotio I

of bis kingdom, and for a spread of his know
edge in the earth.'

"

"On the 5th of the Seventh Month, 185i'

when 62 years of age, John Yeardley accon'
panied by Peter Bedford proceeded to Chris

^

iania, on a religious visit to Norway, Job
Yeardley employing the time on the voyage i

[

adding to the little stock of the Norse languag
which he had acquired at home in anticipatio

of the journey. On landing at Christiania the'

were refreshed by seeing Asbjon Kloster (!

Stavanger, who had come to meet them, an
for two weeks had been waiting their arrival.

"The Friends left Christiania on the lOtI

and sailed through the rock-bound sea t

Christiansand, the passage between the clif!

being in some places so narrow that there ws
no more room thaa was sufficient for the vessfi

to pass.
j" In this town they enjoyed much freedom i|

the gospel, and held two public meetings." 1

"Atone of the meetings which they held ij

this town, whilst John Yeardley was preachinji

he became sensible that his interpreter had hiii;

self received something to communicate to th

congregation ; he therefore stopped speaking

,

and the interpreter, faithful to his duty, too

,

up the word until he had cleared his mind froi

its burden. After he had finished, John Yeard
ley resumed his discourse.

"On the 14th the Friends drove out a fe'

miles into the country to ' pay some family

visits.' They had two double carrioles, or giga,

the road over which they passed was ' steep an
;

rugged beyond description.' In returning, th

carriole in which Peter Bedford rode struc

against a rock at a sharp corner and was ovei

set. Peter Bedford's right shoulder was disk

cated, and he otherwise bruised. In conveyin
him into Christiansand he suffered much fron

the shaking of the car ; but the joint was quid
ly set by a skilful surgeon ; and, in the ever,

ing, the love he felt for the people was so strong,

that he could not remain absent from the meei

ing which had been appointed for that tiiii<

and he even took part in its vocal exercise."
" ' It was,' writes John Yeardley, ' a favore

time. Peter Bedford gave some account of th

difference between our religious Society an

other professing Christians. It opened the wa
for me to speak on the peculiar doctrines an
practices of Friends at more length than I eve

remember to have done before ; after which th

glad tidings of the gospel flowed freely, and th,

people were invited to come to Christ and pai,

take of the full blessedness of his teaching b

the Holy Spirit. A precious solemnity pri

vailed, and the serious attention of the compan
was great. A good many soldiers, and som
officers, were present; but the expression ofoufl
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lent from all wars and fightings had not dis-

lised them, for they shook hands with us

^t kindly.'
"

(To be continued).

For "The Friend."

Duty.

L duty signifies something that is due, or

(ich we owe to ourselves, to others or to our

Jiator. Being of the nature of a debt, no one

R the creditor can forgive the same or ex-

pt us from the performance of a duty. There
ttduties of such a nature that they cannot be

[ce by proxy. God himself implants a sense

fluty in our very nature, and the faithful per-

Boance of every duty uplifts a load of debt

t leaves the heart lighter and the conscience

1 rer to discern further duties.

lore particularly we have duties towards

il and duties one to another, but the perform-

je ot every duty is the payment of a duty

oards ourselves. As God, who is Lord of all,

t: pleased in the person of his well beloved

k jt'sus Christ, to make himself to serve the

iithreu, thus leaving to us an example, and

sie also daily loads us with benefits, and ad-

QJsters to our hourly needs, both temporal

I spiritual, so are we enjoined to be like Him,
lc5g good one to another and to all men, as

aas in our power lies. In thus serving the

(ithren, we truly serve God, as good king

Fciah exhorted the priests and Levites, " Serve

It' the Lord your God and his people Israel
'

EChron. XXXV : 3). So the apostles who
aed themselves " the servants of Jesus Christ

"

Lij. i : 1), also said, " ourselves your servants

Jesus' sake" (2 Cor. v: 5), as doing the

, <d' their Lord, which He whilst on earth

il'l have done in person, and now did in-

nif'iitally by them; yet these same apostles

1 laiiueil being servants of men, as doing the

V of man or in any way seeking to please the

lijral man, for as the natural man cannot
)hse God, so the things of God please not him,

K any man who directs another in spiritual

higs, to what the spirit bears not witness,

ffirps the prerogativeof Christ, and whosoever

iys the same, disobeys God in performing

li worship. Such a one steps aside from his

Wy to God and man, and fails to obtain the

fhess of the spirit, the seal of Sonship, the joy

K peace which Christ gives to those who
B'e Him. For Christ who ever liveth, truly

8.1S He promised to be, present in spirit with

h brethren who are truly gathered in his

ine. He is known of them, for He says, " My
l)?p hear my voice." He directs them as a

9;h Priest in all their offerings. The unction

if lis Spirit, as the holy fire, purifies each vessel

II sanctifies the oblation. This holy, spiritual

T ship is our highest and most sacred duty to

1, a duty which will never end, but continue

;\r, throughout the endless ages of eternity.

Oited worship is, as the members of Christ's

jtrch are gathered together, baptized by one

ifit into one body, and each a member of the

«ie, having one life and one Head, who rules

)vr all and guides each member in its particu-

!8work or service. This all can do, leave the
V 1(1 and thoughts of the world, and the roving
ijinatiou of man ; come into the presence of

: omnipresent Divine being, and wait iu si-

it-e upon Him. He moves among such as are

sc;athered, as truly as He did of old amongst
h apostles. He shines upon the hearts. The
tfcughts of the heart are made manifest. His
pwer and work is felt in the soul, and He

raises this one or that as it pleases Him ;
He

opens their mouths, and fills it with prayer or

praise to Him, or exhortation, or comfort to

others. All are edified, strengthened and built

up in their most holy faith.

Those who have done their duty, whether in

holy waiting, silence or in more active vocal

service, if called thereto, having thus served

their Lord, are ofttimes permitted if watchful,

sweetly to ruminate and meditate upon that

which they have heard, or of which they them-

selves have been the means of imparting to

others. This to be truly the word of God, ex-

pressive of his will, and not the word of man,

must needs proceed from the motion of God's

spirit. His voice must be heard, in order to be

known. To hear we must listen. Every avenue

to the mind, which would convey the noisy

thoughts that would preclude the voice of the

spirit, heard in quiet, must be closed. When
the flock is thus gathered, then it is, the manna
silently like the dew falls, or the refreshing

shower passes over. And like as the grass is

refreshed by the dew, and no answering sound

reechoes therefrom, so it may be in the Divine

will, that Christ's presence may be felt and
known, and yet all are silent.

Yet mere silence from outward speech or

noise, may be far from true worship ; nor is

such silence in itself, the silent worship for

which we plead ; rather would we have all to

know what David means, when speaking from

inspiration, he says, " Be still, and know that I

am God." Few indeed of our many duties

toward God, are more frequently enjoined both

under the old and new dispensation than this of

waiting upon God. For not so doing, king Saul,

though at one time having received a new spirit,

was rejected of God and deprived of his pres-

ence. To join in battle with the powers of evil

before the King, who is our strength, comes, is

to invite defeat. But if obedient to his promise,

we submit to the work of the Lord in our hearts,

directing us into the patient waiting for the

coming of Christ our king, " where the word of a

king is, there is power" (Ec. viii : 4), and by the

staid and watchful walk of such in love towards

all and holiness to God, others will take note of

them, saying, "this man also was with Jesus;"

and as we know God's declaration by his prophet

to be true, that " obedience is better than sac-

rifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams,"

every one should keep an attentive, listening

ear, to every intimation of duty, and promptly

perform the same. Then may these be called

to fill more sacred trusts, ever remembering we
are not to choose our own ways nor walk in

our own paths; but may the attitude of our

soul ever be, " thy will, not mine be done, O
Lord," then will none remain without a knowl-

edge of the Lord's will as regards his particular

duty, for God's promise, under Christ's dispen-

sation is, " they shall all be taught of God, and

great shall be the peace of thy children."

Since then " men must give account for every

idle word that they shall speak," great is our

accountability to God ; not one of us but fall

far short of his requiring.*, but God's mercy in

Christ is like a deep sea that overflows its shores

and fills the pools, a mercy than eudureth for

ever; and whilst every man shall give an ac-

count of himself before God, Jesus himself,

touched with a feeling of our infirmities, will

plead for his people.
" Hear and ye shall live, and I will make an

everlasting covenant with you, even the sure

mercies of David " (Isaiah Iv : 3).

W. W. B.

The Dukhobors in Cyprus.

I have now been more than a week living in

a room at the new cottage hospital, on the Duk-
hobortsi farm colony, Athalassa, and have thus

seen much of this interesting colony of Russian

peasants. There is a good sized farmhouse with

enclosed yard, in which several families are ac-

commodated, and on the hillside small houses

(much like Irish cabins) have been built for

the rest. Just below these is an enclosed gar-

den of about an acre, with palm, orange, and
olive trees ; except for these I should fancy my-
self in an Irish village. About 500 Dukhobors
are located here. I am most favorably impress-

ed with them, especially the women, who are

so clean and industrious ; when not busy in

their household affairs, cooking, cleaning, win-

nowing the wheat, or grinding, they are busy
with knitting or embroidery. They look very

picturesque going about in their skirts, bright-

colored petticoats, and cosy- like caps. They
always meet us with a pleasant smile, and fre-

quently send us (the Russian nurse and myself)

presents of cakes and various specimens of their

food, so that we have vegetarian diet with a

good deal of variety. The children are most
anxious to learn English, and come to us all

day long, " Please, a book," while there is gen-

erally a group on the porch spelling, and re-

peating texts, or teaching one another to count.

The nurse is busy each morning with various

visitors. Besides the two men who are now in

hospital, others come to her daily—one man
with a badly cut eye, a boy with a scalded foot,

and some rheumatic patients. Then there is

milk to send off to the cabins for the children

who are not strong, followed by visits to some
who are still suflTering from malarial fever

—

though we are thankful there are no cases of

serious illness. The nurse has two or three

classes daily to teach Russian, while Captain

St. John (who is living here also) has classes of

the elder boys for English. These people have

had no schools, so but few can read ; but we
impress upon them the necessity of learning to

speak English if going to Canada, and there is

quite a furore for this just now.

I hope Friends will not get discouraged about

these people. It is disappointing that they are

not settling in Cyprus, but after the great mor-

tality here it is evident the climate does not

suit them, and now that 4,000 of their people

are in Canada it would not do to press their

staying. They seem to me a truly God-fearing

people. We find them in groups chanting

psalms as they work, and never hear a noise or

quarreling, and with about 300 children and no

school this is wonderful.

The country round here is pretty, and the

children ramble over the hillsides and bring us

bunches of wild flowers.

—

31. A. Marriage Allen,

to London Friend, Third Month 21, 1899.

Morals in Business.—"As men more and

more are brought into commercial relations with

each other, they are compelled more and more
to confide in each other. Without this confi-

dence, business would be at a stand. In order

that this confidence may be well grounded,

there must be moral as well as financial sol-

vency. The moral element must enter into

every transaction. When the bonds of a country

or railroad are sold, the security lies not alone

in the property which is pledged, but in a be-

lief that the persons who give these feel them

to be a moral obligation. Honesty is not a

mere sentiment ; it has a distinct commercial

value."

—

National Baptist.
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Extract from a Letter.

From one who has always lived remote from

Friends, but was received into membership in

the Society on the ground of convincement of

its principles and testimonies.
" It was not by what any person said or wrote

that I was led to settlement of mind. I still

aim to live my simple faith and practice, and

avoid all controversy ; tho' sometimes I have

to defend what I am convinced are the teach-

ings of the ' Shepherd and Bishop of souls.'

The pastor of the flock said in one of his

sermons :
' I cannot see how any one can ignore

the positive command,' 'Do this in remembrance

of me' and ever get to heaven ; if they can it is

by the skin of their teeth.' I told ' The
kingdom of God is not meat and drink, &c., it

is within you ; and where Christ was, was

heaven.' 1 think George Fox said he was ' in

the Paradise of God,' and I think that is the

presence of Christ as much here as hereafter.

I need no corruptible things to taste, feel or

see, I need no food for the senses to feed my
soul. The words of the Master are spirit and

life. When I leave this body of flesh I never

expect to be reunited to it again.

"A dear Friend said :
' God often gives us a

portion for ourselves only, to give to none else,'

and it is so. I often hear the voice which gives

me light and life, but He calls me by name.

praise be to his holy name that He ever called

me out of Babylon, and made me free in Christ,

and taught me to listen to his voice. As for

' mysticism,' I think there is not so much danger

to the so-named churches from that source as

from the flesh and the world.

"The time will come when the world will

see that the despised Quakers held the Truth,

though not in unrighteousness."

Lives Rich Without Opportunity.—A
man's life consists not in the abundance of the

opportunities which come to him. A mere
globe-trotter stumbles on a thousand opportuni-

ties on his way round the world, and returns

home poorer every way than the contemplative

cobbler whom he left sticking to his last. 5

have lived gloriously in dungeons; lacking in

manhood they would have lived ingloriously

though given the freedom of the universe.

—

S.

S. Times.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The American, British and Ger-

man Governments, having reached an agreement on
the subject of the Samoan Commission, the appoint-
ment of Baron Speck von Sternberg, First Secretary of

the German Embassy at Washington, as the German
representative on the Commission, was announced.
The Commission will sail from San Francisco on
Fourth Month 2.5th, on the United States naval trans-

port Badger.

A written report from Admiral Kautz was laid

before the Cabinet in Washington on the 14th inst.

It brought out the fact that the recognition of the Ma-
taafans as the provisional government of Samoa, after

Justice Chamber's decision in favor of Malietoa Tanus,
was consented to by the American and British Con-
suls because they were in peril of their lives. Admiral
Kautz found that this action was in violation of the
Berlin treaty, and accordingly dissolved the provi-
sional government, and Malietoa was crowned king.
The formal exchange of ratification of the peace

treaty between the United States and Spain took place
in Washington the afternoon of the llth inst., the
French Ambassador delivering the Spanish copy, and
receiving in turn at the hands of President McKinley
the American copy. The formal proctocol of exchange
had previously been signed by M. Cambon and Secre-
tary Hay. After the ceremony at the White House
the President issued a formal proclamation announcing
the ratification of the treaty and consequent restora-

tion of peace between Spain and the United States.

A Washington despatch says that "the State De-

partment has been informed from an unofficial but

reliable source that Bellamy Storer is persona grata to

the Madrid Government, and that he will be properly

received as United States Minister."

On the loth inst. Admiral Dewey reported the ar-

rival of the Wheeling from Guam, where quiet and

order prevail. The native counsel was established by
Commander Taussig, he says, is working well.

A special despatch dated Fourth Month 17th states

that a committee of twenty-two Filipinos has been ap-

pointed to confer with the U. S. Commission, with a

view of bringing about peace.

The President has prepared a proclamation setting

apart 136,000 acres of land on the south side of Lake
Tahoe, California, as a forestry reserve and public

park.

A despatch of the 1 6th instant, from Boston, says

:

At the Northern New England Methodist Confer-

ence 3'esterday Eev. W. I. Haven, Secretary of the

American Bible Society, stated that more than 400

liquor .saloons had been opened in Manila. This called

forth cries of "shame."
A colored girl was graduated recently from the High

School in Petersburg, Ind. The other seven members
of the class, all boys, refused two months ago to be

graduated with the colored girl, but the trustees stood

by her, and the boys backed down.
The country residence of W. K. Vanderbilt, at Oak-

dale, Long Island, was burned on the morning of

Fourth Month llth, with all its valuable contents.

The loss is estimated at nearly $300,000. W. K. Van-
derbilt, Jr., and his bride were occupying the house at

the time and lost most of their wardrobe.
Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-

ber 520, which is 64 less than the previous week and
13 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 245 were males and 275 females : 62

died of pneumonia ; 46 of heart disease ; 44 of con-

sumption ; 38 of typhoid fever ; 26 of inflammation of

the brain ; 19ofoldage; 18 of diphtheria; 17 of con-

vulsions ; 16 of cancer ; 16 of nephritis; 14 of cerebro-

spinal meningitis ; 13 of inanition ; 12 of uraemia; 12

of marasmus ; 11 of apoplexy; 11 of inflammation of

the stomach and bowels ; 10 of Eright's disease ; 10 of

bronchitis, and 9 of congestion of the brain.

Markets, (fee—U. S. 2's, 99* a 100 ; 4's, reg., 112} 8

112i; coupon, 113} a 114; new 4's, 129.', a 130; 5's

113 a 114; 3's, reg., 107} a 107 J ; coupon, 108J a 108f
Cotton was steady on a basis of 6|c. per pound for

middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.15 a $2.40; Pennsyl'

nia, roller, straight, $3.35 a 13.50; Western winter,

straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; spring, clear, $2.85 a $3.10

;

city mills, extra, $2.50 a $2.75 ; city mills, clear, $3.20

a $3.40 ; city mills, straight, $3.40 a $3.65 ; city mills,

patent, $3.75 a $4.10. Rye Flour.—$3.20 a $3.25

per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 76} a 76Jc.

No. 2 mixed com, 39| a 40c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35 a 35fc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5} a 5Jc.
;
good, Ij a I

medium, 4i a 4fc.; common, 4 a 4|c.

Sheep asd Lambs.—Extra, bh a o|c.; good, 4J a 5c.

;

medium, 4} a 4^0. ; common, 3^ a 4c.; wool lambs,

5} a 6Jc. ; clipped lambs, 4f a 5fc; spring lambs, $:

a $6.50.

Hogs best western, oj a 5ic.; other grades, 5 a oJc.

Foreign.—The House of Commons by a vote of 167

to 69, rejected a bill for the compulsory reinstatement

of Irish tenants, evicted since 1879.

General Eios cables to Madrid from Manila that

General Otis has granted him a safe conduct for a mis-

sion to Aguinaldo in behalf cf the Spanish prisoners,

and has empowered him to offer to surrender to Agui-
naldo 1600 Filipino prisoners held by the Americans.

The Madrid official Gazette on the 16th inst., con-

tained a royal decree appointin the Duke de Arcos

to be Spanish Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary to the L'nited States. The decree also

creates Consulates at Havana, Manila, lloilo, San Juan
de Porto Rico and Cienfuego<.

A party of American and British sailoi-s, variously

stated to be 105 and 214 strong, fell into an ambush on
a German plantation at Vaslele, near A pia, Samoa, on
Fourth Month 1st, and were forced by a body of 800
Mataafans to retreat to the coast. The loss of the Ma-
taafans was probably about fifty.

There is said to be a rush of young Finlanders for

the United States to avoid the recent degree of the Czar

for an increase of the Russian military and naval

forces.

The British steamer Milwaukee, of Liverpool, which,

while on a voyage from Newcastle on Tyne for New

Orleans, went ashore on Ninth Month 16th last at I

Erroll, nine miles south of Peterhead, was relaunci

on the Tyne, on the 12th inst. The feat of salving 1

the steamer and rebuilding the missing portion is

garded as remarkable, and has aroused the greatest

terest among naval architects. The after part of

Milwaukee was raised by the Liverpool Salvage A:

elation and towed safely to the Albert Edward dc

on Tenth Month 5th last. She was a vessel of 4, ,

tons, but was badly damaged in No. 2 hold, and
her bottom crushed in just under the fore part of

bridge. Rock protruded through the bottom of

hold for thirty feet. Her position was extremely
ficult, and the work of wrecking and repairing ca'

for the greatest ingenuity.

The Baltimore Herald says :
" Nicaragua want:

be annexed to the United States, it is said. Prop(

owners are reported to be tired of the frequent revi

tions, which unsettle values and exert a highly inj

ous efiect upon the business interests of the coun

They desire stability < f government, and have evid .

ly reached the conclusion that this is to be seci

only by the admission of Nicaragua into the Uuic
'

North'American States. But the United States i

well hesitate to assume so grave a responsibility as

administration of Nicaragua, with turbulent neigh'
,

on both sides and a volatile population, involves,

construction of an interoceanic canal across Nicara

would constitute a strong argument in favor of i

trolling the territory along the waterway. But c •

plete absorption is not to be contemplated without •

rious reflection and some misgivings."

The present number of Indians in Canada is 100, ,

an increase of 729 over last year.

Since the beginning of this century no fewer 1

1

fifty-two volcanic islands have risen cut of the .

Nineteen have disappeared and ten are now inhabit

NOTICES.

WESTT0^VN Boarding School.—For convenii

of persons coming to W^esttown School, the stage

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 i

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met ii

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

the admission of pupils to the school, and letter

regard to instruction and discipline should be

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Prindjx

Payments on account of board and tuition, i

communications in regard to business should be

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Saperintenda

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, on the morning of Second Month 12th, 1

as her residence in West Branch, Cedar Co., I

Eliza Ann W'alker, daughter of the late Isaac

Lydia N. Walker, aged fifty-three years, one mc
fourteen days ; a member of Hickory Grove Mon
Meeting, Iowa. Her meek and quiet life, and her

exhortation to give her love to everybody, leave c

evidence that our loss is her eternal gain.

, at her home near Monrovia, Ind, on thei

teenth of Second Month, 1899, Ruth Hobson, wj

of Jose Hobson, aged eighty-three years and si

days ; a member of West IJnion Monthly Meeting,

a life-long member of the Society of Friends.

last sickness of four weeks duration was borne

Christian patience and resignation. While her k
deeply felt by her famUy and friends they are '

forted in believing that through the mercy of Gc

Christ Jesus she is gathered home as " a shock of

in its season."

, at Norwich, Ontario, Canada, at the resid

of her son-in-law, Charles Hall, Second Month
1899, Anna B. Cornwell, in the ninety-first ye

her age, widow of the late Thomas Cornwell, a:

beloved member and elder of Norwich Monthly >

ing of Friends. She was born in New York the

of Eighth Month, 1808. Her parents were James

Mary Barker, who moved to Norwich in the

1822. She was firmly attached to the ancient pr

pies and practices of Friends, and we feel that a i

in Israel has been taken from our midst, and wha
been our loss has been her gain ;

for we believe

she has been gathered home with the blest.
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^ur account which was begun last week, is

Bi resumed with that of Third day's proceed-

lomas Whitson having expressed a con-

si resting on his mind to render some relig-

lu service in the Women's Meeting, unity was

iwith his doing so, and it was accordingly

feiarged. An earnest message was thus con-

nd on the importance of living and willing

fctworking in the virtue and power of Christ's

ft-evealed in the heart.

'be two communications which had been re-

)rid to a verbal committee were reported as

alTS sent by the Yearly Meetings held in

)ilin and in Westerly, R. I., being acknowl-

; oeiits I if the receipt of the General Epistle

,1 hy Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in 1897.

ciiiiuiendation of the Committee that both

111 lie read in the Meeting was favorably

ivttl, and they were accordingly read. Ex-
'jiiMis (if satisfaction with the language of

DC contents, were made by several. The doc-

rijis declared in the Epistle were heartily re-

ei^d by both of the respondents.

be merging of Burlington and Bucks Quar-

Minto one Quarterly Meeting having been

;eimpli.shed according to directions approved
lyhe Yearly Meeting last year, the Committee
:tend to the movement was released.

he consideration of the Queries and Answers
tegnow taken up, it proceeded through the

Airth Query, and was resumed and concluded

Q he next day's session. A number of the

omunications entered into were lengthy, and
right with much general exhortation ; but

hie were some that were especially cogent,

biible, and instructive. The nature and ob-

ciance of Divine worship, and our right re-

ai)ns to one amither was largely dwelt upon
lung Third-day. The importance of the fre-

(uit reading of the Holy Scriptures in our

allies was upheld, with that of a devout wait-

nupon the Lord when this is done.
iQ connection with acknowledging by our at-

elance on it, a ministry exercised at stated

1138, or for pay, the observance of our own
nle as especially adapted to a spiritual wor-
ibi was urged, not only when we can attend

?3nds' meetings, but also in remote places or

nourneys away from home and the neighbor-
Md of Friends, let us, even if alone occupy

the same testimony for Divine worship at times

when others may be assembled in their stated

modes. An unwillingness to center the mind
for spiritual worship, seeks the diversion of a

spoken sermon or vocal reading and other ex-

ercises, and where this disposition prevails a

stated minister to supply the requisitions of the

outward ear is likely to be employed, commit-
tees to look after unsupplied meetings and a

Superintendent of Gospel labor for a Yearly
Meeting as a diocese are introduced ; and so a

hierarchy will be practically established over

such systems of meetings as evade our first

principles of worship and ministry.

An openness to Divine monitions so as to

acknowledge and obey Divine requisitions and
gifts of the Spirit was commended to the young,

as necessary for the realizing of gifts in the

ministry ; by inattention and unfaithfulness to

which the church has been sorely robbed. Nor
must the necessary probation and preparations

afforded through suffering be disregarded, but

faithfully passed through as baptisms of the

Holy Spirit and of fire, to refine and qualify for

an offering in righteousness.

The report of the Committee on Education

showed that eighteen schools were under the

care of Friends' meetings, sod that the member-
ship between five and twenty years of age was
seven hundred and eight in number—136 had
attended school at Westtown, 262 at Monthly
or Preparative Meeting schools, 132 at schools

more or less under care of Friends, 151 at

schools not under Friends' care, and .51 had

not attended schools.

Meetings for Divine worship were held as

usual on Fifth-day morning in three meeting-

houses of the City, the chief interest, as meas-

ured by numbers, centering at Arch Street

Meeting-house.

In the afternoon meeting the reports of the

Quarterly Meetings concerning the use of in-

toxicating liquors showed but little change as

compared with last year.

The twenty -fourth annual report of the

Yearly Meeting's Committee on Education was

then read. Good progress had been made dur-

ing the year. The eighteen schools have 257

pupils. The committee's Superintendent, Anna
Walton, had made from two to four visits to

each school during the year and held monthly

teachers' meetings. The teachers' library now
numbers 775 volumes, having been increased

by 220 volumes during the year. The Yearly

Meeting approved the labors of the committee,

and appropriated $2,000 for its use next year.

The subject of appointing a committee to visit

subordinate meetings, in the hope of arresting

a declining condition, was taken up again. The
final sentiment of the meeting seemed to be

against the appointment of the committee, but

Friends were earnestly exhorted to yield to any
impressions of duty that might arise in their

hearts toward small meetings.

A testimony concerning our valued Friend

Joseph Walton, who deceased on the tenth of

Second Month, 1898, was read. He was born in

1817, and was the last survivor of the first

graduating class of Haverford School, that of

1836. He taught for ten years at Westtown
Boarding School, as classical teacher. In 1879
he became Editor of The Friend, whose col-

umns, until the time of his death, stand as a

monument of his valuable service. He also well

filled the duties of clerk of the Yearly Meeting
for the last sixteen years of his life, and was
clerk of the Meeting for Sufferings from the

year 1878. Though not a recorded minister, his

expressions in meetings for worship were clear,

lightening and impressive. He frequently ac-

companied ministers on their journeys in relig-

ious service, and it was testified of him that

there was no danger from which he would flinch,

or no emergency to which he was not equal, in

trying ordeals connected with some of these

journeys with a companion.
The Treasurer's account was found to show

that receipts during the year had amounted to

S8,294. The meeting directed that $6,500 be

raised for the coming year.

Soon after the gathering of the Meeting on
Sixth-day morning, an impressive appeal was
made to the young men to submit themselves to

the cross of Christ, and to " bring all the tithes

into the Diviue store-house."

The annual report of the Westtown Boarding
School was considered. During the year the

enrollment of pupils reached 170, and about

$46,000 was required to maintain the Institu-

tion. Economics, physical culture and manual
training claimed attention as school subjects.

Natural history was a favorite voluntary pur-

suit. Two classes of smaller boys were in meas-

ure separated from the main family, thus secur-

ing many advantages of the " cottage system."

The graduating class numbered twenty-two.

The completion of this year will round out the

first century of the school's history. During

this time 12,000 pupils have been enrolled. It

is intended to celebrate this event by a general

reunion in the early summer. A committee of

former scholars is now engaged to raise a me-

morial fund of $100,000 for this occasion. Much
interest and satisfaction with the report were

expressed in the meeting, and several Friends

made pleas for some instruction at the school in

agriculture.

The committeeappointed to prepare a minute

on the exercises which had appeared during the

consideration of the Queries and Answers pre-

sented a minute which treated of the distinctive

character of worship as professed by Friends
;

of the solicitude that had gone out toward those

who do not avail themselves of the privileges of

public worship and of the concern of the meet-

ing that Gospel love and unity might increas-

ingly prevail. To encourage all to take their

allotted part in the services of the Church the

following quotation from Ihe Book of Discipline

was made :
" It is no man's learning, nor arti-

ficial acquirements ; it is no man's riches nor

greatness in this world; it is no man's eloquence

nor natural wisdom that made him fit for gov-

I ernment in the Church of Christ. All his en-
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dowments must be seasoned with the heavBDly

salt, his spirit be subjected and his gifts pass

through the fire of God's altar."

Much solemn parting counsel followed, and

supplication to the throne of grace arose in

praise for the Divine favor in which the meetings

had been held. After the concluding minute

was read, that invariable hush of profound si-

lence in which the thoughts of many hearts

speak volumes, continued as a covering of Di-

vine benediction, from which it was not easy to

depart.

The Cyprus Dukhobors Emigrating to Canada.

As this number goes to press we learn by a re-

port to the Meeting for Sufferings appearing in the

London Friend that the Dukhobortsi Committee
have chartered the Lake Superior, the ship which

has already conveyed some two thousand Dukho-
bors from Batoum, to take those sojourning in

Cyprus also to Canada. The steamer has probably

at this time taken on board and perhaps away
from sight of Cyprus, the ten hundred and thirty

or thereabouts of the immigrants of whom English

Friends have had the care under the management
of Wilson Sturge. This re-emigration necessitates

their calling up a portion (about one-fifth) of the

guarantee fund.

Three Eussian nurses who have given their ser-

vices gratuitously during the late period of sickness

among the Cyprus Dukhobors, generously volun-

teer to accompany them in their long voyage from
Larnaka to Quebec. The Dukhobors take with

them the tools, baggage, and tents they have been
having in Cyprus for use in the new settlement.

" It was also mentioned that there are still some
two or three thousand Dukhobortsi in Russia in

the province of Kars, who are in the same position

as those who have already emigrated, and who are

also preparing for removal to Canada. They will

for the most part pay their own expenses. A grant
of one hundred and thirty thousand acres has been
made to those already in Canada, and it is hoped
that a similar grant will be made to those who
follow.

" John Bellows said that the captain and crew of

the Lake Superior were greatly struck with the re-

ligious character and consistency of the Dukho-
bortsi whom they had conveyed from Tiflis to

Canada. The captain remarked to William Bel-

lows : 'Remember, if these people don't go to

heaven, you won't.' William Bellows will accom-
pany the emigrants from Cyprus to Canada."

The Revised Christianity of War.

The New York Evening Post gives a letter from
a soldier who told about the flight of the Philip-

pines across the open country after the Americans
had driven them out of their trenches, and wrote,
" the scene reminded me of the shooting of jack-
rabbits in Utah, only the rabbits sometimes got

away, but the insurgents did not." Another wrote,
" It was fine shooting, as it was open ground, and
we picked them off like quail." He adds: "Com-
pany I (Kansas), had taken a few prisoners and
stopped. The colonel ordered them up into line

time after time, and finally sent Captain Bishop
back to start them. There occurred the hardest
sight I ever saw. They had four prisoners and
didn't know what to do with them. They asked
Captain Bishop what to do and he said, ' You know
the orders,' and four natives fell dead."
Too awful to read, because too awful to be! Yet

unless the sin of war is exposed, how shall thecon-
science of men learn to revolt from it? Multiply a
murder by hundreds to name it war. Did we be-

gin to say something about revised Christianity?

There is no Christianity in it. "The prince of this

world Cometh and hath nothing in me,"said Christ.

However much the Saviour may overrule for good
the wounds with which He is pierced ("ye have
done it unto me," said He), yet the whole business
is war against Christ.

Mekcy is twice blessed, it

gives and him that receives.

that

"The Good Old Times."

Whether the world is growing better or worse

is a large question. The world might grow bet-

ter physically and worse morally. It might
grow better in some places and worse in others.

Some classes of people might grow better while

other classes might grow worse.

Dr. Hillb, discussing this question in Chicago,

gave some striking facts

:

" When Washington died the streets of Bos-

ton and Philadelphia were unpaved. Benjamin
Franklin tells us that, looking out from his of-

fice window, he saw, daily, horses mired in the

streets of Philadelphia. From this came his

plan for street pavement. At the same time in

London the streets were filled with mire and
filth, and the gentleman was carried about in a
sedan chair by his servants. The use of street

lamps was almost unknown.
" How miserable was the life that children

led ! Leather was so dear that the boys and
girls went barefooted through most of the year.

If the boy had a headache he was bled pro-

fusely. When the bleeding intensified the head-

ache, he was drenched with calomel. The schools

of New England were open two months in the

winter for boys and two months in the summer
for girls. The schoolmaster's principal duty was
flogging. Quincy tells us that he spent three

weeks upon one question in long division, and
was flogged every night for not being able to

solve it.

"Sanitation was unknown. Streets were un-

drained, wells digged in the reeking soil, springs

were horribly defiled, root cellars were under
all the houses. Every fifth person on the street

was terribly disfigured with smallpox. In the

open country the death rate of 1790 was higher
than in the worst tenement districts of New
York in 1890. In 1790 the death rate in the

towns was higher than the death rate to-day in

the yellow fever districts of the South.
" Many are pessimists by reason of the rum

traflSc, the gambling and the speculative ten-

dencies of our age. Dreadful enough are all

these vices. Unless they can be checked the
future is dark. Nevertheless, the contrast with
former times encourages hope. Some years ago,

after a long struggle, the Louisiana State Lot-

tery was finally expelled from our land. The
sale of lottery tickets through the United States

mail was made a criminal offence. In this vic-

tory the whole land rejoiced. But how striking

the change in sentiment ! Ninety years ago the

lottery was the favorite form of benevolence.

Schools, colleges and churches were built there-

by. In the year 1800, in Providence, an Epis-
copal church held a lottery, of which the grand
prize was $8,000. In 1795 the Legislature of

Rhode Island granted a lottery for ' the ad-

vancement of religion and the building of a
church.' The library of Harvard College was
built by the sale of lottery tickets, and good,
orthodox Princeton College adopted the same
method of advancing its interests. Even the

English Government went into the lottery busi-

ness. At one time the authorities of London
were selling lottery tickets for twenty different

objects.

" Drunkenness, also, was well-nigh universal.

Births, marriages, funerals, the dedication of

public buildings and churches—all were dedi-

cated with liquor. Each business transaction

was concluded with drink. For the hostess not
to ofi'er wine to her lady callers was an oflTence

against good breeding. Dr. Chalmers, of Phila-
delphia, tells us that in 1825 he went to a fune-
ral of a prominent member of his church, and

that he and the sexton were the only perso

who were not in danger of falling into the gra'
I

through drunkenness. On the next Sunday
;

told his people that he would never again ofiB

ate at a funeral of a church member whe-

liquor was freely distributed. '

" As late as 1835, a deacon in a prominei
church in Boston was, at the same time, a d'

tiller of whiskey and an agent for the Bit

Society. If the scandals of to-day are great, t

'

scandals of a hundred years ago were infamo
Many vicesof that day are now utterly unknov

'

and not one single vice or crime can be rat'

tioned that has not been so strikingly decreas'

as to encourage the hope of its final extermii

tion.

" In Delaware, in 1790, twenty crimes wi

punishable with death. In Connecticut the coi

terfeiter's ears were cropped. In Philadelpl

the coin clipper was branded upon the forehe'

with a large C. The historian tells us that t

tread mill was never silent, the pillory and t

stocks were never empty, the lash and I

branding-iron and the gallows always in u

Jailers knew no way of silencing the moanii
of insane persons save to hang them up by t'

thumbs and flog them until they were quiet fn'

exhaustion. The whole world was horrified
'

the accounts of the Black Hole in Calcutta,!

McMasters tells us that in 1820 the jails of N
England exceeded the terrors of that Indi

prison."

All these things indicate progress. But th

are shadows in the picture. A thousand Chii

men murdered every day by the opium fori

upon China by Christian England, and the n

lions of gallons of strong drink sent from Aa
ica and Europe to debauch and destroy p
Africa and the islands of the sea, and simi

gigantic deviltries, need to be remembered ,

fore the verdict is finally made up.

—

The .

mory.

"All scripture, every writing of God's Spi

which is from the breadth of his life, is profi

ble to build up and perfect the man of G(

but the instructions, the reproofs, the obser

tions, the rules, the grounds of hope and cc

fort, or whatever else which man gathers <

of tlie Scriptures (He himself being out of

life), have not the true profit, nor build up
true thing; but both the gatherings and
gatherer are for destruction. And the L
will ease the Scripture, of the burden of ma
formings and invention from it, and recover

honor again, by the living presence and p
of that Spirit that wrote it; And then it

be no longer abused and wrested by ma
earthly and unlearned mind, but in the

of the Spirit, come to its true use and serviw

the seed and to the world."

Isaac Peningtoni

Filling Present Limits.—If a man be

signally successful in his present field, he c:

not reasonably hope to be more successful i

larger field. He must first fill out to his ex

ing limits before he will be able to expand i'

the area of larger boundaries. A man may
deed have abilities beyond the sphere he is ii

present, but in every such case the first indi

tion of this is his filling that sphere satisfaci

ily. If he lacks where he is, he ought nol

feel that he could do better, or even as well

he were in a larger place. It were folly to

pect that there is milk enough for a gal

measure when it cannot fill a pint pot.

—

&
Times.
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Foe"Thk Friend."

I Assyrian Conquest, Babylonian Captivity,

:nd Return of the Jews to Jerusalem.

It has been said, especially by Keltic writers,

ii one of the chief defects of the Teutonic and

Lilo-Saxon mind is its want of the historical

npnation.

The ordinary man has not the power of

rfsporling himself into a situation with which

ei unfamiliar, or where the springs of action

rinew to him. He cannot divest himself of

isown personality, prejudices and inherited

IS nets.

Oriental archeology is a corrective of this

liility to realize, and therefore to understand,

nbistory of ihe ancient East.

It speaks to us in the tones of the nineteenth

Siury, tones which we can comprehend and

sin to.

It tells us how the men thought and acted

b were contemporary with the heroes of the

eisb Scriptures, it brings before us, as in a

h,ograph, the politics of the day. In reading

eiacherib's account of his campaign against

[<ekiah we are brought face to face with his-

)i just as much as we should be by the col-

nis of a modern newspaper."
Prof. A. H. Sayce.

ul, or Tiglath-Pilezer III., as he preferred

>e called, that " great and terrible" military

Siper and founder of the second Assyrian

Jnire, was the first king in history to conceive

Biattempt to establish a world-wide imperial

vasty, with Nineveh as its capital and Assur

-le national god of Assyria—as the one su-

ftae deity.

e made his first appearance in Palestine 742

i.1 In 738 B. C. we find him receiving trib-

Itfrom Menahem of Samaria, Reson of Da-

Kcus and Hiram of Tyre.*

IX years later (732), having subdued Damas-

a after a two years' siege, slain Reson and

eioved all the beautiful gardens and trees sur-

0}iding that ancient city, demanded the head

if.'ekah, king of Samaria, and a considerable

inual tribute, ravaged Galilee and Gilead, he

ojluded " a peace" with Ahaz, kingof Judah,

,i h;iil solicited his assistance against the

thern kingdoms, saying, " I am thy servant

.1 Sou ; come up and save me out of the hand

)f iie king of Israel, and out of the hand of the

lig of Syria, whicn rise up against me." (Isaiah

n and 2 Kings xxi : 7.) This alliance was a

5nt political mistake, as Isaiah plainly pointed

)i to the time-serving king.

t was just the opportunity the Assyrian in-

7ier wanted. Hosea (not the prophet of the

Biie name and time) was raised to the throne

aijamaria, and thus acknowledged by the As-

jjans. He reigned quietly for six years, regu-

lay paying his dues, when, in common wiih

Oter subject Syro-Palestinian kingdoms, he re-

nted, in a frenzy of patriotic zeal, against

Silmanezer IV.
^fter a desperate resistance and siege of three

y.rs', Samaria succumbed to Sargon in 722 B.

t was this monarch who carried out that cruel

picy of deportation inaugurated by Tiglath-

Fezerlll. Twenty-seven thousand two hundred
al eighty (according to his own inscription) of

ti Slite of the land he transported to Armenia
al adjacent districts, where they were absorbed

hioad identity unto this day.

Prof. A. H. Sayce, l\mes of Isaiah, " as illustrated

fina contemporary monuments."

The prophets Amos, Hosea and Isaiah had

all foreseen and foretold this tragedy, indeed,

had proclaimed it as inevitable, and their grasp

of the fundamental and universal character of

true religion is of much greater historical im-

portance than the downfall and extinction of

this branch of " the chosen people."

We may remember the kingdom of Israel had

been founded by usurpation—the result was

constant change and civil war—the bond which

bound the tribes together ceased to be either

national or religious, it became military. So,

when that power was removed and they taken

into captivity, the tribes easily fell apart. A
similar fate might have befallen Judah if an

All-wise and merciful Providence had not in-

terfered in raising up such a prophet as Isaiah

and postponing the catastrophe for a century

and a half. From 740 B.C. about " the year

that king Uzziah died", this seer and high-born

statesman was the chief oracle of the Divine pur-

poses in Jerusalem, although his utterances were

generally disregarded, until the later days of

Hezekiah, when his predictions were being ful-

filled.

In the twenty-second chapter of his Book of

Prophecies the conditions above referred to and

the time of that siege of Jerusalem are more

definitely recorded than in any other of the

Hebrew annals, and only recently has there been

found any confirmation of it among the stone

records of Nineveh, viz :

" In my ninth expedition and eleventh year

(710 B. C.) the people of the Philistines, Judah,

Edom and Moab, who dwell by the sea, who
owed tribute and presents to Assur my lord,

plotted rebellion, men of insolence, who, in or-

der to revolt against me, carried their bribes of

alliance to Pharaoh, king of Egypt, a prince

who could not save them, and send him homage.

I, Sargon, the established prince, the reverer of

the worship of Assur and Merodach, the pro-

tector of the renown of Assur, caused the war-

riors, who belonged to me entirely, to pass the

rivers of Tigris and Euphrates during full

flood." And then follows how the kings of

Palestine feared and fled at his approach.

Hezekiah, indeed, paid handsomely to escape

the wrath of the Assyrian, both now and a de-

cade later, when besieged by Sennacherib, " of-

fering 30 talents of gold ($400,000.00) and silver

(galore) with the men of his body-guard, his eu

nuchs, his dancing men and dancing women,

and the accumulated treasures of his palace."

But all this was not enough to satisfy the im

perious sovereign, who, after accepting the ran

som and hostages and defeating the Egyptian

hosts, turned back, or, rather, sent a detachment

of his army to demand the surrender of Jerusa-

lem, that he might make it the seat of an As-

syrian satrapy.

Now came the supreme test. Isaiah was at the

height of his influence with the court circles, and

far'advanced in life. It was at this juncture he

wrote his first chapter (see 7th and 8th verses).

For fifty years he had warned, remonstrated

with and reproved his people for their faithless-

ness. The Egyptian support had failed, but the

Lord did not, in this crisis.*

The policy of quietness, " sitting still" and

having confidence had not been followed, but
" the angel of the Lord went forth and smote in

the camp of the Assyrians a hundred and four

score and five thousand," and Sennacherib fled

to Nineveh with his spoil, tiever to return to the

West during the remaining twenty years of his

reign.

Without any mention of the terrible blow he

received, he leaves this record of the expedition,

"As for Hezekiah of Judea, who had not

submitted to my yoke, 1 besieged and took forty-

six of his strong cities, and numberless smaller

towns, by battering down the walls and by as-

sault. I took 200,150 prisoners, young and old,

le and female, together with honses, mules,

asses, camels, oxen and sheep, too many to count.

I shut up Hezekiah himself in his royal city,

Jerusalem, like a bird in a cage"

About a hundred years later than the fore-

going Nebuchadnezzar II. took the tribes of Ju-

dah and Benjamin to Babylon, and destroyed

Solomon's Temple at Jerusalem. He left this

prayer inscribed on a clay tablet, which is in-

troduced here as a specimen of the religious

literature of that period, viz : "To Merodach,

my Lord, I prayed. I began to him my peti-

tion. The words of my heart sought for him,

and I said, ' Oh prince, that art from everlasting.

Lord of all that exists, for the king whom thou

lovest, whom thou callest by name, as it seemeth

good unto thee, thou guidest his name aright,

thou watchest over him in the path of righteous-

ness, I, the prince who obeys thee, am the work

of thy hands. Thou hast created me and hast

entrusted to me the sovereignty over hosts of

men ; according to thy goodness, O Lord, thou

hast made me to pass over them all. Let me
love thy supreme lordship, let the fear of thy

divinity exist in my heart and give what seem-

eth good unto thee, for thou upholdest my life."

The last king of the Babylonian Empire (Na-

buuaid, 555-538) had burdened his people with

heavy taxes to defray the cost of his buildings

and shown himself generally unequal to his re-

gal duties. The command of his army he had

entrusted to his son, Bel-shar-ucur, who never

came to the throne (presumably the Belshazzar

of the 5th chapter of Daniel), devoting himself

meanwhile, among other things, to antiquarian

researches, which enabled him to rebuild the

temple of theSun-God atSipparaon its ancient

site. His piety, too, was not in accordance with

the prejudices of the priesthoods, whether of

Babylon or of the other cities of the land. The

march of Cyrus was, therefore, greeted with ac-

clamations, and Babylon opened its gates to

Ugbaru (Gobyras the Mede—presumably the

Darius of Daniel). From a cylinder inscription

of Cyrus we read this acknowledgment of a favor

received from the Babylonian deity viz :
Mero-

dach (the chief divinity of the city) was co7i-

cerned for the righteous king, whom he bore in his

heart, of whose hand he took hold, for Kurash

(Cyrus,) king of the city of Amhan, his name he

* The religious enthusiasm of the national party un

der Hezekiah is thus portrayed :

" Zealous for the worship of Jehovah, the God of

their fathers, they looked back to a golden age under

David, but s.ince his day they had seen the rise and

occasional triumph of foreign heathenism countenanced

by a number of their kings and by the cuurt and upper

classes.
" Under Athaliah they had maintained a faerce strug-

gle against the introduction of Phoenician idolatry

under Ahaz against the heathenism of the Euphrates.

Headed by prophets, they had crushed the former in

the reign of Jehoash, and the latter in that of Heze-

Iciah, disilaining to substitute for their national faith

that of any other kingdom, however great or power-

ful.
" But, as in all communities, in every .age, it was only

a minority who cherished, with a full and intelliL ent

conviction, the great principles which thus, for a tune,

were triumphant. The mass of the people now, as al-

ways, passively yielded themselves to the spirit of the

day. The patrician party sighed for the glitter of

foreign mannera and the fancied security of foreign al-

liances."—" Hours With the Bible," Oeikie.
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proclaimed, for the sovereign of the whole world

was his name published.

The chronology of the Assyrian and Babylo-

nian records is remarkably complete between

the tenth and sixth century B. C, as there was

a state official whose particular business it was

to keep them and all important events accu-

rately dated. Thus we know the years any king

was upon the throne, and as an illustration of

the care taken, we read from one of the Baby-
lonian accounts of the fall of Babylon, viz : "On
the fourteenth day of the month Tammuz (Sixth

Mo., 539 B. C.) Sippara was taken without fight-

ing. Nabonidos fled.

" On the sixteenth day Gobryas (Ugbaru), the

governor of the country of Kurdistan, and the

soldiers of Cyrus entered Babylon without fight-

ing. Afterwards Nabonidos was captured after

being bound in Babylon. * * * The third

day of the Marchesvan (Tenth Mo., 539 B. C.)

Cyrus entered Babylon. Dissensions were al-

layed before him. Peace to the city did Cyrus
establish, peace to all the province of Babylon
did Gobryas his governor proclaim. Governors
in Babylon he appointed."

From another (annalistic) Tablet of Cyrus
we are told " the gods of the country of Accad,

which are above and below the sky, entered Baby-

lon," at that time (the year of the surrender),

and were carried in procession (of which we
have engravings in stone), to avert the dreaded
catastrophe. None but a prophet could assert

or suppose Israel would be treated by Cyrus
differently from other peoples he had conquered,

or that Jerusalem would again become the re-

ligious capitol of the world.

A cylinder inscription dictated by Cyrus him-
self gives us much light upon his own character

and reverence for the principal deity (also re-

specting, by restoring, the local divinities of

Babylonia), and reminds one of the rejection of

Saul and selection of David in his place (by
substituting Jehovah for Merodach), as the con-

queror evidently wished to establish his reign

by divine approval, viz :
" Merodach granted

mercy to all peoples, even all of them ; he re-

joiced and fed them ; he appointed also a prince

who should guide in righteousness the wish of
the heart which his hand upholds, even Cyrus,

the king of the city of Ansan ; he has prophe-

sied his name for sovereignty ; all men every-

where commemorate his name. The country of

Kurdistan and all the people of the Manda he
has subjected to his feet ; the men of the black
beads (Babylonia) he has caused his hand to

conquer. In justice and righteousness he has
governed them. Merodach, the great lord, the

restorer of his people, beheld with joy the deeds
of his vice-regent, who was righteous in hand
and heart. To his city of Babylon he sum-
moned his march ; he bade him also take the

road to Babylon ; like a friend and a comrade
he went at his side. * * Without fighting

and battle (he) caused him to enter in Baby-
lon ; his city of Babylon he spared ; in a hiding-

place Nabonidos, the king, who revered him
not, did he give into his hand. The men of

Babylon, all of them, the nobles and the high
priest, bowed themselves beneath him, they kiss-

ed his feet ; they rejoiced at his sovereignty,

their countenances shone; Bel (Merodach), who,
through trust in himself, raises the dead to life,

who benefits all men in difficulty and fear, has,

in goodness, drawn nigh to him (Cyrus), has
made strong his name. I am Cyrus, the king of

multitudes . . of the ancient seed royal, whose
rule Bel and Nebo love, whose sovereignty they
desire according to the goodness of their hearts.

" When I entered into Babylon in peace, with

joy and gladness I founded the seat of dominion

in the palace of the princes. Merodach, the

great lord, established a decree unto me, Cyrus,

the king, his worshipper, and Kambyses, my
son, the offspring of my heart."

The forepart and conclusion of this ancient

and most interesting document tells how Naboni-

dos, in attempting to centralize the national

worship by gathering all the smaller gods into

Babylon, brought himself into great disrepute,

both among the gods and their worshippers,

viz :
" At their complaining, Bel (the lord) of

the gods, was mightily wrathful, and the men de-

serted their abode. The gods who dwelt among
them left their habitations in wrath when they

were made to enter Babylon." It was the policy

of Cyrus to restore these supposed divinities to

their former sanctuaries, and as the Jews had
no visible image of their God to transport, it

was but consistent with his generous attitude to

send thein to rebuild their former sanctuary at

The cylinder inscription continues, viz :
" I

restored the gods who dwelt within them (the

cities he had taken during his conquest) to their

places, and I founded for them a seat that should

be long enduring; all their peoples I collected,

and I restored their habitations" * * " peace-

fully in their sanctuaries, in seats which their

hearts desired. May all the gods whom I have

brought into their own cities intercede daily be-

fore Bel and Nebo, that my days may be long

;

may they pronounce blessings upon me, and

may they say to Merodach, my lord (by whose

adoption he had brought himself into great fa-

vor throughout the land of Shinar).',
"

' Let

Cyrus, the king, thy worshipper, and Kambyses,
his son (accomplish the desire) of their hearts

;

(let them enjoy length) of days.'

"

(To be continued.)

A Copy of Peter Yarnall's Acknowledgment.

To the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at

Uwchlan :

Dear Friends

:

—Notwithstanding I have been

Educated and for some time made Profession

with the Religious Society of Friends, yet, for

want of a strict attention to the teachings of

Divine Grace, I have so far deviated as to deny
in my life and conversation the principles of

the Blessed Truth. Absconding from my Master,

with whom I was placed as an apprentice to

Learn a trade, I enlisted myself a Soldier in the

British Army, for which misconduct a Testi-

mony was read against me some years since, and

altho frequent visitations of Divine Love were

extended I continued in a Long course of Van-
ity and Dissipation and at the commencement
of the present unhappy war I took an oath of

allegiance to one of the contending Powers and
actuated by heat and malice frequently engaged

in a task which was conducive to destroy men's

Lives contrary to the pure living Principle of

Jesus who gave his cheek to the smiter, his hair

to those who plucked it out and hid not his face

from shame and spitting. Thus pursuing one

scene of Licentiousness and Cruelty after an-

other Soaring above the witness which fre-

quently convicted me of sin. Therefore being

in some measure sensible of the Reproach

brought on truth by such repeated transgres-

sions I do hereby sincerely condemn the same,

hoping through Repentance and Amendment
of life to be preserved from future Snares and
Entanglements. I remain your loving friend, i

Peter Yarnall.
Twelfth Month 6th, 1780.

For "The Friend

The Development of Agriculture.

In a recent number of The Friend, th

appeared an article setting forth the need

better education for the farmer, and suggest;

the introduction of agricultural education i:

Friends' boarding schools.

It is noteworthy that Friends have been

advance of their times in educational as well

religious matters, and it is appropriate that tb

foresight should provide instruction in the 1

of the most important profession, and not les

the farmers to fall behind in the progress

civilization and to form an American peasant

Agriculture is the most difficult occupat

there is, yet till recently it has been given cc

paratively little attention by educators. I

a science and an art, and to be pursued w
success and intelligence, requires a knowle<

of many branches of science, executive abili

and business capacity. How many farm

have these?

Recent times have shown that the farr

must economize and systematize more as

manufacturer does. This will mean imprc
labor saving machinery and the application

'

modern facilities. Yet this field will still

infinitely wider than with the manufactui

and require a broader education in proporti

One hundred years ago the thrashing i.

chine and binder were not thought of. Recc'

ly crops have actually been doubled by :

utilization of atmospheric electricity or the

oculation of the soil with bacteria. Shall ;

dare to think it impossible that in the near

ture, liquid air, or electricity generated bj

turbine at the meadow's stream, should pi

the fields, harvest and thrash the grain, chi

the butter, light the buildings, cook the fo

,

and kill weeds by electrocution ? This is onl;

,

suggestion of what science can do for the farn

and it is but the beginning.

Yet to obtain this higher development, il

necessary to interest young men in rural i

and give them a scientific and technical tra

ing. The evolution will necessarily be more
less gradual, and most of the old methods \

continue for a time. Any muscular or routi

work, without intelligence, is drudgery. Tl

is why lads leave the farm. Give them an a^

cultural education, let them appreciate the s

nificance of their work, and drudgery will ti

to enjoyment. When they realize the possil

ities in this field, there will be a reaction, a

no longer a contempt for a profession requiri

so much skill.

It would be folly to prophecy as to the p
sibilities of improved methods in agricultu

but it is safe to say that this subject offers

broader, more interesting, truly culturii

healthful and useful field for study and pr
tice than almost any other branch of science,

H. H. A.

Cornell University College of Agriculture.
,

Selected for "The Fbibnd.

" This is a day in which the press teems w:

a great variety of publications and lyceu

and literary associations are very numerc
presenting to the ardent enquiring minds
our youth many strong temptations. '

" How well satan knows how to give his bai

Surely it requires not less watchfulness now
be a true Friend than in the days of Geor

Fox, for then persecution tried whether t

gold was pure."

The foregoing was delivered by Thomas K
in public testimony, Fourth Month 2, 1843.

_
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MY MESSAGE.
(To a father and mother In Paradise).

( ve them my message, Master, I entreat

;

Those loDg since gathered to Thy very heart

;

'ley, in Thine arms, I kneeling at thy feet,

Close must we be, not far, not far apart

!

'ill them at dawning, how I fain would rise

Nearer each day to their sweet thought of me,

'leir larger hope, I could not realize,

Which, while they lingered, I still failed to be.

'ill them at mid-day, how the heated strife

Is calmed by their strong courage to endure;

ow I am gaining in the onward life.

More patient may be, and, perchance, more pure.

'ill them, oh tell them, in the silent eve.

How, as are folding earthly doors of light,

would make ready earthly dross to leave.

Make ready to put on their robes of white

!

'ive them my message. Master, I entreat

;

iSpeak Thou to them the word I may not say,

•ley, on Thy bosom, I at Thy dear feet.

Close must they be, not far, not far away.

ii shall they know, and so, perchance, shall see,

Know their strong pleading not, at length, denied
;

ihere below, and they, O Christ, with Thee,

See of their travail, and be satisfied I

— C. A. L., in Parish Visitor.

s A Battle With a Sperm Whale.

Ve sped along at a good rate toward our

wjpective victim, who was in his leisurely en-

oeut of life calmly lolling on the surface,

rciaioiially lifting his enormous tail out of the

»;er and letting it fall flat upon the surface

,v(i a boom audible for miles. We were as

jfal first boat; but much to the mate's an

-

atance, when we were a short half mile from

h whale, our mainsheet parted. It became
ujedialely necessary to roll the sail up, lest

i.iappiug should alarm the watchful monster,

1 this delayed us sufficiently to allow the

I ;r lioats to shoot ahead of us. Thus the

:iiid mate got fast some seconds before we

II ved on the scene, seeing that we furled sail,

iihipped the mast, and went in on him with

-,t ours only. At first the proceedings were

|ite of the usual character, our chief wielding

! lance in most beautiful fashion, while not

ag fast to the animal allowed us much
ater freedom in our evolutions; but that

il habit of the mate's—of allowing his boat

; akf care of herself so long as he was getting

iiiome good home thrusts—once more asserted

itlf. Although the whale was exceedingly

Torous, churning the sea into yeasty foam

or an enormous area, there we wallowed close

tuira, right in the middle of the turmoil, ac-

tilly courting disaster. He had just settled

dvn for a moment, when, glancing over the

giwale, I saw his tail, like a vast shadow,

ivepiiig away from us toward the second mate,

HO was lying off the other side of him. Before

I ad time to think, the mighty mass of gristle

Ifped into the sunshine, curved back from us

lie a huge bow Then with a roar it came at

u released from its tension of many tons. Full

the broadside it struck us, sending every

s-d but me flying out of the wreckage as if

£id from a catapult. I did not go because

B' foot was jammed somehow in the well of the

lit, but the wrench nearly pulled ray thigh-

be out of the socket. I had hardly released

V foot when, towering above me, came the

cossal head of the great creature, as he plowed

trough the bundle of debris that had just

Ian a boat. There was an appalling roar of

vter in my ears, and darkness that might
"

it all around, yet, in the midst of it all, one

thought predominated as clearly as if I had
been turning it over in my mind in the quiet of

my bunk aboard—" What if he should swallow
me ? "

. . . But the agony of holding my
breath soon overpowered every other feeling and
thought, till, just as something was going to

snap inside my head, I rose to the surface. I

was surrounded by a welter of bloody froth,

which made it impossible for me to see ; but oh,

the air was sweet. I struck out blindly, instinct-

ively, although I could feel so strong an eddy
that voluntary progress was out of the question.

My hand touched and clung to a rope, which
immediately towed me in some direction— I

neither knew nor cared whither. Soon the mo-
tion ceased, and, with a seaman's instinct, I

began to haul myself along by the rope I

grasped, although no definite idea was in my
mind as to where it was attached. Presently I

came up against something solid, the feel of

which gathered all my scattered wits into a

compact knub of dread. It was the whale !

"Any port in a storm !" I murmured, beginning

to haul away again on a friendly line. By dint

of hard work, I pulled myself up the sloping,

slippery bank of blubber, until I reached the

iron, which was planted in that side of the car-

cass now uppermost.

Carcass, I said— well, certainly I had no idea

of there being any life remaining within the vast

mass beneath me
;
yet I had hardly time to take

a couple of turns round myself with the rope

(or whale line, as I had proved it to be) when
I felt the great animal quiver all over, and
begin to forge ahead. I was now composed
enough to remember that help could not be far

away, and that my rescue, provided I could

keep above water, was but a question of a few

minutes. But I was hardly prepared for the

whale's next move. Being very near his end,

the boat or boats had drawn oflTa bit, I suppose,

for I could see nothing of them. Then I re-

membered the flurry almost at the same moment
it began ; and there was I, who with fearful

admiration had so often watched the titanic

convulsions of a dying cachalot, actually in-

volved in them. The turns were off my body,

but I was able to twist a couple of turns around

my arms, which, in the case of his sounding, I

could readily let go. Then all was lost in roar

and rush, as if the heart of some mighty cata-

ract, during which I was sometimes above,

sometimes beneath, the water, but always cling-

ing, with every ounce of energy still left to the

line. Now, one thought was uppermost—" What
if he should breach?" I had seen them do so

when in a flurry, leaping full twenty feet in the

air. Then I prayed. Quickly as all the pre-

ceding changes had passed came perfect peace.

Then I lay, still alive, but so weak that although

I could feel the turns slipping oft' my arms and
knew that I should slide off the slope of the

whale's side into the sea if they did, I could

make no effort to secure myself. Everything
then passed away from me, just as if I had gone

to sleep.— F. T. BuUen, in " The Cruise of the

Cachalot."

Do Everything Well.—He who means to

do well in one thing must have the habit of

doing well.

A young student whom we know was very

ambitious to gain a certain rank in his class,

which would entitle him to a scholarship. If he

gained the scholarship he could go on with his

course. A well-known professor was interested

in the lad's success. He instructed him in a

part of his studies, and found him a very

bright student ; so he thought it possible for him
to gain his purpose, though it meant perfect

marks for him in everything for a whole year.
" Nobody gets perfect marks in everything,"

the boy objected.

"That is nothing to the point," said the teach-

er. " You are perfect in my recitations. But I

notice that you write poorly. Now begin there.

Whenever you form a word, either with pen or

tongue, do it plainly, so that there will be no
mistake. This will help you to think clearly

and to speak accurately. Let your whole mind
be given to the least thing you do while you are
about it. Form the habit of excellence."

The student went resolutely to work, and be-

fore the year was far on its way was the leader

in his class. He gained his scholarship, and,
more than that, he acquired character that has
since won him a shining success.

—

Ex.

For "The Friend."

Nantmeal Friends' Meeting House.

Perhaps the following description of an old

deserted meeting house, in a now unfrequented
part of the territory of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, may interest some of the readers of

The Friend.
It is from the pen of Washington Townsend,

a member of Congress from Chester County,
and was written in 1855. It is a vivid and
truthful picture, as remembered by some still

living, who were members of the meeting in their

childhood, and can recall the visits in gospel love

of such Priends as Joseph Hoag, Henry Hull,

Dougan and Asenath Clark, William Evans,
David Cope, H. Regina Shober, Robert Scotten

and many other worthies, who are now, we rev-

erently believe, realizing the truth of the Scrip-

ture declaration. " Eye hath not seen nor ear

heard, neither have entered into the heart of

man, the things which God hath prepared for

them that love him." Since his visit the old

house has been torn down, the grave yard wall

repaired, and the whole property cared for in a

reputable manner, by a Committee of Uwch-
lan Monthly Meeting, of which it was a part.

The " venerable minister and her equally ven-

erable husband " were Isaiah and Elizabeth

Richards Kirk. The "elder" who sat alone

was Jesse Merrideth.

Amongst other places we visited the Old
Friends' Meeting House, some three miles from
here, where, as boys we had worshipped with

others not belonging to the Society, long years

ago.

It was a beautiful morning, sunshiny and.

pleasant as we approached the old familiar

place.

In our earliest recollections it was shaded by
a magnificent buttonwood and the grave-yard

gate was guarded by a stately elm, both in their

prime. The old buttonwood was still there,

more extended in girth than when we first knew
it, and raising its head higher, and spreading

out its arms wider and farther than in former

years.

It had lost the appearance of vigorous mid-
dle life that it used to present to us, and seemed
to have suffered from the blight which began in

1842, and for years thereafter, afllicted its spe-

cies. It seemed like some of tlie citizens of the

neighborhood who had worshipped beneath its

shade, more portly than in middle age, but
somewhat shaken by the diseases that time and
years will bring. The half dozen of old (Lom-
bardy) poplars that stood in a row between
the meeting house and the road, like sentinels,

forbidding the approach of any but those who
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should come " with pious thought intent," stood

there still, loftier, it is true, than ofyore, but with

that wild ragged look that indicates declining

years, as truly as do the long, thin, and un-

clouded locks on the temples of the hard favor-

ed husbandman. The elevated bank of earth

kept up by a wall of stones, which served to

make level the drive before the door, and an-

swered the ladies ofthe neighborhood for a horse

block from which to mount their horses, was

still standing but dilapidated ; and the roads at

each end leading into the place from the main
road in front, were weedy and grass-grown.

Not a rut was visible, and it seemed as if a ve-

hicle might not have disturbed the stillness of

the place for a year.

The old meeting house itself seemed small,

very small. It had been long years since we
had visited it. To our boyish eyes, it had ap-

peared a house of respectable dimensions, but

now, how lessened, apparently! The plaster

was falling off the gable end, the house was
weather-stained, and the shingles of the roof

were old and curling beneath the influence of

the sun.

The door was locked, but we managed to

open a shutter and look in. The house was
slightly changed. The doors that had stood at

the ends were closed, and a new one opened in

front, but the old partitions and main arrange-

ments were the same as ever.

There were the ancient gallery and hard
benches of oak, " by worms voracious, eaten

through and through," where the elders used

to sit, and from which, at intervals, some pious

friend, " moved by the Spirit" would discourse

to us on the love of God, the beauty of holiness,

and the duties imposed by revelation.

The old partition separating the sexes was in

its accustomed place, and so were the hard oak
benches, with their high top rails, where, when
a boy, I used to sit in the long still meetings,

with my head just touching the rail and where

my feet " hung dangling down anxious in vain,

to find the distant floor."

I could see, too, the very spot where I used

to sit by my Uncle John, and recognized the

initials " M. J." for Mark Jones, which I had
scratched on the back of the bench before me,

one hot Summer's Sunday, to try my new knife,

when silence and lassitude from the weather

had put most of the congregation to sleep, and
the elders were very deep in their devotions.

Through the window near my seat I used to

watch the ground hackeys chasing each other

over the rocks and amongst the trees of the

grove that stood close by the meeting house,

now partially replaced by the Catalpa tree, with

its gorgeous flowers, or watched the slow and
steady hoverings of the hawks as they hung
suspended over the fields, far down the valley,

looking for their prey.

In those days there was a large congregation

worshipping there. Neighborhoods from three

or four miles around, would assemble there on
Sunday mornings and hold a half hour's chat

together, about their healths, their families,

their crops or the weather, before going in to

their devotions. Friends that rarely saw one
another, met on these occasions, and the links

in the chain of friendship that might otherwise

have been destroyed by the rust of neglect or

indifference, were thus brightened and pre-

served.

A venerable female minister and her equally

venerable husband, tall and stately elders, ro-

bust fathers and matrons, young lads and lasses

of the Society of Friends, doctors, members of

Congress, and a great many others who did not

belong to it, were in the habit on Sundays of

assemblying there.

Gradually, and one by one, they died off or

moved away.
The old minister who usually sat at the head

of the meeting, attired in her plain cap and

sage colored garments, and her venerable hus-

band who was usually clothed in drab, have

long since departed and been laid away in a

retired corner of the old burying ground hard

by. Save an occasional preacher, who at long

intervals might come along, and be " moved by
the Spirit " to say some words of teaching or

consolation, she was the only one that had
been in the habit of administering to the relig-

ious wants of the congregation. When she and
her husband died, it seemed as if the keystone

was loosened from the arch of that spiritual

edifice, and it began gradually to crumble
away.

First those who did not belong to the Society,

but who went there to hear the words of soul-

comfort from the venerable head of the congre-

gation, absented themselves. Then some of the

members ceased their attendance.

For a long period one of the elders was ac-

customed on the usual meeting day in the mid-

dle of the week, to repair to the old meeting

house and take his seat in the gallery, and sit

there in solemn silence for an hour, himself the

only occupant of the house.

What his thoughts were, no one but he and
God could tell. In that lonely spot, with little

but rude nature around him, and in an humble
building devoted to the worship of the living

God, he had a good opportunity for spiritual

devotion.

The boys from the school house, that was
built not far off in the edge of the woods, used

to run up at intermission or " little noon," as

they called it, and peep with curiosity into the

open door to see what he was doing. There he

sat, statue-like, in the ancient gallery, with his

hat on his head, his hands crossed in his lap,

and his eyes fixed on the floor, worshipping as

mutely as a hermit in his cell. In time the

good old elder removed to, another part of the

country, and the week-day meeting was closed.

The attendance on First-days became less and
less till at last the venerable sexton or caretak-

er, with his brother and two or three others,

were all that met there for worship. The out-

ward voice of ministration had not been heard

for years. The inward voice of supplication

and prayer went up as usual with that quiet

people, and it is to be presumed that spiritual

benefit and consolation were as abundantly ex-

perienced by the few who worshipped in that

modest woodside temple as when its oaken
benches were full of worshippers, for the Lord
has said, " Where two or three are gathered

together in my name, there am I in the midst
of them."

At last the old sexton died. For half a cen-

tury he had dug the graves and deposited in

the earth the dead of the neighborhood. Until
lately there were no churches nor grave-yards
near. Age and youth, matron and maid, father

and son, one by one, had gone down in death,

and with calm and solemn countenance, he had
deppsited them in the tomb, placed rude stones

at the extremities of their graves, and sodded
them neatly with grass. His time came too at

last. Death, which had passed hira so long, at

length called at the door of the gray-haired
man. He called not too soon nor unexpectedly.
The old sexton had been too familiar with him

to be alarmed at his appearance. Piously an i'»

resignedly he obeyed the summons, and a fe"t

surviving friends followed him to the graT(ii

yard, and did for him the last sad ofiice whic It

he had performed for so many before. !J

At his death, the key of the ancient meetin 't

house and of the grave-yard gate were hande *

to his brother, a man well stricken in years, bvi;

the meeting house was never opened for woi i;

ship again. The last link between it and th V

few people worshipping there was broken, an i

the quiet sittings of the survivors could not hav t

been attended by other than melancholy reco

lections. Worship there was forever discor
\

tinued. We scaled the wall and went into th

grave-yard. It showed signs of neglect.

Mostly the graves were unmarked, savebj
rude stones thrown out in digging, and place

f

at the head and foot, but without a marked
letter to indicate who lies below. A few, somf
half-dozen out of hundreds had small, whilT

stones with the simple inscription of the nam^
of the tenant of the tomb, and date of his birt'^'

and death. »

Since the death of the sexton who was, i*

his life a record of the places where the dea

!

were respectfully deposited, it is difficult to fin
!

any particular grave. Save in size, they are a *

alike and undistinguished except the few ii''

stances already noted. I looked around for th'''

grave of a friend buried long since, but was ui!"

able to detect it. Dewberry briars trailed aloD'f

the ground, tall weeds raised their heads o"

high to look out over the wall at the worl''

without, and bushes grew in the corner. TheiJ

was nothing cheerful in the aspect of the yatf

which lay under the full blaze ofa Julyauil

except some patches of thyme which were i'f

full flower, and emitted, as we trod on the thict

carpet they formed, a pungent, aromatic fri*

grance, and the refreshing looking shade throw

f

on a small portion by the great elm that sent*

nelled the gate. We plucked some of the thymjj

as a remembrance of our visit and went and si"

under the shade of the buttonwood on the cruml''

ling, lichen-covered stone wall that formed th''

horse block. How changed, yet unchange"
was everything around 1 The eyes, (the shutters

of the old meeting house were closed as in death'"

the sheds were empty and deserted ; the groun ''

around was grass-grown and weedy, and thi:

whole spirit and air of the establishment wa'

one of decay and desolation. Yet the nature''

aspect of things seemed the same. The bircl

sang as pleasantly in the trees, and the squi)'

rels ran as actively over the rocks as ever an
j

they seemed the identical birds and squirrel'

that had attracted my attention when a bo;'

Even way down the valley a brace of hawt'

was hovering over the fields just as I had see^

them a third of a century ago. The waters (!

the dam that turned the saw mill down in th'

hollow in front of the meeting house glistened ij

the sun as in years past, albeit the trees aroun

'

had been thinned out and the waters were e]|

posed to view. Men and congregations die, bu

truth and principles live. The congregatioj

that worshipped there had passed away one b'

one, but the principles enunciated by the priei'

tess of that woodland sanctuary, from time t!

time, from that plain old oak-formed altar, tl'

worm-eaten gallery, had not fallen from h(i

lips in vain. The principles of the Friend'

Society which she had expounded, and the coi'

gregation had followed, had been productive >'

good results.

Their effects were seen in society around tl

old church ; they are seen throughout the Ian
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Kgreat testimony borne by Friends, and for

(g time by Friends alone, against war, in-

terance and slavery, are now the prevailing

iments of the day. For a long period they

cto struggle against habit, prejudice and iu-

and the preconceived opinions of the

But gradually and certainly as drop by

water will wear away the hardest stone,

rinciples of Friends, founded upon the im-

ble truths of Revelation, made their way
the hearts of unwilling and reluctant be-

rs.

bilization of the South Sea Islands.

BY LLOYD BALDEESTON.

(Continued from page 316.)

cm D. Wheeler's account of his first meet-

among these people, and his outside ob-

itions, we have reason to fear there was a

ure of falling away from the fervor of first

on the part of the church. There was a

g presumption from the first that the senti-

of religious duty had a slender hold on

^ church attenders. And we might suppose

•ound of entertainments they carried out,

fell calculated to deepen their religious im-

ions.

te spirit pervading the journal of Daniel

eler is quite diflTerent from that of the mis-

ry annals. And while we should in no

derogate from the standard of the latter as

_ just what they were called to maintain,

ay indulge the thought that Daniel Wheeler
sent there to call them to greater spirit-

^ ; to a religious foundation more secure

ist all kinds of adversity. It is our view

8 case that a summing up of religious duty
luthorizeseven defensive war is incomplete.

lUch was the doctrine taught to these new
erts ; and this the missionaries justified

putting into practice, divesting it, how-

of all attendant cruelty, as far as possible.

ey tell us of the last battle with the

len chiefs, which occurred in 1815, in

h Pomare and his party, favorable to the

jtian cause were victorious. The defeated

ies were so astonished at finding clemency

B they expected death that they were quite

over to a cause, the excellence of which

could hardly believe or understand.

1 incident occurred that is pleasant to re-

where violence was contemplated on one

A small party of those still heathen were

;ceedingly mad against the Christians that

determined to shoot some of the latter

at their worship. They came to the

ing place, and proceeded to aim at the par-

ir ones they hated, when conscience smote

and they dropped their guns. This feel-

was something to which they had been

gers. It both astonished and alarmed

. They went among the company and told

intended victims what they had attempted

how they had been frustrated. They looked

leome kind of retaliation, but to their amaze-

let received only forgiveness.

.1 regard to the changed character of the

aJe our author remarks :
" The more we con-

d- it, the more marvellous in our eyes be

JUS the change which the gospel, the great

Oil of God indeed, has wrought in the hearts

B' minds of these people. Meekness, gentle-

ei, generosity, are their leading characteris-

c They seem incapable of a cruel deed,

Wig to principles, engrafted upon the once
ah, but now regenerated stock of nature

b;h forbid every act of injustice and are fa-

vorable to kindness, forbearance, and forgive-

ness of wrong. It is hard, perhaps impossible,

for British Christians to divest themselves en-

tirely of those feelings of horror with which

they were wont to look upon criminals of the

foulest dye in their own country, when they

judge of heathen and savages who formerly

were worse than may be named in the ear, how-

ever harmless and exemplary may be the lives

they are now leading. Though such converts

give every testimony that men can give of being

born again of water and of the Spirit, yet even

masters of Israel are ready to exclaim with

Nicodemus, 'How can these things be?' We
answer 'They are,' and the day will declare it.

"A man called upon us to offer a small present.

On conversation with him we were struck with

the humility, kindness, and devotional spirit

which he manifested. On inquiry afterward, it

appeared this very person had been one of the

most savage and remorseless of his species, so

long as he remained an idolator and a war-

rior." ....
" If the enlightened Greeks and the heroic

Romans, in their heathen state, were without

natural affection, implacable, unmerciful, what
better could be the ignorant barbarians of the

South Seas, insulated as they had been till our

own times from all communication with civilized

nations. And if some of those Romans, after-

wards, ' through obedience to the faith,' were
' called of Jesus Christ ' and ' beloved of God,'

and if many of those Greeks were ' sanctified in

Christ Jesus, called to be saints,' who shall

doubt that these ' Gentiles in the flesh,' ' aliens

from commonwealth of Israel and strangers to

the Covenant of Promise, having no hope and

without God in the world,' who shall doubt that

these may be ' brought nigh by the Blood of

Christ,' and be ' no more strangers and foreign-

ers, but fellow citizens with the saints and of

the household of God.' For ourselves, after what

we have seen and heard, we cannot doubt that

these things may be ; nay, we are sure that they

are, the Gospel being here, as elsewhere, ' the

Power of God to salvation to every one that be-

lieveth.'

"

The foregoing account of the ultimate success

of missionary labor, is drawn from experience

in the Society group of Islands, where Nott and

his associates began their labors in 1797. Tyer-

man and Bennett proceeded from this group to

the Sandwich Islands in 1822. Here they found

a band of American missionaries, in the earlier

stages of their work. The king Rihoriho had
abolished the public exercise of idolatrous wor-

ship in 1819, just while these missionaries were

on their way. Hence they found the people

without public profession of any sort of religion.

The king was willing to encourage his visit-

ors, though with very little understanding of

the great doctrines they came to teach. When
Tyerman and Bennett arrived, they found there

had been apparently not more than one con-

version, though one or two hundred were usually

present at their meetings. The infusion of de-

praved whites from America and Europe had

exerted an influence prejudicial to the recep-

tion of Gospel truth.

Scandalous reports had been spread regarding

the changes in the Society Islands. Two men
with their wives, of the now Christian natives of

Huahine, had come with Tyerman and Ben-

nett. These were a livingdemonstration of the

kind of characters the natives had become. The
simple truth of what had transpired at Tahita

and the neighboring islands, had to be believed

They sent for Ellis, one of the English mission

aries stationed at Hauhine, and left as co-

workers with him at Honolulu, the four natives

they had brought with them.
In the eight following years such changes had

taken place that one who visited the islands in

1831 records, "The language had been reduced

to writing. About fifty thousand people, or

one-third of the inhabitants had been brought
into schools, and one-half of these had been

taught to read. Many were able to write and
some of the natives versed in arithmetic. The
schools, nine hundred in number, were in-

structed by native teachers. The historical

parts of the New Testament, selections from the

Old, and sermons on Christian doctrine and
duties had been printed in the native language

and placed in the hands of thousands of the

people." The king, who had destroyed idolatry

died in 1824. Notwithstanding the blow he

had struck at the old order of things, he was
perhaps more of a politician than a Christian,

but since his death, says this writer, the princi-

pal authority of the islands has been exercised

by pious chieftains. Indeed, most of the chiefs

are now members of the visible church of Christ.

The Government of the islands has adopted the

moral law of God as the basis of its future ad-

ministration, and the Christian religion is pro-

fessedly the religion of the nation." Houses for

public worship had been erected at all the con-

siderable villages of the islands. Those at the

missionary stations were very large.
(To be continued).

Hard Brushes come from Russia.—Not
many people are probably aware that all the

hard brushes used in this country are made out

of bristles which come from Russia. The bris-

tles are taken from hogs and wild boars, and
their great length and stiffness make them very

valuable for the purpose. In the United States

thousands of dozens of such brushes are made
annually and the money sent to Europe every

year for this commodity amounts to over$l,-

000,000.

This seems strange in view of the fact that

there are possibly more hogs killed in Chicago
and Kansas City than in any other two places

in the world. But to have long and stiff bris-

tles the hog must be old, and as the animals are

fattened in this country by the rapid rush pro-

cess, they are still comparatively young and
have tender bristles when they are converted

into the various products, from sugar cured

haras to fertilizer. The inventive genius of the

American has found use for everything about

the hog except the grunt, but the bristles can

be used only for what is known in the trade as
" soft brushes," and for tooth brushes—all be-

cause the rush system, which is so characteristic

of the times, cuts the porker off too early in his

career.— Washington Evening Star.

Latest Development of the Talking
Machine.— The talking machine, which re-

ports from Paris state is to be heard by ten

thousand people at once at the Paris Exposi-

tion of 1900, has been completed. The machine
will become familiar to Americans long before

the Paris Exposition opens. The Parisian story

is wrong in intimating that the machine is of

huge size. It is scarcely larger than the or-

dinary graphophone. It has a giant's voice

but not a giant's body. The new machine is

known as the Graphophone Grand. A song

can be reproduced by it with such volume as to

be heard above the voices of a large congrega-

tion singing. A speech can be reproduced so

as to be heard as far and farther than the human
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voice can carry sound. The new machine re-

produces not only with great volume, but with

greater naturalness and purity of tone than any

talking machine yet devised.

The world is full of beauty when the heart

is full of love
!

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The Russian Ambassador at Wash-
ington has conveyed to the Secretary of State the

thanks of the Czar for the expressions of good will

which have reached him from America in connection

with his proposal for a disarmament conference.

According to a comprehensive report just prepared

by Frank H. Hitchcock, Chief of the Section of Foreign

Markets of the Agricultural Department, the total

value of our domestic exports for the fiscal year of

1898, reached the enormous sum of $1,210,291,913, ex-

ceeding the record breaking figures of tlie preceding

year by $178,284,310. On the other hand the imports

during 1898 were the smallest since 1885, their value

being $616,049,654, a decline of $148,680,758 from the

figures of 1897. Broadly stated for every dollar's worth

of foreign merchandise brought into the United States

two dollars' worth of our products found a market

abroad. Our domestic exports, as compared with our

imports, showed an excess of $594,242,259, or more
than twice the excess for 1897, which was the largest

previously reported.

An interesting fact developed by the report of F. H.
Hitchcock is the increase in the exports of agricultural

products, being 70.93 per cent, of the total, or 1858,-

507,942, a gain of nearly 25 per cent, over 1897. Ex-
ports of this class also show a greater gain proportion-

ately than non-agricultural exports.

The money in circulation in the United States has

more than doubled in the last twenty years.

The increase for the past three years has been at the

rate of nearly a half million dollars for each business

day. Gold coin has also increased greatly. On Seventh

Mo. 1st, 1896 the amount was $4.56,128,482 ; on Fourth
Month 1st, 1899 it was $694,855,942.

The most expert pathologist of the Agricultural De-

partment, Dr. Zwingle, is now in Morocco on a mis-

sion which the Department hopes will launch a new
and proiitable industry in the most arid sections of our

Southwest. It has been found that the date palms,

with some irrigation, will grow as well in Arizona as

in Arabia. Early Mormon settlers in the territory

proved this many years ago, but the trees were not of

the best variety, and date growing never developed as

an industry. The Agricultural Department has pre-

pared to push the experiment on an extensive scale,

however. Dr. Zwingle is making a close study of the

African date palm, selecting the very finest varieties

and those best adapted to our arid region. These
young trees will be carefully shipped to Arizona,

where they will be planted and cared for under the

close supervision of the Department's experts. The
plants will cost the Department about $5 each laid

down in Arizona.

There were 189,728 children of schrol age in Con-
necticut in Tenth Month, 1898, and this is an increase

of 5392 over Tenth Month, 1897. This increase indi-

cates a total increase of population in the State for

that period of about 25,000.
_

Five thousand Indians, dissatisfied with conditions

existing in the reservations of the Indian Territory,

have left in a body for Mexico to establish a union
reservation on a large tract near Guadalajara. The
emigrants belong to the Cherokee, Creek and Delaware
tribes. They are said to have a capital of $425,000.

Secretary of War Alger has cabled to Governor Gen
eral Brooke in Cuba an order extending the maturity

of all liabilities, "collectible by the judicial sale of

real estate," until Fifth Month 1st, 1901. But it shall

only apply to liabilities incurred prior to First Mo. 1st,

1899, the date of the relinquishment of Spanish au-

thority. The Cuban planters who presented the ques-

tion to the Administration are fairly well satisfied

with the order, and have returned home. They pleaded

earnestly for a remission of a portion of the interest,

which in some cases ran as high as 24 per cent., but

acquiesced finally in the view that to interfere with

the rate of interest would be the impairment of exist-

ing contracts. The extension granted will enable the
planters to plant, gmw and market a crop before any
of their obligations will mature, and in the course of

the extension period it is believed the debtors and
creditors will in most oases be able to adjust their dif-

ferences.

James P. Taliaferro, Democrat, has been elected

United States Senator for the State of Florida.

Over two and a half million tons of broom corn was
produced in McPherson County, Kan., in 1898.

The South Carolina Supreme Court has sustained

the Anti-lynching law, which provides among other

things that the estate of the party lynched shall get

$2,000 from the county in which he resided.

The Kentucky law, under which so many negroes in

the last twenty years have been sold on the block for a

term of years, in punishment for vagrancy, has been

declared unconstitutional.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 505, which is 15 less than the previous week and
60 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 258 were males and 247 females : 63

died of consumption ; 62 of pneumonia ; 44 of heart

disease ; 29 of typhoid fever; 22 of apoplexy; 17 of

inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 15 of inflam-

mation of the brain ; 15 of diphtheria; 15 of maras-

mus ; 14 of old age ; 14 of convulsions ; 14 from cas-

ualties; 14 of nephritis ; 12 of Bright's disease; 11 of

cancer ; 9 of uraemia and 9 of bronchitis.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 2's, 99J a 100 ; 4's, reg., 1121 a

1121; coupon, 113f a 114; new 4's, reg., 128i a 129

coupon, 129-i a 130; ; 5's, reg., Illjall2j; coupon,

113 a 114 ; 3's, reg., 108 a 108J ; coupon, 108J a 109.

Cotton was quiet but steady, on a basis of 6ic. per

pound for middling uplands.

Floub.—Winter super., $2.15 a $2.40 ; Pennsylva-

nia, roller, straight, $3.35 a $3.50; Western winter,

straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; spring, straight, $3.60 a $3.80
;

city mills, clear, $3.20 a $3.40. Rye Floub was dull,

but steady, at $3.20 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.

Gbain.—No. 2 red wheat, 77 a 77Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 39 a 39|c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35 a 35Jc.

FoEEiGN.—The Meteorological Institute has sent a

circular to all the institutes in Europe and America
proposing a general subscription to defray the ccst of

a daily telegraphic weather report from Iceland and
the Faroe Islands. The Great Northern Company has

agreed to lay the cables immediately. Fourteen insti-

tutes have already replied favorably to the proposition.

Norway has voted $12,864,000 a year for four years

for the extension of the Norwegian railway system.

Official approval has been given to the project to re-

form the Russian calendar and bring it inio consonance

with that observed by the rest of the world.

Statistics show that there have been 250,000_ deaths

from the bubonic plague recorded in India during the

past two years. "The total is believed to be greater

than this, as the natives are known to have concealed

many deaths.

The Government of the Congo Free States, with the

object of preventing the threatened destruction of the

India rubber trees in that country, has promulgated a

decree, by which it is provided that for every ton of

rubber yielded annually there shall be planted not

fewer than 150 trees

Immense coal fields have been discovered in Zulu

land, the seams being up to 45 feet in thickness, and of

goiid quality for locomotives and other purposes.

The drought of the last few years has cost New South

Wales an enormous amount of money. The flocks of

the colony have shrunk from 66,000,000 to 46,000,000,

representing a loss of 20,000,000 sheep. In addition

there has been a lo>s of nearly 300,000 horses and 150,-

000 cattle.

The population of Queensland at the end of 1898 was
estimated at 449,000.

Mail advices from Australia, received in Vancouver,

B. C, give full particulars of a terrible hurricane which
swept the northeast coast of Queensland early in Third
Mo., and in which fourteen white and about four hun-

dred colored men were dro\vned. Eighty luggers and six

schooners were wrecked. The damage is estimated at

$250,000. The full extent of the loss will never be

known. The force of the gale must have been awful,

as all trees were completely stripped of leaves and
branches. Large fishes and a number of boats were

thrown up on the cliflfe many feet hi^h. The beach is

strewn with dead fish and birds. Many porpoises were

found on the land at the height of fifty feet. They
were thrown up by the sea. Stones were imbedded in

trees to the depth of six inches, and rocks weighing

t"ns were thrown up. Two colored women swam for

ten hours with their children loaded on their backs,

but the children were dead when they landed.

Our Secretary of State at Washington, on the 19th

instant, received a telegram from Consul Ayme, at

Pointe Pitre, Guadaloupe, W. I., saying that tires, al-

leged to be incendiary, started at midnight of the 18th

instant, and destroyed sixteen squares in the vicinity

of the American Consulate. He says that 400 he
were consumed, 31 lives were lost and 2,000 per
rendered homeless. The loss will approximate a

lion dollars. The Consul adds that the conflagra

is out, but great uneasiness prevails amon^ the pei

The Governor has arrived at Pointe with hfty sold

A Montreal special to the Toronto Mail says :

"

exodus of Canadians to New England this sprit

the heaviest for many years and is causing the ii

gration oflicials some uneasiness. The backward sp

in Canada, higher wages and improved outloo]

manufacturing towns in the States are the causes ot

movement. It is estimated that almost 20,000 pen
a large proportion of whom are French-Canad
have crossed the line this season. Usually at

time the tide of travel favors Canada, but this yeai

influx is very limited."

The total mercantile marine ship-building outp

1898 for the whole world is estimated at 1,893,000

and Lloyd's returns show that, of this total outpu

367,570 tons gross were launched in the United E
dom, the number of vessels being 761, of which on
were sailing vessels.

NOTICES.

Teacher would like position as resident gove ss

to children out of town. Address B, Office of [e

Friend.

Woman Friend of 25 years experience, would «
position as housekeeper—in private family or in : «1

or boarding-house at shore. Address F, Office of a
Friend.

;

A Fbiend desires to rent to a Friend's family i

room cottage, with every convenience at Atlantic
jy,

near the beach. Address W, Office of The Fkijo,

Westtown Boardino School.—For conven ice

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage^
meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 j

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met '

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 I

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the schoe

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Su}

Westtown Boarding School.—Applicatioo

the admission of pupils to the school, and lette

regard to instruction and discipline should bt

dressed to William F. Wiokersham, Prind^
Payments on account of board and tuitiony

communications in regard to business should I

warded to Edward G. Smedley,
Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Receipts in aid of the Dukhobortsi Pnni
Fourth Month 25th, 1899.

J. I. G., $125.00 ;
" A Friend," $5.00

;

$5.00 ; J. H. B., $5.00 ; Friends of Chester Hill, i

$5.00; J. P. E., $5.00 ; E. R., $100.00 ; J. C, $J

M. B. H., $12.00; S. B., $50.00 ; M. E. T. L., $1

G. R., $25.00 ; P. R. G., $5.00 ; S. G., $2.00 ; P. Il

$5.00 ; Anonymous (Book Store), $5.00 ; Friends,!

Creek, la,. $21.75 ; T. E., $1,000.00 ; M. A. W., Sfl

Friends who design to appropriate household gi

clothing, implements, harness, seeds, &c., will {I

kindly forward, as soon as may be, to J. S. & T. E|

ton, 817 Mifflin St.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer,

252 S. Front Street, Phil

Died, on the eleventh of Twelfth Mo.,

D. Hockett, son of Wm. Hockett, aged sevenSj

years, three months and twenty-two days ; a meml
North Carolina Center Monthly Meeting of Fri

He was a great reader of the original writinj

Friends. During the years of 1862 and 1863 h<|

fered much persecution for refusing to bear arj

the war that was then raging in the United States

end was in peace, and with a farewell to his faH
meet him in heaven.

Died, Third Month 24th, 1898, Davm!
DBIDGE, a member of Goshen Monthly Meeti

Friends, Pa., in his seventy-fifth year.

Died, First Month 5th, 1899, Maey Eldb
a member of Goshen Monthly Meeting of Friend

in her eighty-fourth year.

WIIiLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Prophets of Action.

''he work of the Society of Frieuds in human

icety has been in a marked degree prophetic.

Mmbers inspired by its standard of righteous-

0.3 have not ceased to labor for conditions in

nance of their immediately present day. Some

-i^se has been given to a benevolent heart or to

ijformer that the Lord hath now need of him

nlprepare his way for a future condition of

inety—for circumstances not yet developed or

m, and no matter if they are not, provided

1 presentiment of his heart is complied with

vobedience. The world at length recognizes

lit he who was guided by the Divine eye

r.her than the natural eye has been indeed a

•pphet all the time that he had the credit of

Woring as a visionary ; a prophet indeed even

iilhe midst of being accounted by time-serving

limbers as an antiquarian.

' Irhus it was in the labors of Friends in ad-

«iice of their age concerning the slave trade

ii slavery itself—a work far from finished

I5J,, whether it relate to the barbarities of con-

!4ipt labor in our own laud or the atrocities of

sllman bondage in many a foreign field. So

T! inward witness for Christ constrained them

|(begin generations ago in the cause of Peace,

'id continues them now in the help of its

[fsecuted representatives from Russia. Com-

t|ioies every winter now are thronging to hear

41e exponents of education and character-

Jiining expound its principles on the very

iiJsiaof Truth which was advanced by George

|*(»x, and has been kept much in view since by

J

lends who have seemed to others to form a

Miiety of educators. The diminution, and it is

Iped final disappearance, of capital punish-

;53i)t early had its forecast in the Quaker con-

lience. For nearly every beneficent and right-

Jjjus cause Friends are counted on wherever

i'ing Friends are known.

^jSuch reflections were suggested in our taking

jlo cursory review the present and past work

i the Friends' Institute for Colored Youth,

bership is so efficiently conducted by its prin-

cipal, Fannie Jackson Coppin and her fellow-

teachers. Our eyes were opened to the fact

that the very principle of training suitable for

the colored race in America, which has now be-

come a national convinceraent under Booker T.

Washington as its present most conspicuous

exponent, was anticipated and put to practice

years ago through the foresight given to the

managers of that Institution. Quietly, wisely,

and thoroughly has the development of that

work been moving forward, till this Institute

has long been for Philadelphia all that Tuskegee

is for the South.

Over five hundred of the colored youth in

the past year have received literary or indus-

trial training in our Institute. Of the thirteen

graduated last year "two are studying medi-

cine, seven are teaching, one is attending a

higher school, one is following his trade learned

in the Industrial Department, and one is at

present out of work on account of illness." For

more than thirty years this Institution has been

preparing and sending out teachers not only for

Philadelphia (two of the largest and best col-

ored schools in the city were started by its

graduates), but for New Jersey, Maryland and

Delaware. Fifteen colored teachers, all trained

at the Institute are now teaching in the city

schools of Philadelphia, and many more in

schools supported by private charity.

The Industrial Department has classes in

bricklaying, printing, tailoring, carpentry, shoe-

making, shorthand, millinery, dressmaking and

cooking. Some men and youth who are en-

gaged at labor during the day, come into

this school regularly on certain evenings to

master the elements of some trade. " One of last

year's plass, who supports herself and child

solely by her trade, sent exhibits to a Southern

exposition and received a commendatory letter

in return ; another is conducting a large trade,

employing several assistants; others are work-

ing with dressmakers and earn a good living;

two are not only working at their trade at

home, but in their turn are teaching others."

These are some of the glimpses into this year's

interesting report of the Institute, enough to

indicate that Friends, who were pioneers, as in

other most noble causes, so in this method of

solving the racejiroblem for our country, are

still on the alert to respond to Best Wisdom in

such lines. Their equally important and help

ful concern at Christiansburg, Va., stands as a

most gratefully appreciated light house set upon

a hill, whose light over a large area of Southern

territory cannot be hid, while permitted by

our contribution of means to burn. In spite of

its much poorer equipment and scanty support

from donations, it seems to be making its little

means go practically as far in that country as

the service of the Institute does in this.*

When it is said, " Would that all the Lord's

people were prophets," it has appeared to us of

late that there are prophets of action as well as

prophets of speech, by the same Spirit. So that

all our membership shall wake up to the inspira-

tions of good and for good that are given to

them, that are crowding upon them and would

be realized if they would only be open to receive

and respond, so that we are all alert to know
the day of our visitation, all the Lord's people

will be prophets, or inspired, for the word or

the work whereunto He sends them. " And He
will show you things to come." Secret presenti-

ments of duty whereby we "build better than

we know," or anticipate in our work a time not

seen as yet, will continue us as a Society of

forerunners, not ahead of our Guide, but in ad-

vance of the short-sightedness of men " up to

date " indeed, but not up to the heavenly vision.

" He that prophesieth speaketh," and since ac-

tions do this " louder than words," may we not

say aeteih, " to exhortation, to edification, to

comfort," as " God divideth unto every man
severally as He will." Missionaries to future

generations we cannot fail to be, by walking in

the present light as God gives us light; and
" the spirit of prophecy " is as essential to the

mission-work as to " the testimony of Jesus,"

for the uplifting of mankind in missions whether

foreign or future.

Sufficient Reward.—John Howe, the fam-

ous Puritan divine, became Cromwell's chaplain

in 1657. He was much respected by men of

all parties, and in the ticklish times of the Com-
monwealth his help and protection were often

asked for, and never in vain. Yet he was never

known to ask a favor for himself lu "The
Life and Work of John Howe," this incident is

given :

One day Cromwell took notice of this self-

denial, saying to him: "You have begged fa-

vors for every one but yourself, Mr. Howe.
When will your own turn come?"
To which Howe returned this answer: "My

Lord Protector, ray turn is always come wheti

I can serve another."

—

Youth's Companion.

We have power to ameliorate the condition

of the world just in the degree in which we are

wholly separated from its spirit.

*Since tliis was written the Friend's Freedmans
Association's Report, more clearly showing its work at

Christiansburg, has come to hand, and appears else-

where in this number.
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God broke our years to hours and days, that hour by

hour,

And day by day,

Just going on a little way,

We might be able, all along.

To keep quite strong.

Should all the weights of life

Be laid across our shoulders, and the future, rife,

With woe and struggle, meet us face to face

At just one place.

We could not go
;

Our feet would stop, and so

God lays a little on us every day,

And never, I believe, on all the way

Will burdens bear so deep.

Or pathways lie so steep,

But we can go, if by God's power,

We only bear the burden of the hour.

George Klingle.

For " The Friend.'

The Assyrian Conquest, Babylonian Captivity,

and Return of the Jews to Jerusalem.

(Concluded from page 324.)

The return of the Jews to Jerusalem (536-

445 B. C.) and the building of the temple (520-

516), under the edict of Cyrus, is one of the

most important events in Jewish history, sec-

ond only to that of the Exodus.

The return of the Hebrew exiles from Baby-

lon was instituted and greatly promoted by this

Persian monarch, whose name must ever be

closely associated with this remarkable national

renaissance. It was foretold by Jeremiah more

than once before and during the captivity

—

which began in 596 B. C* and lasted until

after Babylon was taken, 539 B. C, by Cyrus,

viz :
" For lo, the days come, saith Jehovah,

that I will turn again the captivity of my peo-

ple, Israel and Judah ; and I will cause them

to return to the land I gave to their fathers,

and they shall possess it (Jer. xxx: 3, also see

xxiv : 5, 6 ; xxix : 40). The writer of Isaiah

xli; 2 and 25; xliv: 28; and xlv : 4, is yet

more explicit, naming the chief agent in the

restoration of the nation, viz :
" Cyrus, my Shep-

herd, shall perform all my pleasure," even say-

ing of Jerusalem, "She shall be built," and of

the temple, " Thy foundation shall be laid."

. .
" For Jacob, my servant's sake, and Is-

rael, my chosen, I have called thee by thy name;

I have surnamed thee, though thou fiast not

known me." . .
" Who hath raised up one

from the East whom He called in righteous-

ness to his foot."

He giveth nations before him and maketh

him rule over kings." . . "I have raised

up from the North one and he is come ; one from

the rising of the sun, that calleth upon my
name."
As we have shown before, there is sufficient

evidence, apart from the " Cyropsedia" of Xeno-

phon and more nearly contemporaneous account

of Herodotus, that this royal champion of Jew-

ish monotheism had the grace and uncommon
broad-mindedness to respect the national deities

of those he conquered.

He was erstwhile unusually sensitive to super-

natural influence, and his conduct is one of the

most striking illustrations of the Scripture view

and fundamental Quaker belief that Jehovah

did not confine his favors to only one portion

of the human family (that was the Jewish con-

ception) nor leave himself without abundant

witness in all ages and among many peoples

that He was the God of the wAo/e earth, enlight-

ening by his Spirit whom He will, e. g., (Mel-

chizedek, Job, Socrates,) and may we, as a peo-

ple, ever be loyal to this universal truth.

* The final deportation and destruction of the tem-

ple was eight years later (588 B. C).

Josephus, in his well-known " Antiquities of

the Jews," says, " God commiserated the calam-

ity and captivity of these poor people, and stir-

red up the mind of Cyrus and made him write

this throughout all Asia, "Thus saith Cyrus,

the king: ' Since God Almighty hath appointed

me the king of the habitable earth, 1 believe

that He is that God which the nation of the

Israelites worship; for indeed He foretold my
name by the prophets, and that I should build

Him a house at Jerusalem, in the country of

Judea.'

"

The Jewish historian further records, " This

was known to Cyrus by his reading the scroll,

which Isaiah left behind him, of his prophecies,

for this prophet said that God had spoken thus

to him in a secret vision, "My will is that Cy-

rus, whom I have appointed the king over many
and great nations, send back my people to their

own land, and build my temple."

Just such an utterance can scarcely be found

in the annals of human history, and when we
read, in the first chapter of Ezra, how this mag-
nanimous conqueror said to these captives,

" Whosoever there is among you all of his peo-

ple, his God be with him, and let him go up to

Jerusalem, which is in Judea, and build a house

of Jehovah, the God of Israel (He is God), that

is in Jerusalem, and whosoever is left in any

place where he sojourneth, let the men of his

place help him with silver and with gold and

with goods and with beasts, besides the free-will

offering for the house of God, which is in Jeru-

salem (including the 5,400 vessels of gold and

silver which Nebuchadnezzar had brought from

Jerusalem sixty years before)," one wonders

what could have induced such unselfish liberal-

ity and unwonted generosity. Some explana-

tion appears from the Edict, viz: "That they

(the sons of Israel) may offer sacrifices unto the

God of heaven, and pray for the life of the king

and his sons."

Thus the deserted shrine of this alien and ex-

iled race was restored, as we may read, more

fully set forth in the Books of Ezra and Nehe-

miah.

It is interesting to find some of the names
recorded by these writers inscribed on clay tab-

lets, recently (1893) found at Nippur, sixty-

miles south of Babylon, confirming their accur-

acy.

The re-settlement at Jerusalem not only marks

a very important period in the history of the

Jewish nation, but involvessome radical changes

in the character of their worship not generally

appreciated. So it is well to know, in connec-

tion with any prophetic or other record con-

tained in the Hebrew Scriptures, whether it is

pre or post-QxiWc in date.

Taking a review ofthe period we have scanned,

before the exile, we find Amos going from among
the herdsmen of Tekoa (the wilderness of Judea

west of the Dead Sea) to Samaria, about 760

B. C, to protest very vigorously against the

oppression and idolatry of thenorthern kingdom
of Israel during the long and prosperous reign

ofJeroboam I. (See the fifth, sixth, seventh and

eighth chapters of Amos.)
There was no " saving remnant" in the " bur-

den" of his message. He returned and remained

in the land of Judah, as recommended by Ama-
ziah,lhe priest of Bethel, writing out his proph-

ecy and visions at leisure. Hosea next ap-

pears (745 B. C), a decade or so later, prophe-

sying, under similar conditions, to the same
idolatrous people, but with much more sympa-

thy and tenderness, as they were his " kith and
kin." Isaiah and Micah, the former at Jeru-

salem and the latter from Moresheth-GatI 'a

town of the Philistine- plain), were contempoiry

(740-700 B. C), and testified concerning lie

fate of both the northern and southern ke;-

doms, but held steadfastly to the invincib
|,y

of Zion as a stronghold of national glory. ,

An interval of seventy-five years separ|i(i

the first and second prophetic cycles. Jerenl.h

does not come upon the stage of prophecy v ,11

626 B. G, and it was reserved for him to dec re

" that the existence of State and temple was ot

indispensable to faith in God, and to exp in

the ruin of Jerusalem, not merely as a ill-

merited penalty, but as the condition of a r re

spiritual intercourse between Jehovah and (is

people."* li

"He was in fundamental sympathy -Ik

Isaiah, but as Hosea had dissented from Eli*,

so Jeremiah, with true prophetic independe «,

revises Isaiah's position towards the visibl to

that of the invisible and true Israel. His spi al

characteristic was his imvardness."'\ So he as

been, and with some appropriateness, called le

Quaker oracle. He was the first to insist i,m

the spiritual as the basis of ethical religion

Thestandard of the earlier prophets was] nc-

tical righteousness, which was attempted, d,

in good measure, accomplished, in the prioly

code, as a natural outgrowth of the Boo .of

Deuteronomy found in the temple 621 B. <;

Nahum, Zephaniah and Habakkuk wercio-

temporary with Jeremiah, while Ezekiel pro*
sied between 592-570 B. G, being one of he

captives of the first deportation to Babylo do
;

596 B. C, where he watched the last agonm!
Zion's desolation from a distance, as Jereip
did in the midst of Jerusalem. *

With him begins the third great cycl.'of

Hebrew prophecy, that of the exile. The M-

:

sage of the pre-exilic prophets was mainly pe J

oijudgment, while those of the exile told o jis-

1

Uverance and salvation, and so they coun&jed ;

submission to the yoke of discipline, as a n ps-

:

sary education as well as punishment.

The great prophet of the exile (Isa. xl :
v)

saw, as before cited, in Cyrus the pledge of be

coming deliverance, and set himself to pre^re ,

the captives for the return. How sweetly od i

Comfortingly must the opening verses of ih( or- -

tieth chapter of Isaiah have fallen uponhe

ears and hearts of those who had been soli ed

to sing " The Songs of Zion" " by the rive of

Babylon." A generation had passed away ce

the temple had been destroyed at Jerusa iii,

and many of the exiles were satisfied with jir

surroundings, while others were overawecby

the worship of the Babylonian deities andbe

magnificence of the great city, and couldiol .

believe in Jehovah's power to deliver themjll

was to this class the latter half of the forflh

and forty-fourth chapters of Isaiah seem >r-

ticularly applicable. They preferred toreijiia?

rather than attempt a journey across the d(Wi

;

with doubtful success before them. I

However, 42,360 availed themselves oilh« \

opportunity to return to the land of Wr

;

fathers, under the leadership of Zerubbabej

After a most difficult march of five hunted

miles across the arid sands separating the*!-

leys of the Euphrates and Jordan, they fipJ

themselves confronted by a semi-hostile bd

heathenish community. Many of these B'l

been brought from Babylonia by Assurbani |1,I

of the Twelve Prophets."— T^pt-* "The Boi

positor's Bible.

t The London Friend, Ninth Month 17th, 189'

X Or "Asnapper," of Bible fame, whose fathe: M«

the most successful, because conciliatory, of a! ll"
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leson ofEsar-haddon, others had taken advan-

jge of" the emptiness of the land."

These half breed " pagani," the Samaritans

od the few native Jews who had never left

'alestiue gave a conditional welcome to the re-

irning exiles. Their ofler to assist in the build-

ig of the temple was promptly rejected by the

alous restorers from Babylon. (Ezra iv : 1, 2,

] 4, 5).

If the prophets Haggai and Zachariah had

at come to the rescue by their encouraging

ords at this critical juncture, the triumph of

16 temple buil<lers would doubtless have been

ostponed at least. It was full " three score

iars" more after the completion of the holy

.nctuary (516 B. C.) that Ezra arrived in Je-

isalera with his compatriots (458 B. C.)

The Jews in Babylon during this period were

uch more comfortably situated than were

leir brethren in Judea, as they could the

ore readily assume an independent attitude

ward their neighbors in religious matters.

The ritualistic development of the new the-

;racy, based upon the Book of Deuteronomy,

id progressed during the exile as it probably

;ver would have done in Palestine.

It was ninety years after Zerubbabel had

.>en commissioned by Cyrus, and thirteen after

zra re-inforced the restoration of the holy city,

at Nehemiah came to Jerusalem, about 445

.C.

"The covenant," now expanded so as to rest

)on the entire Pentateuch, was proclaimed the

!Xt year "to all the people gathered together

one man" (Nehemiah viii : 1, 2, 3), so that

ey " wept when they heard the words of the

w." " That exterualization toward which the

ophetical movement, in order to be practical,

iid already been tending in Deuteronomy,

lally achieved its acme in the legislation of

zra. A new artificial Israel was the result,

iit, after all, the old would have pleased an

mos better.*

In spite of the prophets, the deep spirituality

ailing up in some post-exilic psalms (e. g.,

:xxix) seems but a slender stream by the

wllen river ot legalism."!

It was this " river" which carried down in its

'erwhelming current the sublime teachings of

e fifty third of Isaiah, as well as of the Book of

9nah. Thus the very object of the captivity

18 defeated, so that when the true Messiah

came unto his own" to proclaim " the king-

)m of heaven," ttiey rejected Him because his

Drds and his conduct did not, in all things,

nform to their law and to their traditions.

May we, whose captivity is in another day
id way, learn the lessons their history and
eir sufferings were designed to teach !

^^
J. E.

An experienced Christian once remarked,
lat Divine Providence had many ways of

aching those who were out of the right way
;

It he had never heard of any person being
' by what was said behind his back.

' No one can ever sufficiently remunerate the

dustrious and pious teacher who faithfully

lucates children.

—

Martin Luther.

ssyrian monarchs. He wa.s no less a military genius
an Tiglath-Pilezer II. and Sargon II., but he had
e rare giod sense to allow those he subdued t" gov-
n themselves—after paying tribute. He subdued
gypt and rebuilt Babylon, which Sennacherib had
stroyed.
* " Israel" in Encyclojxzdia Britannica.

t Present Day Papers, Second Month, 1899.

For "Thk Friend."

A Negro Preacher.

A remarkable instance of the power of Divine
grace in making use of a faithful negro as the

instrument for conveying the Gospel message
to a depraved community is related in Stevens'
history of American Methodism, from which the

following is extracted. Henry Evans, the sub-

ject of the sketch, was a native of Virginia, and
lived in the early years of the present century.

He was a shoemaker by trade, and became a

Christian and a Methodist when quite young.
His church recognizing that he had a gift as a
minister licensed him to preach in Virginia.

While yet a young man he determined to re-

move to Charleston, S. C, thinking he might
succeed best there in his trade. But having
reached Fayetteville on his way to Charleston,

his spirit was stirred at perceiving that the peo-

ple of his race in that town were wholly given

to profanity an<l lewdness, never hearing

preaching of any denomination. This deter-

mined him to stop at Fayetteville, and he be-

gan to preach to the negroes with great effect.

The town council interfered, and nothing in

his power could prevail with them to permit

him to preach. He then withdrew to the sand-

hills, out of town, and held meetings in the

woods, changing his appointments from place

to place. No law was violated, while the coun-

cil was effectually eluded, and so the opposition

passed into the hands of the mob. These he

worried out by changing his appointments, so

that when they went to work their will upon
him he was preaching somewhere else. Mean-
while, whatever the most honest purpose of a

simple heart could do to reconcile his enemies

was employed by him for that end. He eluded

no one in private, but snught opportunities to

explain himself; avowed the purity of his in-

tentions, and even begged to be subjected to the

scrutiny of any surveillance that might be

thought proper to prove his inoffensiveness

;

anything, so that he might but be allowed to

preach. Happily for him and the cause of re-

ligion, his honest countenance and earnest

pleadings were soon powerfully seconded by

the fruits of his labors. One after another be-

gan to suspect their servants of attending his

preaching, not because they were made worse,

but wonderfully better. The effect upon the mor-

als of the negroes, too, began to be seen, partic-

ularly as regards their habits on the First-day

of the week, and drunkenness ; and it was not

long before the mob was called off by a change

in the current opinion, and Evans was allowed

to preach in the town. At that time there was

not a single church edifice in the town, and but

one congregation, (Presbyterian), which wor-

shipped in what was called the State House,

under which was the market, and it was plainly

Evans or nobody to preach to the negroes.

Now, too, of the mistresses there were not a few,

and some masters, who were brought to think

that the preaching which had proved so bene-

ficial to their servants might be good for them

also ; and the famous negro preacher had some

whites as well as blacks to hear him. From
these the gracious influence spread to others,

and a meeting house was built. It was a frame

of wood, weather- boarded only on the outside,

without plastering, about fifty feet long by

thirty wide. Seats, distinctly separated, were

at first appropriated to the whites, near the

pulpit. But Evans had already become fam

ous, and these were insufficient. Indeed, the

negroes seemed likely to lose their preacher,

negro though be was ; while the whites, crowd'

ed out of their seats, took possession of those in

the rear. And now there was no Icjuger mom
for the negroes in the house when Evans preach-

ed ; so for the accommodation of both classes,

the weather- boards were knocked off, and sheds

were added to the house on either side ; the

whites occupying the whole of the original

building, and the negroes these sheds as a part

of the same house. Evans' dwelling was ashed
at the pulpit end of the house. One, in refer-

ring to him said, " Often was I in that shed,

and much to my edification. I have not known
many preachers who appeared more conversant
with the Scriptures than Evans, or whose con-

versation was more instructive as to the things

of God. He was a Boanerges, and in his duty
feared not the face of man." Evans died in

Fayetteville in 1810. The death ofsuch a man
could not be but triumphant, and his was dis-

tinguishingly so. His last breath was drawn
In the act of pronouncing, (1 Cor. xv, 57),

'Thanks be to God, which giveth us the vic-

tory through our Lord Jesus Christ." On the

First-day before his death the little door be-

tween his shed and the meeting house was
opened, and the dying man entered for a last

farewell to his people. He was almost too fee-

ble to stand at all, but, supporting himself by
the railing of the chancel, he said, "I have
come to say my last word to you. It is this:

None but Christ. Three times I have had my
life in jeopardy for preaching the gospel to

you. Three times I have broken the ice on the

edge of the water and swum across the Cape
Fear to preach the gospel to you, and now, if

in my last hour I could trust to that, or to any
thing else but Christ crucified for my salvation,

11 should be lost, and my soul perish forever!"

His funeral was attended by a greater concourse

of persons than had been seen at any funeral

occasion before. The whole community ap-

peared to mourn his death, and the universal

feeling seemed to be that in honoring the mem-
ory of Henry Evans a tribute was being paid

to virtue and religion.

The Law' of Trusts.

The care of a child is one of the most sacred

trusts that can be confided to anyone as parent

or teacher. Christ loved children and he speaks

of them as his lambs. Peter was to show his

love for his Master by feeding the lambs. Dr.

Potter tells the story of a young man who stood

at the bar of the court of justice to be sentenced

for forgery. The judge had known him from a

child, for his father had been a famous legal

light, and his work on "The Law of Trusts"

was the most exhaustive work on the subject in

existence. " Do you remember your father?
"

asked the judge, sternly, " that father whom you

have disgraced ?
" The prisoner answered, " I

remember him perfectly. When I went to him
for advice or companionship, he would look up
from his book on ' The Law of Trusts ' and say,

' Run way, boy, I am busy.' My father finish-

ed his book, and here I am." The great law-

yer had neglected his own trust with awful re-

sults.

—

Zion's Watchman.

There is no such thing as waste in God's

economy. Futile efforts, disappointed hopes,

unrequited lives, unfulfilled ideals, unrealized

ambitions, unused powers, misguided enthus-

iasms, misplaced trusts—none of these are really

wasted. Remember, it was only when the

money had been spent, and the alabaster box
broken, and the spikenard spilled that the

I

home was filled with the odor of the ointment.
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The Friends' Freedmen Association.*

No year of ours has been more animating than
the past one, except, perhaps, the early sixties,

when the current of our work was at full tide,

when Yorktovvn and Charlotte and Goldsboro
and Salem and Danville, and a score besides,

each held a school of ours.

These, in their day, shone like candle-lights

in a great darkness.

But the darkness has grown thinner as the

years went by, and one by one our candle-lights

have been absorbed in the general lighting up
that spread over our field.

The counties and States have assumed our
work, and to give the negro rudimental learn-

ing is now common in Virginia and North
Carolina.

To be a guiding light, therefore, a signal

tower, we want something stronger than the
general illumination.

Such an electric light we trust to have found
in Christiansburg—a city set upon a hill.

Three years ago we lit the lamp of industrial
education, this year that of the industrial farm.
The blackboard and books will not be laid aside.

The brain which they fill will sit upon stronger
shoulders and a larger frame—made stronger
and larger by the anvil and spade.

This combination of learning with the com-
mon forms of work seems to produce common
sense.

Many, perhaps most, of the Society ofFriends,
from its earliest day to this, have been farmers.
And if we cast an eye backward, Cincinnatus,
Hamden and Washington loom up as tillers of
the soil, sane thinkers and great leaders of men.
The Association, at its meeting a year ago,

directed the purchase of a farm. After much
inquiry, one of about ninety acres has been
bought. It was in two ownerships. The pur-
chase required careful negotiation. It is good
land and well watered. Its buildings are of
suitable size and need but little repair. It is on
the railroad, less than a mile from the station
and in full sight of the school building. Three
members of your executive committee have vis-

ited it, and farming is in progress upon it.

The purchase money was $4,200. After much
effort, the money was collected and the farm
paid for. About $800 are still needed to do
necessary repairs, buy implements and stock,
which should be done without incurring debt
on farm account or conflicting with the concerns
of the school itself.

Concerning the farm the following letter has
been received

:

" I wish to thank you and the other friends
in Philadelphia most heartily for your success-
ful efforts in securing the property at Chris-
tiansburg for the school there. I am quite sure
that this will mean a new start and a new life

for the whole work. .....
(Signed) Booker T. Washington."
The thanks here expressed and those of the

Association are due to the friends who gene-
rously contributed the purchase-money, through
the efforts of EUiston P. Morris and Joshua L.
Bailey.

The general interest in this matter argues well
for us.

Sometimes a little thing becomes a large one,
sometimes a little thought develops an import-
ant matter.

A good friend gave us a little hand-printing
press. The Helper was struck off on it.

Some one thought the paper should be larger

* Thirty-sixth Annual Report.

and of buying a larger press. A little subscrip-

tion was started in the school, the students giv-

ing S3.81 and the teachers 819.50. O. E. P.
Stokes, of New York City, gave S60, and others

swelled the amount to $101.24. A new press

was secured. " For the possibilities of this great
work here," writes Charles Marshall about the
press, " for the uplifting of my people and my-
self as well, I am most grateful."

The Helper is much improved in appearance
and increased in size.

Passing from the farm and the press— the
two novelties of the year—we come to the gene-
ral concerns of the school.

It filled up faster than last year, reached a
larger enrollment and had a larger average at-

tendance. Its enrollment in First Month was
174, and has since reached 227.

Its industrial department numbered 43 stu-

dents. Of this department Charles Marshall
writes. Eleventh Month 21st, 1898, " Its growth
is charming. In our carpenter shop we have
on hand at least $25 worth of work for outside
parties." Three of its ex-students have found
employment at their trade. The school employs
seven teachers.

The appropriation from the County has been
increased from $375 to $425 a year.

A petition for an appropriation from the
State also, numerously signed, is supported by
influential gentlemen of Christiansburg. Both
circumstances show growing appreciation of the
work.

The Friend and Ihe American Friend, The
African Friend and The Tract Depository are
furnished to the School.

Your Executive Committee appropriated
$2,250 for school expenses during the past year,
and will require a like amount the coming
year. It would suggtst that Friends become
annual subscribers.

We have learned that Louise S. Dorr, who
served us so long and faithfully at Goldsboro,
N. C, has resigned her connection with the
State Normal School there. We sincerely re-

ciprocate her " unvarying and grateful regard."
We are much grieved to know Capt. Charles

S. Schaffer to be ill.

This report can be fittingly closed as began.
There has been no year since the sixties more
animating than this,—animating because of re-

newed general interest and because of an acces-
sion of workers.

The problem of the negro is still upon us.

'Tis he who produces the great crops of the
South, performs part of its simpler handicrafts
and a little of its higher manufacturing.
But 'tis said 5,000,000 negroes are in igno-

rance. We hear too frequently of outrage and
cruelty. The negro race is still on our hands.
But we must deal with it as with individuals

with man and woman, boy and girl.

At Bagdad on the Tigris, bridges and rafts

are made of light poles lashed to floating
bottles.

If at Christiansburg our students learn how
to keep their heads above water and to aid
others to do so, we will have done our part to
help the race to swim.

A Sharp Boy.—The venerable R. L. Dab-
ney, is well known in this country and abroad.
Upward of twenty years ago his youngest son,
Lewis, was a sharp-witted lad, who promised
to become a respected "chip of the old block."
The lad was whipped one day for an act of

disobedience, and then he had to undergo the
more trying ordeal of sitting quietly on the

sofa. He became deeply absorbed in thouc
and presently asked :

"Ma, why did you whip me?"
" So as to make you a better boy," was t

response.
'• Lewis again became lost in thoughtful

flection. Presently he blurted out:
" Ma, do you believe in prayer? "

" Yes, my son."
" If you were to ask God to make me a b

ter boy, do you think he would grant yc
prayer?"

" I think he would, son."
" Well, then, ma, I wish you would prai

little more and whip a little less."—£«.

Fob "The FRtBUD,

Selections from the Letters and Memoranda

Robert Milhous.

BY HIS DAUGHTER MARTHA.

For some time past, I have felt that it mij
be best to gather up a few fragments from
family correspondence of my dear father, a

also some memoranda of religious visits, <fec.,

which he was engaged, and request their pi

lication in The Friend, hoping that some p.

weary traveller may be comforted and refresl

by the reading of them. The humility a

feeling of unworthiness which marked his 1

finds frequent expression in these writings.,

is ray sincere wish to regard carefully his ea
est request made a few days before his dei

that nothing whatever of a flattering nati

should be published in regard to him. Throu
out his long life many trials, tribulations*
bereavements were his portion, but he was
abled to bear them with true resignation, a

a short time before his death, he was favo
to feel a precious evidence that all his sins i

transgressions had been washed away, and t:

he had been cared for all his life "long,
passed quietly away, on the 8th of Second iL

1896, in the eighty-fifth year of his age.
In preparing the letters for publication,

verbal changes, which do not materially afi

the meaning have been made, also some ud
sions for the sake of brevity.

The first letter, dated Seventh Month
1845, was written to his mother-in-law, notlc
after the death of his youngest child, a lil

girl aged nearly three years. A short ti

previously, his dear partner in life had b(

taken away by erysipelas fever, which in tl

year assumed an epidemic form in the neighb
hood of Pennsville, Ohio. Many were I

homes made desolate by this disease and
was, according to my information, the first (

visited by it. M'

Seventh Month 3rd, 184S

My Dear Mother :

I have been afraid that you (referring to I

family) would consider me too neglectful in

sending you more particular word about
dear little babe's sickness and death. My ti

and attention have been very much taken
with the care of my family, and therefore, p
haps you can excuse me in a measure. (Hi
follows an account of the child's illness).

There have been a number taken from us

late; William Dewees, Jr., was buried
Seventh-day last. His loss is very sensibly f(

both in social and religious society. I beli<

that he was one who endeavored to be found
the way of his religious duty, and he was atti

tive to the sick. But we hope that it is

eternal gain.
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1. S. is very poorly. I think the disorder

>ias to he rather progiessinsr, but I believe

i; the everlasting Arm of Divine Mercy is

r.erneath for her support, enabling her to ex-
eence humble resignation to his will. She
il to me that her trials are made very easy
iher. She speaks as if she does not expect
)ecover, but I hope and believe all will be
(I. Yes, "shall not the Judge of all the
ilh do right?"

|t is a time of very close searching of heart,

D may we be willing to adopt the language
Pavid, "Search me, O, God and know my
Wt, try me and know ray thoughts, and see
lere be any evil way in me, and lead me in

( way everlasting." O, my fervent desire

nil often been that we may be willing to lay

lie things to heart, while the day of Divine
[•cy is lengthened out to us, and that the
iiplaint may not be of us as of some formerly
I', we have been smitten with the rod of af-

iion and yet have not laid it to heart. I

"n feel my loss very forcibly, but I hope I

ipreserved from murmuring or repining at

lot, and that I am favored with resignation,
it is not of me. No, I am sensible that in

(there is no good thing, that is in my fleshy
(ire, but if we are trying to do right, I be-

se we shall be cared for. I feel in hopes
!. my dear little babe did not suifer a great
jl of severe pain, except at times, but seemed
jlually to weaken away. I think it should
(ather considered a mercy that the dear _

[amb was taken from a world of trouble and
fe of affection, although the separation was
as a trial, I hope I have endeavored to dis
rge the duties of a parent. Mv concern for
was very great while she was with me, in
stripped condition, yes, more than I can
teas. Dear Sister Huldah, (a sister-in-law
I was ill) I often feel concerned for thy ever-
ing welfare and I am brought to desire that
1 mayest be enabled to look daily unto
[IS Christ for help and support in thy afflic-

18. Endeavor to cast all thy care upon Him,
I do assuredly believe that He careth for

. Endeavor to give up all unto Him and
'?n thy will unto his will. It is a great fa-

to experience entire resignation, and to be
jght into the condition of a little child unto
]. I hope this is thy engagement, but I

t thee to be encouraged, and not let thy mind
00 much cast down, for I most certainly do
eve that the Almighty Arm of Divine Mercy
be near for thy support, if thou only art
aged to look to Him for help. Yes, and
p loving-kindness is better than life." " He
God nigh at hand ' and a present help in
needful lime. Life and health are uncer-
.

" We know not the day nor the hour."
h my love to you all, I remain yours, I

e in the unchangeable Truth.

Robert Milhous.

Bald Eagle, Seventh Month 5th, 1857.

Dear Daughters, Ruth and Lydia :

have delayed writing to you longer than I

nded, but I have not been without thinking
ou, and I think I may say fervent desires
often raised in my heart for your preserva-
. And, Oh ! that you may strive daily to
w that your confidence may be placed in
J who is a " strong tower " and a safe abid-
place indeed ! Be engaged daily to live in
fear of your Creator, now in the days of
r youth, and your adorning, let it be that
meek and quiet spirit, which is of great

e in the Divine sight. Do not take unneces-

sary or overmuch care to adorn these poor,
frail tabernacles, which 'ere long must return
to their mother earth. How necessary indeed
it is for us to endeavor to know that our treas-
ure is laid up in Heaven, and that a place is

prepared for us within the gates of that " city,

which hath no need of the sun, neither of the
moon to shine in it, for the glory of God doth
lighten it, and the Lamb is the light thereof."
The call is extended unto all, for " the Spirit
and the Bride say. Come, and let him that is

athirst come, and whosoever will let him take
the water of Life, freely." And I believe your
Heavenly Father is calling unto you to give
up your hearts to Him. If you are willing and
obed'eiit. He will indeed beautify you, and
make you fruitful in his field of offering and
"joyful in his house of prayer." I believe the
prayers of many of your deeply exercised older
Friends are, that there may be a succession of
standard bearers raised up from amongst the
rising generation in the Church Militant, who
may stand for the precious testimonies, which
our worthy forefathers in the Truth so deeply
suffered for. That instead of the fathers and
mothers, there may be the sons and daughters.
And thou, my dear Lydia, I feel much concern-
ed for thee. Thou knows 1 have often directed
thee to turn thy mind to Him who is able to

help thee, and to sanctify all thy afflictions.

Let me say again, give up thy whole heart to

the disposal of the Great Physician, who is in-

deed able to heal, and to administer the pre-

cious balm of consolation in his own time ; there-

fore trust in Him, for He is mighty to save and
to deliver. Let Him be thy refuge and thy
portion. O, Lydia, I think I can say from
some degree of experience, that there is an en-
joyment in Heavenly things, which very far

outbalances every earthly enjoyment. Indeed
all earthly things are not worthy to be com-
pared with it. Therefore seek it in earnest,

wait patiently for it, and if thou should not be
favored to find it as soon as thou desires, still

seek it in earnest, and don't be discouraged, for

though He seems to larry long. He will come
in his own time, which will be found to be the

best time. Your affectionate father,

Robert Milhous.
To be continued.

For "THE Friend.'

Child-Study—No. 4.

BY S. W. E.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SENSES AND MIND.

Dr. Krohn in an excellent paper read at a
general session of the National Educational
Association held in Washington, says—" At
birth a child possesses but two senses—touch
and temperature. A few hours after birth

vision is added, then hearing and after some
days taste and smell, followed by the muscle
and other senses in turn.

"The second epoch in the mind's process of
unfolding is the memory stage. This is the

time when the child is characterized by a pro-

digious power of remembering detail. We are
all aware how much more difficult it is for us

to commit rhymes or rules now than it was
during our second or third year of school life.

" The third epoch is the period of the growth
of the imagination.

'The fourth is characterized by the peculiar

activity of the powers of judgment and com-
parison. This in time by the period of curiosity.

Curiosity must be properly developed. No
child whose curiosity is throttled and starved
will ever become a good reasoner. He must

first ask questions' and reasons of others, in

order to be able to ask questions and reasons of
himself."

Every mother who bears these facts in her
mind, will wait and watch with anxiety for the
first sign of seeing and hearing in her tiny babe.
The turning of its eyes toward an attractive
light or color, the quick start at sudden sound,
prove that the baby can see and hear.
The first avenues by which to appeal to the

child within, is through eyes and ears. Nothing
can be more interesting than to watch and note
the gradual and normal growth of the baby's
intelligence. The first word which our oldest
boy said was " cock " when the clock struck
8 in the morning and again at 11 o'clock on
the same day, showing that sound had appealed
to his mind befire that. He was eleven and
ahalf months old.

In many schools systematic tests are used to

discover defects in seeing and hearing. It is

found that many children who have been
thought to be stupid, could not hear as they
should, and in many more the eyes were de-
fective. Parents would do well to apply some
tests themselves. See how far from the clock
the children can hear it tick, testing one ear at
a time. Try their sight in some equally simple
way and, upon any question arising as to nor-
mal hearing or sight, make a more thorough
investigation, especially if the children are at-

tending school.

When a mother becomes rightly impressed
with the desirability of normal development,
she is liable to be alarmed at what appears
to be precociousness in her children. Almost
every child shows some sign of imitative ac-
tivity peculiar to itself and at first thought
seems to be " remarkably smart." If be shows
unusual memory, reason or judgment, indepen-
dent of the imitative faculty, one should be
frightened on account of almost sure failure of
the mental powers in later life.

Fat babies and "smart children" are the
especial pride of fond relatives who do not un-
derstand the superiority of muscular youngsters,
who are kept in the background. Nothing is

much more injurious than to force a small child

out of the happy condition of a well fed uncon-
scious little animal.

Before sending children to a kindergarten
every one should read, " A Study of Child Na-
ture," by Elizabeth Harrison. One is delighted
to be conscious of the character behind or within
the teacher. She gives you a type for which
to hunt. A wise woman well trained. To be
fond of children and entertaining to them is one
thing, but to add to this a power to develop in

the children an instinctive but unconscious ap-
preciation of true science and lofty principles
is quite another and more important matter.
There may be room for even the kindergarten
to grow. Nature is before symbols, and a great
teacher can do no better than to develop the
real in place of the symbol whenever it is pos-
sible. She must be large enough to grasp prin-
ciples, and to think out for herself the best way
in which to reach the desired development in

the children. The usual young kindergartener
is not this teacher. Let every mother ponder
the possibilities within her own reach.

Friends are reckoned to be deficient in imag-
ination. I have puzzled my brain, to think
why every plaything in the house was more en-
joyed as being something which it was not

—

even the tricycle seemed more fascinating when
upside down, with the wheels at full speed as a
pumping engine. Susan Blow, I think it was,
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who made the matter perfectly clear. Any-

thing which is only one thing is very common-

place and tiresome speedily, but the blessed

imagination transforms it in the child's mind,

into fifty equally enjoyable possessions. There-

fore give the children such playthings as will

lend themselves to a variety of transformations.

It would be well to stimulate the imaginations

of children who seem deficient. Sympathy is a

compound of love and imagination We often

see people with the best intentions in the

world blundering from lack of imagination.

An excess of imagination should be watched

carefully, especially in the development of

" stories and fears," and the little one led gently

but firmly into paths where intelligence shall

have a chance to watch over the imagination.

Perhaps nothing is more exasperating to

some busy mothers than the everlasting "whys"

which some children have continually on their

tongues. Many children have been told they

ask questions to hear themselves talk. I am
sure they do not. Sometimes one can only as-

sert that it is our Heavenly Father's law—for

instance, that men should not grow as high as

the house, but other questions can and should

be answered. Every house ought to be sup-

plied with a good dictionary and atlas and as

many other books of reference as possible.

Questions which the parents cannot answer, or

matters about which the children are not satis-

fied, should be referred to books which are

authorities.

Few parents can be expected to be familiar

with every science and every country the world

over. A bright interested child takes a wide

range in his questionings. His mind should

be satisfied but not stimulated. Mental activity

is often accompanied by excessive muscular ac-

tivity; to train and to guide but not to forbid,

that is the wise mother's duty.

Painfully are we conscious of the magnitude

of the task and of our own insufficiency.

If we try to understand the normal growth

of a child's senses and mind—what his motives

should be—how to discover his thoughts—how
to appeal to him—how to guide him—how to

discover abnormal manifestations—how to cor-

rect them—how to satisfy him—above all how
to intelligently let him alone, if we make hon-

est efibrts in all these directions, our success

will only be partial, our limitations will press

heavily upon us, but our hearts will not con-

demn us for the sin of wilful ignorance.

Civilization of tiie South Sea Islands.

(Continued from page 327.)

When Daniel Wheeler was at the islands in

1836 he was warmly welcomed by the mission-

aries. One at least of these, Hiram Bingham,

had been there since 1819. Daniel Wheeler

held divers meetings after the manner of

Friends ; some of them in the large mission

houses, attended by near 3,000 persons. This

house, he says, was 190 by 60 feet. At this

time the foreign shipping, of which there was a

large amount, was exercising a baneful influ-

ence on the morals and habits of the people.

There must have been some pious individuals,

or they would not so well have maintained the

semblance of order. But in regard to real

conversions the missionaries had become dis-

couraged.

The Sandwich Islands were and continue to

be so much in the pathway of commerce that

they have been subjected to much educating

influence of a diflTerent sort than was exerted

by Daniel Wheeler and the missionaries. They

have had much civilized culture, but we are

obliged to look upon them of latter time rather

as an arena of commercial and political activ-

ity than as "a field which the Lord has blessed."

The illustrations which follow apply to more

secluded spots. No doubt the inherent will-

ingness of these people to be led, account for

the change so soon becoming general when
once a movement was begun. They had learned

from sorrowful experience to doubt the cor-

rectness and efficiency of their former institu-

tioiis, and in the hearts of some of them was a

longing for " a more excellent way." Hence,

when the new doctrine anywhere was em-

braced, there were other hearts prepared to

receive it. Although many followed from mo-

tives of curiosity or novelty, there were contin-

ually those rising up, with a living appreciation

of the doctrine by fi'hich they were to become

new creatures. I quote from the narrative

:

" At a meeting of the baptized (in Huahine)

several addresses were delivered by the natives.

That by the king was worthy of a Christian

patriarch, a character which Fenuopeho so

nobly sustains among his willing and affection-

ate subjects. He warned them against resting

in forms and professions of godliness, telling

them that they had now the outward of relig-

ion—the Sabbath, the Scriptures, the ministry,

baptism and the sacrament; but these, how-

ever excellent, would be of no avail unless they

had a new heart and a right spirit within them."

At the very beginning of the appearance of

spiritual life from the labors of Nott and his

brethren there were two natives who gave proof

that the seed sown by the missionaries had

fallen into responsive soil. In the political

turmoil in Tahiti about 1813, the king Pomare
and the missionaries withdrew for personal

safety to the island of Eimeo. They knew not

when they left Tahiti that any hearts had been

reached. But after some time, while they were

yet at Eimeo, the missionaries heard that two

natives, with whom they had intercourse, had

begun to pray. They both prayed in secret

and they prayed together. They hastened to

the scene of their former labors to behold what
" God had wrought." They found that " their

toils, their sufferings, their tears and prayers,

through years on years of faith and patience,

fear and hope, were now repaid—repaid a

thousand fold by their joy of hearing, seeing

and feeling the grace of God, thus manifested

in his own good time and his own best way."

It would seem that after this wonderful

change had fairly begun in the Society Islands

it was easier to make a first impression in other

places. There are, at some distance from Ta-

hiti, two rather solitary mountainous islands,

Raivaie and Tubuai. They are one hundred

miles apart, but resemble each other by moun-

tain ridges into eastern and western slopes.

These ridges divided the respective islands into

hostile camps. Tyerraan and Bennett say

:

" We arrived this day at Raivaia, so called on

account of the precipitous cliffs which surround

the coast. We were met on the shore by three

native missionaries, who were sent from Eimeo
eighteen months ago to teach the people here
' the way of the Lord more perfectly ' than

they had learned it from the instructions of a

Tahitian left among them by Pomare in 1820,

but who himself needed to be informed of the

first principles of Christianity, both in doctrine

and in practice, having neither understood the

one nor exemplified the other. The converts

from Eimeo have been more successful, and the

gospel as preached by them, not only by their

lips but by their lives, has evinced much
power, both directly and indirectly. Ti

good men wept for joy on our arrival, and
hearts were warmed towards them, as the

gentile missionaries we bad met on groun<

their own planting and cultivating."

At Tubuai, they say : "Eighteen months

when Nott landed here with two native tei

ers from Tahiti, the inhabitants of the two

tricts, into which the island is divided, wer

war, and on the day following a desperate

tie had been premeditated. But the gosp»

peace, in its first accents, wrought so powerf

upon the hearts of these savages even at ^

crisis when the savage is the most himself—

most reckless, cruel, and vindictive of anin

that they consented to suspend hostilities

live in harmony, or, at least, in forbearance,

they had more fully heard the great messag

the glad tidings which the strangers

brought to them. And the issue was blee

A teacher was stationed by Nott in each

trict, who became the angel of the chu

formed by himself from the heathen arouodl

who soon ceased to be heathen at all—renoi

ing and destroying their idols, and all proi

ing to be what we trust a goodly number
Christians indeed."

With the example of such efficiency on

part of natives, whose hearts had been ehan

by Divine grace as Gospel messengers, it

surprise and a grief to the believers in a

Gospel ministry, to find these overseers of

infant church, proposing a school for the tr

ing of the native missionaries. This, they

us, they did, but it was not at that time car

out. How difficult it is for those accustoi

to theological training to give up the ideao

necessity? Although the gospel wave was

rapidly spreading over the Polynesian islai

they wished to hurry on the Lord's work

their human endeavors.

I quote from another place these sena

observations :
" A missionary's usefulness

these insular regions extends to everythi

that concerns life or godliness. He has note

to instruct his charge in the principles of

Christian faith, but he must teach them hoi

act 4n all stations and relations which

sustain. He must show them how they i

build better houses, more effective canoes,

domestic furniture. He should promote

culture of crops upon their waste land, su|

cotton, etc., for use or commerce. In a

it rests with the ministers of religion to i

anew the character not of individuals only,,

that character which shall henceforth for i

distinguish a whole people."

Among other concerns thus to be introdu

one was a new code of laws. Notwithstand

the general acquiescence in the restraints t

religious life, there were still among tl

" despisers and workers of iniquity." Oni

the earlier of these laws was to suppress dru

enness ; another was to put a stop to tattoc

the body. After a few years of ineffeo,

operation this latter law was dropped from

code. When the Society Islands generally

come under Christian influence, a parlian

was called to adopt laws for their governm

At the request of the chiefs, Henry 1

drafted the code for their consideration, tho

neither he nor his brother missionaries pail

pated in the discussion that took place. He
Nott was, however, chosen to preside over

meeting, which was conducted with the utr

decorum. This draft of laws related to n

der, theft, Sabbath breaking, marriage, defa
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01 drunkenness, the regulations of the judi-

a!', etc. The principal discussion was in re-

II to the punishment for murder. Should it

jiieath, or banishment to an uninhabited

[id. This was tantamount to our imprison-

ed for life.

1 I (To be continued).

[j
Notes from Others.

4e of the resolutions offered at the Methodist
iisters' meeting in Philadelphia last week was
lljlows: "That we hereby express our faith in

pfible as the Divine Word of God, and as the otibj

^fority for faith and action."

i. DeBow said that some had been taught that
tjave in our own hearts that inner conscious-
bhat is authority for actino. He suggested the
fee, "supreme authority."

Bere was a smaller vote when the question was
K>n that unscriptural resolution than on the
tifs. But when those opposed were called for

|! a man arose."

' e have been asked to give some counsel
l^st

' the dissipating and time-destroying habit
*rd-playing." We do not see how there can be
jTiore severe arraignment of the habit than is

lii in these words. There are people in the
i(i who are anxious to do something by means
tiich they may " kill time." Such a conception
le is degrading, and can be held only by those
lido not accept God's estimate of the value of
iand the inestimable importance of improving
ifhe apostle urged us to be wide-awake, "re-
ding the time." Time and life are not re-

jed at the card-table.

—

Herald and Presbyter.

{
this moment Cyprian and Luther are wrest-

j
amain for mastery in the English Chui
the one or the other of these spirits must be
jdged. A season of apathy may again come
j
the Church, and so the struggle may stand

to another day ; but at its next revival, the
ish Church will either go over uncondition-
to " antiquity," erasing from its formularies
ever in them is Protestant, and will expel all

adhere to Scriptural doctrine; or it will re-
• its lost ground and become consistently
jstant and Biblical !—/saac Taylor, "Ancient
itianity,pp. 109, 110, Supplement, end of Vol. II.

|>. 1844).

*ere is nothing that some clergymen will not
l)und to utter in these remarkable days—no
rine that Jesus Christ taught, even to the per-

lity of Grjd, that is not denied by some licensed

ster; no principle of morals that is not ex-
led away or attenuated: no vice that is not
>gized for, or held up as sometimes excusable

;

no virtue that is not minified by faint praise.

)rove this statement it might be necessary to

ide among ministers the representatives of

rd sects, but only in extremest cases. There
r was a time when our Saviour's words, " Take
what ye hear," and "Take heed therefore

ye hear," were more important than they are
vj.—Neio York Christian. Advocate.

ties Abhorred in Hawaii.— Whatever pertains
ie life, manners, and institutions of our re-

y acquired possession—the Hawaiian Islands
of interest to the American people. Therefore
cutting from the Family Herald is given here :

domestic servants in Hawaii do not believe iu

L They insist upon calling their employers
leir Christian names in spite of all protest.

)ne lady, who upon her arrival was at once
essed as Jennie by the men servants, expostu-
with her sister for allowing them to become
familiar. She was assured that every effort

been made to induce them to say ' Mr. ' and
1.,' but this they steadily refused to do.

No, no,' they said; 'too many Smith, too
1 Jones—you John and Lizzie.'

)ne Englishwoman was determined that her
mts should never address her in the familiar

on that other white people had allowed to

me common. She therefore instructed her
and never to mention her name in their hear-

ing. One day this lady had some visitors, and to
their great delectation the cook presently put his
head inside the door and asked sweetly :

" 'My love, what vegetables do you want to-day?'
" After that the Englishwoman was content to

be called simply Mary."

From the Morning Star, a paper published in
England in the interest of Jewish missions comes
the following statement in a recent issue :

" Of all

the wonderful events of our time none is perhaps
more wonderful than that which Pastor Gurland,
superintendent of the work of Hebrew New Testa-
ment distribution in Russia, lately communicated
to John Wilkinson. He writes that a committee
of influential Jews met to test the evidence for
and against Jesus of Nazareth, and actually to un-
dertake a revision of the judgment. The conclu-
sion to which they came, after a careful and im-
partial investigation, was that the crucifixion of
Jesus of Nazareth by the Jewish people and their
rulers was a judicial murder of the Audinted of
God." How wide the influence of this committee's
conclusion may be we do not know, for of the
eleven million Jews at present living many are so
only in name, but infidels in fact, while others are
independent in thought and still others tenaciously
attached to what they term orthodox belief, yet it

does seem as if this might be the beginning of a
new era for the Jews, and that many at least, in-

fluenced to an impartial study of the life of Chri-t,
might find Him to be indeed the Messiah of proph-
ecy, who was to be despised and rejected of men,
who hath borneour griefs and carried oursorrows,
who was bruised for our iniquities and by whose
stripes we are healed.

—

Herald of Truth.

Pulpits and Rich Men.—The Boston Herald asks,
" Who is the parson who writes from Boston to

the New York Sun to say that the trouble in the
churches these days and the reason why so many
clergymen are being driven out of their pulpits
into other callings, is that rich men padlock and
chain the pulpits, and the clergymen are not per-
mitted to speak their minds? According to this

Boston pastor the rich run the churches, and the

man who controls a dozen stock corporations, be-

cause he owns the majority of the shares, doesn't
see why he shouldn't own a parish because he pays
the most money for its support. Can this be so, or
is this pastor having an exceptional experience?"
The Universalist Leader (Boaton) , replies to the last

question and says that it is not so. It adds, " There
is not one minister in a thousand who has any oc-

casion to complain of his being hampered in any
way, and the thousandth man is more than likely

a crank. We have heard ministers complaining of

the contraction of the liberty of the pulpit, but
when the question is put straight to them, ' Is your
liberty restricted in any way? Do you not have
all the liberty you want?' the invariable answer is

that personally he can find no fault. It is more
probable that the commercial spirit of the age has
taken possession of the minister himself, and in-

stead of doing the work he can and should do, he
is casting about for a better ' chance,' and throw-
ing the blame on the commercial spirit of the age
—that drives him into a larger salary in some
secular occupation."

Last year a convention of Protestant mission-
aries was held in Kuling, Central China. At the

close of their meetings they issued the following
" Declaration of Unity :"

" We, the undersigned missionaries, desiring to

express to the world our heartfelt unity in regard
to the essential points of our Christian religion,

and longing to fulfil the desire of our blessed Sav-
iour and Master expressed in his prayer (John
xvii : 11, 20-23), that his disciples should be one,

as He and the Father are one, hereby declare that

in our united services, as well as in our daily inter-

course with each other, we realize ourselves to be
one in the Father and in the Saviour. Christianity

is not so much a system of doctrines as it is a new
life, born of the Spirit of God, a life of vital union
with God through the Saviour. All those who, by
the grace of God, have received this new life are

living members of Christ's body, and are therefore

Christ himself is the center of our union.

We may still have different views and opinions on
several minor questions of our religion, and may
follow different methods of Church policy and
Christian work, as each one's conscience directs
him, but yet we feel we are one by the blood of
Jesus, our only Saviour and Mediator, and by his
Spirit, who moves our hearts. We are like differ-
ent battalions of one great army, fighting under
one great Captain (that is, our common Saviour
and Master) for one great end— the proclamation
and establishment of Christ's kingdom throughout
the world. In Christ we are one."
This was signed by one hundred and two repre-

sentatives of many denominatinns, all engaged in
mission work.

Items Conceruing the Society.
Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting was held on the

first day of the month having the company of
Eliza H. Varney of Canada, Cyrus W. Harvey of
Kansas, Eli Harvey and Thomas Elmore of In-
diana, Hannah H. Siratton, Rachel Stratton, and
Ilisha Steer of Ohio, and Annie Votaw, of Indiana.

A company of six interested Friends, including
Charles Rhoadsund John I. Glover of Haddonfieid
and Eliza H. Varney of Canada, attended an ap-
pointed meeting at Barnegat, N. J., on Seventh-
day, P. M. the 29th ult., and thence proceeded to
Tuckerton, where meetings were held in the morn-
ing and evening in the Friends' meeting house,
and in the afternoon at the Union Chapel. Truth
and life were felt to come into dominion in a
marked degree, so that the warning was publicly
raised by a member there that if the tree should be
cut down as no longer fruitful, it would not fail

for lack of being digged about and watered from
year to year.

The Dukhobortsi Emigraiion.
The Late Superior arrived at Larnaka on the

14th instant., and sails for Quebec on the 19th with
all the Cyprus Dukhobors. On the same day
(I9th) the Lake Huron will leave Avonmouth
Ducks for Batoum, to take over 2,000 more of the
Dukhobors from the Kars district to Canada.

Wilson Sturge reports all well among the Cyprus
emigrants. He will probably stay some two months
longer in the island, to arrange for the harvesting
of the crops and the disposal of the farms.

—

London
Friend, Fourth Month 21sf.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The total receipts of the United

States Government for Fourth Month, 1899, were $41,-

611,587, an increase, as compared with Fourth Month,
1898, of about $8,(500,000. The expenditures were
$65,949,105, an increase over Fourth Month last year
of $21,700,000. Included in the expenditures is the
payment of $20,000,000 to Spain.

Figures furnished by the Treasury Bureau of Statis-

tics show that the exports of manufactures for Third
Month were $36,025,733, or more than 25 per cent, in

excess of any prececiing month.
In 1880 this country's imports of iron and steel

manufactures amounted to $71,250,000, and exports
were $14,750,000. In 1898 the imports were $12,500,-
000, and the exports $70,500,000, the figures being re-

versed.

About $100,000 is invested in the candy business in

the United States.

So far as proceeds of the Minnesota inheritance tax,

which was adopted two years ago, have come to $1500
—about half the cost of equipping the probate offices

with the necessary records.

The payment of $20,000,000 due to Spain in settle-

ment of the terms of peace treaty was made on the
29th. Four Treasury warrants of $5,000,000 each were
given to Jules Cambon, the French Ambassador, who
has represented Spain in all the negotiations.

Despatches from Manila report that General Mc-
Arthur's division crossed the Rio Grande Fourth Mo.
27th. and advanced to Apalit, completely routing the
flower of the insurgent army, led by General Luna.
The insurgents fled, many of them escaping northward
on the railroad. The towns of Apalit and San Vin-
cente were burned. The Americans captured a brass
cannon, a Maxim gun and a quantity of arms and am-
munition.

The Filipinos on the 28th made overtures for a ces-
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sation of hostilities, pending negotiations for the ter-

mination of the war. Two officers of General Luna's

staff entered the American lines and were escorted to

Manila, where they had a conference with Governor

General Otis. They said that General Luna had been

requested by Aguinaldo to suspend hostilities "to al-

low time for the summoning of the Filipino Congress,

which body would decide whether the people wanted

peace." General Otis replied that he did not recog-

nize the existence of a Filipino government.

A second conference between General Otis and the

Filipino peace emissaries, in Manila, was fruitUss,

General Otis declining the Filipinos' proposition for a

three weeks' cessation of hostilities, to enable them to

summon their Congress. Full amnesty was, however,

promised by the Governor General on surrender by

the insurgents. It is believed that the Filipino envoys

will return with fresh proposals.

A statement prepared at the War Department shows

that 198 men were killed in the Philippines from Sec-

ond Month Jth to Fourth Month 28th, and 1111

wounded ; a total of 1309.

A petition containing the names of nearly 500 of the

best negroes in Atlanta, Georgia, has been filed, hav-

ing for its immediate object the placing of the negro

public schools in the city under the control of a negro

Board of Education.

Charles E. Coe, in the Scientific American, says :
" ]S'o

one seems to have taken the time and trouble to

thoroughly investigate the early history of the honey
bee in America. Enough is known, however, to as-

sure us that it is not indigenous to the country, but

was, in all probability, imported by the early colonists.
" Jonathan Carver, an Englishman, explored Wiscon-

sin and the adjacent territory in 1766-67, and in his

book, published soon after, he meiitinns the common-
est insects. The honey bee is not among them, but

the bumble bee is referred to as follows : The bees of

America principally lodge their honey in the earth, to

secure it from the ravages of the bears, who are re-

markably fond of it.

According to a writer in the American Bee Journal

for Seventh Month, 1866, the honey bee was first no-

ticed by white men in Kentucky in 1780, in New York
in 1793, and west of the Mississippi in 1797. At the

present day this industrious little bee is scattered

throughout America, and the production of honey is

constantly increasing."

Three persons are reported to have been killed, and
great damage to have heen done to property by a tor-

nado that was central near Onawa, Iowa, on Fourth
Month 26th. Seven or eight persons were fatally in-

jured.

On the 27th ultimo, the eastern part of Kirksville,

Missouri, was wreck* d by a tornado.

No definite estimates have been made of the losses,

but the number of dead and fatally injured will reach
fifty-five, and may be far in excess of that, many per-

sons being still missing. The property loss at Kirks-
ville is said to be about ?)200,000. Two hundred fam-
ilies were made homeless.

On the .30th ult, a prairie fire burning in the hay
flats along the northern tier of counties of Nebraska,
passed into the track of a tornado, and was swept with
the speed of the wind diagonally across the country for

twenty-five miles, destroying everything in its path. A
woman and her son were burned to death. A great

many catile were overtaken and burned. A large

number of farm houses were destroyed, and the fami-

lies escaped by seeking refuge bej'ond the track of the
storm. The path of the fire was nearly one mile wide.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 501, which is 4 less than the previous week and
31 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 265 were males and 236 females : 70
died of consumption : 54 of pneumonia ; 37 of typhoid
fever; 36 of heart disease; 21 of inflammation of the
brain

; 19 of old age ; 17 of apoplexy ; 15 of convul-
sions; 14of nephritis ; 14 from casualties ; 13 of uraemia;
12 of cerebro-spinal meningitis; 12 of cancer; 11 of
marasmus; 11 of inanition; 11 of inflammation of the
stomach and bowels ; 10 of Bright's disease, and 9 of

peritonitis.

Markets, Ac—U. S. 2's, 100 a 101
; 4's, reg., 112| a

112J ; coupon, 113J^ a 113| ; new 4's, reg., 129 a 129|
coupon, 130 a 130J; ; 5's, reg., lllj a 112}; coupon,
113 a 114; 3's, reg., 107J a 108 ; coupon, 108J a 109.

Cotton.— Quotations were on a basis of Qj\c. per
pound for middling uplands.

Flotjr.—Winter super., $2.15 a $2.40; Pennsylva-
nia, roller, straight, $3 26 a 13.40; Western winter,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.50 a $3.75
;

city mills, clear, $3.25 a $3.60. Rye Flouk.—$3.20
per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.

Grain.- No. 2 red wheat, 76} a 76Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 39 a 39}c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35^c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5} a 5ic.
;
good, 4| a 5^0.

;

medium, 4.J a 4|c.; common, 4J a 4|c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra wool sheep, 5J a 5|c.;

good do. do., 5 a 5}c. ; medium do. do., 4J a 45c.;

, do. do., 4 a 4Jc. ; wool lambs, 5} a 6^c-;

spring lambs, $3.25 a $6.25.

Hogs.—Best western, 5J a 6c ; other grades, oh a 5|c.

Foreign.—Announcement was made to Parliament

the 1st instant of the signing of the Anglo-Eus
sian agreement concerning splieres of influence in

China, Lord Salisbury adding that he attached great

importance to the signing of the agreement. From
St. Petersburg it is said that the signatory Powers
agree to uphold the integrity of the Chinese Empire.
The Berlin correspondent of the Morning Post says:

" The .-Vnglo-Russian negotiations have practically con-

cluded in an agreement aiming to put an end to the

battles for railway and other concessions in China.

The agreement recognizes Russia's sphere as the north

and Great Britain's as the Yang-tse Valley."

In 1684—a normal year—the death rate of London
was nearly 44 per 1,000, or one in 23. In 1889 Lon-
don's death rate was only 14.9 per 1,000.

With a population of 5,500,000, London harbors

every day 120,000 strangers. Some may remain a

week, some a month, but all the year round there is

an average of 120,000 visitors who are within the

metrop' litan bounriaries.

Last year twenty-one women physicians received

public appointments in England. In the same year

forty-seven female students of medicine were matricu-

lated in London.
The Statist, in an optimistic article on the business

prospects of America, dwells upon the restoration of

confidence of the American people in their own coun-

try, and the happy results already visible in trade.

The article concludes: " AH indications exist that the

American nation has entered upon a prolonged period

of prosperity."

Lord Charles Beresford came forth last week as a

warm advocate of autom"bile cars. He attributed the

congestion of London s'reets to the use of horses, and
said: " While I was in New Yoi-k 1 was sufiplied with

a motor car which had the appearance of a cab and the
manners of a kangaroo, but it always got me safely to

my destination." Lord B. also pointed out how much
Great Britain is behind the times in the use of elec-

tricity. He was amazed, he said, to see how much
work was done by electricity on board .-American war-
ships where the English used steam.

Spain's economic situation, according to Ei Liberal,

is unfavorable, tested by the official returns for the

first quarter of the current year. The imports showed
an increase of 45,000,000 pesetas, while the exports

fell off 43,000,000 pesetas. The customs receipts

showed a heavy decrease.

The new Swiss aluminum steamer for Lake Victoria

is forty-three feet long, carries fifty persons, and sepa-

rates into nine sections, no part weighing over 350

pounds.
According to a despatch from St. Pctersbur received

in Berlin, the Shah of Persia on Third month 1,

signed a concession to a Russian mining company,
covering the whole province of Ozorbaijan, the most
northerly province of Persia. The concession is f r

seventy years. The province contains rich copper
deposits, and the company will exploit the tract for

metals and gems and construct railways, roads and
harbors.

Letters from the famine provinces of Russia tell a

harrowing story of distress. In the province of Kazan,

the centre of the famine district, the Red Cross Society

alone is feeding 132 000 people. The Relief Delegate

in the province of Ufa reports that peasants ran after

him and begged for food on their knees in the snow.

The St. Petersburg Skya Viedomosii, in a vivid de-

scription of the misery and disease prevalent in Kazan,

says: " Crime, mortality and the number of deadborn
infants have increased, and now scurvy and typhus are

devouring the population like a conflagration fanned

by the wind, but this is a case not of houses and barns,

but of human lives being destroyed."

The Times of India says it learns from an " unim-
peachable source " that Russia has secured an interest

in a portion of the Persian Gulf, sufficient to give her
the right to take possession of it whenever she chooses.

It is added that this information comes direct from
Teheran, and it is believed the port referred to is

Bunder-.\bbassee.

The Viceroy of India describes as a new land the

promise of millions of acres in the Punjab, irrigated

by the 9500 miles of canals of the completed Oh
\,

irrigation scheme. The rapid rate at which the ^

ulation of India has been increasing of late .,

should cause the land to be taken quickly.

A despatch received Fourth Mo. 26thj from Ch \,

ana, Norway, says: A letter has been received here j

Captain Borchgrevink, in command of the exped jt

making an exploration of the Antarctic Contii

dated from Cape Adair, Victorialand, Second Mont
in which he says: "I have now landed on the great

arctic Continent with my staff, instruments and
enty-five dogs. The greatest discipline has prev
throughout."

A despatch from Pretoria of the 30th ulto.,

the course of his speech yesterday, at the openin
the Volksraad, President Kruger announced that

Transvaal was now the largest gold producing coi

in the world. He i^aid the output in 1898 was
240,630, being an increase of £4,586,905 over the

put of the previous year.

Advices from Samoa, via Auckland, up to Fo
Month 18th, show that there has been further

fighting between the rival Samoan factions.

The appearance of yellow fever at Bahia, Bnu
announced in a despatch to the State Departmei
Washington.
A cable despatch has been received at Ottawa

Joseph Chamberlain, Secretary of State for the (

nies, stating that the British Government will not
any share in the projected Pacific cable, but will

tribute a sum not less than £20,000 annually.

The Postoffice Department at Ottawa, has dec

that the United States postal cards posted in Cai

addressed to any place in Canada or the United S(

will be forwarded if a one cent Canadian poi

stamp is affixed.

During 1898 Canada produced $13,700,000
of which $10,000,000 came from the Yukon r

RECEIPTS.
Received from Elizabeth C. Y''arnall, Pa., $2.0i

No. 41, Vol. 73^

NOTICES.
Darby Preparative Meeting, held at 1

downe. Pa., has changed the time of holding

Meetings from 10 o'clock to 10.30, both First

Fifth-days. Commencing on First-day Fifth Mon

Westtown Boarding School.—For cor

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 j

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 I

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the schoc

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, iSuj

Westtown Boarding School.—ApplicatioDi

the admission of pupils to the school, and lette

regard to instruction and discipline should bf

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Princif

Payments on account of board and tuition,

communications in regard to business should b«

warded to Edward G. Smedley, iSuperinlende

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Stri

Open 11.30 A. M. to 2 p. M. and 3 p. M. to 6 I

We note the following among the new books

:

Drummond, W. H.—Habitant and Other Poen
Frazer, R. W.—British India.

Lamb, Charles and others—Charles Lamb and

Lloyds.

Leudet, Maurice—Emperor of Germany at H!

Morse, J. T.—Abraham Lincoln (2 vols.)

Oliphant, M. O. W.—Makers of Modern Roni

Richard, J. W.—Philip Melanchthon.
Siebert, W. H.—Underground Railroad.

Thompson, S. P.—Michael Faraday.

Warner, C. D.—Backlog Studies.

Circulation of books free to all.

Died, at his home in Philadelphia, Pa.,

twentieth of Second Month, 1899, Joseph Hal
the sixty-fifth year of his age, a member of Phil

phia Monthly "Meeting. His decline was of se

months' duration. At one time on being asked:'

felt easy, he said: "Yes—peaceful, trustful, hope

At another time :
'' Do not hold me ; I feel ent

resigned, and trust in his mercy." Near the clos

rousing up a little he said, " I thought I was going, i

am—blessed be his holy name forever."
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' Visits to Jersey Shore Meetings.

laving juined in the religious visit to Barne-

Jand Tuciseitou raeutioued last week in our

i'.ms," we have been encouraged to go back

il;le into the history of these visits and places,

[jing the past seven years an occasional con-

1 has drawn the writer's mind to visit the

jiving Friends' meetings on the New Jersey

(t. For most of these years a minister visit-

fPhiladelphia Yearly Meeting has been vvil-

i to serve afterwards in strengthening the

igs that remain in the old meetings of Bar-

lit and Tuckerton.

D the last Seventh-day in the Fourth Month,

¥j, having found it our place to assi^rt this

itister in obtaining appointed meetings, a few

i3

accompanied her, first to Barnegat, where

me was ready for us to abide in until the

I should arrive of the meeting appointed for

afternoon. Here we were called on by an

jl man who wanted to see the Friends, but

boo feeble to attend their meeting. He gave

iaame as Robert Stokes. His conversation

iime very interesting, and it was soon mani
^that his chief interest lay in spiritual truth,

lin the history of those events through which

shad experienced a clear leading into the

ijdom of grace. Encouraging successes in life

q equally discouraging failures had worked
).>ther for good to bring him to a reliance on

imercy of God in Christ Jesus his Lord. He
1 encouraged to abide in that, in the hope
i.when the end of his probation should come
eniglit realize the saying :

" My flesh and my
ert faileth. But God is the strength of my
trt, and ray portion forever." He replied,

'liatis ray comfort, and I believe it will be
)'

Lfter some refreshment and rest he was per-

illed to accompany us to the meeting. As he

C;red the grounds where the old meetiug-

<<se stands, he inquired of a laborer working
be, wliere his own grave was to be. As it

then a little late, he was asked to wait till

tr meeting. He came in and took his place

iiide the visitor who was in the head seat of

1 meeting. It was afterwards learned that

ih was his accustomed place, and that he was
1 usual speaker in that meeting. After a si-

e'ce the ministry of the word flowed with life

111 power, in which it was impressively brought
C'iew that our life is but a vapor " which soon

vanisheth away." At the conclusion of the

varied exercises, Robert Stokes arose in testi-

mony of gratitude for the favors of that season,

and desired that the day might be ever remem-
bered. He concluded with a solemn exhorta-

tion to his neighbors so to lay hold on eternal

life as to be prepared for the inheritance of" all

those who love the Lord." Then he sat down,

breathing heavily, and his head was felt resting

on the shoulder of the Friend who sat with him,

who then lowered it to the cushion, when it was

found that the good old man had breathed his

last.

So beautiful and triumphant a death crown-

ing a gospel testimony before the eyes of the

people, made an impression which was indeed

profound. It could be said " the ministration of

death was glorious," beside which all other min-

istrations of the day seemed to pale. Under the

covering of it the congregation melted away,

carrying the solemnity to their homes, and its

tribute to the lives of others for miles around.

As we wended our thoughtful course toward

the train for Tuckerton, all nature seemed to

respond to the repose of such a death. Not a

leaf was stirring and the sun was going down
in peace.

Such was our first introduction to Barnegat

meeting—a meeting which was settled in the

year 1767, and had a meeting-house built

the same year. It was a meeting which our

friend, the late John S.Stokes.frequently visited,

and where no visitor probably has been more

beloved. It was sufficient if only he was re

ported as having come into the town from the

railroad station on a Seventh-day evening, to

assure a full attendance of the people in the

Friends' meeting house on the next day. And
there bis sympathetic nature was made an in-

strument of reaching their hearts, and the word

of life and power seemed to have freer course

and come into stronger dominion through him

there than elsewhere. To such a degree was

the meeting held under an impressive covering

of Divine goodness that it was usually difficult

when our Friend would shake hands to conclude

the meeting for the company to rise and depart.

Often twice and three times would the attempt

be made, before they would arise and go. This

dear Friend was confined to his bed in his last

sickness when his cousin, Robert Stokes, departed

this life at the close of our raeeting. And since

his day some burden concerning that neighbor-

hood has seemed transferred to some of our

shoulders. Not only has the meeting been an-

nually visited, usually in company with the

same ministering Friend from Canada, on the

second First-day following the Yearly Meeting;

but at other times in the year, in company with

William U. Ditzler, and ministers now living

(one of them sojourning among them for two

weeks or more), has labor in the love of the

gospel been bestowed, and sometimes continuing

southward to Manahawkin and West Creek.

At one large evening meeting held in the house

of another denortinaiion in Barnegat the visitor

found his peace consisted in stepping forward to

the side of the pulpit with no message known to

him but the word " Christ." Faithfulness in this

proceeding was followed by a bestowal of life

for utterance which surprised the speaker. But
the favor vouchsafed to this meeting was more
fully accounted for afterwards, when it was
found that our friend William U. Ditzler, in

his home one hundred miles away, was filled

with such a concern for the prosperity of that

meeting, that he sat down at the time appointed

for the holding of it and felt that he was attend-

ing it in spirit, being engaged throughout in

living prayer and exercise for the bestowal of

that very kind of help which was witnessed.

More of such engagement as this for a minister's

service, whether present or absent, would more
brightly answer our Query on " harmonious
labor for Truth's honor."

Leaving Barnegat by rail for Tuckerton, we
found the town clothed with that same stillness

and peace in which we had parted from Bar-

negat. Tuckerton pond was as a mirror, pre-

senting the inverted images of the trees on its

banks as clear to view as their originals stood

above. This pond was much enjoyed by our
former editor, Joseph Walton, for the wealth of

botanical material which it affords about its

banks, and from its bottom upwards where long

stems of the Potamogeton, crowned with masses

of seeds had their roots far below, and also the

bladder-wort (kept afloat by small bladders), and
water-lilies, and floating islands of vegetable

growth. This was the pond which anciently

the beavers helped to make by building their

crooked dam across Tuckerton Creek. So that

Edward Andrews, who was the instrument of

starting the Friends' meeting there in 1704, had

only to complete the beavers' dam to form the

present road-way and a pond for the water-

power of his cedar log grist mill—tired of going

to mill to Mount Holly.

We were glad to find a home on the old

Mordecai Andrew's property, and the home-
feeling could not have been greater if the writer

had realized what he has learned since, that the

founder of that homestead and he himself were

natives of the same Monthly Meeting of Sand-

wich in Massachusetts, probably the oldest

Monthly Meeting of Friends in America, be-

ginning in the year 16.58.*

*We find that the Gauntt family of Little Egg Har-

bor descended from Peter Gauntt's sons—Hananiah

and Israel, who also left Sandwich to avoid persecution

and settled in New Jersey. We have observed in the

old Sandwich meeting records of 1672 that Robert

Harper (one of the Friends who, when William Leddra

was hanged on Boston common, and his bt dy was cut

down "attended the fall of it"), was appointed on a

committee of the Monthly Meeting to know and report

the reasons why Peter Gaunt " absents from Friends'

meetings." His answer reported next month was

:

" That he doth not know any true publick vissible

worship in ye world." The answer of another who had

likewise in "the same month been waited on by a com-

mittee, "forasmuch as he was once convinced of the

truth, was "That his ground and reason was knowne

unto himselfe and he was not willing yt it should goe

any further at present," Next month his answer was

"much as it was before : or as a man Gon from truth."
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Another native of Sandwich Monthly Meet-

ing on Cape Cod, an aged minister to whom
allusion was made in our first editorial of this

year, was also visiting at this same homestead

in Tuckerton a few years since, and from his

fund of instructive anecdotes, he brought forth

the story of a man who lived somewhere in New
Jersey whose custom was on every First-day

afternoon to entertain by playing his fiddle a

gathering of men from thesurrounding country
;

how one day in plowing his field he turned out of

the ground a human bone, and every time in his

rounds, when he passed that bone it would re-

mind him of what we all must come to at last. In

the night he could not sleep, for the bone kept

saying to him: "Break up thy fiddle." At
length he yielded, and found peace ; and when
the company gathered the nest First-day to

hear him fiddle, he read the Bible to them in-

stead ; and when they came the next week he

sat in silence, and it became as a Friends' meet-

ing ; and by continuing thus, sometimes with

words of exhortation, a regular Friends' meet-

ing became established.

At the close of his narrative his host re-

marked, " Yes, that story is true, and by look-

ing out from the window here thee will see the

very field where Edward Andrews plowed out

the bone !" Great was the old Friend's sur-

prise to learn he was upon the very scene of

his oft-told history. The details of the account
vary in the words of different narrators, but the

substance is the same in all : that the bone
which Edward Andrews plowed out was instru-

mental in his conversion unto the breaking up
of his fiddle, and his turning the next opportu-

nity into a Bible reading, and then following

on to have Friends' meetings : and that such
was the origin of the meeting at Tuckerton.
He presented land for the meeting-house, which
was built in 1709, and stood for over 150 years.

It was hip-roofed, with shingled sides. The
original windows were imported from England.
The panes were small and diamond shaped,

and the sash was of lead. During the Revolu-
tionary War the windows were concealed, to

prevent their lead being run into musket balls.

This venerable structure, the first meeting-house
along the Jersey coast, ought to have been
allowed to stand till now. But it was taken
down in 1863, and replaced by a more modern
building. But the grand and ancient oak trees

in front have been spared, to breathe upon the
scene there on the slope by the lake a measure
of the dignity which the presence of the quaint
olden structure would have made complete.

There was something in the adjacent burial
ground to remind us of the scene we had wit-

nessed the day before in Barnegat. We are
informed that "Lucy Ann Evans was a pious
and eminent minister, and once in a religious

meeting held in the old Friends' meeting-house
at Tuckerton she suddenly arose and spoke in a
very solemn and impressive manner as follows:
' It is with trembling and great weakness that I

arise to break the silence of this meeting, but
the fear of oflfending my God causes me to stand
upon my feet. There is something that rests

And we find him patiently dealt with even for two
years : for his answer in 1674 was, " That he could not
come amongst us till the power did make him or work
it in him." The year before the answer of William
Allen's brother was, " That he was not so convinced
as they might think he was." But in process of time
some of these and similar cases were restored to attend-
ance of meetings. Even Peter Gaunt was fined by the
Sandwich court more than once for attending his
Friends' meetings. In Tuckerton Meeting Ann Gauntt
was a minister.

upon my mind to communicate to some one now
present (perhaps myself). 'Set thy bouse in

order, for thou shalt die and not live.' And I

also believe there are those present who are

under the preparing hand of the Lord for deep
trials that await them ere long ; but fear not,

for thou shalt have joy and rejoicing in the end.'

Before the close of the meeting, Thomas Osborn
(father of Rhoda Lamb—then Osborn) was
stricken with apoplexy and died on the spot;

and the other part of Lucy Ann Evans's pro-

phecy was equally applicable to his daughter
Rhoda who was present. When the funeral

train had arrived at the place of burial and the

coffin had been lowered into the grave, and at

the end of the solemn pause which Friends
observe at such times, Rhoda Osborne, the

daughter of the deceased, stepped out and
preached a very impressive sermon over the

grave of her father. This was her first sermon,
and from that time (about 1827) she proclaimed
" the glad tidings of great joy."

It is recorded that William Cranmer, who
bad settled at Barnegat, was the first proselyte

that Edward Andrews was instrumental in mak-
ing after his own conversion, and that he used

to walk from Barnegat twelve miles to the

Little Egg Harbor (Tuckerton) Meeting
" where Edward Andrews often preached to the

edification of those assembled." "For about
seventy years after the settlement of Little Egg
Harbor (says Leah Blackman's History of the

Township) the Friends were the only religious

denomination in the township, and every one
who went to a place of worship bent their

course to the Friends' meeting-house. Thus it

will be seen that Little Egg Harbor was for a
long time the most thorough Quaker settlement

ever instituted, and existed longer than any
other, without the incursions of other denomi-
nations."

Over Mullica River at Atsion is Quaker
Bridge, where Friends formerly, in trying to

reach Tuckerton to attend the Yearly Meeting
held there, are said to have filled the river with
hay to enable the women and others to walk
over. There and at "Swimming Point," miles

below, two or three Friends are said to have lost

their lives in attempting to cross the stream.
Finally some Friends met there and cut down
some of the primitive cedars with which the

banks were heavily timbered, and with them
constructed " the Quaker bridge."

This Yearly Meeting where John Churchman
in 1772 found a crowded attendance, is said to

have been given up by Friends after some years,

in consequence of the interest of the young peo-

ple being diverted to " beach parties " at Tuck-
er's Beach.

It is due that we should briefly acknowledge
the Divine favor which was extended through-
out our first meetings in Tuckerton, one in the
meeting house in the morning and in the even-
ing, and one in the union chapel west of the
creek. This building was put up by Friends
and those of other persuasions for the use of
ministers of any protestant denominations. An
honest laboring community, getting their living

mostly from oystering on the Bay, seem glad to

assemble here when meetings are called, and to

drink in whatever seems to them the word of life.

After returning on Second-day morning to

attend Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, it seem-
ed incumbent on us to return to Barnegat on
Fourth-day, and attend the funeral of Robert
Stokes. The occasion called out an overflowing
houseful, and much deep and solemn feeling

was manifest. At the grave a man of middle

age, who had taken the event very much
i

heart, was found to be reading a life and teil

mony concerning the deceased, which hegai
with sincere feeling, and ever afterwards

I

seemed peculiarly affected by the scene whi 1

he had witnessed at the close of our first me:

ing. It has seemed not without a purpose tl

the event took so great hold on him, for witi

some two years he also passed on into eterni

Further account of these visits may appi

in another number.

The Path to Success.

Most people desire to succeed in their uud

takings, but many of them fail ; some beca

they do not know what success is, and oth •

because they pursue wrong methods to attain |i[

Some suppose success to consist in worl
|

i

prosperity and wealth, exalted position and grj 't

power. But it is neither desirable nor possi ;
::

that many of the human family should att
I

i

to such advancement as this, and true suet i

is oftener found in the humbler ways and wa, J

t)f life, while the paths of ambitious effort -:

marked by failures and strewn with wretii

Many men are anxious to "go into businei-t

but William M. Thayer, in his book, " Onwi

to Fame and Fortune," p. 31, states thatGe -

ral Dearborn once said in a public address: '

"After an extensive acquaintance with hi

ness men, and having long been an attenti'

observer of the course of events in the mere
'

tile community, I am satisfied that, among i

hundred merchants in Boston, not more tH
'

three ever acquired independence."

One man doubted the accuracy of this bI

ment, but, after careful investigation, he p
lished his conclusions in substance as follow

In 1800 a memorandum was taken of all

men doing business on Long Wharf. Fc'

years later—a period as long as most men (

tinue in business—only five of those men
mained. All the others had failed in busii

or died poor.

In 1798 the Union Bank commenced b

ness in Boston, when there was only one ot

bank in the city. A few years ago they

occasion to look back to their early history,!

found that of 1,000 persous with whom they

opened accounts only six remained. In the ft

years covered by their investigation, 994
'

failed or died in poverty.

So much for the prospects of those who ',

" To day or tomorrow we will go into sue

city, and continue there a year, and buy i

sell, and get gain." James iv: 13.) After yf

and years of toil and anxiiety and struggk

get rich, after living for a while in comfort

perhaps luxury, ninety-seven out of every b

dred—or even more—are, in advancing ye

burdened with debts they can never pay,

obliged to spend their closing days in povf

or obscurity, their lives imbittered and tl

deaths hastened by the things they thou

would prove for their advantage.

Who ever heard of an honest, prudent,

dustrious farmer who failed in business?

man who is extravagant or idle or intempe)

or unthrifty; who signs other people's nc

minds other people's business and neglects

own, may sometimes fail ; but the man who fi

God, sticks to the soil and eats his bread in

sweat of his face, usually makes his life a i

cess.

It is true that many farmers weary and
themselves " taking care of things"—things 1

they do not need and cannot use, but over wl

they toil and struggle and labor till they
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30 ; was said of Western farmers, they would

ju laud, and raise corn and fat hogs and sell

3o; and get money ; and buy more land, and
rail more corn and feed more hogs and make
nc3 pork, ami get more money ; and buy more
at, and raise more corn, and make more pork,

iD'SO on, until the man would wear out and
iifbut the endless chain of money, land, corn

ID' pork would keep moving on. But this is

)0juccess— it is bondage to this world.

is a great thing for a man to know when
lei well off, and when he has enough, and
to! One great mistake that farmers make is.

h( desire to get rich. An honest living is not

:n>igh for them. A little farm well tilled is

!0 enough, they must have wealth. And so

111 pinch and scrimp, and toil and strive, to

,0 land which they cannot cultivate, houses

tji cannot live in, horses they cannot drive,

Iciing they cannot wear and food they cannot
ai and then they put the rest of their money
a ]e bank to make more money or for dishon-

st^ashiers to steal, greedy heirs to quarrel

V or shrewd lawyers to devour. There is a
leer way than this, and "godliness with con-

grment is great gain."

—

M. L. Hastings.

jivilization of the South Sea Islands.

(Continued from page 335
)

he first speaker (Hitoto) said, " No doubt
r is a good law. The laws of England, from
'i:h we have received so much good of every
i I, must not they be good? And does not
1 law of England punish murderers with
eh? Now my thought is, that as England
01 so, it will be well for us to do so."

erfect silence followed, and, it may here be
b;rved that, during the eight days of this

a.^erence, there were never two speakers or
nr legs at the same time. There was not an
Dry word uttered, nor did any one assume to

oess more knowledge than another. In fact,

ce controverted the opinions of a preceding
siker or remarked upon it without some re-

3!tful commendation of what appeared praise-

(thy, while, for reasons he modestly assigned,
eieemed another sentiment better.

ifter looking around to see if any were up
e)re him, Utami said, " The chief of Papeete
Bsaid well that we have received many good
iigs from the kind, Christian people of Eng-
iii. Indeed, what have we not received from
Ijetane? Did they not send us the Gospel?
li. does not Hitoto 's speech go too far? If we

^ the laws of England for our guide, then

ipt we not punish with death those who break

{|>
a house, those who write a wrong name,

fee who steal a sheep? And does any man
ifahiti say that death should be inflicted for

tje ?"

i^ext spoke Upuparu, a noble, intelligent

bf. He paid compliments to both former
pakers, but thought both wrong on some
•ata. His sentiment, however, was with Hi-
)), but not because it was the law of England.
Was the Bible which ordered it, in saying,
ii''hoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall

I blood be shed."

iChere was a lively exchange of looks all

lough the assembly, as ifeach had been deeply
juck with the sentiment of the speaker, es-

ijially where he placed the ground of punish-
nt, not upon England's precedent, but upon
ripture authority. Another chief followed,
ose rising embodied much ofdignity and made
s spectators forget even him who had last sat

wn. His name was Tati. He spoke thus :

" Perhaps some of you may be surprised that I,

who am tlie first chief here, and next to the royal
family, should have held my peace so long. I

wished to hear what my brethren would say,

that I might gather what thoughts had grown
in their breasts on this great question. I am
glad that I waited, because some thoughts are
now growing in my own breast which I did not
bring with me.

" The chiefs who have spoken before me have
spoken well. But is not the speech of Upuparu
like that of his brother, Hitoti, in this way? If

we cannot follow the laws of England in all

things because they go too far, must we not stop
short of Upuparu, because his thought goes too

far likewise? The Bible is our perfect guide.

But what does that Scripture mean ? ' Whoso
sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood

be shed ?' I am Tati. I am a judge. A man
is convicted before me. He has shed blood. I

order him to be put to death. I shed his blood
;

who shall shed mine? Here, because I cannot
go so far, I must stop. This cannot be the mean-
ing of these words. But, perhaps, since many
of the laws of the Old Testament were thrown
down by the Lord Jesus Christ, and only some
kept standing—perhaps, I say—this was one that

was thrown down.
" However, as I am ignorant, if some one

else will show me that our Saviour or his apos-

tles, in the New Testament, have said the same
thing concerning him that sheddeth man's blood

as is said in the Old—I say, if they show me
this, then that may be our guide."

Next rose Pati, formerly a priest of Oro. His
well-put discourse was to enforce the doctrine

that Christians do not punish for revenge, and
that, while many passages in the Gospel forbid

to kill, there is no one that commands it.

After this, a " little man," on*? of the common
people, apologizing for being heard there, said,

among other things, " All that Pati said was
good, but he did not mention, that one reason

for punishing is, that the offender may be made
good again, if possible. Now, if we kill a mur-
derer, how can he be made better? But if he

is sent to a desolate island, where he is all soli-

tary and compelled to think for himself, it may
please God to make the bad things in his heart

to die, and the good things to grow there. But
if we kill him where will his soul go?"

It was the unanimous conclusion that banish-

ment, not death, should be inflicted on murder-
ers. Of course the proposition to take life was
excluded in every other case.

The light of Christian civilization thus es-

tablished in the Society Islands was diffused in

a variety of ways to the numerous other isles

that stud the bosom of the South Pacific. A
woman from Rarotonga had, by some means,

been carried to Tahiti. She was there at the

time of the wonderful change brought about by
the labors of Henry Nott and his associates, and
was impressed with the great improvements in

their manner of living. When she went home
to Rarotongo she was still unconverted herself,

but she told her people of the wonderful things

she had witnessed, and thus excited in their

minds a kind of expectation. As yet the island

had never been visited by Europeans, and was
not laid down on the charts. But John Wil-

liams, of whose labors we have an interesting

account, written by himself, had heard of such
an island. He was, for a time, stationed at

Raiatea, where he conducted a successful mis-

sion. There were among the converts at that

place several who were zealous or willing to go

as teachers to other islands. With five or six

of these on board, some of them married, he
sailed in search of the island and found it.

There was an eager multitude on shore as they
sent off the ship's boat with the Raiateans on
board. Finding they seemed to meet with a
friendly reception, the ship lay ott' the island for

the night. The visitors, in the morning, re-

turned to the ship. The people were too thor-

oughly barbarian for Christian women. But,
after some consultation, Papeia, one of the con-
verts from Raiatea, concluded to go ashore alone
and trust himself among them. Williams agreed
to send him a helper soon as practicable (he
arrived in about six months). The joint labors

of the two were crowned with success. About
this time Charles Pitman and wife arrived from
England at Raiata. After they had acquired
some command of the language, Williams, with
them as companions, again went to Raratonga.
He says, "After a tedious voyage, we arrived at

the island May 16th, 1827, amid the greatest

concourse of people I have seen since leaving
England. In doing so, however, we were ex-

posed to considerable danger. As there was no
proper harbor, we had to take the boats three

miles from shore. We landed, however, amid
the congratulations of the multitude, who, com-
pared with what they were when I first visited

them, were clothed and in their. right mind. All
the women wore bonnets and were dressed in

white cloth, while the men wore clothes and hata

of native manufacture. The change thus pre-

sented was peculiarly gratifying."

(!harles Pitman took charge of one of the

three stations established on the island, Aaron
Buzacot, who came afterward, took charge of a
second station, and the faithful Papeia, under
whose care the great change above spoken of
was wrought, appears to have superintended the
third station.

Williams remained at that time a year on the

island, settling their laws and attending to the

many points of difficulty that necessarily arise

in a revolution so great and radical. Among
the other things at that time accomplished, he
built a ship sixty feet long by eighteen wide.

He had felt what he believed a call to visit

other islands, especially the Samoan group, and
to do this it seemed necessary to have a ship at

his own disposal.

His wife objected, on account of the desolate

condition in which she would be left, so he
waited for her assent. Then, with the help of

the natives, and without suitable tools or ma-
terials, the ship was built. It was afterwards

made more complete by using iron and other ma-
terials sent from England. He named it " Mes-
senger of Peace." In this he voyaged many
thousands of miles, confirming the churches

where such had been established, and introduc-

ing the Gospel message where people still sat

in darkness and in the shadow of death.

From one island he visited he was utterly

repulsed, but contrived to bring away with him
two boys. These boys, when they found their

home being left behind, were terribly alarmed,

expecting, eventually such treatment as their

people meted out to strangers and enemies. But
they were comforted by continued kind treat-

ment, and, after a number of months, having
been at Tahiti and other civilized islands, they

were returned to their native isle. The result

I have not learned, but this was one of the many
ways of scattering the seed.

The books at first published in the Polyne-

sian language were adapted to the dialect of the

Society Islands. The language of Rarotonga
was somewhat diflerent. As Papeia was trying
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to teach the children from Tahitian books, they

made slow progress. William observed this,

and soon as possible had some small books in

Rarotongan dialect. After this the progress in

reading and writing was rapid. Some time after

this, J. Williams visited the Samoan or Navi-

gator's Islands, and has given them a prominent

place in his book.

But, before quoting his account of them, I

)pose showing the condition in which Daniel

heeler found Raratonga in 1836. He speaks

of the three districts, each with its missionary

centre and a meeting-house to hold three thou-

sand people, and Pitman and Buzacot still in

charge, but Papeira is nut mentioned. Children

swarmed on the island. The schools were large

and flourishing. C. Pitman accompanied D,
Wheeler and translated for him. The meetings

at all three places were solemnizing times. He
says, "Great, indeed, was my desire that these

simple-hearted people might not be faithless but

believing that Christ might dwell in their hearts

by faith—even He, whom not having seen, they

yet desired to love. For about an hour and a

half I was drawn forth to plead with these dear

people in the love of the Gospel, that they might
be reconciled to God for Christ's sake, for their

own soul's sake, and for ours also, because of

the Truth as it is in Jesus.
" It was, indeed, a glorious meeting, and ought

to be commemorated with humblest gratitude

and praise. My faithful interpreter was almost

overcome with a sense of the working of God's
almighty power."

He says, further, "Our visit to Rarotonga
cannot, I think, on various accounts, be soon

obliterated from our minds or pass away like a

tale that is told. The retrospect of the highly

favored seasons so condescendingly permitted to

crown the different meetings only heightens the

more as the days increase, that throw the scene

of such love and such mercy farther and farther

behind." If it be that there is a superior degree

of purity and innocence attendant upon Chris-

tian life in this island, it may be partly refer-

able to its seclusion from contamination by
wicked sailors. It has no harbors, and hence
is not, or was not, visited by shipping, without
some impelling motive.

(To be concluded).

The Manna of tke Bible.

In a recent number of La Nature is an inter-

esting note by Henry Castrey on the manna of

the desert, which played such an important
part in the history ofthe Jews. At the present day
Arabs who are compelled to traverse the sandy
wastes of Arabia not only feed their camels upon
this little known food, but also consume it them-
selves. The " manna " is really a fungus, the

thallophyte, either canona esculenta or lichen

esculentus. The fungus is very abundant and
is found upon the sand after every rain, some-
times in great mounds or heaps. It is of gray
color and is about the size of a pea, and it

breaks with a mealy fracture, and the taste is

rather agreeable, and somewhat sweet. When
eaten it acts as a laxative, and the analysis

shows that the fungus has the following com-
position : water, 16 per cent.r nitrogenous matter,

14; non-nitrogenous matter, 29; carbohydrates,

32 ; fat, 4 ; mineral matter, 5.

This analysis demonstrates the fact that the

manna, while not a complete food in the strict

sense of the term, is still rich in certain kinds of
food material and is capable of sustaining life

for a time.

—

Sci. American.

ON EARTH-BORN JOYS 'WHY DO "WE
FONDLY CLING."

With affection so ardent, Oh, why do we cling

To joys that are speeding with such rapid wing.

To pleasures that bloom but to hasten away,

As summer's gay flowerets that quickly decay.

For earthly delights the most charming and fair,

And those which the heart holds most sacred and dear,

Though in hues the most splendid they may be arrayed,

Their beauty and lustre must wither and fade.

E'en Friendship, that boon that is given to cheer.

And lighten our pathway while sojourning here,

Cannot last; but its ties must be sundered and riven

And friends have to part when death's summons is given.

Then if earthly delights are transient and frail.

And in life's closing hour their enchantments must
fail,

Why linger our spirits on treasures of earth ?

So brief and uncertain, so trivial in worth.

From earth and its pleasures Oh, let our hopes rise

And rest on those bright joys that bloom in the skies,

On bliss never-fading, celestial and bright.

In mansions eternal of glory and light.

W^here thornless and fair are the roses that bloom.
Where time's blighted friendships their lustre resume.
And scenes of affliction and woe ne'er can rise.

To dim the pure pleasures that bloom in the skies.

HOPE.
Hope's rays o'er life's pathway unceasingly shine.

From youth's happy morning to age's decline.

It cheers the desponding and sorrowful heart,

And from its enchantments we ne'er can depart.

'Tis a balm for the wounded, the sad and distressed

By time's varied ills and afflictions oppressed.

'Tis a light that dispels the dark shadows of grief.

And sends to the mourner consoling relief.

When scenes of the present are cheerless and drear,

Hope tells us the future'll be joyous and fair,

And tho' we oft prove its assertions untrue.

We never, no never, can bid it adieu.

But when time to us shall no longer be given.

And the heart from earth's pleasures is riven
;

Hope enables the Christian its joys to resign.

For bliss never fading, eternal, divine.

For " The Friend."

A Truly Useful Study.

The Fifth Month number of the Popular
Science Monthly is authority for the statement
that the Bureau of Nature Study of Cornell

University is making a praiseworthy effort to

interest children in the study of our feathered

neighbors, and in " treating them as summer
boarders." The Bureau publishes a leaflet en-

titled " The Birds and I," which will be sent

free to teachers who will ask for it and who are

willing to give it to their pupils. The leaflet

contains pictures of various styles of bird-houses

which may serve as patterns for homes for our
summer guests. " The kind of birds, the circu-

lar of the Bureau says. " that will set up house-

keeping in the homes that you provide will

harm no one. They are never cross, never throw
stones or rob us, but are always happy and have
cheerful songs. We are always kind to people

having such dispositions, and why should we
not be so kind to birds as well? The Bureau
invites correspondence from boys and girls in-

terested in the birds and who are disposed to

entertain them.

The writer feels sure there are many readers
of The Friend who will be glad to embrace
this opportunity of becoming better acquainted
with our bird-neighbors, and teachers and
parents, especially in country places, are thus
given a chance to interest their children and
pupils in this interesting and instructive branch
of nature-study. J. C. M.

Bkistol, Pa.

Foe "The Friend. -,

Selections from the Letters and Memoranda i

Robert Milhous. i

(Continued from page 333.) |

TO HIS DAUGHTER LYDIA. \

Seventh Month 16th, 1854

1

After a long delay, I have taken up my pi

to try to write a few lines for thy perusal. !

have been very closely engaged at my harve

ing; have had to work hard and it has be

very warm, but I have gotten along for |'

most part pretty well, although I often feel vf

.

tired. . . . I think of thee often, with fervi

desires for thy growth in best things. I w!^

thee to be trying to do right every day oft

life. Don't neglect to be in the practice
'

reading good and useful books and be care

to mind and hearken to the reproofs of instr

tion in thy own breast. " Remember now I

Creator in the days of thy youth," close in w
the visitations of his love and endeavor to 1

;

in obedience to his will and then his bless:

will follow thee and rest upon thee throu.

life, as thou continues faithful. O, I crave t

i

for thee, more than any other consideratii

but I cannot confer it upon thee. It is a w(';

that thou must do for thyself. We each hi

a work to do for ourselves. We must each (

render an account of our deeds. I know t

thou hast often been made sensible of the t

der visitations of Divine Love, and I wantt
to give up in obedience thereto and don't sli,

them. This is very dangerous, for these f

sons are not at our command, and it is onlj

we are thus assisted that we shall be abk
work out our salvation. It is very danger
to slight and continue to slight the day
visitation. We cannot be brought into a st

of acceptance without the gracious assistano

our Divine Master. We are dependent u'

Him for everything. We cannot even thin

good thought without his help. ... I

a time of much sickness and we are not at

sure of all meeting again in this world, but

desire is that we may all live in the fear of

Heavenly Father, and through adorable me
be favored to meet again, where sorrow (

parting will be no more. May this

great concern above all else. Oh, it is a gr

thing to be in favor with that Being whc
able to succor and bear us up under ev

trial. . . .

TO HIS DAUGHTER RUTH.

Twelfth Month 2Sth, 185

I may say the reading of thy very accepts

letter seemed increasingly to bring me into i

der feeling for thee as well as for all the :

my beloved children. . . .

(In allusion to the troubles that were at t

time existing in the Society of Friends,) tl

says, " it is hard to tell who is right, ant

really seems enough to try the faith and fouD

tion of all. But my dear child, we are called u

to " cease from man whose breath is in his i

trils, for wherein is he to be accounted o

And I have felt increasingly desirous for I

that thou may look unto Him who remain

be a strong tower and a never failing ref

from the storm, and if thou abides here, tl

wilt know it to be a place of safety indeei

foundation that cannot be moved, and aga

which all the storms may beat in vain,

we must not conclude that there are none
maining who are rightly contending for

faith, for I trust there are many, to whom
cause of Truth remains to be precious, ar

hope there are yet fathers and mothers in Isi
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dm whom we may ask counsel and may they

t preserved, abiding in the everlasting patience

ad faith of the saints, and kept willing to suf
f' all that their Divine Master sees meet to

jpoint or permit. I believe that suffering

list for a time, and the Great Master only
iows how lung, be the lot of all those who
^ide faithful. And is not the Truth worth
Jering for ?

Let us remember the deep sufferings of those
lifthies in the rise of this Society, and perhaps
.i consideration of these things might be some
]ians of help to us, to keep us from fainting in

;r minds, for we may see how they were en-
iled to triumph over all.

How patiently they endured, and counted
:t even their lives dear unto them, that they
:gbt be found in favor with their Lord. Oh,
! desire and prayer of my heart is that our
j!at and adorable Head may be pleased in his

!iat mercy to turn his hand upon us and bring
, nearer into himself and to one another, and
It the everlasting unity, which is only in Him
iiy be restored.

Perhaps I might say for thy encouragement
It hitherto the Lord hath been my helper,

id hath preserved me from falling a prey to

! Devourer, and many times when it seemed
lif I was ready to sink under discouragement
:th He appeared for my help, unworthy as I

liofhis regard; and may all the praise be
Bribed. unto Him, for it is his due. R. M.

For "The Friend."

I

The Russian Nobleman and his Bible.

;Id the days of my more active life, the writer
I the following account, "Madam Dubois,"
d I were often together in visiting prisons,

Ispitals, etc., in New York and vicinity. She
luld leave her almost palatial home in very
bple dress and visit the suffering and fallen

ps, spending sometimes whole nights in Sing
jig prison hospital by the side of a dying cou-
rt. Precious to memory are the deeply inter-

ing experiences she and I had together.
eetly impressive was her prayer. The reader
J rely on every part of this narrative as true.

S. A. H.

In the year 1825, a rich young nobleman of
issia, \V , was suspected of having taken
rt in a conspiracy against the life of the em-
:or Nicholas. He was arrested and thrown
prison at St. Petersburgh. Naturally of a

ick and violent temper, the injustice done
n aroused the deepest passions of his soul,

d he spent that first long December night
earing and stamping on the ground, alter-

tely cursing the sovereign of his country who
i ordered his arrest, and the Sovereign of
iven who had permitted it. Exhausted at

t, he threw himself on his bed of straw, and
nained there for hours in mournful silence,

us eight wretched days passed away.
On the evening of the ninth a venerable
rgyman came to pray with and for him, and
entreat him to accept the invitation of the
viour, who says, "Come unto me, all ye that
lor and are heavy-laden, and I will give you
t." (Matt, xi : 28.) The only answer was
scornful laugh. On leaving, however, the
1 man gave him a Bible, begging him to read
But as soon as the door was closed, W

iked it into a corner, exclaiming, " I want
thing to do with the word of a God who per-
ls injustice; " and there the sacred book was
t for days unnoticed. But time hung heav-

; hours seemed days and days months. To

relieve his utter weariness, he took up the Bible
and opened it. The first verse that caught his
eye impressed him deeply: "Call upon me in

the day of trouble : I will deliver thee, and thou
Shalt glorify me." (Psa. 1 : 15.) But he shut
the book immediately, as if ashamed to have
been affected by reading any thing in a Bible.
The next day he opened it again, and was soon
surprised at the wisdom it evidently contained.
He went through whole chapters, sometimes
even learning them by heart, and at last be-
came so much interested that he often waited
impatiently for daylight, to read and study his

Bible.

It was not long before he began to know
something of the state of his own heart, and to
see that, like every human heart, it was " des-

perately wicked," (Jer. xvii: 9.) He began to

feel that in the sight of God he was a sinner,
deserving eternal punishment. In his distress,

befell upon his knees, crying out, "0 Lord,
save me, or I perish. Lord, wash away my
sins. Blot them out with the precious blood
of Christ. For Jesus' sake, have mercy upon
me, a miserable sinner." His prayer was an-
swered ; he felt that his sins were pardoned

;

and now, instead of complaining of the injus-

tice of others, he was mourning over his own
sinfulness, and thinking of the love of Jesus.
He asked to see the old minister ; and the joy
of the good man may be imagined when, on en-

tering the cell, he found the once enraged pris-

oner sitting with a quiet, happy countenance,
rejoicing in the hope that Christ had now be-

come his Saviour and Friend. "At first," said

W 1" I considered my imprisonment a great
misfortune; but now I see why I was placed
here, and I thank God for it. If I had con-
tinued in my prosperity, I should perhaps never
have read this holy book which, by the grace
of God, has led me to Jesus."

From that time W tranquilly awaited
his trial, and soon the sentence of death was
pronounced upon him. He listened to the ver-

dict with calmness, asking only permission to

write to his aunt and sister. The request was
granted, and he sent them the following letter:

" You have learned from the papers that I

am sentenced to be hung on the 15th of next
February. Do not weep, but rejoice, for by
the grace of God I am not afraid to die. ' I

know whom I have believed.' The best mo-
ment of a Christian's life is his last, for then he
is nearest heaven. Death to him is only pass-

ing from a world of sin and suffering to heaven,
where the redeemed of the Lord will be happy
for ever. There I will wait for you, in that

blessed land where there will be no more pris-

ons, no more sorrow, no more sin. I wish I

could see you once more on this side of the

grave; but as I cannot, I cheerfully submit.
Sly tears are falling while I write, yet I am
happy and full of peace, thinking of the blessed-

ness promised to all who believe in Christ.

This happiness will be mine already when these

lines reach you. May the Almighty God, whose
presence I now enjoy so fully in my cell, and
who has made me free in the midst of my chains,

comfort you and be with you both unto the

end."

The writer of this account was in Russia at

the time these events occurred, visiting this

aunt and sister ; and W , aware of the fact,

added these few words to her, which may per-

haps encourage those who are trying to save

souls, but do not always see immediate results

:

" My dear friend, you remember when you were
last at my aunt's house you spoke to me more

than once about the salvation of my soul ; but
I was young and careless, and did not listen to

you. But Jesus has found means U> change my
hard heart. By his mercy I have been brought
to believe in him. My sins, though numberless,
have, 1 trust, been blotted out by his most prec-
ious blood, and soon I expect to be in his pres-
ence for ever. Comfort those whom I love.
Tell them it matters little when or how we die,

whether on the gallows or in a prison, in a gar-
ret or a palace; the all important thing is, to be
sure of heaven by ' looking unto Jems.'

"

On the fatal day, the principal rooms in the
splendid mansion of W 'saunt were draped
in mourning, and we were all bowed down with
grief; yet while we wept we prayed and prais-
ed God, and He comforted us.

When the faithful minister left him upon the
evening previous to the appointed day, \V
fell upon his knees, and in earnest prayer com-
mitted his soul to Christ, and then for a few
hours quietly slept. Before the dawn of day he
was aroused by voices in the passage and steps
evidently approaching his cell. " They come
early to take me to the gallows," he thought,
and though prepared to die, his heart beat fast-

er. The door of the cell was thrown back, and
a tall, noble form entered, which he instantly
recognized as that of the emperor. A man had
just been arrested, charged with a share in the
conspiracy, and upon his person was found a
letter which said, " We have done all we could
to enroll W , but in vain ; he declares he
will remain true to his sovereign until death."
The paper was immediately handed to Nicholas,
and he had come himself to release him. "A
few hours more," said the emperor, " and I

should have lost in you one of my best officers.

Forgive my unconscious error, and accept from
me, in remembrance of this day, the rank of
general, and with it the castle of S , where
I hope you may live to enjoy many happy
years."

W journeyed as rapidly as possible to

the house of his aunt, where he found us all sit-

ting in a room which was hung with deep folds

of crape. When he began to speak, and tell

us of the mercy of God to him, tears ofjoy and
thankfulness ran down our cheeks. As he fin-

ished his account, he added, " We have prayed
to God in our distress, let us now bless Him for

his goodness ; especially let us thank Him for

having given us his only begotten Son to be
our Saviour, our Intercessor, our near Friend
and Comforter in trouble." And that prayer
came from full and grateful hearts.

From that time W lived the life of a
truly Christian man. His chief delight was to

visit the poor and distressed, and bring them
the consolation he had himself found in the
gospel. He built near to his castle a large
hospital and home for the sick and friendless,

and went from bed to bed and room to room,
speaking to all of the love of Christ. His Bible,
just as he had used it in his cell, was placed in

a rich ease and kept in his parlor, that it might
remind him how God had rescued him not only
from prison, but from eternal death.

Love silence, even in the mind ; for thoughts
are to that, as words to the body, troublesome

;

much speaking, as much thinking, spends, and
in many thoughts, as well as in word.s, there is

sin. True silence is the rest of the mind, and
is to the spirit what sleep is to the body—nour-
ishment and refreshment. It is a great virtue

;

it covers folly, keeps secrets, avoids disputes, and
prevents sin.
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An Appeal From Some Popular Diversions to

ihe Witness of the Spirit.*

The apparent need of greater spiritual vital-

ity on the part of some of our members, has

afresh impressed us with the evidence of the

power which the " spirit of the world" exerts,

to check or overcome the spiritual life.

Varied are the forms in which the " Prince

of the power of the air" (Eph. ii : 2) addresses

the selfish and carnal incliuations of men. Some
are more subtle, but none of these alluremeuts

are more seductive and dangerous than that

which exists in some forms of diversion.

Believing that there are among our younger

members those who more or less frequently at-

tend theatrical entertainments, we feel drawn,

in the love of Christ, as we believe, to invite

their serious attention to some of the important

cousideratioas which attach to this subject. In

doing so, however, and while feeling constrained

to use much plainness of spsach, vva would dis-

claim any authority but that of a loving Chris-

tian interest in their true welfare.

We fully recognize the fact that a reasonable

desire for diversion and recreation is a part of

our human nature which cannot be wisely ig-

nored. There are, however, many voices along

the pathway of life which address themselves

peculiarly to youth, and with seductive power,

ever tempting to a disregard of the limitations

of Truth in the extent and character of the di-

versions indulged in. It is the old conflict in

which " the flesh lusteth against the Spirit
;"

(Gal. v: 17) and we warmly sympathize with

the participants in that struggle, which must
be entered into, more or less earnestly, by all

who see and seek to realize the higher possibili-

ties of man-hood and woman-hood.
Possibilities of benefit of an educational and

even moral character are claimed for the theatre

by some whose opinions on other subjects are

worthy of respect. But against the theoretic and
doubtful should be weighed the actual and
the realized.

Most pathetic is the sad testimony on this

point of many who have yielded to the fascina-

tion, irresistible to some, of a career upon the

stage, in that unreal world in which actors ap-

pear to move. Then comes, generally, the tor-

turing disillusion, with its agonies of remorse,

followed, too often, by moral ruin, and, as an

incident, desolated homes.

Painfully oppressive to the heart that can be
" touched by others' woes" is the thought of the

apparently unfailing succession of those who
have left—are, indeed, now leaving—hopeful

possibilities of the true happiness even of this

earthly life, to add themselves to the moral

wreckage which lines life's shores. Can you,

dear young friends, participate in the hiring of

the sons and daughters of other families to en-

gage in that which you would deplore for your
own brothers and sisters? Can you, as amused
on-lookers, longer bear your contributing re-

sponsibility for this awful tragedy of human
lives and immortal souls ?

Unconcealable are the results of the inner,

that is the true, life of the stage. Less open and
more disused, but similar in general tendency,

is its influence upon habitual attenders. While
the environment of many attenders of the the-

atre, joined with a native strength of character,

enables them to resist, in good degree, this as

well as other hurtful tendencies, yet sadly large

has been the number of those, less favorably

* An address from its Overseers to members of West-
ern District Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia.

situated, who have ascribed to the theatre and

its hopelessly inseparable associations, the be-

ginning of influences which finally brought with

them the sad retrospect of a wasted, or perhaps

a ruined, life.

And, as to the unconfessed and doubtless

often unrecognized influences affecting life and

its happiness, while we gladly disown the right

and the wish to make any individual applica-

tions of the thought, yet we may rightly express

our conviction tljat among those agencies which

affect the moral and mental attitude toward
" the unseen and eternal," and which really

make less attractive the " things " that are

" true, pure, lovely and of good report," the

theatre is, perhaps, next to intemperance, the

most positive in its influence.

We do not, however, rely upon argument, but

upon the quiet witness of the Spirit in each

heart to influence you as to the truth of what
we state, which, we believe, is in accord with

the sentiment prevailing among the truly spir-

itually-minded followers of Christ in every re-

ligious denomination.

We must frankly express our belief that,

when you allow yourselves to attend such places

of diversion, you do so in violation of the inti-

mations of the Holy Spirit and regardless of

his restraints.

Your forefathers in the Truth, of whom you
are, broadly speaking, the present-day repre-

sentatives, exhibited, according to the unsought

testimony, both of the Church and the world, a

high type ofChristian character, while also they

realized in " length of days," and through large

participation in the common, which are also

the sweetest blessings of life, that " godliness is

profitable unto all things, having promise of

the life that now is, and of that which is to

come."
We cannot believe that such a godly ancestry

has failed to leave its stamp upon your inmost

nature, impressing your moral sense with some
measure of that quickened discernment exer-

cised by them as to the things which make for

true happiness. The voice of the Spirit may
be overborne by argument in the pressure for

self-gratification. It is seldom completely si-

lenced, if we listen closely and honestly in the
" quiet hour" of the closet. When the light of

life is thus really sought for guidance in such

matters, it is never withheld. In that light we
must believe you will see that it is a solemn
thing deliberately to persist in forbidden grati-

fications, by going where you know you could

not honestly expect the approving Spirit of

Christ to go with you.

In our desire to influence you by any means,

we feel compelled thus to refer to the possibly

solemn consequences of deliberate continued

rejection of the restraining influences of the

Holy Spirit. But while, in view of " the ter-

rors of the Lord," we seek, as did the Apostle,

to " persuade men, yet we would rather influence

you, if possible, through the attractions of the

life which loyally " accepts God's choice for it

as its choice for itself," and therefore takes the

Spirit of Christ as its guide toward that Christ-

likeness of character which the world increas-

ingly acknowledges to be the true ideal of man-
hood. This is the supreme choice, for it is a

choice of life in its highest sense. It fills the

soul with the inspiration of an eternal hope, for

it is vital union and conscious fellowship with

Him who is the infinite source of all life and
light and love. It shares Christ's peace, the

deep peace of eternity. It sweetens the unques-

tioned joys of life, for it partakes of Christ's

joy, which He prayed should be fulfilled in
,

true followers—the "joy of the Lord," wh
|

countless numbers have found to be (as decla !

of old) an abiding " strength" and "refuji

for all the changes and desolations of our eart

,

life. .

But a choice or selection involves also,

necessity, the rejection of that to which it ia

posed. " Choose you this day whom ye \

serve. If the Lord be God, follow Him;
if Baal " (or if the spirit of the world be yt

master) " then follow him."

Abounding is the testimony to the bles

and strength of the life that is Christ-cent

and acts in Him. Equally strong, howevei

the testimony to the deceptiveness of the h

that the blessed Gospel purpose can be reali

in a life which, regardless of its high possil

ties in Christ, drifts aimlessly in careles

gence of worldly pleasures, restrained only

the prohibitions of the moral law. There
" law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus,"

it must be obeyed, if we would be " free fi

the law of sin and death."

This law of life, with its necessary restrai

is not an arbitrary moral requirement of

Almighty, but it is simply the unavoidable (

dition arising from the very nature of the s

itual kingdom. The life of the soaring butte

depends for its origin upon the conformitj

the grub and the chrysalis to the laws of tl

being. Not more true is this, on the low pi

of unintelligent creation than that the exa

possibilities of the spiritual life are imposs

aside from the response of the heart to the

flowing of the Divine life, for which the sur

der of the individual will is the essent

requisite. The citadel of the human hear

easily defended by the will against even

almighty power of its creator, and He
rolls the stars in their courses" oftentimes en

only after long waiting and gentle knocl
" at the door," and with the suppliant's reqi

" My son give me thine heart."

Within the brief limits of this open lettei

cannot dwell directly upon "the way of sa

tion." We assume, as we think we are justi

in doing, that if you are not consciously

gressing in the " path of life" (Ps. xvi : 11

is not through ignorance of the way, but thro

lack of earnestness of purpose therein and

gleet of the light already received.

Our purpose in addressing you is a de£

one, dealing distinctly with an important
j

of practical religion. It relates to your (

and your example, with their influence u

others, in that sphere of social activities in

lies, perhaps, the most important part of I

battle for the cause of Christ. For it is
""

the attitude toward those things which are;

proved or condemned by the ordinary stand

of moral rectitude, but in the attitude to«

the debatable, that the motive principle of i

individual life is most truly revealed. We tl

we can appeal with confidence to such of

younger members as mingle socially with t

beyond the borders of our Society, whether

have not found that nothing so clearly disc!

to themselves their real standard of life, or

tests so closely the strength of the princ

they profess, as the invitation to parties
"

playing or dancing or for attendance at

theatre or opera.

It is in this debatable ground that the

umphs are won or surrenders witnessed w
may influence the entire after life. Here

the conflict for the advancement of the be

line of positive and aggressive truth, the s
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] which strengthens the moral sinews and
likens loyalty to Christ and his cause.

Ve urge you, then, with a sympathetic ap
rjiation of the courageous effort it may in-

tie, to give force and practical value to this

ipreme choice" of life, to which we believe

c have already given the assent of your judg-

lit. We affectionately urge you thus to eser-

i.'the wisdom of youth—for there is a wisdom
fi^outh, distinct from the wisdom of experi-

ai. Youth is its opportunity, for it is true

ilom when a young man acts upon the con-

lion that, if he would persist in being taught

w by his own experience, he, also, when too

I, would have the same regrets which many
tsrs have had. It is wise foresight, therefore,

In he accepts the concurrent testimony of
lliges, that the reaping shall be in accordance
h the sowing—either loss and " corruption"
pilessedness and " life everlasting."

The wisdom that is from above" is ever
BDoniuus in its purpose of love, whether ex-

nsing itself through the ancient warnings of
le wise king," or, in Gospel days, by the

Jler pleading of Paul as " an ambassador for

list." One addresses the young man, rejoicing

ijiis youth and walking by his own light and
jirdiug to the desires of his heart. He warns
i) that, through results that are unavoidable,
^iuse of the fixed and self executing nature
Ihe laws of his being, " the Lord will bring

il unto judgment" "for all these things,"

Jimon's appeal is through " the fear of the

Id," and this has its place as " the beginning

V^ith the same object in view, the appeal of
ijapostle, which we adopt as our own to you,

f by the mercies of God," for an entire con-

iation of the whole life to Christ.

I'aul even declares that the presenting of
ur bodies as a living sacrifice" is " a reason-

R service." These are strong words, yet count-
I known and unknown martyrs to the love

vhrist have set their seal to the truth of them,
n in their literal significance. And in regard
(leir figurative application, which is probably
isense in which they were written, no one,

Ibelieve, ever really proved, in all the range
a blessing, " that good and acceptable and
feet will of God," and then, in the retrospect,

I'etted the discipline of heavenly love neces-

l'

to that " renewing of the mind" in which
life is " transformed," and the soul, rejoicing

lonscious sonship to the Most High, is per-

ted even now to "sit in heavenly places in

Items Concerning the Society.

jseph S. Elkinton on the 7th inst. for the third
jset out for Halifax, and to meet the third ship-
. of Dukhobors,—this time the colony from Cy-
i who have embarked on the steamer Lake Su-

1 the course of a religious visit during last

ter a minister from Ohio ["sound in the Chris-
faith as ever held by Friends and a staunch op-
ent of Unitarianism"] was an acceptable guest
ly home near this place for a week, visiting in
)el love several neighboring families during the
rval. From here he went to Tampa, where, dur-
his stay of two weeks and a half, he addressed
'ral religious gatherings. In this far southern
le, where a member of the Society of Friends is

ily seen or heard of, I regard his recent visit as
ght with much good. May the seed thus sown
ng up and bear much fruit to the honor of the
at Husbandman.

Joshua Morris.
NOTOSASSA, Florida, Fourth Month, 1899.

" It is with profound regret," (says the Brilinh
Friend) " that we record the resignation of his

membership which William Scarnell Lean [the
headmaster of Friends' Ackworth School] tendered
to Brighouse Monthly Meeting on the 12th ult

We understand he has felt It right to accept the
ordinances of baptism and of the eucharist in ac-
cordance with the usages of the Anglican Church,
a movement coming strangely from one who ten
years ago protested in the Yearly Meeting against
the acceptance of the Richmond Declaration of
Faith, ' the tap-root of which' he said, ' was struck
deep in the soil of Eccleslastlcism.' We feel bound,
tlierefore, to affirm our belief that the setting up of
outward ordinances, supported by claims of priestly

functions as means of grace, tends to obscure the
spiritual vision, and to interpose human relations
In the place of direct spiritual allegiance to Christ
alone. It was from this experience that Fox, Penn,
and Barclay, and a host of saints, have witnessed the
blessedness of the liberty which the Christian en
joys who can say, 'Nothing comes between my
soul and God but Christ.'"

At Abington Quarterly Meeting held the
4th inst., at Germantown, Philadelphia, several
ministering Friends with minutes from Ohio, Indi-
ana and Kansas were acceptably present.

The high office and world-wide mission of the
Spirit of Truth in communicating the things of
Christ was supplemented by his own declaration
respecting the " many things " He desired to say
unto his followers when they were able to receive

them.
This ability to understand what is revealed in-

creases progressively in the individual experience
as was clearly evident in the history of the apos-
tolic church. " The natural man " cannot perceive
the things of the Spirit because he lacks the essen-

tial faculty to lay hold of them.
The promise of being " led into all truth " is one

of the most precious contained in scripture—"when
He, the Spirit of Truth is come He will guide you
into all truth" and "He will take of mine and
show it unto you."

Conviction of and reproof for sin is the first

office of this Divine messenger by which the soul
realizes its great need of reconciliation and restor-

ation when this consciousness deepens into repent-

ance, crying for forgiveness, the witness of the

spirit testifying of infinite mercy is known as truly

as the demands of righteousness and judgment.
That which is known as " the gift"—for the min-
istration of spiritual life—is " the joint " or point
of contact between the individual soul and the

divine nature, thus becoming the medium through
which our great High Priest, Christ .lesus, minis-

ters the things pertaining to the heavenly sanc-

tuary.

As unto " every (human ) creature " thus endowed
grace is given according to the measure of this gift,

wherever ritual or pre-arranged " services " are

adopted, the grace is received not because of such
" means " but in spite of them.
The appointment or usurpation by men of this

mediatorship is indirect contradiction to the gospel
privilege of access into " the Holy of Holies " ex-

tended to all believers.

Thus apart from the renewal of the heavenly
power passing through " the gift " there can be no
priestly service as it were " ex-officlo." Christ

having reserved this unto himself as the only
Mediator between God and man.
The harmonious labor of this occasion was mani-

fest by subsequent testimonies covering the same
ground with new presentations.

One Friend quoting, " Flesh and blood hath not
revealed this unto thee, but my Father, who is in

heaven."
Reference was also made to the purpose of divine

love in bringing our spirits into harmony with
"the law of our endless life," by producing a feel-

ing of unrest when through disobedience or ne-

glect the instructions of heavenly wisdom were
disregarded.

\. word of encouragement and sympathy was
offered to some who were in the strength of their

days, as also to those whose earthly pilgrimage was
nearly ended, trusting their faith would not fail

under the increasing sense of their responsibilities.
The serious problems and perplexities of life

sometimes so encompassed the soul as to overwhelm
the spirit, If it were not for the conviction that the
Shepherd of Israel was as near in the darkness as
when "the light of lils countenance" enabled us
clearly to discern our way.
At the request of Abington Monthly Meeting a

committee was appointed to nominate some men
and women Friends to assist in maintaining that
meeting, a similar committee having been released
a year or two since.

Notes from Others.

The Word.—It is as Christ said of the Phari-
sees—it WHS not that there were not as good men, or
better men, among them than Peter and John, but
they were so blinded by their dogmas and doctrines
that they couldn't do Christ's work, and He took
Peter and John. These Pharisees and the Jews
in general took the Bible, folded it to their breasts
and said :

" This is the Word of God." Jesus said :

" It is a Word of God. I am the Word of God."
They had " the Word of God," and they crucified
the one who said: "I am the Word of God."

—

Dr. Rainsford, of New York.

Circuit Judge Settle created a sensation here by
his charge to the grand jury to-day (Bowling
Green, Ky., First Month 2, 1899) and all society is

a-tremble. The charge was on the subject of
gambling and the Judge charged the jury to re-

turn indictments for all kinds of gambling, declar-
ing that it made no difference whether it was pro-
gressive euchre played in the parlor of one of the
society leaders for prizes, or whether it was with
chips across the green cloth of a gambling den. It

is expected the grand jury will take the bull by
the iiorns and return Indictments as directed.—
Special Telegram to the Times.

Governor Roosevelt, of New York State, has
signed the bill to prevent the spread of bacterial

diseases, and permitting witnesses to dispense with
the kissing of the Bible in the administration of
oaths. It is very satisfactory to note that proper
sanitary regulations have now reached even the
police courts, where they were badly needed. For
a long time, however, many of the magistrates
have not used the Bible in the courtroom, or have
warned witnesses against using it, and great credit

Is due to Magistrate Pool, who inaugurated the
move to do away with the kissing of the Bible in

court.

—

Scientific American.

Says the Washington Post :
" The extravagant

theory of the young people as to the necessity for

keeping up a certain style, is the reason why so

many of them put off marriage year after year,

and finally drift into the irremediable stage of
celibacy. Girls without fortunes are supported in

idleness and luxury by over indulgent parents, and
expect to be thus cared for after marriage. The
annual cost of such a girl's maintenance is more
than the income of a young man, unless he be ex-
ceptionally fortunate. The fault lies with parents.

Unless they are prepared to give a fortune with a
daughter when she marries they have no moral
right to make her unfit for the position of wife in

the home of a young man who has his fortune to

make. And this is not a trivial mistake, for it is

a great and Increasing source of personal unhap-
piness, and it inevitably promotes immorality.
Instead of thousands of bachelors and spinsters in

boarding houses in Baltimore, Washington, and
other cities, there should be thou.sands of modest
homes, in which y(mng married couples would be
helt)ing each other to realize the dreams of their

youth. The old-fashioned virtue, thrift, domestic
economy, saving up for a rainy day, needs a re-

vival, not especially in the homes of the poor, but
n those who have fair incomes, and whose ambi-
tion to make a show prompts them to adopt the
habits and ape the ways of the rich."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The findings of the Wade Court

of Inquiry made public in brief, the Board finds that

the evidence was insufficient to sustain the charge of
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chemical treatment of beef, but that the canned roast

beef was not a fit ration for the army in the manner

and extent to which it was supplied. The enormous

purchase of this article by the Commissary Depart-

ment is described as "a colossal error, for which there

JB no palliation." It is recommended that for the good

of the service no further proceedings should be taken.

Admiral Dewey cabled (from Manila) that informa-

tion had reached him from Guam, dated Third Mo.

20, that the "inhabitants are quiet and contented un-

der the United States flag."

A memorandum has been prepared at the XVar De-

partment comparing the losses in the Spanish War
with the first year of the Civil War. The aggregate

strength of troops employed during the war with Spain

was approximately 275,000, covering the period from

Fifth Month, 1898, to Fourth Month, 1899, inclusive.

During this time the deaths from all causes were 6190,

or 2i per cent.

The mean strength for the first year of the Civil

War was 276,371, with an aggregate loss by deaths of

19,159, being a percentage of 6.8.

The spring rush of immigrants into this country

through the port of New York has been unusually

great. Since the o(ening of the season some weeks

ago there has been an average of 2000 persons landed

each day.

Italians are arriving in extraordinary numbers.

The officials at the barge office say that not for years

have there been so many of them entering the coun-

try as at the present time. During Fourth Mo. 30th, and

Fifth Mo., 1st and 2d, 1899, there were landed 4892 Ital-

ians. This is almost the entire number of immigrants

who entered during that period. On Fourth Month
30th, there passed the Registry Clerks at the barge of-

fice 3966 immigrants, the largest number in any one

day since the Department began work at the barge

office.

The formation of a sieel, a carpet, a yarn and other

new Trusts added to the large number already created,

with capitals running into billions of dollars, is caus-

ing much thoughtfulne.ss and concern for the future

of our c'luntry.

The Agricultural Department of Kansas estimates

that the wheat yield of that State will be only one-

quarter of a full crop.

There are now about twenty gas we'ls in the lola

district, Kansas, varying in depth from 812 to 937 feet,

giving a daily flow of from 3,000,000 to 14,000,000

cubic feet and a pressure varying from 310 to 330

pounds. Several experts have pronounced one of the

wells at Tola the best in the world. It is perfectly dry.

In Nebraska during 1898 the aggregate of mort'

gages filed $21,300 000, while the aggregate of

those released was !!27,500,000,

The complete skeleton of a mastodon has been ex-

humed near Rnxbury, Virginia, and the authorities of

William and Mary College have taken steps to se-

cure it.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 477, which is 24 less than the previous week and

32 more than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 239 were males and 238 females : 59

died of consumption ; 48 of pneumonia ; 40 of heart

disease; 26 of typhoid fever; 22 of apoplexy; 22 of

inflammation of the brain ; 18 of inflammation of the

stomach and bowels; 18 of convulsions; 17 of nephritis
;

16 of marasmus; 14 of diphtheria; 12 of cancer; ]2

from casualties; 11 of cerebro-spinal meningitis; 10 of

old age ;
9 of uraemia, and 8 of Bright's disease.

Markets, &c.—\J. S. 2's, 99J a 101 ;
4'8, reg., 112} a

112J; coupon, 113 a 114; new 4'8, 128^ a 129J; 5's,

lll|all2J; 3's, 107|al08}._
Cotton was steady on a basis of 6y'5C. per pound for

middling uplands, but demand from spinners was light.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.15 a $2.40; Pennsylva-

nia, roller, clear, $3 00 a f3.25 ; Western winter, clear,

$3.10 a $3.35 ; spring, clear, $2.80 a $3.00 ; city mills,

clear, $3.10 a $3.35. Bye Fi.our.--$3.20 per barrel

for choice Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75J a 753c.

No. 2 mixed com, 38 a 38}c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35c.

Beef Cattle. — Extra, 5J a 5Jc. ;
good, 4J a 5c.

;

medium, 4| a 4§c.; common, 4} a 4c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra sheep, 5} a oJc.
;
good,

4J a 5c. ; medium. 4} a 4Jc. ; common, 3 a 4c. ; lambs,

$4.50 a $6.25 ; spring lambs, $3.25 a $6.25.

Hogs.—Best western, 5 J a 5|c ; other grades, 5} a 5jc.

Foreign.—Wycliffe's English Bible, known as the

Bramhall manuscript, from the Ashburnham manu-
scripts, was sold at auction recently at Sotheby, Wil-
kinson & Hodge's for $8,750.

England expects Canada and Australia to build the

proposed Pacific cable, aided by an annual subsidy of

§100,000 from the Imperial Government.

A despatch from London, dated the 1st inst., says :

" There was a heavy snow storm this morning in Perth-

shire, Scotland. The unseasonable weather killed

great numbers of sheep and lambs."

Terrific rains and thunder have been followed by

cold and snow throughout Germany. A railway train

between Thorn and insterburg was on the 2nd inst.,

struck by lightning and two of the passengers killed.

The Simplon Tunnel, when completed, will be 21,-

580 yards long. It will contain only a single track,

but a second tunnel is to be constructed parallel to it,

at a distance of 19 yards. The northern entrance to

the tunnel is about a mile and a half from the station

at Brieg, at an elevation of 2,254 feet. The exit on

the Italian side will be 800 yards from Isella.

Governor General Brooke on the 8th inst., reported

from Havana that Captain Hickey had returned from

an extended trip through the eastern part cf Cuba and

reported a general improvement of conditions at all

points.

Aguinaldo has telegraphed to the Junta at London
that his "government" has nothing to do with the

present peace negotiations, and that under no circum-

stances will he accept an American protectorate.

The Filipino envoys at Manila on the 3rd instant,

abandoned the pretence under which they came to

General Olis, that they represented General Luna, and

announced that they came as representatives of Agui-

naldo himself Colonel Arguelies said that Aguinaldo

knew he would be overpowered in time, but that he

would continue the struggle as long as possible unless

he Were given " peace with dignity."

A Spanish prisoner who has escaped into the Ameri-
can lines at Manila reports that 200 Filipinos were

killed in the recent fighting at Quingua.
General MacArthur's division advanced to San Fer-

nando on the 5th inst., and found that the insurgents

had evacuated the city, after burning it.

A St. Petersburg letter to the London Mail states

that the meteor which fell in Finland on Third Month
12th, and excited so much interest in the scientific

world has been located. According lo the Finnish

geologist Brofeld the meteor fell in the sea close to the

coast at a spot thirteen miles from Borgo and twenty-

six miles from Heisingfors, near a village called Bjur-

bel. There it lies in a strong clay stratum, whicri it

penetrated to a depth of twenty-five feet. The value

of the meteor, owing to its richness in iron and other

elements, is estimated by Russian savants at some
millions of rubles. A lifting apparatus will be con-

structed in order to recover this celestial gift from the

sea. As all meteors whicli fall on Russian territory

belong to the Crown, the latter will receive, if the

savants are correct, a celestial windfall of enormous
value. The work of hoisting the meteor will be begun

in the spring.

The Czar's Peace Conference at The Hague will be

attended by delegates from at least twenty-four nations

A letter from Tonga, Friendly Islands, dated Fourth

Month 11th, says that a treaty has been entered into

between Great Britain and the islands. Last Twelfth

Month the German Vice Consul at Samoa made a de-

mand on this Government for £25,000, the claims being

for debts contracted by Tongans to German traders.

S ime of the accounts are thirty years old. After con-

sideration, the Government repudiated these claims.

The Consul notified the Premier that unless the full

amount was paid Germany would send a large war
vessel to seize Vavau, which c mtains a splendid har-

bor. On Third Mo. 7th the British warship I'auraiiga

arrived and her captain lield an interview with king

George Tub m II. It is said that the king was notified

that Great Britain considered Germany's claim just,

but did not propose to let her take Vavau or any other

part of this group, so offered to pay the claims and
protect these little islands that Germany is so eager to

acquire. It is not the intention of the British at this

time to annex the islandSjOmprising the Vavau, Haapi
and Tonga groups. The British and King George have

merely formed a treaty of alliance, offensive and de-

ft-nsive; the German claims will be paid when pte-

sented, and the islands have virtually become a de-

pendency of Great Britain.

New Guinea is consiilered by the German naturalist,

Dr. Semon, the richest of tropical islands.

It is announced that peace has been re-established in

Venezuela.
The first thing to be said about lead pencils is that

they are not lead pencils at all. Once upon a time

sticks of lead were used for making marks on paper

and wood, and the name has survived, though now-a-

days all the pencils are filled with graphite or plum-

bago. This mineral is found in only a few places
;

the world—in Cumberland, England, along the Lai

'

entian ranges, in the province of Quebec and at Ticc

ga, Vt. The largest mines on this continent a

at the latter place.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—The General Co

mitttee will meet at the School on Fourth-day, t

th inst., at S a. m. The Committee on Instructi

and the Committee on Admissions meet the previ(

evening at the School, at 7 o'clock.

William Evans, CM
Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniei

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage f

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met wl

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup't

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principai

Payments on account of board and tuition, a

communications in regard to business should be f

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendem'

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Receipts in aid of the Dukhobortsi Fund :

Fifth Month 9th, 1899.

L. T., $1.00 "A Friend," Haddonfield, $50.0i

W. B., $250.00; G. M. C, $100.00 ; G. A., $2o.C

S. (England), £20 ; E. S., $50.00 ;
" F," West Gro

$8.00; J. L G., $120.00; S. M., (Mass.), $5.00;
'

Friend," (Phila.), $50.00 ; C. C, (New York), $25.

M. P., (New York), $2 00 ; J. V., $2.00; A. S., fl.

Wm. Evans, Trensurer,

252 S. Front Street, Phila

The " Peace Associati' n of Friends, of Philadelph

is engaged in spreading extensively among Teacher

the Public Schools of Pennsylvania and Graduates of

Normal Schools of the State, brief, but telling Tn
upon the evils of War, and the best practical meth

for preventing ils recurrence. This, with other efli

which the Association has in view for impressing

general public with the importance of these subjects,-

require a considerable outlay. An appeal is thus m
for contributions, large or small, in aid of our w(

which may be paid to the Treasurer, Jno. B. Rhoi

239 Market Street, Philadelphia.

On behalf of the Association,

Sam'l Morris, Pra'

Sarah W. Elkinton, Sec.

Philadelphia, Fifth Mo. 3rd, 1899.

Died, of paralysis, at Barnesville, Ohio, Third

22nd, 1899, Samuel Walton, in the seventy sec

year of his age ; he was originally a member of

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, but

over forty years he had belonged to Stillwater MonI

Meeting, Ohio. He was firmly attached to the pri

pies and practices of Friends, and was ever read|

spend and be spent in the service of the church. E>l

cause was dear to him which had for its object thei

lifting of his brother man, and the spreading of

Redeemer's kingdom in the earth. Though thecl

acter of his last illness precluded much expressioi

his feelings yet his consistent life, the angelic ap^i

ance of his countenance when the spirit took its fli,

and the peaceful feeling which spread over those '

witnessed the quiet close of his earthly career, give

family and friends the comforting assurance that

end was peace.

, at her residence, 1415 North Eleventh Sti

Philadelphia, Loucilla Rebecca Hbdley Quatk
M. D., in the forty-sixth year of her age, a mernb*

Sixth and Noble Streets Meeting. In her sickness

sufferings were great, but she was helped; for

would often exclaim, " The Lord is good to me,"

she expressed that she was perfectly resigned, and

great desire for her family was that they look to

Lord and live in the day.

, at his home near Moorestown,_New Jersej

the twelfth of Twelfth Month, 1898,_Josiah Lip:'

cott in the seventy-second year of his age, a met

of Chester Monthly Meeting, New Jersey.
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HE Pay-mastering of the Pulpit. —" He
\ has power over luy siibsistaoce has power

|- my will."

—

Lord Bacon.

Because I go to the Father," was given as

mson why true disciples of Jesus should do

i.ter works than He did in the days of his

11. These were works done to outward ele-

jts and the bodies of men, and works efFec-

unto the saving of souls must be greater.

gift of spiritual power, sometimes called

purchase of his death and sufferings, and

ing more definitely after He had ascended

gh and received gifts for men, is that alone

hich spiritual life, healing, reviving, or

ersion can be ministered.

ROM the Known to the Unknown.—

A

liber who has lately visited the island of

a, partly in an evangelical interest, has re-

ed to us with a testimony that it is useless

joention the name "Jesus Christ" to the

ve residents, so thoroughly has their past

uing taught them that it is only a name to

jift money by. As dealt with by the priests

\ have scarcely known any other use for the

lie. It was by a new process that a little of

(tlessed meaning had to dawn upon some of

r.

Beginning with that witness for truth

against sin in their own hearts,— begin-

i; with that sense of good to which few are

r strangers, they could gradually be led up

] what they knew in themselves to a recog-

m of a needed Saviour and Redeemer;—to

!W discovery of the meaning of Christ's name
Qem.

'i the history of many missions for the Con-

xion of the heathen, it is believed that years

Ime have been lost by a failure to begin on

Ibasis of the " universal and saving Light,"

" measure and manifestation of the Spirit of

I given to every man." And so being led,

hey are able to bear it, from the known up

ards the unknown, they would receive the

itrine and the Scriptures not as things im-

;id upon them, but through the living wit-

ness for truth in the evolution of their convic-

tions.

The Suicide of Homicide. — While the

British manufacturer by paying so much lower

wages than the American, might be expected to

underbid him in offering to contract for any

great work, yet the ever-advancing rate of war
taxes accumulating now for generations far out-

weighs his advantage in low wages. And the

"starvation wages" for the laborer himself

are largely due to the burdens left by war. So

England is becoming industrially conquered by

her own military victories. Wars undertaken

in remote regions to open up new markets for

her products, react upon her to heighten the

cost of those products by heavy taxes, and are

transferring the coveted trade to the hands of a

nation whose products, comparatively clear of

war tax, can be placed at less cost than hers in

her own domains, so expensively fought for.

Thus no small consternation has arisen across

the Atlantic over an award of contracts for

public works in Burmah. " The most favorable

British bid required three years for the work
at a cost of more than $675,000; while the

Americans would do the work in one year at a

cost of $250,000." Also the Great Central Rail-

way Company has placed orders for new loco-

motives with American firms, and the British

Government has awarded to an American firm

the building of a railroad bridge in the Soudan.

Other causes, notably the American quickness to

adopt improved methods, have contributed to our

industrial victory; but over and above all, the

Boston Advertiser points out our past freedom

from the military incubus as" the very reason."

We are sorry for one who beats the bush,

when another gets the bird ; but the sorrow for

it subsides when the bushes are men, and the

beating is war. We envy no empire, and shall

not congratulate ours that is coming, when its

mercenary prosperity is the price of blood. No
trade thus continually buttressed with slain lives

and bought with souls can long remain free

trade. It taxes away its profits, and resigns its

prestige to such nation as has been diligently

pursuing the arts of peace. The meek, and not

the warlike, "shall inherit the earth."

Spain is a witness that he that taketh the

sword so unrelentingly, though the mills of God
grind slowly, at length is found perishing with

the sword. . By the grace of war and of grace-

s teaching she is what she is.

Rome is a witness, conquered, first morally and

consequently physically, by her own victories.

The Spaniardization of our own country is

creeping on apace in the epidemic of the war

spirit, unless the Christ-spirit outleaven the

unholy infection. Thousand-fold more and
worse are our moral wounds, and the spiritual

scars for generations ahead, than the physical

wounds we have wrought on Spain. The
churches and missionary boards are even now
complaining of the apathy of popular mercy,

the paralysis of zeal for Christ's cause among
mankind, and inquiring, "What is the rea-

son?" A hint towards the reason is found in

a sentence from a recent writer— that "want of

sympathetic cohesion paralyzes a people."

To the many historic warnings that the sword

is a boomerang to return upon its sender, the

halt called by the Tsar, and his protest which

nations step aside this week to consider, is added

as an echo of the cumulative voice of their

brother's blood which is crying unto the Lord

from the ground. As spiritual power knows no

distance in outward space, may many of us be

gathered unto the place where prayer is wont

to be made, as spiritual commissioners to the

Hague through living exercise with the Prince

of Peace, that the remainder of wrath He will

restrain. This it is his working to do, and they

that are with Him will be his coadjutors; so

that, as it is said, " Czar or no Czar, wars are

eventually doomed, and peace must come in its

own good time."

Illiberal Liberalism.—The claim that

the choice of dress,—whether it should be made

distinctive of our principles or not,—must lib-

erally be left to each one's individual convic-

tions under the Father of lights, and then turn-

ing with flings at the individual convictions

that accord with the older order of appearance,

is a liberalism whose name is intolerance. Thou

who sayest, " Leave one's conscience to the light

of Truth," dost thou leave it there, in belittling

some who do not run with thee in thy form of

liberalism ? Why commend universal obedi-

ence to the witness for Truth, only to condemn

it in our testimonies?

Contributed

The Memorial Fund for Westtown.

At the last stated meeting of the Collectii

Committee for the Westtown Centennial Me-

morial Fund, it was shown by the reports sub

mitted that there had been subscribed to thai

time upwards of $40,000, by about 350 sub-

scribers. This average of over $100 per sub

scription is gratifying and encouraging. The

small number of subscribers, however, indicates

that a large proportion of our Westtown's old

scholars and friends have not yet responded,

and it is the earnest hope of the collectors that
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such will no longer delay in forwarding their

subscriptions, which should be in the hands of

the collectors by Sixth Month 1st, so that at

the Centennial Anniversary meeting the Me-

morial Fund fully subscribed may be presented

to the committee in charge of the school. If

there are any who have not been reached by

the collectors they are requested to forward

their names and addresses at once to Samuel L.

Allen, Chairman, No. 1107 Market Street,

Philadelphia. The founders of Westtown had

only the future before them. The undertaking

was undoubtedly to them a weighty one. It

was an experiment. Their faith and hopes

were strong and enduring that those who came

after them would reap a lasting gain individu-

ally and collectively. Their faithfulness has

been justified and their hopes realized in us

representing three generations of pupils. We
have the knowledge of benefits accrued to our-

selves and those dear to us in the past. Should we

not, therefore, each one of us, feel it to be a

duty, may we not feel it a privilege now to add

our portions to the fund which is to be a per-

petual memorial of the sacrifices of those wor-

thy founders and which is to make more sure

the continued usefulness of Westtown for the

years to come? We may not all be able to give

a great sum, but we may each contribute some

part of the whole, and the value of the " mite
"

is as certain to-day as it was eighteen centuries

ago. The Collecting Committee therefore affec-

tionately urge all of Westtown's old scholars

and interested friends, wherever and however

they are situated, to see to it norv that their names

are not omitted from the recorded list of con-

tributors to the Centennial Memorial Fund.

Departure of the Dukhobortsi From Cyprus.

The last few days have been full of interest

here. About noon on the 14th, the steamer

Lake Superior, which is to convey the Dukho-
bortsi from Cyprus to Canada, steamed into the

harbor. Many of the people were already here,

having traveled from Athalassa, a distance of

twenty-four miles, during part of the night.

Then arabas, or native carts, drawn by two
oxen, with women, children, beds, and house-

hold goods arrived, and were unloaded in the

public square between the Post Office and
Court House. These made encampments in

family groups under the shade of the eucalyptus

and graceful pepper trees.

During the day some of the Pergamos Duk-
hobors arrived, and by the next evening over

1,000 were camped in various groups. They
were allowed to go into the quarantine station,

but wisely preferred the open air. The nights

were dry and mild, and for three days the au-

thorities allowed them there to stay, make their

fires, and do their cooking on the quay. It

was truly a picturesque sight, and all so orderly.

On Sunday, Wilson Sturge and I went up to

their sunrise service. About 150 in their "go-
to-meeting " clothes were assembled in the cen-

tre of the square. After their hymn-chanting,
handshaking, kisses of peace, and various bows,

all performed in a most reverent way, their

leaders came forward and tendered most hearty

thanks to Wilson Sturge (their " good grand-
father," as they call him) for his kind care and
help during their stay in Cyprus. Then all

prostrated themselves on the ground and dis-

persed ; while under the trees those not present

were silently dressing the children, rolling up
beds, &c. The people seemed much afiected at

this their last religious service in the island,

where they leave so many of their loved ones

in the silent grave. Nearly all the women and
many of the men were in tears. The boys, who
have learnt a little English, gathered round
me, and we were able to have Bible-reading in

groups three times during the day.

From noon till 7 p. m. the boats were busy

conveying the people and their belongings to

the ship, the heavy luggage having been em-
barked previously ; and yesterday at 2 p. m.

we watched the ship sail with 1,030 of the Duk-
hobortsi for their new home in the far west of

Canada. The ship will be followed with many
prayers. We are so thankful they are safely

off, for the hot weather has just set in. Much
regret is expressed that the climate of Cyprus
does not suit them, and all speak most highly

of their orderly conduct. I trust they will be

a great blessing in Canada, and make good
colonists. M. A. Marriage Allen.

Larnaka, Cyprus, Fourth Mo. 19th, 1899.

[We have learned of the safe arrival of the

Lake Superior at Halifax with her momentous
freight of 2000 pilgrims. These were met, like

the two former shiploads by Joseph S. Elkin-

ton from Philadelphia, who, having rendered
such service as he could, has again returned to

his home. The Dukhobors were taken on by
railway towards Manitoba.!

The Trials of a Housekeeper.

None but the un-

initiated can doubt that the mistress of a family
is constantly exposed to trifling annoyances
which are in reality more difScult to bear than
serious afflictions. How often even where we
see overwhelming reverses borne with fortitude

and equanimity, does the temper give way before

those petty inconsistencies which are involved

in the very existence of the social relations.

How often do we see the woman who can stand

by the dying bed of a parent, a companion, or

a child, with the calmness of Christian sub-

mission ; who can bear the unwonted priva-

tions and humiliations of poverty without a
murmur; yet suffer herself and all around her
to be made thoroughly uncomfortable by one of

these trivial accidents to which she is liable in

the management of her domestic affairs! To
such an extent is this true, that those great

events that form eras in the history of woman,
cannot be regarded as a proper criterion by
which to judge of the strength of her character,

or the equability of her temper. Never until

she has been tried as a housekeeper, is the worth
of her character or its deficiencies fairly tested.

It is because we have not learned to seek

strength from above, for the ordinary purposes
of life, that these formidable trials obtain so

much power over our happiness and usefulness
;

we feel that grace alone can enable us to bear
severe afflictions, but we do not expect it on
those small occasions which are constantly oc-

curring, and which, more than any other, go to

make up the sum total of domestic happiness or

misery. We have called these small occasions

;

they are so in their nature, but not in their

consequences. Whatever mars the happiness of

a family ; whatever affects injuriously the tem-
per and moral character of children or domes-
tics, possesses an importance which we cannot
adequately estimate.

And what more likely to do this, than fn

quent ebullitions of anger, frequent paroxyn
of fretfulness and impatience in her to whoi

they look for guidance and instruction ! Lon
after she has forgotten the feeling, and the ci

cumstances that called it forth, the fatal infli

ence is operating on those ductile minds, an

preparing them for a repetition of the san

scenes.

We talk of the commencement and finishii

of the education of our children, as if this edi

cation was not commenced with the first da«

of infant intellect, progressing ever after wit!

out one moment's intermission. The mother
herself the first book read by her child ; ai

what it sees there will certainly be copied in l

heart and in his life. Her character and d

portment, more than any or all other influence

are educating her children ; and happy is it f

society, when the lessons daily learned fro

her, are such as may safely influence their co

duct and conversation. But may it never 1

forgotten, that example rather than precept,

to form the character of those committed to o

charge. It is worse than idle to expect th

the formal calculation of sweetness and patien

will make our children amiable and forbearii

when they see us irritated by trifles, and throi

off our guard by the unavoidable evils of li

Woman, as the center of the domestic circ

should diffuse sunshine and warmth through t

whole atmosphere of home.
But if she who should be the guardian geni

of that hallowed spot, meets her husband wi

repinings, and it may be with reproaches,

stead of cheerful words, and kind welcome,

her face wear habitually a wintry frown

!

fearful responsibility rests upon the wife unc

such circumstances.

How many good and noble qualities have
seen obscured by the indulgence of habiti

fretfulness, while the unconscious victim oft
miserable propensity, imagined herself the oi;

blameless and unfortunate of human beinj

Beauty, wit, genius, learning, what are they s

when combined with this unlovely and unco

fortable trait of character

!

There is no magic influence to convert

selfish daughter into the patient, devoted moth

or the careless, exacting young girl into the (

interested woman. Nothing but the power

the Holy Spirit can enable any to overcome (

natural selfishness of the human heart ; i

without this, every effort will be, to a great

gree, unavailing.

There must be a new principle implan'

within us, ere we can bear with patience

trials of life, or cheerfully yield our own will

that of another.

Everything in the education of women shot

tend to develop a spirit of self-devotion 8

self-renunciation. This spirit can never be

much cultivated by our sex, because by it "(

highest triumphs are to be achieved " and

bears with it, as " it is vanquished or vict(

ous," the destinies of the world. It is the ti

mission of woman to exhibit to mankind
moral beauty of that love, which seeketh

her own, but the good of others, and finds

own highest honor and happiness in so doing

The great thing is, to have a single eye, t

whatever we do, may be done to the glory

God. ^___^_^_
The great thing is, to be found in our lot,

the state of Truth's cause be whatever it maj

the world.
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To Young Writers.

John Brisben Walker, editor of the Cosmo-

p'itan, in a letter to a contributor, gives some
vluable suggestions to young writers, which

a; here reproduced :

' The first essential for good writing is clear

inking. If you do not know what you want
tisay, the chances are strongly against your
8;'ing it. Consequently before beginning your
dicription, you should have taken a sheet of

p^r and jotted down in regular order what
eimed to you the most important points of

i(erest at j'our disposal.

' The chief labor in writing is thinking. This

list be done before you put the result on paper,

lyou find after thinking it over, that your in-

ftmation is insufficient, visit a library, make a

ti'rough study of the matter of which you are

a)ut to treat, and then, with the fullest infor-

ittion in your possession, set about a careful

tilysisof all the points connected with it, using

lt»e brackets against the main heading, divid-

ii it into such general headings as the subject

KDos capable of, subdividing these headings

in minor ones, and these minor ones into still

ither ramifications of the subject. You will

tin have before you a bird's-eye view of your
ttme. You may now proceed to select what
Km to you the chief points of interest, rejecting

tlse which are unimportant or trivial.

' When the last sentence of your composition

b! been written, go back over the work and
rke a study of the faults of rhetoric, looking

Wefully to see if you have duplicated your
ifas. Cut out unsparingly unnecessary words

t|l phrases. Study how to express yourself

«h greater force, with more grace and elegance.

Aove all things seek clearness.

i Successful writing means work. Famous
•*ters have been hard workers, revising their

enuscripts endlessly. Great geniuses do have

i power to throw off masterpieces. They
ai men who labor patiently, sometimes develop-

k one thought through weary months. Upon
•ii occasion Daniel Webster, after an apparent-

kjxtemporaneous speech in the United States

Biate, was congratulated upon the genius that

l^.bled him to use an expression which seemed

ihis audience to be particularly felicitous,

fistemporaneous?' he replied. ' Why that was

N work of my three weeks' fishing trip last

Warner,' thus illustrating the saying that genius

km infinite capacity for taking pains."

'n every city library during the school year

•loolboys and girls can be seen constantly

dging material for compositions out of books.

^w while this may be better than something
Rrse, it will do the writer very little good.

Lr advice is, choose some subject that you al-

r<dy know something about, and leave others

tf write about what they are familiar with,

len do a lot of thinking on your own account,

fitter steer entirely clear of books on the sub-

jit unless your aim is a mere compilation ot

•iier men's ideas. Whatever you write, write

Wmt of your own head. In this way you will

k'least build on your own ground and on a

»id foundation, though the superstructure may
o; be so showy. Inasmuch as writing essays

iilesigned to benefit the writer, rather than to

ti'n the world over with any great new truth,

* to it first that your writing is reafly such as

».l improve your own mind by stimulating

bilthy thought. The boy who writes in his

on words his reasons for liking to play ball

bs got a far better literary start than one who
"eads up " on the French Revolution and sim-

ply rehearses what he gets out of books.

—

Path-

finder.

For "The Friend."

Selections from the Letters and Memoranda of

Robert Milhous.

(Continued from page 341.)

TO HIS DAUGHTER ANNA.

Third Month 27ih, 1853.

My Beloved Daughter :—'Y}ao\i has been much
the subject of my thoughts of late, although it

has been sometime since I have written to thee.

I am sometimes ready to think my love and
concern for thy welfare grows stronger, and my
petitions are put up for the preservation of ray

children when a little ability is mercifully af-

forded. I feel much concern for thee to do
well. Be sure to choose the good part, and
shun the evil and keep it always in remem-
brance, that this is the only way to find rest

and peace while here and hereafter. Do not

expect to find true peace and comfort in the en-

joyment of the things of this world alone, for

here they are not to be found, but try to re-

member and love and fear and obey the Giver
of every blessing. I can say from some experi-

ence that there is no enjoyment worthy to be

compared to the sensible enjoyment of the love

of our Heavenly Father, and to be favored with

a well grounded hope in Him, and I feel very

great desires that thou may come to be made a

rich partaker in this enjoyment. Thou knowest,

my dear Anna, that these poor frail bodies

must ere long go the way of all the earth. I

mean before very long they must die, and we
know not how soon, for thou may see the old

and the young are going, many younger than
thyself, and we do not know when the messenger
may be sent to us. I want thee and myself to

try to be prepared for such an event. I want
thee to attend closely to that Divine teacher

that is placed in thy heart, that shows thee

what is right and what is wrong, which is the

spirit of thy Heavenly Father, striving with

thee. I want thee to attend closely to its teach-

ings, for it is an unerring spirit, and if thou

minds it closely, it will lead thee in paths of

safety and of pleasantness and peace, and if

yielded to and obeyed it will purify thy heart

and fit thee for an inheritance among those who
are sanctified, the blessed inhabitants of that

city of which thou may read in Revelations
" which hath no need of the light of the sun, or

of the moon to shine in it, for the glory of God
doth lighten it, and the Lamb is the light

thereof And tlie nations of them which are

saved shall walk in the light of it." We must

obey the light and mind the teacher of which I

speak, for it proceeds from the " Father of

lights, with whom there is no variableness,

neither shadow of turning. Thy affectionate

father, Robert Milhous.

Bald Eagle, Second Month 2nd, 1862.

My Dear Daughter Lydia

:

—I have seated

myself since meeting to write a few lines to thee.

I feel very deeply interested, thou may be sure,

in this important matter which thou hast under-

taken (teaching school), and I do very much
desire that thou may seek for Best Help to ex-

ercise right authority and government therein,

so that thou may be made useful in thy present

allotment. I do believe our gracious Helper

will favor us with his help if we are concerned

to lie low before Him, under a feeling of our

own insufficiency. I trust that in a degree, I

am made to feel the responsibility that rests

upon thee, and much desire that thou may thy-

self first be brought under the redeeming power
of Divine Love, so that thou may be enabled to

govern in love, which is the best authority. O,
I hope the everlasting well being of thy pupils

may be sought, by thee, as well as their literary

knowledge, and be concerned to guard them
carefully against everything which would hinder
the progress of their growth and advancement
in the way of good, and try to cherish, as ability

is afforded, everything in them that will tend to

the growth of the |>recious seed of life, remem-
bering that their minds are tender and suscep-

tible of feeling. And the poet says, "Just as

the twig is bent, the tree's inclined." I do be-

lieve much may be done f)r the help of chil-

dren who may be placed under our care, there-

fore I want thee to watch carefully over them.

I want thee to be encouraged to faithfulness and
close watchfulness in thy stoppings along, for

we have need to be always watching over our
own spirits, and daily striving to put our trust

in "Him who remains to be strength in weak-
ness, riches in poverty, and a present helper in

every time of need," and who will help thee if

thou rightly trusts in Him. Thou art far sepa-

rated from me, and it is out of my power, it

seems at present, to step into thy school and see

how it is progressing, but although so great a
distance intervenes, I think my interest in thy
welfare is not at all diminished, but it seems to

me that I feel an increase of concern for thy
present and everlasting welfare, and I trust that

according to my capacity, my intercessions are

often put up for thy preservation. And Oh,
may the gracious and All-wise Being shed plen-

tifully of the Heavenly dew upon thy future

life, and make thee wholly his.

Oh, Lydia, it is his right to have the upper-

most room in our hearts and that He might
reign there, paramount over all. Well, I hope

thou art enjoying thyself cheerfully and com-
fortably in cousin William's interesting family,

for whose welfare I feel much interested. I

want thee to be careful of thy health and don't

make too close an application to study, but

take proper exercise. With endeared love to

thee and all the family, I remain thy affection-

ate father, Robert Milhous.
(To be continued).

For "The Friend."

The Abuse of Scholarship.

One who was himself a great scholar as well

as a very capable critic, wrote thus. His words

apply to the state of an unregenerate heart :

—

" Scholarship sometimes renders men proud,

self sufficient, jealous. It is apt to destroy

plain common sense and clearness of vision.

It propagates intellectual subtleties and its own
artificial taste. It has poisoned entire literary

epochs by its boastful assumption of superiority

and its conceited exclusiveness. It creates

false standards for men, and, employing the

delusive name of culture, it estimates a quantity

of some particular kind of information at a

higher value than the old mysterious power of

the heart." Wilhelm Scherer.

The Lord in his dealing with us, his poor,

dependent creatures, sometimes brings us very

low, baffling all our skill and contrivance, that

He may clearly show us, that our success in

Spiritual things, and even in temporals also, is

by his providence.

A result of very slow and gradual ap-

proaches might evince forethought and purpose

as clearly as a result attained at a single step.
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MY REFUGE.
Sometimes this path of mine is dark and thorny,

And my worn spirit yearneth for relief;

And then I hear a voice amid the darliness,

That softly whispers :
" Child, I know thy grief

;

' My rod and staff shall be thy comfort ever
;

I'll bid the foe thy spirit to release
;

And in the glorious morn that hastens greatly,

I'll bless thy soul with everlasting peace.

' Yea, though thou walkest through the silent valley

Of death's dark shadow, thou shall feel no fear
;

I will be with thee, I will be thy refuge.

Thy trembling soul to comfort and to cheer."

Ah, then Thy blessed peace, like dew of Hermon,

Falls o'er my spirit at the cheering words,

A calm, sweet peace, which tells of sins forgiven,

And soothes my spirit like the song of birds.

Yea, when my heart is sad, Thou seadest comfort

;

Thou art my blessed hope in time of need
;

For Thou dost guide me by Thy shining presence,

A mighty help, a counsellor indeed.

And when at last, safe in that blessed haven.

That Eeulah-land where all is bright and blest

;

Where sin's dark shadow nevermore shall enter.

My weary soul shall find eternal rest.

Civilization of the South Sea Islands.

(Concluded from page 3J0.)

But there was not always this continued suc-

cess, where the work had been begun. At
Raiatea Daniel Wheeler met an assemblage of

the people, who expressed gratitude for their

deliverance from their former degraded condi

tioD. In a neighboring island Bolabola, the

party that wished for self-indulgence had got

the upper hand. We can readily understand

that where such deep-seated customs have been

suppressed, there may be a strong disposition to

revert to them. The restraint in which they

had been held, as vitiated in this instance by

strong drink. They were tempted by the wicked

traders with rum or whiskey, and when this im
ported stock was gone, they resorted to any fruit

of the island to manufacture more. Even their

bread-fruit was distilled into spirits and de
moralization and poverty overspread the island

The missionary withdrew and took away his

property. Daniel Wheeler landed there. He
had a meeting first with the few who remained

faithful, and the next day with the apostates.

This company included the chief They be-

haved in a very indecorous manner, as though

now quite regardless of all religious usages. After

D. W. had secured silence, he addressed them
in forcible language on their abandoned condi-

tion, a condition that was hopeless, unless they

would " flee from the wrath to come." The chief

told Charles Barf that old time thoughts had
been brought back to him. But there is reason

to fear he did not profit by them. One is for-

cibly struck with the reckless conduct of those

traders, who ofier rum and muskets to a people

in this condition, to trade for what the wretches

themselves need to keep from starving.

There are perhaps hundreds of islands in

these seas, in which this work of renovation was
begun. It is my purpose here rather to direct

attention to published narratives of what so

closely concerns the welfare of our race than to

bring much of it to view.

But there is one of these groups that has of

late years claimed so much of public attention,

that it will be interesting to dwell upon points

in its history. This is the Navigator or Samoan
group. According to J. Williams, it was dis-

covered in 1678 by Bougainville, a Frenchman,
who gave it the nameNavigators in consequence

of the superior construction of the canoes of the

natives and their surprising dexterity in the

water, but it is called by the inhabitants Samoa.

It consists of eight islands, Mauua, Orisinge,

Ofu, Tutuila, Upola, Manono, Aborima, Savaii

and two smaller islands. In 1788 the group

was visited by La Perouse, whose colleague De
Langle and a number of his crew were bar-

barously murdered by the inhabitants.

It has been already stated that the concern

of John Williams to build a ship had a special

reference to service in the Samoan or Navi-

gator's Islands. A few years elapsed before this

concern was carried out, and in what follows

we may see the Divine hand in the delay. He
had used the time partly in visiting Tahiti and

other islands, confirming the churches where

idolatry had been displaced, and planting mis

sions where the people still sat in darkness. At
length about 1830, with Charles Barf as com
panion, he concluded to try to commence a mis

sion on the Samoan islands. He was then a1

Tongataboo. He had there a band often or more

native converts who were willing to labor in a new
field. But before his arrangements were com
pleted he was called on one day by a man who
though not distinguished as a convert had been

in sympathy with the civilized movement. He
represented that he belonged to one of the ruling

families at Samoa, and that he had been away
ten years, part of the time at Tahiti, where the

new order of things was established. He now
wished to return to his people and thought the

trip just fitting out might enable him to do so,

The company of such a man appeared just the

one thing that was needed to secure success,

Williams was however just a little doubtful

whether the man was all he professed to be

But he engaged to take him. He had a wife of

more deeply religious experience than himself

and a little son. His name was Fauea. As they

approached the group on their voyage, Fauea
was in high spirits, from the prospect of soon

seeing his home. But there was an expression

of great anxiety on his countenance. " We had

not been long at sea," says Williams, " when he

came and sat himself down by my side and said

he had been thinking of the great work before

us, and although he had no doubt the ch"

would all gladly receive us, and the common
people all readily attend to Christian instruc-

tion, yet there was a person there called Tama-
fainga, and if he should oppose us, he feared

our progress would be impeded. I asked him
who this Tamafainga was. He informed me
that he was the man in whom the spirit of the

gods dwelt, and he was the terror of all the in-

habitants. This was rather discouraging, but

we had no alternative but to proceed, looking to

God for guidance, protection and success. It

was in August, 1830, that the cloud-capped

mountains of Savii, the largest of the group were

descried. As the wind still blew furiously and
all our people were ill, we determined if pos-

sible to find an anchorage and ran to the lee-

ward side of the island for the purpose, but

without success. As soon, however, as we neared

the shore a number of the natives came ofi" in

their canoes, of whom Fauea asked a number of

questions, to which he received satisfactory an-

swers. At length with a tremulous voice, as if

afraid to hear the reply, he said, " And where
is Tamafainga." " Oh," shouted the people

with evident delight. " He is dead. He is dead."
" He was killed ten or twelve days ago." Frantic
with joy at this unexpected intelligence, Fauae
leaped about the vessel and ran towards me,
shouting, " Ua, mate le Devolo. Ua mate le

Devolo," (Our work is done.) Astonished

this singular exclamation, I enquired what
meant. He replied, " The obstacle we dread

is removed. Tamafainga is dead; they hsi

killed him. The people will now all rece'l

the new doctrine." On hearing this we coi

not but be deeply afiected with the seasona

interposition of a gracious Providence and
were encouraged to hope that the time to fai,

the people, yea, the set time had come.
" From this interview we were convinced tl

Fauea was really a chief. His countrymen i

dressed him as such, the common people kia

his hands and the chiefs saluted him by ri

bing noses.

" By ten o'clock we reached the settleme

where we intended to commence our labors a

to which Fauea belonged. In all our convei

tion with that individual, we were imprea
with his shrewdness, intelligence and good set

but never more so than on the morning wl

we arrived at the place of our destination, wl

he led us to a private part of the vessel and
quested us to desire the teachers not to cc

mence their labors among his countrymen,
condemning their boat-races—their dances s

other amusements, to which they were mi
attached, lest in the very onset they should ti

a dislike to a religion which imposed such

straints. Tell them, he said, to be diligent

teaching the people to make them wise, i

their hearts will be afraid, and they will

themselves put away that which is evil,

the word prevail and get a firm hold uj

them, and then we may with safety adopt m(

ures that at first would prove injurious. Ti

we were constrained to admire the goodness

God, in bringing to us an individual wb
character and connections so admirably fit

him to advance our purposes."

To shorten this account, I may break ft

the narrative in the language of Willia

There were at that time two chiefs wh
brothers. While one of them, Malieto, was
gaged in war in another part of the island,

other, Tamelange, came on board and assis

in landing the teachers, and in every way i

corned their arrival. The warring chief ca

home and had an interview with Willia

The latter tried to persuade Malieto at onc£

stop the destruction of life and settle the mat
peaceably. He said he must pursue it to

proper close. And then he would becomi

Christian and advise all his people to do

He fulfilled his promise so far as professi

would go, and his people generally followed

example. The scene of this introduction of
new faith, was on the two larger islands ti

are near each other. When after about t

years, Williams revisited the group he fou

the good news had spread to some of the smal

islands. Natives who had been at Savaii

Upolu brought home the startling news. 1

people met to hear them, and built me(

houses in anticipation of teachers being si

them. Williams was far from supposing

these people, whether on the central or the o

lying islands were moved by purely spirit

influence. He says they came under the ci'

izing discipline from a variety of motives. C

of the best of these which we may call seconds

was the belief that the Christian religion woi

put an end to the wars, which were frequi

and which they dreaded. The substantial i

provement in their condition merely in te

porals, fully justified the revolution in th

customs. And it is to be deplored that tb

hopes of realizing its proper fruitage the abi
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iraent of war could not also have been real-

il. But the commercial and political world,

I. too much interest, in this terrestrial para-

£,', to permit it tu be so. I quote further from

,lliams :

A few years ago it was much wished by the

flbitauts of New South Wales that the Brit-

I government would form a settlement at one

'he South Sea Islands, where ships might re-

(h and refit without being exposed to danger.

;ifate of the unfortunate Oldham whaler and

I
numerous tragical events which were con-

iitly occurring at these islands gave rise to

I suggestion. Althougii the dangers had
lied where Christianity had been introduced,

ighould such an establishment be determined

iD, the Navigator group is a most eligible

(, for its formation. Its central location, the

lallence of its harbors, the abundant supply

!vater and provisions, the amazing extent of

(i and arable land and the quantity and va-

ijr of the timber, are important pre-requisites

an establishment of this description,

'here are many valleys, containing thous-

13 of acres of rich soil, entirely untilled, for

),he fruits grow abundantly without labor,

( Samoans, like the Tahitians, display but

)e ingenuity in agriculture. In this they

I greatly surpassed by their neighbors, the

igatabooans, who subsist almost entirely upon

|iuce raised by themselves. The Samoan
i is so exceedingly rich that coffee, sugar,

jon and every other tropical production may
I'aised in these islands to almost any extent,

j
as they are well watered and abound with

ings, lakes and streams. The value of these

jrb islands is enhanced. The current news
ite years shows that the nations have availed

nselves of these natural advantages. The
bor Apia spoken of by Williams, with its

am of pure water from the hills, is largely

juented by shipping, and we are only left to

((•et that news from that quarter is com-

igled with wars and rumors of wars instead

ihe benign fruits of the gospel of Christ.

"eom an Old Record Book.—Hannah
(ck, of Greenwich, N. J., daughter of John
tck and Ann his wife, deceased the 22nd of

(Fourth Month, 1766, of a lingering illness.

ji although she had in the fore part thereof

!)ass through deep probations and an exer-

t of mind on her own account, yet through

(returns of in6nite goodness she afterwards

(le to enjoy Divine consolation, and in the

landing thereof was made to rejoice to the

(ifort of those who were with her, and often

[ik forth into admiration at the folly and
retfulness of people whilst in health in spend-

itheir time and strength in the gratification

|he mind in things of so short and perishing

iature, and neglecting their soul's eternal

(Pare. And Friends being upon a religious

jt, she being asked if she could bear their

jipany, being almost spent, she said it was
|3pportunity she had long desired and long-

ibr, and she believed the Lord would enable

ito go through it, which He did to her com-

,. And after it was over, she signified how
I thought her request would in a short time

ijranted, which was, to depart and be at rest,

eh was according to her belief; and a little

;)re her departure her mother asked her if

1 should turn her. She made a motion for

to be still. So she lay some time as in the

.)yment of the Divine presence, and then

(I, " Now turn me a little," and when turned,

iface to them who were present, she said,

" Now my Saviour is come and I am going in

rapture of joy," and so quietly departed this

life, aged twenty-four years, eleven months and
some days ; and we believe is gone to the enjoy-

ment of that rest that is glorious, and is and will

be the lot and portion of the righteous in all ages.

For "The Fkiknd."

A Second Poem on the Robin which Appeared

at the Death of Jonathan Taylor.

[A few weeks ago, after an account had been
given on page 263 of The Friend concerning
the death of Jonathan Taylor, who was a min-
ister from America, on a religious visit to Ire-

land, a short poem was given as written by a

Friend there, and repeated to a Philadelphia
friend by Mary James Lecky, at whose house
Jonathan Taylor died. While he was dying " a

robin flew in at the open window, and resting

upon his feet, sang as the spirit was passing

away." This second poem concerning the same
scene has been remembered by another con-

tributor, who offers it for our columns.]

Camest thou from sunny skies

And summer breezes and a flush of flowers,

And thine own woodland home in garden bower*,
Hidden from various eyes.

To pour thy tuneful breath

And fold thy wing upon the bed of death ?

Hadst thou some whispered word
Of peace and comfort to the stranger dying,

Far from his household friends and country lying.

Gentle and innocent bird?
In that wild, warbling tone.

Breathing o'er death's dark solitude, alone.

Wast thou on mission sent

To sing a requiem o'er the unconscious clay

When the undying part had passed away
From its frail tenement ?

Even so thy race of yore
Spread o'er the orphaned babea, the leafy shrouds they

wore.

1 may not deem that chance
Guided thy vagrant pinion to that scene.

When the soul, trembling, heaven and earth between.
Might cast one backward glance.

Ere yet its spiritual eye

Opened forever on eternity.

Nor would I think, sweet bird

That an unransomed spirit did depart

With unblest head or unregenerate heart

When thy small voice was heard
;

I would not yield the trust,

That one prepared for heaven was gathered to the dust.

Selected for "The Friknd."

. . . .
" And I would add what I earnestly

desire, viz : That the friends of God would be

diligent in stirring up their children and families

frequently to read the Holy Scriptures and the

writings of our ancient, departed Friends, which
are an eminent vindication of the Divine author-

ity of that blessed book, upon the experience of

those faithful ministers and servants of Christ.

And that all who make profession of the holy

and blessed Truth in the inward parts, would
make the lives and labors of those worthies of

the Lord their lively and constant examples in

their known seriousness, retirement, silence,

self-denial, temperance, humility, meekness ten-

derness, brotherly-kindness and sincerity to

God and his people ; that so there may be a

succession in sobriety, righteousness and godli-

ness, which is the very sum and substance of

religion ; and that one generation may become
heirs in holiness to another, till days be no

more and time be swallowed up in eternity.

—

Wm. Penn in his Testimony concerning Charles

Marshall.

Fourth Month 26th, 1899.

The Beacon Controversy.

BY OEOROE VAUX.

[In the preparation of this paper the publications of
the Beaconites have been largely consulted. These
publications are violently partisan, adroitly written
and clearly misleading. The materials emanating from
the opposite side which the writer has had access to

have been scanty. Under these circumstances it haB
not always been easy to present the points involved in

just the form that is desirable. It is hoped however
that a reasonably fair statement of the case is here
given.]

More than sixty years have elapsed since the

occurrence of the events in the Society of Friends

in England which are known as the Beacon
Controversy. The previous decade had wit-

nessed the great conflict in America, arising

from the views of Elias Hicks, which had torn

the Society asunder and caused serious separa-

tions in five out of the eight Yearly Meetings.

This controversy had not extended to London
Yearly Meeting, though its character was well

understood there. That Yearly Meeting had
been called upon to pronounce judgment upon
the events which grew out of it, and had con-

demned in the most positive manner the views

which Hicks had enunciated, and the course

pursued by those who advocated them.

Upwards of thirty years before, sentiments

somewhat similar to those of Elias Hicks had
affected many prominent members of Dublin
Yearly Meeting, which resulted in the disown-

ment of twelve elders, most of those in that

station in the meeting, and seven ministers (it

is said all but one, the devoted John Conran)
who were recorded in that capacity. In con-

nection with this it may be mentioned that

Hannah Barnard a minister residing at Hudson,
New York State, obtained from her home meet-

ings in 1797 and 1798 certificates for religious

service in Great Britain and Ireland. In com-
pany with Elizabeth Coggeshal, another Ameri-

can minister (but who was in no wise connected

with Hannah's unsound views) she sailed from

America in 1798 and arrived at Falmouth,
England, in the Sixth Month of that year.

Hannah Barnard had imbibed views which

caused her to esteem lightly the Holy Scriptures

and to deny many truths always acknowledged

by Friends, but they do not seem to have de-

veloped before her departure from home. Whilsi

abroad she paid a general visit to most if uoi

all the meetings in Ireland, and though con

siderable uneasiness was felt with her she re

ceived a returning minute from the Yearly Meet-

ing of Ministers and Elders at the Spring meet-

ing held in Dublin in the year 1800. Proceeding

to London, her unsound views had become a mat
ter of public notoriety, and her case was con

sidered by the Morning Meeting which required

of her that she should cease appearing as a

minister and immediately return home. She
declined to take this advice, and the case was
sent to Devonshire-house Monthly Meeting

within the limits of which she was sojourning.

That Monthly Meeting approved the judgment
of the Morning Meeting and advised her to

return home. From this judgment she appealed

to the Quarterly Meeting of London and Mid-
dlesex, which confirmed it. Hannah Barnard
then appealed from the judgment of the Quar-
terly Meeting to the Yearly Meeting of London.
That meeting convened on the twentieth of Fifth

Month, 1801 and the appeal was promptly taken

up. The usual reference to a committee was made
and on the first of the Sixth Month, 1801 the

judgment of the lower meetings was confirmed

without a dissenting voice.
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Soon after this she returned to America and

was disowned by her Monthly Meeting of Hud-
son in the Sixth Month, 1802. From this judg-

ment she appealed to the Quarterly Meeting

which confirmed it. The appeal does not ap-

pear to have reached New York Yearly Meet-

ing.

It will thus be seen that English Friends had

gone through with the questions which had arisen

in connection with the promulgation of views

of the character alluded to, and having for

several years considered these questions settled

and adjusted, the Society in England may be

said to have been in a quiescent state.

At this juncture a new and unexpected dis-

turbing element presented.

Isaac Crewdson was a somewhat obscure min-

ister of Manchester Meeting and a member of

Hardshaw East Monthly Meeting, which was a

component part of Lancashire Quarterly Meet-

ing. His religion was shallow, avowedly more

of the head than of the heart, and he seems to

have possessed an argumentative and speculative

mind. Of independent means, he was undoubt-

edly ambitious and a desire for place and power

was quite apparent in the course of the con-

troversy which brought him so prominently

before the Society. He seems to have cherished

the idea that he would become a prominent

leader and that he could take the place of some

of those honored and devoted men who con-

spicuously adorned London Yearly Meeting at

that period.

In the year 1835, Crewdson issued his work
entitled "A Beacon to the Society of Friends,"

which speedily passed through two editions.

The pretended object of the work was to com-

bat the errors of Elias Hicks, but it really was

an insidious attempt to prove that the acknowl-

edged and long established views of Friends and

those of Elias Hicks were identical, and to un-

dermine the leading principles which the Society

from its foundation had maintained. It was skil-

fully and adroitly done, but whilst it led many
astray, it failed to accomplish what its author

had hoped for. It is remarkable that whilst

Crewdson and Hicks held opposite views, that

both labored to establish the same idea—the

identity of Quakerism and Hicksism.

Whilst Crewdson claimed that he believed

in the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, he limited its

possession to those who had acquired it through

the study of the Bible. Admitting that the

Scriptures testified of Christ, he placed them
above the testimony of the Spirit, thus prac-

tically lessening Christ's character and opening

the way to Bibliolatry.

He denied that men were ever converted with-

out the knowledge of the Gospel being commu-
nicated to them by outward means, and that it

was an unhappy flattering of ourselves to sup-

pose that we have a knowledge of the will of

God independent of the Bible.

He denied that the Scriptures said anything
about silence and stillness, or teach what he was
pleased to call " Quietism," by which he meant
silent worship both in public and in private, as

practised by Friends. He claimed that the

views of our Society on this point were mystical,

and he rejected the view that there was such a

thing as a religion of feelings, asserting that the

religion of Christ was one of faith only.

With these assertions and the logical conse-

quences which would grow out of them, Crewd-
son practically repudiated every principle which
Friends had held to be essential to their faith

and at the same time denied most important
principles of the Christian religion which are be-

lieved by Friends in common with other re-

ligious sects. In his denial of the " inward

light " or Light of Christ, which he claimed to

be "the theory of an infidel," he repudiated a

principle of the Christian religion equally im-

portant with that of the atonement and ran

perilously close to the danger line of commit-

ting the awful sin of speaking against the Holy
Ghost.

The publication of the Beacon created a wide

spread sensation both in the Society and out of

it. Many Friends were deeply concerned as to

its influence, and some in different quarters, but

more especially in Manchester where Crewdson
lived, were confused and unsettled in their re-

ligious opinions. The situation was further com-

plicated by the appearance of a work denomin-
ated " The Truth Vindicated" which was an

able reply to the Beacon, but unfortunately

embraced so much unsound sentiment inter-

woven with it, that it was more an injury than

a help to the cause of Truth. In fact it gave

the followers of Crewdson the opportunity to

reafiirm their charges.

The author of "The Truth Vindicated " was

a certain Henry Martin, a youngish man who
was originally brought up as a Friend, but for

some reason resigned his membership several

years before the Beacon Controvesy arose. He
died in 1841 aged thirty-six.

" The Truth Vindicated " was circulated to a

considerable extent by many Friends before its

mischievous character was appreciated.

(To be continued.)

Waiting on the Lord.

Many precious promises are held out to those

who wait on the Lord, and if we could read the

story of the soul life we should see that these

promises are abundantly fulfilled. To the carnal

mind, unused to the language of the spiritual

life, the exhortation to wait on the Lord means
nothing ; indeed, it has the appearance of ab-

surdity. But to the soul acquainted with the

language of heaven the words are not only in-

telligible but freighted with spiritual possibili-

ties. What are we to understand by waiting on

the Lord ? Not a condition of spiritual inactiv-

ity and indifference, nor an indefinite and aim-

less tarrying and longing of the soul before

God. But rather such an attitude of humilia-

tion, acquiescence, consecration and expecta-

tion as will give the soul a clear and satisfactory

knowledge of its acceptance with God, and of

its exaltation into the relation of a co-laborer

with Him, while admitting it into an enjoy-

ment of the deep things of God, and implant-

ing in it a more fervent determination to serve

God and man by seeking and securing the

highest type of Christian experience and life.

It is only by waiting on the Lord that one
can understand what the soul's relation to God
really is. The secret place and the quiet hour
must be sought, the turmoil and vexations of

the world shut out, and the windows of the

soul opened to its Jerusalem ; and then, if the

soul will wait patiently for the Lord, He will

incline his ear and listen to its cry.

What inexpressible satisfaction comes to

those who wait on God ; what joy of heart

—

deeper, sweeter and more abiding than any
ecstatic emotion of the unregenerated life!

Many a burdened heart has been set free from
its crushing load, many a sorrow-stricken soul

has had its tears wiped away, many a saint in sore

perplexity has been set free, and many a doubt-

ing one has found the solid ground while wait-

ing on God. If the secret places of prayer could

but speak, what thrilling stories would they

of the rich spiritual experiences enjoyed

God's children in the midst of their sorn

and anxieties, and in spite of the burdens 8

cares which weigh heavily upon their hearte

But not only for spiritual ecstacy will

Christian be found daily waiting on God.
will seek the accustomed place of private t

holy communion with God in order that he n

receive wisdom and instruction according

the daily need. David, who had profoi

confidence in prayer, said :
" Lead me in

truth and teach me ; for Thou art the Goc

'

my salvation : on thee do I wait all the df

'

The need of wisdom greater than our owr .

direct us in our various ways, causes the sou
i

reach out instinctively after the omniscientG
;

and the promise that, if in all our ways we •

knowledge Him, He will direct our paths, gi i

us an assurance that is grateful to the si,

while our experience forms a firm foundat a

for confidence in his power to do according

his promise.

Then to wait on God imparts encouragem
and strength in a wonderful degree. It is trm

those who hold sweet communion daily with(

can testify, that " He giveth power to the fa

and to them that have no might He increas

strength." How often has the Christian, 1 •

assed with difficulties, pursued by the ad'-

sary, and weakened with the conflict, gone i

)

his secret chamber, and there, waiting on G
,

received strength for his weakness, hope for j

despondency, and a quickened faith for his f;

ing vision. Out of that holy place he has cc

as a giant refreshed, having been made " str*

in the Lord, and in the power of his might.'

is well, in these busy, distracting days, whei

is easy to ignore the higher duties of the a

life, and in so doing to degenerate into a coi

tion of spiritual feebleness, for us to hold

mind the inspiring words of the holy propb

"They that wait upon the Lord shall rei

their strength ; they shall mount up with wi

as eagles ; they shall run, and not be wea
and they shall walk, and not faint."

" Wait only upon God ; my soul, be still.

And let thy God unfold his perfect will.

Be silent unto God, and thou shalt know
The quiet, holy calm He doth bestow
On those who wait on Him ; so shall thou bear

His presence, and his life and light e'en where
The night is darkest, and thine earthly days
Shall show his love and sound his glorious prais

And He will work with hand unfettered, free.

His high and holy purposes through thee."— Christian AdvocaU

The worst, and one of the commonest^

habits is that of dawdling. Few thiuL

tribute more to foster it than home study, wb
the average boy or girl, without method or

finiteness, with no acquired power of concen

tion, only half understood and totally indii

ent, yawns the evening away in an atterap

learn' lessons which under intelligent supe

sion, might be acquired, and acquired pleas

ably, within an hour. Half the task of

schools should be to teach youth how to lea

for the popular ignorance and indifference

garding social and political questions vita

the republic are due, in great measure, to

fact that the people at school, have never let

ed how to bring their minds to bear upon i

problems. Any necessity for thought or

inductive reasons fills them with dismay.

J. P. MUNROI

Cultivate a sunny disposition if you wc

grow a crop of pleasant thoughts.
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ON PRAYER.
' Prayer is the soul's sincere desire,

[
Uttered or unexpressed

;

i'
The motion of a hidden fire,

I

That trembles in the breast.

Prayer is the burden of a sigh,
' The falling of a tear,

The upward glancing of an eye,

When none but God is near.

Prayer is the simplest form of speech

That infant lips can try
;

' Prayer, the sublimest strains can reach,

The Majesty on high.

I Prayer is the sinner's contrite voice

Returning from his ways.

I

While angels in their songs rejoice

And say " Behold, he prays."

Prayer is the Christian's vital breath
;

The Christian's native air

;

His watchword at the gates of death-
He enters Heaven with prayer.

Id prayer on earth the saints are one,

I In word, in deed, in mind.
While with the Father and the Son
Sweet fellowship they find.

Nor prayer is made on earth alone,

The Holy Spirit pleads.

And Jesus on the eternal throne,

For sinners intercedes.

Oh I Thou by whom we come to God,
The Life, the Truth, the Way

;

The path of prayer Thyself hath trod.

Lord, teach us how to pray.

'e humble ; it becomes a creature ; a de-

flent and borrowed being, that lives not of

If, but breathes in another's air with an-

jr's breath, and is accountable for every mo-

(t of time, and can call nothing its own, but

)solutely a tenant at will of the great Lord
baven and earth.

m from D. A. Hilkoff Respecting Duk-

hoborlsi.

}

Winnipeg, Fifth Month 6th, 1899.

iiPH S. Elk INTON,W Friend:—As I wired to you from Yorkton,

Illy received check for two thousand dollars.

I
Dukhobors have begun to plough and dig.

fs

six blacksmith shops and a lot of wagons
been made from lumber bought for that pur-

I told the Dukhobors of the receipt of two
isand dollars, and we had several meetings to

lass what it should be used for. The Dukho-
asked me to tender their heartfelt gratitude

ihe help extended. It was decided to expend
in hundred dollars in buying oats and barley

leed, and the remaining thirteen hundred dol-

Ifor oxen. The oats and barley are already

l;ht now at Yorkton, and in its neighborhood,
limmigration agent, James S. Crerar, to whose

I I sent the money, not being able to go myself,

ndly helping them with his advice and knowl-
I of the country where to buy best. I got a

r from him that five yoke of oxen were already

;ht ; that will helpthe people with their plough-

as they are sorrily handicapped for the want
ittleand have to draw the ploughs themselves,

ing twenty-two people, women and men, to

plough. The women find it easier to break the

II witii a plough than to dig it with a spade, as

e is not much sod where they are ploughing,

iiuse the land they are breaking is burnt off

')er land.

am happy to inform you that C. Cox and H.
'gan of the Local Council of women of Montreal
13 sent four hundred and fifty-six dollars and
|ty cents to be used buying milch cows for the

idren. The money is now at Yorkton, and the
'3 are being bought. Milk for the children is

\' necessary, considering they do not eat meat
I having no poultry have no eggs.

I forgot to tell you that it was decided to spend
fifty dollars on poultry, if such can be had at

Yorkton or in the neighborhood. The idea is to

buy hens and eggs and hatch chickens
Please accept my sincere appreciation of your

and the Society of Friends' efforts in the help and
sympathy extended my suffering countrymen, the

value of which is more than I can express, and
shows the practice of the true spirit of the

(ft-inciples of your exalted organization. I am
happy in remembrance that the help and sympathy
shown to my suffering-for-conscience-sake country-

men one hundred years ago by the Society of

Friends is still being promulgated now, and thus,

although men and events pass away, the true spirit

abideth, and works always the same.
Sincerely your friend,

D. A. HiLLKOFF.

Winnipeg, Fifth Month, '99.

Joseph S. Elkinton,
Deae Friend :—I had just posted a letter to

you when I received yours of the second with an
enclosed check for another two thousand dollars.

I really cannot find words to express my gratitude.

Please tender my heartfelt thanks to all the kind
Friends who have contributed of their means.

I deeply feel and appreciate the love and sym-
pathy shown in your letter for the welfare of my
friends, and I consider this feeling of sympathy
very precious. On Tuesday, May 9th, I am going
to the Colony. I will read your letter to the Dukho-
bors, and will give you full particulars as to the

disposal of this money.
Sincerely your friend,

D. HiLLKOFF.

Items Concerning the Society.

Hannah H. Stratton and her companions, hav-

ing attended since the close of the Yearly Meeting,
the Quarterly Meetings of Abington (at German-
town) and Concord (at Media), and having been
very acceptably present at the Institute for Colored

Youth, and at an appointed meeting for the colored

people near 19th and Diamond Streets, departed

for their homes in Ohio on the 10th, holding an
appointed meeting at Sewickley in Western Penn-
sylvania on the next day.

In an address on " The Essential Basis of Quak-
erism and its Non-ritual Outcome," Joseph Ed-
mondson observed that the essential basis of Quak-
erism was the realization of the indwelling of Jesus

Christ in the soul, and the interpretation, from the

standpoint so realized, of all the relations between
the soul and the Saviour. It was only from this

standpoint that Quaker doctrine and practice could

be adequately understood or appreciated. The
difference between Friends and other sections of

the Christian Church was not primarily or prin-

cipally a question of ritual, but of the nature and
extent of the vital relations existing between Jesus

Christ and the individual believer in Him. The
absence of ritual in Quaker practice was the out-

come of the full acceptance of the all-sufliciency

of this intimate union for the supply of every need

of the human soul.

Cyrus W. Harvey has attended all the Quarterly

Meetings in their course thus far except that held

at Media on the 9th instant, when he felt drawn
to attend the Quarterly Meeting held at 15th and
Race Streets. He was also at the Yearly Meeting
of Ministers and Elders by permission of that body,

held on the 13th instant, and had relieving service.

On this occasion, Aaron M. Powell of Plainfield,

N. J., whose labors for humanity for fifty years

have been indefatigable in Europe and America,
while speaking on the nature of the ministry,

leaned over on the railing and expired. This

brought over the witnessing congregation the great

solemnity which must be felt in sight of so impres-

sive an event. C. W. Harvey was also engaged in

a valuable testimony at the public meeting next

day.
Eli Harvey and Thomas Ellsmore of Western

Yearly Meeting have been at all the Quarterly

Meetings held since the late Yearly Meeting.

The New Illustrated History of West-
town School.—Under the auspices of the Alumni
Association and some members of the Westtown
Committee, a new, and we think valuable, His-
tory of the School is nearing completion. It has
been compiled by Watson W.and Sarah B. Dewees,
assisted by a special committee of the Alumni, and
is an interesting narrative of the life of the School
from 1799 to the present.

No space has been sacrificed to a catalogue of
students, but the author's aim has been to produce
a book both accurate and readable, eliminating as

far as possible uninteresting statistics. The book
will contain about two hundred pages of text, and
fifty or more full-page illustrations. It will be
printed on a particularly high grade of paper and
appropriately bound in cloth. The opening
chapters contain a lively picture of the state of
education among Friends in America during the
closing years of last century, followed by an inter-

esting recital of the growth of the idea which
finally took shape in a Yearly Meeting Boarding
School.

The authors have had access to the minutes of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, as well as to those

of the School Committee, and have incorporated
in the History very much that has the element of

freshness to those of the present generation. Suc-
ceeding chapters tell of the building of the original

School House and the opening of the School ; an
interesting feature of this part being the introduc-

tion of letters written home by Westtown boys and
girls in the early years of the century. The ad-

ministrations of the various Superintendents then
follow, and the concluding chapters are devoted to

special features of Westtown life, such as Literary

Societies, Sports, etc. The illustrations, for the

most part, are from newly made half-tone plates

never before published, and include several por-

traits of Superintendents, Teachers and others who
have been closely identified with theSchool. Among
the many valuable ones in the collection may be
mentioned a sketch by William L. Price, drawn
particularly for this History, representing the
original School House as we believe it appeared
early in the century. Other illustrations worthy
of special mention are the Boys' Chamber, the Old
Gallery, the Original Farm House in 1799 sketched
by James M. Price, the Old South Porch, and
among the portraits, Philip and Rachel Price,

Sarah Emien, Enoch Lewis, and Joseph Walton.
It is expected that the book will be on sale by

or before Centennial Day, Sixth Month 10th, 1899.

The price will be $1.00 per copy if delivered at

Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch Street, or at

Friends' Institute, Twelfth Street below Market, to

be called for by the purchaser. If sent by mail

the price will be SI. 10.

The Committee feel that they are offering ex-

ceptional value for the money, and believe that the

book is one that every person interested iu West-
town should own. As the edition is limited, we
would suggest that it may be best for those wishing

to secure copies to order at once.

Charles Rhoads,
Hannah P. Morris,
Davis H. Forsythe,
Henry Tatnall Brown.

Commi/tee.

Concord Quarterly Meeting held at Media
on the 8th instant was an occasion when the hearts

of many were able to thank God and take a little

fresh courage wherewith to meet the duties and
difficulties of our day.

Hannah H. Stratton and companions of Ohio
were present, as also Eli Harvey and Thomas Ells-

more of Western Yearly Meeting. The language
" He giveth his beloved sleep " was refreshingly

revived in our hearing. The "early and late"

effort of the natural mind is ineffectual to procure

that sweet rest and peace which is the portion of

the true children of God ; as saith the psalmist,

"Except the Lord build the house, they labor in

vain that build it; except the Lord keep the city,

the watchman waketh but in vain. It is vain

for you to rise up early, to sit up late, to eat the

bread of sorrow, forso He giveth his beloved sleep."

The spirit of supplication was prevalent, gathering
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:

the assembly into a nearness of feeling and ability

to approach the throne of grace.

The practical character of true religion and

Christ's spiritual government were set forth most

helpfully, and a suggestion that we might some-

times entertain a prejudice againstour own souls

so as to prevent the entrance therein of heavenly

light and love. We cannot rightly judge of our

fitness or unfitness for service, that may well be

left to Him who knoweth every heart and what

can best accomplish his own blessed purposes.

Surely he would not have said " come unto me
and I will give you rest " if there was any insupera-

ble difficulty in our way.

S. Calvin Barker was liberated by men and

women Friends, to visit the Friends of Eastern

Tennessee formerly belonging to North Carolina

Yearly Meeting and now a part of Wilmington

Yearly Meeting, Ohio. This concern brought the

meeting into a solemn sense of the importance of

true guidance, and some weighty remarks were

made as to the various experiences through which

a minister may pass in the right exercise of his

gift.
" The vision " may tarry for many days or be

very unexpectedly opened to the view with a com-

mission to communicate it promptly; in either

case, the same rule applies—to mind the measure

of heavenly power accompanying the utterance.

Sometimes much living faith in the eternal Source

of the Gospel stream is requisite to enable the

trembling soul to venture upon such ministration

without knowing what line of presentation is re-

quired.

There is an harmonious labor in which one kin-

dred spirit may feelingly accompany another while

vocally engaged and become increasingly sensible

that it may be necessary to supplement what has

been said, but it is always important to every ser-

vice of this kind that it be prompted by the same
Spirit which originates every anointed offering.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The United States and Great

Britain will stand together in the advocacy of the

adoption of a scheme for the settlement of international

disputes by arbitration which will be presented to the

disarmament conference at its meeting in The Hague
on the 16th inst. The American delegates, headed by
Ambassador White, are equipped with a fairly well

digested plan for the execution of this long cherished

project, while the British delegates are prepared with
a plan which is almost identical with the American
project.

The transfer of $68,000,000 in silver from vaults in

the Mint and Postoffice to the vault in the new Mint
began last week. The United States Express Company
is doing the hauling. The silver is packed in money
sacks, which are enclosed in boxes each containing

1,000 silver dollars. Sixty of these boxes, or $60,000,

make a load, and it is expected that an average of ten

loads a day will be moved. Three months will be
required to complete the job.

The number of silver dollars in the country on Fourth
Month 1, 1896, was 427,789,916. The number on Fourth
Month 1, 1899. was 47-5,193,158, an increase of nearly

50,000,000. The official statistics show that the total

amount of money of all kinds in circulation has in-

creased at the rate of $500,000 for every business day
since Seventh Month 1, 1896, the amount per capita

being $25.45, against $21.65 three years ago.

Constantine Lepeschoff, of St. Petersburg, Russia, a
member of the engineering stafl'of the Trans Siberian
Railroad, arrived at Phcenixville, Pa., to confer with
the engineers of the Phoenix Bridge Works in regard
to the building of twelve steel railroad bridges for the
Russian Government. The bridges are to be made for

the Ea-^tern Chinese Railroad, a branch of the great
Trans-Siberian Railroad extending from China to

VladivDstock. The Phoenix Company has just con-
tracted to build a large steel bridge for the Imperial
Railroad of Japan. The contract, like that with
Russia, was secured in competiti' n with European
bridge builders, both as to cost and time.

In 1850 our production of cheese was 105,500,000
pounds. In 1890 it was 256,750,000. At present it is

estimated to be about 280,000,000 pounds.
There will be no summer shut-down in the iron and

steel mills this year. Manufacturers are already far

behind in their orders, and a close-down would mean
the loss of trade. Therefore, contrary to th« usual

routine of wage settlements in the iron, steel and tin

plate industries, conferences on the new lists will be

held in Detroit immediately foUuwing the adjourn-

ment of the National Convention of the Amalgamated
Association, Fifth Month 30th.

A despatch of the 10th inst., from San Francisco,

says : The steam schooner Albion has been selected

by the Government as a transport for reindeer. In a

few days she will follow the revenue cutter Bear to

Seattle, and from there will accompany her to Petro*

paulovsky, where Sheldon Jackson will pick out 500

reindeer for the service of the United States. The deer

ill be dehorned and placed on board the Albion, and

will from there be taken to Fort Clarence, from which
point they will be distributed throughout the districts

in which they are needed.

Michigan expects shortly to have the largest park

in the country. The tract involved covers 73S,56U

acres, and is located in six counties.

On Seventh Day last Aaron M. Powell, of Plainfield,

New Jersey, a prominent member of the Race Street

Friends, died of heart disease while addressing a gath-

ering of his Friends at the Race Street Meeting-house.
Roswell P. Flower, Ex-Governor of New York, died

of heart disease in New York City, on the 12th inst.

He was born in 1835.

A despatch from Omaha, Neb., dated Fifth Month
14th, says: The past twenty-four hours have been
characterized by unseasonable cold weather, heavy
rains and severe hail storms throughout Nebraska.

Light frost is reported in some localities. The worst

storm of the spring struck Omaha to-night, when a tre-

mendous downpour of rain, accompanied by hail oc-

curred, breaking many windows and doing other dam-
age. Many of the hail stones were an inch and a half

in diameter. Street railway traffic was interrupted

and telegraphic and telephone communication inter-

fered with for a time.

A rear-end collision of passenger trains occurred on
the Philadelphia and Reading Railway at Exeter Sta-

tion, six miles below Reading, on the night of the 11th

inst. Several cars of an express train were wrecked
and 29 persons were killed and more than that number
injured.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 427, which is 50 less than the previous week and
3 less than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 212 were males and 215 females : 54
died of consumption ; 50 of heart disease ; 48 of pneu-
monia ; 22 of typhoid fever; 21 of nephritis; 13 of

apoplexy; 13 of Bright's disease; 12 of convulsions;

12 of old age ; 11 of inflammation of the stomach and
bowels ; 10 of inflammation of the brain, and 8 of can-

cer.

Markets, c6c.—U. S. 2's, 99J ; 4's, reg., 112J a 113;
coupon, 113J a 114; new 4's, 129J a 130J- ; 5's, 112^
a 112J; 3's, reg., 108f a 108J ; coupon, 108J a 109.

Cotton was steady on a basis of 6Jc. per pound for

middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter super., $2.10 a $2.30; Pennsylva-
nia roller, straight, $3 25 a $3.40 ; Western winter
straight, $3.30 a $3.45 ; city mills, straight, $3.30 a

$3.50. Rye Flodr.—$3.15 per barrel for choice Penn-
sylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 73 a 73ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38 a 38ic.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 35c.

Beef Cattle. — Extra, 5f a 5^c.
;
good, 5 a 6ic.

;

medium, 4| a 4|c.; common, 4^ a 4^c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra clipped, 5J a 5Jc. ;
good

clipped, 4J a 5c. ; medium clipped, 4} a 4Jc. ; common
clipped, 3 a 4c. ; lambs, 5 a 64 c. ; spring lambs, $3.00
a $6.00.

Hogs.—Best western, 5 J a 5|c. ; other grades, 5} a 5 Jc.

Foreign.—There are now about 350 public libraries

in Great Britain. They contain over 5,000,000 volumes
and issue about 27,000,000 books each year. The an-

nual attendance of readers is about 60,000,000.

The British Admiralty has ofiered £75,000 for an
electric gun invented by the son of a Portland grocer.

The gun throws an explosive shot a distance of iive

and a half miles. It is noiseless and smokeless.
It is announced from London that the prospects are

bright for the signing of a reciprocity treaty between
Canada and the United States when the Joint High
Commission shall reassemble next fall.

It takes about a billion and a half eggs every year
to supply ihe demand in Great Britain and Ireland,

besides all the native eggs.

A despatch from Berlin, dated Fifth Month 11th,

says : Incessant rains have prevailed since Fourth
Month 30th, producing disastrous floods, especially

in the Eastern Oder district. At Oderou, in Austrian
Silesia, an immense district has been inundated. At

Dresden the river Elbe is higher than it has been
previous period for twenty years. The tributari

of the Elbe and Oder have overflowed, inundating tl

Roesa district. At Bitterfield eleven persons we
drowned in attempting to cross the river Mulde. T'

rains still continue.

Since vaccination was made compulsory in Germa
cities in 1S74, only a few cases of smallpox have be

erved, and most of those occurred in foreigne

coming from countries without compulsory vaccir

'

tion.

The Danish Government has donated the sum
40,000 crowns to the eminent meteorologist Ada,
Paulsen, who has made a special study of the northe

*

light. He intends to leave on Seventh Month 3rd i I

the north coast of Iceland, where he will erect anc 1

servatory for the study of auroral displays. Hei]
tends to remain till Sixth Month, 1900. f

It is proposed to build a canal from the Baltic to t

city of Christianstad, in the southern part of Swedei
At the instance of the Czarina, two Commissioni

have been sent to the famine stricken district of Ras
to inquire into the distress there, and to take proir

means for its alleviation. The Czarina has given 5

000 roubles for the relief of the suffering people.

To the United States State Denartment, under di

of Third Month 24th, 1899, Consul Smith, of Mosco

writes that the total output of the gold mines in Ei

sia for the year 1898 amounted to 1,300,000 ounces,

'

81,2-50 pounds. 1

The Russian Government has demanded of Chil

the right to build a railway connecting the Manchuri
|

system with Pekin. j

Twenty years ago there was scarcely a mile of go

wagon road in Egypt. During the last six years mc

than 1000 miles of fine rnails have been constructed

A great struggle is in progress in Jamaica fort

control of the banana export to the United States, t

principal source of revenue to the colony.

Immense coal fields have been discovered in Zu
land, the seams being up to forty-five feet in thickn

and of good quality for locomotives and other p
poses.

Coffee is raised in nearly every one of the provini

of Brazil. The country produces the bulk of the worl

crop. It raised 10,000,000 bags last year, and it is pla

ing new fields now.
The Hawaiian census of 1896 included 4,881

mons in the population of 109.020. To-day the nu

her (jf Japanese (35,000) nearly equals that of the ;

tives—39,500.
Forty-two million pounds of India rubber were i

ported in North .\merica last year.

Since the beginning of this century no fewer tl

fifty-two volcanic islands have risen out of the i

Nineteen have disappeared and ten are now inhabit

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For convenie

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met wl

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup't

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Prindpa,

Payments on account of board and tuition, i

communications in regard to business should be 1

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent

Addre.ss, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Stree

Open 11.30 A. M. to 2 p. M. and 3 p. M. to 6 P. M

We note the following among the new books

:

Carpenter, E. J.—America in Hawaii.

Fiske, a. K. West Indies.

Hall, Newman— Autobiography.

Jordan, C. B., ed.—Mother Song and Child Soi

Parsons, F. T.—How to Know the Ferns.

Prudden, T. M.— Story of the Bacteria.

Sturoe, Matilda—Memorials and Letters of J

Hunt.
Trevelyan, Sir G. O hart—American Revoluti

Part I, 1766-1767.

Trueblood, B. p.—Federation of the World.

VanDyke, Henry.—Ships and Havens.

Circulation free to all.
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YEARNINGS.
Like tides on a crescent sea-beach,

When the moon is new and tliin.

Into our hearts high yearnings

Come welling and surging in

—

Come from the mystic ocean,

Whose rim no foot has trod

—

Some of us call it longing.

And others call it God.
— The Sailors' Magazine.

I our life is hid with Christ in God, his life

with Christ in us.

spiration is largely a matter of attitude ;

—

ness to receive and readiness to obey it.

hat is the essential attitude in worship?

xepiive and a responsive condition under

Divine Spirit.

Back numbers" in the latest modern bind-

iie back numbers still. The real " fossils
"

ur religious Society are such as live back

principles from which the early Friends

3 out.

he " up-to-date" numbers are living ei>is-

who bear the impress of the Divine Spirit

n them for to-day. " My sheep hear my
e," and " to day, if ye will hear it, harden

your hearts " by disobeying it.

our Churcli Governmeiit a Democracy ?

the past week we heard some one noting

an inconsistency in William Fenn that he

]ged to have the State govern itself by

jrities, yet would have affairs of the Church

srcd through the " sense of the meeting,"

ipective of numbers. The implication was

I the will of the majority, if a true crite-

for an institution laid out to be under

lan government, was equally valid for a

istian organization intended to be under

I

Divine government.

il'he distinction is too often forgotten, that

He a " government of the people, by the

fple, and for the people " must, in the pres-

ent state of human society, express itself by

the quantity rather than by the quality of their

voices ; a spiritual society under Christ profes-

ses to be formed under the rule that " Christ

is head over all things to his Church." Ac-

cordingly a living church is not primarily a

democracy, but a Christocracy. Whether a

clear sense of the will and judgment of Christ

is impressed on one member, or on a minority,

or on the majority of those who are waiting

on Him, it is his will all the same, and is the

one Authority from which no appeal is due to

man or numbers. This spirit of judgment to

those whosit in judgment, when devoutly abode

under, has been found in our two and a half

centuries of church government, to be more

dignified, harmonious and settling than the po-

litical methods of other bodies. The Divine

" sense of the meeting " usually commends it-

self even to the majority. It would perhaps

always do so, were that majority always spiritu-

ally minded.

But because our church government is pat-

terned to proceed from our Holy Head through

his people, it looks on the surface as if it were

a government 6;/ the people,—and so gets called

a democracy. In its principle, however, it is,

and through their individual baptism of the

Holy Spirit may it practically become one in-

stance on earth of a true theocracy.

Another Shot at the Cigarette. — A
prominent railroad man is the latest to throw

down the gage of battle to the cigarette. He is

a general freight agent on a large railroad, and

employs many young men as clerks. He has

announced that, in the future, he will not em-

ploy any young men who are addicted to the

cigarette habit, and, further than this, he ex-

presses his intention of getting rid of all cigar-

ette fiends now working in his department. He
gives the following as his reasons for this deci-

sion : "Among the two hundred in ray service,

thirty-two are cigarette fiends. Eighty-five per

cent, of the mistakes occurring in the office are

traceable to the thirty-two smokers. They fall

behind with their work, and when transferred

to other desks, which men who do not smoke

handle easily, they immediately get along just

as badly, .-^bowing that it is not the amount of

work, but the inability or indolence of the per-

former. The smokers average 'two days off

'

from work per month, while the non-smokers

average only one-half of a day in the same time.

The natural conclusion is that the thirty-two

men are holding positions deserved by better

men."—Michigan School Moderator.

No man can hinder our private addresses to

God ; every man can build a chapel in his breast,

himself the priest, his heart the sacrifice, and

the earth he treads on the &\i2.r.—Jeremy Taylor.

For "The Friend."

Of Such is the Kingdom of Heaven.

[A young Friend who feels a summer's work
among neglected city children laid upon her,

has been concerned to offer to our readers the

following appeal.]

Never have the fields been whiter for harvest

than now. "Say n(jt ye, there are yet four

mouths and then cometh the harvest? Behold, I

say unto you. Lift up you eyes and look on the

fields for they are white already to harvest

"

(Luke iv: 35).

Never has an awakening of our responsibility

been deeper than the present; when we realize

that sure reform in degraded society can be

made only by beginning with the children ; the

poor neglected little ones of the courts and

alleys.

Illustrate the Gospel to them through their

hearts, and elevate them by bringing them into

personal contact with better things, not only

for a few hours once a week or even once a day

for a few hours, but all day long. Give them
proper food, and teach them, as soon as they

are able to understand, of Christ's love and care

in everything. Take them from their stifling

tenements and dirty streets, and show them

some of the beauties of nature, the trees, the

wild flowers, the birds, the fields and the running

brook.

Perhaps other little ones will follow the ex-

ample of one poor child who fell on his face and

kissed the green grass in his joy and wonder of

it all. Let them hear the birds sing, and see

them fly, and hear the story of bees and ants

and squirrels. Teach them how to use their

little fingers and make pretty things. Put a

little pleasure into their sad lives, as well as in-

formation of the proper kind into their little

brains and perhaps the vile influences, with

which they are surrounded outside may be

counterbalanced and in time entirely effaced by

the pure Light within.

Was it only the well cared for little ones that

Jesus took into his arms and blessed? It was

of all, that He said, " Suffer them to come unto

me." Is our duty at an end when we subscribe

our money to Orphans' Asylums, Children's

Aid Societies, Country Week, Seashore and

Mountain Sanitariums, and other such institu-

tions or in teaching the Scriptures once a week

for an hour in a stufly room ? By a more con-

stant influence over the children the mothers

are also reached and helped to help themselves

and raised a little higher by knowing that they

are helping us to do good to their children.

So often in our charities we let our zeal to

assist the material, submerge the first and real

object to awaken and strengthen the spiritual

nature. In our desire to do for the needy older

ones we have neglected the children, who are

really most susceptible to the teachings of Di-

vine love and especially so through the environ-

ment of daily life and nature. W^e cannot give

them better homes now, but we can make an

effort to take them from their own poor homes
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for as many hours as possible each day, espec-

ially in the summer when the dangers and dis-

comforts may be ameliorated, and the child-life

protected and made happier, and perhaps saved

from both death and destruction ; in fact, there

are a few dedicated workers who have (for

nearly forty years) made hundreds of little ones

and their parents in this city better and happier

and have sown the seed for the harvest now at

hand. Shall it be said, "The harvest is past

the summer is ended, and we are not saved?"

(Jer. ix : 20.) M. H. G.

Fifth MoDth 10th, 1899.

A Purchased Life.

During the Reign of Terror in France— be-

tween Sixth Month, 1793 and Sixth Month,
1794—a young man, by the name of Loizerolles,

was brought before the Revolutionary Tribunal

and condemned to death. His father, a vener-

able, white-haired old man, would not allow

himself to be separated from his son, but ac-

companied him to prison.

On the day appointed for his execution, the

young man, exhausted by the strain upon his

nerves, fell asleep in his dungeon, and the father

kept watch beside him. Shortly afterwards the

jailer, in company with some soldiers, presented

himself at the door, holding in his hand a paper

containing a list of the unhappy persons who
were that day to suffer death.

Coming up to the unfortunate condemned
ones, he called out the names from his list, tick-

ing them off with a pencil as they answered.

But when he came to the name of " Loizerolles,"

no one rose to reply to it. A sudden thought

took possession of the breast of the aged father,

and he replied to the call when it was made
the second time.

He joined the ranks of the condemned, who
were setting out on the sad journey to the scaf-

fold. He did not dare to embrace his son, for

fear of awakening him, and arousing the sus-

picions of the guards, but in a low voice, ad-

dressing his companions in captivity, who were

looking at him with tearful eyes, he said, " When
he awakes, I conjure you to calm him, and pre-

vent any imprudent despair on his part from
rendering my sacrifice useless. I have the right

to be obeyed. Tell him I forbid him to endan-

ger the life which I have a second time given

him." He then went out with the crowd of

doomed men, and laying his head upon the

scaffold, murmured these words: " Lord, watch
over and protect my son."

Had he not a claim that the son whose life

he had purchased by the sacrifice of his own
should make good use of it? That is Christ's

claim on every Chrisiian. It is " the reasonable

service," incumbent on everj' one who lives be-

cause of the death of Him who gave " his life a

ransom for many " (Matt, xx : 28).

—

Selected.

Righteousness is life, and the only right-

eousness worth having is that which comes
through trial. The power of Christ unto salva-

tion is the power of a perfect human righteous-

ness. It is not the rose water morality of the

innocent and untried that the world needs to-

day, but it is the righteousness of the strong
man who has trodden the wine press alone.

—

Churehma7i.

Brethren, if you want power, seek the power
from on high ! Don't send fora man

;
go straight

to God ! The only true fire is what the Holy
Spirit kindles; and just as sure as you co-operate
with Him the fire will be kindled.

—

Dr. Cuyler.

The Beacon Controversy.

BY GEORGE VAUX.

(Continued from page 350.)

A critcism of some parts of the Beacon was

published by Dr. Thomas Hancock in a little

work of about one hundred pages which passed

through two editions. It was denominated "A
Defence of the doctrines of Immediate Revela-

tion and Universal and Saving Light." It was

written in excellent temper and forceful in its

arguments ; sound yet somewhat obscure in parts,

it did not give full satisfaction to Friends and

it was not perhaps in all particulars a publica-

tion adapted to the peculiar circumstances of

the time.

Comparatively little disunity was created in

the Society at large, or in England in conse-

quence of the publication of the Beacon, outside

of Manchester meeting, where Crewdson was
ably aided in his efforts to produce discord, by
William Boulton an elder of the same meeting.

Isolated Friends here and there were unsettled

in their views, some of whom had been promi-

nent in Society affairs, but this was quite ex-

ceptional.

As has been stated Manchester meeting was
the centre of the disaffection. The disunity there

was so great that the Quarterly Meeting of Lan-
cashire appointed a committee of twenty-one

Friends to assist Hardshaw East Monthly Meet-

ing and endeavor to restore unity. The Yearly
Meeting of 1835 however met soon after, and
the subject came up there in the answers to the

queries. It was extensively discussed and that

meeting appointed a committee of thirteen

Friends to be incorporated with the Quarterly

and Monthly Meetings and thus regulate their

action. One of this committee only, Edward Ash
of Norwich, was in sympathy with the disaffected

party. This appointment superseded for the

time being the committee appointed by the

Quarterly Meeting, being the creation of a su-

perior body.

Whilst the General Epistle of 1835 contained

no apparent reference to the serious contest

which was going on, several salutary and ap-

propriate paragraphs were introduced in which
some of our important principles were referred

to.

The Yearly Meeting's committee attended
Lancashire Quarterly Meeting in the Sixth

Month 1835 and found the Beaconite party

active and determined and resolved to contest

every point with vigor. Not much active labor

could be accomplished in the Quarterly Meet-
ing itself, but outside of it, during a period of

several months following, the committee used

every effort to prevail upon Crewdson to modi-
fy his position. The active operations of the

Yearly Meeting's committee so far as their labors

were in the meetings themselves, appear to have
been in Hardshaw East Monthly Meeting, to

which in the Twelfth Month a written report

was made.
This report was remarkably just in dealing

with Crewdson, giving his own words to explain

his views, although it was manifest that he was
unfair and evasive. They seem to have skil-

fully endeavored to reclaim him and his de-

luded followers and to avoid the calamities which
would grow out of their persistence in the course

they were pursuing. It was all in vain. Crewd-
son continued to circulate the Beacon and his

persistency even went so far, that he published
a voluminous document defending his course

and position. And yet this document like the

others was evasive, seeking to cover up the real

character of his views and to mislead the cc

mittee, as well as misrepresent, them as to th

own opinions.

The difficulties in Hardshaw East Monti

Meeting again engaged the attention of Lone

Yearly Meeting in 1836. In view of the di

lating influence of the proceedings of the Bea.,

party the meeting availed itself of the opj i

tunity to introduce into the annual epistl i

brief doctrinal statement or confession of fs

:

in which the views of the Society on the subj(

of the Bible and the influences of the H
Spirit were clearly set forth, but so stated

harmony with each other as to leave no ao

as to what our principles are on these import

subjects. The effect of this declaration was n

wholesome, relieving the minds of some ^

had been misled and confused, and counteri

ing the slanders which the Beaconites had

industriously circulated. It may be said

passing that portions of this declaration, so

ss it relates to the Scriptures, have been

versely criticised by some who thought they

iu them an intention to give the Bible a pi

which Friends had not previously done. Tl

are however many places in the writ:

early Friends where the same views are enu

ated and not a few instances where similar

terances have been officially declared. Am
the latter may be mentioned the declaratioi

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting issued in 1.

which says that "The Society of Friends h

always fully believed in the authenticity i

divine authority of the Holy Scriptures,

acknowledge them to be the only fit outw

test of doctrines, having been dictated by

Holv Spirit of God which cannot err."

In the Ninth M.mth of 1836 the Yei

Meeting's committee attended the MonthlyM
ing of Hardshaw East and made a written

port in which they stated that Isaac Crewe

had not complied with their advice to disi

tinue his appearances in the ministry.

This immediately plunged the Monthly M
ing into a violent agitation. The followen

Crewdson had the clerk of the Monthly M
ing and a majority of overseers in their fs

and pushed the Yearly Meeting's committe<

hard for the reason for their advice that

retired for consultation. Upon their return t

stated " that the practical tendency of the Bes

was such as was calculated to unsettle the f:

of the young and inexperienced in those ge

intimations of the Holy Spirit in the secret of

soul, which guide in the path of Christian d

cation and holiness. That the general heai

of the book was to disparage the views of Frif

as to silent worship." In consequence of tl

views the committee had advised Crewdsoi

suppress its circulation, but he had declinec-

do it. After much noisy opposition on the
|

of Crewdson's followers the clerk though as

pathizer with them minuted the conclusio

the meeting to be that the advice of the c

mittee that he should discontinue his mini

was confirmed.

Future sittings of the Mi)nthly Meeting \

violently agitated, but the result was that

clerk resigned, the overseers who sympath

with Crewdson were removed and a brigl

prospect presented.

The Yearly Meeting's committee now app

to have thought that its work was mainly

complished and the committee of Lancas

Quarterly Meeting which for the time had I

superseded by the former committee, was ir

duced to the Monthly Meeting. The powe

Beaconism was broken and it now became
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lint to Crewdson and his followera that their

Hi was lost.

J the Eleventh and Twelfth Months resig-

iDns from the Society of Friends were pre-

Did by Isaac Crewdson, Williaiu Bonlton
((Others, in ail about fifty persons. These
einations were referred to a committee which
prted to an adjourned Monthly Meeting that

Dt of them should be accepted, but .several

ki held under advisement. A few syrapa-

jjrs with Crewdson did not resign.

I the report of the committee which was in

JDg, they took occasion to reaffirm our well

^n principles as to the spirituality of the Gos-
pispeusation, and to repudiate the charges
|h Crewdson and his followers had so per-

jitly made against our religious Society.

[jewdson and Boulton now proceeded to or-

pie a new sect which they styled '' Evangeli-
li'riends." A chapel was provided in Man-
ner and there Crewdson officiated as min-

B

Ihese meetings bore no resemblance to those

tl'ieuds. There was no silence. The Scrip-

ri
were read and expounded, and speaking

pvocal praying engaged in. The whole
t3er attending them was less than two hun-

>i some of whom had not been Friends ; some
iiates of the number attending placed it at

liseventyfive. Their absence from our meet-

ijdid not make any appreciable difierence in

jttendauceof the Manchester Friends' Meet-
jphich seemed about as large as before.

I the early summer of 1837 sympathizers
ittered about in places," met in London and
Jd an address which was signed by James
jnd Wright " by direction of a meeting of

figelical Friends." This address enunci-

) the views which were held by the new sect

feubstantially those heretofore given. So far

YS writer has been able to ascertain no regu-

leetings were held except that in Manches-

tewdson died iu 1844, aged sixty-four years,

le new sect did not have a prolonged life,

t of its members went to the Episcopalians,

bs to the Plymouth Brethren. Possibly a

returned to the Society. Their chapel in

Chester erected at a cost of four thousand
ids was closed and sold for half the money
e Baptists. It is now used by the Young
's Christian Association,

irty feeling did not have a very pronounced
B in this controversy, but it was shown in

,nces where some Friends were charged with

g sympathizers who in reality were most
ounced in their views adverse to the Beacon
who took an active part in the effort to

teract its desolating influences and really

ributed to that end more than those who
cised them.

(To be continued.)

IE Secret of Powek.—Our strength is in

m we trust. It is sometimes said that

I is power, and that it is not so much the

ct of one's faith as faith that makes one
ig. But a lame man's strength is in his

3hes. By faith he appropriates the strength

18 crutches, but he does not lean on his faith,

jans on his crutches. Yet it is not an un-

1 thing to meet a believer who once leaned

1 God, but who now leans upon his ability

ust. He that would be strong must lean

1 a strong God, not upon the fact that he
strong faith in God.

—

S. S. Times.

HE kingdom is always within, but the king
is to reign must come from above.

—

Ex.

p-or "THE Friend."
CHRIST SPEAKETH STILL.
Ah ! still the voice of Jesus Christ,

Speaks to his children here

;

If we but list, with soul intent,

His messai;es to hear.
He speakeih through the inner voice.

Where conscience holds the key.
And if we will obey his will.

Disciples we may be.

He ne'er forsakes us in our trials

;

If we on Him depend.
He'll reach to us a helping hand.
And consolation lend.

Then, why should man grope in the dark
With unbelieving thought,

When by a little faith ami trust,

Christ's messages are taught.

M. S. L.

The Unseen Force in Character Making.

EXTRACTS FKOM AN ADDRESS BV GEORGE H. MARTIN
OP BOSTON.

The process begins with the family life, with
father and mother, brother and sister. The
child naturally learus to admire the character
of those whom he loves, primarily what they
are. The force and courage of father and
brother; the patience, the sympathy, the kind-
ness of mother and sister are appealing traits.

But he comes also to admire what they admire.
There is no deeper and more lasting influence
than that of ideals of character held steadily

before the mind by parents iu whom the child

has confidence.

Character in history, character in literature,

illuminated in the portrayal by the enthusiastic

admiration of the teacher, glows before the stu-

dent and kindles within him a responsive emo-
tion. As the long line of men and women who
have lived and wrought and suffered moves
before him, he feels nobler impulses stirring

within him, and he sees himself living such a
life, and with the thoughts and the impulses the

work of transformation begins.

Here is the most hopeful field for our child-

study. To ascertain by syllabus and question-

naire how many children like rag dolls better

than painted ones, and how many are afraid in

the dark, is worthy of the highest efforts of a

university and of doctors of philosophy, but to

learn at what shrine of human character the

boys and girls are worshipping in the Larariura

of their own souls, what " Great Stone Face"
is silently but resistlessly transforming them
into his own likeness. Tliis is work worthy of

a teacher, and I had almost said nothing else is.

The teacher does this work by what he

teaches, but infinitely more by what he is.

" How can I hear what you say," wrote Emer-
son, " when what you are is continually thun-

dering in my ears?"

There have been some splendid examples of

teachers thus building themselves into the char-

acter of their pupils.

Last year, in the London Graphic, were

printed these words :
" It will be told in after

days how there was once a heaven-born head-

master, by name Thomas Arnold, who, ruling

at Rugby, taught the boys to be good Chris-

tians, true gentleman, and be merry, mis-

chievous boys still."

Men have wondered at the marvellous influ-

ence of Arnold over his boys, an influence

reaching on into their after life, so that the

Rugby boys were distinquished at college and
beyond. But when we study his life with his

boys at Laleham, as well as at Rugby, there is

no marvel. When we see him sharing their

sports, when we see him in the evening at work

in the midst of hi.s boys, annonating hisThucy-
dides, writing his Roman history, composing his

pamphlets on church and state affairs, we see
that the boys learned from him two profound
lessons which they carried with them into all

their public life, that there could be learning
without pedantry, and religion without cant.

Similar to this was the work of Mary Lyon.
Steadily, without interruption or intermission,
she held before the girls at Mt. Holyoke the
ideal of a consecrated Christian womanhood.
To this end all the studies, all the exercises, all

the influences, were made to contribute.

So completely did the ideal of her own life

become the ideal of their lives, that most of the
girls went out as avowed Christian women.
Wherever they went they carried this spirit.

Wherever they taught they set up a new Mt.
Holyoke, a Christian seminary. Wherever they
married they set up a Christian home. And
so j)owerfully did the ideal work through the
sixty years of the history of the school that
more than two hundred girls have become for-

eign missionaries.

And what Thoiuas Arnold and Mary Lyon
did thousands of teachers in all spheres of in-

fluence from the kindergarten to the college,

are doing today.
The physical problems give us no solicitude.

Mathematics and mechanics will take care of
them all. We can build docks, and ships and
canals.

But for these other problems which concern
human life and human happiness, those prob-
lems whose perplexing factors are human inter-

ests and passions, we need something else. Only
when the mighty forces that make for educa-
tion, the home, society, the school, and the
church, unite in placing on the noblest and

t conspicuous pedestal in the gallery of
human virtues the Divine ideal of service, to

the end that every man may be a good Samari-
tan, and every woman a sister of mercy, will-

hese problems be in a way to be solved. This
only can purify politics at home, and guide to

wide and beneficent issues our expanding poli-

tics abroad ; this only can allay the warring
passions of employer and employed, and make
the opulent and the vagrant co-operative ; this

can only sweeten city life now cursed with the

tenement house, the sweat-shop and the slum.

Buffaloes Still Reared.—We learn from
The Independent that nineteen years ago the

wife of Charles Goodnight, then living on her
husband's great ranch of forty thousand acres

in northwestern Texas, set out to preserve a
herd of buffaloes. These animals had almost

wholly disappeared from the plains, where vast

numbers of them had ranged a few years earlier

and Charles Goodnight, with much difficulty,

ptured eight or ten. From this beginning
there has grown up a heard of forty-five pure-

bred buffaloes in the tract of six hundred acres

which was originally set apart for them at his

fe's request. There is also on the ranch a
herd of sixty cross-breeds, in which the qualities

of both the buffalo and of Polled Angus or Gal-
loway cattle are seen. Goodnight's wife was the

first white woman to become a resident of the

region in which the ranch is situated, and the

meeting and schoolhouse on her husband's land

are her especial care.

Consideration of consequences has made
cowards of thousands of our fellow-men. That
man is truly happy who boldly chooses the right

and resolutely sticks to it.

—

Dr. Parker.
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Child-Study—N. 5.

SCHOOL LIFE.

We may suppose a child's school life to cover

the years between six and twenty. During that

time every one passes through the most critical

and formative period in his life. The whole

physical being changes rapidly and pronounc-

edly. The brain becomes more complex, the

heart suddenly enlarges, all the organs grow

and mature, so that we are accustomed to con-

sider our sons and daughters to be men and

women at twenty-one.

Dr. G. Stanley Hall has quite clearly ex-

plained the dangers and difficulties, as well as

the usual peculiarities of adolescence, and how
parents may be wisely helpful to their children.

During that period new problems will surely

present themselves, it is the time too, when in-

herited traits and diseases frequently begin to

develop. To be forewarned is to be forearmed
;

and parents who intelligently minimize those

influences which would be especially hurtful to

their children may feel some cheerful confidence

that the evils which they would otherwise dread,

are likely to be avoided.

I think I must especially mention regular

meals and nutritious food for children with

consumptive or scrofulous tendencies, and an
avoidance of cold lunches in the middle of the

day with a heavy dinner at night.

In the Child Study monthly for the Sixth
Month, 1898, there is a most helpful paper on

the subject of adolescence.

When we send our little children to school,

even if they are seven or eight years old we
must remember that we are putting them into

an artificial environment. Froebel in his garden
or Plato under the trees, surrounded by an eager

group of voluntary learners were each of them
adapting themselves to the natural conditions

of the young. When we send groups of little

ones into closed rooms with hard seats and stifi"

backs, to recite lessons to a teacher who is pos-

sibly dull, we are outraging the feelings of these

same little people ; some of them will undoubt
edly not take kindly to mental work, other ac
tivities of life are more attractive to them. Nev
ertheless we oblige them all to go to school-
possibly, too, into a graded school where their

individuality is largely ignored so that still

more irksome pressure is brought to bear on
unwilling spirits.

School life seems to be a necessity
;
grading,

too, seems to be a necessity ; interest in the in-

dividual scholar should be a necessity, and when
a problem presents itself in the shape of a dull

or rebellious child, I would plead for deep
thought as to the cause and not a condemna-
tion of the child without finding out why he
does not fit into his school work.

Educators are feeling the necessity of making
the years of school life as natural and rational

as possible. The health and happiness of the

children are subjects of the gravest thought to

superintendents and school principals.

The experience of one family is too limited

to be worth much, but it is often interesting

and may be helpful in a small way to the un-
decided. Our two boys have been very active,

restless children, who seemed greatly in need of
fresh avenues along which to expend their ener-

gies
; 80 they were sent to school when about

five years old for three hours daily during the

fall and spring terms till they were seven years
old. The work they did was largely on the
kindergarten plan with some primer work which

taught them to read. They have not seemed

tired or overtaxed in the least, and both are

well grown children and good sleepers.

There are three important factors in aiding

hindering the ultimate success of these years

at school—parents, teachers and committees. All

three of these powers should feel the responsi-

bility which comes with having only one chance

to do a thing. There may be other chances for

other children when matured thought, better

methods, or larger experiences will count for

much, but it is almost an alarming thought to

appreciate that during these few years a life

may be made or marred. That the sweet, beauti-

ful child will become a blessing or a problem

to humanity. There is a comfort in the fact

that the responsibility rests not on one individ-

ual alone.

Parents, I think, should have a definite line

of development in their minds for each child,

and if possible should talk the matter over with

the teacher, getting help and giving help. I

feel sure we mothers are too blind to the real

characters of our children.

There may be a blessing in ignorance where

parents are not able to help their children to

improve, but we ought to try to imagine that

our children need improvement in many ways,

and when a teacher points out faults (which

many are afraid to do), go to work to try to

correct them.

Some parents insist on dull children being

pushed ahead because the class goes on ; some
others encourage the thought that there is

plenty of time, and make bo protest when
a child is simply lazy. Another notion which

parents tolerate is a class craze.

No matter how unsuitable it may be if a

child decides to take no rest but to graduate

with a certain class the parents will allow it.

More than one child has wrecked a future by
such self-will for which the parents were respon-

sible. Children who are absolutely unable to

finish with their class, decide to stop short

rather than to go on alone. Perhaps it does

not matter much, but the reason for a shortened

education should never be a sentimental one.

Mothers who long for the companionship or

even help of their daughters should ponder long

before they rob them of added power through

all the years which will follow their quitting

school.

In educational matters the trained teacher

ought to be the best judge; after choosing a

teacher both parents and committees will do
well to accept his judgment and not hamper
him by opposition or indifierence. There are

traits of character known best by the teacher,

there are side lights on home training which he

or she can teach us,—with helpful suggestions,

to which we would do well to listen. If we
have confidence in the pure motives of the

teacher, cannot we set aside our mother-pride

and learn how we may work together for the

ultimate success of our child ? But the teacher

must be wise and have tact. Suspicions we
can listen to as suspicions but not as facts.

Each child should claim a teacher's careful

thought. Ability to teach is largely ability to

understand human nature and capacity to dis-

cover how to reach a desired result.

Very large powers are in the hands of the

Committes of Friends' Schools, and it is quite

possible for an intelligent parent and a wise

teacher to be thwarted by a School Committee.
For instance, they might object to frequent

periods of recess, which educators have found
to be most advisable, because the actual hours

for work would be diminished. Or they mig
'

declare there were plenty of books in 1

1

school-house even when newer books we I

sadly needed. What can a teacher do? i

seems to me that committee Friends', who ess i

to take an active part in the management ol^

school, should read, at least, one good edud
tional journal,* be in touch with educatioi

methods and know something about the detr

ed management of other similar schools. T
possibility of injury to the children is too gn
to admit of any indifference on this subject.

I shall suppose that every parent is askii

as I am very often, what results do we want 1

1

future to bring in the development of th

children. It seems to me the mere fact of h:

ing definite anticipations may help us to real

:

them. But whether we do or not, whether I

years may show that these anticipations w|
only very partial, even if we know they are

a measure ideal, it seems right to desire

them as the result of growth, wise care and
struction, vigorous health—well nourished, w-

trained bodies with no trace of physical or mt
tal overstrain ; minds trained to judge quick I

correctly and practically; wills trained to ;l

promptly, vigorously and persistently ; will

habit of desiring to look at the past, pres*

and future of the race with breadth and i

cernment; that they may at least catch

glimpse of the relative parts which scier

history, literature and art have had
great plan of human development ; that ti

may appreciate in a degree the beauty i

completeness of the divine laws which are

signed to govern not only the material unive

but moral and spiritual realms ; that they i

believe race or individual progress, and c

sequently success and happiness come only I

understanding and living harmoniously
these divine laws ; that they may feel that e;

individual has a responsibility for his own I

efforts even when results seem very unpror

ing ; that, crowning all these profound a

living truths, they may know the guid

the strength and the peace of Him who is

fullness of the Godhead bodily."

Start at the Bottom.—Two boys left h(

with just enough money to take them thrc

college, after which they must depend entii

upon their own eflTorts. They attacked the

legiate problems successfully, passed to grac

tion, received their diplomas from the facu

also commendatory letters to a large ship-bu

ing firm with which they desired employm:

Ushered into the waiting-room of the heai

the firm, the first was given an audience,

presented his letters.

" What can you do?" said the man of i

lions.

" I would like some sort of a clerkship."

" Well, sir, I will take your name and
dress ; and should we have anything of the 1

open will correspond with you."

As he passed out, he remarked to his wai

companion, "You can go in and 'leave j

address.'"

The other presented himself and his pape
" What can you do?" was asked.
" I can do anything that a green hand

do, sir," was the reply.

The magnate touched a bell, which calle

superintendent.
" Have you anything to put a man 1

at?"

*E. g.—Educational Review, Henry Holt & Co., 1
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"Ve waut a man to sort scrap-iron," replied

superintendent.

jid tlie college student went to sorting scrap-

II

(je week passed, and the president, meeting

Bsuperintendent, asked, " How is the new
ilgetting on ?"

i)," said the boss, " he did his work so well,

ooever watched the clock, that I put him
ethe gang."

] one year the man had reached the head of

slepartmeut, and an advisory position with

saianageraent, at a salary represented by
(figures, while his whilom companion was
Utaining his dignity as " clerk " in a livery

le, washing harness and carriages.

—

Phila-

Itiia Methodist.

Itnessing the Third Arrival of Dukhobors.

'! BY JOSEPH S. ELKINTON.

javing been informed by a telegraphic mes-

I
from the general manager of the Beaver

^. of Steamships, that the steamship Lake Su-

mr was expected to arrive at Quebec on the

ijQth or eighth of this month, after fulfill-

Ji religious engagement that I had, previously

tceiving this word, made for the morning of

seventh, I proceeded to Quebec, arriving at

jiavigation office of the line about two o'clock

Ibe afternoon of the eighth, and learned that

(st the steamship had been reported she could

be reasonably expected for some thirty hours.

I

afforded me the opportunity for interviews

i
officials of different departments, who mani-

:d much interest in the new comers. Hav-
been given the address of the matron of the

ption rooms at the landing, and she advised

elephone of my going there, I felt like ac-

jing the encouragement offered by the im-

iration agent to take up my quarters there,

;h gave the opportunity for being introduced

nd conversing with divers of the citizens

resorted there to await the arrival of the

mship.

he buildings at the Landing, like those at

iifax, are well adapted for the purpose in-

(led. I was disposed to think it more com-

|e in the appointments, with halls for sitting

jtanding room, as the case might be in re-

il to numbers, a well arranged dining-room,

re meals could be had at all hours, wash
. bathrooms, conveniences for writing and
ling, telegraph office, ticket office and an

^e for money changing with foreigners, and
;« a show of store goods on the side of one
ihe halls. This, with the money changing,

carried on under the oversight of a govern-

U official, whose duty was to know that no
losition should be practised by overcharge

goods purchased or money exchanged,

"he second story was made up with suites of

ins for the accommodation of the matron and
assistants, also for lodging rooms for the sick

ihose who might be necessarily detained in

building.

Che matron had been in charge for a term of

.rs, and was quite advanced in life for such

osition, but still active and courteous ; both

and one she introduced me to, who had had
irge of emigrant trains for either thirty-two

forty-two years, but was now released because

bis age and located at that place. They each
1 some very interesting incidents to relate on
ir experiences, which were marked Provi-

ices. There was at that time a family of

ber, mother and four children in the building

in what might be called a stranded condition,

having been disappointed in meeting some one
or more who was expected to meet them with
money for them to proceed onward into the in-

terior. They were an interesting group. The
father seemed quite disposed to make himself
useful working about the dock.
Among the interesting things told by the

matron was that she learned through her cor-

respondence with the matron at the Halifax
landing with whom she had been intimate, that

all those Dukhobors that had been brought
there from the quarantine who were not able to

proceed from that place on the former voyage
of the Lake Superior from that place to St.

John, had recovered so as to proceed by rail to

Manitoba. This was pleasing information to

me, for two that I saw in the hospital at ttie

quarantine were in my view in a very prostrated

condition at the time. The citizens of Halifax
made up the sum of one hundred dollars and
gave it to the company that had been sick, when
they were started off.

The father of the two sisters that were so very
ill had been denied the liberty to come with his

mother, wife and children, but was detained in

prison, and his mother had been detained in

prison for sixty days for going to see him. These
are of the hardships and cruelties that are told

us, and how much there must be of that which
being untold will never reach us.

Tlie evening of the eighth instant being a fine

one was favorable for the promenading on the

long wharf or landing. At length a rocket that

went up from the steamship was seen and re-

sponded to by thefiringofagun from an elevated

point, which is their usual way of announcing
an arrival. This was about ten p. m.

As the vessel approached, before we could

distinguish it we could hear a low subdued
chant, which of course increased in the volume
of the tone as the vessel drew nearer, but in no
wise equaled in strength that of the voices on

the two previous arrivals ; the malarial in-

fluences of the climate of Cyprus had, as I ap-

prehended, weakened their voices, as also given

a very different cast to the countenances, as I

saw them in the course of the following day.

It was evidently a very cautious and nice piece

of seamanship to bring the ship in the com-
parative darkness to her position beside the

wharf, and it was rather thrilling when an an-

swer went back from the wharf to query, I sup-

pose from the pilot, " how far are we from the

wharf?" " Forty feet." And the word went

forth and was repeated " Let go the anchor I"

One or two barges seemed to have had some
difficulty to get out of the way.

The first voice however, that I could recog-

nize from the bridge was that of Capt. Taylor
calling out ray name. His eyesight was better

than mine, for I could not see him, but the

salutation was cordial to my feelings, and a feel-

ing of gratitude did arise in my heart that his

life had been preserved to bring another com-

pany across the mighty deep. On his being in-

formed through one of the managers of the line

who stood by me, that I wished to speak a few

words to the passengers, he replied :
" Let him

come on the bridge ;" whither I went as soon

as the gang plank was laid. The captain had
an interpreter for me, when I spoke to the im-

port, that as a representative of a Society whose

foref^athers had like them suffered for the testi-

mony of a conscience void of offence toward

God, we were in sympathy with them. In the

name of Jesus Christ our Lord and their Lord
I could ask that such a measure of that grace

in which the testimony for Jesus Christ was con-
firmed might abound, that should prosperity
attend them, even as in adversity they had been
supported, so also might they he kept in that
spirit of meekness that it would please the Lord
yet further to enrich them with spiritual gifts

to their enlargement in that in which {jives dis-

cernment between that which serveth God and
that which serveth Him not.

So keeping to that received from on high,
they should be living witnesses of his power,
and be a people blessed of the Lord. As Chris-
tians we render thanks for the measure of ten-

derness on the part of the Czar inducing him to

liberate them, and to assign a sum uf money for

the relief of suftering humanity. And to the

queen and her ministers in the dominion they
were now coming to for their liberality in grant-
ing release from military service and allowing a
reasonable hope for religious toleration whicli is

allowed to a considerable extent to those who
reside in other parts of this continent. And we
could pray for that measure of enlightenment for

the hearts of all in authority that whilst ruling

in the spirit of justice it would lead to universal

religious toleration on the granting of which
they with all others who kept in the Divine fear,

would be blessed.

The bereavements lately experienced in Cy-
prus, coupled with preceding afflictions, had no
doubt been felt as very grievous, but doubtless

the purposes of the Almighty, would be wrought
out through their sufferings and not only the

descendants of those who had suflfered unto
death have the consolation that many had died
in the Truth which would support all who kept
to it, but theimpression on the public mind would
be such as would be calculated to discountenance
persecution and hasten the day when all nations

should see of the glory of the Lord in what He
did for his cause and people.

The response which came back through the

interpreter was to the import that what had
been delivered was acceptable to them and they

felt thankful therefore and had a warm feeling

of appreciation of the sympathy and kindness

manifested to them by the Society of Friends.

After this in a season of retirement with the

captain in the cabin, he corroborated the testi-

monies that had been previously given of the

good order and correctness of life and conver-

sation of those that were with him on the pres-

ent voyage. He had become very much at-

tached to them and spoke with feeling of the

great sufferings they had endured both previous

to their embarking with him, and also on the

passage they had liad some rough weather and
Soulerjitzky had been sick with them, there was
a time when all were sick, but one had died

who was carried on the ship at Larnaka in

blankets. The seas however altered and they im-

proved in health and had all been permitted to

pass the quarantine, and none so poorly that

they could not leave the ship.

In this interview I acknowledged how my
mind had travelled on the great water with the

bodies of men in charge of the captains of that

particular line, and the sympathy I had felt in

an especial manner for Captain Carey, of the

steamship Ontario, in the interview with him
the day before he left Halifax charged with

the conveyance of two thousand Spaniards from
Cuba to Spain. He himself spoke of the need
captains had at times for Wisdom higher than
their own. Capt. Taylor said it was a great re-

sponsibility with which Captain Carey was
charged, and for a time there was much difficulty,

owing to the seeming feeling of bitterness be-
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cause in the view of the Spaniards Great Britain

had kept on too friendly terms with the United

States. But before the voyage was over a recon-

ciled and peaceable feeling prevailed, and the

landing of the party in Spain was effected.

One other vessel had been forced to stop by the

way, there were so many deaths.

Wishing to keep company with William Bel-

lows, that I might hear particularly from his

worthy father, who had so deeply interested

himself for the Dukhobortsi, as also to hear

what William could tell me of their history

whilst on the island of Cyprus, which island,

however, William was on not quite a week, as

he went with the Lake Superior from England

there, I took with him the first train that

started out from Quebec to Ottawa and Winni-

peg; Frank Pedley, the superintendent of the

Emigrant Department being also on that train,

his residence being in Ottawa. His wife claimed

descent from the Society of Friends, and gave

me several names of her connections that I

recognized as having been prominent in the

Society. She had lately had a spell of sickness

and her conversation was chastened and inter-

esting. She manifested quite a desire to have
some of our literature.

In the course of the morning of the 10th I

went through the train with VVilliam Bellows

and the nurse, who was educated at Petersburg.

She could converse with William in French,

but not much more in English than he could in

Russian. She however appeared to be of good

intellectual power and of a pleasant spirit ; as

I have noted, the company as a whole did not

seem to me as vigorous as those who had arrived

before them, a number appearing quite pros-

trated, and she spoke of the Cyprus fever.

There had been a poor opportunity to get a

renewed supply of medicine at Quebec between

the arrival of the vessel and departure of first

train, and she gave a list of what she wanted,

which I could but partially furnish even with

the use of a carriage between the time of the ar-

rival of the first train at Ottawa and its depar-

ture. But having obtained what was lacking, so

that I could give it to the only Cyprus woman
that I knew of that could speak English on the

second train, I requested her to give it to the

nurse of the first train on arrival at Winnipeg
;

she, however, thought it was as much needed

on the train she was on, as on the first. She
would be very willing to hand over what the

train she was on did not use, and as the medi-

cine was not purchased with money belonging

to the first party, I felt reconciled. I had time

to walk pretty much through the second train

whilst they were taking on supplies. Of the

women, who seemed vigorous, I admired the

dexterity with which numbers of them plied

the knitting needles, and in other ways showed
their aptness in the improvement of their time.

There was some religious exercise on the

trains, but not to the same extent as on the

First-day, when I travelled in a train from

Halifax to Ottawa near three months ago.

After the departure of the big trains I went
to the office of the Deputy Minister of the In-

terior, in doing which I lost my opportunity

with the third train. After the interview with

him, obtaining what information I could in re-

lation to the state of things with the new settlers

and the prospect of reduction or remission of

duties, for which latter I was encouraged to

seek further interviews with the officials at

Montreal, to that place I took passage on the

train in the after part of the day ; and next day
was courteously received by the general man-

ager of the passenger department, who conferred

with the freight department, and dictated a

letter in my presence to the deputy minister. In

all this there was a very friendly spirit mani-

fest to have goods that might be gratuitously

given for the Dukhobortsi sent forward if not

free of freight and duty, at as low a rate as

the officials could consistently make without

actual loss to the company, or parties they rep-

resented, so that all who have merchandise to be-

stow may be encouraged to forward it promptly.

From the East by way of Prescott, care of im-

migration agent at that point, and directed to

Limern Lazarefl', Yorkton Assinoboia. Joseph

S. & Thomas Elkiaton, 817 Mifflin St., Phila.,

will see to the forwarding of goods sent to their

address, without the charge of freight to the

donors.

A visit was paid to the store of the Auxiliary

Bible Association, and to some members of a

committee having in charge the furnishing of a

portion of the Scriptures in Russian, as there

seemed to be readers found for them, although

at last report but one in three hundred could

read.

I. M. Milligan, a Congregationalist minister,

manifested a marked interest on this subject and
the welfare of the Dukhobortsi in general, being

in hearty sympathy with the efforts to promote
it.

Sir William Dawson, late president of the

university and held in great esteem as one of

marked religious experience, and now seem-

ingly nearing the Heavenly Port, expressed

himself in emphatic terms in the line of desir-

ing the Divine blessing upon the newcomers
and their helpers. He had interested himself

in looking out their history, and felt that they

were representatives ofthe same principles as had
been previously advocated by the Paulicians

;

and his remarks, together with those held by his

wife were to the import that the principles of

Truth were from everlasting to everlasting and
it would have its representation from generation

to generation.

In an interview with Caroline Cox, a prom-
inent member of the Montreal Women's Coun-
cil, that had contributed about four hundred
dollars for the relief of the Dukhobortsi, she

read me a letter from a correspondent, from
which the following is extracted :

" Your very kind favor reached me just a

week ago to-day. I awaited your parcel. It

came yesterday, and we opened it to-day, and I

wish you could have been there to see the joy

and pleasure of the children, as I lifted article

after article out of the bag, and the look of ex-

pectancy on their faces I assure

you it is most pathetic to see the pleasure of the

children at receiving such gifts, and the sight

of it would make your heart glad and thankful

for its generous promptings these children show
in this way. The slates and books were very

much needed. One firm here furnished twenty-

five slates. The readers are quite necessary, for

the children are learning rapidly, and the older

ones have learned to read and write. . . .

The Dukhobors themselves do not make their

wants known. They are a gentle, kind people,

grateful for any little kindness shown them,

and deeply appreciate what has been done for

them here.
" Some of their history is so sad. There is

hardly a family but contains a father or brother

who has been in prison and suffered frightful

tortures. I have in mind several families whose
fathers and brothers are exiled in Siberia, and
a brave little fellow named Ivan Bojniko, one

of the brightest pupils, who wishes me to thaii

you for his top and book, told me to-day 1

1

mother died heart-broken just before he l

Russia, because his father and brother con'

not come with me to Canada, for they are '

confinement in mercury mines in Siberia.
" These people have been tried in the fire a

not found wanting. These simple, unletter;

peasants can teach us lessons of heroic sacrifii

for the sake of the Truth. Unlettered as th

are, for only about one in three hundred c

read, they possess true spiritual wisdom tb

puts many of us to shame. They have be

much criticised here owing to their peculiar

ligion. The fact is they have hold of the ve

basis of Christianity—the true Christ religi(

without creed, forms or dogma, and they e

emplify it in their lives. . . . May th

example enter the hearts of our Canadian p
pie, and their light shine for all the world.

" Let me express my heartfelt gratitude a

appreciation for your help, which in spite

your affliction you are able to accomplish, a

in doing which you have already received yc

reward in the knowledge of having made oth

happy.
" All please accept Prince Hilkofi"s greeti

and appreciation of the sympathy shown.
" The same is also extended from both of

to your local council of women who so nol

contributed their time and means. The memt
of it ever be held warm in the hearts of th

whom they so nobly succored in time of gr

need."

Thinking no Evil.—The root of our ten

tation to believe evil of others doubtless is o

consciousness of the evil within ourselves,

affords an unworthy, yet very inviting, relief

think that everybody else probably is about

bad as we are, if the truth were known. Mo
over, the frailty of human nature becomes e

dent so often, so many trusted men prove

have been undeserving of confidence, that so

degree of caution, and even of suspicion,

comes natural. If we trust everybody fro

we soon suffer painful consequences.

Now God does not bid us shut our eyes to'

facts of life. We must take things as they i

and make the best of them. Nevertheless,

who cultivates the habit of thinking no evil

others not only does best his duty in the div

sight, but also is much the wiser and h

regarded merely from a worldly point of vii

It is grave misfortune to become habitually (

trustful. It narrows and embitters one.

causes others to distrust one in return. Ili

like looking upon a landscape through coloJ

glasses. Nothing appears quite as it is.

The habit of suspicion usually dominates;

before long, unless we resist it successful'

is far better to be imposed upon now and th

and to suffer some real material loss, than

become soured and overcritical, to have or

whole life rendered miserable by the convict

that confidence cannot be given, that promi

will not be kept, that honor is a delusion,

who thinks no evil of others will find his ti

abundantly justified in most instances. R

are not wholly given over to evil. Decept

and trickery do not rule the world, and m
will.

Let it not be forgotten that to think no

often is the surest way to stimulate an e

minded person to do what is honorable i

right. A college student, notorious among
fellows for recklessness—and soon, and prope'

dismissed from the institution—once n
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j-r that he would obtain an indulgence from

i)f the college officials, justifying his request

I lie. He went to prefer his request, but

ly broke down and said something wholly

Irent from what he had intended to say.

lieclared afterward, " I couldn't lie to that

i,
His look showed that he trusted rae so

ely that I couldn't, and wouldn't, deceive
" This incident illustrates a great truth.

'le Congregationaiisl.

For "The Friend."

PEACE MUSINGS.
Christ's cradle song,

Is still borne along,

Surviving the lapse of ages.

Upward it comes

j

From numberless tongues

1 Of princes, bards and sages.

I

Hearken and hear,

I

In notes sweetly clear,

I

Issuing from the throne of the Czar.

The Christ pleading call.

Summoning nations all,

I
To abandon the arts of war.

May it loudly resound.

The whole world around,

This call of the mighty Czar,

And hasten the end,

Between foe and friend,

Of the cruel arbiter of war.

Lovers of the Light within,

Being released from burd'ning sin

Have no need of carnal sword
;

The heart is tilled with heavenly love.

To man beneath, to God above.

Their trust is in the sovereign Lord.

The pulse of hope is bounding free.

Faith is yet on bended knee,

For the coming of that hour,

When for the arbiter of might,
Enlightened reason's glorious light,

Would be all nations trusted power.

Ambition and envy in their unrest.

Would yield to reason's high behest.

Might to Right would give her hand,
All crowned heads could calmly rest,

The Dove of Peace upon their breast.

And righteousness cover the sea and land.

Thomas Edgerton Mott.
aiTTIER, Iowa.

aouGH the body be sister to the worm and
Meed, the soul may aspire to the fellowship

igels.

Items Coiicerning the Society.

not often that an official document of the

3ty of Friends becomes the subject of criticism

magazine like the Nineteenth Century. In the

jnt number, however, a Roman Catholic priest

:8 at length upon a criticism of the " Appeal
e Nation " on the subject of Peace, issued by
(London) Meeting for Sufferings in Twelfth
th, 1897." The London Friend of the 12th
int answers the priest's article.

le centennial anniversary of the founding of
ttown Boarding School will be celebrated at

Ittown, on Seventh-day, Sixth Mo. 10th, 1899,

18 time of the third annual re-union (second
town re-union), of the VVesttown Old Scholars'

iation.

cordial invitation is herewith extended to all

cholars, their husbands, wives and children,

others who have been identified with the

ol, to participate in this occasion and to be-

members of this association, whether now
liected with our religious Society or not. Those
lially interested in the subject of education
ng Friends are also invited. All who have
iributed to Ihe Westtown Centennial Memorial
fd are particularly invited to be present,

imple preparations are being made to care for

I

entertain a very large gathering (about three

liaand people.) Everything needful for the day.

including tent, conveyances, and a substantial

luncheon, will be provided by the Westtown Olil

Scholars' Association without charge. A prom-
inent feature will be the presentation of the West-
town Centennial Memorial Fund. There will be
addresses by entertaining speakers. The school

buildings and grounds and specimens of the handi-
work of the scholars will be on exhibition.

Please extend this invitation to any who should
attend, but who may not have received it.

On behalf of the Board of Managers of the West-
town Old Scholars' Association.

Samuel L. Allen.

Notes from Others.

The bishops of the Church of England in convo-
cation have welcomed the Revised Version of the

Scriptures and sanctioned its use in the churches.

There is a story of a clergyman who on going

into the pulpit said, " I am very sorry, but I lost

my notes on the way and must trust to Providence
;

this evening I hope to come better prepared !"

Even New York has to come to it at last. The
theatre as " a great educational force," " a teacher

of morals," "a mirror of life," has reached that

point long ago foretold as its goal. It has become
necessary either to disinfect the theatre or bury it,

in New York. In the same State a society of

women has been organized to protest against that

standing insult to American women, the common
bill board with its indecent poses and obscene sug-

gestions. Next to the saloon, the theatre is the

chief instrument in the degradation of American
morals, as even its quondam supporters are now
forced to admit.— The Interior.

A Word from Abraham Lincoln.—"No man is

good enough to govern another man without that

other's consent. When the white man governs
himself, that is self-government; but when he gov-

erns himself and also governs another man, that is

more than self-government—that is despotism.

Our reliance is in the love of liberty which God
has planted in us ; our defense is in the spirit

which prizes liberty as the heritage of all men in

all lands, everywhere. Those who deny freedom

to others deserve it not for themselves, and under

a just God cannot long retain it."

Why a Man Left a Church.—A prominent busi-

ness man in a Western city, says an exchange, has

created a commotion by leaving a church with

which he had been connected for twenty years, giv-

ing these reasons for doing so : "The great beauty

of the church ; a minister who was attractive, both

in the pulpit and at dinner parties ; the amount of

money spent on a quartette choir, and the appar-

ent antagonism between the services of the church

and the life of its members, and the teachings of

Christ in the sermon on the mount."
Do not many churches depend upon world-

culture for success rather than upon the spirit-

uality produced by the indwelling Word and the

guidance of the Holy Spirit?

They Staid with Us, not Being of ^s.—Joseph N.
Crooker, preaching in the IJnitarian church of

Troy, N. Y., said, " When a minister ceases to be-

lieve the creed on which his church is based, he is

in honor bound to leave that church."
Samuel M. Hopkins, writing in the Princeton

Review in 1878, assumed it as a point beyond dis-

pute that " any minister who had subscribed the

articles of a church, and then finds himself ma-
terially at variance with them, is bound in honor

to withdraw from it."

But B. Fay Mills, having turned Unitarian, said

in a lettter in which he gave his reasons for with-

drawing from the ministry of the Presbyterian

Church :
" I have been assured, by leaders in the

Presbyterian and Congregational Churches, that

they hold practically the same opinions [as minej

and that they regard it their duty to stay where

they are until the whole church is leavened, or

until the authorities come and fetch them out."

On this principle the Jesuitical Romanizera of

the Church of England within its membership are

acting, of whom Sir William Harcourt says: "Of
all lawlessness the worst is that of those who, ap-

pointed to give effect to the law, employ their au-
thority to defeat it."

The continued acceptance of membership, power
or place under the distinctive doctrines of a church
or society, while the member is hostile to those
doctrines, may be a most advantageous and traitor-

ous position for subverting them ; but no claims of
sanctification in such can make a false position

moral or honest.

Do Not Want ^'Sunday Papers."—London is not
yet ready for Sunday newspapers. This morning
the Daily Mail announces in big black type head-
lines the " Death of the Sunday Daily Mail— a. frank
concession to the religious feeling of the public."

When the Sunday Daily Mail was started it was
announced that its existence was due to the Daily
Telegraph's ala.rting a Sunday edition, and that as

long as the latter published a Sunday edition the

former would do likewise. But the Daily Mail is

the first to give in.

The announcement came as a great surprise. In
its explanation of the change of policy the Daily
Mail says :

" The Sunday Daily Mail is dead. The
final issue of that journal was made on Sunday
last, and we bury it to-day, without regret. Reso-
lutions of protest and appeals from religious and
other bodies throughout the country asking that

we should discontinue the seven day paper have
assumed gigantic proportions. These have not

only not been ignored at the Daily Mail ofiice, but
have been carefully considered by the proprietors.

With a desire, therefore, to meet the views of those

who object to Sunday journalism, the proprietors

have decided to discontinue the publication of the

Sunday Daily Mail. We may mention that our
decision in this matter was considerably influenced

by an appeal from our own employes. The Mail's

experiment lasted six weeks, and the result shows
that the British public does not take kindly to a

seven day paper." — Special cable to the Public

Ledger.

The following propositions were considered in

the General Conference of the Brethren in Christ,

held in Lancaster on the 19th iust:

" Is it consistent for church members to support

life insurancet" The decision was adverse to such

a policy. " Is it consistent for church members to

take matters to lawf" and it, too, was decided in

the negative. The Conference also decided that it

would be inconsistent to tolerate instrumental mu-
sic in churches. This question was submitted

:

"Are the teaching of Christ and the Apostles that

those who have been converted according to (John,

iii, 3), thus becoming branches in the vine (John,

XV, 5), must seek a second definite work of grace to

be sanctified? " The answer was that " the General

Conference of 1887 has adopted a confession of

faith, which this Conference again reaffirms to be

the standard of which this question shall be an-

swered, viz: Repentance, regeneration, forgiveness

of sins and the indwelling of the Holy Spirit as a

standard by which a child of God may be recog-

nized."

Against the ob.servance of Christmas and Easter

the following overtures from the Presbytery of

Athens, (Georgia?) was laid before the General

Assembly of the Smthern Presbyteriari Church,

meeting in Richmond, Va., on the 19tli inst. :—

•

" Whereas, There is a growing tendency in many
quarters of our communion to recognize Christmas

and Easter as religious d.ays because of the fact

with which they are associated in the public mind,

the Presbytery of Athens, believing that such re-

cognition is contrary to the principles of the re-

formed faith, and in the nature of will worship,

hereby overtures the General Assembly to make
a pronounced and explicit deliverance on the sub-

ject."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The United States Phillippine

Commission at Manila on the 22d inst., submitted to

the Peace Commissioners from Aguinaldo a draft of the

form of government which President McKinley is pre-
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pared to establish. According to this plan, a G
General and Cabinet will be appointed for the

by the President, and later an Advisory Council will

be elected bv the people. Major General Otis has re-

fused the request of the Filipinos for an armistice.

The post office authorities at Washington are pre-

paring an issue of stamps for use in the island of Guam.
Governor Sayres, of Texas, as soon as the Legislature

adjourns, will address a letter to the Governors of all

the States asking a meeting with their Attorney Gen-

eral f >r the purpose of agreeing upon an effective anti-

trust law.

The Yearly Meeting held last week at Fifteenth

and Race Streets sent a cablegram to the Interna-

tional Peace Conference, in session at The Hague, de-

siring that its " councils be divinely directed in tlie early

consideration of the establishment of an International

Court of Arbitration, tending to the ultimate reign of

universal peace." The next day a reply was received

from the American delegdtes. It expressed their

promise " to do everything possible in the line suggested

bv the message sent by the Yearly Meeting."
' The chiefs of the delegations to the Peace Conference

have agreed upon the Presidents of the various com-

mitiees. The opinio m is gaining ground that substan-

tial results in the cause of arbitration and humane rules

for warfare will be accomplished by the Conference.

President Baron de Sta;il placed the question of media-

tion and arbitration in the forefront during his speech.

The question of the laws of war rendering war as hu-

mane as possible by the extension of the regulations

already existing was then touched upon by the Presi-

dent, and he relegated the question of the reduction of

armaments to the third place, all of which accords

with the desire of the American and English delegates.

The Phoenix Bridge Company has been awarded the

contract to build six more steel bridges for the Eastern

Chinese Railroad, making eighteen bridges to be com-
pleted by next Eleventh Month. Constantine Tepes-

clioff, of St. Petersburg, engineer for the Eastern Chi-

nese Railroad, who is here to look after the work,

states that he visited leading bridge and locomotive

works in Europe before he came to America and found

that the bridges and locomotives could be built in this

country at a less cost and better and quicker than in

Europe.
At the Baptist Conference in session at Louisville,

last week, a resolution reaffirming the hostility of the

Convention to the liquor traffic, and stating it as the

sense of the delegates that no Baptist church should

allow a dealer in liquor in its congregation, was intro-

duced. This upholds the action of a Louisville Baptist

church in turning out of its fold all members engaged
in the traffic of liquor. The resolution was amended
to include only those dealing in liquor as a beverage,

and in this shape it was adopted.

.Success, affirms that " In the United States alone,

last year, there were mailed thirty-seven letters for

each inhabitant, which aggregated forty per cent, of all

the letters written in the world, and equaled the num-
ber written by all nations of Continental Europe. At
the beginning of this century, about twelve per cent.

of the civilized world spoke English ; at the middle of

the century it was nineteen per cent. ; and now, at its

close, it is thirty per cent. The increase in letter-

writing has been far more rapid than this, and now,
out of the enormous number of 10,040,000,000 letters

posted last year, 8,000,000,000 were written in English."

The cotton crop of the world is estimated to be from
13,000,000 to 14,000,000 bales. Of this, the American
crop is from C5 to 70 per cent., while all the other

countriesof the world produce 30 to 35 percent. 'When,

however, the manufacturing is figured up, the United

States only spin and weave 17 per cent., while the other

83 per cent, is manufactured in foreign countries.

The gross value of c.itton manufactures in the United
States in 1S90 was 3J2t)7,9Sl,724, or at the rate of S18.88

per spindle. The number of spindles was given by the

census of that year as 14,188,103. The present value

of these products, according to a fair estimate, is $255,-

429,858, or less than in 1890, notwithstanding the fact

that there has been an increase, not only of 24 per

cent, in the number, but of 10 per cent, in the pro-

ductive capacity of the spindles.

The tin plate pri.duction in the United States in

1892 was 42,119,192 pounds, and in 1898, 732,290,285

pounds. It is said that this country now produces its

entire tin plate supply.
It is estimated that the quarantine of last year caused

a loss of $30,000,000 to New Orleans.

The asparagus crop in South Jersey is the

for years, and hundreds of men and boys are employed
in cutting the grass. The rust iii light compared with
former years.

The California Growers' Association, which controls

all the grapes produced in the five central counties of

the State, has fixed the price of the second crop of

muscatel wine grapes at $10 a ton, which is $4 more a

ton than they brought last year.

About 21,000,000 pounds of almonds are consumed
in this country annually.

Porto Rico's coffee crop is valued at $8,789,788 an-

nually.

The imports of fruits and nuts in our new West In-

dian dominions amount to $17,000,000 every year.

On Fourth Month 26th, the mining town of Dawson
City, Alaska, was swept by a disastrous tire, which
burned the entire business centre of the town. The
losses are claimed to be between one and four millions.

There was no insurance whatever, and the supply of

building material is quite exhausted. A large amount
of money was destroyed, there being no fire-proof safes

in the place, but none of the big warehouses were
touched, so tliere will be no shortage of provisions.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 378, which is 49 less than the previous week and

less than the corresponding week of last year.

Of the foregoing 210 were males and 108 females : 47

died of consumption ; 38 of pneumonia ; 34 of heart

disease; 19 of old age; 17 of typhoid fever; 17 of

diphtheria; 15 of inflammation of the brain; 14 of

apoplexy; 12 of nephritis; 12 of convulsions; 12 of

inflammation of the stomach and bowels
;
10 of cancer

;

8 of inanition, and 8 of Bright's disease.

Markets, <£c.—U. S. 2's, 99J a 100 ; 4's, reg., 112i

a 113; coupon, 113i a 114; new 4's, 130 a 131 ; 5's,

112]- a 113; 3's, 108"j a 109.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners on a basis of

6Jc. per pound for middling uplands.

"Flour.—Winter super., $2.10 a $2.30; Pennsylva-

nia roller, straight, $3 25 a $3.40 ; Western winter

straight, $3.30 a $3.45 ; spring, straight, S3.50 a $3.75
;

city mills, straight, $3.30 a $3..50. Rye Flour.—$3.15
per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75} a 75.iC.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38 a 38'jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 34J a 35c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 6|c.
;
good, 5| a 5|c.

;

medium, 4J a 5c.; common, 4| a 4fc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5| a 5Jc.
;
good, 4| a

5c. ; medium, 4} a 4Jc. ; common, 3 a 4c. ; lambs, 5 a

6ic. ; spring lambs, $5.00 a $6.50.

Hogs.—Best western, 5i a 5|c.; other grades, 5i a5Jc.

Foreign.—The coal product of Great Britain

amounts to 190,000,000 tons a year, of Germany to

100,000.000 and of France to 28,000,000 tons.

The French statistician. Dr. Livrier, says that one-

half of all human beings die before 17, that only one
person in 10,000 lives to be 100 years old, and that

(inly one person out of every 1,000 lives to be 60.

The Independence Beige publishes an interview with
Professor Virchow, the leader of German liberalism,

on the subject of the Peace Conference, in the course

of which he is represented as having said :
" Disarma-

ment is in the air. Sooner or later it will be realized

by all nations under the law of development. The
programme of Emperor Nicholas is comprehensive
and complicated, but the fact that the Powers accepted

his call is significant enough. One factor in the situa-

tion is the weakness of public opinion. Nations are

led astray by a deceptive idea of glory and honor. The
United States have lately offered a pitiable example
of that. A civilized land has been plunged into war
by the criminal agitation of brainless demagogues and
ttie incapacity of rulers. The United States have
sinned against humanity and civilization. Let us hope
that the Americans have at last recovered from their

bout cf intoxication and will redeem the errors of

their country. All this is an illustration of the diffi-

culties confronting the conference, but it will not mat-

ter if success is finally attained."

The New Voice says: It is reported from St. Peters-

burg that the plan of government control of the liquor

traffic has already substituted the official bar fur 25,-

000 private liquor shops in that Capitol. At the gov-

ernment bar, liquor is sold only in small sealed bottles,

and the rule is that only s^ ber men can buy.

Fifteen hundred deaths have occurred recently in

the famine-stricken districts of Russia.

Since the war of 1894 the Chinese population of

Shanghai has grown from 400,000 to 700,0u0. The at

traction lies in the many new itidustrial establish

ments.
The discovery of an alleged pi it against the South

African Republic has moved President Kruger to act

promptly, and the arrests already made by his order

Include alleged ex-British officers. Englishmen famil-

iar with the situation declare that the men are " irre-

sponsible nobodies, with fictitious military titles affi.

bv the Boers, with the object of discrediting

B'ritish."

A Washington special says that the propositioi

General Brooke that in lieu of surrendering the a

of the Cuban soldiers to the American military

thorities they shall be turned over to the civil offic

in the several provinces is acceptable to the Uni
States. Arrangements were being made to pay off

Cuban soldiers in a few days.

Salvador Cisneros, the Marquis of Santa Lucia, \

was President of the Cuban Provisional Governaii

has published a statement at Havana in which he •

presses confidence in the United States, but exph
that the Cubans are " naturally suspicious at

wholly undefined policy."

President Iglesias recently arrived in Costa I

from the United States. During his visit to

he opened negotiations for $2,000,000 in gold, to

shipped to Costa Rica to carry out the plan of (

lishing the gold standard. The plan is to be exect

within the next three 3'ears, and is already under ?

It has been attended bv no disturbance to business,

the additional $2,000,000, it is believed, will pei

the successful completion of this financial reform.

A large deposit of tin is reported to have been
covered in Honduras, within easy access to a g
wagon road.

The Peruvian Government has published a dei

in reference to non-Catholic marriages. Parties to 81

must state their religion and declare under oath,ii

presence of two witnesses, that they have never t

baptized as Roman Catholics. Parties contractin

civil marriage, because of the refusal of the Rot

Catholic Church to grant a dispensation in case

difference of relations, must present proof of the

fusal.

"A new metal denominated ' coppier steel,' has \

brought out in Paris," says Industries and Iron.

is described as possessing a very high resistance,

can be forged like iron. It is manufactured by a

cess during which zinc or its alloys is employed
retaining a certain proportion of iron, nickel, or c!

miura in the form of oxid, and reducing and in

porating it in a state of tine division in the presi

of furnace gasses. A number of new alloys,

stated, are thus obtained, and among them the 1

referred to under the title designated."

Two military and two civil Filipino Commissioi

appointed to co-"perate with three citizens of Mai

in negotiating terms of peace, arrived at ManiU
the 19th. They submitted no new proposition,

want an armistice pending the session of the Fili]

Congress. General Otis has refused to entertain

proposal.

Figures so far available, showing the gold pro(

tion of the world for the current year, indicate

crease of $50,000,000.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For conveni

of persons coming to Westto\vn School, the st

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A
and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met \i

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the schoo.

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

the admission of pupils to the school, and lelter

regard to instruction and discipline should be

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Prindj^.

Payments on account of board and tuition,

communications in regard to business should be

warded to Edward G. Smedlet, iSuperintendei

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Receipts of Dukhobortsi Fund to Fifth Mo
23rd, 1899.

M. W. S., $25.00 ; Friends, Viola, Iowa, $12.50 ;
1

Ohio, $20.00: River Brethren, $8.50; A Friend

J. H. D., $5.00.

Wm. Evans, Treas., 252 S. Front St., Phi

Died, on the twelfth of Eleventh Month,

her residence. No. 1415 N. Eleventh St., LuciLL
Hedley Quatmax, M. D., in the forty-seventh

of her age ; a member of the Monthly Meetin

Friends of Philadelphia, for the Northern Distri<

[Second notice, correcte(

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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[Open Door for Progressive Revelations.

|i Dale makes this curious observation :
" The

l-tatioiis addressed to the Church atCorinth to

ibute liberally to the relief of the distressed

tians in Judea fill as many columns in the

d epistle to the Corinthians as the discussion

e doctrine of the resurrection in the First

le. The moral scandals and disorders in the

tian Church occupy as many pages in the two

es to that church, as the doctrine of justifica-

n the epistle to the Ramans."

it we do not, and cannot suppose Dr. Dale

measure spiritual values by inches ofpaper.

the silences of written revelation should

ate zero, the New Testament be reckoned

ach inferior to the Old as it is shorter, and

3xt, " For me to live is Christ," as covering

jspel ground than genealogies or narratives,

reason seems evident why words addressed

(3n for the shaping of their lives and con-

ishould be accorded more space than the

jion of truths permanently shaped in the

we counsels. Added words could not change

|,
but they may change human attitude

conduct.

(Vain, the relative enormity of the crime of

ijler as compared with other offences cannot

idged by the space given to its prohibition

(e written words of our Lord. Neither can

ijof polygamy be so measured, nor of gam-

c, nor of cruelty to animals, nor of many

f little-named or unnamed sins. "Why
^ of yourselves judge ye not wliat is right?"

<He. In the New Covenant his laws were

'i written "on the heart, and in the mind."

illetter killeth in some places if we make
|ir only rule of faith and practice. As re-

is faith. Scripture space seems not appor-

»d "according to the proportion of faith;"

'\n matters of practice, according to the rela-

'I

magnitude of crimes and virtues. Yet

elation is not dtfective, however incomplete

fivritteu portion of it may be judged to be.

or the carrying forward of his revelations,

Jat pointed to his return in the Spirit of

Truth to " reprove the world of sin, of righteous-

ness, and of judgment," and to guide us " into

all the truth." All that He did and taught
" until the day in which He was taken up," is

declared by Luke to be what " Jesus began to

do and teach." Those days of his flesh being

thus days of the beginning, now these subse-

quent days of his Spirit carry on the continuance

of his doing and teaching among men. Having

yet many things to' say, " but ye cannot bear

them now," said He, he then added, " Howbeit

when he, the Spirit of Truth is come, he will

guide you into all the truth."

The continued fresh openings and revelation

of Christ and his Truth are, however invisible

outwardly, the firm Rock on which He would

build his Church ; they are his Scripture of life

continued : they are that progressive word of

his grace which is able to build us up as char-

acters and as a church ; they are, though so

darkly heeded, a measure of the preaching of

"the gospel to every creature which is under

heaven," they are the refuge of the future church

fro.m the "crumbling" letter, if so be that the

so called higher criticism could crumble it,

—

which it will not finally be able to do.

Yet some, weak in the faith, may make ship-

wreck of faith by being received unto the doubt-

ful disputations of "higher critics." Higher

than wliat? Higher possibly than blind dog-

matism, or superstition of the letter. But we

doubt whether the criticism of a product of Di-

vine inspiration can be accounted higher than

these, except as it is the highest criticism, even

inspiration itself. For " the things of God no

man judgeth, but the Spirit of God."

We have thus been carried towards this sub-

ject without intention, and without right of suf-

ficient acquaintance ; having bestowed little at-

tention on what is called the Higher Criticism,

because satisfied with nothing short of the High-

est Criticism,—even the judgment of that Liv-

ing Word who, still speaking to our condition,

is the one competent authority to set in order

his written word before our understanding. He
that abides in Him abides in the secret place of

the Most High, where all his authorized Scrip

tures and other revelations come from. It is

sometimes said, " Christianity is not the product

of the Bible, but the Bible is the product of

Christianity." So " no prophecy of the Scrip-

tures is of private interpretation. For the pro-

phecy came not in old time by the will of man,

but holy men of God spake as they were moved

by the Holy Spirit." (2 Peter i : 20, 21.)

And to this place the experimenters, upheav-

ers and reconstructors of the letter of the Scrip-

tures may unwittingly be driving the church.

For Christianity has been shown to be of living

Truth as much by this evidence of its vitality

as by several others, namely : that after all that

ts innocent or its designing subverters could

do, they could do nothing against the truth but

what turned out to be for the truth. So while

we deplore the probable shipwrecking of much
of the faith which is pinned to the letter, we see

amidst a reconsideration by the professing church

of much of its idolatry of the letter, a lifting up

of its eyes to the Spirit which gave the-Scriptures

forth, and which in spite of human tampering,

they ever seem to breathe. We see portions of

the church getting dislodged from the letter to

have recourse to the Spirit, and saying, "Lord
to whom shall we go ? For thou hast the words

of eternal life." We see the meaning of the

expression, " The Word of God," which we as a

people have always insisted on, more and more

forced to the front.

But the artificial process is too costly. We
regard not with iudifference, but with grave

apprehension the havoc under the course ot

such criticism as seems now ruthlessly going on.

Overruled for final good though it, like wars,

may be, there will be thousands of bright con-

ceits unearthed for every diamond of truth

disclosed, and these will unsettle and "deceive,

if it were possible, the very elect."

Yet the eternal truths of the Holy Scriptures

will continue to stir up the pure mind, and to

commend themselves to every man's un.seared

conscience in the sight of God. Account for

and arrange their writing as investigators may,

the witness for truth in the heart will continue

to bear testimony to his own in the Scriptures ;

and this, waiving all historical evidences as of

little worth in comparison, will continue to

testify :
" Never man spake like this man."

"Never did human talent write like this Spirit
!"

"He that speaks to my condition speaks in the

Scriptures of truth."

Accordingly let not Friends lose the Scrip-

tural vantage-ground on which they were first

planted, and to which the havoc of literary

critics may be driving others. Having begun

in the Spirit, they are not to be made perfect

by intellect, or the flesh. Their stepping up-

on any lower plane for spiritual inquiry would

be a retreat. "The things of God no man

knoweth but the Spirit of God." He that is

spiritual judgeth all things, yet he himself is

judged by no man." Things which God hath

prepared are " revealed unto us by his Spirit.

For the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the
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deep things of God." So much of the Scrip-

ture as is for an}' of us will be opened to our

seeking and open understanding, as we reach

the condition which corresponds to it. Portions

which are not for our present understanding

may wisely be held in reserve until they are.

We have no business to formulate our doubt-

ful things, or unseen as yet, into a creed of

"don't believes." Many of these mists will be

resolved by advancing day.

We believe no soul has been lost through

the Scriptures as they stand,—at least it is not

their own fault if men have wrested them to

their own destruction. And if any are to be

fascinated with the wresting and revamping

process which is now going on, let us leave

that to them, and let the religious Society of

Friends which began in the Spirit abide in its

"more excellent way."

A Service of Friends to the Plenipotentiaries

at Aix-la-Cliapelle.

The value which Friends have placed upon
Robert Barclay's Apology and the zeal which
actuated a former generation of Friends in

spreading a knowledge of our principles, are

shown in the following interesting incident nar-

rated in Gough's History.
" The war which had begun between England

and Spain in 1739, still continued ; and in the

intermediate time, the flame had spread over
several parts of the continent of Europe, but by
this time, the several warring powers were heart-

ily tired of contests which had consumed pro-

fusion of blood and treasure, and had been pro-

ductive of abundance of mischief, and in the

events of which, all, in their turns had found
themselves disappointed, as generally happens
in warlike contentions. A negotiation was
therefore resolved upon, and the contending
powers agreed to hold a congress at Aix-la-

Chapelle, for the purpose of concluding a peace,

to which all the powers at war sent their Pleni-

potentiaries.

" The people called Quakers in London (as

had been done before at the treaty of Nimeguen)
at the instance of Simeon Warner resolved to

send some of Robert Barclay's Apologies to

Aix-la-Chapelle, to be presented to the Pleni-

potentiaries of the several States assembled
there for this purpose; and Jan Vander Werf,
of Amsterdam, being reputed to be tne proper-
est person to deliver the same, being writ to for

that purpose, he consented.

"In the meantime it was thought expedient
to prepare an epistle by way of introduction, as

reasons for presenting the apology, which be-

ing drawn up and approved, was printed in

English and Latin, and is as followeth

:

"To the Ambassadors of the Christian Pro-
vinces and States, met to conclude a general
Peace at Aix-la-Chapelle, the people called

Quakers wish Health and Happiness.
" Near a century ago it pleased the Almighty

to raise up a people in this kingdom, to publish
among otlier gospel truths, the glad tidings pro-

claimed at the birth ofour blessed Saviour, Glory
to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good
will to men ; and also declare to the world, the in-

consistency of wars and fighting, with the ex-
ample and precepts of Christ, and the doctrine
of his followers.

" The Almighty hath been graciously pleased
to continue us a people to bear witness to the

same Divine truths, and to engage us in love to

the whole race of mankind ; to promote the

knowledge and practice of the blessed doctrines,

as they tend so manifestly to extirpate violence,

injustice, and all the dreadful calamities of war

;

to establish peace and harmony in the world,

and to exalt the happiness of mankind both
liere and hereafter."

" To contribute as much as in us lies to these

important purposes, we are induced to request

your acceptance and candid perusal of the

apology herewith presented to you, written by
our friend Robert Barclay, for the spreading of

the Truth, and the information of mankind,
which at the same time that it exhibits the

meek and humble pattern of holy Jesus, the

doctrine of his apostles, the sentiments of the

early Christians, and our belief in relation to

wars ; contains a compendious view of the Chris-

tian religion,divestedofall those inventions with
which it has been corrupted by the spirit of
error, the pride, the wickedness, or the ignor-

ance of men.
" This apology was addressed and delivered

by the author to Charles II., king of Great
Britain, and accepted by him and his Royal
Successors, to whom it has been since presented,

with marks of regard ; we fervently wisli it may
contribute to your solid advantage, and by your
means, to the promotion of peace, righteousness

and true piety amongst those, over whom your
influence in your respective stations may ex-

tend.

"May the God of peace and love make you
the happy instruments of settling the tranqui
lity of Europe on the lasting foundation, an
perpetuate the blessings of peace to the States

you represent, and through them to the whole
world."

" Signed in London on behalf of the aforesaid

people, the 12th of Sixth Month called August,
1748.

Joseph Clive, David Barclay,
Jacob Hagan, Simeon Warnee,
John Haywaru, Thomas Hyam."

" A suitable number of the apologies, in dif-

ferent languages, being sent over to Jan Van-
der Werf, and duly received by him, he took a

journey to Aix-laChapelle to execute his com-
mission, and by the account received from him,
he was pretty well satisfied with the success he
had, having waited upon the several ambassa-
dors and presented them with apologies as di-

rected, from most of whom he met with a friendly

and courteous reception, and the letter and
apologies were gratefully accepted, except by
the French ambassadors, who being informed
that they were upon religious affairs, signified

that they had no occasion for them, and refus-

ed accepting them."

There is a noble resolve found in the journal
of an old Puritan divine :

" Resolved that, when
I address a large meeting, I shall remember
that God is there, and that will make it small;
resolved that, when I address a small meeting,
I shall remember that God is there, and that
will make it great." The recollection of God's
presence in the first instance prevents the min-
ister from being lifted up with pride and con-
ceit ; and, in the second, from being discouraged
and cast down. A present God is the needed
vitalizer and quickener in all religious assem-

1

blies.

—

Ex.

The Beacon Controversy.

BY GEORGE VAUX.

(Concluded from page 355.)

Thus closed the Beacon controversy, co
ceived as the writer believes in personal ami
tion, and presenting insidious and misleadit

phases of thought, it carried from their bea
ings a few who had known better things ai

unsettled others to their permanent injury. B
the Friends whose place it was to deal with tl

defection from the truth, appear to have be
rightly guided and it is manifest that their jud
meut was in the main sound. They did uot.(

cape criticism, however, as was to have be
expected. I give the following extracts from
letter dated thirteenth of Eleventh Mouth, 18c

just at the close of the controversy, addressed
a leading Friend in Philadelphia, by Jonath;,

Backhouse, as it places the situation in a ve'

clear light and explains matters which may p(

haps have confused some minds:
" Respecting more promptitude in disciplina i

proceedings against the dissentients, I am awai
that this view is entertained by some FrieD|

both with you and with us, but I continued (

cidedly of the judgment, that anything li,

precipitation would have hurt the cause whi,

we desire to uphold. . . . And when •

consider the tenderness and forbearance whi,

is due even to erring brethren, we cannot but
'

well satisfied with the sound discretion oft
Yearly Meeting's Committee."
"If a hasty spirit and untempered zeal h

prevailed, the cry of persecution would ha

been raised, and many precious minds probal

hurt, and the divisions amongst us very i

necessarily increased ; but now the patience a

forbearance that has been evinced toward the

have tended very much to satisfy Friends a

prepare them for measures which have sir

been adopted."

Speaking of the letters of resignation offei

by Crewdson and his followers, the writer adi

" Most of the letters were lengthy and just si

as might be expected, full of charges agaii

the Society, some of them, what if I say luggi

in, the late proceedings of the Yearly Meetin

committee and their own Monthly Meeting w
some reflections upon Barclay and Fox.'

" Thus to witness those of whom we I

known better things, yea some who in di

past have been advocates of those spirit

Gospel views which they now appear lightlj

esteem, or combine with outward ceremonies

a manner derogatory as I think, to their

ligious experience, and involving more difficu

than they are yet aware of; for if the wb
legal institution, with its rites, divers washiD;

sacrifices and carnal ordinances was not t

minated and another dispensation and pri<

hood set up, when "Christ our Passover"

clared upon the cross " It is finished," we hi

indeed much to go back to, and " the bles

liberty of the Truth as it is in Jesus," has h
misunderstood by those who still thankfully

lieve they are permitted to enjoy it, and t

He has set them free from the yoke and bond

of the Law."
In speaking of some of those who had b

partly led away, Jonathan Backhouse wi

to the same Friend in Philadelphia as folic

Thou art aware of I. B's serious illness,

luch so that he was not expected to
*"* many days. He has however so far recove

I AM sick of opinions. Give me good and as to hope he may yet be spared to his fan

substantial religion—an humble, gentle love of and friends some time longer. No doubt
God and man.

—

John Wesley.
j
conflicts of mind had much to do with it, see
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tbt those who had adopted the new views
iiijDgst us were receding further and further

frn Friends scattered and scattering truly, but
j( gafliering to that which is good, or finding

;b place of true rest. Some of his children too,

II those of others, being greatly unsettled by
hii, and discontented with us and our princi-

)li, which deeply affected him, and I think has
nio small degree contributed to draw them [I.

} and his wife] nearer to the Society, I do
leeve they are being increasingly united to

fjnds again. Not that I think they held un-
id views of Christian truth, but they did not

le^eive the tendency of some put forth by
t;rs, ur the spirit these were of We must
ofess they were measurably beguiled by them,
1 1 dn hope they see and feel their error, and
b, their friends may rejoice they are not lost

•ii the gale."

he connection of Elisha Bates with the Bea-
controversy was one of the most remarkable

i unistances accompanying it. No statement
stive to that controversy would be complete
Ich did not embrace an account of the part

Ich he took in it. He was born in Virginia
i[78i) of parents who were Friends, and for

)e years was an active member of Virginia
' rly Meeting. He removed to Mount Pleas-

D Ohio, about 1817, where he resided at the

ti of his defection. He was a man of strong

i(llect, and had closely studied the history

( doctrines of the Society of Friends, in which
jivas well versed. He was a writer of marked
Kity, and an able and forcible speaker. His
Ijk, " Doctrines of Friends," is one of the best

f accounts of Friends' views in existence,

id under religious concern to have col-

large amount of material for writing a

ry of Friends.

is gift in the ministry was large, and as a
cher he had few equals. His influence was
pread, and so long as he kept his place it

for good and for the advancement of right-

iness and the principles of Friends. It is to

that ambition was the cause of his

nfall also.

was an earnest and able opponent of

,s Hicks, wielding his pen with singular ef-

ncy against his views, and acted as clerk of

1

conference of American Yearly Meetings
Ich issued a declaration after the separation

;827 in relation to that controversy, explana-

7 of the position which those Yearly Meet-
i had taken.

n the Ninth Month, 1832, he was liberated

the meetings in Ohio, to which he belonged
religious service abroad. Soon after this he
ained a certificate from his Monthly Meet-

, to attend Indiana Yearly Meeting, and
m his return to his home at Mount Pleasant,

6 much uneasiness by preaching some phases

doctrine which were not in harmony with

views of Friends. Notwithstanding this un-

ness he seems to have been encouraged by
friends generally to proceed with his concern,

, he left home on the twenty-sixth of the Sixth
nth, 183.3.

le landed in England in the latter part of

Eighth Month following, and he remained
re upwards of a year, sailing for his home in

autumn of 1834. During this period he
;ernized with the disaffected parties and be-

le imbued with their views, in consequence
?hich English Friends at first refused to give

1 a returning minute, which was however
srwards granted with great reluctance.

ie was earnestly and affectionately labored

h by Friends in England and also on his re-

turn by members of his own meeting and others
in consequence of his evident failing away, but
without effect. He maintained with great posi-

tiveness the new views which he had adopted.
In the meantime copies of the Beacon had

reached America and increasing uneasiness re-

sulted, especially in Ohio Yearly Meeting where
Elisha Bates resided. Its Meeting forSufferings
in the Ninth Month, 1835, issued a valuable
document condemning it, and of course the

views held by Elisha Bates which were in har-

mony with it. Indiana, Baltimore and Phila-

delphia Yearly Meetings also pronounced against
it.

Notwithstanding the attitude Elisha Bates
had assumed, he obtained from his own Monthly
Meeting, (upon which he then continued to have
a hold), a minute to attend Indiana Yearly
Meeting. This prospect he accomplished, but
he was received coldly and failed to obtain a
returning minute.

During the early part of 1830 Bates occu-
pied himself with writing a" vindication " of his

religious views, which was published in the

Second Month of that year. He decided to go
again to England upon the pretext that he had
business there. Of course owing to his attitude

on doctrinal questions he was unable to obtain

a certificate. He landed at Liverpool on the

twenty-third of Fourth Mouth, 1836. He fol-

lowed the "Vindication" with his " Vindica-
tion Reviewed " which was published at Ken-
dal, England, in the Fifth Month of the same
year.

Elisha Bates' presence in England occasioned

much concern to Friends there. His open af-

filiation with the Beacon party and preaching
their views tended to increase the difficulties of

that controversy, and whilst he was without a

certificate, the fact that he was a correspondent

of Ohio Yearly Meeting gave him a standing

which he could not otherwise have occupied,

and rendered dealing with him all the more dif-

ficult.

But matters reached an unexpected crisis and
an event occurred which opened the eyes of

every one and finally settled Elisha Bates'

standing so that no one could question it. On
the fifteenth of Ninth Month, 1836, he sub-

mitted to the rite of Water Baptism at the

hands of a certain John Pye Smith, an inde-

pendent hired minister, at Homerton near Lon-

don.

So soon as this circumstance became known
the Morning Meeting of Ministers and Elders

in London took action in the case and in the

Tenth Month issued a tenderly remonstrative

minute, copies of which were sent to Elisha

Bates and to his meeting in Ohio. Almost im-

mediately afterwards he sailed for his home in

America. Reaching home he did not resume his

attendance of meetings, but held private gath-

erings at his house to which neighbors were in-

vited. These were followed by public meetings

which were quite popular among those who
were opposed to Friends.

He sent to his Monthly Meeting a resignation

of membership dated the twentieth of Second
Month, 1837, which could not of course be ac-

cepted. This was followed by long and vexa-

tious dealing, for being a man well versed in

the Discipline he had the advantage over other

Friends who, sounder than he was in doc-

trine, had not perhaps the worldly wisdom that

he possessed. Finally a testimony of disown-

ment was issued against him by Short Creek

Monthly Meeting on the twenty-third of Fifth

Month, 1837.

After his disownraent he occupied his time

in the preparation of a work of over three hun-
dred pages entitled " An examination of cer-

tain proceedings and principles of the Society
of Friends," which was published at the close

of 1837. It is a general attack both upon in-

dividuals and principles, abounding in person-

alities, misrepresentations and spiteful allusions.

Its spirit is so manifest that no one can fail to

see in it unmistakable evidences of spiritual

declension.

The work itself is however incomplete. He
had designed to add to it an Appendix to con-

tain letters which had been written to him by
various Friends touching his defection. His
means were, however, slender, and he tells us

that on this account he was compelled to omit
it. He also designed to write a review of his

own " Doctrines of Friends," but he ultimately

concluded to decline it, no doubt being sensible

that such a proceeding would be attended with

difficulties which it would be hard to surmount.
As he approached the close of his life he is

said to have felt more kindly toward Friends,

and he sometimes attended meeting, taking an
obscure seat in the meeting-house in which
he had formerly occupied so prominent a posi-

tion. There does not appear, however, to be
any evidence of a disposition on his part to re-

nounce his errors or return to the path he had
previously adorned and from which he had so

sadly strayed.

He died at Mount Pleasant, Ohio, in the

Eighth Month, 1861, aged eighty-one.

Developed Photographs.—We have come
back from a day's outing in the beautiful

weather, taking our camera for a companion.
It is a quiet looking black box that one would
not especially notice anywhere, but it contains

what is very precious to us, bits of scenery that

we have caught in the days' tramp—a bridge of

wonderful masonry, a bend in the river, with

luxuriant overhanging foliage, a boat rocking

among the lily pads. Now we will go upstairs

to our developing room and see what success

we have had with our •' snaps."

In the glow of our red light we open the box,

unroll the film spooled there, and cut offa square,

one picture. We plunge it into the tray of de-

veloping fluid, turning it and keeping it in mo-
tion. It is just a blank gray. There, see that

dark spot coming out. Tliat is the high light,

the sky ; next comes the water. Little by little

the lights take their places as shadows, and
then we are ready to put our film into the tray

of " hypo," from which we take it every little

while to inspect its beauties, and lastly plunge

it into a pail of water to thoroughly rinse it.

What have we done in our half hour's work
to-night ? We have transformed a blank white

square of film into a bit of black and white and
gray that shows us a sketch of river, the gleam
of the sun on its ripples, the shore bordered with

gnarled trunks of trees with their wide arms
stretching down to the water in leafy beauty.

What was a blank half an hour ago is instinct

with beauty now. And yet the picture lay con-

cealed in the white square, every tracery of leaf

and cloud, just as the sun had printed it there,

only it was waiting for the strong chemicals to

bring it out to view.

Does not that make you think of our charac-

ters? Each day that we live we are printing

good or bad thoughts and impulses and desires

on our hearts. Perhaps no one notices it, and
we may not think about it ourselves, but to-day

s surely making its impression on us for better
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or worse. It may be hidden for a long time,

but sooner or later some crisis time in our lives

will act as a " developer," to bring out into full

view what lay beneath. What are we photo-

graphing on our inner lives to-day? Let it be

pure thoughts, high aims, loving impulses, earn-

est, Christ-like deeds, if the developed pictures

by and by are to beautiful.

—

Selected.

Jefferson and Franklin on War.

Extract of letter written by Thomas Jeffer-

son to Sir John Sinclaire, president of the Board

of Agriculture of London in 1798.

I am fixed in awe at the mighty conflict to

which two great nations are advancing, and re-

coil with horror at the ferociousness of man.
Will nations never devise a more rational um-
pire of differences thau force? Are there no

means of coercing injustice, more gratifying to

our nature than the waste of the blood of

thousands and the labor of millions of our fel-

low-men ?

We see many societies of men, the aboriginals

of the country, living together without the ac-

knowledgment of either laws or magistracy.

Yet they live in peace among themselves, and
acts of violence are as rare in their societies as

in nations which keep the sword of law in per-

petual activity.

Nations, like these individuals, stand toward

each other only in relation of natural rights.

Might they not like them be peaceably punish-

ed for violence and wrongs? Wonderful has

been the progress of human improvement in

other lines; let us hope then, that the law of

nature which makes a virtuous conduct produce
benefit, and vice loss to the agent in the long

run; which has sanctioned the common prin-

ciple that " honesty is the best policy," will in

time influence the proceedings of nations as

well of individuals, and that we shall at length

be sensible that war is an instrument entirely

ineflScient toward redressing wrongs, that it

multiplies instead of indemnifying losses.

Had the money which has been spent in the

past war been employed in making roads and
conducting canals of navigation and irrigation

through the country, not a hovel in the high-

lands of Scotland or the mountains of Auvergne
would have been without a boat at its door or

a rill of water in every field and a road to its

market town. Had the money we have lost by
lawless depredations of all the belligerent pow-
ers been employed in the same way, what com-
munications would have been opened of roads

and water. Yet were we to go to war for re-

dress, instead of redress we should plunge deep-

er into losses and disable ourselves for half a

century more from attaining the same end. A
war would cost us more than would cut ttirough

the Isthmus of Darien ; and that of Suez might
have been opened with what a single year has

thrown away on the rock of Gibraltar.

LETTER OF DR. FRANKLIN.

Philadelphia, September 20, 1783

Dear Sister : The Convention finished on the

17th instant. I attended the business of it five

hours in every day from the beginning, which
is something more than four months. You may
judge from thence that my health continues.

Some tell me I look better, and they suppose
the daily exercise of going and returning from
the State House has done me good.

You will see the Constitution we have pro-

posed, in the papers. The forming of it so as

to accommodate all the different views, was a

difficult task ; and perhaps after all, it may
not be received in the different States with the

same unanimity that the Convention has given

the example of, in delivering it out for their

consideration. We have, however, done our

best, and it must take its chance.

I agree with you perfectly in your disappro-

bation of war. Abstracted from the inhuman-

ity of it, I think it wrong in point of human
providence, for whatever advantage one nation

would obtain from another, whether it be a

part of their territory, the liberty of commerce
with them, free passage on their rivers, etc., etc.,

it would be much cheaper to purchase such ad-

vantages with ready money, than to pay the ex-

penses of acquiring it by war. An army is a

devouring monster, and when you have raised

it, you have, in order to subsist it, not only the

fair charges of pay, clothing, provisions, arms
and ammunition, with numberless other con-

tingent and just charges to answer and satisfy,

but you have all the additional knavish charges

of the numerous tribe of contractors to defray,

with those of every other dealer who furnishes

the articles wanting for your army, and takes

advantage of that want to demand exorbitant

prices. It seems to me, that if statesmen had a

little more arithmetic, or were accustomed to

calculation, wars would be much less frequent.

I am confident Canada might have been pur-

chased from France for a tenth part of the

money England spent in the conquest of it.

And if, instead of fighting with us, for the

power of taxing us, she had kept us in a good

humor by allowing us to dispose of our own
money, and now and then giving us a little of

hers by way of donation to colleges, or hospi-

tals, or for cutting canals, or fortifying ports,

she might easily have drawn much more from

us by our occasional voluntary grants and con-

tributions, than ever she could by taxes.

Sensible people will give a bucket or two of

water to a dry dump, that they may afterwards

get from it all they have occasion for. Her
ministry were deficient in that little point of

common sense, and so they spent one hundred
millions of her money, and after all, lost what
they had contended for.

Adieu, my dear sister, and believe ever.

Your affectionate brother,

Benjamin Franklin.

Selected for "The Friend."

The Religious Training of Children.

At first sight it may not seem fair to use the

following newspaper item as a foundation on
which to base some remarks on what may be

termed the religious overtraining of children

in these days ; but a little afterthought will

show the connection :

"It was the children's bed-time, and one of

the young aunts came laughing to the visitor.

' Do come and hear O say his prayers,'

she said. ' It is a perfect circus.' The visitor

was startled and a little shocked. She was not

religious herself, but she was accustomed to

taking the religion of others somewhat seriously,

and this was a very churchly household. She
found various members of the family assembled

outside the nursery door, their fingers on their

lips and theireyes brimming over with laughter.

Inside, the voice of O rose in earnest dis-

course. He was explaining to the Lord his de-

sires and petitions, and throwing in various

items of interest concerning his playmates, the

state of his drum, and the painfulness of a cut

finger. He finally stopped from sheer lack of

further material, remarked that he would ha I

more to say to-morrow and bade the Lord I

polite good night."
|

Is this an overdrawn picture? Have weuj
all, time and again listened with more or hi

patience to the narrations by otherwise cc!

sistent Christian parents of similar incident

i

The pity of it is, they are apparently uncc

scions of the awfulness of the thing they t

with so much apparent pride. TheCreator oft

Universe, the Judge of all the earth, is referr

to as familiarly as though He were altogetl

such as themselves. How often are childr

told in wishy-washy, semi-religious Sund
School books, or by equally shallow religic

speakers to speak and act in play or elsewh(
" as Jesus would were he in your place."

The spirit of reverence is the most precic

gift that the child-nature cau possess, but il

like the bloom on fruit ; destroy it and
power can restore it again. The child who
permitted or trained to speak or think in t

way in childhood, may train himself later

refrain, but his inner nature has received a h;

from which it will never entirely recover. J

are parents and friends alone in this cultivat:

of thoughtless irreverence.

We say nothing here of the glaring instan

found in books which profess to be nothi

more than entertaining to the modern degen

ate literary taste, and profitable to the writei

These are like beasts which destroy and

vour at will, with their own selfish end in pi:

sight. It is of those writers who have come in

the flood tide of a sensational religious mo
ment, which has settled like a miasma c
nearly all the churches. Some of the sei

stories running their wearisome length in

ligious papers are as destructive of reverence

the novels which drag in sacred characters a

scenes regardless of the effect it may produce

the readers. The life and work of our Lj
and Master is treated in a way that is shock •

to all properly reverenced minds. Such writ,

that study carefully for their own use the bo i

of the Old Testament and learn how Cl

hedged himself about for the sake of the cho

people, lest if they approach too near tl

should die. . . The kingdom of God com i

without observation in the heart of a rever',

child ; one whose spiritual nature has been •

lowed to drink in silently, almost unconsciou;

,

the gracious words to which with its elder

listened, as they worshipped together ir

Lord's house on the Lord's day.

The " Sunday School " of the present da;

more or less responsible for the tremendi

drifting away of the young men and won

from the churches. They have been surfei

with pious phrases and inconsiderate invitati

to higher things from teachers whose daily 11

preach more loudly in the opposite direoti

Not only so, but the majority of the child

are by custom led to believe that the " Sun<

School " is a substitute for the church sen

for them. . .

The old-fashioned Sunday School was
There the teaching was the least part of

work. The main part of the hour was given

to the teachers hearing the Bible verses

catechism learned by the children during

week. " Thy word have I hid in my heart, I

I should not sin against thy law," is one of

shortest and at the same time one of the n

suggestive verses for a Sunday School teac

to ponder as he and she consider how bes

develop the spiritual natures of the child

they have taken charge of. The quiet study,
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imitting to memory, never to be forgotten of

lions of the Bible is the best preparation for

jChristian life. . . . There was less of

{)rtatiou and homilitic teaching then and the

ij's spiritual nature was neither wounded, or

{le still, trained in the wrong direction.—

jn the Presbyterian Banner.

LOST, A BOY.
He went forth from the old home hearthstone

Only two years ago,

.A laughing, rollicking fellow

It would do you good to know
;

Since then we have not seen him,
And we say, with a nameless pain,

Jhe boy that we knew and loved so

[
We shall never see again.

le bearing the name we gave him
Comes home to us to-day,

Jut this is not the dear fellow

We kissed and sent away.
Pall as the man he calls father,

With a man's look in his face,

[s he who takes by the hearthstone
The lost boy's olden place.

We miss the laugh that made music
Wherever the lost boy went

;

This man has a smile most winsome.
His eyes have a grave intent

;

We know he is thinking and planning
His way in the world of men.

And we cannot help but love him,
But we long for our boy again.

We are proud of this manly fellow

Who comes to take his place.

With hints of the vanishing boyhood
In his earnest, thoughtful face

;

And yet comes back the longing

For the boy we must henceforth miss,

Whom we sent away from the hearthstone

Forever with a kiss.

—Dr. N. J. Burton.

For "Thk Friend."

utions from the Letters and Memoranda of

Robert Milhous.

(Continued from page 347.)

[y beloved daughter Lydia

:

—I hope thou

excuse thy poor unworthy and very busy

er when thou comes properly to reflect upon
I many engagements I may have been in,

|i spiritually and temporally, and from what
jrote to thee some time ago, thou may sup-

|j my exercises have been great. Yes, very

[hours have passed when my eyes were not

|ed in slumber, without being the subject in

i
thoughts, witli fervent desires to be preserv-

Ironi entering upon any service which the

r Master did not call me to. These, my
t child, were the reasons for my not writing

(•e to thee of late and not any lack of

Ictionate regard. Nay, I am ready to think

|t my love and concern for my beloved chil-

|a grow stronger at times, when favored, if I

W assume to myself such a word, with a little

jh outpouring of the Father's love. O, when
iahed with this and brought under its holy

luence, then a love is felt to flow toward the

)le human family, and desires are begotten

ithe salvation of all. And sometimes a feel-

i
of willingness is wrought in his children, to

ind and be spent, if they might be made in-

iimental in any degree in turning the people

:n darkness into light and the ways of salva-

II, although under an humbling sense, that of

imselves they can do nothing. And I think

;
poor father may certainly say that I have
hing of my own that is good, and I really

il as if I was not at all fit to go on the Lord's

lands. But it is not for us, poor shortsighted

and entirely dependent creatures, to choose in

this matter, but it is our duty to submit our-

selves unto the will of Him who can touch our

lips as " with a live coal from o3"his holy altar,"

and take away our iniquity, purge our sins and
then equip with the right armor and clothing.

I am willing now for thee to tell my cousin

William P. Bedell, that our Monthly Meeting
saw fit to set me at liberty to visit the Monthly
Meeting of Hickory Grove, Iowa, and the meet-

ings composing it, with a prospect of some
further service as Truth may open the way,

and also some service in the limits of Coal

Creek Preparative Meeting. ... If life and
health are spared and the concern should still

rest lively with me, it is my prospect to make
the attempt to attend to it, even if such feelings

of insufficiency should continue, for I know in

whom I have believed, and may I not say, al-

though unworthy of the Lord's mercies, that

hitherto He hath helped me, and many times

delivered my soul out of trouble. And his arm
of power remains the same, and I trust, if it is

consistent with the Divine will. He will pre-

serve my life and enable me to go through with

this dispensation to the honor of his ever worthy

name. I desire therefore to resign my life and
all that I call my own into his Almighty hand.

I am but a poor, unprofitable servant, and I

believe, if ever I should be cast amongst you,

it will be " in the weakness and in the fear and
in much trembling." And surely thou knows
very well that I have no very " enticing words

of man's wisdom " in anything I might be call-

ed upon to deliver. ... I often feel a lively

concern for Friends in the western country (as

well as everywhere), that they might be gather-

ed into Christ's true fold, and come to know a

being fed by Him, the true Shepherd.

I want to hear from thee often and I am
glad to hear, from time to time, of thy getting

along well with thy school. I hope the Master

will help thee to do thy duty toward those lit-

tle ones that are committed to thy trust.

I remain thy aflfectionate father,

Robert Milhous.

TO MY WaFE.

Springfield, Iowa, Seventh Mo. 28, 18U4.

My Dear Rachel: I am now at William P.

Bedell's in good health and comfortable in

mind and felt like writing to let thee know a

little how I am getting along. (Here follows

an account of meetings and family visits, etc.) :

I may say to thee that I have no cause to be-

lieve that I am out of my proper place, and

have abundant cause to be thankful for pre-

servation hitherto. O, what shall I render

to the Lord for his mercies and favors to me, a

poor, unworthy one '? I have been going from

place to place, having nothing of my own, but

as I have endeavored to wait patiently. He has

arisen for my help often beyond what I looked

for and I have been favored to relieve my
mind. . . . How I may get through I know
not, but I believe if I keep close to the Master

all will be well, for I surely may set up ray

Ebenezer atid say "hitherto the Lord hath

helped me."

This morning I awoke with my mind clothed

with a feeling of great calmness and comfort,

and I may say to the praise of his ever worthy

name, that I felt as though the offering was ac-

cepted, and although I believe that in some in-

stances at least, the work might have been bet-

ter done, had I been more closely engaged to

get down deeper, yet it seemed almost like a

morning without clouds, for I felt like all my

mistakes were overlooked by my most merciful

Father. O, how can I praise Him enough ?

I hope and believe that the unslumbering Shep-

herd will take care of you, as you look to Him
and I doubt not but thy mind is often turned

to Him. I want you to be collected daily to

wait upon the Lord and feel after his life giv-

ing presence, and I trust thy petitions will be

put up for me. . . . Although I have tried

to give all up, yet my mind at times will be

turned to you with a desire to know how you
are getting along. ... I often feel deeply

humbled under a sense of my own unworthiness

and the great task before me.
With much love to all, I remain thine,

Robert Milhous.

The Man Who Can Carry a Message to

Garcia.

Elbert Hubbard, editor of a bristling little

magazinelet wrote, says the Literary Digest "an
essay which had the effect of not only selling the

entire edition within three days after its appear-

ance, but of inspiring George Daniels, General
Passenger Agent of the New York Central, to or-

der a new edition of half a million copies for

free distribution." Hubbard took as his text

"a fellow by the name of Rowan," who at the

outbreak of the late war, undertook to deliver

a message from President McKinley to General

Garcia, who was somewhere in the mountain
fastnesses of Cuba—no one knew where. And
Elbert Hubbard thus philosophizes :

" The point I wish to make is this : McKinley
gave Rowan a letter to be delivered to Garcia

;

Rowan took the letter and did not ask, ' Where
is he at ?' There is a man whose form should

be cast in deathless bronze and the statue placed

in every college of the land ! It is not book
learning young men need, nor instruction about

this and that, but a stiffening of the vertebra,

which will cause them to be loyal to a trust, to

act promptly, concentrate their energies ; do the

thing— ' Carry a message to Garcia !'

" General Garcia is dead now, but there are

other Garcias.

"No man, who has endeavored to carry out

an enterprise where many hands were needed,

but has been well nigh appalled at times by the

imbecility of the average man—the inability or

unwillingness to concentrate on a thing and do

it.

" Slip shod assistance, foolish inattention,

dowdy indifference and half hearted work seem

the rule; and no man succeeds, unless by hook

or crook, or threats, he forces or bribes other

men to assist him, or, mayhap, God in his good-

ness performs a miracle, and sends him an an-

gel of light for his assistant. You, reader, put

this matter to a test. You are sitting now in

your office—six clerks are within call. Sum-
mon any one and make this request. ' Please

look in the encyclopaedia and make a brief

memorandum for me concerning the life of Cor-

reggio.'

" Will the clerk quietly say, ' Yes, sir,' and

go do the task ?'

" Of course he will not. He will look at you

out of a fishy eye and ask one or more of the

following questions:
"' Who was he"?'

"' Which encyclopaedia?'
"' Where is the encyclopjedia?'

"'Was I hired for that?'

" ' Don't you mean Bismarck ?'

"
' What's the matter with Charlie doing it?'

"
' Is he dead '?'
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" ' Is there any hurry ?'

"'Shan't I bring you the book and let you

look it up yourself"?'

" 'What do you want to know for?'

" And I will vouch that after you have an-

swered the questions and explained how to find

the information, and why you want it, the clerk

will go off and get one of the other clerks to

help him find Garcia^and then come back and

tell you there is no such man. Of course, I

may lose my calculation, but, according to the

law of average, I will not.

" Now, if you are wise you will not bother to

explain to your ' assistant' that Correggio is in-

dexed under the C's, not in the K's, but you

will smile sweetly and say, ' Never mind,' and

go look it up yourself.

"And this incapacity for independent action,

this moral stupidity, this infirmity of the will,

this unwillingness to cheerfully catch hold and
lift, are the things that put pure Socialism so

far into the future. If men will not act for

themselves, what will they do when the benefit

of their efibrt is for all ?

"My heart goes out to the man who does his

work when the 'boss' is away, as well as when
he is at home. And the man who, when given

a letter for Garcia, quietly takes the missive,

without asking any idiotic questions, and with

no lurking intention of chucking it into the

nearest sewer, or of doing aught else but deliver

it, never gets ' laid off,' nor has to go on a strike

for higher wages. Civilization is one long anx-

ious search for just such individuals. Anything

such a man asks shall be granted ; his kind is

so rare that no employer can afford to let him

go. He is wanted in every city town and vil-

lage, in every office, shop, store and factory.

The world cries out for such : he is needed, and
needed badly— the man who can carry a mes-

sage to Garcia."

The Real Character of War.
Letters written home by soldiers in the volun-

teer regiments in the Philippines have been

finding their way into print and telling serious

" tales out of school." They boast of or lament

over bloodthirsty deeds by our men that would
almost rival Spanish cruelty, and tell of looting

and even of most brutal orders by officers. Over
and over again they assert or imply that it has,

at least at times, been the rule to give no quar-

ter to wounded or fleeing Filipinos; and the

charge is even made that prisoners have been

ordered shot to " get rid of them." It is cer-

tainly to be hoped, and there is a large proba-

bility that many of these stories have been
grossly exaggerated. The temptation to write

home things that will startle the neighborhood
is one that soldiers serving in distant lands have
often yielded to in the past; but after every

possible allowance has been made there still

remains ground to fear that, under the peculiar

combination of trying circumstances that have
surrounded our soldiers, and fired possibly by
the bountiful supply of American liquors that

has " followed the flag," our troops in the Philip-

pines have not succeeded in defeating the Filipi-

nos, and have not wholly refrained from con-

duct towards an exasperating enemy such as,

when indulged in a few years ago by the Japan-
ese, made us talk about "lapses into a recent
barbarism." Of course we don't like to believe

it, and many will continue to hope that such is

not the case ; but, after all, it is only what British

soldiers have done in India and in Africa, and,
what is more remarkable, our own men, in both
the Northern aud Southern armies, did at times

during the civil war. The pith of the matter is

that " war is hell," and calls forth passions and
conduct suited to its character.— The NewVoiee.

OLD HOME FRIENDS.

Don't forget the old folks,

Love them more and more,
As they turn their longing eyes

T'ward the golden shore

;

Let your words be tender.

Loving, soft and low,

Let their last days be the best

They have known below.

Don't forget poor father

With his failing sight,

With his locks once thick and brown,
Scanty now and white

;

Tho' he may be childish,

Still do you be kind,

Think of him as years ago
With his master mind.

Don't forget dear mother.
With her furrowed brow,
All the light of other years,

Time has faded now
;

Memory is waning.
Soon its light will fail,

Guide her gently till she stands.

Safe within the vale.

Spare the Teailing Arbutus.—A novelty

in the way of the protection of the flora in Con-
necticut concerns the mayflower, which has just

been made the subject of preservation legisla-

tion.

This flower grows on a short stem and in the

forest where the soil is loose, and comes out of

the ground so readily and is gathered so persis-

tently that there is danger of the plant becom-
ing extinct. This is particularly to be appre-
hended in the neighborhood of manufacturing
towns where there are great numbers of children

whose holidays are chiefly spent in the wooda
To prevent this destruction is the intent of the

Connecticut law, and a similar one might be
found valuable in this State, where such vast

quantities of mayflowers are sold in the streets

of the cities and which are hawked about with

their roots still hanging to the stems.

Few American wild flowers are more fragrant

and beautiful, and it is the more highly es-

teemed because it follows so closely upon the

disappearance of snow and has its place in ver-

nal poetry as one of the " harbingers." Some
protection is granted it out of sentiment, and
the fact which is known to a comparatively few
lovers of the woodlands that it is rapidly de-

creasing. But it cannot be adequately preserved
by such means. For this reason the law enact-

ed in Connecticut, which to many may at first

appear trifling, is to be highly commended and
worthy of being copied in this and every North-
ern State.

—

Exchange.

The most beautiful and most noble thing in

the world is a manly. Christian boy, one who is

not ashamed to show his colors, or to oppose
with all the strength of his manliness the sins

of his companions. Special favor and blessing

are promised, to the young man of unimpeach-
able character.

—

Ex.

A TRUE Christian, one who is deep enough
in the godly life to have his affinities with God,
will infallibly become a separated being. The
instinct of holiness will draw him apart into a
singular, superior, hidden life with God.

—

H.
Bushnell.

ij'or " The Friexi

The Bible in Italy.

The Third Month number of The Coni%.
porary Review, contains an interesting accclit

of the work of Luigi Capellini, fouuder Id

minister of " The Military Evangelical Churi,"
an abstract of which will doubtless be of inte st

to many readers of The Friend, showing i it

does, that the wrath of man frequently is mle
use of to further the cause of Truth and ri; t-

eousness in the earth.

Luigi Capellini was born at Spezzia in 1.'
1,

of parents devotedly attached to the Roi .n

Catholic Church, and he was educated d
trained in its doctrines and practises. He as

intended for the priesthood, but when he as

nineteen years old he enlisted in the arm of

Victor Emanuel, and fought for Italian libey.

About the year 1866 he went to Perua,
where Leo XIII., the present Pope, was t m
Archbishop. One day while walking throjh
the barracks he picked up some fragment of

the New Testament, containing the 14th Clp-
ter of John, which, the article states, was mle
the means of his conversion, his spirit being d-

stantly touched to the right purpose. Obta-
ing some Protestant literature he devoted-is
time to circulating it among his comrades,
soon left the army and became a missioD

among the soldiers, and although, as in

parable, some seed fell by the wayside, s<

among stones, and other in thorny places, m
fell upon good ground, and yielded fruit

'

sprang up and increased.

Starting his missionary work at Naj
which is said to be the most priest-ridden

in Italy, Capellini went thence to Padua
so to Rome, overcoming by tact and patit'ts

the almost insuperable obstacles put in his iy

by the authorities of the Romish Church. ,£e

had not been long in Rome before he was'ie-

nounced as a corrupter of the youth, the favcle

accusation against those who call men fm
their long-cherished delusions into places wire

more true light is thrown upon their path^y.
As he could not preach in the streets he et

aside a portion of his house for a meeting-plic,

but he was compelled frequently to changeiis

abode, landlords giving him the alternativ of

stopping his meetings, or leaving their prem js.

This was done at the instigation of the pri ts.

In 1873 Capellini established what he ter ad

"The Evangelical Military Church," w 'Se

field of labor was to be among the soldts.

This was done because in Italy all the rje

population are obliged to spend several yea of

their adult life in the army, and were thus nde
accessible to the direct influence of Cape ni

and his coworkers, and he lived to witnesiits

twenty-fifth anniversary.

Soon after its founding a Catholic papeile-

nounced Capellini's enterprise, speaking of he

" terrible shock for fathers and mothers to km
that the moral life of their children is thus n-

dermined and polluted" by the numeus
"Protestant shops" which had been opene in

Rome. The same paper also called upon he

military authorities to take action to pre nt

this proselytizing in the barracks. This ad ce

was so far taken as to cause the officers tole-

prive their men of all Protestant literature ad

severely forbidden to attend any more meetjgs

or read any of the forbidden books.

The article narrates a number of instancof

persecution on the part of officers, a fe' of

which are as follows:

In 1875 a colonel issued an order thaiall

" the bad books" should be taken from hisol-
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ers. A major under him called his battalion

gether and after haranguing the men upon
eedom of conscience concluded his address by

yiug
—

" Those among you who are Evangeli-

is, please step forward." About fifty—many
ore than the major expected—stepped for-

ard. Next day all these brave men had their

ibles snatched from them, and were strictly

lechised in regard to their creed. This seiz-

e of ' bad books" was, however, overruled

rgood. An officer who had taken an active

tft iu the work himself kept one of the Bibles

id read it. Some time after, meeting Capel-

li, this officer said to him, " You are hence-

rth at liberty to distribute as many books as

)U like to my soldiers ; they will be free to

ad them, and I am sure that reading would
I them good." About six years later another

5cer seized aH the Bibles belonging to his

en, threatening them with severe punishment
they did not quit attending the " Evangelical

jurch." Three mouths after this seizure the

me captain was seen at Capellini's place of

jrship, and the pastor, knowing his severity,

pposed him to be spying upon the soldiers.

It the officer, after service, told Capellini that

i! was sorry for what he had done, and said

—

[ seized the Bible when 1 did not know what
was. I have read it since, and it has con-

need me that I was wrong, and I am here to

lologize to you and to your Church." In 1882
lOther officer, unknown to Capellini, attended

e services, and said
—

" I see all my soldiers

e here, and I am very pleastd, because I have
iticed their moral improvement since they

ined your Church. I have read some of the

loks you gave them, and I should like now to

ive a Bible for myself, and one for my father,

10 was a general iu the army."
iPrivate Giovanetti, being kept a prisoner iu

fi
barracks by a cruel captain, used to pass

inch time reading his Bible, which he kept

ncealed. One day, as the man was reading

3ud from the 18th verse of Jeremiah xvii,

i captain entering stealthily, heard the words
"Let them be confounded that persecute me,"
d endeavored to snatch the book from the

Wier, who respectfully remonstrated, saying

—

This book is mine, none shall touch it." Fin-

ly, the captain asked for a copy; read it, and
came a changed man—kind, gentle, even af-

itienate toward the soldiers, especially the

fangelicals.

Another officer, particularly ferocious against

e Evangelicals, finding a soldier reading a
istament, snatched it from the man, and took
to his room to burn it. The book was hand-
mely bound, and for the sake of saving the

ver the officer did not destroy it, but, open-

g it, read the part which speaks of justifica-

in by faith, with the result that he afterward
came one of Capellini's most devoted as-

tants.

Capellini's place of worship was open to all

idiers, and occasionally emissaries of the

iests would attend, one of whom used to steal

: the books he could lay his hands on in order
destroy them. Once this man threw some
staraents into the Tiber while crossing a
idge, when some soldiers, walking on the
nk, caught one of the books that failed to get

the water. Seeingthe nameof the " church "

the Testament the men concluded to go
-K, and finally became sincere Christians,
ling Capellini that "We are Christians
rough a Testament saved from the water."
Italy even the monks are not exempt from
litary service, and one of these often fre-

quented Capellini's place of worship, going

there at first as an informer, but afterward he

wrote to his father—"Sell my ecclesiastical

robes. I have found here the true religion of

Christ, to serve whom I shall no longer need
those vestments."

While open opposition to the Bible has al-

most ceased upon the part of the army officers,

and while the book is to be found wherever
there are soldiers, the priests and nuns, who are

in charge of the hospitals, continue to torture

the sick and dying soldiers, using the confes

sional to set fathers against sons, sisters against

brothers, and young women against their in

tended husbands.

Capellini's work has, little by little, borne its

fruit. While he was knighted by the king,

and while many officers of high rank went to

him to express their appreciati(jn of his work,

his greatest reward was the approval of the

parents of his converts. The father of a soldier,

noticing from his letters a great change for the

better, inquired about it, and the son wrote that

he had come to the knowledge of Christ through

the teachings of Signor Capellini. The father

went to Rome to thank Capellini for what he

had done, and received such a strong impres-

sion of the Truth that he took back a Bible for

family reading. In many other cases the son

was the means of converting the father.

One of the most ridiculous forms of persecu-

tion is as follows:—One of Capellini's deacons

was in the way of sending his father Evangeli-

cal papers. The father, who was a shoemaker,

once sent a pair of boots to a canon wrapped
in one of these papers. The canon, opening the

parcel, discovered the sort of paper it was
wrapped in, and refused to keep the shoes, say-

ing that although they were sprinkled with

holy water, he was sure the shoes would hurt

him, as they were wrapped in the devil's paper.

The writer says in conclusion, that it is en-

couraging to state that the spirit of persecution

seems to be dying out, and that the Bible is

now read in the most remote parts of Italy.

Colporteurs moving about through that country

frequently meet people who want to talk about

Christianity and the Bible, and iu ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred these people have been

soldiers, and have been members of Capellini's

society. J. C. M.

Items Coiicerning the Society.

Calvin Barker, of Miirple, has a minute of his

Monthly and Quarterly Meeting for religious ser-

vice in Tennessee.

Joseph S. Elkinton was liberated by the Monthly
Meeting at Fourth and Arch Streets on Fi(th-day

for a further mission to the Dukhobors. He will

meet the next arriving ship load at St. John, and
will then go to the colony in Manitoba, where he

expects to have religioi

' The dangers of long or unsuitable vocal offerings,

of speaking merely from habit and without fresh

anointing of power, as well as that of undue with-

holding from fear of present or future consequences,

are all as real with unacknowledged ministers as

with acknowledged.—W. H. F. Alexander in

London Friend.

Joel and Hannah Bean, of College Park, Cali-

fornia, are about embarking for a two months' stay

in the Hawaiian Islands, where their daughter re-

sides. They will be accompanied by their daugh-

ter Lydia Cox and her children. It is about thirty

yearssince Joel and Hannah Bean visited those

islands,—then going in religious service with a

certificate from New England Yearly Meeting.

Cyrus W. Harvey continued his labors in Phila-
delphia and its vicinity, visiting our principal
schools, holding public meetings at Lansdowne
and West Grove, and attending several stated meet-
ings, till last Seventh-day, the 27th, when he de-
parted for further service in New York ; intending
to go from there to the Yearly Meeting held at
Westerly, K. 1., and to the neighborhood of New-
Bedford

; and thence to proceed to Canada Yearly
Meeting.

Zebedee Haines and Thomas H. Whitson have
minutes from the Monthly Meeting at West Grove
for religious service ; the former in Bucks and Bur-
lington and in Cain Quarterly Meeting, and in

Muncy Monthly Meeting, also to visit some PViends
in New England, and to attend the Yearly Meet-
ing in Canada, at Pickering ; the latter in Concord
Quarterly Meeting, some meetings in New Jersey,
and in the compass of Western District Monthly
Meeting in Philadelphia, including certain refor-

matory institutions.

Theophilus Waldmeir's concern in Syria.—Not a
few of our readers evinced much interest in the
visit of Theophilus Waldmeir and his wile to this

city and neighborhood over a year ago, when they
presented the piteous claims of the unfortunate in-

sane in Syria, who are subjected to extreme cruel-
ties, on pretense of driving out the evil spirits from
them. He has written a grateful letter to Friends
in Philadelphia, who have assisted him in the
building of the Lebanon hospital tor the Insane,
in Beyrout, Syria,—that its work may serve as an
example of the cure of the insane under Christian
methods. " The administration building is quite
finished now," he says, " and we are engaged in the
erection of two pavilions, one for twenty men and
the other for twenty women patients. Our desire
is that our American Friends should have a share
in this pioneer work so urgently needed in this

country. People in Switzerland are endeavoring
to raise £1000, which is required for one pavilion.
American Friends having heretofore contributed
about £700, there remains £300 more to be raised
before America can be represented by a similar
pavilion. Besides this we should like you to do
your best to secure annual subscriptions in order
to help us defray current expenses. The annual
expenses will amount to about £1600. The doctor,

a specialist in mental diseases and a distinguished
M. D., is an earnest Christian young man from
Switzerland, and will render his service gratis in

our hospital out of love for his Master, who him-
self has chosen him to work among the poorest of
the poor, or ' the dead who cannot be buried.'

"Since our return to this country we have seen
and heard heart-rending stories about the deplor-
able state and cruel treatment of these poor, men-
tally afflicted people, and have been laboring ever
since to erect this 'Bethesda,' a refuge for the poor
forsaken who cannot plead their cause. Many,
many applications we have already received. . .

.
'• For this Christ-like work you have already be-

come fellow-workers, and have a share in its noble
purpose." Asa S. Wing, 409 Chestnut St., receives
the contributions.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States—The 6rst census in the United

States was taken in 1790, and showed a population of
3,9i!9,214. In 1S90 the census showed an aggregate
population of 62,622,250, a total increase in lUU years
of 58,693,036, the most extraordinary growth in the
history of nntions.

In the last three years the United States has sold

abroad * 1,300,000,000 more than it has bought.
In 1896 the United States shipped $1,000,000 worth

of cotton to Kobe, Japan and during the first six

months of last year the shipments amounted to over
13,210,000.

During 1898 21,010,000 pounds of zinc ore was
exported.

There are, approximately, 250,000 Indians in the
United States, and the larger number of them main-
tain such tribal organizations as exempt them from
the operation of the ordin^y laws of the country.

It requires $100,000,000 capital to make candy for

our nearly 80,000,000 inhabitants.
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A despatch from London dated Fifth Month, 23,

says : The Baldwin Loc imotive Works, of Philadel-

phia, have secured the contract for the first locomotive

for use in the development of that section of Palestine

selected for the Zionists movement. Herr Herzl and

Dr. Nordau have secured $1,250,000 out of the $5,-

000,000 required for Zionist schemes.

The ties on the Santa Fe Railroad are " pickled " in

a solution of chloride of salts of zinc. There are

three or four big "pickling" establishments at inter-

vals along the road between Albuquerque and Los

Angeles. The process makes a pine tie almost inde-

structible.

Michigan still retains its supremacy as the home ot

the greatest beds of fine rock salt. The whole State

seems to be undf-rlaid with it, some of the best de-

posits being on the Detroit Kiver, about twelve miles

from the city of Detroit, at AVyandotte and at Jlanistee.

The beds extend clear over into Canada, a fine article

being produced at Windsor. There are also salt

factories in New Iberia parish, Louisiana. Xear

Hutchinson, Kan., rock salt is mined, as is done at

Warsaw, N. Y. In the Sierra Nevadas, in Nevada

and California, are great mountains of rock salt.

We are the greatest coffee drinkers of the world. In

1897 we used 63(3,000,000 pounds of cofTee, which was

10,000,000 pounds more than was consunied in all

Europe. We have increased our consumption during

the past year at the rate of more than a pound per

person, and we now use about fifty pounds annually for

each person in the United States. The amount spent

for this coflee is enormous. During the past ten years

we have paid out $875,000,000 or $87,000,000 per

annum for coflee alone. The bulk of this money has

gone to Brazil.

Up in Nebraska, it is said, the Russian thistle is

proving a boon to the farmer, instead of an infliction

and a menace to his prosperity, and the Agricultural

Department of that State has issued a bulletin demon-

strating its value as food for stock and as fuel for

heating ami cooking purposes. But the plant is not so

regarded in the Southwest.

The largest stamp mill in the world has been opened

by D. O. Mills at the Treadwell Mine, on Douglass

island, Alaska. The Treadwell and its associated

mines now have 880 stamps in operation. They crush

3520 tons of ore every twenty-four hours, averaging

about $4 per ton in gold, or $14,000 daily.

Compressed air has within a short time been intro-

duced into workshops as a means of doing many things

laboriously performed of old by hand. Weights are

lifted and carried from floor to bench, or lathe, chisel

work is done, also riveting, and there are ingenious

devices for employing this power of compressed air in

many ways.

General Otis on the 28th ultimo, cabled a report re-

lative to the American occupation of Jolo and the

Spanish evacuation of Zaraboanga. As a result of the

fighting which preceded withdrawal at the latter place

the insurgents sufTered severely. The Spanish loss was

nine killed and twenty-seven wounded. The
gents used rifles, artillery and ammunition captured

from gunboats, expending major part of ammunition.

Conference followed between CTcneral Rios, who went

from Manila to withdraw troops and insurgents.
_
Lat-

ter stated to him would not oppose landing Americans,

but would accept condiiions in Luzon.

Manila advices indicate that the near approach of

the wet season finds the insurrection taking a new lease

of life, the insurgents showing more aggressive activity.

They construe the peace negotiations to mean that

the Americans have had enough of fighting.

A Manila despatch says that the recent events there

demonslrate the need of a much larger army. Most of

the fighting has been in territory which the Americans

had swept, but have been compelled to abandon be-

cause troops could not be spared to hold it.

The Presbyterian General Assembly, South, has de-

clared that there is no warrant in the Scriptures for

the observance of Christmas and Easter as holy days,

but, on the contrary, such ob-ervance is contrary to the

principles of the Reformed faith.

John D. Flower confirms the statement that his

brother, ex-Governor Flower, gave away a million dol-

lars in the last year of his life. He left an estate of

about $6,000,000.

After a blockade lasting for four months, the South
Park line has been opened, and a train reached there

from Denver Fifth Month 27th. The South Park of-

ficals announce that from now on trains will be running
regularly. The blockade has been in force since First

Month 21st, and has been by-far the longest in the his-

tory of railroading in Colorado. The towns along the

line have suffered severely. At several times starvation

was seriously threatened, and was only averted through

the energy of the people in breaking roads through the

snow.
A despatch dated Fifth Month 28th, from* Chamber-

lain, S. D., savs :
" Word has reached here of a disas-

trous and fata'l tornado which passed over the country

in the vicinity of Bijou Hills, twenty-five miles south

of this city, yesterday afternoon, resulting in the death

of seven persons and the serious injury of three others.

The path covered by the storm was only about twenty

rods wide and about three miles in length, but every-

thing within that section was completely annihilated.

On the morning of Fifth Jlonlh 28th, a Rock Island

train ran into a washout near ^\ate^loo, Iowa ; the ac-

cident was the result of recent storms. Nine men were

killed and twenty-three injured.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 384, which is 6 more than the previous week and

than the corresponding week of last year. Of

the foregoing 207 were males and 177 females : 55 died

of consumption ; 36 of heart disease ; 23 of pneumonia
;

17 of cancer; 15 of convulsions; 15 of old age; 14

of typhoid fever; 14 of apoplexy; 14 of nephritis;

13 of inflammation of the brain ; 12 of diphtheria; 11

of Bright's disease ; 9 of ura'mia ; 9 of marasmus ; 9

from casualties ; 8 of inflammation of the stomach and

bowels, and 8 of bronchitis.

Markets, <fcc.— U. S. 2's, 100 a 101 ; 4's, reg., 112|

a 1131- ; coupon, 113J a 114i ; new 4's, 130] a 131 ;
5's,

112| a 113; 3's, 109 a 109i.

Cotton was quiet but ruled steady on a basis of

6ic. per pound for middling uplands.

'Flouk.—Winter super., $2.15 a $2.35 ; Pennsylvania

roller, clear, $3.15at3.30; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.60; spring, straight, $3.65 a $3.85 ; city mills,

straight, $3.40 a $3.70. Rye Flour.—$3.15 per barrel

for choice Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 76 a 76^0.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37^ a 37^c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32i a 33c.

Foreign —Throughout England and all the Bi-itish

colonies, and also in all the capitals of Continental

Europe, the anniversary birthday celebration of Queen
Victoria was celebrated with great spirit on the 24th

ult. The event received appropriate recognition in

the United States, and President McKinley cabled the

assurances of friendship and regard to the Queen in be-

half of the American people. An operation on the

Queen's eyes for cataract is expected to be performed

this week.
The highest number of emigrants from Ireland ii

any one year since 1851 was 190,322 in 1852, and th(

lowest, 32,241, in 1898.

The ninth attempt to float the steamer Paris, grounded

on the coast of Cornwall, was made on the 28th ult.,

and pi-oved a failure. Her bow is impaled by the

rocks.

The report of the Suez Canal Company, dated Fifth

Month 6th, shows total receipts for the fiscal year to

the amount of $17,500,000, an increase of $145,000 o^

the previous year. The number of vessels that pass

through is 3503. A marked increase is to be noted

the passages of American vessels bound for Asiatic

ports, their number reaching 3 per cent, of the total

lor the year.

At a session of the Peace Conference at the Hague
held Fifth Month 26th, unanimous acceptance was

given to the general principle of arbitration and me-
diation.

Emilio Castelar, the distinguished Republican ora-

tor and statesman, who had been suflering from an at-

tack of pulmonary catarrh, contracted last winter, is

dead. He passed away at Mui'cia, capital of the an-

cient kingdom and modern province of that name on

Fifth Jlonth 25th, age 67 years. The immediate cause

of death was albuminuria.
The expedition under Professor A. G. Nathorst,

which is to search along ihe northeast coast of Green-
land for Professor Andree, the missing a-ronaut, sailed

Fifth Month 25th, from Helsingborg, Sweden. Prof.

Nathorst's relief party sailed on the steamer whaler
Antarctic, of which he is part owner. A wealthy Nor-
wegian merchant namerl Hammer will defray almost

the entire cost of the expedition. After carefully ex-

amining the region between the 73d and 75th degrees

north latitude, Professor Nathorst will proceed toward
Cape Bismarck, on the east coast of Greenland, in the

hope of meeting Captain Otto Sverdrup's expedition,

which left Christiana last Sixth Month on the From.
The educational system of Denmark is so perfect

and popular that throughout the entire coimtry there

is not an illiterate family.
The trade in mammoth ivory still flourishes in North

Siberia, and, like that in amber, is among the most

palm
Twelv

curious in the world. Here are two substances, oi

part of a long extinct beast, the other the gum of va
ished and extinct trees, sought and used in modern li

for ornaments and works of art for the human race

to-day.

U.S. Minister Smith, of Monrovia, writing to the Sta

Department, under date of Third Month 24th, 18S

gives the value of imports into the Gold Coast coloi

from the United States from the 30th of Sixth Mont
1897, to Second Month, 1899, as $236,626. During t

'

same period the exports declared for the United Stal

were valued at $133,336. The exports consisted

Im oil, mahogany, monkeys, parrots and leoparo

American vessels, with a total tonnage of 5,4

tons, arrived and cleared during the seven mont
under consideration.

The Japanese are taking to cigarette smoking i

creasingly. More than $285,000 worth were sent

Japan from the United States alone last year.

The finding of an extraordinarily large opal is i

ported from Winton, Queensland. The value of t

opal is between $34,000 and $50,000. •

The soil of Hayti is so rich that two crops of coffs

cocoa, ginger and hennepin are raised yearly.

Certain Mexican papers comment bitterly on the i

ported sale of the famous iron mountain at Duran;

to C. P. Huntington. One says: " Mexico is losing

b

belongings one by one, and is being reduced to the cc

dition of mendicant in the presence of the Yankee."

The Cuban Generals in Santa Clara, at a meeting,

Sagua la Grande, adopted anti-Gomez resolutio

agreed to disband their commands and to cause thi

arms to be surrendered to the Alcaldes, but to accf

no money for them.

At Havana on seventh day last, only asmall numl
appeared to receive the $75 appropriated for Cub

soldiers, by the United States Government.
Canada sells us farm products valued at $5,326,0

but buys of us other goods worth $78,000,000.

NOTICES.
A YOUNG woman Friend would

companion to elderly or invalid

Address "A," offi

ke a position •

Friend,

of The Friesd

Westtown Centennial (Special Notice).—T'

lunch committee for Centennial Day will be greatly -

sisted in their efforts if they may know with some i
-

actness the number who -will accept the invitati .

Will those who have not responded kindly do sot

once. Westtown Old Scholars' Association
,

Room 907, 141 Broadway, New York

Contributions in Aid of The Dukhobori
Fund to Fifth Month 31st, 1899.

A. C, California, $10.00 ;
" M," Chester Co., $5.(

;

Friends, Damascus, Ohio, $23.50 ; E. S. G, $25.1

;

J. T. M., $1,000 ; J. I. G., $150.00 ; McM., $10.00,

Wm. Evans, Treasurer,

252 South Front St., Phila

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications r

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters i

regard to instruction and discipline should be ^-

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal

Payments on account of board and tuition, si

communications in regard to business should be f-

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent,

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at the residence of his parents, No. 239 Wisr

Street, Germantown, on the seventh of Third Mon;,

1899, Francis W. Moore, eldest son of Samuel .

and Esther R. Moore in his twenty-third year.

, at her home near Smyrna, O., the twer-

sixth day of Third Mo., 1899, Talitha Ann Bbig^

widow of the late Henry Briggs, in the seventy-seci 1

year of her age ; a member of Flushing Monthly si

Gurnsey Particular Meetings. This dear Friend la

been in declining health for a number of years, of a

preventing her from attending our religious meetiri.

At such times she would sit down at home, often -

pressing herself as having much favored seasons, te

bore her illness with much patience and resignatii.

Her relatives and friends have the consoling bel

that her end was peace.

, at her home in Chester Co., Pa., on Ita

Month 2nd, 1899, L. Caroline Ash, widow of Phiti5

Ash, in the eighty-fourth year of her age; a meiiir

of West Cain Particular and Bradford Monthly M >

ing of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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All who are called to sei-vice in the Church,

lie not every evil root wholly plucked up : but

se in obedient minds wither and die : and

ir infirmities are healed in the ivay, as the lepers

re cleansed, who went as they luere bidden.—
THER TuKE.

Every sincere laborer in Christ and his

iirch will have at heart this high behest as

i standard of his life :
" Be ye holy that bear

! vessels of the Lord." But how is he ever

become holy, except as he fulfills the calls of

! Lord to service, little or great? The call

not given to us, " Go work to-day in my vine-

rd," because we are holy, or our apprentice

rk is perfect, but that we may become holy,

le are called unto holiness through faithful-

is. For what is holiness but conformity with

! Divine will ? And all approaches to holiness

character are made through the same con-

imity in spirit and act, as his will is manifest,

ho would be true to the sanctification of the

lirit, that has not been faithful to the smaller

Iptisras of the Spirit which at times visit him?

Is highest character thus a self-made state? Is

h holy man only a self made saint? What we

Ive said is, " Ye are workers together with

lid. Ye are God's husbandry
;
ye are God's

Hiding." If we take care of our obedience,

.i will take care of what is to be made of us.

If He had said " be ye complete in holiness

Ifore ye bear the vessels of the Lord," that

uld be another matter, and not what the

Iripture enjoins. But it is what some anxious

arts seem to make it say. They are excusing

ijmselves because they are unfit for Truth's

(vice. " Thou wilt never be fit," said Charles

'ans (a former editor of this periodical) " un-

s thou enter into the service laid upon thee."

The Divine hand sometimes sets us to work

t merely for the sake of having the work ac-

mplished—for He could do it so much better

but fur the sake of us, our souls, as a greater

•rk than the performance in sight. So that

e select our doing. He would have us do that

we may he, and thus again to he that we may

further do, in our coming up higher.

We have felt concerned for those who, though

commissioned for service in the church, under-

take through feeling their unfitness to swell the

volume of their unfitness by declining the ser-

vice, and leaving it for the stones to cry out

instead. And so, having to behold how " God
can of these stones raise up children unto Abra-

ham," what wonder if meanwhile they find them-

selves relapsing into the dumb and stony state?

The one criterion is, not what our sense of

personal fitness is, but what our sense of the

Lord's will is concerning us. " I judge not

mine own self," said the apostle, " He that judg-

eth me is the Lord."

In school we do not continually give high

problems to those who have become entirely

fitted to work them, but rather to those who

need the discipline of learning how to do them.

Yet in the work of the Church we sometimes

plead, "Such a member has every qualification

for this service, and why is it suggested to me,

—

one so crude, so unfit?"

But may it not be just because the gifted

member is so completely developed for the ser-

vice that the Master says, " It is enough. The

service has accomplished its purpose for him

here. Let it rest upon one whom it will bring

forward towards the same completeness." Thus

a ceasing of perfected or veteran service may

be a form of saying, " Well done.'' Such labor-

ers may be promoted even here to rest from

their labors, while their works do follow them.

While beginners in service ought to have a

godly and humble jealousy over themselves be-

cause every evil root has not been plucked out,

and to be concerned to go on tnrough obedience

unto perfection ; as they ought not on such ac

count to be stopped by themselves, so ought

they not by others. The process of obedience

under the Divine hand cannot fail to be a pro-

cess of purifying their hearts by faith. He that

has in him the hope of being like Christ when

He shall appear,—of being satisfied, when he

shall awake, in His likeness,—purifieth himself

even as He is pure. But if there is no sign, as

the service goes on, of the spiritual blemish

diminishing, this may be a sign of a service mis-

taken or abused, and so needs the tender coun-

sel of those that are spiritual. There are also

blemishes not spiritual, but pertaining to the

flesh, or voice, or manner, which may prejudice

one's service or close its way in others, and

which may be growing as outward and natural

habits while yet sanctification of the Spirit is

purifying the inner man. These need the friend

ship of Friends to help us see excrescences as

others see them, in order for their faithful re-

moval. This also is a spiritual exercise,—an

etrrnest concern for the cleansing of every defile-

ment of flesh and of spirit in those who go as

they are bidden.

The Modern Imitation of Christ.

We were not quite easy with an allusion

which appeared in an article quoted in our last

number, in so far as it might seem to cast con-

tempt on any advice to "do as Jesus would do

under like circumstances."

The question " What would Jesus do?" which

seems to be exercising many minds in some

parts of our land, and to be changing modes of

life more nearly to the pattern of primitive

Christianity revived, seems but another form of

reminding us of Christ's " leaving us an example

that we should follow in his steps."

A godly concern to do this, if it generally

prevailed, would make ours a Christian nation.

Who would go to war, if he did as Jesus would

do? What church member would be worldly

minded? Who would deliver a sermon on the

mount or platform, prepared as the scribes pre-

pare sermons ? Who would render evil for evil ?

Who would over-eat or over-dress? In short,

the swift witness of Christ's spirit would so

promptly answer the question, " What would

Jesus do?" that his example thus illuminated

would be as a ready reference chart of Christian

practice. " If any man hath not the spirit of

Christ he is none of his."

We have seen the question somewhere :
" Is

the Sermon on the Mount practicable in the

nineteenth century?" So much the worse for

the nineteenth century or any other, if it resists

the practical working of Christ's instructions-

Rather should the question be asked, "Is the

nineteenth century practicable in the Sermon

on the Mount?" So far as it has been contra-

dictory of those Christian precepts, so far it has

been a lost century. May the next century em-

body them in the law and practice of nations

and of men, and so be saved.

Steamer on the Jordan. — For several

months a little steamer has been plying in the

Jordan for some distance northward from the

Dead Sea. The steamer was built by a Greek
priest. At present it runs up about the distance

of two hours north of the outlet of the Jordan,

and on the Dead Sea as far as Kerak and to

the Warm Springs, both on the east side of the

sea. In this way the distance from Jericho to

Kerak can be made in one day, while by land

it takes three or four. The boat is also of great

benefit to the fishermen working along the Jor-

dan.—£'a;.
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FoK "The Friend."

Selections from the Letters and Memoranda of

Robert Milhous.
(Continued from page 3ij5.)

EXTRACT FKOM A LETTER TO HIS DAUGHTER LYDIA.

Pennsville, >'mth Month 3rd, 1S65.

I often have you, (my children) in remem-

brance, with very great desires for your welfare

every way, but in a very particular manner,

do I desire your growth in the unchangeable

Truth, and that you may know a being built

upon the Rock of Ages, so that the storms of

time may not prevail over you. O, there is a

never failing refuge for the righteous, where

they may be preserved in safety, and that you,

with myself may be increasingly concerned to

flee unto it. I am, thou very well knowest, a

poor erring creature, and I often feel cast down

on account thereof, (as well as on other ac-

counts) but I still have hope that ray all-merci-

ful Father will not leave nor forsake me utterly.

O, unto whom should we go but unto Jesus, our

ever compassionate Mediator and Intercessor,

seeing that He only hath the words of eternal

life. Oh yes! He is " the resurrection and the

Life," and he that believeth on Him, " though

He were dead, yet shall He live. I still hope

that my life, my best life is hid with Him, al-

though feeling very much as though I were

dead, as regards much or any sense of good. I

wish however to be content if his will be so,

until He is pleased again to appear in glory,

still hoping to be permitted to appear with Him,
according as He sees meet.

Thy affectionate father,

Robert Milhous.

Pennsville, Tenth Month 21st, 1866.

My dear daughter Lydia :—Myself, Anna and
Martha have quite recently returned from our

Yearly Meeting, which we all thought was a

favored season, and often, whilst attending it,

was my mind turned toward my beloved child-

ren, and fervent desires were as often raised in

my heart, that they might be made living mem-
bers of the gathered Church of Christ, and be

prepared by Him to fill up their portion of al-

lotted service in his militant church. I may
truly say, I have no greater joy than to behold

my children walking in the Truth. O, may
you be brought more and more to see the beauty

and the excellency of the Lord's house. And
this will surely be your happy experience, as

there is a concern on your minds to keep his

covenant, and to draw nigh unto Him, putting

your whole trust in Him.
From thy affectionate father,

Robert Milhous.
(To be continued).

Above all Things the Holy Spirit.—
" Of all the promises in the Bible none is so ex-

plicit, as the promise of the Holy Spirit. This
is the gift of gifts. God is more ready to bestow
this immeasurably precious gift, than an earthly

parent to feed a hungry child. But Christians

have got to hunger for the Spirit and be ready
to work for the Spirit and with the Spirit, or

else He will not come. With Him, everything
;

without Him, nothing! Unless He descends with
his enlightning, warming, melting, purifying
and life giving power, all preaching, praying
and working will be as useless, as to attempt to

light a lamp in a vacuum, or to heat up an ice

cold room without fire. A blessing is held out
by a loving God, to every church in this land,
which is willing to confess its sins and to co-

operate with the Holy Spirit. Above all things
the Holy Spirit."— TAeocfore L. Ouyler.

Self-Mastery.

" God created man in his own image." One
feature of this image was the sovereignty with

which man was invested. His dominion over

the creatures below himself was a symbol of the

supreme dominion of his Maker. By the fall

man lost much of his regal power. He was
not henceforth so perfectly master of the lower

animals nor of inanimate nature. If he is now
to dominate anything, earth, animals or him-

self, it is only by toil and strenuous effort.

The hardest battle to be fought in regaining

pristine sovereignity is with self The unre-

generate do not make the attempt. They have

fallen from the place of master to that of slave.

The " strong man armed " keeps them in subjec-

tion. They have no strength, even if there was
the desire, to disobey the commands of their

evil natures.

Even the Christian has a hard fight at this

point. He is to glorify God with his body and
spirit ; to subdue everything that tends to please

self, regardless of God's claims; but self resists

all this. Hence the believer's life is a constant

struggle with all the evil lingering in his re-

newed heart, which may be summed up by the

term self. Our subject has reference to this ex-

perience of the child of God. It does not refer

to the practice of the wicked.

This mastery of self is a necessity in the

Christian life. " Without holiness no man shall

see the Lord." But the great barrier to holi-

ness is the sin that lies in ourselves. The heart

is deceitful. It will move us into sin. It will

inject, if possible, a poison into every good deed
purposed or attempted. It will suggest wrong
thoughts when we are engaged in worship.

When we perform any service creditably, it will

tell us that we have done much better than
others, and thus fill us with pride. If a temp-
tation is resisted, self whispers that we have
acted quite nobly where many have fallen

;

thus puffing us up with self-righteousness. At
other times self will tempt us to gratify an ap-

petite or desire beyond its proper limits, or even
to indulge desires that are actually sinful. The
whole tendency of self is to keep us away from
Christ, lessen our love for him, cool our zeal in

his work, make us think more of and labor more
for, personal, selfish, sinful ease, honor, indul-

gence, than we think or labor for Jesus Christ

and his kingdom. In this way self draws to-

ward the world and away from God. The more
we yield to self the less holiness do we attain.

Every Christian, then, must conquer himself.

Tne physical and mental appetites must all be
held in leash as a trainer does his dogs, and let

out only when and so far as God's law and his

own conscience allow. The soul must conquer
and direct the body ; the body should not rule

the soul. "The flesh lusteth against the Spirit

and the Spirit against the flesh ; and these are

contrary the one to the other, so that ye cannot
do the things that ye would. . . . And they

that are Christ's have crucified the flesh with

the affections and lusts." No amount of activ-

ity, no loud professions, will take the place of
this heart holiness ; this resistance to and re-

pression of the vie of our natures. It constitutes

the very essence of conformity to the law of

Christ. "Thou desirest truth in the inward
parts." The mastery of self is a hard task. The
greatest saints have given proof of this. Un-
mastered self led David into sin, moved Judas
to betray Jesus, caused Paul to cry out, " O,
wretched man that I am ! who shall deliver me
from the body of this death ? " At the same

time he shows how we are to keep the boi

under. It cannot be done by the power of oi

unaided wills, but only by the grace ofG
working in us. Without the Spirit's work
our souls breaking down these unholy inclit

tions, we shall be castaways even though preat,-

ers of the gospel. Oh for his unmeasured pr

ence in our hearts to free us from the bonda!

of all that is- self-gratifying, and bring eve

thought into captivity to the obedience

Christ !— Chr. Instructor.

A Need for our Periodical.

To the Puhlishers o/The Friend:—
I have thought probably you were not awn

of the extent of innovations introduced and c(-

tinually being added in what is now called T>,

Friends' Church as practised here in the we

Such as instrumental music with church chr-

accompaniment set in a corner near the pulj.

Easter observances, Christmas entertainmeu,,

prearranged services, prepared discourse •

salaried pastor, &c., and doctrines advanci,

which are contrary to the early teaching, sui

as the assertion that there is no gospel, ne\-

was, nor never will be except the four writtj

by Matthew, Mark, Luke anti John
;
protract,!

meetings, where every device of address is

sorted to, in order to arouse the emotional ir

ture, a mourners' bench set apart, and indivr

uals called upon to pray by those conductif.

the services ; reflections cast upon early Friena

with a pretension of being far in the advanj

of their experiences and practices.

I will mention one dangerous tendency in t;

field at large: The country is flooded to-d

with sensational religious literature; event;

Bible taken as a basis for religious fictio;

periodicals placed in the bands of youth al.

children which are unprofitable, although pt

porting to contain religious instruction.

There are a few isolated ones at this pla.,

who have no place of public Divine worsh

to attend of their kind, and a true Frien/

periodical is a welcome visitor to the homes f

this class.

We want the Truth published in its simp-

city, it needs no garnishing; there are ma'

good thoughts advanced in publications of oth--

religious denominations, which convey ofti

deep lessons of instruction ; and are and ha,s

been profitable to us; but a real true Friem'

periociical, an exponent of the doctrines ai

principles embraced by our fore-fathers aii

maintained through suffering and death 8

yet more highly prized than any other public-

tions; and may all who are engaged in tlj

work be strengthened and with unprejudicl

minds endeavor to fulfill the responsible m-

sion of their calling, with a consciousness the

your work is appreciated by many hungry set-

ing souls, and comforting to many whom J

trust have entered into the rest that reraainei

for the people of God.

With a desire for the advancement of Trui

and the Redeemer's kingdom on the earth, ail

a deep interest in your work.

I remain a true friend to the cause, S. J

Canada. ^
There is no life companion like the Truth.

Bind it with close-forged fetters to thy side,

And guard it with the apple of thine eye,

Else it will flee away ; and men will say,

"Aye, so he says, but we believe him not."

Then wilt thou call for Truth to come again :

"Ah, Truth, sweet Truth, I know thy worth at last

Come back again !" And then Truth will not com
—Boberl Beverly Bale
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Irlher Information Respecting the Dukho-

bortsi.

MAINLY CONDENSED FROM LETTERS RECEIVED.

The steamer Lake Huron sailed from Batoum
the 12th of this mouth, having on board

UO adults and seven hundred and thirty-eight

cldren, the last instalment of the exiles who

a likely to come in a body to America, and

Silling the total to upwards of 7000. A very

81 feature of the case is the cruel hardship of

hving behind members of some families, in

p3on, on account of their persistent stand

8iinst yielding up their peace principles. Pos-

gily, the Czar may be prevailed upon to use

h influence for their ultimate release. Before

tl Lake Huron sailed from England to take

u this great living freight, of 2278 persons,

(e largest number it is believed that ever set

to cross the Atlantic in one vessel,) he

Uk on board three tons of sugar, 1000 tins of

nk, twenty chests of tea, and a quantity of

lie juice, &c. Nothing but the greatest clean-

liiss would prevent disastrous inroads of dis-

e;3, with such a herding together of emigrants,

b all former experience with these exiles shows

tit they may be relied upon to keep the ves-

stin a proper sanitary condition. It was the

lie Huron which took out to Nova Scotia the

fii 2000 Russians ; and her first ofiBcer, speak-

ii to a Friend in England, said :
" They are

oi like the people we generally carry," and

wit on to describe their quietude, orderliness,

11 promptitude in doing whatever they were

lied, such as cleaning down the deck, &e.

Tiy made remarkably good sailors, though they

h for the most part never even seen the sea

bore, and they had to endure the terrible

8tms that cost so much loss on the Atlantic.

Il?as amusing to our friend to hear the officer

ijik of a child that was born in the midst of

IJ tremendous hurricane, and the interest she

aijsed on landing. " If the father and mother
h; taken a room when we landed, and had
tlrged ten cents apiece to see the baby, they

icht have made a fortune for her; for all the

wien in the town came to have a look at

hi" The captain of the Lake Superior spoke
itirailar appreciation of the 2000 he conveyed
fm Batoum, saying to another Friend, " Those
piple are real Christians. Mind, \i they don't

gio Heaven, you wont! "

'he chartering of the Lake Huron for her

piient voyage, although it passed through the

b ds of the English Committee of the Meeting
' Sufleriugs, was paid for by the "Kars" Duk-
yrs themselves. This section had not un-

ijone such severities, at the hands of the mil-

ily authorities, as those who have been prin-

ciilly aided by English funds. When they

K up their belongings, they sent to England
» -aft on a London bank for over £8450. Out
olbis was paid £6750 for the steamer, besides

IJ cost of provisions.

'our hundred Testaments in the Russian lan-

fge, granted by " The British and Foreign
Ble Society " for the colonists, were also plac-

«<in board the Lake Huron. It is expected

^.two or more members of our Meeting for

8 erings will start for Quebec about the eighth
01 he Seventh Month, with the intention of

nting the last arrival of the exiles. If way
ll 1 appears to open for them to proceed to

Aoitoba, they will visit the colonies already

Kled, and inspect their condition ; and Joseph
oilkinton has a minute for holding meetings

''worship with them and others.

A letter from a Friend of our Yearly Meet-

ing, who has felt much interest and sympathy
in theeflorts made for the relief of the Dukho-
bortsi, contains the following, which is worthy of

consideration by us all;
—"Our minds may

well be filled with admiration at the accomplish-

ment of the escape of those persecuted seven

thousand people, from the oppression under

which they have been groaning. An under-

taking, that at first appeared almost impossible,

but for which the means have been found to

carry it through, in a most providential way,

and which will leave all concerned in it richer

in faith, and the Dukhobors themselves in a

way to provide the things needful for their

physical well-being. If the government and

people of the United States could be deeply

impressed with the iniquity of war, by the ex-

ample thus set before them, how well it might

be for the future of the country ; whose course

is now so utterly opposed to the sense of right

that is implanted in the human breast by the

Grace of our Lord Jesus Christ."

Extract of a letter from D. A. Hilkofi" to

Joseph S. Elkinton.

Winnipeg, Fifth Mo. 24th, 1899.

Joseph S. Elkinton,
Dear Friend: I haveju.st returned from the

Colony where all is going on well. The Duk-
hobors send you and the Society of Friends

their fraternal greeting.

The work at the Colony is getting on well.

All the seeds we have got will be planted. The
rye that was sown first is already out of the

ground. Most of the villages are already locat-

ed. After the villages were located we saw
that there would not be enough land for the

Kars' people who are expected in Canada in

the first days in June, Land must be found

for them, that is the reason why I have post-

poned my return to Europe, till we find a suit-

able location. Two Dukhobors have come with

me from Yorkton, and we are going on Friday

to the Prince Albert District to look for land.

I am quite certain we will find there a suitable

location. The Kars people will be taken

straight to the Prince Albert District. They
wont be further than two hundred miles from

the Yorkton Colcny by wagon trail.

The C. P. R. people have given me to under-

stand that they were willing to transport those

of the members of the Kars families who are

now at Yorkton, free of cost, to the Prince Al-

bert Colony, to join their people.

We have great difficulty in buying oxen.

They are very scarce, and rather dear. The
four thousand dollars which we received from

the Society of Friends was spent thus. We
bought rye for $234.25; barley, $522.65; oats,

$423.50; oat meal, $48.20; flour, $244.80;

fourteen team of oxen, $1555.00 ; lumber for

wagons, $50.00. Expenses, cashing the checks,

sending money by express, and two men stay-

ing one week at Selkirk, buying oxen, $27.00.

The balance I left at Yorkton, in charge of the

Cyprus people, to buy oxen for all the Duk-
hobors, as it was decided by the majority to

spend this money only in buying oxen.

I hope to return from Prince Albert in time

to send the two Dukhobors, that are with me
now, to meet the Kars people at Quebec, for the

purpose of describing to them the land at

Prince Albert, and telling them the reason

why they will be taken to Prince Albert in-

stead of Yorkton. I would go myself, but I

think that my presence at Yorkton is more

necessary.

From Yorkton I think of going to Prince

Albert as soon as possible.

Sincerely your friend,

D. HiLKOFF.

Letter from D. A. Hilkofi to William Evans.

Winnipeg, Fifth Mo. •24th, 1899.

William Evans,
Treasurer Society of Friends.

Dear Friend: Your very kind letter of the

20th inst., to hand, and in reply will say that

the car of corn meal will be a very acceptable

and welcome article of food to the Dukhobors,

as they have a knowledge of preparing it, for,

while they did not grow it themselves, while in

the Rainy Mountains, yet while banislied to the

Tartar and Caucassian villages they became
familiar with it there, as it is grown in that

district. I have apprised Mr. J. S. Crearer of

the forwarding of the car of corn meal.

I have just returned from the Colony, where

I left every man, woman and child, who was

able, busy, preparing the soil ; seeding is in

good progress.

I have just written Mr. Joseph S. Elkinton

full particulars of ray visit.

I am yours truly,

D. HiLKOFF.

Fxtract from a letter written at Yorkton,

Assiniboia, Fifth Mo. 20th, 1899, by one who
was on one of the trains of the Dukhobors from

Quebec to Manitoba.

Dear Friend: You will probably be inter-

ested in news of the Cyprus contingent of Duk-
hobors, the most recent arrivals.

We arrived in Manitoba to find that the

weather had turned bitterly cold, in striking

contrast to the glorious weather the earlier part

of the journey. Arriving at Yorkton the peo-

ple erected the tents they had with them and
proceeded to make themselves as comfortable

as a damp camping ground and heavy rain

would permit.

The last few days have seen a return of fine

weather, drying up the miry trails and making
transportation less difficult and expensive.

The Dukhobors (Cyprus) are in capital spirits,

and anxious to get to work as soon as possible.

They start out for their land, the precise loca-

tion of which has caused some slight delay, on

Monday next.

Their health is fair, that is, there is no very

serious sickness; but there is a good deal of

malarial fever, &c., which keeps the nurses

busy.

Note.—It is to remembered that the Cyprus

party came away because of the unhealthful-

ness of that place, and it is not surprising that

symptoms of malaria should still linger with

some of them, and it was apparent on the train

in which I took passage from Quebec to Otto-

wa. J. S. E.

The writer's grandfather had an old colored

workman, who had been a slave, and was used

to the severest kind of labor. No need of a

slave-driver for him, however, as his tasks were

always conscientiously performed. Corporal,

as the old slave was called, was of a religious

turn, and believed with an unalterable firmness

in the truths brought to him. In his own sim-

ple way he was a good deal of a philosopher,

and did not a little good by the every-day

showing of his quiet faith. Finally the time

came for Corporal to leave this world. The
doctor said to him :

" Corporal, it is only right

to tell you that you must die." " Bless you,

doctor; don't let that bother you. That's what
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I've been living for," said Corporal, with

happiest of smiles.— Youth's Companion.

Kor " The Friend.'

FROM EDENVISTA.
BY E. HATTON.

That precious one ! Ko tongue can tell

The anguish of the last farewell

;

'Tis not in words thus grief to bear
From heart of mine to friend sincere,

Nor does it know in added days

;

The burthen of its woe to raise,

But lingering yet in sombre mien,
Still sighs for joys that once have been.

To me, no charm the mountain yields.

Nor virent verdure of the tields.

In vain indeed does refluent wave
On river shores effulgent lave

;

From grief, ray heart short respite knows
In beauty of the opening rose.

Nor more to it the lily's bloom.
Cold lies my Lily in the tomb

;

Ah, yes—but no, did I not see

The chariot of the Deity
Enfold my love and bear away
To mansions of eternal day 7

And I must mourn. On bended knee,
My sister, wilt thou pray for me ?

A daughters' work is nobly done,
A sister's crown is sweetly won,
A mother's task is now complete,
A wife has tone where angels meet.

AU joy, sweet love to thee
;

A son his heavy burden bears,

A brother struggles with his cares,

A father knows a weight of woe,
A husband bows beneath the blow

—

No sister prays with me.

Ah Ij cruel is that taunting word
By sudden want of feeling stirred,

Not waiting till the close of day
To let the impress pass away.
The mourner feels the bitter stroke
To pierce his heart already broke,
But patient bears the added grief
And finds in love a sweet relief

;

(Love for the living and thedead
Our Father's love for many shed),
Lies down in hope without its fears,

His pillow wet from flowing tears,

And earnest asks with sobbing breath,
To sleep the dreamless sleep of death.

How TO Overcome ENVIKO^'MENT.—The
man who consciously abides in God is superior
to every other environment, master of every
other force that comes against his life. The
man in the slum, what shall we do with him?
Take him out of it? No, we will lead him by
the way of the cross into living communion with
God. We will lead him to Christ, who will re-

make him, and within a very few days or weeks,
he will change his own environment, by moving
from the slum somewhere else. The man whose
work, and reading, and all his nature is tend-
ing to degrade and debase him ; what shall we
do with him? Begin with the environment?
No, begin with the man. Restore him to right
relationship with the Omnipotent, the Omni-
present, and the Omniscient. Let him, not
merely as a dead theory, but as a living fact,
"live and move, and have his being in God,"
and with all conquering might, he will put the
foot of his manhood upon the neck of every ad-
versary from without, and will remake all his
environment in that Divine strength. The law
of environment still holds, but there is a higher
law of environment, and when man obeys^'the
highest law, all the lower laws become subser-
vient, and contribute, not to his disaster and
defeat, but to his making.— G. C. Morgan in
Record of Christian Work

For " The Friend.'

Friends and Slavery.

BY ISAAC SHARPLE&S.

The Revolutionary War had for the time
being almost destroyed the influence of Friends
over the politics of the State they had founded
and so long controlled. They had opposed a

war which was waged in support of independ-
ence and which had been successful. It is true

that the principles upon which they based their

conduct had not been especially devised for the

emergency but had been firmly and clearly

enunciated through one hundred years of his-

tory. The course they took might properly have
been expected of them by those who had been
familiar with the record of their past. But to

many in the nation these principles came as

revelations of a new and dangerous tendency,
urging on a course of action entirely unequal
to the emergencies to which any government
might be exposed. To others the Quakers
seemed to be cowards or fanatics or hypocrites,
or seekers after wealth and ease.

None of these cared to see the Quakers re-

stored to the position of influence they held
before the war. Many felt that they had an
unsettled grudge against them for their refusal

to aid in the great struggle. The heroes of the
war took by virtue of the popular voice the
positions of honor and profit.

Nor did the Quakers seem to wish it other-
wise. They had had enough of government.
The movement which began in 1756 against
holding compromising offices gradually ex-
tended itself to avoid official connection with
the State. This tendency was strengthened in

the minds of the more strenuous Friends by the
events of the war, and when after a decade
of peace there seemed a disposition to turn
again to Friends to find representatives in the
Pennsylvania legislature, the Yearly Meeting in

1791 advised :

" The concern and exercise which formerly
attended the minds of Friends of this meeting
respecting accepting of posts either in legisl;

tive or executive government or promoting tl

choice of members of our religious Society to
such stations or mixing with others in their
1 policy and contrivance, being now re-

vived, and the minutes and "advices of the
Yearly Meeting in 1758, '62, '63, '64 and 70
being read, they were recommended to the ob-
servations of Quarterly and Monthly Meetings
and of Friends in- general and it is directed
that the said advices be read in said meetings."

In one direction, however, they felt they had
an especial duty to the State and the nation.
The last slaves held by Pennsylvania Quakers
were manumitted wherever legally possible
about the time of the battle of Yorktown.

It had taken about one hundred years of
agitation to bring about this result. The Ger-
man Quakers of Germantown had protested in
1688, " There is a liberty of conscience here
which is right and reasonable and there ought
to be likewise liberty of the body, except for
evil doers, which is another case. But to bring
naen hither, or to rob and sell them against
their will, we stand against." From that time
on the movement for abolition had advanced.*
In 1696 the Yearly Meeting advised not " to
encourage the bringing in of any more negroes
and that such as have negroes be careful of them."
The Friends of Chester County were particu-
* A full hisory of this movement among Friends

over the continent will be found in detail in the
"American Society of Church History," vol. VIII.,
written by Allen Clapp Thomas.

larly urgent and ceased not to press the mat
on the attention of the Yearly Meeting.
1711 they reported that "their meeting v

dissatisfied with Friends buying and encour;-

ing the bringing of negroes. The next ye
they asked that London Yearly Meeting as l,i

central body do something to bring'about so;?

concerted action of all Friends the world ov;.

But London was not ready and in 1714 Phi-
delphia returns to the matter :

" We also kindly received your advice ab( t

negro slaves, and we are one with you that i>

multiplying of them may be of a dangercj
consequence, and therefore a law was madei
Pennsylvania, laying twenty pounds duty upa
every one imported there, which law the Qufi
was pleased to disannul. We could hearty

wish that a way might be found to stop 13

bringing in more here; or at least, that Frieia

may be less concerned in buying or sellingf

any that may be brought in ; and hope for yer

assistance with the government if any fartlr

law should be made discouraging the impor
tion. We know not of any Friend amongst 3

that has any hand or concern in bringing a/

out of their own country ; and we are of is

same mind with you, that the practice is i;t

commendable nor allowable amongst Frieni:;

and we take the freedom to acquaint you, tl.t

our request unto you was, that you would 8
pleased to consult or advise with Friends ,3

other plantations, where they are more nuar-

ous than with us; because they hold a coi.-

spondence with you but not with us, and y(

meeting may better prevail with them,
your advice prove more effectual."

In 1715 and again in 1716 the Ch(

Friends return to the charge. "The buyi

and selling of negroes gives great encoura
ment for bringing them in." To this the Yea
Meeting would only reply advising itsmemb
to avoid such purchases and added, " this is 01

caution, not censure."

Matters stood till 1729, when again in

spouse to another request from Chester, the mi
ing minuted "that Friends ought to be vi

cautious of making any such purchase for

future, it being disagreeable to the sense of tis

meeting. Advices to this effect were now gi^n

almost yearly, and in 1743 there was added
Queries, " Do Friends observe the former adv
of our Yearly Meeting not to encourage the

portation of negroes nor to buy them after

ported ?" which, a few years later wasstreng
ened into " Are Friends clear of importing
buying negroes, and do they use those 11

which they are possessed of by inheritance

otherwise, endeavoring to train them up in I

principles of the Christian religion ?"

Thus, the sentiment against slavery was p
tered, and in 1758 the Yearly Meeting vM

brought to decisive action. After rejecting sr-

eral compromises, tending to limit the advices

heretofore to the slave trade, the adopted ni-

ute stood "This meeting fervently desires . .

that we would steadily observe the injuncta

of our Lord and Master to do unto othersis

we would they should do unto us, which it n'v

appears unto this meeting would induce sta

Friends who have slaves to set them at libei',

making a Christian provision for them accol-

5 to their ages." A committee was appointi,

th John Woolman at its head, to extcd

Christian advice to slave holders and persusa

them to release their slaves.

For twenty years after this date there :«

many records on the minutes of Monthly Mtj^

ings of voluntary or persuaded manumissicl-
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ley were made iudividually matters of record

prevent the same negro ever again being

ized.

Some however, held out, and in 1775, in the

idst of the throes of the outbreaking war, the

jeting decided it had waited long enough

—

such members as continued to hold slaves are

be testified against as other transgressors are

the rules of our Discipline for other immoral,

just and reproachful conduct." This was an

struction to the Monthly Meetings to take up
ch case individually and, after careful labor

d much persuasion, if be still remained re-

Icitrant to disown him from the Society. Tliis

18 done in some refractory cases. Others were

mplicated. Slaves were owned by minors, or

'sband and wife were not both members, and
;al manumission could not be obtained ; or

rplexing questions had to be settled.

Most of the Friends appointed to inquire.into

e circumstances of several negro slaves on

lom it is thought J M had a claim

30rt they have done accordingly, and are in-

•med that his brother S M , deceased,

his last will gave the remainder of his estate

him after the bills and legacies were paid

d appointed him executor of his will, and
it his said brother had two negro men and
8 negro boy slaves, but that he had not taken

on him the administration of the estate and
i not intend to do it on account of the ne-

oes. They advised him that in case adminis-

ition should be granted to another person and
ere should be other estate enough to pay the

bts and legacies (which he seemed not to

ubt of) that he should discharge the admin-
rator from the negroes and set them free,

lerwise if they should be sold to pay debts

id legacies, and he receive the remainder of

•i estate he would be the cause of their con-

luation in bondage, which advice being con-

lered is approved of.

(To be continued).

[Opportunity.—Only to the comparatively

Irored few comes the opportunity to improve

B mind. The majority of people are " hewers

iwood and drawers of water," and must make
liir opportunities, or rather seize the small op-

irtunities which lie scattered about almost un-

i!n by the casual observer. The boy or girl

iiO waits for these to be pointed out to him
rely has the ability to use them. The ability

Isee and to use is the same, and connected
i;h it is the ability to make opportunities.

is is the secret of success. Any boy who has

;ermination to make something of himself
'.\ find opportunities enough to do so, and
'en there is a lack, a boy with grit will make
lim. Those who wait to do great things do

It amount to as much as the plucky boy who
Is to struggle for even his opportunities. The
iike of Argyll was surprised that the son of a

pr gardener could read " Newton's Principia
"

I Latin.
' How did you ever accomplish it?" he asked.

That opportunities have you?"
'One needs only to learn the twenty-four

Iters of the alphabet to learn everything else

ij wishes," he returned.

Dpportunities for acquiring knowledge are

lired in nature as well as in books. You can-

's take a walk in the country without learn-

I; something about God's beautiful handiwork,
'little observation will enable you to learn the

'rets of the birds and plants. The most in-

testing books we have on natural history are

\itten by men and women who embraced every

opportunity to learn these secrets of nature at

the fountain-head.— Christian Work.

For "The Fkiknd."

GOD LOVETH ALL.
Unto every man and nation

God will e'er extend his hand,
Loving, under all conditions

Thoae obeying his command.
Neither rich or poor are favored.

Only for their love to God :

Earning thus the Master's favor,

Treading paths where He hath trod.

Those who love and will obey Him,
He will never once forsake

;

But within their souls be dwelling.
Inner conscience to awake.

He will teach them life's great lessons.

That bring peace into the heart.

And the happiness of spirit

Never will from them depart.

Though the home be low and humble,
God will find a dwelling there.

If he finds the heart is waiting
And is filled with earnest prayer.

Asking him to come be with them,
And to teach them what is right.

He will quickly hasten thither,

Shedding round about his light.

Everywhere he's loved and needed.
He will always quickly go.

Comfort give to those who seek Him,
Love and mercy He will show.

And more room the humble hearts have,

In which they, God's love, receive,

With less pride and vain ambition,

Will they cause his heart to grieve.

Oh, the blessed, blessed promise,
That He never will forsake,

And if we will love and trust Him,
Care of us He'll always take.

Then why should we wander from Him,
Into worldly ways of sin,

That we must, ere reaching heaven.
Have a change of heart begin ?

M. S. L.

MOORESTOWN, N. J.

Fob " Thk Friend."

A Kingdom Founded on Righteousness.

The star of empire has risen, declined and set

on Egypt, Assyria, Persia, Greece and Rome
;

and what has been may yet be. All earthly

glory is as evanescent as the morning mist.

Egypt's once mighty monarchs as mummies are

gazed upon in distant climes, of which they had
never heard. Assyria's cities lie buried in their

own rubbish, and the wandering Bedouin avoids

the sites on account of the reptiles which seek

shelter in the crevices. The ancient temples of

Greece, beautiful as works of art, lie deserted,

uncared for and in ruins, as do also those of

Rorae,*once the mistress of the known world.

When the first of these great nations was
being nursed in the cradle of power, the Lord
of the whole earth chose from among the na-

tions of the world, a people among whom He
might dwell, might put his name upon them,
and make his sovereignty felt and known. He
did not choose one already powerful by force of

numbers and circumstances, but He chose the

seed of Abraham, his friend, the least of all

people, and as yet in possession of no territory.

He caused them to increase notwithstanding the

determined opposition of the most powerful
kings ; he brought them out of Egypt by a

high and irresistible power; fed them miracu-
lously in the wilderness for forty years; gave
them laws and ordinances far superior to any
the wisest amongst men had ever devised, and
planted them in the land which he had prom-
ised to Abraham their father.

Time and again, when oppressed by powerful

neighbors, he delivered them from their ene-

mies, not suffering the light of his presence

amongst them to be extinguished. Amidst the

clash of contending empires, though at times

exiles far from home, God still preserved them
as a people, as He does to this day, though
scattered amongst the nations the wide world
over.

But after all, these are but a shadowy type,

themselves to be absorbed by the substance

when God's glory shall so surround his people
as to need no shadows to mark his footsteps on
the sands of time. God's promise is to Abra-
ham, and to his seed in whom all nations shall

be blessed. He is not the God of the Jew
only, but also of the Gentile. Nebuchadnezzar
and Cyrus were servants of Abraham's God.
Alexander, the King of Grecia but fulfilled the

Divine mandate when as a hunter swiftly

pursues a goat on the rocky crags, so did he
Darius. God had decreed, as made known by
his prophet Daniel, that the iron-helmeted

Roman should overcome the silver and the

brass of the Persian and Greek, but in heavenly
vision he also saw a stone cut out of the rock,

without human hands, which smote the image
typifying these earthly empires, and increased

till it filled the whole earth.

There is then a power not of men, but of

God, and this power is Christ. "Jesus, the
king of the Jews," shall yet reign and rule

amongst the nations of men, and his law shall

be supreme. His royal law is based on love, " to

do to others as ye would that they should do to

you." If this be God's expressed will, based on
the highest authority which we as followers of

Christ Jesus acknowledge, all private or national

acts not in accord therewith, must needs be
out of his will, and therefore unrighteous. Now
" righteousness exalteth a nation, but sin is a

reproach to any people." It is clearly seen in

the light of past history, and so declared in the

Holy Scriptures that the rise and fall of any
nation in power, is wholly dependent upon the

Supreme Ruler of the universe. Amidst the

apparent confusion and strifes of people, his

purpose goes steadily forward, as it did with re-

gard to Israel in Egypt, against the determined
opposition of Pharaoh. The Lord, speaking by
his prophet Jeremiah, says, " At what instant I

shall speak concerning a nation, and concern-

ing a kingdom, to pluck up, and to pull down,
and to destroy it, if that nation, against whom I

have pronounced, turn from their evil, I will

repent of the evil that I thought to do unto
them " (Jer. xviii : 7, 8), and in like manner, if

God designs to build up and do good to a na-

tion, and it do evil in his sight and obey not his

voice, God will repent of the good which he
proposed to do to them.

During the Napoleonic wars, a French officer,

a captive with others in England, was lightly

asked by an English officer, " When will it be,

we shall be captives in your land as you now
are in ours?" To which the Frenchman replied,
" When the sins of England outweigh those of

France." And it is related that before Napoleon
set out on his Russian campaign which resulted

so disastrously to himself and to his army, that

Madame de Stael in an interview with him ear-

nestly endeavored to dissuade him from the en-

terprise. Finding her effort vain, on taking
leave, she said, " Sire, man proposes, but God
disposes." To which the Emperor replied,

"Madame, I propose and I dispose." She after-

wards relates, " From the time of hearing that

presumptuous boast, I felt persuaded that evil

portended over France and her army." Like as
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Nebuchadnezzar's pride was humbled in the

dust, 80 was Napoleon, the greatest conqueror

in modern times, when confined to his lonely

prison rock in mid-ocean, forced to acknowledge

that man's will must bow to Almighty power.
" The disposings of the heart in man . .

are from the Lord " (Prov. xvi : 1, m. r.) So when

in obedience to the Lord's command all the

males in Israel presented themselves thrice in

the year before the Lord in that place where he

put his name, God said, " Neither shall any man
desire thy land " (Ex. xxxiv : 24.) So when

any people put their trust in the Lord and

work righteousness, thus walking well pleasing

to the Lord, God maketh even " their enemie.s

to be at peace with them " (Prov. xvi : 7). It

was 80 with our early Friends in Pennsylvania,

and the Baptists in Rhode Island. And even

ifGod's people are called to suffer, He overrules

all for good. In so doing they simply follow iu

the footsteps of Christ Jesus, and of the early

Christians, and patiently bearing their suffer-

ings, they are to count it joy that they are ac-

counted worthy to bear reproach or suffer shame

for their testimony's sake.

Like as the Jews are described by Haman
as " a certain people scattered abroad and dis-

persed among the people, in all the provinces

of thy kingdom ; and their laws are diverse from

all people, neither keep they the king's laws
"

(Est. iii : 8), so are God's peculiar people to this

day. As Christ their Lord describes them, " They

are not of the world, even as I am of the world
"

(Jno. xvii : 16.) As salt, scattered yet separate

and savory.

By precept, doctrine and example silently in-

fluencing and moulding the world and the nations

of men, till they acknowledge, not in word only,

but in deed and in truth, the power and sover-

eignty of the Prince of Peace, till " they beat

their swords into ploughshares and their spears

into pruning-hooks," as all assuredly will when
they enter into the kingdom of God and of his

Christ, a kingdom which lies in peace and in

righteousness and in joy in the Holy Ghost."

And notwithstanding the darkness of the out-

look, the lust of ambition amongst men for

power and empire, the fearful instruments of

slaughter invented, when mammon seems to rule

the world, all this may be but as the darkness

of the morning ere the break of day.

God's purpose standeth steadfast. He will

bring it to pass, and as his people are faithful

to Him, trusting in his power to protect and

prosper them. He will hasten that blessed time

when the Sun of Righteousness shall arise and

dispel the darkness of the world, scatter the

powers of evil, and by the healing balm of

truth, predispose men to love and serve one

another, when every bow shall be broken and

wars cease to the ends of the earth.

W.W.B.

Learn how to forgive. Do not carry an

unforgiving spirit with you through life ; it will

hurt you more than anything else. It will de-

stroy the happiness of many around you, yet its

chief feeding ground will be found in your own
heart.—J^a;. ^^^_^
The International Arbitration Conference at

Lake Mohonk.

Lake Mohonk, where the Yearly Conference to

consider and promote International Arbitration

meets, is one of the most beautiful spots on earth.

Here amidst the exquisite beauties of nature, as-

sembled on Fifth Month 31, 1899, this year's con-

ference. Our host, Alfred K. Smiley, met most of

his guests the evening before. Many of those who
attend and participate in the various meetings are

men of national repute as leaders in the religious,

legal, political or philanthropic world.

The conference was opened with an address by
Edward Everett Hale, who in the course of his re-

marks referred to the fact that the eighteenth

century witnessed in America thirty-eight years of

war. The nineteenth century has had eight years

passed in human conflict; and he hoped the coming
hundred years would be free from strife between
America and civilized nationalities.

He particularly emphasized the fact that this

conference was to promote international arbitra-

tion. That was to be attained by establishing an

internatiojial court of law. This court once made
permanent, other matters would largely take care

of themselves, and war so be avoided.

Such a court would be composed of the highest

legal talent of the nations. Its judges should nat-

urally be considered as occupying the most exalted

position to be attained by men. It should always

be open, where the nations just like individuals,

could bring their disputes and plead, represented

by their own prejudiced and able attorneys just as

in common courts of law. Witnesses should be
examined, experts give testimony, and judgment
rendered according to facts and legal precedents

and requirements. For instance, had such a court

existed last year, the United States would most
likely have been able to obtain redress, and it

would have been legally decided that Spain had
been responsible for the blowing up of the Maine
in the harbor of Havana, and so the Spanish-

American war with its consequences and expenses
would have been avoided.

E. E. Hale showed that the Supreme Court of

the United States had practically been for many
years an international court such as he demanded.
Serious disputes between some of the States had
been satisfactorily adjusted by it; and these had
been disputes which otherwise would have caused

the States to have had recourse to arms. Much
less serious misunderstandings had caused wars in

European countries.

Other speakers spoke most interestingly. One
called attention to the fact that the legal profession

of New York State had done more to forward ar-

bitration than any other class. By them the prac-

ticability of such a court was fully recognized and
upheld. President McKinley was also heartily in

favor of such an institution. One speech referred

to the effect of the increasing armaments of this

country. They all mean more young officers to

need promotion, more contractors to gain by war,

and increased sentiment in favor of war amongst
the masses.

The apathy of the commercial classes was criti-

cised. Nothing so upsets business, destroys confi-

dence, ruins credit, and creates panics, as even a

rumor of war. In view of all this, it seems strange

that merchants and bankers do not more completely
favor the legal settlement of international disputes.

That evening and the following morning were
principally devoted to the Czar's rescript, and the

discussion of the practicability of an international

court of law. In regard to the former, it was felt

that the Czar is sincere in his efforts to secure dis-

armament—the social and financial condition of

Russia would lead to this conclusion. It is a hope-
ful indication that twenty-four countries at once
responded to his appeal to meet at The Hague.
The effect has especially been great in England.
William T. Stead's new periodical is ably con-
ducted, and exerts a wide influence. Many public

meetings are being held. So it is believed that

even should the conference at The Hague not at-

tain what it was primarily called to consider, it

would yet lead men a long way towards the great

cause of peace.

The New York Bar Association's scheme for an
international court included the usual procedures
connected with our Supreme Court. Its recom-
mendations are now before the Conference at The
Hague. Such a Court would necessarily be clothed

with great powers and an almost unlimited juris-

diction.

The procedure and findings of such a court
would be largely based on international law, which

^1

has been the growth of many years, and which
jnow clearly defined. International law has bei

evolved from arbitrations and from precedents tl

tablished by international disputes. It would ni

be compulsory for any country to enter such a cou
[

nor would its decisions be compulsory. Yet as i

most or all decisions in arbitrations up to date, hai
been accepted by the nations involved, it is fi

that future statesman would gladly use such
means of escape from war, and abide by the decre

of such a tribunal.
,

The remaining sessions of the conference c;'

only incidentally be referred to in this short repo

!

One speaker representing France said his count
was heartily tired of war and of an armed peac

Another spoke of the neutrality which for mai
years had been sustained on the grcMt lakes betwe
the United States and Canada. That neutrali

involving the agreement to permit no armed vessc

on these lakes, had frequently in times of excit

ment saved this country from war with Englan'
and we were all glad of the fact. An extension
the same sort of neutrality between nations w
equally practicable, and equally possible of gre

results.
'

Amos R. Wells, of Boston, called attention I

need of educating the young in the principles
;

Jesus Christ relating to war and its causes. H;

idea was that international arbitration should I

talked about, then get young people to work for

then get them to sign their names to pledges

sustain it. He spoke of the sacred duty of paren

and all who guide the young, to deprecate w
and its horrors, and to teach sympathy with t-

young men of foreign countries who are to-dr

suflfering from the intolerable burdens of militarisi

The Young People's C. E. Society have taken i-

the Czar's rescripts, and have prepared a memori
on the subject which had been circulated all ov

the United States, and which had tended to i

crease the bond of sympathy between our you
people and those of other lands.

The organized forces ofj)eace and religion we
upheld as the best to lead the cause of intern atiot'

arbitration. Their aid must be more largely i

voked. The national conscience, happily nc,

awakening, must be further aroused. After all, f
questions of commerce, statecraft, politics and p>

litical economy, are but secondary yet valuak'

forces, in forwarding the great need of the peac>

able solution of international justice and wronf
There is every encouragement to the supportei

of international peace. The congress at Tl

Hague is arousing public sentiment as never b

fore. Whilst the Russian government presents

the subject of disarmament, the American ai

.

English representatives were pushing the mu'
more important matter of a permanentinternatior

court. h\xt it must be recollected that whatev'

the recommendations of the Congress at The Hagi
may be, those recommendations must be ratifii

by the governments represented there. So ti

decisions or humane objects of the gathering m
be temporarily nullified. But this should not d

hearten the advocates of the cause. Such a tei

porary set-back will but tend eventually to crysti-

lize and strengthen a movement which has acquir

,

a momentum that cannot be stopped.

The Argentine Republic and the kingdom f

Italy last Seventh Month 23rd, 1898, concluded,

treaty which provides for the permanent adjui

ment of any difficulties that may arise betwe i

those two countries. The scope of this treaty i

very large, and its provisions such as practical'

almost to make war, even on questions of hone,

impossible between the peoples concerned. Tli

great step is felt to be an encouragement to :'.

lovers of peace, and all honor is due these Lati

countries for having made such a court of arl-

tration practicable and possible.

The Mohonk Conference adopted resolutioJ

which were forwarded to The Hague. It all

adopted a platform embodying in a few words «

aspirations and objects. The platform primari'

advocates arbitration before disarmament, o»

great reason being that the latter would he anat-

ral consequence of the former, and more attainalJ

under present conditions.

On Sixth-day evening, Fifth Month 2nd, ti.
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inference concluded.* The earnest and busy men
'affairs, who had participated in its deliberations,

It as they separated, that the very air of the big

vrlor was charged with hopefulness for the future,

or civilized countries the time may not be as far

slant as some imagine, when the dreams of kings

id prophets shall be realized.

May my own religious Society not be deficient

upholding its pure ideals which are now beiug
cognized by others. Let our individual members
) all they can to hasten the promised day.

Wm. C. Allen.
Fifth Month 3d, 1899,

Items CoLcerning the Society.

In the ancient meeting-house at Apponeganset,
assachub-etts, Dartmouth Monthly Meeting de-

rns to observe its two hundredth anniversary,

ith appropriate public exercises, on the filth of

;xt month.

"The vacations, what are they for? Too often

)t0U8 living. Leaving the very name of Friends
3 be like others just for a while.' Are such ex-
iples as these suitable to uphold the principles

clearly bought?"

—

A Correspondent.

Joseph S. Elkinton, accompanied by William
fans on this his fourth visit to meet Dukhobors
riving in Canada, was waiting on the 4th inst. in

lebec for the coming of the steamer Lake Huron,
lich had been reported as sighted, and was ex-
cted to reach the wharf at (Quebec on the 6th.

lese two Friends expect to accompany the immi-
ants to their destination, and to visit the Dukho-
T8 in all their settlements in Manitoba.

A work entitled, "The Family of William Penn,
lunder of Pennsylvania—-Ancesiry and Descen-
nts," by Howard M. Jenkins, has appeared, pre-

ating the results of a careful collation of known
,thorities, consultation of the Friends' records in

eat Britain and Ireland, and an examination of
enow-unequalled Collections of Penn Papers in

s Library of the Historical Society of Pennsyl-
aia. Much of the information gathered has been
awn from the family letters; which, unprinted
cept in this work, are necessarily unique. The
jrk has nineteen full page illustrations, two hun-
sd and seventy octavo pages, and a price of
.50 net.

Twenty years ago the number of members of
.Itimore Yearly Meeting was five hundred and
;y; now it is twelve hundred and twenty-six.
lis gain of over one hundred per cent., does not
jlude the losses of as many more by death, re-

)val, etc. This increase is due to addition by
juest. Six new meetings for worship have been
; up, and two Preparative and four Monthly
setings established. "It will b« a sad day fur

," says the Baltimore Interchange, " when we
me to test our spiritual strength by arithmetic,
id yet to some extent, under ordinary circum-
iDces, a church which is truly spiritual will be a
jwing one."

Centennial at Westtown.—The Friends' Boarding
hool at Westtowu is now one hundred years old.

le Old Scholars' Association, recently formed,

*Some of the personal associations connected with
i Conference were most pleasant. It was educational
listen between sessions, to the ideas and reminis-
ices of eminent ujen. For instance, 1 recall two an-

lotes frum the lips of dear old Theo. S. Cujler. He
d me how he once saw John Bright talking to Wm.
Gladstone—Bright with his arms around the neck
his friend. Long years afterwards, when politics

d estranged the two, and when Bright had died,

adstone said that whenever he thought of the great
itor he recollected only the days of their earlier

endship and mutual love. T. S. Cuyler also, when
;aking of his life in Burlingtun, N. J., tifty years
J, told how he once went to a Friend's meeting to

tness a marriage. As he stood after meeting waiting
sign the certificate, the late Richard Mott, Sr., then
7 aged, remarked, " Well, Theodore, don't thee
nk that is a very honest way to get married ?"

will celebrate the event with suitable exercises at

the school on Sixth Month 10th.

It is expected that the largest gathering of

Friends and friendly people since the time of Geo.

Fox will be present on that occasion. Some six

thousand people have been invited, and acceptances

already received indicate that more than three

thousand will be present.

The principal feature of the day's exercises will

be the presentation to the School of an endowment
fund of one hundred thousand dollars by the Old
Scholars. Those interested who have not contribut-

ed to this fund should communicate with the Pres-

ident of the Association, Samuel L. Allen, No.
1107 Market Street, Philadelphia. There will be

other addresses by members of the Westtown Com-
mittee and by Isaac Sharpless, President of Haver-
ford College, Francis B. Gummere, Ph. D., Charles
Potts and Euth E. Chambers.

All Old Scholars of the School and their hus-

bands, wives and children are invited to attend.

Special trains from Jersey points and Broad Street

Station will furnish ample accommodations for all.

Notes from Others.

Roswell P. Flower, ex- Governor of New York,
made a practice for years of giving away at least

one-tenth of his income. His gilts, however, have
always far exceeded his regular tithe. He believed

that a man intrusted with money was a steward,

and should endeavor to render a good account of

his stewardship during his lifetime. He said many
times that he believed the Lord would not have
dealt so bountifully with him had he not used his

gifts as he did.

—

Ledger Correspondence.

The sole doctrinal test for laity and clergy in

the Old South Church, of Boston, will henceforth

be as follows

:

You do now, in the presence of God and before

his holy angels and this assembly, solemnly profess

to give up yourself to God the Father, as your
chief good; to the Son of God as your Mediator,
Head, and Lord, relying on Him as the Prophet,

Priest and King ofyour salvation; to the Holy Spirit

of God as your Sanctifier, Guide and Comforter, to

be a temple for Him to dwell in. You profess to give

up yourself to this one God, who is the Father,

and the Son, and the Holy Ghost, in an everlast-

ing covenant, to love, obey, and serve Him for-

ever.

A Triumphfor Civilization.—The decision of the

London Telegraph to abandon its experiment of
publishing a Sunday edition, modeled somewhat
on the American plan, is a distinct triumph for

civilization. Religious or Sabbatarian prejudices

have had very little influence in deciding the case.

The English reading public refused to support a
Sunday paper, not because they regarded it as a
violation of the Sabbath, but because they had
little taste for that kind of Sunday occupation.
They have got beyond the childish stage of pic-

tures and tittle-tattle, and the general mass of
trivialities and vulgarities which fill the vast ex-

panses of our Sunday abominations. The craving
there for everything that can by any stretch be
called " news " is not so insatiable as it seems to be
on this side of the Atlantic. News with us is any-
thing, no matter how trivial, which we have not
heard before, and which by the mere act of being
put in type and "pictured" becomes of such ab-

sorbing interest and importance that an entire day
must be given up to its perusal.

—

New York Even-

Bishop Thoburn in Manila.—My visit here has
more than ever impressed me with the essential

barbarity of war. I occupy a room immediately
above the most crowded street, from which every
sound enters thnmgh an open window. The pro-

fanity of the soldiers in the .street below at first

seemed unspeakably awful, but now has become
simply disgusting. Every alternate place of busi-

ness seems to be a liquor shop of some kind, and
the soldier has temptation before his eyes which-
ever way he may turn. It is amazing how slow
public rulers in our modern days are in discovering

that the surest and most certain way to promote

good order in times like these is absolutely to

close every place where intoxicating drink is sold.

Drunken soldiers meet me everywhere, and it is

painful in the extreme to remember that many of

them have come from Christian homes, and that

they have been thrust into the very jaws of a temp-
tation from which only strong men can be expected
to escape.

" War is not a means of grace, and if there is

such a thing in this world as a necessary evil, it is

certainly the greatest of such evils. It is demoral-
izing to the individual and to the public alike; it

sears the conscience, dulls the moral sensibilities,

obscures the vision, stimulates all l)ad passions,

and I have felt intensely, since taking up my abode
in this city, that every Christian should pray more
earnestly than ever that the time may be hastened
when nations shall learn war no more."

—

(Metho-

dist) Christian Advocate.

The Three Parties in the Church of England.—
There are three parties in the Church of England
to-day, says Dr. Watson, each with its own history

and distinct standpoint in religion :

"There is, first of all, the High-Church party,

which rests upon a solid historical basis, and repre-

sents the views of those who never desired to sepa-

rate from the Catholic church, but only were weary
of the abuses of the papacy. This party would
have been satisfied, at the time of the Reformation,
had moral scandals been removed and the eccles-

iastical tyranny of Rome been reduced. High
Churchmen have always desired to keep in the line

of Catholic tradition, from the days of Cyprian
downward, and have rejoiced in the offices of the

Catholic church, being unwilling to lose one
spiritual prayer of the past that has expressed the

soul of Christ's church, or one beautiful ceremony
which has represented, as in a picture, the myster-
ies of Christ's faith. . . .

" The second party represents the tendency at

the Reformation which was called Calvinistic, and,

somewhat later in England, Puritan. Low Church-
men were determined Lu go to the farthest length

in rescuing, as they believed, Christianity from
superstition and doctrinal error ; they preferred to

have presbyters without bishops, believing that

bishops meant in the end tyranny and ecclesiastical

corruption. They desired the simplest form of wor-

ship, and were especially keen against kneeling at

the sacrament, the sign of the cross, turning to the

East, the wearing of priestly garments, and every

other form of symbolism. Their real and charac-

teristic idea of worship was and is, unto this day,

praise sung by all the people, extempore prayer in

which the people are able to join, the preaching of

a sermon, and the administration of the two sacra-

ments after the simplest and sometimes baldest

form. Low Churchmen accept, of course, the ser-

vice of the Church of England, but they reject as

much as they dare of what is Catholic, and intro-

duce extempore prayer where they can. . . .

" The Broad Churchmen occupy a detached pos-

ition, as regards both Anglicans and Puritans,

since they do not hold the high doctrine of the

sacraments and of the ministry, while, at the same
time, they are in favor of an ornate and reverent

service. Everything which is historical and every-

thing which is esthetic appeals to their culture,

but they are at the same time cleansed from a be-

lief in ecclesiastical authority and doctrinal obscu-

rantism. Their cardinal tenets are the Fatherhood

of God and the true humanity of our Lord Jesus

Christ, the Incarnation as a perpetual force in hu-

man life, and the salvation of the race through the

Spirit of Jesus.

—

N. A. Review.

SUMMARY 'of EVENTS.
United States.—The American mediation scheme

has been adopted by the sub-committee of the Peace

Congress at The Hague.
The new Spanish Minister, Duke d'.'^rcos was form-

ally presented to the President on the 3d inst.

'fhe monthly comparative statement of the Govern-
ment receipts and expenditures for Fifth Month 1899,

shows the total receipts to have been $44,786,013, as

against $30,074,818 for Fifth Month 1898. The dis-

bursements amounted to $40,513,004, as against 147,-

849,909 for Fifth Month last year, leaving a surplus

for last month of $4,273,009.
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A synopsis of the report of the Nicaraguan Canal

Commission was made public in Washington on the

31st ult. It estimates the cost of the canal at $118,-

113,790. Colonel Hains concurs generally in the re-

port, but submits a personal estimate of *134,818,308.

The New York letter of the Pab/ic Ledger on the

Seventh-day last says : In a public statement issued

to-day by the National Civil Service Reform League
President McKinley's civil service order is severely

criticised. It is classed with ex-Governor Black's

famous " take the starch out of the civil service " law

of 1897, and as that resulted in a reaction which has

finally placed the reform in a more advanced stage in

this State, so the League believes that the President's

"backward step ' will result in a similar reaction. It

claims that the President's order withdraws from the

classified service not merely three or four thousand

officers and positions, but, as nearly as can now be es-

timated, 10,109. It removes 3693 from the class of

positions filled hitherto either through competitive

examination or through an orderly practice of pro-

motion, and it transfers 6416 other positions to the

War Department filled hitherto througli a competitive

registration system, under the control of the Civil

Service Commission, to a system to be devised and
placed in effect by the present Secretary of War.

It is charged that the President has not carried out

the promises made in the last National Republican
platform.

Over a half million dollars has been paid to New
Jersey for fees for filing incorporation papers during
the past eight months.
New York has established a State College of Forestry.

One of its labors will be to replant the tracts denuded
of pine and other valuable conifers. It set out a large

area this spring, and is rearing 3,000,000 seeding pines

for future use.

A Pittsburg firm has received an order for two
hundred cars for a railway in Egypt.

Los Angeles draws its electricity from a turbulent

mountain river ninety miles away. The 12,000 horse

power runs street cars and machinery and supplies the

city with light and heat.

It is estimated that one person out of every eight in

Buffalo ride the bicycle. The wheel is the common
means of locomotion, and so general is the use of the

machine that every day on which the rain falls

steadily the receipts of the street cars increase by from
$800 to 81200.

The statistics of bicycle exports during the past few
years show that American wheels are now being ridden

in all parts of the world. In Mexico, the West Indian
Islands, South America, China, British East Indies and
Japan, and in the jungles of Africa, the American
wheel is making its way. Even in the great man-
ufacturing countries of Europe, where workshops and
skilled workmen abound, millions of dollars' worth of

American bicycles are sold each year. During the four
fiscal years 1896, 1897, 1898 and 1899 the exportations
of American bicycles amount, in round numbers, to

$20,000,000.

Two-thirds of our bicycles go to countries which
make a specialty of manufacturing, and this export to

manufacturing countries increases rather than other-

wise. Predictions were made a year or two ago that

the exports of bicycles to Japan would decrease as soon
as the Japanese had obtained sufficient numbers as

models for their own factories and established them-
selves in the manufacture of wheels. This prediction,

however, has not proven true. The exports of bicycles
to Japan, which in the fiscal year 1897 amounted to

$52,179, were, in 1898, $88,905, and in the fiscal year
which ends nest month will reach fully $130,000.
The largest single buyer of our bicycles in the fiscal

year 1898 was the United Kingdom, which took $1,-

852,166. Germany's purchases of bicycles from us last

year amounted to $1,724,404. Canada came next in
amount of purchases in this line, the total being $611,-

402, while France was next, with purchases amounting
to $482,682 ; British Australia next, $309,906

;

Netherlands, $251,918 ; Denmark, $228,370 ; British
Africa, $148,503; British East Indies §90,388; Japan,
$88,905 ; China, $27,449 ; Dutch East Indies, $13,368,
and Afriia, $11,647. To many of these distant places
the exports of bicycles in the present fiscal year will
exceed those of last year.

Friendly natives arriving at Manila from the coun-
try around San Isidro and San Miguel report that a
reign of terror has prevailed since the American troops
were withdrawn. The insurgents deal vengeance up-
on those of the natives who have shown any friendli-

ness to the Americans.
On the 3d inst. a rapid advance was made by our

troops against the insurgents west of Manila. The

plan to entrap the enemy failed of complete success,

owing to hard fighting and the rough character of the
country. Antipolo, a strong mountain stronghold,

Tay tay and Caluta were taken with small losses to

our troops. Morong was captured on the 4th.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 426, which is 42 more than the previous week and
20 more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 204 were males and 222 females : 54 died
of consumption ; 48 of heart disease ; 27 of pneumonia

;

23 of inflammation of the brain
;
18 of nephritis; 16

of apoplexy ;
16 of diphtheria; 16 from casualties ; 15

of old age; 15 of typhoid fever; 14 of convulsions;

14 of marasmus ; 13 of inflammation of the stomach
and bowels

;
12 of cancer; 10 of unemia, and 8 of

Bright's disease.

Markets, <fec.— U. S. 2's, 100 a 101 ; 4's, reg., 112
a 112J ; coupon, 113J a lUi ; new 4's, 130J a 131 ; 5'8,

112J a 113; 3's,_109 a 109|.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners, on a basis

of 6Jc. per pound for middling uplands.
Flour.—Winter extra, $2.50 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.45 a $3.65 ; spring, straight, $3.80 a $3.95 ; city mills,

straight, $3.60 a $3.80. Rye Flour.—$3.10 a $3.15 per
barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 76J a 77c.

No. 2 mixed com, 38 a 38Jc
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32i a 33c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5f a 5|c.
;
good, 5 a 5Jc.

;

medium, 4| a 4gc.; common, 4 J a 4Jc.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5 a 5Jc. ;

good, 4J a
4|c. ; medium, 4 a 4Jc. ; common, 2i a 3Ja ; lambs, 5 a

6Jc. ; spring lambs, $3.50 a $5.50.

Hogs.—Best western, 5i a 5^0. ; other grades, 5| a 5 Jc.

Foreign.—In the speech from the Throne at the
opening of the Spanish Cortes, on the 2d inst., it was
announced that the Marianne, Caroline and Palaos
Islands were ceded to Germany by the late Cabinet.

The session marks the relinquishment of Spanish pos-

sessions in the far East, save the Island of Fernando-
Po and dependencies on the African coast. The price

which Germany will pay is 25,000,000 pesetas. Spain
reserves for herself three coaling stations in each group,
to be designated hereafter, and which Germany agrees
to defend in perpetuity for Spain.

Count Major IDsterhazy, who has figured conspicu-
ously as a suspect in the Dreyfus case, has made a con-
fession in London that he was the author of the famous
bordereau on which Dreyfus was convicted and sent as

an exile for life to Devil's Island. Esterhazy declares
he acted under orders from superior officers in the
French army in framing the document, and he de-
nounces them vigorously. Esterhazy has been ar-

rested and Dreylus has been recalled to France to

undergo a new trial.

Consul Mahin, of Reichenberg, under date cf Fourth
Month 21st, 1899, quotes an account in a local news-
paper of a process for making artificial cotton from the

wood of the fir tree. It appears that the wood is re-

duced to thin shavings, which are placed in a washing
apparatus, exposed to the influence of steam for ten

hours. They are then subjected to a strong prepara-
tion of sodium lye, and are heated under great pressure
for thirty-six hours. The wood is now changed to

pure cellulose, and to give this a greater resisting

power some castor oil, caffeine and gefatine are added.
The substance is then put into an apparatus and made
into threads, which are reeled. The article concludes

:

Artificial cotton can be produced so cheaply that the
genuine article can hardly compete with it, and one
cannot say that it is a sham, for it is composed, exactly

as the natural cotton, of pure cellulose. Mahin adds

:

In a country such as this, where forests of fir trees

abound and are made perennial by constant replanting
as the large trees are cut down, and where all cotton
used in the numerous factories must be brought from
far India and the United States, such a device should
be profitable.

The winter wheat crop of Southern Russia has been
completely destroyed by a protracted drought. The
spring wheat crop is also in jeopardy from the same

The High Court of India has refused on general
principles of sex to enrol as a legal practitioner, a Par-
see woman, named Sorabji, who has had a singularly
distinguished English nniversity career.

In 1896 Java produced 1,6UU,000 pounds of indigo.
This industry is threatened by the making of artificial

indigo out of coal tar in Germany.
Both Mexico and Japan propose to establish life

saving and signal systems along their coasts, and will

employ the Costou night signals, which are now gen-
erally used by the army and light house service. They

were invented by the widow of Captain Coston, of j

American Corps. It is said that she is the only won i

who ever invented an article that could be adopted •

the military or naval service.

A despatch from St. John's, N. F., dated Fifth 1
'.

30th, says: "The steamers Corean and Utunda, wh i

arrived here to-day from Liverpool, report imme {

icebergs drifting across the North Atlantic shipp
routes and seriously endangering steamships. The ;

blockade of the northern portion of Newfoundland c '.

tinues, and fishing operations are crippled in cot.
quence."

Premier Laurier declared in the Dominion Par

.

ment last week that Canada had proposed arbitrat

on the Venezuelan precedent in order to settle the i

puted Alaskan boundary question with the Uni
States.

The Scientific A merican says :
" Not every one ;

aware that the opening years of the next century \

witness the completion of the first milliard of mint i

since the beginning of our chronology. From apprc
mate calculations it would seem that the one billioi

minute will be reached at 10.40 a, m., on Fourth J

30th, 1902."

NOTICES.
Receipts for Aid of Dukhobortsi Duri

\7eek Ending Sixth Month 6th, 1899.

B. F. L., $10.00; J. S. R. L., $20.00; M. C. S. $1
A Friend, $20.00
William Evans, Treas., 252 S. Front St., Phila

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be ;

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal'

Payments on account of board and tuition, s

communications in regard to business should be f

warded to Edward G. Smedlet, Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniei:

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage i

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A.
,

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met wl i

requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup't

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila
Open from 11.30 A. M. to 2 p. M., and from 3 p. M.,

6 p. M. on week days. Among the books added Fi

Month 31st, 1899, are

:

Browning—R. and E. Barrett.—Letters, 1845,

'

Dunbar, P. L.—Lyrics of the Hearthside.
Eraser, M. C.—Letters from Japan (2 vols.)

Gorham—G. C—Life of E. M. Stanton (2 vols.;

Hale, E. E.—James Russell Lowell and his Frien:

Jones, Augustine—Life of Thomas Dudley, Seco

Governor of Massachusetts.
,

LouNSBERRY, Alice—Guide to the Wild Flowers;

Mabie, H. W.—Essays on Work and Culture. ' i

Parkin, G. R.— Edward Thring, Headmaster
f

I

Uppingham School, (2 vols).

Van Dyke, Henry—Gospel for a World of Sin. i I

Circulation free to all. I

Died, at her residence near Spencer's Station, Oh;

on the twenty-eighth of Ninth Month, 1897, Marti^

E. Hall, wife of Lindley Hall and daughter of Jo
and Mary J. Doudna (both deceased), aged thir

eight years. From her living testimony we doubt i

she has joined the innumerable company of the

deemed.
, at her late home, 435 Mendenhall Strc

Greensboro, N. C, Cordelia B. Leonard, wife of

Addison Leonard, and a daughter of Joash and An
E. Reynolds, both deceased. She was a member
Greensboro Monthly Meeting of Friends, and pass,

away peacefully, trusting in the work of Christ for b

Her age was forty-six years, one month, twenty-ni'

days.

, First Month 22nd, 1899, at the residence

her husband, Elisha Doudna, near Spencer Static

Guernsey Co., Ohio, Rachel Ann Doudna, daughi

of the late David and Margaret (Leslie), Lupton,

the seventy-ninth year of her age ; a member of Eii

land Particular and Stillwater Monthly Meetings,

submission to the operations of Divine Grace she w

enabled to fulfil the various duties that came befc

her with meekness and wisdom, and as wife for ov

thirty-six years maintained an even, quiet dispositii

Although her summons was sudden, yet her f"ei.

have the consoling belief, that through redeemiu

mercy, her spirit is at rest. 9
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THE COMMEMORATION POEM.
Gen at the Centennial of Westtown School, Si-xth

Month 10th, 1S99.

B. GU3I5IERE.

S these the faces, and not these the forms,

jught by an inward eye, though this the scene

;

loss a century ipf suns and storms
nother throng behold, with other mien.

K way they stand between the old and new,
00 near fur hero, and too far for friend.

Iihe long jouruey of their lives, how few
basm and peak, perils of chance that lend

3tir and outline to each human tale I

ow few the jocund words, the voice of cheer !

Si theirs the pilgrim's visage, stern and pale,

ot theirs the boon laugh of the cavalier.

S'Endicott with that uplifted sword
-> bar their way, and wrest the word of might,

.'fing up terrors of his vengeful Lord,
pon the simple children of the Light.

U' theirs the martyrdom of mob and jail

ripes, anguish, fever, death ; not theii-s to prove
iniiock of hattle faith's celestial mail
nd smite whole armies with the sword of love.

S TV of Fox rang down those peaceful days,
a Barclay's wrong to make their pulses leap;

i set- them, know them, as they went their ways,
sirni'le folk, to plant and till and reap ?

ffig that watch us from no canvass still,

nd hands that fashioned no memorial stone,

i\ feet that lingered on no muses' hill,

or wandered on those strenuous paths and lone

)tld philosophy ; no bud, no spray
" shade or color ; hard and pitiless noon

!

teiis the pit from which was digged our clay,

ad here the rock from which our lives were hew

Ji, strong old fathers of our Quaker breed,
at this we leave ynu ! Let the higher mood

9lg keener vision, that our eyes may read
lat noblest of all records : They were good

!

fii many a life has won its martyr crown
ascourg'd of mobs and in no prison hurl'd,

CI; fought the tyrants of his own heart down,
id kept itself unspotted from the world.

1> Buch were they ! And here by hall and grove
le peace, the memories of that spirit bn od

;

4> yonder youth still hear those words of luve

:

3bey the still small voice : hold fast the good."

3d fast the good ! When time shall turn its page
century hence the record new to write,

Kiid of us :
" They kept their heritage,

id lived not all unworthy of the Light."

Commemoralion Comments.

The long anticipated day for Westtowu
School is uuw past, the public comniemoration
of her first century is accomplished. Every-
thing that human forethought and labor could
reasonably provide, every detail that wise care

could pre-arrange for the convenience of three

thousand expected guests, seemed admirably
attended to.

But it was demonstrated not to be in human
wisdom to control the sending of rain upon the

just and the unjust, nor in best wisdom to sus-

pend for the convenience of one fold the

superior bounty showered over the country at

large upon a dry and thirsty land. So the

Divine doctrine showed foith in symbol its

right of way :— " My doctrine shall drop as the

rain, and as the showers upon the grass." " For
as the rain cometh down from heaven and
returneth not thither, but watereth the earth

and maketh it bring forth and bud, that it may
give seed to the sower and bread to the eater

so shall my word be that goeth forth out of ray

mouth." Such is the true baptism of sprinkling

which the honest recipients of the descending

Word are under. It descends upon the unjust

also to make them just, and upon the just to

make them more just.

By the analogy of the rain and that de-

scending grace we were also taught :
" It is not

for you to know the times or the seasons which

the Father hath put in his own power." " We
cannot command one of the days of the Son of

Man." As we cannot forecast from former

years but only by present niovings the wind

that " bloweth where it listeth," so our attempt

six months in advance to cipher out a Divine

secret, namely, a fair day, on the authority of

twenty years absence of rain hitherto on that

lay of the year, received its kind reply. And
the bright rainbow which spanned the eastern

ky and crowned the closing day, was sugges-

tive of promise for the new Century.

The varied exercises delivered under the pa-

vilion will best speak for themselves to many as

they shall gather Iheir words more clearly from

the printed pages of the Westonian when pub-

lished. Many ears, as they listened to his repro-

duction of the older time, travelled in sympathy

with a veteran teacher whose faithful work was

identified with one third of the century now
commemorated. His works still follow on, in

a generation of clear readers, writers, and

speakers. " I came to these commencement
exercises," said an intelligent woman at another

school the day before, " that I might hear the

good English of the Quakers. I was sure I

should hear the result of careful teaching of

good P2nglish in a Friends' School, and I am
not disappointed. Only I wish you showed the

same concern for the proper use of 'thou' and
'thee'."—But whatever Friends' School here-

away this may have been, her testimony goes

to the credit of at least forty years of West-
town's infiueuce in this line, continuing potent

in schools that have followed. The present

writer, however, is not in evidence, having

never been a pupil in a Friends' School.

What Charles Potts's address was for the

immediate occasion, as representing Westtown's
first century, the valuable new History of

Westtown School, carefully prepared byWatson
W. and Sarah B. Dewees, and illustrated with

a score of fine pictures most to be desired, must
stand as the oce permanent literary memorial

of the development, life, and looks of this

monument of a godly concern.

In our first column will appear the Poem
delivered by Francis B. Guramere, which

readers can thus appreciate and enjoy for them-

selves.

Said one of the speakers in her earnest ad-

dress :

Better still [than the rehearsing of character-

building truths to the pupils], they have had in

their midst men and women whose daily lives

stood for righteousness and integrity. And just

in proportion to the number of such men and
women ha.s the school prospered. Nor can it

ever hope to prosper without men and women
possessing the highest attributes of manhood and
womanhood. One of the greatest of the world's

teachers has said, "Have a university in shan-

ties; n.ay, have it in tents, but have great teach-

ers in it." And you remember Garfield's homely
declaration that a log with Mark Hopkins at one

end and himself at the other would be a uni-

versity !

We understand this with its context to be in-

tended as a testimony to the efficacy of the Di-

vine life in a dedicated soul.

In the forward look to the new Century for

Westtown, as given by Isaac Sharpless, the

Committee and Friends will find occasion for

thought. While all may maintain that the

piril of the charge left by our forefathers is

that which is to be realized in preference to

the letter, yet views will vary as to which

branch may be pruned oft' here and there as

dead, without jeopardizing any principle which

t represented ; or whether a new shoot coming

nto view here or there is a normal outgrowth

of the good old sap, or grafted in from some

foreign stock. All coming questions will not

knock for admittance together, but one by one
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new claims will come into notice, as Friends

will be able, we trust, to bear them. "As thy

days, so shall thy strength be." But the out-

look given by the speaker, whether we approve

or disapprove of each item, is strongly sug-

gestive of what the committees of the coming

century will be called on to face.

While we ought to think out such problems (said

the speaker) with open minds and honest hearts,

they are not worth any diversion of interests. Give

us at the school a few greatly inspired, profoundly

religious, ardently systematic men and women, full

of love for young people, and of wisdom to meet

their wants, and all else will take care of itself

Eeligion with narrow views makes a man a bigot,

an unsafe man for an institution of learning.

Broad views without religion make a man a world-

ling, a dangerous adviser of youth. There is but

little hope for Westtown's doing the work we all

want it to do, unless we can secure those rarest of

all creatures, who combine real spirituality with

broad and vigorous mental powers, and the capaci-

ties of leadership. . . .

It is not possible for Westtown to stand as an

eiicient exponent of the great principles for which

it was founded, and at the same time be a weak

school. ...
This plea for high ideas and broad policies is

based on the importance of the principles we have

to conserve. We act as if we hardly knew that the

great Friends of the Seventeenth Century held

truths to which the world is slowly coming. If our

Quakerism needs apology, it is for our own half-

hearted, apologetic holding and defense of it. . . .

What Penn did for legislation, Barclay did for

theology, and the structure of one has stood the

strain of years as well as that of the other. We,

who have held to the fundamental doctrines of

this wise thinker, have been saved many perplexi-

ties. When, beginning with this century, there

came the scientific revival, starting with the geo-

logic evidences of a long period of creation, and

continuing through Darwinism and other revolu-

tionary ideas, theories which seemed so destructive

to the man who held old-fashioned teachings of

Biblical literalism, the disciple of Robert Barclay

could quietly look on and say, your discussion is a

matter for science to settle—it cannot touch the

real spirit of Christianity—the Divine life in the

soul of man. When, in our day, the literary critics

of the Bible attack certain theories we have been

accustomed to hold, while we may judge them un-

necessarily destructive and ask, at least, the favor

of reverend consideration of the Holy Words, we
may again, so far as the fundamentals of our faith

are concerned, fold our arms and say to the critics :

Do your worst ; sift the thing to the bottom ; Christ

comes out all the clearer; God's love and wis-

dom shine out with more and more glory ; the lat-

ter killeth and the spirit which maketh alive is ut-

terly untouched by your criticisms. We do not

have heresy trials. We quietly readjust our intel-

lectual views without the loss of one iota of faith

and with no necessity to reconstruct our ecclesias-

tical fabric.

And so we must, here at Westtown, hold the

great truths of Quakerism in a great way. We
must induce our children to believe according to

their measure that these truths are worth accept

ing as the guide of their religious, social, commer-
cial and political lives, that the vindication and
diffusion of them are missionary enterprises of

highest value, of which they might be glad to be

the outspoken emissaries; that the wordjfor the

Quakerism of to-day to which the schools must

give voice is—back to Fox and Penn and Barclay
;

back to their fundamental theology ; back to their

ideas of human equality which have made us pio-

neers in moral and social reform, back to their

evangelical zeal and earnestness.

But we undertake no description of the great

occasion. We refer to the complete report for

an adequate view of what was said, having

offered but these few specimens of its general

spirit. 'I here will be the usual number of

critics, more or less just, and very many ad-

mirers, and an increased number of young

members who will carry about, we doubt not,

an increased sense of the value of their birth-

right and say in their hearts, "we have a

goodly heritage." Will they transmit it tar-

nished, or brighter to the generation following?

For "The Friend."

The Fourth Arrival of Dukhobors.

(Extracts from a letter of William Evans.)

Quebec, Canada, Sixth Month 5th, 1899.

" The report of the sighting of the Lake Huron
was an entire mistake, probably another steamer

resembling her, having been taken for the ex-

pected vessel from Batoum. Later in the day

(the 4th), we learned that the steamer Numid-

ian would probably arrive about 6 P. m. with

emigrant Galicians, so we concluded to be pres-

ent at the landing ; and just about the expected

time, the steamer's hawsers were made fast, and

the gang planks hauled aboard.

It was very interesting to see men, women
and children, the majority clad in sheep-skin

coats, and both sexes provided with large, heavy

leather high-topped boots, comedown the planks

bearing their worldly effects in sacks on their

backs. They were soon seated on benches or

on their packs, in the emigrant waiting-room,

where admirable provision was madefo '"""theii

Money changers took the foreign money and

gave just equivalent. Good baker's bread, milk,

canned meats, etc., were sold them at prices

controlled by the Government authorities ; a

water faucet was convenient for drink and wash-

ing. Desks were provided, where letters could

be written and stamped and deposited in the

official letter-box. Tickets were then sold them

for their destination, at a cost of a half cent

per mile. Next all their baggage was carried

by the men across the railroad track, which

was laid alongside the waiting-room to a shed,

where, when the tickets were presented the

pieces were checked, and fiually the families

settled down to await the cars, and the children

were mostly asleep in the mother's laps, or

prone on the wraps upon the floor. When
speaking to one of the head officials of our com-

mendation of the good management, he said

that all the subordinates were selected for good

qualities of head and heart, and only retained

as long as they continued to perform their

duties satisfactorily.

" When an immigrant arrived too sick to pro-

ceed, there were comfortable upper rooms where

the family were accommodated, and suitable

meals for sick or well were cooked for them, at

moderate charge. The Galicians were bound
for Manitoba, and the train was to start at

eleven o'clock on the night of their arrival,

making few stops until it reached its destina-

tion."

" On the sixth of Sixth Month the Lake

Huron arrived at the Quarantine station, whi <

it was detained, as a case of small pox had i

curred during the voyage; it was that oi^

child, who was likely to recover, but meank
detention of the Dukhobors at Gross Isle—

1|>

Quarantine Station, for at least twenty-one da
,

and if fresh cases manifested themselves, p -

haps a much longer stay.

" Prince Hilkoff, with three Dukhobors, y\ >

had come on from Manitoba to meet the p i-

sengers of the Lake Huron, and explain so a

matters to them ; were in waiting for the -

rival of the ship, but to their disappointnie

,

were forbidden to see their friends. Hill f

telegraphed to Quarantine to ask if the tha

Kussians, one a woman whose aged mother is

on the vessel, might go to the station, and -

main throughout the stay of the passengers v^
them. i

" It was interesting and instructive to fI
the entire willingness of the little party tosei
down for the enforced stay, but the doctoiS

charge declined to allow them to come. The
had been five deaths and two births during e

voyage."
|

" During the stay of our friends in Que c

they met with Frank Pedley, Superintenden f

Immigration, who gave it as his opinion 't t

entire confidence might be placed in Pri e

Hilkoff 's integrity and good judgment in »

disbursement of funds put in his care for

exiles.' The letter goes on :

" It seemed remarkably favorable for us t

we have encountered Prince Hilkoff, as he '

now immediately go with us to Manitoba, i

on the way we shall have much opportunity

gain knowledge respecting the colonists.

" The prince is a very unpretending ms
intelligent and capable, as well as kind hear

He fully bears out the high character of wh

accounts have been given us, and seems 1

one raised up for this special occasion of est

lishing his peace-loving countrymen in a (!

genial home, undisturbed by persecution.

" He expressed his desire that the Societ}

Friends would petition the Czar to release

the Dukhobors who remain prisoners in Rue

that they might be allowed to join their r

tions in Canada, who are sadly grieving o

the separation."

Useful Spider Webs.—About ten y(

ago a French missionary started the system'

rearing of two kinds of spiders for their ?

and The Board of Trade Journal states tha

spider-web factory is now in successful operat)

where ropes are made of spider-web inten

for balloons for the French military aeronai

section. The spiders are arranged in group

twelve above a reel, upon which the threads

wound. It is by no means easy work for

spiders, for they are not released until they h

furnished from thirty to forty yards of thr

each. The web is washed, and thus freed fi

the outer reddish and sticky cover. Eigh

the washed threads are then taken together, i

of this, cords are woven which are stronger

much lighter than cords of silk of the at

thickness.

If thou neglectest thy love to thy neigh

in vain thou professest thy love to God ; foi

thy love to God the love of thy neighbor is

gotten, and by the love to thy neighbor thy)

to God is nourished.—Francis Quarles.

Do the best you can and you will be abl

do even better.
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_, „ Selected.
The Doom of Tjre.

The city of Tyre, on the eastern shore of the
Mediterranean, to the north of Palestine, was
or a long period the greatest commercial city
>f antiquity. It was probably a colony of the
iidonians, and hence was called " the daughter
if Zidon," and as early as the time of Joshua it

3 mentioned as the " strong city of Tyre." It

fas the Liverpool of the ancient world ; and
he caravans of the East unloaded their burdens
m its wharves, while the shipping of the West
rowded its spacious docks.
Ancient writers, both sacred and profane, de-

jribe its wealth and commerce. Her merchants
'ere princes, and her traffickers the honorable
f the earth. She heaped up silver as the dust,
nd the fine gold as the mire of the streets,

he cedars of Lebanon, the oaks of Bashan, the
rory of Chittim, and the fine linen of Egypt
ere gathered to form and adorn those merchant
lips whose sails whitened the seas, and which
athered together the wealth of distant lands
od cast it into the lap of this proud and mag-
ificent city.

"Situate in the midst of the seas" and also

1 the rnain land, high walled, well watered,
lied with wealth and luxury, a slave mart
here captive Jews were sold into hopeless
)ndage; through the wickedness of Tyre God's
rath aroused, and his prophets pronounced
le city's doom. It was to be conquered, spoil-

I, and desolated. It was to be restored to its

icient splendor. Its wealth was to be conse-
ated to the worship of God

;
yet it was finally

be destroyed and " built no more,"— its beams
id timbers and soil were to be cast into the
iters, it was to be scraped like the top of a
irren rock, and become a place where fisher-

en should spread their nets.

In the prophecy of Ezekiel, are recorded the
'iirious threateuings which foretell the doom of
rre. " I am against thee, O Tyrus, and I will

use many nations to come up against thee, as

e sea causeth his waves to come up. They shall

stroy the walls of Tyrus, and break down her
wers : I will also scrape her dust from her,

>d make her like the top of a rock. It shall

a place for the spreading of nets in the midst
the sea, for I have spoken it, saith the Lord
)d. And they shall break down thy walls,

;d destroy thy pleasant houses. They shall

r thy gtones and thy timber and thy dint in

e midst of the water, and I will make thee like

e top of a rock; thou shalt be a place to

•read nets upon ; thou shalt be built no more
;

• I, the Lord, have spoken it, saith the Lord
')d." (Ezek. xxvi : xxviii.)

The accomplishment of these strange predic-
ins forms one of the most wonderful instances
ithe fulfilment of Scripture prophecy. The first

bw fell upon the city of Tyre in the siege prose-
<ted for thirteen years by Nebuchednezzar, king
I Babylon, who took the old city, built upon
l3 main land, and subjugated the inhabitants,
ter the overthrow of the kingdom of Babylon,
iw Tyre arose, builded upon an island half a
«le distant from the shore, and thither the
"alth and commerce of Old Tyre was trans-
Ired. When Alexander the Great besieged
•iW Tyre he found no way to reach the island
• which the city stood, but by building a
•useway from the main land. The first one
Hit was destroyed by the fury of the waves,
'd it was not until he had cast the stones, and
•abers, and dust, the ruins of the old city, into
•b midst of the water, thus scraping the dust
lim Tyre, and laying it under the water, and

forming a pathway from the shore to the island,
that the city was again taken, burnt, and her
inhabitants slaughtered or sold into captivity.
Again Tyre arose from her ruins, and in the

earlier ages of Christianity was famed as a cen-
tre of Christian worship, and her merchandise
and her hire were " holiness unto the Lord."
Gorgeous and costly temi)les were erected, and
very recently there haa been discovered in Tyre
the tomb of Origen, one of the most noted of
the early Christian writers, who closed his life

and was buried there.

More than twelve centuries after the utter
overthrow of Tyre was predicted, it was still a
prosperous and important city. At last idolatry
prevailed, and transgressions came to the full,

and Tyre received the predicted doom. The
merchant city which yielded to Shalmaneser,
about B. c. 721, to iSTebuchadnezzar 572, to
Alexander 332, to Antigonus 313, to the Arabs
A. D. 633-8, and to the Crusaders 1124, was
finally taken and totally dismantled by Mo-
hammedans in 1291, and for more than six cen-
turies has remained a swift but silent witness to
the inspiration of those " holy men of God "

who " spake as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost." (2 Peter i: 21.)
The very soil once mantled with places and

alive with a busy population, has been swept
into the midst of the waters, and can be built
on no more. The harbor is destroyed and
choked with shifting sands. A few fishermen
spread their nets upon the rocks where once
Tyre sat, the crowned mistress of the seas. The
costly pillars that adorned her palaces lie be-
neath the waters and are covered with the
ocean's sand, and all the grandeur and glory
of that ancient metropolis has passed away. So
heavily falls the curse of God upon those who
sin against Him.
And yet there were other cities more guilty

still. If the mighty works that were done in

other places had been done in Tyre and Sidon,
they would have remained unto this day ; and
if a sore and terrible destruction overtook those
cities, what shall be the fate of others who re-

ject the Son of God, the Saviour of the world,
and refuse the mercy which He so freely offers

to a sinful race ?—H. L. Hastings.

angels and delivered them out of the hands of
those savage men.

Surely, "It is better to trust in the Lord than
to put confidence in xusm."—North Carolina
Friend.

'The Friend.'

" Put Up Thy Sword."—A good illustration

is found in the experience of D. W. Lelacheur
and his companions of The Christian Missionary
Alliance while entering the hermit kingdom of
Tibet. In crossing the frontier between China
and Tibet they were obliged to pass through a
mountain region made dangerous by bands of
fierce robbers which infested it. On the border,
a company of soldiers offered their services, but
these were declined, and the company moved
forward trusting only in God. After travelling

about ten miles they came suddenly into full

view of a band of about forty robbers who were
in camp right on their track. With an unearth-
ly yell the murderous horde sprang to their feet,

seized their weapons, and fell into position for

an attack. The little caravan of course halted,

and then every man removed his hat; Brother
Lelacheur offered a fervent prayer for God's
help in that hour of their extremity. Then
they moved on and passed the robbers who
stood like statues gazing at them, but seemingly
unable to move. When they had passed a little

way beyond, and yet in full view of the robbers

ho still stood, as apparently unable to move
; the lions before Daniel, the little band of

Christian soldiers uncovered their heads and
returned fervent thanks to God who sent his

Friends and^Slavery.

BY ISAAC SHARPLRSS.

(Continued from page 37:i.)

Faithfully and patiently the work was per-
formed and the end of the war saw the end of
slavery in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and
the voluntary compensation of many slaves for
their labor while in bondage. This was ad-
vised in 1779. " The state of the oppressed peo-
ple who have been held by any of us in cap-
tivity and slavery, calls for a deep inquiry and
close examination, how far we are clear of with-
holding from them, what under such an exer-
cise may open to view as their just right." Ar-
bitrators decided the amount and the former
slaveholders liquidated an undemanded debt.
The work was going on contemporaneously,

and at about the same rate in the other Yearly
Meetings. In the South the difficulties were
far greater, mainly because the State law for-
bade manumission. In some cases the expedi-
ent was resorted to of transferring them to the
meetings which arranged for their collective
migration. Thousands of southern Quakers re-

moved to Ohio and Indiana to escape the blight
of slavery. By 1790 slavery was at an end
among the Friends, of the United States except
in the few exceptional cases described above
and every Quaker was an abolitionist.

They had not waited till this time however
to urge upon legislative bodies the duty of
abolishing first the slave trade then slavery.

William Penn was somewhat chagrined,
when in 1700 he and the Council proposed a
law " for regulating negroes in their morals and
marriages" it was rejected by the Assembly.
This was at the time when anti-proprietary feel-

ing was strong and the Delaware Assemblymen
were members of the body.

In 1705, the house again showed its animus
by pursuing severe laws, inflicting capital pun-
ishment against negroes guilty of certain heinous
crimes, which were not capital crimes when
performed by the whites. In the same year
they taxed the owners of imported negroes forty
shillings per head. This tax was again levied
in 1710, but repealed by the Queen in Council,
in 1714.

In 1712, William Southeby, a Friend, prayed
the legislature to abolish slavery in Pennsylva-
nia. The House decided that this could not be
granted. The same year in response to many
demands they passed a bill levying the prohibi-

tory duty of twenty pounds on every negro im-
ported. This was also repealed by the Queen
in Council.

Various similar attempts at restrictive duties

were made to be met by the English veto, till in

1729, one or two pounds was allowed to stand.
This existed to 1761 when Friends secured its

increase to ten pounds, against the petition of
Philadelphia merchants, who declared that the
trade of the province was greatly hindered by
the scarcity of laborers, and they wished to en-
courage the importation of negroes. This nearly
stopped the trade and as Friends were all the
time freeing their own negroes, the number of
slaves in the province was greatly decreased.
In 1773, the duty was made twenty pounds and
in 1780, "an act for the gradual abolition of
slavery " was passed.
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President Keed said in commending the law

to the Assembly. " Honored will that State be,

in the annals of history, which shall first abolish

this violation of the rights of mankind, and the

memories of those will be held in grateful and

everlasting remembrance, who shall pass the

law to restore and establish the rights of human

nature in Pennsylvania."

This, the first abolition act of America, pro-

bably drawn up by George Bryan, decreed that

all negro children born after the first of Third

Month, 1780, might be held to service until the

age of twenty-one years, and no loDger._ There

never were many slaves in Pennsylvania. Un-

der the effect of the law the number decreased

from about four thousand to about two hundred

in 1820.

While the educative influence of Friends had

had much effect iu shaping public opinion in

Pennsylvania, and their past efforts had reduced

greatly the pro-slavery interest of the province,

they were hardly in a condition to exert much

weight directly for this act. They were at their

lowest point in popular estimation, and their

advocacy of a measure would not be any great

aid to its passage. It must have been with great

satisfaction however that they viewed this

triumph of the principles of freedom.

Having extinguished slavery among them-

terposition to discourage and prevent so ob-

scene an evil, in such manner as under the in-

fluence of Divine wisdom you shall see meet.

Signed in and on behalf of our Yearly Meet-

ing held in Philadelphia, Fourth-day of Tenth

Month, 1783, by five hundred and thirty-five

Friends.

Nothing however could be expected from

Continental Congress, which had outlived its

best days and never had any real power. But

when the administration of Washington was

securely seated, on tlie Third-day of the Tenth

Month, 1789, they sent an urgent address signed

by Nicholas Wain, clerk. In this they en-

forced their belief that the golden rule was the

only safe guide in nation affairs; they called

attention to their address of six years before,

which, though it had apparently slumbered in

Congress, had been followed by action in a num-

ber of States ; they expressed the opinion that

the enormities of the slave trade call for its

abolition at the earliest possible moment.

This address was taken to New York, where

Congress was then in session, by a large com-

mittee, and was reinforced by another from New
York Yearly Meeting of Friends. The report

the next year tells the story so far as the actions

of the Committee were concerned.

Eleven of our number, joined by our Friend

could nourish the soul, and enquiring, " Whej
Thou causest the flock to lie down at noor|

He had yearned towards such and though t
j

servants might be withheld from saying muij

to these in order to turn their reliance frcl

man, he believed if they dwelt in the patieu'

and did not turn to other lovers the Lord woul

meet with them and bind up their wounds. I

seemed much exercised, spoke in the secoi

person, and dwelt much on abiding in the p

tience.

selves, and seen the slave trade dead and slavery j^^^ Parrish, met at New York about the time

dying in their own State, the Friends of Penn-
p^gg^g,} by i\^q Meeting for Sufferings and pre-

sylvania turned their attention to the nation at

large, and in 1783 addressed the impotent Con-

gress of the Confederation.

To the United States in Congress Assembled.

The Address of the People called Quakers.

Being through the favor of Divine providence

met as usual at this season in our annual as-

sembly, to promote the cause of piety and virtue

we find with great satisfaction our well meant

endeavors for the relief of an oppressed part of

our fellow men have been so far blessed, that

those of them who have been held in bondage

by members of our religious Society are gener-

ally restored to freedom, their natural and just

right.

Commiserating the afiiicted state with which

the inhabitants of Africa are very deeply in-

volved by many professors of the mild and be-

nign doctrines of the Gospel, and afiiicted with

a sincere concern for the essential good of our

country, we conceive it our indispensable duty

to revive in your view the lamentable grievance

of that oppressed people as an interesting sub-

ject, evidently claiming the serious attention of

those who are entrusted with the powers of gov-

ernment as guardians of the common rights of

mankind and advocate for liberty.

We have long beheld with sorrow the com
plicated evils produced by an unrighteous com
merce which subjects many thousands of the

human species to the deplorable state of slavery.

The restoration of peace and restraint to the

effusion of human blood, we are persuaded ex-

cite in the minds of many of all the Christian

denominations gratitude and thankfulness to

the allwise Controller of human events, but we
have ground to fear that some, forgetful of the

days of distress are prompted by an avaricious

motive to renew the trade for slaves to the

African coast, contrary to every humane and
righteous consideration, and in opposition to the

solemn declarations often repeated in favor of

universal liberty; thereby increasing the too

general torrent of corruption and licentiousness,

and laying a foundation for future calamities.

We therefore earnestly solicit your Christian

vious to our presenting the same, took oppoi

tunities with divers members of that body, iu

order to prepare their minds, also attended the

Meetings for Sufferings there, and opened our

business, which meeting uniting therein, drew up

a short address on the same subject, acknowl-

edging their concurrence with us, and appointed

a committee to join. We then in conjunction,

presented the two addresses, which were read,

and a committee appointed out of the House of

Representatives, to consider them, after which

we proceeded to visit the members generally,

both Senators and Representatives, and were by

many, respectfully received, had very free and

full opportunities with them, and were also no-

tified by the Committee of Congress of the time

of their meeting with liberty to attend and open

before them what to us appeared necessary, which

we did at different times and found them very

open, and notwithstanding from the first intro-

duction of those addresses there were some mem-

bers much opposed throughout, yet on the whole

we were satisfied that a large majority were

favorably disposed toward this business and thii

evidently appeared by the votes of the House,

which some of our number found themselves

engaged to attend, till the subject was more fully

investigated, and the report of their select com-

mittee with the alterations of the comtnittee of

the whole House were entered on the journals

of Congress, when way appeared open to leave

the subject for the present in a state ready to

be called up at any future time, and which sub-

ject we apprehend to be weighty requiring the

further continued care and concern of the Year-

ly Meeting.

Philadelphia, Ninth Month 30th, 1790.

(To be continued).

In an evening meeting William Evans arose

with the words :
" Where two or three are gath-

ered together in my name, there am I in the

midst of them." And added that when an as-

sembly were waiting upon the Lord He was in

their midst, whether they were sensible of it or

not. He believed there were some present who
were hungering for a crumb of that which alone

For "The Friend.

THE SOLITARY 'WAY.
There is a mystery in human hearts,

For tho' we be encircled by a host

Of those who love us well and are beloved,

To every one of us from time to time

There comes a sense of utter loneliness.

Our dearest friend is stranger to our joy,

And cannot realize our bitterness.

There Is not one who really understands,

Not one to enter into all I feel.

Such is the cry of each of us in turn.

We wander in a solitary way.

No matter what or where our life may be,

Each heart, mysterious even to itself.

Must live its inner life in solitude.

And would you know the reason why this is ?

It is because the Lord desires our love.

In every heart He would be first'.

He therefore keeps the secret key Himself

To open all its chambers and to bless

With perfect sympathy and holy peace

Each solitary soul that comes to Him.
So when we feel this loneliness.

It is the voice of Jesus saying "C!ome to Me."

And every time we are not understood

It is a call to us to come again.

For Christ alone can satisfy the soul,

And those who walk with Him from day to da:

Can never have a solitary way.

And when beneath some heavy cross you faint

And say, " I cannot bear this load again,"

You say the truth, Christ made it purposely

So heavy that you must return to Him.
The bitterness that none understands^

Conveys a secret message from the King
Entreating you to come to Him again.

The Man of Sorrows understands it well,

In all points tempted, He can feel for you

;

You cannot come too often or too near.

The Son of God is infinite in grace
;

His presence satisfies the longing soul,

And those who walk with Him from day to da

Can never have a solitary way.

The French Flower Girl.

[This account is taken from a recently p
lished work entitled "The Dungeons of (

Paris." Saint-Lazare was a prison used for

confinement of the worst class of female pria

ers.]

In the early years of the Restoration, M»
M , a pretty peasant girl, was sent to Saif

Lazare for stealing roses. She had a passp

for the flower, and a thousarid mystical notiis

had woven themselves about it in her mind, fb

said that rose trees would detach themsel'fl

from their roots, glide after her wherever 8

went, and tempt her to pluck their blossoa.

One in a garden, taller than the rest, had cd-

pelled her to climb the wall, and gather |3

many as she could—and then the gendar'i

found her. She was terrified in prison, bell-

ing that when she went out the roses would la

her amongst them again, and that she woulce

sent back to Saint-Lazare.

This poor girl excited the vividest inteit

amongst the degraded inmates in that sorJ

place. They plotted to restore her to reasi.

christened her Rose, which delighted her, il

set themselves to make artificial roses of si

and paper. Those fingers, so rebellious at I-
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itted tasks, created roses without number, till

le cell of Marie was transformed into a bower,

n intelligent director of prison labor seconded

lese efforts, and opened in Saint-Lazare a

orkroom for the manufacture of artificial

owers, to which Marie was introduced as an
uprentice. Here, making roses from morning
11 night, and her dread of the future dispelled,

le malady of her mind reached its term with

e term of her sentence, an<l she left her prison

ired and happy. Marie afterwards became
le of the most successful florists in Paris.

From Travellers in the Orient.

(Taken from Faniilv Letters.)

Beyrout, Syria, Fourth Month 3rd, 189'J.

The day before we left Cairo in Egypt I had
call from Dr. Anna Watson, from Tauta, of

e American mission. Tauta is between Cairo

id Alexandria. She accompanied metoBenha
!xt morning. Dr. Lawrence met us at the

ain, and we spent an interesting two hours'

git at the boys' school, the girls' school, look-

g at Dr. Lawrence's clinic room, etc., etc.

16 girls' school is in the same house where
;e holds her clinic. The children were taught
' natives. One of the teachers had her pupils

iig in Arabic for my benefit. When we re-

ed to the privacy of Dr. Lawrence's room,
langes were handed in for our refreshment,

lich these girls felt it was necessary to eat in

der not to displease the teacher. We then

liked out in the street and watched the natives

ake matting, and then made a call on a native

)man who seemed much pleased. She would
:n away, however, and bring boiled rice and
langes for us to eat. She had two plates of rice

id three spoons, but I urged a good reason for

lit partaking. She wanted to show me all

I out the house. Down stairs we saw her sew-

ij machine, and her oven where she baked her

lead. Then we had to see the bread, and
ithing would do but that I should take some
I my brothers and sisters ! Finally we made
ir adieus. Such hospitality seems very real.

On our way to the station for Port Said we
iipped at a house of mourning, where the

'imen all sat around on the floor with a pro-

lisional waller. She had a fancy handkerchief
( her head and led the others. They wail till

l3y are tired, when she calls for coftee and
(3y dry their tears and smile, and then when
I'reshed begin wailing again.

Our ride to Port Said was long, and the train

IQ slowly. The road from Cairo to Ismalia is,

Juppose, entirely in the land of Goshen. Much
lit was very barren. We passed through Tel

t Kebir, where the great battle was fought

yen Arabi Bey and his followers were over-

<me by the English.

At Ismalia we changed cars, and on the train

ti a sumptuous lunch, and I made our car-

iid all taste my native bread. We gave away
tj remains to the natives. From Ismalia to

I'rt Said we ran along the Suez Canal. At
tj west we had a wide stretch of desert. In

fc^eral places we saw many camels feeding.

'.lie canal looked very narrow to us, but we saw
large steamer in it, that made us better ap-

jeciate its size. The sunset that night, as we
in it across the Mediterranean, was glorious,

id the soft pink shades on the Arabian moun-
Ins were exquisite.

When we reached Port Said we at once took

fow-boatand went over to the French steamer
onoque. It seemed dark and cheerless, and
Uy were loading freight with a donkey-engine
Ut made a dreadful noise and shook the ship.

Much to our surprise we found that our friends
the Dorners, who were on the Nile with us, and
who left Cairo two days before for Jerusalem,
were on the steamer, having been storm-stayed
at Port Said. We had a pretty good dinner that
night, and staid up on deck and in the saloon
a long time, hoping the engine would stop. Our
state-rooms were right in the midst of the tu-

mult. We finally turned in, but that loading
kept up until 2.30 \. m. Our sisters slept in

spite of the noise. Finally it stopped and we
steamed oif.

We reached Joppa near 2 p. m.—five hours
behind time. Here we rolled round for four
long hours, but no boatman appeared to take
us ashore. So, much as we and many others

were disappointed, we had to go on to Beyrout!
We arrived early in the morning, and though
I was weak and shaky, I was glad to get up on
deck in time to see the sun rise on the moun-
tains of Lebanon ! There were many miserable
people on that steamer. One poor clergyman
told us that he took the steamer at Alexandria
when he had dinner. His next meal was at

Port Said, and the next in Beyrout I Oh ! we
we are all thankful to be on land.

The flowers that grow wild here are fascinat-

ing. Can you imagine poppies almost making
a carpet in the fields? Mixed with them are

pink and blue flowers. The cyclamen and ole-

anders also grow wild. The anemone is a scar-

let flower, much like the poppy, and is supposed
to be the " Rose of Sharon." Our dragoman is

the one who took Richard Cadbury (of Eng-
land), through Palestine in 1897, and was en-

gaged to take him and his family this time.

He was with them in Jerusalem at the time of

his death.

We camp to- night on the Lebanon Moun-
tains. AflTectionately yours,

Rachel Williams.

FROM EDWARD W. STBAWBRIDQE.

Fourth Month 2nd, 1899.

We landed here in Beyrout, after all our
trials, on a beautiful morning. We got into

small boats and came ofl' to land to get a better

breakfast—that French steamer was so very
trying. We managed to get eggs here, and eat

the whites. Then we finally got rooms. The
hotel was very full.

Afterlunch Theophilus Waldmeir's daughter
Rosa Manasseh, and her dear little daughter,

and Hettie Bennington, a sweet little English
woman, a cousin of Miriam Elfreth, came to

see us. Raschid, our Nile dragoman, had sent

them. We enjoyed them very much, and found
H. B. was engaged to a Syrian doctor, and ex-

pecting to settle away out here on the side of a

mountain, and in a place accessible on horse-

back. We afterward met him, a large, dark-

eyed Syrian, a Friend, and a real humble
Christian worker. We were much pleased with

Rosa Manasseh, and before parting we arranged

to go up to her father's home this morning and
have meeting with him.

Beyrout is a beautiful town on a beautiful

bay, and very odd. In the afternoon we took a

long ride over to Dog River and the Lebanon
Mountains, and beheld scenery that was beau-

tiful and wild. The Lebanon Mountains are

very rocky and bare, and many wild flowers

appear among them, especially poppies and
anemones. This morning we found the locusts

had descended on the place—great, large ones

—and if the wind does not take them away, they

will lay eggs, and will eat up nearly every

green thing. The people have been killing them,

and beating pans and making noises, trying to

drive them away.
Here there are many mulberry trees, and

also the olive, the fig, and the orange—splendid
oranges, so tender and juicy.

We got a carriage and went with Rosa Ma-
nasseh, her daughter. Dr. Manasseh and H. Ben-
nington and her father, up to Theophilus Wald-
meir's mountain home, only to find that for tlie

first time in about a year he had come down to

the town. So with another daughter who was
at home we had our meeting. Dr. Manasseh
prayed and spoke very sweetly. Rosa Manas-
sah (his sister-in-lawj, said " it was so nice we
could have our meeting without the need of a
minister." They were such good, humble, simple-

hearted Christians. They have a meeting of
about forty Friends at her home, and a Monthly
and a Quarterly Meeting. Theophilus Walde-
meier and his wife came home and we had a
lovely time. They were so glad to have us,

and we had lunch with them. Theophilus
Waldemeier told me something about his con-
version. He was first a Roman Catholic.

We saw the property and foundation for the
Asylum buildings. They have two German
deaconesses and a deacon there, learning the
Arabic language and intending to be nurses.

He was very much concerned to get a Christian

doctor, and spoke in many places in Germany
of the need. At length, at one of the last places

where he spoke of the work, he did not even
mention it, and in the morning a Christian

young doctor came, and told him "he felt he
must offer himself for the work, that he would
require no pay, but wished to give his services

to the Lord." They were a lovely, good, inter-

esting company, that do you good to meet, and
so affectionate to us. We may see more of them.
We had a beautiful drive home, and stopped

at the American College of Beyrout, and saw
the president and his wife. He was a hand-
some old man, his wife was very nice, and their

home attractive. The college buildings are

very good and have a fine view of the sea.

When we reached the hotel our horses for

the trip were brought out, and I was not pleased.

Susie has an Arab and the nicest, but mine
looks like a yellow mustang and Rachel's a
plain gray. The dragoman rode a gray, lively

beast. Poor Dr. Howitt got on one that reared

and tore around, and mashed him against a
wall, and finally threw him off" and rolled in

the ditch on its back, and took six men to get

it out.
(To be continued).

Just as Dr. Judson had finished the transla-

tion of the New Testament into Burmese he was
cast into prison. His wife took the precious manu-
script, and buried it in the ground. But if left

there it would soon decay, while to reveal its

existence to its foes would surely lead to its de-

struction. So it was arranged that she should

put it within a roll of cotton, and bring it to

him in the form of a pillow, so hard and poor
that even the keeper of the prison did not covet

it. After seven months this pillow—so unin-

viting externally, so precious to him—was taken
away, and then his wife redeemed it by giving

a better one in exchange. Some time after he
was hurried off to another prison, leaving every-

thing behind him, and his old pillow was thrown
into the prison yard, to be trodden under foot

as worthless cotton : but after a few hours one
of the native Christians discovered the roll, and
took it home as a relic of the prisoner, and there

long afterwards the manuscript was found with-

in the cotton, complete and uninjured

—

Ex.
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we ought to give Him our very best, which i

not in appearance or show, but 'in Spirit aL
in Truth.'

"

I
"But, mother, the handsome churches :

beautiful inside, not outside." Q
"No, darling; they are beautiful outside »

well. But Jesus Christ never taught his ('.

ciples to build with hands any costly place f

worship. The handsomest church building)

outside of the worshipper, and is apt rather j

draw his attention away from the invisible Tri \

and its witness within the soul, than to \(\

his thoughts upward to God. We must be tei

pies of the Holy Spirit, then we shall wors)
the Father rightly and then only, for He lo i

goodness and does not love pride and show a 1

foolishness."

"But, mother," broke in Thomas, who U
come near during the talk and now brought >

a chair to sit and listen, " the disciples werei;

told not to build fine churches, were they? 'U

isn't wrong to do so?"
" Yes, wrong for those who understand tl

our Father cares for heart and life worship on

If we did not feel it wrong we would do so,

we would not wish to fail in reverence for

Most High. Our directions are not to spe

our eflTorts and means in a way that will

the most imposing appearance."

"Still I don't see why it would not be ri{

for us if we had the means and were really gc

at heart."
" It leads away from Christ. It has a fc

dency toward the ' spirit of the world,' fr

which we are to turn away and keep close

Christ. I am not thinking unkindly of th

who see differently, but I must say and do wl

I believe to be right. Nothing excuses me fr

that. We must be grateful for what is gi\

us, and we must not be jealous or envious

others who have not had our special teachi

in religion, and who feel that they have a rij

to the best in both worlds,—this world and (

world to come. But here comes Aunt Emu
and I must go. Be good children, and try

the time, even in your play, to get into unself

habits ; and you will be kept from evil.

—

A.

D. in Scattered Seeds.

A First-day Morning in a Friends' Meet!

House.

From the Philadelphia North American,

First Month 19th, 1868.—How many peoi

who are not members of the Society of Friei

have ever been present at the First-day ex

cises in a Friends' Meeting-house? About
many we suspect as have witnessed the Sat

day devotions in a Synagogue of the Jew;

faith. Yesterday morning our reporter attei'

ed the services at the old meeting-house

Fourth and Arch Streets. How plain the

terior of a Friends' meeting-house is, many p
pie have not the least idea. There is no o

to ring, no choir to sing, no sexton to sh

strangers to seats, no minister to pay. Thi

is no gilding nor carved work. Tlie seats i

unpainted. There is not a thing about the

terior of the edifice that could be construed ii

an embellishment. There may be oflered

prayers audible to any one but the heavei

Hearer of prayer. There is no book of a

kind, even the Scriptures are not publicly res

The men sit on one side of the middle aisle,!

women on the other. Those who are recogniz

as preachers from their evident grace and

tainments, are seated on an elevation, somewl

above the rest ; but that in no wise resemb

the pulpits of other churches.

For "The Fbiknd."

William Penn in answer to the question

:

But must I conform to things whether I can re-

ceive them or no ? Ought I not to be left to the

Grace and Spirit of God in my own Heart?

writes as follows

:

" To the first part of the Question, Nay ; to

the last, Yea. But now let us consider what is

the reason thou canst not receive them : Is the

fault in the things themselves? Are they in-

consistent with Truth, or will not the Truth own,

or assent unto them, or is the fault in thee?

that is to say. Is it thy Weakness, or thy Care-

lessness? If thy Weakness, it is to be borne with,

and to be informed ; if thy Carelessness, thou

ought to be admonished ; for it is a dangerous

Principle, and pernicious to true Religion, and
which is worse, it is the Root of Ranterhm to

assert, Ihat nothing is a duty incumbent upon
thee, but what thou art persuaded is thy duty ; for

the seared conscience pleads his Liberty against

all Duty, the Dark Conscience is here uncon-

cerned, the Dead Conscience is here uncon-
demned, unless this distinction be allowed of,

that there may be an Ignorance or an Insensi-

bility from Inability or Incapacity, or a Dark
education, and an ignorance and Insensibility,

from Carelessness, Disobedience, Prejudice, etc.

So that, though thou art not to conform to a

thing ignorantly, yet thou art seriously to con-

sider, why thou art ignorant, and what the

cause of such Ignorance may be ; certainly it

can't be in God, nor in his Gift to thee ; it must
then needs be in thy self, who has not yet re-

ceived a Sense for or against the Matter, about

which thou art in doubt. To the second part

of the Question ; Ought I not to be left to the

Grace of God in my own Heart ? Answer : That
is of all things most desirable, since they are

well left that are there left, for there is no fear

of want of Unity, where all are left with the

one Spirit of Truth ; they must be of oue Mind,
they can't be otherwise. So that to plead this

against Unity, is to abuse the very Plea, and to

commit the greatest Contradiction to that very

Doctrine of Scripture, viz : That all should be

guided by the Grace and Spirit of God in them-

selves ; for the end of that Doctrine is, certain-

ty. They shall all know me, saith the Lord,

from the least to the greatest. And I will give

them one heart, and one Way that they may
fear me forever, for the good of them, and of

their children after them (Jer. xxxii : 39). And
I will give them one heart, and I will put a

new Spirit within you ; and I will take the

Stony Heart out of their Flesh, and will give

them an Heart of Flesh (Ezekiel xi : 19). And
the multitude of them that believed were of one
Heart, and of one Soul (Acts iv : 32). Is not

this Unity too ? I will restore unto you a pure
Language ; they shall be of one Heart and of

one Mind and great shall be their Peace. There-

fore I must say to thee Friend, What if thou

wilt not be left with the Grace and Spirit of

God in thyself, nor wait for its mind, nor be
watchful to its Revelations, nor humble and
quiet till thou hast received such necessary

manifestations, but pleadeth against the Counsel
of the Spirit of the Lord in other faithful Per-

sons, under the pretence of being left to his

Spirit in thyself; by which means thou opposest

the Spirit to the Spirit, and pleadeth for Dis-

unity, under the Name of Liberty ; I ask thee,

May not I exhort thee to the Practice of that I

am moved to press thee to the Practice of? If

not, thou art the imposer, by restraining me
from my Christian Liberty; and not only so,

but away goeth preaching, and with it the

Scriptures, that are both appointed of God for

Exhortation Reproof and Instruction.

"All Glorious Within."

" Mother, deary, why don't we have a beauti-

ful stone church with stained glass windows and
bell chimes? Laura Hardy says she does not

think it is respectful to the Lord to build a

place to worship Him in that is even plainer

than our homes are."

Laura Hardy being the little speaker's inti-

mate friend, was much quoted by her as a per-

son of wisdom and unusual knowledge.

Mother smiled as she answered, " Well, well

!

how much we older people take for granted in

we can be wise for our children and
spare them their individual trials and provings.

Sit here, darling, and I will tell thee while I am
waiting for Aunt Emma to come and pay some
calls with me.

" In the first place, Laura's ideas with regard

to worship are quite different from ours, if she

thinks we are to offer prayer and praise in a

church building only ; we believe we are to love

and serve the Lord at all times and everywhere
where we feel it right to be. He has said, ' My
house shall be called an house of prayer.' So
everybody that prays in the right spirit, not

selfishly nor in pride of heart like the Pharisee

in the parable, everybody that prays in meek-
ness and lowliness, and according to the word of

God, belongs to the true ' house of prayer.' It

does not matter whether we are in a palace or

a barn, public hall, church, meeting-house, or

our own homes, we can worship ' in Spirit and
in Truth ' if we are where we know it is right

to be."
" Yes, but mother, Laura didn't say it was

wrong to pray or worship in other places than
a church, she said it was disrepectful to God to

build such a barny place to worship Him in.

I suppose she prays at home and other places

too, besides."

" Probably she does. And still, the feeling

that a place built for worship must be hand-
some and costly, leads to a feeling that God
dwells in such a place more willingly than in a

plainer building. The real ' temple of the Lord '

is not made ' with hands,' it is a building made
up of ' living stones,' of which every true child

of God is one. And each one of us must be
like the Tabernacle of the Jews in the wilder-

ness and like the ' King's daughter,' ' all glori-

ous within.' Our hearts must be beautiful be-

cause free from selfishness, and our Father must
be made welcome there, for that is where He is

always glad to dwell."
" Then we can build Him a beautiful place in

our hearts, whenever we go to meeting or church,

cannot we?"
" He cares far more for heart- beauty than He

does for any other kind. ' Man looketh on the

outward appearance, but the Lord looketh on
the heart.'

"

" Then a plain person can be just as good as

a pretty one, too, and that is very nice."
" Yes, indeed. The beauty that is only ' skin

deep' is as apt to do harm as good, for it may
lead to vanity and lead away from God."

" But isn't it respectful to God to build Him
elegant churches?"

" Just as respectful as to wear to a place of
worship the costliest and most attractive cloth-

ing one can afford. The Father does not care
for that sort of thing. 'A broken and contrite

heart ' He will not despise. But as He owns
everything and everything we have is from Him,
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After a half hour speut in silence, during

bich everybody sat as if they were statues, a

ave but not austere raau arose, laid aside his

it, and called attention to Paul's assurance to

e Hebrew Church that " here ye have no

ntinuing city, but we seek one to come."

le preacher was a retired merchant, Mr. Thos.

fans. No Doctor of Divinity, we venture to

y, ever treated the same subject in a more
icid, scholarly, earnest or touching manner,

le doctrine was catholic in its every point,

td might have been uttered from any pulpit

: any denomination without oilending the

lejudices or prepossessions of either of them.

I
more beautiful depiction of" the eternal City

it made with hands," that is the abiding place

[the redeemed we never heard. There was

1 exhortation at the close that among a de-

nmstrative people like the Methodists, would

Ive called forth spontaneous ejaculations.

People not of the denomination as we have

sd, very rarely attend the religious meetings

[jthe Friends. A man of small brain would

I; very likely to fall asleep. Those accustomed
trapturous demonstrations would go away dis-

apointed, as would those who go to church for

I) sake of rare music, or to see and to be seen,

fiends perform no acts of devotion in public,

cr even acts of charity, when they can do

liir alms in secret. It costs as much money,
Efertheless to be a Quaker as to be a Presby-

tian or an Episcopalian ; for each meeting

eisiders itself bound for the maintenance of

p^its poor.

f! Contributed to " The Friend."

jSxtracts of a Letter from Stephen Grellet.

Burlington, 2yth of Seventh Month, 1834.

I have an interesting account of a young
1 ofNew England,— I copy it, his name is Geo.

ishington Reed, a great scholar—he gradu-

d at Haverhill College, near Boston, and
1 been studying theology in order to become
lissionary to Burmah, but has become con-

ced of Friends' principles by reading Bar-

y's Apology, and he says in a letter :
' I was

jiBtrained to leave the institution in quest of

leople who believe with Barclay and if I can-

to find such a people I must worship the Lord
»|ne, but blessed be God, the Lord has still a

ninant who are not conformed to the vain and
• ked fashions of the world. To this people

lesire to join myself though I feel most un-

wthy to come amongst them. Yes, I can say

wh the pious Barclay that having for a long

lie been seeking after human learning, I have
find that heavenly learning which gives con-

Utment to his soul ; after this learning may I

m forever.

I now believe that a person may read the

Bile ever so critically in the original languages

yieven the most unlettered peasant under the

U;hings of the Spirit of God, is more able to

h:e a correct understanding of it than the

k-ned man with all his critical care and study
;

»i although I have myself read the whole

B le in Hebrew with the exception of the book

otDavid, although I have read the new Testa-

Bit critically in Greek and have read them
btb in Syriac, and also studied the Bible in

seiral other languages, yet the most ignorant

maunder the teachingsof theSpiritof God can

niersland the Bible better than I can, unless

<«(^ht of the same Spirit, and Oh ! that all

W) read this letter might feel the necessity of

bug taught of the Spirit, of sitting as little

oJ.dren at the Saviour's feet and of learning of

Ba also who was meek and lowly of heart.'"

The account of him further relates, " he is a

very meek and spiritual young man, has a very

humble opinion of himself and appears to keep

his literary attainments under his feet. He
has lately requested the care of friends. Moses
Brown feels much for him, having descended

from the same church (Baptists). It appears

he has written and published several little ad-

dresses to different societies of the church to

which he belonged. Making mention of him, one

says, ' Since G. \V. Reed has embraced the doc-

trines of Friends he has become uncommonly
zealous. He left us with much of the spirit of

love and in all his interviews which the com-

mittee has had with him not one unkind word
was used by him and not any difference in the

doctrines essential to .salvation. No one doubts

his piety, but his friends fear that his constant

and hard study might have warped his mind a

little ; but he is a good young man, and is pre-

eminently devoted to the cause of Christ, and

none will be less grieved than his Baptist breth-

ren if he makes a good minister among the

Friends.'"

Stephen Grellet continues, " Thus it appears

he has left in love the people among whom he

lately walked. Thus, also we see that Robert

Barclay continues to be an instrument whereby

souls are brought to the saving knowledge of

that blessed Truth, that he was an eminent in-

strument during his life to publish and exalt.

I met in Germany some characters that have

borne testimony very similar to that young
man, to the efficacy of the Divine Spirit, and

to the impotency of human learning, in bring-

ing to the saving knowledge of the Truth as it

is in Jesus, and to what the writings of Robert

Barclay have wrought in their minds on the

perusal of them."

Stephen Grellet says G. W. Reed was receiv-

ed into membership by the Monthly Meetings

of Salem and Lynn, near Boston, New Eng-

land, in Sixth Month, 18.34.

The Christian Soldier of Crefeld.

I was in an old library. Thousands of rare

and costly books were all about me, and the

antiquarian was speaking. In an old pamphlet

beneath the name of the author, Johaun Naas,

I read in German verse,

" So few are saved I it grieves me sore

That souls resist thy loving power."

The entire poem was beautiful. The burden of

souls unsaved had inspired every line.

" Let me tell you about him," said the anti-

quarian. And then, surrounded by books all in

keeping with the story, he told meof Johann

Naas, who preached the Gospel to the people of

Germantown, Pa., over a liundred and fifty

years ago. In those troublous times his lite

was an eventful one, and now the faded parch-

ment before me, well authenticated, though un-

published, is its only record.

Johann Naas and Jacob Preiss were travel-

ling together, preaching first in Crefeld, then in

Marienberg. It was at the time when the ca-

price of Frederick William for a regiment com-

posed of giants had obtained world-wide re-

nown. No expense of money, fraud, or intrigue

was spared to obtain gigantic men. Johann

Naas was a veritable Saul, standing head and

shoulders above his fellows. The king's officers

asked him to become a soldier. This he firmly

refused to do, as he advocated peace principles.

They proceeded to torture him, but without any

effect. At last they took him before the king.

" Sire," said the captain, " this man absolutely

refuses to enlist in thy service. We have brought

him to thee to dispose of according to the will

of your Majesty."

The king scrutinized the prisoner very close-

ly. Then addressed him, said,

" You would make me a very desirable soldier.

Tell me, why you will not enlist?"

"Craving forgiveness of your Majesty," was
the reply, " I have long ago placed my name
ui)on the noblest and best of enrollments, and I

would not—indeed, could not—become a traitor

to Him. Therefore I cannot enter thy service."
" To whom do you belong? Who is your

captain ?'' queried the astonished king.
" My captain," said he, with a quick, drama-

tic gesture, " is the great Prince Immanuel, our

Lord Jesus Christ. I have espoused his cause,

and, your Majesty, I cannot, and will not, for-

sake Him."
" Neither will I that you shall forsake Hira,"

answered the king. And, handing him a slight

token for his fidelity, he dismissed him. Then,
in the quaint language of the narrator, " Johann
Naas was exceedingly glad, and preached might-

ily in those parts."

But sore trouble and tribulation were his lot.

The persecution became more bitter, and at last

he made his way to Surhursterveen, in West
Friesland, Holland, and finally set sail for

America. And we are told that he settled in

Germantown, Pa., Fifth Month 12th, 1741. I

turned to the old manuscript again, and read

the burden of his heart's desire there:

" I would count all things but dross

;

Souls of men are lost forever.

Knowing naught of thee, our Saviour
;

Help me lead some to the Cross !"

Selected.

Nerveless Chinese.—A North China paper

says the quality of " nervelessness " distinguishes

the Chinaman from the European. The China-

man can write all day, work all day, stand in

one position all day, weave, beat gold, carve

ivory, and in fact do tedious jobs perpetually

and discover no more weariness and irritation

than if he were a machine. This quality ap-

pears in early life. There are no restless, naugh-

ty boys in Cliina. They are all appallingly good

and will plod away in school without recesses or

recreation of any kind. The Chinaman can do

without exercise. Sport or play seems to him

so much waste of labor. He can sleep anywhere,

amid rattling machinery, deafening uproar,

squalling children, and quarreling adults. He
can sleep on the ground, on the floor, on a bed,

on a chair, or in any position.

The Chinese have strong filial affections.

The mourning period for a relative is three

years, and this full period must elapse after the

death of a parent before a child can marry. Of
all the objects of care among the Chinese, there

are none to which they more religiously attend

than the tombs of their ancestors.

An anecdote is told of a Chinese youth whose

mother had always expressed great fear of thun-

der, and when stormy would request her son not

to leave her. After her death, as soon as he

heard a storm coming on, he would hasten to

his mother's grave, saying softly to her :
" I am

here, mother."

Items Concerning the Society.

A visitor fmni North Dartmouth, Mass., reports

our Friends Zebedee Haines and Cyrus W. Har-

vey as having been engaged in public service there,

and that C. W. Harvey, besides attending the mid-

week meeting of the larger body in New Bedford,

had been granted the use of their meeting-house
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for two public appointed meetings. They have been

in attendance the past week at the Yearly Meet-

ing held in Westerly Rhode Island, and intending

after its close to start for Canada.

At the "Conference of Educators," announced

to be held at Providence, R. I., on Sixth Month
28th to 30tli, after the President's address by Isaac

Sharpless, the following subjects of interest to our

religious Society are to come under discussion:
" What Denominational Influence should our Sec-

ondary Schools Exert?" "Sociology from a Qua-

ker Standpoint;" "A Modern Thought in Friend's

Educational Work," (Geo. A. Barton); "High
Scholarship and Modest Pretensions in College

Work" (L. L. Hobbs); "Education and Modern
Business Life" (Thomas K. Brown); "The I^n-

portance of Teaching the Principles of Peace in

our Schools, with Suggestions as to Methods"

(Richard H. Thomas.)

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The value of the real and per-

sonal property of the United Slates is about $90,000,-

000,000.

The total wealth of the millionaires in the United

States is about *6,587,000,000.

The consolidated returns of the different crop re-

porting agencies of the Department of Agriculture,

made up to Sixth Month 1, indicates a reduction of

about 8 per cent, in the acreage planted in cotton, as

compared with last j'ear.

Tne Monthly Wtalhtr Review states that the greatest

thickness of ice on the harbors and rivers of the coun-

try during the past winier was during the week Third

Month 20-27 at Moorhead, Minn., when ice forty-four

inches was measured.

Last year was a prosperous period in the fishing in-

dustry of the Pacitic coast, the total product amount-

ing to 40,000,000 pounds, or 20,000 tons, of a total value

of nearly §7,500,000. These figures are, however, of

the recorded product, and do not include large quanti-

ties that were sold of which no record was kept.

There were 156,288,744 of the old copper cents

coined by this Government. Of these 37,883,693 have

been received in the mint and remelted, and 118,405,-

051 are still unaccounted for. This is very strange,

since they are rarely seen in circulation.

It is said that an Atlantic liner will carry 16,000

oysters, about 1500 clams and 700 pounds of lobsters to

supply the wants of the passengers on a single trip of

from six to eight days. These delicacies are kept in

cold storage in the bottom of the steamer.

Over five billion gallons of petroleum are now pro

duced annually in the world. Of this amount two and

one-half billions are produced in the United States,

two and one-fourth billions in Russia, and the remain-

der is distributed among a dozen countries. Austria

producing 87 millions; Sumatra, 72 millions; Java, 30

millions; Canada, 29 millions; Roumania, 24 millions;

India, 15 millions; Japan, 8 millions; Germany, 7 mil-

lions; Peru, 3 millions, and Italy about one million

gallons. While the United States and Russia furnish

the bulk of the world's petroleum and stand almost

abreast in the quantity of crude oil produced, the

amount of refined illuminating oil supplied by the

United States far exceeds that furnished by Russia.

The United Kingdom is the largest consumer of

mineral oils exported by the United Stales, our total

export to that country in the last fiscal year being 212,-

265,563 gallons, against 155,203,222 to Germany, 53,-

398,115 to Japan, 44,523,552 to China, 20,561,084 to

Brazil, 20,495,398 to British Australasia, 12,835,631 to

France and 200,431,316 gallons to other European

countries. The total exportation of refined illuminat-

ing oil from the United States in the fiscal year 1898

900,998,875 gallons, while Russia's exportation of re-

fined mineral oils amounted to less than one-third this

quantity.

The War Department has promulgated immigration

regulations for the Island of Cuba. These regulations

are substantially the same as those now in force for the

United States, except that the regulations for Cuba
make no distinction between aliens amving from

Canada and Mexico and other foreign countries, as is

done in the regulations for this country.

Governor General Brooke has appointed Gonzales

de Quesada Special Commissioner for Cuba at Wash-
ington, with a salary of $5000.

Nearly 1500 Cuban soldiers have been paid by the

United States army paymasters in Havana Province

thos far.

A full skeleton of a great marine lizard discovered

in the cretaceous chalk of Kansas, and which is a re-

minder of the time when that State was the bottom of

a big inland sea, has been mounted in the American
Museum of Natural History and will be on view next

week. It is nearly thirty feet long, the tail alone being

fifteen feet.

The Chicago News says: Not the least valuable of the

work done by the religious conventions held in vari-

ous parts of the country during the present year is that

devoted to the discussion of the condition of the col-

ored people at the South and the relations they sus-

tain to the crime that is common in that section.

The Assembly of the United Presbyterian Church,
held at Philadelphia, went at the subject with a com-
mendable spirit and resolved upon the employment of

colored teachers and the organization of colored con-

gregations at the South. As a prelude to such action

the question of the crime charged to negroes was inves-

tigated, and it was reported that in one of the typical

Southern States 66 per cent, of all the crime justly

charged to colored men was perpetrated by persons

under twenty- five years of age. It was brought out in

the discussion that this condition of aflairs was largely

due to the fact that the younger generation was grow-
ing up with free access to the saloons, gaming houses
and other disreputable resorts, which could only be

counteracted by education and religious instruction.

Lynchings and drastic laws are powerless to bring

about a change in present conditions, and this is

recognized at the South as well as among those who
have had the opportunity to study the prevailing con-

ditions. In such a movement as was outlined the

Southern people will extend all the aid possible, for

none recognizes more than they what it means to have
the rising generation of the colored race grow up as

criminals, as they have been permitted to do.

Erie, in the northwest corner of Pennsylvania, re-

ports a scarcity of school teachers. Chester, in the

southeast corner of the Slate, has an unusually large

number of applicants for teachers' certificates, much in

excess of the demand.
A magnificent grove of black walnut trees, most of

them with trunks four feet in diameter, have been dis-

covered in the heart of the Miami Indian Reserve in

the southern part of Wabash County, Ind. The timber

has been sold for $60,000.

Mushroom raising is a profitable business. Dr. Wra.
WaLson, of Chester, Pa., produced 4,000 pounds of the

vegetable in his hothouse during the past winter, the

bulk of the plant being sold in New York and Wabh-
ington at about 80 cents a pound.

A tornado is reported to have swept over Hastings,

Minnesota, and Hudson and New Richmond, Wis-

consin, the night of the 12th instant, and unconfirmed

reports reached Minneapolis that there had been great

loss of life at New Richmond.
Torrents of rain fell on the 11th and 12th at many

places in Minnesota and Wisconsin, the resulting

doods doing great damage to railroad and other prop-

erty. The many washouts blocked travel in all direc-

tions.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 478, which is 52 more than the previous week and
115 more than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 201 were males and 217 females; 103

were under one year of age : 50 died of consumption
;

47 of heart disease; 25 of old age ; 24 of pneumonia
;

22 of cancer; 21 of typhoid fever; 18 of convulsions;

17 of inflammation of the brain ; 17 of nephritis; 16

of apoplexy ; 15 from casualties ; 14 of inanition ; 13 of

inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 12 of diph

theria; 11 of cholera infantum; 10 of marasmus, and

10 from sunstroke.

Markets, &t.— U. S. 2'8, lOOj^ a 102 ; 4's, reg., 112.]

a 113 ; coupon, 113J a 114.i ; new 4's, 130.S a 131 J ; 5's,

1123 all3i; 3's, 109J a 1()9|.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners, on a basis

of Bf'gC, per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter super, $2.15 a $2.35 ; do., extras,

$2.50 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania, roller, straight, $3 35 a

$3.50 ; Western winter, straight, $3.40 a $3.60 ; spring,

straight, $3.80 a $3.90 ; city mills, straight, $3.60 a $3.80.

Rye Flour.—$3.10 a$3.15 per barrel for choice Penn-
sylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75| a 75ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38J a SSJc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32} a 32Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5| a 5.Jc. ;
good, 5 a 5}c.

;

medium, 4§ a 4|c.; common, 4^ a 4Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, \\ a 5c.
;
good, 4} a

4]c. ; medium, 3| a 4c. ; common, 2} a 3Ja ; fall lambs,

61c. ; spring lambs, 6 a 8c.

Hoos.—Best western, 5J a5|c.; other grades, 5i aSJc.

Foreign.—Admiral Lord Beresford, in the British

House of Commons, discussing the situation in Chi
asserted that Russian encroachments had killed Britaii

open door trade policy, and advised a union od t

part of England, Japan, Germany and the Unit
States in reorganizing the Chinese army and fort
protection of mutual commercial interests.

It is stated in London that an Alaskan modus viven

has been agreed upon, fixing a temporary boundary i

two years, during which time the dispute will be sa

mitted to arbitration.

At a largely attended meeting of peers, commoae
engineers and others held on the 12th inst., in t

House of Commons, a resolution was adopted to addn
a petition to the First Lord of the Treasury, Arthur
Balfour, relative to the projected tunnel between It

land and England. The proposed route is a distan

of twenty-five miles under eighty-five fathoms of wa6
and the estimated cost of the undertaking is $60,00
000.

As an outcome of the political feeling over the Drt
fus case, the French Ministry, headed by Premier D
puy, submitted their resignations to President Loub
on the 12th inst.

There are serious apprehensions that the hostility

Germany towards the plan of international arbitrati

may operate disadvantageously in the Peace Congn
at The Hague.
Germany publishes about 20,000 books a year, Fran

11,000, Italy 9000, England 6000, United States 5001

The total length of electric railways in Switzerlai

is 105 miles, of which 47 miles were opened last ye!

The power for nearly one-half of the lines is obtain

from waterfalls.

An aggressive military movement against the Fill)

nos south of Manila was begun on the 10th inst. Ge
eral Otis reports that the movement has been a

success, the enemy being disorganized and routed, the

loss at a conservative estimate being about 400. T
American loss was four killed and thirty wounded.
The annual production of rice in the Phillippinea

about 36,000,000 bushels.

A crisis in the aflairs of the Transvaal may be hi

tened by some untoward incident at Johannesburg.

B. Robinson, the South African millionaire and mi
owner, received a telegram on Seventh-day last, frc

his agent at Johannesburg, saying the situation the

is most serious.

The Cape Government is spending about $1,000,0

yearly in well digging. There are but few distrii

where boring to 200 feet will not tap water suppl

with a minimum limit of 10,000 gallons daily perthi

inch bore hole, and manv places will, with a larger be

hole, yield 50,000 gallons.

A message from Apia by way of Auckland, under dt

of Fifth Month 31st, says that both native factions !

disarming. Mataafa has surrendered 1,800 guns.

General Gomez issued a farewell manifesto, in whi

he urged Cubans to drop political contentions and wo
together for the advancement of the island, that t

Americans may the sooner evacuate.

A despatch of the 7th inst., from Quebec, says :
" T

steamship inie Huron, from Batoum, Russia, with 3

Dukhobor immigrants on board, is detained at t^

Grosse Isle quarantine station, there being a case

smallpox on board. There were five deaths on the p:t
:

sage. The steamer will probably be detained two

three weeks."
Three billion, one hundred and fifty million lol)st(

have been hatched and planted by the Newfoiuidia,

Fish Commissioners during the last seven years.

The cost of the world's wars since the Crimean ea

paign has been $12,263,000,000, or just about enou

to give a golden eagle to every man, woman and ch

,

on the globe.

NOTICES.
A woman Friend wishes a situation as companion!

assistant to middle-aged or elderly persons in the d'l

Best of Philadelphia reference given. I

Address " S," Oflice of The Friend.1

A young woman Friend of experience wishes I

engage to teach young children at their homes by tj

iour. Good references. Address " A,"
Office of The FbiendI

Died, at his home neer PauUina, Iowa, on I

eleventh of Fifth Month, 1899, Hubert Rockwei
a beloved member and overseer of Paullina Monti

Meeting, and its clerk ever since the meeting was

up. Though the call was sudden at the last, he 1;

not failed through years of ill health to leave to

friends a comforting assurance that he was prepaj

for the change.
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Revelation to Have the Precedence.

ihe supremacy of revelation in meetings for

j-ship was stoutly affirmed by the apostle

PjI when he charged all other speakers in

icgregations to give way to him who should

lie a revelation :
" If anything be revealed to

iither thatsitteth by, let the first keep silence."

i hail been profoundly taught, not only on

(way to Damascus, but in visions and revela-

is of the Lord since, the prime importance

;hese openings of Divine truth to the indi-

idual soul and the church. It was by these

t he had been taught the Gospel. " For

her did I receive it from man," said he,

»r was I taught it, but by the revelation of

as Christ." And then he goes on to show

r little any of the other apostles had a hand

ommunicating to him the gospel truth. After

eyes were opened at Damascus, immediately

Muferred not with flesh and blood, but went

I Arabia and other parts ; then after three

rs to Jerusalem, abode with Peter fifteen

s, but saw no other apostle save James ; then

it away from the neighborhood of Christian

rehes in Judea; and fourteen years after re-

iied by revelation to Jerusalem, and com-

Baicated unto them that gospel which he

niched among the Gentiles.

'aul's investment with the gospel revelation

ens so very immediate and direct from Christ

liself, and not dispensed in the apparently

fidual course in which the other apostles had

Hq lerl, that we are not surprised that the

Jek church accords the primacy to him as

i chief apostle and first bishop of the church,

»ier than, as the Romish church does, to

P«r. Yet was Peter, to whom the revelation

»ie more, as it were, by instalments, any less

iijbled to revelation than Paul ? As when,

Kiuse of a Divine revelation, Christ called

li. " Blessed." For not flesh and blood, but

3i Father in heaven had revealed unto him

h Jesus was the Christ. And so we hold

.bi to Peter, " a stone," he declared that such

revelation was the Rock* on which he would

build his church, not on Peter, for "Other
foundation can no man lay than that which is

laid, even Jesus Christ the righteous," who is

" the Word " of the Divine revelation.

" There is one, even Christ Jesus, who can

speak to thy condition." These were words

sounded by revelation in George Fox's ear to

become the distinctive foundation-principle of

Quakerism, even as laid by Christ for his

church in Peter's hearing, and especially re-

vealed through him, on the day of Pentecost,

as fundamental to the church, and testified of

by Paul as his exclusive ground of gospel

knowledge. Thus, primitive Christianity aud

primitive Quakerism are one in spirit, even in

" the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the

knowledge of Him."

How many doctrines revelation shall lodge

in each one's religious experience, no man can

determine. That which was opened to Paul

is partly spread out in his Epistles, and partly

was heard in the " unspeakable words which it

is not lawful for a man to utter." At what de-

gree of light between dawn and noon-day bright-

ness we shall draw the line and say, "on this

side all openings shall be called revelation, and

on that side by inferior names," we presume not

to say. But it is safe to believe that he who is

faithfully following the witness for Divine truth

in his own heart is following in the line of reve-

lation of clearer and clearer Truth. " He that

willeth to do the will of God shall know the

doctrine " in its Divine quality. His light dif-

fers from an apostle's light, not in kind but in

degree of clearness and power. He may not

reach the whole contents of Paul's doctrine un-

der the same Spirit,—Peter had to own that

some of them were beyond him,—but he will be

following the openings of the Living Word that

opens the Written Word to his disciples' un-

derstanding as they are able to bear it. And
these two,—the inspeaking and the written word

of revelation,—will agree in one. The enter-

tainer of his private visitations of the Spirit

must respect the revelations of the same Spirit

in others, whether given in their written or their

vocal ministry. No genuine geometer fails to

own the quality of ancient Euclid's geometry,

though there may be diversities of demonstra-

tion.

Upon similar Divine openings rests the preach-

ing of the Word, else it is the word of man. As
in human society we are members one of another.

*In the original the distinction appears in the words

pelra, a rock, and its derivative, petros, that is, a stone,

as Jesus had early named him Cephas, " which is by

interpretation, a stone."

the Word of life speaking to our condition is

accommodated to the human condition so as to

be communicable through member to member.
By varied avenues the Word seeks admittance,

so only that no man or no thing that ministers

shall be ordained lo stand between the soul and
God,—none but the one Mediator, Christ Jesus.

The scope of revelation includes the whole of

Christian work, making all work Christian to

us that is opened as individual duty by the one

Mediator. He who is the foundation of his

Church which He has purchased with his own
blood, is Head over all things to it. The com-

munications of the Head to the members of the

body are discoveries of life and duty. Take
away the spirit of individual revelation in the

knowledge of Him, and where or what would

be the church ? A body without the spirit, and
so dead. An ecclessiaslical treadmill of slaves,

and no bride of Christ. Well chosen were those

words: "Upon this Rock will I build ray

Church." Peter had his place as a "lively

stone" in the "spiritual house," but the crying

complaint of the church of to-day is, " we have
too few Rock Christians^ and tco many rocking

christians!"

How otherwise than by the inward revelation

of Christ do we see our secret sin in the light of

his countenance? How else know repentance

towards God, and faith towards our Lord Jesus

Christ,—or receive the witness :
" Th)' sins are

forgiven thee:—Go and sin no more?" How
else get answer to the question, " Lord what

wilt ttoM have me to do?" How know our right

place in the church, or others' right place?

How else have the interpretation of revelations

of holy men of old ? What man knoweth the

Father, but he to whomsoever the Son will reveal

Him? How wise and prudent do men have to

become to be enlightened enough for these

things? From such they are hid, but are " re-

vealed unto babes." Simple, unquestioning de-

pendence and obedience to the witness of his

Spirit in us, a single eye to the evidence of his

truth and will, is the secret of being filled with

light, of knowing his covenant, of being built

on the foundation of the apostles and prophets.

In a small village there once lived an indus-

trious little lad who was desirous to earn his

own spending money. So he began the gather-

ing of bones and old iron. One day a buyer
came, and as the colored man was weighing in

his balances the boy's merchandise a bystander
said ;

" Now, old man, don't cheat the boy."

"I certainly won't," he replied, " as I am not

going to stay here long." " Where do you pro-

pose going ?" he was asked. " I am going to

judgment. As I weigh here, so shall I be
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;

weighed there, and in that balance I do no

want to be found wanting."

—

The Battle Cry.

CivililzatioD of The South Sea Islands.

(Continued from page 349.)

These sketches of missionary work attended

with results so remarkable, embrace but a small

portion of the many islands of the Pacific. The
period of time involved is from the beginning

of the century to about 1835. Some of us may
remember that while we read of Christian con-

verts in the Society Islands and elsewhere;

there were places where the native population

remained ferocious cannibals. These islands

were noted for certain uncommon instruments

of warfare, and for a persistent propensity to

feast on human flesh.

The Christian people who had been interested

in the arduous labor already spoken of, were

largely of the Methodist denomination. The
London Missionary Society was ostensibly non-

sectarian. But it appears that a leading person

in this association was Dr. Haweis. He was
chaplain to Lady Huntingdon and this would
identify him with the Whitfield branch of the

Methodists. The labors of these people were
quite extensive, but we find there were a num-
ber of missionary centers under the care of the

Wesleyans. Others were started and maintained

under the care of the Presbyterian Church of

Scotland. American missionary societies also

had a share in the work.
These instruments from various church or-

ganizations were careful to not interfere with

one another's labors. All had in view the same
grand purpose—to bring disciples to Christ,

and while differing in some points of form, were
united in the essentials ofa religious life. "They
kept however, rather distinct in their fields of

service, lest the new converts should perceive

those little difierenees, and be stumbled by at-

tempted explanations."

It was some time after the labors of John
Williams were closed by his martyr death in

1839, that the Wesleyans planted their first

mission on the Fiji Islands. After weary years
of precept and example, the people began to

appreciate the advantages of a more excellent

way of life. Yet there was a long struggle of
light with darkness before the people gave up
their continuous wars, terminating each cam-
paign with a feast on the bodies of the slain.

After the impulse of this wonderful change
had fairly set in there were cases where it ap-
peared to be an independent work of the Holy
Spirit that turned the minds of these benighted
people to the light. Neither the English Wes-
leyans nor the native teachers could traverse

the land as if it had been contiguous. Thus
while the good work was going on in mauy
places, there were solitary islands with no living

examples of the true religion. And as God leaves
himself not without a witness in the remotest
corners of the earth, the minds of some were
profoundly stirred to enquire for some better
understanding of the purposes of human life.

They obtained a faint idea of the methods of
Christian worship from intercourse with the
distant island Tonga, and when at length the
white Wesleyans first landed on the island of
Ono, they found a company with prepared
hearts, who met and worshipped as best they
knew.

After thirty or forty years of labor and of
conflict, the swelling tide of Christian devotion
and civilization overthrew the last barriers of
heathen usage. The chiefs were now so pro-

foundly impressed with the blessings of the new
religion that they desired the full measure of its

advantages in administering the government.
So, mistrusting their own fitness for the task

they ask Great Britain to extend its rule over

them. Thus officers of an English government
were brought face to face with chiefs who had
but just laid down the war club and ceased to

roast their human victims. They found the

islands so desolated by violence and neglect

that the necessaries of life could hardly be ob-

tained. But in five years (1780), such was
their improved condition, that at a public meet-

ing one of the chiefs said, " Now you have
plenty of money the native officials receive their

salaries regularly. The people are flourishing

and have plenty of goods. The people are

better ofi" than they ever were before."

The New Hebrides, whose people were, if pos-

sible, yet more savage than those of Fiji, were
about the last to experience the benefit ot Chris-

tian civilization. It was there that the devoted

John Williams lost his life a few minutes after

he had landed.

These islands were the scene of the life labors

of John G. Paton, a memOer of the reformed
Presbyterian Church of Scotland. He was one
who, like Judsou, felt his mind called to Gospel
service among the heathen in early life, and
was so fully intent upon obedience in this line

of duty that no prospect of ease or preferment

at home would divert him from it. He landed

on the island of Tanna in 1858, with his young
wife, in company with some halfdozen teachers

from another island in the group where the

labors of other missionaries had met with some
success. The scenes of horror they witnessed,

and the peril of life through which they passed

during the years of their sojourn, were beyond
mere human endurance. The wife died of sick-

ness, and it seemed a mercy that she was not

left to be the unavailing witness of the aggra-

vated annoyances her husband afterward suf-

fered. J. G. Paton appeared to have secured

the respect of both chiefs and people. Such
upright and heroic conduct naturally produces
such efiect. But for various reasons many of

them wanted him removed. Their island was
suffering a share of calamities common to our
human allotment, and they seemed to really

think he was in some way chargeable with them.
Many times they tried to kill him and we can
account for his escape only by assuming that

they were not permitted to do so.

It might truly be said of these missionaries

as of the early Christian apostles, they were sent

forth as lambs among wolves, and as of the

martyrs, " they loved not their lives unto death."

According to our views of Christian duty
they fell short of the true standard of religious

life. The necessary fruits of the doctrine they

preached, were to end wars by rooting out the

cause of war. Yet although in practice on these

regenerated isles wars generally came to an end
and peace and order reigned, they did not tell

the people the Christian must on no occasion

draw the sword. They inculcated so much of

formality as is involved in stated preaching,

baptism, &c., but it would be presumptuous to

question on that account the genuineness of

their call to the work.
As has been stated, these laborers were largely

Methodists. These people rose up in England
nearly one hundred years after Friends had oc-

cupied that field of Gospel service, and after

the preaching and example of Friends had
ceased to draw converts in any considerable

number. I have sometimes thought that the

Methodists were called to a somewhat low

standard of Christian practice than Friends,!!

purpose to reach and gather the " lower classei
|

of our fellow-men. It does not become 1

1

humble follower of the lowly Jesus to speak ii

any as being of a " lower class" than himseJ

but as the term has an established meaningl
is here so used. |
Whether it was in the Divine appointme,

or only sufiered to be so, the great fact apper

that many thousands of our fellow creatui,

who were living without hope and who wi

their posterity were likely to continue in lb

condition were by these means awakened to t

verities of a religious life. The work of gra

offered by such methods and involved in

much of a ceremonial nature, has been t

agency by which this astonishing change

the Pacific Islands has been wrought. Th«

is no doubt that novelty had much to do wi

the activity they at first displayed in suppo

ing the new worship. But without the spiritt

life experienced by some of them it must fj

into neglect when that novelty wears off.

(To be continued).

A Visit to the Catacombs.

Catacombs are underground burial plac

They were used also by the Christians for wi

ship and for places of refuge from the fury

the heathen. Twenty-five of them have be

found outside the walls of ancient Rome and

is estimated that six million Christians m
buried in them the first few centuries of

Christian era. Recent and " further investif

tion has shown that five of the catacombs (

from apostolic times and of the remainder t

greater number date to the second centurj

There were scarcely any burials in them afi

A. D. 410. The entrances were closed and t

places of their existence were unknown to t

world for nearly a thousand years. In the li

few centuries they are being discovered.

Callistus, the one most frequently visited, v

opened in 1854, another one in 1859 and so (

Several were visited by the writer. The desct

into them is by stone steps. The corridors

passage ways are from two to four feet wide a

from six to fifteen feet high, and with few «

ceptions are hewn out of volcanic rock. Fn
these intricate corridors of all angles and cur>

others lead out and branch off until whole hi

are undermined. On each side of the corridi

are niches varying in size, one above anoth

like shelves for the interment of the dead. Son

times a niche contained three or four corps

but generally only one. They were closed w:

marble slabs or with pieces of tile carefully

raented together. On these the epitaphs w«

painted or engraven. There are usually five

six and sometimes even twelve of these litl

sepulchres one above another on each side

the corrider. If all these passage ways were

a straight line it is estimated that they wot

extend two hundred and fifty miles. At
place we were at a depth of ninety feet a

there are other places deeper. I say we, becai

I always had a guide with candles and woi

rather be lost on the surface than under it.

one part there are burials down in a sevei

story, but generally there are only four and f

stories. As you pass through the rock
j

channels, frequently you reach large openii

for family vaults and for Divine service wh«

a hundred could congregate. In places wes

many bones, but most of them— and many c

loads there were—have been taken out a

buried in the crypts of the churches in the ci
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Some men have given nearly their whole lives

f the study of the catacombs. De Rossi has

j?en the subject the most thorough study in its

lual, artistic, chronological, geological, and
fchitectu ral aspects. He gathered eleven thou-

sad inscriptions and has quoted them in several

1-ge volumes that he has written on the subject,

'le oldest inscriptions are in Greek, which was

t3 language of the earliest Christians in Rome.
Sme of the names which are recorded in his-

fy with the dates are left in these subterranean
cambers. On the rough rock surface in places

tire is a thick coat of Roman cement and upon
ts a thinner coat of more durable substance

C led stucco. Upon this surface there are many
fiecoes representing Bible incidents, such as the

Biltiplication ot loaves and fishes and the seven

bikets full taken up, the resurrection of Laz-

118, the miracle of fishes, Jesus and the women
athe well, the good shepherd with a sheep on

b shoulders (this is very frequent), the paraly-

ti carrying his bed, the crucifixion, the com-
Dinion and baptism ; Jonah being swallowed

b a great fish and again vomited on dry land,

Joah under the gourd, Noah receiving the

ii?e with the olive branch, Abraham offering

n Isaac, Moses taking off his shoes at the burn-

ir bush, Moses striking the rock, David with

b sling, Daniel in the lions' den, the Hebrew
tildren in the fiery furnace, and many others.

Itese are quite interesting, knowing that they

h7e come to us from the immediate successsors

jbhe apostles. Pictures of these frescoes taken

magnesia light and thousands of the original

riptions I saw in the Christian Museum in

-A. D. Wenger in Herald of Truth.

r Message to Internalional Conference Dele-

Andrevi D. White, Seth Low. A. D. Mohan,
Villiam Crozier and Stanford Newel, delegates

\from the United States to the International

?onlerence at The Hague:

< Deeply impressed by the humane and lofty

letiraeuts which have actuated the Emperor of

Essia in inviting a conference of the civilized

aions of the world upon the subjects of limit-

U the increase of military armaments, and the

lintenance of peace ; we would respectfully

e:>ress the interest which has been felt by us

al the religious Society we represent in the

;«.< iif this Conference, and our desire that

lju\ result in the prevention of future wars,

ail the lessening of the burden of great armies

111 fleets in time of peace.

• n accomplishing these ends, we are earnest

irhe belief that success will largely depend,

iilerthe Divine blessing, upon the Christian

aj-it in which the delegates approach the mo-
aatous subjects committed to them.

ilany of the nations represented will be those

»3 profess the Christian name, and who ac-

Siwledge as obligatory upon them, the pre-

us and commands of the Lord Jesus Christ,

II Prince of Peace. The language and spirit

Jiihuse precepts, declared by Him in the Ser-

xa on the Mount, and at other times, forbid

»l war, and He bestows his blessing on the

p<cemakers.

Ve hold that to love enemies and the^pre-

«t that " all things whatsoever ye would that

Bi should do to you, do ye even so to them,"
»i commands which apply to nations in their

ii lings with each other, as well as to individ-

•13, and that the real welfare and prosperity

Illations have been and are promoted as their

statesmen and rulers adopt this high standard
as their settled policy.

The principle of arbitration and a permanent
tribunal, to which occasions of difference be-

tween nations could be referred, appear to us a

most practical means of arriving at the objects

sought by this conference, and we sincerely hope
that your efforts and the influence ofthe Govern-
ment of the United States may be largely instru-

mental in securing so happy a consummation.
In the responsible and important trust com-

mitted to the members of this Conference, we
wish to express our sympathy and our earnest

desires that the Almighty Ruler of the Uni-
verse, and the Preserver of those who trust in

Him, will bestow his blessing upon this august
occasion, give counsel and wisdo.m to each of

those who may participate in it, and render it

the means of advancing the benign kingdom of

Christ in the earth.

On behalf and by direction of a Meeting of

the Representatives of the Religious Society of

Friends (commonly called Quakers), for Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey and Delaware, held in

Philadelphia, the ninth day of the Fifth Month,
1899. George J. Scattergood,

Clerk for the day.

Reply to the Above.
International Conference at the Hague.
Commission of tlie United States of America.

May 23rd, 1899.

Me. George J. Scattergood,
119 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bear Sir:— I am directed by the American Com-
mission to the Peace Conference, now in session

at this city, to acknowledge the receipt of the ad-

dress signed by you on behalf of and by direction

of the meeting of the Representatives of the Re-
ligious Order of Friends for Pennsylvania, New
.Jersey and Delaware, held in Philadelphia the

ninth day of the Filth Month, 1899, and to express

on behalf of the commission our deep appreciation

and sincere thanks for the words of sympathy and
encouragement in our important work, set forth

in your address.

We unite with you in the hope that our labors

here may not be in vain, and assure you tiiat our

best efforts will be directed towards the noble ends
which your address so eloquently sets forth.

I am, sir,

Very respectfully yours,

Frederick W. Holls, Sec'i/.

Bread on the Waters.—One of the closest

friends of Baron Rothschild, of Paris, was Caro-

lus Duran, the artist. During the entire course

of a certain large dinner party the great finan-

cier noted that the painter kept looking at him

with a most intent and peculiar expression.

After the coffee and cigars, the Baron drew his

friend aside, and said :
" My dear fellow, pray

tell me why have you stared at me so peculiarly

this evening?"
" I'll tell you with pleasure," answered Duran

;

" I am painting a beggar for the salon, and

have looked all over Paris for a suitable head

to draw from. I've finally found it. Yours is

the ideal."

Rothschild laughed heartily, and promised to

sit for his friend in suitable attire on the follow-

ing day.

During the progress of the sitting a young
artist, one of Duran's pupils, came into the room.

Naturally he had not been in a position to meet

people of Baron Rothschild's importance, and so

did not know him ; but the beggar's miserable

rags, wan face and wistful expression appealed

deeply to the young man's sympathies. Wait-

ing until his master was busy mixing colors, the

pupil took a franc from his vest pocket and

held it out behind his back to the model, who
seized it with feigned avidity.

When the sitting was over Rothschild made
inquiries of Duran concerning the philanthro-
pist, and was informed that he was a student of
great promise and attainments, but among the
poorest of the inhabitants of the Latin Quarter.
Some six months after this occurrence the

young man received j note which ran about as
follows

:

"Dear Sir:—The franc that you gave in

charity to a beggar in the studio of Mr. Duran
has been invested by us, and we take pleasure
in forwarding to you our check for two thousand
francs, the principal and increment of the same.

Yours, etc.,

" Rothschild & Cie."

For "The Feiknd."

Friends and Slavery.

(Continued from page 373.)

The reception of this address opened the first

of the long line of acrimonious slavery debates
which lasted for seventy years. The arguments
on either side of the great question which after-

wards so emphatically divided the Union were
enumerated in embryo, and the hot feeling

which accompanied the discussion of the sub-
ject in later years here shows its dawning. As
a side light we have an evidence both of the
enmity and respect felt towards the Quaker by
the different elements of the population eight
years after the close of the war.

The debate began by the usual motion made
by Hartley, of Pennsylvania, to refer the ad-
dre.ss to a committee; he thought it a mark of
respect due to so numerous and respectable a
part of the community.
The Southern members. Smith, of South Car-

olinia, and Jackson, of Georgia, opposed this

unusual proceeding. Madison, of Virginia,

called attention to the fact that the Constitu-

tion forbade all interference with the slave

trade prior to ] 808, and argued that no com-
mitment could possibly affect the question, and
he was therefore in favor of it. Stone, of Mary-
land, and Burke, of South Carolina, while re-

specting the Quakers, did not think they poses-

sed more virtue than other people and thought
that the other side should be presented and
then all referred together. It would injure the

value of slave property to have it made the
subject of special inquiry in this way.

Other Southern members saw in this move-
ment but a prelude to an attack on slavery it-

self. Nor did the Quakers deserve any special

consideration. " Is the whole morality of the

United States confined to the Quakers?" ask-

ed Jackson. "Are they the only people whose
feelings are to be consulted on the present oc-

casion ? Is it to them we owe our present hap-
piness? Was it they who formed the Constitu-

tion ? Did they by their arms or contributions

establish our independence ? I believe they were
generally opposed to that measure."

The matter went over. The next day the

address was reinforced by a petition from the

Pennsylvania Society for promoting the aboli-

tion of slavery, signed by the venerable Dr.
Franklin, as President. The debate went on,

however, on the commitment of the Quaker
address.

Scott, of Pennsylvania, regretted that the
abolition ofthe slave trade was prohibited by
the Constitution ; he looked upon it as one of
the most abominable things on earth, nor could
he conceive how one person could have a right

of property in another. If he were a judge he
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did not know how far he could go in the direc-

tion of emancipation but he would go as far as

he could.

Jackson found a warrant for slavery in the

Bible from Genesis to Revelation and in all

history. If he (Scott) were a Federal judge

he might not know how far he could go ; but

his judgment would be of short duration in

Georgia, perhaps even the existence of such a

judge might be in danger.

Much stress was laid by the Southerners on

the constitutional inability to grant the peti-

tion, and the consequent folly of committing it.

To which it was replied that the commitment
was only for purposes of discussion and that

from the Southern standpoint a quiet acquies-

cence would have saved all the discussion which

they deprecated. The motion to commit was

carried 43 to 14.

Five weeks later the House resolved itself

into a committee of the whole to discuss the re-

port of the committee.

The report stated the limited power of Con-

gress in dealing with the traffic ; that it could

not prohibit the trade prior to 1808, that it

could not decree emancipation, nor interfere in

the general treatment of slaves in the States
;

that it had a right to lay a tax of ten dollars

on importations and regulate the African trade

so as to secure humane treatment of the negroes,

and finally it assured the Memorialists that so

far as its powers could go it would endeavor to

exercise them in the interests of justice, human-
ity and good policy.

A fierce debate immediately ensued. White
and Brown, of Virginia, were opposed to some
parts of the report as unnecessary, to other

parts as mischievous. The interposition of the

Quakers in the affairs of the Southern States

had made slave property very precarious, and
they hoped that in order to gratify people who
had never been friendly to the independence

of America, Congress would not precipitate

this great injury.

The Quakers, said Burke, of South Carolina,

were not the friends of freedom ; in the late

war they were for bringing this country under

a foreign yoke ; they descended to the character

of spies; they supplied the enemy with provi-

sions; they were guides and conductors to their

armies ; and whenever the American army
came into their neighborhood they found them-

selves in the enemies' country. Here Burke
was called to order.

His colleague, Smith, took up his parable

and called attention to the publication of 1775,
" The Ancient Testimony and Principles of the

Quakers," in which they said that it was not their

province to set up and pull down governments
;

that was God's prerogative ; they were to pray
for those in authority and live a peaceable life

under them. Why did they not leave this matter

also to God? They evidently did not believe

what they professed or else they had not virtue

to practise what they believed. It was difficult

to credit their pretended scruples, because while

they were exclaiming against the mammon of

this world they were hunting after it with a

step steady as time and an appetite keen as the

grave.

He appealed to Congress to allow each sec-

tion to attend to its own abuses. The Southern
people saw many evils in the North, but they

let them alone. Each was aware of the existence

of weakness in the other when they formed the

Union. The wise men of the North knew that

slavery was ineradieably ingrafted upon the

South, and the Southerners knew that Quaker

doctrines had taken such deep root that resis-

tance to them would be useless; "We took

each other with our mutual bad habits and re-

spective evils, for better, for worse ; the North-

ern States adopted us with our slaves and we
adopted them with their Quakers." He argued

that slavery was a necessity to South Carolina

;

no other form of labor was possible. The slaves

would leave all the low laud as soon as emanci-

pated, and rice and indigo would no more be

raised. Commerce and manufactures would
suffer the country over.

(To be concluded.)

The Mennonites.

There are just about sixty thousand baptized

Mennonites in Europe. Higher estimates have

been given but in places the children were in-

cluded. There are three chief centers where

fully five-sixths of them are found, namely :

East and West Prussia, Germany; South Rus-

sia, and Holland. The following statistics of

Mennonites may be of interest : Austrian Gal-

icia, 450; Russian Poland, 510; France, 591

;

Baden and Wurtemburg, Germany, 667; Swit-

zerland, 859; scattered, 1181; German cities,

1406; Palatinate and Rheinhesse, Germany,
1960 ; East and West Prussia, Germany, 6,794

;

South Russia, about 21,000; Holland, 25,232.

The great bulk, you see, are inj Holland and
Southern Russia. In France, Switzerland and
southern Germany they have much declined in

numbers on account of immigration and other

causes. It is needless here to go back to the

apostles and trace up through the ages the

brethren of like precious faith called by differ-

ent names. In 1525 we find large numbers of

them around Zurich, Switzerland. They stood

out boldly against the corruptions of Catholics

and Reformers, and were bitterly persecuted

by both. Many of the communities were to-

tally destroyed.

They fled northward, and many of them fi-

nally to America. They were called Wal-
denses and other names. In Holland a Catho-

lic priest by the name of Menno Simons saw
the Catholics take off a brother's head for his

faith. He was astonished at such steadfastness

unto death and began to investigate the Scrip-

tures. This led to his conversion and he united

with the church. He had been baptized in in-

fancy, but now he desired " scriptural " bap-

tism upon his confession of faith. This took

place in Leeuwarden in 1536. The next year

he was called to the ministry. Through his

great influence many were led to forsake their

former sins and turn to the Lord. 'Because of

the prominence of this converted priest among
the people of God the enemies of the Truth
began to call them " Mennonists," and later

" Mennonites." Persecutions raged, yet the

church grew, until eighty years later there

were possibly 200,000 Mennonites in Holland.

How true the proverb, " The blood of the mar-

tyr is the seed of the church."

At an eary date (1562) many began to mi-

grate from Holland to northeast Germany, and
built up a large settlement in East and West
Prussia, on the shores of the Baltic Sea, not far

from the Russian boundary. Here, on the fer-

tile soil, around the delta of the Vistula, they

prospered in their agricultural pursuits. Em-
press Catharine of Russia, seeing they were
good tillers of the soil, induced many to emi-

grate to the rich agricultural regions north of

Odessa, Russia, where many thousands now
are. 'This emigration began in 1789. To the

displeasure of the Jews, some of them are now

placed in the Jewish colonies to teach them h(

to farm.

The first emigrants to America were prol

bly from Switzerland and Southern Gerraar
Prof. Cramer, of Amsterdam, says the first fr(

Holland, settled on the Conestoga in Penn
which settlement we know was a little lai

than the one at Germantown in 1683. Duri
the past century many have gone to Ameri
from every part except Holland. The emigi

tion from Russia in the last half century 1

been very strong.

After more than a month to and fro inlar

the writer stood again on the seashore far

the northwest, where the Vistula River empt
its waters through several mouths in the Bal

Sea. There is something awe inspiring abo

the seashore, especially if you are far away a:

alone in meditation while the waves rise ai

fall about you. A few days were pleasani

spent among the brethren here near the a
where they possess the goodly land for ma;

miles around. With their 78 ministers a:

nearly 7,000 members they constitute a confi

ence district of their own, but are in clos

touch with the Mennonites of Russia than wi

those of Holland and the rest of Germany
of which are hundreds of miles away.

On my way through Holland I visited t

home of Menno Simons at Witmarsum. It

about four miles from the North Sea, and

little farther from the Zuider Zee. One m
out from the village I found the place whe

the church stood in which he preached. On
a few of the old bricks yet remain amo:

the trees that surround the beautiful plot

ground forty by eighty feet. Beyond the tree

deep ditch encircles for drainage. The brii

walk that led from the road to the church

covered with earth most all the way. Over t

brick bridge, through the iron gate and up I

sea shell walks by some flower beds you rea

a large stone that has been set up to memori

the spot. Here in his home church, as wi,

as elsewhere Menno boldly preached, not t

things that he thought might suit the peop

but the principles of the word of God. F;

this he was persecuted and several times ns

rowly escaped death. He is not buried hei,

At the age of sixty-seven he was laid to rest .

Holstein, Germany, in 1559, and the spirit
,

the faithful laborer we trust has gone home

God who gave it. Nothing remains to mai

the spot. All was destroyed with the town

the thirty year's war.

A house in which Menno Simons lived ai.

wrote still stands in Witmarsum. It is a ver,

very old looking one-storied brick structuij

fifteen by thirty feet. It is barn-shaped and hi

a high steep roof covered with tile extendir

within five feet of the ground. Endwise it fac

a very narrow and dirty street.

When just about to leave Amsterdam I foui

an old instrument that was used to torture tl

early Mennonites. The box that it was ke'

in and the original document telling of its fin'

ing are with it. I have a copy of this paper '

the original Dutch language, but the relic cou

not be purchased. It has been handed dovi

from generation to generation for several hu'

dred years. It consists of two iron plates ea(

a little more than three inches long and a hi'

inch wide. These plates are fastened togeth

'

hinge fashion. Through the free ends is a sere'

nearly two inches long. The tongue was plact

between these plates and the ends screwed i]

most together. Then the tongue was burofN.

with a red-hot iron to prevent them from sin
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ig praises to God, aud from speaking to others

(Christ. Sometimes both lips were put in a

Itle vice and screwed tightly together to keep

te martyr quiet while being tortured and
Irned. I think the names of Haus Bret and
laelijkeu Wens are connected with this kind

c tenure. Do you read of it in the English

lartyr's Mirror? Through much tribulation

tjse faithful ones entered the kingdom above.

Mth the assistance of a Dutch student on the

tiin who knew a little German and English, I

81 able to give the following translation of my
coy in that old paper :

:>' With this small vice the mouth of a martyr

(s screwed up who was burned for his faith

It he should not sing songs. This, our uncle,

ins de Rees, saw for himself at Antwerp, and
d that notwithstanding all this they sang in-

nally during the time they were tortured in

it way, standing in the fire. This small vice

ibtained from the house where Hans de Rees
id, and he told me himself when he was in life

It he found it under the ashes when the

rning was over. Tryntiens Symons."

When night came I was in Antwerp, Belgium,

t could not sleep well on account of the

lUghts of the awful tortures of our brethren

d sisters in these cities and the recollection

having had in my hands that day one of the

•y instruments that had passed through the

lines with a martyr.

A short visit to Dordrecht brought fresh to

Dmory the conference of 1632, when fifty-two

Kour ministers came together and drew up
ti eighteen articles of the " Confession of

Fith," to which they all subscribed their names.

Sne that could not be present at that time on

aiount of distance, concurred later with the

piceedings of the conference. Many thoughts

swd upon you as you visit these places.

Due will learn a great deal of German in a

anth of travel in Germany. At last in the

"tlz (Palatinate), I found the dialect that we
1

" Pennsylvania German." It has under-

lie a little change, however, since it was im-

P ted. The early emigration from this part of

Grmany to our country must have been very

5t)ug to predominate over other German dia-

k;s and the Holland Dutch in America. It

kaisijuite homelike hereto hear so frequently

J names Brubacher, Graybill and Heatwole.

There are not very many of our Amish breth-

n in Europe. They are nearly all in America,

were they number more thousands than hun-

d ds here. My visit to Alsace, where some of

tlra are, convinced me that they have more
&.h in God and his word than some of these

fcnnouites have.

—

A. D. Wenger, in Herald of
lith.

The Two Letters.

The confidential clerk of a firm in an inland

tin was sent to Philadelphia on important

Oiiness. He had always been a steady fellow,

»5 married, and was fond of home, wife, and
did.

3ut he was young, and it was his first visit

t(i large city. He was elated with the im-

ptauce of his errand, and had a vague idea

01' seeing life." A single sip of the intoxicat-

k pleasures of a large city could surely do
fci no harm ! He hid the thought away almost
01 of his own sight.

Arriving at the city on Seventh-day night, he

wit to one of the principal hotels, registered

kname carefully, reading it over after the

Dnoer of unaccustomed travellers and went to

supper. Before he had finished the waiter
brought him two letters.

"Already! why, these are from the city! No-
body know.s I am here! " he exclaimed.

"City folks mighty wide awake!" ejaculat-
ed John.

Our traveler tore open one envelope. With-
in was an invitation to a variety theatre of bad
reputation, that evening with a hint of a "sa-
cred concert" on the next day, and "unlimited
fun."

The young man's face reddened, and his

heart throbbed hotly. The door was open to

that secret glimpse into iniquity ! What harm
could it do him—or anybody ?

He opened the other letter. It contained a

few words:
" Dear Sir: In order that you may not pass

a lonely Sabbath in a strange city, we enclose

a list of churches open to-morrow near your
hotel, in any of which you will be cordially

welcomed. Our rooms and libraries are also

at your disposal. You will find friends there
who will be glad to serve you."

It was signed by an officer of a Christian as-

sociation.

" These invitations of both kinds are left at

the hotel, and directed to each guest as soon as

he registers his name," explained the clerk.
" Which will you accept?

"

The young countrymen colored and laughed.
" The first is tempting. But that," touching

the second, " has the true ring about it. I'll

accept that." He kept bis word. It seemed
to him as if he was close to his wife and little

boy all day. Going to his hotel that evening,

he saw a group of pale, bloated creatures com-
ing out of the " sacred concert " hall. One or

two were arrested for disorderly conduct.
" They have been seeing life," said the clerk :

"they accepted the other invitation."

The stranger looked after them.
" I very nearly stood in their place," he said

to himself, and went to his room a wiser and
humbler man.

General WasMngton's Courtesy.

Martha Littlefield Phillips gives " Recollec-

tions of Washington and his Friends." The
author is a granddaughter of the youngest

daughter of General Nathaniel Greene, and
she tells the following story, in the words of

her grandmother, concerning a visit of the lat-

ter to Washington at Philadelphia: "One in-

cident which occurred during that visit was so

comical in itself, an<i so characteristic of Wash-
ington, that I recall it for your entertainment.

Early in a bright Winter morning a droll-look-

ing old countryman called to see the President.

In the midst of their interview breakfast was
announced, and the President invited the visitor,

as was his hospitable wont on such occasions,

to a seat beside him at the table. The visitor

drank his coffee from his saucer ; but, lest any
grief should come to the snowy damask, he

laboriously scraped the bottom of his cup on

the saucer's edge before setting it down on the

table-cloth. He did it with such audible vigor

that it attracted my attention and that of sev-

eral young people present, always on the alert

for occasions of laughter. We were so indis-

creet as to allow our amusement to become ob-

vious. General Washington took in the situa-

tion, and immediately adopted his visitor's

method of drinking his coffee, making the

scrape even more pronounced than the one he

reproduced. Our disposition to laugh was
quenched at once.— Century Magazine.

For "THE Friend."

Gleanings in the Early History of Friends.

(Some instructive accounts gleaned from
William Sewel's History of the Rise, &c., of
Friends or Quakers, with an earnest desire that
some honest seekers after Truth, and especially
some young Friends, may be encouraged to

read more concerning the work and sufferings

of the pioneers of Quakerism.)
In the early years of the seventeenth century

A. D., there were in England many separate so-

cieties. Now those people who began to take
heed to a Divine conviction in the conscience,
and accordingly preached to others the doctrine
of an inward light, wherewith Christ had en-
lightened men, in the latter end of the time of
king Charles I., began to increase in number,
and they became a separate society among men,
and in process of time the name of Quakers
was in scorn imposed upon them.

In regard to entering upon his weighty un-
dertaking to describe impartially, and according
to Truth, the beginnings and rise, and also the
progress of that people in his time, Wm.Sewel
says: "I enter upon a work, which consisting
of mauy very singular instances, in iis begin-
ning appears hard and difficult, and in the
process often sad and dreadful. For among
manifold adversities, we shall not only meet
with bitter revilings, scornful mockings, rude
abuses and bloody blows from the foolhardy
rabble; but also severe persecutions, hard im-
prisonments, grievous banishments, unmerciful
spoil of goods, cruel whippings, cutting off of
ears, smothering in prisons, and also putting to

death by the hands of the hangman, by order
of the magistrates.

"Afterwards some quiet and rest; then again
severe persecution, until the previous promoters
of it, at last wearied, desisted from their mis-

chievous labor for a time, more by being at
their wit's end, than out of mercy. Aud among
all these vicissitudes, notable instances have
been seen of unfeigned godliness, sincere love,

much true-heartedness, extraordinary meekness,
singular patience, ardent zeal, undaunted cour-
age, and unshaken steadfastness, even among
the female sex, which though the weakest, yet
in the hardest attacks showed a more than manly
spirit, insomuch that seldom any age hath af-

forded matter where more powerful examples
to virtue have been seen."

" The first I find that was thus immediately
reached in his mind was a young man called

George Fox, born at Drayton in Leicestershire,

in the month called July, in the year 1624,
from parents that were members of the public

church, or church of England, as appeareth to

me from a paper, in his life-time, drawn up by
his order, at my request, and sent me. His
father was Christopher Fox, a weaver by trade,

an honest man, and of such a virtuous life, that

his neighbors were used to call him righteous

Christer. His mother was Mary Sago, an up-
right woman, and of the stock of the martyrs.
This George Fox was even in his minority en-

dued with a gravity and staidnessof mind, that

is seldom seen in children ; his parents in the

meanwhile endeavored to train him up, as they
did their other children, in the common way of
worship, his mother especially contributing
thereto, as being eminent for piety ; but even
from a child he w'as seen to be of another frame
of mind than his brethren ; for he was more re-

ligious, retired, still and solid, and was also ob-
serving beyond his age, as appeared from the
answers he gave, and the questions he asked,
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concerning religious matters, to the

ment of those that heard him."
" When he was come to eleven years of age,

he endeavored to live a pure and righteous life,

and to be faithful in all things, viz: inwardly to

God, and outwardly to man ; since the Lord by
his good spirit had showed him that he was to

keep his word always, and that he ought not to

commit excess in eating or drinking. Thus
growing up in virtue, some of his relations were

for having him trained up in the schools, to

make a priest ofhim ; but others persuaded to the

contrary, and so he was put to a shoemaker, that

dealt also in wool, and in cattle. In his master's

employment he took most delight in sheep, and
was very skilful in what belonged thereto, for

it was an employment that very well suited his

mind, and his thus being a shepherd was a just

emblem of his after ministry and service.'
"

"He acquitted himself sodiligently in business

and minded it so well, that his master was suc-

cessful in his trade whilst George was with him.

He often used in his dealings the word ' verily,'

and then he kept so strict to it, that people that

knew him would say, ' If George says ' Verily,'

there is no altering him.' "

"Because the Parliament was of opinion that

king Charles I. encroached upon their privi-

leges, which they would not suffer, this so exas-

perated that prince, that he brought together

an army, and set up his standard, first on the

castle of Nottingham, where it was blown down
the same evening, on the twenty-fifth of the

month called August, in the year 1642. . .

About this time (1642), George Fox, who more
and more endeavored to lead a godly life, being

come to the nineteenth year of his age . .

prayed and cried earnestly to the Lord ; and it

seemed to him that his supplications were an-

swered after this manner: "Thou seest how
young people go together into vanity, and old

people into the earth ; therefore thou must for-

sake all, both young and old, and be as a
stranger to them.' This, which he took to be a
Divine admonition, made such a powerful im-

pression on his mind that he resolved to break
off all familiar fellowship and conversation with

young and old, and even to leave his relations,

and live a separate and retired life."

In the year 1643, he departed to Lutterworth,
where he staid some time, and from thence went
to Northampton, then to Newport-Pagnel, in

Buckinghamshire. To Barnet in the year 1644.
[This year 1644 Oliver Cromwell took com-

mand of the Parliamentary array]. Whilst he
thus led a solitary life, he fasted often and read
the Holy Scriptures diligently . . In this time
he fell into a strong temptation, almost to de-

spair. . . In this state he saw how Christ had
been tempted, but when he looked to his own
condition, he wondered, and said, ' Was I ever so

before ?' He began to think also that he had
done amiss against his relations, because he had
forsaken them ; and he called to mind all his

former time, to consider whether he had wronged
any. Thus temptations grew more and more;
and when Satan could not effect his design

upon him that way, he laid snares for him to

draw him to commit some sin, thereby to bring
him into despair. He was then about twenty
years of age, and continued a long while in this

condition, and would fain have put it from him.
In this miserable state he went to London, in

hopes of finding some relief among the great

professors of that city ; but being come there,

he saw them much darkened in their under-
standings.

He had an uncle there, one Pickering, a

Baptist, and those of that persuasion were ten-

der then, yet he could not resolve to impart his

mind to them, or join them. . . And though
some of the best would have had him staid

there, yet he was fearful, and so returned home-
wards ; for having understood that his parents

and relations were troubled at his absence, he

would rather go to them again, lest he should

grieve them. When he was come into Leices-

tershire, his relations would have had him mar-
ried ; but he prudently told them he was but

a lad, and must get wisdom.

Others would have had him in the auxiliary

band among the forces of the Parliament . .

but to persuade George to list himself a soldier,

was so against his mind, that he refused it, and
went to Coventry, where he took a chamber for

awhile at a professors' house, where he staid

some time, there being many in that town who
endeavored to live religiously. After some time

he went into his own country again, and was
there about a year, in great sorrow and trou-

bles, walking many nights by himself.
(To be continued.)

Platform of the Fifth Annual Lake Mohonk

Arbitration Conference.

We urge the immediate establishment of a

permanent international Court, which shall be

open to all nations for the adjudication of what-

ever controversies may arise between them, and
which they are unable to settle by diplomacy
or mediation.

In the constitution of this Court we urge the

application of the same principles which exper-

ience has shown to be most conducive to the

ends ofjustice in judicial controversies between
individuals.

In this highest of human tribunals the judges
should be selected solely for their recognized

ability, learning and impartiality.

During the past few years the cause of Arbi-
tration has made wonderful progress. Since
our last meeting a treaty between Italy and
Argentina has been negotiated. This marks a

great advance over all former arbitration trea-

ties, in that it provides for the settlement of all

disputes that may arise between them, questions

of honor not being excepted.

Within the past year another event of tran-

scendent importance has occurred in the sum-
moning by the Czar of Russia of a great inter-

national Conference to consider how war can
be avoided and its burdens reduced. This
Conference marks an epoch in the history of

the world. It is the first great step towards
the federated peace of the world. The Czar is

entitled to gratitude and respectful admiration
for his noble initiative.

Earnestly do we hope that the work so auspi-

ciously begun at the Hague will go forward
until at last, and at no distant day, the peace
of the world shall rest on the sure foundation
of justice, and nations be relieved from the well

nigh intolerable burdens of war.

We must not forget, however, that the work
of that conference is only preliminary and that

the results of its deliberations must be submit-

ted for ratification to the several governments
there represented.

We therefore here earnestly resolve to do
what we can to promote popular intelligence

and quicken the popular conscience, to the end
that when this subject comes before our repre-

sentatives at Washington there shall be no
doubt as to what the people demand in this

time of supreme opportunity.

We believe that the gratifying progress

ready made and the inspiring hopes which
confidently entertain for the future are becai'

men are learning the moral righteousness

peace, and because God rules the world.

At the evening session, Everett P. Whee
reported the following Resolution to be sent

the American Commissioners at The Hague :

Resolved, That the Fifth Annual Conferei
of American citizens for the promotion of ]

ternational Arbitration now sitting at Moho
Lake, New York, hereby respectfully presei

to the Representatives of the United States

the International Conference at The Hague
congratulations upon the progress reported
have been made already in the interests of]
ternational Peace, and the fervent hope tl

their efforts, with those of their Associates, i

the attainment of those ends may result in su

measures as will receive a permanent advan
in the peaceful history of nations and croi

the closing century with an enduring mor
ment of peace and good will to every ms
And this Conference respectfully expresses t

hope that the deliberations at The Hague m
result in the establishment of a permanf
Court for the adjudication of national eonh

FRIENDS POSITION SEEN TO BE INEVITABI

Several times during the Mohonk Conferen

reference was made hj members of other (

nominations, to the position Friends have mai

tained regarding war. And acknowledgm€
was made that the foundation of Friends' vie

on this subject was the one which all must bui

upon as the foundamental principle which w
cause all wars to cease.

Alexander C. Wood.

The Tiger's Bath.—A good story has be

copied in the papers from La France du Nm
about a Cossack, ignorant of the French la

guage and equally ignorant of fear, who w
hired at Moscow by the lion-tamer, Pezon,

clean the cages of his wild beasts. Their undf

standing, or misunderstanding, was arrange

by means of gesture and dumb show, but Pezi

thought that the man thoroughly understw

what he had to do.

The next morning the Tartar began his OIE

duties by entering, with bucket, sponge ai

broom, not the cage of a tame beast, as his mi

ter had done, but of a splendid untamed tigt

which lay asleep on the floor. The fierce ai

mal awoke and fixed his eyes upon the ma
who calmly proceeded to wet his large spong

and, unterrified to approach the tiger. Attl
moment Pezon approached on the scene, ai

was struck with horror. Any sound or moti(f

on his part would intensify the danger of tl

situation by arousing the beast to fury; so
'

quietly waited till the need should arise to ra

to the man's assistance.

The moujik, sponge in hand, approached tl

animal, and, perfectly fearless, proceeded to ri

him down, as if he had been a horse or a doj

while the tiger, apparently delighted by the a

plication of cold water, rolled over on its bac

stretched out its paws, and purring, offered evei

part of its body to the Cossack, who washed hi

as complacently as a mother bathes her infae

Then he left the cage, and would have repeatd

the hazardous experiment upon another sava|

from the desert had not Pezon drawn him (fl

with difficulty.

—

Ex.
\
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Visit to the Dukhobors in Manitoba.

FROM A LETTER OF WILLIAM EVANS.

WiNNEPEG, Manitoba, Sixth Mo. 10th, ISOSt.

'In the journey from Quebec to Wiunepeg
« had much interesting conversation witli

pince Hilkoff, during our two days confine-

ifut to the train.

3e told of the circumstance which led him
tdbandon the profession of a soldier, and uar-

r:ed an incident which occurred early in his

kDwledge of the Dukhobortsi. While he was
liing as an officer, and not over twenty one
.rs of age, one day one of his men struck a
in in tlie street for some supposed otience.

Dukhobor, looking through a window, saw
act, and asked the Prince if he thought it

bt to worship images. The Prince replied

,he affirmative. He was then asked if he
ught it would be right to strike or luullilate

image?
?he answer was in the negative; the dukho-

« next said "If you do not think it right to

!tke a wooden image, why do you think it

i It to strike a man, who is made in the image
)ljod."

When we reached the city of Ottawa, we
'old the river ot the same name, bank full,

rn recent rains, and all the region west of

bt. point that we have traversed, has been re-

letly well watered, this being spoken of as

«y favorable for crops. Much wheat seems
oie only a few inches high, in marked con-

rttotlie growth in Bucks county, through
t ch we had passed one week before.

)uriug the night of the 8th the temperature
e so much that we were uncomfortably cool

Wire morning.
•u the 9th we became acquainted on the

tin with a Dr. Gordon, Presbyterian minister

ria Halifax, a very intelligent and kind- heart-

dnan, who has a great deal of inforniation

Ijt the Dominion of Canada.
ixth ]\Ionth 11th, yesterday, we awoke upon
.dy jkies and found the air quite warmer
ill when we followed the shores of Lake Su-
leor. In the early morning passed through
B:h uncultivated country, quite rocky; and
h heavy timber having been some time back
eoved, the soil was dotted with scrub birches

c evergreens. But long before we arrived at

Vmepeg at 11.30 a. m., the prairie land had
hvn itself; the black soil being turned by
Eierous plows, and in many other long fields

hwheat was showing in the drill rows, per-

»i six inches high. We were told that usual-

p.ne hundred days elapse here, between the

ar.ng and the gathering of the wheat crop;

tthis season, the planting having been late,

D being followed by much rain and warm
'Uher, it was thought it might mature in

ifty days.

n item read on the train, in a Winuepeg
Bjr, stated that fresh cases of small pox had
eiloped in the quarantine at Grosse Island,

ft that the Huron Dukhobors might have to

Bain there six weeks. This, however, was
oconfirmed by the Canadian Pacific author-

i, when we reached Winnepeg; no telegrams

)aat effect having reached them. So we are

oing for the best.

/^e called at the Immigration Office and
Its pleased with the intelligence and good-

etedness of McCreary, the agent. He told

saat he had some time ago arranged a cou-

nt between the Dukhobors and a company,
».he clearing of land, by which the Russians >

had in a month, cleared $.3800, besides which
their subsistence had been paid for.

J. S. Elkinton has arranged for a meeting
with some of the people of the town, in a lec-

ture room connected with the Congregationalist
place of worship, on Second day evening the
12th inst.

In the afternoon of First-day, Rose M. Os-
borne, a member of " The Universal Brother-
hood," a religious organization, calle<l with her
husband to see J. S. Elkinton. She had em-
ployed herself last winter in teaching the chil-

dren of the first arrival of the exiles, and had
been greatly impressed with their possession of
Christian faith and practice, which so many
professors fail in.

She recited many incidents of interest, show-
ing the care which the parents had bestowed.
When she had garments to distribute, she ask-
ed her scholars who needed them the most? In
no case did a child apply for itself, but they
would indicate those who they thought were
the worst ofl'.

After holding her classes for some time in a
room in the Immigration building and finding
it poorly adapted to the purposes, she applied
to a congregation having a place of worship
near, for the use of their building and obtained
consent. She then asked Dukhobor men to

carry wood
; but when they had gone into the

room, they hurried back to their people and
said the children could not go there. It ap-

peared there were pictures upon the walls,

among others a representation of the Saviour
on the Cross. When the pictures were removed
from the walls, the room was quickly put into

use. The uneasiness was of course, connected
with the thought of worshipping images.

Winnepeg is a city of nearly .55,000 popula-
tion. A large proportion of the people it is

said attend a place of worship, and the place is

an orderly and attractive one; desirable to set-

tle in, but for the severe winters, the temper-
ature frequently falling to 40°, and sometimes
to 60°.

We expect to start on Third- day for York-
ton, in company with Prince Hilkofl!', to begin
the work of inspecting the colonies."

When you come down from the summits,
you do not come away from God. There is no
task in life in which you do not need Him.
The work bench needs his light as truly as the

cloister.

—

Phillips Brooks.

Live not for selfish aims. Live to shed joy

on others. Thus best shall your own happiness

be secured ; for no joy is ever given freely forth

that does not have quick echo in the giver's own
heart.

—

Ex.

Items Concerning the Society.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting on the 15th
continued a committee for six months to assist in

the holding of the meeting at Merchantville which
begins at 3.30 p. m. every First-day. On account
of the death and departure of members especially

interested in having this meeting set up, much dis-

couragement had of late been felt concerning the

continuance of these meetings. In a conference
with the attenders, they manifested so earnest a

de-sire to have the Friends' meeting kept on among
them, that the tide of discouragement was turned,

and the committee recommended the continuance
in a revived hope.

Thomas H. Whit.son, accompanied by Lloyd
Balderston, is reported to have attended Chester

Monthly Meeting, held at Moorestown on the 6th

instant, visiting in the afternoon the school chil-

dren in Friend's Academy ; on the 7th, Haddon-
field Monthly Meeting ; on the 8lh, Evesham
Monthly Meeting at Mount Laurel ; on the 10th,

Upi er Evesham Monthly Meeting at Medford ; on
the loth, Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting, and in
the evening of the .same and the next day meetings
appointed for the colored people in and near Had-
donfield

; on First-day, the 18th, Haddonfield Meet-
ing

;
on Second-day, the 19th, in the afternoon an

appointed meeting at Croj)well Meeting-house,
Marlton

; on Third-day, the 20th, a meeting ap-
pointed at Medford for laboring people, and ex-
pected to be at Ea.ston meeting on Filth-day, the
22nd.

New England Yearly Meeting held at Westerly,
-R. /.—The Meeting ol Ministers and Elders of this
Yearly Meeting convened on 8ixth Month lOlh,
1899. There was an unusual number of Friends
present with credentials from other Yearly Meet-
ings—Zebedee Haines and wife from Philadelphia;
Eli Harvey and Thomas Elmore, his companion,
Irom Indiana; Ida Chamness and Cyrus W. Har-
vey, ministers fnjni Kan.sas, with Enoch and Cath-
erine Carter, elders, companions for Ida Chamness.
The meeting seemed tendered in spirit at this evi-
dence that the Lord had thus afresh remembered
them.
Two well attended public meetings were held on

First-day in the Friends' meeting house, and a
public meeting was appointed in the Opera House
in the evening. The Yearly Meeting opened at
10 A. Ji., on Second-day, the 12th. Epistles were
read from Ohio, Kansas, Western Iowa and Can-
ada Yearly Meetings. A communication was also
received from a member of the body sometimes
distinguished as the "Race Street body." It was
referred to a committee to examine, who reported
in favor of reading it. It was read, and seemed to
savor of right concern.
On Second-day Persis Halleck of New York

came in and was made welcome by the Friends of
this Yearly Meeting. It was thus a meeting where
all the branches of the Society of Friends were
represented, for there was also present one minister
of the larger body of New England. Such asso-
ciation in the bonds of Christian fellowship was a
comforting reminder that when all branches of
Friends come into the true spirit of Divine life,

for which their doctrine of divine and spiritual
guidance makes demand, we are all in the unity
of the Spirit and so far one people.
The afternoon session was devoted to the con-

sideration of the Queries and Answers.
The business ii:eeting closed on Third-day, the

latter part of the meeting being occupied in the
reading of a most excellent epistle to each of the
Y'early Meetings with which this Y''early Meeting
corresponds.
Near the close of this meeting Zebedee Haines

laid before it a concern for a youths' meeting,
which was appointed, and held to good satisfaction
on Fourth-day night, after the close of the Yearly
Meeting.

After the conclusion of the Y'ealy Meeting at
Westerly, Eli Harvey and Thomas Elmore went to
Dartmouth, Mass., and Ida Chamness, Enoch and
Catherine Carter, and John W. Foster, besides
Zebedee Haines and wife and Cyrus W. Harvey,
started for Canada.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Less than a century ago, says the

Chicago Neus, the English language was spoken by
hardly more than 20,000,000 people, while to d.iy it is

the one commonly used by more than 200,000,000.
Nor has there ever been a time when the spread of
our native tongue was more rapid or when it had be-
come more necessary to the commercial transactions of
the world than at present.

The largest history ever published is The War of the
Rebellion, issued by the United States in 120 octavo
volumes of 1000 pages each, with a gigantic atlas in
thirty pans. The books occupy thirty feet of shelf
room and weigh one-quarter of a ton. The series,
limited to 11,000 sets, has been in course of publication
for over twenty years.

Congressman Richard P. Bland, died at his home
near Lebanon, Mo., on the loth last. He was born in
Kentucky, in 1835.
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The Xew York Evening World, says : There has just

died at Terre Haute, Ind., an old railroad engineer

named Andy Walker. He had served as an engineer

on diiierent railroads for forty -fiTe years, and has driven

engines over l,0b0,91S miles of track. That distance

is equal to forty-five complete circuits of the globe.

And in all that experience as a railroad traveler, stand-

ing, too, at the post of greatest danger on the tiaiu,

Andy Walker never was in an accident and never re-

ceived a scratch.

The railroads of the United States carry about 600,-

000,000 passengers in a yt-ar, and the total number of

them who are injured is about 2500, and the majority

of these are not seriously hurt. It thus appears that

every person's chance of being slightly injured when
he goes on a railroad journey is one in 240,000, and of

being seriously injured or kided is much smaller—
probably not more than one in 1,000,000.

Judge Simonton at Harrisburg has decided that the

sale of liquor to soldiers at camps cannot be carried on
without a license from the courts, notwithstanding au-

thority to do so may be permitted under themilitary law.

The total value of exports of American products to

Australia last year was $18,000,000.

Director of the Mint Roberts estimates the produc-
tion of precious metals in the United States during
1898 as follows: Gold, $64,463,000 ; silver, 54,438,000

The reciprocity treaty for the Barbadoes, the first of

the series negotiated for the British West Indies under
Ihe'Dingley law, was signed in Washington on the 1 6th.

The State of Pennsylvania hatched 30,000,000 shad
in the Delaware River this year, and the United States

hatched 200,000,000 of the same fish in the Delaware
and Susquehanna Rivers combined.
A vein of graphite, 120 feet thick, has been discovered

at Gabelsville, Berks County, and a company has been
organized to work it.

It is said that not less than f;20,000,000 is spent at

Atlantic City in the course of a single year.

It is stated that the Hudson River tunnel, begun in

1874, but which has never been completed, can be fin-

ished in eight months at a further c ist of only a million

dollars, 'i he tunnel will be 5,690 feet long and 4,077

have already been dug. The English Company, which
controlled the enterprise, failed in 1892, and no work
has been done since, but the American bondholders
have bought in the property, and now it is possible

that people may be riding in railroad cars under the

North River S"me time next year. The tunnel was
the scene ui a great disaster. In 1881 it flooded, kill-

ing twenty-one workmen. Two other North River
tunnels have been projected.

The heaviest rains for many years have fallen

throughout Southwestern Texas. In several localities

cloudbursts occurred, doing great damage to property.

The hottest town in the United States is said to be

Rio Grande City, Texas, where the average tempera-
ture is a triHe over 73 degrees. The Sixth Months
there have averaged for seven years nearly 94. Our
coldest city is St. Vincent, Minn., with a mean tem-
perature of 34 degrees. Our hottest place by the job
is Fort McDowell, Ariz., where 119 is not uncommon
in Sixth Jlonth, and our coldest is Poplar Prairie,

Mont., where 63 below zero is a record. The hottest

place in the world, north of the equator, is Onargie,
Algeria, where the mercury registers 127 in Seventh
Month. The coMest we know of is Werchojansk,
Siberia, with a record of 90 degrees below zero.

—

N.
Y. Press..

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 423, which is 55 less than the previous week and
76 less than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 206 were males and 217 females ; 51

died of consumption ; 42 of heart diseast s ; 27 of pneu-
monia ; 17 of o.d age ; 17 of inflammation of the br;iiu

;

17 of diphtheria; 17 of convulsions; 16 of marasmus
;

15 of apoplexy ; 15 of inflammation of the stomach and
bowels ; 12 of cancer; 12 of typhoid fever; 12 from
Bunstioke ; 11 of cholera infantum ; 9 of nephritis; 9
of inanition, and 8 of Bright's disease.

Markets, dc— V. S. 2'8, 100^ a lOU ; 4's, reg., 112 J
a 113} ; coupon, 113J a 114} ; new 4's, 130i a 131 ; 5's,

112Jall3}; 3's, 109 a 109i.
Cotton sold in a small way to spinners, on a basis

of 6^^c. per pound for middling uplands.
Flour.—Winter super, $2.15 a 3>2.35 ; Pennsylva-

nia, roller, straight, $3 35 a $3.50 ; Western winter,
straight, *3.40 a $3.60 ; spring, straight, J3.80 a $3.90

;

city mills, straight, i3.60 a $3.80. Rye Floor.-$3.10
a $3.15 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 78 a 78}c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 39J a 39|c.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32Jc

Beef Cattle.—Extra, oh a, 5|c.
;
good, 5J a 5fc.

;

medium, 44 a 5c.; common, 4| a 4|c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 5c.
;
good, 4} a

4Jc. ; medium, 3J a 4c. ; common, 2} a 3^c ; fall lambs,

5 a 64C. ; spring lambs, 6 a 8c.

Hogs.—Best western, 5i a 55c.; other grades, 5J a 5Jc.

Foreign—Inhabitants of the coast towns of England
are alarmed over the encroachments of the sea. The
pretty little village of Dunwich was formerly a large

town, and held no small place among the commercial
cities of the kingdom. All its church buildings and
monastic institutions have been washed away by the

sea, and a large forest has followed the buildings.

In memory of the poet Cowper a new museum,
library and town hall is to be erected at Olney, in

Buckinghamshire, at a cost of about $15,000.

The Spanish Senate and Chamber of Deputies have
adopted the bill ceding the Caroline Islands, the La-
drones and the Pelew Islands to Germany.
The native Governor of Cebu, who was friendly to

the Americans, it is said has been assassinated.

There are no canals or railroads to the coast on the
Island of Negros, consequently all the crops have to be
hauled in buSalo carts.

In 1895 the principal exports of ihe Philippines
were: Hemp, $14,517,000; sugar, $10,975,000; to-

bacco, $3,159,000; cocoanuts, $356,000.
Good sugar land in the province of Bnlacan, ad-

joining Manila, is valued at $115 an acre.

There are nearly 1000 warehouses and retail shops
in Manila for the sale of the areca nut, the fruit of a

certain sjecies of palm.
The pina cloth of the Filipinnos is made from the

fibre of the pineapple leaf. The cloth is very expensive.

The tobacco plant was introduced into the Philipines

from Mexico by Spanish missionaries.

Eflbrts are being made by the delegates to the Peace
Congress to secure the removal of Germany's objections

to the plans for peace, and the outlook for success is

more hopeful.

Baron von Buelow, the German Foreign Minister,

in a speech in the Reichstag, said Germany would de-

mand indemnity for illegal destruction of property of

citizens at Samoa, during the recent tr< ublts there, but

he expressed the hope that diplomacy would prevail

in adjusting the disputes.

It is said that some 9,000,000 acres of land in Italy,

the cultivation of which has been abandoned because

of malaria, are to be developed by the aid of American
capital. Land of this nature can be reclaimed by
drainage and proper attention to sanitary laws.

While famine is now threatening the southern pro-

vinces of Russia, the correspondent of the Times at

St. Petersburg writes that the condition of the seven
provinces of East European Russia is worse than it

was during the famine of 1891 and 3 892.

"Quite half a population of 11,000,000," he says,

"are undergoing terrible sufferings, starvation and
disease, and the authorities everywhere appear incap-

able and unprepared to deal with the calamity. Money
is squandered in absurdly high pay to relief agents,

and, owing to the high prices which the Government
charges fir seed corn, no encouragement is given the

peasants to till the ground."
The first street railway in Seoul, capital of Corea, is

nearing completion. H. R. Bostwick, chief engineer

of the syndicate which is constructing the road, has
sent to San Francisco for ten or fifteen experienced
motormen and several electrical engineers, who are to

be sent to Corea immediately. The motormen will be
supplied from the city, their wages being fixed at $70
per mi nth.

A well authenticated story comes from Japan that

all the men of war captured from the Chinese in the

late war between the two ccjuntries are to be returned

to the Chinese Government. This is part of the policy

decided on by Japan to protect her neighbor from the

inroads of the Powers. It is said that the only re-

quirement to be made is that China invest so many
millions in new war vessels to be built under Japanese

Most discouraging reports are reaching Japan from
the plague stricken districts of Formosa. The island

is being depopulated to a great extent by the terrible

disease.

Consul Macrum sends to the U. S. State Department
from Pretoria, Fourth M<nth 18, 1899, copies of the

report of the Chamber of Mines on the production of

gold in the Transvaal for the Third Month 1899.

The following extracts are from the report : Yesterday
saw one of the largest increases over the previous
month ever recorded in the Rand history. An in-

crease of close upon 40,000 ounces is a marvelous
achievement. The Transvaal production of the pre-

cious metal, when expressed in ounces, is now getti

within measurable distance of 500,000, yesterda
declaration being within 36,000 of that aggrega
The Third Month yield is 23,361 ounces better than 1

declaration of Twelfth Month, 1898— a month whicj
invariably good. The Rand output itself was 37,5

ounces in advance of the Second Month figure and 5

074 ounces higher than the record of Twelfth Mo. Y
terday's output was well nigh double the figures of t

years ago ; it was, indeed, 115,500 ounces in advancf
the showing ofThird Month 1898. Wecannotcomp:
these results to those of any other gold fields, fortl
have no analogue. The Rand stands pre-emine
singular, and will continue so to stand far in advance
all rivals. Consul Macrum adds: The value of th

464,036 ounces of the precious metal was $8,584,6
and the average exports of gold from the pori

South Africa amount now to about $2,092,595 1

week.
The Joint High Commission to arbitrate the boi

(lary line dispute in Venezuela, held its opening 1

sion in Paris on the 15th inst., and Sir George W'
ster, a British Attorney General, presented the clai

of England.
A great cave, said to be larger than the Mammo

in Kentucky, has been discovered in Victoria. B,

It has been explored a distance of twelve miles withi

the end being reached.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters

regard to instruction and discipline should be
dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principai

Payments on account of board and tuition, a

communications in regard to business should be f

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent

, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at her late residence near Easton Meetii
house. New Jersey, on the twenty-first of Fourth J

1899, Hannah Wilkins, widow of the late C
R. \Vilkins, in the eighty ninth year of her age;

member and overseer of Easton Particular and E
sham Monthly Meeting. She was disabled by
paralytic aflection for the last ten years of her 1:

liut bore her protracted illness with much patiei

and Christian fortitude. A faithful attender of me
ings when in health, she persevered therein uni

much difficulty, until her disability so increased tl

she was obliged to forego thus joining with her friei

in Divine worship. Her relatives and friends ha

the comforting assurance that she has been gathei

to a state of eternal rest and peace.

, at her residence, Columbus, Burlington Co.,

J., Fourth Month 18th, 1899, Martha B. Hancoc
widow of the late William R. Hancock, in the six

sixth year of her age ; a member of Upper Springfii

Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, on the fourth of Fourth Month, 1899,

W'lLSON, in the ninety-eighty year of her age. 6

was the daughter of Joseph Wildman, of Falls Monti
Meeting, Bucks Co., Pa., and was born there in If

and marrying, removed with her family to Ohio
1828, settling near Harrisville, Harrison County, 1

soon after located in Colerain Township, Belmont C
where they remained nine years, after which th

settled within the limits of Stillwater Monthly Me
ing, where she remained a member until the time

her death. At the time of the separation of 1827,

the members of her father's family went with the oil

body except herself, and she has been heard to sp^

of her anxiety of mind to be rightly directed in so i

portant a matter, when she felt best satisfied to lea

it until the time of trial came, believing she would ,.

rightly directed, at which time she felt it right to ;

main with the Orthodox Friends. Living remoti

from meeting, and under unfavorable circumstanc

she seldom attended, but it is believed she ret:iine<

love for Friends and their principles, adhering to I

plain dress and language of the Society, selecting

her reading the writings of early Friends, and v. .

much pleased a few years ago on receiving the mem
of Christopher Healy, whom she had known and lev

in childhood. She retained her faculties remarkal •

until a short time before her ninety-seventh birthd: ;

when she was stricken with paralysis, after which f-

conversed but little, but remained in a quiet frame

mind, surviving the attack about six months.

, at his residence. Spring Mill, Montgomery C

Pa., Fourth Month 28th, 1899, Isaac Roberts, in t

eighty-sixth year of his age; a beloved member a

^

overseer of Gwynedd Monthly Meeting. ft
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From Letters of William Evans.

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

On Second-day morning, the 12lh ult., we
ire present, by invitation, at a part of the

St sitting of the Methodist Conference, pre-

led over by a very able man, Dr. Sutherland.

Bowing that we were travelling iu the interest

the Dukhobortsi, opportunity was given to

dress the conference briefly, on their behalf,

d what was said was kindly received. We
t called at the Manitoba Presbyterian Col-

re, and had much agreeable conversation with

of the instructors, and promised him some

oks for the library.

J. S. Elkinton feeling best satisfied to make
3all upon Dr. Gordon of Halifax, with whom
had become acquainted upon the train, we

and him at the home of Prof Hart, and had

rery agreeable interview, both with the doctor

d the family whom he was visiting. The
ctor had been quite a traveller and is pos-

sed of much information, and also of unusual

ility to impart it.

I heard in passing through the streets, robins,

iiwren, and the universal English sparrow;

I d the night hawks overhead were conspicuous

'th their frequent peculiar cry.

In a garden the Tartarean honeysuckle was

ifull bloom, and elms are often seen, although

1e maple is the national leaf.

The Manitoba soil is very sticky when wet,

:id a great deal of it must be carried into the

l>raes of the citizens.

In the afternoon, calling upon McCreary, the

iile and kind hearted immigration agent, we
-id some interesting conversation with the wife

. Wilbur F. Crafts of Washington, D. C, re-

lectiug theDukhobors. She is, I believe, Presi-

mt of the Sunday School Union of the United

lates and Canada.
Later we encountered Peter Jansen, a Riis-

in Mennonite from Nebraska, who had been

iputed to come to Manitoba by his people, to

ok after the condition of the Russian exiles,

is conclusion after the inspection, is as our

own, that after getting over one or two winters,

the Russians will be entirely selfsupporting.

Jansen's father, Cornelius, was expelled from

Russia, twenly-five years ago, on thirty days

notice, for advocating peace principles; but said

before his death, that he believed it had been

the best thing for him.

His son owns two thousand acres in Nebraska,

and is a large dealer in sheep, pasturing some-

times twenty thousand at a time. He told me
that he would give the Dukhobors a car load of

corn meal himself, seeming to be not only a very

able, but a large-hearted man.

We accepted the invitation of Rose Osborne

and her husband to take tea with them on

Second-day, and went from their home to the

Congregational Meeting House, where J. S. El-

kinton had appointed a meeting. Perhaps one

hundred persons were present.

We are informed that there are twelve bank-

ing institutions in the city of Winnipeg, among
them a branch of the bank of Montreal, this

last having a capital of twelve millions, and a

surplus of six millions. The necessity for so

many banks arises from the enormous wheat

crop of INIanitoba. The farmers thresh their

wheat in the field, haul it to the elevators, and

take for it certificates, which the banks will

cash. Thus the banks become wheat merchants.

On Third-day the loth, we left Winnipeg at

8.30 A. M. for Yorkton, Assiniboia, a distance of

two hundred and eighty-two miles, our furthest

point accessible by railroad. We traversed

prairie land the greater part of the day, reacli-

ing our destination about eleven o'clock at

night. The day was cloudy, and temperature

so low that a fire in the ear was needed for com-

fort. The excessive rains which have prevailed

throughout this region had caused the accumu-

lation of much surplus water.

We were told that the inhabitants could not

recall such a rainy Sixth Month. Many wild

ducks could be seen on the water, even within

one hundred and fifty feet of the railway track,

and hawks and swallows were numerous, the

latter having their mud homes under the eaves

of many buildings, even of the railway stations.

The dwellings were not numerous, humble in

character, barns small, the stables for stock built

of logs and covered with straw, which was also

piled about three sides to keep out the winter

winds.

Very large fields drilled in with wheat, which

now showed a few inches above ground, lined

much of the way, and again great pastures were

dotted with cattle and horses, and not infre-

quently our locomotive whistle was employed

in scaring bunches of cattle from the neighbor-

hood of the track. I had as fellow passenger a

Methodist minister who was very familiar with

the whole country ; and he apprised me in ad-

vance of the character or nationality of the resi-

dent population as we approached the far apart

stations. As for instance at Langenberg, the

platform was occupied by Germans with their

tobacco pipes.

At Churchbridge, where English people had

settled, a woman entering the car, for whom a

trifling service was rendered, responded with

the characteristic English expression, "Thanks
very much." My friend had said as we ap-

proached Fux Warren, " Now there are some

of your people living at this place," and when

he came back into the car after having talked

with people on the platform, he said, " I told a

man that some Friends from the States were on

the train visiting the Dukhobors," and in the

resulting conversation the man said, " I have

the journal of a Friend named Evans."

Alighting at Yorkton late at night the air

was chilly.

Upon awakening on Fourth-day morning, the

14th, the first sight from the window was the

Dukhobor camp, the Cyprus conical tents and

others of various shapes thickly dotting the

prairie beyond the railroad.

As the Prince was not yet visible, Joseph and

I walked over before breakfast and took a turn

among the temporary homes of the people whom
we had come twenty-one hundred miles to see.

The many and varied scenes of the camp I

would have been glad to have brought back for

y friends' inspection. With the exception of

few children in arms, and a small number of

others covered up on their couches, there was

not much evidence of sickness; although we
learned that some malarial disease still lingered,

not only among the Cyprus contingent, but

th those from Elisavetpol. Two deaths of

children have occurred, but no adults ; and we

are told that there are now not more than two

grown persons too sick to prevent them from

standing on their feet. Two nurses from Rus-

sia, one a Red Cross, are now resident in the

camp and dispense medicine as needed. In one

tent we heard the hum of the spinning wheel,

and an elderly woman was deftly converting

wool into yarn. Near each tent an excavation

in the ground was made, perhaps eight inches

wide and deep and two feet long, in which a

little brushwood fire was burning, and over it

simmered the porridge kettle. In one roomy

tent a sort of Russian stove had been constructed

of stones and clay, with a circular aperture for

the kettle, and a sheet iron drum at the rear to

radiate the heat. This tent was occupied by

nearly a dozen people, and the temperature was

too high for our comfort, but there was no odor

of uncleanliness.

A frequent sight was of children dragging

brushwood from a distance, and a store of it

lay near each tent. The women and girls were

clad in vestments of bright colors, generally

red and yellow, but sometimes in part blue, and

there was no attempt at tight lacing. Skirts by

no means dragged on the ground. The women's

heads were invariably covered with kerchiefs

of lighter color than the dress material, and the

hair in stripes came below the head piece per-

pendicularly upon the forehead. We were told

that it is considered unseemly for women to be

seen by men with uncovered heads.

Notwithstanding their total abstinence from

flesh food, both men and women were of good
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stature and well developed muscularly, evi-

dently able for work.

The children seemed cheerful and lively and
wonderfully restrained, under parental care,

from any display of selfishness or quarrelsome-

ness ; but in no instance do I recall seeing a

parent chide or correct a child. There seemed
throughout the whole community no evidence

of unhappiness or of impatience; but the indi-

cations all were of religious restraint, and of

apparent thankfulness for release from a country

where they were unable to carry out their con-

victions unmolested, and of hopefulness for the

future in their newly chosen land.

It should be stated that this camp is only a

temporary tarrying place, and that the exiles

are daily leaving it to occupy the sections of

land which under the liberality of the Domin-
ion they and their children are to remain per-

manent possessors of.

Twenty-three teams left to-day (the fifteenth

of Sixth Month) loaded with tents, provisions,

women and children, for the promised land.

In looking upon these people I suppose I have
never seen any who, as a community, have
come so near realizing the advice of the Apos-
tle : "Having food and raiment let us be
therewith content."

A citizen of Yorkton, a Methodist minister,

with whom we had become acquainted at the
conference in Winnipeg, kindly called for us

with a pair of ponies and drove us through the

little eight year old town of five hundred in-

habitants, and into the country just outside.

We came upon a group of Dukhobor women
at a water-side, engaged upon their laundry
work. They had home-made washtubs scooped
from logs or neatly made from joined boards so

as to be water-tight. In addition to soap they
used lye, which they made impromptu at their

work, by pouring water upon ashes saved from
their fires. The clothing was pounded upon
the bottoms of the inverted tubs. The finished

and dried laundry-work looked creditable, both
to the skill of the women and to their sense of
what cleanliness should be.

At a subsequent visit to the camp I noticed
children playing with a little home-made toy
wagon, the wheels of which were tin discs from
the ends of fruit cans, and a doll was reposing
in the chariot. We purchased spoons and puz-
zles carved from wood.
A Dukhobor was bargaining for leather in a

store which we had occasion to enter, for they
make their own shoes. An anvil brought from
Cyprus occupied a position in the camp, for

some of the men are competent to do black-
smith work. We were shown the bread-oven
partly under ground, into which we descended
by several steps. It appeared to be fashioned
much on the principle of the brick-ovens in

which our mothers baked such excellent pies,

and the whole affair was roofed over with dried
clay. The flour used is perhaps the lowest
grade which is ever barrelled up. In one place
little girls of six or seven years had a miniature
fire in a trench, and were boiling something
in a fruit can; but one dreaded the risk of
their clothing taking fire.

J. S. E. desired to hold a meeting with the
Dukhobors, and on consulting with them they
assented, and proposed the hour of two. Near
that time we went with Iwan Verigin, one of
their elders, to the open ground east of their
camp, and notice having been given previously,
men, women and children began to arrive. As
they approached, the women were stationed in
rows of perhaps twenty feet in length, one

|

behind the other, at the south end of a rectan-
gle. The boys and girls were placed in rows
of perhaps forty feet in length at right angles
to the women, the older children behind the
lesser.

The end of the rectangle opposite the women
was left open or unoccupied. Then the men
stood in lines, opposite the children, with the
American strangers at the end next the women.
It will be seen that thus a hollow rectangle
was enclosed, approximately twenty by forty
feet, excepting that one end was left open.
When a considerable number had arrived, ap-
parently all dressed in their best attire, the
women began chanting. Successive groups con-
tinued to come, perhaps for a half hour, and
always approached the open end of the rectangle,
and as they stood there, they bowed, and all

those previously on the ground, men, women
and children, bowed in return ; then the new
arrivals went behind the others, and took up
positions similar to the first comers. It was sup-
posed that in all there were from five to six
hundred present. At length Prince Hilkoff
who acted as interpreter, came, the chanting
proceeding up to this time. J. S. E. soon ad-
dressed them, and was ably interpreted by the
Prince. Occasionally there would be responses,
mostly by the elder, Verigin, and bowing by
all the Russians. After a time of silence, J. S.

E. knelt in prayer, and at its conclusion, all

knelt upon one knee, and bowed their heads
nearly to the ground. They then explained
through the interpreter that the bowing was
not to man, but in acknowledgment of the
blessing of the Divine Spirit ; and signified their
entire assent to the spiritual truths that had
been declared

; and said that before they left

Russia they had been told there was a people
in this country called Quakers, who held spir-

itual views like their own, and that they were
glad to be acquainted with them ; and that they
were thankful to this people, not only for hav-
ing helped them pecuniarily, but for giving
them their sympathy in a strange land. Their
demeanor and actions showed plainly the sin-

cerity of their feeling and expression."
From the beginning to the end of our inter-

view there was uo indication of listlessness or
inattention, but a serious and earnest entering
into communion of feeling, which was very re-

markable. Finally they asked through the
Prince that our Society should intervene with
the Czar for the release of their relatives who
are banished to Siberia. And here one of the
most interesting parts of the whole deeply im-
pressive occasion manifested itself.

Six matronly women left the line in which
they had stood, and advanced in front of us,

who were, the Prince said, the mothers or rela-

tives of some of the banished ones. We ex-
plained to them that our Society had already
addressed a memorial to the Czar, invoking his
clemency for those in his dominions who, from
conscientious motives, could not carry out all

the government requirements, and that when
we returned home, we would present their re-

quest to our people, and do what we could for
them. The women quietly wiped their tears,

and one with noble features said they were the
mothers of sons who were in banishment, and
they earnestly hoped that our people would do
what they could for their help. By this time,
such was the feeling, that the regular ranks of
the rectangle I have described, were broken,
and the people pressed in close, until there was
only a small circle clear, with the women in
the centre. We asked them to give us a list of 1

all their people who were in Siberia, with tht'

post ofiice addresses, which they readily und •

took to do, and by the next morning a list

two hundred names was handed to the Prin
The Dukhobor men are hiring them3el\

out to work on railroads and elsewhere,
opportunity presents, and the immigration ags
at Winnipeg is careful to stipulate that no fo

man shall be placed over them who would i

profanity in his directions, coupled with the
quest that food should be supplied which th

can cook for themselves, as they do not cc

sume flesh food.

We are having most delightful weathe
nothing in this respect could be more favoral
for us. Thermometer about fifty degrees ii

early morning to seventy degrees at noon. V
expect to start to morrow, the 16th, for the oi

lying settlements, and hope to get back to Yoi
ton in about five days.

There are but two trains here from the Ea
in a week, so that we shall not be likely to .

ceive much mail.

Address of the New York Bar Association

the Emperor of Russia.

[We print the body of the following ai

which has been forwarded for the purpose. T
matter is of interest to Friends, and some pa
of the manner of address show what Frien
have escaped.]

The New York State Bar Association ava
itself of this manner of expressing to Your I

perial Majesty its profound gratification at t

action of Your Imperial Majesty in soliciting t

attendance of representatives of all nations at

conference for deliberation on subjects of inti

national significance. It was indeed a hap:

inspiration that prompted so pacific and so ms
nanimous an act. The measure of its influen

will not be unfolded for many generations, b

posterity will surely point to the Congress
The Hague as the beginning of a new era

the world's history, when Reason ascended t

tribunal and nations paid court to her decrei

In view of the signal dissimilitude existii

between the social conditions and customs
the Empire of Russia and those of the Engli
speaking Republic of America, it will not a
pear inopportune to direct attention to the fa

that the occupation of the law in America
classed among the honorable and lettered pt

fessions. Men of that calling are sought for

assume the duties of the most responsible publ
positions. More than three-fourths of the

who have filled the important office of Pres

were taken from the legal profession. The pre

ent incumbent of that position and his five it

mediate predecessors were barristers. This fa

is not mentioned in disparagement of other avi

cations or professions but solely in explanatic

of the prominence of the membership of ti

Bar, which might otherwise seem obtrusive,

matters of international moment.
The Bar Association of the State of Ne

York is a brotherhood of men whose lives

passed in the adjustment of legal controversie

Some of them sit in judgment on disputed claimi

while the greater number appear before the bs

of courts of justice in behalf of litigants to

cure or defend personal rights. These walk
though they lead through labyrinths of litigatio

and confusion, are nevertheless paths of peac

The lessons they teach are lessons of patienci

constancy, impartiality and integrity. Thei

conduct invariably to the conclusion that ruli

of law and equity are always adequate for tl
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jmplete satisfaction of every rational demand
ade by one mau or by any number of men
Don others. Taught in this school, it need

jrdiy be subject for surprise that the members
'such a profession look forward eventually to

le adjustment of all international differences

! the same peaceful methods that are now ap-

ied to personal controversies ; and, to that

id, they Sail with euthusiasm every indication

at implies a movement toward the fulfilment

the manifest destiny of Christian civilization

e substitution of Right for Might in intercourse

itween nations.

While the codification of a system ofjudicious

ternational laws and the establishment of a

urt to expound and enforce them are not

lecUy within the scope of the subjects sug-

Bted by Your Imperial Majesty for the con-

deration of the Congress, yet the Bar Associa-

)n observes with especial pleasure that among
16 last suggestions by Your Imperial Majesty

r consideration at The Hague is one that bears

.liefiy upon the " principle of the using of good
Bees of mediation and arbitration, to the end
i preventing armed conflicts between nations."

s the Association has said in an address to the

resident of the United States, may not this

bject for the deliberation of the Congress

have hidden within it the germ of all the

hers, and, like the stone rejected of the builders,

ay it not be found to have been designed, and
alone to be adapted for the head ut the cor-

c ir of the projected structure, in comparison

ith which every other stone is of secondary

jniticance."

On a former occasion, when the people of

e United States were in imminent peril of

itering into a physical conflict with a kindred

;ople across the sea, the duty seemed to rest

ijon the New York State Bar Association of tak-

(g
an active part in shaping public opinion in

is country, and of seeking a plan by which all

ternational controversies that appear to be be-

li)nd adjustment by ordinary diplomatic agen-

,es, may be settled without resort to arms. A
ian for an International Court was devised

id submitted to the President by the Associa-

9n. Subsequently some of the suggestions of

le Association were found to be useful in the

3gotiation of treaties between the governments
' Great Britain and the United States. In

rder that Your Imperial Majesty may be made
imiliar with this work of the Association, and

ipecially to the end that that work may be

snefieial to the deliberations of the Congress
' the nations about to assemble at The Hague,

lere is appended hereto a copy of the Memorial

) the President, together with its plan for an

aternational Court and the address of a mem-
er of the Association, Dr. Chauncey M. Depew,

ow United States Senator, delivered before the

.ssociation in 1896.

It is proper to add that the Bar Association

not wedded to any specific plan for an Inter-

ational Court. It will as gladly support any

ther scheme for such a court which has in it

ae necessary elements of utility and stability.

ta one aim and purpose is to secure the univer-

il recognition of tlie principle of arbitration

nd the early adoption by all nations of peace-

\\ methods for the settlement of international

ifferences. It would not lessen its watchful

are over peacefully disposed communities while

here lurks any danger from that element of

ociety which still exists in them that thrives

n others' misfortunes and seeks to multiply

hem by its own overt acts. In other words, it

70uld not disband the police force or unneces-

sarily cripple it by reduction until it becomes
clearly apparent that conditions have so far im-

proved as to make such policy consistent with

the best interests of the community. It would
educate and assimilate conflicting elements as

rapidly as consonant with existing conditions

on the broad lines of Christian utility and phil-

anthropy.

The brotherhood of the legal profession of

the State of New York feels that the action of

Your Imperial Majesty is a long step towards

the fulfilment of this great purpose among the

civilized powers of the world, and it extends to

Your Imperial Majesty its unmeasured congrat-

ulations upon the happy circumstance that has

made Your Imperial Majesty the instrument,

in the hands of Divine Providence, for the in-

auguration of so projiitiousand so grand a move-

ment as is embraced in the conference of the

nations on subjects of peaceful import. The
Association also ventures earnestly to solicit

Your Imperial Majesty's powerful influence

and active cooperation at the coming Congress

in seeking the early organization of an Inter-

national Court that may eventually hold juris-

diction over grave matters of international im-

portance and thereby secure the happy consum-

mation of all the worthy aspirations of Your
Imperial Majesty in calling for conference the

Christian powers of the world. In holiday at-

tire, with arras stacked, the battalions of the

nations already mark time to the music of a

new song, yet old as the Christian centuries,

that Your Imperial Majesty has renewed in the

hearts of the people of all nations: "On earth,

peace, good will toward men."

Dr. Colton and Anaesthesia.

The death of Dr. G. Q. Colton, dentist of this

city, eighty-four years old, recalls his service to

the progress of science and to the mitigation of

pain and suffering. Born in Georgia, Vt., his

first means of making a living was working at

chair-making, which he began when only six-

teen years old. By toil and study, at the age

of twenty-eight he became a student in the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons. After being

graduated from this institution he lectured on

chemical subjects, which he popularized by ex-

periments with nitrous oxide gas, then known
as laughing gas. When about thirty years old

he was lecturing at Hartford, Conn., and illus-

trating it by amusing exhibitions given by

people under the influence of this gas. Among
others was the case of a young mau who badly

bruised his legs while running across the stage,

but he said afterward that he felt no injury at

all until the influence of the gas disappeared.

Dr. Horace Wells, who was on the platform

with Dr. Colton and heard the young man say

this, exclaimed, " Why, then, could not a man
have a tooth extracted while under the influence

of gas, and not feel it?" The next day he (Dr.

Wells) inhaled the gas and had a decayed tooth

extracted without the slightest pain. He then

exclaimed, " It is the greatest discovery ever

made !"

Independently of the controversies it is posi-

tively known that physicians in the eighteenth

century recommended the use of ether, by in-

haling, for relief of pain, and that Sir Hum-
phrey Davy, in 1800, proposed the use of nitrous

oxide in surgery.

It was claimed by the late Dr. Colton that he

I

and his assistants had extracted more than one

I

million teeth.— Christian Advocate.

! The direst poverty is poverty of soul.

Civilization of The South Sea Islands.

(Continued frona page 380.)

' The letters of C. F. Gordon Gumming, writ-

ten about 1880, afford a view of the condition of

these islands after about half a century of some
experience of civilization. She was a woman
of comprehensive mind, and although not her-

self fully imbued with the missionary spirit,

prepared to speak well of whatever was
advancing the interests of religion and the wel-

fare of humanity. She had been spending two
years in Fiji as companion for the wife and
family of Sir Arthur Gordon, the British Gov-
ernor, when an opportunity being offered to

visit certain other islands she embraced it. As
it was a part of the assumed duty of the Catholic

Bishop of Samoa, to visit other islands of his

diocese. A French man-of-war was ordered to

convey him, and C. F. Gordon Gumming be-

came one of the ship's company. She was most

kindly treated by the Captain, the Bishop and
all others, and thus was made acquainted with

all the convents, schools and centers of Catholic

influence throughout their field of operation.

While she praises the goodness of her conduc-

tor she tells in the course of her narrative in

what manner the Catholic Church obtained a

footing in these regenerated isles.

The French people wanted commercial posts

among the many islands that stud the Pacific.

About the time they expected the Panama
Canal to be realized, they prepared to mark
out across the ocean a pathway for their com-
merce, by taking possession of such stopping

places as could be grasped and held. One of

these was the Marquesas Islands. The inhab-

itants there had been such incorrigible savages

that several attempts to civilize them had been

repelled.

While these events were transpiring a French

fleet anchored at the islands. The inhabitants

were divided into hostile factions and the Ad-
miral by joining with one of these, subdued the

others. Then investing the favored chief with

the insignia of authority, he raised the flag of

France and established a sovereignty over the

group. The attempts which had been made to

introduce Christian worship among these people

had extended over the preceding fifty years.

The French after their occupation maintained

some kind of government but religion had no

where any root.

At length, in 1853, a Marquesan chief came
in a whale ship to the Sandwich Islands, and

requested that teachers should be sent to his

people. Thompson Bicknell, with four native

teachers and their wives agreed to return with

him to his island called Fatuhioa. Five days

after they arrived a French brig anchored

there, having brought a Catholic priest, who
demanded, they should be at once sent away.

He asserted that the Marquesas belonged to

France and that no English teachers should be

tolerated. The chiefs refused to dismiss their

teachers, but they by no means yielded implicit

obedience to their lessons or even treated them
with uniform kindness. Nevertheless the Ha-
waian teachers held their ground. Though
discouraged and oppressed, they have trained

native teachers from among their converts, es-

tablished boarding schools, so as to separate

scholars from evil influence at home, organized

churches and done everything in their power

to advance the good cause.

C. F. G. Gumming goes on to say in regard

to the Catholic effort, " In the matter of stone

and mortar a good deal has been done. Well-
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built churches having been erected in all the
principal valleys in the proportion of one
churcli to every one hundred and fifty inhabi-
tants. Unhappily, however, the people show
small disposition to adopt any form of Chris-
tianity. The Queen Viakiku, and a few of
her household are devout Catholics, and a
little flock who profess to be Christians rally
around each of the missionaries. But a great
majority continue heathen with a deep rooted
belief in the old superstitions." It were not
surprising that a religion made up so largely
of ceremonial observances should make so lit-

tle impression upon a savage people. But she
adds "If the Catholic mission has hitherto failed

in its ostensible work, it has at least given the
natives a good example of industry; for every
available inch of ground within reach of the
mission is under most careful cultivation."

After settling the French authority over the
Marquesas, in 1843, the Admiral Du Petit
Thours turned his attention to the Society Is-

lands. C. F. G. Gumming says, " He anchored
in the harbor of Papeete and sent a message to

Queen Pomare to the effect that unless she im-
mediately agreed to pay about $30,000 as an
indemnity for certain alleged insults to the
French flag, he would bombard the defenceless
town. The said insults were very much like
those oflered by the lamb to the wolf in the old
fable,—the pretext being that Queen Pomare
and all her people having already became
staunch Christians, according to the teaching
of the London mission, had positively refused
to allow certain French priests to settle in the
isles and found a Roman Catholic mission with
the view of proselyting. These proving ob-
stinate in their determination to remain, had
with all due honor, been conveyed on board a
vessel about to sail for some distant port, with
a sensible recommendation to pursue their call-

ing on some of the many islands that were still

heathen."

"The French Admiral now insisted that in
addition to paying the indemnity demanded,
the people should at their own expense build a
Catholic house in every district where they had
built one for their own congregational worship.
The unhappy Queen, terrified lest the arrogant
Frenchman should commence bombarding her
helpless capital and utterly incapable of com-
plying with his demands, fled by night to the
island of Eimeo (Moorea). She knew that no
decisive action could be taken in her absence.
Her best friend and admirer throughout these
troubles was—Pritchard the British Counsel.
The Admiral perceiving this caused him to be
arrested and imprisoned. After being kept
ten days in solitary confinement he was put on
board an English vessel out at sea and forcibly

Protestant sects had been careful that these is

lands should witness Christianity in its heart-
changing power and in its unity. Hence the
work of these intruders is most lamentable. It

does not appear that at the time of this visit of
C. F. G. Gumming, the Catholic Church ha
footing on many of the islands ; and where
they had establishments their adherents were
but as one to ten of the Protestant converts,

(To be concluded).

sent away from the island without a trial or in
vestigatioa of any kind."
The French government approved the action

of its officials but promised to indemnify Pritch-
ard. The English let the matter drop thus
leaving the poor Queen helpless in the clutch
of the French pirates. She had proved a wise
ruler of a peaceful and happy people but could
do nothing to quell the turbulence that followed
this inruption of France.
She was declared incompetent to govern and

a French protectorate established over the is-

lands.

The Jesuits and other Catholics have made
favorable impressions upon uncivilized people
in various parts of the world, but the manner
of entering upon "other men's labors" here de-
scribed is certainly very unsavory. The various

For " The Feiend."

What is Worship?
Worship is praise, adoration and intense

love, begotten by the Spirit. An object of such
love must fill the soul with a sense of its per-
fection ; and when this object is realized to be
the embodiment of an Almighty Creator and
preserver of all things, who Jbeholds our inner-
most thoughts, and from whom we cannot hide
or disguise a word or motive, with what intense
awe should we approach Him to open our lips

in prayer 1 Shall we attempt to supplicate his
favor, or ask his blessing upon effbrts begotten
in our own wisdom for the advancement of his

kingdom here on earth ? He left his throne in

Heaven and came to earth to suffer and die, to

open up a way into the holiest of holies, that his

kingdom might be set up in our hearts, and
that we might have a living access to the foun-
tain of all life, wisdom and power.

What a presumptuous insult to the One,
Eternal, Almighty, Omnipotent God to pre-
scribe a form of worship, and choose singers,
who shall perform such worship according to
their own ability and not in accordance with
the ability which God giveth.

" If any man speak let him speak as the
oracles of God, if any minister let him do it as
of the ability which God giveth, that God in

all things may be glorified through Jesus Christ,
to whom be praise and dominion for ever and
ever " (1 Peter iv : 11.) Can anything be more
idolatrous than a prescribed form of singing ? as
if God were a heathen potentate, who might be
deceived, appeased, or flattered, by a great ado
of vocal or instrumental music. Sinners are
even in requisition to sing praises, and to mag-
nify the name of a righteous God. All that is

required in this mock worship is to have a
musical voice.

The Scriptures teach throughout that praises
to God must be rendered through a holy life.

" O worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness
"

(Ps. xcvi : 9). " Sing unto the Lord, O ye
saints of his, and give thanks at the remem-
brance of his holiness " (Ps. xxx : 4).

" Sing unto the Lord, bless his name, show
forth his salvation from day to day " (Ps. cxvi:
1). "Hear the right, O Lord, attend unto my
cry, give ear unto my prayer that goeth not
out of feigned lips. Let my sentence come
forth from thy presence" (Ps. xvii : 1, 2).

If people would learn of Him, and leave their
songs that are attuned to music in man's wis-
dom out of the question, I believe He might
be found, in his own times, as able to inspire
singing by the immediate revelation of the
Holy Ghost in the hearts of his true followers,
as he was to inspire hymns in the past. But
this is no allowance of the artificial singing
generally in vogue as worship. " O Lord, open
thou my lips, and my mouth shall show forth
thy praise " (Ps. li: 15). "Let the word of
Christ dwell in you richly, in all wisdom ; teach-
ing and admonishing one another in psalms
and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with
grace in your hearts to the Lord " (Col. iii : 16).

"Is any among you afflicted? let him pray
any merry? Let him sing psalms" (James
13). " What is it then, I will pray with t

spirit and I will pray with the understand!
also, I will sing with the spirit and I will si

with the understanding also" (1 Cor. xiv: IJ

The Saviour testified against hypocrisy in i

its varied forms, and said, " God is a spirit, ai

they that worship Him must worship Him
spirit and in truth " (Jer. iv : 24). " This peoj
draweth nigh unto me with their mouth ai

honoreth me with their lips, but their heart
far from me. But in vain do they worship n

teaching for doctrines the commandments
men " (Matt. XV.• 8, 9).

J. Jennings.
Yarker, Ontario.

Child-Study—No. 6.

Tlie Child Study Monthlf' for the Fifth M
contains a paper on "Scientific and Practic'
Child Study— their scope and limitations." Th''
address was written by Frederick E. Bolto
Prof of Psychology and Pedagogy in the Sta

;

Normal School, Milwaukee, Wis., and was res

before the Wisconsin State Teachers' Associ
,

!

tion. It contains such a comprehensive sun'

mary of the subject that, as an emphasis to tl'

'

articles which have already appeared in Th'
Friend, it is hoped that .some selections froi

;

it will prove helpful and acceptable.

Some have been disposed to look on this ver

important study as "a fad," whereas it

worthy of " the noblest endeavor of all who d(

serve the name of teacher or parent. . . .

Education is the most serious question, the moi
significant question that has ever occupied c.
ever will occupy the minds of intelligent hi|-

manity." Child-study is primarily for the sak 'i

of the child, and there is a practical as well s

a scientific side to it.

The recognition of underlying principles i ,i

vitally important. These may be " gleana,]!

from psychology, medicine or other sciences o »

they may be reached by purely empirical metb|„
ods."

In the home and school it is the practiai^^

solution and method which must ever have thi,,

first consideration and will always "be con,j

cerned with a determination of the needs ancj,

possibilities of childhood; with a determinatioi !,

of dominant interests and best ways of makinji^
these interests productive of true development
It should seek to know how to gain the child's,

confidence and afl^ections and how to make hin'

susceptible to best influences; it should seek a,

deeper insight into child-nature ; and above all!

to enable the child to know himself, his possi- .

bilities and limitations."
|:

" Other things being equal the practical work
"

will be more rationally conducted and more,,

efl^ective if preceded by a thorough scientific''

preparation." "Those who have scientific psy-|,"

chological preparation will be the better able,^

to understand child-nature aright, and better to,,

further the development of tlie growing child,';

into a nobler manhood and womanhood. !.'

"The interest of the teacher is not in the!".'

theoretical consideration of the science, but in'-

the practical application that can be madeof the,

.

well formulated principles in teaching. The
school-room is not the place for the scientific

experimentation on children and the teacher
"

not essentially an experimenter."

Michigan Ave.,* A. W. Mumford, publisher,

Chicago, III. ($1.00 a year.)
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;t is well for the teacher to have gaiued sci-

eiific insight, but the schoolroom is not the

to obtain so much as to carry it into exe-

cuon.
' The sooner teachers and parents learn that

tl function of child-study in the home is pri-

urily for the good of the teacher or parent in

iireasiiig insight and sympathy, and only in-

cientally for the science, the better it will be

fti schools and homes and for the reputation of

d science."
' If a teacher approaches the study of mental

3<mce with the supposition that it is going to

an up lo him a short and easy road to his

Lvfessiimal goal; he will be disappointed."
' iSever before in the history of the world has

lire bten such a healthful interest in the cause

ojducation as there is to-day."

ill the great nations are devoting their best

tlught to improved educational facilities —
" here are fourteen State organizations, sixty

ffj and more than three hundred local associa-

tias with fifteen college chairs for the purpose
child-study alone in the United States,

lousands of young mothers and fathers are

jfdying their offspring with minutest care."

viae writer of this absorbing paper sumraar-

is; the results of much observation and experi-

B:e in connection with school work substan-

lilly as follows :

[st. Hygienic surroundings must be secured

ifpo^sible, including heating, lighting, ven-

liitiug, seating.

lad. Well regulated play has a place and is

ilistinct educational factor in all grades of

ji.ools.

?rd. Mental development is not continuous,

b; occurs by stages and varies greatly, as does

pysical growth.

Uh. There are well defined nascent periods,

«eu the mind is most receptive to certain iu-

flsuces ; to be ignorant or neglectful of these

ifjften fatal to the child's best development, or

aleast, " a golden opportunity is lost."

Most religious conversions occur between the

yirsoffifteen and seventeen. This truth applies

eially to play and the various classes and
binches of study. Prof James says: " If a

bf grows up alone at the age of games and
nrts and does not learn to play ball, nor row,

or sail, nor ride, nor skate, nor fish, nor shoot,

p)bably he will be sedentary to the end of his

if,.

' In all pedagogy the great thing is to strike

t! iron while hot and to seize the wave of the

ppil's interest in each successive subject before

t! ebb has come. . . . There is a happy
iimeut for fixing skill in drawing, for making
bys collectors in natural history and presently

dsectors and botanists.
' In each of us a saturation point is soon

riched. . . and unless the topic be one as-

3;iated with some personal need that keeps

or wits constantly whetted about it we settle

i:o an equilibrium, and live on what we learned

lien our interest was fresh and instinctive,

ithout adding to the store. ... To detect

ti moment of the instinctive readiness for the

nject is then the first duty of every educator."

5th. Physical and mental development pro-

cjd from the fundamental to the accessory.

The older, larger, simpler and stabler organs

hctioQ much earlier than the finer, more re-

Cat, more complex and less stable organs. This
1 true of both muscular and neural tissues,

^ell informed teachers now use the black-

kard for young children in place of the finer

writing on slates or sheets formerly required of
them.

(ith. Periods for rest must alternate with
those for work, according to well proven prin-

ciples both psychological and physiological.
" The best period for work by the average

student is between eight and ten a. m., the next
between three and four p. m., while that be-

tween eleven and twelve a. m. is tiie worst to

accomplish a given mental task, and no thought-

ful teacher would place mathematics at this

hour if avoidable.
" Even physical exercise should not be under-

taken directly after severe mental labor.
" Complete rest is needed at times ; the whole

of the body and brain require to go through a

period of quiet nutrition without any expendi-

ture of force that can be avoided. This may
be eftected after feeding, when the blood is rich

with nutritive material."

7th. Good physical training in school has

diminished the number of dull children and
the evidences of brain disorders.

8th. Physical training improves the brain

conditions both of normal and abnormal chil-

dren, preventing or correcting disorderliness in

motor and mental action and promotes activity

in both directions.

9th. Child-study has shown that "a perfect

idea always has the motor side strongly devel-

oped."

10th. "That the young child's most pronounc-

ed tendency is toward imitative action."

11th. " Habitual actions are most powerful

inhibitors of movements which do not tend in

the same directions as the old. Hence youth-

ful habits of the right kind should not be nar-

rowed down to one field.

" Too much specialization in early youth can

have only bad cerebral results."

12th. Physical and moral education are in-

ter-dependent. Judicious physical training will

do more for moral education than all the lec-

tures on moral science that can be bestowed.

13th. Methods for training the feeble mind-

ed have been much improved by substituting

physical exercise for abstract mental training

so as to gain muscular control and develop at-

tention.

14th. All sentiments of right doing must
end in action, if the result is to be permanent.

The teacher must furnish opportunity for right-

doing as well as to point out what is desirable

and what is undesirable.

1.5th. The strongest potential capacity of

the child is for action.

16th. School occupations have greatly in-

creased myopia. Insufficient and glaring light,

bad print, a wrong position in writing, and

fetid atmosphere have all contributed to this as

well as overstudy.

Finally. The period of adolescence is a

period requiring great tact and caution on the

part of educators. It is the great period of re-

adjustment. Often children take on entirely

new physical characteristics. " It is a period

of great unrest—boys often run away from

home and girls become giddy and wild.

" There is a great desire to get out to see the

world, to do battle for themselves. It is the

great period for doubt, for argumentation, de-

bate and sophistry. Most religious conversions

occur about this time ; it is the age when crime

is begun and speculations upon more cosmic

relations first enter into the youth's thinking.

Great care and discretion is necessary on the

part of teachers and educators to guide the rest-

less youth safely over this period.

" Every teacher should study children and
the best teachers study them most.

" While pursuing this study acquaint your-
selves with the best available literature on the

subject.

" This will enable you to correct your own
observations.

" In order to do child-study work, the teacher
need not wait until the spirit moves to work
out something entirely unheard of."

" The best work will be of the plain every-
day sort of observation of children—observa-
tions of characteristics that are easily apparent,
but that are factors in determining a child's

status in class and his future character.

"The teacher should determine what are the
child's greatest possibilities, needs and limita-

tions, and how to help him to surmount ob-

stacles to success.

"The immediate outcome of this study should
be better methods of dealing with the individual

pupil and a greater mutual sympathy existing

between teacher and pupil.

"Too often all pupils of a given age are re-

quired to do the same work. By such work
the weak are discouraged because of the exces-

sive burdens and the strong are disgusted be-

cause they are made to mark time."

Simple physical tests should be made occa-

sionally, and without irritating the child, to con-

firm or dispel suspicions about defects in sight

and hearing.
" The teacher should further inform herself

or himself by talks with pupils and parents of

the child's general health—whether sleep is

normal and sufficient—whether great fatigue

is noticeable, whether the school work is too

heavy or not.

" "Teachers do not as a rule give due weight

to the far-reaching results of school work, of

loss of sleep or lack of proper food.
" Be especially on the lookout for nervoumess

—exhibited by tremulousness of hands by shy-

ness, by stammering, by irritation, etc.

" The causes of nervousness should be closely

inquired into. . . .

"To determine what a child already knows
and how best to lead him the next step is fun-

damental of all true teaching.
" The works of Preyer, Tracy, Baldwin, Hall,

and others are full of suggestions.
" Hail with delight anything that will enable

you to know your child or pupil better, and do
not regard the field as exhausted by the study

of one child, by examination of one character-

istic.

" The whole goal of life is education and we
should strive diligently, as did Pestalozzi, bet-

ter to know the human spirit, its laws of de-

velopment and the means of vivifying and en-

nobling it."

A TEACHER may possess every other qualifi-

cation, but if he lacks a deep and abiding pur-

pose to build up right character in his pupils,

he will miss the mark of highest success.

—

Irmn
F. Mather.

Sensuality shuts us off from hearing God's
voice. Unbelief cuts us off from hearing God's
voice. Love of money cuts us off from hearing

God's voice. Fear of men shuts us off from
hearing God's voice. But if we will shut out

these earthly clamors, though we may hear no
voice of thunder, we shall hear distinctly the

still, small voice :
" This is the way, walk ye in

it."

—

Pentecostal Herald.
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For "The Feiend."

From Travellers in the Orient.

(Continued from page 3S1.)

(Taken from Family Letters.)

Baalbec, Fourth Month 6th, 1899.

Here we are encamped between two ridges of
snow-clad mountains — Lebanon on one side

and Anti-Lebanon on the other. We started

from Beyrout on Second-day on horseback, and
called at Theophilus Waldemeir's, where we
had a cordial welcome from them. We then
pushed on, and had a hard ride of about four-

teen miles, and we were out in showers, sleet,

and heavy thunder, with lightning very near.

We were thankful at last to reach a poor man's
house, which was to be our shelter for the
night, and on going up the stone stairs, on the
outside of the house, we found our rugs spread,
cots up, and table set for afternoon tea. Our
camp outfit had preceded us on horses, mules, fng and dressing it. Chalil seems'to have mucli
""d donkeys. We were welcomed by a pretty

| sympathy for the very poor.

of charcoal to keep us somewhat warm. But
we were cold all night, the ground was so damp,
and the thermometer went down to thirty-two
degrees. Imagine that after one hundred and
four degrees on the Nile,

This morning the other party left at about
seven, and rode about three and one-half hours
to a train, and took that to Damascus, and I

suppose we shall do the same tomorrow. We
have had a great deal of uncomfortable weather.
Our dragoman seems determined to make Dr.
W. useful. He had a man for her to doctor
who had been kicked by a horse, a man with
sore eyes to be prescribed for, and another who
felt bad in his chest or stomach, it was hard to

tell which. Then he took her to see a woman
who had mashed her hand four weeks ago and
had gone to bed with a palmer abscess. She
had suffered much, and it had been opened, and
our doctor made her more comfortable by

little Syrian woman, who kissed us on our
cheeks. She lived there, with her husband and
four children. They had only a tiny stove

one room, the floors were stone, and the ch
dren had on hoods, no drawers or stockings or
shoes, and paraded around in bare feet, while
we were so cold, we hardly knew how to bear
it. We got our wet things partially dried, and
watched our cook getting supper. He is a
Syrian, and has a long brazier with charcoal
burning in it, and on that he gets up delicious
course dinners, better than the hotels give. He
sits on a low seat, sometimes smoking, and cooks
course after course, setting them aside to be
warmed up when the time comes, and brought
on smoking hot.

We got in that night just in time to miss a
driving sleet storm. The large Cook party,
about seventeen in number, started on ahead,
and went further than we, and were out in it.

It seems as though you can hardly make the
horses face these storms.

Next morning we walked in the rain to a
station and took the train to Mallakah, and
staid there all night. But our horses and camp
equipment had a rough trip over the moun-
tains, in deep snow at times. Our train was in

a snow-storm, and we found quite deep snow on
the car-steps when we went to get out. We
stayed there over-night, and about 8.30 next
morning mounted our horses again. I had
mine changed from a dun horse called "Judas"
to a " spitfire " small chestnut sorrel, showing
Arab blood, and I found him the most springy,
easy horse I think I ever rode. He has a very
smooth walk, a pace, and a canter that seems
almost like flying.

Our dragoman is Chalil S. Gandour, and is

one of the best two in the country. Richard
Cadbury thought a great deal of him, and gave
him a gold watch, cliain and medal at one time.
He was with the family when Richard Cadbury
died, just going through Palestine with them,
and went with the wife and daughters and dead
body to Alexandria. He is about thirty-four
years old, and very smart, interesting and amus-
ing. He is a magnificent horseman, dresses
very picturesquely, and rides a fine horse, which
he makes cut many capers; and as they flourish

across the fields or race by us on the road, he
looks just like a wild brigand. He is most
capable, and very prompt, and looks after our
comfort, our meals, and everything about camp.
When we arrived here at Baalbec we found

tents all up, rugs spread, etc., and the large
Cook party camped near by. We had a stove

Dr. Howitt and I took a walk thro' the town
and saw a beautiful spring of water. A man
was determined we should drink, and got us a
glass, but we did not, as we had been warned
that though very clear it was not wholesome,
I think we shall heat stones to warm our feet

to-night. We rode yesterday about three and
one-half hours in the morning along a good
carriage road in a valley, bounded by snow-
capped mountains. We shall probably have
very rough, stony riding after awhile, along a
trail where carriages cannot go. As an English-
man said, " you had to suffer hardship in trav-
elling."

The day we took such a long ride we stopped
for lunch at a small village and went into a
native house, and our waiter spread a table-
cloth on the matting, while we sat around on
pillows or floor and ate. Nearly every man,
woman and child in the place turned out in a
big crowd, and some watched us with great in-

terest as we ate. It was impossible for us to
stir without nearly the whole troop at our heels.
The country here at Damascus reminds us of

our springtime, and is very beautiful now with
the tender green, but it becomes parched and
brown later where not irrigated, after the dry
season begins. E. W. S.

Damas, Fourth Month 8th, 1899.

We found Baalbec very interesting. The
ruins of those old temples are wonderful, and
cover fifteen acres of ground. They are said
to surpass everything of the kind in Egypt,
Athens, or Rome.

It seemed very remarkable to have our tents
pitched between Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon,
and just in front of the grand, snow-covered
peak where the famous cedars of Lebanon are
now buried in snow.
Yesderday morning we mounted our horses

between seven and eight, and started toward
Damascus. The weather was perfect, clear,
fresh, but not cold, and the views of the two
mountain chains were charming. Our path was
often narrow and very stony. I never saw such
a road. But our horses seemed to understand
it, and handled their feet well. I am getting
very much attached to my horse. He is a tall,

well-bred sorrel. Chalil says he is a real Bed-
ouin Arab, and that he is the one the German
Empress rode. So they call him the Augusta
Victoria.

Some of the way was so steep that we walked
down the hill, as it was very rough and stony,
and we did not wish to run any risks. I never

saw such colors as were on the mountain-sll
and in the valleys! Pink and grey, brown
red mingled with the vivid green of the fe{
valley, while above towered the rocky p
with their soft white covering of snow. BeJ
ful flowers were blooming about us, and
birds sang so sweetly. It was a pleasure t

alive on such a morning in such a place I

When we reached Jahfufreh our attend:
prepared a delicious lunch in one of our U
and we did full justice to it. We had
mutton, eggs, chicken, potted chicken, and h
bread and butter with orange marmalade, n
raisins and oranges for dessert. In a short t

the train came, and we with our baggage hi
nice, first-class carriage all to ourselves.

'

ride over the mountains was very beautij
The tender green leaves are just coming i

and the blossoms of apple, apricot and wal
were lovely. The railroad followed a rush
stream a good part of the way, which Ch
said was one of the chief sources of the Abs
It was a pretty stream, and tall poplars g:
thickly on either side of it. We saw numer
pomegranate trees just putting out their t

When we arrived here, Chalil brought ui

this hotel, and says he got us the best rooms
the house. They are communicating, and v
pleasant, each one having a little balco
This house is built in Syrian style around
open court in which some trees are growings
there is a fountain. We went up on the hoi
top last evening to view the sun-set, and it

'

most glorious.

We can see beautiful, snow-covered Hern
from our rooms, and the sun dropped behi
him last night. The Abana flows right by
hotel. When we leave here on Third-day mo:
ing we pass over Hermon and near the sou:
of the Pharpar. Does it not seem too wond
ful to be true ? The first of the trip was intert
ing, but this is surpassingly so, and I feel
though I could not put it in words. Herm
is the source of all the fertility of Palesti)
Read the one hundred and thirty-third Psal
As soon as we had breakfasted Chalil had

landau with two fat grey horses at the dot

and we all went for a drive about the tow
First we drove out to see the old road on whi
Paul came to Damascus from Jerusalem.
may have been the place where he had t

vision. We then went to see the tomb
Fatima, Mahomet's sister, one of "the tbr
perfect women," you know. Here we saw t

supposed place where Paul was let down ov
the wall, and the tomb of "St. George, wl
helped him to escape." We also saw the houa
built over the wall, which made us think ;

Rahab.
We then visited the house of Naaman tl

leper, which is now a leper hospital. We
in and saw one of the women, but she was not
bad case. From here we came to the eastei

gate of Damascus where the "street calli

Straight" begins. We entered this gate at

walked to the supposed house of Ananif
which is now a Greek Catholic chapel. W
next drove around and entered the city by tl

gate of St. Thomas, and drove through that pa
of the street called Straight till we came nei

the house of Judas, where Paul lodged. W
had to get out and walk to the place, as it

not on the Straight street. The house is no
a Mohammedan mosque.

Last evening we took a walk in the bazaar
and saw strange sights. Dogs abound, an
such horrible specimens I never even imagineid
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3ey are the city scavengers, and it is unlawful

tikill one. They He about and sleep all day,

ai wake up and howl all night ! It' any one

ris over a dog, he is liable to be fined.

(n our walk we saw an Oriental plane-tree,

y-y large, but hollow. On it were hanging

rces of rags which Chalil said were put there

aofierings for the people who were sick or af

fiited. The passage of Scripture which says,

"lend your hearts and not your garments,

aj turn unto the Lord your God," refers to

ts practice.

A party has just come through the country

cuping, and they have, I understand, had
trteen wet days out of eighteen. They went

tbed in wet beds, and put on wet clothes when
tsy arose, and then rode in the rain. The
rny season is nearly over, so I trust we shall

Ive tine weather. It is a hard trip for any

H strong people. S. E. W.

The Bibles of Heathendom.

Tiie largest Bible known is a Hebrew Bible

1 Vatican, in manuscript, weighing three hun-

(ed and twenty pounds, for which the Vene-
tn Jews onceoflered Pope Julius II. its weight

i gold, or about sixty-two thousand pounds

s rling. And yet the substance of all this book
ifoiuiil in two simple precepts on which " hang
I the law and the prophets." (Matt. xsii.

: : 41).) And the whole book, combined with

13 Ivew Testament, can now be found in legible

jiiited form weighing only one and one-eighth

inces. And this book is a collection of sixty-

K ditterent volumes, all of which can be read

i one hundred and eighty hours, an average
me of less than three hours to a book.

Cotii]iare these little simple tracts with the

Sacied Books of the East," of which thelearn-

i I^Iax Miiller has edited some fifty octavo

'lumes. In an article in the Nineteenth Cen-

inj tliis eminent scholar writes concerning
lese cumbrous volumes as follows:
" The sacred books of the Buddhists are per-

l3tly appalling in their bulk. They are called

le Tripitaka, the Three Baskets, and were ori-

mally written in Pali, a vernacular form of

i nskrit. They have been translated into many
jQguages, such asChinese, Thibetan, and Man-
lU. They have also been written and publish-

( in various alphabets, not only in Devanagari,
ht in Singhalese, Burmese, and Siamese let-

Irs. The copy in nineteen volumes lately pre-

sated to the University of Oxford by the King
<Siam contains the Pali text written in Sia-

ese letters, but the language is always the

ime ; it is the Pali or the vulgar tongue, as it

is sujjposed to have been spoken by Buddha
•mself about five hundred b. c. After having
;en preserved for centuries by oral tradition,

:was reduced for the first time to writing un-

ir King Vattagamani in eighty-eight-seventy-

& B. c, the time when the truly literary period

India may be said to begin. But besides

is Pali Oanon there is another in Sanskrit,

id there are books in the Sanskrit Canon
hich are not to be found in the Pali Canon,
id vice versa.

"According to a tradition current among the

juthern as well as the Northern Buddhists,

;e original Canon consisted of eighty-four

lousand books, eighty-two thousand being as-

ibed to Buddha himself and two thousand to

s disciples. Book, however, seems to have
eant here no more than treatise or topic.

," But as a matter of fact, the Pali Canon con-

3ts, according to R. Spence Hardy, of two
landred seventy-five thousand two hundred

and fifty-eight stanzas, and its commentary of

three hundred sixty-one thousand five hundred
and fifty stanzas, each stanza reckoned at ihirty-

two syllables. This would give us eight mil-

lion eight hundred and eight thousand syllables

for the next and eleven million five hundred
sixty-nine thousand six hundred syllables for

the commentary. This is, of course, an enor-

mous amount
; the question is only whether R.

Spence Hardy and his assistants, who are re-

sponsible for these statements, counted rightly.

Professor Rhys Davis, by taking the average

of Words in ten leaves, arrives at much smaller

sums, namely, at one million seven hundred
fifty-two thousand eight hundred words for the

Pali Canon, which is an English translation,

as he says, would amount to about twice that

number, or three million five hundred and five

thousand words. Even this would be ample
for a Bible ; it would make the Buddhist Bible

nearly five times as large as our own ; but it

seems to me that R. Spence Hardy's account is

more likely to be correct. Professor Rhys
Davis, by adopting the same plan of reckoning,

brings the number of words in the Bible to

about nine hundred thousand. We fmnd it

given at seven hundred sevent.v-three thousand

six hundred and ninety-two. But who shall

decide ?

"The Kanjur consists of a hundred volumes
in folio, the Tanjur of two hundred and twenty-

five volumes, each volume weighing between

four and five pounds. This collection, publish-

ed by command of the Emperor of China, sells

for six hundred and thirty pounds sterling. A
copy of it is found at the India Office. The
Buriates, a Mongolian tribe converted to Bud-

dhism, bartered seven thousand oxen for one

copy of the Kanjur, and the same tribe paid

twelve thousand silver rubles for a complete

copy of both Kanjur and Tanjur. What must

it be to believe in three hundred and twenty-five

volumes, each weighing five pounds—nay, even

to read through such a Bible!"—H. L. Hast-
ings.

The only way to have a friend is to be one.

Items Concerning the Society.

Joshua L. Baily, of Philadelphia, has been visi-

ting the cities of Maine, studying the workings of

the prohibitory law.

Phebe R. Giftbrd, of Providence, E. I., passed

her ninety-sixth birthday at Portland, Maine, dur-

ing the New England Yearly Meeting recently

held there.

Caleb R. Kemp, who has been at the Clerk's ta-

ble of London Yearly Meeting twenty-seven years

(being assistant from 1872 to 1890 when he be-

came Clerk), was this year released, and John
Morland is the present Clerk.

Our friend William Evans has returned from his

visit to the Dukhobors in Manitoba. Joseph S.

Elkinton was intending to remain a little longer,

and perhaps again go to Quebec to meet with those

of the fourth immigration, when released from their

quarantine.

Thomas H. Whitson and Lloyd Balderston, hav-

ing attended Newtown and Merchantville Meet-

ings on First-day the 25th, and the Monthly Meet-

ings at Woodbury and Salem, N. J., on Third and

Fourth-days, were looking at that as the conclu-

sion of their present service before returning home.

The British Friend takes issue with the London
Friend on the following declaration of the latter:

that " The Church in its corporate capacity, under

the Spirit of God, must take control of its meetings

for worship." This, says the British Friend, "gives
away the whole basis of Quakerism as we have
known it."

At Wcsttown School on Sixth-day the ;'»3rd in-

stant, thirty-tour students received diplomas, hav-

ing finished the required course of study, and pre-

pared final essays, as follows:

"The Bicycle," Henry L. Balderston, Colora,

Md.
" Physical Education of To-day," .'^hipley Brown,

Westtown, Pa.
*"A New Question in American Politics," C.

Reed Cary, Charlottesville, Va.
" The Book of Books," Herman Cope, West

Chester.

*"The Building of Character," also the "Vale-
dictory," Wm. V. Dennis, Dover, N. H.

"Siberian Exile System," Alfred J. Edge, Dar-
lingtoo, Md.

"Sir Thomas Moore," Wm. Henry Elfreth, Chi-
cago, 111.

"Virgil and Cicero Compared," Charles Evans,
Norristown, Pa. •

*"True Patriotism," Howard S. Fawcett, Salem,
Ohio.

" Nicaraguan Canal," G. Spencer Garrett, Lans-
downe. Pa.
"The United States of To-day and Yesterday,"

Isaac J. Jacob, Philadelphia.

"Dreyfus Case," Lloyd B. Jones, West Grove,
Pa.

" Influence of One Man on History, Mahomet as

an Example," Jos. G. Normart, Philadelphia.

"A Plea for Forestry," Jos. H. Painter, Chadd's
Ford Pa.

"The Cost of War," Jas. E. Pennell, Wawa, Pa.

"The Place of Sports in the Well-being of a Na-
tion," Edw. W. Savery, West Chester.

" The Labor Problem," Herbert A. Scattergood,

West Chester.

"The Effect of Persecution on Reformation,"
Benjamin J. Thomas, Pleasant Grove, Ohio.

" Superstitions," Henry D. Wood, Trenton, N. J.

*"The Ministry of Suffering," Edith C. Dilling-

ham, Philadelphia.
" Caste System of India," Isabelle Embree,

Springville, Iowa.
"Grecian Culture With Reference to the Pres-

ent," E. Frances Greene, Clarksville, O.

"The Mythic Age in Man's History," Edith L.

Palmer, Media, Pa.
" Classic Myths in English Literature," Cassan-

dra C. Platto, Baltimore, Md.
" Dragon Kings," Margaret M. Reeve, Philadel-

phia.

"Ideal Characters—Being a Study of Words-
worth and Ruskin," Carrie B. Robinson, Shannon-
ville, Ontario, Canada.

" Holland House and Its Occupants," Bertha
Sharpless, London Grove, Pa.

"Bismarck," Elizabeth W. Shoemaker, Jarret-

town. Pa.
" Scottish Characteristics," Harriet E. Thatcher,

West Chester.

"Frances Willard as a Teacher," A. Grace
Webster, Media, Pa.

"Progress of Civil Service Reform," Agnes M.
Webster, Glen Riddle, Pa.

"Holland, Her Queen," Esther S. Whitacre,
Marlton, N. J.

* " Our Educational Inheritance," Rachel C.

Wickersham, West Grove, Pa.
" Chester County— Its History and Literature,"

Mary E. Worth, Marshallton.

The diploma conferred on each of the above
seemed a model of simplicity and fulness, namely:
This certifies that , has completed a reg-

ular three years' course of study in this Institution,

and that he has borne a good character.

An Addret-s to the Class, given by J. H. Dil-

lingham, of Philadelphia, had reference to the

True Spiritual Qualifications for Outward Expan-

*Ouly the Ave denoted In the list by a star, were se-

lected to read their Essays on Coinmencement^day.
The others were read in a Literary Union held the
evening before.
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sion, whether national or individual. Its key-note
•wa,s in the first sentence, that " Greater America

"

needs greater Americans.
The occasion was crowned b}' a covering of high-

er solemnity, when an aged Friend made the fol-

lowing remarks :
" Dear young friends, we have

listened to your several essays with much interest;
our hearts have gone out towards you with earnest
desires for your best welfare, and there is but one
safe way for us all and that is in faithfulness to

the pointings of Truth in our own hearts. When
young in years, about your age, I was frequently
met by the discouraging remark 'Youth was the
happiest period of life, I had better make the most
of it.' I have not found it to be so ; and now that
the evening curtain of life is fast closing around
me, I can truly say there is a peaceful serenity, a
calmness of feeling, and a permanent happiness
that was unknown in youth. The sunset of a
Christian life-time exceeds in happiness the joys
of youth." Another Friend was led to the_throne
of grace in strong supplication.

SUMMARY OF EVEKTfe.
United States.—The wsrk of the United States

Fish Commission for the fiscal year about to close lias

been the most successful in its history.

L. M. Crogan, meaiber of the Texas Legislature
from Nolan County, is authority for the statement that
an English syndicate, with a capital of $100,000,OtO,
has started to purchase all of the cattle in Texas, with
the view of cornering the cattle market in this country.
A despatch from Newport News dated Sixth Month

25th says: The Danish Steamship Alexandra sailed
this morning for Copenhagen, Denmark, having aboard
the twenty locomotives built for the Government of
Sweden by the Richmond Locomotive Works. This
order was filled in a few months after given, and is of
especial interest as the largest consignment of Ameri-
can built engines ever sent abroad.
The Agricultural Department has issued a bulletin

treating of the probable success of the efforts of the
Department to establish the Smyrna fig industry in
California. It appears that the fruiting of the Smyrna
fig is dependent upon the introduction from South Eu-
rope and the establishment in California of a little

insect which fertilizes the fig. Experimental intro-
ductions of the insect were thereupon begun, and some
of them brought over in 1898 have succeeded in pene-
trating the closed flowers of the Capri figs growing at
Fresno, making the first step of the experimental work
a success. Ihe bulletin adds: "Since the insect has
maintained itself for an entire year, there is reason to
suppose that it will continue to breed, and that Cali-
fornia in the near future will be able to place a fig

upon the market which will possess the same superior
flavor as that which has given the imported Smyrna
figs their pre-eminent commercial rank."

California produces about one-third ot the almonds
consumed in the United States.

An analyst has made the discovery that California
roses contain 20 per cent, more perfume than those
grown elsewhere.

A letter from Dawson, dated Fifth Month 26th, says
the clean-up for the present season will amount to at
least jil 8,000,000, more than twice last year's vield.
The increase is due to the fact that Dominion, Sulphur
and Hunker creeks, which were practically unworked
last season, have been developed to a considerable ex-
tent, with favorable results.

In 1886 the Erie Canal carried to tide-water 1,489,000
tons of vegetable food : in 1897 it carried but 744,000
tons.

A company has been organized at Sanford, North
Carolina, to operate a cotton mill by electricity.
The Historical Society of Delaware County, held

Its annual meeting at Upland on Sixth Month 22nd.
A paper on " Caleb Pusey and his times " was read by
a descendant of his nephew William Pusey, whose
progeny numbers many thousands. The house erected
by Caleb Pusey in 1688 is still standing and was visited
by many members of the Historical Society and their
guests. It is the oldest dwelling house now standing
in Delaware County. Caleb Pusey was a leading Friend
and member of William Penn's Council and was often
employed by the latter in managing difiicult and deli-
cate questions in the Colony. He was attacked by
George Keith in a pamphlet entitled "The Spirit of
railing Shimei entered into Caleb Pusey and his
brethren." C. P. answered this in a defence of Friends
and their principles. The old house was Penn's home
when on a visit.

The Public Ledger says editorially : The Anti-
Gambling constitutional amendment adopted by the
New Jersey electorate in 1897 has at last become a part
of the fundamental law by the action of the Court of
Errors and Appeals. The legality of the amendment
was challenged on the ground that it was not adopted
by a majority of the electors and that the decision of
the Board of Canvassers declaring the amendment
adopted was unlawful. The opponents of the atnend-
ment also raised the technical objection that the ballots
used at the special election were not in legal form.
The Court of Errors and Appeals negatived all these
positions, holding with respect to the form of the
ballots that it was a question which ought to have been
raised before the special election took place. With
this deliverance the Anti-Gambling amendment be-
comes firmly imbedded in the Constitution of New
Jersey, from which it cannot be readily removed.

In an interview with a correspondent of the New
Voice, the following startling statement was made by
Thomas A. Edison: "There will never be another
great war. By 'great war' I mean a war between
civilized nations lasting more than thirty days." This
declaration, made to me a few days ago by Thomas A.
Edison, did not contain any reference to the Czar's
peace conference. " The conference at The Hague will
no doubt have its good results," said Edison, further,
" but the one sure thing that is going to make war a
permanent relic of the past is electricity. How ? Sim-
ply this way : Electrical development is now so far ad-
vanced, and by the time, say, that Germany and the
United States would declare war against each other is
certain to be so much further advanced, that the war
apparatus which the electricians would turn out would
inake the war so terribly destructive of property and
lives that for their mutual preservation each of the
warring countries would rush to declare peace. In a
word, electricity will within five years make war so
terrible that war will be impossible."
The winter of 1898-99 was the most destructive of

evergreens and shrubberies in the history of Iowa. It
is estimated that one-half of all the evergreens in the
State were killed.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 379, which is 44 less than the previous week and
8 less than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 188 were males and 191 females; 50
died of consumption

; 29 of heart diseases; 20 of diph-
theria; 17 of cholera infantum; 16 of marasmus; 15
from casualties, including 7 from drowning; 14 of o!d
age

; 14 of pneumonia ; 13 of nephritis ; 13 of Blight's
disease; 12 of apoplexy; 12 of inflammation of the
stomach and bowels

; 11 of inflammation of the brain
;

10 of cancer
; 10 of convulsions; 9 of inanition, and 9

of typhoid fever.

Markets, &e.— U. S. 2's, 100 a 101 ; 4'3, reg., 112J a
112|; coupon, 1]3| a 114; new 4's, 129J a 130J: 5's
112Jall3; 3's, 108i a lOSJ.

'

Cotton was quiet and closed on a basis of 6y\c. per
pound for middling uplands.
Flour.—Winter super, $2.15 a $2.35 ; Pennsylva-

nia, roller, straight, $3 35 a $3.50 ; Western >vinter,
straight, $3.40 a $3.55 ; spring, straight, $3.70 a $3.90 •

city mills, straight, $3.45 a $3.60. Rye Flouk.—$3.10
a $3.15 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Grain.-No. 2 red wheat, 75f a 76c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 39 a 39Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32J a 32^ c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 5|c.
;
good, 5^ a 5|c.

;

medium, 4^ a 5Jc.; common, 4J a 4fc.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5 a 5Jc. ;

good, 43 a
4|c.

; medium, 4 a 4Jc. ; common, 2i a 3ic. ; spring
lambs, 6i a 8c.

Hogs.—Best western, 5J a 5|c. ; other grades, 5| a 5ic.
Foreign—-The Joint High Commission appointed

to settle the issues in Samoa has unanimously sustained
the position assumed by Chief Justice Chambers at
Apia, and, after recognizing the rights of Malietoa
Tanu and receiving the surrender of the Mataafa fac-
tion, abolished the kingship and arranged for a pro-
visional government for the islands.

The English Secretary of the Colonies, Joseph
Chamberlain, in the House of Commons announced,
amid cheers, that New South Wales had voted in favor
of federation by a large majority.
A new French Cabinet was formed last week, with

Senator Waldeck-Rousseau as Premier and Minister of
the Interior. Delcasse, former Minister of Foreign
Affairs, retains that cortfolio. General the Marquis
de Gallifet, a Royalist, is Minister of War.

In 1850 it was estimated that the consumption of
pure alcohol in France equaled U liter per head of
the population. In 1896 it had increased to 4.19 liters,
apart from the use of wines, beers and cider.

The bill authorizing the acquisition from Spai
the Caroline, Ladrone and Pelew Islands by Geric
has been submitted to the Reichstag and passed by
body. The Queen Regent of Spain has signed
bill fur the cession of these islands to Germany.
A law was recently passed in Norway prohibi

the sale of tobacco to any boy under sixteen year
age without a signed order from an adult relativ
employer. Even tourists who offer cigarettes to \
render themselves liable to prosecution. The po
are instructed to confiscate the pipes, cigars and
garettes of lads who smoke in the public streets,
fine for the offence is also imposed, which may be a
where between 50 cents and $25.

Eastern and Northern Finland, according to a
spatch to the Times from St. Petersburg, are thn
ened with famine and floods. The late cold weat
has ruined the rye crops.
Great interest is taken in the result of the first £

which is now being taken in Manila in the direct
of self government. The Supreme Court is sitt
daily and the American and Filipino Judges are he
iiig consultations through an internreter. A unanim
vote is required for a decision.

In Morocco at this time entire wagon-loads of loci
are brought to the market in Fez, because they fo
a regular article of food for the Moors who inha
this part of North Africa. Here, also, the locusts
eaten m every style, pickled, salted, simply dri r

smoked, or in any other possible way, except n"
The negroes on the northern coast of Africa pre

'

locijsts to pigeons, and they eat from 200 to 300 a i

sitting. They remove head, wings and legs, boil th
for half an hour in water, then add salt and pepp
and fry them in vinegar. In a similar way locu'
are prepared at other points in Africa and Asia. Pl

,

served in salt pickle they form a staple article of co
merce. Locusts in Africa are also compressed, wk
fre>h, in barrels, and are -then dished out like butter
meal times.

|

California and Australia may yet find in South j,
rica a rival as a supplier of fruit to the English m;''
kets. Already the finely flavored Cape grapes, bci i

the small black and the large green, have been receiv
.

with favor, and with improved methods of picki
and packing would be formidable competitors to oih
foreign grapes. Figs, loquats and other fruits fr(

the same source are also being imported in increasi
quantities.

Consul GriflSth writes to the United States State I
partment from Matamoras as follows: "Public lan(

private properties, big haciendas and large bodies
wild lands held by private individuals or syndicates ''t

Mexico are rapidly changing hands at prices far in a !

Vance of those of last year, and certainly 500 per cer
above those demanded four years ago. This advao'"
is warranted by the production of the soil in the sont I

:

em states, where the annual rainfall is sufficient
,

,

guarantee two crops of cereals per annum, where ru
,

ber, vanilla, coc a, coflTee, plantains, pineapples, orangl *

and other valuable tropical and semi-tropical producjj
are cultivated. But Mexico is not all tropical ni

semi-tropical, and the above remarks are only applic
'

ble to those lands in the south, which do not exced
one-fifth of the area of this Republic.

,
.,

The Administration Economica, which is chargt
'

with the disbursement of the finances of the provisioal^
government of Havana and the province, publishes j/|

statement showing that from First Month to Fifl
,

Month, inclusive, the receipts were $763,194 and tl''

expenses $178,228, the balance being cash on ham 1

1

This causes general astonishment among the CubaDJ.,
and is unprecedented in the history of Havana. Nevi. I

before have the figures been puljlisbed openly. Tl
'•

officials formerly merely made semi-official statement,
\

which were not itemized. No two years of the Spanis
regime have yielded as much as the past five months''

Yellow fever has broken out among the Americal.?
troops in Cuba, fourteen cases of the disease being nL

Four soldiers have died. ;
[

III

from

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fci

the admission of pupils to the school, and letters I,

regard to instruction and discipline should be ti

dressed to William F. Wickersham, Principal.
Payments on account of board and tuition, an

communications in regard to business should be foi

warded to Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.
Address, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

WILLIAM H. PILK'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnnt Street.
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Not Yours, But You.

[t has been observed that we as children of

s world show deference to fellow beings in

)portioQ as they have something that we de-

3.

' Having men's persons in admiration be-

ise of advantage," and " showing respect of

•sons for the sake of advantage," are marks of

! natural man, which Jude has described as

Misual, having not the spirit;" and they be-

g to that " coVetousness which is idolatry."

Mutual acquisition seems the key-note of

iness life, and it seems mutually understood

it most of worldly intercourse is conducted

the basis of self-seeking.

So that gain does not take the place of god-

there is a place for the acquirement of

ans, for the support of existence and the help

others. And there is a commendable dili-

ice in the honest exchange of resources be-

;en man and man, for the maintenance of

ilves and their dependents. But this pur-

t of what is called " self-support," is abused

the point where it engenders a spirit of sel-

§iness.

Fur from the Christian spirit is that which

liks upon fellow-beings as so much game,

vlue 1 for what they have, that may be cap-

led tor one's self, or possessed for the gratifi-

ci.iii (jf any desire. If we have use for others

oly for what can be gotten from them, and

Dt for their own welfare along with ours—yea,

•netiiues at the sacrifice of self interest—we

•! not in the Spirit of Him who pleased not

bnself, whose whole life and death on earth

s for the good of men.

Accordingly one of his own could well say

—

ad must say, or practice it as he was Christ's

-"I seek not yours but you."
" We are glad when we are weak and ye are

strong." " Let no man seek his own, but each

his neighbor's good." Thus is shown the true

spirit of the gospel of Christ in human relations,

even the new commandment whose name is

Love.

To the changed heart every fellow being with

whom it meets is presented in a new light—as

some one whose welfare it craves, and hopes to

increase; some one to whom we may be an in-

strument of good or advantage; some one for

whom we can secretly feel, " May he increase

though I decrease; I seek not his, but him

—

his best interest, to gather him to his higher

good rather than be thinking what he or she

can give to me." By this simple rule spiritually

felt. " I seek not thine, but thee," we shall

adorn the doctrine of our Saviour in many
things.

John Yeardley and his Travels.
(Continued from page 319.)

"John Yeardley, in one of his letters, in a

lively manner describes the mode of travelling

in Norway:

"'The usual vehicle in this country is the

single-seated carriole, made exactly to fit the

figure of the traveller, and no spare room except

a little well under his feet. The seat is placed

on two crossbars fixed to the long shafts, the

spring of which is intended to mitigate the jolt-

ing of the road. We chose double cars on iron

springs, which we found not too easy; they were

like old-fashioned, worn-out, and very shabby

English gigs. The posting is under govern-

ment regulations, and is performed by sure-

footed ponies kept by the farmers, who are ob-

liged to supply them under any circumstances

after having had notice. A forbud is sent on

with printed notices filled up with the time at

which the traveller expects to arrive at each

station. This avant courier is often a little boy,

and sometimes, to save the expense of a horse,

for which the traveller has paid, he is sent on

foot. On one occasion we met a young girl,

with bare feet, who had walked sixteen miles

with notice papers, as our forbud. Now away
goes the traveller, accompanied by a man, or

more often a boy, or it may be a little girl, to

bring back the pony. They run by the side,

but down hills always seat themselves behind

on the luggage as best they can. The traveller

drives himself and the little horses are so brisk

that, whatever the state of the road may be,

they run down the mountains as fast as they

can clatter, and so sure-footed that they are

scarcely ever known to fall ; but a person of

weak nerves has no business to be the rider.

From Christiansand to Stavanger is about
two hundred miles, which took us four days.

Our road lay occasionally over a wild and stony

heath by the sea, sometimes along the river-

banks, lakes, or fiords, but more often among
and upon the high and rugged rocks ; the pass-

ing of some of which is, 1 think, more difficult

than crossing the Alps between Switzerland and
Italy.'

"

"Immediately on arriving at Stavanger, the

Friends commenced visiting the families of the

Friends in the town and on the adjacent islands,

and on the next First-day held a meeting about

eleven miles up one of the fiords, to which bo

many flocked from all directions that they were
obliged to assemble in the open air.

" ' It was,' says J. Y., ' a lovely sight to see so

any clean-dressed peasants, in their mountain
costume, with a seriousness in their counten-

ances which indicated that a motive better than

curiosity had brought them together. I was
reminded and had to speak of the miracle of

our blessed Saviour, when He commanded the

ultitudes to sit down on the grass, and fed

them with five barley loaves and two fishes.

"'Since this time,' he says in a letter, ' we
hold our public meetings in the open air, and
the stillness that prevails is quite remarkable.

Last evening we had a solemn opportunity in

a plantation belonging to one of our Friends by
the sea-side. The hushing of the trees, the

gentle rolling of the waves behind a strong sea-

all, and the warbling of the little birds, all

seemed to aid our worship; but these would

have been nothing had not the presence of our
Divine Master been near. Aftei the meeting,

as many as could be seated partook of tea, etc.

The seriousness, simplicity, kindness and hospi-

tality, are great. All flock together as if they

were one family.'

"After this the Friends availed themselves of

the efficient assistance of Endre Dahl, and of

the active peasants who form a large portion of

the Society of Friends there, in a more extensive

excursion which they made up one of the fiords

which in so remarkable a manner intersect the

country. John Yeardley gives a graphic de-

scription of this voyage.
" ' Our efficient helper prepared his own boat

;

our ship's company are all volunteers. We set

out with seven, but were joingd by others on

the way, so that this morning we started with

ten men. They are a most cheerful and playful

company, all interested in the object oF our

voyage. It does my heart good to see with

what delight they bring planks for seats, and
run in all directions to give notice of our meet-

ings. Each seems to strive which shall show us

the most attention, even anticipating our wants.

They enjoy our family readings and worship
;

their conduct is instructive, and the solemnity

on these occasions precious.'
"

" John Yeardley during his visit in Norway
relates an occurrence which happened at Sand,

worthy of note in itself, and which must have
been not a little confirmatory of his faith. It

came to his knowledge after his return to Stav-

anger.

When we were at Sand, one of the Friends

who joins in holding the silent meeting invited

several of our ship's company to his house ; but

the man's wife was' so exasperated that she

drove them away, saying she would not have
such folks under her roof. She had confounded
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the principles of Friends with those of some
wild persons who had gone about the country

spreading ranterism, and giving the people the

idea that they were of our Society. It was in

vain to reason with her, and the husband, for

the sake of peace, mildly consented to let the

Friends withdraw. However, she attended our

public meeting, where the gospel doctrine of our

Society was pretty fully illustrated ; and I felt

constrained also to preach on the unreasonable-

ness of persecution for conscience' sake, either

by the government, private persons, or families.

Conviction seized her heart, and she became
broken to pieces. After the meeting she sought

up the Friends whom she had driven from her

house, and told them she could not he happy
unless they would give her a proof of forgive-

ness by taking up their abode in her family so

long as they might remain in the place. Several

of them accept! d the invitation, which gave
them an opportunity for free and satisfactory

conversation.
" ' How merciful are the Lord's doings with

us in sending help in the needed tiuie ! I was

so spent when we arrived at Sand, having had
nothing for breakfast till five o'clock, that I

said in my heart. It is impossible to get through

the meeting this evening.'

"On their way back to Siavanger, among
the passengers were two Finland convicts, for

whose peculiar case they felt much sympathy.
"

' On board our steamer were two prisoners

on the deck, in heavy irons. They were natives

of Finland and had been sentenced to some
month's confinement in irons at Christiania, for

having, it is said, committed some outrage on

the priest in disturbing the national worship.

There has for some time past been a great awak-
ening about religion in Finland and other parts

of the North, and the most active among this

number, in their zeal not tempered with right

knowledge, have transgressed the law. I heartily

pitied the two poor creatures, inasmuch as I

feared justice had not been done them ; the

prejudices of the priests and judges are so great

in all matters connected with any separation

from the national worship. They were chained
together, and were clothed in their native rein-

deer skins, and on their ironed feet were snow-
saodals turned up with a long toe. We ofiered

them money, but they turned from it; and
when acceptance of it was pressed, their change
of countenance indicated anger. They under-

stood nothing but the Finnish language.'
"

To be continued.

Delicate Work Intrusted to Women.—
Eighty-three cases of money, charred so as to

crumble at the touch, came from the great

Boston fire. One case was found by six ladies

to contain $89,000. How they did it is de-

scribed in this manner by one of them :

"After unpacking the money from the raw
cotton in which it travelled, as zealously swath-

ed as the most precious jewelry, the ladies sep-

arated each small piece with thin knives made
for the purpose; then laying the blackened
fragments on sheets of blotting paper they de-

cided by close scrutiny the value, genuineness
and nature of the note. Magnifying glasses

were provided, but seldom used, except for the

deciphering of coupon numbers or other minute

"The prices were then pasted on thin paper,

the bank notes returned to their respective

banks, and the United States money put in

sealed envelopes and delivered to a committee
of four, who superintended the final burning.

For "The Friend."

Gleanings in the Early History of Friends.
(Continued from page 390.)

Nathaniel Stevens, the priest of Drayton,
would often come to him, and he would some-

times bring another priest with him. Once
Stevens asked him, why Christ cried out upon
the cross, ' My God, my God, why hast thou
forsaken me ;

' and why he said ' if it be pos-

sible let this cup pass from me; yet not my
will but thine be done.' To this George an-

swered thus: 'At that time the sins of all man-
kind were upon Christ, and their iniquities

and transgressions with which He was wounded,
which He was to bear, and to be an offering for

them, as He was man ; but died not as He was
God, and so, in that He died for all men, and
tasted death for every man, He was an offering

for the sins of the whole world.' When George
Fox spoke this, he was in some measure sensi-

ble of Christ's suffering, and what He went
through."

"After some time he went to an ancient priest

at Mansetter, in Warwickshire, and reasoned

with him about the ground of despair and temp-
tations ; but he being altogether ignorant of

George's condition, bid him to take tobacco,

and sing psalms. But George signified that he

was no lover of tobacco, and as for psalms he

was not in a state to sing. . . . And he saw
they were all miserable comforters." "After
this he went to one Macham, a priest of high
account ; and he no more skilful than the

others, was for giving George some physic, and
for bleeding him; but they could not get one
drop of blood from him, either from the arms
or the head ; his body being as it were dried

up with sorrows, grief, and trouble, which were
so great upon him, that he could have wished
never to have been born, to behold the vanity

and wickedness of men ; or that he had been
born blind, and so he might never have seen

it ; and deaf, that he might never have heard
vain and wicked words, or the Lord's name
blasphemed. And when the time called Christ-

mas came, while others were feasting, . . .

he went from house to house, looking for poor
widows and giving them some money ; for he
had wherewith both to keep himself from be-

ing chargeable to others, and to administer some-
thing to the needful [needy].

In the year 1846, as he was going to Coven-
try, and entering towards the gate, a consider-

ation arose in him how it was said that all

Christians are believers, both Protestants and
Papists; and it was opened to him that if all

were believers, then they were all born of God,
and passed from death to life, and that none
were true believers but such, and though others

said they were believers, yet they were not. At
another time, as he was walking in a field on
a First-day morning, it was discovered unto his

understanding, that to be bred at O.tford or

Cambridge was not enough to make a man a
minister of Christ. At this he wondered, be-

cause it was the common belief of the people
;

but, he took this to be a Divine revelation, and
he admired the goodness of the Lord, believing

now the ordinary ministers not to be such as

they pretended to be. This made him unwil-
ling to go any more to church, as it was called,

to hear the priest Stevens, believing that he
could not profit thereby, and therefore instead

of going thither, he would get into the orchard
or the fields, by himself with his Bible, which
he esteemed above all other books, seeking to

be edified in solitariness. At this his relations

were much troubled. But he told them, did

not John the apostle say to the believer, ' tb

they needed no man to teach them, but as t

anointing teacheth them,' and though th i

knew this to be Scripture and that it was tri'

yet it grieved them— he would not go to he

the priest with them, but separated himsc

from their way of worship. . . . Thus
lived by himself, not joining with any . .

relying wholly upon the Lord.

Some time after it was opened in him tb

God, who made the world, did not dwell
temples made with hands. And though tl

seemed at first strange to him, because be

priests and people used to call their church
dreadful places, holy ground and temples

God. Yet it was immediately showed hi

that the Lord's people was the temple he dwi

in. He had great openings now, conceinii

the things written in the revelations ; and wh
he spake of them, the priests and professc

would say, that was a ' sealed up book.' B
to this he said Christ could open the seals, <S

His understanding was so opened, that he ecu

say with David, ' Day unto day uttereth speec

and night unto night showeth knowledge.'"
" George Fox, in the beginning of the ye

1647, feeling some drawings to go into Derb
shire, went thither, and meeting with sot

friendly people, had many discourses with thei

Then passing f"urther into the Peak-Counti
he met with more such people. . . . Ai
travelling into Nottinghamshire, there he nc

with a tender people, and among these o

Elizabeth Hooten; with these he had soi

meetings and discourses. But his troubles ai

temptations still continued, and he fasted mu
and walked often abroad in solitary plac

taking his Bible with him, &c. Having ft

saken not only evil company, but also tab
leave of father and mother, and all other re!

tions ; and so he travelled up and down
stranger on the earth, which way he felt \

heart inclined, and when he came into a tow

he took a chamber to himself there, and U
ried some times a month, &c., for he was afra

of staying long in any place, lest, being

tender young man, he should be hurt by t

familiar a conversation with men.

"As he had forsaken the priests, so he li

the separate preachers also, because he si

there was none among them all that ecu

speak to his condition. He heard a voice whi(

said, ' There is one, even Christ Jesus, that a
speak to thy condition.' Having heard th

his heart leaped for joy, and it was shown h

why there was none upon the earth that ecu

speak to his condition ; namely, that he mij

give the Lord alone all the glory, and t

Jesus Christ might have the pre-eminence. T'

Lord assisted him in his deepest miseries

sorrows, and he found his grace to be sufBciei

insomuch, that though he had yet some desir

after the help of men, his thirst was chiefly i

ter the Lord, the Creator of all, and his a

Jesus Christ; because nothing could give hi

any comfort but the Lord by his power; ai

he clearly saw, that all the world, though

had possessed a king's state would not ha

profited him. . . .

"After this there did a pure fire appe

in him ; and he saw that the appearance

Christ in the heart was as a refiner's fire, a

as the fuller's soap ; and that a spiritual d
cerning was given to him, by which he at

what it was that veiled his mind, and what

was that did open it, and that which could n

abide in patience, he found to be of the f

that could not give up to the will of God, n
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ield up itself to die by the cross, to wit, the

ower of God. On the other hand, he per-

jived it was the groans of the spirit which did

pen his understanding, and that in that Spirit

lere must be a waiting upon God to obtain

sderaption."
(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

,
Advice to Educated Women.

A woman of culture thus writes ot the beset-

lents of ambition to which many educated girls

•e now exposed, and which are not unknown
our own Society. The extract is taken from

booklet entitled, " What is worth while," by

nna Robertson Brown :

—

Let us lay hold of common duties and rela-

ons. Let us lay hold of the tenderness that

islongs to them. Shall we miss all the Divine

ireetness of life in order to have a career ? Shall

i3 shed home, family, relatives, and domestic

ities, in order to learn Sanskrit, ethnology,

lilology? Not all college-bred women think

)W that sounds when, led by no pressure of

•ead-winning which impels them to seek higher

ilvantages, but simply by an absorbing ambi-

)n, they leave their father or mother, or both,

a lonely home. Let us consider life at all

)ints before we rush into a new phase of it,

sm which, once in, we may not soon with-

law.

This is the great danger, and a grave one it

: that is apt, at some time or other, to confront

all—the danger of substituting some intel-

ictual ambition for the ordinary human affec-

Dns. I do not know how to speak strongly

lougli on this subject, and yet gently enough,

is on my heart night and day, as I consider

iir common problem. Ambition is, in many
>iys, the most deadly foe we have—the most

(^adly foe to our character I mean. Little by

itle that intellectual ambition will draw us

!?ay if we are not careful, from our true place

. life, and will make cold, unloved, and un-

ilpful women of us, instead of the joyous, af-

i3tioiiate and unselfish women we might have

en. We need not try to annihilate ambition,

It let us keep it in bounds; let us see to it

at it holds a just proportion in our lives. We
!ed not let our talents lie idle, nor neglect to

ake the most of them ; there is a place and a

and work for them all; but let us keep their

cvelopment forever subordinate to simple hu-

an duties, usually at home. Very few lives

e free— free to go and come, travel, read,

;jdy, write, think, paint, sing, at will. In the

ires of most women these gifts are an aside in

. 'e, as it were, an underbreath. Most of us are

set with loving calls of toil, care, responsi-

lity, and quiet duties, which we must recog-

ze, heed, obey.

We must love our mothers more than Greek
alecta. If the instinct of daughter, sister, wife,

mother dies out of a college-bred woman, even

the course of a most brilliant career otherwise,

le world will forget to love her ; it will scorn

ir, and justly. If she does not make her sur-

undings home-like wherever she is, whether

18 be teacher, artist, musician, doctor, writer,

lughter at home, or a mother in her household,

id if she herself is not cheery and loving, dainty

dress, gentle in manner, and beautiful in soul

I every true woman ought to be, the world will

el that the one thing needful is lacking, vivid,

inder womanliness, for which no knowledge of

lymptotes or linguistics can ever compensate.

; is better for a woman to fill a simple human
art lovingly, better for her to be sympathetic

in trouble and to whisper a comforting me8sai;;e

into but one grieving ear, than that she shoulii

make a path to Egypt and lecture to thousamls
on ancient Thebes.

Civilization of The South Sea Islands.
(Concluded from page 390.)

Arrived at Moorea (formerly called Eimeo)
she writes :

" I have rarely in any land seen a

nicer and more thoroughly respectable look-

ing body of people than these ; so gentle and
courteous in their manners and apparently so

reliable. I fancy that in this secluded isle the

people have retained more of their primitive,

Christianity than in Papeete, where French in-

fluence and utter infidelity are continually act-

ing as a leaven of evil, and where the fervor of

first love is a thing of the past as regards the

mass of the population. Such at least is ray

impression, seeing only the surface of life and
comparing things here with the very high stand-

ard now existing in Fiji, which has been my
home for the last two years.

The impulsive children of the South seas are

readily influenced for good or evil, and as they

quickly and whole-heartedly turned from their

idols to embrace the purer faith, taught them
by devout white men, so now they are in danger

of becoming more careless than the average

foreigner ; I do not however mean that the Ta-

hitians or any of the islanders, who have once

adopted Christianity have yet fallen from its

practices, so far as the bulk of the people in any
European nation.

In such matters as meetings for family prayer

and thanksgiving at meals, probably a much
larger portion of Tahitians than of Britons are

true to their early teaching.

It is really very difficult in the presence of

such peaceful, kindly people and such settled

forms of civilized Christian life, to realize what

different scenes were witnessed by the earlier

visitors of this lovely isle at the time of its first

discovery by Captain Wallis in 1767, and Cap-

tain Cook's subsequent visit."

It was in 1797 that the first band of mission-

aries arrived here in the ship Duff. Our author

gives a runningaccountof some of the incidents

forming the experience of those missionaries.

Her account drawn from personal intercourse

on the spot where the records existed, or from

traditional accounts that had been handed down,

is much the same as that already published in

these articles drawn from the narrative of Tyer-

man and Bennett.

She gives a vivid account uf the savage man-

ners of the population among whom the mis-

sionaries lived at that time, and proceeds to

say: " While such scenes were the incidents of

daily life, they had hardships enough to contend

with. Five whole years elapsed without either

letters or supplies reaching them from England.

Their clothes were worn out ; boots and shoes

were forgotten superfluities; tea and sugar were

among the luxuries of the past. At length a

small vessel arrived specially chartered to bring

letters and supplies that had been accumulating

at Port Jackson. Imagine the rapture at see-

ing that little vessel arrive and the dismay at

discovering that almost everything she had

brought was either useless from having laid so

long at Port Jackson, or saturated with salt

water from the wretched condition of the ship.

Nor was there anything cheering in their daily

life. The mission work seemed to make no pro-

gress at all. The people openly mocked the

white men and despised their teaching."

She proceeds to say that amid the violence

that f)revaile<l, all the missionaries except Nott

and Hayward fled for their lives.

After pursuing this dreary conflict to 1817, a

period of twenty years, when the king openly

favored the new religion, and tlie people gen-

erally attended at places of worship: she goes

on to say in writing to a familiar friend :
" Have

you ever realized the innumerable ditticultiea

under which these early publishers had to con-

tend ? They had to reduce barbarous and hither-

to unknown tongues to a written language, no

easy matter considering some of these dialects

are so rich as to have far more words to express

shades of meaning than any European language.

So beginning with the alphabet they had to work
out equivalents for words in which the slightest

change ofaccent conveyed totally diflerent mean-
ings. They had to puzzle out the very difficult

grammatical structure, and then having mas-

tered all this to translate it into the language

of the Bible. Yet in the short space of thirty

years the Scriptures have been translated into

twenty different languages, all previously un-

known. There is not now one group through-

out Polynesia, the inhabitants of which do not

read the Scriptures in their own tongue. Even
New Guinea, which ten years ago was an un-

known land, has already received portions of

the New Testament, in the language spoken by

at least one of its tribes."

Further on after speaking ofthe former apathy

and cruelty, in connection with infancy and the

infirmities of age, she says, " It seems scarcely

credible that such deeds were perpetrated by the

same people we now see so gentle and loving.

But heathenism always tended to cruelty. In

nothing was this more apparent than in their

treatment ofthe sick. Generally speaking, the

best a sick mm could hope for was simply ne-

glect. As soon as it was evident his sickness

would be protracted, a hut of cocoa-palm leaves

was built for him at a little distance from his

dwelling, and he was carried there; for awhile

he was supplied with food and drink, but his

friends soon grew careless and so often forgot

him, he very probably died of starvation."

The alternaiive to this death from neglect

was what we sometimes deal out to our domestic

animals where there is no hope for life, but with

much less of compassion in the act.

Almost the first change wrought by Christi-

anity in the usages of society was in the care of

the sick. They are now nursed with the utmost

tenderness. The natives years ago formed them-

selves into companies for the express purpose of

building houses where the aged and infirm who
had no friends or children to tend them at home,

might be fed and clothed and comforted by the

ministration of Christian teachers.

" This cheering evidence of a regenerated na-

ture is observable wherever Christian influence

has extended. It was observed near the com-

mencement of these sketches that the people of

Tahiti were sunk to about the lowest depths of

depravity. Yet it seems as though this wicked-

ness did not exactly belong to their natures. It

appeared there was something of kindliness in-

herent about them that when relieved of the

yoke of Satanic bondage, was ready to assert its

character in deeds of love and forgiveness.

Hence it was not surprising that when their

hearts were touched by Divine Grace they ex-

perienced a full measure of peace and joy in

believing."

But in other islands, notably Fiji and the

New Hebrides, the natives appeared to be of a

different race. They possessed the deep-rooted

treachery and ferocity attributed to the Malays,
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and however bad the experience of Nott and

Hayward among the unconverted Tahitians,

that of Paton and his fellow laborers in the

New Hebrides iifty years later was still worse.

It was there on Eromanga in 1839, that the de-

voted John Williams lost his life ; he was killed

on first landing before there was opportunity to

show his character. On the same island about

twenty years later, Young and his wife were

killed, after long enough residence for their

purposes to be known. On a neighboring island

Tauna, J. G. Paton passed two years in cunstant

peril. The natives, too cowardly to do mischief

under his eye, were continually watching to

find him off his guard to strike a fatal blow. It

appeared however, that his good Master was

pleased to display his power in restraining the

hand of wickedness, while he, trusting to Divine

protection, refused repeated offers from friendly

vessels to be taken off the island. Yet even

these in whose hearts remorseless malignity

seemed an inseparable element, were changed

by the power of the Gospel to show forth Chris-

tian virtues.

Having extended these sketches to embrace

the principal islands over a large part of the

South Pacific and having continued the notice of

the working of the new order of things for more

than half a century, these papers may be brought

to a close. Those who wish for more particulars,

may find books in the libraries which record

the experience of witnesses to these surprising

changes. I think it is stated by C. F. Gum-
ming that three hundred of the Pacific islands

have renounced idolatry—that the Bible has

been translated into twenty of their dialects and

is now a book to be had by all who wish to read

it on those islands. How far the people are

benefited by the light thus shed around them
we know not.

It is to be much deplored that the very na-

tions who have been instrumental in teaching

them the precepts of Christ, are showing them
such a monstrous perversion of those precepts

in bloody wars. It is to be deplored also that

in the pathway of commerce they find it is the

practice of the white race to make religious

duties subservient to trade. They are in the

midst of all the vices connected with those

terests which so much absorb the dominant
nations of the earth. We have introduced them
to an acquaintance with the world lying in

wickedness and can only urge again the prayer

that they may be kept from its evils.

The Christian who makes much of the opin-

ions of men will feel lonely in this world. But
he to whom Christ is all in all never feels lonely.

" For I am with you always even unto the end

of the world." The purpose of Christ is to keep

us company. When we forsake Him and seek

comfort in other society, preferring it to Him,
there must to a Christian be an awful sense of

loneliness as if he were indeed in a vast wilder-

ness. That, we fear, is rather the common situ-

ation. In consequence some have wished to

die rather than live. Never talk about being

lonely with Christ, lest He think you do not en-

joy and prize his company. " Our fellowship

is with the Father and his son Jesus Christ."

Chrihtian Instructor.

The best proof of the divinity of the Christian

religion is the daily life of the Christian himself

—not his words and professions, but his conduct

and spirit ; not his Sunday garb and service,

but his every-day tone; not his church ways,

but his home walk.

—

Bishop Vincent.

True Patriotism/'

BY HOWARD S. FAWCETT.

There is a principle implanted in the heart

of every reasonable man that causes him to

have a deep regard or love for " his own his na-

tive land." This love of country we call pa-

triotism.

So long has the idea of fighting for one's

country been associated with the word patriot-

ism, that when we hear it, we are apt at once

to think of soldiers on the battle-field doing

war-like deeds for their country's cause. We
think of the Spartan sons who were told to re-

turn, "with their shields or upon them;" we
think of Arnold von Winklefried who bore

down the Austrian spears that he might make
a gap for the Swiss to pass through ; we think

of Robert Bruce, at Bannockburn, and later of

Warren at Bunker Hill, and Wayne at Stony

Point—men who performed some daring deeds

or sacrificed their lives for their country.

This has been, and still is, to a great extent,

the popular idea of the highest patriotism, and
while it may be right to admire the courage

and unselfish spirit of those men in the past,

who thought it their duty to take up arms in

defense of their country, yet,

'' New occasions teach new duties

;

Time makes ancient good uncouth.

They must upward still and onward
Who would keep abreast of truth."

and in this age with our civilization, enlight-

ment and Christian influences, we have a right

to expect a far different patriotism from this.

What then, is this different patriotism which

the " new occasions " teach ? Is it our present

party strife ? Is it making " Fourth of July
"

orations, shooting off firecrackers and roaring

cannons? Is it holding great meetings and
boasting of the greatness and prosperity of our

country? Is it the feeding of our minds upon

the great deeds and exploits of the Past, and
perhaps even longing for some great war by

which to show our so-called patriotism; while

we will not raise a hand against the private

evils and corruptions that lie at our very doors?

Surely there should arise, and there is arising,

a higher and broader standard of patriotism

one that will cause men not simply to die for

but to live for their country; one that will be

exercised every day of the year and every year

of a man's life; one that, while it causes an

intense love for one's own country, will cause

no hatred for a foreign nation ; a patriotism

that will array itself against all forms of evil,

no matter how popular. This is the true stand

ard of Twentieth Century Patriotism.

As every substantial building must have s

good foundation, so must patriotism also. Nei

ther drunkenness, nor corruption, nor political

scheming will do for this noble structure, but it

must have for its foundation the true manhood
and personal integrity of

" Men, high minded men
With powers as far above dull brutes endued,

In forest, break or den,

As beasts excel cold rocks and brambles rude."

Without such a foundation true patriotism

cannot exist. Women, as well as men, have
helped to establish it. Who but patriotic moth-
ers could have laid the foundation of such pa-

triotism as we find in Longfellow and Whittier,

John Bright and William Gladstone ?

Patriotism with such a foundation will not

hide in a corner. There is plenty of work for

* Delivered on Graduation-day at Westtown.

it. Those who have it, will begin in their o

town. They will attack all the private vii

that lie at their very doors. They will opp(

with all their might the death-dealing sale

the gambling den, political corruption and
the dangerous forms of idleness, luxury a

extravagance. Actuated by a Christian, si

sacrificing spirit, they will take a little ti

from their business, if duty call, to serve

juries, to attend primaries, to vote conseiei

ously, and to strive for clean politics. Ai
though their names may in after years be f

gotten, and may never be seen upon the wi

ten page of history, yet they will he patriots

'

their country.

Our country to-day is suflfering from the la

of such patriotism. Great evils are allowed
go on with little opposition. Good men
withdrawing themselves from politics becai

it is so corrupt. Our army is increasing

with it a military spirit, and the pride
greed of territory. The most optimistic ra

admit this. What we need, therefore, are Chi
tiau patriots, men who are not too busy, w
are not too indifferent, who are not too selj

in their money-getting, to take an interest

public afl^airs ; men who, feeling their indiv

ual responsibility, will carry their religi

principles into their daily lives, and will

be ashamed or afraid to stand up against po]

lar evils.

Whittier said that the best thing a you
man could do was to ally himself with so

unpopular, but good, cause. Our country louc

calls to-day for young men to enlist, not in tl

army which goes forth with guns and cann<

to spill the blood of our fellow men, but in tl

array which goes out with more effective

ODS to a far nobler warfare. She calls for pick

men who will not flinch, but who will do so

hard fighting for their country—who with
" sword of the spirit, the breastplate of rig

eousness and the shield of faith" will stand

bravely and fight valiantly against the pow
of evil that are lurking in every corner of c

loved land ; evils that are to be seen only

men so equipped, and that are a hundred tin

more dangerous to a nation than any f

army; evils that if not overcome will in ti

destroy the very foundations of our repub^

With an army of, earnest, energetic, pal

otic soldiers such as these our country will

safe. May such an army soon come for

whose principle of action shall ever be tl

" righteousness alone exalteth a nation," a

that those acts only that tend to make a nati

better, and to bring it nearer to the ideal

Christianity, constitute True Patriotism.

Business, as conducted in our strugg

competitive age, is not favorable to piety

is hard and practical, and destroys the sense

the spiritual and the unseen. The tempo
seems stronger than the eternal. Those devol

to money-making, as well as those working

others, see only the gain to be derived. G
enters not into the calculations. A sort of

nostic spirit is developed. Religion is remand

to the rear. Atheism is often the outcome,

who would not be led away under the influei

of the fierce exactions and every-day strugg

in commercial life must seek special grace fr(

on high.

—

Ex.

Theee never has been a great and beauti

character which has not become so by filli

well the ordinary and smaller offices appoini

of God.

—

Horace Bushnell.
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For "The Fbiknd."

Friends and Slavery.

(Continued from page oS8.)

[

The slave trade waa too valuable to be abused,

{en would not destroy their own property, nor

Id slavery debase the owners. Witne.«s the

oble hospitality, the art, enterprise and ingenu-

y, the genuine love of freedom, which prorapt-

il all the sacrifices of the war of South Caro-

!Da.

The Quakers found a defender in Boudinot,

"New Jersey. He was in favor of the resolu-

ons, and thought an explicit declaration of

iB powers of Congress ought to allay rather

lan excite fears. The ill treatment of the

)or negroes on shipboard was no fiction. He
loted Anthony Benezet's writings and said he

mself had verified them by personal inquiry.

i_e had little respect for the Biblical and his-

rical arguments adduced. It is true the

gyptians held the Israelites in bondage and he

pposed supported the practice by the same
guineiits as the Southerners to-day. But God
;livered them and He is the same. He knew
e Quakers. He was Commissary General

iiring the war and he knew how much their

)luntary care of the suffering had relieved the

Uiatinii. Some of them opposed the Revolu-

)u— so did individual Presbyterians, Episco-

diaiis and members of almost every other

idy, while the Quakers gave the patriot cause

Grrt-ne and a Mifflin.

Thf resolutions after being amended by large

aissi'ins were carried against the Southerners
- a vdte of twenty-nine to twenty-five. The
filing of the memorial of the Pennsylvania

jciety was almost the last act of the life of

r. Franklin. He died very soon after the

)te. His Society having received the answer

that Congress had no right to interfere in the

uamipation of slaves or their treatment in

ly of the States," sent in no more petitions

infilling their efibrts to purely philanthropic

bors.

In the second Congress, the declaration made
] I'M) that the government had power to mit-

ate the evils of the slave trade brought in a

ultitude of petitions from the North. They
ere, however, all smothered without debate

:eept one from Warner Mifflin. He had freed

s own slaves on his Delaware plantation and
ade ample provision for their maintenance.

e now sent a memorial to Congress asking the

nited States to do likewise. It was presented

,' Fisher Ames, of Massachusetts, who dis-

rowed any sympathy with the petition and
)usi(lered it inexpedient to bring the subject

3. But he recognized the right of the raemor-

list to be heard. The Southerners were im-

ediately in arms. Such things did immense
ischief in the South and did not meliorate the

indition of the negroes. They should not be

ted to the house and such summary ac-

should be taken as to convince all enthus-

sts that the subject would never be considered.

this the House apparently agreed. On mo-
it was carried " that the paper purporting

be a petition from Warner Mifflin be return-

1 to him by the clerk of the House."

Spurred by the Haytien revolution, Congress

sted favorably on a Quaker petition to pro-

bit the carrying of slaves from the United
ates to the West Indies with large penalties

r its evasion. But when Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting in 1797, again appealed to them, the

iscussion opened as fiercely as ever. The
orial itself like all Quaker papers was
i and moderate

:

To the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States in Congress assembled.

—

The memorial and address of the people call-

ed Quakers from their Yearly Meeting held in

Philadelphia by adjournments from the 25th of

the Ninth Month to the 29th of the same in-

clusive, 1797.

Respectfully sheweth :

That being concerned at this our Annual
Solemnity for the promotion of the cause of

truth and righteousness, we have been favored

to experience religious weight to attend our
minds, and an anxious desire to follow after

those things which make for peace ; among
other investigations, the oppressed state of our

brethren of the African race has been brought
into view and particularly the circumstances of

one hundred and thirty-four in North Carolina,

and many others whose cases have not so fully

come to our knowledge, who were set free by
members of our religious Society and again re-

duced into cruel bondage, under the authority

of existing or retrospective laws. Husbands
and wives and children separated one from an-

other, which we apprehend to be an abominable
tragedy ; and with other acts of a similar na-

ture practised in other States has a tendency to

bring down the judgments of a righteous God
upon our land.

This city and neighborhood and some other

parts have been visited with an awful calamity,

which ought to excite an inquiry into the cause

and endeavors to do away those things which
occasion the heavy clouds that hang over us.

It is easy with the Almighty to bring down
the loftiness of men by diversified judgments
and to make them hear the Rod and Him that

hath appointed it.

We wish to revive in your view the solemn

engagement of Congress, made in the year

1774, as follows:

"And therefore we do for ourselves and the

inhabitants of the several Colonies whom we
represent, firmly agree and associate under the

sacred ties of virtue, honor and love of our

country, as follows:

Second Article. We will neither import nor

purchase any slaves imported after the first day
of December next, after which time we will

wholly discontinue the slave trade, and will

neither be concerned in it ourselves nor will we
hire our vessels, nor sell our commodities or

manufactures to those who are concerned in it.

Third Article. And will discountenance

and discourage every species of extravagance

and dissipation, especially all horse-racing and

all kinds of gambling, cock fighting, exhibitions

of shows, plays and other expensive diversions

and entertainments."

This was a solemn league and covenant made
with the Almighty in an hour of distress, and
He is now calling upon you to perform and ful-

fill it, but how has this solemn covenant been

contravened by the wrongs and cruelties prac-

tised upon the poor African race,—the increase

of dissipation aud luxury, the countenance and

encouragement given to play-houses and other

vain amusements, and how grossly is the Al-

mighty affronted on the day of the celebration

of Independence ! What rioting and drunken-

ness, chambering and wantonness! to the great

grief of sober inhabitants and the disgrace of

our national character.

National evils produce national judgments.

We therefore fervently pray the Governor of

the universe may enlighten your understand-

ings and influence your minds so as to engage

you to use every exertion in your power to

have these things redressed.

With sincere desires for your happiness here
and hereafter, and that when you come to close

this life, you may individually be able to ap-

peal as a Ruler did formally, " Renieral)er now
O Lord I beseech thee how 1 have walked be-

fore thee in truth and with a perfect heart, and
have done that which is good in thy sight."

We remain your friends and fellow citizens.

Signed in and on behalf of the said Meeting.

•Jonathan Evans,
Clerk to the Meeting this year.

(To be concluded.)

A Future for the Foundation of our Past.

(From Henry N. Iloxie's Address at the close of
Moorestown Friends' School, l.S'J9.)

In all the dawning changes of social and re-

ligious life and faith, we ourselves have had and
are having no inconsiderable hand. However
strange it may sound the Quaker is everywhere,
as concerned with the root principle of every
matter, radical and truly revolutionary. He
founded this and the adjoining commonwealths
in pure democracy, when in Europe democracy
was a thing abhorred : and on the basis of
peace, which this day—late indeed, and tardy

enough at the Hague, the nations of the earth

are now trying to realize. His was the leader-

ship in the crusade against slavery—his is the

lead this day against every form of priestcraft

in religion ; his the profound recognition of

social equality and the worth of the human soul

in its outreach, which is changing the earth.

The catalogue is a long one, and you who go
forth to-day do so at a time when Quakerism
as a factor in our social history is winning, far

and wide, and in various forms, amongst others

as well as ourselves, its greatest triumphs.

I charge you here and now that you live

loyally and royally in the purity of tliat form
of Christian faith in which you were born and
have thus far been educated.

Several great religious denominations in the

history of the English race have indeed done
well; and, lifted above sect in all forms, we
accord them all praise and recognition. But I

think the children of Friend's schools and
Friends everywhere should humbly be prouder

of their faith than they are ; should prize it

more perhaps than they do, should everywhere
rejoice in it, especially when a great modern
movement initiated by Stephen Grellet and
William Allen with the Czar at St. Petersburg,

years ago, when there was not a hand's breadth

of light on the horizon, seems to-day to be the

realization at the Hague of what they hoped
and labored for and suffered. You should go
away, I say, loyal to this great age of new rev-

elation that has come to us, and ever wishing

to know and realize in your own Christian ex-

perience the assurance and hope and truth of

the Quakerism in which you have been trained

here, rejoicing in it even with great rejoicing.

" The finest elements of the Reformation doc-

trines," so says a notable book, one commanding
a wide hearing over the country, and just

printed, and one written not on art or literature

or any nssthetic subject, but on the economics

of property.—" The finest elements of the Refor-

mation doctrines were gathered into the Society

of Friends or Quakers ; and from them come
the deepest and most wide-reaching utterances

of spiritual truth in social terms from the days
of George Fox down. The Quakers were not

communists, but they were most devout believ-

ers in an order of life that should express in
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profoundest social realism the brotherly love of

Jesus Christ. The glory of their teaching ap-

pears in the Journal of John Woolman, which

stands beside St. Augustine's confessions and
Amiel's Journal as one of the three greatest re-

ligious and literary expressions of its kind."

These are the words of a hard headed student

of politics and economics. They show the hori-

zon under which we live; they show, too, how
as the horizon of our century opens and ex-

pands year by year, gradually but securely and
always in the white robe of peace, the Quaker
theology under which you and I have grown
up ; under which the Society of Friends to

which you and all of us owe largest obligation,

grows too and expands in public recognition,

and enters as a stream of living water into the

civilization of our day.

For "The Fkiend."

Prom the Letters of Robert Milhous.

(Continued from page 370 )

Bald Eagle, First Month 5th, 1868.

My dear daughter Martha ; .... I see

I have dated my letter 1868, which has seemed
to bring a solemn reflection with it. Behold,
another year has fled, and what improvement
have I known ? Have I made any advance-

ment at all in the way to the kingdom? Oh, I

fear too little, if any ! And may I be doubly
engaged for the coming year, to be able, should

I be spared to see the close of it, to render a
better account. I fee] as if I would gladly

give up all for the sake of the dear Redeemer,
but this is a state, I am sensible, I cannot ar-

rive at by my own strength or ability. May
He carry on his own work until my stubborn

will is entirely subdued. O, how weak, how
poor and frail we are, and how entirely unable
of ourselves to do any good thing ! It is only
the Lord that can keep our souls alive. O, may
we then be concerned to cry mightily in the

secret of our souls unto Him that He will be
pleased to quicken us by his spirit and life-

giving presence, and strengthen us to run the

heavenly race. 0, surely none has more need
to be thus earnestly engaged than I. I am
sometimes a little comforted in the hope that

my dear children are concerned to walk in the

Truth, (and I can have no greater joy concern-

ing them than this) and I believe there is cause

of encouragement for thee, my precious child,

. . . so long as it remains thy desire to live

near thy Divine Master. . . . With earnest

desires that thy Heavenly Father may be with

thee and keep thee in all thy ways, I remain in

love thy unworthy father,

Robert Milhous.

New Sharon, Iowa, Ninth Month 4th, 1873.

My Beloved Children: We got on the train

at West Liberty yesterday, at about 9 o'clock

A. M., and arrived here near 2 o'clock p. m.

. . . We feel quite comfortable and cheer-

ful, and have been favored to enjoy ourselves

among our friends, even beyond what we feel

ourselves to be worthy of. Indeed I often feel

as though language fails me to set forth the

goodness and protecting care of Israel's Shep-
herd towards us, his poor unworthy creatures

since coming into this land. If the query were
put to us, " Lack ye anything?" "Nothing,
Lord," must be the immediate response. O,
what goodness ! And what a favor indeed it is

to feel satisfied that I am just where I am, be-

lieving as I do, that it is where He whom I de-

sire above all things to serve would have me to

be. But just as soon as He sees that I have

compassed this mountain long enough, I hope
to be able to set my face toward my happy
home, and if consistent with the Divine Will
to meet you once more in a feeling of that love

which many waters cannot quench. O, I love

you all dearly, but I have felt my mind very

much weaned from the world, and from those

whom I love most dearly, since leaving you.

Blessed be the name of the Lord ! . . . .

I have been favored to leave Linn and Cedar
Counties with a peaceful mind, which I esteem

an unspeakable favor indeed, and fresh desires

are raised in my heart this morning, to be kept

waiting as at the footstool of the Master for

his help to enable to fill up the remainder of

what may be appointed me to the honor of his

own ever worthy name. For unto the Lord be-

longeth the praise. I have no doubt, my be-

loved children, but you are doing your best,

and I fear you may overdo yourselves in some
things, but I want you to be careful about this.

I have believed that there is a good Caretaker

watching over you. 0, wait upon your Heav-
enly Father and don't forget to read the scrip-

tures daily. My love to all. ... I trust

your desires remain undiminished for our safety.

Don't be over anxious but keep in remem-
brance that the unslumbering Shepherd watches

over us by day and by night. I have never

heard your mother say she repents of coming,
and I believe her being here may be numbered
among right things, for she seems helpful to

your poor father in every respect. We often

feel our united love to flow toward all our

children, a large portion of which accept at the

present, in which I remain your afi'ectionate

father,

Robert Milhous.

Letter from the Dukhobors.

The following was received at Yorkton by
Joseph S. Elkinton, in reply to a letter mailed

by him at Quebec, to the passengers on the

Lake Huron, in Quarantine at Grosse Isle.

Translated from the Russian by Prince Hil-

koff.

Thirteenth of Sixth Month, 1899.

Dear friends and brothers.

Joseph S. Elkinton and William Evans.

Deeply glad was our heart for the reason

that faith in Christ made you participators of

the wisdom of God, and therefore you felt with

us in our heavy trials. We believe that there

are many kind people in the world who, like

shining lights, burn amidst the surrounding

darkness. May the Lord save you, dt ar broth-

ers, for the love which prompted you to come
and meet us as people of the same faith in

Christ, offering your life for your brethren and
fellow-beings. May you reap a measure full

of heavenly and earthly treasure from the al-

mighty hand of our Heavenly Father.

It is only grievous that it was not permitted

to you to meet us, but we must not be troubled

at this. Let us place our faith in God and his

mercy, for He is the Eternal and Living King,

and will arrange all in accordance with his

holy will.

We pray the same Lord and all good people

to forgive us our trespasses by which we may
have offended and grieved somebody ; and we
pray you, dear friends, to transmit our heart-

felt greeting to all brothers and sisters who
have faith in Christ, the Saviour of our souls,

who live in Philadelphia and the United States.

We remain your loving brothers of the Chris-

tian Brotherhood, now living in quarantine
Grosse Isle.

Simeon Chernoff,
Paul Planidin,
Simeon Vereschagib

(Members of this Society.)

Letters from William Evans.
We remained at Yorkton from Third-day ei

ning Sixth Mo. 13th, to Sixth-day morning 1

16th, giving us two full days to inspect the te

porary camp there. In the population of neai

or quite 1000 immigrants, we learned that thii

were two adults too sick to get on their fe

and two children were said to have the measi
Some of the men of this camp hire themseh
out to work at a distance, while the women a
children occupy the tents during their absen
On Sixth-day, the 16th, we drove out fn

Yorkton to visit, as far as practicable, the (

onies in Assiniboia. The Prince, J. S. E. a
myself, in one two-horse vehicle, and Iwan V
igin in another, which latter also carrie

luggage and provisions, bread, butter, chee
coflfee, tea, sugar and canned meats. A dri\

also had charge of each team, one of whom h
had experience in traversing the prairie whi
we were about to visit. The day was neai
clear, thermometer, at rising, 54°. We so

discovered that mosquitoes abounded, the sw
lows to feed on them being few, and bats, noi

We heard the familiar note of the song-sparro
the crows passed overhead, pursued and b
mented by the king-birds, and the plover sto

near the trail, and did not seem alarmed. Pr
rie chickens were occasionally seen, but w€
rather rare; black-birds and bufl?alo-birds m
more common. In the more sandy and
vated ground, the gophers were often to be set

and squeaked their fright or dislike, as we nei

ed them, and descended into their burrows,
grey-hound, which followed us from the Yor
ton stable, would sight the gophers at a d
tance, and was sometimes successful in runni;

them down before they could reach their do(

ways. Hawks, soaring overhead, were ali

probably on the lookout for the gophers. T
prairie trail was but a single wagon track, t

tongue yoke and double tree being made loi

so that the horses trotted in the ruts, whi
however were not deeply cut in the turf, b

like narrow foot-paths. The outlook over t

prairie, for many miles in every direction, w
quite similar to that in our Western new
States, excepting that homes were fewer. T
passing through sloughs, locally pronounc
" slews," recalled the experience narrated i

my father's journal, pages 516 to 521, andi

was emphasized by the breaking of an iron i

of the luggage wagon-tongue, and total sto

page of the team on the further side of the be

the horses falling. Here, some of J. S. E's f<

mer experience came into play, and the hori

being detached and the load removed, the ws
on was extricated by five men, who standii ^
firm ground pulled upon a rope. It reqmr
some time to tie up the tongue for a tempora
repair, and this had to be once or twice :

newed, after passing other bad places. Final
the iron was welded by the Dukhobors, at o
of their villages. Near noon we prepared o
own dinner, at the log-house of a young farm
named Simpson, who with a Galician labor
constituted the entire family. He seem
cheerful and pleasant in his lonely home, wi

his unconversable companion, and was ve

kind to us. I noticed on his book-shelv
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jioDg quite a number of standard works, the

"mitation of Christ." Three Dukhobors, who
Id come thus far with us, in a one-horse wagon,

Id turned their animal loose to graze, and
vien we were ready to start he was not to be

find, presumably having started back for

lirkton. We took one of the Russians on our
jrgage-wagon, and there seemed nothing else

f the others but to walk back to their start-

jr place. On the road we met a team, and
fm the bed of the wagon rose Arthur 8t. John,

fimerly in the British Military Service as a

Cjtain, but, like Hilkofl' and Soulergitsky, un-

(dy with the science of destroying human life,

H turned to helping the disciples of Peace.

is had been with the 1100 on the island of

Cprus, and was now come to share their ex-

fience for a time in Canada. We halted for

H introduction, and the comparing of experi-

l^jes between him and the Prince. Later, at the

prting of two trails, we probably took, in er-

r, the left hand ; for, after proceeding sever-

amiles we came to a creek ten or fifteen feet

\de, which was decided impassable for us.

lere seemed nothing to be done but to keep

u the bank of the stream, as nearly as the lay

the land would admit, around ravines or

"loolies " as the driver called them, but it was

ff:
until we had traversed several miles, with-

o; a trail to guide us, that our driver's eye

il-ected what he called a "smudge," and where

I: streitm had narrowed down to about three

ft, it was traversed by a rude bridge, beyond
vicli on a hillside stood a log structure, one
el of which was tenanted by a family and the

oer by their cows. The clouds had gathered

leateuingly, so that our best efforts were put

Bth to setting up the tent and getting bag-

^e, stores, etc., secured under it before a

ivy rainfall came, which continued for a

iderable time, with wind and lightning. I

i never travelled before with the accompan-
3nt of a valet, but our Russians managed to

some good India tea made, and we enjoyed

first tent meal, while the heavy drops pour-

upon the canvas overhead. Although our

Is were harder than we were accustomed to,

got good rest, broken once by some com-

ition among the horses tethered near, when
writer was glad to feel that there were

ers to look after the cause of the trouble.

n the morning of Seventh-day, the 17ih, we
uck tent after the rain had ceased, and our

let pel formed at the brook-side, and drove

a Dukhobor village of seven tents. As we
preached, nineteen men and women were en-

jed in drawing a plough ; stout wooden pieces

)68 the draught rope, being fitttd with smal-

ropes or " breast straps," so as to work two

two, excepting the leader. Four others

6 pulling a light harrow. They had made
my good straight furrows, but when they

ognized Diiuitri Alexandre, as they always

led the Prince, they left the plough, and

n the whole population were gathered about

J. S. E's religious expression and sympa-

r were evidently very grateful to them ; then,

ile the Prince was imparting information

pecting the ship-load in Quarantine, and
ler news which they had no daily paper to

ivey, we looked in upon a few sick folk

the tents; one a lad whose hand was hot

h fever, and several of whose family had

d in Cyprus from the same disease. A wo-

n, whom we at first saw on a couch tearful

;h the tedium of ague, afterwards stood in

I front rank of those whom J. addressed, and
ponded in Christian faith to his address.

Soon after leaving this village we came to the

home of a Scotch settler, Macdonald, whose
family seemed to have prospered in the New
World, and had several cows, and a number of

fowls ; while grain fields stretched away from
the house. They spoke very kindly of the

Dukhobors, and said they always gave them
milk and eggs when they passed by, which we
heard confirmed by the exiles. During this

afternoon, we stopped at two other Dukhobor
villages, and in each case had an interesting

interview with the people. At supper time we.

came to a village of fifteen tents, which the

people had named Efremofka. They very

quickly unloaded our tent and had it raised,

and brought a table and a petroleum lamp,

and after the meal was cleared away the women
arranged excellent beds, exhibiting very faith-

ful kindness for our comfort. Before time {or

retiring, a number having flocked in, J. S. E.

began to read aloud a Psalm, the Prince ren

dering into Russian, when the people very

promptly said that they knew that Psalm by
heart, but requested him to continue the read-

ing, \\hich he did, to the end. Interesting re-

ligious discourse followed.

It rained and lightened in the night, but the

morning of the 18th was bright and clear. The
Russians cooked us a palatable breakfast, one

element of which was potatoes, fried in butter,

with the addition of some onion. They ex-

hibited all the quiet, faithful kindness which

our own people use towards travelling Friends.

Again the few who were sick were also visited,

and we once more moved on, seeing the inhabi-

tants of two villages before dinner. The trail

here had been little used, and consequently

was not very smooth. The sun shone hot upon

us, burning our faces, but the breeze was very

pleasant. Heard the notes of the song sparrow

and kildeer, and in a wood near a village of

log-houses, our familiar little house wren ;
also

the night hawk, all day long, uttered his over-

head cry.

About noon we came to the log-houses erected

in the middle of last winter, by the Canadian

Government, for the first ship load of immi-

grants. The carpenters lived in tents while the

logs were being got out and fitted together. The
homes consist of a series of one-storied rooms,

placed in close juxtaposition, the whole being

about one hundred and fifty feet long by twenty

wide, and covered with pole rafters, on which

a thick coat of clay is laid. The chinks between

the logs are filled with clay or mortar, and each

room has a door and window. Bunks are fitted

at the sides, wide enough to accommodate two

persons, and one above another, as in a sleeping-

car and fitted with curtains. The floor is of

logs, hewed flat on the upper side. Large iron

kettles of the capacity of a barrel, were sus-

pended near the buildings, for use in washing,

and two wells had been dug at a little distance,

the water in which appeared to be eight feet

below the prairie surface and was cold and free

from alkaline contamination. A log stable also

stood near and a few cows and horses pastured

hard by. We spent First-day at this village.

Their visible religious observances seemed mainly

in chanting psalms, followed by a discourse or

repetition from one of their number. The sing-

ing, at a little distance sounded very pleasing,

with a quaver which brought to mind the JEu-

lian harp, now low and plaintive, then swelling

into the bolder notes of a reed instrument. The

people seem to take their principal social

pleasure in this way, and may often be heard

as they pass in groups from one village to

another. There were no pastimes indulged in,

repugnant to our First-day education, no petu-

lant n(jr quarrelsome outcries from the children,

but a friendly, subdued conversation at each
others doorways, and if we happened, in passing,

to jjause, some one would (juickly bring a light

portable bench and ask us to be seated. As
bed time apjiroached there was much inter-

change of views among the Dukhobor women
in the neighborhood of our tent, and they pro-

ceeded to lay down upon the earth floor large

sheets of felt, then good beds and pillows, and
over all elaborately worked quilts; and the re-

sult of their labors was a good nights sleep for

all of us. Our meals were taken in one of the

log houses, and all kind care was shown by the

Russians in their preparation.

A Lancashire doctor, Mercer, and a Russian

nurse, Marie Satz, were resident in this village,

and besides bestowing care for the sick, they

are doing what they can to help the children

to a knowledge of the rudiments of English, and
would be very glad to be furnished with paper,

pencils and primary school-books.

Selected.
ENDURANCE.

Faint not beneath thy burden, tho' it seem
Too heavy for thee, and thy strength is small

;

Tho' the tierce raging of the noon-tide beam.
On thy defenceless head untemper'd fall.

The' sad and heart-sick with the weight of woe,

That to the earth would crush thee, journey on
;

What tho' it be with faltering steps and slow,

Thou wilt forget the toil, when rest is won.

Nay ! murmur not because no kindred heart,

May share thy buiden with thee, but alone

Still struggle bravely on, tho' all depart
;

Is it not said thateach must bear his own?

All have not equally the power to bless
;

And of the many, few could cheer our lot

:

For the heart kno'weth its own bitterness,

And with its joy, a stranger meddleth nut."

Then be not faithless, though thy soul be dark :

Is not thy Master's seal upon thy brow ?

Oft hath his presence saved thy sinking bark.

And thinkest thou He will forsake thee now ?

Hath He not bid thee cast on Him thy care,

Saying, He careth for thee ? Then arise

And in thy path, if trod in faithful prayer.

The thorns shall turn to flowers of Paradise.

Every day is a little life ; and our whole life

is a day repeated. Those, therefore, that dare

lose a day, are dangerously prodigal ; those that

dare misspend it, desperate.

—

Joseph Hall.

Time is often said to be money, but it is more
— it is life ; and yet many who would cling des-

perately to life think nothing of wasting time.

— John Lubbock.

Too Big for his Boots. — With great

trouble, a small body of men were busy hoisting

a heavy log to the top of the blockhouse that

was being repaired, after an assault in one of the

campaigns of the war of American Indepen-

dence.

As the log swung to and fro the voice of a

little man was heard encouraging the workers

with a " Heave away ! There she goes ! Heave
ho!"

By and by there rode past an oflScer in plain

clothes, who asked the little man why he did

not help the others.

"Sir," was the pompous reply, " I am a cor-

poral !"

" Indeed," said the other, " I did not know
that ; I ask your pardon, Mr. Corporal."
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Dismounting without further ado, the officer

lent a willing hand till the job was done. Then,

wiping the honest sweat off his brow, he turned

to the little man and remarked :

"The next time, Mr. Corporal, you have a

bit of work like that in hand, and too few men
to do it, send for the commander-in-chief, and

I'll come again and assist you."

With which offer and rebuke General Wash-
ington left the astonished corporal to his own
reflections

—

Little Folks.

SUMMARY OF EVEKT&.

United States.—The statement of the public debt

at the cl6se of the fiscal year 1899 shows that the debt,

less cash in the Treasury, amounted to $1,1.55,320,235,

which is a decrease as compared with Sixth Month
30th, 189S, of$13,.571,172.

The Government expenditures during the fiscal year

closed Sixth Month 30th, exceeded the receipts by

$88,875,990. The receipts for the year exceeded tliose

of the previous iiscal year by $11,70-5,664.

A reciprocity treaty with Jamaica was concluded in

Washington on the 1st inst

It is stated at Washington that General Otis in esti-

mating that the troops needed in the Philippines, call-

ed for an effective fighting f rce of 30,000 men. As the

large number of sick and wounded have greatly re-

duced the strength of his army, it will be necessary to

send additional troops to Manila at once.

The President has decided to enlist a provisional

army for service in the Philippines. The men will be

enlisted as regulars for two years' service, and it is

thought nine new regiments will be sufficient. The
War Department intends to keep 40,000 men in the

Pliilippines until peace is restored. Offers of State

troops will not be accepted.

Bessemer pig iron sold last week in Pittsburg at

$20.75 a ton, an advance of 100 per cent, in six months.

All but four of the tin plate mUls of the country

closed down last week, says a Pitt-burg dispatch, for

an indefinite period, throwing out of employment near-

ly 50,000 men.
A despatch from New York, dated Sixth Jlonth

28th, says: "Mr. and Mrs. John D, Davis will start

from this city in a motor carriage bound for San Fran-

cisco Saturday, July 1. It will be the longest automo-
bile run on record, and besides requiring endurance,

skill and nerve, it will be a test of an American made
self propelling vehicle over the worst of American
roads.

" In Europe the longest run that has been made was
621 miles over roads equal to the park ways in Amer-
ican cities.

" To go from ocean to ocean Mr. Davis will travel

about 3700 miles.
" The progress of Mr. Davis and his wife, in their au-

tomobile will be reported in the Herald from day to

day, and the nature of the road across the country de-

scribed."

A despatch dated Sixth Month 27th, from Yellow-
stone Park, says : "A new geyser came into life yester-

day at the Fountain Basin, fifty miles south of here.

The eruption, which lasted over an hour, was from a

hitherto quiet pool, fifty feet north of the famous Foun-
tain Geyser. The new geyser tore an opening in the

basin about thirty feet in diameter and played continu-

ously to a height of from 200 to 250 feet."

W. D. Doolittle, of Irvington, N. J., has arrived at

Seatlle, Washington, after undergoing fearful experi-

ences during the past year. He attempted to enter

the Alaskan gold fields over the Edmonton route, but

failed, and returned to Telegraph Creek out of food

and barely able to make his wants known. He said

:

" Of fourteen men on their way to Telegraph Creek,

nine perished in a snow storm. Three men were found
dead in a cabin at Moose Lake from scurvy."

A despatch from Austin, Texas, dated 2nd inst., says

:

As a result of heavy rains during three days along the

Brazos River bottoms through the central portion of

the State and along the valleys of the Guadaloupe and
Liiwer Colorado Rivers, in the southwestern portion

of the State, fully 1000 miles of rich farming land were
yesterday under water, and many of the railroads were
effectually blockaded by high water and wrecked roads.

The estimated damage to the country tributary to the

Brazos Valley is $4,000,000, and is none too high. The
loss of life will be principally among the negroes. Re-
ports from every section of the State show that the

losses to railroads have been enormous. The San

Antonio and Arkansas Pass had 100 miles of its track

washed away. The Gulf, West Texas and Pacific and
the New York, Texas and Mexican are both practical-

ly tied up, something like fifty miles of track on each
road being washed out by the rains. These lines have
also lost several large bridges.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 420, which is 41 more than the previous week and
135 less than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 109 were under one year of age; 215
were males and 205 females : 45 died of consumption

;

37 of heart diseases; 36 of cholera infantum; 18 of

convulsions; 17 of marasmus ; 16 of inflammation of

the brain ; 16 of apoplexy ; 16 of inflammation of the

stomach and bowels ; 16 of inanition; 15 of pneumonia;
14 of diphtheria; 13 of old age; 13 of nephritis; 12
from casualties, including 4 from drowning; 10 of

paralysis, and 7 of typhoid fever.

Markets, &c.— U. S. 2's, 100 a 101 ; 4's, reg., 112i a

112J; coupon, 112J a 113; new 4's, 129J a 130i; 5's,

112i a 113; 3's, reg., 108 a 108J ; coupon, 108J a'l09.

Cotton was firm, closing on a basis of 6|c. per pound
for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter super, $2.00 a $2.25 ; Pennsylva-
nia, roller, straight, $3 25 a $3.40; Western winter,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.60 a $3.80
;

city mills, straight, $3.40 a $3.55. Rye Flouk.—$3.00
a $3.10 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 75| a 76c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 34| a 34|c.
No. 2 white oats, 21| a 21ic.

Foreign.—The French Chamber of Deputies has
authorized qualified women lawyers to practice at the
Bar.

The German Government has issued a memorandum
relative to the trade balance between Germany and the
United States, intended to show that former oflScial es-

timates in favor of the United States was by far too low.

This last statement shows that in 1893 the United Stites

imports into Germany increased by $42,000,000 over
those for the preceding year, while Cierniany's ex-
ports to the United States diminished $17,000,000 in

the same time. The actual excess c f trade in favor of

the United States was $131,138,000, a remarkable fact

in view of the statement that only five years before the
balance was in favor of Germany. Moreover, the
United States exports to Germany last year were larger

than ever before, while Germany's exports to the
United States were lower than any year in the preced-
ing ten.

An Amsterdam paper states that the diminution in

commercial value of agricultural lands in the Nether-

lands in the last twenty years amounts to 694,000,000
florins.

Chinese advices state Spain will prefer a demand
fur the lease of Chinese territory, on the ground that

China, during the Spanish-American War, permitted
the shipments of arms and ammunition to the Philip-
pines by American steamers.

A book published in Japan 1,000 years ago notes at

that time good silk was already produced in twenty-
five provinces of that country.

Recent archaeological researches have made it proba-
ble that the ancestors of the modern Japanese immi-
grated about two centuries B. c. from Western Asia to

Japan, gradually crowding out the aboriginal Ainos.

On Sixth Month 27th the Spanish Consul General,
wearing a brilliant uniform, visited Major General
Otis. He was received in the lalter's office, which is

hung with portraits of Spanish royal personages. In
the course of a graceful speech he said that the Span-
iards in the Philippines would hold no resentment be-

cause of the past, and would entertain no sentiments
but those of respect toward the new regime.

In 1897 1,569 tigers were killed in India, 4,608
leopards, 2,053 bears, 3,142 wolves and 105,000 snakes.

The area of reserved forests in Burmah was last year
14,707 miles, and projects are pending for additional
reservations of 4,300 miles. The Government derives
a large income from its teak forests, and sold last year
over 220,000 tons of teak.

India's area of wheat farms is now about two-thirds
as large as that of the United States. The wheat is

still threshed by being trodden out by bullocks and
buffaloes.

New Zealand farmers now send frozen cream to

London, where it is churned for butter.

The customs receipts at Havana for Sixth Month
have passed the million dollar mark. Since American
occupation of ihe island on First Month 1, the receipts
have exceeded $5,000,000.
The Manitoba crop bulletin for Sixth Month reports

the area sown this year at 2,449,000 acres, compared
with 2,210,000 acres last year.

RECEIPTS.
Unless ottierwise specified, two dollars have been re

ceived from each person, paying for vol. 73.

Walter P. Stokes, N. J.; Thomas Woolman, Phil
Israel Morris, Phila. ; Miles White, Jr., Md.; Steph
H. Foster, 111.

S&'Iteinittances received after Third-day noon will -,

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.
Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.

We notice the following new books

:

Conway, Sir Martin— With Ski and Sledge o\

Arctic Glaciers.

Dow, Neal— Reminiscences and Recollections

Eighty Years.

Griffis, W. E.—America in the East.

Palgbave, G. T.—Francis Turner Palgrave.
Pierson, a. T.—George Miiller of Bristol.

Richmond, M. E. — Friendly Visiting among t

Poor.

Rouse, W. H. D.—History of Rugby School.

ScuDDER, S. H.—Every-day Butterflies.

Steevens, G. W.—With Kitchener to Khartum.
Yarnall, Ellis—Wordsworth and the Coleridgei

Young woman Friend staying in the neighborho
of Merion would like two or three pupils to coach

small children to teach by the hour. Several yea
experience. Address "M," Narheth, P. O., Pa.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenier.

of persons coming to Westtown School, the stage vi

meet trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 a.

and 2.53 and 4.32 p. m. Other trains are met wh
requested. Stage fare fifteen cents ; after 7.30 P.

twenty-five cents each way. To reach the school

telegraph, wire West Chester, 'Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Supi.

Married, at Malvern, Sixth Mo. 7th, 1899, Sar.

M. Fisher to Frederic White, members of Wests

District Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia.
il

Died, at her home, Colerain, Ohio, on the 22nd
Fourth Month, 1899, Edith R. Starbuok, daughi

of Benjamin F. and Sarah M. Starbuck, aged eighte n

yeare and fifteen days. For fourteen years this di

child had been in poor health, and her sufferings

times were severe, but they were always borne wi

remarakable patience. We believe that it may
truly said of her, she lived in the love of her dt

Saviour from early childhood, and endeavured to

his will. The precious influence of her bright, ch©

ful and unselHsh life, will long remain in the hearts

those who knew and loved her. Her last illness T

of short duration, but she was not alarmed at t

thought of death. All fear seemed to be taken awi

and with sweet composure she freely gave up her d(

friends and all the beautiful things of nature whi K

she had loved so well. Her heart seemed full of Ic

for everybody and she was enabled to bear her sev<

suffering without a complaint. There seemed but lit

work of preparation remaining for her to do, but s

could not be satisfied until all was finished and t

way seemed clear. The assurance of acceptance

which she longed was mercifully given, and we dot

not that her pure spirit has entered into rest.

, after a lingering illness of paralysis, Samd
Heacock, at Benton, Pa., on 4th ultimo, in his a

enty-fourth year. He was a member of Greenwc n

Preparative and Muncy Monthly Meeting.

, on the evening of Fifth Month 31st, 1899/
"

his residence in Pasadena, California, Abraham Co B

GILL, a beloved member and elder of Pasadena Monti
j

and Particular Meeting of Friends, in the sixty-nit

year of his age. This dear Friend had through 1 «

been a faithful supporter of our doctrines and tei

monies in their ancient purity, and when laid upoi

bed of languishing perfect peace seemed to be the clo

ing of hU spirit, saying on one occasion, " I hope I

;

not deceived, I feel so peaceful." As the disease ;

vanced, which was of a nature as to preclude mi
conversation, yet it was evident to those around h »

that the work was going forward with the day J

that his mind was stayed on the alone sure and g

foundation, so that when the hour of his depart!

came, he passed gently and sweetly away, leaving

bereaved family and friends the consoling evide) "

that He whom we believe had been with him throcffi

life did not then forsake him, but was pleased

gather him unto himself as a shock of corn fully r

into the Heaveny garner. To him the languageseel"*

applicable, " Blessed are the dead which die in

Lord."
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We have no further use for ihe expression

;he written word "if it is to be understood

compromising our testimony that Christ is

he Word of God." But tindiug such a con-

ruction can possibly be placed upon the ex-

ession, as if it admitted the Bible to be " the

'^ord " which the Bible says is Christ, we

oniptly abandon the term, having no sympa-

y with anything which gives color to any let-

ig down of so cardinal a doctrine of Friends

that Christ is " the Word ;" while " the Scrip-

res we own " (as said the first written state-

ent now known of our doctrine) " to be a true

iclaration of the Father, Son and Spirit."

Our inadvertently used expression was bor-

wed from the language of a prominent Friend,

le more plainly to distinguish Christ as " ihe

iving Word." But no Friend is worthy enough

rest in as a substitute for the authority of

ruth. " There is one, even Christ Jesus, who

m speak to thy condition "—and this principle

iras to bind all our distinctive doctrines into

e harmonious whole. Having heretofore pre-

red a statement to this pur(>ort, we yield to

18 solicitations of some to give it place in these

ans, as follows :

\. Brief Review of Friends' Doctrine.

As the imtuediate beginning of modern Prot-

stantism sprang up in the revelation jivingly

pened to Luther while performing a Romish
enance, that " The just shall live by faith," so

similar beginning of that more distinct testi-

lony for the spiritual nature of the Christian

ispensation, as the second wave of the reforma-

on, by some denominated as Quakerism* tiates

•om the moment that George Fox, after sore

*A nickname, as in most cases happens, more per-

istent tlian the adopted name, and started by George
I's bidding a magistrate to " Tremble at the word of

Lord."

struggles and wanderings in search for the living

truth, heard the words as by a declaration from

heaven, "There is one, even Christ Jesus, that

can speak to thy condition."

From that time, Jesus Christ, not only as

" once offered to bear the sins of many," but as

the inspeaking Word of God and Mediator be

tween man and the Father ; the " true Light

that lighteth every man that cometh into the

world ;" the Leader, by the witness of iiis Spirit,

into all the Truth; and the practical "head
pver all things to his church," even head over

every individual exercise of true public and

private wurship, has been the foundation of the

system of doctrines and testimony, which seemed

to the early Friends clearly to proceed from

Christ by the witness of his spirit to their hearts.

They reverently owned the Holy Scriptures

to be written words of God, but were careful to

observe them just as reverently in their own
confinement of the title " Word of God " to

Christ himself. Satisfied that the Scriptures

were written by inspiration of God, they dared

to open or interpret their spiritual meaning

under no other qualification than a measure of

that in which they were written. Knowiug that

a prophecy of Scripture is of no private inter-

pretation ; but, as it came not by will of man,

no more caL it be so iut'jtpreted ; and " as hoiy

men of God spake as they were moved by the

Holy Spirit," so in the light of the same Sfiirit

must the sayings, as all the other " things of the

Spirit of God," be spiritually discerned ;
and,

when rightly called for, so declared to others.

Now, since "a measure and manifestation of

the Spirit of God is given to every man to

profit withal," and " the grace of God which

bringeth salvation, hath appeared to all men,

teaching them," if they will heed it, the essen-

tials of life and salvation, God hath neither

left himself without a witness for Truth to every

man's heart, nor man anywhere with availing

excuse. Since " sin is the transgression of the

law," and " all have sinned," all must have had

the law, or e^^dence of the Divine will—some

in the Scriptures, and all mankind by the Spirit,

witnessing in their hearts against sin. " For

where no law is, there is no transgression." Biit

by the inward witness of the Holy Spirit, sin is

disclosed to each man as sin ; whereby Christ

fulfils his promise, if he should go away, to

come again and " convince the world of sin, of

righteousness, and ofjudgment." And if under

this conviction for sin there is a faithful repent-

ance toward God, a saving faith toward our

Lord Jesus Christ is imparted by the same

Spirit (even to such sincere penitents as may

not have been informed of his outward history,

yet they experience the spiritual mystery), to

give us to feel our transgression forgiven and

iniquity pardoned, not for works of righteous-

ness that we may have done, but according to

the Father's mercy in Christ Jesus, who laid

down his life, " the just for the unjust," a " Pro-

pitiation for the sins of the whole world," that

we "being reconciled by his death," may be

" saved by his life."

Consistently with this adherence to Christ as

the Word of G<id " speaking to our condition"'

as we reverently wail on Him to know his voice,

no ministration but that of his Spirit is needed,

whether vocally through the minister or "in

the silence of all flesh," for the performance of

worship acceptable to God, a worship which

stands not in words, or forms or emblems, but

must be "in spirit and in truth." Here no

words of man are a part of worship, except under

a fresh requirement of the " Head overall things

to his church;" whose charge through the apostle

Peter was, "If any man speak, let liiiu spt-ak as

the oracles of God ; if any man minister let him

do it as of the ability which God giveth." Min-

istry, whether it be exhortation, teaching, praise

or prayer, under such immediate putting forth

of Christ's Spirit, requires no previous intellec-

tual study or preparation ; but may be exerci.-ed

according to the anointing and gift whether by

learned or unlearned, male or female. For
" There is neither male nor female ; for ye are

all one in Christ Jesus." And the dispensation

has been introduced when the Spirit was to be
" poured out on all flesh," and "your sons and

your daughters, servants and handmaids, shall

prophesy" (Acts ii : 17,18). And Paul who

forbade women to speak or teach in the church,

in 'he human sense of the wo:d, was careful to

teli how women should appear when they should

speak in the Divine sense—when they should

publicly pray or prophesy.

The Friends took note of the command of

Christ : "Freely ye have received, freely give,"

in its application to the ministry of the gospel.

Especially as, during the seasons of public wor-

ship, ministers in common with the flock were

to " wait for a fresh anointing for every fresh

service," no sermons had to be prepared outside

of the meetings in any such way as to prevent

ministers earning therr own living, after the ex-

ample of the apostle Paul. Pastoral care, the

watching over one another for good, was the

common duty of all the brethren. So, con-

scieutiously uuable to " preach for hire, or divine

for money," and concerned to avoid even the

appearance of doing so, they brought down

upon themselves, chiefly by this one testimony

against a " hireling ministry," the most alarmed

vituperation of the salaried clergy ; at whose

instance the bulk of their persecutions thus

most naturally came.

Regarding the ceremonials of the Old Testa-

ment law as types, figures and object lessons of

the spiritual life of the religion of Christ who

was to come; and that He, when He said on

the cross, " It is finished," became " the end of

the law for righteousness to every one that be-

lieveth ;" and that every outward ordinance of

the former dispensation was obsolete because

fulfilled in Christ himself, the living Substance,

to whom all types and shadows that went before

pointed ;—they believed it to be his will that

the spirit and' not the forms of those ceremo-

nials,—the heavenly things themselves and not

the images of those things,—should be main-

tained and cherished by living experience.
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The Jewish rite of water baptism and the pass-

over supper, as outward observances, ended like

all the others, with the Old Dispensation,

—

the baptism of John as a prophet under that

dispensation belonging there, while he with

his Master distinctly declared that Christ's own
baptism, under the incoming dispensation of

"One Lord, one faith, one baptism," should be

the baptism of the '' Holy Spirit and of fire."

Also that no obligation for the continuance of

the last passover supper, as an outward form,

is found in any more definite command than
this,—in the fuller sentence as quoted by Paul

:

—"This do ye, as oft as ye drink it, in remem-
brance of me;"—a condescension to a formed
habit, with the command resting on the spiritual

side,—the remembrance of hira. The Friends
tauuht, that inward submission to Christ's spirit

as the bread of life and the wine to be drank
"anew with his disciples in his kingdom," is

the table of coramuninn at which He would
"sup with us and we with Him."
When the details of one's outward conduct

or speech are referred to his secret sense of the

pure will of Christ in his heart, the consistent

attempt to carry out the light of truth into

practice, must separate the servant (jf Christ

from many ways and modes of those whose chief

guidance is the prevailing fashion and practice

of the times. So looking at pure and simple

truth as a guide, the Friends could not address

to one individual the plural pronoun "you "

—

especially when they .saw that the use of it had
its root in vanity, to flatter a person as amount-
ing to more than one; but they kept to the

original th"U and thee in addressing an indi

vidnal. This gave offense to magistrates, con
firming the Friends in their conviction that it

"pricked proud flesh." Rt^garding also the

appellations Master (or Mr.), Mistress (or Mrs ),

Sir, Honorable, His Grace, Excellency or Holi
ness, etc., as springing from the root of pride in

man, tending to feed the same, and usually not
founded in real truth, their spirit shrank from
these and all merely con)plimentary expressions
and flattering tiiles, as inconsistent with the
Sjiirit of Christ. Yet in the exercise of genuine
courtesy, William Penn testifies that George
Fox was " civil beyond all forms of breeding."
They could find no spiritual warrant in making
obs' qiiious distinctions between fellow-beings in

what they termed " hat-honor," and would re-

tain their hats on their heads before king and
peasant alike. It also seemed to them beneath
a Christian to borrow his names for days and
months from heathen worship, as, to call the
fourth day of the week Woden's day or Wed-
nesday, or recognizing Juno's right to be wor-
shipped in what is now the sixth month, or Au-
gustus to be adored in the eighth. The Puri-
tans felt the same scruple about calling the first

day of the week Sunday. Accordingly Friends
have observed the numerical names of days
and months, as Third-day, Fifth Month, etc.

Christ's command to " Swear not at all," seems
to them imperative against swearing at all,

whether in courts of justice or elsewhere, with
any manner of oath. And their sense of his

spirit as the Prince of Peace and the exponent
of Divine love, forbids in their minds any par-
ticipation in war or retaliation, or capital pun-
ishment. Plainne.-s of dress, as of address, must
follow from their principles; and while they
prescribed no form of gurb as a rule, yet, by
ceasing to follow the changing fashions, they
found themselves ere long left behind in a garb
peculiar to themselves; which, on finding it

served as a hedge against the spirit and maxima

of the world, and served as a visible testimony
of their principles before the public. Friends
have even yet to some extent retained, in pro-
portion to their strenuousness for their original
principles.

Such was the attempt of the " Friends of
Truth," as they frequently styled themselves,
to get back out of the corruptions of the church
at large to first principles in Christ: or to re-

present what William Penn, one of its noble
converts, claimed to be " primitive Christianity
revived ;"—not a revelation of a new gospel,

but " a new revelation of the old gospel."

Theirs was certainly not a superficial doctrine,

and as it insisted on a corresponding practice,

it could not be expected to be popular ; or to

escape that general misunderstanding which
exposed its adherents to persecutions. And as

little general openness for the understanding of
it is found now, in the present day of sensa-

tions, when entertainment is as much mistaken
for worship, as stated observances were for-

merly.

A Literary Marvel.

The late Charles Reade, a novelist and book-
maker of wide repute, in his closing years be-

came a devout believer in Christ ; and some of
his ideas concerning the Scriptures are worthy
of study and repetition. He says:

" The characters in Scripture are a literary

marvel. It is very hard to write characters in

one country to be popular in every land and
age, especially hard in narrative. Hardest of
all to create such world-wide and everlasting
characters in few words,—bare record of great
things said and done.

"One test of difficulty is rarity. Number,
then, the world-wide characters, if any, in

Thucydidesand Herodotus, and observe whether
Josephus, when he leaves quoting the Bible and
proceeds to supplement it, has added one death-
less character to ihe picture galleries of Holy
Writ. Shall we carry the comparison higher,

and include poetic narrative? then go to the
top of the tree at once, and examine the two
great epics of antiquity.

"The jEiieid—what a stream of narrative!
what fire of description ! what tnarch and music
of words ! But thecharacters ? ^iieas, mediocre,
his staff lay figures. Dido just iuteresting enough
to make one angry with JEneas. Perhaps the

strongest color is in the friendship and fate of
Nisus and Euryalus; and there a Jewish pen
had shown the way.

"The less polished but mightier Homer has
achieved the highest feat of genius; he has
made puny things grand, and fertilized pebbles.

He had bewitched even scholars into thinking
his Greeks wiser and braver than his Trojans;
whereas if you can shut your ears to his music.
his Greeks were barbarians besieging a civilized

city for a motive and in a manner incompatible
with one ray of civilization. Surely from the
first dawn of civilization no country with inde-

pendent States ever got those States to unite in

leaving home, and besieging a distant city to

recover the person of a solitary adulteress.
" Yet the genius of Homer could dazzle men's

eyes, and bewitch their ears, and confound their

judgments, and sing black white. But turn
from the glories of the wonderful tale this magi-
cian has built on a sorry subject—fitter for satire

than epic—to his characters, and he is no longer
sublime. His gods and goddesses are mere
human animals, blue blood for red, and there
ends his puerile invention in things divine. His
leading heroes are characters, but not on a par

with his descriptions, his narrative and h
music. They are the one ephemeral element i

an immortal song. In short, the leading hero>

of Homer's epics are immortal in our librarie

but dead in our lives.

" Now take the two little books called Samut
The writer is not a geat master like Homer i

Virgil ; he is artless, and careless to boot. Bi

the characters that rise from the historici

strokes of that rude pen are immortal; so soli

and full of color, too, that they stand amid tl

waves of time like rocks carved into statues 1:

Phidias, and colored by Apelles. Y''et tb

writer has no monopoly of the art in anciei

Palestine; he shares it with about sixteen othi

historians, all Hebrews, though some of the
write Hebrew, and some Greek."

Charles Reade goes on to support his positic

that the characters of the Scripture present tl:

literary marvel of all times, by submitting "

few truths to be taken in conjunction."

First. " Moderate excellence in writing

geographical ; loses fifty per cent, in human e

teem by crossing a channel or a frontier."

Second. " Translation lowers it ten per cent

Third. "But when you carry into the We
a translation of a work the East admires ever i

much, ten to one it will miss the Western mini

Eastern music is a dreamy noise to a Westei
ear; but one degree beyond the sweet, illogioi

wail of an Lilian harp. Eastern poetry is

the Western a glue of honeyed words and tinl

ling cymbals, or a drowsy chime. The sacre

Koran, the Bible of a hundred million Oriei

tals, is to your Anglo-Saxon the weakest twa(

die that ever drivelled from a human skull

(foes not shock au Occidental Christian, or rom
his tiieological ire. It is a mild emetic to h

understanding, and there's an end of it."

Fourth. "The world is a very large plac

Palestine is a small province in the East.'

Fifth. " What the whide world outside i

Palestine could very seldom do at all, this pett|

province did on a verv large scale. Abm
seventeen writers, all Israelites, some of thei

with what would nowadays be called a litll

learning, some without, some writing in Hebrev
some in Greek, all achieved one wonder. The
sat down to record great deeds done and .gres

words spoken in Egypt, Syria, Mesopotamis
and Palestine, which districts united are but

slice of the East, and they told them wondroui

ly briefly, yet so that immortal and world-wid

characters rise like exhalations from the recori

Written in the East, these characters live foi

ever in the West ; written in one province, the

pervade the world
;
penned in rude times, the

are prized more and more as civilization ao

vances; products of antiquity, they come hom
to the business and bosoms of men, women, an^

children in modern days! Then is it any exaf

geration to say that the characters of Scriptur

are a marvel-of the mind?"

' Who waits until the wind shall silent keep.

Who never finds the ready hour to sow,

Who watcheth clouds,

Will have no time to reap."

We must receive from the Spirit before

can give forth, for after all we can but say, "0
thine own have we given thee."

—

Anna Shif

ton.

A traveller recently returned from Chin

says : " The principal food of the Chinese coii

sists of rice, vegetables, and fruit. They ea

little or no meat."

—

The Humane Alliance.
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John Fisher.

, Ijobu Fiaher of Youghal beiug taken unwell,

(id his disorder encieusiug, he had two Friends

(lied up early on tSecoud day raoruing, the

lurteeuth of Second Month, 1785, to get his

''ill made and give some directions about his

irairs, which when done he seemed to give hina-

ilf up, and lament leaving his pour Wife and
ibildren. A Friend asking him about the stale

(bis mind whether he had any uneasiness that

ay, he answered, "indeed he had and would
\>t conceal it," and bewailed his neglect while

: iakh was afforded to make the necessary

•eparaiion for such a time as that; and an
ixiiiy on the latter account increasing, he <lropt

any expressions latiienliiig his backivardness

duty, and particularly regretted losing his

aiher so young and the want of the tender

jtiun of a religious Mother, which if he ha<l

jeu favored with, he thought he would have
)ne belter; that he had not been undutiful to

;r, nor did she want natural affection to him,

it he plainly saw he had been left too much to

imself when young, and kept a stranger to his

3st Friends, whom he said he did not know
II lately, and spoke several times of his chil-

reii, fearing they would suffer loss for want of

is care if he should be removed from them;
icom mended the care of them to some Friend--

len present, and repeatedly desired that they

iiay be brought up in plainness, as it was his

iaoice to have them decent and plain.

On Fourth-day morning he was earnest to

ave a doctor sent for who had attended him
ud was gone to the Country, after which he

[)peaied to be more alarmed and uneasy about

is own state and said, "It was sounded in my
irs, set thy house in order, for thou shalt die

nd not live," and continued in great distress

)V ^oine lime ; being desirous to see as many of

is Relations as were in the house, several were

ailed to him ; when they came he said : "My
ear Friends and Relations, I love you in the

Juwelsof Affection, and have called you to tell

ou that I am summoned to appear before the

IJreat
Judge. I have been negligent in ray duty

.nd desire that you with me may beseech Him
have Mercy on me; I have a Ray of hope

hat He will admit me into some corner of his

lingdom," when the Doctors coming in iuter-

upied him and he said, " I had rather they

vould let rae die in Peace, I hoped to have a

!omfortable little Meeting with you, but per-

laps we may have it when they are gone " after

(rhich he still seemed in great distress and on

Triends coming into his room he said to several

)f them with a voice that denoted much unea-

liness and fear, that he was going before the

jreat Judge and uttered many things lament-

ing his backwardness in duty and neglect in

seeking an acquaintance with God. He de-

sired Friends present to retire inward and pray

for him, and after a short pause addrest himself

to one and asked what he thought of him, de-

isiring he would speak his mind, who answering

i'that he did not then find anything particular

to express further than a desire to seek for

Mercy and Peace for him, which he had a good

degree of hope he should attain, he answered
" that is what I want and not life," and added,
" that gives me some ray of comfort ; and asked

again whether he did hope it for him
;
going ou

|in Prayer and earnest entreaties to the Great

[Master, several times requesting his Friends to

pray for him, he was recommended not to look

too much for, or depend on their Prayers, but

look to the Master ; he answered, that was quite
his mind ; his dependence was on Him alone
and on his Dear Son.

Ou his Uncle coming into the room he said,
" I am going bef ire the Great Judge, which is

a serious thmg" and lamenting his state much
as before, said — If he bad submitted to bis

Dear Uncle's a<lvice, it would have been better

for him, but yet he apprehended did not use as

much authority over him as he might have
done, and that those are happy born, who have
religious parents.

Several Friends coming into his room he la-

mented his state much as before, and seeming
to be in a great streiglit, said, " he was not yet
without a ray of hope," and after many more ex-

pressions and fervent Prayers said, " he had a

good degree of hope that he should be received

in Mercy," and after a while came to say, " be
had a well-grounded hope, and that Death
would be no king of terrors to him, that this

was a glorious day to him, the most glorious he

had ever s en, that he had a wondeiful kind,

merciful Master, beyond what he could expect,

and that he could sing for Joy of what he then

fell of God's mercy, but should warn all not to

trust to that by neglecting and trifing away
their time;" with many more sweet and com
fortable expressions ; and begged bis wife to

resign him, ailding, " charge the Rich in this

World, that they be not high minded nor trust

in uncertain Riches."

His voice growing strong it came to be raised

almost to a Melody, with Prayers and Praises to

the Lord tor bis merciful dealings to him in

sparing him that day. He said, " be has lifted

up the Light of his Countenance on him, which

was indeed beautiful ; and that he had a hope,

a well grounded hope, that he should find

mercy," and at many times after, ej^preai a de-

sire of being released ; and asked bis Friends

present to pray that he may be taken away.

Ou seeing his Nephew come in, he called him

and gave him much suitable advice and caution,

desiring he would leave off some superfluities

and not be ashamed to do so ; and say his Dy-

ing Uncle bid him, whom he knew loved him

well ; and that he should never be sorry for it

;

recommending him to mind and submit to

Friends' advice, and not do as himself too

often had done, when he got good advice, let it

in at one ear and out at the other ; adding that

the last friendly visit was very beneficial to

him, that he had treasured up some hints he

got (which seemed to be in particular a solemn

warning to prepare for the time then approach-

ing.) and said these were the right sort of visits

and not those of the World.

He had his Sister called, saying his love to

her was strengthened. When she came he

said, " My dear sister, I believe I was sent back

with a message to thee in particular to shake

thyself from the filth of the earth, rise up early

and work ; lose no time ; don't be deceived as J

was many times, with more to the same purpose,

and in particular advised her to the constant

attendance of Meetings, and not to miss those

on First-day afternoons, nor week days, and

was sure her Husband (who was not in profes-

sion with us), neither did nor would hinder her.

On seeing his wife much affected he said to

her. My dear Mary, did I not desire thee to be

strong? be strong in the Lord, for He is good

and kind.

He showed ranch satisfaction at seeing so

many of bis Friends and Relations about him,

and much regretted that he had not been earlier

acquainted with them than he was, and recom-

mended them not to neglect or desjiise the day
of small things as be too much had <lone.

His Mother having died the evening before,

lay dead in the house, he said, " My Friends,

you are come to the house of mourning : Death
below stairs and death above, but it is a joyful

day to me." At another time be said, '" Dear
uncle, I have had a precious meeting here to-

day." He repeated advice several limes to

Friends to live in Love and Unity, and to avoid

all breachts, saying it is a beauliful thing fir

Brethren to dwell together in unity, and he

thought it made someihing towards the uniiy

of the brelhern hereafter and was a mark or

brand of the Master's.

A Pnysiciau coming in and offering him his

band, he answered that he had uo occasion of

hira, that he was near going and was veiy ea»y

and well, and that this wasagliriousday to him,

for the most so of any he had seen in his life,

and much more, describing the Lord's goodnesa

and merciful dealings to him. his Wile being

present, he.«aid," 1 think ii was Divine Wisdom
that led me first to see her in goodness lo me,

as she proved a blessing to me, and 1 d'.n't

doubt but she will be blest" and recommended
her to the kind care and attention of his

Friends, and said, " be bad a hope that bis

children would be pret-erved, and that the

Great Master would lake them under bis care:"

desiring his wile again to be strong, and take

hat was to come with cheerfulness.

He advised Friends to give no Sleep to their

eyes till they find an acquaintance with God,
and said, " This is a warning from a tongue yuU
did not expect, but a new song is put into my
mouth, even a song of Praise ; a word to the

wise is sufficient, and you are all sensible Peo-

ple; Oh I that I had a tongue that could ring
'

i-lie ei-;.;cis. liewaie LU:'t yuU uo not ai-

tribute these sayings to rae, they were never

bred in me, they are all from the Great Masier,

He can make the stones of the street speak, and

1 am one of them." Giving a Friend some

particular advice and caution he added " take

care, thou has many enemies, but do what's

right and fear them not."

After some time he said, " my outward man
grows weaker, but I perceive my inward man
to grow stronger and rejoice in the Lord's

goodness."
(To be concluded).

The Continuous Revelation of Life.—
If all truth has been revealed, and if all re-

vealed truth has been dug from the Scripture,

then there may be no reason why a system (of

theology) should not be speedily and finally

finished". But if the nature of revelation is such

that truth can never be more than hinted in

words, and must wait for life forms before it

can be understood in its scope, varieiy and ten-

dencies, then systems cannot precede experience,

but must follow the ages and record resulis. The
life of man is a continuous Divine revelation.

This without prejudice to sacred Scripture. The

Bible was lived before it was writtin. The no-

blest parts of it must always be lived again be-

fore they can be uuderstood. The life will al-

ways be more than the letter. The very method

of Divine revelation included the livingelemcnt

outside of the letter as indispensable to its vi-

tality. It is the unity of written revelation

with the life of man going on outside of it— the

inseparable connection of the development of the

race wilh the interpretation of parable, precept

and prophecy—that made a complete science of

theology in the earlier days of Christian civili-

zation impossible.

—

Edward Beecher.
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Gleanings in tlie

(Contlr

Fob " The Friend."

Early History of Friends.
ued from page 403

)

In 1647 he was in Lancashire, Duckenfield
and Manchester, and declared to them that
doctrine which now he firmly believed to be
the Truth

; and some were convinced, so as to
receive the inward Divine teaching of the Lord
and take that for their rule.

George Fox's preaching, in those early years,
chiefly consisted of some few, but powerful and
piercing, words to those whose hearts were al-
ready in some measure prepared to be capable
of receiving this doctrine. And it seems these
people and E. Hooten (already mentioned)
were the first who came to be his fellow-believ
ers. There were some who, by the like imme
djate way as George Fox himself, were con-
vinced in their minds, and came to see that
they ought diligently to take heed to the teach
ings of the grace of God that had appeared to
them. These unexpectedly came to meet with
fellow-believers which they were not acquainted
with before, as will be more circumstantially
related hereafter.

At Broughton, in Leicestershire, G. F. went
into a meeting of the Baptists, where some
people of other notions came. This gave him
occasion to preach the doctrine of Truth amono-
them, and that not in vain, for since he had
great openings in the Scriptures, and that a
special power of the Lord's workings began to
spring in those parts, several were so re°ached
in their minds that they came to be convinced,
and were turned from darkness to light.

In Nottinghamshire it pleased the Lord to
show him that the nature of those things hurt-
ful without were also within, in the minds of— wicked men, etc., but he cried unto the Lordsaying

:
- ,t tiy »i,„a}d I bt. ttu,, ,ccin- I wi,a'

never addicted to commit those evils?"" And
inwardly it was answered him :

" That it w-js
needful he should have a sense of all conditions
how else should he speak to all conditions? ''

tie also saw there was an ocean of darkness
and death; but withal, an infinite ocean of
light and love, which flowed over the ocean of
darkness, in all which he perceived the infi-
nite li.ve of God.
Walking in the town of Mansfield, by the

steeple-house side, it was inwardly told him •

Ihat which people trample upon must be thy
food, etc.

. "That they fed one another
with words without minding that thereby the

fooT-'^
°^ ^""^ trampled under

There was one Brown, who upon his death
bed spoke by way of prophecy many notable
things concerning G. F.-that he should bemade instrumental by the Lord to the conver
sion of people. But after he was buried G F
fell into such a condition that he not only iooked
Ike a dead body, but unto many that came to

r J"".]''
'®®™''^ ^' 'f '^e had been really

dead. Many visited him for about fourteen
days time, who wondered to see him so much
altered in countenance.
At length tears of joy dropped from him in

brokenness of heart. " I saw," saith he, " into
that which was without end, and things which
cannot be uttered; and of the greatness and
iDfiniteness of the love of God, which cannot
be expressed by words

; for I had been brought
through the very ocean of darkness and deathana through and over the power of Satau bv

tit ^i^'"'*'-
glori-'us power of Christ," etc '

And I saw the harvest white, and the seed ofGod lying thick in the ground, as ever did

Seventh Mo. 15, 18'

wheat (that was sown outwardly), and none to
gather it

; and for this I mourned with tears."
Professors, priests and people came to him, and
his ministry increased. He was heard with at-
tention by many, who spread the fame thereof.
Then came the tempter, charging him that

he had sinned against the Holy Ghost, but he
could not tell in what, and then Paul's condi-
tion came before him ; how after he had been
taken up into the third heavens, and seen things
not lawful to be uttered, a messenger of Satan
was sent to buffet him, that he might not exalt
himself.*

In the year 1648, several persons seeking the
Lord were become fellow-believers, and entered
into society with G. F. They began to have
great meetings in Nottinghamshire, which were
visited by many.
At Mansfield, where was a great meeting of

professors and other people, G. F. being among
them, and moved to pray, such an extraordi
nary power appeared, and seized on the hearts
of some in so eminent a manner that even the
house seemed to be shaken; and afterward
some of the auditory began to say: "That
this resembled the day of Pentecost," etc.
Not long after this a certain captain, whose

name was Amos Stoddard, was so reached, he
said: ^^"Let the youth speak, hear the youth
speak ;

'
and coming afterwards to be more ac-

quainted with G. F., he had an opportunity to
be further instructed in the way of Godliness
of which he came to be a faithful follower.

In Leicestershire several tender people came
to be convinced by his preaching.
He was sitting by the fire one^morning when

a cloud came over him, and it was suggested
all things come by nature-at length a living
hope arose in him, and also a voice that said"
"There is a living God, who made all things."
Not long after he met with some people that
had a mischievous notion that there was no
God, but that all things came by nature- but
he, reasoning with them, so conifounded them
that some were fain to confess that there was a
living God.

In those parts he had great meetincrs andmany were gathered.
There was a great meeting of his friends at

Laton, Derbyshire, where many of them be^an
to preach the doctrine of Truth, who afterwards
were moved to declare the Truth in other places

Now G. F. found that the Lord forbade him
to put off his hat to any man, high or low and
he was required to Thou and Thee every man
and woman without distinction, and not to bid
people good morrow or good evening; neither
might he bow or scrape with his leg to any one
Ihis was such an unusual thing with people
that It made many of all professions ra-e
against him.

. . For though it was pre-
tended that the putting off of the hat was but a
small thing, which none ought to scruple yet
It vyas a wonderful thing to see what great' dis-
turbance this pretended small matter causedamong people of all sorts; so that even such
hat would be looked upon as those that prac-

tised humility and meekness, soon showed what
spirit they were of when this worldly honor
was denied them, t

^

(To be continued).

end of 1G47, the king of England, not

o^the .h'wIm^i,^ k'^!,^-
^^ sentenced to death;on the thirtieth his head was severed from his body

Letters From William Evans.

Ar^°uTo''u''°'"S "° '^^ morning of SixlMonth 19ih, we heard the sound of an arri'
ing vehicle, and soon the Prince recognized tl
voice of Leopold Soulergitsky. He was in tl
Kussian navy for some years, but even whi
there felt the iniquity of war, and was impri
oned by the Government for adhering to h
convictions, in a narrow cell, as a lunati
Later he was taken to a military post on tt
boundary between Russia and Afghanistai
where he passed a number of months H
persistent refusal to serve as a soldier, exaspe
ated the authorities, and he was told he mw
travel back to Moscow alone, and report to tb
officials there. He rode on horseback over
desert for 300 miles, obtaining food and wate
at posts 70 miles apart. When he reache
Moscow he was informed that his term of sei
vice had expired. After his liberation he too
charge of the arrangements for the transports*
tion of the Dukhobors, and performed the worl'
to the great satisfaction of the officers of th
Lake Huron, and received much commends
tion from quarantine and Government official
at Halifax and St. John. During the voyas
he daily traveled up and down the decks, cla.
in oilskins, and bearing a hose with which tb
planks were deluged with water, while twent'
picked Dukhobors with brooms, scrubbed wit!
enthusiasm. In this way the population r,f th.
ship over 2,000, were kept in health. He isi
laughing, breezy man, full of resources, and hi
experience in the navy has qualified him i.

different ways for leadership among the Duk
hobors. Not long before our encounter will
him, he and a party of Dukhobors came to a
river swollen from rains, 120 feet wide, and n(
boat or raft for their transport. He got aman on the opposite shore to fling a stom
across, to which a string was attached, and by
aid of the string a stout rope was drawn over
and fastened to a tree on each bank Next a
second rope was stretched and secured a few
feet above the first. Soulergitsky himself then ?

walked he lower rope, using the upper as a^'
hand-rai^. He laughed heartily as he described
to the Prince the apprehensions of his men,
when they essayed to follow him over the un
stable bridge; but all made the crossing safelyHe and the Prince had much to communicate
to each other, and to discuss respecting the dig-

"

position of the 2,300 from quarantine This"''
was the more important as D. A. Hilkoff was
expecting, after meeting the new arrivals at
tiuebec to take passage for Switzerland, to visit
his ramily. «

The air being cool, a little fire in the W-'''
house where we breakfasted, was quite agree-^"'
able A nuniber of women, whose children?
had been left behind for a time in the hospital
at bt. John, and for whom J. S. E. had then in-
terested himself, came into the room to express
their obligation, and about twenty handker-
chiefs were consigned to our care, f,)r the ac-
ceptance of women Friends. We then drove
three miles to another log-house village, when,
the people expecting us, were outside, and ap-
parently in their best attire. J. S. E. addressed
them feelingly, and there was much fervent re-

t , L n U- r^^^^"!""?""' "''^^'^'l '-^ declaration
t" be published, whereby it was declared treason toendeavor to promote the Prince of Wales, Charles
Stuart, to be King of England, or aoy other singb

sumed to themse ves the chief government of" the
nation, with the title of The Parliament of the Com-monwealth of England, etc., etc.
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liiou3 response to his remarks and prayer. It

Bimed difficult, indeed, tu close the meeting,

8i:h was the interest /elt anil shown on both

When the company Hually separated,

a

invited us into her room where was a

liih bread and small glasses of tea, of

she invited us to partake. She told

h the interpreter, that, as we approached
lage her little daughter came to her and
The graudfiither is coming who came to

s; u.'A on the ship!" We then received, as to-

lus uf good will, specimensof needlework, and
e'h a cane, upon the top of which a bird was
(rved.

jWe saw near by two blacksmith shops,

Iicttd
by the Dukhobors, the forges and bel-

vs purchased with funds sent from Philadel-

ia, aud it was in one of these that our wagon
jgue was neatly repaired. Two complete
|-wagons made by the immigrants and the

f-yokes also were in evidence. Other me-
anics had made kegs from sections of logs,

hollowing out the interior and inserting

ads. A saw-pit had been constructed, and
mber placed to season on house roofs. Cab-

plants were growing in hot beds, and
uch ground sowed with rye. It was easy to

that both men and women were possessed

varied industrial abilities, so as not only to

able to provide for their own wants, but as

iportunity offered, could dispose of some of

eir manufactures to others. We were told

at every article of clothing they wear, in-

uding caps for the men, and boots and shoes,

e their own workmanship, and that their food

sts them about two dollars per month per

pita.

On Third-day, Sixth Month 20Lh, after an

teresting leave-taking, we set out for our re-

irn to Yorkton, by a different trail from that

e had taken in leaving it. Towards noon we

me to a stream, the bridge over which had

len washed away. A halfbreed driver had

idertaken to ford the creek with an ox-wagon

ad of provisions, in barrels, boxes and bags.

he oxen had succeeded in getting the front

heels upon the edge of the opposite bank, but

e hind wheels were hopelessly stuck in the

uddy bottom, up to the hubs. How long he

ad been in this fix we did not learn, for he

id not communicate to us a word, perhaps

Duld not. The two Dukhobors of our pany,

'ithout a word of prompting, set to work to

emove the heavy pieces from the wagon, which

hey carried up the bank. Snuiergitsky brought

is span of horses in front of the oxen, and

ttached them to the load. Five men then

eized the rope in front of the horses. Oue of

ur drivers, experienced with oxen, took charge

f them. At the word of command the wheels

eft the deep, black mire, and the wagon did

lot- pause until it had mounted ten or fifteen

eet, at an angle of about forty degrees, to the

1 above. The Dukhobors then reloaded

wagon, the halfbreed in the meantime

laving taken no part in the extrication, nor

lid he indicate, by countenance even, tliat he

ixperienced satisfaction with the changed con-

liiion of things. We next crossed on foot by

he help of some logs, and the wagons, thus

"ghtened, got over without breaking anything.

5oon after we arrived at the home of Jacob

Wurz, a Russian Mennonite, and Government
interpreter, whom we had previously met with.

We halted here to dine and rest the horses, and

arrived at Yorkton, in a driving rain, about

six o'clock in the evening. Finding that fresh

cases of small pox had developed among the

Lake Huron passengers in quarantine, making
the time of their release very uncertain, the

writer decided to go home, leaving J. S. E. to

drive to a distant settlement, called the North
Colony, and when this was completed to pro-

ceed to Quebec.

For "The Fkiknd."

Friends and Slavery.

(Concluded from page -105.)

The Memorial was presented by Albert Gal-
latin, of Pennsylvania, who, after its reading

by the clerk moved its second reading. Har-
per, of South Carolina, h'lped not. This was
not the first, second or third time the House
had been troubled with similar petitions which
tended to incite the slaves to freedom ; this and
all other legislatures ought to set their faces

strongly against such remonstrances.

Thatcher, of Massachusetts, took the oppo-

.site view. If the Quakers thought themselves

aggrieved it was their duty to present the peti-

tion seventy times, or until it was attended to.

Rutledge, of Siuth Carolina, would not ob-

ject to the commitment of the petition if the

committee would properly censure it. The
"body which sent this petition should be cen-

sured. They had attempted to seduce the

servants of gentlemen traveling to the seat of

government. They were importuning Con-

gress to interfere in a business which was none
of their concern. But not believing that such a

censure would result he would be for laying

the petition on the table or under the table, to

have done with the business to-day and forever.

When other nations were plunging in blood

here were these people trying to stir up a ser-

vile insurrection.

To this Gallatin replied that the Memorial
was only taking the ordiuary course. It called

attention to certain free blacks afterwards en-

slaved in North Carolina. He did not think

this was of a tendency dangerous ta property

or civil order. The moral character of the

memorialists was such that he believed they

were not friends to any kind of disorder. The
uncertainty as to what could be done was the

very reason for commitment.

Macon, of North Carolina, wished that all

blacks were out of the country and so did every

gentleman in his State. He considered the

Quakers not peace-makers, but thought they

were continually endeavoring in the Southern

States to stir up insurrection among the negroes.

They were Tories in the war and only began to

set free their negroes when the State law pn

hibited it. The petition was only to sow di;

sension.

The Friends found a defender in Bayard, of

Delaware. He believed they were respectable

and obedient, and contributed cheerfully to the

support of government. The petition ought to

be committed out of respect to them, tho' he

believed the Congress had, contrary to the

claims of other gentlemen authority over the

case of these free negroes, relegated to slavery.

Nicholas, of Virginia, would be glad to have

slavery investigated. He thought it would

help it. The southerners were unfortunate in

having to hold slaves, but they did not wish to

cover up any evils. He was in favor of com-

mitment.

Blount, of North Carolina, explained how

the freed negroes had been re-inslaved in a per-

fectly legal and proper way.

So the debate continued, a general disposition

appearing in the Virginia representatives and

all further north to admit the iniquity of slav-

ery, the desirability of enquiring into its opera-

lions, and of abolishing the foreign trade as

soon as they constitutionally could. Georgia
and the two Carolinas were violently opposed

to all action except summary dismissal of the

Memorial, and could feel no respect for the

memorialists, who were sitting in the gallery in

a body while the debate went on.

At the final vote no o[)position appeared to

the commitment.
It is not the purpose of this chapter to carry

the history of the relation of Friends to slavery

into the present century. They were constant

in their opposition to it and the ranks of the

Pennsylvania abolitionists were largely filled

with them. As vicdence increased on both sides

and war loomed up in the f )regroLind many of

them began to deprecate the radical views of

the extremist as to the proper methods to era-

|)loy, but to a man they opposed slavery. And
when war came, a war on an evil against which
they were committed by every item of their

history and every instinct of their religion they

could not join in it, but they could thankfully

say with the spirit of Southeby, Woolman,
Benezet and MifHin and in the words of their

own poet,

LAUS DEO.
It is done!

Clang of bell and r ar of gun,
Send the tidings up and down.
How the belfries rock and reel

;

How the great guns, peal on peal.

Fling the joy from town to town !

Ring O, bells

!

Every stroke exactly tells

Of the burial hour of crime.
Loud and long, that all may hear

;

, Ring for every listening ear.

Of eternity and time

!

Let us kneel

;

God's own voice is in that peal,

And this spot is holy ground.

Lord forgive us I What are we
That our eyes this glory see,

That our ears have heard the sound !

For "THE FRIEND."

The Secularizatioa of the Ministry.

[When the professing church becomes so un-

spiritual as to stoop to give men intellectual

entertainment and lectures on secular reform

in lieu of the everlasting gospel of the Lord

Jesus Christ, her clearest sighted critic is often

the world itself. The world, though it makes

no profession of Christian discipleship, is quick

enough to see and contemn utterly the weakness

of a church that has so little real faith in the

gospel she professes, as to abandon it in practice

for some carnal substitute. Evidence of this

attitude is furnished in a recent leading article

in a New York commercial newspaper of high

standing, but which makes no pretence to be a

spiritual teacher, though its editorials often deal

with fundamental principles which underlie

the activities of human life. The following

condensation of the article in question is com-

mended to the thoughtful consideration of any

who may be tempted to think the Chri-tian

Church has another province than that outlined

to the first disciples by the Divine Head of the

Church, when He told them: "All authority

hath been given unto me in heaven and on

earth. Go ye, therefore, and make disci (iles of

all the nations, baptizing them into the name
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Ghost; teaching them to observe all things

whatsoever I commanded you; and lo, I am
with you alway, even unto the end of the world

"

(Matt, xxviii : 19, 20.) S.]
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An irapatieace to reform society in the mass,
instead of by the slow process of making indi-

viduals better, and an amiable feeling that if

the coramuDity does not like religion it should
have whatever it does like, account for the in-

creasing disposition of clergymen to discuss
politics and problems of an economic character
in the pulpit. If the topics are congenial, or
seem likely to attract congregations, it is not
difficult for the clergyman to persuade himself
that they have a moral aspect which it is his

proper function to present.

Tne clergy [however], speak with no more
authority on any of these public questions
than an equal number of editors or merchants,
and they generally speak with far less knowl-
edge of the facts and less reflection upon the
issues involved. Most of the questions which
in recent years have disturbed the public mind
are of an economic or commercial character,
and among men of equal educational training
probably no class is less prepared to speak on
these matters than the clergy. Hence a few
years ago there was a pronounced leaning of
the clergy towards greenbackism, as there is

now toward socialism—neither due to a study
of the problems involved, and both attributable
to sympathy with men who have a hard time
in life, and a feeling (born of ignorance), that
if the economic or financial system of the world
were revolutionized the men who have nothing
would get something.

But there is no commercial, economic or
political question on which a pastor can speak
without dividing his congregation and arousing
the antagonism of men, some of whom under-
stand the topics of discussion far better than he
does. If the pulpit has lost much of its old time
authoritv, as is often complained, it is due less
to the growing irreiiglon or the laity thaii to
the growing secularization of the pulpit. No
man can be a universal authority. He cannot
be an aggressive free-trader without impairing
the confidence of his protectionist parishioners
in his theology and his ethical judgment.
The so-called religious press has already gone

the way of the pulpit and gone farther. There
are religious papers, as there are ministers in
abijndance, who confine themselves to their
legitimate fields, but most of them attempt the
discussion of everything that is going on in the
world, and some of them have carried this so
far that what they contain of a religious char-
acter—the news or discussions of the churches—is to be searched for in the fine type toward
the end of the number with the puzzles for the
children, after the Chinese policy of Russia, the
Dreyfus case, the merits of Secretary Alger and
the strike of the BufFdlo grain shovelers, have
been disposed of editorially, and the subsidence
of silverism, municipal ownership of street rail-

ways and progress iu architecture have received
the ampler treatment of special articles.

The complicated economic problems of the
presetit day call for the consideration of men of
experience, of affairs, of personal knowledge, of
men trained for their study by long and careful
preparation. The churches will not render to
the State that service in consideration of which
their taxes are remitted if they merely afl^brd

publicity to the views on all sorts of public
questions of men ill-informed and untrained,
whose opinions on these subjects would be
sought by no association or publication, and
who are placed where they are as the teachers
of morality and religion, the practical applica-
tion of which must be made to the individual
life.

There was no lack of" timely topics" in the
first century or the second—the Riman tyranny
the characters of the emperors, the extortions
of pro-consuls, the violence of centurions, the
institution of slavery, and the wars of conquest.
The early expounders of the new religion have
always been regarded as men of exceptional
courage, but so far as their addresses are pre-
served for us they confine themselves to the
character of the individual.— Condensedfrom
New York Journal of Commerce and Commercial
Bulletin.

Preparation for Worship.

[That a regular editorial of a daily newspaper
can be of so religious a character as the follow-
ing, found in the Indianapolis News, is a sign
of the tendency of which it speaks,—the seek-
ing which is going on among the people for a
deeper religious life.]

Speaking to the " deadly spirit of haste" last

week, in discussing our national nervousness
and fickleness that have invaded our worshij)
and vitiated our spiritual life, we said :

" When we approach the Sabbath day—we
use the term in its spiritual sense, not theolog-
ical

; in the sense of a day of spiritual rest and'
refreshment—do we approach it in a different
mood ; do we use it as a tonic or antidote to our
national fickleness and lightness? There are
few evidences that we do."

These words suggest a consideration of prep-
aration for worship. Has not our national
nervousness or the " deadly spirit of haste " or
some other influence of our modern life driven
from us the sense of need of preparation for
worship? But can we hope to attain the true
worship of God, worship in the spirit and the
truth, without due approach and appreciation
of the act, which shall result in '

chiefly of life in the city, the city which is

dominating more and more the life of the
world—the day is much like other days. The
morning newspaper invades it, bringing its

freight of chatter and chaff and things un°pir-
itual

; the demands of a highly complex civil-
ization entail much labor on this day. The
commercial spirit runs riot ; the lust of gain is

seeking to invade the time by public games
and amusements. The tired worker, driven by
the very spirit of commercialism, is prone to
seek recreation and rest rather than worship on
the day that he has for himself Modern
means of transportation invite all abroad, and
a vast amount of hypocrisy follows as to gain-
ing health and strength in the open air.

To these things we shall not, if we are wise,
say nay, for neither argument with them nor
denial of them is to be sought. Rather shall
we seek first the kingdom of God, and these
things and many, many other things that per-
plex us, will settle themselves. So many un-
settled questions would be settled if we sought
first the kingdom of God ! And how shall we
seek it if it be not with due preparation ?

Christ brought freedom iu more senses than
one. He brought freedom from formalism.
The ancient Pharisees, like modern Mohamme
dans, tied life up to a religion. They had
made man for religion instead of religion for
man. Life was paralyzed. Christ healed it.

He brought rational consideration to it, and
laid stress on the matter of worship, chiefly in

assembling together in the spirit at stated times.
This has come to be the first day of the week
with us. It might be any other day. But
having this, shall we not use it aright ?

There is a hunger and thirst after righteoi
ness to-day as great as ever there has bei

There is no denying this. The man in the pi

seeks a deeper religious life. He is filled wi
husks, and is dry with thirst. The man in t

pulpit is hampered and harassed. Each all

has been influenced by the spirit of greed euge
dered by a commercial age. The ceoti
thought is that there is something higher tli;

material welfare. This is heresy iu a coi

mercial age, but it must be preached. The
must be inculcated the idea that there is son
thing in life better worth living for thi

money; that money, good as it is, is simply
means

; that fir an end we must have som
thing better. Once that idea is realized, the
will come into our lives .something of the serei

and stately truth of Giethe's picture, " withoi
haste, without rest." But we shall not attai

this without efl^^irt, and present eff'.jrt is s

ways hard. The sin that doth so easily be»
us is the one most difficult to remove. Ho
can we reach the serenity that is necessary fi

the state of preparation amid the bustle an
turmoil and temptations of this modern day
Oar days are so much alike! The fathers ha'.
a quiet hour. Their world had six days ('

bustle and one of rest. 'Tis ever thus. W|'
have always the greater trial. Others ha?
never had it so hard. But if we se-k the kin;

dom of God iu spirit and in truth, we shall fin

the way. Think of the picture of faiihfi

Daniel, in Babylon—Babylon, the synonym fu

distraction and temptation ; to which was add©
law that should compel conformity. Bu

amid all, and in the face of all, daily he retire

to his closet and with his face to the east praysi

to the God of his youth, keeping himself undf
filed.

If we are in earnest, the distractions of mod
ern life will not reach us at the time when w
seek to go abroad as to a refuge, findip^ in thi

use of worship an opportunity to purge thi

mind of the foul vapors of this world and mak
ing of it a retreat for communion with God
The story of Israel gathering manna for tw<

days that the Sabbath should be undisturbec
might stand as a simulacrum for preparation
even in a modern day, Sunday began on tb«

Saturday evening. Our era of commercialisa
alas! has pretty nearly purged that away; hai

indeed pretty nearly purged the day itsell

away. But religion is a matter of spirit, and t

contrite heart may be offered amid whatevei
outward seeming. The spirit of man never
craved more earnestly than now a time of spir-

itual succor and renewal. The question is a
simple one. We have allowed the incessanti

demands and temptations of a commercial age,'

which have bred in us all a spirit of haste and
greed to poison almost all our life.

If we hope to find a reality in religion, if we
seek spiritual growth, we have fii^t to prepare
the way. We cannot jump from questions of
gain and greed to questions of God and back
again. " His delight is iu the law of the Lord
and in his law doth he meditate day and
night," said the psalmist, singing his ideal man.
David was not a good man ; he did many
things that were not good. But he strove to be
good, so being a man " after God's own heart."
Why, may be seen in his psalms and read in

his life. In spite of his lapses, for he was very
human, one of the most human of men, yet he
did meditate in the law of the Lord. The law
of the Lord was with him, Its spirit brought
him back when he went astray. We shall not
need to take him for an example, for we have
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abetter. But we shalK need, if we satisfy tlie

r(.l hunger and thirst after righteousness, to

ij;hdraw ourselves from the world, to meditate

the law of the Lord. With that meditation

sldl come the spirit out of which worship is

b-n, true worship, the only worship that is

ftier than sounding brass and tinkling cymbal.

Sshall we realize, and only so, the meaning of

tis promise that where two or three are gathered

ti;ether in his name there He is in the midst

Othem. It is only where men are gathered in

ts spirit, it is only when they come with hearts

Citnte and with thoughts mete for repentance

tit He is there; and then only do they really

ursliip. Then do they experience that peace

tit passeth all understanding.

ttract from the Account of Thomas Wil-

kinson of the Journey of John Pem-

berlon into Scotland.

In the morning John Pemberton expressed a

Ciceru to return to Southend, and desired me
go back, and consult the minister about hav-

r another meeting in his place of worship on

rst-day. The errand to me seemed discuur-

"ng, as we had already partaken of David

mpbell's kindness, had" had two meetings in

church, and bad taken leave of him and his

lilv; yet wishing that my friend might clear

nself as he went along, I returned, though

h a mind eiuburrassed and depressed; how-

ir, I was kindly received by the minister;

1 had much cnnverfation together, and he

ain readily granted his church, after he had

Bached, which he said he could not well omit,

t he should be blamed by his brethren the

esbytery. I now returned to my triends, and

I again arrived at David Campbell's on Fi''st

y, the sixteenth ; but as he was in years, and

weather uncommonly stormy, he declined

caching altogether. We went at one o'clock,

d several collected: John Pemberton and

ivid Ducat both appeared in testimony, and

other meeting was app"inted at half alter

ir. We dined with the minister, and he ac-

mpanied us to meeting, after which we took

ive of him in an affectionate manner. We
d lodged with a farmer of the name of Thomp-

and returned to him again ; he and his

ly were kind to us, and were religious peo-

e. The whole family collected to their de-

tions, both morning and evening; they first

Qg a psalm, then read a chapter in the New
sstament, and afterwards kneeled down to

layers, which were the longest I had heard,

d in which they remembered us their guests.

hen these were concluded, the master of the

mily said, that if we had anything to com-

unicate they were ready to hear us. John

Bmberton replied, he was concerned to caution

m, lest such religious practices, if unattended

correspondent feelings might degenerate in-

i form. David Ducat entered into argument

ith him, which was perhaps conducted with

3 much warmth on both side: John Pem-
rton and 1 said but little. Though I should

>t decline to the best of my ability, to defend

6 fundamentals of Christianity, when called

question, yet I do not often tind much in-

ination to dispute with the dififerent professors

the Christian faith on particular points,

bese persons seemed to me to be sincere in

leir religious exercises and sincerity, it is

oped, will have its reward. Surely they will

ot miss of the scripture promise annexed to the

anding forth of the cup of cold water, for to us

they were indeed as hospitable as their limited

circumstances would allow. This large family

was maintained on a farm which was rented at

eighteen pounds a year; and I have no hesita-

tion to relate, that here we all three slept on

one poor bed, which was kindly given up to us

by the master of the family and his wife : yet

1 remember no remark or murmuring from my
aged friend John Pemberton on the occasion.

It is in much good will that I now desire to

give a caution to those in the ministry, who, in

more affluent circumstances, sometimes visit

their humbler brethren.

Dear friends, be always careful that, by a

high and dissatisfied behavior, you do not

counteract your service. You ought not to ex-

pect from those whose hands are hard with toil,

and who get their bread by the sweat of their

brows, those niceties of behavior and delicate

attentions you may have been accustomed to ;

and yet these to whom I am alluding are often

possessed of strong sensibilities, which it would

be a pity to wound, and we all know there is

S(miething in man that feels sensibly the slights

of his superiors. Remember also, that the food

and accommodation of the Saviour of mankind
Wfre poor and simple, and to the poor He was

always meek: the nearer you approach the ex-

ample of your great Master, the likelier it is

that his work should succeed. The truly con-

cerned, I believe will feel it right rather to pro-

mote moderation than expense. On the other

hand, I hope you, dear friends, who in lower

situations receive these on such arduous errands,

will receive them as your best friends and most

welcome visitors, since it is your good they have

in view. Do not be looking out for occasions

of (jfffnce from those whom ye may think above

vou : Consider the sacrifice of those who live at

home amidst the various comforts of life, yet

who expose themselves to the hardships of travel

and the inclemency of seasons for your sakes.

Be assured if they are sometimes silent and even

distant in their behaviour, it does not originate

in disrespect or want of good will : their minds

are often deeply and inwardly exercised on

your account, and their outward accommoda-
tion is a subject foreign to their thoughts. Re-

member also, should they sometimes seek to be

alone, that exhausted spirits and long exercised

minds wanfat times retirement and rest. I am
well aware, that to many these remarks are en-

tirely superfluous, yet 1 believe there are others

to whom these considerations may not be un-

seasonable. OurSociety of Friends is composed

of persons in very different situations in life,

and in no society existing do those of different

circumstances mingle so much together: then

on the one hand let not the accommodations of

wealth be looked for where wealth is not, and

on the other, let it be remembered, that what

custom has made necessaries to some, are in-

dulgences to others, and that the poor man in

health has greatly the advantage of the rich

man in the hour of hardship and bodily exer

tion.

Finally, I believe that it would tend to the

humbling, and rendering thankful for their

situations, the minds of all amongst us, could

they but explore the recesses of these solitary

mountains, and there behold the accommoda-

tions of the poor inhabitants. I have been in

human habitations that neither afforded a bed,

a table, nor a chair: yet there the tender infant

was reared, and there age and infirmity repfeed.

I have seen these poor people uaked and de-

fenceless below the knee, in the roughest roads

and most inclement seasons ; and I have been

told, that in the severe frosts of winter the road

is sometimes tinged with the blood of their

wounded feet. Can we reflect on these things

and be uneasy with our allotments? For these

our brethren and our.listers, the children of one
common Parent, planted by the same good
Providence as inhabitants of this globe with

ourselves, and joint heirs with us of immortal
happiness.

Items Concerning the Society.

The following account is received from a visiting

Friend from I'iiiladelpliia. The Friends' Sixth
Educational Conference was held at Providence,
R. I., on the 28-30th ullioio. Some of the subjects

presented in well prepared papers and addresses
were, viz: "Literature in School and College."
" The work the College has done for the Church."
" What Denon inational Influence Should our Sec-
ondary Schools Exert?" "Education and Modern
Business Life," The Relation of Friend's Acade-
mies to their Colleges," ''High Scholarship and
Modest Pretensions in College Work," •' An Illim-

trated Lecture on American Archeology." "So-
ciology, troin a Quaker Stand|ioint," "Modern
Thought in Friends' Educational Work," The
Bible in School and College," "The Importance of

Teaching the Principles of Peace in our Schools,

with Suggestions as to Methods," or "Militarism,
its Character. Cause and Cure."
The last-named was read by Dr. R. H. Thomas

of Baltimore, and is treated as the diagnosis of a
well-nigh universal disease from a medical stand-

point. This admirable brochure on a subject

claiming such world-wide consideration at the
present time is a most happy and forceful pleading
for the recognition of a vital Christian principle,

and is worthy of the widest circulation. Copies
(printed separately from the proceedings of ihe

Conference), can be had in a short time at Friends'

Institute, Twellth Street below Market St., Phila.

The discussions following some of these papers
was exceedingly instructive.

Tfie study of the best modern prose and poetry

was commended by a teacher who has been very

successful with children between six and twelve

years of age. Taking a year for such writers as

Whiltier, Longfellow, Lowell, Tennyson orRuskin.
The best selections from one of these authors was

kept continuously before the child, with the result

that an accurate, permanent and fond appreciation

of their writings was acquired.

The need of giving our children some practical

acquaintance with the history and church methods
of our Society was approved .is well as a clearerand

fuller knowledge of the Bible.

The Hebrew language and modes of expression

as preserved in tlie Oid Testament had been much
neglected as literature of the finest order and most
influential in shaping the character of our civili-

zation, as well as Christianity.

It was recommended that a careful acquaintance
with the various portions of the Scriptures might
rightly find a place in tlie school curriculum—side
by side with the ancient classics.

"Modern Thought" was presented as giving

many advantages for a Friendly solution of the

serious problems now confronting the religious

world.

Modern business methods, the formation of trusts

and similar tendencies in commercial circles have
now to be considered in fitting children for the

duties of life, and some valuable suggestions were
made as to what is required of those who fill re-

spojisible positions in connection with corpora-

tioifis.

The welcome extended by Autrustine Jones on
the part of the Friends' School of Providence, R.

I., in whose capacious Alumni Hall the Confer-

ence was held, as also of the Governor of i he Slate

was most cordial and the whole atmosphere and
spirit of the various sessions was stimulating and
spiritually comforting as the great underlying
principles of Quakerism were frequently brought
to view, and increasingly valued by the assembly.

The best and concluding words on teaching chil-

dren were spoken by Prof. Goddard of Maine, who
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has been appointed to fill the chair of Pedagogy in

theNoniial iSchool at West Chester.

He said the ««conscious part of our lives and in-

fluence had about the same relation to the con-

scious as the submerged portion of an iceberg has

to th.it which is in sight.

It was only as the principles of right conduct
and thinking so impregnated our whole being that

they uncons^ciously controlled our lives, and not
only our own, but others, that we could fulfill the
higli calling of instructors.

Canada Yearly Meeting closed its sessions on
Third-day, ihe 27th. A correspondent writes: " I

think most Friends fee!, that, though apparently
beginning in weakness, it was a favored season.

There are dear faithful Friends here, but like all

our co-ordiuaie bodies there is too much of leaving

a few to bear the burdens, wishing the blessed

cause of Truth well, but standing, as it were, out-

side to hiok on, instead of submitting to that

cross-bearing life which would enable them to

come themselves into such life and power as to be
helpers in the Lord's hand in building the waste
places of our Zion that it may again come forth

out of its wilderness state, leaning upon its be-

loved, ' Clear as the sun, fair as the moon and ter-

rible (to the disobedient only), as an army with

banners."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—A London despatch confirms the

statement that there is almost a deadlock over the mo-
dus Vivendi fixing the Alaskan boundarv, neither side

being willing to accept the provisional line proposed
by the other.

Captain Watkin's report of the stranding of the
American Line steamship Paris was made public in

New York on the 10th inst. He says the accident was
owing to an unaccountable error on his part in calcu-

lating the position of the vessel. The United States

Local Inspectors of ."'team Vessels have suspended Lap-
tain Watkin's license as master of ocean steamers for

two years.

A National Park or Forestry Reserve Association
for the (ji.vernmeiital preservation of over 7,00O,00U
acrrs of land in Northern Minnesota will be formed in

Chicago this month. It is a step t .wards the creation

of great national reserves for the preservation of native
forests and si reams and the perpetuation of game.

Bishop Grant, of the African Methodist Episcopal
Church, and M. iSL Moore saw the President on the
7th inst., with reference to affairs in Liberia. They
are both anxious th;it the United States should assume
a priitectcirate over the black republic. A representa-
tive of Liberia is on the way to this country to ui-ge

the same thing.

The Insular Commission has prepared an opinion
holding that the islands in the possession of the United
States as a result of the war with Spain are not a part
of the terr tory of the United States, and as such Con-
gress can lefiis ate for them in any way it sees fit.

_
Advices from Sealy, Texas, are to the effect that

sixty-five lives were iost in that vicinity on Seventh
Month 4th and 5th. as the result of the flood in the
Brazos River. It is said that 700 or 800 persons are
isolated near Broskshire and at San Philippe, and that
unless relief reaches there soon they may be lost. The
water at Sealy is flfteen mdes wide.
A despatch from Caldwell, Texas, of the 9th inst..

says :
" Estimates made by cotlon buyers as to the loss

resulting from damage to the cotton crop in the Brazos
are that not less than 200 square miles of cotton bear-
ing land have been flooded. Basing the loss on five

cent figures, the crop destroyed on these plantntions
was worth almost $4. Ol '0,000. Well informed persons
are of the opinion that this unprecedented rise in ihe
Brazos has cost the people of Texas little less than
110,000,000. Thousan s of mules have been drowned,
all of the domestic animals have perished, rented houses
and negro quarters have been swept a*ay. The gins
are nearly all ruined, and hundreds of plantation stores
carrying big stocks of general merchandise are under
water. Not a bi'idge has escaped."
A despatch from Humboldt, Kansas, of the 5th inst.,

says: "The Neosho valley is flooded by a twenty-four
hour lain, and is under six feet of water. Many fie ds
of whea are gone, and the corn along the river will be
dainas;ed. G. Brady, a farmer, was drowned while try-
ing to save some stock. Jt is feared the flood will ex-
ceed the one oi IfeGo."

The U/iicai/o Tribune has compiled a Fourth of Seventh

Month casualty list from 250 cities and towns. The
leaiting figures are: Dead, 33; injured, 1730 ; fire losses,

$233,070 ; injured by cannon crackers, 731 ; injured by
powder explosion^, 257, injured by toy cannon, 259;
hit by stray bullets, tiO.

The steamer O'plic, at San Francisco, brings news of
the d^ath of the Dowager Queen Kapiolani, widow of
the late King Kalakaua, at Honolulu, on Sixth Month
24th.

The rains have been so severe in Luzon that the
country around Manila is flooHed, and, in some cases,
it is impossible to forward supplies to the trc ps. An
Infantry camp is under water, the men sleejdng on
boxes and the company cooks standnig in water to
their knees in preparing the meals.

Deaths in this city last week were reported to num-
ber 435, which is 15 more than the previous week and
71 less than the corresponding week of last year. Of
the foregoing 136 were under one year of age; 226
were males and 209 females : 52 died of cholera in-
fantum

; 46 of consumption ; 34 of heart diseases; 29 of
inHammation of the stomach and bowels; 23 of inani-
tion

; 21 of pneumonia
; 18 of marasmus; 16 of old

age
;
16 of inflammation of the brnin ; fS from casual-

ties
; 13 of Bnghl's disease; 13 of apoplexy; 11 of

diphtheria ; 9 ot uraemia, and 9 of typhoid fever.
Markets, &c.— U. S. 2's, 101 a 102 ; 4's, reg., 112J a

113; coupon, 112^ a 113; new 4's, 129| a 130|; 5's,

1121 a 113; 8's, reg., 108 a lOSJ ; coupon, 108| a 109}.
Cotton was quiei, closing on a basis of d^^c. per lb.

for middling uplands.
Flour.— Winter super, |2.00 a $2.25 ; Pennsylva-

nia, roller, straight, $3 25 a J3.40; Western winter,
straight, $3.30 a $3.50; spring, straight, $3.60 a $3.80

;

city mills, straight, *3.40 a $3.55. Rye Flouk.—$2.95
a $3,00 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 74} a 74^c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38 a 38|c.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31} a 31 Jc.

Beep Cattle.— Extra, 6c; good, 5f a die; me-
dium, 5J a 5|c.; common, 5 a 5fc.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5 a 5}c.; gc d. 4i a 4^c.;

medium, 4 a 4}c.. common, 2h a 3|c; ^prirg laints, 5i
a 7ic.

Hogs.—5J a 6c., according to quality.
Foreign.—The American delegates at the Hague

have scor.d a great succei-s in obtaining from the
Peace ConfeVence a unanimous vote in favor of having
ihe qiie-tion of piivate property at tea in time of war
dealt with at a special coifereiice to be summone.i
hereafter. Much riiplom tic management was neces-
sary, and many obstacles had to be surmounted before
this result was reached.
The Grand Duke George, brother of the Czar, died

.•^evenih Month 10th of consumption. He was twenty-
eight years old.

On Seventh Month 3rd the Spanish Senate ratified
the treaty of peace with the United ^tates.

Admiral ( ervera and the other commanders of the
Spanish fleet destroyed in the battle of Sant ago, whose
cimluct has been the suiject of inquiry by special
court-martial, have been acquitted and formally lib-

erated.

Grasshoppers have become a great plague in Spain,
invading even the cities. In Austuria 5,000 soldiers
ftere ordered to assist in destn ying them.
A disaster has occurred at the new Jagirsfontein

diam- nd mine, South Africa, where the fall of thous-
ands of tons of earth has buried many people. Several
persons were injured and sixteen are missing.
The c rrespondent of the Times at Buenos Ayres

says :
" President Roci, of the Argentine Republic, wid

visit Uruguay and Brazil about the middle of the
moi.th to invite the Presidents of those countries to
meet the President of Chile here next autumn, with a
view of riisciiSsing the reouction of South Ameiican
armaments. The Aruentine Government will .also

propose an alliance of the four Republics."
It is announced that the formal contract had been

signed whereby J. P. Morgan & Co., of New York city :

S. Bleichroder, ( f the Deutsche Bank, the Dresdner
Bank, in Germany, and J. S. Morgan & Co., in London,
undertake tiieconversim of the entire foreign debt of the
RepuMic of jMexico, most of which now bears 6 per
cent, interest, by the issue of new bonds at 5 per cent,
interest. The new bonds are in sterling or in dollars,
$4.85 exchange, at the cption of the holders, and pay-
ment in America is in United States gold coin of the
present standard of weight and fineness. The bonds
are secured by a pledge < f customs duties.
The British Government has granted a subsidy of

$50,000 annually for five years for the establishment of
a fortnightly freight and passenger line of steamers
between Jamaica and Great Britain.

A severe drought is causing great distress in Son
ern Jamaica.

It is announced that copper ore rf almost incredil
exleiit and richness has been found in the Harry Son
distiict, within about seven h. urs' railway distance
Toronto, Canada.

RfiCEIPTS.
Unless otherwise specified, twodollars have beenrj

eelved from each person, paying for vol. 73.

Caleb Wood, Phi la.; George P. Stokes, N. J., 1

Martha Mickle, Meribah W. Thorp, Thomas S Pil
Phebe C. Carpenter and Daniel Packer; Ellen
Lightfoot, Pa.; Phillips Chambers, Pa.; Samuel
Moon, Pa.; James G. MoCoUin, Phila..$14 for himse
Frances B. McCollin, Thomas H. McCoIlin, Geoi
Forsythe. Charles Potts, Margaretta E. Reed and Be:
Vail ; Deborah B. Haines, Phila
S&'BemiUimces received after Third-day noon vdU\

appear in the Receipts until thefollomng week.

'notices.
Young woman Friend staying in the neighborho

of Merion would like two or three pupils to coach
small children to teach by the hour. Several yea
experience. Address "M," Narbeth, P. O., Pa.

Benjamin H. Coppock has been appointed ageL
for The Friend in place of Thomas E. Smith, releas

|

at his own request. Addre-s Nassau, Keokuk Co., 1

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meeti;
of the Committee on Admissions will be held at Four
and Arch Streets, on Seventh-day, the 22nd instai

as 10 A. M.

John W. Biddle, Qerk.

A YOUNG woman Friend wishes the position
teacher in a private or family school. Experience
primary work. Address, Box 54, Toughkenamon, 1

Memorial op Joseph Walton.—Printed copies
this Memorial may now be had at Friends' Book Stoi

No. 304 Arch Street, Phila.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth St., Phila.-

During the Seventh Month the Library will be opi

only on the afternoons of the 3rd, 6th, 10th, 13th, 17t

20lh, 24th, 27th and 31st days between 3 and 6 p. m.

Corrections.—On page 396, first column, line 24

from the bottom, the word " admirer " should be ''a

viser ;" also on paye 399 of the same week for ' 53rd
read " 2ord ;" and " Horace and Virgil Compared "I

Charles Evans, instead of " Virgil and ( icero ;" ai
" James G. Normart" instead of " Joseph," etc.

Most of the errors were due to an imperfect coj

furnished to the printer.

Died, at the home of Albert Hambleton, Oskaloos
Iowa, the sixteenth of Fifth Month, 1899, aged ninet.

three years four months and eighteen days, Rebecc
H. Roberts, daughter of Daniel and Hulda Hur
born at Douglass, Mass. At Providence. R. I., in 18:

she was married to Laban Jenks. From 1836 to aboi

1858 they lived in iMiami County, Ohio, and afterwai

at West Branch, Le Grand, and Oskaloosa. lowi

this last place her husband died in 1865. Later si

was married to Reuben L. Roberts, M. D., with w__
as United .states agent she labored several years amot
the Shawnee Indians. Since his death in 1875 hi

home has been mainly at Oskaloosa, Iowa. Shi

a Baptist in her early years ; but while yet in her teei

by unusual experiencts—immediately from the Lord-
she ever believed she was fully convinced of the do*

trines and principles of Friends, and she held the

ever precious, and some of them with rare clearness

the end. For one so aged she read much, being pa;

ticularly fond of her New Testament, which she marke
and underscored with spiritual discernment. It helpe

her constantly to grow in the life and grace of her Loi
and Saviour, and to see his will concerningthe Churcl

While she seriously regret' ed some tendencies to ej

tremes in the Society of Friends, her love and patien(

towards all steadily grew. She was deeply intereste

in the suHeriug. and contributed much to aid the li

dians, negroes and orphans. Always industiions

sparing, she gave freely of her means to the Children

Home Finding Society, and to provide for the educi

lion of indigent youth, and she was long a life membe
of the American Peace Society. Of two things bk

often spoke tenderly and tearfully— of her own ui

worthiness of God s great goodness, and of her sympi

thy for the suflering. In her last years, while ever i

svieet submission to the will of God, she more
more desired to depart and be with Christ.
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dan, 369.

Dean Ellwood. Letter of, to one in affliction, 238.

Developed photographs and developed ch -racters, 363.

Death. On the hastening of, by improper habits, 77.

The blessedness of being always readv for, 175.

282.

penalty. Plea for the abolition of, in Pennsyl-

vania, 206.

Remarks on the above 227.

Deaths.—Rachel L. Atkinson, 200 ;
Sarah D Allen,

240 ; L. Caroline Ash, 368 ; Martha C. Barton. 40;

Jesse Bailey, 48; John Bundy, 112; Elenor C.

Brooks, 224 ; Edith F. Barker, 240 ;
Jarvis H. Kart-

lett, 296 ; Talitha Anna Briggs, 368 ; Joseph Cow-
gill, 8; Hannah Child, 8; Jane Cronk, 16; Rachel

Cope, 32; Elizabeth Canby, 56 ; Ruth A. Crandall,

111 ; Mary H. Cooke, 120 ; Sarah S. Carpenter, 176;

Edith Collins, 208 ; Mary Morris Cox, 216; Mary
J. Carey, 234 ; Sarah E. Cooper, 264 ; Israel Cope,

280 ; Lydia Cope, 288 ; Joshua Copp ck, 304 ; Anna
B. Cornwell, 320; Abraham Cowgill, 408 ;

Edward
G. Dillingham, 232; Rachel Ann Doudna, 376; David

Evans, 48 ; Ora E. Emmons, 88; Anna Emmons, 120
;

Margaretta Elliott, 120: Theodore E. Elder. 216; Ma-
ry S. Edge, 216; Anna V. Edge, 224 ; Sophia Embree,
248 ; Mary Esterbrook, 304 ; David Eldridge, 328

;

Mary Eldridge, 328 ; Joseph Fawcett, 280 : George

S. Garrett, 234: Charles P. Hall, 8; Clarkson

Hodgin, 16; Hannah C. Haworth, 24; Matilda

Hodgson, 24; Mary E. Harvey, 40; Benjam:

Hoopes, 48 ; Joshua L. Harmer, 64 ; Parker Ha]

SO ; Charles 1. Hayes, 120 ; Sabina Hancock, 22-

Susan VV. Ueacock, 224 ; Martha J. Hall, 234 ; E
becca Neill Heald, 280"; Mary Hampton, 280

; Oliv

.Hampton, 280; Sabina Hiatt, 288 ; Anna P. He:

dei-son, 288 ; Ruth Hobson, 320 ; Jesse D. Hocke'

328 ; Joseph.Hall, 336 ; Martha E. Hall, 376 ; Ma
tha B. Hanco'ck, 392; Samuel Heacock, 408 ; Mary.

Jones, 64; Rachel Johnson, 234; Texanna B. Jorda

280 ; Penninah Jordan, 280 ;
Hannah E. Kaigh

280 ; Amelia R Leeds, 24 ; Alien T. Lee, 272 ; Josis

Lippincott, 344 ; Cornelia B. Leonard, 376 ; Lyd
Miller, 24 ;

Samuel L. Moore, 32 ; Amy Middleto

40 ;
Joseph Morris, 104 ; Margaretta J. Mercer, 241

Francis W. Moore, 368 ;
Rutli Newlin, 64 ; John]

Peele, 280 ; Loucilla R. H. Quatman, 344. 359; Ms
tha Cresson Roberts, 40 ; Harmon Rhodes, 104; Ma
H. Roberts, 304; Rebecca H. Roberts, 416; Hub(
Rockwell, 3s4 ; Isaac Roberts, 392; Edward SmedU
24 ;

Benjamin Stanton, 64 ;
Alexander Scott, 1&

Howard A. Stanton, 184 : Lewis Sharpless, 21

Charles Stokes, 256; William Shaw, 272; Dim
Shannon, 288 ;

Edith R. Starbuck, 408 ; Stephen J

Trimble, 136; Henry Trimble, 136 ; Mary H. Toe

280; John Thomas, 312; Mary F. Venable, 17

Eli Vernon, 176 ; Charlotte VVistar, 88 ; Charles

Warner, 152 ; Anna Waring, 176 ; Benjamin
Wetherill, 256 ; Mary E. Windle, 288 ; Eliza A:

Walker, 320 ;
Samuel Walton, 344 ; Hannah W

kins, 392 ; Ann Wilson, 392 ;
Hannah Yerkes, 20

Sarah T. Zook, 208.

Died when away from home on Truth's service. Ess

entitled, 263.

Dignity of the Divine mark in man. Remarks
John Milton on the, 118.

Dillingham Edward G. Remarks on the death of, 1{

210.

Display of religious life. On the, 126.

Ditzler William U. Memorial of the Monthly Me
ing of Friends of Philadelphia for the We
ern District concerning, 29. 39. -13.

Remarks on the above, 295.

Incident illustrating the concern of, for t

Truth, 337.

Divine gui.lance. Testimony of Sir Matthew Hale

the reality of, 3.

Grace can not be given by parents to their dt

dren, 89.

On a growth in, .369.

Discipline. On the history and origin of the insti

tion of the, among Friends, 219. 227. 235. 246. 2

Do evervthing well. Extract entitled, 325.

Doctrinal test for laity and clergy in Old Sot

Church, Boston, 375.

Doing as well as one knows how. On, 316.

Don't complain. Extract entitled, 108.

Don't let go the anchor. Essay entitled, 78.

Dress. Testimony of Mslij Fletcher, a Methoc

preacher, to plainness of, 31.

Remarks on plainness of, entitled " Why w
this uniform " '! 36.

Remarks of The Episcopal Recorder upon

growing disregard of plainness of, among
ligious professors, 39.

Plainness of advocated because belonging

Christianity, 58.

Appeal of Adoniram Judsonto Christian won

against ornamental and costly, 277. 283.

Remarks of Job Scott against judging in reg

to, in a censorious spirit, 294.

Illiberal liberalism in i elation to, 345.

Drinker Elizabeth. Notice of the ministry of, 61.

Driving through narrow places On respecting

rights of others entitled, 284.

Drudgery. The importance of. 111.
^

Drummond Henry. Remarks of, on the importano

love, 185. '

Dudley Mary. Remarkable power accompanying .

ministry of 28.

Duties of children and parents, 157.

Duty. Essay entitled, 319.

Dukhobortsi. Late information respecting the, 14.

42. 60. 79. 87. 95. HI. 117. 139. 171. 217. S.

295.

Appeal from the Meeting for Sufferings

Philadelphia on behalf^ of the, 20.

Remarks on the above, 33.

Letter of John Bellows respecting the propo

emigration of to Cyprus, 42.

Letter of a committee of Friends- in Engla

to the, in Cyprus, 79.

Letters from Cyprus respecting the, 87.

171. 202. 204. 210. 267. 295. 319. 335. 346,



INDEX.
ukhobmtsi. On the proposed emigration of, to Can-

ada, 95. 171. 203. 217. 322.
Notice of the recent life and exile of tlie 117

125.130.141.204.291.
Ertbrts of Friends in two Monthly Meetings in

aid of the, 119.

Account of Cyprus the present home of exiled, 121
VVhat is the creed of the? 137.
Notice of the Tidstoy fund in aid of the, 138.
Notice of a conference in aid of the, 139.
Friends under

il courage, a fail-

. recent meeting

concern to meet the, arriving
at Halifax, 200.216,217.225.252.257.343

Notice of the arrival of a vessel load of, at
Halifax, 217. 262. 291.

Account of Prince Hilkofr,one of the, 217
The recent landing of, in America, an historic

advent, 225. 271.
The, n t Quakers, 225.
Remarks of The York Times on the exertions of

English Friends for the, 239.
Kecep ion of the, arriving at Winnipeg, 252.
On the earlier history of the, 261.
Account of the, exiles in Siberia, 267.
in Manitoba. Account of the, 291. 295 299

306. 351. 371. 393.
Notice of appeal to the Czar of Kussia by
Friends on behalf of the, 313.

Notice of the removal of the, from Cyprus to
Canada, 335 346.357.371.

An account of the arrival of the third ship load
of, in Canada, 357.

Notice of the fourth ship load of, arriving in
Canada, 3(5. 378.

Account of a visit to the, in Manitoba, by Jos.
S. Elkinton and Wm. Evans, 391. 393. 406. 412.

'thiy versus heaven y treasure, 2.

The observance of, disapproved of by a Pres-
ytery in Georgia, 359.

iysione lighthouse. Acc-unt of Winstanley the
uilder of the tirst, 299.

tiun. On the importance of instilling a love of
truth in, 81.

An, which does not gi

ure, 142.

in agriculture. A plea for, iu Friends' schools
300.

icatioual Association. Notice of
of the National, 19.

•ms. On truthfulness in, 82.

catois. Notice of a proposed Conference of, at
rovidence, R. 1., 384.

cational Conference. Notice of the proceedings
the Friends' sixth, held at Providence, R. 1., 415.
orial—The Lord not in the fire, 1 ; Blessing the

IS, 9 ; The way open, 9 ; Whence is wisdom, 10
;

truce of God, 17
;
On making terms of peace

th Spain, 17 ; The Monthly Meeting clerk, 25
Btiograde spirituality, 25; A Friends' share ii

ercy, 33; Christian martyrs of the Caucasus, 33
)-operative Shepherding, 33 ; The Christian Com-
ission, 41 ; Testimony by countenance, 41 ; Re-
arks on taking life by "due process of law," 42
tfulium in Parvo," 49 ; Smaller bodies and greater
inciples, 57 ; Vacation retrospects, 65 ; Notice of
Wayside Rhymes," by Mahlon Oliphant, 66

;

ieping a meeting open alone, 73. 129; On the
oposed federation of the -Anglo-Saxon race, 81

;

uth in education, 81 ; Remarks on the ministry,
,
On the inshining c.f the light of Christ, 89;

)tice of the testimony of Friends against war, 89
;

Bntion of ihe great clock in the City Hall, Phila-
Iphia, 89 ; Influencing children to love work, 97

;

>nor to the honorable, 97 ; The flag and the
)ss, 105 ; Real and constructive calls, 105 ; On
imorial and fellowship communion, 113;
tice of a remark on the acceptance by other
igious denominations of some of the views of
lends, 121 ; On the results of war, 121

; Cyprus,
I ; On a supposed meritorious inaction in religion,

9 ;
Religion is concerned with our every day busi-

js, 129; On "principles not men," 129; Remarks
the life of Philip Schaff, 129

; Notice of a letter
Alexander 1. of Russia, in favor of peace, 137

;

e budding of the harvest, 137; What is the creed of
Dukhobortsi? 137; Notice of the Tolstoy fund
id of the Dukhobortsi, 138 ; Notice of the pro-
dings of a conference in aid of the Dukhobortsi,
1 ; Appeal on behalf of sufferers on the Sea Islands,
C, 139

;
Sympathy, 145 ; The practicability of

ristianity, 145 ; The new power, 145 ; Former
rality of Friends, 153; Is our trusteeship lapsing ?

i; Ministry after Meeting, 153. 161. 177; Re-
rks in reference to libraries, 161 ; Remarks on so-

led peace jubilee, 161 ; The safety of not know-

ing how to play cards, 161, 162
; Clock-work minis-

try, 169; A thoughtful visitor, 177; Prayer by dic-
tation, 177

; A running comment, 18.5. 210- Our
meeting houses as debtors to the public, 201 ; On the
sight ot the Saviour of men by the prophet Isaiah
and others, 209 ; Expressions of sympathy with the
etii or of The American Friend in bereavement, 209 •

In nonessentials, loyalty, 209 ; Why should life
lear deaihy 217; On a perversion of the text,
' \Vhere the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty,

"

217; Remarks on individual faithfulness, 217
; The

arrival of the Dukhobois in Canada, 217; 'what
scholars, in the wisdom of their scholarship only.
think of Christ, carries no authority, 225

; The laud-
ing of the Dukhobors in America, an historic event,
225

;
The Dukhobors not (Quakers. 225 ;

' What is
the matter with modern preaching ? " 225

; A dawn-
ing light on oaths, 233; On loyalty to our religi-
ous Society, 241 ; On a Christianity without Christ,
241; On a danger tiiat civil and religious liberty
may perish with the sword, 241 ; On worship in
spirit and in truih, 241. 249 ; The Lord's addition to
the church, .49; Remarks on the Dukhobors entitled
" Ye visited me," 257 ; Isolated and independerjtly
convinced Friends, 257; San Jose Friends again in
membership, 257 ; Notice of statistics of Roman
Catholics and Protestants in the United States, 265

;

Remarks on the salary of minister^, 265 ; On rool'
principles of Romanism, Protestantism and Quaker-
ism, 265

;
Do we preach from a text or from Christ?

273 ; Obstructions to marriage among Friend:
through luxurious living, 287

; On contending for
Truth in the right spirit. 289 ; The first editori:
The Friend, issued Tenth Month 13, 1827, 305;
Our competition with others is in the Holy Spirit
only, 305

; Ke. narks on sound views of Leo Tolstoy
and others lately published iu The Friend, 306 •

Notice of the proceedings of Philadelphia Yearly'
Meeting, 313. 321

; Prophets of action, 329 ; Visits
to Jersey Shore meetings, 337 ; Remarks on the
declaration of Jesus Christ, "Because 1 go unto the
Father," 345; Remarks on laboring among the
heathen entitled, " From the known to the un-
known," 345 ; On the etiects of war, entitled, " The
suicide of homicide," 345 ; On criticism of the plain
dress, entitled Illiberal Liberalism, 345 ; 'Fossils

"

in our religious Society are those who live in the
principles from which our early Friends came out,
353

;
is our church government a democracy ? 353

;The open door f.r progressive revelations, 361
;

Remarks on growth in grace, 369
; The modern

imitation of Christ, 369 ; Comments on the Centen-
nial of Westtown school, 377 ; Revel.ition to have
the precedence, 385

; Notice to correspondents, 393;
Not yours but you, 401; Remarks on Christ as the
Word of God, 409

; A brief review of Friends' doc-
trines, 409.

Egypt; its history and civilization. On, 21.27
45. 53.

On the railroad from, into the desert, 87.
Remarks on late massacres by English troop;

the Soudan, 150.

The moral maxims of ancient, 231.
Elkinton Joseph S. Account by, of the arrival of

Dukhobortsi in Canada, 357.
Emers n. Extract from, 103.

Enjoyment of good things is often increased by shar
ing them with others, 189.

England. Comments on the
tive spirit shown by,

the Soudan, 150.

The farmer's visit lo th

The church of. On th(

Ritualism, 59. 136.

The doctrine respecting the sacrament con-
tained in the prayer book .if, 159.

On the rapid pr gress towards Roman Catholic-
ism in, 181.

Remarks on political methods in episcopal
elections f the, 231.

Contest in the, between Catholicism and Protes-
tantism, 325.

The position to-day of three parties in- the, 375.
Estaugh John and Elizabeth. Brief notice of, 197.
Evans Henry, a negro preacher. A remarkable instru-
ment in the Divine hand, 331.

Evans Lucy Ann, of Tuckerton, N. J. A prophecy of,

remarkably fulfilled, 337.

?ans William. Remarks of, on the peculiar service
of the Society of Friends, 291.

Testimony of, that the principles of Friends are
yet to spread over the world, 293.

Encouraging communication by, to Friends, 380.
Thomas. Incident in the ministry of, 382.

Testimony of,

mchristian and vindic-

1 reference to the war in

Queen of, 228.

storm in the, cau bv

Evil. The fruits of, may last a life time, 14.
Evil speaking. Watchfulness against, a proof of growth

in grace, 119.

"Facilis descendus." Remarks on, 188.
Family life present many opportunities for the exer-

cise of virtue, 286.
Farmer's visit to the Queen of England. The, 228.
Fashion. The extravagance of, 175.
Fiction. An ellect of, 247.
Figure 3. .Some remarkable peculiarities of the, 151.
Filling present limits. Extract entitled, 322.
Firing at one sp .t. Remarks on temptation entitled.

First day of the week. A newspaper published on
the, discontinued in London, 369. 375.

Fisher J.,hn of Youghal. Account of the last illness
of, 411.

Fla'tering titles. Objections to giving, 97.
Flower Rus-ell P. Remarks of, on giving away one-

tenth of his income, 375.
Fletcher Mary, a Methodist preachi

to plainness of dre-s, 31.
Foods as remedies, 266.
Forgetfulness of God. Essay entitled, 158.
Fox George. On the cleansing of the heart of, by

Jesus Christ, 289.

Notice of the parentage and early life of, 389.
On the early exercises of, in the ministry, 402.

Fox Maria S. Experience and observations of, on
exercises in the ministry, 215.

Forgive. Learn how to, 374.
Forgiveness. Incident illustrating, 34.
Free Methodists. Kules of, respecting plain buildings

for meeting houses, 167.
Frcfdom of choice between good and evil given to the

soul if man, 114.

Frets ever nothing. Extract entitled, 108.
France. Incident of the Reign of Terror in, and
comments, 354.

French flower girl. Account of an insane person en-
titled. The, 380.

Friends. Religious communications addressed to, 5.
27. 45. 78. 106, 107. 158. 175. 214. 247. 265.
278. 294.

On the state of the Society of. 1. 11. 17. 25. 55.
6,5. 67. 79. 95. 158. 183. 187. 202. 214, 215.
218. 223. 239. 247. 251. 263. 274. 279. 295
370. 399.

Prophetic declarations respecting innovations
upon the d ctrines of, 1.

On the doctrines of, respecting the ministry, 5.
6.5. 89. 10.5. 147. 162. 169. 177. 273.

On the refreshing character of the meetings for
worship of, 7.

Addendum to an article entitled " The decline
of Friends in Barbadoes," 11.

On the views of, in the regard to worship, 13
73. 100. 153. 216. 273. 319.

The efforts of the pastoral system on, 17, 183
202.

' • .

Appeal of, in Philadelphia on behalf of the
Dukhobortsi, 20.

Remarks of Samuel Scott on consistently main-
taining the doctrines and te-tiinonies of, 23.

The ofiice of a clerk in the meetings for discip-
line of, 25.

'^

On the inconsistency of the pastoral system with
the doctrines of, 33. 187. 249.

Notice of the history of the government of
Pennsylvania by. 34. 50.

Correction of a statement in The Daily Chronicle
of London, respecting, of Philadelphia, 39.

The necessity of the maintenance of the views
of, in regard to worship, 47. 241.

Remarks on the character and leaching of the
early, 58. 68. 74.

On plainness of dress advocated by, a fruit of
Christianity, 58. 151.

Notice of impressions produced upon others by
inconsistency among professing, 65. 79.

.Account of, at Jericho, Indiana, 67.
Remarks on marriage among, 69, 287.
Notice of the first meeting of IJurlington and
Bucks Quarterly Meeting of, 71. -^

Testimony of the early, to the light of Christ
in the heart, 74.

Certificate of removal given by, for Jeremiah
Langhorne. 77.

An acknowledgment to-, by a member in 1 689, 77.
The concern of, to bear witness to the Truth,

has led to the bearing of distinguishing testi-



Friends. Historical notes on the meeting of, at Lynn,

Mass., 90. 95.

Publications of, relating to war and peace to be

had at 30-i Arch Street, Philadelphia, 95.

Objections of, to giving flattering titles to men,97.

On the doctrine of, respecting the communion,

113, 313.

Remarks on the " Beacon " movement among,

in England in 1836, 115.
_ .

The views of, accepted by other denominations,

Notice of a new meeting-house ^or, in Washing-

ton, D. C, 127. 263.
. _

An advantage to, of an unpaid ministry, l/».

Advices of London Yearly Meeting to, against

diversions, music, dancing, etc., 131.

Objections to the readi.ig of the Holy Scrip-

tures in the meetings of, 143.

The influence of the use of the plain language

by, 143.

•• On charitable giving by, 143.
, o^, .

Notice of liberality of, in America in 1801, to

Friends in Great Britain and Ireland, 153,

The doctrines of, must be exemplified by the, of

to-day, in order to gather others to them, 153

Remarks on ministry after meeting, by, 153. 161

177.

Notice of public meetings appointed to be held

by Chester Monthly Meeting of, 159. 183.

On the value to the Society of, of those who

have been added to itby convincement, 163.257.

Remarks of John Barclay on the benefit to be

derived from reading the journals of deceased,

166.

once noted for their lofty standard of honor, 166.

in Holland and the Warder school, 173. 196.^

- Statistics of the number of members c f the So-

ciety of, in Australia, 175.

The need of a faithful testimony by, against war,

177.

Notice of Haddoufield Quarterly Meeting of,

held Twelfth Month 15, 1898, 183.

Notice of ministering, who have died abroad,

197, 263.

A visit to the Fritchley, 198.

Statistics of membership of different Yearly

Meetings, 200. 207.
.

Remarks on the care necessary in locating the

meeting houses of, 201.

Letter of the representative body of Kan-as

Yearly Meeting of, to the Czar of Russia, 205.

The necessity of loyalty to the principles of the

Society of, by its members, 209.

Remarks on the present condition of the So-

ciety of, 214.

Letter to a persecutor of, from his mother, 215.

On the origin and history of the institution of

the rules of discipline "among, 219. 227. 235.

246.251.
Ministers among, follow trades and protes-

sions as other people, 223.

Statistics of membership in the Western Dis-

trict Monthly Meeting of, Philadelphia, 224.

Notice of the Testimony of the Society of, in

Amerha, in 1830, 227.

Remarks on the testimony of, against oaths, 233.

Notice of a meeting of, at Merchantville N. .1.,

239.

Remarks on the first concern of, 247
._

On receiving membei-s into the Society of, 249,

On isolated and independently convinced, 257.

Notice of the struggle of, in Norway and Den-

mark against war, 258,

On the privileges and du

D. L. Maier, 258.

In reference to a revival of the once favored

condition of the Society of, 261.

On root principles of the Society of,_265

The present day service of the Society of, 265.

Remarks on disturbances caused by Geo. Keith

among in 1692, 267.

Remarks of Samuel Scott in a meeting for d:

cipline of, 271.

An objection of, to Bible schools, 273.

Remarks on " The New Quakerism " as distin-

guished from that of early, 274.

The spiritual equality of men and women in

the Society of, 281.

The zeal of the early, in the attendance of

meetings for worship, 287.

Notice of Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting of,

held Third Month 16, 1899, 288.

The need of, to maintain the Truth in Truth's

spirit, 289.

INDEX.

Friends were raised up to bear testimony to the grace

which enlightens every man, 291.

Caution to, to enter into feeling with those they

need to advise, 292.

The principles and testimonies of, yet to spread

over the whole earth, 29S.

Account of the convincement of a sailor of the

principles of, 294.

The interest of young, in our religious Society,

297.

The strength of the Society of, depends on its

obedience to the Holy Spirit, 305.

A word of hope to burden bearers among, 306.

The influence of, against formalism in the

churches, 307.

The importance of the attendance by, of their

mid-week meetings, 311.

Remarks of an honest enquirer upon the prin-

ciples of, 311.

Notice of a visit of the Czar of Russia in 1712

to a meeting of, 318.

Remarks on the principles of, by one received

into membership with

of young, by Paul

the

Notice of Nantineal Meeting House belonging

to, in 1855, 325.

Remarks on, as bearing testimonies to future

generations, 329.

Notice of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting of,

held Fifth Month 1, 1899, 335.

The establishment of a meeting of, at Tuckerton,

N. J., through the faithfulness of Edward
Andrews, and interesting particulars concern-

ing it, 337.

An appeal from some popular diversions to the

witness of the Spirit, issued by the overseers

of Western District Monthly Meeting of, 342.

Notice of proceedings of Abington Quarterly

Meeting of, held Fifth Month 4, 1899, 343,

Account of the "Beacon controversy" '•" '

Society of, 349. 354. 362.

On the difl^erence between, and other religious

bodies, 351.

Notice of Concord Quarterly Meeting of, held

Fifth Month 8, 1899, 351.

The Society of, is in principle a theocracy, 353.

A document of, on peace, criticised by a Roman
Catholic priest, 359.

On the place and service of the Holy Scriptures

as held by, 361.

A service of, in 1748, to the Plenipotentiaries

at Aix-la-Chapelle, 362.

Account of the efforts of, to abolish slavery in

this country, 372. 379. 387. 405. 413.

The need of consistency to principle by, during

vacations, 375.

Notice of a meeting of, in 1868, held at Fourth

and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, 382.

Immediate Divine revelation the foundation

principle of, 385.

Address of the Meeting for sufferings of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting of, to the American

. Commissioners at The Hague, and reply, 387.

^Gleanings in the early history of, 389. 402. 412.

Notice of Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting of,

held Sixth Month 15, 1899, 391.

The principles of, gaining in the world, 405.

A brief review of the doctrines of, 409.

Friends Freedmen Association, 36th Annual Report

of. 332.
. „„„

Friends' Library. Notice of the times of opening, 207.

Friendly Association for regaining peace with the

Indians in Pennsylvania, in 1755. The, 237. 242.

254. 261.

Fritchley and its Friends. An account of a visit to,

198.

Funerals. Flowers at, prohibited by a Roman Catholic

bishop, 271.

Future. A, for the foundation of our past, 405.

Gambling. On progressive euchre and other forms of,

260.

Progressive euchre declared by a judge in Ken
tucky to be, 343.

Gauntt familv of Little Egg Harbor, N. J. Notice of

the, 337.

George Junior Republic. Account of the, 54.

Remarks of " citizens " of the, on Friends, 263

Gifford, Phebe R. Notice of, 399.

Gifts and givers as God loves. Extract entitled, Such,

236.

Girl. Preservation of a, in imminent dange
,

Remarks on the, who takes mother's place, 159.

A generous little, 173.

The, of years ago, 180.

Girl. Trust of a little, in God, 218.

The power of a, entitled '' A g ntle hand," 314

Girls. A word of advice to, in the country, 3.

On the importance to, of knowing some usefu

business, 83.

The valuable service performed by, in home!
duties, 116.

" Give him a cheer." Noble behavior of a boy ei

titled, 284.

Giver and the gift. On the danger of forgetting ou

Heavenly Father entitled. The, 89.

Glorying in tribulation. On, 75.

Good old times." Extract entitled, " The, 322.

Gold coins. On the "sweating" of, 214.

Good in bad people. Extract entitled, 286.

Good work or none. Incident of a workman entitle(

221.
" Good, but not pleasant to live with." Extract ei

titled, 226.

Gospel. The transformation of the natural dispoa

tion through the, 211.

Grace. Who can say ? 225.

Grant, General U. S. Remarks on the religious sio

of, 62.

Graphophone. Notice of a powerful, 327.

Grellet, Stephen. First experience of, in silent wo
ship, 100.

Growing too cool. Remarks on, 299.

Grumble box. Extract entitled. The, 202.

Illustration of the pernicious effects of bai

Brief reference to, at the

Habits.

20.

Haddon, Elizabeth

eighteen, 281.

Hague, The. International conference. Notices

Address of Friends to the Amsrichn Con

missioners at, and their reply, 387

Resolution of the Fifth Late Mohonk Conff

ence to the American Commissioners at, '

Address of the New Y''ork Bar association r

spectinij the conference at the, 394.

Hale, Sir Mattiiew. Testimony of, to the reality

Divine guidance, 3.

Happiness is to be found within, 205.

Harvard College. Remarks of a professor of, again

the late war, 91.
,,

Haverford College. Notice of the present large e

tendance at,

Notice of the sixty-fifth anniversary of fl

founding of, 111.

Hawaii. The value of education highly appreciati

in, 287.

Complimentary titles ignored by domestic sef

ants in, 335.

Having a form. Remarks on worship entitled, 314.

Health. Violation of the laws of, shortens life, 77.

Mental labor, when moderate, conducive to, 7|li

Remarks on "mouth germs,'

On the need of Christian workers to care i

their, 1-58.

On the origin of lockjaw, 172.

A person with clothing ablaze to be put

horizontal position, 172.

Hints from the Dansville Sanitarium, Ne

York, respecting, 211.

HI temper and discontent caused by tight laoin

214.

Simple home remedies for the recovery of, 25

On the effect upon, of different foods, 266,

Importance to, of the proper care of shoes, 31

Improved, of the community during the li

100 years, 322.

Heathen names for days and months. Reasons for

disuse of, by Friends, 410.

Heruism of a guide in Switzerland, 154.

Heart's convincement. Essay entitled. The, 106.

Heart power better than head power, 317.

Heathenism. Observations on real, 102.

Helping children to pray. Extract entitled, 5.

grandma. Extract entitled, 237.

Hemp. On Manila, 157.

Heredity. Remarks on, 130.

Hero. A true, 237.

Heroism. On secret and invisible, 234.

Hilkoff, Prince Account of, 217. 261.

Letters of, respecting the needs of the Dukh

bortsi in Canada, 299. 351.

Historical notes on Lynn Meeting (Mass.), 90.

History of a ruined life. A, 100.

History of nations. The designs of the Almighty

filled in, 373.

Hog. Stiff bristles of the, come from Russia, 327

Holiness. On personal experience of, 172.



toly Scriptures. On the effects of the, upon a nation's
literature, 14.

The, are proof against all unsanctified learning,
14.

Christ and not the, the foundation of Christian-
ity, 25.

The, were written both from inspiration and ex-
perience, 36.

Notice of the distribution of the, among Span-
ish prisoners, 47.

Remarks on the, entitled " Kn' .wing the author,"
60.

On the reason why the authorship of the, is

disputed by certain critics, 84.

Encouraging incident in reference to the distri-

bution of, in Spain, 150.

Apostates may have the words of, but not the
life, 154.

Directed to be read at Harvard College, to assist

in the cultivation of a literary style. 175.

On the history of the late Revised Version of

the, 178.

On memorizing pa.ssages from the, 207. 255.

The earliest lists of New Testament b. oks, 222.

229.

The, subordinate to the Holy Spirit from which
they came, 226. 322. 361.

A large circulation of the, among natives of

Uganda, 255.

To be rightly understood only through the

Holy Spirit, 268. 311. 322.

Extracts from a recent version of the Psalms,

269.

Notice of many translations of the, 271.

Testimony of Isaac Penington respecting the

inventions of man in connection with the,

322.

Confirmation of, by Assyrian monuments, 323.

Unscriptural declaration of Methodists

ing the, 335.

The, made the instrument of the conversion of

a Russian nobleman, 341.

Jesus Christ called the, a word of God, but him-
self ihe Word of God, 343.

The Revised X'ersion of the, sanctioned for use

in the Church of England, 359.

On " higher criticism," in connection with the,

361.

On the spread of, in Italy in recent years, 366.

The predictions ol, in reference to Tyre, and
their fulfilment, 379_.

Remarkable preservation of a Burmese transla-

tion of, the New Testament, 381.

Remarks on the as a literary marvel, 410.

The, were lived before they were written, 411.

)Iy Spirit. On the offices of the, 63.

A baptism of the, the great need of religious

bodies, 136.

Christians commanded to be filled with the, 154.

276.

The need of the, everywhere, and at all times,

370.

mesty and industry. The value of, illustrated in a

loy's experience; 22.

me. The importance of making friends at, 210.

mest man. Remark of an, 385.

inor. On rendering, to the honorable, 97.

•nor thy father and thy mother. Extract entitled,

peless case." Remarks on a boy considered "A,

spitality as a discipline, 276.

uses. Notice of the largest, in the world, 116.

w mastership comes, 47.

w a Nebraska settlement was captured. Extract
sntitled, 251.

to overcome environment, 372.

usekeeping and homemaking. On the distinction

fcetween, 199.

iirse. How to cure a, from kicking, 202.

lill, Henry. On the death of, when on a religious

;isit in Ohio, 263.

Iimility. On, 20. 41. .57. 351.

Illustration of the truth that before honor is,

121.

iingry for a hand shake. Extract entitled, 14

Imt, Ann. The effects of loving others exemplified
n the life of, 247.

Iisband and wife. The mutual eflorts of, should be
elevate and refine, 195.

I lia. Notice of the labors of David, the Tamil evan-
relist, in, 182.

INDEX.
India. Silence in worship enjoined by the Gotamists

in, 191.

Indians. Defects in the administration of officials in
treating the, 157.

Notice of the Friendly Association in Pennsyl-
vania for regaining peace with the, in 1755,
237. 242. 254. 261.

Individual accountability. " Essay entitled, 278.
Infidel. A vulgar, reproved, 7.

An, discomfited by an old woman, 14.

The views of an, changed when in danger of
drowning, 156.

Infidelity. Remarks of Vicesimus Knox on, 212.
Influence. On the, of each individual, 47.

Insane in Syria. Appeal on behalf of T. Waldenieir's
hospital for the, 367.

Intemperance. Incident in the life ofJohn B. Gough, 1 9.

Bitter reflections upon her parents by a young
woman given to, 77.

History of the life of an Australian shepherd
ruined by, 100.

The cost of, in four months, in the United States

twice a.s ranch as that of the war with Spain,
122.

Statements in reference to the deadly effects of.

lukept
231

Remarks on the eflects of, entitled

promises, 244.

A husband reclainjed from, by his wife, 293.

Items concerning the Society, 55. 71. 79. 95. 103. 111.

119. 127. 135. 143. 159. 166. 175. 183. 200. 247. 263.

271. 279. 287. 295. 335. 343. 351. 359. 367. 375. 383.

391. 399. 416.

Italy. On the spread of the Holy Scriptures in, during
recent years, 366.

Japan. The high position of women in ancient, 303.

Japanese. Testimony of a young, on faith and trust

in God, 218.

Jericho (Indiana)^ As it was and as it is, by William
Robinson, 67. ^

Jess going to. Remarks on procrastination entitled,

250.

Jew. Account of Joseph Rabbinowitz, a converted,
11.

Remark of Haym Solomon, a patriotic, and
comments, 241.

Jews. Account of the spread of Christianity among,
in 1813, 309.

Assyrian monuments confirming the history of

the captivity, etc., of the, 323. 330.

An investigiition by influential, decides in favor
of Jesus of Nazareth, 335.

The designs of Providence in the history of the,

Johnson, Samuel, the lexicographer. Anecdote of,

when a boy, 163.

Jones, Eli and Sybil. Anecdote of, 9.

Jordan, Richard. The watchfid care of, not to pro-

ceed unduly in the exercise of the ministry, 47.

Journals. Remarks on dangerous, in the United
States, 62.

Judson, Adoniram. On life and character of, as a mis-

sionary in Burmah, 180. 189. 194.

Remarks on the above, 218.

Letter of, to Christian women on ornamental
and costly attire, 277. 283.

Comments on the above, 306.

Junior Republic in Tompkins County, New York.
Account of the, 54.

Observations of " citizens " of, on Friends, 263.

Keeley motor. Considerations suggested by the, 145.

Keeping the head covered in court. Remarks on an
incident connected with, 207.

Kindness illustrated, 19. 135. 314.

The good effect of, upon a tramp, 271.

to animals, 314.

Kind words. On the helpful eflfect of, 192.

Kingdom of God. On ihe, 63.

Essay entitled. The, 223.

Kingdom founded on righteousness. Essay entitled.

Kirk, Isaiah and Elizabeth R. Brief notice of, 325.

Knox Vicesimus. On the character and writings of,

212.230.238.243.253.
Remarks on the above, 306.

Essay entitled, 63.

Lake Mohonk Conference on arbitration. Notice of.

proceedings of, 12. 374.

Platform of the Fifth Annual, .390.

Lamb Charles. Extract from a letter of, to Robert
Lloyd, 187.

Langhorne Thomas. Loving certificate of removal
for, issued by Friends in England, 77.

Language. The influence of the use of the plain, by
Friends, 143.

The reason for the use of the plain, by Friends,
410.

League for Social Serviie. On tlie establishment and
object of the, 98.

Lean William S. Comments of the British Friend on
the resignation by, of his membership with Friends,

Letter. A, to the poet Tennyson from his mother,
93.

Extracts from a, to a Friend, 163.

from .lames Bean respecting Friends at San

of Ki
of II

IIS M. Jones in reference to the above, 183.
llilkotr respecting the Dukhobortsi in

Joseph .S. Elkinton accompanying the above, 299.
Stephen Grellet respecting Geo W. Reed, 383.
from Dukhobors to Jos. S. Elkinton and Wil-

liam Evans, 400. 412.

Letters of Argvri Climi, 59.

Eugene Smets, a converted Roman Catholic, 123.
Margaret Player to her son, a persecutor of

Friends in 1G70, 215.

Ell wood Dean to one in affliction, 238.
Robert Milhous. 332. 340. 347. 365. 370. 406.
of I), llillkofl^, 351. 371.

of William Evans respecting the Dukhobortsi
in Canada, 378. 391. 39.3. 406.

from travellers in the Orient, 381. 398.

Incident illustrating the temptations of a large
city, entitled. Two, 389.

Libraries. Remarks on shelves for books in, 161.

Life. The real winner in the struggle of, 2.

On the dangers attending men in public, 3.

The disquiet of a, not in accord with God's wit-
ness in the neart, 119.

Extract entitled. A purchased, 354.

Lincoln .•\braham. On liberty as the heritage of all

men, 359.

Lindley Hannah. Remarks of, on formal visiting, 45.
Literature. Remarks on high, 1 24.

Livingstone David. The conferring of an honorary
upon, 31.

Litt'e ways of bettering the world, 148.

Lost, a boy, 365. '

Love. Those who give, freely to others, are never un-
cared for, nor unloved, 247.

Illustration of the conquering power of patient,

298.

Lynch law discouraged in Georgia. Remarks on 42.

Lyon Mary. On the influence for good of, 365.

Madagascar. W^ar on Christian principles in, 244.
Making things clear and plain. On, 190.

Mallets and chisels. Remarks on perfecting the Chris-
tian, entitled, 151.

Man who can carry a message to Garcia. Extract en-
titled. The. 366.

overboard. A failureof infidelity, entitled, 156.
Mankind are brothers, 25.

are constantly building their own characters, 31

.

Manna, as found in the desert. Notice of, 340.
Margery's mistake. Exti act entitled, 109.
Marriage. Remarks on the solemnity and mutual ob-

ligati ns of, 69.

National decline occasioned by obstructions to,

287.

Extravagance in living a serious bar to, in the
middle cla.sses, 343.

Marriages.—George A. Keely and Beulah Elma
Sharpless, 80.

Ellis Barker and Elizabeth W. Jones, SO.

Jacob G. Palmer and Ruth A. Hinshaw, 136.

William C. Cowperthwaite and Mary M. Smith,
144.

Walter J. Edgerton and Anna R. Taber, 184.
James W. Edgerton and Edith A. Conroe, 184.
Roy W. Rockwell and Olelia A. Moffitt, 208.
William C. Moffitt and Mary S. Rockwell, 208.

Frederick White and Sarah M. Fisher, 408.
Marshall William. A member of Iowa Yearly Meeting.

Notice of a proposed visit by, to Bolivia, 247.
Massachusetts. Remarks on the causes of her high

industrial and social condition, 199.

Meditation. On the duty and necessity of religious, 118.
Memorial of Chester Monthly Meeting of Friends, Pa.
Concerning Joseph Rhoads, a minister, deceased, 6.

Men have lived gloriously in dungeons, 320.
Mennonites. Notice of, in connection with the relief

of the Dukhobortsi, 111.



Mennonites. Account of the origin, and history of, 388.

Meredith Jesse. Brief mention of, 32-5.

Meteors. Notice of the death of two children by, in

Olclahoma, 171.

Mica. How, is obtained, 60.

Milhous Eobert. Selections from the letters and mem-
oranda of, 332. 340. 347. 36.5. 370. 406.

Mililarv glory. The unsatisfying character of, exem-
plified, 78.

Miller Peter. Account of the saving the life of his

enemy, 316.

Ministry and its authority. On the, 5. 25. 42. 105. 147.

Kemarkable solemnity attending the, of Mary
Dudley, 28.

Observatinns of Jane Bettle on the necessity for

the immediate influence of the Holy Spirit

in the exercise of the, 31.

Remarks on the compromising attitude of the

hireling, of to-day, 39

True vision greatly needed in the, 78.

The work and character of the, in the primitive

church, 101.

On the needs of the, HI.
The indwelling of Christ the strength of the. 111.

Caution in reference to the public exercise of

the, 143.

The payment of money in connection with the,

degrading, 162.

On clock-work, 169.

The essential preparation f pr the, 169.

A solemn charge given to the, 175.

Experiences and observations of Maria S. Fox
on the exercises in the, 215.

The great lack of in the present day, is

spiritual anointing, 225.

An illustration of hireling, 255. 359.

No purely intellectual teaching can take the

place of gospel, 271.

Gospel, through earthen vessels, 273.

The dignity of the, 276.

Testimony of Isaac Penington concerning gospel,

291.

A true, is endued with power from on high, 311.

Remarks on speaking from habit and without a

fresh power in the, 367.

Immediate Divine revelation the source of true,

385.

On the secularization of the, by lectures on

commonplace topics in the pulpit, 413.

Caution to tho<e who travel in the, 415.

Missionary. On the popular use, and true meaning of

the term, 105.

Misrepresentation. Remarks on, 179.

Modest. On being selfishly, 108.

Money. The true use of, 2.

Monk. A persecuting, converted, 314.

Morrill Justin D. U. S. Senator from Vermont. Re-

marks on the death and character of, 207.

Morals in business Remarks on the value of 319.

Moslem. The devout, 192.

Mother. On the ceaseless love of a, 57.

Mothei-s. Advice to, 61. 124. 284, 285.

Mother-made man. A, 275.

Mouth germs. Remarks on certain evils entitled, 93.

Movements of ministering Friends, 71. 79. 95. 119. 127.

143. 159. 166. 175. 183. 200. 216, 217. 271. 287. 335.

343. 351. 367. 375. 383. 391. 399.

Music. Advices of London Yearly Meeting against, 1 30.

On the waste of time spent in learning, 195.

Naas Johann, the Christian soldier of Crefeld, 383.

Nails. On tlie introduction of wire, in the United

States, 92.
" Name your animals." Incident illustrating it is well

to, 295.

Napoleon. An answer of, portending evil to France,

373.

National and social decline. One cause of, 287.

Natural History. Bees, 20; Deer, 23
;
The sting of a

bee, 26; The English sparrow, 52; The monkey,

123 ; The elephant, 123 ; Terrapin, 245 ; Turtles,

245 ; The toad, 266 ; The whale, 325.

Naudi Dr., of Malta. Account by, in 1813, of the

spreading of Christianity in the East, 309.

Naylor James. Testimony of, shortly before his death,

221. 289.

Nazarenes of Hungary a people opposed to war. Notice

of the, 39.

Neander. Dying expressions of, 30.

Remarks on the character of, 268.

Negro preacher. Remarkably successful labors of

Henry Evans, a, 331.

New Testament. The earliest lists of the books of

the, 222, 229.

INDEX.

Need for our periodical. Communication entitled, A,

370.

Noble discontent. A, 205.

Non-resistance. The power of, 27.

Notes from correspondents, 7.

Notes from others, 136. 142. 159. 167. 175. 207. 231.

247. 255. 271. 311. 335. 343. 359. 375.

Notes concerning the Society, 207. 215. 223. 239.

Not commonplace. Remarks on the visitations and
operations of the Lord's spirit, entitled, 173.

Nut lack of patriotism. Remarks in opposition to war,

entitled, 91.

Not yours, but you. Remarks on doing good to others,

entitled, 401.

Oaths. The inconsistency of taking judicial, enforced,

233.

Remarks on the above, 250.

Kissing the Bible in judicial, dispensed with in

New York, 343.

Obedience to law. Remarks on the evils of disregard-

ing, 15.

Obedience to manifest duty. Essay entitled, 36.

Obedience to parents. The duty of children, 157.

Obedience. The duty of, in the Christian, 286.

Okeu the German naturalist. Anecdote of, entitled, A
potato day, 301-

Old and young preachers. On, 101.

Old age. Notice of labor performed in, 140.

Old people. The great value of, in the community,
197.

Olives. On the growth of, in California, 172. 282.

Onesimus, as slave, criminal. Christian, preacher. On,
181.

Only a cup of tea. Incident entitled, 19.

Opportunities for doing good. On availing ourselves

of, 19. 147. 262.

improving the mind. On making use of, 373.

Osborne Louisa, a colored woman. Charitable giving

by, 236.

Our privileges and duties as young Friends, by Paul
D. I. Maier, 258.

Parents. The duties of, to their children, 157.

Past redemption point. Extract entitled, 295.

Pampered young man. A, 75.

Paper. On the origin of the term " foolscap " applied

to, 236.

Pastor. A, declines to receive money for preaching,

244.

Pastors. The character of the, referred to in the New
Testament, 101.

Pastoral system. The objections to the, 33. 113.

unknown in the primitive church. The, 34. 101.

Pastor. A, returns money to his congregation, 256.

Reason by a, for resigning his office, 311.

Pastorates. Old time, settled, 127.

Patriotism. The nature of true, 25.

Essay entitled. True, 404.

Paton John G. Reports from, of improved condition

of South Sea islandei-s, 247.

Paul. Remark on the character of the apostle, 129.

Peculiarity inevitable to the Christian, 151.

Pemberton John. Remarks of, on true ministry, 42.

Testimony of Friends concerning the ministry

of, 43.

Remarks of, on the death of his brother Israel,

90.

Account of a journey by, in Scotland, 415.

Pennsylvania. Notice of " A Quaker Experiment in

Government," an account of the early history

of, 34.

The Friendly Association for regaining peace
with the Indians in, 237. 242. 254. 261.

Penn William. Notice of an attempt to steal the

body of, 103. 128.

A memorial to, as a defender of the rights of

juries, proposed in England, 143.

Extracts from an account of the rise of the So-

ciety of Friends by, 274.

Notice of a deed from, held by a family in

Delaware County, Pa., 291.

Advice of, on reading the Holy Scriptures and
the writings of early Friends, 349.

Notice of a work on the family of, by Howard
Jenkins, 375.

Remarks of, on unity and liberty, in the gospel,

382.

Pensioning with appreciation. Extract entitled, 121.

Penington Isaac. Testimony of, respecting gospel

ministry, 291.

On the true understanding of Scripture, 322.

Plaint against progressive euchre. A, 260.

Plants. On the sleep of, 166.

Plants. The gigantic trees of California, SO; T:

Banyan trte, 86 ; The Fountain tree, 86 ; Tlie Ye
tree, 86; Seedle.ss oranges, 207; The baiubo , 2y

The Russian thistle, 309 ; The India-rubber plai

317.

Poet for peace. A, 278.

Poetry.—Original. Just beyond, 43 ; Effectual Aspir
tion, 46 ; Effectual Inspiration, 46 ; I'll steal away
Jesus, 54 ; To the memory of John Hampton, 6:

Hearts and Home, 68 : Second childhood, 69 ; Tl
children,' 84 ; Time-killing, 102; Emphasis, lOf

The best mother, 140; Alone, 150; The situatio

187; Our old apple tree, 205; Disarmament, 22:

Hymn at sunrise, 223 ; Consecration, 234 ; On tl

threshold of the year, 252; The gathering hom
276. 304 ; Morning thoughts, 309 ; Lines by Robe
Hatton, 316; Christ speaketh still, 355 ; Peace Mu
ings, 359; From Edenvista, 372; God lovtth al

373 ; The Solitary Way, 380.

Poetry.—Selected. All days for Thee, my God, 7'

The hook of God, 99 ; Building the bridge, 285
Blossoms in age, 301

; Boys, 317 ; The church wall

ing with the world, 14 ; Courage, my soul, 75 ; Cou
ye apart, and rest awhile, 118; Cumbered aboi

much serving, 109 ; At the door, 54 ; Duty or love

which ? 84 ; I'he Dukhobortsi, 292 ; Endurance, 40;

The Commemoration poem, 3/7; Fresh Air, 54; God
care. 132 ; Humility, 21 ; His beautiful way, 29 ;

hearin,' .Joseph Hoag preach, 62 ; The Hoi
Ohed Edom, _44

; Hope, 340 ; In His shad .w, 7(

completenes-:, 181 ; Lines, 180; Lost names,
The living Christ, 23o ; The lily of the valley, 262
Lines on the deatTi of Jonathan Taylor of Ohio,
349 ; Live, 300 ; Lines, 330 ; As a mustard seed, 21

Mites of love, 29 ; The Master's t. uch, 93 ; M
Message, 325 ; My Refuge, 348; Not size, but pet

fection, 21 ; No place for boys, 190; Now that th

war is over, 257 ;
" On earth-born joys why d.i yt

fondly cling," 340; Old home friends, 366 ; A psaln

102; Playing meeting, 124; The prayer perfeci

188, A pilgrim bird, 284; On prayer, 351; E(
generation, 21; Retn spection, 197; Spirit-visior

269 ; Two toilers, 146 ; Twenty-third psalm, 197

Truth, 370; "Verse," 212; Why do we wait, 84
When shall we write? 135 ; What sickness means t

the believer, 172 ; Who is my neighbor? 181 ; Wa
echoes, 278; When I have time, 303; A woi

prayer, 308 ; Yearnings, 353.

Porto Rico. Description of the island of, 18.

Potts Rebecca, of Pottstown, Pa. Faithfulness of, i:

maintaining a meeting for worship, 73. 129.

Practical matters. Hints on various, 204. 214. 317.

Practice vs. Preaching, 275.

Prayer. Remarks on, by John Woolman, 11.

On answers to, 15. 86.

A busy man's, 129.

On, by dictation, 177.

Thoughts on, 199. 205.

may be effectual without words, 293.

Preacher. A, should'be a preacher of truth, 279.

Preaching of the gospel. An unfaithful, apologi;

for, 255.

Preaching defined. 111.

Priestcraft. How did the word, find a place in ou)

language, 247.

Prisoner's pardon. The, and comments, 148.

Present day service of the Society of Friends. The, 26£

Preservation to be experienced only in watchfulnes:

unto prayer, 287.

Principle and per.-onality. Essay entitled, 4.

Prisons. Many excellent religious works have beeii

written in, 75.

Promptness facilitates work, 15.

Profane man overcome with gocid. A, 119.

Pj-ogressive euchre. On, as a form of gambling,
Protestant Catholicism. Essay entitled, 7.

Providential guidance, 9. 43. 86. 185. 316. 379.

Presbyterians. The observance of Christmas
Easter, disapproved of by a body of, 359.

Public opinion. Remarks of \V. E. Gladstone oi

an international, 300.

Pulpit. Notice of themes advertised for the, in

single week, 175.

Punctuality. On training children in the habit of, 284

Purity is the world's need, 262.
" Put up thy sword." Remarkable preservation en

titled, 379.

Pyramid. Amount of material in the Great, 106

Quaker experiment in governing, by Isaac Sharpless

Notice of A, 34. 49.

Quakerism. Ten talents of, named, 11).

The strength of, is communion with God,



Quakerism. The new, reviewed, 274.
Query of an awakened soul. Essay entitled, The, 45.
Quickening of the moral faculties A, 243.
Quiet things of nature. Exiract entitled, The, 93.

Kailriad cai-s. The cost of, 171.

Railway. The first, in Central Africa, 77.

train providentially saved. A, olG.
Rationalism. The chill of, 15.

iReading matter. The great need of watchfulness re-

garding, 324.

.Red cross movement. On the rise and dcveloviment of

the, 37.

Remarks on rendering assistance by Friends in

the, 33.

JRecd, Geo. \V. On the convincement of, by reading
Barclay's Apology, 383.

Religion. The first ofier of Divine help in, to be ac-

cepted, 28.

consists in communion and union with God, 31.

On being laithful in what are called little things

in, 49.

On hypocrisy in, 75.

Belief in, implies obligations of duty, 104.

Remarks on making, a tool, 111.

Remarks on a cheap, 127.

The parade of works of, likely to stiHe a growth
in grace, 157.

High professors of, may be sti-angers to true

conversion, 158.

The benefit of spiritual retirement and silence

in, 159.

The future spread of spiritual, 167.

The nature and efJect of true, 170.

Salutary advice to a young convert to, 195.

The necessity of regeneration in, 223.
Stillness of the soul essential to, 226.

Taking up the cross and following Christ the
way to perfection in, 230.

The way to judge of, is by doing our duty, 231.

On every day, 236. 282.

On sunshine in, 286.

The degenerating influence of art upon, 292.

On talking upon, 302.

leligious notes, 15 39. 47. 96. 103. HI.
labors. Remarks on true ground of, 41.

feelings. An appeal to, the most efficient

means of reforming men, 77.

meditation. On the duty and usefulness of,

lis. 159.

tesponsibility. On individual, 44.

leverenceis the soul of reliiiion, 6.

levelalion. Inimed ate Divine, the rock on which
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